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The Strange Case of Quackery_
and the FDA
Stephen Barrett, M.D.

Popular wisdom states that health products mar
keted with unproven claims should be reported to the
FDA. Having personally reported hundreds of such
products. I can assure you that doing so is rarely
effective.
When the FDA learns that a misbranded food
supplement is being marketed, it can issue a warning,
seize the product, seek a civil injunction, press criminal
charges, or do nothing. Each year the agency issues a
few warning letters, seizes a few such products, and
obtains a few injunctions. Most often, however, no en
forcement action is taken.
Because civil actions are slow and almost never
result in a net loss to the sellers, they have little or no
deterrent value. Criminal prosecutions-which involve
the possibility of imprisonment-have great deterrent
value. Yet between 1963 and 1983, the agency launched
only one criminal prosecution for food supplement
misbranding.
In September 1983, as part of an extensive 4-year
investigation of frauds against the elderly, Congressman
Claude Pepper sent detailed questionnaires to federal
agencies, asking what they are doing about quackery.
The FDA indicated that 40 staff years and $1.8 million
(0.5%) of its $362.7 million budget for 1983 were allo
cated to the control of quackery, but that these figures
included educational activities and publications in ad
dition to enforcement actions. Mr. Pepper was also in
formed that no specific office within the agency was
designated to handle health frauds, and that the FDA
actually had no organized program to deal with them
or even to detect them!
The health food industry is keenly aware of the
FDA's apathy toward quackery. Hundreds of misbranded
food supplement products are currently being sold with
suggestions that are effective in preventing and/or treat
ing a wide variety of diseases. Hardly a month goes by
without some "miraculous" substance being re
discovered or newly marketed with unproven claims.
Users of these products are engaged in what Dr. Victor
Herbert calls "nutrition roulette."
This situation could easily be corrected by a sys� tematic program of detection and criminal prosecution.
But the FDA claims that it lacks the resources needed
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for such a program because priority must be given to
regulation of prescription drugs. That is simply untrue.
Detecting violations is quite easy, and the resources
being used for civil prosecution could simply be shifted
to criminal prosecution.
About a year ago, I mailed a series of penetrating
questions designed to explore this issue to Joseph P. Hile,
Associate FDA Commissioner for Regulatory Affairs,
the agency's top enforcement official. Among other
things, I asked him to compare the cost in dollars and
man-hours of warning letters, seizures. civil injunctive
procedures and criminal prosecutions. I also asked how
many complaints the agency had received about mis
branded food supplements during the previous five
years and how many of them had led to regulatory ac
tion. Mr. Hile did not reply.
In July 1984, an FDA official named Paul Sage
filed a petition-as a private citizen-asking the agency
to adopt a new enforcement policy. As a senior member
of the FDA's litigation and recall staff. Mr. Sage has in
vestigated quackery and observed the effects of enforce
ment actions for almost 20 years. His petition notes the
following:
• Persons who violate the labeling provisions of the
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act by marketing products
without FDA approval create a threat to the public
health. For example, use of an unapproved vitamin E
preparation may have been responsible for the recent
deaths of more than 30 infants.
• Because the marketplace is flooded with unapproved
drugs, civil action on a case-by-case basis is not practi
cal. But if criminal sanctions were used routinely to deal
with violations of this kind, future violations would be
deterred.
• Criminal cases would require less of the agency's re
sources than civil cases because they are simpler to
carry out.
Along similar lines, Congressman Pepper has rec
ommended that the FDA should: 1) significantly in
crease its public educational efforts regarding quackery;
2) set up a systematic method of detecting labeling viola
tions; 3) enforce its laws quickly and vigorously; and 4)
unite with the FTC and Postal Service to develop a con
certed effort against repeat offenders.
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assurance that products . . . are safe and effective . That
is why we have a Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act:'
I certainly agree. but without criminal prosecution. the Act cannot be enforced effectively. If you
would like the FDA to become more aggressive against
quackery. there are three things you can do:
1. Send a brief letter to FDA Commissioner Frank
E. Young. M.D., Ph.D .. stating why you think quackery
enforcement should be given higher priority.
2. Report misbranded or unapproved supple
ments to your congressional representatives. asking that
they request the appropriate government agency to take
action. This is potentially more potent than complaining
directly to the FDA because communications from Con
gress are likely to receive more attention.
3. Send a statement supporting Mr. Sages petition
to the Documents Management Branch. U.S. Food and
Drug Administration, 5600 Fishers Lane. Rockville, MD
20857. Your statement should be identified with Docket
#84P-0242CP and submitted in four copies.
Everyone knows that people who cheat on their
income tax may wind up in jail. Unlike tax evasion.
food supplement misbranding cannot be concealed. If
the FDA makes it clear that cheating on a label can
result in imprisonment. do you think it will remain a
problem?

Mr. Pepper also wants Congress to increase the
maximum penalties for crimes related to the promotion
of unproven remedies to at least five years in jail and a
$5,000 fine. five times the current levels under the Food.
Drug and Cosmetic Act.
Responding to Mr. Pepper. the FDA promised to
develop new programs to deal with health quackery
and has already set up a health fraud branch. It has also
been reported that the agency is developing a regulatory
policy for "medical foods." But Mr. Sage suggests that
unless the FDA Commissioner watches closely and
presses for effective action as requested in his petition,
new programs may be blocked by the entrenched apa
thy of FDA bureaucrats responsible for the current
mess.
The "starch blocker" situation illustrates further
why criminal prosecution is essential. Beginning in
1981. these products were widely heralded as a new
type of effortless weight-reduction remedy. As promo
tion mushroomed. reports of nausea. vomiting, diar
rhea, cramps and bloating surfaced among users, but the
number of manufacturers still rose dramatically to more
than 300. When the FDA asked companies to volun
tarily halt marketing of the products. many refused, and
the agency took civil action against a few of them. By
the time court orders prohibiting their sale were won.
starch blockers had been profitably manufactured for
over a year: and they remained available in many health
food stores months after the court orders were issued.
Commenting further in his petition. Mr. Sage
said, ''The public can thank its lucky stars that the ad
verse effects of starch blockers were not disastrous. Peo
ple should not have to depend upon such luck for
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Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is
co-author [with Dr. Victor Herbert] of Vitamins and "Health"
Foods: The Great American Hustle. In June 1984, they both � ·
received FDA Commissioner's Special Citation Awards for Public Service in combatting nutrition quackery.

PERSPECTIVE ON ASPARTAME
Manfred Kroger, Ph.D.,
J. Lynne Brown, Ph.D.
Aspartame, also known by its trade name. Nu
trasweet, was approved by the FDA for use in soft
drinks in July 1983. It had been approved in 1981 for use
as a tabletop sweetener (Equal) and in dry beverage
mixes, cold breakfast cereals. chewing gum. gelatins,
puddings, fillings, and dry mixes for dessert toppings.
Aspartame was discovered in 1965 by scientists at
G. D. Searle & Company and has been the subject of
more than 100 studies to test its safety and potential uses
in foods. As a result, scientists generally agree that as
partame is one of the most thoroughly tested food addi
tives ever approved. It is being used in more than 30
countries. According to Searle, total sales of Nutrasweet
were $336 million worldwide in 1983.
Aspartame is made from two commercially pro
duced amino acids, phenylalanine (as the methyl ester)
and aspartic acid, and can therefore be considered pro
tein-like. It is about 180 times as sweet as sucrose (table

sugar). One gram of aspartame, which has the sweeten
ing power of almost half a pound of sugar. supplies only
4 calories. Because of this intense sweetness, the
amounts ingested are small enough for aspartame to be
considered virtually noncaloric. While saccharin can
have a bitter aftertaste. aspartame does not. But aspar
tame 's higher price ($90 vs $4 / pound). as well as for
mulation considerations, has led most soft drink
manufacturers to combine the two.
Since aspartame is completely hydrolyzed within
the intestine. it does not enter the blood stream as such.
Therefore many of the safety studies have also explored
whether aspartame's components or their metabolic by
products cause any difficulty. Concerns about aspar
tames safety have revolved primarily around six issues:
1. Methanol production. Aspartame. whether di
gested, heated, or temperature-abused in improperly
stored products, ultimately breaks down into its original
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known to be involved in brain function.There has been
speculation that large amounts of aspartame consumed
with carbohydrate (which releases insulin into the
blood stream) may affect the levels of DA and NE in
relation to other neurotransmitters and thereby alter
behavior-even though no unusual behavior has been
reported among aspartame consumers in countries
where the sweetener has been used for years, or in clini
cal tests of aspartame where unusually high doses were
consumed.
Amino acids cross the blood-brain barrier
through an active transport mechanism for which they
compete. Phenylalanine shares the same pathway as
tryptophan (precursor of the n e urotransmitter
serotonin) and other large neutral amino acids. Since
insulin accelerates the metabolism of amino acids as
well as carbohydrates, it lowers blood levels of these
competing amino acids and thus makes entry of phe
nylalanine easier.
Dr. Richard W urtman of M.I.T. has shown that
brain phenylalanine levels are increased and tryp
tophan levels decreased in rats given glucose plus aspar
tame. Other experiments, not involving aspartame,
have led him to believe that these altered amino acid
levels lead to higher ratios of DA and NE to serotonin in
the brain, and to speculate that very large intakes of
aspartame-containing beverages (well above consump
tion levels expected by the F DA) could lead to be
havioral changes or convulstons.
However, Dr. John Fernstrom and others at the
University of Pittsburgh have shown that aspartame
doses large enough to significantly increase brain phe
nylalanine do not alter levels of DA. NE or serotonin.
This led the FDA to state in its final rule (published in
the July 8, 1983 Federal Register): "The data supplied ...
do not provide support for the hypothesis that the inges
tion of aspartame and carbohydrates will alter brain
levels of neurotransmitters and thereby produce be
havioral modification:·
3. Diketopiperazine (DKP) production. Concern
has been expressed that DKP, another chemical pro
duced when aspartame decomposes. can react with ni
trite to produce nitrosamines, which are carcinogens.
Storage tests at 30 ° C (86 ° F) for 8 weeks have shown that
38 percent of the aspartame in a cola beverage was de
graded, with 12 percent remaining as DKP. At higher
temperatures, aspartame stability drops off markedly,
but the FDA believes that simple precautions during the
handling and storage of soft drinks can prevent this.
Although aspartame is not generally intended for use in
baking or in heated foods because it breaks down and
loses its sweetening power, it must be assumed that
some individuals will use the tabletop product in cook
ing.Proper labeling of aspartame should minimize such

components: aspartic acid and phenylalanine, plus a
small amount of methanol (methyl alcohol) from the
methyl ester. Methyl alcohol. among other things, is
used to denature ethyl alcohol for industrial use. mak
ing it unfit to drink.However. the amounts of methanol
resulting from aspartame breakdown are harmless.
Small amounts of methanol are normally found in foods
such as tomato juice, bananas, cherries, wines, and
other fermented products.
Woodrow Monte, Ph.D., R.D., Director of the Food
Science and Nutrition Laboratories, Arizona State Uni
versity. has voiced much concern about the level of
methyl alcohol which he believes can result from aspar
tame use. Together with the Arizona Dietetic Associa
tion and the Central Arizona District Dietetic
Association. he petitioned the Arizona Department of
Health Services to ban aspartame use in carbonated
beverages within the state: and he has expressed his
views on nationwide television and elsewhere.The pe
tition alleged that breakdown of aspartame to methyl
alcohol, which would be accelerated by high storage
temperatures, would create a health hazard.
In March 1984, the petition was denied by the
Arizona health department. based on a 25-page, point
by-point analysis. The state agency concluded that the
issues raised in the petition had all been adequately
addressed by the FDA during the investigations leading
to approval of aspartame as a food additive. Among
other things, the agency correctly pointed out that
methanol released during storage is metabolized the
same way as methanol released from intact aspartame
digested in the body-and that the amounts in either
case are not large enough to be significant.
If all the aspartame in a carbonated soft drink
were to break down into its components , the maximum
amount of methanol produced would be about 56 milli
grams (mg) per liter of beverage, about a third the
amount normally derived from a similar quantity of
fruit juice.The estimated threshold for toxicity is about
35,000 mg for a 150-lb individual.Clinical studies with
aspartame have shown no adverse effects in people who
ingested up to 20 mg of methanol per kilogram (kg) of
body weight in a single dose. This is about 1,400 mg of
methanol per individual, the amount that would be pro
duced by drinking 25 liters of diet soft drinks at once
with all of their aspartame degraded. Of course, people
don't drink this much in a day.
The toxicity of methanol actually results from its
metabolism to formic acid. But no increased formate has
been detected in blood even after high ("abuse") levels
of aspartame ingestion.
2. Changes in brain neurotransmitter levels. Phe
nylalanine is a precursor of dopamine (DA) and nor
epinephrine (NE). two of several neurotransmitters
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misuse. The FDA believes that DKP has been adequately tested, and that the heating of aspartame would
not create a health hazard but merely result in loss of
sweetness. Further, tests on DKP have demonstrated
that no formation of nitrosamines occurs with DKP or
aspartame.
4. Phenylketonuria (PKUJ. One in 15,000 babies is
born with an inherited inability to metabolize phenylalanine to tyrosine due to lack of the enzyme, phenylalanine hydroxylase. This metabolic disorder is now
routinely detected at birth so that PKU babies can be
put on a phenylalanine-restricted diet. If this is not
done. phenylalanine blood levels rise very high and
cause brain damage with severe mental retardation.
Products containing aspartame are labeled to indicate
they contain phenylalanine so that they will not be
given to children with PKU.
Problems with phenylalanine metabolism do not
occur in normal individuals. Nevertheless, to test the
hypothesis that aspartame could cause a dangerous rise
in plasma phenylalanine. extensive studies have been
conducted by giving normal adults 34, 50, 100, or 200
mg/kg of aspartame. Even with single doses of 200 mg/
kg-six times the maximum of estimated use-blood
phenylalanine levels stayed well below the concentration associated with neurotoxicity. It has also
been determined that children metabolize aspartame at
the same rate as adults. Thus, even with abuse. phenylalanine will not reach toxic blood levels; and in all
cases. normal levels are reestablished within 24 hours
after ingestion. It has also been determined that parents

and siblings of PKU children can safely consume
aspartame.
5. Tooth decay. Studies at the National Institute of
Dental Research indicate that aspartame does not pro
mote tooth decay. It contains no fermentable carbohy
drate and therefore does not support the bacteria which
produce acids that attack tooth enamel.
6. Diabetes. The American Diabetes Association
states that aspartame is an acceptable sugar substitute as
a sweetener for products that may be included in diabetic meal plans. Recently reported research by Dr. D.L.
Horwitz of the University of Illinois, reaffirmed that as
partame is safe for diabetics.
Thus aspartame, as currently known and used,
appears to be a perfectly safe component in the human
diet.
Perhaps the most aggressive adversaries of aspartame use are the Community Nutrition Institute (CNI)
of Washington. D.C.. and its attorney. James Turner.
(Turner, principal author of The Chemical Feast, has
been a relentless critic of the FDA. and served in the late
1970s as "Washington Representative" of the National
Health Federation.) Though rebuffed twice since the
FDA approvals in 1981 and 1983, CNI has continued to
press through the federal courts for a temporary restraining order against aspartame use. But so far the
courts have ruled that no evidence exists to justify such
a request.
Dr. Kroger is Professor of Food Science and Dr. Brown is
Assistant Professor of Food Science Extension at The
Pennsylvania State University.

Single copies of 23 government publications on food and
nutrition. most of them reprints of articles from FDA
Consumer, are available at nominal cost from the Con
sumer Information Center. Department N (Attn: S.
James), Pueblo. CO 81009:

�rticles should be requested by order number. Any single title
1s free, but a $1 per order handling fee applies if more than one
title is requested. (Up to 20 titles can be requested for the same
dollar.) The check should be payable to Superintendent of
Documents.

Inexpensive Publications

151M Cholesterol and Your Health
155M Exercise and Weight Control
516M A Compendium of Fats
517M The Confusing World of Health Foods
518M Consumer's Guide to Food Labels
519M Food Additives
520M A Primer on Dietary Minerals
521M RDA's: Key to Nutrition
522M Roughage
523M Saccharin, Cyclamate, and Aspartame
524M Sodium
525M Some Facts and Myths About Vitamins
526M Sugar
527M That Lite Stuff
528M Vegetarian Diets
529M What About Nutrients in Fast Foods?
530M Can Your Kitchen Pass the Food Storage Test?
532M Microwave Oven Radiation
556M About Body Wraps, Pills, and Other Magic Wands
557M Cellulite
558M Weight Loss
597M Food Safety for the Family
599M Toxic Herbs
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At Your Own Risk, an accurate and comprehensive book about

chiropractic, was published in 1969 and is out of print .
However, paperback copies are still available for $2 each plus
$1 postage from LVCAHF. P.O. Box 1602, Allentown, PA 18105.

Booklets on the following topics are available for $2 each from
the American Council on Science and Health, 47 Maple St.,
Summit, NJ 07901. Bulk rates are available on request.

Alcohol Use During Pregnancy: Its Effect on the Unborn Child
(1981)
"Vitamin B-l!f: Anatomy of a Health Fraud (1981)
U.S. Food Safety Laws: Time for a Change? (1982)
Food Additives and Hyperactivity (1982)
Irradiated Foods (1982)
The Health Effects of Caffeine (1983)
Fast Food and the American Diet (1983)
Breast or Bottle? (1983)
Fluoridation (1983)
Cancer in the U.S.: Is There an Epidemic? (1983)
Antibiotics in Animal Feed: A Threat to Human Health? (1983)
Pesticides in your Home and Garden (1984)
Ethylene Dibromide (1984)
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Health Food Store Sales Drop

Briefs

Describing 1983 as "the year the bubble burst," Health
Foods Business reported that its annual survey of health
food stores indicated a 17.6% drop of total sales for the
industry compared to 1982. Total sales of $2 billion in
7,700 stores included $747 million for vitamins and sup
plements ( +1.8%), $138.6 million for herbs (-22.2%),
$54.2 million for herbal teas ( +11.1%), and $46.2 million
for books (-17.8%). However, the magazine cautioned
that since fewer than 10% of questionnaires were re
turned. the survey should be considered indicative of
trends rather than taken too literally.

Health promotion. Representatives of more than 60 govern
ment, professional, public health and business organizations
gathered recently in Washington, D.C., for a 2-day conference
sponsored by the Department of Health and Human Services
on Prospects for A Healthy America: Achieving the National
Health Promotion Objective. Anita Owen, R.D., who repre
sented the nutrition community, reported general agreement
that: 1) prevention through healthier lifestyles must be the key
objective; 2) national organizations should issue formal policy
statements, set and implement long-range goals, and help their
members increase communication and behavioral change
skills.

Natural

Foods Merchandiser's annual report noted that
vitamin sales had risen 5.2%, the smallest increase in
five years, but that overall retail sales had declined.
"The runaway favorite for best growth category" was
amino acids, whose popularity was attributed to media
coverage of amino acids and the book. Life Extension, by
Dirk Pearson and Sandy Shaw.

Antiquackery group goes national. Reflecting the fact that
hundreds of its 1000+ members live in other states, the Cal
ifornia Council Against Health Fraud was recently renamed
lhe National Council Against Health Fraud. Chapters have al
ready been organized in several states. Membership informa
tion can be obtained from NCAHF, P.O. Box 1276, Loma Linda,
CA 92354.

General Nutrition, Inc. (GNC) with about 1,200 health
food stores-reported 1983 gross sales of $374.9 million,
up 5.5% from 1982, but profits -remained virtually un
changed at $24.9 million. GNC founder David Shakarian
said that. "Every supermarket, every health and beauty
aid chain, every department store is putting in a nutri
tion department, and this competitive pressure has
caused a strain on our earnings."

Megavitamin classic updated. John Fried's 1975 classic, The
Vitamin Conspiracy, has been updated in paperback as Vi
tamin Politics. Thoroughly researched, the book includes in

terviews with leading megavitamin proponents and the
author's profound analysis of their lack of credibility. Copies
can be ordered for $9.95 each plus $2.00 postage from Prom
etheus Books, 700 E. Amherst St., Buffalo, NY 14215.

The Stokes Report, a monthly newsletter for food service
managers, is now in its fourth year of publication. Its topics
include computers, cost management, labor/productivity, en
ergy conservation, equipment selection, and government reg
ulations. Its publisher, Judy Ford Stokes, R.D., also conducts
seminars and is a consultant to schools, health care facilities
and correctional institutions. Subscription information can be
obtained c/o P.O. Box 27595, Atlanta, GA 30327.

Other industry officials blame part of the 1983 decline
on criticism. In Health Foods Business, one company
president said that "there appears to be a carefully or
chestrated, multimedia, nationwide campaign intended
to impair, impede, if not to destroy the health food in
dustry:' Another official. referring to Drs. Victor Her
bert, Fredrick Stare and Elizabeth Whelan, stated,
"When these people do a radio show or get on television
in our area, it hurts! A local newspaper article featuring
one of these attacks can cause us no end of problems."

Librarians Beware! Trace Elements, Hair Analysis and Nutri

tion, by Richard Passwater, Ph.D., and Elmer M. Cranton, M.D..
has been selected by Library Journal as one of the top six
health books of 1983 despite its espousal of unproven methods.
Dr. Cranton is a former president of the American Holistic
Medical Association, a group that promotes unscientific prac
tices. Passwater is research director for a food supplement
company. His "Ph.D:' is from Bernadean University, an unac
credited correspondence school which was not legally autho
rized to grant degrees.

Shaklee

Corporation bucking the trend, had record U.S.
sales of $398.1 million to its distributorsLin the year end
ing September 30, 1983, up 11% from the previous year.

---QUESTION BOX---Q. Is there a reliable magazine that covers general
health topics for laypersons?
A. Rx Being Well, published bimonthly by the Biomedi
cal Information Corporation, 800 Second Ave.. New
York, NY 10017, offers authoritative health and medical
information in clear, easy-to-read language. It is unique
among health magazines because its staff is headed by
two medical school professors who are highly respected
medical editors. Every article is either written or care
fully reviewed by at least one additional health au
thority. The magazine is distributed free to 100,000
doctors for placement in their waiting rooms. but it can
also be obtained by subscription for $9 /year.

Charges filed in herb tea case. Five individuals are being pros
ecuted by the District Attorney of Los Angeles County for
promoting ADS, an herbal tea imported from Japan. The five
are charged with violating California's cancer quackery laws
and with conspiracy and grand theft by false pretenses. ADS,
also known as RD-7, Excel and Forte, was touted by defen
dants as a cure for everything from cancer to arthritis, accord
ing to DA investigators. Defendants allegedly used video tapes
showing patient testimony and claiming a 98% cancer cure
rate. Laboratory investigation revealed the substance to be
water and nondescript vegetable matter with no medicinal
properties. [California v. Middleton, Yamagishi, Dix, Sanford,
Halstead, No. A399111, Municipal Court of Los Angeles, 1984.]
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Possible lecithin toxicity. Studies conducted by Joanne Bell,
Ph.D., pharmacology research associate at Duke University,
suggest that pregnant women who use a diet aid containing
lecithin may expose their unborn children to neurological
damage. Dr. Bell found that pregnant rats given 5% lecithin in
their regular diet produced offspring with abnormally slow
reflexes and abnormalities in brain enzymes important to
early development.

"Health freedom." The National Health Federation, the mili
tant lobbyipg arm of the health food industry, has announced
that its top priority for 1984 is passage of federal legislation to
permit "holistic doctors'' to use drugs or other therapy not
approved by the F DA. Dr. William Jarvis, President of the Na
tional Council Against Health Fraud, calls this type of law "a
hunting license for quacks.'' Although no bill was identified,
NHF recently asked members to mail form letters to Congress
supporting this type of legislation.

Zap a diploma mill? The Federal Trade Commission is inves
tigating schools that issue nutrition degrees by mail. Informa
tion should be sent to Attorney Walter Gross, Federal Trade
Commission, Sixth St. and Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., Wash
ington, DC 20580.

Heavy penalty. A London school district has been ordered to
pay $13,000 in damages to a 16-year-old girl whose weight rose
from 140 to 210 during a 2-month hospital stay after she broke
her leg in school. The gain was attributed to inactivity plus
access to large amounts of candy.

Zap a quack? Legislators considering nutritionist licensure
often ask for examples of individuals harmed by advice from
diploma mill "graduates" or other nonprofessional "nutrition
counselors:· Nutrition Forum is interested in receiving reports
of such cases.
Dubious claims. Ads by General Nutrition Centers (GNC)
claim that its "Life Expander C.H. Releaser" provides "weight
control and reduction without dieting." Composed of "pre
cisely measured amounts" of the amino acids, 1-ornithine, 1arginine and 1-tryptophan, it is claimed to ''stimulate the re
lease of growth hormone that directs your body to burn fat for
needed energy." If the product actually did this, it would be an
unapproved and misbranded new drug that would be illegal to
sell. Moreover, above-normal production of growth hormone
in adults causes acromegaly. a disease characterized by abnor
mal growth and deformity of many parts of the body!

"Organic" legislation advances. The Agricultural Productivity
Act ( H.R. 2714), which would earmark $2 million annually for
research into "organic farming,'' was passed by the U.S. House
of Representatives in January 1984 and is now under consid
eration (as S.B.1128) in the Senate.The bill calls for study of 12
farms to see the effects of "transition from (A) farm practices
which rely on synthetically compounded fertilizers, pesti
cides, growth regulators, livestock feed additives, and tillage
practices which control erosion: to ( B) farm systems which
rely on legume and other sod-based crop rotations, the effi
cient use of crop residues, green manures, animal manures,
off-farm organic wastes and mineral-bearing rocks . ..efficient
conservation practices . . . and nonchemical or biological
methods of weed and pest control." The bill is being heavily
promoted by health food stores under the leadership of
Friends of the Earth.

weight loss centers have grown into a $500 million-a-year na
tional market. Using demographic studies and high-powered
advertising, they have taken aim at some 75 million Amer
icans regarded as overweight. Physicians Financial News re
ports that Weight Watchers, with about 10,000 centers, is no
longer selling franchises. Diet Center, with 1,850 units and still
growing rapidly, had 1983 sales of $30.2 million. Nutri-System
which had 690 units by year's end, is also expanding rapidly.
According to Nutri-System's director of investor relations, its
typical franchise recovers the initial investment in 6 to 18
months and is likely to gross $350,000 annually after a year.

Top hook award. Vitamins and Minerals: Help or Harm?

Mushroom warning. A report on four cases of mushroom poi
soning_in the February 24, 1984 Journal of the American Asso
ciation notes that 1 to 2 percent of an estimated 5,000 species of
wild mushrooms are toxic. "Despite popular myths," the .au
thors conclude, "there is no simple and reliable way to deter
mine whether mushrooms are safe or dangerous. Poisonings
often occur in persons supposedly experienced in foraging for
and identifying wild mushrooms . . . Consumption of wild
mushrooms carries an inherent danger that is sometimes life
threatening.''

Fat profits. The American Dietetic Association estimates that

[George F. Stickley Co., $14.95] has been selected as the best
trade book of 1983 by the American Medical Writers Associa
tion. Biochemist Charles W. Marshall, Ph.D., the book's author,
invested more than five years in full-time study of the scien
tific literature and correspondence with leading nutrition
authorities.

Media setback. The National News Council, an independent
body formed 11 years ago to hear complaints about the press,
voted recently to cease operations. The organization was
formed with the belief that a channel through which com
plaints about unfair reporting could be investigated would
contribute to higher journalistic standards. But, as noted by
former NNC vice-chairman, Elie Abel, "Remarkably few cap
tains of the news industry saw it that way. They knew the
council had no power to punish or compel. Its only sanction
was exposure. And as we have sadly learned, even that hypo
thetical power comes to naught when major newspapers, mag
azines, and networks treat the council's existence and its
findings as a dirty little secret.''Although the number of cases
involved was not large, the council was effective in countering
nutrition misinformation. Thus its closing is a serious setback
for the scientific nutrition community.

A company to watch. An article in Forbes magazine notes that

Bernard Cornfeld, who built a worldwide $3 billion mutual
fund empire whose investors lost hundreds of millions of dol
lars when it collapsed in the early 1970s, has become chairman
of Orthomolecular Nutrition Institute, Inc. The company's
products will include ''health foods,'' food supplements. meta
bolic tests, hair analysis, diet programs, cooking courses, exer
cise classes, and even a health spa that offers cosmetic surgery.
According to the article, the sales force will be composed
mostly of housewives managed by some of those involved in
the mutual fund venture.
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Restaurants and smoking. Complaints by restaurant patrons
about smoking have been increasing. A recent nationwide sur
vey by the trade publication Restaurants and Institutions found
that over one-third of respondents said smoking was a source
of irritation. The National Restaurant Association, whose own
study found that over one-third of respondents considered a
no-smoking section important, has issued a guide on this sub
ject for restaurateurs. Yet only 10 out of 81 New York restau
rants and chains surveyed by the New York Heart Association
provided no-smoking areas. And a poll of 70 Chicago restau
rant managers reported by Ann Landers found that 87% of
them would permit smoking, but only 34% would permit
breast-feeding!

Free fluoridation newsletter. Professionals involved in pro
moting fluoridation can request placement on the mailing list
for Dear Colleague, published quarterly by tho U.S. Centers for
Disease Control (CDC). Its purpose is to enable fluoridation
promoters to exchange information about their activities and
educational materials. Requests (specifying your involvement)
should be sent to W illiam B. Bock, D.D.S., Chief, Dental Dis
ease Prevention Activity, Center for Prevention Services, Cen
ters for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA 30333.

New threat to fluoridation. Antifluoridation crusader John
Yiamouyiannis, Ph.D., has organized the Center for Health
Action to coordinate antifluoridation activity worldwide. This
organization appears to involve merging of the assets of two
other groups founded in 1980 by Y iamouyiannis-the Safe
Water Foundation and the National Health Action Commit
tee-neither of which appears to be solidly funded. Headquar
tered in Delaware, Ohio, the new group describes itself as "a
union of virtually every effective anti fluoridation group in the
country:• Its brochure, which claims that more than 100 mil
lion Americans suffer from fluorosis, projects an annual bud
get rising from $750,000 its first year to $5,625,000 by 1987.

Naturopath's conviction upheld. A Kentucky court recently
upheld the conviction of naturopath Kenneth May for practic
ing medicine without a license. May failed to diagnose a 3year-old boy's luekemia and treated him instead with natural
diets and vitamins during the three months prior to his death.
According to expert testimony, had the leukemia been diag
nosed and treated in time, the child's chances of recovery
would have been 80%. [May v. Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Fayette Circuit Court, No. 83-X-034, Feb. 14, 1984.)

More vitamin statistics. A telephone survey recently reported
by the FDA found that 43% of those questioned take daily
vitamin or mineral supplements. There were 2,991 respond
ents. aged 16-95. Based on this study, the FDA estimates that
39.9 percent of the U.S. population aged 16 or over takes sup
plements. Eleven percent of those surveyed were taking five or
more different ones, and about 4 percent were taking 25, 000
LU. or more vitamin A. According to a report in the Chicago
Tribune, during 1983 the regional poison control center at
Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's Medical Center received more
than 800 calls from parents of children who took overdoses of
flavored vitamins. About 90 percent of the children were less
than three years old.

Guinea pig doctors. Some 27,000 physician volunteers are still
enrolled in a 5-year double-blind study to determine whether
taking beta-carotene capsules every other day lessens the inci
dence of cancer. According to the project's director, Charles H.
Hennekens, M.D., of Harvard University, fewer than 2 percent
of the original participants dropped out during the first six
months.

What's behind the name? The National Institute of Health [not
a government agency], P.O. Box 536, Staten Island, NY 10310,
sells Shaklee products by mail. Although its brochure says,
"We won' t promise you the moon," it also suggests that supple
ments can provide "energy, vitality, body and figure, mental
capacity, zing and zest, youthfulness, physical fitness, stamina,
well being and longer life . . . There's no better way of keeping
.your optimum health than with SHAKLEE nutritional
supplements."

Dangerous enemas. "High colonic" enemas given by chi
ropractors, naturopaths, "nutritional counselors'' and mis
guided physicians often involve the use of 20 or more gallons
of water which may contain herbs, coffee, enzymes and other
additives. Advocates claim erroneously that this procedure
can heal a wide variety of ailments by washing out accumu
lated "toxins" from the large intestine. Reported complications
include severe infections (resulting from inadequately ster
ilized equipment), perforation of the bowel (mainly in elderly
individuals), fluid overload, and electrolyte imbalance.

Profile bread. The Federal Trade Commission has denied a
petition from ITT Continental Baking Co. to modify a 1971
consent order regarding Profile bread. The order had settled
charges that ads for the bread had falsely claimed that it had
special value in helping people lose wieght. In denying the
request, the Commission said that ITT may truthfully adver
tise the bread's caloric content, but that the information sub
mitted by the company in support of its petition "does not
provide a reasonable basis for any weight reduction or control
claims."

Selenium overdose. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) recently reported a case of selenium intoxication in a
57-year-old woman who suffered fingernail abnormalities and
hair loss. The case is considered unusual because it appears to
involve a product that contained 182 times the amount of se
lenium indicated on its label. The mislabeled product-only
250 bottles of which are believed to have been distributed
has been recalled by its manufacturer.

Lower telephone bills. Most people who spend $10 /month or
more for long distance calls can save money with a discount
service. SPRINT is ideal because it has no monthly service fee.
Calls may be made from any pushbutton phone in hundreds of
calling areas (even when you are traveling) to any number in
the United States. Per call discounts range up to 50% of Bell
rates with additional discounts i f total calls exceed
$75 /month. For complete information, call 1-80 0-521-4949.

Botulism from honey. CDC has also issued a warning that
honey should not be fed to infants under one year of age be
cause of the possibility of infant botulism. In this condition,
which is rare, C. botulinum toxin is produced in and absorbed
from the infant's gastrointestinal tract. This differs from food
borne botulism, a more dangerous problem resulting from in
gestion of toxins present in improperly prepared foods.
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IOWA TITLE BOUT ENDS W ITH
TECHNICAL KNOCKOUT
Judith D. Klopfenstein, M.S., R.D.
After a Senate subcommittee and full committee
approved the title bill for full Senate debate, national
representatives from Shaklee Corporation and the Na
tional Nutritional Foods Association (NNFA) voiced op
position. Shaklee's representatives wanted the bill to
specify that the sale of food supplements would not be
restricted, and that individuals marketing such prod
ucts could continue to advise customers regarding their
use. NNFA's attorney claimed in a letter to the Senate
leadership that first amendment rights were being re
stricted by the bill.
IDA representatives struggled to retain the es.
sence of the bill while seeking to accommodate these
objections. An amendment finally evolved that did not
restrict the sale of food and nutritional products but did
limit the claims that could be made by individuals mar
keting such products. The limitation read. "Individuals
who do not hold themselves out to be dietitians or nutri
tionists and who market or distribute food products as
defined by the federal Food and Drug Administration
may engage in explanation and education of customers
regarding the use of such products for normal nutri
tional needs."
During the full Senate debate, the bill was
amended to return it to a full licensure act rather than a
title act. and this bill was sent at the House of Represen
tatives for final consideration. However, time ran out.
Anxious to adjourn before the Easter holiday and weary
of debating into the small hours of the night. the House
set a time limit. This enabled Representative Hanson to
prevent further consideration of our bill by announcing
that he would filibuster it to death.
IDA members who had worked so arduously for
passage of a licensure act were very disappointed. but
our mood is not one of despair. The opponents are now
clearly identified, so it should be easier to develop strat
egies to contain them. Most important , perhaps. we
gained visibility and recognition in the eyes of the legis
lators and "learned the ropes" of the legislative process.

Just when it appeared that Iowa would become
the first state to require licensure of dietitians and nutri
tionists. a series of unforseen events delayed the legisla
tion another year. The preliminary rounds of the
licensure battle were fought in December 1983 before
the Commission of Professional and Occupational Reg
ulation (COPOR). a regulatory body that rules on the
merits of all proposed licensure statutes before they can
be considered by the Iowa Legislature. Following sub
committee and public hearings on the issue. COPOR
voted 6-4 to recommend that the scope of practice in the
fields of dietetics and nutrition be defined. and that in
dividuals practicing as dietitians or nutritionists be re
quired to obtain a state license. The minority opposition
was led by House Representative Darrell Hanson
COPOR chairman, who remained a formidable
adversary.
.
Following COPOR approval, the proposed act was
drafted into an official legislative bill and assigned to
both House and Senate subcommittees. Many bills die at
this point. but skillful action by the lobbyist for the Iowa
Dietetic Association (IDA) helped ours gain approval by
the house subcommittee and subsequently the House
State Government Committee.
So far, the only opposition voiced had been that of
individual Representatives opposed to any additional
professional licensing. However, immediately prior to
debate by the full House of Representatives. several Diet
Center establishments became aware of the bill and
hired two lobbyists and an attorney to oppose it on
grounds that it would require them to hire dietitians to
do weight control counseling. Because of the support
this group was able to generate, the bill was amended to
allow commercial weight control centers to provide
counseling if their program had been approved by the
Iowa State Department of Health. The Iowa Dietetic As
sociation readily accepted this provision.
During debate in the House. Representative
Hanson persuaded most of his colleagues that a title act
defining "dietitian" and "nutritionist" but not limiting
who could practice in these fields would offer sufficient
public protection. A title bill was then passed 94-6 and
sent to the Senate for consideration.

Ms. Klopfenstein is Assistant Director of Food and Nutrition
Services at Iowa Lutheran Hospital, Des Moines, Iowa.
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Vitamin Victims Sue Harold Manner
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
sources as polluted air or "junk foods:· If the body's im
mune system is working properly. these cancer cells are
quickly destroyed: but if it is not, clinical cancer results.
He also said that the immune system is the only thing
that is going to eliminate the cancer, and that radiation
and chemotherapy are bad because they destroy the
immune system. His treatment is designed "to build up
the immune system so it can restore the body's health."
Asked about his results, he stated that 85% of the
cancer patients coming to the Emerald Isle Clinic have
been told by their medical doctors that no more could
be done for them. Of these "70% leave the clinic without
cancer or with cancer no longer life-threatening-on its
way down:' He said that 85% of arthritis patients and
over 90% of those with multiple sclerosis were similarly
helped. However, he contradicted himself during the
interview by saying. "We are not eliminating a cancer in
21 days. but are putting people on the right path." Pa
tients are then referred to a local metabolic physician
for follow-up care.
Manner, still based in Chicago, visits the Emerald
Isle Clinic every three weeks and personally greets and
helps plan treatment for each patient. During the 21-day
stay,cancer patients receive enemas. herbal diets to pro
duce twice daily bowel movements, and enzymes to
supposedly make sure the stomach has the correct de
gree of acidity and the intestines the right degree of
alkalinity. Patients also receive "massive doses of vi
tamin A and thymosine" plus daily "Manner cocktails"
of dextrose. laetrile, vitamin C and DMSO given intra
venously over 2-3-hour periods. Manner claims that
even patients with rampaging cancer usually "feel like a
new person within 1, 2, or 3 days." He also states that
insurance companies pay for this treatment.
In 1982, The New England Journal of Medicine
published the results of a clinical test of laetrile and
metabolic therapy done at the Mayo Clinic and three
other major cancer centers under the direction of the
National Cancer Institute. Not one of the 156 patients
studied was cured or improved in any way. However. a
rebuttal statement issued by Manner claimed that the

In 1977, Harold W. Manner, Ph.D., achieved con
siderable notoriety by claiming to have cured cancer in
mice with injections of laetrile, enzymes and vitamin A.
What he actually did was digest the tumors by injecting
digestive enzymes (the equivalent of sticking a red-hot
poker into them), but this does not cure cancer. Since
that time he has developed and promoted "metabolic"
approaches which he claims can help cancer, arthritis,
multiple sclerosis and genital herpes.
Manner became chairman of the biology depart
ment at Loyola University of Chicago in 1972. During a
speech last year, he stated that his controversial beliefs
led the school's administration to ask him to give up
"metabolic research" or to resign. He resigned and is
now president of the Metabolic Research Foundation of
Glenview, Illinois.
Manner's methods are taught at "metabolic
health seminars,'' held four times a year at various loca
tions in the United States. He estimates that "200 physi
cians " are trained to use his methods. but about half are
apparently chiropractors. In 1982, a reporter from
WBBM-TV, Chicago, became "Metabolic Doctor #219"
by attending a seminar in Los Angeles and donating
$200 to the Metabolic Research Foundation. (To indicate
his professional background. the reporter used the ini
tials "D.N.," which, he later explained, stood for "Doctor
of Nothing.") Manner promised to refer 10 patients a year
to him. Foundation doctors are supposed to report their
treatment results to Dr. Manner after 21 days, 3 months,
1 year, 3 years and 5 years. but as far as I know, no
summary has been published so far.
In 1983, Manner opened the Emerald Isle Clinic
in Montserrat,West Indies, where treatment costing sev
eral thousand dollars is administered by a local medical
doctor under Manner's supervision. The clinic has 40
beds, but Manner hopes it will eventually expand to
400.
During a recent telecast, Manner said that cancer
is basically a disease of the immune system. He theo
,,,,. rizes that every day "embryonic cells" become can
cerous when they encounter carcinogens from such
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treatment regimen was incomplete and that the dosages
used were too low. His method. he said, involved daily
dosages of vitamin C up to 85 grams and of emulsified
vitamin A close to 1 million International Units.
Manner claims that such massive doses of vi
tamin A have no significant side effects. But Paulette
Peters of Midlothian, Illinois, knows otherwise. Accord
ing to suit papers filed in November 1983. her son
Chuckie almost died as a result of intoxication from
vitamin A administered with encouragement and reas
surance from Dr. Manner.
In 1978. at the age of 7. Chuckie was diagnosed as
having leukemia and began chemotherapy. In the hope
of finding a nutritional method to counter side effects of
the chemotherapy, the Peters' contacted "nutritional
consultants" Gerry and Betty Phillips. After taking sev
eral "tests" and consulting with Robert Baldwin, M.D.,
of Carlsbad. Texas, the Phillips' recommended that daily
dosages of laetrile plus 120,000 International Units of a
vitamin A emulsion (said to bypass the liver) be admin
istered to Chuckie. Encouraged by the Phillips' to con
sult Dr. Manner, Chuckie's mother heard him speak at a
health convention, spoke to him afterwards, and was
told that the vitamin A treatment was both effective and
safe. At the meeting, she also purchased his book. The
Death of Cancer, which contains similar claims. Manner
advised her to discontinue Chuckie's chemotherapy.
She didn't do this or use laetrile, but she did administer
the recommended amounts of vitamin A.
About a year later, Chuckie developed head
aches, extreme sensitivity to light, severe bone pain,
mental confusion, and a 10-pound weight loss. Accord
ing to the suit papers. he became unable to walk and
touching his arms caused him to scream in pain. After
thorough examination, doctors at the University of Chi
cago diagnosed vitamin A poisoning, and the vitamin A
was stopped. Chuckie stayed in the hospital for about 15
days so his bone pain could be relieved with narcotics.
Although he eventually recovered completely from the
effects of vitamin A, it took two more months before he
was strong enough to return to school.
Today. at age 12. Chuckie appears to have been
cured of his leukemia and is determined to do his part
"to stop other kids from being hurt as I was:' He and his
parents are suing Dr. Manner, the Metabolic Foundation,
the Phillips' and Dr. Baldwin, and recently presented
their story at the quackery hearings held by Represen
tative Claude Pepper's House Subcommittee on Aging.
The Peters' attorney is Steven Handler of Chicago. Dr.
Manner and his Foundation are represented by Dilling,
Dilling and Groneck, a law firm frequently involved in
the defense of unorthodox practitioners.

Stephen Barrett, M.D., a p�acticing psychia�rist ar:id con
sumer advocate, is author/editor of 12 bC!oks, mcludmg Th�
Health Robbers (a comprehensive expose of quackery), Vi
tamins and "Health" Foods-The Great American Hustle, The
Tooth Robbers: A Pro-Fluoridation Handbook, Shopping for
Health Care, and the college textbook c;;onsun:ier Health-�
Guide to Intelligent Decisions. An expert m medical commum
cations he is medical consultant to WFMZ-TV, Allentown, Pa.,
and Co��;umer Health Editor of Nautilus Magazine and of Our
Age. He is also a scientific advisor to the American Council on
Science and Health.

"CHELATION THERAPY" SUITS
Mrs. Joyce B. Haller of Allentown, Pa., has filed
suit against an osteopathic physician who treated her
with chelation therapy. According to Mrs. Haller, Con
rad Mulfair, D.0., of Mertztown, Pa., failed to properly
diagnose and treat her for arteriosclerosis (hardening of
the arteries) of the legs. The suit papers state that Dr.
Mulfair administered intravenous injections of ethylene
diamine tetra-acetic acid (EDTA) every 3 or 4 days for 3
months. Before treatment started, Mrs. Haller was able
to walk normally. but as time went on, her feet became
discolored, her legs became cold. walking became so
painful that she needed crutches. She decided to con
sult a vascular surgeon but fell on the way to his office.
fracturing both legs. The suit also charges that bone
repair could not be accomplished because "the EDTA
had washed away the calcium of the bones of the lower
legs and feet," that the bones had broken with little
provocation, and that circulation of blood to the legs had
become so inadequate that amputation of both legs was
required. Chelation therapy is not approved by the FD A
for the treatment of arteriosclerosis. Mrs. Haller states
that she was not warned of the risks, consequences and
possible complications of chelation therapy. Her at
torney is James E McBride of Philadelphia.
Suits are pending against two other doctors who
use chelation therapy. In Kansas City. Missouri, a man
whose right leg was amputated following chelation
therapy has charged an osteopath with negligenc? and
malpractice. And in Detroit, another osteopath 1s ac
_
cused of contributing to a heart attack of a chelat10n
patient.

.------ QUESTION BOX---,
Q. What is the Food Institute?
A. The American Institute of Food Distribution.
Inc.-more commonly referred to as the Food In
stitute-is a nonprofit group formed in 1928 to
gather and report information on food marketing.
Its 2,775 current members include growers, proc
essors, brokers, wholesalers, retailers, food indus
try suppliers, food service buyers, advertising and
banking executives, schools. publications, govern
ment agencies, and others concerned with the dis
tribution of food products. Membership, which
costs $275 /year, includes the weekly 24-page Food
Institute Report, special reports, and access to the
Institute's extensive library. The Institute's address
is 28-12 Broadway, Fair Lawn, NJ 07410.
Q. Will Nutrition Forum focus primarily on food
faddism, quackery and their promoters?
A. Many of our editors have a special interest in
these topics; but we do plan to cover a wide variety
of other subjects.
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PERSPECTIVE ON HERBAL MEDICINE
Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D.
It seems surprising that in this era of high tech
nology and wonder drugs, interest in herbal medicine is
reawakening. This phenomenon is usually attributed to
1) disillusionment with the medical establishment-re
lated to inaccessibility, high cost, and the failure to cure
everything; and 2) the "back-to-nature" philosophy
which is enormously popular throughout the world.
Unfortunately, science has not kept pace with
public interest. Because of economic considerations, rel
atively little pharmacologic and practically no
therapeutic research with herbs is presently being done
in the United States.
Chain Drug Review has reported that in 1981,
herbs accounted for $360 million in sales, an amazing 10
percent of total sales of various natural products (or 20
percent if vitamins are eliminated from consideration).
Literature, much of it devoted to the use of herbs, ac
counted for another $145 million in sales (4% of the
market). Since that time, herbs have increased in popu
larity, so these figures are quite conservative. It is a rare
"health food" outlet which does not stock at least 20
single herbs, 20 combination formulas, and several
creams, ointments, extracts. and the like. In some of the
larger outlets, 100 to 200 different herbs are commonly
available. The profit margin on herbal products in these
outlets is 44 percent, a figure exceeded only by that for
vitamins and supplements (48 percent). Thus there is
considerable incentive to promote and sell herbs.
Americans are not alone in their interest in
herbs. Recent surveys in Germany revealed that nearly
76 percent of the women interviewed drank herbal teas
for supposed medicinal and health-producing effects.
An amazing 52 percent of German adults turned first to
self-treatment with a natural product (herbs, extracts, or
derivatives) for their illnesses.
When sold as foods or food additives, herbs can
not bear any indication on the label that they are "good"
for any disease or condition. Doing so would place them
in the category of drugs under the control of the Food
and Drug Administration and therefore illegal to market
unless approved by the agency as safe and effective.
Consequently. to inform people about their uses, their
promoters have made available a wide variety of litera-

ture ranging from one-page flyers and paperbacks to
large, well illustrated, expensively bound books. Much
of this is a rehash of the writings of 16th and 17th cen
tury authorities such as Nicholas Culpeper and John
Gerard.
These old claims are not only extremely unrelia
ble; they also fail to take into account the extensive
chemical and toxicological data about plant drugs
which have accumulated in the intervening centuries.
Such studies have shown that plant materials contain a
wide variety of toxic constituents, including car
cinogens, cocarcinogens, teratogens. photosensitizers,
allergens, cellular respiratory inhibitors, abortifacients,
irritants. and the like, some of which are quite insidious
in their actions. Uninformed use of herbs and herbal
products is therefore best avoided.
That is not to say, however, that all herbs are
harmful or even nonhelpful; many are quite useful
when properly employed. Three categories of utility are
generally recognized:
1. Safe and effective for self-treatment under ap
propriate circumstances. Examples include chamomile
as an anti-inflammatory agent, fresh aloe gel for minor
abrasions and burns, and valerian for its tranquilizing
properties.
2. Potentially harmful. These include comfrey
and coltsfoot with their content of carcinogenic pyr
rolizidine alkaloids, sassafras containing safrole, also a
carcinogen, and pokeroot with its toxic saponins and
other constituents.
3. Neither specifically helpful nor harmful. These
include such plants as alfalfa for arthritis, burdock for
skin disorders, and chaparral as an anticancer agent.
However, the use of herbs in the last category may pre
vent an ill person from seeking competent medical
treatment and thereby cause even more serious illness.
In addition, they are always harmful to the pocketbook.
Dr. Tyler, Dean of Purdue University's Schools of Pharmacy,
Nursing , and Health Sciences, is an expert in pharmacognosy
(the science of medicines from natural sources) and author of
The Honest Herbal, an evaluation of popular herbs.
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HAIR ANALYSIS SCHEME
HALTED BY FTC
A & A Laboratory, the largest advertiser of hair with scheming with several patients to obtain money
analysis to the American public, is being prosecuted by from insurance companies by submitting false reports of
the Federal Trade Commission for making false claims dental repairs following nonexistent accidents. After
about the procedure. Based in Ft. Washington, Mar pleading guilty to one count of mail fraud, Furman was
yland, the company has operated for more than three fined $1,000. placed on 5 years' probation, and ordered
years as Holistic Hair Analysis, Micro Trace Minerals, to perform 1,000 hours of community service.
New Age Nutritional Supplement Co., and Unique Con
• A & A Laboratory was never licensed by the State of
cepts Advertising. On August 8. 1984, a federal judge for
Maryland to operate a clinical laboratory and thus could
the Eastern District of Virginia issued a temporary re
not legally perform hair analyses or any other type of
straining order against the company. its subdivisions,
clinical laboratory tests.
and its principals, Arthur F. Furman, his wife Ethel Fur
man, and their son Alan Furman. The judge also froze
• A survey of defendants' testing services was con
the assets of the parties involved to provide for possible
ducted by the FTC with the help of Dr. Richard M. Jac
consumer redress.
obs. Chief of the Nutrient Toxicity Section, Division of
Since 1981, defendants have been offering hair
Nutrition, of the FDA Center for Food Safety and Ap
analysis for $36.95 through ads in various magazines
plied Nutrition. For this study, six identical 1-gram sam
and at "holistic" health fairs around the country. The
ples were prepared from a large hair specimen and
ads promise information to help "balance body chemis
submitted under different names to Trace Mineral Sys
try" and to "clearly recommend which supplements to
tems for analysis. The results were widely inconsistent.
take and when to take them." Those who submitted
"From report to report," said Dr. Jacobs, "test values for
specimens would receive a 3-page computer printout
the same elements varied by an average of 830%, and
purporting to indicate hair levels of 18 minerals as well
from a minimum of 39% to as much as 5,860% for indias deficiencies and excesses for which supplementation
vidual elements . . . Moreover, eight of the elements
is needed. The reports also contain "mineral ratios"
tested should not have been reported at all because they .,
which, if "high" or "low," are supposedly associated with were not found by the FDA in quantities that are accudisorders such as diabetes, arteriosclerosis. hypothy rately and reliably reportable." Dr. Jacobs also called
roidism, infertility and mental problems. The reports Trace Mineral Systems' practice of relating mineral
and recommendations were ascribed to "Dr. Arthur F. ratios to serious disease "totally devoid of scientific
Furman. Director of Medical Services:'
merit."
The lab's services were also advertised to health
food retailers and chiropractors who could collect spec • The recommendations for supplementation were also
imens and obtain the tests for $25. A company letter to quite varied. Each of the six reports recommended a
retailers called hair analysis "an ideal way to aid your supplement of either molybdenum, zinc or chromium.
customers and increase your profits:'
Three reports recommended silicon. two recommended
In support of its complaint, the FTC filed affi iron and two recommended potassium. Three suggested
davits from experts stating that: 1) hair analysis tests do a supplement regimen "for removal of toxic metals," and
not provide a basis for determining the mineral levels in all six recommended that a variety of vitamin and non
consumers' bodies; 2) even if multi-elemental spec vitamin substances be consumed to "enhance optimal
troscopic analysis of hair is conducted accurately, it health:' Order forms were sent separately to enable cus
does not provide a reliable basis for identifying an indi tomers to purchase the recommended supplements
vidual's mineral deficiencies or excesses: 3) hair analy from the New Age Nutritional Supplement Company.
sis does not provide a reliable basis for recommending Repeat analyses were suggested to measure progress in
dietary supplements; and 4) reports of multi-elemental four months.
hair analysis can mislead people into getting treatment
According to an FTC staff attorney, the defend
that is unnecessary, inappropriate and unsafe. Docu ants ceased operations following issuance of the tempo
ments collected by the FTC during its lengthy investiga rary court order. The agency still intends to pursue a
tion also note:
permanent injunction. However. it is not clear whether
• Arthur Furman is not a medical doctor but a former action will be taken against the many commercial labo
dentist who permanently surrendered his license to ratories which do not advertise directly to the public
practice dentistry in Maryland following a 1982 convic but perform hair analyses at the request of licensed
tion for mail fraud. In that case, Dr. Furman was charged health practitioners.
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REDRESS FOR FOOD
SUPPLEMENT CUSTOMERS

The Direct Selling Association (DSA), represents
some 150 firms whose goods and services are marketed
by independent salespeople through person-to-person
contacts. At least ten of the companies sell nutritional
supplements: Amway Corporation, Better Living Prod
ucts, Inc., Care Free International Inc., Chambre' Cos
metic Corporation, Fortunate Corporation, Heritage
Corporation of America, Multiway Associates, Neo-Life
Corporation of America, and Shaklee Corporation. DSA's
Code of Ethics forbids deceptive or unlawful practices
and states that any offer of products for sale shall be
truthful as to value.
Distributor agreements for food supplement com
panies typically state that the cfmpany is not responsi-

ble for any claims made by a distributor which are not
authorized by the company. (This clause is intended to
protect the company if a distributor makes illegal
therapeutic claims.) But DSA's Code requires its member
companies to take responsibility for their independent
salespeople for purposes of Code complaints. According
to a recent DSA news release, dissatisfied customers can
receive prompt attention by complaining to the DSA
Code Administrator, Direct Selling Association, 1730 M
St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036. [Nutrition Forum
would appreciate a copy.] Pending final resolution of the
complaint, the Administrator can even reimburse the
complainant out of a special fund.

WEIDER FIRM CHARGED
BY FTC

The Federal Trade Commission has filed an admin
istrative complaint against Weider Health and Fitness
Inc., and its president, Joseph W�ider, of Woodland Hills,
California. Ads for Weider products have claimed that
its Anabolic Mega-Pak is "scientifically created," pro
duces "faster-than-ever-before muscle growth" and is a
"Natural Steroid Replacement Kit You Can Live With."
Ads for its Dynamic Life Essence have claimed that it is
superior to "conventional protein sources to muscle up,"
is "unlike any other amino acid source in the world,"
and that "Life Essence Builds Bigger Muscles-Faster!"
The Anabolic Mega-Pak contains five pills or capsules
containing various amino acids, piinerals, vitamins and
herbs. A 30-day supply costs $24.95. Dynamic Life Es
sence consists of capsules or pdwders of amino acids,
which can cost up to $60 for a 30-day supply.
Weider has been advertising these products primarily
to bodybuilders and weight trainers, many of whom be
lieve anabolic steroids increase muscularity and
strength. These drugs have been banned by the interna
tional sports community becausJ they give users an un
fair competitive advantage and lhave many dangerous
side effects. Weider claims its products produce results
similar to those of anabolic steroids without their dan
gerous side effects. The company advertises in two ma
jor bodybuilding magazines ·t publishes through
subsidiaries, Muscle and Fitness ; nd F lex.
According to the FTC compl int, Weider misrepre
sented that:
• a typical user would achieve greater muscular de
velopment over the course of a f�w months of a weight
training program than a non-use of these products:
• a typical user would achieve rat least the muscular
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development of a non-user, but in a shorter period of
time;
• a typical user would achieve results equivalent to
those bodybuilders generally believe are achievable
through use of anabolic steroids-rapid and substantial
muscular development;
• the products would stimulate greater than normal pro
duction or release of human growth hormones, result
ing in faster or greater muscular development
• Dynamic Life Essence is unlike any other amino acid
source in the world;
• the Anabolic Mega-Pak was developed by a team of
the world's most renowned nutritional biochemists, ex
ercise physiologists and trainers.
The Federal Trade Commission issues a complaint
when it has reason to believe that the law has been or is
being violated. Such action marks the beginning of a
proceeding in which the allegations will be ruled upon
by an administrative law judge after a formal hearing.
The Commission noted that it might seek a court order
for consumer redress or refunds in this case.
Years ago, Mr. Weider had several brushes with the
Postal Service as a result of false representation of
weight reduction plans sold by mail. His current food
supplement line includes other questionable products:
Dynamic Super Stress-End, Dynamic Power Source, Dy
namic Driving Force, Dynamic Fat Burners, Dynamic
Liver Concentrate Energizer, Dynamic Sustained En
durance, Dynamic Recupe, Dynamic Body Shaper and
Dynamic Muscle Builder. None of these seems capable
of doing what their names suggest, and none contains
any nutrients not readily obtainable from a balanced
diet.
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Book Reviews
Title: Your Personal Vitamin Profile (1982)
Author: Dr. Michael Colgan
Publisher: Quill. New York
Price: $7.95, softcover
Reviewed by: Stephen Barrett, M.D.
The book's jacket claims that the author's work
"has been recognized throughout the world," but it
doesn' t say by whom. The book's foreword indicates that
the author has had training in engineering, psychology
and physiology, but it doesn' t tell what field his doctoral
degree is in. The table of contents suggests that vitamin
supplements can inhibit aging and prevent heart dis
ease, cancer, diabetes-and even herpes.
The warning on the copyright page is even more
curious: "Any application of the advice herein is at the
reader's sole discretion and risk. Readers are urged to
consult the medical references given to decide for them
selves the adequacy of the conclusions reached in the
book:' Actually it would be easier to ask any sane doctor
or registered dietitian. They'll tell you that the con
clusions are bunk. The author cites hundreds of reputa
ble reports. but the scientists who wrote them would
certainly disagree with his advice!
To determine your "individual biochemical
equation," the author suggests starting with a basic 28nutrient formula and adding various amounts of these
and other nutrients for each positive answer to more
than 50 questions. For example, a 125-lb. woman who
lives in a big city, takes the Pill, and gets colds is advised
to take 1500+1000+500+1000 mg of vitamin C and
300+0+100+100 mg of vitamin E daily. The author
seems unaware that 4000 mg daily of vitamin C can
cause diarrhea or that 500 mg daily of vitamin E can
cause fatigue. Most readers who follow the prescribed
schedule exactly for each nutrient would waste hun
dreds of dollars per year.
Title: Recalled by Life (1982)
Author: Anthony J. Sattilaro, M.D.
Publisher: Avon Books, New York
Price: $3.50, paperback
Reviewed by: William T. Jarvis, Ph.D.

This very readable book details the fortunate recov
ery from cancer of 47-year-old physician Anthony Sat
tilaro. It is controversial because of the degree of credit
given to "macrobiotic" eating. Sattilaro underwent ex
tensive orthodox treatment but concluded that his die
tary practices were more effective.
Sattilaro states that his story "is not meant to serve the
interests of any single group or so-called movement."
but he strongly endorses both the diet and the philoso
phy of Michio Kushi, America's leading macrobiotic
proponent.
Only an insensitive reader would fail to empathize
with Dr. Sattilaro as he simultaneously faces his fathers
death from prostatic cancer and his own poor prognosis

from the same disease. However, anyone familiar with
quackery will also be concerned about the story's potential for abuse. Although Sattilaro is explicit that "ancedotal evidence such as my own story is not regarded
as scientific proof of anything." it is well known that
patients facing life-threatening illnesses tend to listen
selectively and grasp for anything offering even a remote chance for recovery. Moreover. the book's jacket
says flatly that the diet worked after surgery and che
motherapy failed.
Macrobiotic zealots are bound to make the most of
Sattilaro's experience in their promotions. Sattilaro him
self reports that after his story appeared in the August
1980 Saturday Evening Post, Kushi's East West Founda
tion received over 35,000 letters. Additional thousands
have flocked to hear him lecture, and television pub
licity for his book has reached millions more.
Recalled by Life provides a fascinating account of the
conversion process at work. Those desiring deeper in
sight into how people come to believe in incredible
things should read William Sargant's Battle for the Mind:
T he P hysiology of Conversion and Brainwashing
[Harper & Row. 1959] and see how well Sattilaro's story
fits the mold. His psychologically shattering experience
combines with feelings of guilt and low self-esteem to
set him up for macrobiotics with its metaphysics, its
simplistic explanations, its social support system, and
the symbolism of its dietary regimen. Bad-tasting food
provides an opportunity both for penance and a sacrament. Ritual chanting and meditation do their part to
touch deep emotional chords. Sattilaro finally accepts a
system poles apart from his medical beliefs-the reaction Sargant describes whereby vulnerable converts
come to love what they would previously have rejected.
Sattilaro reveals much inner conflict between his emotional and rational selves as he analyzes his feelings as a
patient spared a terrible fate and as a physician familiar
with the uncertainties of clinical medicine. It is clear
that his experience was as much religious as medical.
Sattilaro's stated purpose for publicizing his story is to
stimulate research into macrobiotic eating as a cancer
treatment. But no responsible researcher would permit
patients with a charice of recovery through con
ventional therapy to be treated with diet alone or to
serve as a no-treatment control group. as Sattilaro pro
poses. Moreover, he exhibits only superficial knowledge
of the epidemiological literature on diet and cancer.
What will the future bring? Will Sattilaro eschew con
ventional therapy altogether? Will he eventually rebuke
the irresponsible use of his story? Will his enthusiasm
stimulate a scientific test of macrobiotics? And if such a
test fails, will he accept its results? At least one thing
seems certain: Dr. Sattilaro's remarkable case will rever
berate through the media for years to come.
Dr. Jarvis is Professor of Health Education at Loma Linda
University and President of the National Council Against
Health Fraud, Inc.
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Briefs
Dangerous new strategy! Jamesl R. Johnson. Ph.D., head
of the National Nutritional Fdods Association's "Cer
tified Nutritionist" program, ha� suggested a new strat
egy to undercut the drive for la/ws to protect the public
against unqualified "nutritionists:' Writing in the Oc
tober 1984 Health Store News, 9e has advised members
of the natural foods industry to "go to the county seat,
the same place where you got your retail occupational
license and tell them you want to take out a license as a
Nutritionist. They won't knowl anything about it and
there are usually no prerequisites. It amounts to filling
out some forms, and paying sornje money. Make sure the
license states 'Nutritionist' or 'NJ'utritional Counselor.' If
it happens, you will be 'grandfathered' in under the law,
or if it doesn't happen, you will1 have built a litt]e more
prestige." He also advises retailers to teach courses in
their stores or through adult ed�cation programs at local
school systems.
Possible FTC reversal. The Fe9eral Trade Commission
is reconsidering its 1971 regulatipn that retail food stores
have adequate amounts of adv�rtised items in stock or
_readily available. The rule was adopted to prevent un
fair "come-ons," but an FTC sta�f report has speculated
that in the long run, compliance with the rule may cost
consumers more than it saves. Public comments should
be addressed to the Secretary, federa] Trade Commis
sion. Washington. DC 20580.
Sugar-hyperactivity link uns'1pported. Twenty-one
boys considered by their parents to have adverse be
havioral reactions to dietary sug,F were challenged with
glucose. sucrose and a placebo (�accharin) in a series of
double-blind tests. Neither sugar appeared to produce
behavioral excitation. Trained observers found no con
sistent or significant changes in �ehavior, attention span
or memory. For the group as a whole. sugar ingestion
actually produced a slight but �ignificant decrease in
motor activity as measured with� belt-worn device dur
ing the first three hours after ingestion. The researchers
believe that these data cast doubt on the significance of
sugar intake in causing behaviorJl disturbance. Reprints
of the study can be obtained by writing to Dr. Judith L.
Rapoport at the National Institrte of Mental Health,
Building 10, Room 3N204, 9000 Rockville Pike, Be
thesda. MD 20205.
Textbook series changes publishers. Contemporary Is
sues in Clinical Nutrition is a series of textbooks for
clinical nutrition professionals, *oduced under the su
pervision of Richard S. Rivlin, M.D., Chief of the Nutri
tion Service at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center.
The first 7 volumes were published over the past four
years by Churchill Livingstone 1 Inc., 1560 Broadway,
New York. NY 10036. Beginning this year with Volume
8, Nutrition and Diabetes, the pur.lisher will be Alan R.
Liss. Inc., 150 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10011.
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Milk for missing kids. More than 100 dairies have
agreed to display photographs of abducted children on
millions of milk cartons. A major manufacturer will dis
play a total of 24 pictures of these children on millions of
cartons distributed to dairies around the country. The
program is an offshoot of local efforts by dairies in Iowa,
Illinois and California. In California, a 13-year-old girl
returned home after seeing publicity about her photo on
cartons of milk from the Alta-Dena dairy [NF 2:1-4].
Fluoridation law upheld. The Illinois Supreme Court
has upheld a state law mandating fluoridation of public
water supples, apparently ending a challenge begun 16
years ago by the Illinois Pure Water Committee. Two
years ago a circuit court judge ruled the law unconstitu
tional on the theory that the state had not studied fluo
ridation's long-range effects adequately. However, the
law remained in force while state officials appealed this
decision. The state supreme court said that plantiffs had
failed to prove the law so unreasonable that it exceeded
the government's power to establish public health reg
ulations. No court of last resort has ever ruled against
fluoridation regardless of the issues involved.
Shaklee income drops. Reversing a long record of unin
terrupted growth, Shaklee Corporation reported sales of
$459.1 million for the year ending September 30. 1984, a
15% drop from fiscal year 1983. Gross sales of nutritional
products were $343.9 million. Net income was $13.2 mil
lion, but $10 million of this came from international
sales. The company attributed the drop to increased
competition and reduced public interest in doing part
time sales work. To remedy the situation, the company
has been trying to increase its visibility by: 1) establish
ing a scientific advisory board: 2) advertising to medical
doctors: and 3) supporting the U.S. Ski Team. According
to the company's annual report, "These activities are
helping the public to more closely associate Shaklee
with nutrition, fitness and well-being." Distributor in
centives have also been increased.
FreP. publication. Contemporary Nutrition, which
provides an excellent referenced analysis of one topic
each month, is available free-of-charge to food and nu
trition professionals. Back issues cost $4.00 /set. Re
quests should be sent to Gloria T. Florey, Production
Manager, General Mills, P.O. Box 1113, Dept. 65, Min
neapolis, MN 55440.
New board. The American Society for Parenteral and
Enteral Nutrition has established an independent Na
tional Board of Nutrition Support Certification to certify
health professionals in the field of intravenous and tube
feeding of patients. The first examination will be offered
to nurses in January, 1986.
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Cancer quack convicted. A 77-year-old, self-styled Spotting the excessive drinker. A 4-question test ap

"healer" who administered colored light therapy, vig pears to offer a simple way to detect alcoholism. The
orous abdominal massage, and a diet restricted to questions are: 1) Have you ever felt you ought to cut
lemonade, salt water and herb tea to a 24-year-old leu down on your drinking? 2) Have people annoyed you by
kemia victim has been convicted of felony practicing criticizing your drinking? 3) Have you ever felt bad or
medicine without a license. Evidence at the trial sug guilty about your drinking? 4) Have you ever had a drink
gested that the patient had died as a result of abdominal first thing in the morning to steady your nerves or get rid
bleeding caused by the massage. Upholding the verdict, of a hangover? A controlled study of acknowledged alco
the California Supreme Court noted that conviction for holics and heavy drinkers found that almost all an
involuntary manslaughter could properly have been swered two or more questions affirmatively. [JAMA
considered, but the trial judge had not suggested it in 252:1905-1907. Oct. 12, 1984]
his instructions to the jury. The defendant had been
convicted in 1960 of practicing medicine without a li
cense. [People v. Burroughs. Crim. 23141 (Super. Ct. No.
Poisoned Easter eggs. Hard-boiled eggs cooled in water
58541), Supreme Court, Calif., April 19, 1984.]
and not kept refrigerated were the source of sta
phylococcal food poisoning in more than 300 children
Alcohol's effect on the fetus. A study of 31,604 pregnan who participated in an Easter egg hunt. A report in the
cies-published in the October 12, 1984 Journal of the August 24/31. 1984 Journal of the American Medical
American Medical Association has found that the Association indicates that disease-causing bacteria were
number of drinks a pregnant woman takes daily is inver transmitted to water used to cool the eggs by a cook, and
sely related to her infant's birth weight. After adjust the eggs were then stored at room temperature for 3 to 5
ment for other risks (such as cigarette smoking), the data days. Researchers who conducted laboratory studies fol
showed that "consuming at least one to two drinks per lowing the outbreak concluded that although unbroken
day had a substantially increased risk of producing a and uncooked eggs are quite resistant to bacterial inva
growth-retarded infant:· Offspring of women who had 3 sion, cooked eggs provide an ideal growth medium.
to 5 drinks daily averaged about 6 ounces lighter than Therefore cooked eggs should be handled as cleanly as
those of complete abstainers. while offspring of mothers possible and kept refrigerated until they are consumed.
who had less than one drink daily were about half an
ounce lighter. W hile speculating that "an occasional
drink has only a trivial effect on intrauterine growth,"
the authors caution that a "safe" level has not actually
been established. An editorial in the same issue sug
gested that, "Women who are pregnant and wish to have
healthy babies should not drink alcohol at all:'

Measures to reduce drunk driving. The Allentown
Call-Chronicle reports that public pressure and lawsuits
holding tavern owners responsible for injuries and
deaths caused by intoxicated patrons are changing tav
ern policies throughout Pennsylvania. Fewer visibly in
toxicated p e r s o n s a r e b e i n g s e r v e d . A t m a n y
establishments. free food has replaced free drinks and
"two-for-one" specials at "happy hours:' One bar is serv
ing high-protein and high-fat foods (which slow down
alcohol absorption into the body). Another offers free
soft drinks to "designated drivers" to encourage one per
son in each group to remain sober. Liquor liability insur
ance premiums have been rising rapidly and many
companies have stopped writing them.
"Pill" prevents anemia. Oral contraceptives improve
menstrual regularity and lighten blood flow for many
users. The National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development estimates that use of the pill pre
vents 27 .000 cases of iron deficiency each year. [Source:
Facts About Oral Contraceptives, 1984.]

Aspartame update. After interviewing more than 500
aspartame users who had complained to the FDA. the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has concluded
that no specific pattern of symptoms was clearly related
to aspartame use. Of the many different symptoms re
ported, CDC found that "the great majority were mild
and are common in the general populace." Symptoms
occurring after aspartame consumption could be coinci
dences, the results of suggestibility. or some as yet un
identified i n d i v i d u a l s e n s i t iv i t y.· Asparat a m e ·s
manufacturer, G.D. Searle and Co., is designing pro
tocols for clinical studies to make further checks be
tween the reported symptoms and use of its product.
Swimming and weight control. According to Grant W.

Gwinup, M.D.. professor of medicine at the University of
California (Irvine) College of Medicine, swimming will
not help obese patients lose weight, but at least 30 min
utes of "huffing and puffing" from aerobic exercise will.
He said this recently at the annual meeting of the Cal
ifornia Academy of Family Phyiicians after studying
obese patients randomly assigned to daily swimming.
cycling or walking without any consideration of dietary
intake. Only the swimmers did not lose weight. Dr.
Gwinup also noted that weight loss is difficult to main
tain, possibly because the hypothalamus monitors body
fat and tries to keep the amount constant. "Inside every
thin man is a fat man wanting to come back." he said.
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THE SCIENCE AND POLITICS OF RAW MILK
Odom Fanning

Slogans vied with science at an informal FDA
hearing on raw vs. pasteurized milk held in Washington,
D.C., on October 11th and 12th. The hearing's purpose
was to help the Secretary of Health and Human Services
(HHS) decide whether new rule-making is needed.
Pasteurization is accomplished by heating milk
for specified time/temperature combinations. most
commonly 161 ° F (71.6 ° C) for 15 seconds. This kills mi
croorganisms that can transmit disease to humans
through milk, and also kills almost all spoilage bacteria.
The process does not sterilize milk, but does make it safe
to drink and extends shelf life.
Unpasteurized (raw) milk may be certified or un
certified. Certified raw milk (CRM) is the trademark
designation of milk produced according to standards set
by the American Association of Medical Milk Commis
sions, an industry organization. CRM is produced by
three large dairies and can be sold through retail food
stores in 24 states. In 6 other states, sale is limited to
direct farm sales, while in 20 it is prohibited. Uncer
tified raw milk is typically produced in small quantities
by individual dairy farmers and sold on the farm or by
home delivery.
Even though a final regulation mandating pas
teurization was proposed by the FDA 11 years ago, it was
never issued. Last April, Public Citizen's Health Re
search Group (HRG), an organization founded by Ralph
Nader, petitioned HHS to ban all raw milk sales in the
United States. Then in September, joined by the Amer
ican Public Health Association, HRG filed suit in U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia to force the
agency to respond.
The hearing was held before FDA Commissioner
Frank E. Young, M.D.. Ph.D., Walton B. Read, M.D., of
the FDA Bureau of Foods, and HHS attorney Fred Deg
man. Witnesses were not allowed to question the panel
or one another-but were interrogated by the panel
after giving testimony of two pre-announced questions:
• Is the consumption of raw milk, including certified
raw milk (CRM) and raw milk products, of public health
concern?

• Would requiring pasteurization. of raw milk, including
CRM and such products, be the most reasonable reg
ulatory option?
The Commissioner also asked witnesses whether
labeling CRM as to its risks would provide adequate
protection for the public. Should he make a finding of
fact that consumption of raw milk is of public health
concern, he would then make a recommendation to the
HHS Secretary-presumably for either compulsory pas
teurization or mandatory labeling of milk in interstate
commerce. Before a proposed regulation could be pub
lished, it would have to be approved by the Office of
Management and Budget-and presumably the Presi
dent. A final regulation is unlikely to be developed and
take effect within the next year.
The political strength of raw milk advocates can
be judged by the string of witnesses produced for the
FDA hearing by Alta-Dena Certified Dairy, of City of
Industry, California. According to a press kit distributed
by the company, it is the largest producer-dairy in the
world. It spans 600 acres and has 8,000 milking cows,
7,000 stock cows, 800 employees, and annual sales of
$100 million. Twenty percent of its production is sold as
raw milk or raw milk products. About 90% of all raw
milk sold in California comes from Alta-Dena, which
also funds the Los Angeles County Milk Commission, a
certifying body.
Press reports assign to Alta-Dena a high political
profile in California, where between 100,000 and
200,000 residents are said to drink certified raw milk or
feed it to their children daily. The dairy and its suppor
ters once marshalled 17,000 letters to the governor,
against only a handful opposing its position.
One witness at the hearing was Harold Stueve,
Alta-Dena's founder and co-owner. More than 60 mem
bers of the Stueve family are said to work for the com
pany. Another witness was Rep. W illiam E. Dannemeyer
(R-Calif.), who was an attorney for Alta-Dena from the
early 1960s until he entered Congress in 1978. Last
Spring Dannemeyer got 36 of the other 44 Congressional
representatives from California to join him in signing a
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letter to HHS urging FDA to back off from regulating
certified raw milk. (Some have since withdrawn their
support.)

"This ostensibly is a battle over public health," he
testified at the hearing. "Disabuse yourself. It's a battle
over the politics of public health. We are in this contro
versy because the medical profession for decades has
produced doctors who are taught that all milk should be
pasteurized. They don't get into the whys. It is only
natural that people who achieve positions of respon
sibility then base their actions on what they were
taught. These are dedicated people who believe that
milk should be pasteurized."
Dannemeyer traced the history of opposition to
Alta-Dena and CRM from 1966 and said that the public
has lost respect for public health authorities in Califor
nia in regard to this issue. He claimed that health de
partment records show that 3.6 million human cases of
salmonellosis were reported between 1971 and 1982 in
California. and that almost half of them were attributed
to food service establishments. most of the remainder to
meat and poultry. and only 103 to certified raw milk. He
asked. "If it is the intention of public health authorities
to eliminate Salmonellas from humans in the United
States. how is it they ignore all except CRM?"
Another witness for Alta-Dena was Joseph L.
Fleiss, Ph.D.. head of the Division of Biostatistics at Co1 umbia University's School of P ublic Health. He de
scribed an "odds ratio" scheme for controlled
retrospective studies, with relative risks from 1 to 15. A
value ofl means "no associated risk." A value of 5 means
"important public health risks," while 6 to 15 mean
"probable cause and effect." Asked to rate certified raw
milk on that scale, Dr. Fleiss responded: "My experience
is that. if all things were known, it would not come down
to 1. it would come down to 5."
Another Alta-Dena witness was John M. Doug
lass. M.D.. an internist from Los Angeles. "Isn't it better
to maintain control in the marketing of certified raw
milk than to lose control?" he asked. "We might want to
label it with some of the pros and some of the cons. That
gives people freedom of choice. The label should be
informative. Some people tolerate raw milk better than
others. It may contain deleterious antigens:'
Also testifying was W illiam Campbell Douglass,
M.D. (no relation to John Douglass). president of the
Douglass Center for Nutrition and Preventive Medicine
and author of The Milk of Human Kindness-Is Not Pas
teurized. "For rapid, healthy growth in young children.
there is no substitute for raw. certified milk," he as
serted. "Pasteurized milk is dead milk. which will rot on
standing. One of nature's most perfect foods has been
murdered. At the turn of the century, 5.000 babies died
annually from drinking raw milk, but instead of requir
ing dairymen to clean up their act they required pas
teurization. Today, milk producers are clinging to
outdated methods such as heat treatment to cover up
sloppy production methods." [Editor's note: Pasteuriza
tion is not the only public health measure opposed by
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Dr. Douglass. A recent article by him in the National
Health Federation's monthly magazine states that chlori
nated-fluoridated water causes cancer, chronic fatigue,
atherosclerosis. allergy. heart attacks and strokes. Clin
ton Ray Miller. NHF's Washington lobbyist. also
testified.]
Paul M. Fleiss. M.D. (a cousin of Joseph L. Fleiss),
a pediatrician from Hollywood, California. admitted
that he had been "repelled " to discover that in Hol
lywood there was a large group of consumers of raw
milk. For a number of years. he said. he tried to dissuade
mothers from feeding their infants and children a prod
uct with such a bad reputation. Finally, he investigated
for himself, read the literature. visited dairies, "became
a convert," and now heads the Los Angeles County Milk
Commission.
"I have a very busy pediatrics practice, and many
mothers tell me that their children do better on raw
milk," he said. "Some dairies are heating milk far
beyond the heating required for pasteurization-they're
sterilizing it. This destroys some important nutrients.
And you can taste the difference:'
He also claimed that immunoglobulins and en
zymes such as lactases and lipases are destroyed by ster
ilization. "Raw milk contains lipase, free fatty acids.
which when absorbed help the body utilize fat better,"
he explained. "This is why some allergies might be due
to pasteurized milk:'
Another witness at the hearing was Mrs. Sandy
Gooch, author of the book, If You Love Me, Don't Feed Me
Junk. She identified herself as the proprietor of a Califor
nia health food store which in June sold 5 ,319 gallons of
raw milk, and as vice president of the Natural Foods
Network [NF 1:16]. which she said has three million
customers nationwide. She asserted that she knew of no
report of illness ever attributed t o raw milk
consumption.
Other supporters of raw milk marketing said re
peatedly that mandatory pasteurization would threaten
consumers' "freedom of choice." One contended that
everybody knows that cigarettes cause cancer, but gov
ernment has not banned them. and everybody knows
that passive restraints in automobiles save lives, but gov
ernment has not mandated them. Another said. "We
tried prohibition (of liquor) once. and it didn't work. Is
raw milk next?"
The witnesses against raw milk were equally out
spoken. One was public health veterinarian Morris E.
Potter who, with three others from the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control (CDC), published a state-of-the-art re
port on the hazards of unpasteurized milk in the Oc
tober 19th Journal of the American Medical Association.
The report lists seven supposed benefits claimed by raw
milk advocates, including higher nutritive value. re
duced incidence of tooth decay. enhanced resistance to
disease, and enhanced fertility. Citing 65 references,
however, Potter et al. conclude that no significant nutri
tional difference has been found between raw and pas
teurized milk in numerous studies in both animals and
humans.
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The report explains that pasteurization affects six
milk constituents with known nutritional benefits.
Three vitamins for which milk is a minor source
(thiamine, Bw and C) are reduced about 10%. About 6%
of the calcium in milk is rendered insoluble,about 1% of
milk protein is coagulated, and some fat globules are
dispersed: but these changes have no effect on the bio
availability of these three nutrients.
On the public health issues, the CDC group states
that, "Abundant evidence has shown that raw milk
serves as the source of bacteria that cause outbreaks of
disease in humans: in recent years, most frequently
salmonellosis and campylobacteriosis. In the investiga
tions of such outbreaks, the epidemiologic evidence,
combined with knowledge about the occurrence of spe
cific pathogens in cattle and the isolation of some of
these pathogens from raw milk, leaves no doubt that raw
milk is a vehicle for disease in humans."
The main symptoms of these infections are
cramps, diarrhea and fever, but Salmonella dublin pres
ents a special problem. This relatively rare organism is
known to be host-adapted to cattle and is more likely to
be identified as being derived from raw milk than are
the more commonly isolated types of Salmonellae. The
authors note that, "Numerous studies in multiple loca
tions have confirmed the role of raw milk in the trans
mission of S. dublin to humans . . . S. Dublin infections
are of particular concern because the associated illness
tends to be severe " -and is not limited to the digestive
tract.
At the FDA hearings, Dr. Potter added that, "From
198 0 to 1983, 53 % of the foodborne outbreaks of Camp
ylobacter reported to CDC were associated with drink
ing unpasteurized milk. The reported rate of isolates
identified is 2 0 times greater in states that permit the
sale of unpasteurized milk."
According to CDC, outbreaks of campylobac
teriosis associated with raw milk consumption have
been reported recently in Arizona, California, Colorado,
Georgia, Kansas, Maine, Oregon and Pennsylvania.
Michael Osterholm, M.D., Minnesota Depart
ment of Health epidemiologist, described the investiga
tion of a current mysterious disease outbreak in that
state. After months of investigation, in which 94 families
have been contacted, the investigators know only this:
The causative agent has not been identified, but the
method of transmission is undisputed. Unpasteurized
milk produced by one dairy had been drunk by all 12 2
victims during the three weeks before onset. Some have
been sick for months. For those under age 18, the me
rlian is 76 days' duration. Children have recovered more

quickly than adults, but only 11 (9%) have fully re
covered. The producing dairy has voluntarily stopped
selling raw milk products.
''All cases of which we are aware are associated
with raw milk consumption, and there have been no
new cases since the implicated milk product was with
drawn," said Dr. Osterholm. "This is no S. camp
ylobacter. It is not a virus or a fungus. It stumps the best
experts:'
Raw milk's growing popularity as a "supposed
health food " is of concern to the American Academy of
Pediatrics. said another witness, John Bolton, M.D., a
San Francisco pediatrician.
The Academy "has reviewed both the nutritional
properties and the safety records of raw milk and has
found that the risks outweigh the benefits," he declared.
"There are no benefits of raw milk that would outweigh
the extreme risk of infection that sometimes follows
feeding raw milk products to infants, children with ma
lignancies, and children with problems involving the
immune system:'
He said that. since 1977, 192 isolates of Salmonella
have been made in certified raw milk in California. This
milk is also transported across state lines by distributors.
According to Dr. Bolton, "The most recent finding on
September 2 8, 198 4, involved 4,000 gallons of certified
raw milk distributed to consumers and retail outlets."
Press reports prior to the hearing indicate that Califor
nia health officials had recalled Alta-Dena's raw milk
products 17 times since 1977 because state tests found S.
dublin in samples. The incident referred to by Dr. Bolton
occurred just hours before Gov. George Deukmejian vet
oed a controversial bill that would have freed the dairy
from control by state regulatory agencies. The bill would
have allowed the sale of CRM shown by state labs to
harbor salmonellae. Another recall involving Alta-Dena
and two other California dairies has occurred since the
FDA hearing.
Dr. Bolton exhibited a chart which analyzed the
123 cases of S. dublin reported in California in 1983. It
showed 51patients who used raw milk including 4 4 who
used it from Alta-Dena. Only 10 of the 51 had been
exposed to such other possible sources of S. dublin in
fection as raw eggs or raw or rare meat. The list of pre
existing diseases in these patients "reads like the index
to a pathology textbook: cancer, leukemia, lymphoma,
cirrhosis, lupus, AIDS, etc.," he said. "This points out
one of the most tragic aspects of this problem. Seriously
ill patients purchase a so-called 'health food' only to be
exposed to S. dublin. Raw milk is even advertised as a
basic food for invalids:·
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In response to certified raw milk producers' claim
that the product is made safe by the practice of spraying
the udders of the cattle with an antiseptic solution and
then using two clean towels to wipe off, Dr. Bolton stated
categorically that, "Potentially harmful bacteria still res
ide on the udders and inside some of the cattle as well:'
Advocates of raw milk consumption point to
other foods such as poultry which are frequently con
taminated with Salmonellae. "What they fail to point
out" said Dr. Bolton, "is that these foods are intended to
be cooked before consumption. Heat destroys Salm
onellae. Pasteurization, heat treatment of milk, is the
only way to assure safe milk supplies:'
Referring to the statistical analysis of Salmonella
illnesses cited by Congressman Dannemeyer, Dr. Bolton
called it "creative:' Literature distributed by Alta-Dena
shows that the figure of "3. 6 million cases between 1971
and 1982" was derived by multiplying the number of all
types of Salmonella infections reported annually (3,000)
by 12 years and again by 100, "since some say that only 1
out of 100 Salmonella cases are ever detected/reported."
However, the number of S. dublin cases connected with
raw milk consumption was given as the actual number
reported (103), not the 10,300 which would result from
multiplying this figure by 100.
According to state health officials, the fact that
the number of S. dublin cases in California is not larger
"relates to the fact that the population that drinks CRM
is very small and that contamination of CRM appears to

be intermittent:' In its March 30, 1984 morbidity report,
the Infectious Disease Section of the California Depart
ment of Health Services estimates that S. dublin infec
tions are 158 times more likely in CRM users than in
non-CRM users.
Others testifying in favor of a federal rule regard
ing raw milk included representatives of the Association
of Food and Drug Officials: International Association of
Milk, Food, and Environmental Sanitarians: Interstate
Milk Shippers: and National Milk Producers Federation.
The FDA hearing was but a skirmish in what The
Los Angeles Times [Aug. 31] called "a holy war over
milk" in California. "Each time the state laboratories
have found salmonella in Alta-Dena's milk," the writer
noted, "another recall notice has been issued, warnings
have appeared in newspaper articles and the raw milk
has been pulled off supermarket shelves. In this war of
attrition. the state seems to be slowly winning:· Al
though Alta-Dena's total sales have increased steadily in
recent years , raw milk sales have declined from almost
20,000 gallons a day in 1977 to about half of that amount
today. Yet. the article points out "after all the recalls and
all the press releases, an estimated 200,000 people a day
still drink raw milk in California:·

Mr. Fanning, formerly a science writer for The Atlanta Journal
and director of information for the Centers for Disease Control,
is editor and publisher of Con$umer New$weekly.

Briefs
Low-calorie liquor? Responding to a petition from the

Chelation doctors challenged. Concluding that no sci
entific documentation shows that chelation therapy is
effective against cardiovascular disease, atherosclerosis,
rheumatoid arthritis or cancer, the AMA House of Dele
gates recently voted to call upon proponents of this
method to conduct properly controlled studies to test
their claims.
More v i tamin C. The Swiss-based Roche P har
maceuticals Group has opened its largest single produc
tion facility in Scotland. According to Health Foods
Business, the plant took five years to build, cost $210
million, and can produce up to 20 metric tons of vitamin
C daily.
Experts available. The National Council Against Health
Fraud operates a speakers bureau and can also help
injured plaintiffs and government agencies secure ex
pert witnesses to testify in court cases involving quack
methods. Its telephone number is 714-796-3067.
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Heublein Spirits Group, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms (BATF) has requested public comment on
whether to set up a new class of distilled spirits bottled
at lower proof than currently permitted. It also wants
ideas on what such products should be called ("mild" or
''light," for example). A standard does exist for less-than
full-proof distilled spirits. but Heublein feels that the
required term ("diluted") has a negative connotation lo
consumers. In its petition, the company noted that "con
sumers are seeking foods and beverages with less sugar,
salt and fewer calories [including] low calorie wines and
beer:· Comments, due by January 31, 1985, should be
sent to: Chief, FAA, Wine and Beer Branch , BATF. P.O.
Box 85, Washington, DC 20044. Attn: Notice No. 491. For
additional information, see page 44921 of the November
13th Federal Register, or contact Charles N. Bacon at the
above address (telephone 202-566-7626).
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Health food industry priorities. Pat Heydlauff, newly
appointed executive director of the National Nutritional
Foods Association (NNFA) has announced four priorities
facing the Association: 1) meeting the threat of dietitian's
licensure to take away store owners' rights to give nutri
tional advice; 2) countering negative media attacks by
individuals like Drs. Victor Herbert anbd Elizabeth
Whelan; 3) enhancement of NNFAs program for product
standards; and 4) increased public relations to create a
positive image for the natural foods industry. The organ
ization has revived its Health Freedom Victory Fund
with a goal of raising $250,000 to fight dietitian licens
ing. Health Resources Group (a Kurt Donsbach enter
prise) donated $2,000 to the fund. General Nutrition has
donated $5,000, and Shaklee Corporation and Diet Cen
ters have also contributed.
Push for veggie burgers. American Vegetarians, a Mary
land-based group, is campaigning to pressure
McDonald's into offering a meatless version of its bur
gers. According to the East/West Journal (a publication
of macrobiotic proponent Michio Kushi), the organiza
tion has been picketing selected restaurants in 25 cities
and claims to have assembled 300 citizens' groups to
help with a boycott endorsed by Dick Gregory and
United Farm Workers president Cesar Chavez.
McDonald's has responded that it tested a soy burger
several years ago but found it lacked mass appeal. The
chain recently celebrated the sale of its 50 billionth
burger.
New "holistic" coalition. The Coalition of Holistic
Health Organizations (CHHO) was founded in March
1984 by 26 organizations including the American Holis
tic Medical Association, the East/West Institute (a pro
moter of macrobiotic eating), the National Center for
Homeopathy, the National Colon Hygiene Association,
the National Health Federation, and the People's Medi
cal Society (a Rodale Press offshoot). CHHO's planned
activities include: 1) a database on research into holistic
practice; 2) a database on holistic practitioners and their
services; 3) keeping current on legislative and regulatory
information; 4) a national "bulletin board" of meetings
and other events of interest; 5) coordination of a national
speakers bureau which could respond to holistic health
issues in the media. Voting membership, which costs
$250/year, is open to professional associations or mem
bership organizations with at least three years of experi
ence or 100 members, and also to suitable educational
institutions. It is expected that communication between
members will be done largely through a computer
network.
Pepsi, Coke and corn syrup. PepsiCo., Inc. and The
Coca-Cola Company have raised to 100% the amount of
corn syrup their bottlers may use for sweetening their
cola drinks-a change that will affect per capita sucrose
consumption figures.

Historical tidbit. In 1958 the American Medical Asso
ciation gave a special citation to the General Electric
Company for sponsoring a television show on the dan
gers of cancer quacks. The award, for "one of the best
examples of the value of television in public informa
tion," was accepted on behalf of the company by the
show's director: Ronald Reagan.
Boon for gourmets? Predicting that the number of
Americans between 15 and 29 years old will decline 7
million by 1991, a Food Institute report suggests that full
menu restaurants maY. benefit at the expense of the fast
food industry. According to the report, there "will be an
increase of almost 16 million in the ranks of adults aged
30-49, an affluent group, usually associated with more
sophisticated tastes:' The likely result: more menu di
versification at fast food outlets.
Chiropractors and nutrition. In 1982, the Iowa Supreme
Court ruled that chiropractors could not provide nutri
tion advice to their clients because this service was not
specified in the chiropractic licensing law. In 1983, the
Iowa Chiropractic Society sponsored a bill to change
this. The Iowa Dietetic Association (IDA) objected on
grounds that chiropractors had insufficient training to
provide nutrition counseling. When it became clear that
the bill would pass, IDA succeeded in amending it to
require that chiropractors pass a competency exam be
fore engaging in the practice of nutrition. An additional
amendment prohibits chiropractors from selling supple
ments at a profit in their offices. The amended bill
passed and took effect July 1, 1983. Subsequently, a
spokesperson for the Iowa Board of Chiropractic Exam
iners said that since chiropractic licensing exams al
ready include a section on nutrition, no procedural
changes are needed. [Source: Judith D. Klopfenstein,
M.S., R.D.]

QUESTION BOX
Q. I have been reading about "dead" (cooked) versus
"live" (uncooked) foods. Is it true that cooking destroys
the enzymes in food, therefore making it less nutritious?
A. It is true that cooking can destroy enzymes in foods,
but this has no significant effect on nutritional value.
Enzymes are present in the tissues of plants and animals
to serve their own biochemical needs. Claims that these
enzymes are important to humans are based on the mis
taken belief that they enter the body intact and function
usefully as enzymes to aid metabolic processes. This is
untrue. Enzymes are proteins, and like other proteins,
are digested and enter the body as their component
amino acids. The enzymes the body needs for digestion
are produced by the gastrointestinal tract and other
organs such as the pancreas and liver. The digestive en
zymes are not the same as those found in food.
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SOME FACTORS AFFECTING THE NUTRIENT CONTENT
OF FOODS
Eleanor N. Whitney, Ph.D., R.D.
Linda K. DeBruyne, M.S., R.D.

The food industry has increased its attention to
the nutritional quality of products-a desirable trend.
considering that almost two-thirds of the food we con
sume has been commercially processed. Processing
often involves a trade-off: it makes foods widely avail
able at reasonable prices. makes them safer, and extends
their usable lifetime, but it does cause some vitamin and
mineral losses. Overall. however. the benefits outweigh
the losses.
In some instances processed food has the edge
over its unprocessed counterpart, even in terms of nutri
tional quality. For example. foods frozen and stored un
der proper conditions will often contain more nutrients
when served than fresh fruits and vegetables that have
stayed in the grocery store even for a day.
How do store-bought vegetables and garden-fresh
vegetables compare nutritionally? Chemical analysis
would find slight nutrient differences. The nutrient con
tent of fresh foods varies with how the food is grown (for
example, iodine content of plants depends on the min
eral content of the soil). when the food is harvested (ripe
or unripe). and how the food is treated after harvest. As a
rule, the sooner after harvest the food is eaten, thE
better.
Vine-ripening maximizes vitamin content, but
many fruits and vegetables stay attractive for only a day
or so after picking and then begin to spoil. Vegetables
such as tomatoes have to be harvested while still unripe.
to facilitate shipping. Then they are ripened just before
going to market. In this case, a fraction of the vitamin
content is sacrificed in exchange for increased
availability.
The ideal nutrient-conserving process for pro
duce was suggested by Colonel Potter of the TV series
M.A.S.H. He would take a hot plate out to his corn field
and boil a pot of water. Then he'd bend cornstalks over
the pot and dip the ears of corn in the water while they
were still attached to the stalks. When they were barely
cooked, he'd eat them right there in the field. This "rec
ipe" would provide both maximum flavor and minimum
nutrient loss due to storage.
Which is better-canned or frozen food? Canning
is a good method for preserving food against microbes
(bacteria, fungi, and yeasts) that might otherwise spoil it,
but canning does diminish nutrient retention. The can
ning process is based on time and temperature. Each
small increase in temperature has a major effect on the
killing of microbes but only a minor effect on nutrients.
In contrast, long treatment times cause greater nutrient

losses. Therefore high-temperature. short-time (HTST)
treatment is used. This greatly reduces the content of
several vitamins. notably thiamin and folacin. But HTST
treatment actually helps preserve vitamin C by destroy
ing its special enemy. ascorbic acid oxidase, an enzyme
present in fruits and vegetables.
Freezing is an excellent way to preserve food.
Some losses may occur during the steps preparatory to
freezing. such as blanching. washing, trimming or grind
ing. but the freezing itself does not destroy nutrients.
Because oxygen destroys vitamin C, some is lost when
ever tissues are broken and exposed to air.
How should frozen foods be stored? Generally the
lower the temperature, the longer the storage life and
the greater the nutrient retention. To maximize the nutritive value of foods at home, use a thermometer to
monitor the temperature of the freezer. Frozen food
should be kept at a temperature colder than 32 ° F (0 ° C).
Although food may seem frozen at 2 ° c. much of it is
not-and enzyme-mediated changes can cause total loss
of vitamin C in as little as two months.
What about mineral losses in processed foods?
Unlike vitamins, minerals are unaffected by heat proc
essing. However. they can be lost when they leach into
water that is thrown away. A bit of Southern folk
wisdom related to the cooking of "greens" (dark green
vegetables) is to pour off the liquid ("pot liquor") and
drink it. And the "liquor" from canned vegetables can be
used to make soups. cook rice. or moisten casseroles.
Nutrient losses are closely related to the extent to which
food tissues have been broken. cut or chopped, and to
the length of time the food is in the water.
How can I tell whether a food has lost nutritional
value? The feeling that a food "doesn't look quite right"
can be a valuable clue. As nutrient content deteriorates,
there is often a corresponding deterioration in food
quality (appearance, taste, and texture). For example,
when a food smells bad, oxidative or enzymatic changes
have occurred-the same kinds of changes that adver
sely affect nutrients. Thus, unprocessed "natural" foods
sold in health food stores may be a poor choice since no
measures have been taken to prevent vitamin loss from
oxidative and enzymatic changes.
Does it matter which type of bread is eaten? The
wheat kernel loses valuable nutrients during the milling
process. Improvements in milling machinery made in
the early 1900s resulted in a white, smooth-textured
flour that people considered more desirable than the
crunchy. dark brown, "old fashioned" flour. But while
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After a fruit or vegetable has been picked, vitamin pro
duction largely stops, but degradation continues. Chill
ing a fruit or vegetable slows down degradation. To
maximize and protect vitamin content, fruits and vege
tables ideally should be vine-ripened, chilled imme
diately after picking, and kept cold until eaten.
Because vitamin C is an acid and an antioxidant,
it is most stable in an acid solution, away from air. As
long as the skin of citrus fruits or tomatoes is uncut. or
the can of fruit juice is unopened, this vitamin is pro
tected. Cut vegetables or fruits and open containers of
juice should be covered tightly and refrigerated.
How should vegetables be prepared to minimize
nutrient losses? Water-soluble vitamins and minerals
readily dissolve into the water in which vegetables are
washed or boiled. If this water is discarded, the nutrients
go down the drain with it. Three things can be done to
minimize losses: 1) wash the vegetables before cutting
them; 2) steam or boil them in a small amount of water:
and 3) avoid high temperatures and long cooking times.
How important is it to minimize nutrient losses
during home preparation of foods? Vitamin losses under
reasonable conditions are not catastrophic. It certainly
isn' t necessary to fret or worry over every little episode
that might cause small nutrient losses. Eating a wide
variety of foods daily, including some uncooked fruits
and vegetables, ensures an adequate supply of nutrients.

"old fashioned" whole wheat flour includes the entire
wheat kernel with its germ and bran (rich in vitamin E.
niacin, thiamin, other nutrients and fiber). refined white
flour contains only the starchy part of the kernel (starch
and protein).
After refining became standard procedure for
bread, people in the United States began to suffer from
deficiencies of the nutrients iron, thiamin, riboflavin
and niacin, which they had formerly received from
whole-grain bread. To correct this situation, the Enrich
ment Act of 1942 requires that iron, thiamin, niacin and
riboflavin be returned to refined products. This doesn't
make a single slice of bread "rich" in these nutrients, but
several slices of enriched bread provide significantly
more of them than comparable amounts of bread made
from unenriched refined flour.
Enrichment of grain products restores only four
of the lost nutrients, however. Today, there is increasing
evidence that whole-grain products should be used in
order to restore trace minerals and fiber to our diet.
Whole-grain items contribute significantly more magne
sium, zinc. folacin and vitamin B6 than enriched bread
and cereals-and these are all necessary nutrients.
How can foods be stored and prepared at home to
minimize vitamin losses? Vitamin loss in home cooking
at home can be 100 percent. and it is not unusual for
losses to be in the 60 to 75 percent range. In contrast.
vitamin losses seldom exceed 25 percent in modern
commercial processing. Thus, while the kinds of foods
we buy cehainly make a difference, what is done to
them in the kitchen is also important.
Many enzymes work best at the temperatures at
which the plants grow. normally about 70 ° F (25 ° C),
which is also the room temperature in most homes.

Dr. Whitney is president of The Nutrition Company, Tall
ahassee, Florida, a professional group which develops educa
tional materiafs and presents workshops on nutrition and
health topics. She is also co-author of Understanding Nutrition,
the leading college textbook of basic nutrition. Ms. DeBruyne
is an associate of The Nutrition Company.

MORE TROUBLE FOR GENERAL NUTRITION
In September 1984, the United States Postal Serv
ice filed 13 civil complaints charging General Nutrition
Corporation (GNC) with conducting schemes for obtain
ing money through the mail by means of false represen
tations in advertisements.
The products involved were: Risk Modifier, a nu
trient mixture claimed to decrease cancer risk: Life Ex
pander Choline Chloride, claimed to improve memory
power; Mental Acuity Formula, a nutrient mixture sup
posedly capable of preventing or retarding memory loss
due to aging; Life Expander Fat Fighter. containing
DHEA. claimed to cause weight loss without dietary
modification: Challenge Maximum Body Builder, a nu
trient mixture claimed to have special muscle-building
properties; L-Glutamine tablets, claimed to "keep you
mentally and emotionally in balance"; Lipotropic Fat
Fighter Tablets, a nutrient mixture which supposedly
can reduce body fat; Spirulina, which supposedly will
"turn off your brain's appetite control center"; the 24Hour Diet Plan and the Practical Diet Plan, both "guar-
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anteed" to produce weight loss of "up to 10 pounds in
two weeks": Life Expander Growth Hormone Releaser,
claimed to cause weight loss without dieting: Herbal
Diet Formula, supposedly capable, by itself, of causing
weight loss; and Inches Be Gone, a body-wrapping cream
claimed to reduce any area where you want to lose
inches.
After the complaints were filed, a U.S. Attorney
asked the U.S. District Court in Pittsburgh to tem
porarily restrict sales of these products. In December,
GNC signed a consent agreement promising not to ad
vertise or sell them by mail until the case has been
resolved through administrative proceedings which
judge whether the products can live up to the advertised
claims. But sales through the company's 1,200 stores are
still permitted. This case is separate from the criminal
case involving evening primrose oil, filed in November
in the U.S. District Court at Buffalo. New York. [NF
1:20]. In 1983, GNC also lost a civil court case involving
sales of "starch blocker" tablets.
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PAUD'ARCO
Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D.
Perhaps the most popular herbal cancer "cure"
that has appeared in recent times is pau d'arco tea-also
known as ipe roxo or taheebo tea. This beverage is pre
pared from the bark of various species of Tabebuia, a
genus of about 100 broad-leaved. mostly evergreen trees
of the family Bignoniaceae, native to the West Indies and
Central and South America. Referred to in Brazil as ipe
or pau d'arco, these plants have an extremely hard
wood that is most attractive and practically indestructi
ble. Its resistance to decay probably attracted the atten
tion of the natives to the medicinal potential of the
species.
Popular reports state that Indian tribal doctors in
Brazil brew a tea from the inner bark of Tabebuia
avellanedae or Tabebuia altissima, known respectively
as lapacho colorado and lapacho morado, which is used
to treat cancer as well as ulcers, diabetes and rheu
matism. Proponents also claim that pau d'arco is "a
powerful tonic and blood builder" and is effective
against rheumatism, cystitis, prostatitis, bronchitis, gas
tritis, ulcers, liver ailments, asthma. gonorrhea, ring
worm, and even hernias. The drug is claimed to have
been popular in the old Inca Empire, long before the
Spanish invaded the New World. T. avellanedae is native
to the warmer parts of South America, but T. altissima
supposedly grows high in the Andes Mountains where
"not even the worst winter storms can blow it down:'
Such popular reporting leaves much to be de
sired. There is no plant with the scientific name Tab
ebuia altissima: further. no species of Tabebuia grows
high in the Andes. This remote habitat was apparently
the creation of some advertising copywriter to make the
drug sound more exotic. While Tabebuia avellanedae is
a name found in the literature, the correct botanical
designation of the species is Tabebuia impetiginosa
(Mart.) Standl.
Complicating the matter of origin even further is
the fact that some of the pau d'arco herbal teas mar
keted in this country do not derive from the Tabebuia
species at all. even though they are labeled as lapacho
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colorado or lapacho morado. Instead, they are stated to
represent the bark of Tecoma curialis Solhanha da
Gama. another closely related member of the same
plant family. This probably makes little difference be
cause the useful constituents and therapeutic activities,
if any. are undoubtedly similar. It nevertheless leaves
the botanical source of pau d'arco products unclear. The
outstanding American botanical authority on this group
of plants. Dr. A.H. Gentry, speculates that probably all of
the bark in question is being obtained from some
lowland Tabebuia species.
Because of their commercial significance in the
construction industry, Tabebuia woods have been exam
ined in detail. In addition to such therapeutically unin
teresting constituents as volatile oils, resins. bitter
principles, and the like, they contain from 2 to 7 percent
of a naphthoquinone derivative known as lapachol. Al
though few detailed studies of the chemical costituents
of Tabebuia barks have been conducted, it is reasonable
to assume that most of these barks contain lapachol as
their principal active ingredient.
Lapachol does possess some anticancer proper
ties. In 1968 it was shown to have significant activity
against Walker 256 carcinosarcoma, particularly when
administered orally to animals in which this tumor had
been implanted. In later studies, lapachol was found to
be active against other kinds of animal cancers. includ
ing Yoshida sarcoma and Murphy-Sturm lymphosar
coma. In trials with human cancer patients, however, as
soon as effective plasma levels were attained, undesira
ble side effects were severe enough to require that the
drug be stopped. These included moderate to severe
nausea, vomiting. anemia and a tendency to bleed. Ani
mal and other laboratory studies have demonstrated
that lapachol also possesses antibiotic, antimalarial and
antischistosomal properties, but scientific studies have
not been done in humans because of the problem of
toxicity.
Pau d'arco is marketed in the United States as a
tea or "dietary supplement" with no therapeutic claims
made on product labels. Its lack of proven effectiveness.
its potential toxicity. and its relatively high cost (about
$12 to $50 per package) all render its use both unwise
and extravagant.
Dr. Tyler, Dean of Purdue University's Schools of Pharmacy,
Nursing, and Health Sciences, is an expert in pharmacognosy
(the science of medicines from natural sources) and author of
The Honest Herbal, an evaluation of polular herbs.
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GOVERNMENT ANTIQUACKERY ACTIVITIES
MORE VISIBLE
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
In November 1983, Congress passed the Mail
Order Consumer Protection Amendments of 1983 (Pub
lic Law 98-186) to give postal authorities greater power to
stop mail-order schemes. The new law enables postal
inspectors to investigate faster by going to an advertiser's
place of business to purchase the product instead of
having to gather evidence through the mails. Cease-and
desist orders to stop false representations can be ob
tained through administrative procedures. If such or
ders are violated, civil penalties can be sought in federal
court for up to $10,000 per day.
In December 1983, the FDA announced a 1-year
pilot project directed against selected medical device.s
and other health care products for which deceptive or
fraudulent claims are made. Call "Tipped Off or Ripped
Off," its goal is to warn consumers not to waste money
on such products. The program is restricted to products
that pose no direct health risk; those which are inher
ently dangerous will be handled through traditional
FDA mechanisms. When a questionable product is de
tected, promoters will be told that if steps are not taken
within 30 days to comply with the law, the FDA will
initiate a nationwide information campaign to inform
consumers of false and misleading labeling, unsubstan
tiated claims, or other law violations. The agency's first
action under the program was taken in December 1984
against three companies which had ignored FDA re
quests to stop misrepresenting that waist wraps, vibrat
ing belts or sauna suits are effective for weight reduction
or spot reduction.
In May 1984, the FDA and the Council of Better
Business Bureaus sent information packets to the adver
tising managers of 9,500 newspapers and magazines,
asking them to check ad copy more carefully before
accepting it for publication. Citing common charac
teristics of misleading health ads, the agencies offered to
evaluate questionable claims. In November, a similar
mailing was sent to the sales managers of 10,000 televi
sion and radio stations.
On May 4th, an FDA Field Management Directive
was issued "to create a mechanism that will identify and

generate a limited number of legal actions against health
fraud not associated with direct health hazard." Health
fraud products are defined as "either generally harmless
and ineffective products to which people with serious
disease conditions may turn instead of seeking or con
tinuing proper medical treatment, or harmless or worth
less articles promoted to improve general health, well
being, or appearance." The memo directs each region/
district office "to nominate as candidate(s) for enforce
ment action the firm and/or products they believe rep
resent the most significant health frauds for agency
action:· If the cases are not approved for action by the
FDA center to which they are submitted, the agency's
Compliance Policy Council is to review them and make
a final decision.
On September 21st. Commissioner Frank E.
Young, M.D., Ph.D.. approved the creation of a 6-person
Drug Health Fraud Compliance Branch (DHFCB). This
unit, headed by Richard Chastonay, will be responsible
for coordinating the review of actions recommended by
the FDA field offices. It is setting up a new surveillance
sy stem a n d m ay a l s o i n i t i at e a n d coordinate
investigations.
At his first major conference on October 9th,
Commissioner Young promised that antiquackery ac
tivities would receive high agency priority. The con
ference was called to announce ''a massive public
education campaign . . . spearheaded by the FDA and
the Pharmaceutical Advertising Council:' However, the
campaign has not yet been designed. Some 4,500 adver
tising agencies a�d 1,000 health care companies are
being invited to enter a competition to design actual
messages. The campaign is to be financed through a
$55,000 grant from the FDA plus $105,000 from phar
maceutical and health care companies. Consultants
who reviewed the grant proposal have warned that some
of the major contributors (Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc.,
Lederle Laboratories, and A.H. Robins) have engaged in
misleading advertising of vitamin products. But agency
officials have promised to retain tight control over what
is released to the public.
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Three Congressional subcommittees have shown
considerable interest in the issue of government action
against quackery. In May 1984. the House Select Com
mittee on Aging's Subcommittee on Health and Long
Term Care (Claude Pepper. D-FL. chairman) issued a
lengthy report containing sharp criticism of the FDA for
not enforcing the criminal laws against unapproved new
drugs [NF 1:1-2, 1:21]. In July, Congressman Pepper intro
duced three bills designed to increase public protection
against health frauds. One would increase criminal
penalties against "those who willfully sell or offer for
sale drugs. devices, or medical treatment knowing that it
is unsafe or ineffective or unproven for safety or
efficacy." Another would establish a Strike Force on
Health Quackery to coordinate the efforts of the Depart
ment of Justice. the FDA, the FTC and the U.S. Postal
Service to curb the sale and promotion of fraudulent
health products. The third bill would create within the
National Library of Medicine a clearinghouse "to serve
as an information center to provide a data base for con
sumers on the efficacy. comparative cost and possible
side effects of drugs, medical devices, and medical treat
ment procedures. including [those] which have not
been proven safe and effective:'
In October, the Senate Commerce Committee's
Consumer Subcommittee (Robert Packwood. R-OR,
chairman). which has oversight jurisdiction over the
Federal Trade Commission. held a public hearing as part
of an investigation to determine whether that agency is
doing enough to combat health frauds.
In November, the House Government Operations
Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations (Ted
Weiss, D-NY, chairman) announced that more than
5,000 prescription drugs are being unlawfully marketed
without FDA approval in addition to thousands of unap
proved nonprescription products (food supplements).
In November, criminal prosecution was begun
against General Nutrition. Inc., for marketing evening
primrose oil with claims that it is effective against ar
thritis, high blood pressure, multiple sclerosis and other
ailments [see NF 1:20]. This action is unusual because
only one criminal prosecution for food supplement mis
branding was initiated by the agency between 1963 and
1983. Health Foods Business quotes an FDA spokesman
as saying that the reason for criminal rather than civil
action against General Nutrition was to raise the stakes,
since in the past. GNC had established a pattern of be
havior that indicated they would not change their way
of doing business. "With starch blockers," said the un
named FDA official. "we went after the product. Here
we are trying to send a message to the entire health
foods community that the promotion of health foods for
therapeutic purposes by off-label claims is illegal and
must stop. We believe that by winning this case we will
change the way the entire industry does business."
This. of course, is exactly the policy advocated in
the petition of FDA official Paul Sage and by the editors
of Nutrition Forum [see NF 1:1-2]. Whether FDA policy is
actually changing remains to be seen. The decision to

prosecute General Nutrition was actually made more
than a year ago; and so far as we know. FDA headquarters has made no policy decision to permit additional
criminal prosecutions. Moreover. the Commissioner has
not responded to Mr. Sage's petition within the 180-day
period required by FDA regulations.
On January 11. 1985, the FDA sent a mailing to
radio talk show producers suggesting how to identify
quacks so they have less chance of being selected as
guests.
On January 15th, the agency proposed to remove
from the market all lotions, creams and other topical
nonprescription products claiming to grow hair or pre
vent baldness. This action was based on review of an
expert advisory panel's recommendation that no such
nonprescription product is effective. Public comments
on this proposal, which will be accepted until May 15th,
should be sent to the Dockets Management Branch.
FDA. 5600 Fishers Lane. Rockville. MD 20857. Nutrition
Forum has suggested that the ban be extended to food
supplement products claimed to provide special nour
ishment to the hair.
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Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is
co-author/editor of 20 books including Vitamins ond "Health"
Foods: The Great Am'erican Hustle. In 1984, he received an FDA
Commissioner's Special Citation Award for Public Service in
combatting nutrition quackery.

QUESTION BOX --- �
Q. Several vitamin manufacturers advertise that
strenuous physical activity increases the need for vi
tamins and minerals, and therefore that people who
engage in vigorous exercise or athletics should take
supplements. Is there any truth to these claims?
A. Strenuous exercise increases the need for calories,
water and a few nutrients. However, such increased
nutrient needs are unlikely to rise above RDA
amounts consumed by persons eating a balanced diet.
Even if more than RDA amounts were needed. they
would be supplied by the increases in food intake
normally associated with exercising. The belief that
extra vitamins are useful to athletes is also tied to the
misconception that extra vitamins provide extra
energy.
Q. Is palm oil a polyunsaturated fat?
A. No. Palm oil, a common oil in processed foods, is
high in saturated fats. About 52% of its fatty acids are
saturated, 39% are monounsaturated, and 9% are
polyunsaturated. These proportions are similar to
those of coconut oil, another oil used extensively by
the food industry. Most other vegetable oils are high
est either in monounsaturated fatty acids (e.g., olive
oil) or polyunsaturated fatty acids (e.g., soybean. corn,
and sunflower oils).

.-.._
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DIET AND BEHAVIOR:
A STATE-OF-THE-ART REPORT
Kathleen A. Meister, M.S.

Many food faddists and members of the general
public espouse the idea that food affects behavior.
However. this concept has not been popular with the
scientific community-and for good reason. Although
anecdotal links between diet and behavior have been
reported for thousands of years. the first scientific evi
dence for such a connection was not developed until 15
years ago.
The extent to which this field has grown since
that time was clearly indicated by the symposium on
"Diet and Behavior: A Multidisciplinary Evaluation,"
held November 27-29, 1984, in Arlington , Virginia.
Those who follow this subject closely may have been
disappointed because little new information was pre
sented. The event was significant. however. because of
its size. its distinguished sponsorship. and the tone of the
presentations.
Few scientists would have imagined 15 years ago
that the subject of diet and behavior would ever warrant
a symposium with 37 speakers and 300 attendees, held
under the joint auspices of the American Medical Asso
ciation, the International Life Sciences Institute. and
The Nutrition Foundation, Inc.But despite the substan
tial progress that a conference of this magnitude indi
cates, the overall theme was one of caution. Throughout
the meeting, speaker after speaker warned against over
generalization of experimental results, emphasized the
distinction between anecdotal information and rigorous
scientific studies. called for improvements in meth
odology, and urged that public policy not be based on
unsubstantiated hypotheses or preliminary data.
Richard J.Wurtman. M.D.. Professor of Neuroen
docrine Regulation at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and one of the pioneers in the study of diet
and behavior, noted that. "It is now an established fact
that diet can influence brain function.But this does not
legitimize all of the anecdotes about how diet affects
behavior."
Robert L.Sprague. Ph.D., Director of the Institute
for Child Behavior and Development at the University of
Illinois said that. "Testimonials may be the best way of
influencing people, but they are the worst way to get
information.''

G. Harvey Anderson. Ph.D., Professor and Chair
man of the Department of Nutrition Sciences at the Uni
versity of Toronto, warned that. "It is important to be
critical of scientific claims regarding the dietary compo
nent of behavior. If you find, for example. that dietary
intake is associated with a certain behavior, it may well
be that the behavior-or the circumstances that evoked
the behavior-is actually the cause of the dietary in
take ... Reporters-and scientists-should be cautious
about disturbing the public with messages about diet
and behavior before the data are reasonably evaluated:'
Alfred E. Harper. Ph.D., Professor of Nutritional
Sciences and Biochemistry, University of Wisconsin said
that, "Despite observations that certain nutrients can
alter the concentrations of neurotransmitters in the
brain, evidence supporting claims of associations be
tween diet and behavior is weak ... The ability to mea
sure behavioral changes accurately and quantitatively is
limited: also. it is extremely difficult to insure that the
many factors that can influence behavior are effectively
controlled.Nutritional control can be accomplished rea
sonably well in animal experiments, but comparable
control is rarely possible in human experiments."
Robin B. Kanarek. Ph.D., Associate Professor of
Psychology and Adjunct Associate Professor of Nutri
tion, Tufts University, said that, "Caution must be exer
cised in interpreting the results of experimental studies
examining the relationship between diet and behavior
... Proper experimental design. which includes such
factors as double-blinding. placebo controls . matching of
subjects and controls. and appropriate use of statistics, is
crucial."
The data presented at the symposium amply jus
tified these calls for caution. Much of the research in
this field does not attempt to link dietary factors directly
with human behavior. Rather, it is concerned with the
impact of dietary factors on neurotransmitters-chemi
cals involved in brain function which are known to af
fect behavior. Much research has been done on the
effects of psychopharmacologic drugs on these chemi
cals.But even with these studies where the tremendous
difficulties involved in measuring behavior are avoided,
few results can be generalized from the laboratory to
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real-life situations. Information presented at the sym
posium showed that the impact of dietary factors on
neurotransmitters and behavior can vary in different
species, in acute vs. chronic situations, at different times
of day, in people of different ages, and for slightly dif
ferent dietary components (e.g.. proteins from different
sources).
Even the well-known model linking the con
sumption of carbohydrates vs. protein with a chain of
biochemical events that leads to an increase or decrease
in the level of the neurotransmitter serotonin in the
brain (a model so well-established that a slide outlining
it was shown by five different symposium speakers) was
questioned. John D. Fernstrom. Ph.D., Associate Pro
fessor of Psychiatry and Pharmacology at the University
of Pittsburgh. who originated the model in collaboration
with Dr. Wurtman more than ten years ago. presented
data indicating that the model does not hold up under
all circumstances. In his experiments, the biochemical
changes known to occur when a single dose of carbohy
drate or protein is fed to an experimental animal after
an overnight fast did not take place in more life-like
circumstances in which diets varying in protein and
carbohydrate content were fed to test animals over a
longer period of time.
The difference between popular belief and scien
tific fact was illustrated most dramatically by the several
speakers who commented on the impact of sugar on
hyperactive behavior in children. Although many par
ents claim that sugar consumption has drastic negative
effects on their children's behavior. no evidence for this
Jekyll/Hyde syndrome has been found in double-blind
studies involving more than 100 children. The
Wurtman/Fernstrom model, incidentally. predicts that
sugar or any other carbohydrate would decrease rather
than increase activity.
Many studies of hyperactive children have used
aspartame-sweetened foods or beverages as placebo con
trols and have included assessments of behavior in base
line periods in which no sweetener was consumed. No
evidence presented at the symposium supported the
contention that aspartame or sucrose (table sugar) has
adverse effects on the behavior of children.
The conception that dietary factors have pro
found impact on aggressive and criminal behavior also
came under severe attack. Both Craig T. Love, Ph.D.,
Chief of Research, Federal Correctional Institute,
Butner, North Carolina and Gregory E. Gray. M.D.,
Ph.D., Postdoctoral Associate, Department of Psychiatry
and the Behavioral Sciences, University of Southern
California Medical Center, severely criticized most of
the studies of diet and behavior in criminal populations
that have been conducted to date.
Dr. Love noted that the research in this field was
so bad that after reviewing and assessing the scientific
literature. his institution gave up the idea of participat
ing in a project. Many of the methodological and inter
pretation problems in these studies "arise from the
naivete of the researcher about corrections. nutrition,

social science research methodology. or a combination
thereof," Love said. However, both Love and Hardy
Rauch, Project Director, American Correctional Asso
ciation, indicated that correctional facilities would be
likely to cooperate in well-designed studies of diet and
behavior.
Dr. Gray noted that advocates of a link between
diet and crime do not agree upon a single mechanism by
which diet influences behav ior-reactive hypo
glycemia, food allergies, vitamin and mineral deficien
cies and toxicities, and other adverse reactions to food
additives, sugar and milk have all been blamed. He then
listed the following flaws in the existing studies of diet
and criminal behavior: use of unreliable diagnostic tech
niques, failure to study comparable control groups.
failure to use double blind methodology, failure to pre
sent quantitative dietary data, improper statistical anal
ysis, and selective presentation of experimental results.
"Because dietary intervention programs are being
implemented in correctional facilities despite . . . lack of
scientific evidence of their effectiveness," warned Dr.
Gray, "there is increasing concern that food faddism is
becoming the official policy of correctional facilities. Of
particular concern are the social implications of theories
of diet and crime . . . such theories imply that diet.
rather than the individual. is responsible for aberrant
behavior. a concept that has already made its way into
the courtroom. In addition, dietary intervention pro
grams may at times divert resources away from more
effective treatment programs. Finally, poorly designed
dietary changes may lead to nutritional deficiencies,
and overzealous vitamin and mineral supplementation
may lead to toxicity."
Some members of the audience objected to the
fact that researchers who conducted the heavily crit
icized studies of diet and crime were not included
among the speakers at the symposium. It is easy to un
derstand, however, why they were not invited. The
tightly scheduled program was already crowded with
speakers who had done valid research. and the
organizers of the symposium were undoubtedly con
cerned about the possibility of conferring credibility on
truly appalling research by allowing the people who had
conducted it to speak at such a prestigious conference.
In any event. the symposium attendees were not de
prived of information about these studies. The re
searcher who has conducted most of them. Stephen J.
Schoenthaler, Ph.D., Coordinator. Criminal Justice at
California State University at Stanislaus . participated
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actively in the question-and-answer period. and copies
of an issue of the International Journal of Biosocial Re
search which featured five of his studies were made
available at the meeting.
Although criticism of poor research and calls for
scientific rigor were prominent features of the diet and
behavior conference, several questionable studies were
presented there, too. Perhaps the most seriously flawed
were those of Matti Virkkunen . M.D.. Senior Lecturer.
Psychiatric Clinic, Helsinki University Central Hospital
in Finland. Dr. Virkkunen presented data indicating that
glucose metabolism and insulin secretion in two groups
of habitually violent offenders with different patterns of
violence differed from that of normal controls, and to a
lesser extent, from each other. He reported that the
offenders had committed their crimes under the influ
ence of alcohol and that most of them had had lengthy
drinking binges during which they did not eat. But he
did not take the subjects' alcoholism into account in
interpreting his data or compare them to a control group
of nonviolent alcoholics.
Simon N. Young, Ph.D., Associate Professor in the
Department of Psychiatry at McGill University, also ap
peared to ignore an important factor in interpreting the
data he presented. He reported that the amino acid
tryptophan, a precursor of the neurotransmitter
serotonin. did not affect aggression in a group of normal
men. In a study of pathologically aggressive schizo
phrenics. however, large doses of this amino acid ap
peared to decrease aggressive behavi or. Young
concluded that "the dietary component tryptophan may
be useful in modulating aggressive behavior when other
factors are present in the brain to make a patient patho
logically aggressive." Unfortunately, until a member of
the audience raised the issue, he did not mention an
important confounding variable-11 of the 12 schizo
phrenic subjects were taking antipsychotic medication.
Two symposium speakers reported studies in
which measurable changes in human mood and be
havior appeared to result from dietary manipulations.
But they neglected to point out that neither of these
studies could be carried out in a double-blind fashion.
Angus Craig, Ph.D.. M.R.C., of the University of Sussex.
England. reported on several experiments in which peo
ple's performance on tests of sustained attention varied
with whether they ate lunch or were deprived of food,
and with the size of the lunch consumed. Bonnie Spring,
Ph.D.. Professor of Psychology at Texas Tech University.
reported that subjects in two studies showed subtle dif
ferences in tests of performance after eating a carbohy
drate meal (sherbet or pita bread) as opposed to a protein
meal (turkey breast).
Not all results in the field of diet and behavior are
tentative, however. David E. Barrett. Ph.D .. Assistant
Professor of Pediatrics. Children's Hospital Medical Cen
ter, Boston, noted that chronic undernutrition in early
childhood can lead to reduced social involvement, poor
attention and persistence, and decreased affect. And
Ernest L. Hartmann, M.D .. Professor of Psychiatry at

Tufts University. reported that it has been solidly estab
lished in placebo-controlled studies that administration
of the amino acid tryptophan in pure form decreases the
amount of time between going to bed and falling asleep
for individuals who customarily have difficulty falling
asleep.
Several other speakers reported other effects of
tryptophan on mood and behavior. There was some con
troversy. however, about the use of this amino acid in
the treatment of human insomnia and other problems.
Questioners from the audience suggested that tryp
tophan . when administered in amounts greater than
normally found in the diet, should be regarded as a
drug, and that its safety should be proven. Studies to
establish that tryptophan is safe as a drug have never
been performed. (My own belief is that pure amino acids
should be regarded as drugs no matter what the dose,
and that their safety should be proven rather than as
sumed, since pure amino acids do not occur in nature.
But this point was not raised at the symposium.)
A psychiatrist in the audience said that he had
observed side effects when using tryptophan in his
clinical practice. Other people noted that placebos also
elicit side effects. Dr. Wurtman observed, however. that
physicians (or laypersons) who recommend the use of
tryptophan are on shaky legal ground since this sub
stance is not a legal drug in the United States. Other
scientists participating in the symposium appeared to be
less concerned about the unproven safety of isolated
amino acids. For instance. Michael W. Yogman. M.D..
Assistant Professor of Pediatrics at Harvard Medical
School, reported on studies in which various amounts of
tryptophan and valine were administered to newborn
infants.
Perhaps these criticisms are excessively severe.
The field of diet and behavior is very young, and study
of this subject is unusually difficult because it requires
expertise in both nutrition and psychometrics and in
many cases, in neurochemistry as well. Good research
in this field involves cooperation by scientists from sev
eral disciplines. One purpose of the symposium was to
improve communication among the relevant disciplines.
The symposium's participants deserve commendation
for this and for the effort most of them made to avoid
overgeneralizing their findings.
Mrs. Meister is a research associate with the American Council
on Science and Health.

COMING SOON

Writer Sued for "Malpractice"
Food Safety:
What are the Real Issues?
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QUESTIONABLE ADVERTISING DISCONTINUED
Since 1971, the National Advertising Division
(NAD) of the National Council of Better Business Bu
reaus has maintained an active program to investigate
and adjudicate claims that advertising is misleading.
Most cases involving nutrition are resolved with a prom
ise that the advertising being questioned has been dis
continued or will be modified.For example:
• Magazine ads headed "Improve stamina and en
durance with Viobin Wheat Germ Oil" have included
the claims: "More than 18 years of university research
show positive evidence that Viobin Wheat Germ Oil can
help athletes increase stamina and endurance plus help
them overcome fatigue more quickly ": and, "One tea
spoon of Viobin Wheat Germ Oil contains all the raw,
unrefined wheat germ oil from 5 pounds of whole wheat
...one of the world's richest natural sources of vitamin
E and octacosanol.Studies indicate that octacosonal has
a beneficial effect on oxygen intake, net oxygen debt
and total body reaction time:· According to the NAD,
these claims were recently discontinued following a re
quest by NAD for substantiation. The December 17, 1984
NAD Case Report states that "the advertiser ...felt the
advertising in question could be scientifically supported
but in a spirit of cooperation had terminated the claims.''
[Viobin Corporation has been a subsidiary of the A.H.
Robins Company since 1973. A few days before the ac
quisition. the Pennsylvania Department of Health em
bargoed a quantity of Viobin Wheat Germ Oil until the
manufacturer promised to stop advertising that the
product could "relieve heart stress:']
• The Purdue-Frederick Company has discontinued
magazine advertising which stated that " ... 4 out of 5
gastroenterologists surveyed recommend Fibermed.
And nearly half of these doctors were taking it them-

selves·· and that . "Two tasty Fibermed supplements
provide more natural dietary fiber than even a serving
of the so-called high fiber cereal ... and with less salt,
too." According to the company, the statistical claims
were based on the first 364 respondents of 439 com
pleted questionnaires received from a mailing to 3,300
office-based gastroenterologists.NAD had questioned: 1)
whether the returns were representative of the total
population surveyed: 2) the assumption that doctors
who requested complimentary samples for "personal
use" were actually taking Fibermed themselves; and 3)
whether the doctors' recommendations had been influ
enced by the recent marketing efforts. Based on the
labels of two cereals, NAD agreed that Fibermed
provided somewhat more fiber than either one. but
questioned whether it contained less salt. The adver
tiser responded that future advertising incorporating
similar claims would be modified to meet NAD's
concerns.
• In response to an NAD inquiry, Gold Medal Hair
Products admitted that recent advertising of its Head
Strong Vitamins had overstated the link between the use
of dietary supplements and the health of hair.The companys ads had claimed that, "Your hair may be starving
for proper vitamins it needs to grow . . . stronger, get
thicker and shining" and said that its supplements �
would: "Stimulate hair growth.Diminish hair loss.Make
your hair stronger.Add to your own nourishment."
NAD is well equipped to handle nutrition issues.
Its director, Ronald H. Smithies, Ph.D.. J.D.. is an at
torney with a doctoral degree in biochemistry.The in
vestigative staff also includes a registered dietitian.The
agency's address is 845 Third Avenue, New York, NY
10022.

STUDY FINDS HYPERACTIVITY UNRELATED TO FOOD ALLERGY

Using exclusion diets and double-blind
provocative tests. British investigators were unable to
find any evidence that food hypersensitivity played a
role in the mood disturbances or other psychological
symptoms of 23 consecutive patients seeking treatment
at the allergy clinic of the University Hospital of South
Manchester. Nineteen of these patients, who believed
that their mental symptoms were related to food hyper
sensitivity. turned out to have no allergies at all-and
their symptoms closely resembled a comparison group
of 20 consecutive patients referred to the hospital's psy
chiatric clinic. The other 4 patients had genuine food
allergies as well as psychological symptoms but had not
considered them related to each other.In these patients,

tests showed that ingestion of the offending foods did not
trigger the psychological symptoms.
The outcome of treatment appeared to depend on
the degree of belief that symptoms had an allergic basis.
The majority of patients in whom food allergy was ex
cluded accepted the physician's findings and improved
with supportive counseling. However. some patients in
sisted that they must have hidden food allergies and
engaged in dangerous dietary restriction which they
hoped would enable them to identify foods they needed
to evade.The researchers believe that this study casts
serious doubt on many of the claims of those attempting
to link food allergy and mental symptoms.[British Jour
nal of Psychiatry 145:121-126, Aug.1984]
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Briefs

Nutrition councils. More than 40 professionals met re
cently in Hershey, Pennsylvania to reactivate the Penn
sylvania Nutrition Council, dormant since the early
1970s. The meeting was organized by Helen Guthrie,
Ph.D., Professor of Nutrition at Pennsylvania State Uni
versity. One speaker noted that nutrition councils exist
in 42 states.

Back door to laetrile reopened. Despite an adverse rul
ing by the U.S. Supreme Court five years ago, 81-year
old federal judge Luther Bohanon is still permitting in
dividuals to import "personal supplies" of laetrile
provided they obtain a physician's affidavit that they
have had cancer and understand that the FDA disap
proves of the drug's use. Bohanon's policy is a response
to a class action suit brought against the FDA in 1975 by
Glenn Rutherford, a Kansas seed salesman who claims
that laetrile cured him of cancer and is keeping him
alive. In March 1984, Bohanon finally acceded to a high
er court order to dissolve the injunction supporting the
affidavit system. But in May he restored the injunction
in response to a motion by Rutherford's attorney to file
an apparently groundless amended complaint.
Bohanon, who sympathizes completely with the plain
tiffs, will probably use any excuse he can to defy the
higher courts until the case is reassigned to another
judge. An estimated 25,000 patients have used the affi
davit system.

Food bill. The Food Institute reports that total food sales
in the United States during the first six months of 1984
were $133.8 billion.

Public entitled to price information. Smitty's Super
Markets Inc., of Springfield, Mo., which had been
charged with conspiring with other grocers to interfere
with price surveys, has signed a proposed consent order
from the FTC. Under the agreement, Smitty's may not: 1)
take or threaten action to force price checkers to pur
chase surveyed products; 2) deny checkers the same
access as is given to customers; or 3) coerce any checker,
publisher or broadcaster into refraining from price re
porting. A similar agreement was signed in October 1983
by Dillon Companies Inc. A third case has not yet been
adjudicated.

Latest antifluoridation ploy. "Keeping up with the
times," antifluoridation propagandists have been sug
gesting that fluoridation is a causative factor in AIDS. In
September 1984, apparently inspired by a visit from the
antifluoridation guru, Dr. John Yiamouyiannis [See Nu
trition Forum 1:7], San Francisco Board of Supervisors'
President Wendy Nelder called for an investigation to
see whether fluoridation is responsible for the high inci
dence of AIDS among homosexuals in her city. Super
visor Harry Britt replied that the city's gays do not take
Ms. Nelder's views seriously. Mayor Dianne Feinstein
denounced these views as "off the wall:' The San Fran
cisco Chronicle called Nelder's request "an exercise in
needless and unfounded fearmongering." And an astute
Chronicle reader pointed out that if fluoridation (begun
in SF in 1952) were a causative factor in AIDS, it would
be rampant among middle-aged native San Franciscans
and rare among gay immigrants to the city-not vice
versa.

Laetrile ineffective against pain. In July 1980, in re
sponse to political pressure. a clinical test of lae�ri�e and
"metabolic therapy" was begun at the Mayo Chmc and
three other major cancer centers. The patients involved
had cancers for which no standard treatment was
known, but the great majority were in good general condition.
The study found that no patient was cured or
�
stabilized by laetrile treatment. By the end of the first
,
year, almost all of the core group of 156 patients had
died, a result expected with no treatment at all. A re
cently completed review of the records found that 16
(19%) of 83 patients with pretreatment pain reported
_
some degree of pain relief. However, since other studies
have shown that 17-23% of patients with advanced can
cer experience pain relief in response to placebos, it is
clear that laetrile exerts no pharmacological effect
against pain.
Vitamin C complication. Intravenous administration of Sears "health food" concessions to close. Vitality Un
2.5 grams of vitamin C is reported to have caused com limited, which operated "health food" concessions in
plete kidney failure in a 70-year-old man with impaired more than 100 Sears stores, has announced that it lost
kidney function [Journal of the American Medical $2.7 million during the first six months of 1984 and is
Association 252:1684, Oct. 5, 1984]. Biopsy in the case closing all its Sears units.
showed numerous calcium oxalate crystals clogging the Twin studies. The International Twin Study, USC
kidney tubules. (Oxalate is a metabolite of vitamin C.) School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA 90033, is interested
The patient, who was being prepared for "chelation in learning about cases of cancer that have occurred in
therapy," must now use an artificial kidney for the rest (one or both) twins. Participants will merely be asked
of his life. A lawsuit was filed, but the- chelation doc certain questions. Further information can be obtained
tor-who carried no malpractice insurance-closed his by writing to Dr. Thomas Mack at the above address or
office in Clearwater, Florida, and may have fled the by calling 1-800-421-9631 toll-free (or 213-224-7420 col
state.
lect from California).
Just desserts! Newspapers which accept advertising for
"miraculous" health products sold by mail sometimes Pills for everyone? Catalogs collected by the Lehigh
become the victims of their own greed. Apparently it is Valley Committee Against Health Fraud list more than
,-. not unusual for the U.S. Postal Service to receive com 3,000 vitamin, vitamin/mineral and other "food supple
t: _ plaints from newspapers which extended cre�it for the ment" preparations marketed by some 100 companies
aligned with the health food industry.
- ads but did not receive payment.
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Risks of zinc supplementation. Adverse findings were
demonstrated in healthy male volunteers who ingested
150 mg of elemental zinc as zinc sulfate twice daily for 6
weeks. This amount is 10 times the Recommended Die
tary Allowance (RDA). Although the men experienced
no symptoms, blood tests revealed decreased immune
system responses as well as unfavorable changes in
lipoprotein ratios associated with an increased risk of
heart disease. [Journal of the American Medical Associa
tion 252:1443-1446, Sept. 21, 1984.]
Free reprints. Single copies of "Food Preservatives: A

Fresh Report" and "Bee Pollen As A Health Food" may
be obtained from the Food and Drug Administration,
HFE-88, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857. Multi
ple copies are available from the FDA, HFW-40, at the
same address, and from the agency's consumer affairs
offices in 30 cities.

Starch blocker update. On September 11th, the U.S.
Court of Appeals affirmed a U.S. District Court decision
that starch blockers are illegal new drugs within the
meaning of the federal Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act.
The court also upheld the District Court's permanent
injunction against the manufacture, sale and distribu
tion of these products. The appeal had been filed by
General Nutrition Corporation and two other com
panies. According to the FDA. starch blockers still avail
able in some health food stores [see NF 1:2] are leftover
stock or are not under federal jurisdiction because they
were manufactured within the states in which they are
being sold.
Diet, Nutrition and Cancer. The controversial 496-page
report of the National Academy of Sciences can be or
dered for $19.95 from the National Academy Press, 2101
Constitution Avenue. N.W., Washington. DC 20418.
Diarrhea caused by sorbitol. Excessive intake of sor
bitol from dietetic candy is believed responsible for an
outbreak of diarrhea in a small group of children in
New Hampshire. Those most severely affected had con
sumed 16 pieces of hard candy which each contained
about 3 grams of this sweetener (a sugar-alcohol). Large
amounts evidently act as an osmotic laxative, causing
retention of water in the intestines.

Low-calorie sweeteners. An excellent 48-page booklet

on the current status of aspartame, saccharin, cycla
mate and several other low-calorie sweeteners is avail
able for $2 from the American Council on Science and
Health, 1995 Broadway, New York. NY 10023.

COMING SOON

Fake weight-loss gadget seized. Newspaper ads for 2-

toned eyeglasses called the "Vision Dieter" claimed
users could control their appetites and lose weight just - �
by wearing them two hours a day. The inventor-op- -
tometrist John A. Miller of Little Rock, Arkansas-said
the glasses were developed after he observed how food
companies use colors to attract shoppers to their products. He reasoned that if color could control consumers,
it could also decontrol them. The glasses, which sold for
$19.95. were to be worn in the morning and afternoonbut not during meals. The FDA said that the Vision
Dieters did not work as claimed and were unapproved
medical devices. U.S. marshals subsequently seized 652
pairs. and a U.S District Court ordered destruction of all
but 75 which the FDA will use for education on
quackery.

"Natural food" retailers form new group. In June 1984
the Natural Foods Network was launched by representatives of 12 of the nation's largest natural food retail
stores. Voting membership will be limited to retailers.
but others will be invited to join as associate members.
The group's aims include: 1) informing members of relevant scientific. economic, legal and political developments: 2) developing testing programs to promote
accurate labeling of natural foods: 3) development of
computerized consumer, professional and business data
bases; and 4) conducting seminars and other presentations to educate members and the general public.

"Health food" clearinghouse. Another new health food

industry organization is the National Foundation for
Nutritional Research. Its purposes include: 1) exploring �
new concepts relating to the links between diet and disease and between adequate nutrition and optimum
health: 2) stimulating and funding new research: and 3)
developing computerized access to "literature supporting nutritional approaches to the prevention and treatment of disease." The Foundation's directors and
advisors include Jeffrey Bland. Linus Pauling, Lendon
Smith, Carlton Fredericks, Beatrice Trum Hunter, Rosemary West (past-president of the National Nutritional
Foods Association). and several "orthomolecular" physicians. The information service is being marketed to ret ail e rs for $200 / year, but manufacturers w ill
undoubtedly provide additional support.
Mushroom poisoning registry. The North American
Mycological Association. Department of Epidemiology,
School of Public Health. University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor. MI 48109, is interested in receiving reports of
mushroom poisoning, whether slight or severe.
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Franchised storefront clinics, laboratories, "nutri ute to or be a major cause of more serious pathological
tion consultants," chiropractors and a few medical doc conditions:• Its version of cytotoxic testing is called the
tors are promoting cytotoxic testing. Derived from cyto Metabolic Intolerance Test (M.I.T.) Ads for the M.I.T.
(Latin for cell) and toxic (poisoning), the procedure is program state that professionals who buy it are "in effect
also called cytotoxicity testing, leukocyte antigen sen handed a functioning business" whose entire invest
sitivity testing, Bryan's test, the Metabolic Intolerance ment can be recovered by performing as few as two tests
Test, or just food sensitivity testing. The conditions sup a month. The complete system for testing responses to
posedly related to food intake and diagnosable by the 200 foods sells for $9,750,while supplies for each test
test include acne, anxiety, arthritis, asthma, back pain, under this system cost $70.
The Ecology Laboratory, Inc., of Pasadena, Cal
baldness, bedwetting, conjunctivitis, constipation, de
ifornia,
run by chiropractor Gerard Stavish, thinks that
pression, diarrhea, eczema, excessive sweating, fatigue,
headaches, hearing loss, hoarseness, hypertension, hy "the testing time to examine 150-250 foods is ridiculous."
peractivity, insomnia, learning disorders, nosebleeds, This lab charges doctors $125 for a 25-food test and
obesity, rashes, sinus trouble, stomach disorders, and warns that positive findings must be confirmed by a food
challenge test before a diagnosis of allergy can properly
susceptibility to cancer.
To perform the test, about 10 cubic centimeters of be made. However, each test report is accompanied by
a patient's blood are placed in a test tube and centrifuged an "impressive package" containing a cassette tape and
to separate the white cells (leukocytes). These are mixed rotation diet for the patient to implement. Public lec
with plasma and sterile water and applied to a large tures offered by the Ecology Health Center include such
number of microscope slides, each of which has been topics as "How Allergies Poison Your Body " and "Basics
coated with a dried food extract like that used by al of Food Allergy: How it makes you sick and upsets your
lergists for skin testing. The cells are then examined metabolism." Literature from the Center states that
under a microscope at various intervals over a 2-hour "studies reveal that 62% of all patients seen in private
period to see whether they have changed their shape or practice have allergic-related diseases or manifesta
disintegrated-supposedly signs of allergy to the par tions:• (In contrast, the Asthma and Allergy Foundation
ticular food. A slide with the patient's cells, serum and of America estimates that about 35 million Americans
water is used as a control. Typically, the test results are are allergic, but only 5-10% of this number show food
used to explain the patient's symptoms and to design a sensitivity.)
The Beverly Hills Health Center offers testing for
"personalized diet program " that includes vitamins and
"over 400 foods, chemicals and additives" for $195.
minerals-sold by those administering the test.
Bio-Health Centers of Huntington Beach, Califor
Literature from Bio-Metabolic Laboratories, of
nia,
charges
$350 to test for 186 common foods and ad
Los Angeles, California, says that the, cytotoxic test "is
rapidly becoming the common method of detection for ditives. One of its recent ads-headlined "DISASTER
hidden food allergies." The company charges $255.00 to LINKED TO THE FOOD YOU EAT!"-claims that "if you
do a cytotoxic analysis of 150 foods-or $215.00 without currently suffer from any health difficulties, this test is
the initial cassette tape consultation and personalized 4- worth taking." A brochure from the company suggests
that cytotoxic testing can be useful in solving the prob
day rotation diet.
American Biologics, of San Francisco, advertises lems of overweight, headaches, stomach and intestinal
that, "Millions of Americans have unsuspected or un problems, depression, stress, confusion, sinus problems,
diagnosed sensitivities to what they eat . . . which may asthma, arthritis and hypoglycemia. Bio-Health Center
express themselves in many subtle ways or may contrib- teams composed of a "nutritionist" and a nurse travel
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around the country, holding evening meetings during
which they can test about 30 people per night-for a
gross intake of about $10.000. Clients are told that after
their test results arrive, they can call the lab's toll-free
number as often as needed for further dietary advice.
Testing can also be obtained by mailing a blood spec
imen to the lab.
The National Allergy Clinics, of Beverly Hills,
California, has advertised in The Wall Street Journal that
a $30,000 investment will enable prospects to "GET
RICH! Be the first in your area to open up a lucrative
allergy testing center-an ALL-CASH-UP-FRONT
money-maker which uses a scientific breakthrough-a
blood test that charts 245 food allergies simply and
efficiently."
How reliable is cytotoxic testing? The official
position statement of the American Academy of Allergy
and Immunology (AAAI). the nation's largest group of
allergists, was published in 1981 in the Journal of Allergy
and Clinical Immunology [67:33l-338] and reaffirmed
this year.It notes the following:
• One study found that white cells from allergic patients
reacted no differently when exposed to substances
known to produce symptoms than when exposed to sub
stances to which the patients were not sensitive [Journal
of Allergy 29:93, 1958].
• Another study [JAMA 231:728, 1974] found that
cytotoxic test results did not correlate with allergic and
other untoward reactions to foods and that the results
were inconsistent when repeated in the same patient.
• In a double-blind controlled study, positive cytotoxic
tests were frequently obtained to foods that produced no
clinical symptoms and negative reactions were obtained
to foods that did produce symptoms [Journal of Allergy
and Clinical Immunology 58:471, 1976].
• Another double-blind study found the test ineffective
for diagnosis of food allergy [Annals of Allergy 45:150,
1980].
Based on these and other data, AAAI concluded
that: 1) cytotoxic testing has never been proved effective
by controlled studies; 2) that controlled studies have
indicated that the test is ineffective for diagnosing food
or inhalant allergy; and 3) that the test should be re
served for experimental use only in well-designed trials.
These conclusions have been endorsed by the American
Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery.
the American Academy of Otolaryngic Allergy and sev
eral other prominent professional societies. Although
some well-credentialled allergists use cytotoxic testing,
the vast majority do not.
A few months ago, a Bio-Health Centers program
was attended by Raymond G. Slavin, M.D.. AAAI's im
mediate past-president, and his wife, Alberta. who is a
consumer editor with CBS television in St.Louis.After
slides were shown, a lecture was given by a young man
who said he had undergone two years of special nutri
tion training. Among other things, he advised the as
sembled group that inhalant sensitiv ities are not
important-so that someone allergic to cats would no

longer have this problem if offending foods are no longer
eaten.Mrs. Slavin actually has no allergies. But her test
report, which arrived three weeks later, said that she is
allergic to 25 foods-including wheat, cane sugar, corn,
potato, beef and milk-and should avoid all of them for
an 8-week period.
The Health Care F inancing Administration
(HCFA), which administers Medicare, proposed in 1983
that cytotoxic testing be excluded from Medicare
coverage because it "lacks an acceptable rationale based
on current knowledge of allergy and immunology.
While the procedure may yield reproducible results, the
validity of these results has not been supported in con
trolled, double-blind studies and there is a lack of cor
relation with clinical evidence of food allergy. The test is
plagued with a number of false negative and false
positive results indicating that it lacks specificity and
sensitivity. The test is time consuming, requires well
trained and supervised technicians, and is dependent on
subjective interpretation:' [48 Fed.Register 37718]
In response to HCFA's proposal, one clinic wrote
to its patients to tell HCFA how they have been helped
by this procedure. " Dear patient." the letter urged. "You
should explain (if it is true) that your chronic illness was
of months (or of years) duration for which you have
sought help from doctors who did not use these technics
with repeated laboratory tests, examinations of x-rays
that failed to solve your problem. The total cost of the
cytotoxic food test and the provocative neutralization
tests done in our office finally solving your problem was
less than all the previous tests, examinations and x-rays
put together. In view of your personal experience you
urge that these useful technics (cytotoxic and
provocative neutralization testing for food and chemical
allergies) be paid for the same as for the other diagnostic
laboratory tests ...You might conclude your letter with
your belief that medical progress by reputable physi
cians, which actually reduces the cost of medical care
for an illness, should never be opposed."
At least one recipient of the above letter thought
otherwise: "Of all the medical testing that has been done
to me in the last five years CY TOTOXIC blood tests were
probably the worst waste of time, money and health ...
After my first series of cytotoxic tests, the technician
upon my questioning actually admitted that the results
were practically useless. But did that keep the doctor
from ordering another series of these tests? You bet not.
The second test results turned out differently than the
first, making the whole regime ambiguous, and again I
was told that the tests were 'not really THAT reliable."'
Providers of cytotoxic testing often suggest that it
is covered by health insurance. However, patients are
required to pay in advance and may have trouble col
lecting from insurance companies who question the
procedure. The F DA advises consumers who believe
that they may have a food allergy to see a \)mper\-y train
ed medical doctor specializing in·allergy for a complete
physical exam, medical history. diagnosis and proven
therapy.
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Many cytotoxic tests are being done illegally.
About 300 food extracts prepared by licensed suppliers
are approved by the FDA for allergy skin tests and al
lergy shots. Use of such extracts in cytotoxic testing
violates federal law.
If cytotoxic testing is directed by a licensed health
professional, it is under the control of state licensing
authorities.If no doctor is involved, the testing is illegal
but subject to control by local and state authorities as
practicing medicine without a license. Clinics com
pounding their own allergenic extracts or obtaining
them from sources within their own state are not readily
subject to federal regulation.
The FDA has been investigating cytotoxic testing
under the direction of its Office of Regulatory Affairs
which usually moves quite slowly. Meanwhile the agen
cy has been trying to protect the public through press
releases and an article in the October FDA Consumer.

Mrs. Monaco, a partner of W hite, Fine and Verville, of Wash
ington, D.C., specializes in health law as it applies to unproven
methods of medical management. She is also a founder and
current president of Candlelighters Foundation for Childhood
Cancer, an international peer support group for parents of chil
dren with cancer.

Full-page ads in newspapers and magazines
called Metabolite 2050 "the ultimate cure for fat." "Eat as
much as you want and still lose weight," the ads prom
ised, "Metabolite 2050 literally pulls & destroys excess
fat from hard to reach storage sites-waist. hips, thighs
and buttocks . . . and prevents the further conversion
and storage of excess fat all over your body." The ads also
claimed that, "Demand for this new product has been so
overwhelming that this revolutionary new weight loss
compound will not be available at your local pharmacy
until February 15, 1985."
Metabolite 2050 is one of many products mar
keted by mail during the past two years by the
Robertson-Taylor Company, 1110 West Sunrise Blvd..
Fort Lauderdale. Florida. Others include Actavin-917
(for mental alertness). Anabolin-ATF (for weight loss),
Arthrex (for arthritis). Calor-Bloc 30 (starch blocker).
Cellulase-EF X ("cellulite" dissolver), Derma-Tee
(wrinkle remover), Intercal-SX (for weight loss), L-2000
(aphrodisiac),Libutol 1500 (sexual stimulant), Lipogene
GHX (diet aid), Medi-Tee 90 (for baldness), Mamralin-BX
(bust augmentation cream). Orafirm-ACS (body shaping
compound), Revitalin SL 90 (multivitamin), Synertrim
No.9 (spot reducer), Testorex-35 (for sexual dysfunction
and impotence). and Tranquinol (nerve relaxer).
According to FDA and Better Business Bureau
reports, Robertson-Taylor is a division of Intra-Medic

Formulations, Inc. (same address) . which was incorpo
rated in July 1981. Robertson-Taylor began operations in
south Florida in November 1981. became incorporated
in July 1982. and has operated mail drops under the
names of W.G. Charles, Co., of Chicago, and J.F. Phar
maceuticals, of Westport, Connecticut. In November
1982, at the request of the FDA, a supply of Calor-Bloc
was seized and destroyed under court order. During
1984,postal authorities secured mail-stop orders enab
ling them to return to the sender orders for six of the
other products. The Federal Trade Commission has also
been investigating the company's activities.
Most advertisers of bogus mail-order solutions to
health or beauty problems are fly-by-night operators.
Possibly concerned about this image. Robertson-Taylor
offered the following reassurance in some of its ads:
"When ordering by mail, know who you are deal
ing with.The Robertson-Taylor Co. is a solid established
retc1il and mail-order firm you can count on. We are
members of the Fort Lauderdale Chamber of Commerce
and the Prestigious Direct-Mail Marketing Association.
The address you mail your check to is our real address
not some post office box or rented mailing address. It is
the address of our order processing center. corporate
offices and central retail outlet ...The Robertson-Taylor
Co. delivers exactly what we promise and we stand
100% behind our guarantee. We won't let you down;''

But Mrs.Slavin's investigation makes it clear that advice
through the media will not overcome the appeal of this
simple test in our nutrition-conscious society. After
broadcasting a 3-part series exposing cytotoxic testing as
a fraud, she received several calls from people asking
where they could get the test!

Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is
co-author of Vitamins and "Health" Foods: The Great American

Hustle.
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CRIMINAL CHARGES FILED
AGAINST GENERAL NUTRITION!

On November 14, 1984, a U.S. Grand Jury re
turned a 7-count indictment against General Nutrition.
Inc., plus three of its officers and two of its retail store
managers. Headquartered in Pittsburgh, the company
operates more than 12 0 0 retail stores throughout the
United States and Canada, doing business under the
names General Nutrition Center and GNC.The defen
dants are charged with conspiring to defraud the FDA
and violating provisions of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act which require that drug products be approved by
the FDA as safe and effective prior to marketing.Court
papers in the case allege:
• Between 1980 and 1981, the company, its president
(Gary Daum), and two vice-presidents conspired to pur
chase evening primose oil from Efamol Limited in Lon
don, England and to promote and sell it under the name
Gammaprim for the prevention and treatment of high
blood pressure, arthritis, multiple sclerosis and other
ailments.
• In 1980, one of the defendants received a letter from
David Horrobin, M.D., Ph.D., suggesting that Efamol be
marketed without FDA approval.Referring to its sup
posed beneficial effects, the letter stated, "Obviously
you could not advertise Efamol for these purposes but
equally obviously there are ways of getting the informa
tion across:• [Health food industry publications identify
Dr.Horrobin as a former professor of medicine at the
University of Montreal who is now affiliated with
Efamol Research Inc.,of Kentville, Nova Scotia.A recent
article in Whole Foods states that he is the person re
sponsible for initiating and encouraging much of the
research on the effects of evening primose oil.]

• Subsequent company memos describe an elaborate
promotional scheme that included newspaper articles,
radio talk shows, and publications for use in General
Nutrition's retail stores.

• In addition, oral claims were made by retail employees
to prospective customers.FDA investigators posing as
customers at various stores in western New York State
were told that Gammaprim would be better for treat
ment of high blood pressure than the prescription drugs
Nitrostat or Diuril, and that it was good for arthritis as
well.
• By virtue of these various claims, Gammaprim became
a drug within the meaning of the law.However, rather
than submitting the product to the FDA for premarket
evaluation, defendants sought to disguise it as a food
supplement. thereby attempting to defraud the FDA.
General Nutrition, Inc., operates the largest chain
of health food stores in the United States and sells sup
plements by mail through its subsidiary, Natural Sales
Company.According to a recent article in Health Foods
Business, General Nutrition, Inc., netted $4.25 million
on sales of $95.2 million during the first three months of
1984.The company was founded by David Shakarian
who opened a store named Lackzoom in Pittsburgh in
19 35 and added five more stores by 19 4 1.In 195 9, the
name Lackzoom was changed to General Nutrition Cen
ters.The first 12 stores outside the Pittsburgh area were
opened during 1963.Gary A.Daum began working for
the company that year and became its president in 1979.

NHF SPINS OFF FOUNDATION
The National Health Federation (NHF) has set up
the Foundation for Health Research (FHR) to enable its
supporters to make tax-deductible contributions.FHR's
purpose is to fund "research in the areas of nutrition,
preventive medicine and life extension-all fields ne
glected by the orthodox medical-industrial. governmen
tal axis."
NHF. a membership organization, was founded in
1955 by Fred J. Hart soon after a U.S. District Court
ordered him to stop distributing 13 electrical devices
with false claims that they could diagnose and treat
hundreds of diseases and conditions.Many other NHF
leaders have been in legal difficulty for questionable
health activities.Over the years, the organization has
supported a broad spectrum of unorthodox and un
proven treatment methods in the name of "freedom of
choice." Since its primary purpose and thrust have been
political, direct contributions to it have never been tax
deductible.

However, according to NHF president Maureen
Salaman, "The function of the FHR is exclusively scien
tific and educational.It will scrupulously avoid any po
litical activity that would void its tax deductible status.
Henceforth, our two separate organizations ...while
operating independently ... will share overhead and
staff, where legally possible ..:•
This is the third time NHF has announced that
tax-deductible contributions can be made toward its
work.During the early 1970s, NHF simply announced
that dues and contributions were tax-deductible-until
the Internal Revenue Service ordered this practice
stopped.During late 1970s, NHF set up its Memorial
Library as a separate corporation to which donations
would be tax-deductible.However, this status was re
voked by the IR S following a fundraising appeal which
stated that the library's #1priority was legalization of
laetrile.
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Grapefruit Diet Pills
Head Start Vitamin Products, of Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, has notified retailers that "massive direct re
sponse tel-evision promotion . . . which will continue
through next Spring, is building a tremendous con
sumer demand" for the company's Grapefruit 60 /"Fat
Burner" Diet Plan. The pills are said to act as a "fat
burning catalyst" and to contain "pure grapefruit extract
in a base of tri-calcium phosphate with citrus bio
flavonoid complex ...all the nutritive value of half of a
fresh grapefruit, yet without the expense and inconve
nience of eating grapefruit three times a day:' The ac
companying diet is claimed to combine food groups for
"synergistic metabolism within your own system, to
speed weight loss." Other items marketed by this compa
ny include: Head Start (a multivitamin formula claimed
to improve hair condition as well as "virtually all body
cellular development"): The Cellulite Program (Cellulite
Eliminator Tablets and Creme): and VitaMan-The
Man's Vitamin (claimed to help restore energy and elim
inate any "marginal nutrient deficiency" which may be
affecting work, sports or sex performance).

Head Start products were originally marketed
by Braswell, Inc., of Atlanta, Georgia, whose various
subsidiaries were subjected to more than 30 enforce
ment actions by the Postal Service during the early
1980s.In 1983, the Federal Trade Commission secured a
consent judgment ordering Braswell, Inc. and its direc
tor, A.Glenn Braswell, to pay a civil penalty of $610,000
and to stop false advertising of their products. A few
months later. Mr.Braswell was sentenced in U.S.District
Court to concurrent 3-year prison terms for perjury and
income tax evasion and to 5 years' probation for mail
fraud. [He was released from prison after serving a few
months.] In 1981, an NBC television report estimated
that Braswell. Inc., was grossing $20 million per year.
Literature from Head Start Vitamin Products in
dicates that the Head Start name and product line were
sold in 1983 to Sales/ Services, Inc., an Atlanta-based
company whose owners. Bob W irt and Bettye Frye Kea
ton, had been involved in marketing the products to
pharmacies and health food stores since 1976.

Briefs
Be a talk show guest? Nutrition professionals interested
in telephone interviews can be listed free in a directory
that will be sent in the Spring of 1985 to over 500 radio
talk show station directors. To apply, send curriculum
vitae and information about areas of special interest to
Nutrition Forum. P.O.Box 1602, Allentown. PA 18105.

Caffeine/PPA drug combinations banned. The FDA has

banned the marketing of all nonprescription drug prod
ucts containing combinations of caffeine and phe
nylpropanolamine (PPA) as their sole active ingredients.
Prior to October 29. 1984, such products were legally
marketed if labeled as appetite suppressants, diet aids or
diet aids/stimulants,
Chiropractic and nutrition. A recently reported mail
survey of California chiropractors conducted in 1980
found that 84% of 2,715 respondents prescribed food
supplements to their patients.To the question, "Do you
believe that a chiropractor must examine each patient
and arrive at a diagnosis?" 13% of respondents said "no"
because they believed that "a chiropractor's only role in
determining the condition of a patient is to analyze sub
luxations [spinal misalignments ]:'
GNC founder dies. David Shakarian, founder of General

Nutrition, Inc., the nation's largest chain of health food
stores, died of cancer on September 11th. He was 70
years old.

Quackery report available. Quackery: A $10 Billion
Scandal, the excellent 250-page report on Represen

tative Claude Pepper's 4-year investigation into this sub
ject, is available for $6 from the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S Government Printing Office, Wash
ington, D.C. 20402. The order number is S/N052-07100679-6.

Health food industry award. The National Nutritional
Foods Administration (NNFA) has given its 1984 Rachel
Carson Memorial Award to Michael F. Jacobson, Ph.D.,
Executive Director of the Center for Science in the Pub
lic Interest. NNFA is a trade association representing
some 2,500 health food retailers, distributors and pro
ducers. Although Jacobson does not endorse most of the
unorthodox practices promoted by the health food in
dusty, his widely publicized criticisms of our food sup
ply lend credibility to faddists who say government and
the food industry shouldn't be trusted. Past Carson
award winners include Emanuel Cheraskin, Linus Paul
ing, Gloria Swanson. Lendon Smith and Carlton
Fredericks.

Price reduction. The price of FDA Consumer has been
reduced from $19 to $17 for 10 yearly issues.Most arti
cles in this excellent magazine are about food, nutrition
or food safety.Orders should be sent to the Superinten
dent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Wash
ington, DC 20402.
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TOOTH DECAY:
A DELICATE BALANCE
Sheldon Rovin, D.D.S., M.S.

Dental caries (tooth decay) affects over 95 percent
of the United States population. Mainly because of
water fluoridation, there has been a marked reduction
in caries over the past quarter century which has been
estimated to be as much as 30 percent. Nonetheless,
dental caries is still one of the three most prevalent
diseases in the U.S.-the others being periodontal disea
se and the common cold.
The tooth decay process has three basic partici
pants: 1) tooth enamel, which is susceptible to the action
of acid: 2) dental plaque, the not-readily-visible thin
film of bacteria that accumulate on the tooth surfaces:
and 3) foods (fermentable carbohydrates) which the bac
teria act upon to form acid. Dental caries occurs because
bacteria break down carbohydrates to form acids within
the plaque which then demineralize (dissolve) the adja
cent tooth enamel.
Tooth enamel becomes more resistant to acid
penetration when adequate amounts of fluoride are
available during the years that the teeth are forming
(before they erupt). This is accomplished most effi
ciently through water fluoridation, but topical applica
tions of fluoride to erupted teeth are also helpful.
Individuals exposed to fluoridated water from birth on
ward develop about a third as many cavities as those in
nonfluoridated communities.
Dental caries is reversible in its early stages: that
is, the demineralized tooth surface can remineralize.
This is facilitated by the natural properties of saliva
which can neutralize the acid and cause calcium and
phosphate to precipitate directly into demineralized
enamel, causing it to remineralize and harden. Fluoride
is also important to remineralization because it acceler
ates the deposit of calcium and phosphate and inhibits
the production of acid.
Episodes of demineralization and remineraliza
tion alternate with each other. It is the balance between
the two that determines how much decay takes place.
Demineralization does not always lead to cavity forma
tion. If the carbohydrates used by the bacteria to form
acid are depleted, acid production stops and the pH of
the plaque returns to its normal slightly alkaline state.
At this pH, calcium and phosphate are deposited from
the saliva through the plaque into the demineralized
enamel, thereby repairing the affected area. Complete
remineralization (healing) of the enamel can occur in
this way.
Cavitation is the progression of dental caries to
the point where a tooth's structure is sufficiently
damaged to cause irreversible defeGts. It results when

the factors promoting dental decay consistently exceed
the opposing factors. As indicated above, the promoting
factors are bacteria and carbohydrates. The opposing
factors are fluoride and proper oral hygiene. The bal
ance between these factors is illustrated below.
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The extent to which caries occurs depends on the
carbohydrate content of one's food. However. all car
bohydrates do not contribute equally. What counts is
the type of carbohydrate, the frequency with which it is
consumed, and the length of time it is permitted to re
main adjacent to the tooth enamel.
The significance of the amount of carbohydrate
ingested is probably less understood than the other as
pects of the role of carbohydrates in causing caries.
While animal studies readily show a correlation be
tween carbohydrate consumption and caries activity,
human studies are less clear. However, it appears that a
certain minimum consumption level of carbohydrate
(principally sucrose) is necessary for caries formation;
and that below this level, caries occurs minimally if at
all. As more carbohydrates are consumed, the caries
level increases until it becomes rampant or very high.
When caries becomes rampant, further carbohydrate
consumption is apparently· not influential.
Caries formation is also related to the type of in
gested carbohydrate. Carbohydrates exist mainly as
starches or sugars. The main culprits are the sugars in
our diet, sucrose, glucose, fructose, lactose and maltose.
Sucros� (table sugar) is by far the most common sugar
_
eaten m the Umted States. Average sucrose intake is
estimated to be about 100 pounds per person per year.
Starches are less readily broken down into acids by bac
_
terrn than are sugars, and hence are less cariogenic.
The stickiness of the carbohydrate and the fre
quency of its ingestion both play important roles in car
ies formation. When dental plaque becomes sufficiently
acid to dissolve the enamel, the length of time this acid
ity remains is crucial. Generally, each time a person eats
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carbohydrates, the acid produced in the plaque is re
tained for about 10 minutes. This means that with each
meal or snack, there is at least a 20-minute period when
the acidity is sufficient for demineralization of the
enamel. If these periods are prolonged or more frequent,
demineralization and caries formation will increase.
Thus, sticky carbohydrates which are retained on the
teeth enable acid production to be prolonged. Examples
of sticky foods include caramels, sugar-containing
chewing gum, chocolate, raisins and other dried fruits.
Products such as hard candies, lollipops, cough drops
and mints are less sticky, but they are usually kept in
the mouth for long periods and thus can prolong acid
formation.
Soft drinks are commonly believed to be highly
cariogenic because of their high sugar content. but they
are actually less significant than these other types of
carbohydrates because they are cleared from the mouth
more rapidly. Carbohydrates in liquid form are retained
for less time than are those in solid form, and con
sequently, tend not to prolong acid production in
plaque. By the same principle, the drinking of water
during and immediately after eating dilutes the acids
being formed and helps decrease the acid retention
time. Water also washes off some of the food.
The frequency that carbohydrate-containing
foods are eaten probably is the most significant factor in
caries formation, especially if the carbohydrates are of
the sticky variety. Each time carbohydrates are eaten,
acids are produced by the bacteria. If an individual eats
carbohydrate-containing foods three times a day, caries-

READER FORUM
I'm surprised that your otherwise well-written
first issue carried a brief on lowering telephone bills [NF
1:7] which looks like an ad. W hat does this have to do
with nutrition?
Simone 0. Adams, Dr.P.H., R.D.
Storrs. CT
A few of our editors had feelings similar to yours, but the
compulsive do-gooders among us prevailed. We reasoned
that the possibility of helping readers save a lot of money

outweighed the issue of relevance to nutrition. Inciden
tally, Consumer Reports has a complete analysis of this
subject in its September issue.-Ed.

causing acids will be produced and attack the teeth each
time: since each episode is about 20 minutes long, the
teeth are exposed to caries-causing acid approximately
one hour a day. If an individual consumes the same
foods five times a day-including snack times-the
teeth will be attacked twice more for a total exposure of
1 hour and 40 minutes. The more frequently a person
eats between meals, regardless of the quantity of car
bohydrate involved, the greater the number of times
during the day the teeth are subjected to the demin
eralizing effects of the acid.
When carbohydrates are eaten only at mealtimes,
the teeth are subjected to less demineralization than
when carbohydrates are consumed between meals as
well. Thus tooth decay can be markedly reduced or
even prevented by simply confining sugar intake to
mealtimes; and it can be still further prevented by
cleaning or at least rinsing the teeth after eating. The
goal is to minimize the number and length of times the
teeth are subjected to the acids produced by the bacte
ria in dental plaque. W hen the exposure time to acids is
low. the balance between demineralization and remin
eralization is maintained and caries either does not oc
cur or occurs only minimally. This, of course, is
something that individuals can control.

Dr. Rovin is Professor and Chairman, Department of Dental
Care Systems, University of Pennsylvania School of Dental
Medicine, and co-editor of The Tooth Robbers-A Pro-Fluo
ridation Handoook.

Congratulations. I just got the first issue and it's
excellent! My partner and I wrote to the FDA in support
of Paul Sage's petition [NF 1:2]. Would you like an article
on nutrition quackery in dentistry?
John E. Dodes. D.D.S.
Woodhaven, NY
Yes, we are interested in articles on any practical aspect

of nutrition.-Ed.

Thanks for your brief report on our study to de
termine whether beta carotene supplements can lessen
the incidence of cancer [NF 1:7]. The actual number of
randomized participants is not 27,000 but 21,991. We
have been deeply impressed with their dedication.
Charles H. Hennekens. M.D.
Harvard Medical School
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"GROWTH HORMONE RELEASERS" DON'T CAUSE WEIGHT LOSS
James Lowell, Ph.D.
No More Fatl No More Flabl No More Cellulite. No More Dietingl

An effortless aid for "hard-to-lose" groups or dieters
LOSE WEIGHT EVEN AS YOU SLEEP

So claim ads for a new generation of questionable
weight-loss products, the " growth hormone releasers:'
The theory behind them seems to have come from
the best-selling book, Life Extension. The authors, Durk
Pearson and Sandy Shaw, claim that: 1) most teenagers
can eat like horses without becoming obese, even if they
are sedentary: 2) blood levels of human growth hormone
(HGH) decrease as people age; 3) this decrease is responsi
ble for weight gain; 4) when the amino acids arginine (5 to
10 grams) and/or ornithine (2.5 to 5 grams) and/or tryp
tophan (1 to 2 grams) are eaten on an empty stomach at
bedtime, growth hormone is released from the pituitary
gland; and 5) this burns fat and results in weight loss.
Soon after the book's publication, products based
on these ideas were marketed. Ads for Lipogene-GH, Nite
Diet, P.M., Dream Away, Nite Time Diet, Super-Amino
Night, G.H. Releaser, Nutri-Diet PM, Amino FB and
HGH-3X all suggest that bedtime use will cause overnight
weight loss due to increased release of growth hormone.
What are the facts?

Some years ago, scientists noted that blood levels
of HGH increase after a meal rich in proteins. Although
various amino acids contained in the proteins could
cause this release. arginine had the greatest effect. In fact,
some doctors have used it as a drug to try to help slow
growing children attain normal stature. Currently,
however, growth hormone itself is administered to chil
dren lacking adequate amounts of it.
Although the above products contain arginine, the
quantities are far below those necessary to cause HGH
release. One brand, for example, taken as directed,
provides 1 gram of arginine daily-the amount found in
about 2½ ounces of beef. But tests reported in the June 26,
1969 New England Journal of Medicine show that a 150pound woman requires some 13 grams to have any effect
at all, and this has to be injected, not taken orally. The
effective dose for men is twice as high. In practice, doc
tors used even more.

COMING SOON

The Science and Politics of
Raw Milk
Factors Affecting Nutrient Loss

Even if 1 gram of arginine could produce growth
hormone release, other lines of evidence repudiate the
claims of the promoters. People vary in the amounts of
HGH produced at different times in their lives. For exam
ple, even though adults are no longer growing, they pro
duce more H GH than young children do: and
premenopausal women produce more than men. There is
also a spurt during adolescence. But these times of high
hormone production do not correlate well with periods of
either growth or weight loss.
Moreover, Pearson and Shaws idea that HGH plas
ma levels decrease with age is simply wrong. Extra HGH
is metabolized so rapidly that plasma levels-relatively
high during the few weeks after birth-remain fairly
constant after that [NEJM 288:1384.1973].
Pearson and Shaw note correctly that some obese
people produce lower than normal amounts of growth
hormone when given releasers such as arginine. This
indicates a difference in the way people'§ bodies work.
but it also means that if these authors are correct. the
weight-loss pills would be least likely to work in the
people who need them most.
Does the amount of HGH produced actually affect
a person's weight? If the Pearson/Shaw theory were cor
rect, adults with below-normal HGH levels would be fat.
But they are not. Nor are those who produce too much
growth hormone especially thin. Instead, they develop
acromegaly, a disease in which their hands, feet and
faces become abnormally large and deformed. When Dr.
Raymond Hintz. a leading authority on HGH, admin
istered very high doses of growth hormone to normal
adults in order to test its safety [Lancet 1:1276. 1982 and
personal communication], weight loss did not occur!
Thus, even if amino acid pills could cause a release of
HGH, weight loss would not result.
Dr. Lowell, a board member of the National Council Against
Health Fraud, is Professor of Life Sciences at Pima Community
College, Tucson, Arizona and a columnist for The Arizona
Daily Star.
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FOOD SAFETY:WHATARE THE REALISSUES?
Manfred Kroger, Ph.D.

The American food supply is abundant. affordable and appealing. And contrary to pop-nutritionist
claims, it's nutritious when the right dietary choices are
made. As things stand now, Americans certainly enjoy
the safest and most wholesome food in the history of
mankind. We should be proud of that achievement and
have faith in our food system. Yet many are worried that
our food supply is dangerous.
Actually, unsafe food has bothered people since
time immemorial. It took thousands of years to understand how contamination and spoilage can cause discomfort, illness or death. These insights developed
slowly through a process of trial and error. Today's scientists are trying to determine what relationships-if
any-exist
between diet or specific foods and such
problems as cancer, heart disease, allergy. and disorders
of mood and behavior. As a modern technological society, it behooves us to address food safety as thoroughly
as we address military efforts, space research and other
endeavors of science-but
it also behooves us to maintain a realistic perspective.
In 1979, a committee of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture set out to identify and rank areas of food
safety and nutrition that deserve further research. After
two years of study that included input from 134 food
research administrators from industry, government and
universities nationwide, the committee listed the following food hazards in the order of their importance.
Note that this ranking is quite different from that generated by the media and held by much of the public.
1. Mycotoxins. Little is known about fungal toxins
since only about two decades have passed since the discovery that aflatoxins (produced by the common mold
Aspergillus flavus and other molds) can kill and are carcinogenic. Since both human food and animal feed tend
to become moldy, consumption of mold toxins is almost
inevitable. Even livestock can pass them on in modified
form to consumers. History tells us much about
ergotism (once called "St. Anthony's Fire"), alimentary
toxic aleukia and other problems related to fungal con
lamination. Are naturally occurring mold toxins in om
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diet actually making people ill? We don't know, but it
seems prudent to be cautious about molds and moldy
foods. Agricultural practices are now closely monitored
to minimize mold contamination. And products such as
peanuts, tree nuts, corn and oilseeds are closely
monitored to detect aflatoxins. Not all molds are
harmful. Most people clean up or throw out mold-contaminated food. The less affluent seem to be the ones
most exposed to mold toxins because they cannot afford
to throw spoiled food away. History shows that ergotism
often appears when there are food shortages.
2. Bacterial toxins. These include the death-dealing neurotoxins produced by Clostridium botulinum
and the debilitating enterotoxins of several other species. There is reason to believe that many unrecognized
toxin-producing bacteria exist and contribute to food
hazards. Most of our efforts with home and restaurant
hygiene are directed at preventing food poisoning due to
bacterial toxins. Sanitation procedures and proper food
treatment have helped keep populations healthy. Understanding the principles, food handler education, and
respect for hygiene will continue to be the major factors
in reducing disease and death from food poisoning.

3. Food-borne bacterial infections. Salmonellosis
is the best known, with thousands of cases reported
annually in the United States. This is only the tip of the
iceberg, since most cases of food poisoning are not reported to the Centers for Disease Control. There is still
much to be learned about how people get sick from
bacteria in food. All of us are familiar with "stomach
upsets," "intestinal flu" and "travelers' diarrhea," but
relatively little is known about the actual disease mechanisms. Experts would probably agree that of all human
misery in the world, now and before us, there has never
been a cause bigger than the wrong kind of tiny bacteria
within us. (It would be a mistake, however, to conclude
that all bacteria are bad. Those used in food fermentation are safe and useful, and various bacteria normally
living within the human intestinal tract are essential for
life.)
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4. Chemical residues. This category includes pest
control substances, biologicals used in animal agriculture. and industrial chemicals appearing as chronic
or sporadic environmental pollutants. Modern technology is blamed for the presence of all of these unwanted chemicals in our food: so it is important to fully
understand the risks and benefits of the substances that
human ingenuity has conjured up to work for us.
The risk-benefit balance of agricultural chemicals tilts heavily towards benefit. Some countries that
don't use pesticides lose up to half their food to insects
and other pests. Washing fruits and vegetables removes
most of the surface contaminants: the tiny amounts that
may remain represent no threat to human health. Those
who speak of the "chemicalization of our food" do not
fully understand the realities of agriculture. Nor do they
have proper appreciation of our technological heritage.
"Technological" and "chemical" have come to define
modern life, mankind and progress. We merely require
the wisdom to effectively harness technology and chemistry. Food became "technological" and "chemical" centuries ago because more of it was needed to feed ever
increasing populations. At the same time concern was
generated to keep unhealthy chemicals out of our diet.
Continuing awareness will assure us of a "clean" food
supply.
5. Naturally occurring toxicants and allergens.
Many people believe that anything coming from Mother
Nature must be benign. That simply isn't so. If man's
actions leave some chemicals in our foods. nature contributes the rest. Every bit of every piece of food is composed of chemicals. A cup of milk contains thousands of
chemicals and so does a bite of bread or a whiff of coffee.
Nutrients are chemicals. Most of the hundreds of thousands of chemicals are neutral in character, some (quite
a few) are toxic. Of course, we know about poisonous
mushrooms. but to what extent are toxic alkaloids in
potatoes or sulfur compounds in onions hazardous to
consumers? Questions of this type should be explored
further but kept in perspective.
6. Process-induced toxicants. The value of technology-including
such developments as refrigeration.
pasteurization, and canning-is
obvious. There is still
cause for concern about possible chemical interactions
and toxic products formed during food processingsuch things as nonenzymatic browning reaction products. or the secondary effects of chlorine in meat processing, and unique radiolytic chemicals created during
food irradiation. to name only a few.
7. Viral infections. About 25% of the reported outbreaks of food-borne disease cannot be attributed to
known bacterial agents and may be due to undetected
viruses. Food animals are susceptible to a wide variety
of viruses-which
may be transmittable to humans.
These areas are not well understood. Our knowledge
about the significance of virus-induced cancers is slimmer still.
8. Food additives. Promoters of "organic" foods
and a number of so-called consumer advocates have sue-

ceeded in making this the number one food safety issue
in the mind of the general public. Although vigilance is
in order, the fact is that food additives have been extensively studied-probably
more so than the other categories listed here.
9. Toxicants formed in the body. This is a remarkable new area. The fact that cancer-causing nitrosamines can form in the human digestive tract should
certainly be studied further. What else is going on inside
us that is food-related and might precipitate harm? Do
we harbor a diet-related "self-destruct" mechanism?
10. Parasitic infections. This was a big problem in
Europe and North America until 50 years ago, and it still
is a problem in many other parts of the world. Food is a
major vector for human parasites, particularly the organism that causes trichinosis. In 1940. some 16% of the
U.S. population was infected with trichinae, generally
from meat products. Today there are fewer than 100
cases per year. New technologies. such as food irradiation, may reduce this number further.
Other subjects worthy of study include food interactions. foods that prevent toxicity, and even foods
that prevent cancer.
Totally synthetic food restricted to the 40 to 50
nutrients essential for life might eliminate all the hazards mentioned above and provide perfect food safety.
Can you imagine eating such a diet?

,
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Dr. Kroger is Professor of Food Science at The Pennsylvania
State University.
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QUESTION BOX
Q. What does "low sodium" mean on food labels?
A. Currently, there is no legal definition of the term

"low sodium:· However, beginning July 1, 1985, sodium labeling will be required for foods that already
carry nutritional labeling or that make a claim about
sodium. At that time the labeling regulations will include the following definitions: sodium free-less
than 5 mg sodium per serving: very low sodium-35
mg or less/serving: and low sodium-140 mg or less/
serving. In addition. reduced sodium will mean that a
food has been processed to reduce the usual sodium
level by 75% per serving: and unsalted will mean that
the food has been processed without the normally
used salt.
Q. Is carotene a different name for vitamin A?
A. Vitamin A is found almost exclusively in foods of
animal origin. Carotene refers to a group of compounds of plant origin that the body uses to make
vitamin A. Thus. carotene is said to be a precursor of
vitamin A.

Alllllll
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WHO TOOKTHE FUN OUT OF FOOD?
Virginia Aronson, R.D., M.S.

Remember when most of us could lick an ice
cream cone without guilt? Or munch on a handful of
chips without thinking about sodium? Or order a nice
thick steak without considering the possible advantages
of vegetarianism? Whatever happened to good old-fashioned (yes, hedonistic) pleasures of the palate?
"Junk-food" junkies hunger within all of us~ Yet
in modern-day America where almost anything goes,
eating has become the sinful practice we commit and
deny. Millions are alternating self-indulgence with onthe-wagon diet pledges and Spartan eating behavior.
While committing crime in the sweets, they loudly deny
guilt and cha.mp on tofu as "health food" devotees.
Why has the simple act of eating become such a
complex issue? Why must our foods and overall diets be
classified as "good" or "bad," "healthful" or "junky"?
Who took the fun out of food?
•Mothers.Sorry, Mom, but this is where many of
our dietary hang-ups began. The stereotypically big,
warm matron, bustling around the heavily laden dinner
table, cajoling and encouraging everyone to eat, eat, eat,
started most of us down the path to Foodproblemland.
When food is equated with love and security, rejection
of proffered goodies may be considered insulting. Much
lifelong dietary guilt stems from parental derision of
food waste and the belief that food left on your plate is
somehow related to starving children in other countries.
• Doctors. Many unfortunate individuals receive
an embarrassing reminder each year by the family physician that fat loss is in order. The accompanying "diet
sheet" is usually as dry as the cottage-cheese-andmelba-toast menu it advises. Other dietary foibles (besides flab) are sternly addressed by physicians who pressure us to believe that eating is more a medical issue
than a gustatory pleasure. Though most medical meetings are fueled on coffee and donuts, doctors cite dietary
risks that threaten our eating enjoyment.
•Dietitians.Also distressing are the small number
of militant dietitians who seem to regard diet as something to be swallowed like medicine (but without a
spoonful of sugar to help it go down, because we eat too
much of that already). Admonishing us to eat less of

everything we like and to substitute broiled liver and
boiled greens, they suggest that good health requires
daily tabulation of both caloric content and RDA percentages per serving for the limited food choices that
remain.
• Pop "nutritionists." Many "health food" gurus
seem to believe that personal experience in eating
qualifies them as preachers for the religion of diet. Touting nutrition as curative for all ills, they claim that our
food supply is nutrientless and the cause of aging and
death. They are helped by naive consumer advocates to
alarm Americans about supposed dangers lurking at the
dinner table.
• News outlets. The media will publicize anything
sensational-that
is, saleable. Research reports are often
distorted or exaggerated to concoct revolutionary nutrition ''breakthroughs" and "deadly" dietary scares.
• Advertising industry. Fashion dictates that "thin
is in:• The mass media urge us to look like Victoria
Principal or John Travolta. to stay young forever, and to
have boundless vitality. But at the same time, mouthwatering ads are everywhere-telling
us that we deserve a break and beckoning us toward oral indulgence.
• Diet industry. According to the diet mentality,
bathroom scales can predict the future as accurately as
the local palm reader. Consumers are being lured by
magical diets. exercise gimmickry, guarantees of overnight fat melt-off, and other "effortless" weight-loss
plans. All promise happiness ever-after-for an up-front
fee, of course.
Today's society is robbing food not of essential
nutrients but of fun. Eating should be one of life's great
pleasures. As with most things in life, moderation is the
key. In lifestyles balanced with good old-fashioned common sense, food can indeed be a fun part of healthful
living. More voices are needed for moderation!
Ms. Aronson, a nutritionist/writer
at Harvard University's
School of Public Health, is the author of Thirty Days to Better
Nutrition. She is also co-author (with Dr. Fredrick J.Stare) of
Dear Dr. Stare: What Should I Eat? and Your Basic Guide to
Nutrition (G.E Stickley, Phila.).
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Briefs
Gayelord Hauser dies. On December 16, 1984. Benjamin
Gayelord Hauser, author of Look Younger. Live Longer
and 13 other books. died at age 89 of complications from
pneumonia.
He considered
blackstrap
molasses,
brewer's yeast. yogurt, powdered skim milk and wheat
germ to be wonder foods. He lectured frequently and
was a partner in Modern Food Products of Milwaukee, a
company that produces products bearing his name. According to an article in the The Los Angeles Times, his
books sold almost 50 million copies.

Diet/cancer research. The National Cancer Institute
has awarded $453.971 to Nikolay Dimitrov, M.D .. and
colleagues at Michigan State University to explore
whether vitamin E, beta-carotene
and selenium can
help prevent cancer. The study will involve both dietary
analysis and long-term supplementation with selenium
and vitamin E.

Fluoridation update. Surveys by the National Institute
of Dental Research have found that the proportion of 9year-olds with decay-free teeth rose from 29% in 1973 to
51% in 1979-1980. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control
attributes most of this improvement to the availability of
fluoride in community water supplies and in dental
care. But it notes that 150 cities of 100.000-including
Los Angeles and 8 more of the nation's 50 largest citiesare still not fluoridated. A free information kit for use in
promoting community fluoridation can be obtained by
writing to Paul Turner, Dental Disease Prevention Activity. Centers for Disease Control. Atlanta. GA 30333.

Food industry hotline. FoodCom. Inc .. and The Food
Institute are now operating an electronic mailbox and
daily news hotline covering such areas as crop estimates, grower pricing. price changes. food sales. product
recalls, and government agency actions. Access to the
system. available by dialing a local phone number in
any of more than 500 cities. requires a computer. word
processor. communicating typewriter or other information terminal. There is no minim um charge: users are
billed $25 /hour for actual use. Additional information
can be obtained from Mr. Anthony DeBello, FoodCom,
Inc., Main Line Industrial Park, Lee Boulevard, Frazer,
PA 19355.

COMING SOON
Update on Food Irradiation
DHEA: Facts vs. Hype
Schisandra
Travelers' Diarrhea
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Less effort against quackery? In the March/ April 1985
Food and Nutrition News Kristen W. McNutt, Ph.D .. J.D..
writes that the print and electronic media are the main
forces shaping food decisions. and that most media information originates from unreliable sources. To counter this, she suggests that qualified nutritionists "take
the offensive with a positive message" and "forget about
fighting charlatans." She feels that "people who take the
charlatan's bait" will not be swayed by scientific facts
because "they believe what they want to hear." Dr.
McNutt, who is Director of Scientific and Public Affairs
for the Good Housekeeping Institute and a former president of the Society of Nutrition Education, urges more
interaction with local writers and broadcasters. She suggests that "quotable quotes" and other useful source material should be offered, and that congratulatory letters
should be sent whenever media presentations are good.
A copy of the newsletter can be obtained from: F&NN
Editor, National Live Stock and Meat Board. 444 N.
Michigan Ave .. Chicago, IL 60611. [Editor's note: Dr.
McNutt's article contains excellent suggestions for media
penetration. However, I believe her perspective on quackery is too pessimistic. Most victims of quackery are unsuspecting rather then gullible and can be influenced by
facts encountered often enough.]
Judge orders FDA action on raw milk. U.S. District
Judge Gerhard A. Gesell has ordered the Department of
Health and Human Services to respond by March 15th to
the Health Research Group's petition that the sale of
unpasteurized milk be banned [see NF 2:1-4]. ''The facts
here speak for themselves," the judge noted. "Officials at
the highest levels of the Department of Health and
Human Services have concluded that certified raw milk
poses a serious threat to the public health ... The Food
and Drug Administration has twice proposed. in 1973
and 1983, that all milk in interstate commerce be pasteurized. Hundreds of cases of serious gastrointestinal
infections have been reported since ... The only issue
here is the reasonableness of the agency's delay, and the
only remedy sought is a judicially established schedule
for agency action. The Department's justification for its
continued delay is lame at best and irresponsible at
worst."
Copyright © 1984 by the GEORGE F. STICKLEY COMPANY
Nutrition Forum ISSN 0748 8165 is publis.hed monthly by the George F.
Stickley Company, 210 W Washington Square, Philadelphia. PA 19106. Apphcation to mail at second class postage rates is pending al Philadelphia,
PA SUBSCRIPTION RATES: $30/yr., $57/2 yrs., $81/3 yrs., prepaid: VISA
and Mastercard acceptable: foreign postage by airmail add $10.00. Manuscripts. books for review. and other editorial correspondence should be
sent to Dr Stephen Barrett. P.O.Box 1602. Allentown, PA 18105. Correspondence concerning subscription, fulfillment and change of address should
be sent to the GEORGE F.STICKLEY COMPANY.
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Allergy testing for animals? According to East West
Journal. Physicians Laboratories in Los Angeles offers a
$55 blood test it claims can indicate the presence of food
sensitivity in animals. At the lab, processed blood serum
is inoculated onto 46 slides containing common pet food
ingredients. Elimination of supposedly troublesome
foods from the diet is then recommended.
Updated text attacks food faddism. A 440-page third
edition of the college textbook. Consumer Health-A
Guide to Intelligent Decisions, by Harold A. Cornacchia,
Ed.D., and Stephen Barrett, M.D., has just been published by Times Mirror /Mosby, 11830 Westline Industrial Drive, St. Louis, MO 63146. Three of its 22 chapters
give thorough coverage to basic nutrition concepts, nutrition fads and fallacies, and weight control issues.
Copies are available for $26 postpaid from the Lehigh
Valley Committee Against Health Fraud, P.O. Box 1602,
Allentown. PA 18105. Requests for desk copies should be
sent to the publisher.
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they are the principal messengers of recalls. Except in
life-or-death situations. manufacturers could be given a
24-hour lead for voluntary recalls. and supermarkets
could be given a few hours to clean the shelves off before
the media are told.

FTC Chairman opposes alcohol advertising ban. Testifying before a Senate subcommittee,
FTC Chairman
James C. Miller III. said that "most alcohol advertising
appears as carefully packaged image promotion directed
at brand recall in association with certain images of taste
and style." But he asserted that while this advertising
has considerable effect on the choice of brands or beverage types, it has "no effect on overall alcohol consumption, much less abuse. He also said that his agency,
which is considering this issue, has found little evidence
demonstrating
that an advertising-related
remedy
would be effective in reducing alcohol abuse.
Herbalife. An article in the February Forbes Magazine
states that Herbalife's gross sales were $488 million in
the year ending January 31, 1985. According to company
founder and chief executive. Mark Hughes, more than
700.000 distributors are selling his products in the
United States. Canada, Australia and the United Kingdom. Evidence exists that Herbalife distributors in various parts of the country are making product claims that
are untrue and/or illegal, but it is unclear whether the
literature involved originated at company headquarters
or at local levels. The FDA has been investigating the
company but has taken no enforcement action as yet.
Several prominent journalists have conducted extensive
invesitgations that should be made public within the
next few months. Meanwhile, dietitians nationwide are
experiencing considerable difficulty in coping with consumer questions about the safety and effectiveness of
Herbalife products.

Pritikin commits suicide. According to press reports,
Nathan Pritikin killed himself on February 21st by slitting the veins in his forearms with a razor. During the
previous ten days, he had been undergoing chemotherapy for leukemia at a hospital. The condition was diagnosed in 1958 but was in remission until recently, when
it became terminal. Pritikin, an inventor with more
than 25 patents in chemistry, physics and electronics.
attracted nationwide attention through his controversial
diet and exercise books. According to People Magazine.
18,000 people have gone through the program at the
Pritikin Longevity Center in Santa Barbara since it
opened in 1976. Following Pritikin's death, telephone
calls and reservations for treatment at the Center were
reported to have risen sharply despite its cost ?f up t_o
$6,800. Pritikin's son Robert is expected to contmue his Diabetic fakery. A study at Albert Einstein College of
Medicine (New York City) found that 14 of 19 diabetics
father's work.
using home blood glucose devices reported lower test
values
than were actually found. Unknown to the paRecalls hurt consumer confidence. Food Marketing Intients.
the
devices contained memory chips that stored
stitute President Robert 0. Aders has expressed concern
actual values with times and dates of the readings. After
about the timing of food product recalls: "We receive the
news at the same time as the media. And it seems to patients were told about the memory chips, their rehappen a lot at 5 p.m. on Friday. The system does not cording became 100% accurate. Experts interviewed by
leave us nearly enough time to spread the word to our Medical World News [Feb. 25, 1985] thought that many
blood and urine test
1.300 members, who must in turn notify some 17,000 diabetics report better-than-actual
supermarkets. An unfortu1:ate consequence ~f this is results in an attempt to please their doctors.
awkward confrontations with the news media. They
Aspartame hearings sought. The Community Nutrition
learn about recalls before most food retailers; in fact,
Institute.
aspartame's most persistent opponent [seeNF
that is the way the recall system is designed, although
1:2-4], has asked the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Dismost reporters don't know this. As a result, they ~ome
trict of Columbia to require the FDA to hold "factual
into our stores and seeing the recalled products still on
hearings" on the sweetener.
our shelves, they focus on the fact that consumers are at
"Organic"
legislation. During the current sessio_n. of
risk." Speaking last September at the National Consumer
Product Safety Conference for Retailers. Mr. Aders sug- Congress. proponents of the Agricultural Productivity
Act will seek its passage either separately or as part_ of
gested that recall procedures take into account the need
to protect consumer confidence in the food system. He 1985 omnibus farm legislation. Spon~o~ed by Rep. _J~m
said that either retailers should be informed ahead of Weaver (O-OR), this bill provides $2 million for activities
related to "organic" farming [see NF 1:6].
the news media or the media should be made aware that
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BLUE-GREENMANNA WINS LOWELLAWARD!
James Lowell, Ph.D.

Having analyzed hundreds of product promotions. I believe I can spot questionable ones with great
facility. Given this experience. I've decided to give annual recognition to the company which, in my opinion,
has produced the most outlandish sales campaigns and
marketing schemes. I believe such recognition should be
based on three criteria:
1) How imaginative is the pseudoscientific rationale for its use?
2) How long and ridiculous is the list of conditions
against which it is claimed effective?
3) How well has it survived government attempts
to remove it from the marketplace?
Although competition-as
usual-was quite stiff.
the 1984 winner is clearly K.C. Laboratories of Klamath
Falls, Oregon. This company markets a product called
Blue-Green Manna, along with such variations as Mannapep, Mannacol, Mannazen, Mannapro, Mannastat.
and Animal Repair Manna.
Basic to all the formulations is a pond scum
which has been extracted from Upper Klamath Lake
(located 4000 feet above sea level) and freeze-dried to
maintain its "biological integrity." The organism involved was originally claimed by its promoter, Victor
Kollman. to be a blue-green alga known as Anabaena.
He later claimed that the genus was actually Apand finally settled
ha njzomenon,
on Alp a naeKlamathomenon.
Blue-green algae are microscopic green plants,
but what alga, if any, is really in these products is unis not a recognized algal
clear. Alpanae-Klamathomenon
genus, and Kollman recently told the FDA that his products don't contain Aphanfaomenon, either. I bought a
bottle of Mannacol and am sure only that it contains
something green and lots of alcohol. The product's nutrient value is not impressive. either. Its label lists chlorophyll, 9 vitamins, 10 minerals and ash. and says
nothing about the alga. However, at the suggested dosage
of 1 to 2 droppers-full per day, a user would receive less
than 1/500th of the U.S. Recommended
Daily Allowances of most of them.
Although -various algae have been studied as possible sources of food for both humans and animals. they
have never come into wide usage because they are not
sufficiently digestible. Some. like dried kelp, are used
primarily as seasonings and as "sea vegetables" in certain kinds of cooking.
Literature
from K.C. Laboratories
describes
Kollman's algae in the following imaginative ways:
• Alphanae Klamathomenon is the oldest living
cell in the history of the world that has never changed.
They never get sick. They cannot be poisoned with insecticides, poisonous sprays, smog or other toxic chemicals ... They can even withstand bombardment with
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laser beams. They do not mutate and they cannot be
destroyed by any ordinary means.
• This amazing cell is resistant to all diseases
known to man.
• These organisms are special because they contain the native germ plasm in its intact and non-evolved
state from which the human race emerged.
Kollman claims that the alga works because it is
"essentially a pure breatharian" and can live on air
alone. This, he says. causes it to have a "high concentration of neurotransmitter-like
compounds." Because neurotransmitters
are chemicals necessary for
brain function, the Blue-Green Manna is advertised as a
"brain food."
The credentials of Kollman and his "research" are
as questionable as his "scientific" explanations. Bruce
Detlefson of The Howard County nmes, Columbia,
Maryland, reported recently that although Kollman's
promotional literature claims he has a Ph.D. in biochemistry from the University of Iowa. the school's
registrar said that no one by that name had ever been
enrolled. Moreover, when my college library attempted
to secure copies of the scientific articles upon which
Kollman bases his claims, it found that they either did
not exist or that they were in journals so obscure they
could not be found. even through the inter-library
network.
Promoters of Blue-Green Manna claim that their
products are effective against allergies. Alzheimer's disease, arthritis. diabetes. epileptic seizures. herpes, high/
low blood pressure. Hodgkin ·s disease. hyperactivity.
leprosy, leukemia. menstrual cramps. migraine headaches. psoriasis, sickle-cell anemia, senility, stress/
strain ..ulcers. warts, and even poor grades in school. The
manna is claimed not only to help narcolepsy (a condition in which adults fall asleep suddenly and uncontrollably) but also to help babies sleep better at night. It
supposedly reverses the aging process and can cause
weight loss. In fact. according to Kollman. if everyone
took his products. there would probably be world peace.
Promotional material touting blue-green algae for
Alzheimer's disease is especially blatant. A 1982 article
by Kollman claims that his manna has been able to "alleviate or minimize symptomatology" associated with
this condition. Literature from a distributor of another
line of alga products even contains a diet plan plus a 2page "suggested protocol" of dosage schedules for six
weeks of "nutritional support:'
Manna is also supposed to help with sexual problems. In an ad in the March 1984 Hustler magazine,
publisher Larry Flynt. who has been paralyzed from the
waist down since being shot in 1978, said he experienced his first orgasm in years after taking Manna for
only five months. According to Oetlefson. Kollman has
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even claimed in lectures that his products can turn gay
males into heterosexuals.
Kollman has advised his distributors that BlueGreen Manna was approved by the FDA in both 1980
and 1983-a claim vigorously denied by David Chesney.
Supervisory Investigator at the Portland FDA office.
Kollman has also advised his distributors that the products don't fall under FDA jurisdiction and that they
aren't obligated to speak to FDA investigators. But
Chesney believes that the products are subject to FDA
control.
During the summer of 1983, a deputy U.S. marshal, accompanied by an FDA investigator acted on FDA
charges that the alga was an "unsafe food additive" and
attempted to seize Manna pills with a retail value of
more than $100,000. The first seizure attempt was unsuccessful because the seizure papers contained the
wrong scientific name (Kollman was in the process of
one of his name changes). On August 5th, the seizure

was completed and Kollman was arrested on charges of
interfering with a federal law enforcement official performing his duty-but
the charges were later dropped.
On November 8th, the court ruled that the alga was not
a food additive as charged by the FDA, but the agency is
determined to take further legal action.
Regardless of the litigation's outcome, potential
buyers should keep in mind that these products, which
retail for $20 to $48 a bottle, contain little in the way of
nourishment. Someone wanting alcohol could buy Mannacol for $20 an ounce-the
equivalent of paying $512
for an ounce of booze.

Dr. Lowell, a board member of the National Council Against
Health Fraud, is Professor of Life Sciences at Pima Community
College, Tucson, Arizona and a columnist for The Arizona
Daily Star.

AVELOZ

Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D.
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"Exotic Shrub may be key to victory in cancer
battle! Aveloz now being used for tumor reduction cancer treatment:'
"One drop of [aveloz] sap. diluted in a glass of
distilled water and taken by the tablespoonful every
hour. eliminates cancerous growths in one week."
These are just some of the statements used to
publicize aveloz, a remedy prepared from the milky sap
of a Brazilian shrub with the scientific name Euphorbio
heterodox • Mull. Arg. The saps of various Euphorbio
species have been used in folk medicine since at least
400 B.C. because of their corrosive properties. Euphorbio heterodox • is commonly known as killwart because
its sap-used
by the Amazon Indians and later the
Dutch. Portuguese and Spanish Galician settlers in
northeastern Brazil-was thought to be effective when
applied to warts and tumors, particularly those located
on the face.
A Brazilian physician named Pamfilio is said to
have introduced aveloz into conventional medicine
sometime in the 1880s or 1890s. but it remained obscure
until just a few years ago. Today it is sold in the United
States in liquid form by herbal practitioners. The promotional literature recommends consumption of five
drops in a half glass of water or herb tea, three times a
day. for the treatment of cancer, benign tumors. cysts
and warts. Aveloz is also marketed in the form of an
ointment intended for local application.
Because of its relative obscurity, the aveloz plant
has apparently
never been analyzed chemically.
However, it is common knowledge that about 90 percent
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of the species of the Euphorbiaceae (spurge) family yield
a white latex-like sap that is extremely irritating to the
skin and mucous membranes and can produce skin inflammation, conjunctivitis of the eyes. burning of the
mouth and throat, diarrhea. and gastroenteritis.
Recently it was found that the chemical compounds (certain diterpene esters) responsible for these
irritant effects also act as tumor promoters. Such compounds do not cause cancer by themselves but seem to
interact with sub-threshold doses of carcinogens to induce cancer in laboratory animals. (Experiments to test
this in human beings are obviously not possible.) So,
although its exact chemical constituents are unknown,
it is apparent that aveloz has serious potential for harm.
Curiously, there may also be some potential for
good. In recent years, researchers have shown that
extracts of certain plants in the Euphorbio family do
indeed show antileukemic activity that could be attributed to their content of certain diterpene esters. Obviously, it is important to learn which specific structural
features of these constituents cause them to act as tumor
promoters. on one hand, and as antileukemic agents on
the other. Obviously. too, it would be highly imprudent
for cancer patients to experiment with this possibly twoedged sword at this time.

Dr. Tyler, Dean of Purdue University's Schools of Pharmacy,
Nursing, and Health Sciences, is an expert in pharmacognosy
(the science of medicines from natural sources) and author of
The Honest Herbal, an evaluation of popular herbs.
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STUDY FINDS ABILITYTO SMELL DECREASESWITH AGE
A study of 1,955 v9lunteers ranging in age from 5
to 99 found that the ability to smell is usually at its best
between the ages of 20 and 40 [Science 226:1441-1443,
1984]. It diminishes slightly through a person's 50s and
60s but drops rapidly through the 70s and 80s. The researchers found that more than 60% of those between
the ages of 65 and 80 had severe losses in the sense of
smell, and nearly one-fourth had lost all ability to smell.
After age 80, more than 80% had major impairment and
almost half had lost all ability to smell. At all ages.
women scored higher than men, and smokers scored
lower than nonsmokers.
The study was led by Dr. Richard L. Doty of the
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. Each
volunteer was tested with 40 substances. using the recently developed University of Pennsylvania Smell

Identification Test described in Physiology and Behavior
32:489-502, 1984.
It is known that the ability to smell is closely
linked with the ability to taste. and that aromas hitting
the nose from a dish of food are interpreted by the brain
similarly to sensations from the taste buds. Commenting
on this in a newspaper interview. Dr. Doty added, "It's no
surprise that elderly people complain that food doesn't
taste good anymore. Many people don't realize it's because they can't smell . . . Because food is no longer
enjoyable, many don't eat well and become malnourished."
Reprints of the above references are available
from Richard L. Doty. Ph.D., Director. Smell and Taste
Center. 5 Ravdin Building, Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvania. 3400 Spruce St., Philadelphia. PA 19143.

COURT RULES IN HAIR ANALYSISCASE
On January 30th. in response to a Complaint by
the Federal Trade Commission [see NF 1:12], the U.S.
District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia issued
a permanent injunction against Arthur. Ethel and Alan
Furman and any business entities through which they
may act. The order forbids "holding themselves out ...
to persons other than health professionals, as being able
on the basis of hair analysis. to measure accurately the
element content of a person's body or to recommend
vitamin, mineral or other dietary supplements which
can correct chemical excesses and deficiencies in a person's body:• Although evidence in the case indicated that
the defendants' company. A & A Laboratory, Inc., had
grossed over $11
/2 million for the years 1979 through
1983. the judge ordered no fine or restitution.
On February 25th. the Court issued an amended

order defining the health care professional as "one who.
directly through a business entity. with or without state
authority, holds himself or herself out as a nutritionist or
as one who deals with the prevention, diagnosis, treatment. cure or alleviation of human physical or mental
ailments. conditions, diseases. pain or infirmities."
Companies which had been marketing hair analysis directly to consumers prior to the FTC's action
against the Furmans appear to have stopped doing so.
However, use of hair analysis by licensed health practitioners (mostly chiropractors) and unlicensed "nutritionists" will remain a problem without further
government action. The judge in this case apparently
believes that "professional" use of hair analysis should
be regulated by state rather than federal authorities.

LOCAL HEALTHPROMOTION LAW
An ordinance to encourage food establishments
to engage in health-promoting activities was enacted in
September of 1984 by the Allentown, Pa., City Council.
Under the program, the annual license fee was raised
from $30 to $100, but $25 is rebated for each of the
following achievements: 1) at least 10% of employes become certified in cardiopulmonary resuscitation and
anti-choking procedures: 2) at least 25% of seating is in
nonsmoking sections: and 3) at least one food service
manager becomes certified by completing a 14-hom
FDA-approved course and passing a written test. (The
course, which has been endorsed by the National Restaurant Association. is given annually by the Allentown
Health Bureau.) Owners doing all three thus pay $25
instead of $100 for the license fee. The ordinance also
requires food establishments using food fresheners (e.g.,
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sulfiting agents) to conspicuously display a notice identifying the type of freshener used. A first aid for choking
poster must also be conspicuously displayed.
Four months after enactment of the ordinance. 25
out of 500 establishments had met the CPR requirement. and the Health Bureau estimated that 50 to 75
more would comply by the end of 1985. The number
with nonsmoking facilities had risen from 15 to 35. with
another 25 more expected by year's end. The number
with certified food managers is expected to increase
from 40 to 80. Details of the program can be obtained
from its originator. Gary Gurian. Director. Allentown
Health Bureau, 723 Chew Street, Allentown. PA 18102.
Information on the Food Service Manager Training and
Certification Program can be obtained from the Division
of Retail Food Protection (HFF-220). Food and Drug Administration. 200 C Street, S.W.. Washington. DC 20204.
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UPDATE ON FOOD IRRADIATION
Kathleen A. Meister, M.S.
"Frozen foods are antedated, ask for yours
IRRADIATED!"
1\venty-eight years ago, when this little verse appeared in Science Digest, food irradiation was new and
seemed quite promising. Although subsequent research
has been favorable, opposition to government approval
still exists.
Irradiation is accomplished by treating foods with
ionizing radiation (gamma rays) from radioactive cobalt
or cesium, or from devices that generate electron beams
(beta rays) or x-rays. Irradiation has many possible uses
in food processing. most of which prolong the useful life
of foods. It cannot make foods radioactive because the
nuclei of the atoms in food cannot be changed by the
types of radiation used. The permitted treatments are
specified by government regulations. 1\vo general categories of radiation dosage can be used. "High-dose" radiation means exposing foods to 1 to 6 megarads. "Lowdose" radiation refers to treatments below (often far below) 1 megarad.
High-dose radiation can kill all the microorganisms in food just as heat does during the canning
process. Irradiated foods are often superior in flavor and
texture to their heat-sterilized counterparts because irradiation doesn't cook the food as heating does. Although high-dose irradiation is not likely to have
widespread commercial use in the U.S., it has great potential value to two groups. One is the military, which
needs decent-tasting foods that can be stored without
refrigeration for use by troops in the field. The other is
hospitals, which need bacteria-free foods for immunosuppressed patients whose resistance to infection is
so low that they can develop serious infections when
exposed to the otherwise harmless organisms found
normally in most foods.
The U.S. Army sponsored much of the early research on food irradiation. Irradiated foods are still not
included in Army field rations, since they do not have
legal approval. But NASA has been using them for astronauts' in-flight meals.
The Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in
Seattle has received special FDA permission to serve
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irradiation-sterilized foods to bone marrow transplant
patients and to those with immunosuppressive diseases.
This enables patients to enjoy such foods as bread. cereals. pasta, nuts and candy, none of which would be palatable after heat sterilization.
Low-dose irradiation has many possible commercial uses because it can kill insects and reduce the
number of microorganisms in fresh or processed foods
without significantly affecting flavor or nutritional
quality. The recent ban on the fumigant ethylene dibromide (EDB) prompted much of the renewed interest
in irradiation as a substitute. Irradiation can also extend
the shelf life of perishable foods such as seafoods, inhibit
the sprouting of potatoes and onions, delay the ripening
of some types of fruit, and decrease mold growth on
fresh produce. The pork industry is excited about irradiation because it can virtually eliminate the hazard of
trichinosis at a cost of less than 1 cent per pound of pork.
Extensive research has been conducted to determine whether irradiated foods are safe to eat. Although
the process does not induce radioactivity, it does cause
chemical changes. It turns out, however, that virtually
all of the chemicals produced also occur naturally in
foods or are produced by cooking or other conventional
food processing techniques. Scientists studying irradiation have concentrated their attention on whether it
produces chemicals not found in foods processed in
other ways. At first it was thought that there were many
such substances. But now it appears that very few exist
and that none is cause for concern.
Many animal feeding studies have been carried
out on irradiated foods to determine their safety. Although some of the early researchers reported adverse
health effects, it is now clear that they resulted from
faulty experimental design rather than from the irradiated foods. For example, when animals were fed a diet
consisting almost entirely of the irradiated food product
under study, the diets were so unbalanced that the animals became ill from malnutrition. More recently, properly conducted studies have not shown similar adverse
effects.
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Food irradiation is regulated by the FDA under
the terms of the 1958 Food Additives Amendment to the
Federal Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act. which specifies
that irradiation must be regarded as a food additive. Of
course, irradiation
is a process, not an additive.
However. Congress apparently grouped it with food additives in order to ensure that irradiation would have to
meet the stringent safety standards for additives.
Although no evidence has been found so far that
irradiated foods pose any hazards, government authorities have deferred final judgment on the safety of
foods sterilized by high-dose irradiation until some current studies are completed. The findings of a recent
large-scale study of irradiated chicken conducted by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture are now in the hands of
the FDA, which has the unenviable task of interpreting
more than 10.000 pages of data.
Low-dose irradiation treatments are generally
agreed to be safe and are being used in at least 25 countries. In 1981. an expert committee of the World Health
Organization concluded that foods irradiated with doses
up to one megarad (which encompasses almost all applications of irradiation other than food sterilization)
were safe.
In the United States. irradiation has been approved for only three specific uses. In the 1960s, it was
approved for sprout inhibition of potatoes and insect
disinfestation of wheat and wheat flour. Neither application has been used commercially. Some people have
construed this to mean that there is little commercial
interest in food irradiation. Actually, there is great interest. but the process isn't economically viable unless facilities can handle large quantities of food on a yearround basis-which
can't happen until more uses are
approved. It would not be cost-effective. for example. to
construct an irradiation facility that could be used only
during the short period each year that potatoes are harvested. Irradiation was approved in 1983 for control of
microorganisms in spices. and commercial application
has begun.
The fact that irradiation is defined as an additive
has led to some problems in getting it approved. It is not
possible to test the safety of a process in the same ways
that additives are tested. and for a long time it was unclear just what kind of evidence the FDA would require
for approval. In 1979, the agency began to take steps to
resolve this uncertainty by establishing a commiltee to
recommend criteria for safety evaluation of irradiated
foods. In 1980, the committee made its recommendations. And in March 1981. the FDA took the first step
toward translating them into formal agency policy by
publishing in the Federal Register an "advance notice of
proposed rulemaking" which proposed general approval
of low-dose irradiation treatments for many foods.
Although this was a major step forward. it was
still a long way from actual approval. The type of notice
is merely an announcement that a government agency
is considering the possibility of doing something. It is
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customarily followed by an opportunity for people to
submit comments. an evaluation of those comments, a
second agency announcement called a "proposed rule."
another comment period, and then the actual regulation. This process can take years. In the case of low-dose
food irradiation. it has already taken four years and has
not been completed. The proposed rule didn't appear in
the FederalRegister until February 1984. and a final rule
has not yet been published. although it is expected this
year.
The FDA's low-dose irradiation proposal, in its
most recent form. would do the following:
1) Permit irradiation of fruits and vegetables to
inhibit growth and maturation (i.e .. sprouting. ripening)
2) Permit irradiation of any food with doses up to
100 kilorads for the purpose of insect control
3) Permit irradiation of foods for other purposes at
doses up to 100 kilorads if it can be shown that this
would accomplish its intended purpose
4) Not require irradiation to be declared on retail
food labels (a change from the current law, which requires it).
The FDA proposal has received widespread support but
has also encountered disappointment and opposition.
The 100-kilorad limit is one source of disappointment. This is only one-tenth of the radiation level permitted by the World Health Organization. It eliminates
some potential uses of irradiation that require slightly
higher doses and it would impede international trade in
irradiated foods. The pace of the rulemaking process is
another cause of disappointment. It has been unusually
slow even by the turtle-like standards of federal regulatory agencies.
The proposal's most notable opponents are the
Health Research Group (HRG). a component of the Public Citizen organization founded by Ralph Nader. and
the National Health Federation (NHF). a health food industry organization which has campaigned in favor of
laetrile and unpasteurized
milk [see NF 2:1-4] and
against water fluoridation. compulsory immunization of
children, and government regulation of vitamin sales.
HRG's director. Sidney Wolfe, M.D., contends that
irradiation has not been adequately tested for safety.
Most experts, including those at the FDA, disagree. Dr.
Wolfe has also expressed concerns about radiation hazards to workers at food irradiation facilities and about
the transport and disposal of hazardous radioactive
materials.
Wolfe and some like-minded opponents of irradiation make it sound as though the transport and occupational safety issues are new. In fact. the necessary
precautions are well understood because a substantial
irradiation industry already exists. At least 30 percent
of the sterilization of medical devices in the U.S. is done
with irradiation. according to John Masefield, head of
the irradiation firm Isomedix, Inc. There are some 50
medical product irradiation facilities in this country already. In addition. more than 1,000 hospitals use radi-
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oactive cobalt for radiation therapy. The occupational
safety record of the irradiation industry is excellent.
and the shipment of cobalt rods to and from irradiation
facilities is routine. In fact. the shipping containers for
these rods are so durable and well shielded that the
Department of Transportation allows shipment by common carrier.
Health Freedom News. NHF's monthly magazine,
has published several articles suggesting that irradiation
is dangerous. In its February 1985 issue, a letter from
one reader even insists that. "Eventually, all edibles will
be zapped with radiation ... When this happens. all lifegiving vitamins. minerals, enzymes, amino acids, and
other food nutrients necessary to health will be destroyed. Foods POISONED to death! And-we,
in turn,
also POISONED to death! Literally millions of people
will develop cancer and other degenerative diseases to
suffer and die five to ten years down the road." The
magazine's editors (NHF's president and board chairman) respond by thanking the reader for "manifesting
this very real problem:·
Unlike HRG, however. NHF has not expressly opposed FDA approval of irradiation. Instead. it has been
generating a nationwide letter-writing campaign aimed
at getting FDA to require that irradiation be declared on
food labels. NHF's philosophy states that people should
be allowed to take any risk they want with their health,
so long as they are informed of the risk. This viewpoint
is contrary to the basic concept of U.S. food and drug
law that only safe new products and processes should be
approved. However. consumers who do not support the
NHF's view of "health freedom" have also called for labeling of irradiated foods.
The case for labeling is simply stated. Some people want to know whether their food has been irradiated so they can make an informed choice of foods. The
arguments against labeling are more complex. Obviously, some proponents of irradiation oppose labeling
because they think that people won't buy foods labeled
"irradiated." But even if people were perfectly willing to
buy labeled foods. the cost and logistics of labeling
might make it impractical.
When unprocessed foods are sold directly to consumers. they usually have no label at all. The difficulty
and expense of putting labels on foods that don't normally have them might mean that fresh fruits, vegetables. meats. and seafood would never be irradiated. Yet
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most of the potential applications of irradiation involve
just these commodities.
If irradiated commodities were used as ingredients in processed food products, extensive recordkeeping
would be necessary to ensure correct
labeling of the final products. This would put irradiated
ingredients at a competitive disadvantage.
.
Radiation Technology, Inc., which is irradiating
~p1ce~, repor!s that some food companies won't accept
irradiated spices because of the costs of recordkeeping
and labeling. Instead they are using spices decontaminated with ethylene oxide. which does not have to be
declared on food labels. even though they acknowledge
that many of the irradiated spices are of better quality.
There is no health reason to declare irradiation
on labels. No special population subgroup that needs to
avoid irradiated foods in the way that phenylketonurics
need to avoid aspartame. There is no allergy to irradiated foods as there is to Yellow Food Dye #5 (tartrazine).
Nor do consumers need to know that a food has been
irradiated in order to handle it safely. It might even
become desirable to label some foods that were not irradiated! If irradiated pork becomes the standard, as the
pork industry hopes it will. warning labels may well be
required to warn consumers that pork that had not been
irradiated should be thoroughly cooked.
Senator Slade Gorton and Representative
Sid
Morrison (both R-WA) are the principal sponsors of the
Federal Food Irradiation Development and Control Act
of 1985, which is designed to promote commercial use of
food irradiation in the U.S. Even if this bill never passes,
its introduction has generated interest in irradiation and
helped to publicize its positive aspects. The MorrisonGorton bill would redefine irradiation as a process, but
still maintain FDA responsibility for assuring its safety.
More important, the bill would establish a governing
commission to coordinate and encourage governmental
and private research and development.
If the FDA publishes its long-awaited final rule
this year, commercial use of food irradiation could start
quickly. Several companies have been gearing up for it
for years. By the end of 1986, you may be able to "ask for
yours irradiated" at the supermarket.

Mrs. Meister is a research associate with the American Council on Science and Health.
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Briefs
FDA won't ban raw milk. On March 15th, FDA Commissioner Frank E. Young, M.D., Ph.D., denied the Public Citizen Health Research Group's petition to ban sales
of certified raw milk [see NF 2:1-4]. Dr. Young claimed
that "the small amount in interstate commerce does not
justify federal action, particularly in light of the fact that
effective state regulation would eliminate the problem:'
Although recognizing that certified raw milk has no significant health benefit and is a public health problem,
Dr. Young said that preventing a small amount from
being shipped by one or two dairies to "a few neighboring states" would be "an inefficient use of federal authority in light of the truly national problems that need
to be addressed:' [Editors note: Remember, this is the
FDA Commissioner who last year roared into office
promising strong opposition to quackery. About 30 states
now prohibit intrastate sale of unpasteurized milk and
milk products. Apparently, Dr. Young doesn't think that
a federal ban would encourage additional state action.]

Diet and cancer report. "The idea that specific foods can
cause or prevent cancer has taken on the aura of a national policy, yet behind the scenes there is tremendous
disagreement among the experts on this issue:' So states
the American Council on Science and Health (ACSH) in
the press release for its latest publication. Diet and Cancer. The 30-page booklet was written by Professor
Michael W. Pariza of the University of Wisconsin's Food
Research Institute and was reviewed prior to publication by more than 40 other prominent scientists. Noting
that "some individuals may want to modify their own
diets on the basis of tentative evidence currently available," the report concludes that the evidence is insufficient to warrant establishment of a public policy of
dietary guidelines for the purpose of reducing cancer
risk. A free copy can be obtained by sending a selfaddressed, 4 ½" x 9" envelope with 39¢ postage to Diet
and Cancer Report, ACSH. 47 Maple St., Summit, NJ
07901.

Wheat germ oil. Under a proposed FTC consent agreement, the makers of Octacol 4 cannot make unsupported claims that the product or its ingredients can
improve any aspect of physical fitness or athletic performance. The product contains wheat germ oil and four
other ingredients-octacosanol,
triacontanol, hexacosanol and tetracosanol-which
the companies
claimed were the "four sports stamina factors:' Octacol 4
is manufactured by P. Leiner Nutritional Products Corp.
(formerly PLNP Holdings Inc.) and its subsidiary, P.
Leiner Nutritional Products Inc. of Delaware (formerly
P. Leiner Nutritional Products Inc.).

CU stings health food industry and FDA. After a 5month investigation, Consumer Reports magazine has
concluded in its May issue that "lack of an effective FDA
enforcement policy" has been a significant factor in the
growth of quackery in the United States. Research for
the story included purchase of more than 300 questionable products and 11 distributorships in multilevel companies. including Herbalife. The report lists 42
companies that appear to be illegally marketing or distributing at least one product. Unacceptably high levels
of bacteria were found in "raw glandular" products
made by two other companies. Copies of the May issue
Health food store sales drop again. Based on its annual are available for $3 from the Back Issue Dept.. Consumer
survey. Health Foods Business' estimates that total 1984 Reports, P.O.Box 2840. Boulder. CO 80322.
sales at "natural food" stores were $1.68 billion. a 16%
drop from the previous year. Sales figures for individual
Robertson-Taylor update. Acting on an FDA complaint,
categories included: vitamins and supplements, $526 U.S. n:iarshals seized more than 110.000 bottles and jars
million (-29.6%); herbal teas. $47.1 million (-13.1%):
of 24 illegal products with an estimated retail value of
other herbal products, $139.6 million ( +0.7%); and $2.4 million from the warehouse of the Robertson-Taybooks, $63.9 million ( +17.7%). The number of health
lor Co .. of Fort Lauderdale, Florida. The company has
food stores dropped from 7,700 to 7.320. The industry
also done business as Connor Freeman Laboratories
experienced a 17.6% drop in 1983 [see NF 1:5]. Health Bio-Technic Laboratories. Intra-Medic Formulations:
Foods Business attributes the 2-year slump to "new Inc .. W.G. Charles Co., J.E Pharmaceuticals, and Cusforms of competition not only from mass market re- tomer Service Distribution Center. The action came
tailers, but also from giant food processing companies
after a warning letter sent in November 1984 was igand large pharmaceutical
houses which apparently
nored. [See NF 1:19 for other government actions against
found the appeal of the word 'natural."'
Robertson- Taylor.]

COMING SOON
Cancer Quacks Plead Guilty
Some Notes on Linus Pauling
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Raw fish parasites. Consumers of sushi (raw fish) risk
acquiring parasites that cause acute abdominal pain
within 12 hours, often accompanied by nausea and
vomiting. In the February 15, 1985 Journal of the American Medical Association, Japanese researchers reported
178 cases of acute anisakiasis-caused
by infection with
the larvae of an intestinal worm from the ascaris family.
Most of the patients had eaten raw mackerel: a few had
eaten horse mackerel, bream, squid, sardines or bonito,
and the rest did not know what type of fish they had
consumed. The disease is prevalent in Japan and rare in
the United States. However, an official of the U.S. Centers for Disease warns that some fish in U.S. waters are
infected and that increased international travel and acceptance of raw fish have increased the potential for
anisakiasis in this country. Smoking or cooking fish to a
temperature of140°F or higher or freezing it at -4 °F for
3 days kills the larvae; salting, marinating and cold
smoking do not.

Herbalife attacked. The California Attorney General
and two other California agencies have filed a civil suit
accusing Herbalife and several of its executives of "numerous unfair and illegal statements and practices."
These include making unapproved drug claims for some
products, misrepresenting that herbal ingredients will
curb appetite, and marketing an illegal pyramid
scheme.

Bee pollen suspected of toxicity. The Tucson Daily Star
reported that a family of three were treated in the emergency room for nausea, dizziness and inability to focus
their eyes after eating bee pollen in their cereal at
breakfast. Dr. William Banner, medical director of the
University of Arizona's poison and drug information
center, said that the adverse reactions appeared to be
caused by a toxin that affected the central nervous system, and that he has asked the FDA to help identify it.

SCHISANDRA
Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D.

r

Perhaps the newest of the old drugs resurrected
by the American herbal medicine industry is schisandra. or schizandra, the dried ripe fruit of Schisandra
chinensis (Turcz.) Baill., a tree native to China. Its ancient folkloric use there was as an antiseptic, astringent,
tonic and the like. During the last decade or so, Chinese
doctors began using the drug to treat hepatitis, and a few
studies have been done of its potential for liver-protective effects and the nature of its active constituents.
Western herbal advocates now acclaim schisandra as an "adaptogen," an agent supposedly capable
of increasing the body's resistance to disease, stress, and
other debilitating processes. In 1980, claims to this effect
appeared in Mao Bra, a Swedish health magazine. Citing
this source, Carlson Wade, author of many books and
articles on unproven methods, suggests that schisandra
can "supercharge the body and create vigor." (Curiously,
he says it can help insomnia as well.) He also recommends it for fatigue, exhaustion. chronic gastritis. neurasthenic disorders, and eyesight difficulties.
Herbalife International claims that its herbal/vitamin/mineral mixture Schizandra Plus can "help to
combat damage that can lead to premature aging:'
Freedom Marketing Corporation. of Westmont, Illinois, has been advertising to "nutrition consultants"
and chiropractors that its schisandra-containing product, Adaptogen, is "capable of providing a more healthy,
active and longer lifespan." The ads also claim that it is
effective against premenstrual syndrome, stimulates immune defenses, balances body function, normalizes
body systems, boosts recovery after surgery, protects
against radiation, counteracts the effects of sugar, optimizes energy in times of stress, increases stamina, protects against motion sickness, normalizes blood sugar
and blood pressure, reduces high cholesterol, shields
against infection, improves the health of the adrenals,
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energizes RNA-DNA molecules to rebuild cells, and
"produces energy comparable to that of a young athlete:·
Limited studies of schisandra's effects have been
carried out in small animals. An investigation conducted by L. Volicer and colleagues in Czechoslovakia
in 1966 noted that the drug had a stimulating effect in
low doses, but this was reversed with large doses. These
actions are similar to those of nicotine.
The constituents responsible for the liver-protective effects of schisandra are apparently lignans-molecules composed of two phenylpropanoid units. More
than 30 of these have been isolated from schisandra,
some 22 of which were tested in 1984 by the Japanese
investigator H. Hikino for their ability to reduce the
cytotoxic effects of carbon tetrachloride and galactosamine on cultured rat liver cells. Most were found
effective, and some were quite active. However, when
galactosamine was used as a cytotoxic agent, the protective effects of the lignans were reduced at higher doses.
Dr. Hikino concluded that the lignans of schisandra
were themselves toxic to the liver when administered in
large doses over a long period of time.
Thus the reported evidence that schisandra has
stimulatory and liver-protective effects is equivocal and
quite preliminary in nature. To determine whether
schisandra has practical value as a drug, long-term studies of safety and effectiveness at various dose levelsfirst in animals and ultimately in human beings-would
be needed.

Dr. Tyler, Dean of Purdue University's Schools of Pharmacy.
Nursing, and Health Sciences. is an expert in pharmacognosy
(the science of medicines from natural sources) and author of
The Honest Herbal, an evaluation of popular herbs.
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DHEA:FACTSVS. HYPE
John J. Cunningham,Ph.D.
The Life Extension Foundation of Hollywood,
Florida. calls DHEA "the miracle weight-reducer of the
'80s" and suggests that "if DHEA can do for humans
what it's done for laboratory animals, we'll be able to eat
all the food we want and still lose weight." It also calls
DHEA an "anti-cancer agent that may slow down the
aging process."
Ads for General Nutrition Corporation's "Fat
Fighter" tablets containing 500 mg DHEA claim that
"DHEA lets you eat ... just as you norma!ly do and still
keep the pounds off:'
Ads for CAL CONTROL DHEA. sold by the
Health Savings Center of Valley Stream, N.Y., claim that
"DHEA converts the calories we eat into energy instead
of fat:'
Flyers for Great Earth Vitamin Stores, the second
largest health food store chain. claim that its MAINTAIN DHEA Complex enables dieters to "resume normal eating habits without gaining back weight.
MAINTAINwill not suppress your appetite. Its 'fat-fighting' effect is cumulative: the longer you stay with it, the
more effective it is:·
The above claims are said to be based on experiments which showed that laboratory animals given
DHEA lived longer and had a lower incidence of obesity
and cancer than expected. This rationale is spelled out
clearly in a 1983 article titled DHEA. written by Earl
Mindell. author of Vitamin Bible and co-founder of the
Great Earth chain. Lets look at some of the statements
in his article and place them in perspective. (I have
numbered the statements for the reader's convenience:
they are not numbered in the article.)
Statement #1: DHEA is a natural hormone produced by the adrenal glands in mammals.
This is true. DHEA (dehydroepiandrosterone)
and its sulfated conjugate DHEAS constitute the most
abundant steroids secreted by the adrenal glands in
adults. Actually, circulating
levels of DHEAS are
150-250 times those of DHEA throughout life, perhaps
due to the improved solubility of the sulfated form. Degradation products of DHEA account for 10-30% of the
total 17-ketosteroids excreted in the urine. The DHEA
sold in health food stores is extracted from bovine tissue
or from Mexican yams.
It is important to remember that the body normally exerts tight regulation over hormone levels so
that they circulate in optimum amounts. The fact that
DHEA is "natural" does not mean that it cannot harm
the body. Excess amounts of steroids can disrupt normal
body processes whether they are generated by the body
or come from an outside source.
Statement #2: The body produces the peak
amount of DHEA at the age of 25. As we age, the produc-
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tion of this hormone declines steadily, so that at the end
of life, the amount found in the body is only about one
twentieth (1/20) of the peak level.
This is true. Little DHEA/DHEAS is produced
during childhood, with the exception of the first few
weeks of life when the placental-fetal hormonal interactions are tapering off. Production increases at about age
six in both sexes. and thereafter circulating DHEA/
DHEAS levels increase in parallel with pubertal progression. During adult life. DHEA/DHEAS levels are
lower in women than men and decline with age in both
sexes. Most people gain weight as they get older. The
subtle suggestion here is that aging and weight gain are
caused by decreased DHEA production and therefore
can be reversed by DHEA supplementation. There is no
evidence that this is true.
Statement #3: Schwartz et al. at Temple University School of Medicine have shown that ... when DHEA
was fed to mice, it increased their life expectancy from
24 to 36 months, which is the equivalent of 35 to 40
human years. The mice seemed younger and had a lower
incidence of many of the traditional diseases of aging
than mice on regular diets.
..,
Mice fed DHEA may live longer and more _
healthy lives, but younger-looking mice are not necessarily less aged. Studies at the Jackson Laboratory in
Maine have found that DHEA fed to old mice improves
glucose tolerance and reduces plasma insulin to "younger" levels. But aging involves much more than carbohydrate metabolism.
Statement #4: DHEA appears to be the first substance that allows animals to lose weight without changing their appetite. They eat normally. The calories are
converted to heat rather than fat, thereby allowing the
animals to lose weight.
Several studies of DHEA have been conducted on
special strains of mice or rats that are genetically predisposed to obesity. When fed DHEA, these rodents
gained less than expected, but they did not lose weight.
If DHEA affected obese humans similarly, it would prevent further fat accumulation
but would not cause
weight loss. The doses given these rodents were at least
50 times greater than those presently marketed for humans. Moreover, genetically obese BL/Ks mice studied
at Jackson Laboratories gained weight normally while
consuming the highest dose of DHEA. And genetically
obese Zucker rats gained less weight but developed
heavier livers-as
did lean Zucker rats fed DHEAwhich may signify that excess DHEA is toxic to the liver.
Statement #5: Terence T. Yen, a biochemist at Eli
Lilly in Indianapolis, found that when DHEA is fed to ,
obese mice. their weight drops significantly.
Not true. Dr. Yen found that DHEA prevented un-
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derweight mice from getting fat.
Statement #6: It reduces the risk of developing
breast, colon and lung cancer in the mice. Other studies
have found that DHEA can reduce the ri.sk of developing
cancer of the liver. skin and lymphatic tissues.
It is true that studies in rodents have shown highdose oral DHEA to be an effective agent in the treatment
of rats bred to be highly susceptible to tumor development and diabetes. But what these have to do with humans is anybody's guess.
Statement #7: More research is going on with
DHEA to test for harmful side effects.
Despite being the most abundant circulating
steroids in adults. the functions of DHEA and DHEAS
are not completely known. But it is known that they are
converted into a male sex hormone (androgen) that
stimulates the growth of secondary sexual hair and
other maturation effects during puberty.
While no adverse side effects have been reported
to date in either animals or humans. the unproven benefits of DHEA for weight control should be considered in

light of abnormalities associated with elevations of this
steroid. It is known that in females, excess DHEA pro-

r

duction causes excessive male pattern hair growth (hirsutism) and enlargement of the clitoris-a
condition
called the adrenogenital syndrome.
The pubertal rise in DHEAS in girls (as well as
oral supplements of 100 mg DHEAS in men with insufficient androgen hormone) induces sebum production
and may thus contribute to acne. A study reported in
the New England Journal of Medicine in 1983 found that
80% of both men and women suffering from treatmentresistant acne had elevated blood levels of DHEAS. Virtually all of these patients benefited from therapy designed to reduce this steroid excess.
Athletes consuming 40 mg DHEAS daily for one
month have been found to have a 26% reduction in red
blood cell 2,3-DPG, a substance active in oxygen deliv-

ery to tissues. Oral doses of 60 mg given to men daily for
two months decreased circulating testosterone by 60%.
Rodent models of DHEA feeding may be inappropriate
for detecting these side effects.
The above facts indicate that people who use
DHEA with the hope of losing weight are unlikely to
succeed and could be inviting trouble by tampering
with their hormones. As with other situations of faddism, it is likely that some users will take more than the
''recommended" amounts. especially when they see that
the recommended
dose fails to deliver the desired
weight loss.
The cautions in this article are based on the assumption that products sold through health food stores
might contain pharmacologically
potent amounts of
DHEA. Actually, they may not. Progenies, a New York
City firm which supplies DHEA and its metabolites to
Jackson Laboratories and other research facilities, recently analyzed three different "DHEA" products from a
health food store. According to company president
George Krsek, Ph.D., two contained less than 10 mg of
DHEA per 100-tablet bottle and none could be detected
in the third!
Regardless of their potency, the fact that unproven therapeutic claims are being made for DHEA
products makes them "unapproved new drugs" that are
illegal to market in interstate commerce. On April 9th,
after about a year of "active investigation." the FDA
warned their manufacturers
and distributors to stop
selling them.
It is conceivable that etiocholanolone.
betaetiocholanolone or some other chemical derivative of
DHEA could favorably alter energy balance without
posing a risk of serious side effects. However, this possibility has not been scientifically documented.
Dr. Cunningham is a pediatric endocrinologist
Burns Institute in Boston.

at the Shriners

WRITER SUED FOR "MALPRACTICE"
Dr. Morton Walker, a Stamford, Connecticut
podiatrist who has been writing full-time for more than
15 years, is a defendant in a suit filed last year by a
Detroit man treated with chelation therapy [NF 1:9]. To
help persuade the patient that chelation was effective
for improving circulation to the legs. the doctor in the
case had displayed a copy of Chelation Therapy: How to
Prevent or Reverse Hardening of the Arteries, written by
Walker. Originally published in 1976, the book had been
specially reprinted in 1981 by M. Evans & Co., of New
York City, for use by the American Academy of Medical
Preventics, an organization of chelation doctors-which
sold copies to its members.
Biographical material distributed
by Walker
states that he "specializes in writing self-help books in
the holistic health field" and has written more than 15
books and 1,000 published articles. According to a re_.. cent article he wrote in the National Health Federation's
~ , Health Freedom News, the suit papers allege that he had
committed malpractice by practicing medicine without
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a Michigan license and had been negligent because his
book gives medical opinions and advice. The book's publisher then sued Walker in a cross-complaint. stating
that he had warranted that the book contain no injurious instructions. Walker's article states that he has instructed his attorney to countersue the plaintiff and his
attorneys for violating his civil rights.
A highly talented wordsmith, Walker is a former
editor of the American Medical Writers Association and
is an active member of the American Society of Journalists and Authors. The Society has voiced objection to
the suit and wants it dismissed by the courts because of
its possible chilling effect on authors. On the other hand,
Dr. William Jarvis, president of the National Council
Against Health Fraud. believes that "no one need fear
the responsible reporting of health information, even if
it turns out to be in error, as long as they acted in good
faith," and that "misleading the public in serious health
matters is more freedom than socially responsible writers need:'
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TRAVELERS'
DIARRHEA
The common practice of taking medication to
prevent travelers' diarrhea (TD) is inadvisable because,
except in certain high-risk situations. the risk outweighs
the benefits. So judged the majority of 14 experts who
met January 28-30 for a consensus development conference at the National Institutes of Health. Instead the
group recommended: 1) avoidance of raw foods and tap
water: and 2) bringing an antimotility drug for treatment
of mild diarrhea and an antimicrobial agent for severe
cases. By being prepared. travelers can avoid buying potentially dangerous drugs abroad and can begin treatment promptly when needed.
TD is by far the most frequent health problem of
travelers to foreign countries. About a third of the more
than 8 million Americans traveling to developing countries this year are expected to get it. The condition is
caused by a variety of infectious agents in fecally contaminated food or beverages. The most common organism is E. coli. but many other bacteria. viruses and
protozoa have been implicated in some cases. The usual
symptoms are diarrhea, cramps and nausea. Bloody diarrhea, vomiting and fever are less common.
The basic rules of prevention can be summarized
as "boil it, cook it. peel it, or forget it." But a recent study
in which visitors to the tropics kept records of their first
three days abroad found that only 13 out of 688 committed no dietary mistakes. Seventy-one percent consumed salads or raw vegetables; 70% ate fruit that could
not be peeled: and 53% did not refuse ice cubes. The
incidence of diarrhea depended on the number of die-

tary mistakes. Those who used tap water for brushing
their teeth had a slightly higher percentage of diarrhea
than those who did not (22% vs. 16%).
Prudent dietary and hygienic practices will prevent some cases of diarrhea. but not all. For mild diarrhea, an antimotility drug such as diphenoxylate (brand
name, Lomotil) or loperamide (Imodium) can be taken.
Or bismuth subsalicylate (Pepto-Bismol), which works
somewhat slower, can be used. For severe diarrhea. an
antimicrobial agent can be used, the panel's favorites
being trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole
(Bactrim. Septra
and others). trimethoprim alone (Proloprim, Trimpex),
or doxycycline (Vibramycin). Fluid and electrolyte balance can usually be maintained by consuming uncontaminated fruit juices. soft drinks and salted crackers.
Alcohol. caffeine-containing
beverages and possibly
dairy products should be avoided if TD occurs.
Antimicrobial agents are not recommended for
routine prevention of TD because widespread usage will
cause side effects in many people and may lead to the
development of antibiotic-resistant
organisms. Antimotility drugs taken for prevention may actually increase the incidence of TD. And Pepto-Bismol is not
recommended prophylactically because large doses of
bismuth may cause neurological difficulty while ringing
of the ears may result from the salicylate. A more sensible approach is rapid institution of effective treatment
that will shorten the disease to 30 hours or less in most
people. Before traveling abroad. one's doctor should be
consulted about the suitability and usage of the various
drugs.

FTC KILLSPROTEINRULE
On December 20, 1984, the Federal Trade Commission voted 3-1 not to promulgate a trade regulation
rule governing the advertising and labeling of protein
supplements. Instead, it will handle violations individually. The rulemaking proceeding-which
began with
great fanfare in 1975-focused originally on false claims
that protein supplements could burn fat. boost athletic
performance or have special therapeutic properties. A
ban on representing that protein supplements were suitable for infants was also considered. Commissioner Patricia P. Bailey, the lone dissenter, charged that the

agency had "abdicated its responsibility to protect the
health and safety of consumers against irresponsible
and possibly life-threatening commercial practices." She
also expressed disagreement that "at the conclusion of a
responsible rulemaking proceeding that supports modest provisions to regulate known abuses in the marketing of protein supplements. the Commission stopped
just short of an effective, low-cost. industry-wide remedy and turned instead to an ephemeral new program
of case-by-case law enforcement."
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SOME NOTES ON LINUS PAULING
James Lowell,Ph.D.
The widespread public belief that vitamin C can
prevent or alleviate colds is directly attributable to
Linus Pauling, Ph.D .. winner of the Nobel Prize for
chemistry in 1954 and for peace in 1962. Currently,
however, there is growing concern over his scientific
integrity.
Pauling introduced the scientific community to
his vitamin and health theories in 1968 in an article for
Science. the journal of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. In this report, he coined the
term "orthomolecular," meaning "right molecule." He
postulated that people's nutrient and vitamin needs vary
markedly and that to maintain good health, many people need amounts of nutrients much greater than the
Recommended Dietary Allowances. And he suggested
that megadoses of certain vitamins and minerals might
well be the treatment of choice for some forms of mental
illness.
In 1970 he published a book for the general public
called Vitamin C and the Common Cold, which suggested that 1 gram of vitamin C daily would reduce the
incidence of colds by 45% for most people. but that
some persons might need larger amounts. The book recommended that if symptoms of a cold do start, 500 to
1,000 mg of vitamin C should be taken every hour for
several hours (or 4 to 10 grams daily if symptoms don't
disappear with smaller amounts). It also suggested that
most people need a daily intake of 2,300 mg or more for
"optimum'' health and to meet stresses, including infections. A second edition, published in 1976 as Vitamin C,
the Common Cold and the Flu, recommended even
higher dosages, and Pauling himself says he takes 12
grams daily, increasing to 40 grams daily when symptoms of a cold appear.
Pauling says his initial interest in vitamin C was
aroused by a letter from biochemist Irwin Stone, with
whom he subsequently maintained a close working relationship. (Although Stone was often referred to as "Dr.
Stone," his only credentials were a certificate showing
completion of a 2-year chemistry program. an honorary
chiropractic degree from the Los Angeles College of Chi-
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ropractic. and a Ph.D. from Donsbach University, an unaccredited correspondence school. He died last fall after
reportedly choking on a piece of meat at a banquet held
in his honor.)
Pauling's case for vitamin C was not based on his
own studies but on his evaluation of the research and
statistics of others. However, the vast majority of reputable medical and nutritional scientists who have looked
at the same evidence believe that supplementation with
large doses of vitamin C does not prevent colds and, at
best, may slightly reduce the symptoms of a cold. A
thorough analysis of this subject-including
the results
of 16 well designed clinical studies-is
contained in Vitamins and Minerals: Help or Harm?, by Charles W.
Marshall. Ph.D. [George F.Stickley Co., 1983].
In 1973, Pauling, Arthur B. Robinson, Ph.D., and
Keene Dimick, founded the Institute of Orthomolecular
Medicine (subsequently renamed the Linus Pauling Institute of Science and Medicine) in Palo Alto, California.
Robinson was a former student and long-time associate
of Pauling. Dimick was an admirer of Pauling's work
who made his fortune by developing the gas chromatograph, a device for analyzing the composition and
structure of chemical compounds. Robinson became the
Institute's president and director, and Dimick became
a member of its board of trustees.
In the same year that the Institute was founded.
the American Psychiatric Association released its classic Task Force Report on Megavitamin and Orthomolecular Therapy in Psychiatry. The report's conclusion, perhaps the most strongly worded statement
ever published by a scientific review body, stated:
"The credibility of the megavitamin proponents
is low. Their credibility is further diminished by a consistent refusal over the past decade to perform controlled experiments
and to report their results in a
scientifically acceptable fashion. Under these circumstances this Task Force considers the massive publicity
which they promulgate via radio. the lay press and popular books, using catch phrases which are really misnomers like 'megavitamin therapy' and 'orthomolecular
medicine,' to be deplorable."
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Pauling. who had been promoting vitamin C for
schizophrenia and other mental problems, defended his
viewpoint in the American Journal of Psychiatry
[131:1251-1257.1974]. claiming that the APA committee
had used faulty arguments, drawn unjustified conclusions and was biased. But his arguments were thoroughly rebutted by Richard Wyatt, M.D .. Acting Chief of
the National Institute of Mental Health Laboratory of
Psychopharmacy, and two other prominent psychiatric
researchers [Am. J.Psychiatry 131:1258-1267, 1974].
During the mid-'70s. Pauling began claiming that
vitamin C could be useful in the prevention and treatment of numerous other conditions, including cancer.
He and Dr. Ewan Cameron, a Scottish physician. reported that a majority of 100 terminal cancer patients
treated with 10,000 mg of vitamin C daily survived 3 to 4
times longer than similar patients who did not receive
vitamin C supplements [Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences 73:3685. 1976, and 75:4538, 1978.]
However, this research was heavily criticized because
the patient groups were not comparable.
As noted in a devastating critique by Dr. William
DeWys. chief of clinical investigation at the National
Cancer Institute. the vitamin C patients were Dr. Cameron's. while the other patients had been cared for by
other physicians [Your Patient and Cancer 31-36, May
1982]. Cameron's patients were started on vitamin C
when he labeled them as ''untreatable" by other methods. Their subsequent survival was then compared to
the survival of the "control" patients after they were
judged "untreatable" by their doctors. If the two groups
had been comparable. the lengths of time from entry
into the hospital to being labeled untreatable should
have been equivalent. However, Dr. DeWys found that
Cameron's patients were labeled untreatable much earlier in the course of their disease-which
means that
they entered the hospital less sick than those of the
other doctors and would naturally be expected to live
longer.
In 1979 Cameron and Pauling co-authored Cancer and Vitamin C, which introduced their ideas to the
lay public. In a July 1979 interview with Prevention
magazine. Pauling even claimed that "mortality from
cancer could be decreased by 75 percent by the proper
use of vitamin C alone."
Three carefully designed studies have been conducted to explore the role of megavitamin C and cancer.
In 1979, the Mayo Clinic reported a double-blind study
covering 123 patients with advanced cancer [New Engl.
J.Med. 301:687-690]. Half of the patients received 10,000
mg of vitamin C daily while the others received a
placebo. No differences were found between the two
groups in survival time, appetite, weight loss, severity of
pain. or amount of nausea and vomiting.
An almost identical result was obtained in a
study by the North Central Cancer Treatment Group,
composed of physicians in seven states and Canada. As
reported in the August 22. 1983 Medical World News,
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survival curves for 71 patients receiving 10.000 mg of
vitamin C and 73 patients receiving a placebo essentially overlapped. and median survival time for the
placebo group was actually one week longer.
Pauling criticized the Mayo Clinic test. claiming
that chemotherapeutic
agents might have suppressed
the patients' immune systems so that vitamin C couldn't
work. But he appears to have contradicted himself on
this point. His 1976 report on Cameron's work states
clearly that: "All patients are treated initially in a perfectly conventional way. by operation. use of radiotherapy, and the administration
of hormones and
cytotoxic substances.'' In an interview in the June 25.
1979 Medical World News, Pauling claimed that only 4 of
the 100 patients had received chemotherapy ··and then
in rather small amounts." And at a meeting which I
attended in February 1985 at the University of Arizona.
he stated that vitamin C therapy could be used along
with all conventional modalities.
Nevertheless, because of Pauling's criticisms. the
Mayo Clinic experiments were repeated using untreatable cancer patients who had not received chemotherapy. As reported in the January 17. 1985 New England
Journal of Medicine, vitamin C did no better than a
placebo in a double-blind study of 100 patients. In an
accompanying editorial, Robert Wittes of the National
Cancer Institute in Bethesda. Md .. explains why the
study was excellent and would be difficult to fault in
design or execution.
Undaunted. Pauling has called the new experiments "a fraud on the American people." He has charged
that the Mayo group's study did not last long enough and
therefore was not a proper challenge to his conclusions.
A UPI story even reported that Pauling asked The New
England Journal of Medicine's editors to retract the "lies"
in their article and apologize to him. Otherwise, he said,
he might file suit.
Evidence exists that taking high doses of vitamin
C may actually promote some types of cancer. In a recent telephone· interview. Robinson told me that his
own research led him to conclude in 1978 that the high
doses (5-10 grams per day) of vitamin C being recommended by Pauling might be harmful and could actually promote some types of cancer in mice. Robinson
found, for example. that animals fed quantities equivalent to the recommended ones contracted skin cancer
almost twice as frequently as the control group. Only
doses of vitamin C that were nearly lethal. according to
Robinson, had any protective effect.
Robinson (now director of the Oregon Institute of
Science and Medicine in Cave Junction, Oregon) told me
that shortly after he made these findings known to Pauling, he was asked to resign from the Institute. His experimental animals were killed, his scientific data were
impounded, and some of the previous research results
were destroyed. Pauling also declared publicly that
Robinson's research was "amateurish" and inadequate.
Nevertheless, according to Robinson, Pauling

--
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later. contains none of these criticisms.
sent a manuscript to him 19 months later including
This omission was not accidental. In corresponsome of Robinson's results but omitting mention that
certain doses had doubled the cancer rate in mice and dence with Dr. Stephen Barrett in 1981, Pauling exthat "protective" doses were almost lethal. In fact, plained that after the 1970 edition was published. he
Robinson said. Paulings final paragraph stated that if the was "strongly attacked by people who were also attackdose were doubled again, vitamin C would give com- ing the health food people." He decided that his critics
were so biased that he would no longer help them attack
plete protection against skin cancer in the test animals.
He said that Pauling had not done the research, so he the health food industry while another part of their
attack was directed at him.
was not aware that doses that high (given by mistake)
had actually killed all the mice. Eventually, he said,
During the mid-70s. Pauling helped lead the
Pauling published the misleading reports on his own in
health food industry's campaign for legislation to
a Brazilian symposium.
weaken FDA protection of consumers against misleadPauling's version of the research is somewhat dif- ing nutrition claims.
ferent. During a recent interview at the University of
Pauling. now 84, has been a frequent speaker at
Arizona Health Sciences Center. he told me that he had
health food industry conventions and received the Nadesigned the experiments and that Robinson had just
tional Nutritional Foods Association's highest award in
carried them out. Pauling contradicted
himself,
1977. (The NNFA is the major trade association of all
however, because he also said that the part of the re- health food retailers, distributors and producers.) In
search he published was his half of the work (apparently
1981. he accepted an award from the National Health
the part that didn't show the toxicity). and that RobinFederation for "services rendered in behalf of health
son could have published his own research himself. But
freedom" and gave his daughter a life membership in
Robinson told me that the research was never comthis organization. (As detailed in Vitamins and "Health"
pleted and therefore was unpublishable.
Foods: The Great American Hustle [George F. Stickley
In 1978, Robinson filed a $25.5 million libel and
Co .. 1981], NHF promotes the gamut of quackery. Many
slander suit against the Institute and its trustees. [An
of its leaders have been in legal difficulty and five have
excellent account of the case was published in the June
even received prison sentences for various "health" ac11, 1979 Barron's.] In 1983, the suit was settled out of tivities.) Pauling has also appeared as a speaker at the
court for $575,000. Quoted soon afterward in Nature
Parker School for Professional Success Seminar, a meet[303:103], Pauling said that the settlement "represented
ing where chiropractors are taught highly questionable
no more than compensation for loss of office and the
methods of building their practices. An ad for the meetcost of Robinson's legal fees." However, the court-aping invited chiropractors to pose with Dr. Pauling for a
proved agreement states that $425,000 of the settlement
photograph which presumably could be used for pubwas for slander and libel and the balance was for attorlicity when the chiropractors returned home.
neys' fees and other expenses.
In 1983, Pauling and Irwin Stone testified at a
Over the years. several studies have supported
hearing on behalf of Oscar Falconi. a vitamin promoter
Robinson's contention that large doses of vitamin C may
charged by the Postal Service with making false claims
be harmful. Dr. H.F. Stich, for example has reported that
for several products. As reported in Nature [303:275,
the vitamin can cause damage to proteins and genetic
1983]. Pauling supported Falconi's contentions that vimaterial of the body and may cause mutations to certain
tamin C was useful not only in preventing cancer. but
types of cells. [Nature 260:722. 1976, and Cancer Re- also in curing drug addicts and destroying both viruses
search 39:41, 1979.]
and bacteria.
Pauling told me that damage is not caused by the
Pauling also testified in 1984 before the California
doses he recommends. He admitted that vitamin C can
Board of Medical Quality Assurance in defense of Dr.
damage cells under certain conditions. but said that this
Michael Gerber, a Mill Valley physician accused of imdamage may well be caused by factors other than the
properly administering to patients. One was a 56-yearvitamin C itself. such as from the ions accompanying
old woman with treatable cancer who-the Board concluded-had
died as a result of Gerber's neglect while
high doses of ascorbates.
Science aside, it is clear that Dr. Pauling is politihe treated her with herbs, enzymes, coffee enemas and
cally aligned with the promoters of unscientific nutrichelation therapy. The other patients were 3-year-old
tion practices. In Vitamin C and the Common Cold,
twin boys with ear infections for which Gerber had prescribed 70.000 or more units of vitamin A daily and
Pauling attacked the health food industry for misleading
its customers. Pointing out that "synthetic" vitamin C is coffee enemas twice daily for several weeks. Gerber.
now an NHF board member, lost his license to practice
identical with "natural" vitamin C, he warned that
medicine as a result of the hearings. [Oncology Times,
higher-priced "natural" products are a "waste of money:'
And he added that "the words 'organically grown' are
August, 1984.]
The largest corporate donor (over $500,000) to
essentially meaningless-just
part of the jargon used by
Pauling's Institute has been Hoffmann-La Roche. the
health food promoters in making their excess profits,
often from elderly people with low incomes." But Vi- pharmaceutical giant which is the dominant factor in
world-wide production of vitamin C. Many of the Intamin C, the Common Cold and the Flu, issued six years
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stitute's individual donors have been solicited with the
help of Rodale Press (publishers of Prevention magazine)
and related organizations which have publicized the Institute and allowed the use of their mailing lists.
The Institute's fund-raising brochures have been
fraught with questionable information. They claim. for
example. that no significant progress has been made in
cancer treatment in the past 20 years. This viewpoint,
which is frequently expressed by promoters of unproven cancer therapies, is simply untrue.
Two years ago, the Pauling Institute increased its
connection with the promoters of unproven therapies
by hiring Jeffrey Bland. Ph.D .. to direct special research
projects and oversee the Institute's laboratory program
for analyzing food supplement products and certifying
their contents with a seal of approval. Bland is a biochemist who often decries the methods of the traditional medical community and promotes questionable
and unproven methods of treatment. For example, he
recommends the use of hair analysis in "designing a
program to optimize your health" and the use of groundup animal organs ("glandulars") for treating diseases in
corresponding human organs.
Robinson told me that Pauling was fond of saying
that he and his wife never got colds because they were
taking 10 grams of vitamin C a day. but that Pauling
actually had colds "frequently:· During the mid-1970s
Pauling's wife contracted stomach cancer (which later
resulted in her death). Pauling claimed she had stopped
taking vitamin C by that time. but Robinson. who was a
frequent visitor at Lhe Pauling ranch. said the couple
regularly put teaspoons of vitamin C into their orange
juice.
According to a recent article in the Chicago Tribune. Pauling's 1984 speaking agenda included some 150
talks on science. world peace. nutrition and disease. and
the benefits of megadoses of vitamin C. And he is working on a book whose tentative title is Vitamin C for a

CANCER QUACKS
PLEAD GUILTY

More than a dozen individuals have pleaded
guilty to various criminal offenses in connection with
the operation of the Universal Health Center in
Matamoros, Mexico. just across the border from
Brownsville. Texas. The clinic was closed by Mexican
officials in December 1983. and its operator, James Gordon Keller and his brother Ronald are wanted by the FBI
on a fugitive warrant.
Government action in this matter was triggered by
a lengthy investigation by the Brownsville Herald that
involved more than 100 interviews. Among other things,
the newspaper reported:
• Keller had run a similar clinic in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. which was closed by FDA and state authorities in
1983. He then opened the Matamoros clinic and bought
condominiums in Brownsville to rent to patients who
paid about $3,000 for two weeks of treatment. The operation grossed over $100,000 per month.
• Almost all of Keller's patients were referred by a
woman in Salt Lake City who operated as ''Western
Health Research" and the "Western Research Center.''
Until her recent indictment for interstate wire fraud,
callers lo her 800 number could have travel arrangements and appointments made for one of several "cancer clinics:'
• The Universal Health Center's brochure offered "an
effective therapeutic approach to treatment of cancer
and other diseases. including multiple sclerosis. lupus
erythematosis. Parkinson's muscular dystrophy. rheumatoid arthritis, cardiovascular and other degenerative
diseases." For cancer therapy, Keller used "Tumorex"
and a wide variety of other unproven remedies. (AnalyBetter Life.
sis of samples of Tumorex in an Arizona case revealed
that it was merely I-arginine. an amino acid.)
• Keller's cancer patients fit into two main types: termiDr. Lowell, a board member of the National Council Against
nal patients deemed incurable by orthodox treatment
Health Fraud, is Professor of Life Sciences at Pima Community
and
treatable patients who would have a high cure rate
College, Tucson, Arizona, and a columnist for The Arizona
with standard chemotherapy or x-ray therapy.
Daily Star.
• Keller reportedly claimed that his treatment could
cure over 80% of cancers if there was no previous conventional treatment and 50% if conventional methods
had already been tried.
• The Matamoros clinic kept few records of its patients.
Copyright © 1985 by the GEORGE F. STICKLEY COMPANY
Nutrition Forum ISSN 0748 8165 is published monthly by the George F. many of whom died soon after returning home, despite
Stickley Company, 210 W. Washington Square, Philadelphia, PA 19106. Ap- being pronounced "cured'' by Keller.
plication to mail at second class postage rates is pending at Philadelphia,
PA. SUBSCRIPTION RATES: $30/yr., $57 /2 yrs., $81/3 yrs., prepaid; VISA • Patients were told that insurance companies would
was not
and Mastercard acceptable: foreign postage by airmail add $10.00. Man- cover claims for Keller's treatments-which
uscripts, books for review, and other editorial correspondence should be true.
sent to Dr. Stephen Barrett, P.O.Box 1602, Allentown, PA 18105. CorresponA few weeks after Keller's Matamoros clinic was
dence concerning subscription, fulfillment and change of address should
closed.
he opened the St. Jude International Clinic in
be sent to the GEORGE F. STICKLEY COMPANY.
Tijuana, Mexico. which is stil1 in business.
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PAYMENTDENIED FOR UNPROVEN TREATMENT
On April 8th, a New York State appeals court
panel ruled unanimously
that denial of insurance
coverage for an unproven therapy "will have the desirable effect of affording greater protection to the general
public and, in particular, cancer patients who are especially vulnerable to unfounded claims of miraculous
cures. The Court hoped further that its decision would
"insure that the treatment rendered on behalf of patients is administered in facilities comporting with certain minimal standards and that its effectiveness has
been adequately demonstrated by studies conducted in
accordance with appropriate scientific methodology before the resources of a major insurer are utilized to support it:'

One issue in the case was whether La Gloria Hospital, of Tijuana, Mexico, could be considered a hospital
under the terms of a policy issued by Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Greater New York. Noting that it "specializes almost exclusively in an unorthodox and scientifically unproven treatment of cancer," the appellate
court said La Gloria was not a qualified hospital. The
court also ruled that Gerson dietary therapy came
within the policy exclusion for "experimental
procedures:· The new ruling reversed that of a lower court
which in 1983 had ordered payment of $15,583.78 for
services rendered in 1981 and 1982 to plaintiff Harry J.
Zuckerberg. Zuckerberg died subsequent to the 1983
trial.

IDENTIFICATIONOF CAFFEINE IN SLIM TEA
Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D.
Deepa Bakshi, Ph.D.
Jerry L. McLaughlin, Ph. D.

The advertisement reads: "Now! Secret Beverage ing 110 mg of a white crystalline solid that was shown by
Can Help You LOSE WEIGHT NATURALLY! (It's worked the above tests to be caffeine. The yield in this case was
for over 1500 years.) LOSE 30 lbs. or more-EASILY!"
2.47%, well within the range of 1-4% commonly found
Slim Tea is the product. Supposedly. drinking a cup after in teas. It must be concluded, therefore, that the speceach meal will make "the pounds disappear!" The ad imen of Slim Tea examined was simply a variety of
suggests that because of this product, "Chinese stay slim black tea that had not been decaffeinated and was defi... rarely suffer from excess cholesterol. high blood nitely not 99.6% caffeine-free as advertised.
pressure or other ills caused by the retention of fatty
Our findings thus support the statement of S.D.
substances:' The price: only $12.95 for 60 tea bags-a 20- Uretsky in the February 1985 American Pharmacy that
day supply.
Chinese weight-reducing teas are just teas and have no
What is this secret beverage now available to the more value in facilitating weight loss than the much less
millions of weight-conscious Americans? The ad claims expensive name-brand black teas. There simply is no
it is a "rare species of tea leaves grown in misty moun- scientific evidence that caffeine or any ingredient in
tainous regions" and that it is "natural," 99.6% caffeine- black tea has an appetite-suppressant effect. Any temfree, and without additives. Being skeptical of the adver- porary feeling of satiety brought about by drinking
tised claims, we bought a sample (6 tea bags for $1.99) quantities of liquid is probably more than counterand examined it carefully. It looked and smelled like balanced by the diuretic effects of the caffeine and other
ordinary black tea. We then made a cup according to. the contained xanthine bases. especially theophylline. Nor
directions on the package, allowing it to steep for 10 does long-term use of diuretics have any effect on fatty
minutes. It tasted like strong black tea, and the central tissue.
nervous system stimulation it provided suggested that it
The mislabeling of Slim Tea-like
the contamination of comfrey tea with deadly nightshade that
was loaded with caffeine.
So we took the product to the laboratory and resulted in a serious case of poisoning reported in
boiled a 7.47g sample in 38 ml of water for 15 minutes 1983-illustrates
the poor quality control within the
and processed the resulting extract for caffeine as de- herbal products industry.
scribed by Tyler and Schwarting in the 3rd edition of
Experimental Pharmacognosy. [Burgess Publishing Co ..
Minneapolis, 1962]. The procedure yielded 80 mg of a
white crystalline solid which. on the basis of its melting
Dr. Tyler, Dean of Purdue University's Schools of Pharmacy,
point, co-chromatography, and infrared spectrometry
Nursing, and Health Sciences, is an expert in pharmacognosy
was proven to be caffeine. This amount of caffeine con- (the science of medicines from natural sources) and author of
stituted 1.07% of the weight of Slim Tea examined.
The Honest Herbal, an evaluation of popular herbs. Dr. Bakshi
Comparisons were then made with the material
holds a postdoctoral appointment and Dr. McLaughlin is Proin an ordinary Lipton's Orange Pekoe and Pekoe cut fessor of Pharmacognosy in Purdue's Department of Medicinal
black tea bag. A quantity of 4.46 g was extracted. yield- Chemistry and Pharmacognosy.
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Briefs
Insightful comment. "Even men and women who are
not ill or in pain seek out health gurus and eat special
foods or supplements that are supposed to enhance
health or delay aging. Many are disillusioned with a
medical establishment they feel is arrogant, impersonal
and uncaring. With 'self-care' or 'lifestyle' approaches~
they feel more in control of their bodies. They become
convinced that all disease can be prevented or cured by
living, thinking and eating differently. There's some
truth in this. of course. but carried to extremes the philosophy is dangerous."-from
"How to Spot a Health
Hustler." by Dianne Hales [Woman's Day. 5/21/85).
"Stress vitamins" criticized. The Center for Science in
the Public Interest (CSPI) has called Lederle Laboratories' program of marketing Stresstabs "a cynical attempt
to perpetuate-and
profit from-a
public misconception:· Quoted in CSPI's April Nutrition Action Health
Letter (formerly called Nutrition Action). Lederle's chief
nutritionist. Dr. Leon Ellenbogen. denies that his company recommends Stresstabs for psychological stress:
"We want to completely absolve ourselves from that. We
make it clear in the ads we're talking about physiological stress, such as alcohol consumption. smoking,
pregnancy. drug therapies, and severe malnutrition
from hospital stays or surgery:· But CSP! nutritionist
Bonnie Liebman notes that Lederle's messages to people
who are "burning the candle at both ends" do suggest
that Stresstabs are appropriate for emotional stress. She
also notes that the ads are targeted toward the general
public rather than to alcoholics, smokers and pregnant
women-and
that individuals in these groups don't require "the hefty levels of nutrients" found in "stress
tablets."
SNE journal to increase frequency. The George F.Stickley Company has been named publisher of the Journal
of Nutrition Education. Although its price will remain
the same ($30 /year), the journal will be expanded and
will appear six times a year instead of four. The first
issue by the new publisher will be displayed at the Society for Nutrition Education's annual meeting in Los
Angeles on July 7-10, 1985. Information concerning subscriptions and renewals can be obtained from the
George F. Stickley Co .. 210 W. Washington Sq., Philadelphia. PA 19106.

Herbalife drops suit. Herbalife has withdrawn its lawsuit against the FDA. Filed last November. it had
charged that the agency had "engaged in a widespread
and even corrupt 'trial-by-publicity' campaign to misinform the public by false and defamatory statements"
against the company's products.
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Grapefruit pillmaker squeezed. On December 3. 1984 a
U.S. District judge signed a temporary restraining order
against Citrus Industries of Beverly Hills and Los Angeles. The company, which advertised "Super Grapefruit Pills" as an effortless diet aid. had estimated
monthly revenues of $350.000 with an estimated high of
$900,000 in October 1984. A subsequent consent agreement with the Postal Service promised that the disputed
claims would never be used again.
Spirulina also loses. A supply of spirulina tablets manufactured by Earthrise Co. Inc. of San Rafael. Calif. and
shipped to Florida was ordered destroyed by the federal
District Court in Miami. The pills. which had been
fa~se~,Yadvertise? as "one of nature's best sources of protem, were also Judged to be contaminated with insect.
animal and bird filth.
CCK warning issued. Manufacturers and distributors of
alleged weight-loss products containing "CCK" (cholecystokin in) have been warned by the FDA to discontinue marketing them or face "regulatory action" by the
agency. CCK is a hormone involved in the digestive
process. Products said to contain it have been sold by
mail and in health food stores with claims that they
decrease hunger and can cause sudden and dramatic
weight loss. However, although injections of CCK appear
to decrease hunger in test animals. FDA scientists say
that this research is not applicable to pills for human
use. Even large doses of the hormone taken by mouth
would have no effect on weight because the chemical is
destroyed in the digestive tract.
Free alcohol pamphlet. As part of their education program to reduce drunk driving. Blue Cross of the Lehigh
Valley and Pennsylvania Blue Shield have issued an attractive pamphlet describing the relationships between
eating, drinking. and blood alcohol level. Single free
copies can be obtained by sending a self-addressed,
stamped 4½" x 9" envelope to Alcohol Guide, P.O. Box
1602, Allentown. PA 18105.
Hair analysis promotion. Probably in response to adverse publicity from the recent FTC hair analysis case
[see NF 1:12, 2:24], Chicago-based Doctor's Data, Inc., has
contracted with a public relations firm "for the purpose
of getting positive media coverage on multi-element
testing of hair." The company. which recently purchased
the business of two other labs and is negotiating with a
third one. is now the largest commercial hair analysis
lab in the country. It has asked professionals who use its
services to submit case reports so that the media can be
given "a new, verified. case history every other week or
even more often:'

-
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FTC ~a~ abandon another rule. The Federal Trade
~omm1ss1on staff has recommended that the Commis~1on abandon its rulemaking proceeding (which began
m 1975) on health spas in favor of case-by-case enforcement. The pr?posed rule provided for pro-rata refunds
?n memberships, a 3-day cooling-off period for rescindmg contracts, a 5% limit on payments before a facility
has actually opened. and a 2-year limit on the duration
of me?1bership contracts. The deadline for public comment 1s May 24th.

New antiquackery program. The FDA and the Council
of Better Business Bureaus, Inc., have begun a joint program to issue special reports on health and medical
frauds to consumer journalists. The first one, entitled
''Arthritis: Quackery and Unproven Remedies," was distributed last month. Regarding nutrition, it states: "Except for gout, no specific diet has been proven useful in
relieving arthritis symptoms ... No herb. either singly
or in combination with other herbs or ingredients. is a
cure for any form of arthritis. Furthermore, there is no
medical evidence that suggests that the lack of vitamins
or minerals causes arthritis or that taking vitamins or
minerals will offer a cure. A well-balanced diet is the
best choice."

Free weight-reduction information. Single copies of a
new FDA brochure, "How to Take Weight Off (And Keep
It Off Without Getting Ripped Off)," can be obtained by
sending a postcard to Weight Loss, HFE-88, 5600 Fishers
Lane, Rockville, MD 20857. Quantities up to 200 can be
obtained by writing to Weight Loss, HFW-40, at the same
address. In addition. for groups and clubs, the agency
has an exhibit, a slide/tape show and an 8-minute videotape that can be borrowed from the nearest FDA
office.

New Rodale magazine. Rodale Press. publisher of Prevention magazine and many books that promote unproven nutrition methods, has launched Superfit, a
quarterly magazine intended to appeal to "affluent. college educated males, 32 years of age, who are not super
athletes but persons who want to be super." According to
an article in the Allentown Morning Call. Rodale Press
had gross sales of $140 million in 1984.

Vitamin A going to Africa. Millions of megadoses of
vitamin A donated by drug companies are being sent to
combat nutritional blindness in Ethiopian and Sudanese
children suffering from extreme vitamin A deprivation.
Called Operation Sightsaver, the project is expected to
span at least three years and is being coordinated by
Helen Keller International, 15 W. 16th St.. New York, NY
10011.
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New FDA policy statement on cytotoxic testing. The
FDA has issued a Compliance Policy Guide stating that
cytotoxic testing kits [see NF 1:17-19] are devices under
federal law and therefore require FDA approval prior to
marketing. Noting that the test remains an unproven
diagnostic procedure, the Guide warns that "the agency
will consider appropriate regulatory action to enforce
the statute, should violative test kits be discovered."
[Editor's note: Considering how widely cytotoxic testing
has been promoted, the FDA may have to work hard to
avoid discovering the kits.] Single copies of the 4-page
guide can be obtained by writing to the FDA Dockets
Management Branch (HFA-305), Room 4-62, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville. MD 20857.

Vegetarian politics. Taking its cue from the American
Cancer Society's Great American Smokeout. a California-based vegetarian group sponsored a "Great American Meatout" on March 21st, asking Americans not to
eat meat for 24 hours. American Medical News reported
that the campaign was launched with a demonstration
at a slaughterhouse by 13 people who carried signs saying, "Meat is Murder" and "Here's the Beef." The group,
which calls itself the Farm Animal Reform Movement,
claims that meat consumption causes kidney failure,
It also
cancer and premature sexual development.
claims that raising animals for food depletes agricultural
resources and that "causes intense suffering to six billion animals annually:'
Infant formula recalled. The FDA has announced that
supplies of Kama-Mil powder are being voluntarily recalled by its distributors. According to an agency news
release, the product would be hazardous if used as a sole
source of nutrition. In addition, the manufacturer failed
to comply with the Infant Formula Act which requires
FDA notification
prior to marketing in interstate
commerce.

_____

QUESTION BOX---.

Q. Is it true that chocolate milk interferes with the
absorption of calcium?
A. Chocolate contains oxalic acid, which binds to
calcium in the intestine, thereby preventing its absorption. However, because chocolate contains
only a small amount of oxalic acid and milk contains a large amount of calcium, the amount of
calcium absorption blocked in this manner has no
practical importance. On the other hand. a few
foods such as spinach and rhubarb contain enough
oxalic acid to significantly decrease absorption of
the calcium they contain.

____________________
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WHY LICENSINGOF "NUTRITIONISTS"IS NEEDED
Stephen Barrett,M.D.
During the past 50 years, perhaps 50 individuals
Dietitians throughout America are spearheading
legislation to achieve licensure for themselves and to without valid credentials have pretended to be medical
doctors and actually managed for a time to practice. So
restrict use of the word "nutritionists" to individuals
with recognized credentials. Some of the bills being lob- far as I know, no one has ever been exposed as a fake
bied also define "nutrition practice'' and restrict it to dentist podiatrist. optometrist. or even chiropractor. But
licensed practitioners. Opponents claim that bills of this in nutrition, unaccredited correspondence schools and
type are motivated by greed and an intention to create a other organizations have issued thousands of "degrees"
and certificates which suggest that the recipient is a
monopoly for one school of thought. But in my opinion.
qualified expert in nutrition. What's wrong with this
the key issues are credentials and public protection.
situation is that these documents are promoted as
During the past century or so, our educational
system has established a system of accreditation to en- though they are equivalent in meaning to established
they are not.
sure that schools meet appropriate standards of quality. credentials-which
At the same time, state governments have established
I'm not going to get into the issue of what makes 5
licensing systems for many professions to ensure that to 7 years of full-time training for a masters or doctoral
practitioners meet appropriate standards of compe- degree in nutrition superior to a correspondence course
tence. In many fields, professional groups have estab- of 6 to~) months based on unproven theories. The imporlished certification procedures that recognize additional
tant thing is that at present, both kinds of practitioners
levels of expertise.
can represent themselves as "nutritionists" and display
Accreditation of a school means that its credits their diplomas on the wall as though they mean the
can be transferred to other schools and be used as a same thing.
basis for entering various professions. If a person is liI believe that it is unfair to expect people to check
censed on the basis of an examination, it means that the the credentials of every health practitioner they enstate government has recognized the achievement of a counter. Rather, it should be the role of government to
certain level of competence. Certification conveys an set licensing standards and to prevent individuals who
additional endorsement of expertise.
don't meet the standards from representing themselves
Occasionally self-taught individuals acquire ex- as equivalent to those who do. Licensing will not offer
pertise with little or no formal education. However, the complete protection against all forms of nutrition pracfields of health and nutrition are sufficiently complex tice conducted in private between consenting adults.
that this is unlikely. Accreditation. licensure and cer- But it will make it difficult for unqualified individuals
tification are important because they can help to iden- to advertise widely that they are experts.
tify who is qualified. They offer no guarantee, but they
do increase the odds of getting a competent practitioner.
Within the past five years. a very peculiar thing Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is
has happened in the area of nutrition. A number of editor of Nutrition Forum Newsletter and co-author/editor of
individuals and organizations have developed several 20 books including Vitamins and "Health" Foods: The Great
types of "credentials" which resemble those of estab- American Hustle. In 1984, he received an FDA Commissioner's
lished medical and nutrition organizations. I am aware Special Citation Award for Public Service in combatting nutrition quackery.
of no other field in which this phenomenon has ever
taken place.
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A FEW THOUGHTS ON THE RDNS
Victor Herbert, M.D., J.D.
RDAs are the Recommended Dietary Allowances
of the Food and Nutrition Board {FNB) of the National
Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences
{NAS), a private quasigovernmental agency. Members of
the RDA Committee meet for several days at a time, 3 or
4 times a year, to discuss new scientific data; and they
engage in extensive correspondence between meetings.
The Committee deliberations result in a revised RDA
book every four or five years. with the next report due
for publication later this year. The book discusses each
nutrient and the evidence upon which the RDA values
are based. It concludes with a table of RDA values,
which winds up-partially
or totally-in
practically all
nutrition textbooks and numerous other publications.
The RDAs are set to encompass the range of individual variability of virtually all healthy Americans and
usually include an additional margin for storage against
days. weeks or sometimes months of no intake of a specific nutrient. The additional margin is kept below the
level at which toxicity from overdose begins.
The RDA for any given vitamin or mineral usually is considerably more than the amount needed daily
by any individual. Not only is it unnecessary to reach
the RDA each day. but the 7-day RDA over an average
week more than exceeds the need for virtually all normal people. RDAs are also set for energy (calories). but
these levels are related to average needs without additional margin for storage.
The U.S. Recommended Daily Allowances (U.S.
RDAs) are set by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) based on the RDA table. The RDA for each nutrient varies somewhat with age and sex, and whether a
woman is pregnant or lactating. U.S. RDAs are the
largest values for each life-cycle category of the RDA
table (currently based on the 1968 table). Percentages of
U.S. RDAs per portion are listed on cereal boxes and the
labels of many other food products. They are also required by law on the packaging of all vitamin and mine::-alproducts.
The RDAs and U.S. RDAS are appropriate
guidelines for determining whether an individual con-
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sumes adequate quantities of each RDA nutrient over
the long term to assure normality plus a storage reserve.
Whether each storage reserve should be as high as the
FNB sets it is a policy decision rather than a scientific
one. Over the years, some of the RDA values have become progressively lower as new evidence indicated
that the excess over need can be lowered.
Health food industry critics of the RDA system
suggest that differences in values set by scientific bodies
in different parts of the world are evidence that the
scientific community is racked with controversy or does
not know what it is doing. Such criticism is unfounded.
Differences from area to area are not great. In most
cases, they are based on the fact that dietary habits of
the various populations
covered are different. The
World Health Organization/Food
and Agricultural Organization (WHO /FAQ) recognized this by including in
its international standards two RDAs for iron. Since iron
is much more readily absorbed from meats than from
vegetables (an average of 15% vs. an average of 3%). the
vegetarian populations need a higher dietary intake
than do meat-eating populations (such as Americans,
whose mixed diets are considered to average 10% absorption). Similar considerations apply to zinc.
The Basic Four Food Group system, which classifies foods according to similarities of their leader nutrients, provides adequate amounts of nutrients when
properly used. ll is admittedly simple and suffers from
minor shortcomings as a result. When scientists began
to devise guidelines, they divided food choice into 17
groups. But this number was too unwieldy for people to
remember, so it was reduced to 11, then 7, and finally 4.
Thus each of the Basic Four has several of the original 17
groups compressed into it. For example, the current
·'grain group" includes breads, cereals and pastas. And
the current "meat" group has six subgroups: meat, fish,
poultry, eggs, nuts and legumes-all
of which have protein as their leader nutrient. The key to using the Basic
Four is to eat a variety of foods within each food group,
and to use moderation in choosing portion sizes.
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Supplements have a clear role in pregnancy, lactation and infancy. In these situations, nutrient needs
may run ahead of nutrient supply. Because iron, calcium and folic acid often run low in pregnancy. supplements of these three nutrients have been recommended
by the NAS Committee on Maternal Nutrition and are
regularly prescribed by physicians. In 1981 it was discovered that the most popular prenatal vitamin/mineral
preparations contained iron in an almost unabsorbable
form. so that many pregnant women taking them remained deficient in iron. Such a situation can be
avoided if supplement manufacturers were required to
carry out studies comparing the absorbability of each
nutrient in their products with that of the same nutrient
taken alone as a pill by human volunteers eating an
average Basic Four diet. It was a study of this type which
revealed the problem with iron in prenatal supplements, caused by the way the pills were formulated. It
would also be a good idea for absorbability to be indicated in labeling so that consumers can tell what they
are actually getting.
Ads for "stress" vitamins suggest that daily intake
of the water-soluble vitamins (C and the 8 B-vitamins) is
so critical for good health that supplements should be
taken for "insurance" against deficiency. That simply is
untrue. Storage of these vitamins is limited but not nonexistent. Although the percent stored decreases as the
quantity consumed increases, the more that is consumed, the more that is stored.
For example, look at vitamin C, whose 1980 RDA
was set at 60 mg for adults. The range of daily need for
virtually all healthy people is about 5 to 7 mg. and it is
highly unlikely that any normal person needs more
than 10 mg daily. Averaging 60 mg per day will result in
storage in the liver and other tissues of approximately
1500 mg of vitamin C. This would be enough to last for
150 days, assuming a daily utilization of 10 mg and zero
intake of vitamin C during that entire period.
It is very difficult to avoid taking in vitamin C
regardless of what you eat. In the United States. vitamin
C deficiency (scurvy) is rare. except among those alcoholics who never consume fresh fruits, fruit juices or
vegetables, and whose damaged livers have reduced
storage capacity for nutrients. One has to work really
hard at it to develop vitamin C deficiency in this country, as noted in our case report on "Scalded Sardine
Scurvy·· [JAMA 246:2155-2156, 1981).
The patient in this case was not an alcoholic but
had severe economic problems. Eight months before he
sought medical attention. the man's refrigerator had
broken down so that he could no longer store large portions of perishable foods. Since that time his daily total
caloric intake consisted of a pound of well-boiled rice
plus a pound of sardines in tomato sauce for dinner. Rice
and sardines contain no vitamin C,, but tomato sauce
does: 12 mg/can (20% of the U.S. RDA) according to the
product label. However, instead of eating the sardines
fresh from the can, he would pour the can's contents
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into a pan, cover with water, bring to a boil and pour
onto the separately boiled rice. This cooking method
destroyed enough of the vitamin C in the tomato sauce
to bring the man's daily intake below the amount
needed to prevent scurvy.
Another use of the U.S. RDA and of the RDA is to
help determine whether an individual is getting too
much of a given nutrient. When intake of a nutrient
exceeds the U.S. RDA or RDA, it is often greater than
need plus storage, and should raise the question of possible harm. Rough guidelines for toxicity thresholds are
5xRDA for fat-soluble vitamins. 10xRDA for some of the
water-soluble vitamins. and 3xRDA for minerals. Again.
this applies to normal people and not to those with disorders of nutrient absorption or who are addicted to
alcohol. tobacco or drugs of abuse. For a thorough analysis of the hazards of megadosage, see Vitamins and Minerals: Help or Harm?, by Charles W. Marshall, Ph.D.,
published by the George E Stickley Company.
In regard to tobacco. there is no credible scientific
evidence that smo'kers need more than RDA amounts of
vitamin C. The 1980 RDA amounts are six times the
amount a normal person would ever need in a day. So
even if smokers' needs were doubled, they would still
not need more than 20 mg daily. No scientific report of
scurvy in a smoker consuming 20 mg of vitamin C daily
has ever been published.
Actually. it is conceivable that taking megadoses
of vitamin C could increase the incidence of cancer in
smokers. Acidification of the urine is known to help
flush nicotine out of the body. Since addicted smokers
strive to maintain high blood nicotine levels, increased
nicotine excretion will lead them to smoke more and
thereby increase their risk of cancer. In 1977 it was reported that acidification of the urine with 3.4 grams of
vitamin C. three times daily. led to a 20% increase in the
number of cigarettes smoked by average smokers
[Journal of Experimental Psychology 106:13-19). Since
urine can be acidified by 500 mg, four times daily. dosages in this range may have a similar effect.
Dr. Herbert, a member of the Food and Nutrition Board and its
RDA Committee, is Vischer Professor and Chairman of the
Department of Medicine at Hahnemann University School of
Medicine. He is also a member of the WHO/FAO Expert
Group on Vitamin A, Iron, Folic Acid, and Vitamin B12•
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BOOKREVIEWS
Title: Chicken Soup & Other Folk Remedies
Author: Joan Wilen and Lydia Wilen
Publisher: Fawcett Columbine, New York, 1984
Price:$4.95
Reviewed by: Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D.
Recently, this attractively packaged paperback
caught my eye as I browsed through a bookstore's
healthcare section. I picked it up and, as usual. first
turned to the back to learn the qualifications
of the
authors. There I was informed that Joan Wilen was
named for her father's cousin, the town hypochondriac.
and her sister Lydia was named for her mother's aunt.
the town herbalist and midwife. For these reasons, they
felt "particularly
qualified" to write this book. The
Wilen sisters' background in the home remedy field was
equally revealing: •~s soon as we signed the contract for
Chicken Soup and Other Folk Remedies. we went to all
our relatives, asking for their home remedies:' Let's take
a random look at some of the information they gathered
in this way. The comments in brackets are mine.
Page 3: Alfalfa seed "is very high in ... vitamins
A, E, K. B-8, D and U." [There are no such things as
vitamin B-8, or vitamin U.]
Page 11: "Comfrey is also called knitbone because
from the time of the Crusaders. the leaves were used for
repairing and drawing fractured bone segments back
together." [It may have been used to reduce the swelling
and inflammation around a broken bone. but not to heal
the bone itself.]
Page 26: "Strawberries
... contain ... salacin,
which soothes inflammatory conditions." [I assume the
authors mean the anti-inflammatory
compound salicin.
Authorities deny its presence in strawberries.]
Page 59: "Eat 2 ripe bananas a day to chase the
blues away. Bananas contain the chemicals serotonin
and norepinephrine, which are believed to help prevent
mental depression." [These compounds are not active
when taken by mouth.]
Page 61: "Sage tea also helps strengthen
one's
brain and memory:' [Other references list more than 60
ailments for which sage is claimed to be therapeutic.
The only proven use of sage is as a flavor, especially in
turkey dressing.]
Page 63: "Jerusalem artichokes ... have been said
to help stimulate the production of insulin:· [Who said
so? They may have been said to help, but they don't.)
Page 89: "Bee pollen contains a combination of
male and female hormones."
[It actually contains
neither.]
Page 92: "Licorice has female hormones in it."
[Not so!]
Page 127: "When the prostate gland is inflamed,
apply a watercress poultice to reduce the inflammation:•
[Just where should this poultice be applied? The prostate is, to say the least. rather inaccessible.]
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Page 151: "A Pennsylvania man ... rid himself of
body odor by taking 30 mg of zinc every day. Within two
weeks, he was smelling like a rose." [Of course, since the
zinc had no effect, it must be presumed that he supplemented it with rose water baths.]
It is not possible to list here all of the factual
errors I noted on first reading. The Wilen sisters admit
on page xi they are not authorities, even though one did
date a pharmacist and the other enjoys Doc Simon's
plays. This being the case. one can only wonder why
they would risk tampering with people's health and why
their publisher would do the same. Stick to humor,
ladies. You're not bad at it, but label your efforts as such.
Dr. Tyler, Dean of Purdue University's Schools of Pharmacy.
Nursing. and Health Sciences. is an expert in pharmacognosy
(the science of medicines from natural sources) and author of
The Honest Herbal, an evaluation of popular herbs (George E
Stickley Co., Philadelphia).

Title: Your Basic Guide to Nutrition
Authors: Fredrick J. Stare, M.D., Ph.D .. and Virginia
Aronson, M.S .. R.D.
Publisher: George E Stickley Co.
Price: $11.95
Reviewed by: William Jarvis, Ph.D.
This volume contains the accurate information
characteristic of nutrition experts in a style as readable
as "Dear Abby." The principles of good nutrition are reduced to variety, balance, and moderation. Chapters include basic nutrition
concepts,
how to evaluate
nutrition information, food supplements.
"junk foods"
and "fast foods," and a mini-encyclopedia
of "health
foods" and related products. The widely misunderstood
topics of food additives, sugar in the diet, healthy vegetarian eating and practical weight control are presented
extremely
well. Alcoholic beverages,
caffeine-containing drinks, and hard vs. soft water are dealt with as
••fluid facts." "Tips for teenagers" covers crash dieting.
eating disorders, and alleged performance aids for athletes. After providing much-needed
information on the
role of diet in cancer and heart disease. the book offers
some practical sample diets, a glossary of terms and an
excellent list of reliable information sources.
The outstanding feature of this book is its readability. This is the book for unsophisticated readers who
desire practical nutrition advice. Nutrition educators
can benefit by seeing how scientific nutrition concepts
can be simplified without sacrificing accuracy.

Dr. Jarvis is Professor of Health Education at Loma Linda University and President of the National Council Against Health
Fraud, Inc.
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VARIETYAND BALANCE:
WHATDO THEYMEAN?
EleanorN. Whitn~y,Ph.d., R.D.
Linda K. DeBruyne,M.S., R.D.

Nutrition professionals commonly say that people should eat a "balanced" and "varied" diet. This article discusses what these terms mean and why this
advice is given.
A diet is balanced if it contains appropriate
amounts of each nutrient. The importance of dietary
balance can be illustrated by the essential minerals, iron
and calcium. Inadequate iron intake causes iron-deficiency anemia. while insufficient calcium intake can
cause poor bone development during childhood and
contributes to bone loss (osteoporosis) in adults. Foods
rich in highly absorbable iron. such as meats. are poor
sources of calcium. On the other hand. foods rich in
calcium (milk and milk products) are relatively poor
sources of absorbable iron.
The notion to grasp from this illustration is that a
diet is balanced only when a variety of foods are eaten
in moderation. Iron and calcium are only two of more
than 40 essential nutrients. and meats and milk products are only two of the groups into which foods are
usually classified. No single food is complete or perfect
(except perhaps breast milk for newborn infants). An
ideal balance of foods requires a varied selection from
all the food groups to deliver optimal amounts of all the
nutrients.
To simplify food selection, various systems of
food grouping have been devised. The most familiar one
in the United States is that of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. It fits the major foods into four groups:
1. Meat and meat alternates (poultry, fish, eggs,
nuts, dried peas and beans)
2. Milk and milk products
3. Fruits and vegetables
4. Grains (breads, cereal and pasta products).
This plan is commonly referred to as the Basic Four
Food Group concept or "Basic Four.'' It specifies that certain quantities of food must be consumed from each
group as noted in the table in the next column.
Items that don't fit into any of the Basic Four Food
Groups can be grouped into a fifth (non-basic) miscellaneous or "extras" category which includes candy
and confectionery products. butter. margarine. cream,
sour cream. salad dressing, mayonnaise, jam, jelly,
broth, coffee, tea, alcoholic beverages, sodas, and various synthetic products. Some of these products contribute nutrients to the day's intake, but their main
contribution is calories. They do not contain enough

other nutrients to warrant inclusion in one of the basic
food groups, and most contain mainly fat. sugar and/or
water.
The Basic Four FoodGroups

FoodGroup

Daily Servings
(for Adults)

Meat and meat
alternates

2

Milk and milk
products
Fruits and
vegetables

2

Grains (bread and
cereal products)
a.
b.

c.

4

4

Main Nutrient Contribution
High-quality protein; iron. riboflavin, niacin, zinc, B-12,a
thiamin
Calcium. high-quality
protein,
riboflavin, zinc, 8-12, thiamin
Vitamin A, vitamin C,b thiamin;
additional iron and riboflavin;
fiber. folacin
Additional niacin, iron and thiamine; zinc in whole grains:
fiber

Vitamin B-12 is contributed only by tho animal foodsources in this group.
Dark green and deep orange vegetables are reliable vitamin A sources; other fruits and
vegetables are not. For vitamin C. citrus fruits. green leafy vegetables, and other selected
fruits and vcgctublos are superior sources.
One 5erving is not a significant source of any of these nutrients, but the recommended
four servings contribute significant quantities to the diet. Whole-grain bread and cereal
products provide more fiber than do refined ones.

Despite much study and effort in its development. the Basic Four Food Group concept has critics.
One critical comment has been that two of the four
groups (milk and meat) are animal products, which
might lead people to think that half the foods they consume should be milk and meat-which would cause the
diet to be undesirably high in saturated fats. However,
this criticism ignores the presence of non-meat foods in
the meat group and the recommendation of two portions
from the milk group, two portions from the meat group.
but eight portions from the plant food groups. Calorie
and portion sizes vary among foods within each group.
Another criticism is that it is possible for some
people to follow the plan's rules and still fail to meet the
day's needs for a few nutrients-most
notably iron, vitamin B-6. zinc and magnesium. This criticism is only
valid if one ignores the need for variety within each food
group.
"Serving size'' has been defined for exchangeable
portions containing approximately the same number of
calories and energy nutrients (protein, fat, and carbohydrate). The exchange system used in this country was
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devised by the American Dietetic Association and is
available in booklet form for $1.00 from the Association
(430 N. Michigan Ave .. Chicago. IL 60611). This system
contains six food lists. each with a typical member and
portion size specified to help remember it:
• Milk-1 cup skim milk (80 calories)
• Vegetable-1/2 cup green beans (25 calories)
• Fruit-1/2 small banana (40 calories)
• Bread-1 slice bread (70 calories)
• Meat-1 ounce lean meat or low-fat cheese (55
calories)
• Fat-1 teaspoon butter (45 calories)
Although exchange lists were originally developed for diabetics, they are now in general use for
diet planning. For nutrient adequacy. a food group plan
should be used. To control calories as well. it is convenient to use the exchange lists as guides. For example. the
bread list notes that one slice of bread. which contains
15 grams of carbohydrates, 2 grams of protein and 70
calories is equal to:
• 3/4 cup ready-to-eat cereal
1
• /2 cup cooked beans
• 1/3 cup corn
• 1 small potato.

When nutrition professionals speak of "variety,''
they are suggesting not only that foods be selected from
all of the basic food groups but also that selections
within each group be varied. Variety is important for
two reasons. First, even within the food groups, some
foods are better sources of certain nutrients than other
foods are. For example, when you drink orange juice,
you do well in vitamin C and potassium: and when you
eat a peach, you get the benefit of its vitamin A and
riboflavin.
The second reason why eating a variety of foods
within each group is important is that many foods contain small amounts of undesirable constituents and also
a variety of contaminants. The wider the variety of
foods consumed, the smaller the chance that any adverse substance will reach a hazardous level in the overall diet.
Dr. Whitney is president of The Nutrition Company, Tallahassee, Florida, a professional group which develops educational materials and presents workshops on nutrition and
health topics. She is also co-author of the third edition of Nutrition Concepts and Controversies [West, 1985). Ms. DeBruyne is
an associate of The Nutrition Company.

BRIEFS
Sodium labeling postponed. The FDA's requirement
that sodium content information be added to product
labels disclosing other nutritional data has been delayed
one year to July 1. 1986. According to an agency
spokesman, the extension was based on requests from
about 40 manufacturers and supermarket chains who
said they needed more time to comply.

Vitamin classic revised. An updated edition of Vitamins and Minerals: Help or Harm?, by Charles W.
Marshall, Ph.D., is now available in paperback for $10.95
from the George F. Stickley Co., 210 W. Washington Sq.,
Philadelphia, PA 19106. Judged the best trade book of
1983 by the American Medical Writers Association,
Marshall's work has also been adopted by Consumer
Reports Books as a special publication of Consumers
Union.

Study of salt intake. Intersalt, administered by Northwestern University and the London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine, has begun a study relating salt
intake to blood pressure in more than 50 population
groups throughout the world. According to an article in
Medical World News, the researchers plan to collect data
from 100 men and 100 women ages 20 to 59 in each
study population by mid-1986.

Action on saccharin moratorium. By a 94-1 vote. the
U.S. Senate approved legislation extending for two years
the ban on FDA action to bar saccharin from the marketplace. An attempted amendment to require diet
drink manufacturers to indicate the amount of aspartame per serving on their product labels was defeated by
a 68-27 vote.
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Raw milk implicated in salmonella outbreak. Government investigators probing the largest recorded outbreak of Salmonella typhimurium in U.S. history have
found evidence that the problem was caused by small
amounts of unpasteurized milk that became mixed with
the supply of pasteurized low-fat milk at the Hillfarm
Dairy in suburban Chicago. After the milk was sold
through Jewel Food Stores, the infection-a type of diarrhea-was spread to more than 15,000 people in Illinois
and several neighboring states.
Fluoridation case. The Pennsylvania Public Utilities
Commission (PUC) has ruled that it does not have the
authority to make fluoridation a condition for approval
of a rate increase. Instead it said the decision about
fluoridation rests with the Department of Health and
the Department of Environmental Resources. agencies
which have a more primary concern with water quality.
The ruling was prompted by a formal complaint against
the Philadelphia Suburban Water Company by Sheldon
Rovin, D.D.S.. who charged that the company-which
serves about 50 communities-was
providing substandard service by not fluoridating the water. (Dr. Rovin is a
professor at the University of Pennsylvania School of
Dental Medicine and a contributing editor to Nutrition
Forum.) Health professionals who testified at a hearing
last year argued that lack of fluoridation should have
direct bearing on rates since unfluoridated water has
less value. The PUC decision has been appealed to
Pennsylvania's Commonwealth Court.
Superhealthy doctors? According to a report in Medical
Tribune, the nearly 22.000 physicians in the nationwide
aspirin/beta-carotene
study [see NF 1:7, 1:23] are proving so healthy that study leaders have proposed extending the trial from five years to eight in order to gather
more data. At the 2-year mark, the participants' death
rate appears to be less than 25% that of white males
aged 40-84 in the general population. Only 11%of the
trial population are smokers.

Free newsletter for professionals. Nutrition, health
care or home economics professionals in the U.S. and
territories can obtain a free subscription to Food & Nutrition News. published five times a year by the National
Live Stock & Meat Board, 444 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. IL 60611. For those in other countries, the cost is $2
per calendar year or $5 for three years. Subscription
requests should specify job category.
Diet products trimmed. According to the FDA Press Office. all manufacturers of DHEA and CCK diet tablets
contacted by the FDA have agreed to stop marketing
their products. The promises came in response to warning letters issued in April by the agency [see NF 2:31 and
2:38].
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Hope springs eternal for dieters. The monthly newsletter Life Extension Digest observed in its April issue: "We
were able to account for 338 diet plans and products
over the past four years. Many have gone out of business. However, new promoters, most with the same old
claims and exaggerations, continue to appear:'
Caries vaccine.The National Institute of Dental Research has estimated that an oral vaccine to immunize
children against Streptococcus mutans, a bacterium that
causes tooth decay by converting sugar into acids which
erode tooth enamel, may only be three to five years
away.
Malnutrition seen in hospitals. A study coordinated by
the University of Illinois has found that 58% of 3.172
patients admitted to 33 Illinois hospitals showed evidence of malnutrition. The indicators measured were
serum albumin, hemoglobin, total lymphocyte count
and weight-for-height measurement. Savatri Karnath,
Ph.D., head of nutrition and medical dietetics at the
University told American Medical News: "While our
study included the largest number of patients and
widest spectrum of institutions of any study to date. the
results are consistent with a number of single-hospital
studies in other parts of the country. Taken as a group
they suggest that malnutrition is a pervasive problem
among people being admitted to U.S. hospitals."

Infant tooth protection. The Maine Department of
Human Services has published a 12''x16" color poster to
warn parents that putting infants to bed with bottles
containing milk or sweetened liquids can be hazardous
lo their teeth. The poster depicts mild, moderate and
severe cases of "nursing bottle mouth syndrome·· and
recommends that if a bottle is needed for comfort, it
should be filled with water. The agency also suggests
that teeth and gums be cleaned after every feeding with
a washcloth or gauze square. Posters are available for $1
from the Maine Department of Human Services, Office
of Dental Health, State House. Station 11. Augusta, ME
04333. Checks should be made payable to "Treasurer.
State of Maine."
More troubles for GNC. On April 13th. Gary A. Daum
was dismissed as president of General Nutrition Inc., the
nation's largest health food store chain. In an article in
The Wall Street Journal. Daum attributed his dismissal
to disagreements over authority between him and the
heirs of GNC's founder, David Shakarian, who died last
September. GNC's earnings for the fiscal year ending
February 2nd had plunged to $11 million from $24.9
million the year before. And actions against GNC by a
former supplier, a competing health food store chain,
and several federal agencies were running up legal bills
into the millions.
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GNC AGREESTO STOP CLAIMS
CHALLENGEDBY POSTALSERVICE

General Nutrition Corporation (GNC) has promised to stop making various unproven claims for 14 of its
products sold by mail. Nine had been alleged to cause
weight loss, three were claimed to enhance mental acuity, one was alleged to prevent cancer. and one was
claimed to have special muscle-building properties.
Advertisements
for these products had been
challenged in False Representation Complaints filed last
year by the U.S. Postal Service. (Thirteen of the products
were discussed in the January 1985 issue of Nutrition
Forum: the other was Risk Modifier, a vitamin/mineral
mixture that supposedly helps prevent cancer.) On February 26, 1985. the company signed consent agreements
which, if violated, could trigger fines of up to $10,000
per day per product. Unless based on competent scientific studies. claims of the following type are now
prohibited:
• that any product consisting of vitamins. minerals, RNA, amino acids, choline or other lipotropic substance. phenylalanine.
lecithin. or any mixture or
combination thereof. will benefit memory or help mental performance.
• that ingestion of 1-glutamine will have a significant effect on the user's emotional balance or mental
acuity
• that ingestion of any product consisting of proteins, amino acids, vitamins. minerals, or any mixture
or combination thereof, will, by itself. cause significant
build-up of muscle tissue
• that ingestion of any food supplement consisting
of vitamins and minerals will decrease the risk of being
afflicted with cancer
• that spirulina can "turn off" or otherwise affect
the appetite control center in the brain. thereby causing
the user to eat less
• that ingestion of glucomannan or any similar
fibrous substance will cause an overweight person to eat
significantly less food. cause significantly fewer calories
to be absorbed by the body. or cause an overweight person to lose any significant amount of weight
• that any product consisting of amino acids, vitamins, minerals, "lipotropic substances," dietary fiber,
herbs. or any mixture or combination thereof, can cause
significant weight reduction
• that "growth hormone releasers" or dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) are safe to ingest
• that application of any product to the skin can
result in significant loss of body fat.
Several of the consent agreements state that un-
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less a product has been proven effective, it cannot be
advertised as a weight-reduction aid without a clear and
conspicuous disclosure that adherence to a reduced calorie diet or an exercise program is necessary for weight
reduction. Consistent with this requirement, recent ads
for GNC's Grapefruit Diet with Glucomannan contain
the following statement: "Losing weight requires a reduction in calorie intake. Use this diet product with the
included reduced calorie menu plan. Weight loss will
depend upon your body size, calorie intake and level of
activity." [Editor's note: This is the first disclaimer of this
type I have seen in a diet product ad.]
The main weapons used by the Postal Service to
combat deceptive mail-order schemes are False Representation Orders that block receipt of money mailed by
prospective customers. Years ago, such orders applied
only to specific advertising claims for specific products
sold by companies named in the orders. But they did not
prevent offenders from making similar claims for similar products or changing company names with the hope
of profiting before the Postal Service was able to stop the
new scheme. However. amendments to the mail fraud
laws that took effect in 1983 enable the Postal Service to
investigate cases quickly and to seek large financial
penalties against repeat offenders.

____

QUESTION BOX ___

___,

Q. What is the American Academy of Certified
Medical Nutritionists?
A. It is a nonprofit
professional
organization
founded in February 1984 to represent physicians
with proven competence in the subspecialty of
clinical nutrition. Members must be certified by
the American Board of Nutrition, which requires:
board-certification
in a medical specialty, completion of significant nutrition research, and passage
of written and oral examinations. The Academy's
of accreditation
goals include: 1) development
standards for clinical nutrition services, practice
and training; 2) promotion of interprofessional collaboration and information exchange; and 3) dissemination of accurate information through the
media to the general public. The Academy's address is 1119 Rockville Pike, N. Bethesda. MD
20852. A membership directory is available for $5.
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FDA RESPONDSTO CONSUMERREPORTSARTICLE
StephenBarrett, M.D.

The Food and Drug Administration wasted no
time in responding to Foods, Drugs, or Frauds?. the 9page cover story in the May 1985 Consumer Reports
which sharply criticized the agency's regulatory policies
toward quack products. On April 16, FDA Commissioner Frank E. Young, M.D., Ph.D., sent a letter to the
editor citing recent agency actions and stating that "increased activity against quackery is one of FDA's top
priorities in our soon-to-be-released Action Plan." An
FDA Talk Paper dated April 24. 1985, distributed with
copies of Dr. Young's letter, added that: "Many of the
products mentioned in the article were known to the
FDA and were under investigation, covered by the OTC
drug review or already acted upon by the agency. Those
new to the agency will be scheduled for coverage in the
future."
The Consumer Reports' article contains a chart of
42 companies marketing or distributing products in violation of federal laws, and the article's text names several others. According to FDA press officer Bruce
Brown, four of the companies are under investigation
and ten have been subjected to FDA enforcement action
(including one that took place 23 years ago). But. said
Brown. the agency had no knowledge of the illegal activities of 25 companies cited in the magazine's report.
This is a very dismal record. The methods used
by Consumer Reports to gather information were simple
and took little time. Moreover, several weeks before the
investigation began, I mailed the names and addresses of
8 of the 25 companies to Joseph Hile, the FDAs top enforcement official. suggesting that he send for their catalogues because I believed these companies might be
breaking the law. After personally confronting Commissioner Young at the FDAs October 9th press conference
on quackery [see NF 2:9]. I mailed the same list to him
and to a member of the FDAs health fraud branch. How
the agency can claim no knowledge of these companies
or their products six months later is beyond my
comprehension.
Just as serious is the pretense that the FDA's dealings with the companies "known," ·•under investigation," or "acted against" are significant. Most of these
companies did not stop breaking the law as a result. (For
example. most who made labeling changes for a single
product continued to market others just as illegally.
Moreover, the agency commonly "investigates" for more
than a year before taking action against illegally marketed food supplements.) The actions referred to by the
talk paper involve warning letters, seizures. and civil
court procedures under a regulatory policy that rarely
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prevents lawbreakers from making large profits [see NF
1:1-2].

A similar report. published on April 29th by
Newsday (Garden City. New York). described how local
company officials knew they were violating the law by
making unsubstantiated claims. One even said he had
notified the agency of what he was doing (with the hope
of gaining approval) and, having had no response within
30 days as requested. was restoring label claims forbidden by the FDA in 1982. (In the interim. the agency had
taken no action when he continued to make the illegal
claims in literature sold with the product.)
The Consumer Reports investigation collected evidence regarding hundreds of products marketed with
unapproved therapeutic claims. Although Consumers
Union is willing to provide this material to the FDA, no
request from the agency has been received so far.
During the past year, the FDA has greatly stepped
up its educational efforts against quackery-a
program
that deserves great praise. It has also increased its investigatory efforts. (For example, after undercover agents
gathered evidence at a health expo held last February.
thirteen companies were warned to either stop selling
their products or face legal action.) But I believe-as do
the editors of Consumer Reports-that only a systematic
program of early detection and criminal prosecution
that deters violations can solve the problem of illegally
marketed food supplements. No such policy appears to
be under consideration. The FDAs "soon-to-be-released
Action Plan." drafted last September, is merely a list of
generalities.

Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is
co-author/editor of 20 books including Vitamins and ''Health"
Foods: The Great American Hustle. In 1984, he received an
FDA Commissioner's Special Citation Award for Public Service
in combatting nutrition quackery. The May 1985 issue of Consumer Reports can be obtained for $3 from the Back Issue
Dept., Consumer Reports, P.O. Box 2840, Boulder, CO 80322.
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THE SULFITEDILEMMA
KathleenA. Meister,M.S.
Bills are now pending in both houses of Congress
to ban certain uses of the food additives known as sulfiting agents and call for prompt reassessment by the FDA
of all other uses of these substances. This situation is
extraordinary: Congress has intervened only once before in FDA regulation of a specific food additive (by
repeatedly preventing the agency from banning saccharin). However, the additives in question are also extraordinary. They have been thought safe for centuries
and have a complex pattern of use. Yet in the past decade, they have been found to cause severe adverse reactions in sensitive individuals, presumably including 12
deaths, according to the most recent FDA figures.
The sulfiting agents comprise sulfur dioxide and
five inorganic sulfite salts that release it: potassium
bisulfite, potassium metabisulfite. sodium bisulfite, sodium metabisulfite and sodium sulfite. Their use in
foods can be traced back to the ancient Romans, who
burned sulfur and bubbled the resulting sulfur dioxide
gas through wine in order to stop fermentation at the
desired point. Sulfiting agents are still used today to
control microorganisms that could produce undesirable
changes in wine. In addition. they are used in many
foods and drugs as antioxidants to delay undesirable
chemical changes such as browning. Sulfites are used
with various frequencies in the processing of food ingredients such as gelatin, beet sugar, corn sweeteners and
food starches. And they are ingredients in many processed foods, including certain baked goods, dried fruits
(except dark raisins and prunes), a few types of fruit
drinks, beers and vegetable products (especially dried
vegetables).
Contrary to popular belief, sulfites are not used
only for cosmetic purposes; they have a variety of useful
technical effects. For example: during the wet milling of
corn, they control microorganisms; in frozen doughs,
they serve as reducing agents or dough conditioners;
and for some foods, such as maraschino cherries, they
serve as bleaching agents. They can also prevent both
enzymatic browning (in fresh fruits and vegetables} and
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non-enzymatic
browning (in dried fruits and dehydrated potatoes).
Sulfites are added to some domestic and virtually
all imported fresh shrimp to prevent blackening. Sulfiting agents are also sold as ·•vegetable fresheners" and
"potato whitening agents." As such. they may be used in
restaurants and other food service establishments to
keep raw fruits and vegetables (particularly those displayed in salad bars) looking fresh, and to prevent discoloration of a wide variety of potato products.
Sulfiting agents are legally classified as Generally
Recognized As Safe (GRAS) substances. In 1976, as part
of a comprehensive review of the safety of GRAS substances, an expert panel organized for the FDA by the
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology (FASEB) concluded that the available scientific evidence did not indicate that customary use of sulfites
posed a health hazard to the public. In 1982, based
largely on this report, FDA proposed to affirm the GRAS
status of four of the sulfiting agents. However, in these
intervening six years, reports of adverse reactions had
begun to appear in the scientific literature. Since 1982,
they have been widely publicized in the lay press as
well, and some consumer organizations have been campaigning for restrictions on sulfite use.
One such group was founded by B. Carolyn
Knight, a woman from California who has suffered severe adverse reactions to sulfiting agents. Ms. Knight, an
asthmatic, describes herself as a "canary in a coal mine"
and wrote a book by that name which was published
this year by Aristan Press [P.O. Box 395, Placentia, California]. Although her story is moving, her analogy is
incorrect. Unlike the canaries which were taken into
mines to alert miners to poison gases, individuals who
react to sulfites do not represent an advance warning of
danger to the general public. Sulfites are hazardous to
only a small fraction of the population which is especially sensitive to them.
It has been estimated that between 5 and 10 percent of asthmatics are sulfite-sensitive, although recent
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data from the University of Wisconsin indicate that the
prevalence is more like 1 to 2 percent. The Wisconsin
data also show that steroid-dependent asthmatics are
the primary population at risk. When exposed to sufficient amounts of sulfiting agents. these individuals may
experience asthma attacks of varying degrees of severity. Other symptoms such as hives. diarrhea, other gastrointestinal symptoms. and symptoms suggestive of
anaphylactic shock have been reported. but these symptoms have not been documented in controlled challenge
trials. The well-documented cases of sulfite sensitivity
all involve asthmatics, some of whom have been shown
to suffer asthma attacks when exposed to sulfiting
agents under controlled laboratory conditions or to sulfites used in preservatives contained in medications
used to treat asthma. There have also been a few anecdotal reports of people with no history of asthma becoming very ill after exposure to sulfites. However, in
most of these cases, it is not clear whether the sulfites
were actually responsible.
The mechanism of sulfite sensitivity is not
known. One hypothesis. proposed by Drs. Donald D.
Stevenson and Ronald A. Simon of the Scripps Clinic
and Research Foundation.
two of the leading researchers on sulfite sensitivity, is that sulfite-sensitive
asthmatics have a partial deficiency of sulfite oxidase,
the enzyme that converts sulfites into harmless sulfate.
Stevenson and Simon believe that sulfiting agents can
trigger asthma attacks in all asthmatics if a sufficient
quantity reaches the lungs. Ingested sulfites are ordinarily converted to sulfate before they reach the lungs
via the bloodstream. However, in a person with the postulated enzyme deficiency, a dangerous amount of sulfite could reach the lungs intact.
It is known that some people are born with a total
deficiency of sulfite oxidase. but the existence of partial
deficiencies has not been conclusively established. Individuals with the total deficiency are mentally retarded
and have other severe abnormalities. presumably because they cannot handle the sulfite generated by their
own bodies (mostly from the metabolism of the amino
acid cysteine). According to Stevenson and Simon. individuals with asthma who have the postulated partial
deficiency have enough enzyme to deal with this endogenous sulfite but may not be able to handle a sulfite
load introduced from outside the body.
Other researchers suspect that sulfite sensitivity
may be caused by direct irritation rather than an enzyme deficiency. and they suspect that sulfiting agents
may reach the lungs directly (through inhalation of sulfur dioxide given off from sulfited foods or through
burping when sulfites are present in the stomach) rather
than through the bloodstream.
Most of the clinical research on sulfites has involved the administration of known amounts of free sulfite to sulfite-sensitive individuals. However, it is not
known-and
it is desirable to know-whether
the adverse response of sensitive individuals is influenced by
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the form of the sulfite (free, irreversibly bound. or reversibly bound) and by the presence of other food ingredients that accompany sulfites in normal diets.
Sulfites pose complex regulatory problems. Ordinarily, substances are not banned from the food supply because a small segment of the population is
sensitive to them. ll this were done. most foods would
have to be banned. since there are people allergic or
intolerant to practically everything we eat. However,
there is an urgent need to protect sulfite-sensitive individuals from life-threatening exposure to sulfites, and
this may well require banning some uses of sulfiting
agents.
The usual regulatory solution to allergy and sensitivity problems is labeling to help sensitive individuals
avoid the offending ingredient. Currently. not all uses of
sulfites appear on the label. When sulfites are used as
direct food additives (as in dried fruit). they must be
listed as ingredients. However. when they are present as
indirect additives (used in the processing of ingredients
which later become part of the final food product) they
are not listed. The use of sulfiting agents on bulk foods,
such as raw shrimp, is not indicated on the label (if
indeed these products are labeled at all). Nor is their use
required on the label of alcoholic beverages, which are
under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF) rather than the FDA.
The use of sulfiting agents on restaurant foods
poses the most difficult problems. Most of the reported
severe reactions to sulfites involve restaurant foods,
probably because the free sulfite residues remaining on
these foods. which are treated shortly before consumption, are generally much greater than those on processed foods treated with sulfites. Also, the potential for
abuse of sulfites may be greater in restaurants. No
mechanism for warning diners about potential hazards
in restaurant foods has been accepted by all of the parties concerned. Moreover, although the FDA probably
has the authority to regulate the use of sulfiting agents
in restaurants. control of food in restaurants has traditionally been left to state and local authorities.
The FDA has urged states to require restaurants
to warn patrons about the use of sulfites through menu
statements. placards, or similar means. but few states
have complied. The restaurant industry (through its
trade group, the National Restaurant Association) has
vehemently opposed sulfite labeling in restaurants, conCopyright© 1985by the GEORGE F.STICKLEY COMPANY
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tending that it is unworkable, that non-sensitive individuals would be misinformed by it, and that restaurant
personnel often do not know whether sulfites are present in a food, since they may be added by suppliers.
Fresh fruits and vegetables for salads and potatoes for
cooking are often sold to restaurants in cut-up form and
treated with sulfiting agents by the supplier.
The National Restaurant Association has urged
its members to discontinue the use of sulfiting agents
and reports that most have done so (although the supplier problem remains). The Association would prefer a
ban on the use of sulfites in restaurants to a labeling
requirement.
A total ban on sulfites is not under consideration.
Some uses of sulfites appear to be essential. It has been
claimed, probably correctly. that both wine and dried
fruit could not be produced commercially without
them. There are substitutes for some other uses of sulfiting agents, but they are generally more expensive and
less effective. Many uses of sulfiting agents in food processing leave such small residues that they are not likely
to pose hazards even to highly sensitive individuals.
The FDA has stated in the past that the sulfite
problem can be solved by labeling. but it is doubtful that
the agency still holds this view. A special FASEB panel
which reexamined the status of sulfiting agents for the
FDA contended in a tentative report issued in the Fall of
1984 that labeling would be sufficient. The panel concluded only that ''appropriate identification of foods
containing sulfiting agents should be instituted to enable those sensitive to these substances to avoid them.''
However, after considering the information presented in
an open hearing and in written comments, the panel
concluded in its final report issued in January 1985 that
additional labeling requirements alone would not assure protection. The panel said that problems are "particularly likely when sulfite-treated fresh fruits and
vegetables and precut potato products are dispensed in
food service establishments or sold in grocery stores.
and consumers. servers, and store personnel are not
aware that sulfiting agents are present" and that "discontinuance of these uses should be encouraged by appropriate use of the regulatory process:·
These specific uses of sulfites would be banned
under legislation proposed by Senator Albert Gore (DTenn) and Representative Ron Wyden (D-Oregon). Their
identical bills introduced in both houses of Congress
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would declare sulfiting agents unsafe for use on any
fruit or vegetable sold for consumption in the raw state
and on any potato which is cut and sold to be cooked
before consumption (except for dehydrated potatoes).
The Gore/Wyden bills may never reach a vote,
however, because the FDA may take similar action and
make their passage unnecessary. At a Congressional
hearing in March 1985, FDA Commissioner Dr. Frank E.
Young was severely criticized for his agency's inaction
on sulfites. Following that hearing. the agency has reportedly taken steps toward several sulfite-related actions. One is a field survey of the uses of sulfites in
foods. This may sound ridiculously basic, but it is necessary because reliable data on sulfite use and consumption do not exist. The reasons for this lack include: 1)
difficulty in accurately assessing the amounts of sulfites
added to foods; 2) the often substantial differences between the amount of sulfite added to a food and the
amount remaining in the final product; 3) inadequate
methods of accurately measuring free and bound sulfites in food; 4) the extensive use of food-grade sulfites in
drugs and other non-food products: and 5) the fact that
some people are exposed to sulfites through the air.
On April 3rd, the FDA proposed that sulfites be
declared on the labels of all foods which contain detectable levels of 10 parts per million (ppm) or higher,
whether they were added to the food or to one of its
ingredients. Whether this regulation could be enforced
is uncertain, however, because some experts contend
that even the best analytical methods for sulfites are not
reliable at levels below 50 ppm.
Finally, the FDA is apparently planning to propose a ban similar to that proposed by Gore and Wyden,
except that it may not exempt dehydrated potatoes. In
the past. the BATF has stated that it would follow the
FDA's lead if it decides that sulfite labeling is necessary.
The FDA has made this decision and has informed
BATF of its action.
Mrs. Meister is a research associate with the American Council on Science and Health. A free leaflet that tells hypersensitive asthmatics how to avoid sulfiting agents when dining out
has been released by the National Restaurant Association together with the American College of Allergists. For a copy,
send a self-addressed 4"x9½" envelope to Kathy Hall, National
Restaurant Association, 311 First St., N.W., Washington. DC
20001.
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BILL TO OUTLAWFLUORIDATIONAPPEARS DEAD
On March 19th, U.S. Congressman John Seiberling (D-Ohio) introduced legislation intended to stop
fluoridation throughout the United States. The proposed
bill (H.R. 1589}would amend section 1450 of title XIV of
the Public Health Service Act (the Safe Water Drinking
Act} to prohibit the addition of any chemicals to drinking water for any purpose except: 1}to make the water
safe for human consumption; 2} to test the water for
contamination; or 3) to improve the water's taste or
clarity.
With the bills introduction, Seiberling stated into
the Congressional Record his belief that fluoride may be
a threat to health "for at least some people." He also said.
"We should be especially concerned about the precedent created by adding chemicals to the public water
supply in order to treat a small segment of the public ...
whether they want it or not. If it can be done with one
chemical in the name of combatting tooth decay, why
not add iodides to combat goiter. potassium to combat
high blood pressure, tranquilizers to combat tension,

and so on. The possibilities are endless. The dangers are
obvious:'
The National Health Federation initiated a letterwriting campaign in support of H.R. 1589. Among its
arguments are assertions that "fluorine is a cumulative
poison" and that "storing fluoride at the source of our
water supplies is an open invitation to terrorists."
Both houses of Congres~ subsequently approved
reauthorization of the Safe Water Drinking Act without
Rep. Seiberling's amendment. Differences between the
House and Senate versions are being worked out in conference committee, but Seiberling's amendment can no
longer be considered part of this process. Although H.R.
1589 could conceivably see action as an independent
bill, knowledgeable observers give it little chance for
further consideration. So far only six congressmen have
become co-sponsors: Norman Lent (R-NY). Robert
Lagomarsino (R-CA), Walter Fauntroy (D-DC). Parren
Mitchell (D-MD}.Joseph Addabbo (D-NY},and Edolphus
Towns (D-NY}.

CHINESEFOOD:DIETOF THE PAST
MAYBE DIETOF THEFUTURE
JacquelineM. Newman,Ph.D., R.D.
In the American culture, food is viewed in many
ways. In the March Nutrition Forum, dietitian Virginia
Aronson said that eating should be one of life's great
pleasures. How unusual to be reminded of this. Every
month. many magazines recommend food restrictions
and diets for weight loss, disease prevention, and/or
cure. Amazingly, most are purported to be new and revolutionary. If new diets are needed that frequently, of
what value are they?
The Chinese have not had a new diet for centuries. Their old one was intended not only for enjoyment but also for good health. Food and diet. especially
for the prevention of ill health, have always been of
great importance to the Chinese. Their culture expresses care and concern in the acts of purchasing, preparing and cooking food, and especially in eating. a joy
appreciated at all levels of society.
In the 8th century A.D., a Chinese book called
One Thousand Golden Prescriptions advised that rice
polishings could be used for a disease whose symptoms
are now recognized as those of beri-beri. It was not until
many centuries later that a cure for this vitamin B deficiency was discovered in the West. Records from 300
years later indicate that an emperor's physician pre-
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scribed a special diet for the recovery of his majesty, a
diet he believed would help-and help it did. In the late
1500's, a Jesuit priest commented after a visit that Chinese people who did not die of famine or contagious
disease were living longer than Europeans. Furthermore, the priest said, the Chinese retained physical
powers as they aged and lived to 70 and beyond.
The Chinese traditionally believe that each meal
has five basic taste sensations: sweet. sour, briny. hot
and bitter. To make such meals, a large assortment of
foods must be prepared, though few in large amounts.
This broad variety of foods at each meal provides nutritional balance and a large variety of needed macro- and
micronutrients. Great flexibility in meal planning and
food consumption is possible because of unlimited use
of fresh fruits and vegetables, limited amounts of animal
protein, and less animal fats than in typical American
diets. Since foods are cooked quickly (mostly stir-fried
or steamed), they retain more vitamins and minerals
than do those cooked by most Western methods. and no
cooking liquids rich in nutrients go uneaten.
An additional principle is frugality. The Chinese
believe that overindulgence in food or drink is a sin. At
the dinner table. many a wise Chinese parent tells his
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offspring that the ideal amount for every meal is ''chi fen
pao," which translates to "70 percent full." The degree of
fullness is to be kept in mind throughout the day. The
Chinese rarely snack between meals because they want
to stay "chi fen pao." Soups are their beverage of choice
at mealtime, and desserts, as Americans know them, are
only special occasion foods. After meals, the Chinese eat
fresh fruit or nuts.
Another dietary principle involves the division of
"fan" and "tsai." Fan. the grain or starch component of
the meal is considered the primary food without which
one truly cannot be full. The importance of the word
"fan" is indicated by its use in the Chinese language.
How are you is an expression asking whether you have
had your fan. And those who are unemployed have no
"fan," or more exactly translated. no rice bowl. "Tsai."
the vegetable or vegetable plus meat component, is said
to complement or enhance the "fan."
Under Chinese philosophy, meat is rarely served
in large pieces or large amounts. Rather it accompanies
or is mixed with vegetables to enhance the meal's taste.
Meat is also believed to make the meal healthy. but only
if used in appropriate amounts. The Chinese consume
both fan and tsai at every meal. The amount of fan
considered appropriate is about 60%. More than half of
the remainder, counted in calories, will be from fruits
and vegetables. which leaves only 15% from meat and
fat. However, on holidays and special occasions. meat
can be served in fan amounts. and fan itself takes a
lesser role.
The last important principle of Chinese eating
embodies balancing "yin" and "yang," which are said to
denote the negative and positive cosmic polarities:
female versus male. darkness versus light, or cold versus
hot. Many foods and cooking processes are classified as
yin or yang. The Chinese believe that balance of these
opposing forces is vital to good health because excess of
either results in disease.
When illness occurs, counterbalance
is believed
to restore the body to health. For example, "weak
blood," pregnancy, menstruation.
shivering, cancer,
being elderly. and wasting are considered "yin" health
conditions that require rebuilding of lost strength with
"yang" foods. These include beef, chicken, chicken
soup. eggs, garlic, ginger root. pork liver. shellfish, tangerines. and tomatoes.
On the other hand. "yang" health conditions,
such as fever, hypertension, sore throat. upset stomachs.
general infections, and blood ailments are said to warrant a diet rich in "yin" foods. These foods include
boiled items, most greens. lots of water. bland foods. and
many white foods including potatoes, bean curd, turnip
and milk.
Overall, Chinese dietary principles bear striking
resemblance to today's modern principles of dietary balance, variety and moderation. The traditional Chinese
diet is well-balanced, high in fiber and low in saturated
fats. Almost one-fourth of the world's population is eat-
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ing the Chinese way. It well may be the diet of the
future.
For further reading:
Chang, B.: Some dietary beliefs in Chinese folk culture. Journal of the American Dietetic Association 65:436, 1974.
Chang, K.C., editor: Food in Chinese Culture. Yale University
Press, New Haven, 1977.
Chao, B.Y.: How to Cook and Eat Chinese. Vintage Books, New
York, 1963.
Hsu, L. and Tung, T.C.: Nutrition concepts and dietary practices in China. Progress in Food and Nutrition Science
2:499-503, 1977.

Koo, L.C.: The use of food to treat and prevent disease in Chinese culture. Social Science and Medicine 18:757-766, 1984.
Koo, L.C.: Traditional Chinese diet and its relationship to
health. Kroeber Anthropological Papers 47-48: 116-147, 1973.
Ludman, E.K. and Newman, J.M.: Yin and yang in the healthrelated food practice of three Chinese groups. Journal of
Nutrition Educntion 16(1): 3-5, 1984.
Newman, J.M. and Ludman, E.K.: Chinese elderly: food habits
and beliefs. Journal of Nutrition for the Elderly 4(2): 3-13,
1984.

Newman, J.M. and Linke, R.: Chinese food immigrant food
habits: a study of the nature and direction of change. Royal

Society of Health Journal 102: 268-271, 1982.
Whang, J.: Chinese traditional food therapy. Journal of the
American Dietetic Association 78: 55-61, 1981.
Yeung, D.L., Cheung, W.Y., and Sabry, J.H.: The hot-cold food
concept in Chinese culture and its application to a Canadian-Chinese community. Canadian Dietetic Association

Journal 34: 197-203, 209, 1973.
Dr. Newman is Associate Professor of Home Economics at
Queens College in Flushing, New York.
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QUESTION BOX-----

Q. Does charcoal broiling produce cancer-causing
substances?
A. This question has been raised as a result of the
discovery a few years ago of cancer-causing substances in charcoal-grilled
meats. These substances are not formed by the cooking process
itself but are contained in the smoke that arises
when fat from the meat drips onto the hot coals.
According to the American Council on Science
and Health (ACSH). the significance of this discovery has been greatly exaggerated, the amounts of
carcinogens found were extremely low, and these
chemicals are also produced to a lesser extent by
other methods of cooking. ACSH believes "there is
no convincing
evidence that eating charcoalgrilled meats poses any hazard to health." However,
those still worried about this issue can avoid or
minimize it by positioning their coals so that fat
from the meat can't drip on them or by placing a
barrier such as aluminum foil between the meat
and the coals.
The objectionable substances produced during
severe heating of fats are called polyaromatic hydrocarbons.
with benzopyrene
being the best
known example.
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Consumer attitude poll. According to the Food Marketing Institute's annual survey of consumer attitudes. consumer concern about the nutritional quality of foods
has declined during the past year. This year, 59% of
1,005 shoppers said they were "very concerned'' about
the nutritional content of what they eat (down from
63% in 1984). Among males. this figure dropped sharply
from 62% to 51%. The survey found little change in
attitudes toward food safety, with the following concerns viewed as serious hazards: residues such as
pesticides (73% of participants). cholesterol (44%), salt
(39%), additives and preservatives (36%), sugar (29%).
and artificial coloring (28%). The survey, conducted by
Louis Harris and Associates, is available for $30 from
FMI's Research Division. 1950 K Street. N.W., Washington, DC 20006.
Drug laws being tightened. The FDA wants to require
reporting of adverse reactions to drugs marketed before
Congress passed the 1938 law requiring FDA approval of
new drugs. The absence of a reporting system for older
drugs (and their newer versions) may have delayed the
recall of E-Ferol, an intravenous vitamin product associated with the death of 30 premature infants in 1983 and
1984. The proposed regulations would extend the reporting requirements to 4.200 prescription drugs being
sold without premarket approval, including vitamin
products used in medical treatment. Under these regulations, any serious. unexpected adverse drug reaction
or significant increase in the rate of expected reactions
must be reported within 15 working days-or sooner if
possible. This is the second major step the FDA has
taken to prevent situations similar to the E-Ferol tragedy. Last September the agency announced that manufacturers can no longer market new versions of old
drugs without FDA approval unless they are intended
for the same use and are identical in chemistry,
strength. route of administration, intended patient population, and dosage form.

Paleolithic nutrition revisited. An article by Ors. S.
Boyd Eaton and Melvin Kanner of Emory University in
the January 31, 1985 New England Journal of Medicine
suggested that the diet of prehistoric people might be
desirable because it is "nutrition for which human
beings are ... genetically programmed." This viewpoint
was rebutted by a letter to the editor in the May 3oth
issue by Dr. Ted Bader of St. Luke's Hospital, Denver,
who said: "Natural selection means the passing on of
genetic traits that enhance reproductive ability. but not
necessarily the traits that promote old age." So it should
not be assumed that the prehistoric diet will protect
people against the chronic diseases of older adult life.
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Mayonnaise and food safety. Many people are uneasy
about eating chicken salad. potato salad or similar
dishes at summer picnics because they have heard that
food made with mayonnaise is the most likely to cause
food poisoning. However, scientists at the University of
Wisconsin have shown that adding mayonnaise to meat
salads tends to retard the growth of harmful food-borne
bacteria [Journal of Food Protection 45:152-156. 1982].
This protective effect is not a substitute for refrigeration.
The American Council on Science and Health suggests
that a basic rule to prevent bacterial food poisoning is to
keep hot foods hot and cold foods cold. Perishable foods
(with or without mayonnaise) may not be safe to eat
after staying at temperatures of 60°F or higher for three
or four hours. A practical way to keep foods safe for a
summer picnic is to keep them in a cooler with ice or
reusable cold packs. Packing the food (or the ice) in
plastic bags or waterproof containers will prevent the
food from becoming wet when the ice melts. Raw meats,
which may contain harmful bacteria, should be kept
separate from other foods. Bacteria in the meat will be
killed during cooking but could cause problems if they
contaminate foods that are not cooked prior to eating.

USDA food safety hotline. Since July 1st. the Food
Safety and Inspection Service of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture has had a toll-free number for questions
about the safety or wholesomeness of meat and poultry
products, and about FSIS programs such as meat and
poultry inspection. labeling. additives. and residues.
Calls are answered between 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
Eastern Daylight Time at 800-535-4555 (or 447-3333 in
Metropolitan Washington, DC). A list of free (or nominal
cost) consumer publications on food safety and other
topics can be obtained by writing to the FSIS Publications Office. Room 1163-South. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC 20250.

Few newspapers list health ad standards. According to
a survey by Con$umer New$weekly. only 301 (17.9%) of
the nation's 1,688 daily newspapers list anything under
"advertising not accepted" in the just-published 1985
Editor & Publisher International YearBook. But only 25
papers (1.5%) list questionable therapies or doubtful
medical products as classes of ads they won't acceptup from 20 in 1984. About 60 others won't take "objectionable" ads or state that all advertising requires approval of the publisher. double the number with such a
disclaimer last year. In May 1984, the FDA and the
Council of Better Business Bureaus mailed guidelines to
all papers and asked them to screen out fraudulent
health ads (see NF 2:9).
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Free reprints. Single copies of "Critiquing Quack Ads,"
''Rethinking the Need for Food Standards," and "Riding
the Coattails of Homeopathy's Revival" from the March
FDA Consumer are available on request from the Food
and Drug Administration, HFE-88, 5600 Fishers Lane,
Rockville. MD 20857. Multiple copies can be obtained
by using the agency's "internal zip code'' of HW-40 instead of HFE-88. Copies can also be obtained from FDA's
consumer affairs offices in 29 cities.
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BOOK REVIEW
Title: Thirty Days to Better Nutrition (1984)
Author: Virginia Aronson, R.D., M.S.
Publisher: Doubleday & Co., Inc .. Garden City, NY
Price: $10.95, softcover
Reviewed by: Beulah W. Harmon, M.S., R.D.

Thirty Days to Better Nutrition is a compendium
of basic nutrition-and-lifestyle
written as a workbook
with daily assignments. Each chapter explores a single
New radio programs. The Center for Science in the topic such as basic food groups, major nutrients, caloPublic Interest is broadcasting 90-second commentaries
ries, weight goals, menu and market planning, exercise,
on nutrition called "Eater's Digest." Programs are trans- health quackery, and diet-drug interactions. One chapmitted five days a week by satellite to about 1,500 radio ter is intended for study on each of the 30 days. Chapters
stations which have the option of using it. The People's progress in a logical manner from general topics of food,
Medical Society, a Rodale Press offshoot, has begun syn- dietary and lifestyle habits and attitudes to specific subdication of its weekly "People's Medical Hour.'' This or- jects of nutrient functions, requirements and sources.
ganization is primarily concerned with ''abuses" within Also considered are nutrient balance, desired caloric
the health care system, but it has also been promoting levels, adequate nutrition in planned menus, efficient
unproven nutrition practices.
supermarket shopping (including a detailed "Supermarket Psychology Map" with tips on how to avoid problem areas and temptations), physical activity, and stress
reduction. The information is current and scientifically
based.
The book seems most appropriate for laypersons
with an avid interest in their own nurturing. Some colleges are using it as a supplementary textbook. Active
personal involvement requires making lists, recording
On June 19th, the FDA and Eden Foods, Inc., of daily food intake and aspects of lifestyle, analyzing the
Clinton. Michigan, warned consumers not to use Eden- data recorded, and reviewing various lists in light of the
soy and similar soy drinks as an infant formula or sole new information presented in subsequent chapters. Presource of nutrition. This action was triggered by a report tests, post-tests, numerous questions and reference asthat a 6-month-old Canadian infant had developed vi- signments guide the reader in gathering information
sion problems and rickets due to deficiency of vitamins and analyzing individual values and goals. This apA and Dafter consuming only Edensoy for five months. proach intends to motivate the participant and requires
A pamphlet. various advertisements. and other promo- commitment to the program. Making lists and preparing
tional materials distributed by Eden Foods since 1983 charts may become tedious with the increased need to
record personal data, to make evaluations, and to
have erroneously suggested that Edensoy can substitute
organize
plans of action as the program progresses.
for breast milk or infant formula. The pamphlet also
said (falsely) that "Edensoy compares very favornbly However, laypersons with the tenacity to complete daily
with cow's milk." Clerks in 2 out of 24 health food stores assignments and to follow the book's guidelines will enjoy the rewards of increased self-awareness and nutrivisited by FDA inspectors on June 14th recommended
Edensoy as an infant formula substitute. The company tion knowledge.
has issued warning placards to health food stores and
asked the stores to destroy or return supplies of the
Ms. Harmon is a Registered Dietitian in private practice and a
misleading pamphlet.
Soy drinks (sometimes sold as soy milk) typically nutrition instructor. She is director of Dietetic Consulting Servcontain water, soybeans, vegetable oil and other ingre- ices, Independence, Iowa.
dients such as kelp, pearl barley. barley malt, and salt.
They should not be confused with soy protein formulas
that are specially formulated with essential amino
acids, vitamins, minerals and other substances to
provide all of the nutrients required by infants or others
Stir-fry Cooking
consuming them as a sole source of nutrition. Use of
Confusion
on Diet and Cancer
these special formulas is generally limited to infants
born allergic to cow's milk.

SOY DRINK PAMPHLET
RECALLED

COMING SOON
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MOVIE TO PROMOTE VITAMIN PRODUCT
Alacer Corporation of Buena Park, California, has
announced that screen star Sylvester "Rocky" Stallone
plans to plug Emergen-C, the company's vitamin C/electrolyte mix, during his next film. Stallone's enthusiasm
for the product is vividly described in the posler pictured
below, distributed iune 1 to health food retailers
throughout the United States. The poster claims that
Stallone was the only member of a film company exposed to chilling temperatures who escaped the flu during filming of the movie First Blood-a circumstance he
attributes to ingesting a packet of Emergen-C every 45-60

minutes during the physically stressful scenes. Each
packet provides 1.000 mg of vitamin C, small amounts of
five minerials, and 25% of the USRDA of six B-vitamins-plus
fructose and lemon-lime flavoring. The
contents are added to water or juice to produce an effervescent drink. A box of 36 packets retails for $10.95. According to TIME Magazine. gross earnings during the first
two weeks of Stallone's current hit, Rambo: First Blood,
Part II, were the third highest in motion picture history. A
claim that Emergen-C or any other nutrient mixture can
prevent "flu" would be illegal to make on a product label.

SylvesterStallone
and Emergen-c··
Sylvester "Rocky" Stallone has been
for many years an enthusiastic user of
Alacer's Emergen-c••. the fizzing
Vitamin C, electrolyte, drink mix which
has been for years the #1 seller among
health food supplements.

Indeed, Sly, as he's known to his
friends, says he doesn't know how,
without Emergen-C'w, he could have
gone through his training program for
Rocky Ill, which included trimming his
weight by 41 pounds and developing
the muscles and stamina required for
the great fight of the picture.

Jar Patrtdl, Alacer President, wt.Its wtth "'Rockr" In the labulow
Callomla home ol the lamoo, aetor-llU1hol'-41rector.

Emergen-C™ has also had an active role in production of First Blood and in the latest,
sensational hit, Rambo: First Blood, Part II.
Probably the most severe test of Emergen-C'• came during the filming of First Blood.
As Rambo, the highly trained veteran of Vietnam who has "flipped out", he had to wade
some 20 times through 33 degree waters, torrential downpours, and mud, often sleeping
outside when the wind was blowing with a chill factor of 40 to 45 degrees below zero.
"But I took a packet of Emergen-C"' ew,ry 45 minutesor an hour. I was the only one
In the whole company who escapedthe flu. In one scene where I had to ,pend nve day,
In a can, up to my neck In freezing water with ow,r 200 rat,, I was scratched and bitten,
going through 1h11putrid water. The rata had a horrible smell.
"But my Immune system must have been worlclng, I gue11. I WBI Just totally
lmpemoua to It all. There seemed to be nothing I could do to get 1/clc, lltera/ly. Yet a few
yea,a ago, If someonewould cough thtN bloclcaaway, I would catch It."

Reviews of Rambo: First Blood, Part II have been overwhelmingly favorable. Indeed. it's
being described as "a block buster hit".

Coming/ ... Rocky IV
No payment hat been made to Mr. Stallone for his
endol'lement of Emergen-C'". Indeed, Sly has reported
to Mr. Patrick that he plan, several acenes in the

forthcoming Roclcy ltl that wlll show him ullng
Emergen•C'" as he conllnue1 hl1 role of Iha hardhitting fighter who wins out avaln•t enonnou1 odd ••
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NEW BOOKREFLECTSCONFUSIONON DIETAND CANCER
KathleenA. Meister,M.S.
Should Americans change their diets in an effort
lo prevent cancer? If so, what changes should they
make? These questions are the focus of a major controversy in the scientific community-a
controversy that
involves policy questions as well as scientific ones.
In What You Can Do to Prevent Cancer [Simon
and Schuster, 1985), Oliver Alabaster, M.D., Director of
Cancer Research at the George Washington University
Medical Center. presents views on the diet/cancer issue
that are at one extreme of the spectrum of scientific
opinion. He suggests that dietary changes intended to
prevent cancer "may be one of the greatest investments
in living that you ever make." He reports that as much as
60% of cancer in women and 40% of cancer in men are
attributable to dietary factors. And he states that "it has
also been estimated that at least 35% of all cancer in the
United States could be eliminated by simple changes in
the nation's diet, using our current knowledge of dietary
risk factors:·
To those unfamiliar with the scientific literature
on diet and cancer, these percentages may seem startlingly high. However. they are actually derived from
the work of distinguished cancer epidemiologists. The
60%/ 40% figures come from an epidemiological study
by Ors. Ernst Wynder and Gio Gori published in 1977 in
the Journal of the National Cancer Institute [58:825-832].
(The principal reason for the sex difference is that men
smoke more cigarettes than women do.) The 35% figure
comes from a landmark paper by Sir Richard Doll and
Richard Peto which estimated and compared the avoidable risks of cancer in the United States [J.Natl. Cancer
Inst. 66:1192-1308, 1981).
These authors and many other experts do not
attribute the same significance to these percentages that
Dr. Alabaster does. Ors. Wynder and Gori specify that
their figures are estimates, not facts. and were derived
primarily from comparisons of cancer rates, not from
direct evidence about diet. Regarding their 35% figure,
Doll and Peto emphasized that it was "highly speculative and chiefly refers to dietary factors which are
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not yet reliably identified." Although Dr. Alabaster uses
this figure as the basis for claiming that 20 million cases
of cancer a year in the United States could be prevented
by "relatively simple changes in the national diet," Doll
and Peto themselves made no claim that cancer could
be substantially reduced by applying current scientific
knowledge about dietary factors. Similarly, the Committee on Diet, Nutrition, and Cancer of the National Research Council (NRC). in its extremely
influential
report Diet, Nutrition and Cancer [National Academy
Press, Washington, DC. 1982), concluded that "the data
are not sufficient to quantitate the contribution of diet
to the overall cancer risk or to determine the % reduct ion in risk that might be achieved
by dietary
modifications."
Despite this disclaimer, the NRC committee saw
fit to propose "interim dietary guidelines" for cancer risk
reduction. The American Cancer Society (ACS) later
proposed similar guidelines. and the National Cancer
Institute (NCI) is promoting the same concepts. So while
Dr. Alabaster goes farther out on a limb. other distinguished authorities are perched on the same tree.
It is important to recognize, however, that the
idea of a national policy of diet modification for cancer
prevention has many distinguished opponents. The majority of the scientists contributing to a Council on Agricultural Science and Technology (CAST) critique of the
NRC diet and cancer report said that NRC's recommendations for public policy were premature and based on
inadequate evidence [Diet, Nutrition, and Cancer: A Critique, CAST. Ames, IA 1982). And review papers in two
of the nation's most prestigious medical journals have
pointed out the many gaps in the scientific evidence
[Willett, W.C. and MacMahon, B: New Engl. /. Med.
310:633-638, 697-703. 1984; and Pariza, M.W.: JAMA
251:1455-1458, 1984].
The American Council on Science and Health
(ACSH) has opposed dietary guidelines for cancer prevention on similar grounds, stating that "specific dietary
recommendations
should be given only when there is
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sufficient basis to expect that they will in fact accomplish what is promised.'' and that the evidence on diet
and cancer doesn't meet this requirement. As noted by
Dr. Michael Pariza of the University of Wisconsin in his
recent report, Diet and Cancer [ACSH. 1985]: "The debate really is as much over when to give advice as it is
over what, if any. advice to give."
A poll conducted at the conclusion of a conference on diet and cancer sponsored in 1983 by the
American Cancer Society (ACS) found that two-thirds of
the scientists in attendance believed that. based on current knowledge. no dietary advice was warranted or
that general advice stressing the desirability of eating in
moderation was adequate. (Despite this, ACS issued dietary guidelines shortly thereafter.)
Some people wonder why there is a controversy
at all over diet and cancer. Even if the evidence is tentative. they ask. why not advise people to change their
diets, as long as the proposed changes are not dangerous? What is there to lose?
Those who hesitate to make policy on the basis of
tentative evidence believe that there is much to lose if
advice to the public based on "educated guesses" draws
attention from advice based on real proof of benefit. Dr.
Alabaster's book illustrates this. Tobacco products are
responsible for 30% of fatal cancers in the United States,
and the appropriate preventive measure-stopping
their
use-is the paramount public health issue of our time.
Although Dr. Alabaster mentions the serious health
problems caused by smoking. some passages of the book
seem to offer his unproven diet modifications as an alternative to the proven benefits of smoking cessation.
For example. he states in the introduction: "How to get
rid of an addiction is really beyond the scope of this
book. Instead, I will concentrate on the even more important task of explaining the complexities of dietary
cancer. and how to reduce your chances of getting cancer by understanding and changing your diet:' Just as
serious, his brief mention of smoking cessation is pessimistic despite the fact that 33 million Americans have
quit for good during the past 15 years. In a boom whose
title implies comprehensive coverage of cancer prevention, how could anything be "even more important''
than advice on how to eliminate the most significant
proven cancer risk factor from your life?
Most scientists who advocate diet modifications
generally agree that the following four suggestions are
the ones best supported by the scientific evidence:
• Reduce total fat intake from 40% of total calories
to 30%. (Dr. Alabaster recommends 20%.)
• Avoid obesity. (The evidence relating cancer to
obesity is actually quite limited, but since weight control has other health benefits, it is usually recommended anyway.)
• Increase consumption of fruits and vegetables.
particularly those high in vitamin C or carotene and
cabbage-family vegetables.
• Avoid excessive use of alcohol.
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Dr. Alabaster goes beyond these points and recommends dietary changes that many others consider
dubious. For instance. he advocates an increase in fiber.
The NRC committee and others have not recommended
this, because the evidence linking fiber intake with a
reduced risk of colon cancer is equivocal, and if there is
such an effect. specific components of fiber, rather than
total fiber, are likely to be responsible. Different foods
contain different fiber components.
Until more is
known about the effects of these specific components, it
is difficult to know what foods to recommend.
Dr. Alabaster also recommends "optional·· dietary
supplements of beta-carotene, folic acid, selenium, zinc.
and vitamins C and E. In contrast, the NRC committee
and others have advised against supplementing with
high doses of individual nutrients. The NRC committee
report stated: ''The vast literature examined in this report focuses on the relationship between the consumption of foods and the incidence of cancer in human
populations .... There is very little information on the
effects of various levels of individual nutrients ....
Therefore, the committee is unable to predict the health
effects of high and potentially toxic doses of isolated
nutrients consumed in the form of supplements.''
Dr. Alabaster advises avoidance of foods containing mutagens and carcinogens, commenting that
"asking you to avoid these foods is like asking you to
approve a resolution in favor of motherhood.'' But he
gives little specific advice in this area. on the grounds
that our knowledge of which foods contain these substances is inadequate. Although virtually everyone
would agree that the evidence in this area is muddled,
Dr. Alabaster's advice should not be in the same category as motherhood because some of the same foods
that contain mutagens and carcinogens also contain
cancer-inhibiting
substances.
It is not at all clear
whether these foods should be proscribed or prescribed.
One of the prevailing myths about diet and cancer, repeated in Dr. Alabaster's book, is that Americans
would benefit from avoiding smoked, cured and pickled
foods. This myth originated with the NRC committee
which, unfortunately. did not include an expert in food
science. Had one been present during the committee's
deliberations, he or she would probably have pointed
out that products of this type which have been associated with increased risks of stomach and esophageal
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cancers in Japan, China and Iceland are distinctly different from those sold in the United States under similar
descriptions. The committee might then have avoided
the regrettable sentence in the news release accompanying the NRC report which advised avoidance of hot
dogs, ham, bacon, bologna, sausages and smoked fish.
This sentence has been described by a U.S. Department
of Agriculture report as "a straightforward case of distortion," because these are not the foods associated with
stomach and esophageal cancers in international
studies.
Actually, stomach and esophageal cancers are
very uncommon in the United States, and the food preservation methods used in places where these cancers
are more prevalent are also uncommon here. The
American Cancer Society acknowledged this in its diet/
cancer report by pointing out that the recommendation
to avoid smoked, cured, and pickled foods does not apply to meat or fish products processed by the commercial methods currently in standard use in the United
States. Unfortunately, the ACS dietary guidelines that
have been reproduced in many places lack this caveat.
(One example is a brown-paper grocery sack recently
sent to ACSH by a friend from Northern California.)
Given the current state of the controversy over
diet and cancer, the question of whether to change one's
diet is probably best left to individuals. For those individuals who do elect to modify their diets. a clear set of
instructions on how to do it without compromising the
nutritional adequacy. or palatability of one's meals
would be welcome. Dr. Alabaster's book fails miserably
in this respect.
In addition to including recommendations that
few scientists would consider warranted, the book contains numerous careless errors and inconsistencies. For
example:
• Many key points are oversimplified to the point
of error, e.g., that sugar causes obesity and that nitrate is
a carcinogen.
• The possible nutritional
risks of a poorly
planned low-fat diet are understated. For example. the
author says that iron deficiency is likely in ··only" four
situations-infancy,
childhood
and adolescence,
women of childbearing age, and pregnancy-but
he neglects to note that this accounts for about half of the
human species.
• Much outdated information is included. For ex-

ample, cyclamate is labeled a "powerful carcinogen" despite the fact that carcinogenicity
was considered
dubious at the time of its ban, and current evidence
indicates that it is not a carcinogen at all.
The section of Dr. Alabaster's book that gives specific dietary advice might have benefited from a thorough reworking by a skilled dietitian. The author seems
overwhelmed by the complexities of translating general
dietary advice into specific meal plans. (Indeed, at one
point he urges avoidance of dishes that consist of combinations of different foods, on the grounds that they are
hard to analyze.) He also seems unaware of the similarity between the food group system he proposes and
the standard exchange system long used by diabetics
and others. Had he used the standard system instead of
creating a new one with different groupings and serving
sizes, people attempting to follow his advice could have
taken advantage of the many recipes and cookbooks
that have been developed using the standard exchanges.
Instead, they have only the small collection of unexciting recipes included in this book.
Dr. Alabaster's meal plans are consistently low in
calcium (his week's sample menus meet the Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) for this nutrient only
once in seven days), a totally unnecessary problem since
the addition of skim milk to the meal plans could have
boosted their calcium content without any increase in
fat. Furthermore, the actual calcium content of the
meals, as consumed. is likely to be less than the calculated values. since the only milk allowed is that consumed with breakfast cereals (some of which is likely to
end up in the bottom of the bowl rather than in the
diner). Most of the meal plans also fail to meet the adult
woman's RDA for iron.
Equally important, the meal plans are unappetizing, often calling for unrealistically large amounts of
single foods or for similar foods in the same meal (e.g.,
2½ cups of zucchini and 1½ cups of Brussels sprouts in
the same dinner. and raisin bran and raisin bread in the
same breakfast), and the author offers little guidance for
such realities of life as the lunch eaten away from home.
So even if Dr. Alabaster's
general dietary
guidelines should someday prove valid, those who try to
follow his diet are likely to find it impossible.
Mrs. Meister is a research associate with the American Council on Science and Health.
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STIR-FRYINGCAN HELP MEET THE DIETARYGUIDELINES
Darlene Forester, Ph.D., R.D.
The idea of stir-frying evokes images of leaping
flames, hot woks and a flurry of motion. This style of
cooking comes from China. where it is one of the most
common forms of cooking.
Vegetables and meats, cut for uniform cooking.
are quickly cooked in a wok or frypan with a small
amount of oil. A wok is a pan with a rounded bottom
and sloped sides. It is designed to minimize fuel use
while providing high cooking temperatures toward the
base. Usually one food at a time is cooked in the oil and
pushed up the side of the wok to keep it warm. Meats or
slower-cooking vegetables are done first. The process
usually takes two minutes or less per item.
Woks should sit on a metal ring or specially designed burner for safety. Electric woks are available
with temperature controls that can be set from warm to
425 °F or more. Some woks are coated with teflon to
prevent food from sticking. Temperature control is more
difficult with this type. Stir-frying does not require a
wok; an electric skillet or heavy pan can work just as
well. A wok can also be used for steaming, deep-fat frying. or as a skillet or saucepan.
Stir-frying has many advantages as a cooking
method. Since little oil is used, it adds less fat and fewer
calories than deep-fat frying. Vegetables retain more vitamins when stir-fried than when boiled or simmered.
During boiling, much of the water-soluble vitamin C
and 8 vitamins are leached out into the cooking liquid.
Stir-frying can save cooking time. Cleanup time is also
short because an entire meal can be prepared in one
pan. And because many recipes can be made with little
or no meat. stir-frying can help save money on food
costs. Some say a disadvantage of stir-frying is the
amount of slicing and chopping needed to prepare the
foods for cooking, but frequent use of this technique
reduces this time.
Careful preparation of stir-fried foods can help
diets meet five of the seven guidelines described in Nutrition and Your Health, Dietary Guidelines for Americans [USDA/HHS Home and Garden Bulletin No. 232,
Washington, D.C., 1980]:
Guideline #1: Eat a variety of foods. Stir-fried
dishes typically contain a number of ingredients. A
main dish consisting of two or more vegetables and meat
or poultry often is eaten along with rice. A cup of milk
as a beverage would make this meal meet the basic food
groups and provide a variety of nutrients.
Guideline #2: Maintain ideal weight. (Soon to be
designated as "maintain reasonable weight" in revised
guidelines.) Calories can be reduced by using fewer fatty
foods and less fat for preparation, as described below.

Guideline #3: Avoid too much fat, saturated fat
and cholesterol. Trimming visible fat is easier when
meat is cut into small pieces than it is with other methods. Many tasty stir-fried dishes can be made with small
amounts of meats. and many recipes can be modified to
reduce fat content. Poultry (without the skin) can be
used instead of fattier meats. Use of crunchy vegetables
instead of nuts such as cashews can save hundreds of
calories per cup. Use of a wok or electric frypan with
non-stick coating can eliminate most of the fat needed
for cooking. Small amounts of polyunsaturated oils can
be used. Safflower. sunflower or corn oil can be used in
place of sesame or peanut oil specified in some recipes.
Care must be taken to watch the temperature so that the
smoking point is not reached and the oil does not 'become damaged or catch on fire.
Guideline #4; Eat foods with adequate starch and
fiber. Fruits and vegetables contribute toward meeting
this guideline. Familiar vegetables that can be incorporated into stir-fried dishes include broccoli. cabbage,
carrots, celery, cauliflower. green beans, green peppers.
mushrooms. onions. snow peas, spinach, turnips and
zucchini. Common Oriental vegetables can include:
Chinese cabbage (a vegetable that resembles a celery
stalk with pale green leaves): bamboo shoots (young
tender shoots from the bamboo root which add a crisp
texture to foods): bean sprouts (young sprouts of mung
or soy beans, which add crisp texture. You can buy
them or grow your own): snow or Chinese pea pods (flat
peas eaten pod and all. They can be grown in your
garden or purchased fresh or frozen): sugar snap peas:
and water chestnuts.
Most of these are low in calories and high in vitamins C, A or both. For example. an entire cup of bean
sprouts has less than 40 calories and contains about 20
mg vitamin C. Also keep in mind that you can substitute
inexpensive common vegetables for more exotic ones
named in recipes. Radishes, for instance, can substitute
for the crispness of water chestnuts. Use of home-grown
vegetables can save money.
Guideline #5: Avoid too much sodium. The high
sodium content of many stir-fried foods, typical of
dishes of Oriental origin. prevents them from meeting
this guideline. The sodium content is largely due to
monosodium glutamate and soy sauce. Just one tablespoon of soy sauce adds over 1.000 mg sodium to a dish
and many foods contain several times this. The new
low-sodium soy sauce can reduce this considerably, as
can the use of oyster sauce. Also. water or stock can be
used to meet the need for liquid supplied by some soy
sauce if additional soy flavor is not needed. Mono-
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sodium glutamate (MSG) adds about 500 mg sodium per
teaspoon. Since it does not actually supply flavor, it can
be omitted with considerable sodium reduction.
Since one teaspoon of table salt contains roughly
2,000 mg sodium, using salt in addition to the above
seasonings can add up to a total of several thousand
milligrams per dish. But salt can be omitted from many
stir-fried items. Use of garlic or onion powder rather
than the "salt'' form of these condiments can save 1.500
or more mg sodium per teaspoon. Try some of the following to add flavor without sodium:
• Crushed garlic cloves
• Red wine vinegar
• Lemon juice
• Scallion or onion (can be removed before adding other
foods if only the flavor is needed).
• Dry white wine or sherry (cooking wine has salt
added). Water may be substituted spoon for spoon.
• Ginger: If ginger is necessary, substitute ground ginger
for fresh ginger (ginger root) if necessary. Use ¼ to ½
teaspoon instead of two to three slices of fresh ginger. To
keep fresh root, tightly wrap it and freeze it. Cut off as
needed; peel and grate while frozen. Peeled root can
also be stored in dry sherry in the refrigerator for a year
or two.
• Sesame seeds: toast seeds before using for more flavor.

STIR-FRIED MIXED VEGETABLES
vegetable oil
cup thinly sliced carrots
cup thinly sliced celery
cup fresh snow peas, ends trimmed
cup fresh mushrooms,
washed, sliced
lengthwise through stems
2 tablespoons lemon juice
½ teaspoon salt
dash pepper
dash garlic powder
1 teaspoon soy sauce

Forum---------------------

MORE TIPS FOR STIR-FRYING

• Keep in mind that the color of vegetables intensifies
during the first 2-3 minutes they are stir-fried.
• Slice vegetables diagonally for better appearance.
• Don't cut or chop vegetables too soon before cooking.
Cut vegetables have more surface area exposed to oxygen, which destroys some of the vitamins.
• Stir-fry each 1 to 1½ cups vegetables in one tablespoon
oil for one to three minutes until tender but crisp.
Canned vegetables.
such as bean sprouts. bamboo
shoots or water chestnuts can be used to add crispness
to mixtures. They can be rinsed first to reduce sodium
content.
• Partially freeze meat to make slicing easier before
cooking.
• Canned tuna can be substituted for crab and shrimp.
• Leftover bits of meat, poultry or fish can be combined
for use as the protein source.

Dr. Forester is State Extension Specialist and Associate Extension Professor at the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture. Additional information on stir-fry cooking can be
obtained by sending a stamped, self-addressed 4"x9½" envelope to the author at 120 Erikson Hall, University of Kentucky,
Lexington, KY 40506.

BRIEFS

3 tablespoons

1
1
1
1

,..

Clean and slice all vegetables. In a wok or a
large heavy skillet, heat oil. Add carrots and celery: stir to coat well. Stir-fry 3 to 4 minutes. Stir in
snow peas and mushrooms: stir-fry 2 minutes.
Cover and cook 2 minutes longer or until vegetables are cooked as you like them. Add seasonings;
stir to mix well. To serve, sprinkle with chopped
parsley. Makes 4 to 6 servings (92 Calories. 8 grams
To reduce
of fat, 320 milligrams sodium/serving).
sodium content and vary the flavor, celery can be
replaced with another vegetable and 1 teaspoon of
sugar can be substituted for the ½ teaspoon of salt.
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Dietitian licensure. According to the American Dietetic
Association's Legislative Newsletter, the number of
states regulating nutrition counselors rose to 11 with
passage of licensure bills in Iowa and Maryland during
the month of May.

Information center for rare diseases. The FDA has established the National Information Center for Orphan
Drugs and Rare Diseases to provide information to patients and their families.
physicians,
clinical researchers, and other health professionals. Rare diseases
are considered those that have a prevalence of 200,000
or fewer patients in the United States. Voluntary organizations dealing with these diseases will be listed in a
directory compiled by the Center that will include information about the diseases. their causes and symptoms, ongoing research,
current
treatments
and
treatment centers. Inquirers may be directed to the
Center at P.O. Box 1133, Washington. DC 20013 or by
calling 800-336-4797
(except in Virginia. where the
number is 703-522-2590).
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Position paper on chiropractic. A brilliant analysis of
the nature and shortcomings of chiropractic has been
issued by the National Council Against Health Fraud,
Inc. Stating that "chiropractic presents a chaotic picture," and is "a major consumer health problem," the
report spells out how to distinguish the small number of
"scientific chiropractors" from the rest who engage in
unethical or unscientific practices. Signs of the latter
include opposition to proven public health measures
(fluoridation. pasteurization) and use of such unproven
methods as cytotoxic testing, hair analysis. iridology.
"glandular therapy," chelation therapy, and computerized "nutrition deficiency" tests. The report concludes with detailed recommendations for consumers.
insurance carriers, legislators, basic scientists, educators, law enforcement agencies, and health practitioners. A free copy can be obtained by sending a
stamped, self-addressed 4"x9 1/z"envelope to Chiropractic Position Paper. P.O. Box 1276, Loma Linda, CA 92354.

Laetrile bill. On March 7th. Rep. William Goodling (RPA) introduced H.R. 1471. to amend the Federal Food.
Drug, and Cosmetic Act so that the effectiveness requirement of section 505 "shall not be applicable to
laetrile when used under the direction of a physician for
the treatment of pain.'' Although a double-blind test of
laetrile conducted by the Mayo Clinic showed that
laetrile is not effective against pain [see NF 1:15], the bill
would enable laetrile to be sold when a doctor claims to
be treating someone for that purpose. Presumably,
laetrile promotors would have no difficulty in securing a
"prescription" from a laetrile doctor for any patient who
wants one. Such a legal loophole appears similar to the
affidavit system for importing personal supplies of
laetrile maintained by an Oklahoma federal judge despite higher court orders to dismantle it [NF 1:15]. According to a legislative aide, Goodling has made no effort
as yet to secure co-sponsors.

Mail-order merchant facing criminal charges. An article in the Miami Herald states that Mitch Friedlander
has been charged with 41 racketeering and fraud-related charges related to the operation of his RobertsonTaylor Company. On July 9th, officers from the Economic Crimes Unit of the Fort Lauderdale police shut
down company operations by seizing its computer mailing lists and stocks of baldness remedies, weight-loss
compounds. vitamin formulas, and other "miracle cure"
products. The company, whose mail-order business
grossed an estimated $4 million during 1984. has also
been prosecuted by the U.S. Postal Service and the FDA
[see NF: 1:19, 2:28].

Health food promoter dies. Bob Hoffman, founder of
York Barbell Co .. died on July 18th at the age of 86. A
prominent figure in the sport of weightlifting (he was
U.S. Olympic coach for more than 30 years), he was a
major proponent of protein supplements. He also served
on the board of governors of the National Health Federation, a health food industry group that promotes unproven methods. In 1960. 1961, 1968. 1972 and 1974.
federal agencies forced his company to discontinue various false claims for its wheat germ oil. protein supplements, and other products.

New suit seeks raw milk ban. Public Citizen's Health
Research Group and the American Public Health Association have filed suit in federal court to overturn FDA
Commissioner Frank Young's refusal to ban interstate
sales of raw milk [see NF 2:28].

Government action against cytotoxic testing labs. In
February, Bio Health Centers (BHC). a branch of Tannare International Inc., of Costa Mesa, California. was
ordered to stop marketing its cytotoxic testing services
in New York State. BHC operated through blood collection clinics set up in local hotels and also by mail [see
NF 1:17-19]. After a woman's blood sample was mailed
by an investigator for the New York attorney general,
BHC incorrectly reported that the woman was sensitive
to many foods. When an FDA investigator submitted a
sample of cow's blood as his own, BHC claimed that
allergy was present to 22 substances, including cow's
milk, cottage cheese and yogurt. Authorities in California have also taken action against BHC.
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Fluid intake during hot weather. Fitness authorities
Mona Shangold. M.D .. and Gabe Mirkin. M.D., advise
those who engage in strenuous exercise during hot
weather not to rely upon thirst to signal when their
body needs water. In The Complete Sports Medicine
Book for Women [Simon & Schuster, 1985]. they explain:
"You won't become thirsty until you have already lost 2
· to 4 pounds of water and. by then, it's too late to make up
the deficit. Special cells in your brain called osmoreceptors. which tell you when you are thirsty, are called into
action only when the concentration of salt in your blood
stream rises to high levels. Since sweat contains some
salt, the concentration of salt in your blood stream rises
more slowly than it would if sweat contained only water.
Thus, sweating leads to considerable fluid loss. even
though it promotes the thirst signal slowly. By the time
you have lost 3 percent of your body weight as fluid,
your temperature will have risen and your performance
will have deteriorated markedly." The best fluid to drink
is plain cold water because it is absorbed most quickly
by the body. A good schedule to follow is a cup a few
minutes before starting and another every 15 minutes
during exercise.
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Antiquackery group expands. Membership in the Na- USDA report available. "Meat and Poultry Inspection,
tional Council Against Health Fraud has grown to 1.369. 1984: Report of the Secretary of Agriculture to the U.S.
the activities of the
up 33% from one year ago. About 20% of members are Congress." which summarizes
USDA Food Safety and Inspection Service. can be ordietitians. Chapters now exist in Arizona, Michigan.
Minnesota, Oregon, Washington, and Wisconsin, and an dered from USDA-FSIS Public Awareness, Room 1163
affiliate group is operating in Kansas. Information on the South Building, Washington, DC 20250.
group can be obtained by writing to NCAHF. Inc., P.O.
Box 1276, Loma Linda, CA 92354.

"Quick-chilled" poultry. Most poultry plants now pack
poultry in ice and hold it at 28 °F or chill the birds with
nitrogen. The result of these processes is a slight crust of
ice crystals. Although the product's surface feels frozen,
the inside is not. Thus. according to U.S. Department of
Agriculture home economists, the birds can be cooked
with the same temperature and cooking times as unfrozen poultry.

New aspartame report. After reviewing evidence available as of June 1985, the AMA Council on Scientific
Affairs has concluded that "consumption of aspartame
is safe except by individuals with homozygous phenylketonuria or other individuals needing to control
their phenylalanine intake" [JAMA 254:400-402, 1985].
Reprints of the report are available from the Council on
Scientific Affairs, Division of Drugs and Technology,
American Medical Association. 535 N. Dearborn St.,
Chicago, IL 60610.

ACSH DEFENDS ANTIBIOTICS IN ANIMALS
A new report by the American Council on Science and Health concludes that the addition of subtherapeutic levels of penicillin and tetracyclines to
animal feed does not present an immediate human
health hazard and should therefore be permitted. This
practice increases the amount of meat that can be produced from a given amount of feed and helps to prevent
bacterial disease in animals.
According to ACSH. calls for a ban increased
after publication last year of a study by the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control (CDC) which concluded that 18
cases of human salmonellosis caused by antibiotic-resistant bacteria were probably acquired by eating hamburger originating from cattle fed subtherapeutic doses
of chlortetracycline.
The Natural Resources Defense
Council has petitioned the Department of Health and
Human Services. asking that nontherapeutic usage of
penicillin and tetracyclines be banned as an "imminent.
hazard" to human health. A public hearing was held on
January 25, 1985, but no decision has been rendered on
the petition so far.
"The CDC study is not the 'smoking gun' some
people claim it is." said Richard A. Greenberg. Ph.D.,
ACSH's associate director and author of the ACSH report. "There is considerable doubt that subtherapeutic
feeding of antibiotics to beef cattle was at fault in this
disease outbreak. A dairy herd adjacent to the beef cattle location was a more likely source of the antibioticresistant microorganism. Because of the missing links in
the CDC study, and in light of other scientific evidence
in this area, we do not believe that the use of these
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antibiotics needs to be discontinued:'
The Food Marketing Institute's 1985 survey of
consumer attitudes found that 43% of consumers were
"very concerned" and another 30% "concerned" about
the possibility that fresh meat products might contain
residues of antibiotics and other drugs. However, this
concern is unwarranted. says Dr. Greenberg: "The feeding of antibiotics to farm animals is stopped several days
before slaughter, so that the drugs can clear out of the
animals' bodies. The U.S. Department of Agriculture
prohibits the sale of meat containing antibiotics in excess of legal tolerance levels. Antibiotic residues in meat
sold in the United States are negligible. The controversy
in the scientific community is over antibiotic-resistant
bacteria, not antibiotic residues in meat."
A free copy of Antibiotics in Animal Feed: A
Threat to Human Health? can be obtained by sending a
self-addressed 4"x9 1/2" envelope with 39¢ postage affixed to Antibiotic Report. ACSH, 47 Maple St.. Summit,
NJ 07901.

COMING SOON

Herbalife Criticized at
Senate Hearings
Nutrition Quackery in Dentistry

--------------------
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RAWMILKINVOLVEDIN LEGALBATTLES
San Francisco pediatrician John Bolton and the
American Academy of Pediatrics have been sued by
Alta-Dena Certified Dairy for comments made about
the company's certified raw milk products. The statements were made in February at a hearing of the House
Subcommittee on Health and Environment Subcommittee, chaired by Rep. Henry Waxman (D-CA) and held in
Los Angeles. Dr. Bolton. who testified on behalf of the
Academy. reportedly called raw milk a "toxic waste
problem" and said that there is no way to prevent intermittent contamination by Salmonella dublin and other
potentially lethal bacteria. [For related information, see
NF 2:1-4 and 2:28]. The suit asks for $10 million in actual
damages and $100 million in punitive damages. A similar suit was filed last year for comments made during
1983 and 1984.
Interview by the Los Angeles Times, Bolton's attorney David Raub said: "It looks to me like the dairy is
trying to keep Dr. Bolton from being so vocal a critic:'
Raub also said that Bolton's legal defenses are sufficiently adequate that the suits are unlikely to ever go to
trial. The article noted that although Alta-Dena raw
milk has been recalled from store shelves more than 20
times during the past 20 years because routine government tests discovered the presence of salmonella bacteria, the company maintains that its products are free
from contaminants and that no one has ever become ill
from consuming Alta-Dena certified raw milk. In subsequent letters to the editor, Alta-Dena's manager said that
suing Bolton was "not a move to intimidate but rather to
serve notice that the dairy suffers financially from irresponsible statements" but Rep. Waxman said "it may
well be a violation of a federal law designed to protect
witnesses appearing before congressional committees:·
On June 26th, the Los Angeles district attorney's
office announced that it had seized about 20 boxes of
records from Jalisco Mexican Products, Inc., a manufacturer whose Mexican-style cheese was implicated in the
death of more than 40 California residents from Listeria
monocytogenes infection. According to an article in The
Los Angeles Times, it appears that Jalisco received considerably more raw milk at its processing plant than it
could possibly pasteurize. Although company officials
deny that unpasteurized milk was used to make cheese,
state health officers suspect that it was. After tests by
the U.S. Centers for Disease Control showed that Jalisco
products were contaminated with Listeria bacteria, production was stopped and a recall was ordered.
Since August 1984 the San Francisco Health Code
has required all stores that sell raw milk to post a prominent warning: ''Raw milk products are not pasteurized
and may contain organisms that cause human disease.
They therefore should not be consumed by the very
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young: the very old: persons with illnesses which alter,
or who take drugs which affect, the immune systems:
and persons with severe chronic medical problems." Although California law requires that dairy herds be
checked for evidence of infection with several disease
germs. Listeria monocytogenes has not been one of
them. According to an article in the San Francisco Examiner, much of the raw milk used by Jalisco was delivered by Alta-Dena Dairy. However, it is not yet clear
whether the milk came from Alta-Dena's herds or from
its contract farms.

.-------

QUESTION BOX ------.

Q. What was the outcome of the legal case of the
2½-month-old infant who died as a result of the
advice of Adelle Davis?
A. Your question refers to Ryan Pitzer. who died in
1978 after his mother gave him potassium chloride
drops for colic as advised in the book Let's Have
Healthy Children. The case was settled out of
court. In 1981, the publishers paid $25,000 and the
estate of Ms. Davis paid $75,000, and in 1982, the
potassium supplement manufacturer agreed to pay
$60,000 over a 5-year period. The book containing
the fatal advice was withdrawn from the marketplace (as demanded by the suit) but was reissued after revision by Marshall Mandell, M.D.. a
physician allied with the health food industry.
Ryan's parents were represented by attorney Peter
Portley of Pompano Beach. Florida.

Q. Is honey pure fructose?
A. No. Honey contains almost equal amounts of
glucose and fructose plus smaller amounts of several other sugars. Honey is formed. with the aid of
an enzyme in the bee's stomach, from the nectar of
flowers. Depending on the source of the nectar,
honey can vary considerably in composition and
flavor. Its constituents (by weight) include fructose
(27-44%). glucose (22-41%). water (13-23%). maltose (3-16%), sucrose (.25-7.5%). other sugars
(.13-13%), and undetermined substances (0-13%).
Honey is used in food products where its intense
and distinctive taste is desired. Like yogurt. wheat
germ. sea salt and similar products. honey has long
been considered a "miracle" food by pseudoscientific practitioners. But no special health-giving
characteristic
has ever been scientifically
demonstrated.
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HERBALIFECRITICIZED
AT SENATEHEARINGS
Odom Fanning
Opening two days of hearings. Senator William V.
Roth, Jr. (R-DE)., chairman of the Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations. made it clear that their
purpose was not to "get" Herbalife or any other product.
but resulted from five months of investigation
into
weight reduction products and plans of all types. The
Subcommittee is authorized to investigate the efficiency
and economy of all branches of the government and also
has jurisdiction over "all aspects of crime and lawlessness within the U.S. which have impact upon or
__affect the national health. welfare. or safety:'
Roth acknowledged
that following announcement of the hearings (held in Washington, D.C.. May
14th and 15th), he had received a "very large number of
phone calls and letters from individuals who are very
satisfied with the Herbalife products, and have lost large
amounts of weight." Many of these correspondents. and
an estimated 3,000 Herbalife distributors who marched
on the second day, were obviously on the defensive. So
was the Food and Drug Administration, for. as the Senator put it, the purpose of the hearings was "to find out if
the public is being adequately protected when it buys
and consumes diet products."
In his opening remarks, Roth made a distinction
between "miracle pills and creams," tinted sunglasses.
plastic ear forms and other "patently fraudulent products" and the very low calorie (VLC) products that can
actually produce weight loss but may not be safe. His
major concern with the VLC products, he specified. "is
with what the Food and Drug Administration
is doing
and what it is not doing. particularly when serious questions have been raised both within the FDA and outside
this agency about the safety of such products .... We are
dealing with a multi-billion dollar industry which produces items ingested into the human body. Yet the FDA
has been reticent to involve itself in low calorie diets. I
want to know why, because I think the public deserves
to know conclusively about the safety of individual
~roducts
now in the marketplace:'

r ..
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On the first day Roth's subcommittee heard testimony from scientists and VLC product users. a11 of
whom submitted written statements as well. Most of the
scientists favored more regulation of such dietary products: the users were pro and con.
One scientific witness was Judith S. Stern, Sc.D ..
professor of nutrition and director of the Food Intake
Laboratory at the University of California, Davis. She
conceded that "the inadequacy of traditional medicine
to provide a permanent cure for obesity has given rise to
an entire industry of entrepreneurs
who claim to be
able to relieve the frustrations of the overweight. The
ironic tragedy is that most diets work-at
least initially-when
they are followed. However. fad diets are
usually quite restrictive in their food choices, may have
unpleasant side effects, and most people cannot follow
them for any length of time. In addition. when daily
calories are restricted below 1,200, it becomes difficult
to satisfy all other nutrient needs."
Dr. Stern also made the distinction between "miracle cures" and VLC products. Products in the former
category include the hormone cholecystokinin
(CCK),
claimed to decrease hunger [see NF 2:38], and various
amino acid pills, said to release growth hormone [NF
1:24]. Both have been promoted with false claims based
on legitimate scientific discoveries
that were overgeneralized and misrepresented, she noted.
Debunking claims that grapefruit or grapefruit
extract can act in a catalytic manner enhancing breakdown of fat, Dr. Stern described her testimony last year
which helped the U.S. Postal Service stop sales of Super
Grapefruit Pills by a California company [NF 2:38]. Noting that these pills contained glucomannan,
she reported that in 1980 she had conducted a double-blind
study in which the test group received one gram of
glucomannan
while the control group was given a
placebo. Both groups were placed on a behavior modification program. Both groups lost weight, she noted, but
there were no statistically
significant differences in
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hunger ratings or weight loss between them.
Dr. Stern also zeroed in on kelp/lecithin/cider
vinegar/vitamin Bficombinations found in dietary products since 1974. Iodine-rich kelp is potentially harmful
to a small number of individuals in whom high amounts
of ingested iodine can cause thyroid trouble. The other
three ingredients are worthless. she noted.
Another expert witness was Varro E. Tyler. Ph.D.,
professor of pharmacognosy (the science of medicines
from natural sources) and dean of Purdue University's
School of Pharmacy and Pharmacal Sciences. Here is
my summary of Dr. Tyler's detailed analysis of various
Herbalife products contained in the lengthy packet of
written material released by Roths subcommittee to the
press:
• Slim and Trim Formula #1 (46!1:/day). described
in the sales literature "as a balanced protein powder
made from natural vegetable soy. casein and whey protein." Tyler said the product is falsely represented in
company literature because there is nothing about a
protein powder. per se, that will curb the appetite any
more than an equivalent amount of protein derived
from eating lean meat. nuts. or the like. Further. no
protein powder will "cleanse the system" or facilitate
"burning excess calories:· It will supply needed daily
nutrients. but no more effectively than a low-calorie
diet, carefully balanced for carbohydrates. minerals,
and vitamins-as well as protein.
• Slim and Trim Formula #2 (21<t/day). described
by the Herbalife organization as a special blend of 14
herbs plus kelp. lecithin. vitamin B6 • and cider vinegar
designed to cleanse the digestive system and naturally
help curb the appetite. Tyler said that. of its many
herbal ingredients. none is actually present in sufficient
quantity to produce significant physiological effects by
itself. But he noted that four ingredients-senna,
cascara sagrada, dandelion root. and kelp-might
work together to exert a laxative effect in sensitive individuals.
• Slim and Trim Multivitamin and Multimineral
Formula #3 (23<t/day) is a fairly standard vitamin/mineral preparation with some herbal products added in
such tiny amounts that they exert no significant effect.
Unless vitamin deficiency was present. Tyler noted, the
product would be a complete waste of money.
• Slim and Trim Linseed Oil Formula #4 (10tt/
day) contains small amounts of linseed oil but has no
advantage over less expensive vegetable oils ordinarily
used in the kitchen of the average home. (Moreover. as
noted by the next witness, the amount found in the
formula will be obtained in food consumed in just one
balanced meal per day.)
• Cell-U-Loss (43¢/day) is described in Herbalife
literature as a product designed to attack cellulite, promote circulation, and eliminate excess fluids, is recommended for use with the Slim and Trim formulas. Tyler
noted that its tiny amounts of herbs would at most cause
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a slight diuresis (output of body water), but would have
no effect whatsoever on appetite or body fat.
:-,
• Herbal-aloe is said to aid digestion and cleanse
the system. Although uncertain of the type of aloe contained in this product-which
may be a laxative-Tyler
expressed deep concern over two of its other herbal ingredients. Comfrey. he said, is a known carcinogen,
shown to produce malignant tumors in the livers of rats
when included in their diet. And the active constituent
of chapparal. nordihydroguaiaretic
acid (NDGA). was
removed from the FDA's GRAS (Generally Recognized
As Safe) list many years ago after it was shown to cause
cysts and kidney damage in rats.
• N.R.G. (Nature's Raw Guarana) (80!1:/day),
claimed to increase energy. aid in mental alertness and
produce a nutritional lift. is sold in tablets that contain
small amounts of granular guarana, the seed of a South
American plant known to contain about 5% caffeine.
The amount of caffeine in the recommended dose of
N.R.G. is about the same as that in a cup of strong coffee-but
the presence of caffeine is not revealed in
product labeling or literature. Thus. individuals sensitive to caffeine might be unwittingly harmed.
• Schizandra Plus tablets are said to help combat
stress and damage leading to premature aging. Although
he suspected that the dosage of its ingredients was too
low to exert pharmacological effects. Tyler indicated
that tests are needed to determine whether chemicals
extracted from schizandra can protect or harm the liver ~l
[see NF 2:29].
• Tang Kuei (50!1:/day), said to help establish
menstrual regularity and provide "herbal nutrition'' for
the whole body. contains dong quai (also known as dang
gui and pinyan) and chamomile. These drugs-used
in
traditional Chinese medicine-have
not been proved by
Western standards. Tyler noted that even if they are
effective. the amounts contained in Tang Kuei are far
below those used in China. Moreover, under federal law.
Schizandra Plus and Tang Kuei are unapproved new
drugs that are not legal to sell in the United States.
Overall. Tyler objected that: 1) some Herbalife
products may well be toxic. at least to some consumers;
2) Herbalife literature and word-of-mouth recommendations build up false hopes in consumers. most of
whom are not able to benefit from the placebo effect: 3)
it is particularly deceptive because they lead the public
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to believe that Herbalife products "contain a lot of wonderful herbs with marvelous health-giving properties
when the amounts present in the products are too small
to have any significant physiological effects in normal
persons: and 4) consumers are thus paying good money
for products which have no proven value.
Many of the same points were reiterated in an
analysis of the various Herbalife formulas by F. Xavier
Pi-Sunyer, M.D .. associate professor of Medicine. Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons.
and a division chief at St. Luke's Roosevelt Hospital Center, New York City.
"With very rapid weight loss, and particularly
with diets low in carbohydrate. there is an early diuresis, that is, loss of water via the urine. This accounts
for much of the weight loss of crash diets and much of
this water is reaccumulated when the diet is stopped."
said Dr. Pi-Sunyer. ''With this water loss, great amounts
of sodium, potassium, and chloride are lost, as well as
lesser but substantial amounts of calcium, magnesium.
and other minerals. These must be replaced. If they are
not, the electrical integrity of biological membranes
may be lost. and one outcome of this may be cardiac
arrhythmias:'
Because dieters wish "to get on with it," there
may be a tendency to take only the protein preparation,
without supplementing it, as sometimes recommended,
by a meal to bring the daily intake to at least 800 to 1,000
calories (of which 300 to 400 may be provided by the
dietary product). Consumers also may ignore the limited
period, say four weeks. recommended by some diet purveyors, and incur added risk by consuming the preparation for a longer time. said Dr. Pi-Sunyer.
He also reported that a colleague, Theodore B.
Van Hallie, M.D .. had reexamined data of the victims of
the liquid protein diets of 1977-1978 and found that "the
less fat you are the more dangerous these diets are for
you, the more likely you are to lose life-requiring protein, and the more at risk of dying you are. Since these
preparations are bought without restriction, many people take them who are not very fat. and these people
seem to be particularly at risk:'
Two of the four laypersons who testified were
constituents of Senator Roth's-one
for Herbalife, the
other against. Patricia Stombaugh. of Smyrna, Delaware,
began taking Herbalife in August 1984. "After taking it

for two months, losing five pounds and feeling much
better," she was asked by friends ''for more information
about Herbalife." She soon became a distributor. She and
her representatives since have sold it to over 300 people.
''Herbalife has worked for me and my customers," she
told Roth and the subcommittee. ''I believe the people
who said they felt better using the Herbalife products
are stating the facts: their heal th problems improved
through weight loss and sound nutrition. They are not
saying that Herbalife is like a medicine that cures a
disease. No one I know has ever claimed this."
Another user, Greg Martin, of Dover, Delaware,
lost about 13 pounds in three months and "felt better
than I had in years." after starting on Herbalife products
in September 1984. He and his wife began selling the
products in October, eventually building a customer list
of 100 with ten distributors. But most of his customers
suffered from constipation when using Slim and Trim
Formulas, and 10 to 15 percent had other problems, he
reported. One man who had had two previous heart bypass operations was taking Herbalifeline because Martin
"understood from the literature that it was good for
heart problems.
This man became
extremely
cons ti pated."
Because he was unable to get answers to his questions from Herbalife headquarters, Martin stopped selling its products to retail customers at the end of
February. "I do not want to be associated with a company who claims its products are safe for everyone to
use and then will not deal with [health] problems," he
testified. He expressed the conviction "that diet products and food supplements can do a lot of good. I would
not want to see them prohibited."
He suggested,
however, that standards be established and that the FDA
"enforce these standards so that the public can be confident that these products are safe."
The final two lay witnesses testified to personal
tragedies. Bernard Lehman, of Anaheim, California, formerly from a town near Nashville. Tennessee, said that
he is not able to work because he has Hodgkin's lymphoma. a form of cancer. A few months ago, while
"basically bedridden," he claimed that a distributor in
Tennessee told him and his wife that she could lose
weight taking Herbalife products, that both could earn
needed income, and that "the Herbalife products would
help to cure my cancer."
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Lehman named the distributor and charged, "He
told us this orally and showed us some brochures which
said this" in writing. "However. he gave us different brochures without this information and said that he only
had one copy of the special brochure, and he had to
keep it for his use." Lehman summarized by saying that
the distributor "basically said that the Herbalife products would act as a cure-all:'
Although he and his wife had "bad reactions" to
the Herbalife products, they continued taking them "because we believed that we could make lots of money
and we thought our own bad reactions to taking the
products were unusual:' They spent about $1,800 for
inventory and publications and sold about $100 worth of
Herbalife products before asking to get out and get their
money back. They eventually received $1,000 from the
distributor and still have $700 worth of product they
"would just like to get rid of ... and forget about:'
Cynthia Guillaume Lee, of New Orleans, told the
pitiful story of her late husband, Bivian Lewis Lee, Jr.,
who had retired as a National Football League player in
1976. He became a Herbalife distributor in October 1984
because "the extra money sounded real good," said Mrs.
Lee. Although he was not overweight and "was very
much against taking any kind of diet product," he began
taking a Herbalife product because "he said that if he
was going to sell it, he would at least try it out."
Two weeks later, Bivian, age 35, was dead. His
widow testified: "I know that I'm not a doctor. I know
that I'm not qualified to give medical opinions. But I do
know that my husband was a perfectly healthy man. I
saw him deteriorate from the perfectly healthy man to
his death. And it all began when he started taking Herbalife. I want to tell what happened to me-it's not easy
for me to do this-because
I want this subcommittee, or
the Federal Food and Drug Administration or somebody
to investigate why my husband was alive and well until
he started on the Herbalife products and now he's dead.
I want to encourage the subcommittee to look into this
so that other young mothers won't find themselves in
my position."
Mrs. Lee submitted an affidavit by Dr. Van Hallie.
who had reviewed the autopsy protocol prepared by the
Orleans Parish Coroner's Office and other records relating to Bivian Lee's death. The affidavit cites an article
Van Hallie co-authored, entitled "Cardiac dysfunction in
obese dieters: a potentially lethal complication of rapid,
massive weight loss" [American Journal of Clinical Nutrition 39:695-702, 1984]. The article discusses the cases
of 17 obese but otherwise healthy persons on VLCs who
died of cardiac arrhythmia.
"Basically," the affidavit
says, "severe restriction of caloric intake causes the
body to utilize and deplete its protein. The heart is a
muscle. made of protein, and it is not spared ... depletion of protein from the heart may be followed by car-
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Forum------------------diac arrhythmia and death. I refer to this as the 'liquid
protein syndrome', but it may develop from any drastic
reduction in caloric intake. My thesis further holds that
persons with lesser stores of body fat are more likely to
experience the cardiac dysfunction. Fatter dieters seem
to survive longer because they are better able to conserve their body protein:'
Van Hallie found this thesis consistent with Bivian Lee's case, particularly because he was "persuaded
by Lee's Body Mass Index, indicating that he had lesser
stores of body fat."
The second day of the hearings, which featured
the FDA Commissioner
and the executive heads of
Cambridge and Herbalife. will be discussed in next
month's Nutrition Forum.
Mr. Fanning, formerly science writer for The Atlanta Journal
and director of information for the Centers for Disease Control,
is editor and publisher of Con$umer New$weekly.
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Q. Is it hazardous to swim after eating?
.
A. There is no need for healthy persons to restrict
mild or moderate physical activity after eating.
After you eat, your stomach muscles require increased blood supply while churning the food.
During exercise. blood supply to t~rn voluntary
muscles must be increased. Accordmg to sportsmedicine expert Gabe Mirkin. M.D., if you are reasonably fit and exercising modera_tely, your hea~t
can handle both jobs at the same time. However. if
you are exercising very vigorously or are in poor
physical condition, the simultaneous
demands
will be too much. and the supply of blood carrying
oxygen to the stomach may be inadequate, resulting in stomach cramps.
Q. Does the term "holistic medicine" have a specific meaning?
A. No. Orthodox practitioners
use the term to
mean treatment of the "whole patient," with attention to emotional factors as well as physical ones.
But most people who refer to themsel~es as ''.holistic" utilize unscientific methods of diagnosis and
treatment. Because the holistic label is a potential
source of public confusion. know_l~dgeable _o~servers have suggested that scientific pract1t10ners
abandon it.

COMING SOON
HERBALIFE, Part II
DENTIST and NUTRITION QUACKERY
BUTCHER'S BROOM
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FDA MAY PERMIT HEALTH CLAIMS ON FOOD LABELS
The Food and Drug Administration has indicated
that it will revise regulations concerning health claims
made for foods. The New York Times has reported that
details of the plan will be announced soon and that a
committee of government scientists will then review
available evidence. invite public comment and suggest
health labels suitable for use on food products. According to Joseph P. Hile, Associate Commissioner of Food
and Drugs (the FDA's top enforcement official), the
agency's problem is "how to permit appropriate health
claims without opening the door to outright fraudulent

ones:·
The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDC
Act) defines drugs as "articles intended for use in the
diagnosis, cure, mitigation. treatment, or prevention of
disease in man or other animals." This law also makes it
illegal for sellers to make new drug claims without FDA
approval (which requires proof of safety and effectiveness prior to marketing). Thus foods for which disease-related claims are made can now be regulated by
the FDA as drugs.
Paul Sage, the FDA consumer safety officer who
last year petitioned the agency to set up a more vigorous
enforcement program against misbranded food supplements (see NF 1:1-2), believes that the "FDA cannot lawfully adopt a policy that sets aside a statute's definition
and contravenes its intent-only
Congress can change a
law in this manner." Instead, he feels that a streamlined
approval process can be designed in which manufacturers file "new drug applications" based on scientific
data supporting their claims. But others think guidelines can be used.
Controversy in this area began last fall when the
FDA objected to an advertising campaign begun for Kellogg's All-Bran cereal. One ad had listed four "preventative tips from the National Cancer Institute": 1) eat
high fiber foods: 2) eat foods low in fat: 3) eat fresh fruits
and vegetables; and 4) eat a well-balanced diet and avoid
being over or under weight. Another had stated that no
cereal has more fiber than All-Bran. The ads, which
appeared on radio and television as well as on the backs
of cereal boxes, had been designed with help from the
National Cancer Institute (NCI) itself.
Federal Trade Commission officials expressed the
belief that the ads are within their primary jurisdiction
and have endorsed them as truthful food claims that can
benefit the public. But FDA officials said that linking a
specific food product to NCI's advice put the manufacturer in the position of making a "special health claim"
that may make All-Bran a drug subject to premarket
proof of effectiveness. Meanwhile, NCI was contacted
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by other manufacturers who believe that their products
fit within NCI's guidelines.
On May 22nd. Kellogg Company filed a 550-page
petition asking the FDA to allow such claims in food
advertising or labeling without making the foods "new
drugs" that need FDA approval. Kellogg wants the FDA
to change its policy so that foods shall not be considered
misbranded or drugs because of labeling, advertising or
other statements that refer to relationships between diet
and health. provided that such statements: 1) are substantiated by studies generally recognized as valid by
experts; 2) are made only in the context of a diet and
refer only to a food that is an appropriate component of
that diet; 3) specify the dietary property(ies) or ingredient(s) which make that food an appropriate component of the diet, and the amount in a serving of the food
is disclosed on the label; and 4) are not false or misleading to consumers.
The National Food Processors Association-representing such companies as Del Monte, Campbell,
Kraft, Beatrice, and Hunt Wesson-has
also petitioned
the FDA to relax its rules so that health claims supported by "unbiased authorities" can be made for foods.
Other groups supporting relaxation of the rules are the
Council for Responsible Nutrition (an association of supplement manufacturers) and the Center for Science in
the Public Interest. which wants a moratorium on
health claims until formal guidelines are adopted.
Seizing upon the controversy.
the National
Health Federation is promoting "Foods Are Not Drugs"
bills to amend the FDA Act so that "foods for special
dietary use" would not be classified as drugs. H.R. 1819,
introduced by Representative Howard Nielson (R-UT),
and H.R. 2583, introduced by Representative William
Dannemeyer (R-CA), would exempt such products as
encapsulated herbs, foods, and vitamins. Passage of either bill would virtually cripple the FDA's ability to protect the public against "food supplement" concoctions
labeled as "dietary supplements" but promoted as effective against disease. Theoretically, the FDA could still
act against false claims made for these products. But
instead of merely showing that a company has not secured necessary FDA approval, the agency would face
the impossible task of disproving false claims for hundreds or even thousands of products on a case-by-case
basis.
Comments on the Kellogg petition (Dockett #85N-0061) can be sent to Dockets Management Branch,
HFA-305. Food and Drug Administration, 5600 Fishers
Lane, Rockville, MD 20857.

____________________
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NUTRITION FRAUDS ATTACKEDBY
NEW YORKATTORNEYGENERAL
A "holistic nutritional consultant." three testing
facilities he utilized. and the school from which he obtained his "Ph.D." are the targets of five suits filed July
22nd by New York State Attorney General Robert
Abrams. Assistant Attorney General Leslie E. Rossen of
the Department of Law's Bureau of Consumer Frauds
and Protection is managing the cases. The court papers,
which encompass more than 500 pages. state:
• Gary Pace. 50, of Garden City, N.Y., "has engaged in a scheme to defraud consumers by repeated
fraudulent and illegal acts and practices including the
illegal practice of medicine and fraudulent misrepresentations. By virtue of this scheme. Pace has induced
hundreds of consumers to each pay hundreds of dollars
to him for improper physical examinations. worthless
laboratory tests. bogus nutritional advice. and unnecessary vitamin. mineral. and herbal supplements:·
• Herbal Tracers. LTD.. of Hewlett. N.Y., and its
president, David Fishman. have been: 1) operating a laboratory without possession of a valid permit; 2) accepting specimens from and rendering reports to persons not
legally authorized to use the findings of a laboratory: 3)
illegally billing providers of the tests rather than those
who took the tests: 4) performing "herbal crystallization
analysis," a test not approved by the New York State
Department of Health: and 5) making false and misleading statements to promote the test to health professionals and the general public.
• Doctor's Data Laboratories, Inc., of West Chicago,
Illinois. has been: 1) doing unauthorized business in
New York State: 2) operating without a laboratory permit: 3) accepting specimens from unauthorized persons;
4) illegally billing providers of the tests: and 5) performing an unapproved laboratory test (hair analysis) which
Pace used as a basis for nutritional advice to clients.
• The International Institute of Natural Health
Sciences. Huntington Beach, California. and its president, Kurt Donsbach. have been: 1) doing business in
New York State without authority to do so: and 2) engaging in a scheme to defraud consumers by means of a
"Nutrient Deficiency Test." claimed to be useful in analyzing nutritional status and prescribing dietary supplements to correct supposed deficiencies.
• Donsbach University and its president, Kurt
Donsbach, have been: 1) conducting business in New
York State without legal authorization: and 2) violating
state education laws by advertising unaccredited degrees to state residents.
Action in these cases was triggered by a complaint from the mother of a client of Gary Pace, whose
"Ph.D." in nutrition is from Donsbach University. Pace is
·'certified'' as a "nutritional consultant" by the Amer-
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ican Association of Nutritional Consultants and is a
member of the group's ''national board of consultants,"
of which Donsbach has been chairman. Pace's ads also
state that he is registrar of the American Nutritional
Consultants Association. another group that promotes
unscientific nutrition practices based on Donsbach's
theories.
The case against Pace was supported by affidavits
from thirteen aggrieved clients and two undercover investigators, all of whom were advised to take vitamins,
minerals and/or herbs. Some of the female clients reported that Pace examined their breasts or genitals. A
number of the clients underwent significant expense to
obtain medical reassurance that they did not have various diseases that Pace said they had. One client was
advised by her medical doctor to stop taking vitamin A
supplements because her palms had become yellow as a
result of vitamin A overdosage.
According to the Attorney General's office. at
least 251 clients paid Pace an average of $307 during the
past four years. Many of them had been attracted by his
2"x4" ad in the Nassau County Yellow Pages. which
claimed he would "determine your body's true vitamins,
minerals. enzymes and glandular needs" with hair and
diet analysis, nutrient deficiency testing. herbal saliv,
testing, metabolism testing. computerized urine testing, iridology. reflexology. kinesiology. herbology. homeopathic and allergy tests. The ad offered nutritional
counseling for weight problems, diabetes, high blood
pressure, insomnia. natal care. hyperactive children, ulcers. and other related conditions. The ad also offered a
"free consultation." which. the investigators discovered,
consisted of the brief telephone conversation he has
before advising prospective
clients to make an
appointment.
The saliva test was performed by having the client lick a slide which was sent to Herbal Tracers for
analysis. The lab would then issue a report based on
crystal patterns that supposedly indicated organ dysfunctions and herbs that could be used to remedy them.
Doctor's Data, the largest commercial hair analysis lab in the United States. held a permit to operate in
New York State for a short period in 1982 until state
authorities discovered that its director lacked the credentials required by slate law. The permit was revoked
and the lab was ordered to stop accepting. testing or
reporting on specimens received from New York State
residents-an
order that the company ignored. A recent
Cable News Network report stated that Doctor's Data
performs 200-400 tests per day for an average of $28 per
test.

-------------------
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Donsbach's Nutrient Deficiency Test is composed
245 yes/no questions about symptoms. When fed into
d computer, these data yield a printout of supposed nutrient deficiencies and medical conditions. The court
papers indicate that experts who have evaluated the
questions do not believe they provide a basis for evaluating nutritional status. Moreover, a scientist with the
FDA's Buffalo district office who analyzed the test's computer program found that no matter how the questions
are answered, the test finds several "nutrient deficiencies" and almost always recommends an identical list of
vitamins. minerals and digestive enzymes. The ques-

,-.~

tionnaire also contains a section with questions about
the subject's food intake during the past week. However,
the answers given do not affect the printout of supposed
nutrient deficiencies!
Each of the above complaints asks the court to
order a permanent injunction against the illegal acts as
well as payment of costs. civil penalties, and restitution
to consumers. In addition, to help protect consumers
from other unqualified
"nutrition consultants,"
Attorney General Abrams plans to ask his state legislature
to pass a nutritionist licensing law.

BRIEFS
Hair analysis expose. When 52 hair samples from two
healthy teenagers were sent to 13 commercial hair
analysis laboratories, the reported levels of minerals
varied considerably between identical samples sent to
the same lab and from lab to lab. The labs also disagreed
about what was "normal" or "usual" for many of the
minerals. Most reports contained computerized interpretations that were voluminous, bizarre, and potentially frightening to patients. Six labs recommended
food supplements, but the types and amounts varied
~idely
from report to report. Literature from most of the
f -lls suggested falsely that their reports were useful
against a wide variety of diseases and supposed nutrient
imbalances. The 5-page report, published in the August
23/30 Journal of the American Medical Association, was
summarized in the AMA's weekly press packet to more
than 2.000 health and science writers and was widely
reported through the media. A copy of the article can be
obtained by sending a self-addressed 4"x9 1/2" envelope
stamped with 39<t postage to Hair Analysis Report. P.O.
Box 1747. Allentown. PA 18105.
Herbalife layoffs. Negative publicity appears to have
hurt Herbalife seriously. According to Newsday [June 6],
enforcement action in California lsee NF: 2:29] plus
negative publicity from the recent weight-loss hearings
have dampened sales so much that more than 500 employees (about one-third of Herbalife's work force) have
been laid off. Another factor in the slump is competition: similar products are being marketed through
health food stores and through Uni-Life, a multilevel
sales company started by former Herbalife distributors.

Irradiated foods report. A free copy of the American
Council on Science and Health's new 27-page booklet
can be obtained by sending a self-addressed 4"x9 1//'
r~felope
with 39<t postage to Irradiated Foods Report.
. ...(:SH. 47 Maple St.. Summit, NJ 07901.
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Irradiation information center. The National Agricultural Library has created a clearinghouse to provide
scientists and consumers with information about the
potential uses of food irradiation. Information about the
facility can be obtained by contacting Carole Shore,
Food Irradiation Center Coordinator, National Agricultural Library, Room 304, Beltsville. MD 20705 (telephone: 301-344-4369).
Cholesterol labeling? According to an article in The
New York Times, the FDA is considering allowing manufacturers to provide information about the amount of
cholesterol in particular foods-perhaps
with use of the
terms "low cholesterol" or ''reduced cholesterol" in
labeling.

Consumer protection bill. S. 1313, introduced by Senator Howard Metzenbaum (D-OH), would enable state
attorneys general to bring action under the Federal
Trade Commission Act's provisions against unfair and
deceptive practices. Currently. state agencies are generally limited to obtaining court orders to stop illegal practices within their own state. The new bill would enable
them to initiate complaints in federal courts, and would
allow the courts to make rulings with nationwide
impact.

Antifluoridation propaganda exposed. The Ohio Department of Health has completed an analysis of Lifesavers Guide to Fluoridation. an 8-page pamphlet by
John Yiamouyiannis, Ph.D. Painstaking research over a
2-year period by Coleen A. Wulf. R.D.H., and 13 colleagues showed that many of the references used to
back up antifluoridation claims actually support fluoridation but were selectively quoted and misrepresented.
Moreover, of 250 "references" cited in the pamphlet, 116
had no relevance to community water fluoridation .
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Book Review
Title: Fluoride, The Aging Factor (1983)
Author: John Yiamouyiannis. Ph.D.
Publisher: Health Action Press, Delaware. Ohio
Price: $11.95
Reviewed by: Stephen Barrett, M.D.
Dr. Yiamouyiannis. who considers himself "the
worlds leading authority on the biological effects of fluoride." has been working full time for more than ten
years to defluoridate the world. Hired in 1974 by the
National Health Federation (NHF) to "break the back of
fluoridation," he served as the group's "science director"
for six years. In 1980 he left NHF and founded the National Health Action Committee and the Safe Water
Foundation. In 1984 these groups merged their assets
into the Center for Health Action, "a union of virtually
every effective antifluoridation group in the country"
[see NF 1:7].
Fluoride, The Aging Factor accuses fluoridation
of causing cancer and a wide range of chronic ailments
from skin wrinkles to arthritis. Although the author
cites valid scientific reports to back up his claims, reviewers at the Ohio Health Department have found that
the actual articles either support fluoridation or are irrelevant to it. Unfortunately. the book may frighten
laypersons and help delay implementation of fluoridation in communities exposed to its ideas. A second edition is expected soon.

Title: Arthritis and Common Sense #2
Author: Dale Alexander
Publisher: Witkower Press. West Hartford, CT
Price: $14.95
Reviewed by: Alan A. Halpern, M.D.
This is a major revision of the highly popular
book, Arthritis and Common Sense, first published in
1954. It is touted as the "best selling book on arthritis
ever written," with over 1,200,000 copies sold. As I began reading it, I conjured up an image of a sincere and
dauntless individual searching throughout the world for
the mystical "answer" to arthritis. But at the end, it was
clear that the author had somehow managed to bypass
virtually every institution of higher learning and serious arthritis research. Along the way. I noted factual
errors on most pages and an alarming tendency to endorse the work of other questionable promoters.
Mr. Alexander, who has no recognized academic
or scientific credentials. says he began formulating his
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ideas while serving as a medical technician in the Air
Force. His "research" is nothing more than a compilation of anecdotal reports and uncontrolled projects.
According to Alexander, the basic cause of arthritis is "poorly lubricated joints:· His central premise is
that dietary measures-particularly
the use of cod liver
oil-are effective in preventing and/or curing arthritis.
The book asserts that oils in the diet can act as lubricants in the joints if only the diet is correct, and furthermore that "diet can increase or enhance the quality of
synovial fluid in arthritic joints." He postulates that
while 90% of cod liver oil reaches the joints and other
tissues, only 65-75% of oils from salad oil or meats do
so-and that. "Even worse, if you drink ice-cold beverages or carbonated soda pop with meals. oil delivery
will be reduced to only 5% or 10%:'
Serious scientists have been examining the
effects of different diets on the course of rheumatoid
arthritis. The results so far are inconclusive and certainly don't support Alexander's global conclusions. But
Alexander tells readers what many of them want to
hear: that there is a simple answer to their problem.
They do not have to understand their particular disease
or its standard treatment, or to settle for their doctor's
advice that most cases of arthritis can be controlled bui....
not cured.
·,
The book's commercial success is no doubt testi-·
many to the fact that faced with a chronic and painful
condition, desperate individuals. no matter how sophisticated and well educated, often grasp at unproven treatments. I read it with a mixture of envy and anger:
admiration of the author's marketing skill, yet saddened
by the American public's continued appetite for simple
answers and easy home cures. Mr. Alexander is a master of his craft. Those who devote their energies to informing the public about arthritis might do well to learn
from his style. so that perhaps reason could be communicated as effectively as fiction.
Alexander states in the book's first chapter that
many people have reported long-lasting relief with his
methods. It would be fascinating to see an objective
study of Alexander's approach and what happens to
those who read his book. Perhaps some day he or a
member of the scientific community will undertake
such a survey.

Dr. Halpern is an orthopedic surgeon who practices in
Kalamazoo, Michigan. He is a clinical instructor in the depart•
ment of surgery at the Michigan State University College of
Human Medicine and is author of The Kalamawo Arthritis
Book and Runner's World Knee Book.
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"HERBALIFEHEARINGS,"PART II
Odom Fanning
May 15th was a sunny Spring day, ideal for a demonstration. About 8 a.m., an estimated 3,000 Herbalife
supporters from across the country began gathering on
Capitol Hill, each wearing a large button reading: ··1lost
X pounds. Ask me how." They had been called to Washington for a rally whose main purpose was to grab media
attention and get television reporters to ask, on camera,
how they had lost their claimed poundage. The evening
before. they had shared their enthusiasm in a ballroom
at the Hyatt Regency Hotel. where they received buttons and instructions from a platoon of officials from
Herbalife International headquarters in Los Angeles.
The 5-block walk from the hotel to the Dirksen
Senate Office Building was covered by camera crews
from the networks, alerted by the Washington offices of
Herbalife's public relations counsel. Rogers & Cowan,
Inc., of Beverly Hills. Calif. Of the 100 or so demonstrators who gained entrance to the building, only about
50 could fit at any one time into the spectator section of
crowded Room 342 where the U.S. Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations held its 2-day hearing
on weight reduction products and plans.
To the credit of the audience and chairman, Senator William V. Roth, Jr. (R-DE), decorum in the hearing
room was maintained at all times. Nor did the Herbalife
representatives who stood for hours in the hallway hoping that space inside would become available require
anything of Capitol police other than normal crowd
control.
At the first day's hearing, Senator Roth had indicated that although many very low calorie (VLC) dietary
products are being sold, his subcommittee's review had
focused on Cambridge and Herbalife, "largely because
they have pervaded the market." Reading from his staff's
report, Roth had noted that the FDA had collected 12
reports of deaths and 138 complaints of illnesses associated with use of the Cambridge diet. The agency had
also received 90 complaints of alleged illness due to
Herbalife products, four reports of death, and 32 allegations of fraud.
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"While these numbers may pale in comparison to
those persons who experienced no side effects or adverse reactions," the report said, "they may nevertheless
be significant enough to warrant more scrupulous attention by the FDA to better determine whether there is, in
fact, a cause and effect relationship.''
Testifying for the FDA, Commissioner Frank E.
Young, M.D., Ph.D., conceded that under provisions of
the Federal Food. Drug, and Cosmetic Act, his agency
has authority over food, drug, and medical device products that are specifically promoted for weight loss. Reading his 15-page statement, Dr. Young said. "FDA has
attempted, over time, to modify its strategy to make the
most effective use of resources for dealing with those
products which represent a health fraud. Until the
1960's, the most common tool used was criminal prosecution. A number of cases were successfully tried. and
these achieved some deterrent effect. But because this is
a more time-consuming
and resource-intensive
approach to the problem, the agency has expanded its enforcement
program to include other judicial and
administrative measures such as seizures, injunctions,
and regulatory letters."
With all seriousness, the nation's highest-ranking
health regulator declared, "I believe that public education is probably the most effective and cost-efficient way
of combating health fraud, especially economic fraud.
This is because the surest way to reduce health fraud is
to reduce consumer demands for fraudulent products.
In the weight loss product area, FDA has begun a public
awareness campaign that includes a slide show, exhibit,
and videotape focusing on diet books, low-calorie diets,
body wraps, starch blockers, and other weight loss products and urges consumers to consult their physicians
prior to beginning diets and to be aware of the general
principles which apply to reduction diets."
Regarding VLC diet products, Dr. Young said,
"Some manufacturers
and distributors are promoting
herbal mixtures for a variety of weight control programs. The diet plans may replace one or more meals
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a day with low-calorie product mixtures including
herbs, vitamins and minerals, lecithin, senna leaves,
kelp. chickweed. and dandelion, but no significant data
have been provided to demonstrate that such ingredients do anything to control weight gain or ensure
weight loss ... "
"In addition lo riot being the magic answer to
weight loss, herbs can be unsafe. No one would knowingly consume poisonous herbs, of course. And no responsible herb company would even consider putting
such herbs in its products. But the fact is that poisonous
herbs have been found in diet aids in low levels. and
FDA has taken action against products in such cases.
And although we know about the toxicity of some
herbs, we do not know enough about many to conclude
that they are safe as currently promoted in some weight
reduction plans."
In response lo a question, Dr. Young acknowledged that the FDA regards dietary products as drugs if
any therapeutic claim is made for them. But he added
that if the agency attempted to regulate them on the
basis of more general claims, Congress might reduce its
authority as it did in 1976 with the Proxmire Amendment (which ended FDA jurisdiction over the dosage
and composition of ordinary food supplements).
That answer was not acceptable to Senator Warren B. Rudman (R-NH}, who asked: "If a company encourages witnesses to make claims that the company
can't make, and these claims are made on TV time paid
for by the company, and the FDA has such evidence,
how long is it going to take you to act?" (Rudman was
obviously aware that the FDA has had sufficient evidence for more than two years to initiate criminal prosecution of Herbalife for making illegal therapeutic
claims.} Dr. Young hedged. saying he didn't want to compromise his agency's investigation of the company. On
advice of his accompanying legal counsel. he declined
to go further-and
the Senators did not press him to do
so. But when Rudman asked whether the FDA had a
timetable for deciding whether the evidence warranted
enforcement action, FDA General Counsel Tom Scarlett
replied. "It is going to be in the relatively near future.
Another year:·
Testifying for Cambridge Plan International of Pacific Grove, California, was its president, Vaughn
Feather. He said he welcomed the subcommittee's investigation because it gave him the opportunity to explain
how his company had made major changes in its products and programs since 1982, when sales and (adverse)
publicity concerning the Cambridge Diet were at their
peak.

Feather said his company had begun in 1980 with
single product composed of nonfat dry milk and soy
flour enriched with 100% of the USRDA's of vi tarn ·1ns

a

-

he explained. Next was to be "a week of recommended
low-calorie meals, followed if necessary by further use
of the diet as a sole source of nutrition:·
Feather also said that when Cambridge was only
two years old, it was doing a little over $390 million in
Cambridge Plan dietary products. Then its sales fell just
as steeply in late 1982 and early 1983, and in September
1983 the company filed for reorganization under Chapter 11 of the Federal Bankruptcy Act. Its 1985 sales are
expected to be about $15 million.
When asked to explain the downturn in the company's fortunes. Feather replied, "We ran out of monev.
We had thought matching up a good product with -a
network of peer support, copied after Mary Kay cosmetics. was a good idea. But pyramiding didn't work
with us. Rather than selling the diet. we had people
circling the United States signing up new counselors.
They were selling opportunities to make a lot of money:·
Late in 1982 Feather met with the director of
FDAs Bureau of Foods. who suggested improved quality
assurance, a dialogue with critics of the plan, and research in this country-all
of which the company did,
Feather said. The original 330-calorie/day program was
abandoned in favor of three new plans which provide
800 or more calories per day and which advise medical
consultation prior to use. Feather also said that proceedings of a 1983 scientific symposium on VLC diets will
soon be published in book form. Though sponsored by
Cambridge, the meeting was organized by three prominent nutritionists: Ors. George Blackburn and Fredrick
Stare of Harvard University. and Dr. George Bray of the
University of Southern California. (Curiously, Dr. Blackburn was one of the experts against Cambridge in the
court case described in the editor's note accompanying
this article.}
When called by Senator Roth, Mark Reynolds
Hughes, 29, Herbalife"s founder and president, bounced
forward with a retinue of corporate officials and consultants. Accompanying them to the witness table was
Representative William E. Dannemeyer (R-CA}, \•vhose
district contains a manufacturer of Herbalife products
which employs 200 people.
"Consumers should be allowed a maximum of
freedom of choice to make decisions for themselves,"
the Congressman said. "Those that make false claims or
otherwise violate the law must answer at the bar of
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and minerals plus trace elements and electrolytes to
create a nutritionally dense formulation providing 330
calories per day. "It was originally marketed as an exelusive source of nutrition for periods up to four weeks." ._______________________
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justice. We must not, however, indict a health program
generally, or particularly
weight control products,
merely because they are 'unconventional' or 'nontraditional' by the standards of the established medical
profession:'
"Before coming to Congress, I was involved in
matters of this nature," Dannemeyer said. referring to
his former role as legal counsel for the Alta-Dena Certified Dairy, the nation's largest marketer of certified
raw milk. Last October, Dannemeyer testified on behalf
of Alta-Dena against federal regulation of raw milk at an
FDA hearing [see NF 2:1-4].
After introduction by Dannemeyer, Hughes said
that practically everybody in his family has had a
weight problem and that he became interested in doing
something about this after his mother got "hooked" on a
prescription weight control product. Thus inspired. he
founded Herbalife International in February 1980 when
he was 23 years old and built it to gross sales of almost
$500 million last year.
Hughes himself, elegant and trim, "welcomed the
opportunity to be a part of this Subcommittee's effort to
inform the American consumer about the worthless
products which are threatening the reputations of the
responsible companies." After further remarks, he presented a company consultant. David Brandeis Katzin,
M.D .. Ph.D .. a private practitioner from Los Angeles,
who said that during the past five years he had personally treated well over 1.000 individuals, many with
weight-related problems. Herbalife's program is nothing
more than sound basic nutrition, Dr. Katzin asserted.
Diets that contain less than 500 calories per day
and consist exclusively of formula drinks ··can be potentially extremely dangerous and must, under all circumstances, be supervised medically. Even then serious side
effects may occur: however, medical supervision reduces the risk of prolonged or permanent complications," Katzin said. ''Herbalife
does not have 500
calories, it has 1.000 or more ... In addition, the balance
of protein, carbohydrates and fat is entirely different.
Very low calorie diets are deficient in potassium,
whereas the Herbalife nutritional program contains
adequate potassium according to RDA recommendations. In addition, the Herbalife nutritional program
contains a balance of vitamins and minerals which meet
or minimally exceed the RDAs for these nutrients."
Katzin declared: "Literally billions of portions of
the product have been served to more than a million

individuals with only minimal transient side effects. I
know of no other nutritional program which has been
used as widely as the Herbalife program or as safely."
Katzin presented a series of charts and graphs.
One. he said, was based on evaluation at the University
of California. San Diego. of seven Herbalife consumers
who had used the products for one to four years and
showed "no deficiencies of serum potassium, magnesium, calcium, iron. zinc and copper." From this he concluded that the Herbalife nutritional program is safe."
(Under questioning he listed as exceptions: "individuals
on dialysis, with intestinal bypass, and others under a
doctor's care.").
"How about for a pregnant woman?" Roth asked.
"If told to reduce by a physician, then it would be
safe for her," replied Dr. Katzin. However. he added. he
wouldn't recommend
that a pregnant woman lose
weight. Hughes later agreed with a suggestion by Senator Roth that such products be labeled to warn pregnant women that they should consult a physician before
taking them.
Other charts Katzin presented were based on a
retrospective study of 428 users, including one chart of
''.transient side effects" which indicated that of 428
Herbalife users, 18.6% had experienced
headache.
12.5% had constipation, 11.3% had diarrhea. 9.7% had
nausea, 9.6% reported lightheadedness. 2.6% had heart
palpitations and 10.1% had other symptoms. Altogether.
about 40% of those surveyed had some symptoms that
might be attributed to taking Herbalife products, Katzin
said. (The above numbers add to more than 40% because individuals can have more than one symptom.)
Hughes, basing his estimate on feedback from distributors had said earlier that roughly 10-15% of users
have such side effects, which usually last only a week.
Senator Rudman was relentless in questioning
both Horbalife witnesses. To Dr. Katzin:
"You were hired about three months ago?"
"Yes."
"That was about the time Mr. Hughes learned
that Herbalife would be invited to testify," said the Senator. After more exchanges in which Katzin was evasive,
he insisted on a yes-or-no answer to the question:
"Weren't you hired to come to this hearing?"
"Yes," replied Dr. Katzin.
Senator Rudman asked Hughes why Richard
Marconi, the manufacturer of Herbalife products, was
not present for the hearings.
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"Doctor Marconi is in China." said Hughes. (Marconi claims to have a Ph.D. in nutrition from Donsbach
University, which is a correspondence school located in
Huntington Beach, California.)
"... This doctorate this man allegedly has is from
a totally unaccredited university ... he, in fact is really
not a Ph.D. in nutrition. Do you know that?" Rudman
asked.
"I don't know about that .. :· Hughes came back.
"Dr. Marconi is one of the most brilliant guys I know."
"Isn't it true that you have no college degree."
Rudman then asked Hughes. "You completed the ninth
grade in school, but consider yourself an authority on
nutrition?"
"I know that this plan works," responded Hughes.
Later he called himself "an authority on helping people
lose weight."
Rudman focused much of his questioning on an
early edition of Herbalife's Official Career Book, a training manual for distributors. and read statements of
claims for cures of cancer, arthritis, and other diseases.
Hughes replied that the copyright laws required picking
up significant amounts of material where Herbalife
products are endorsed-"in
order not to take statements
out of context." Therefore. said Hughes, the Career Book

------

had reproduced many pages from magazines, in which
the authors may make unrelated claims.
"Because some quack somewhere said something
might cure cancer. you thought it all right to publish?''
Rudman exploded.
"No, I am not saying that," insisted Hughes.
"That's one of the most incredible bits of snake oil
I've ever heard!" the Senator declared.
Rudman's final line of questioning had to do with
Herbalife's cable television broadcasts. "People come up
on your cable program and give testimonials about
being cured of cancer, don't they?" he asked.
Hughes admitted that that had happened, but insisted, "After two live shows. when we found out that
happened, we went to the tapes and edited out any
health claims:'
"The representatives,
might they not make
health representations?" Rudman pressed him.
"No, we have three categories for representatives
being suspended. and 358 representatives have been terminated for misadvertising, failure to make refunds. etc.
I terminated
one representative
who was making
$30,000 a month:'
"Do you believe it's safe to use your products
without consulting a doctor?" Roth asked.

EDITOR'S NOTES-------------

• Dr. Young's claim that the FDA "expanded" its enforcement program during the 1960s is preposterous. A tabulation by FDA Historian Wallace Janssen shows that
between April 15, 1960 and September 30. 1963. the
agency successfully concluded about 150 civil and 12
criminal cases involving misbranded food supplements.
During the next 20 years, only one such criminal prosecution was filed (and settled by a guilty plea). Moreover, the FDA has no data to demonstrate that criminal
prosecution is more "resource intensive" than civil actions. Dr. Young's idea that education is "most effective"
against health frauds is simplistic. Although education
can protect many people, enforcement actions will always be needed to protect individuals who look for "miraculous" solutions to their health problems.
• The Cambridge Diet actually began marketing as a
mail-order product with advertised claims that it could
produce weight loss of up to 15 pounds in 1 week and 48
pounds in 6 weeks. and that it would reduce body fat as
rapidly as fasting or complete starvation. After the
Postal Service complained that these claims were false.
a U.S. District Court Judge temporarily halted sales
through the mail and commented that the diet appeared
to be deadly. The company then signed a consent agreement to discontinue the claims and to label the product
with a statement that it should not be used as a sole
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source of nutrition for more than four weeks. The
switch to person-to-person sales began soon afterward.
• The questionable credentials of Richard Marconi
were exposed prior to the hearings in a 4-part inv~stigative report on Herbalife that was aired nationally by
Cable News Network. CNN revealed that although
Hughes claimed that Herbalife products had been formulated with the help of Marconi and his ''research
staff," no research on effectiveness had actually been
done before the products were marketed. And Herbalife's supposed "research laboratory' turned out to be a
conference room that housed a large table and books on
herbs. located at one of Marconi's factories. Marconi told
a CNN interviewer. ''We employed hundreds ... even
thousands of Ph.D's in the research program for our
products:· But when asked who they were, he replied,
"Why, the research papers that are published and
printed that we have access to on our computer .. :•
The CNN report also demonstrated that Herbalife's Official Career Book once claimed that ingredients in Herbalife products were effective against
arthritis, bronchitis, emphysema, gangrene, snake bites,
ulcers. venereal disease and a wide range of other serious health problems. Vigorous FDA enforcement action at that time might well have stunted Herbalife's
growlh.--Stephen
Barrett. M.D.
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"Sure," replied Hughes. "Everybody needs good,
sound basic nutrition. We all know that:'
Senator William S. Cohen (R-ME) asked Hughes
about the use in Herbal-aloe of comfrey and chaparral,
which witnesses on the previous day had testified have
cancer-causing properties. Hughes said that neither he
nor the FDA was concerned because quantities in the
formula were well below the unsafe level. Although
Commissioner Young had indicated a few hours earlier
that the agency was still considering action against the
company for unfounded medical claims made on behalf
of its products, Hughes also said Herbalife was cooperating with the FDA.
Regarding side effects, Senator Roth asked,
"Shouldn't there be warnings ... on the labels?''
Warnings are made "basically by word of mouth''
through the distributors, Hughes replied.
"But isn't the public entitled to know about
these?" Senator Roth pressed him.
"Yes," conceded Hughes. "This company is open
and willing to consider labeling."
Senator Rudman closed the questioning
of
Hughes: ''Last night there was a rally of 3.000 to 4.000
Herbalife representatives at the Hyatt Regency /Capitol
Hill Hotel. Towards the end, Larry Thompson. executive
director of sales for Herbalife International, solicited tes-

timonials and obtained them from three people. One
said she was told by a doctor that her child was dying,
put the child on the product, and the child didn't die.
Another was supposedly cured of diabetes. And the
third supposedly was on crutches for some time, took
Herbalife, and no longer had to use them. If you were
running a first-rate company, do you think you should
allow such testimonials?"
Before Hughes could respond, Rudman added a
final question: "Don't you think you ought to clean up
your act?"
"I think we should," Hughes agreed, "and we're
trying to do that right now:•
The hearing was adjourned at 3:00 p.m., too late
for a 1:30 press conference Herbalife's public relations
firm had planned for Hughes at the Hyatt Regency.

Mr. Fanning, formerly a science writer for The Atlanta Journal
and director of information for the Centers for Disease Control,
is editor and publisher of Con$umer New$weekly. A complete
transcript of the hearing may be requested by sending a selfaddressed mailing label to Weight Reduction Hearings, c/o Mr.
Howard L. Shapiro, Staff Counsel, Permanent Subcommittee
on Investigations, U.S. Senate, Washington, DC 20510.

BOOKREVIEW
Title: Cancer & Nutrition
Author: Charles B. Simone. M.O.
Publisher: McGraw Hill Book Company, New York
Price:$15.95
Reviewed by: Stephen Barrett. M.D.
The author is described on the jacket as a former
researcher at the National Cancer Institute and belongs
to the radiation therapy department at the University of
Pennsylvania Hospital. The foreword is by Robert A.
Good, Ph.D .. M.D., former president and director of Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Hospital. Seeingcredentials like these you might think this book is well
reasoned. But even superficial
inspection
reveals
otherwise.
Simone's grasp of vitamin facts appears grossly
deficient. He states, for example. that "the RDAs represent the minimum nutrient levels needed to prevent
obvious signs of vi tam in deficiencies" and suggests
(based on claims by Linus Pauling) that the levels of
vitamins required to maintain good health vary by as
much as 2000% from one person to another. He cites a
published claim that daily doses of 100,000 IU of vitamin
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A have been given to adults for many months without
serious side effects. And he claims erroneously that no
case of vitamin E toxicity has ever been recorded. Presumably ideas like these induced Rodale Press to pick
this book for its Prevention Book Club.
Simone's advice is summarized in a ''ten-point
plan for risk factor modification." Some of the advice is
standard and appropriate (e.g., don't smoke or chew tobacco, moderate alcohol intake, be alert to cancer's
early warning signs, use sunscreens). But his lists of dietary don'ts-which
include salad dressings. pickle relish. whole eggs, cooked. canned, or frozen fruit with
added sugar, all jams, jellies, and bleached white
flour-strike
me as irrational.
Most curious is his claim that "Risk Modifier," a
vitamin/mineral supplement he formulated for General
Nutrition Corporation (GNC), should be taken by everyone. This product was one of 14 GNC products accused
by the Postal Service of being falsely advertised. In February 1985, the company signed a consent agreement
promising to discontinue unproven claims that any food
supplement consisting of vitamins and minerals will decrease the risk of cancer [see NF 2:47].

____________________
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THE DENTISTAND NUTRITIONQUACKERY
John E. Dodes, D.D.S.
In the good old days, the only nutritional counseling a dentist provided was advice to avoid sugary snacks
between meals. Today "holistic" dentists are promoting
a wide variety of ideas that have no scientific foundation. Recent topics in The Mittelman Letter, a popular
holistic newsletter published by Jerome S. Mittelman,
D.D.S., of New York City, illustrate the nature of these
ideas:
"How a .D.S. uses Vitamin C powder for hemostasis and why it's better in restorative dentistry."
"Food intolerance can lead to bleeding gums"
''A food supplement to help eliminate mercury
from your body ... a must for the intelligent dentist''
·'Using semantics in nutritional counseling"
"Stress, ulcers and Vitamin A"
"About research that shows cholesterol may help
budys defense cells to fight cancer"
Nexus is another popular dental newsletter that
often promotes holistic concepts. Its October 1983 issue
tells how hair analysis can help to predict personalities
prone to extreme violence.
Emanuel Cheraskin, M.D., .D.S., and William
Ringsdorf, .D.S.. have also been active in attempting to
convert dentists to questionable nutrition. Their books,
New Hope for Incurable Diseases and Psychodietetics,
make many scientifically unsupported claims that nutritional methods have exceptional value in the treatrn en t and prevention
of diseases-particularly
incurable ones. They claim, for example, that a diet low
in sugar and processed carbohydrates will demonstrably
tighten loose teeth in less than 10 days. Ors. Cheraskin
and Ringsdorf lecture widely and are quoted in ''holistic" journals. They have made serious inroads into dent is try because until recently
both taught at the
University of Alabama's dental school. Their books. although scientifically discredited, are cited to support
the dubious claims of others.
"Applied kinesiology," founded in 1964 by George
Goodhart, D.C., is a system of diagnosis and treatment
based on the theory that every organ dysfunction is accompanied by a specific weak muscle. Kinesiologists
also claim that nutritional deficiencies, allergies and
other adverse reactions to food substances, can be detected by placing substances in the mouth so that the
patient salivates. "Good" substances will make specific
muscles stronger, whereas "bad" substances will cause
specific weaknesses. Treatment of muscles diagnosed as
"weak" may include special diets. food supplements,
acupressure, and/or spinal manipulation. "Dental kinesiology" is concerned with connecting supposed muscle weakness with problems of the head and neck,
particularly the temporomandibular
joint (TMJ).

•

•

•
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Harold Gelb, .D.S., former director of the Temporomandibular Joint Clinic of the New York Eye and
Ear Infirmary and currently a professor at the College of
Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey. believes that
failure of the teeth to fit together properly can have farreaching effects on the rest of the body. He believes that
the TMJ can cause weakness and disease far from the
joint itself and vice versa. Dr. Gelb uses applied kinesiology to diagnose and treat TMJ problems.
Kinesiological concepts do not conform to accepted scientific beliefs about the cause of disease; and
critics cite studies showing that apparent results are due
to patient suggestibility and the fact that 80-90% of patients with facial pain not due to tooth or gum infection
will recover spontaneously. However. despite its absurdity, many insurance companies pay for "TMJ therapy"
based on applied kinesiology.
Actual tests of several kinesiological techniques
on college students were reported in the March 21. 1981
Journal of Prosthetic Dentistry. Each student. seated behind a screen with one arm exposed, was instructed to
hold an arm parallel to the floor and resist the examiner's downward force. In the first test, muscle strength
was measured before and after decreasing the overlap of
front teeth. In the second, muscle strengthening and
weakening techniques were performed on a shoulder
muscle using kinesiologic techniques. In the third study,
subjects were tested after ingesting a small amount of
candy and retested after ingesting 400 IU of vitamin E.
In the final test. students were told that the candy would
give them instant energy and that they would probably
test stronger. In the first two tests. techniques which
kinesiologists claim will increase or decrease muscle
strength produced no overall change. In the second two
tests, while ingestion of sugar caused a majority of students to test weaker, simple suggestion reversed this
trend.
Two others who support a "holistic" approach to
dental problems are Lendon Smith, M.D. and Carlton
Fredericks. Ph.D. Smith acknowledges that fluoridation
is helpful while Fredericks feels that it leads to increased use of sugar and can cause dangerous vomiting.
In his New and Complete Nutrition Handbook, Fredericks proposes instead an "anti-tooth-decay diet," high
in fiber, low in sugar and carbohydrates and supplemented with vitamins and minerals. Fredericks uses Dr.
Cheraskin as one of his authorities. Recently, Fredericks
has been advising his radio listeners that their silver
fillings may be the cause of many diseases. According to
a report from the Food and Drug Administration, Fredericks has no formal training in nutrition and obtained
his doctoral degree in the field of communications. Dr.
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Smith, a pediatrician, was placed on probation from
1973 to 1981 by the Oregon State Board of Medical Examiners for prescribing medication that was ··not necessary or medically indicated" for six adult patients.
Another prominent promoter of questionable nutrition is Hal E. Huggins,D.D.S .. of Colorado Springs, Colorado. a leading
exponent
of ''balancing
body
chemistry." He appears to believe that most diseases are
caused by "imbalances" that can be cured by dietary
practices. Special diets and food supplements are recommended in order to become "balanced." Various laboratory tests, especially hair analysis [see NF 1:12 J. are
used to determine the supposed biochemical health of
the patient. Dr. William Jarvis calls this approach a form
of "simpleton science."
Dr. Huggins is also deeply involved in the ''silvcramalgam toxicity'' issue. "Silver" fillings are made from
a silver /tin/copper /zinc alloy mixed with mercury.
Huggins and his followers claim that silver amalgam
fillings can cause multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease.
arthritis, headaches, etc., and many other chronic conditions. Dentists who espouse this idea are advising
their patients to have all of their silver fillings replarnd
with either gold or plastic ones and are prescribing vitamins. "chelating agents," and sometimes vitamin-enriched ''purifying diets."
Since mercury was introduced over 150 years
ago, its possible dangers have been considered, debated,
and thoroughly investigated. Many studies have shown
that amalgam fillings are safe. This conclusion is now
being questioned, not within the refereed journals and
respected research facilities of the dental profession, but
in the media and in "holistic dentistry" courses. For
example, on April 6. Hl84, The CBS Evening News in
New York aired a poorly investigated and highly distorted story which included an interview with a dentist
who has a "degree" in nutrition from Donsbach University. an unaccredited correspondence school. Early this
year. the Colorado State Board of Medical Examiners
began investigating Dr. Huggins to determine whether
his involvement in diagnosing and treating ··mercury
toxicity" constitutes practicing medicine without a
ijcense.
Perhaps the most alarming thing about the practices described in this article is that they are being presented at dental meetings and occasfonally even at
dental schools and in dental journals. For example, the
July 1983 Dented Clinics of North America, which dealt
with temporomandibular
joint dysfunction. contained a
chapter in which chiropractor
Goodheart advocates

COMING SOON
The American Association of
Nutritional ConsultantsWho and What Do They Represent?
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chelated iron and raw veal bone tablets as appropriate
treatment.
In another chapter, osteopath Viola Frymann
claims that skull bones can move and that the "integrated activity of central nervous syste·m, cerebrospinal
fluid, dural membranes,
cranial bones, and sacrum
made up the primary respiratory mechanism, the physiologic function in the body, the primary expression of
life itself:' Although these ideas contradict established
anatomical and physiological facts, Dr. Frymann teaches
them to postgraduate students at Georgetown University's school of dentistry.
At Boston University's Henry M. Goldman School
of Graduate Dentistry, a course on the diagnosis and
prevention of amalgam intoxication was given on March
10, 1984 and again on November 3, 1984. This course is
taught by Victor Penzer. D.M.D., who also teaches
courses titled "Acupuncture for the Dentist" and "Adventures in Dental Hygiene" for hygienists. In this
course hygienists are instructed in acupressure and reflexology, systems of treatment which claim that pressure on the hand or foot can cure diseases throughout
the body. This course description states that "the benefits of comprehensive
oral health
include:
for
hygienists-enlarged
therapeutic scope, enhanced status: for dentists-escalated
utilization of personnel, increased income."
Dr. Penzer belongs to the International Academy
of Preventive Medicine. Other "holistic" dental associations are the American Society for Preventive Dentistry,
the American Academy for Functional Prosthodontics,
the American Academy of Physiologic Dentistry, and
the Holistic Dental Association International. These organizations and their spokespeople seem unable to correctly assess the scientific validity of a study, and
promote unproven theories as though they are facts. Dr.
Penzer has written that "holistic dentists not only use
orthodox knowledge but also look for new horizons lowards optimal health." So do true dental scientists, but
they don't market methods based solely on personal
philosophy and anecdotal reports. The "holistic dentists" appear to have become so "open-minded"
that
their brains have fallen out.
Shaklee Corporation, according to its brochure, is
"the number one nutrition company in America,'' with
annual sales of food supplements in the hundred of millions. June Stone of the Markstone Shaklee Center in
N.Y.C. told me that my dental assistant, although untrained in nutrition, could increase my income up to
$50,000 per year with part-time counseling. Shaklee
then sent me a pamphlet entitled "Why Food Supplements'' by Bruce Miller, D.D.S., who advises the use of
only "natural" vitamins.
Dental education does not include courses on
skeptical thinking or the scientific method. Like the
general public, dentists are inundated with pseudoscientific articles, and massive advertising campaigns.
Special vitamins to "support the body's natural mecha-
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nism for the elimination of mercury" are promoted and
sold to dentists. and many dentists and their families
take megadoses of vitamins.
The increase in quack dental practice may also
be related to the fact that during the past 15 years. water
fluoridation has caused a major reduction in tooth decay while dental schools have increased their enrollment. Together these mean less work per dentist.
Economics has always been a factor in the acceptance of
pseudoscience. and even many years of graduate and
postgraduate education do not appear to prevent irrational behavior.
The problem has become so serious and pervasive that the lead article in the July 1984 JournoJ ofthe
American Dental Association was "Diet, Nutrition. and
Oral Health: a rational approach for the dental practice.''
Written by a panel of qualified health, dental and nutrition experts, it begins with this statement:
"Hair analysis,
megavitamin
therapy, cariogenicity of foods [and] nutrition counseling-all
are
issues relating to diet and nutrition that dentists are
increasingly being calleci upon to address in their prac-

tices. Dentists' ability to separate fact from fiction in
nutrition and diet is essential in a time when consumer
magazines
are filled with articles
touting
the
therapeutic effect of vitamins or outlining the latest
health fads. Patients naturally turn to their dentists for
sound, scientific, and rational advice on questions of
nutrition, diet, and oral health."
Concerned dentists are requesting that dental
schools, dental meetings and dental journals become
more stringent in upholding
scientific standards.
Courses in skeptical thinking are needed at every dental
school. Dental insurance companies and malpractice
carriers should become better informed about the problems created by quack dentistry. Most important, the
American Dental Association should warn the public
about unscientific practices and try to discipline dentists who use them.

•

Dr. odes practices general dentistr~ in Woodhaven,
York. and lectures on quackery vs. quality in dentistry.

New

BRIEFS
Anti-mercury dentist under investigation. The Colorado State Board of Medical Examiners has been inves-.
ligating Hal A. Huggins, D.D.S., to determine whether
he has been practicing medicine without a license. According to a report in the Denver Post. Huggins began
restricting his dental practice two years ago to working
with patients he believes may be suffering from toxic
effects of mercury-based
fillings-which
he believes
can cause such illnesses as arthritis. multiple sclerosis,
epilepsy and severe depression. His $1,200 fee (recently
raised to $1,500) covers a lengthy consultation and laboratory analyses of hair. blood and urine. He then recommends dietary changes, use of vitamin and mineral
supplements. and removal of mercury fillings.

AMA action against drunk drivers. Modifying a 25year-old policy, the American Medical Association
House of Delegates recently voted to ask states to establish a blood alcohol concentration (BAC) of 0.05% (40 mg
alcohol per 100 ml blood) as conclusive evidence of
drunk driving. The vote occurred in response to a report
from the AMA Council on Scientific Affairs that deterioration of driving skills begins at that level and progresses rapidly as the level rises. The report also noted
that drivers with BAC's between 0.05 and 0.10 are significantly represented in road crash statistics and that
55% to 65% of drivers fatally injured in single vehicle
accidents have BAC's of at least 0.10, the level previously
recommended as conclusive evidence of intoxication.

Contempt ruling in cancer case. On April 24th. M.T.
Products, of Tulsa. Oklahoma, was fined $50,000. and its
owner Mildred Trumbull, was placed on three years'
probation for violating a 1980 consent decree prohibiting
interstate shipment of Liliverum, an Easter lily extract
that has been claimed to "surround and neutralize cancer within 30 minutes
after use.'' Although
nn
Oklahoma law allows its sale within the state, shipment
across state lines still violates the federal Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act. According to the prosecuting attorney,
the highest penalty levied previously in an FDA-sponsored contempt case was $1,000. Further violation can
lead to imprisonment.

Update on Weider case. Joseph Weider and Weider
Health and Fitness have agreed to pay a minimum of
$400.000 to settle FTC charges that they misrepresented
two mineral supplements, Anabolic Mega-Pak and Dynamic Life Essence [see NF 1:13). Weider and the company agreed not to falsely claim that these products can
help build muscles or are effective substitutes for anabolic steroids. They also agreed to make refunds to anyone who purchased these products. If the amount
refunded is less than $400,000. the difference will be
donated to fund research on the relationship of nutrition to muscle development.
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BE WARYOF THE PEOPLE'SMEDICALSOCIETY
StephenBarrett, M.D.
The Peoples Medical Society (PMS) is engaged in
a wide variety of projects that may affect medical practice and consumer protection against nutritional quackery. Some of its aims are laudable, but make no mistake
about it: the organization is rooted in deep antagonism
to the medical profession and to medical science itself.
PMS is the brainchild of Robert Rodale, board
chairman of Rodale Press (reported gross income $140
million/year), which publishes Prevention magazine,
Organic Gardening and Farming, and many books that
recommend unscientific nutrition practices. During
1982, Robert ran a series of editorials in Prevention, criticizing the medical establishment and promising "a
grassroots campaign that will turn America's medical
system on its head:'
Prevention, published monthly, contains easy-toread articles on health topics. Many present practical
tips, but the editors preach that everyone should supplement with extra nutrients. Articles that concern nutrition are usually slanted to suggest that supplementation
is useful in the prevention or treatment of disease, and
each issue contains letters from readers telling how nutritional remedies have supposedly helped them. Vitamins and other "food supplements"
are heavily
advertised. and ads for unproven remedies and for unaccredited courses that can lead to questionable nutrition credentials appear regularly in the classified
section.
Although water fluoridation is an extremely valuable and real way to use dietary supplementation to
prevent disease, Rodale Press has never recommended
it. Before founder J.I. Rodale's death in 1971, almost
every issue of Prevention contained a vicious attack on
fluoridation. Rodale Press has also engaged in unfair
criticisms
of pesticides
and other agricultural
chemicals.
In 1980, an article by Walt Harrington, top investigative reporter for the Allentown Call-Chronicle, revealed that Prevention's executive editor, Mark Bricklin,
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knew that fluoride prevents tooth decay. When asked
why the magazine has never admitted this to its readers,
Bricklin replied. "It would only confuse them:' Harrington also surveyed four medical school professors
who had been quoted in Prevention articles. All four
indicated that although they had been quoted accurately,
the articles were slanted to promote unnecessary
supplements.
In 1984 the American Council on Science and
Health evaluated nutrition articles in 30 popular magazines to determine whether they were scientifically
sound and factual. Prevention came in 28th. with an
accuracy rate of 31%-less than half that of the National
Enquirer. Not long afterward, Prevention began asking
prominent nutritionists and medical groups to help prepare some of its articles. But its overall thrust remains
misleading. Rodale Press also operates the Prevention
Book Club. many of whose selections promote unscientific and unproven nutrition practices.
The People's Medical Society. located in a separate building near the editorial offices of Rodale Press in
Emmaus, Pennsylvania, was officially launched on January 1, 1983. It has been supported through dues payments (now $15 per year) plus a large initial loan and
continuous publicity from Rodale Press. Robert Rodale
heads the group's board of directors, which also includes
Mark Bricklin and seven other persons presumably
handpicked by Rodale. In October 1985. the group reported a membership of 85,000.
It is clear that PMS is very antagonistic to doctors.
Most articles in its newsletters imply that doctors cannot be trusted, and cartoons in every issue ridicule medical care as expensive, unnecessary,
dangerous or
impersonal. Executive Director Charles B. Inlander has
informed members that "PMS is determined to put an
end to the medical and health-care abuses that have
caused millions of Americans to suffer." Inlander reported that during a PMS publicity tour in Florida last
year, "we gave out the telephone number of the licens-
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eligible for a discount on the $200 price of "The Coming board. They had more complaints filed during the
prehensive Nutrient and Lifestyle Program," which
next two weeks than in the history of the entire departYanick helped design. According to a flyer distributed
ment:' A doctor who attended the meetings held during
by HTHA. this is a computerized analysis that recomthe tour told me that PMS representatives made unmends nutrition supplements after analyzing informafounded criticisms of medical care, both local and
tion on dietary and exercise habits, "tissue mineral
nationwide.
analysis," tests on pH. urine, stool and saliva, and "over
In June 1984, PMS announced that it had asked
400 questions relating to changes that take place in your
all members of Congress their positions on 1) freezing all
body when a nutrient becomes deficient:'
doctor fees for one year. 2) requiring all doctors to accept
The 48-page PMS report on high blood pressure
Medicare assignment. 3) including all doctor fees in the
DRG program. and 4) federal limitation of the number of contains sound advice but also suggests that practitioners of chiropractic,
acupressure.
homeopathy,
doctors licensed. PMS members were subsequently
herbal therapy and megavitamin therapy may have
asked to promote legislation to force Medicare to round
something to offer: "While many of these practitioners
down payments to doctors to the next lower dollar,
can't produce the years of studies and double-blind exwhich supposedly will save Medicare $45 million per
perimental results that the medical professionals can,
year (out of doctors' pockets).
they nonetheless provide treatment-often
less invasPMS members have been given forms to report
ive, less costly and with fewer side effects than traditheir experiences with doctors so that this information
tional medicine's-that
has it adherents and success
can be computerized and published. In addition, memstories."
bers are being encouraged to form local "Health Action
Another PMS booklet encourages members to
Groups" to carry out projects designed by PMS leaders.
start a People's Medical Library in their community.
PMS members have also been asked to have their
However, along with such authoritative references as
doctors sign a 10-point Code of Practice which would
make them eligible for a directory of those who sign. It the AMA Family Medical Guide, Cecil's Textbook of
is not clear, however, how well this project is proceedMedicine, JAMA and The New England Journal of Medicine. the kit recommends Prevention. Rodale encyclopeing. By August 1984, the last time a list was published in
dias on natural healing and natural home remedies, and
the PMS Newsletter, there had been only 199 signers
nationwide,
including
52 chiropractors
and 7 a few other highly questionable publications.
A third PMS booklet, Deregulating Doctoring,
naturopaths.
suggests that medical licensing laws be substantially
In 1983. during a talk in Allentown. Inlander inlimited in scope or even repealed. Written by Attorney
dicated interest in: 1) gathering data so consumers can
Lori B. Andrews, vice-chairman of PMS' board of direccompare hospitals on the basis of cesarean section rates.
tors. the report suggests that all persons should be free
staph infections and medical disciplinary actions: 2) lobto engage in "such nonhazardous. relatively innocuous
bying for state laws to require all doctors to accept Mediactivities like advising. giving tips on prevention, makcare assignment: and 3) filing lawsuits to help alternate
practitioners gain more freedom to practice. "You and I." ing recommendations and offering simple treatments." It
Inlander told the audience, "should control the system."
recommends that "as a minimum, the definition of the
The group's national office (which Inlander
practice of medicine should be restricted so that only
claims is independent from Rodale Press) is orchestratinherently dangerous health care activities require a
ing a "Campaign for Medical Honesty" which, among
medical license."
other things. is generating complaints to Congress. state
PMS also publishes bibliographies on various
legislators. hospital administrators and other officials
health topics. Like the People's Medical Library lists,
about the difficulties PMS members have encountered
however, these lists include unscientific publications as
with the health care system. The "People's Medical
well as reputable ones. For example. the bibliography
Hour" radio program is being syndicated nationwide.
on arthritis includes a book which claims that food alAnd PMS plans ''massive public information campaigns"
lergy is a major cause of arthritis; the cancer bibliograand lobbying in states whose legislatures are considerphy includes one boosting macrobiotics [see NF 1:14]:
ing proposals to solve the malpractice insurance crisis
(in which premiums for some doctors are so high that
they cannot afford them or must stop doing "high-risk"
procedures).
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and the diet and nutrition bibliography includes questionable books-and
refers readers to the Academy of
Orthomolecular Psychiatry, a Canadian group that promotes megavitamin therapy for mental problems.
PMS has engaged in political activities which, in
my opinion, are antagonistic to consumer protection.
One was to support legislation to provide funds for research into organic farming [see NF 1:6]. Another was a
petition drive against the bills introduced last year by
Representative Claude Pepper to increase government
efforts against quackery. (One would increase criminal
penalties for certain health frauds, another would establish a government strike force against quackery, and the
third would create a government clearinghouse for information on unproven methods.)
Early this year Inlander sent members a letter
claiming that these bills were "just the first of what may
be a long line of legislation to take away our ability to
choose the health care we want:' The letter also urged
members to return an enclosed petition with a special
donation and assured members that PMS would be
"doing everything we can to defeat these bills-and
to
fight for real protections against medical fraud." Subsequently he announced that "thousands and thousands
of PMS members sent letter ... By early March, we were·

receiving calls from members of Congress telling us
they would not support this legislation if it were reintroduced. We are told that the volume of mail we generated was enormous. While members of Congress
knew that many nontraditional practitioners were opposed to these bills. they had no idea of the enormous
opposition of the public. Just three weeks after we asked
for your help. Pepper's office told us the bills would not
be introduced."
Properly directed, organizations of medical consumers can accomplish a great deal by educating their
members and working constructively to reduce health
care costs and increase consumer protection. But in my
opinion, the People's Medical Society is doing neither,
and will do more harm than good in the long run.
Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is editor of Nutrition Forum Newsletter and coauthor/ editor of more than 20 books including Vitamins
and "Health" Foods: The Great American Hustle. In 1984.
he received an FDA Commissioner's Special Citation
Award for Public Service in combatting nutrition
quackery.

Briefs
Health food industry rift? Raw milk enthusiast William
Campbell Douglass, M.D. [see NF 2:2], has written a
blistering attack on Prevention magazine. In the National Health Federation's Health Freedom News. he accuses Prevention of selling out to the establishment and
betraying everything its founder (J.1.Rodale) stood for by
accepting ads for nonprescription arthritis medications.
Campbell, a member of NHF's board of governors, is also
upset that columns by Carlton Fredericks and Jonathan
Wright. M.D.. no longer appear in the magazine. Unmentioned is the fact the Prevention was very critical of
raw milk in its March 1985 issue [p. 45].
Total food costs. According to a Food Institute report,
Americans spent $270 billion at food stores and $124
billion at commercial eating and drinking places last
year. The percentage of after-tax income spent for food
at home has been dropping slowly and reached a new
low of 10.8% in 1984. Comparable figures were 16% in
1960, 13.2% in 1970 and about 12% in 1980. The portion
of after-tax income spent for food away from home in
1984 was 4.3%, a figure that has held fairly steady in
recent years.

-------------------

New Sweetener on horizon. Chemists at the Triangle
Research Institute have developed a new artificial
sweetener, DL-amino-malonyl-isopropyl
ester. The new
compound-called
RTI-001-contains
neither phenylalanine nor methanol and is said to have longer shelf
life than aspartame. An Institute spokesman said it will
probably take five years to complete the necessary
safety tests and get FDA approval for marketing.
Final report on salmonella epidemic. The 21-member
task force formed to examine possible causes of the
salmonella outbreak in Midwestern states last Spring is
unable to pinpoint what caused it. At first it was thought
that the cause was a faulty pipeline [NF 2:46] at the
Hillfarm Dairy in suburban Chicago. However, despite a
massive 5-month study. the panel is unable to rule out
other possibilities. The outbreak is the largest ever recorded in the United States. American Medical News
has reported that 16,000 to 18,000 people became ill,
thousands of lawsuits were filed by victims and their
families. and 6,000 of the suits have already been settled
out of court. The dairy-reportedly
the largest in the
Midwest-shut
down voluntarily on April 9th.
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More 8 6 toxicity reported. Two doctors have reported
on 16 patients who developed neurological damage associated with use of high doses of pyridoxine (vitamin BcJ·
Eight were examined by the doctors and eight were interviewed by telephone after a local television report
publicized the problem. All 16 experienced "pins and
needles" and numbness of the hands. 13 had difficulty
walking, and many experienced various other symptoms. The pyridoxine dosage ranged from 200 mg to 5
grams daily, with most of the victims starting on lower
doses and increasing gradually. Symptoms appeared
from one month to three years after starting pyridoxine.
but always appeared less than one year after reaching
the 2 gram/day level. One patient claimed to have been
taking only 200 mg daily, but did so for three years. All
of the 13 patients who could be reached for questioning
3 to 18 months after stopping the vitamin had improved.
but none had recovered completely. Reprints of the report. which appeared in the October 1985 Neurology
(35:1466-1468], can be obtained from Dr. Gareth J.Parry.
UCSF Department of Neurology, M-794, San Francisco,
CA 94143.

Free USDA handbook. Agriculture Policy: A Citizen's
Guide to the American Food and Fiber System, is available free of charge from Christina Mosher Wilson, Office of Public Liaison, Room 102A, U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture. Washington, DC 20250. Designed to help
consumers understand agricultural policy, the handbook contains a glossary of agricultural and food policy
terms and explains farm price and income support programs. domestic food and nutrition programs, soil conservation. the global food system. international trade,
and other issues.

New report on premenstrual syndrome. The American
Council on Science and Health advises women seeking
treatment for premenstrual syndrome (PMS) to be skeptical of clinics or practitioners who: 1) claim 100% success rates; 2) claim to be able to diagnose the condition
with tests on blood, urine or hair; 3) offer a "secret formula": 4) charge inordinately high prices: 5) fail to warn
about possible risks or side effects of a particular
therapy; or 6) fail to inform that treatment with progesterone, other steroid hormones. bromocriptine,
spironolactone. pyridoxine (vitamin 8 6 ), vitamin E. evening primrose oil. or magnesium are still experimental
and that some of these approaches have not been proven
safe. A free copy of the report can be obtained by sending a self-addressed 4"x9½'' envelope with 39<t postage
to PMS Report. ACSH. 47 Maple St.. Summit. NJ07901.

More diet and cancer studies. Medical Tribune (Sept.
26] reports that the National Cancer Institute is funding
26 clinical trials to assess possible preventive effects of
dietary manipulation. retinoids. beta-carotene, vitamins
C and E. and trace minerals against various cancers.
Included are two studies to see whether diets low in fat
(under 20% of calories) can prevent or retard breast cancer and five studies to see whether vitamin supplementation can reduce the incidence of lung cancer in highrisk populations.

Plans brewing to boost herb claims. According to Naturol Foods Merchandiser. members of the American
Herbal Products Association (AHPA) have donated
$20,000 to launch a campaign to "upgrade the regulatory status of herbs at the federal level." A newly
formed APHA committee hopes to: 1) develop a panel of
industry experts and FDA scientists to review and revise federal regulations dealing with herbs; 2) have
herbs evaluated for possible inclusion in over-the-counter drug products; and 3) eventually establish regulations to permit truthful claims that herbs can prevent
disease-a proposal one committee member likened to
Kellogg's desire to make preventative claims for its bran
products [see NF 2:69].
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Cytotoxic setback. The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) of the Department of Health and
Human Services. which administers Medicare, has decided that cytotoxic testing will not be a covered service. HCFA proposed this policy in 1983 because the test
"lacks an acceptable rationale" and does not correlate
with clinical evidence of food allergy [see NF 1:17-19J.

Sulfite regulations proposed. On August 9th, the FDA
proposed to ban all use of sulfites on raw fruits and
vegetables in supermarkets and in restaurants. where
the preservatives have been used to keep salad bars
looking fresh. In announcing the ban. HHS Secretary
Margaret Heckler said that FDA review of the hazards
had included consideration of reports of "about 500 alleged adverse reactions including 13 deaths.'' FDA regulations already require that the presence of sulfites
must be noted on the labels of certain finished packaged
foods. including lemon juice, dried fruits and vegetables, some canned soups. and some packaged fresh
mushrooms. The agency had previously proposed to require sulfite labels on other foods where sulfites were
used during processing and are detectable in the final
product. This would apply, for example, when sulfites
are used as dough conditioners in making cookies. The
Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms has proposed
that wine and beer containing sulfites also be so labeled.
(See NF 2:49-51 for background information.)
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Health fraud conferences. A national conference on
health fraud. sponsored jointly by the FDA, FTC and
Postal Service. was held on September 11th at the National Press Club in Washington. DC. Twenty-one speakers (four of whom were Nutrition Forum editors)
addressed the audience of more than 350 persons, including journalists. local. state and federal government
officials, and representatives of about 100 consumer
groups. The FDA plans to host regional health fraud
conferences in 18 large cities during the coming year.
The national conference will probably become an annual event.

Ad standards. The Louisville Times and Courier-Journal
and the St. Petersburg Times have active programs to
protect their readers from misleading advertising. At
the National Health Fraud Conference, officials from
both papers distributed copies of their published standards and described how they are enforced. Ads with
"miraculous" claims are immediately
rejected, and
other questionable types of health claims may be judged
with the help of outside medical consultants. Both papers also try to prevent distribution of misleading ads
through inserts. When Parade Magazine included a
fraudulent 2-page ad for a CCK "fat cure" in its December 24. 1984 issue, the St. Petersburg Times published a front-page notice that the ad did not meet the
paper's ad standards and contained unsubstantiated
claims. The Times Publishing Company also informed
Parade that it would refuse to distribute future issues
that did not comply fully with the paper's advertising
standards. Times' advertising manager Andrew Kohut,
Jr.. said that he had observed no misleading ads in Parade since that time.

Alcohol advertising. PROJECT SMART (Stop Marketing
Alcohol on Radio and Television), a coalition led by the
Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI), wants
Congress to mandate equal time for health and safety
messages to balance the views of drinking created
through more than $900 million spent each year on alcohol advertising. The Fairness in Alcohol Advertising
Act (H.R. 2526), introduced by Rep. John Sieberling (DOhio). would require broadcasters to match alcoholic
commercials with an equivalent amount of information
about the consequences of alcohol use. Testifying for the
bill before the House Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Telecommunications, CSPI Director Michael
Jacobson presented a 950.000-signature
petition and
called for elimination of ads that connect drinking with
sports or other activities that require a high degree of
alertness.
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New antiquackery programs. According to a recent
FDA press release: 1) the FDA has contracted with Louis
Harris and Associates to undertake a comprehensive
poll on health fraud: 2) the U.S. Council of Better Business and the FDA will distribute a new consumer publication about weight loss frauds; 3) the Association of
Food and Drug Officials (an organization of state officials) is proposing state surveillance and action teams
to deter the distribution of health fraud products; 4) the
National Association of Consumer Agency Administrators plans to develop a demonstration project for the
exchange of health fraud resources: 5) the United States
Pharmacopeia plans to examine unproven remedies for
cancer in a program similar to their system for developing information about recognized medications: 6) antiquackery ads developed through joint efforts of the FDA
and the Pharmaceutical Advertising Council will soon
be distributed to the media: and 7) the FDA is developing a speakers bureau to make experts on health frauds
available for meetings. workshops and talk shows.

Aspartame suit loses another round. A 3-member
panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals has ruled that the
FDA was not obligated to hold public hearings on complaints that aspartame causes health problems. The
Community Nutrition Institute, the Arizona Dietetic
Association and others had asked the appeals court to
order such hearings and to ban use of the sweetener
until further tests were performed. Aspartame now has
FDA approval as a sweetener in diet soft drinks and
chewing gum and for tabletop use. Senator Howard
Metzenbaum (D-OH), who filed a friend-of-the-court
brief supporting CNI's suit, has introduced legislation for
a moratorium on expansion of aspartame's use. (See NF
1:2-4. 2:16 and 2:63 for background information.)
Future GNC gimmick? According to the July 8th Business Week. General Nutrition's new chief executive
Jerry D. Horn wants to portray GNC as "the voice of
authority" on health and nutrition. Toward this end. the
company is testing a computer terminal for answering
questions about nutrition in stores.

More supermarkets carry "natural" foods. Natural
Foods Merchandiser
reports that over 3,000 supermarkets now have "natural foods" sections. Among the
ten largest chains, the number has doubled from 1.200
two years ago to 2,400 today. K-mart reportedly expects
to have large "vitamin-oriented units" in about 1,200 of
its stores by the end of 1985. Safeway has 950 units now
with total annual sales of $150 million and expects to
reach 1,000 units by the end of the year.
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BOOK REVIEW
Title: Hypoglycemia, Fact or Fad? (1985)
Author: Lynn J.Bennion, M.D.
Publisher: Crown Publishers. Inc., One Park Avenue,
New York. NY 10016
Price; $12.95
Reviewed by: Harvey L. Katzeff, M.D .. and Barbara S.
Katzeff. M.D.
Almost everyone knows people who believe they
have symptoms indicative of hypoglycemia (low blood
sugar), and virtually every practicing dietitian. nutritionist and physician encounters many of them-often
with frustrating results. At last. help has arrived! Hypoglycemia: Fact or Fad? is by far the clearest and most
reliable discussion of this subject ever published. The
author. an endocrinologist with a special interest in diabetes and metabolism, reveals why most people who
think they have this condition are mistaken. He tells
when to suspect its presence and how this possibility
should be properly investigated. And he explains why
the commonly used glucose tolerance test is not usually
reliable for diagnosing hypoglycemia.
Hypoglycemia: Fact or Fad? is a model of organization. making it a delight to read. Each chapter ends
with a summary of salient points and an introduction to
the following chapter. Medical terms are explained simply in the text and also in a glossary. Concepts are developed from easily understood
basics so that a
scientific background is not needed to understand the
material presented. Yet there is enough detail for the
book to be of great value to health professionals.
Dr. Bennion does not burden the reader by listing
every symptom that can be seen with low blood sugar.
Instead. he stresses that its symptoms are nonspecific
and can be produced by many other conditions. The
diagnosis of hypoglycemia cannot be made on symptoms alone but by proving that the blood sugar is abnormally low while symptoms are occurring. Moreover,
symptoms caused by hypoglycemia should disappear
rapidly when the blood sugar is raised.
It is likely that laypersons reading this book will
be seeking to learn whether they themselves have hypoglycemia. For these individuals. the chapter on "How to
Find Out Whether You Have Hypoglycemia" should
provide the answer. Indeed, someone in a hurry might
find the answer just by reading the excellent summary
at the chapter's end.
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Just as a major problem with self-diagnosis of hypoglycemia by laypersons is related to its nonspecific
symptoms, misdiagnosis by medical professionals is due
to misinterpretation
of the oral glucose tolerance test
(OGTT). This test involves the administration of a large
dose of glucose followed by measurements
of blood
glucose at intervals over the next 3 to 5 hours. In the
chapter, "Beware the Glucose Tolerance Test." Dr. Bennion characterizes the test as a "six-hour bleeding session at a clinical laboratory where white-clad leeches
sweeten the experience with an initial bottle of glucose
syrup." He makes a strong scientific argument that the
OGTT is at best useless and at worst misleading for evaluating most cases of suspected hypoglycemia.
Dr. Bennion has three main criticisms of the test:
1) injection of 50-100 grams of almost pure concentrated
sugar is an abnormal situation and is unrelated to the
circumstances of most patients' symptoms; 2) during the
unnatural stress of the OGTT. up to 25% of normal individuals will develop low blood sugar: and 3) the OGTT
is not reproducible.
meaning that results may vary
widely when the test is done repeatedly.
In addition to information on hypoglycemia. the
book contains some excellent advice on consumer
health strategy:
1. Reliable research is likely to be published first
in carefully edited, scientific or medical journals where
it can be duplicated and corrected rather than in such
publications as the National Enquirer.
2. Intelligent
treatment
requires intelligent
diagnosis.
3. Many people with symptoms are relieved
when given a socially acceptable diagnosis which appears to be easily and painlessly treatable. But before
you take the treatment. make sure you have the disease.
4. Avail yourself of the advantages of modern
medicine.
5. When a doctor asks about your symptoms, it is
more important to describe what you have been experiencing than it is to explain your theories of what is
causing your symptoms.
6. Take steps to promote your general health.
Since most people who read this book will not
actually have hypoglycemia. it would have been helpful
if more attention had been given to common factors
which may cause symptoms similar to those of hypoglycemia. particularly the ingestion of too much caffeine. Regarding the rare causes of hypoglycemia, there
may be more information than necessary. However.
these criticisms are minor and do not detract from the
book's overall high quality.
Dr. Harvey Katzeff is an assistant professor of medicine at New
York Hospital/Cornell University Medical College. His wife,
Barbara, is an instructor in geriatrics at Mount Sinai School of
Medicine in New York City.
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CLASS ACTION SUIT AGAINST HERBALIFE
Seven Florida residents filed suit on behalf of
themselves and "all others similarly situated" against
Herbalife International, Mark Hughes (Herbalife's chief
executive officer), and Lawrence Thompson (company
vice president). Allegations in the suit include:
• "As a direct consequence
of using the Herbalife
products as advertised and directed," all seven plaintiffs
"experienced ... great mental and physical pain and
injuries, including emotional trauma, depression. anxiety, rashes and skin irritation, headaches. nausea and
diarrhea."
• Several of the plaintiffs experienced painful swelling of the breasts, severe vomiting, painful menstrual
periods and rectal bleeding.
• One plaintiff had two cardiac arrests and was left
with permanent cardiovascular damage.
• Herbalife failed to properly and adequately test
and/or evaluate its products and should have stopped
marketing certain ones when adverse effects were first
reported.
• The company made false claims about the efficacy
of its products and failed to properly instruct consumers
and sales representatives in their use.

• Herbalife failed to warn of possible adverse effects of
its products and "deliberately taught" distributors to deceive potential customers by falsely claiming that the
products were safe.
• The company didn't put anything in writing as to
the safety or effectiveness of its products because "if we
put it in writing we might be violating federal law. We
can't put it in writing because the government would
come back to us and say 'prove it: When you are doing
something live, you can say anything you want under
freedom of speech."
• The company instructed distributors: "No matter
what you are asked about the products, do not answer
directly. Just say, 'I don't know about that. The only
thing I can tell you is that it worked for me (or some
other testimonial) and that it will work for you too. If it
doesn't, I will give you your money back."'
The suit, filed on July 15th by attorney Ellis
Rubin of Miami. Florida, asks for a total of $4.5 million
in compensatory damages and $9 million in punative
damages.

INJUNCTION AGAINST RAW MILK CLAIMS
On September 23. a California Superior Court
judge issued a preliminary injunction ordering AltaDena Certified Dairy to stop advertising its raw milk as
safe and suitable for infants and invalids without also
warning consumers that raw milk may contain dangerous bacteria that can cause disease and even death to
babies, young children, pregnant women, the elderly.
and other vulnerable groups. The injunction also directed the dairy to stop circulating an ad recommending
that infants be fed a mixture of raw milk and honey.
The lawsuit, filed August 27 by Consumers
Union, the California Gray Panthers. and the American
Public Health Association, charged Alta-Dena with false
and deceptive advertising of its raw milk products. The
disputed ads claim that the dairy's raw milk is the "safest, purest, most wholesome milk money can buy" and
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is "the ideal formula-milk for babies" as well as "a basic
food for invalids." The suit charged that, in fact. Alta
Dena's raw milk products "frequently contain harmful
bacteria. including Salmonella dublin, a virulent form
of bacteria that can cause serious illness and even death
to the very young. the very old, and the infirm."
The judge's order will remain until the court issues a final decision after trial, which is expected to
take place in about six months. An editorial in the
Oakland Tribune called the order "well advised" and
urged the California legislature to make health warnings mandatory for all raw milk products. Other press
reports indicate that publicity in the case may have
caused a sharp drop in sales and that the dairy intends
to appeal the preliminary injunction to a higher court.
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CARNIVORA
Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D.
The desire of seriously ill people for hope rather
than facts leads every few years to intensive promotion
and temporary widespread popularity of a new quack
remedy for cancer. In the 1950s, Dr. Andrew Ivy advocated Krebiozen with such enthusiasm that it became
almost a household word. Laetrile, developed by Dr.
Ernst T. Krebs, Sr., in the 1920s and nearly forgotten,
blazed like a brush fire through the 1970s. Today, Carnivora, a remedy promoted by a German country doctor
named Helmut Keller, is taking Western Europe by
storm. and inquiries concerning it have become increasingly frequent in the United States.
Carnivora is a 30% (60-proof) alcoholic extract of
an insectivorous plant. Dionaea muscipula Ellis, commonly known as Venus's-flytrap. Probably because of its
relative scarcity. the plant had not previously been used
as a therapeutic agent or herbal remedy. However, just a
few years ago. Dr. Keller began using an extract to treat
cancer patients and obtained some seemingly favorable
results. Recently, the widely read German newspaper
Bild-Zeitung-describable
in American terms as a daily
National Enquirer-featured
Dr. Keller and his Carnivora results in an article headlined "New Anticancer
Drug Frees 34 Patients from Tumors:• The article implied the drug was also the secret plant juice that supposedly cured American film and stage star Yul
Brynner of lung cancer during some visits to Germany.
(Brynner, who at one time smoked five packs of cigarettes per day, died last month.) All of these factors
have combined to stimulate a demand for Carnivora
treatment that is unparalleled in recent years.
Germany's most notable cancer specialists have
been unable to stop or even diminish this tidal wave of
interest. Professor Rolf Sauer of the University Clinic in
Erlangen noted that the drug "is not recommended at
this time." Professor Dietrich Schmahl of the German
Cancer Research Center called it a "phantom drug." The
most critical comments were those of Professor Gerhard
Nagel, representing the German Cancer Society, who
characterized claims for the product as a "lie:•
Due in part to the scarcity of Venus's-flytrap
plants, treatment with Carnivora is expensive. One liter

of the extract costs more than 3000 DM (approximately
$1,200), and six weeks of treatment costs more than
15,000 DM ($6,000). One critic in Berlin has characterized the extract as "the most expensive herb-flavored
liqueur in Germany:'
Dr. Keller's initial studies with Carnivora involved 195 cancer patients over a five-year period. Of
these. 34 experienced a remission. 14 had complete disappearance of tumors, 84 patients found their tumors
had stopped growing, and 63 patients died. The study
was labeled by Professor Gerd Sch6nh6fer of the
Bremen Central Hospital as "simply a description of the
fate of the cancer patients." Because the patients were
also treated with radiation, chemotherapy and/or surgery in addition to Carnivora, it is impossible to make
any scientific judgment regarding the effectiveness of
Carnivora alone from this report.
The fact that no satisfactory evidence exists has
not prevented so many patients flocking to Nordhalben,
the small town in Germany where Dr. Keller has his
practice. that it has been necessary to erect a sign at the
city limits directing them to his clinic. And according to
the German weekly news magazine Der Spiegel, the
mayor of Nordhalben is dreaming of erecting a magnificent cancer clinic that would turn the previously godforsaken town into a German Lourdes.
It seems just a question of time before news of
Carnivora reaches herbal medicine producers in the
United States. When that happens, we can only hope
that the proper authorities will not only act to protect
cancer patients from being victimized but will also try
to prevent extinction of the very limited native stand of
Venus's-flytrap in the coastal bogs of North and South
Carolina. It would be a shame to sacrifice this intriguing
but delicate plant on the altar of medical quackery.
Dr. Tyler, Dean of Purdue University's Schools of Pharmacy, Nursing, and Health Sciences, is an expert in
pharmacognosy (the science of medicines from natural
sources) and author of The Honest Herbal, an evaluation
of popular herbs.
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SUITS AIMEDAT ANTIQUACKERYLAWS
Grace Monaco,J.D.
Rebecca Burke, J.D.
Despite an adverse ruling by the U.S. Supreme
Court six years ago, 82-year-old federal judge Luther
Bohanon is still permitting individuals to evade federal
drug laws by importing "personal supplies" of laetrile
provided they obtain a physician's affidavit that they
have had cancer and understand that the FDA disapproves the drug's use. Bohanon's policy was a response to
a class action suit brought against the FDA by Glenn
Rutherford, a Kansas seed salesman who claims that
laetrile cured him of cancer and is keeping him alive. In
March 1984, Bohanon finally acceded to an order from
the federal appeals court for the 10th circuit to dissolve
the injunction supporting the affidavit system. But in
May 1984, he restored the injunction after Rutherford's
attorney filed an amended complaint based on a claim
that laetrile can reduce pain.
In July 193/1, a group called the Committee for
Freedom of Choice in Medicine requested permission to
intervene in the Rutherford suit on behalf of "physicians who practice medicine, using the systems of
Eclectic. Homeopathic or Holistic Schools of medicine
rather than the system of 'orthodox' Allopathic School
of Medicine." The action also sought to block interference with manufacturers, sellers and distributors of
supplies to unorthodox physicians, to cancer patients,
and to others suffering from ''chronic degenerative
disease."
The intervening group (formerly called the Committee for Freedom of Choice in Cancer Therapy) was
led by Robert Bradford, who in 1977 was convicted and
fined $40,000 for conspiring to smuggle laetrile into the
United States. Bradford is president and administrator
of American Biologics Hospital in Tijuana, Mexico,
which offers a broad spectrum of unorthodox treatments, including laetrile. He also directs the Bradford
Research Institute, which. according to its literature, "is
able to 'rescue' for therapeutic use overlooked, abandoned or thwarted metabolic/nutritional
disease management approaches discovered in the United States but
not allowed to be developed because of an interlock of
stifling political, economic and bureaucratic interests."
The Bradford Institute, the administrative office
of American Biologics, and one office of the Committee
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for Freedom of Choice in Medicine, are all located at 111
Ellis Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, CA 94102. American Biologics sells a wide variety of vitamin products,
enzymes, "glandulars" and specialty products (including
laetrile and DMSO) to professionals and health food
stores, while Choice Metabolics (same address) offers
many of the same products by mail to the public.
Another intervener in the Rutherford case was
Bruce W. Halstead, M.D., a California physician, one of
five persons charged by state authorities with conspiracy and grand theft for marketing an herbal tea called
ADS as a cancer treatment [see NF 1:5]. (He was found
guilty in October 1985 and is awaiting sentencing.)
Other individuals involved in the action included John
Richardson, M.D., Michael Gerber. M.D .. and several
other physicians whose licenses had been revoked by
their state medical boards. (Richardson and Gerber are
now practicing as "homeopaths" in Nevada, which in
1983 passed a homeopathic licensing act and set up a
separate board to license homeopaths.) The interveners'
concept of "chronic degenerative disease" was quite
broad, and their action appeared to be intended to vir- ·
tually end enforcement of FDA laws against use of unproven remedies such as DMSO, chelation therapy.
megavitamin therapy, and other "nutrition" therapies.
The defendants in the suit were Health and
Human Services Secretary Margaret M. Heckler, FDA
Commissioner Frank E. Young. M.D., Ph.D., and their
agents. Listed as "co-conspirators" were the American
Medical Association, state and county medical societies,
several state boards of medical licensure. the American
Cancer Society, the American Heart Association, the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. the Multiple Sclerosis Foundation, the National Council Against Health Fraud
(which the interveners call "an AMA front organization"), the U.S. Postal Service, the Internal Revenue
Service. the U.S. Veterans Administration, Dr. Victor
Herbert and others claimed to be conspiring to restrict
the practices of the interveners. The suit sought a court
order restraining all "anticompetitive activities" of these
parties, including law enforcement activities, license revocations, and public criticism of unorthodox practices.
Surprisingly, Bradford's efforts to expand the
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Rutherford case to include therapies other than laetrile
was opposed by Glenn Rutherford's attorneys as well as
the National Health Federation, a health food industry
group that characteristically supports legal actions to
protect unproven methods. (Rutherford's chief attorney
and several of the intervenors are past or present NHF
board members.) The suit was withdrawn in September
1984 and has not been refiled as an independent action.

Mrs. Monaco, a partner of White, Fine and Verville, of Washington, D.C., specializes in health law as it applies to unproven
methods of medical management. She is also a founder and
current board chairman of the Candlelighters Childhood Cancer Foundation, an international peer support group for parents of children with cancer. Ms. Burke is an associate of
White, Fine and Verville.

BRIEFS
Safety tips for roasting turkeys. The American Council
on Science and Health recommends the following precautions to minimize the occurrence of food poisoning:
1) Frozen turkeys should be prevented from getting too
warm while thawing. Thawing overnight in a refrigerator is a good technique. 2) Stuffing a turkey the
night before cooking gives bacteria from the raw meat
an opportunity to grow in the stuffing. It is safest to stuff
immediately before roasting. Stuffing can be prepared a
day in advance and stored in the refrigerator. 3) Stuffing
should reach a temperature of at least 165°F during
roasting. Heat penetrates most easily if stuffing is not
packed tightly. 4) It is not safe to partially cook a turkey
on one day and complete the cooking the next day.

Fast-food report. The American Council on Science and
Health believes that individuals can incorporate "fast
foods" into a prudent and balanced diet by varying their
selections. choosing menus that contribute to nutrient
needs, and choosing meals of appropriate calorie content. The third (1985) edition of its report. Fast Food and
the American Diet. summarizes the nutrient content of
more than 100 popular items, gives tips on selection, and
provides the addresses of major chains for those who
wish to obtain more information about ingredients. A
free copy can be obtained by sending a self-addressed
4"x9½" envelope stamped with 390:postage to Fast Food
Report, ACSH, 47 Maple St., Summit. NJ 07901.

Soviets to attack health problems. According to Medical Tribune. Soviet leaders have launched a campaign
against obesity, smoking and excessive drinking. During
the past 20 years, life expectancy in the Soviet Union
has fallen from 66 to 62. cardiovascular mortality has
doubled, and the alcoholism rate has been high.
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Important new book. The Smoke-free Workplace. by
William Weis, Ph.D .. and Bruce Miller [Prometheus
Books. 1985J provides a step-by-step guide to employers
and employees interested in improving their work environment. It also gives tips for dealing with drifting
smoke in restaurants and other public places. Copies are
available for $10 each pl us $1 postage per order from the
Lehigh Valley Committee Against Health Fraud. Inc.,
P.O. Box 1747. Allentown. PA 18105.

Antiquackery publications. William Jarvis. Ph.D., president of the National Council on Health Fraud. has written two 32-page booklets useful to health educators and
laypersons. Food:Facts & Fallacies, A-Z contains capsule
analyses of more than 100 food myths and "health food"
products. Quackery & You summarizes facts and myths
about common forms of quackerY., Both are available for
$1 per booklet plus $1 postage per order from LVCAHE
Inc .. P.O. Box 1747. Allentown, PA 18105.

Fluoridation pamphlet. Free single copies of the American Academy of Pediatrics' new 10-page pamphlet, Fluoride crnd Dental Health, are available on request from
Dental Disease Prevention Activity, Center for Prevention Services. Centers for Disease Control. Atlanta, GA
30333.
Copyright© 1985 by the GEORGE F.STICKLEY COMPANY
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Fluoridation may prevent osteoporosis. A Finnish
study has found that elderly individuals sustain fewer
hip fractures (an indicator of bone fragility) in Kuopio.
which has been fluoridated since 1959, than in Jyvaskla,
which has only traces of fluoride in its water [Lancet
Aug. 24, 1985]. The lower incidence in Kuopio suggests
that fluoride is an essential mineral for strengthening
bone tissue and that the incidence of fractures due to
osteoporosis can be reduced by community water fluoridation at 1 mg/liter. Exposure to this level varied from
7 to 17 years in the population studied, apparently long
enough for a beneficial effect. Previous epidemiological
studies have found no beneficial effect on bone fragility
of fluoridation at similar levels, but the Finnish study
appears to be better designed.

Supplement promotion. According to a recent ad in

Health Foods Retailing: "Informative books mean more
profit to you. When you sell Larchmont Books you are
informing your customers about the products you sell.
Studies show that for every $1 in health food book sales
there is an estimated $200-$500 return on vitamin and
supplement sales. It's no coincidence ... information
sells products!" Larchmont's line, composed of paperbacks retailing for $1.25 to $3.95, includes Megavitamin
Therapy, Improving Your Health with Vitamin E, All You
Should Know about Health Foods and The Compleat

Herbal.

Pennsylvania outlaws cytotoxic testing. Reacting to
false advertising claims that cytotoxic testing can reveal
an allergic basis for a long list of medical problems, the
Pennsylvania Department of Health's Bureau of Laboratories ordered such testing ended within the state by
July 23, 1985. The action was taken after the Health
Department determined that "the cytotoxic test is not
an accepted procedure since it is an unproven diagnostic test lacking an acceptable scientific rationale,
specificity, sensitivity and evidence of clinical effectiveness." The Department also concluded: "Cytotoxic
testing poses a dangerous threat to the health and safety
of individuals, especially those with serious health
problems who may postpone seeking proper medical attention based upon the unsubstantiated claims made for
cytotoxic testing."

Forum-------------------

Gift food precautions. Americans now spend about $1
billion a year for mail-order foods, with 75% of sales
taking place between Thanksgiving and Christmas.
Food marketers say yuppies are the prime purchasers of
gift foods from some 400 catalogues now available. According to an article in USDAs Food News for Consumers
[2(4):6-9], mail-order foods enjoy an excellent safety
record. However, a product should be rejected if any of
the following occur: 1) bad odor; 2) food marked "keep
refrigerated" doesn't arrive cold; 3) food supposed to be
frozen on arrival is not; or 4) food shipped at room temperature arrives in a broken container. Because of the
risk of botulism, Agriculture Department experts suggest that suspected food should never be tasted. Instead,
refrigerate it immediately-preferably
in the original
container-and
contact appropriate government officials who may wish to inspect it to see whether a product recall is necessary. Meat or poultry problems should
be reported through USD.Ns hotline (1-800-535-4555, or
447-3333 in the Washington, D.C. area). Problems with
other foods should be reported to the nearest FDA office, whose number will be found in the telephone directory under U.S. Government, Dept. of Health and
Human Services.

Vitamin E and lumpy breasts. Two double-blind studies
have found no significant benefit from administering
vitamin E to women with mammary dysplasia (commonly called benign fibrocystic disease of the breast). In
one study, Robert S. London, M.D., and colleagues at
Sinai Hospital of Baltimore treated 128 patients for two
months with either a placebo or 150, 300 or 600 IU of
vitamin E. Although slightly more than half the patients
improved during the trial period, those receiving vitamin E did no better than those receiving the placebo
[Obstetrics & Gynecology 65:104-106, 1985]. In the other
study by Virginia Ernster, Ph.D., and colleagues at the
University of California in San Francisco, 62 women
took either 600 IU of vitamin E or a placebo for 2½
months [Surgery 97:490-494, 1985]. These studies contradict earlier ones that had promising results but were
smaller and not done double-blind. Hoffmann-La Roche
provided financial support for both studies.

COMING SOON
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Mountain climbers to attack hunger. A 15-person group
led by three physicians plans to ascend 19,340 feet to the
summit of Mt. Kilimanjaro. Africa's highest mountain,
to symbolize their belief that resources exist to end
world hunger-said to kill 25,000 children daily. Money
raised-expected
to exceed $100,000-will be given to
The Hunger Project and Save the Children.
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Cancer & Nutrition, 2:77
Cancer, unproven treatments for, 1:5, 1:7, 1:9-10, 1:11, 2:8, 2:23,
2:29, 2:34, 2:36, 2:37, 2:88; see also Laetrile
and diet, see Diet and cancer
Carnivora, 2:88
Carotene, definition of, 2:18
CCK, 2:38, 2:46, 2:65, 2:85
Center for Health Action, 1:7, 2:72
Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI), 2:38, 2:55, 2:69,
2:85

Chaparral, 2:66
Charcoal broiling, 2:53
Chelation therapy, 1:10, 2:4, 2:31
Cheraskin, Dr. Emanuel, 2:78
Chicken Soup & Other Folk Remedies, 2:43
Chinese food, 2:52-53, 2:60-61
Chiropractic
book about, 1:4
and nutrition practice, 1:21, 2:5, 2:62
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Farm Animal Reform Movement, 2:39
"Fast foods," 2:90
FDA; see Food and Drug Administration
FDA Consumer, 1:21
Feather, Vaughn, 2:74
Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

NCAHF position paper, 2:62
Choice Metabolics, 2:89
Cholesterol content, labeling proposal for, 2:71
Coalition of Holistic Health Organizations, 2:5
Cod liver oil, 2:72
Colgan, Dr. Michael, 1:14
Comfrey, 2:66
Committee for Freedom of Choice in Medicine, 2:89
Community Nutrition Institute. 1:4,, 2:20, 2:85
Comprehensive Nutrient and Lifestyle Program. 2:82
Consumer attitudes toward food issues, 2:54
Consumer Health-A Guide to Intelligent Decisions, 2:21
Consumer Reports, 2:28, 2:48
Contemporary Issues in Clinical Nutrition, 2:15

and Braswell, Inc., 1:21
-Cambridge diet, 2:74
-consumer protection bill, 2:71
-hair analysis. 1:12, 2:24
-nutrition diploma mills, 1:6
-Profile bread, 1:7
-protein supplement rule,
-Smitty's Super Markets Inc., 1:15
-supermarket specials, 2:15
-Weider products, 1:13, 2:80
Fish, raw, 2:29
Fishman, ~avid, 2:70
Fleiss, Dr. Paul M., 2:2
Fluoridation
law upheld, 2:15
newsletter for promoters, 1:7
opposition to, 1:7, 1:15, 2:52, 2:71, 2:72
and prevention of osteoporosis, 2:91
Rodale Press' policy toward, 2:81
and tooth decay prevention, 1:22, 2:20, 2:80
and water rates, 2:46
Fluoride, The Aging Factor, 2:72
Fluoride and Dental Health (pamphlet), 2:90
Food and Drug Administration
Action Pla1~,2:48
anti-quackery programs, 2:9-10, 2:85
apathy toward quackery, 1:1-2
and arthritis quackery, 2:39
-baldness remedies, 2:10
-Blue-Green Manna, 2:22-23
-caffeine/PPA ban, 1:21
-CCK, 2:38, 2:46
criticism by Consumer Reports, 2:28, 2:48
and cytotoxic testing. 1:18-19, 2:39
and DHEA, 2:30-31, 2:46
enforcement actions, 1:16, 1:19, 1:20, 2:10, 2:28, 2:36, 2:46,

Contemporary Nutrition, 2:15
Cornfield, Bernard, 1:6
Council of Better Business Bureaus, 2:9, 2:14, 2:39, 2:85
Council for Responsible Nutrition, 2:69
Cranton, Dr. Elmer, 1:5
Cytotoxic testing, 1:17-19, 2:39, 2:62, 2:84, 2:91
for pets. 2:20
Dannemeyer, Rep. William, 2:1-2, 2:4, 2:69, 2:74-75
Davis, Adelle. 2:64

LJeregulatingLJoctoring,2:82
DHEA, 2:30-31, 2:46, 2:47
Diabetics, blood glucose testing at home by, 2:21
Diet(s); see also Weight reduction fakes
and behavior. 2:11-13, 2:14, 2:15
-cancer, 2:57-59, 2:69, 2:77
cancer, research on, 2:20, 2:84
liquid protein, 2:67
prehistoric, 2:54
very low calorie, 2:65-68, 2:73-74
Dietary guidelines, 2:60-61
Diet Center, 1:6, 2:1
Dietitians, licensing of; see Nutritionists, licensing of
Diet, Nutrition and Cancer, 1:16
Dilling. Dilling and Groneck, 1:10
Direct Selling Association. 1:13
DMSO, 1:9. 2:89
Doctor's Data Laboratories, 2:38, 2:70
Donsbach, Kurt, 2:5, 2:70-71
Donsbach University, 2:70, 2:76
Douglass, William Campbell, 2:2, 2:83
Earthrise Co., Inc., 2:38
East West Foundation, 1:14
Ecology Laboratory, 1:17
Edensoy, 2:55
Efamol, Ltd., 1:20
E-Ferol, 2:54
Egg.s,spoilage of, 1:16
Emerald Isle Clinic, 1:9
Emergen-C, 2:56
Enemas, questionable use of, 1:7, 1:9
Enzymes, food, 2:5
Evening primrose oil, 1:20
Falconi, Oscar, 2:35

...

2:80

enforcement statistics, 1960-1963, 2:76
and fake weight-loss gadget, 1:16
-food label health claims, 2:69
-health fraud conferences, 2:85
Herbalife, 2:21, 2:65
herbs and, 1:11
and infant formulas, 2:39, 2:55
-irradiation of food, 2:25-27
National Center for Orphan Drugs and Rare Diseases, 2:61
and raw milk, 2:1, 2:20, 2:28
reporting of adverse drug reactions, 2:54
reprints of articles, 1:4, 1:16, 2:39, 2:55
-starch blockers, 1:16
-sulfites, 2:49-51. 2:84
-very low calorie diets, 2:73-74
Food and Nutrition News, 2:46
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FoodCom. Inc., 2:20
Food exchange system, 2:44-45
Food:Facts and Fallacies. A-Z, 2:90
Food industry hotline, 2:20
Food Institute, 1:10, 2:20
Food labels, 2:18, 2:69, 2:71
Food Marketing Institute, 2:21, 2:54
Food poisoning, 1:7, 2:16
Food recalls, effect of, 2:21
Food safety, 2:17-18, 2:19, 2:29, 2:32, 2:53, 2:54, 2:90, 2:91
see also Raw milk
sulfiting agents
Food safety hotline, 2:54
Foods Are Not Drugs bill. 2:69
Fredericks, Carlton, 2:78, 2:83
Freedom Marketing Corporation, 2:29
Friedlander, Mitch, 2:62
Furman, Arthur E, 1:12, 2:24
Frymann, Viola, 2:79
Gelb, Or. Harold, 2:78
General Nutrition Corporation (GNC}, 1:5, 1:6, 1:16, 1:20, 1:21,
2:5, 2:7, 2:10, 2:30, 2:46, 2:47, 2:77, 2:85
Gerber, Dr. Michael, 2:35, 2:89
Gerson therapy, 2:27
Glucomannan, 2:47
Glucose tolerance test, 2:86
Gold Medal Hair Products, 2:14
Gooch, Sandra, 2:2
Good, Dr. Robert, 2:77
Goodhart, Dr. George, 2:78, 2:79
Grapefruit diet pills, 1:21. 2:38, 2:47, 2:65-66
Great Earth Vitamin Stores, 2:30
"Growth hormone releasers," 1:6, 1:24, 2:7. 2:47, 2:65
Guarana, 2:66
Hair analysis, 1:5, 1:12, 2:24, 2:38, 2:70, 2:71, 2:80
Halstead. Dr. Bruce W., 2:89
Hauser, Gayelord, 2:20
Head Start Vitamin Products, 1:21
Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA), 1:18, 2:84
Health food stores, annual sales of, 2:28
Health fraud conferences, 2:85
"Health freedom,'' 1:6, 2:27
Health promotion, 1:5, 2:24
Health Research Group, 2:1, 2:20, 2:26-27, 2:28, 2:62
Health Resources Group, 2:5
Hearing and Tinnitus Help Association, 2:82
Heckler, Margaret, 2:84, 2:89
Herbalife, 2:21, 2:29, 2:38, 2:61. 2:65-68. 2:73-77. 2:87
Herbal medicine, perspective on, 1:11
Herbal Tracers, LTD, 2:70
Herbert, Or. Victor, 2:5, 2:89, 90
Herbs, sales of, 1:5, 1:11
regulation of, 2 :84
Hile, Joseph, 1:1, 2:48, 2:69
Hillfarm Dairy. 2:46, 2:83
Hoffman, Bob, 2:62
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Hoffmann-La Roche, 2:9, 2:35-36, 2:91
Holistic Dental Association International,
"Holistic dentistry," 2:78-79
"Holistic medicine," 2:68
"Holistic" organizations, 2:5, 2:79
Honey
botulism from, 1:7
sugar content of, 2:64
Horrobin, Dr. David, 1:20
Hughes, Mark, 2:74-77
Huggins, Dr. Hal, 2:79, 2:80
Hunger, efforts against, 2:91
Hyperactivity, 2:14, 2:15
Hypoglycemia, Fact or Fad?, 2:86

2:79

Infant formulas, 2:39, 2:55
Inlander, Charles B., 2:81-83
International Academy of Preventive Medicine, 2:79
International Institute of Natural Health Sciences, 2:70
International Twin Study, 1:15
Iron, absorption of, 2:41
Irradiation of food, 2:25-27. 2:71
Irradiation Information Center, 2:71
Jacobson, Dr. Michael, 1:21, 2:85
Jalisco Products, 2:64
Jarvis, Or. William, 2:31, 2:79
Jewel Food Stores, 2:46
Johnston, Dr. James R., 2:15
Journal of Nutrition Education, 2:38
Katzin, Dr. David, 2:75
K.C. Laboratories, 2:22-23
Keller, Or. Helmut, 2:88
Keller, James G., 2:36
Kellogg Corporation, 2:65, 2:84
Knight, B. Carolyn, 2:49
Kollman, Victor, 2:22-23
Kushi, Michio, 1:14, 2:5
Laetrile, 1:9, 1:10, 1:15, 2:62, 2:89
La Gloria Hospital, 2:37
Lecithin, possible toxicity of, 1:6
Lederle Laboratories, 2:9, 2:38
Leiner Nutritional Products Corp., 2:28
Life Extension, 1:24
Life Extension Foundation, 2:30
Lifesavers Guide to Fluoridation, 2:71
Liliverum, 2:80
Macrobiotic eating, 1:14
Mail Order Consumer Protection Amendments
2:47
Malnutrition in hospitalized patients, 2:46
Mandell, Dr. Marshall, 2:64
Manner, Dr. Harold. 1:9-10
Marconi, Richard, 2:75-76
Mayo Clinic, 1:9-10, 1:15, 2:34, 2:62

of 1983, 2:9,
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Mercury amalgam toxicity, 2:79, 2:80
Metzenbaum, Rep. Howard, 2:71
Mayonnaise, 2:54
McNutt, Or. Kristen W., 2:20
Megavitamin therapy. 2:33, 2:79
Metabolic Intolerance Test; see Cytotoxic testing
Metabolic Research Foundation, 1:9
Micro Trace Minerals, 1:12

Milk
chocolate, 2:39
unpasteurized; see Raw milk
Miller, Dr. Bruce, 2:79
Mindell, Earl, 2:30
Mittelman, Dr. Jerome, 2:78
Mittelman Letter, The, 2:78
M.T. Products, 2:80
Mushroom poisoning, 1:6, 16
National Academy of Sciences, 2:41, 2:57
National Allergy Clinics, 1:18
National Association of Consumer Agency Administrators,
2:85
National Cancer Institute, 2:69, 2:84
National Council Against Health Fraud, 1:5, 2:4, 2:62, 2:63, 2:89
National Food Processors Association, 2:69
National Foundation for Nutritional Research, 1:16
National Health Action Committee, 1:7, 2:72
National Health Federation (NHF), 1:6, 1:20, 2:27. 2:35, 2:62,
2:69, 2:72, 2:90
National Institute of Health, 1:7
National News Council, 1:6
National Nutritional Foods Association, 1:21, 2:5, 2:15, 2:35
National Restaurant Association, 1:7, 2:50
Natural Foods Network, 1:16
"Natural foods," sales of, in supermarkets, 2:85
New Age Nutritional Supplement Co., 1:12
New Hope for Incurable Diseases, 2:78
Nexus, 2:78
Nielson, Rep. Howard, 2:69
Nutri-System, 1:6
Nutrition Company, The, 2:7
"Nutritional consultants," 1:10, 2:40, 2:70-71
Nutrition councils, 1:15
Nutritionists, licensing of, 1:8, 2:15, 2:40, 2:61, 2:71
Octacol 4, 2:28
Octacosanol, 2:14
Operation Sightsaver, 2:30
Organic Gardening and Farming, 2:81
"Organic farming" legislation, 1:6, 2:21, 2:83
Orthomolecular Nutrition Institute, Inc., 1:6
"Orthomolecular therapy," 2:33
Pace, Gary, 2:70-71
Packwood, Sen. Robert, 2:10
Palm oil, 2:10
Parade Magazine, false advertising in. 2:85
Parker Professional Success Seminar, 2:35
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Passwater, Richard, 1:5
Pau d'arco, 2:8
Pauling, Dr. Linus, 2:33-36
Pearson, Durk, 1:24
Pennsylvania Nutrition Council, 1:15
Penzer, Dr. Victor, 2:79
People's Medical Hour, 2:82
People's Medical Society, 2:5, 2:55, 2:81-83
Pepper, Rep. Claude, 1:1-2, 1:21, 2:10, 2:83
Peters, Chuckie, 1:10
Pharmaceutical Advertising Council, 2:9, 2:85
Physicians Laboratories, 2:21
Pi-Sunyer, Dr. E Xavier, 2:67
Pitzer, Ryan, 2:64
Postal Service enforcement actions, 1:19, 2:7, 2:47
Poultry
inspection of, 2:63
"quick-chilled," 2:63
Premenstrual syndrome, 84
Prevention Book Club, 2:77, 2:81
Prevention magazine, 2:81, 2:82, 2:83
Pritikin, Nathan, 2:21
Profile Bread, 1:7
PROJECT SMART, 2:85
Protein supplements, 2:32, 2:62
Psychodietetics, 2:78
Purdue-Frederick Co., 2:14
Quackery
arthritis, 2:39
see also cancer, unproven remedies for
dental. 2:78-80
and the media, 2:20
Pepper report on, 1:21
publications exposing, 2:90
suits aimed at, 2:89, 90
victims of, 1:10. 1:15, 2:16, 2:64
vulnerability to, 2:38
see also Weight reduction fakes
Quackery & You 2:90
Raw milk, 2:1-4, 2:20, 2:46, 2:62, 2:64, 2:83, 2:87
RDAs, 41-42
Reagan, Ronald, 2:5
RecaIIed by Life, 1:14
Recommended Dietary Allowances; see RDAs
Richardson, Or. John, 2:89
Ringsdorf, Dr. William, 2:78
Risk Modifier, 2:47, 2:77
Robertson-Taylor Co., 1:19, 2:28, 2:62
Robinson, Dr. Arthur, 2:33-36
Rodale Press, 2:39, 2:77, 2:81; see also People's Medical Society
Rodale, Robert, 2:81
Rogers & Cowan, 2:73
Roth, Sen. William V.. 2:65, 2:73-77
Rubin, Ellis, 2:87
Rudman, Sen. Warren B., 2:74, 2:76-77
Rutherford, Glenn, 2:89
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RX Being Well, 1:5
Saccharin moratorium, 2:45
Safe Water Committee, 1:7, 2:72
Sage, Paul, 1:1-2, 2:10, 2:69
St. 1ude International Clinic, 2:36
St. Petersburg Times, 2:85
Salmonella infection, 2:3-4, 2:17, 2:46, 2:64, 2:83, 2:88
Sattilaro, Dr. Anthony, 1:14
Schizandra, 2:29, 2:66
Seiberling, Rep. John. 2:52, 2:85
Selenium, overdose of, 1:7
Shaklee Corporation, 1:5, 1:7, 1:13, 2:5, 2:15, 2:79
Simone, Dr. Charles, 2:77
Slim Tea, 2:37
Smell, ability to, 2:24
Smith, Dr. Lendon, 2:78-79
Smoke-free Workplace, The, 2:90
Smoking in restaurants, 1:7, 2:90
Sodium intake, study of, 2:45
Sodium labeling, 2:18, 2:45
Sorbilol, diarrhea and, 1:16
Soviet Health Problems, 2:90
Soy pamphlet recalled, 2:55
Spirulina, 2:38, 2:47
Stallone. Sylvester, 2:56
"Starch blockers,'' 1:2, 1:16, 2:10
Stare, Dr. Fredrick, 2:74
Stavish, Gerard, 1:17
Stern, Dr. fudith, 2:65-66
Stir-fry cooking, 2:60-61
Stokes Report, The, 1:5
Stone, Irwin, 2:33, 2:35
"Stress vitamins," 2:38, 2:42
Sugar and tooth decay, 1:22-23
Sugar consumption, 2:5
Sulfiting agents, 2:49-51
Superfit magazine, 2:39
Sushi, parasites in, 2:29
Sweeteners, artificial
aspartame, 1:2-4, 2:16, 2:21, 2:63, 2:85
RTl-001, 2:83
saccharin, 2:45
Swimming after eating, safety of, 2:68
Swimming and weight control, 2:16
Talk show guest directory, 1:21
Tea, caffeine content of, 2:37
Temporomadibular joint syndrome, 2:78
Thirty Days to Belter Nutrition, 2:55
Thompson, Larry, 2:77
Too(h decay
carbohydrates and, 1:22-23
infant feeding and, 2:46
vaccine against, 2:46
Trace Mineral Systems, 1:12
Travelers' diarrhea, 3:32
Triangle Research Institute, 83
Tumorex, 2:36
Turkeys, tips for roasting, 2:90

Turner, James, 1:4
Tyler, Dr. Varro E., 2:66-67
USDA; see Agriculture, U.S. Dept. of
U.S. RDAs, 2:41
Vegetarian burgers, 2:5
Vision Dieter, 1:16
Vitamin A
and blindness, treatment of, 2:39
Loxicity of, 1:10
Vitamin B6 , toxicity of, 2:84
Vitamin C
and cancer, 2:34-35
and cigarette smoking, 2:42
and the common cold, 2:33-34
intravenous, toxicity of, 1:15
production of, 2:4
Vitamin E and lumpy breasts, 2:91
Vilamin Politics, 1:5
Vitamins
and cancer, 2:58, 2:77
and exercise. 2:10
factors affecting amount in foods, 2:6-7
Vitamin supplements
and hair growlh, 2:14
promotion of, 2:81, 2:91
sales of, 1:5, 2:28
for stress, 2:38
types of, 1:15
uses of. 1:7, 1:14
Vitamins and Minerals: Help or Harm?, 1:6, 2:42, 2:45
Walker, Dr. Morton, 3:31
Water, intake during exercise, 2:62
Waxman, Rep. Henry, 2:64
Weider, Joseph, 1:13, 2:80
Weight reduction fakes, 1:2, 1:6, 1:16, 1:19, 1:21, 1:24, 2:7, 2:30,
2:38, 2:46, 2:47, 2:65-66, 2:85
Weiss, Rep. Ted, 2:10
What You Can Do to Prevent Cancer, 2:57
Wheat germ oil, 2:14, 2:28, 2:62
Whelan, Dr. Elizabeth, 2:5
Wilen, Joan and Lydia, 2:43
Wright. Dr. Jonathan. 2:83
\Vurtman, Dr. Richard, 1:3, 2:11, 2:13
Yanick, Paul, fr.. 2:82
Yiamouyiannis, Dr. fohn, 1:7, 1:15, 2:71, 2:72
York Barbel] Co .. 2:62
Young. Dr. Frank E., 2:1. 2:9, 2:28, 2:48, 2:73-74, 2:76, 2:89
Your Basic Guide to Nutrition, 2:43
Your Personal Vitamin Profile, 1:14
Zinc supplements, risks of, 1:16
Zuckerberg, Harry) .. 2:37
A _limited supply of back issues is available from the George F.
Stickley Co., 210 W. Washington Square, Philadelphia. PA
19106. Price: $3.00 per issue.
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WHAT HAPPENEDTO THE 1985 RD.NS
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
On October 7, 1985, claiming that too many
changes had been proposed, Frank Press. Ph.D., president of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS), canof the 10th Edition
of the
celled publication
Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs). The action
followed controversy between the Academy's Committee on Dietary Allowances, which had drafted the report, some members of the NAS Food and Nutrition
Board, and outside reviewers.
Speaking a few days later at the American Dietetic Association's annual meeting in New Orleans,
Henry R. Kamin, Ph.D .. chairman of the RDA Committee, indicated that many important refinements in the
RDA tables had been proposed. "This is a sad day,'' he
concluded. "There is no scientific justification for the
rejection of our report. which was put together by a
superb and distinguished committee which worked
harder and more carefully than any of its predecessors:'
The proposed report-one
version of which had
been leaked to the press-had called for lower levels for
vitamins A, C and B1,,magnesium, iron and zinc. and
higher amounts of calcium for women. The Committee
had also wanted to redefine the RDAs from the amounts
needed "to meet the known nutritional needs of practically all healthy persons" to the amounts needed "to
protect practically all healthy persons from nutritional
deficiencies:'
According to Dr. Kamin, the dispute really centered on vitamins A and C. The Committee had proposed lowering the RDAs for vitamin A for men from
1,000 retinal equivalents to 800 and for women from 800
to 700. (A retinal equivalent equals 5 International
Units.) For vitamin C. the values would have been
lowered from 60 mg for men and women and 35 mg for
infants to 40 mg for men, 30 mg for women, and 25 mg
for infants. "Correspondence between me and Dr. Press
makes clear that all other issues had ... been resolved,
and that publication would have proceeded had our
Committee agreed to the older [1980] figures for A and C
preferred by the Food and Nutrition Board," Kamin said

______________________

in his American Dietetic Association talk. He also indicated that "despite repeated requests for scientific justification for this preference, it was not forthcoming:'
The work of the RDA Committee was funded under a contract between the National Academy of Sciences and the National Institute of Arthritis, Diabetes.
and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, a branch of the National Institutes of Health (NIH). On October 29th, in a
strongly-worded letter to NIH Director James B. Wyngaarden, M.D., Dr. Kamin referred to "the sad history of
inept communication and of the inability of the Academy staff and structure to give sophisticated advice in
nutrition to a president who is an eminent geophysicist
but needs good in-house guidance in this area. It is, of
course. the inescapable duty of the NIH to evaluate the
competence of the present nutrition establishment
within the NAS in the course of making funding
decisions:·
The RDA Committee's proposed values for vitamins A and C were based primarily on estimates of
body reserves and turnover rates for these nutrients. For
vitamin A, the proposed value was judged sufficient to
maintain blood levels and provide a 3-month reserve.
For vitamin C, a reserve pool was selected that would
prevent scurvy despite more than a month of very low
intake. According to the Committee, no signs of deficiency have ever been reported in individuals with such
reserves. and higl:ier reserves are not known to provide
increased health benefits. Moreover, the 1980 RDAs for
vitamin C were considerably above the average of other
nations, and the proposed values for vitamin C for adult
men are still higher than those of the World Health Organization/Food and Agricultural Organization (WHO/
FAQ), Australia, Canada, Finland, the United Kingdom
and ten other national and regional groups-all
of
which recommend 30 mg.
Although an NAS committee on diet, nutrition
and cancer had concluded in 1982 that diets rich in
vitamins A and C were associated with reduced risk of
certain cancers, it did not define "rich" or recommend
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specific intake levels of these vitamins. In his ADA talk,
Dr. Kamin noted that specific intakes cannot be recommended on the basis of current data, and that recommendations of this sort have nothing to do with the
traditional purposes of the RDAs. He also said that
claims by the Food Research and Action Center (FRAC)
that lowering the RDAs would lead to cutbacks in
federal food programs were "irrational and irresponsible." (FRAC is a consumer advocacy group located in
Washington, D.C.) Betty B. Peterkin, acting administrator of the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Human
Nutrition Information Service. supported Dr. Kamin's
viewpoint in a letter to him which noted that past
changes in the RDAs have not affected the dollar-related
aspects of school lunch or food stamp programs.
In other correspondence, two other Committee
members, James Allen Olson. Ph.D., and Robert E.
Hodges, M.D .. have shed additional light on what happened: "In the formal review of our document by the
Academy, many valuable constructive suggestions were
made. We are assiduous in incorporating them in our
report, but when we didn't. we clearly indicated the
reasons for not doing so. While the Academy disagreed
with the outcome of our detailed analysis of vitamins A
and C, i.e., the RDA values. they provided no criticism
of the approach, the data employed, or the logic leading
to the final conclusion. No data or scientific publications
were cited to show that the selected adequate body
pools were, in fact, inappropriate to the nutrient needs
or inconsistent with good health. In the absence of such
data, the Committee understandably was unwilling to
inflate the values artificially ... The new RDA values
are not 'minimums,' as some special interest groups
have claimed, are not more narrow in scope. but are
defined more precisely and operationally than in the
past."
Dr. Press, quoted in The New York Times [October
13], said that the RDA committee's focus on prevention
of deficiency was neither sufficient nor appropriate because it ignores the role of nutrition in "optimal health"
and in preventing cancer and heart disease. He apparently would like to see RDA reports encompass a
broader analysis of diet and health. But Dr. Kamin replied that dietary recommendations of that type cannot
be expressed in terms of specific nutrient needs and
should be addressed by a separate but complementary
study. He also expressed concern that the National
Academy of Sciences may be "drifting toward pop
nutrition:'
In Medical World News [Nov. 11]. Kamin called
Press's proposal "incomprehensible to nutrition scientists" and said it might "actually thwart two valid approaches-dietary
guidelines and RDAs. Both are
equally valid, but if you try to make a hybrid of them,
you get chaos:· He accused NAS of yielding to pressure
from people who think vitamins offer protection against
cancer, as well as from those who fear food program
cutbacks. In Family Practice News, he added that
"Everybody wants the RDAs to support their agenda,

______________________
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and everybody has a different agenda." Victor Herbert.
M.D.. another member of the RDA Committee, has summed up the controversy as "a clash between nutrition
scientists and nutrition politicians," and has called for a
congressional investigation.
Early in December, Dr. Wyngaarden notified Dr.
Kamin that NIH hopes to form an interagency committee that includes developers and users of the RDAs to
determine their future course. Kamin-still
hopeful.
but not optimistic-replied
by asking him to serve as a
catalyst for scientific conversations between members of
the RDA Committee. the Food and Nutrition Board and
other interested scientists. "Opportunities for such discussions have not yet been accorded us," Kamin wrote,
"but we continue to hope they can be arranged. I cannot
predict the results of such discussions, but I expect
them to provide a satisfactory result. Should this expectation be fulfilled. publication could proceed forthwith."
If not, since the draft report belongs to the RDA
Committee, it will undoubtedly be published privately.

FDA ACTION PLAN ANNOUNCED
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has released a 10-point plan to help chart the agency's future
regulatory course. The plan, based on meetings with
representatives of health professions. consumers. and
the drug industry. stresses public education and voluntary compliance by industry. Four parts of the plan are
related to food or nutrition:
• The agency plans to strengthen its postmarketing
surveillance capability by implementing a program to
analyze adverse reaction reports associated with foods,
food additives and food ingredients.
• Efforts will continue toward modernizing food
safety laws, probably including reform of the "zero-cancer'' clause of the Delaney Amendment.
• National nutrition concerns will continue to receive
attention. These include: infant formulas, weight control products, food fortification. and food labeling that
concerns the relationship between diet and good health.
• The FDA plans to bring about "expanded national
awareness" of health frauds by coordinating its educational efforts with those of state, local and other federal
agencies, national consumer groups. health professional
groups, and industry organizations.
Enforcement
against health frauds will also be increased, with emphasis aimed at "high-visibility or widespread fraudulent products that are known to snare large numbers of
unknowing consumers:' [Editor's note: The educational
plan is excellent and is already progressing well. With
respect to enforcement, however. it would be far more
effective to deter illegal schemes than to crack down
after they are well established!]
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ALUMINUM:FEARS, FACTSAND FANTASIES
Janet L. Greger,Ph.D.
When aluminum makes the news, it usually gets
criticized. In recent years, such headlines have appeared as:
"Scientist worries overusing antacids could cause
problems"
"Aluminum could be next to join list of hazards"
"Alzheimer's and aluminum:
An element of
suspicion"
"Dementia from aluminum pots?"
Messages like this are reinforced by certain promoters
of stainless steel cookware and by unqualified practitioners who diagnose "aluminum toxicity" through the
use of hair analysis.
While some concerns about aluminum are reasonable. others have no factual basis. The problems for
consumers-and
even some health care professionalsare how to distinguish between facts. unproven hypotheses and fantasies about aluminum. and how to determine a safe level of intake.
During the past 15 years, aluminum has been
demonstrated to cause osteodystrophy (a bone disease)
and "dialysis dementia," a type of degenerative brain
disease that can occur in long-term kidney dialysis patients. High tissue levels of aluminum have also been
found in Alzheimer's disease (a progressive brain disorder characterized by memory loss) and in two less common degenerative
conditions (amyotrophic
lateral
sclerosis and parkinsonism-dementia)
found among
natives of Guam. Some scientists have hypothesized that
aluminum may contribute to the development of these
diseases. However, despite interest in aluminum metabolism. few investigators have studied the effects of dietary aluminum. and it is not known whether aluminum
accumulation is a cause or a result of these problems.
The average adult in the U.S. consumes 20-40 mg
of aluminum from foods and water daily. with a probable range from 3-100 mg. Food additives constitute the
major dietary source of aluminum for most people.
Foods that contain the most aluminum from additives
are baked goods processed with chemical leavening
agents and some processed cheeses. Approximately 4.0
million pounds of aluminum were used in food additives in the United States in 1982. Assuming that not
all was consumed, the average adult intake was less
than 20 mg per day. However, individuals vary greatly in
their use of aluminum-containing
food additives. In
1979 it was estimated that 5% of adult Americans consumed 95 mg of aluminum daily from food additives. 1
Most foodstuffs contain small amounts of aluminum, but a few vegetable products such as herbs and tea
leaves contain larger concentrations (over 100 mg/kg). 2

_______________________

An average cup of tea contains 1-4 mg. Most Americans
probably consume only 2-10 mg of aluminum from natural sources daily.
Many foods stored or cooked in aluminum pans,
trays or foil absorb small amounts of aluminum. 3 • 5 Most
accumulate less than 0.2 mg/100g qf food during preparation and storage, but tomato sauces cooked for several
hours in aluminum pans can accumulate 3-6 mg aluminum in a 100-gram serving.
The amount of aluminum in the diet is small
compared to the amount of aluminum in some antacids.
buffered pain relievers, diarrhea remedies. and at least
one anti-ulcer drug. It has been estimated that antacid
users ingest 840 to 5,000 mg, while users of buffered
pain-relievers take in 126 to 728 mg daily. 6 The longterm consequences of ingesting drugs with high levels of
aluminum are not known. One reason is that it is difficult to measure aluminum in biological samples such as
body tissues. We do know that aluminum is absorbed
very poorly by normal healthy adults. but infants may
absorb aluminum somewhat more efficiently. Although
humans excrete little aluminum in urine (i.e., 100 µg/
day), this appears to be the body's major excretory route
for it. 7
Rats fed even moderate amounts of aluminum
(0.3-1 mg per gram of food) will accumulate aluminum
in some tissues, especially bone. (These levels of dietary
aluminum would be comparable to an adult man consuming 180-600 mg aluminum
daily.) However. a
number of studies have found that the accumulation is
not directly proportional to intake levels or duration of
exposure. 11•11
Tissue accumulation of aluminum also occurs in
several disease states. Some patients with kidney failure
(uremia) undergoing dialysis. especially those who develop dementia and/or renal osteodystrophy. have accumulated aluminum in various tissues from dialysis
fluids and aluminum-containing
antacids used to reduce absorptions of phosphates. 12 Recently. two children with uremia appeared to have received excessive
exposure to aluminum from formula. 1:1
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There is considerable controversy about the significance of elevated tissue levels of aluminum in the
brains of patients with Alzheimer's disease. 13•14 Brain
aluminum levels are generally higher in elderly adults
than in young adults, regardless of mental state.
However. blood aluminum levels are not elevated in patients with Alzheimer's disease and thus cannot be used
as a diagnostic tool. 15
Aluminum toxicity is believed to be part of the
etiology of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis/parkinsonismdementia of Guam. It has been hypothesized that the
excess accumulation of aluminum is facilitated by inadequate intakes of calcium and magnesium, but this has
not been proven. 16
The mechanisms by which aluminum exerts
toxic effects are poorly understood. Aluminum can directly interact with nucleic acids and cell membranes
and hence exert direct toxic effects. Aluminum can also
affect the metabolism of several minerals.
There is no doubt that drug-level doses of aluminum can depress phosphorus and fluoride absorption
and eventually lower blood phosphorus levels. 3·17 That
is why aluminum-containing
phosphate binders are
used to remove excess phosphorus from the blood of
uremic patients. The effect of moderate doses of aluminum on phosphorus metabolism is not clear. Al though
adding 120 mg/day of aluminum to the diets of young
men initially depressed their absorption of phosphorus,
the subjects appeared to adjust so that no such effect
could be observed after two weeks. 111 Oral doses of aluminum have been found to depress the absorption and/
or tissue levels of calcium, iron and copper in some
studies but not in others. These differences reflect differences in dietary composition, aluminum dosage, and
age and health status of the experimental subjects.
At this time it appears that the amounts of aluminum Americans ingest from food are too low to cause
significant changes in the metabolism of healthy adults.
Thus, consumer concerns about cooking with aluminum utensils and drinking tea seem unwarranted.
However. the long-term use of drug-level doses of aluminum needs further evaluation. Use of aluminum-containing drug products by sensitive individuals, such as
those with impaired kidney function, the elderly, and
very-low-birth-weight infants, is of particular concern.
Dr. Greger is a professor in the Nutritional Sciences Department of the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

_
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GENETIC ENGINEERING HAS GREAT POTENTIAL FOR
...,.
AGRICULTURE
KathleenA. Meister,M.S.
Genetic engineering may soon have profound impact on food production. Among the many hoped-for
advances from this new technology are: cereal grains
that make their own fertilizer: farm animals that mature more quickly; plants that can tolerate cold, heat,
drought, and salty soil; and crops that resist insects and
diseases so that pesticides are not needed to produce
them.
According to a 1983 report by L. William Teweles
& Company, a plant science consulting firm, innovations
in agricultural genetics should add $5 billion a year to
the value of major crops within 10 years and $20 billion
in 20 years. The company predicts that in 25 years,
world food production could rise by 5-10% as a result of
biotechnology. Advanced Genetic Sciences, a pioneering firm, projects a $2-4 billion market for bioengineered argicultural products by 1990.
Even if such projections turn out to be overly
optimistic, the potential benefits of genetic engineering
to agriculture are unquestionably extensive. But a few
individuals are worried about the release of genetically
modified organisms into the outdoor environment.
Most of the agricultural genetic innovations that
will soon be ready for field testing involve microorganisms. One of the best known is "ice minus," a microorganism designed by scientists from the University
of California at Berkeley, which may help to protect
crops from frost damage. Another genetic innovation is
a strain of the common bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens, modified by Monsanto scientists to produce a
pesticide that kills pests that invade corn plants through
the roots. Other p·roposed experiments involve Rhizobium, a microorganism which lives on the roots of
beans and related plants and enables them to produce
their own nitrogen fertilizer from nitrogen in the air.
A few current projects involve genetic modification of plants rather than microorganisms. For instance,
a California firm called Calgene is trying to make crop
plants genetically resistant to a new type of herbicide
that is effective in low doses and is much less toxic to
animals and people than conventional herbicides are.
These herbicides kill crops as effectively as they kill
weeds. However, if crops could be made resistant to the
new herbicides, they could be substituted for less potent
ones.
People worried about the release of genetically
engineered organisms into the environment are concerned about the possibility of creating new weeds.
pests, or disease germs that might be difficult to control.
But most experts believe that genetically engineered organisms should be judged no differently from conventionally altered organisms. In other words. each new

_______________________

product should be considered on the basis of its properties rather than the process used to produce it.
Actually, many of the proposed applications of
genetic engineering resemble those produced by traditional methods. During the past 40 years, plants have
been bred for resistance to a wide variety of substances,
organisms, and environmental extremes. None of these
experiments was conducted under special quarantine
precautions, because long experience has taught plant
breeders that no such precautions are needed. And
more than a dozen naturally
occurring
or conventionally modified bacteria have been licensed for
years for various commercial applications.
Ralph W F. Hardy and David J.Glass of Bio Technica International, a biotechnology firm, point out in a
recent article in Issues jn Science and Technology that
genetic engineers introduce a single, specific change
into an organism. while conventional plant breeders introduce random, unknown changes and may inadvertently introduce more than one change at a time. Noting
that "no major negative health or environmental effects
have resulted from the traditional breeding and selection of plants, animals. and microorganisms," they predict that the safety record for the newer techniques will
be at least as good.
When work in genetic engineering began in the
1970s, many scientists urged extreme caution because of
hypothesized hazards. Most work in this field began in
the kind of highly quarantined laboratories used for experiments on biological warfare. As the technique became better understood, scientists learned that such
extreme precautions were unnecessary, and the restrictions on laboratory research with genetically engineered organisms were gradually relaxed. No damage to
health or the environment resulted, and it seems likely
that field tests under scientific conditions will prove safe
also.
Unfortunately, release of genetically modified organisms has been tied up in court by Jeremy Rifkin and
other opponets of genetic engineering. (Mr. Rifkin is an
activist and author who has opposed several advances
in biotechnology.) Field tests of "ice minus" have been
delayed for three years through legal actions, and developers of other products are afraid to apply them until
the "ice minus" issue is settled.

Mrs. Meister is a research associate of the American Council
on Science and Health. Additional information on genetic engineering appears in the Nov /Dec issue of ACSH News &
Views, available for $2.00 from the American Council on
Science & Health, 1995 Broadway, New York, NY 10023.
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BRIEFS
Warning against urine autoinjection. Calling it a "bizarre form of therapy," The Asthma & Allergy Foundation of America has warned that autogenous urine
injection has been proved neither effective nor safe and
can even produce life-threatened
kidney disease in
some cases. This method involves injecting patients
with small amounts of their own urine which has been
sterilized. It is based on the erroneous beliefs that the
body rejects food and allergy-causing substances by excreting them in the urine and that reinjection of such
substances allows the body to build up immunity to
them. This warning is contained in The Potential for
Quackery and Questionable Treatment in Asthma and
Allergy Medicine. a 9-page booklet for laypersons on
general concepts of allergy and its treatment. Copies are
available for $1 each or $20 for 25 from the Foundation
at 1302 18th St.. N.W., Washington. DC 20036.

Michigan courts restrict chiropractic scope. In Attorney General v. Beno (No. 72852), the Michigan Court
of Appeals had previously ruled that chiropractors may
not perform general physical exams, collect blood. hair
and urine samples. take blood pressure, or diagnose ailments unrelated to spinal misalignments. On August 27,
1985. the Michigan Supreme Court overturned part of
this decision. ruling that chiropractors may legally prescribe. sell and dispense vitamins and food supplements. However, the lower court's prohibitions
of
general physical exams and of obtaining body samples
for laboratory analysis were upheld. In 1983. Iowa's chiropractors persuaded their state legislature to expand
their scope of practice after an unfavorable court ruling
had ordered restrictions [see NF 2:5].

Salt and sugar in chewing tobacco. Accordingly to Neil
B. Hampson. M.D .. of Duke University Medical Center.
the amount of sodium in chewing tobacco may pose a
threat to individuals who must restrict sodium intake
[New Engl./. Med. 312:919-320, 1985). Dr. Hampson, who
measured the sodium content of 16 smokeless tobaccos.
found it comparable to such foods as dill pickles and
fried bacon. However. the amount absorbed by users has
not yet been determined and probably depends upon
how much tobacco juice is swallowed rather than spit
out. Both sodium and sugar are added during the manufacturing process to enhance the flavor of the tobacco.
The case of a diabetic whose blood sugar remained abnormally elevated as a result of chewing tobacco was
reported several years ago [N. Engl. J. Med. 304:365,
1981).

______________________

Doctors in the diet business? Medical Nutrition, Inc .. of
Englewood. New Jersey, has begun marketing a program
under which doctors' offices can offer services resembling those of franchised weight-loss clinics. Under the
plan. physicians would sell the company's prepackaged
meals to patients and monitor their progress during
weekly office visits. The company suggests that patients
be charged $55 per week for food which costs the doctor
$27.50. The weekly visits ($25 each), which usually can
be handled by a nurse, would include weighing, blood
pressure check and urinalysis. To help promote the
"physician supervised" program, the company provides
doctors with advertising aids, a 10-minute videotape for
patient education, and buttons. posters and refrigerator
magnets to encourage patients to stick to the program.
According to the company. the typical marketing target
is the woman who is 10 to 25 pounds overweight and is
buying diet pills.

Patients asked to help pay for "health freedom". According to an article in the National Health Federation's
Health Freedom News. some unorthodox practitioners
have begun adding the cost of a $20 NHF membership to
their initial bill to enroll new NHF members and
"strengthen the principal health freedom organization
in the United States fighting for the right of physicians
and patients to choose the modalities of health care they
believe to be most effective." (NHF vigorously opposes
government
interference
with unproven
health
practices.)

Meadow Fresh attacked by FTC. The Federal Trade
Commission
has charged Roy Brog, president
of
Meadow Fresh Farms. Inc., with making unsubstantiated claims. At the same time. the Commission accepted
a consent agreement with Larry Brog. the company's
former chief executive officer. that he engaged in the
same law violations. The company, based in Salt Lake
City, had sold Meadow Fresh White, a powdered, dairybased milk substitute. through a nationwide distributor
network. The FTC charged that the Brags had no scientific basis for claiming that the product had a shelf life of
up to ten years and that it would reduce the incidence of
cardiovascular
disease because it contained
less
xanthine oxidase, a milk enzyme, than does homogenized whole milk. The agency also charged that the
Brags substantially overstated the income distributors
could reasonably expect to earn. In April. a district
court placed Meadow Fresh Farms into involuntary
bankruptcy.
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New oral health group. The American Oral Health Institute (AOHI) is a national nonprofit corporation
formed to promote the oral health of our nation's citizens. The organization was created in 1984 following a
national conference on fluoridation where it was agreed
that concerted effort is needed to educate the public on
this issue. Although promotion of fluoridation will be a
high priority, AOHI also plans to: 1) provide management services for professional groups; 2) conduct program evaluations. research initiatives and consultative
services for public health agencies and private health
programs: and 3) develop a strategic plan for improving
the nation's oral health. Members receive a quarterly
newsletter on oral health news, and a quarterly scientific journal will eventually be published. Annual dues
are $25 for individuals, $10 for students and $200 for
sponsoring organizations. Applications and additional
information can be obtained from OAHI's president.
Michael W. Easley. D.D.S .. M.P.H., P.O. Box 151528. Columbus. OH 43215.

"Raincheck" rule reconsidered. The Federal Trade
Commission has decided to amend its food store advertising rule rather than rescind it. The current rule.
adopted in 1971 to prevent unethical "bait" advertising.
forbids retail stores from advertising specials unless supplies are adequate "to meet reasonably anticipated demand." Under proposed amendments. grocers can offer
rainchecks or comparable substitutes and can also advertise items in limited supply provided the limits are
clearly disclosed. After a November 1984 staff memo
suggested that the rule might be unnecessary [see NF
2:15], the agency received more than 3,700 comments
from trade associations, industry members. other government agencies, academic organizations, and shoppers. Additional written comments can be submitted
until January 24th. Public hearings will begin on March
17th.

New maximum fluoride standards. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has proposed raising
the maximum allowable fluoride level in naturally
fluoridated drinking water from 2.4 milligrams per liter
to 4 milligrams per liter. In water supplies where fluoride is added, the maximum will remain 1.2 milligrams
per liter. Studies have shown that fluoride levels above 2
milligrams per liter can cause dental fluorosis. which
results in discoloration. mottling and pitting of the teeth.
However, a 1982 report by the U.S. Surgeon General
concluded that fluorosis is not an adverse health effect.
Antifluoridationists
and environmentalists
have opposed raising of the standard, while the American Dental Association believes that no standard is needed for
naturally fluoridated water because problems are rare
and purely cosmetic.

_______________________
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Information packets. The American Medical Association Division of Library and Information Management,
535 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, IL 60610. has prepared
information packets on questionable health methods.
Most packets contain 5-10 articles from journals and
other sources, some of which have been gathered by the
Lehigh Valley Committee Against Health Fraud. The
subjects covered include hair analysis, cytotoxic testing.
chelation therapy, holistic medicine. homeopathy, irridology, naturopathy. gerovital (procaine therapy). cancer quackery, and quackery in general. Packets cost
$7.50 each but are free to AMA members. For additional
fees, computer searches can be performed on subjects
for which packets have not been prepared.

Special food for the elderly? According to The Wall
Street Journal. scientists at Duke University and
elsewhere are trying to develop products that will make
food tastier for the elderly. This may be possible by
adding naturally occurring ingredients that heighten
taste or add odors to foods. If the research succeeds, it
will probably be several years before any taste-amplified foods are available to consumers. However, a prominent researcher quoted in the article cautioned that few
elderly individuals who are healthy will need such
products.

Suits seek to terminate artificial feeding. Court permission is being sought to stop artificial feeding of Nancy
Ellen Jobes, a New Jersey woman who has been comatose for five years and is considered unable to recover. The attorney in the case is Paul Armstrong, who
represented the family of comatose Karen Quinlan ten
years ago in their successful fight to have a respirator
turned off even though it was expected to result in her
death. The issue in both cases is whether society should
approve removal of artificial aids from a patient, who.
while not terminally ill, will never wake up from coma
and is being kept alive solely by artificial means. American Medical News estimates that some 10,000 persons
in permanent vegetative states are being kept alive in
the United States at an estimated cost of $150,000 per
year per person-money
which many ethicists believe
would be much better spent on technology to save patients whose underlying conditions are curable. In another current case, a Massachusetts lower court ruled
that neither a hospital nor a nursing home could discontinue artificial feeding of Paul Brophy, a Massachusetts
man who has been comatose for three years. The judge
concluded that Brophy would not have wanted to be
kept alive by artificial means. But since Brophy was not
near the end of his normal span of years and did not
actually appear to be suffering, the judge felt that the
state has a duty to keep him alive.
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Mendelsohn endorses yeast product. Naturally Vitamin
Supplements of Scottsdale. Arizona. has announced that
Robert Mendelsohn, M.D., has endorsed its product.
Bio-Strath, and advocates its daily use. Bio-Strath is a
yeast and herb mixture said to contain "10 B-vitamins,
19 minerals. 18 amino acids and important active enzymes." The company has begun advertising a statement
by Mendelsohn that Bio-Strath "can help people who
experience daily tiredness, fatigue and difficult concentration ... may stimulate the immune system. And
may actually help us to assimilate more natural fuel
from the foods we eat:' (Claims of this type make BioStrath a drug product which would be illegal to market
without FDA approval.) Mendelsohn, who opposes immunization, fluoridation, and licensing of nutritionists,
is a former president of the National Health Federation.

"Oral chelation" product seized. On September 5th,
New York State Attorney General Robert Abrams announced that Orachel had been seized from retail outlets in the New York City area and that suit had been
filed to block sale and distribution of the product
throughout the state. The seizures were made at various
locations of L&H Vitamins and Vitamin Shoppes, Inc.,
both of which sell large amounts of supplement products (at discounts from list price) through mail-order
sales nationwide. Orachel, a Kurt Donsbach formulation of vitamins, minerals, amino acids and other substances, has been claimed effective for preventing and
treating cardiovascular disease. A few months ago, the
FDA ordered Donsbach and his company, HRG Distributors. of Huntington Beach, California, to stop marketing Orachel. (Shortly before the order was issued.
however, another company had taken over distribution.)

Notable quote. "The problem of media misinformation
also applies to politics, business, religion, ethics, medicine, and other topics of vital social concern. CSICOP is
primarily interested in the reporting of the paranormal
and the pseudosciences. but what happens in these
areas is perhaps symptomatic of the broader problemthe need to develop in both the journalistic fraternity
and the public some sort of appreciation for critical and
reflective judgment in evaluating claims of truth. This
need is made more critical by the fact that the public i~
constantly being bombarded by those who wish to promote their own views, sell a bill of goods, convert others
to a cause. or convince us that they have discovered a
special truth or found a unique road to salvation." From:
"Responsibilites of the media and paranormal claims."
by Paul Kurtz, Ph.D., Chairman, Committee for Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal [Skeptical
Inquirer, Spring, 1985].

_______________________
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Why wait? The Life Extension Foundation. of Hollywood. Florida, sells Life Extension Mix, Life Extension
Shampoo, Life-Extension Weight-Loss Formula, and
various other supplement products claimed to improve
memory, improve athletic performance, and strengthen
the heart. For customers in a hurry, the company has
made a special arrangement for Federal Express to deliver "rush" orders overnight for only $3.50 extra.

,---...---

QUESTION BOX-----.

Q. What are chelated minerals? Do they have any
advantage over other mineral supplements?
A. In simple terms. chelation is a process by which
metal ions in solution become bound by certain
organic molecules which surround them. Chelated mineral supplements can be found in just
about every health food store in America. They
are usually more expensive than their inorganic
counterparts, but the proponents of chelated minerals claim that the extra expense is justified because they are better absorbed and utilized than
inorganic mineral salts. They also claim that chelated supplements cause less gastrointestinal disturbance than inorganic salts. There is, however,
no scientific evidence to support these claims. An
extensive study comparing the absorption of inorganic iron (ferrous sulfate) with various iron
chelates showed little or no difference among
them [Brise and Hallberg: Acta Med. Scandinav.
Suppl. 376:23, 1963).
The absorption of metallic minerals is a
complex process. It is influenced by the solubility
of the mineral salt or complex, the valence state of
the mineral (ferric salts are absorbed poorly compared to ferrous salts), and the presence of compounds such as phytates, tannins or oxalates
which reduce the absorption of some minerals by
forming insoluble complexes. Other dietary components such as fats, proteins, vitamin C. and some
types of dietary fiber can also alter mineral absorption. Excesses of some minerals will decrease the
absorption and/ or excretion of others. Excess zinc,
for example, will reduce the utilization of copper.
It is clear that the absorption and utilization
of minerals depends on many interrelated factors.
Furthermore. metallic ions chelate with a large
variety of molecules found in just about everything we eat. These include organic acids (e.g.. citric acid), sugars (e.g., lactose) and amino acids (e.g.,
glycine and histidine). Since practically all minerals consumed in a normal diet will become chelated at some point during the digestive process,
there is no theoretical justification for taking chelated minerals.
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THE GERSONCLINIC
James Lowell,Ph.D.
About six miles south of Tijuana, Mexico, on the
old Ensanada Road, is the Hospital La Gloria, one of six
major "alternative" cancer clinics located in the area.
Housed in a converted resort, La Gloria's operation is
guided by Charlotte Gerson Straus, daughter of the late
Dr. Max Gerson.
La Gloria resembles the turn-of-the-century sanitariums where patients went for rest, recuperation and
various therapies. Its facilities are set on several acres
among lush vegetation and dozens of palm trees, and
include a two-story motel wing with spacious rooms, all
of which overlook a large patio pool. The motel portion,
plus rooms in two other buildings, can house up to 28
patients at a time, although the average census is 15.
Other buildings contain treatment facilities, a lounge,
and a combination dining room and lecture area. There
is also a small store which sells literature and other
products associated with Gerson therapy.
La Gloria opened its doors in 1977 with the
avowed purpose of not only treating patients but also
training their "assistants" (friends and relatives who accompany them to Mexico) and interested physicians in
the Gerson methods. The facility, which is incorporated
in Mexico, is operated for porfit by Drs. Dan Rogers, an
American, and Victor Ortuno, who is Mexican, both of
whom were trained as ge'neral practitioners. There are
about 60 employees, including several other physicians,
guards at the gate, nurses, maids, kitchen staff, and drivers who chauffeur patients. About 600 patients are
treated each year.
Although the promoters call La Gloria a hospital,
a New York Appellate judge ruled recently that the facility did not meet the definition of a hospital for insurance purposes because it lacked operating rooms,
laboratories, an emergency room and other facilities
normally found in hospitals [see NF 2:37).
Max Gerson, M. D., was born on October 18, 1881
in Wongrowitz, Germany, and graduated from medical
school in Freiburg in 1906. In 1938, at the age of 57, he
fled the Nazi regime and entered the United States,
where he was granted a license to practice medicine in
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New York State. Meanwhile, his father, mother and
seven brothers and sisters were annihilated in concentration camps.
Gerson summarized his basic theories about cancer and other diseases he considered "degenerative" in a
paper in the Review of Gastroenterology in 1945. He believed that special diet, injections of raw liver extract,
"detoxification" of the body with enemas and diet, sodium restriction and high intake of potassium could
build up the body's immune system, thereby increasing
resistance to disease. He claimed that his approach
could cure not only cancers, but also such conditions as
tuberculosis, lupus erythematosis and heart disease. His
original dietary recommendations were: no sodium, no
fat, little animal protein, high potassium, much carbohydrate, lots of fluids, dehydrated, defatted liver capsules and liver injections. Later he advised adding small
amounts of linseed oil.
In 1947, the National Cancer Institute reviewed
10 cases selected by Dr. Gerson and found his report
unconvincing. That same year, a committee appointed
by the New York County Medical Society reviewed records of 86 patients, examined 10 patients, and found no
scientific evidence that the Gerson method had value in
the treatment of cancer. (Curiously, Mrs. Straus claims
that these investigations never took place even though
they are mentioned in Gerson literature.) Eventually,
Gerson lost his hospital privileges and malpractice insurance, and received a two-year suspension from the
New York County Medical Society for advertising his
"secret" treatment on a radio talk show. He died in 1959.
Most referrals to La Gloria are made through the
Gerson Institute, P.O. Box 430, Bonita, CA 92002. The
Institute is described in the 1981 issue of its journal,
Healing, as a nonprofit charitable organization which
teaches methods for preventing and healing disease,
"particularly ... all the major killing and crippling diseases for which orthodox medicine has a 0% cure rate:·
One of the Institute's goals is "to get at least one copy of
Healing into every home in the United States." According to staff member Gar Hildenbrand, whose testimonial
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of recovery from lupus erythematosis using Gerson
therapy appears in Healing, the Institute now has 2,200
contributing members. In addition, it sells publications
about the Gerson therapy. Hildenbrand said he is paid
about $30,000 per year and that Mrs. Straus receives
somewhat less.
Cancer, Think Curable! The Gerson Therapy, a
booklet distributed by the Gerson Institute, specifies 21
conditions which the author claims are curable by the
treatment. Included are cancers. heart disease and atherosclerosis, arthritis, allergies, multiple sclerosis,
asthma, diabetes, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis ("Lou
Gehrig's disease"), infertility, psoriasis and ulcers. Physicians at La Gloria also claim to be able to restore sight to
some blind persons by treating them with ozone, a reactive form of oxygen.
Mrs Straus is president of the Institute and edits
its bimonthly newsletter. She maintains a busy lecture
schedule, traveling throughout the U.S., sponsoring and
speaking at alternative health care conventions, and appearing on talk shows. Her media bookings are arranged
by North American Consultants and Promotions, Ltd.,
headed by Cameron Frye, who advertises himself as a
"specialist in obtaining free air time." Frye also represents Stanislaw Burzynski, another promoter of questionable cancer therapy. Although his mother died of
cancer after being treated by Burzynski, Frye believes
Burzynski helped alleviate her suffering in her final
hours. Many of Straus' speeches are given at meetings
sponsored by the National Health Federation, a group
promoting the gamut of unproven practices.
The Institutes executive vice president is Norman Fritz, a former president of the International Association of Cancer Victims and Friends, a group devoted
to unorthodox methods of cancer management.
In a 1984 speech to students at the National College of Naturopathic Medicine in Portland, Oregon,
Straus claimed that Gerson therapy could get patients
off high blood pressure medicine in only five days, although, she said, it would take a little longer to cure
heart disease. She also claimed that milk and protein
would cause pregnant women to get cancer, and that
nuts cause the breakdown of the immune system because they contain arginine. Babies, she said, shouldn't
get any vaccinations, shots or drugs. Instead, if an infant
becomes ill, the nursing mother should be given food
supplements, drops of iodine and coffee enemas.
At a meeting I attended last summer at La Gloria,
the tables had been moved out of the dining room and
replaced with chairs for the occasion. In an hour-long,
highly emotional speech, Charlotte Gerson Straus explained that her treatment is designed to "bring the
body back to normalcy and strengthen the immune system:' This. she said, can only occur when the "toxins"
have been removed and proper nutritional balance established so the body will be able to heal itself.
The Gerson therapy costs about $1,700 per week.
This does not include the $30 a day for friends or relatives accompanying the patient or the cost of special
medication or products (such as juice presses) which the
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patient may need to continue therapy at home. Although Gerson Institute brochures recommend stays of
up to eight weeks (which would cost $13,600), Straus
says most patients stay only four weeks.
For the first week's treatment, payment must be
made within one day of admission to the facility. Either
cash or traveler's checks with the payee line left blank
are accepted, but U.S. personal checks or cashier's
checks are not. Patients are asked to sign various releases including a disclaimer acknowledging that Hospital La Gloria "makes no claims assuring cures of the
medical conditions treated, including cancer:'
According to Hildenbrand, patients undergo a
complete physical exam when they enter La Gloria.
Then they are taken to their rooms and instructed in the
use of coffee and castor oil enemas and oral castor oil.
These procedures supposedly irritate the organs, especially the liver, intestines and brain. and stimulate the
flow of bile, resulting in "detoxification" of the body.
One-quart coffee enemas are taken every four hours
and increased to every two hours with the onset of
symptoms associated with "detoxification," such as
headache, fever, nausea or intestinal spasms.
The oral doses of castor oil are given every second day along with a cup of "organic" black coffee and
raw brown sugar, which supposedly facilitate movement
of the castor oil into the large intestine. The rectal dose
is mixed with coffee solution and given on the same day.
Some patients may also receive up to 1,000 cc of ozone
into the rectum through an enema device.
On a recent television talk show. Straus claimed
that symptons of the "detoxification" are transient. and
that all her patients feel better within just a few days of
admission to the hospital. However. The Gerson Primer,
a book distributed to La Gloria patients. states that detoxification may cause flu-like feelings. loss of appetite,
perspiration with strong odor, weakness, dizziness. cold
sores and fever blisters. Arthritics can expect their
joints to become painfully swollen, symptoms of other
diseases may worsen, and tumor masses will become
painful. High fever, intestinal cramping. diarrhea and
vomiting may also occur but, the Primer states. these
symptoms indicate that the patient is being healed.
Cancer Winner, by Jacquie Davison, a book included in Charlotte's publicity package. also describes
the detoxification crisis-but states that patients undergoing Gerson treatment can expect to have symptoms
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caused by the release of toxins for about 11/2years.
The usual Gerson dietary regimen begins with an
eight-ounce glass of juice each hour, a total of about 13
glasses a day. Included are carrot, apple, orange and
"green" juices, the latter made from a mixture of vegetables, and three glasses of daily juice extracted from
pressed raw liver. Patients also receive tablespoons of
linseed oil, acidophilus-pepsin capsules, potassium solution, Lugol's solution (an iodine/potassium iodide solution} added to the juice, thyroid tablets, 300 mg of
niacin daily, pancreatic enzimes, royal jelly capsules (for
some patients only), and injections of vitamin B12 mixed
with liver.
Except for the liver juice, the first four weeks'
diet contains no protein from animal sources and is
strictly vegetarian. Thereafter, small amounts of dairy
products such as yogurt and cheeses may be added.
Food supplements given to patients in severe pain include 50 mg of niacin, 500 mg of vitamin C and one
aspirin tablet. Castor oil poultices are also used to reduce pain over specific locations.
According to Mr. Fritz, the treatment process
after leaving La Gloria Hospital is quite time-consuming. Making fresh juice 13 times a day, cleaning the
juicer each time, preparing the fruits and vegetables,
and shopping for them usually take 40-50 hours a week,
although with experience this may drop to 30 hours a
week.
Gerson Institute literature claims a recovery rate
of 90% of early cases and "about 50%" for advanced
cancer patients. These are patients, they say, who have
no chance of recovery under orthodox treatment. Fritz
claims that patients with melanomas or lung cancer
with early metastasis have a 70-90% chance of recovery,
while those with brain tumors have only a 30% cure
rate.
Mrs. Straus says her success rate is very high in
treating essentially all types of cancers. But she said in a
recent TV broadcast that statistics have not been published because the establishment would try to compare
her results with theirs, which would be unfair, because
the patients who come to her have mostly been declared
terminal and are close to death. "Comparing my patients with those undergoing standard treatment is like
comparing apples to oranges."
Actually, it does not appear that genuine data exist on the survival rates of Gerson therapy patients. Hildenbrand told me that when La Gloria opened, Rogers
and Ortuno had no interest in keeping records or documenting cures. Fritz told Dr. Stephen Barrett in a recent
interview that no systematic follow-up takes place because the process would take more money and manpower than are available. Instead, the Institute's survival
statistics are based on a combination of the doctor's estimate that the departing patient has a "reasonable
chance of surviving," plus feelings that the Institute staff
have about the status of people who call in.
According to Fritz, patients leaving the clinic are
instructed to telephone every month or two to discuss
problems, get additional instructions, or order sup-
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plies-but that only about 25% do so. "We assume that
those who don't call are not following the program," he
told Dr. Barrett. If a patient dies, Fritz said, the Institute
may not know the cause of death unless a family member happens to provide this information. This process, of
course, contrasts sharply with the tumor registries used
by hospitals and state health departments to keep track
of cancer patients through questionnaires sent at regular intervals to treating physicians.
Mrs. Straus claims that patients who have not
undergone the standard treatment modalities of radiation, surgery and chemotherapy have the best chance of
being cured by her regimen. In fact, she says, once people have received chemotherapeutic agents, their immune system is destroyed, and the Gerson therapy will
no longer work. Therefore, they will not admit them to
La Gloria. However, Delmar Aiken, M.D., a tumor specialist from Loma Linda, California, has reported that a
patient he treated with both chemotherapy and surgery
was later accepted into the Gerson program for outpatient treatment.
Patients treated at La Gloria Hospital may be risking serious infection. Dr. Michelle M. Ginsberg of the
San Diego Department of Health has reported that during the past six years, at least 13 patients who said they
had been treated at La Gloria have been admitted to San
Diego area hospitals with Campylobacter sepsis. Their
physicians believe the source of the infection was the
raw liver used at the clinic. Five of the patients were
comatose when admitted due to low serum sodium (as
low as 102 meq/1), presumably related to the no-sodium
diet recommended by Gerson. None of these patients
was cancer-free, and one died from his malignancy
within a week of admission to the hospital.
Another disastrous result in a patient treated by
Gerson therapy has been reported by William T. Jarvis,
Ph.D., professor of health education at Loma Linda University and president of the National Council Against
Health Fraud. In this case, a 24-year-old osteopathic student with testicular cancer had surgery but refused chemotherapy because of his religious beliefs. Instead he
underwent Gerson therapy and other unproven methods that fit his interpretation of "God's remedies." Although his original probability of 5-year survival was
over 90% with proper treatment, he died of his cancer at
age 26.
Benjamin Wilson, M.D., a surgeon from Portland,
Oregon, has reported that a young woman was told by
"doctors" at the Gerson clinic that she had cancer of the
breast when she did not. This woman had undergone
conventional treatment several years previously and
feared her cancer would return. Although a physical
exam had found no malignancy, she was still frightened
and decided to visit La Gloria-where she was told that
the cancer had come back. According to Dr. Wilson,
after several weeks on the Gerson treatment. she felt so
miserable that she decided to take her chances with the
supposed cancer. On her return home. her doctor again
reassured her that no malignancy was present.
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Straus claims this case is exceptional and that her
staff seldom make mistakes of this sort. According to an
article in Healing which describes their research and
expansion goals, however, the testing methods used at
La Gloria "do not. in many respects, equal those used by
Gerson a half century ago ... We need better and more
complete methods of testing and monitoring." The fact is
that La Gloria does not contain laboratory facilities for
running the tests necessary to diagnose cancer. In fact,
on a recent television broadcast, Straus said her doctors
don't actually attempt to prove cancer exists but rely on
the patients' word for it or on medical reports that the
patients may bring with them.
Before any cancer treatment is considered
"proven" and acceptable for general use by physicians, it
must undergo rigorous scientific scrutiny. According to
the American Cancer Society, standards of investigation
for cancer treatments should include at least the following: 1}complete evaluation of all clinical and laboratory
data presented by the proponent including case histo-

Book Review
Title: Opportunities in Nutrition Careers (1986}
Author: Carol Coles Caldwell, M.S.. R.D.
Publisher: VGM Career Horizons, 4255 W. Touhy Ave.,
Lincolnwood. IL 60646
Price: $9.95 hardcover, 6.95 softcover
Reviewed by: Denice Ferko-Adams, R.D.
This 150-page text is a concise and accurate resource which should be particularly useful for career
counselors and individuals interested in pursuing a career in dietetics. In fact, it could well have been ti tied
"Careers in Dietetics:' Following an introduction to the
American Dietetic Association's history and goals,
much-needed emphasis is then placed on the rapidly
changing roles of the dietitian. Educational requirements are detailed for Plan IV programs, dietetic internships, coordinated undergraduate
programs, and
dietetic technician programs. For each of these ADA
membership routes. an appendix lists the names and
addresses of programs in the United States and Puerto
Rico. These lists are one of the book's most practical
features. The author also tells how advanced degrees
plus ADA-approved experience can qualify candidates
for the Registered Dietitian examination.
Career roles and educational requirements are
detailed for clinical dietetics, clinical dietetic subspecialties, community dietetics, and food service management. In these chapters, community dietetics
dominates the section and includes evolving roles for
the dietitian working in home health care, health maintenance organizations, fitness centers, private practice,
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ries, x-ray films, and microscopic slides; 2} reproducible
analysis of the drug and laboratory results; 3) observations on the effects of the therapy under study in a
sufficient number of patients with biopsy-proven cancer; 4} assessment of treatment results for each case
compared to other previous or concomitant therapy; 5)
examination of autopsy data; and 6) consultation with
investigating groups.
It seems clear that proponents of the Gerson
therapy are not gathering data in a scientific manner
with the hope of someday proving their case.
Dr. Lowell, a board member of the National Council Against
Health Fraud, is Professor of Life Sciences at Pima Community
College, Tucson. Arizona, and a columnist for The Ariwna
Daily Star. This article was based on more than five years of
investigation which included many trips to "alternative"
health conventions, visits to the Mexican cancer clinics, and
interviews with promoters and practitioners of unproven
methods.

business and industry, and sales. The chapter devoted to
the dietetic technician comprehensively covers roles
and education, but does not include employment statistics. salary ranges. and future job opportunities as are
detailed for the dietitian positions.
A realistic approach prevails throughout chapters
focusing on the diverse roles and career opportunities
for dietitians. This realism is illustrated by such statements as: "Nutrition experts can create the world in
which they work; but it will take initiative, advanced
knowledge. and the development of individual expertise:' Courses of study are suggested for developing expertise in specific areas. Assertiveness and creativity are
illustrated in the final chapter, "Interviews With Current Practitioners," which shows how eight dietitians
have succeeded in "creating the world in which they
work."
The book's foreword was written by the president
of a health and fitness resort where the author is employed. He considers Adelle Davis profound for having
said "we are what we eat." He also included superfluous
claims that food can keep you alert. help you sleep. give
you strength and endurance to compete, and "keep your
body fueled for the highest performance and best health
possible." Fortunately, these statements are out of
character
with the professionalism
exhibited
throughout the rest of the book.

Ms. Ferko-Adams is a nutrition consultant in private practice
in Allentown, Pennsylvania. She also consults for the YWCA
and a regional affiliate of the Dairy Council. From 1983 to 1985
she edited Dietitians in General Clinical Practice, the newsletter of the American Dietetic Association's Dietetic Practice
Group.
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BUTCHER'S-BROOM
Varro E. Tyler,Ph.D.
Broom is one of those indefinite common names
that tend to make the field of plant-drug nomenclature
such a difficult one. The name was originally applied to
several plants whose tough stems and rigid leaves made
them useful for sweeping up debris. Used without a
qualifying adjective, broom refers to Cytisus scoparius
L., a common roadside plant in the Pacific Northwest,
distinguishable by its showy yellow flowers. Spanish
broom or gorse (Spartium junceum L.) is another yellowflowered leguminous shrub that flourishes in parts of
California. Although both plants have been used in folk
medicine, neither is the so-called butcher's-broom
which is, so to speak, "sweeping the country" at the
present time.
Butcher's-broom, also known as box holly or
knee holly, is a fairly common short evergreen shrub
(Ruscus aculeatus L.) of the family Liliaceae, native
throughout the Mediterranean region from the Azores
to Iran. It, too, has a long history of use in herbal medicine. As early as the first century, Dioscorides recommended butcher's-broom as a laxative and diuretic. The
17th century apothecary-astrologer Nicholas Culpeper
suggested that a decoction of the root be drunk and a
poultice of the berries and leaves applied to facilitate the
knitting of broken bones. However, the drug never became popular in either Europe or the United States, and
until recently, was seldom mentioned in standard references on drugs.
Then during the 1950s French investigators
showed that an alcoholic extract of butcher's-broom rhizomes (underground stems) produced vasoconstriction
(blood vessel narrowing) in test animals. Further studies
identified the active principles as a mixture of steroidal
saponins, the two main ones being identified as ruscogenin and neoruscogenin. In addition to its vasoconstrictive effects, the extract was demonstrated to
have anti-inflammatory properties.
These studies convinced certain European drug
manufacturers that butcher's-broom extract is superior
to some of the conventional plant remedies, such as
extracts of horse chestnut and witch hazel, that are
marketed for their supposed beneficial effects on venous
circulation. Consequently, they have made extracts of
butcher's-broom commercially available in capsule
form to treat circulatory problems of the legs, and as an
ointment or suppository to relieve the symptoms of
hemorrhoids.
Capsules containing 75 mg of butcher's-broom
and 2 mg of rosemary oil are now being sold in the
United States. mainly through health food stores. One
such product is being advertised as "a proven European
herbal formula-said
to improve circulation in the
legs," while another is being promoted with the claim
that "millions of Europeans report it works wondersparticularly for women who often complain about a
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'heavy feeling' in the legs." The ads also state that
butcher's-broom is "rare" or "hard-to-find"-which
is
not true.
While there may be some basis for cautious optimism concerning butcher's-broom as a potentially
useful drug, would-be consumers should recognize that
manufacturers of butcher's-broom products have never
presented proof of safety and efficacy to the FDA and
that therapeutic claims for these products are therefore
illegal. Moreover, self-diagnosis and self-treatment of
circulatory disorders, or any other potentially serious
health problem, are certainly inadvisable.

Dr. Tyler, Dean of Purdue University's Schools of Pharmacy,
Nursing, and Health Sciences, is an expert in pharmacognosy
(the science of medicines from natural sources) and author of
The Honest Herbal, an evaluation of popular herbs.

~---

QUESTIONBOX------.

Q. Does the addition of isoascorbate to foods as a
preservative increase their vitamin C value?
A. No. Isoascorbate or isoascorbic acid (most fre-

quently called and labeled as erythorbic acid
erythorbate) provides little if any vitamin C biological value. However, because common vitamin C
assay procedures do not differentiate between vitamin C and isoascorbate, isoascorbate in foods can
result in false high readings for the vitamin. The
U.S. Department of Agriculture, which is the primary source of information about the nutrient
content of foods, has researchers working to develop tests that differentiate between the two
compounds.
Isoascorbate is a GRAS (Generally Recognized As Safe) food additive. Its main use is to help
retain the natural color of red meats, such as cured
pork, beef cuts, hamburgers and frankfurters. No
more than 3 / 4 ounce is added to 100 pounds of
meat. Its antioxidant action prevents the meat
from changing color through reactions with
oxygen.
During the 1970s a rumor circulated in
North America that certain meat products contained "earthworms." The unfortunate process
may have resulted from misreading
of the
"erythorbate" on a meat product label.
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UNPROVENALLERGYCONCEPTSATTACKED
The American Academy of Allergy and Immunology (AAAI), the nation's largest professional organization of allergists, has issued position papers strongly
criticizing the concepts of "clinical ecology" and "candidiasis hypersensitivity syndrome" and the diagnostic
and treatment approaches used by their proponents. At
the same time, the Academy issued another statement
defining standards for evaluating proposed methods.
Clinical ecology, which is not a recognized specialty, is an approach founded by Theron Randolph,
M.D., of Chicago. It ascribes a wide range of symptoms
to exposure to numerous common substances in the
environment. Advocates of this practice describe themselves as "ecologically orientated" and refer to their patients as "environmentally
ill," "hypersensitive," or
allergic to such factors as food, water, chemicals or pollutants. According to proponents, symptoms exhibited
as a result of "ecological disease" are multiple and can
include behavior disorders, depression, chronic fatigue,
arthritis, hypertension, learning disabilities, schizophrenia, gastrointestinal symptoms, respiratory problems and urinary complaints.
Clinical ecologists postulate that symptoms are
related to "immune system dysregulation," which many
physicians, "faced with its incredible array of seemingly
unrelated symptoms ... misdiagnose as stress, psychosomatic disease or the like:' Treatment usually requires
major changes in the home environment and lifestyle,
often with highly restricted diets, injections of suspect
chemicals, and living in special isolation rooms where
synthetic materials have been removed and the air is
filtered.
To establish their diagnoses, clinical ecologists
rely on such tests as provocation and neutralization,
cyclical and elimination diets, assays of immune system
components, and a few standard tests for food allergy.
(Provocation and neutralization are unproven methods
in which the patient is given a suspected allergic substance to provoke symptoms and then treated with
weaker doses to neutralize supposed allergic reactions.
The substances used can be injected or administered as
drops placed under the tongue to be absorbed.)
Noting that there are very few symptoms which
clinical ecologists have not considered related to environmental sensitivity, AAAI warned that although the

idea that the environment is responsible for a multitude
of human health problems is very appealing, "to present
such ideas as facts, conclusions. or even likely mechanisms without adequate support is poor medical
practice:'
Candidiasis hypersensitivity is a supposed syndrome which has been popularized by C. Orian Truss.
M.D., of Birmingham, Alabama, and William G. Crook.
M.D., of Jackson, Tennessee. Its symptoms are said to be
multiple and to include fatigue, depression, inability to
concentrate, hyperactivity, headaches, skin problems
(including hives), abdominal pain and bloating, constipation, diarrhea, respiratory symptoms, and problems
of the urinary and reproductive organs. According to Dr.
Crook, "If a careful check-up doesn't reveal the cause
for your symptoms, and your medical history [as described in his book, The Yeast Connection] is typical, its
possible or even probable that your health problems are
yeast connected." He also claims that tests such as
cultures don't help much in diagnosis because "Candida
germs live in every person's body ... Therefore the
diagnosis is suspected from the patient's history and
confirmed by his response to treatment."
Crook claims that the problem arises because
"antibiotics kill 'friendly germs' while they're killing enemies. And when friendly germs are knocked out, yeast
germs (Candida albicans) multiply. Diets rich in carbohydrates and yeasts, birth control pills, cortisone and
other drugs also stimulate yeast growth:' He also claims
that large numbers of yeasts weaken the immune system, which is also adversely affected by nutritional
deficiencies, sugar consumption, and exposure to environmental molds and chemicals. Crook's proposed
treatment program includes: a wide variety of questionable diagnostic tests: treatment with allergenic extracts;
supplementation with vitamins, minerals and antioxidants: diets that avoid refined carbohydrates, processed
foods. and (initially) fruits and milk: and treatment with
antifungal drugs.
Due largely to Dr. Crook's promotion, public interest in "candida hypersensitivity" appears to be increasing rapidly. Health Foods Business notes that
several new products (Yeast Fighters, Cantrol, CandidaGuard and Candida Cleanse) are being marketed. One
retailer reported "about 15-20 Candida customers a
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week" with an average checkout ticket of $80. Another
said she had sold 350 copies of The Yeast Connection
during the past 18 months. And the Price-Pottenger Nutrition Foundation says it receives about 500 letters a
week asking for referrals to knowledgeable doctors.
AAAI's Practice Standards Committee has concluded: 1) the concept of candidiasis hypersensitivity is
speculative and unproven; 2) its basic elements would
apply to almost all sick patients at some time because its
supposed symptoms are essentially universal: 3) overuse
of oral antifungal agents could lead to the development
of resistant germs that could menace others; and 4) adverse effects of oral antifungal agents are rare, but some
inevitably will occur.
Regarding unproven procedures, AAAI notes:
• All newly proposed procedures start out unproven and should be subjected to a fair trial to determine whether or not they are effective.
• The responsibility for testing unproven procedures should rest with their proponents.
• During the trial period, a procedure should be
considered experimental and reserved for use with informed consent in controlled trials which have been

_

approved for safety and scientific merit by competent
institutional review boards.
• Neither patients nor physicians can determine
effectiveness (as opposed to coincidence) without controlled trials. Because allergic symptoms can be influenced by many factors, including emotions. experiments must be designed to separate the effects of the
procedure being tested from the effects of other factors.
• A procedure should not be accepted for general
use until proof of effectiveness has been established and
published in reputable, refereed medical journals.
• An unproven procedure can be proven effective,
since it is possible to prove a positive point. However,
under most circumstances, it is not possible to prove a
negative point. Therefore the biomedical community
should require proof of effectiveness before a procedure
is accepted for routine use, but should not demand proof
of ineffectiveness
before discarding an unproven
procedure.
Copies of AAAI's position papers can be obtained
free of charge by sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to the American Academy of Allergy, 611 E. Wells
St., Milwaukee, WI 53202.

BRIEFS
AMA report on saccharin. The American Medical Association Council on Scientific Affairs has concluded
that "in humans, the use of artificial sweeteners, including saccharin, is not associated with an increased risk of
bladder cancer" [JAMA 254:2622-2624, 1985]. Although
bladder tumors have been produced in male rats exposed to saccharin from conception through adult life,
the Council concluded that this phenomenon has not
been reproducible in other animals and appears to be
specific for rats. Epidemiologic studies have found no
association between saccharin use and bladder cancer
in human adults. However, because little data exist on
saccharin's possible effects on young children and pregnant women, the Council recommends that additional
data be gathered and that saccharin use by these two
groups be given "careful consideration:·

Maternal/infant health promotion. The Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies Coalition is an informal association
of more than 70 national professional. voluntary, and
governmental organizations with a common interest in
maternal and infant health. Information on its activities
and publications can be obtained by writing to the
Coalition at 600 Maryland Avenue, S.W., Suite 300,
Washington. D.C.. 20024.

___________________

Fluoridation rejected. On November 5th. voters in San
Antonio, Texas, defeated a referendum that would have
fluoridated the drinking water of its one million residents. The vote. with only 17% of registered voters participating. was 42,140 to 39. 045. Although an ordinance
had been passed by the city council in 1984, antifluoridationists gathered enough signatures to force a
referendum.

Media asked to reject blatantly false ads. Virginia H.
Knauer, Special Advisor to the President for Consumer
Affairs, has called for an end to ads touting perpetual
youth, weight-reduction schemes, or phony cures for
baldness. cancer and arthritis. In a recent address before
the Media Luncheon Group, an organization of advertising review executives, she said: "I am not asking ad
managers to be clairvoyant; nor am I asking that they
make distinctions that call for great wisdom. I ask only
that they use good, old-fashioned common sense. In
other words. the media should make greater efforts to
reject improbable, misleading and fraudulent ads:· To
provide further help in spotting questionable weightreduction promotions. the Council of Better Business
Bureaus and the FDA have distributed a detailed report
on this subject to media outlets throughout the country.
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Free brochures. Nine brochures on sports nutrition for
amateur athletes have been published by the NutraSweet division of G.D. Searle & Co. The brochures
were produced under the guidance of Sarah H. Short,
Ph.D., R.D., professor of nutrition of Syracuse University
and have been endorsed by the Amateur Athletic Union
(AAU). The activities covered are: running, swimming,
skiing, biking, racquet sports, hiking, aerobic dance,
skating, and weight training. Free copies can be obtained by indicating the subject(s) of interest and sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Eat to
Compete, c/o AAU, 3400 W. 86th St., Indianapolis, IN
46268.

Health promotion poll. When 1,040 primary care physicians in Maryland were asked about 25 health promotion behaviors, elimination of smoking scored highest,
with 94% rating it "very important" and 6% rating it
"important:• Nutrition-related items scored very important or important as follows: avoid excess caloric intake
(73%/24%); eat a balanced diet (68%/29%); avoid saturated fat foods (52%/ 42%); drink alcohol moderately
(52%/31%); decrease salt consumption (41%/50%);
avoid high cholesterol foods (41%/46%); eat breakfast
every morning (33%/40%); limit daily caffeine intake
(23%/54%): and minimize sugar intake (15%/47%).
"Take vitamin supplements" scored lowest, with 6%
very important, 21% important, 40% unimportant, and
34% very unimportant. [American Journal of Public
Health 75:1427-1428, 1985.]

Shaklee co-founder dies. Forrest Shaklee, Sr., the chiropractor who founded Shaklee Corporation in 1956
with his sons, Forrest, Jr., and Raleigh, died December
17, 1985 at the age of 91.

Aquaculture. According to an article in the November
1985 Science of Food and Agriculture, the supply of
ocean fish is precarious but fish farming is a rapidly
growing business. Although fish provide only a small
percentage of the protein consumed in this country,
they can supply much more as the market grows. Fish
farming uses less energy for protein synthesis than either poultry or livestock production and can utilize land
unsuitable for other agricultural purposes. The three
main fish cultured in the United States are channel catfish, trout and crawfish. High quality can be maintained
because farmed fish usually reach the processing plant
alive.

Vitamin E information. The Henkel Corporation,
which manufactures vitamin E products, has begun operating the Vitamin E Research & Information Service
(VERIS)for health professionals, researchers, and nutrition and health communicators. Qualified persons are
eligible to receive its free newsletter as well as a comprehensive annual compilation of research abstracts.
For placement on the mailing list or additional information on vitamin E, write to Sharon Landvik, M.S., R.D.,
Manager, VERIS, 7900 W. 78th St., Minneapolis, MN
55435, or call her at 800-328-6199 or 612-828-8188.

COMING SOON

Consumer Reports Blasts
Vitamin Pushers
Consumer Attitudes Toward Foods

____________________

_

New fluoridation manual. Activists working toward
community fluoridation can benefit from information
Manual for Engineers and
in Water Fluoridation-A
Technicians (1985). Most of its 119 pages cover the mechanics and chemistry of fluoridation delivery systems,
but excellent discussions of fluoridations effectiveness,
safety. opponents, and alternatives (including school
fluoridation) are included. Free copies can be obtained
from the author: Thomas G. Reeves, P.E., Fluoridation
Engineer, Dental Disease Prevention Activity, Center for
Prevention Services, U.S. Public Health Service Centers
for Disease Control. Atlanta, GA 30333. (Telephone:
404-329-1833)

"Natural Foods Month."The National Nutritional Foods
Association has urged health food industry personnel to
ask their local and state officials to proclaim April as
"National Foods Month." Promotional materials for retailers include coloring books, sample press releases, ad
slicks, and posters opposing food irradiation.

Plans for giant educational center suspended. Citing
market pressures, Tishman Speyer Properties of New
York suspended plans for EcuMed, its proposed billiondollar medical exposition center. The facilities were to
include a high-tech learning/resource
center, a museum of health technology, a 1,500-room resort hotel, a
conference center that could handle more than 3,500
meetings a year, and an exhibition center that could
eventually house up to 1,500 exhibitors. The project,
which was expected to draw 600,000 professionals, administrators and suppliers annually, had been scheduled to open in 1988 on a 293-acre site near Fort
Lauderdale, Florida. It would have been the largest
health care educational facility in the United States.
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CURRENTPERSPECTIVESON FIBER
George E. Demetrakopoulos,
Dietary fibers. also referred to as "bulk" or
"roughage," are substances found in foods that cannot
be digested in the stomach or small intestine and therefore pass undigested from the mouth to the large intestine [colon). Although some fibers come from animal
sources such as chicken cartilage. meat tendons. and
the shell of soft-shell crabs, most come from plant products such as fruits, vegetables, roots, seeds or grains.
Fibers can appear thready (in celery or spinach, for example), granular (in pears or berries). or as sheets [in
onions or grain skins).
Scientists classify fibers into five main groups:
celluloses,
hemicelluloses,
pectins
and gums/
mucilages-all
of which are complex carbohydratesand the noncarbohydrate lignins (see table of dietary
fibers). Celluloses, hemicell uloses and lignins are components of wood as well as edible plants. They are
tough, fibrous and insoluble in water. Pectins and gums
can dissolve in water to form viscous or gel-like
textures.
"Dietary fiber" and ''crude fiber" are not identical
terms. ''Crude fiber" remains after a food sample is
treated in the laboratory with a solvent, hot acid, and
hot alkali. It is composed mainly of the lignin and most
of the cellulose in the food being analyzed. But crude
fiber is only a small part of dietary fiber. so its measurement has limited usefulness. The word fiber itself can
be misleading since not all components of dietary fiber
appear "fibrous," while some foods that contain recognizable fibers. such as muscle meats, do not yield indigestible residue and therefore are not part of dietary
fiber.
Usually, several types of fibers· are present in a
given food, but often one type predominates.
The
amounts can vary with the ripeness of the food, where it
was grown, how long it was stored, and how it was processed. For example. an unripened apple contains only a
small amount of pectin, a ripened apple has much.
while a mealy, overripe one has no pectin at all because
of breakdown by the apple's own enzymes. With vegeta-

______________________
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bles like cauliflower. the more mature or woody they
become, the more lignin is present in their stalks. Fibers
can be destroyed or altered when extracted from foods
or during processing. as is the case with canned or
frozen fruits and vegetables. It is not known whether
fibers extracted from foods have the same effects within
the body as those from intact foods.
A century ago, fibers were considered an unnecessary part of the diet. and painstaking efforts were
made to refine many foods by removing their fiber. During the 1970s, after D.P. Burkitt. M.D., and H.C. Trowell.
M.D .. reported that certain African tribes whose diets
were rich in fiber did not suffer bowel disorders common in the Western world, scientists realized that dietary fibers are an essential part of a healthy diet.
However, uncertainties over the exact amount needed
and the role of fiber in such high-fiber diets still make
most of us cautious about suggesting what daily intake
would be optimal.
Today, stimulated by news of President Reagan's
colon cancer and reports that followed on the role lowfiber diets may play in increasing the risk of such cancer.
recommendations for fiber-rich diets seem to be everywhere. But there is still much confusion about how
much fiber is needed, what kind is best. and when it
should be consumed. Experts agree that fiber is important. because with loo little there is a greater risk of
developing disorders, the most serious being colon cancer. But they also recognize that too much fiber can
cause nutritional deficiencies or perhaps even increase
the risk for stomach cancer! [See National Cancer Program, NIH Publication Number 85-2765. 1985, p. 143.]
The National Cancer Institute. in its booklet Diet, Nutrition & Cancer Prevention: a guide to food choices [NIH
Publication No. 85-2711, November 1984], states that the
average American consumes about 10-20 grams of fiber
daily. But recent surveys as well as detailed dietary records from my own patients suggest that this figure may
be far too high.
Surprisingly, the U.S. Department of Agriculture
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DIETARYFIBERS OF PLANT ORIGIN
CHARACTERISTICS

MAIN ACTIONS

FOOD SOURCES

Make stools bulkier & softer
Move stools quicker
Help relieve constipation
Speed elimination of toxic
substances from the gut
Do not lower blood cholesterol
Block mineral absorption

Cereal bran
Whole grain flours
Cereal grains
Skin of fruits
Woody parts of
vegetables
Beans, seeds or nuts

CELLULOSES:
Fibrous
Soluble in water
Absorb water readily
Main component of
the plant cell wall
Most common fibers
in nature

HEMICELLULOSES:Intermingle with celluloses to form stalks, hulls, husks, etc.
A. MIXED: Resemble celluloses in several aspects
B. PENTOSANS:

A specific group
of hemicelluloses

The only fibers that have
been associated so far with
reducing the risk of
cancer of the large bowel

Fruits: berries, prunes,
bananas, cherries, plums,
apples or pears.
Vegetables: cauliflower, onions,
broccoli, endives, mushrooms
spinach, potatoes, eggplant,
carrots, pumpkins or beans.
Roots, leaves, etc.

Lower blood cholesterol
Moderate effect on stool
elimination. Do not
block mineral absorption

Fruits: apples, pears,
citrus fruits or figs.
Vegetables: beets, okra,
carrots, olives, etc.

Some help lower blood
cholesterol
Some help control blood
sugar in diabetics
Do not bind to minerals

Extracts from seaweed
carob seeds and gum-trees.
Oatmeal
Dried beans
Thickening agents (stabilizers)
in salad dressings. ice cream,
spreads. ketchup. etc.

Bind to bile acids protecting
the bowel from irritation
and can help lower blood
cholesterol
Make stools move faster
Bind to minerals, block their
absorption, and can cause
mineral deficiencies

Whole grains
Whole grain flours
Bran and hulls
Seeds of berries, figs,
guava and tomatoes
Woody parts of
vegetables: cauliflower.
cabbage, etc.

PECTINS
Soluble in water
Gel-like plant fibers

GUMS & MUCILAGES
Sticky and gummy
Form gels when
dissolved in water
Found on trees like
"teardrops" or
collected by scraping
the bark (like rubber)
LIGNINS

Woody parts of plants
Cannot be fermented
by bacteria in the
colon

_____________________
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(USDA), the Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS) and the National Cancer Institute (NCI) are in
conflict on how much fiber should be consumed daily.
NCI. without specifying which types of fiber or citing
any controlled studies. recommends that Americans
consume 25-35 grams of fiber daily. USDA and DHHS,
while agreeing that Americans should increase their fiber intake; feel that it is premature to set specific goals.
Their Dietary Guidelines for Americans (DGAs) issued
jointly in October 1985 state: "It has been suggested that
diets low in fiber may increase the risk of developing
colon cancer. Whether this is true is not yet known.
How dietary fiber relates to cancer is one of many fiber
topics under study. Some others are the fiber content of
foods and the amount of fiber we need in our diets."
USDA and DHHS are aware of the problems that too
much fiber can cause and are concerned about possible
unknown risks.
The DGAs are in agreement with the National
Academy of Sciences report on Diet, Nutrition, and Cancer which was prepared under an NCI contract. This
report states that there is "no conclusive evidence to
indicate that dietary fiber exerts a protective effect
against colorectal cancer in humans." although it does
point out that one fiber component (pentosans. discussed later in this article) may protect against such
cancer.
Unfortunately. a number of food manufacturers,
consumer advocacy groups and others have jumped on
the bandwagon and begun flooding the public with unfounded proclamations that consuming 25-45 grams of
fiber daily will lower the risk of developing cancer.
Since various types of fibers work differently, it is
important to know how they work to avoid the perpetuation of myths. One such myth is the belief that
bran is the best and only source of fiber, when actually it
is neither,~ and in some cases can even do more harm
than good.
Fibers do their work in the digestive tract as part
of a blended mixture. Once swallowed, they contribute
bulk and some swelling of stomach contents as water is
absorbed. Soluble forms of fiber (pectins and gums) increase the viscosity of stomach contents and slow down
emptying of the stomach.
Once past the stomach. fibers absorb intestinal
juices, forming soft and bulky matter which moves
smoothly and swiftly. During this passage, celluloses,
lignins and hemicelluloses absorb or bind substances,
including toxic or inert products and even important
nutrients, blocking their absorption.
In the colon. some fibers (primarily pectins and
gums) are fermented and degraded by bacteria and
yeasts. while others {primarily the celluloses and other
insoluble fibers) are not. When fibrous foods are fermented, gas is released. Fibers that are not degraded act
like blotting paper to absorb fluids within the intestines.
soften stools and increase their bulk. This speeds up
their elimination, which means that billions of bacteria
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and yeasts as well as irritating wastes are excreted faster.
Thus. with soft stools. there is less congestion and irritation in the colon and very little strain during bowel
movements.
Straining during bowel movements can cause
hemorrhoids. varicose veins and even diverticulosis, a
condition where the wall of the colon weakens and
forms small finger-like outpouches. Food and bacteria
trapped in these pouches can cause diverticulitis, an
inflammatory disorder common among elderly persons
who have lived on low-fiber diets. By stretching the intestinal wall, bulk causes the diverticula to open and
release trapped wastes. thus preventing diverticulitis.
For similar reasons, diets rich in bulk-forming fibers can
benefit patients with irritable colon.
In patients with high blood cholesterol. diets rich
in pectin or lignin can help lower blood cholesterol levels and thus may help to reduce the risk of heart attacks.
Fiber-rich diets smooth the absorption of sugars into the
blood and can help to reduce the insulin needs in diabetics or the frequency of symptoms in hypoglycemics.
Fiber-rich diets can also help to control high blood
pressure.
Scientists suspect that diets rich in pentosans-a
type of hemicellulose-may
lower the risk of colon cancer, but the evidence is limited and not yet definitive.
Pentosans-one
component of plant cell walls-are
common in fruits (e.g.. apples. berries, bananas, citrus
fruits and pears), vegetables (e.g., carrots. mushrooms,
olives, onions, spinach, eggplant and broccoli), and
whole wheat products. [See World Review in Nutrition
and Dietetics 32:96, 1978.] A surer benefit from eating
such foods is that they are low in fat and rich in vitamins A and C and beta-carotene,
characteristics
thought to help lower the risk for certain cancers.
How much fiber should be consumed daily by a
healthy person? A daily intake of 25-45 grams of fiber
from ordinary foods is next to impossible. To achieve
this, most Americans would have to add to their usual
diet the equivalent of several boxes of corn flakes or rice
cereal every day. The NCI, in an attempt to make its
recommendation for increased fiber consumption more
realistic, joined forces with the Kellogg Company in a
nationwide advertising campaign promoting consumption of food products such as bran cereals. (Bran is the
broken coat of the cereal grain.) On its cereal boxes,
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Kellogg printed preventative health tips as though they
applied to the enclosed product rather than dietary fibers in general [see NF 2:69]. No warning was given that
overconsumption of such products can cause serious
health troubles. NCI, aware of these problems, is reportedly reconsidering its position.
When bran is eaten, either in breakfast cereals,
tablets, w;i.fers. powders. biscuits, or as part of whole
foods, it creates bulk which makes the stool move faster
and relieves constipation. But bran can also bind essential minerals like zinc. calcium, iron and magnesium so
that they are not absorbed into the body. Consequently,
if excess bran is eaten at the wrong time (even a tablespoon of bran with or soon after each meal). it can lead to
deficiencies in these elements. In addition. some animal
studies show that during carcinogen exposure, highbran diets enhance the development of colon cancer!
[See Cancer Research 43:4057, 1983.]
Much better sources of bulk include fruits with
their skins, vegetables with their stalks, beans with their
coats. seeds, and whole grains. A few berries. a banana
or a cup of dried beans can provide ample bulk along

_

with several essential nutrients-which
bran lacks.
Although specific goals for daily fiber consumption must await further research. experts agree that fibers are an essential part of a balanced diet. To assure
that your diet is not low in fiber. include in your daily
menu a few servings of fiber-rich unprocessed foods
such as fruits. vegetables, legumes and whole grain or
seed products. If you can't eat such foods but need fiber
supplements for a specific condition. ask your doctor
which fiber type is best for you. (Examples are Metamucil, Pectin. Bran. FiberMed and Mixed Fibers.) If you
take fiber supplements. take them several hours before
or after meals: otherwise they may bind minerals in the
foods you eat. preventing their absorption and possibly
causing nutritional deficiencies.
Dr. Demetrakopoulos, a board-certified specialist in clinical
nutrition, is medical director of the Medical Nutrition Center
of Greater Washington, D.C. He is president of the American
Academy of Certified Medical Nutritionists and has held an
Expert appointment at the National Cancer Institute.

EDITOR'SNOTE
FURTHERBACKGROUNDHISTORY
ON "FIBER"
There is considerable inconsistency in the literature concerning the use of the term "fiber." It wasn't
until the 1970s that "dietary fiber" became an important
subject within the study of human nutrition. During
prior decades. animal nutritionists had been determining "crude fiber" in feed. The value of "roughage" in the
diet has been recognized since Hippocrates identified
bran as a laxative as early as 400 B.C.
"Crude fiber" is defined as the residue remaining
after treatment with hot 1.25% sulfuric acid, 1.25% sodium hydroxide. and alcohol. It consists primarily of
chemically inert residues such as lignin. cellulose and
trace amounts of other polysaccharides. Only a fraction
(as little as one-seventh) of the total "dietary fiber" is
"crude fiber:' Crude fiber is a term of laboratory and

chemical analytical significance. To relate fiber to
human nutrition, another definition was needed.
D.P. Burkitt. the British medical researcher who
has done more than anyone else to focus attention on
fiber. defined it as "mostly celluloses and lignin and lignin material. varying in different plants according to
type and age. Basically. it passes through the small intestine undigested by our enzymes:•
Other researchers of the 1970s have improved
this definition so that "dietary fiber" is most commonly
defined as that part of plant material in the diet that is
resistant to digestion by the secretions of the gastrointestinal tract. Under this definition, dietary fiber consists of variable proportions of complex carbohydrates.
such as celluloses (unbranched polymerized glucose),
hemicelluloses (highly branched pentose polymers).
pectins (polymerized galacturonic acids), and lignins.
which are not carbohydrates but enormously complex
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polymers of oxyphenylpropane units that occur in close
association with the structural carbohydrate and hydrocolloid components of many plant cells.
Some scientists, including Dr. Demetrakopolous,
believe it is advantageous to include certain animal fibers within the definition [see Van Soest. P.J.: Component analysis of fiber in food, American Journal of
Nutrition 31:75-76, 1978]. That may be true in theory,
but since most Americans consume insignificant
amounts of these fibers, it has not been customary to
include them in discussions of fiber.
Crude fiber can easily be measured by traditional
chemical analysis. The amount of dietary fiber can be
measured by subjecting foods to chemical processes
similar to those taking place in the digestive tract. But
the presence of bacteria in the large intestine makes it
impossible to measure the effects of human digestion on
fiber by doing "balance" studies that compare the
amount of fiber ingested in food to the amount excreted
in the feces. There are two reasons for this. First, some

_

of the fiber that is not digested in the mouth, stomach or
small intestine is fermented by bacteria in the large
intestine. Second, bacteria also make fiber which, when
excreted, cannot be distinguished from fiber of food
origin. Bacterial cell walls contain fiber which is created
from intestinal contents when the bacteria multiply.
Bacteria also make mucopolysaccharides.
Since onethird of dry (solid) fecal matter is of bacterial origin, it is
clear that bacteria contribute a substantial proportion of
the fiber in human feces.
Claims of potential benefits from fiber in the diet
are still being researched. As many as 30 human diseases and disorders have been mentioned as benefiting
from increased fiber intake. It remains to be seen what
fiber fraction(s) may benefit which disorder(s). how such
benefit occurs, what the optimal intakes might be, and
whether any effect of dietary fiber will benefit everyone.

-Manfred

Kroger, Ph.D.

CONSUMERREPORTSBLASTS"VITAMINPUSHERS"
In December 1985, the FDA and the Pharmaceutical Advertising Council began a major advertising campaign of public service ads attacking quackery
and encouraging people to ask their doctor or pharmacist about claims that seem too good to be true.
Money used for the campaign came from donations of
drug manufacturers plus a grant from the FDA. The
"ask your pharmacist" theme was included despite
warnings from independent consultants for the grant
proposal that: 1) some companies supporting the campaign were themselves involved in misleading advertising of vitamin products: and 2) virtually all pharmacies
sell irrationally formulated "food supplements" and
thus are promoting and profiting from quackery.
These problems are illustrated in a devastating
expose in the March issue of Consumer Reports magazine. Called "The Vitamin Pushers," the six-page cover
story describes how reporters from the magazine visited
30 drugstores in Pennsylvania, Missouri and California.
complained of feeling tired or nervous. and asked
whether a vitamin product might help. Seventeen were
sold a vitamin product and one was sold an amino preparation. Only nine of the 30 pharmacists suggested that
a doctor be consulted.
To explore how pharmacy students are taught to
handle this type of situation. questionnaires were sent
to the deans of all 72 U.S. pharmacy schools. Almost all
of the 51 who responded thought that pharmacists
should attempt through questioning to identify possible
causes of tiredness or nervousness and ask whether a
doctor had been consulted. More than half said that
pharmacists should advise that vitamins are unlikely to
help either condition.

_____________________

CU's article provides basic vitamin information,
refutes various megavitamin myths, and attacks the promotion of "nutrition insurance," "stress vitamins" and
"sports vitamins." The article concludes with these
recommendations:
• Rather than taking vitamins for ''insurance,"
consumers should evaluate their diet to determine
whether they are eating a variety of foods from the Basic
Four Food Groups. Those unable to figure this out are
advised to keep a food diary for a week and ask a registered dietitian or physician whether anything is missing. If anything is, the best course of action will probably
be to improve eating habits.
• Amounts of vitamins that exceed the Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs) should not be taken
without medical advice.
• Doctors or nutrition consultants who recommend vitamins as cure-alls should be avoided.
• The FDA should evaluate claims made by promoters of "stress vitamins" and publicize its findings.
The agency should also work with the pharmaceutical
industry to develop voluntary standards for vitamin
product formulations.
• The FTC should try to stop misleading advertising for "nutrition insurance," "stress tablets," "sports vitamins," and the like.
• The pharmaceutical
profession should recognize the pushing of unnecessary supplements as an ethical issue that deserves its serious attention.
Copies of the March Consumer Reports can be
obtained by sending $3 to Back Issue Dept., Consumer
Reports, P.O. Box 2840, Boulder, CO 80322.
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BRIEFS
Ultramarathon complication. Two experienced runners were found to have dangerously low blood sodium
levels following a 100-kilometer run in temperatures up
to 89°F. [Hyponatremia and Ultramarathon Running,
JAMA 255:772-773. 1986]. Both became severely disoriented, and one had a grand mal (epileptic) seizure. Doctors treating the runners attributed the problem to a
combination of salt loss through sweating plus excessive
intake of water or electrolyte replacement glucose (one
drank 20 liters and the other drank 24 liters). Other
cases have been reported in which blood sodium levels
dropped in triathlon competitors. Reprints of the JAMA
article can be obtained from S. Robert Lathan. M.D ..
1938 Peachtree Rd .. N.W.. Suite 606, Atlanta. GA 30309.

Hair analysis statement. The public affairs committee
of the American Institute of Nutrition/ American Society for Clinical Nutrition has issued a position paper
on hair analysis [AIN Nutrition Notes, 21(4):10-11,Dec.
1985]. The paper concludes that although hair analysis
may have some value for comparing population groups
as to status of various minerals or assessing exposure to
toxic heavy metals. assessment of individual subjects
appears to have "almost insurmountable
difficulties:'
For this reason. says the paper, hair analysis might best
be reserved for experimental studies designed to evaluate its potential as an indicator of nutrition status and
perhaps for some public health surveys. Noting that
about 100 articles per year are published on hair analysis. one nutritionist who reviewed the position paper
suggested that the test's inherent limitations make much
of the research useless.

End of health spa rule. The Federal Trade Commission
voted unanimously to terminate its rulemaking proceeding {which began in 1975) on health spas in favor of
case-by-case enforcement.
The proposed rule had
provided for pro-rata refunds on memberships. a 3-day
cooling-off period for rescinding contracts. a 5% limit on
payments before a facility has actually opened. and a 2year limit on the duration of membership contracts.

Scientific consortium ends. The National Nutrition
Consortium has ceased operations due to inadequate
funding. It was founded in 1973 with the hope of forging
an organization of nutrition-related societies that could
represent the larger nutrition community in contacts
with government and the public. Its original members
were the American Institute of Nutrition. the American
Society for Clinical Nutrition. the American Dietetic
Association. and the Institute of Food Technologists.

Advertising standards. During the past few months Prevention magazine has greatly expanded its list of unacceptable advertising. The current list includes: tobacco
products: alcohol beverages: diet pills: "miracle" or
crash diet programs: pep pills (caffeine): sleeping pills:
homeopathic remedies; herbs touted to cure disease:
ginseng; vitamins in amounts believed dangerous; "natural" vitamin C: dubious products such as bee pollen,
cell salts, RNA/DNA, spirulina and octacosonol: baldness remedies; unapproved medical devices: hair analysis: mail-order nutrition courses offering certificates or
diplomas; and any ad asserting that natural vitamins are
more effective than synthetic ones. According to executive editor Mark Bricklin. "These guidelines have
cost us large amounts of revenue. especially in the diet
product area. But we are proud of this policy, and that
we were one of the very few magazines that refused to
carry nds for the popular liquid predigested protein and
starch blocker diet aids a few years back:'

_____________________

Major diet and health study planned. Male pharmacists, dentists. veterinarians. podiatrists. optometrists
and osteopathic physicians between the ages of 40 and
75 are being invited to participate in a 5-year study of
diet and lifestyle habits. The $2.6 million study. funded
by the National Institutes of Health, will be conducted
by Harvard's School of Public Health over a 5-year
period-or
longer if funding is renewed. The researchers expect that 60,000 to 65.000 enrollees will
stick with the study, which will involve filling out
lengthy questionnaires every two years. More than 100
questions will be asked about food intake.
Antibiotics in animal feed. Shortly before leaving office. outgoing HHS Secretary Margaret Heckler denied
the Natural Resources Defense Council's petition to ban
use of subtherapeutic use of penicillin and tetracyclines
in animal feeds. These antibiotics are used to increase
the amount of meat that can be produced from a given
amount of feed and help to prevent bacterial disease in
the animals [see NF 2:63]. H.R:616, introduced by Rep.
James v\Teaver(D-OR). would accomplish the same purpose as the NRDC petition.
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Information on low-calorie sweeteners. Several free
brochures are available from the Calorie Control Council Suite 500-0, 5775 Peachtree-Dunwoody
Road, Atlanta, GA 30342. The brochures are: Sweet Choices,
Aspartame, Saccharin. Epidemiology (a summary of
human studies that support the safety of saccharin). and
Alternative Sweeteners (facts on 12 low-calorie substances and 7 other alternatives to sucrose). A quarterly
newsletter is also available. The Council, established in
1966, is an international association of 60 manufacturers
and suppliers of low-calorie foods and beverages.

Irradiation update. Regulations permitting irradiation
of pork (to kill trichinosis organisms) aud fresh fruits
and vegetables (to kill pests and prolong shelf life) appear close to final approval, and the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services is considering approval for
poultry as well. Irradiated foods must now carry the
word "picowaved" on their label together with the international logo pictured below. The logo, which depicts a
stylized rose with two petals, was developed a few years
ago in the Netherlands and is used on many packaged
irradiated foods abroad.

Osteoporosis report. The American Council on Science
and Health (ACSH) has issued a 28-page report on the
prevention of osteoporosis (thinning of the bones). Inadequate calcium intake and lack of exercise are major
contributing factors. Other possible risk factors include
short stature: underweight: alcoholism: cigarette smoking: and excessive intake of protein, fiber, oxalate or
caffeine. The report notes that adequate calcium can be
obtained by including generous amounts of dairy products in the diet, but that most women fail to consume
the Recommended
Dietary Allowance
for calcium.
ACSH also advises women approaching menopause to
discuss with their doctor the risks and benefits of
postmenopausal estrogen therapy. For a free copy of the
report, send a self-addressed
stamped (39<t: postage)
4"x9½" envelope to Osteoporosis Report. ACSH. 47 Maple Street, Summit, NJ 07901.

__________________
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College dietary dispute resolved. According to Vegetarian Times, the University of Maryland agreed totemporarily allow Hsia Jung Chang to prepare food in her
dormitory room. Ms. Chang. a vegetarian. had been unwilling to pay $700 to eat in the university's dining hall
as is normally required of freshman and sophomores
who live on campus. (Although vegetrian options were
available. she had rejected them as inadequate.) Threatened with eviction. she received widespread publicity.
The dispute was resolved by an agreement under which
Ms. Chang could continue eating in her room for one
semester but would provide the university
with a
weekly list of foods from which it would prepare her
meals-to
be eaten in the dining room. She would also
pay 10% additional for the extra service.

Fat suction. According to an article in Medical World
News [Dec. 23, 1985], more than 1,000 board-certified
plastic and reconstructive
surgeons are using liposuction, an operation in which unsightly localized areas of
fat are sucked out through incisions in the buttocks,
abdomen, face and other areas. The procedure is usually done on an outpatient basis using local anesthesia.

Suit against raw milk critics dismissed, The $110 million lawsuit by Alta-Dena Dairy against John Bolton.
M.D .. and the American Academy of Pediatrics has been
summarily dismissed by Marin County Superior Court
Judge Henry Broderick
who ruled that the dairy's
charges were without merit. [See NF 2:64 for details.]
Dr. Bolton believes that the suit was merely an effort to
intimidate him and prevent him from continuing to
warn consumers about the hazards of unpasteurized
milk, especially to pregnant women. infants, and the
elderly. Last September, the Alameda County Superior
Court issued a preliminary
injunction
ordering the
dairy to stop promoting its products as "the world's safthem for inest and finest" and to stop recommending
fants and invalids [see NF 2:87]. In October. following a
fatal epidemic of listeriosis attributed to raw milk contamination of Jalisco cheese [NF 2:64 ]. the Los Angeles
Grand Jury asked the California Department of Agriculture and Foods to consider banning raw milk sales in
California. In the December Western Journal of Medicine, James Chin. M.D., M.P.H .. noted that more than
95% of milk in the United States is pasteurized, but
more than 95% of milk-borne disease outbreaks are due
to raw milk. Despite the negative publicity, many AIDS
patients admitted to San Francisco General Hospital
have said they were drinking raw milk with the hope it
could help them.
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"STRENGTHENING THE IMMUNE SYSTEM"A GROWING FAD
Health Foods Retailing (HFR) reports in its· October issue that vitamin sales have increased sharply in
response to Dr. Berger's Immune Power Diet. by Stewart
M. Berger. M.D.. a book purporting to tell how to "rebuild your immune system" with dietary change and
supplementation with vitamins. minerals and amino
acids. The magazine's editor predicts that "as the general public becomes aware of the need to refurbish their
immune systems. there will be a growing need for vitamin suppliers who can relate to a more sophisticated
buying public. No longer will mass merchandisers be
able to arbitrarily declare a trend in vogue and stock
accordingly. The newly emerging buying public will understand the interlocking relationships between the
thymus, T cells. antibodies and macrophages and the
role vitamin supplementation can have in allowing the
immune system to work effectively:'
Public concern about the immune system has
been stimulated by the problem of Acquired Autoimmune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). According to HFR,
this plus the discovery that President Reagan had developed cancer forced the domestic population as a
whole "to admit the possibility that large numbers of
Americans are being stripped of their ability to resist
infections and, even more psychologically damaging,
that no one. not even the President, was beyond the
reach of many diseases:•
Stewart M. Berger. M.D.. is a 32-year-old psychiatrist who represents himself as "a specialist in nutritjonal medicine treating immune disorders, food
allergies and obesity." He practices in Manhattan, writes
a weekly column for the New York Post. and has written
for many magazines, including Parade. The initial visit
to his office, which costs $375. includes cytotoxic testing
and consultations with Berger and a staff nutritionist.
Among other things, his newspaper columns recommend a minimum of 2 grams of vitamin C daily for
everyone and suggest that about 40% of American
adults are suffering from hypothyroidism. Berger's columns also indicate that he treats AIDS by detecting supposed intolerance to various foods and prescribing
dietary changes plus vitamins, minerals and exercise.
However, allergy experts such as Gabe Mirkin, M.D.,
have responded to Berger's theories by pointing out that
although immunity is decreased in vitamin deficiency
states, there is no evidence that adequately nourished
individuals will increase immunity by taking supplements. William I. Bennett, M.D .. editor of the Harvard
Medical School Health Letter says Berger's book "is selling a collection of quack ideas about food allergies that
have been around for decades:'

___________________

According to People Magazine. Berger's interest
in diet was the result of his own weight problem (he
weighed 420 prior to entering medical school and lost
half this amount over a Ph-year period). His first book.
The Southampton Diet. was published in 1981. Berger
asserts that food allergies weaken the immune system
and that almost everyone is allergic to some foods. His
recent appearance on The Phil Donahue Show reportedly triggered sales of more than 50.000 copies of Dr.
Berger's Immune Power Diet during the following three
days. Over 300,000 copies are now in print. and a paperback edition is scheduled for release next year. So it is
clear that a major new fad is under way.
Health News & Review, a bimonthly "health food"
newspaper for the general public. reports in its
November /December issue that. "there is now a growing public recognition that AIDS. cancer. arthritis, even
colds-very
nearly the whole spectrum of infectious
and degenerative diseases-become
manifest dangers
only when the immune system is depressed. Strengthening the immune system-which
can be briefly described as an 'army' of cells called T-lymphocytes which
attack hostile organisms of substances-is
clearly emerging as a health priority." The article illustrates how
promoters of a wide variety of unproven nutrition practices relate them to supposed immunological factors.
Sugar. food allergies and mercury fillings. for example.
are said to weaken the system while vitamin C, zinc,
beta-carotene. and certain herbs are said to strengthen
it.
In line with these ideas, many combinations of
vitamins, minerals and/or herbs are being marketed
with claims that they boost immunity. Although products of this type are unapproved new drugs. the FDA
has shown no interest so far in attempting to remove
them from the marketplace.

GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS
Professionals interested in reviewing books or
writing articles for Nutrition Forum can obtain instructions by sending their curriculum vitae plus a
self-addressed.
stamped envelope lo: Author
Guidelines. P.O. Box 1747. Allentown. PA 18105.
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To better understand the role of food in people's
lives, Penn State researchers conducted a "food involvement" survey in December 1984. Using random-digit dialing to reach both listed and unlisted telephone
numbers, interviewers contacted food shoppers from
322 households in Philadelphia and four surrounding
counties. Most of those interviewed were women.
Thirty of the interview questions centered on
meal planning, food shopping, food preparation, nutrition and health concerns, interest in new products and
recipes, social uses of food (e.g., as gifts and for entertaining guests), and use of media sources dealing with
food and nutrition.
Through computer cluster-analysis,
the researchers grouped shoppers into four broad response
categories: "involved," "disinterested," "stand patters"
and "economizers:·
The involved category of shoppers was the largest
group identified, making up 33% of those surveyed.
These shoppers are involved with almost every aspect of
food.
Of all four groups. the involved are the most concerned with planning and managing their food purchases. They indicated that they usually make grocery
lists and plan menus before shopping, check their
menus for nutritional balance, and economize as much
as possible on food purchases. The involved like to try
new food products and new recipes, and are heavy users
of media information about food.
The involved are very concerned about nutrition
and health. Most try hard to avoid foods high in sugar,
salt, fat and cholesterol, and calories, and to eat plenty
of vegetables, fruits, and high-fiber foods.
The involved also reported the greatest social use
of food. They invite guests for meals and snacks more
often and give gifts of food more frequently than do the

__________________

other groups. In addition, they have little interest in
using easy-to-prepare foods just to reduce preparation
time.
Consumers in the disinterested group, who made
up 22% of the households surveyed, are radically different from the involved consumers. They are generally
not concerned about nutrition, new food products, and
new recipes. However, they do express some interest in
saving time and effort in food preparation. Of all the
groups, they are the most interested in easy-to-prepare
foods.
The standpatters' distinguishing characteristic is
their lack of interest in changing shopping or eating patterns. Accounting for 23% of the households surveyed,
standpatters reported almost no use of food information
sources. They rarely watch television programs or read
magazine articles about food and they seldom read the
newspaper food pages. Nor are they likely to pick up
recipe booklets distributed in grocery stores. Standpatters seldom try new recipes or food products, and they
are the least likely of all groups to tell others about new
recipes or products.
Despite their lack of interest in changing their
food shopping and eating patterns, the standpatters did
report nutritional concerns. Many try to avoid foods
high in salt, sugar, calories, fat and cholesterol, and to
eat plenty of fruits and vegetables.
The outstanding characteristic of the economizers, who comprised 22% of survey respondents, is a
wish to minimize food costs. They expressed the most
likely to shop for groceries at several stores in order to
find the best values. Next to the involved, economizers
are the most active readers of food ads.
Economizers expressed great concern about
health and nutrition. Many try hard to eat plenty of
vegetables and fruits and to limit foods high in salt,
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sugar, fat and cholesterol, and calories. However, they
are not particularly interested in menu planning. Only
about 25% plan their menus before grocery shopping or
check their menus regularly for nutritional balance. A
large proportion of economizers said they prefer foods
that are quick and easy to prepare.
Compared with the involved and even the disinterested, economizers have minimal interest in new recipes or new food products. Occasionally, howev.er, they
do tell others about new recipes and food products.
Economizers frequently read newspaper food
pages and magazine articles on food. However, very few
reported viewing television programs on food or picking
up recipe booklets distributed in grocery stores.
A look at the socioeconomic characteristics of the
four groups sheds some light on their patterns of food
consumption. Of all groups, the involved have the highest levels of income and formal education. Their responses also show them to be physically active. A
majority have home vegetable gardens or preserve vegetables for home use. The involved category includes the
most people on weight-reducing diets.
The disinterested group includes the largest proportion of young shoppers (about half of those under 40
years old), males, and one-person households. Most people in this group do not feel it is worthwhile to fuss over
food for just one person. A number of the disinterested
reported being on health-related diets (low-sodium or
cholesterol-lowering diets).
The standpatter group includes many one-person
households, a comparatively high number of males, and
the largest proportion of older adults (25% aged 70 or
older). A substantial number of standpatters are on
health-related diets.
Economizers have relatively low incomes and
less formal education than the other groups. This group
includes many non-whites and a sizable number (23%)
of divorced or separated persons. Many economizers are
on weight-reducing diets.
The survey paid special attention to the four
groups' use of vegetables as a representative example of
food involvement.
People in the involved group indicated that they
usually eat fresh vegetables, and almost all reported eating vegetables every day. Therefore, very few involved
shoppers feel the need to eat more vegetables.
The involved seem willing and able to make an
extra effort to get good-quality vegetables. They are active gardeners and preservers, as well as frequent shoppers at roadside stands, farmers' markets, and urban
produce specialty stores.
The involved are strongly interested in learning
new ways to serve vegetables and in making homemade
vegetable mixtures. Their responses show them to be

____________________
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the most willing to spend extra time in obtaining and
preparing vegetables.
Of all the groups, the disinterested were the most
likely to report eating frozen or canned vegetables. This
choice reflects their expressed interest in saving time
and bother in food preparation. The disinterested eat
vegetables less frequently than do consumers in other
categories. Many recognize that they should be eating
more vegetables, but most lack the motivation to do so.
Those in the disinterested group seem unwilling
to spend extra time or effort to get vegetables. Few go to
special sources to buy produce, and few garden or preserve. The disinterested expressed little interest in
learning new ways to serve vegetables.
Standpatters include many people who reported
regular use of fresh vegetables. However, in line with
their lack of interest in dietary change, very few expressed interest in new ways to serve vegetables.
Economizers include a substantial number of
people who said they usually use frozen vegetables.
This preference reflects the group's concern for saving
preparation time. The economizer group also has a relatively large proportion of gardeners, who are motivated
perhaps by the desire to save money.
The characteristics of the four groups and the
differences in their use of food information sources have
important implications for planning promotional efforts.
For vegetables, such efforts would benefit both the food
industry and consumers. Many of those surveyed would
gain nutritionally from changing their eating patterns,
particularly by eating more vegetables.
The involved group's interest in and enthusiasm
for food make them an obvious target for promotional
efforts. The involved use media sources more than any
other category of shoppers. Newspaper food pages are
the most frequently used source, followed by magazine
articles on food, booklets distributed through grocery
stores, and television programs.
Of the four groups, the involved are the most familiar with the Pennsylvania product symbol. (This is
the label used by producers of Pennsylvania food products under the supervision of the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture.) They also react the most favorably
to products bearing the symbol. Promotional campaigns
aimed at the involved are sure to benefit from this
group's role as information providers to others. Fiftyeight percent of the group say they frequently tell others
about new recipes and new food products.
The disinteresteds' low media use and lack of involvement with food make them difficult targets for promotion. Their chief interest is saving preparation time
and effort.
Promotion geared to the standpatters also appears
difficult, since they seldom use media sources on food
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get for promotional efforts is probably not surprising.
Many marketing studies have identified similar groups
as promising promotional targets. What is surprising are
the insights the survey provides into why other groups
are not especially promising targets for promotional
efforts. While the involved are open to and willing to
consider dietary change, the other groups either are reluctant to change the way they eat, unable to afford
significant changes, or disinterested in food and in the
idea of making changes.
Surveys of this type are useful to the food industry for developing new products and planning retailing
and promotional efforts. They can also be valuable to
educators who wish to help make wiser food choices.

and they do not seem interested in changing their shopping and eating patterns. However, one topic that does
interest this group is health and nutrition.
The economizers' ability to make changes is
clearly limited by constrained finances. This factor,
along with their need to save preparation time, would
have to be considered in any targeted promotional
effort. Although the economizers expressed little interest in new recipes and new products, they frequently
read newspaper food pages and magazine articles on
food. Along with economizing. nutrition and health are
strong concerns of this group.
Promotional barriers are tough to overcome.
With the right appeal, however, each of the four groups
can be reached. Promotion based on nutrition and
health will appeal not only to the involved, but also to
the standpatters and economizers. Money-saving ideas
will appeal to both the economizers and the involved.
The appeal with the greatest potential to reach the disinterested is the opportunity to save time and bother in
meal preparation.
The survey's identification of a higher-income,
more educated group (the involved) as the primary tar-

Dr. Herrmann is professor of agricultural economics; Dr. Warland is professor of rural sociology; and Marianne Goodfellow
is project coordinator for the gerontology center and former
instructor in rural sociology at The Pennsylvania State University. From 1974 through 1977, Dr. Herrmann served on the
board of directors of Consumers Union, publisher of Consumer
Reports Magazine.

A PROFILEOF THE FOUR SHOPPERGROUPS.

Key involvement
characteristics

Involved

Disinterested

Standpatters

Economizers

Great interest
in almost all
aspects of food

Little interest
in most aspects
of food

Little interest in
changing food
patterns

Great interest
in economizing
on food purchases

Careful planners
and shoppers

Interest in economizing
on food

Little interest in
new products, recipes,
or information on food

Little interest in
new products or recipes

Substantial interest in
new products, recipes
and information on food

Substantial interest in
saving time and effort in
food preparation

Concern about
nutrition and health

Some interest in
information on food
Concern about
nutrition and health

Strong concern about
nutrition and health
Key socio-economic
characteristics

_______________

Highest incomes

Largest proportion of
one-person households

Many one-person
households

Lower incomes
Less formal education

Most formal education
Many on weight-reducing
diets

Largest proportion of
young people

Fewest chiidren

Many divorced or
separated

Smallest proportion of
married couples

Many on health-related
diets

Largest proportion of
nonwhites

Many on healthrelated diets

Large proportion
of older people

Many on weight-reducing
diets
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CANDIDIASIS PROMOTIONINCREASES
Natures Way Products, Inc., of Springville. Utah,
is expanding its promotional campaign through ads and
in-store displays for Cantrol, its "complete program to
fight yeast infections." On February 25th, Nature's Way
wrote to retailers that the March issue of Redbook Magazine would carry a full-length feature article on yeast
infections and that an ad in the same issue would "specifically instruct the consumer to go to their local health
food store to purchase Cantrol."
Ads for Cantrol invite people to take simple selftests which question whether they have various common symptoms and have ever taken antibiotics. Positive
responses to at least 3 out of 6 questions (or 6 out of 14 in
some ads) supposedly indicate "a high or very high probability" of yeast infection. Ads that began running last
year state: "This self-test is provided for general information only and is not intended to be used for selfdiagnosis without the advice and examination of a
health professional." But these ads also say, "If you suspect you have a Candida albicans infection, put Cantrol

to the test:'
The Cantrol program is based on the unproven
theory that hidden "hypersensitivity" to Candida albicans is causing millions of people to suffer from such
common symptoms as fatigue, irritability, constipation,
diarrhea, abdominal bloating, mood swings, depression.
dizziness, unexpected weight gain. difficulty in concentrating, muscle aches, and cravings for sugar or alcoholic beverages [see NF 3:14-15). The program, which is
claimed to "give nutritional support and help strengthen
the immune system," involves dietary changes plus supplements (12 capsules/day) containing acidophilus, evening primrose oil, linseed oil, pau d'arco, vitamin E and
other antioxidants. A 3-week supply of Cantrol retails
for $23.35.
The American Academy of Allergy and Immunology regards "candidiasis hypersensitivity" as speculative and unproven. Dr. Stephen Barrett believes that
the Nature's Way campaign is illegal and has asked the
FDA and FTC to take enforcement action.

~

"STRESSVITAMIN"MANUFACTURERAGREESTO STOP
FALSEAND MISLEADINGCLAIMS
On November 25, 1985, E.R. Squibb & Sons, Inc.,
agreed to pay $15,000 to New York State and promised to
stop making a number of false and misleading claims for
its Theragran Stress Formula. New York State Attorney
General Robert Abrams had brought prosecution in response to packaging which states: "Stress resulting from
work situations, physical activity, smoking and complications of everyday life can increase your body's need
for certain vitamins the body cannot store. One
Theragran Stress Formula tablet a day can replace Bcomplex and C vitamins, which are not stored by the
body. Theragran Stress Formula also includes Biotin
needed to turn carbohydrates into energy."
Theragran Stress Formula contains vitamin C
and the B-vitamins in amounts ranging from 15% to
1250% of the Recommended
Dietary Allowances
(RDAs). Under the settlement, Squibb promised not to
state or imply in its advertising or packaging that:
• emotional stress increases the need for watersoluble vitamins
• smoking and ordinary physical activity increase
the need for water-soluble vitamins by the amounts
contained in Stress Formula
• consumers cannot obtain the water-soluble vitamins lost because of non-severe stress by eating a bal-

_____________________

anced diet and by increasing food intake when necessary or by taking an ordinary potency (100% RDA) multiple vitamin supplement
• biotin is difficult to obtain in an average diet
• people under emotional or non-severe physical
stress are at risk for biotin deficiency
• taking Stress Formula will reduce the effects of
psychological stress.
The Attorney General has indicated that he intends to take action against other manufacturers of
"stress formulas" who have been making similar or
identical claims for their products. The problem was
brought to his attention by the Center for Science in the
Public Interest.
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THE SCIENCE IN OUR FOOD: HOMOGENIZATION
Manfred Kroger, Ph.D.

_,.

Homogenization is a prime example of how food
technology touches our life in a beneficial way. Yet few
consumers know what the process entails.
Practically every milk carton in today's supermarket contains the word "homogenized" on its label.
Many other food products have been processed with a
homogenizer; and cosmetics and other household products would simply fall apart (separate) if it weren't for
homogenization.
Homogenizing means making something homogeneous (the same throughout). This includes making
different-looking microscopic components look alike or
blending something into a smooth mixture. From a
physical standpoint, homogenization is the reduction of
particles so that they are uniformly small and evenly
distributed. With regard to milk. it is the fat globules
that are made homogeneous.
The milk we buy in stores is cows' milk that has
been processed in a dairy plant. Packaged whole milk
usually has a fat content of 3.25%. Low-fat milk contains
0.5%, 1%, 1.5% or 2% milk fat, as noted on the label, and
skim milk (also called nonfat milk) contains less than
0.5% fat. They are all pasteurized and (except for skim
milk) processed by a homogenizer. Unpasteurized milk
is referred to as raw milk.
Milk fat, also called butterfat. is suspended in
milk in perfectly round globules so small that one drop
of whole milk contains about 100 million of them. When
they emerge from the cow's udder, they range from
about 1 to 15 micrometers in diameter.
It is a physical law that particles greater than 5
micrometers in diameter must either settle to the bottom or move to the surface. Being lighter (lower in specific gravity) than the surrounding
skim milk, fat
globules rise slowly to the top. That explains why nonhomogenized milk will develop a visible layer of cream
on top when left standing for 10-20 hours. Throughout
the 1920s, '30s and '40s, consumers were able to purchase "cream line" milk. It was sold in bottles and had a
1- to 2-inch layer of yellowish cream on top. It looked
interesting and would provide cream for one's coffee.
The cream layer would get tough like rubber after prolonged standing, and milk bottles with hardened leftover cream in them were difficult to clean. Much milk

fat must have been lost merely because it clung tenaciously to the container.
Because dairies wished to sell milk as fresh as
possible, it was often marketed before creaming was
complete. This led to some confusion among consumers
because most people thought that a thick cream layer
was desirable. The dairy industry had difficulty explaining that it took at least 24 hours for a good cream
line to form and that its thickness did not indicate the
exact fat content or overall quality.
Liquids are homogenized
by forcing them
through a nozzle under high pressure until all particles
contained in them are broken up-made
so small that
colloidal suspensions are formed. This method was discovered by French scientists in 1899. Homogenizers
found rapid acceptance by makers of ice cream, salad
dressings and many other products. It wasn't until 1927
in Canada and 1932 in the U.S.A. that homogenization
was applied to market milk. Modern milk homogenizers
are simply stainless steel pumps that force whole milk
through nozzles under pressures of up to 3000 pounds
per square inch. Depending on the size of the homogenizer, thousands of gallons can be processed per hour.
Since homogenization
does away with creamability, it also did away with cream-line milk. But nobody really bemoaned
its disappearance.
Early
commercials for homogenized milk pointed out its "softcurd" nature. It turned· out that high-pressure treatment
not only reduces the size of fat globules but also destabilizes the milk protein micelles (tiny packets 10-100
times smaller yet than fat globules). As a result, claims
were made that homogenized milk was more easily
digested. It was also observed that homogenized milk
curdles more readily than unhomogenized milk when
used in preparing such foods as scalloped potatoes and
cream of tomato soup.
Homogenization
has guaranteed
that market
milk is creamy white, pours well, contains no unsightly
clumps of butterfat, looks the same whether purchased
in Maine or California, and whether one day old or ten.
Most important, it has a smooth taste.
Dr. Kroger is Professor
State University.

of Food Science

at The Pennsylvania
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DIETARYGUIDELINESREVISED
On September 24, 1985, the second edition of Nutrition and Your Health: Dietary Guidelines for Americans was released jointly by the U.S. Departments of
Agriculture (USDA) and Health and Hu:rrian Services
(HHS). The guidelines were prepared with the help of a
nine-person advisory committee led by Bernard S. Schweigert, Ph.D .. chairman of the Department of Food Science and Technology of the University of California/
Davis. The others were Henry Kamin, Ph.D., David
Kritchevsky, Ph.D., Robert Levy. M.D.. Sanford Miller,
Ph.D .. Robert E. Olson. M.D.. Ph.D .. Lester Salans. M.D.,
Fredrick J. Stare, M.D .. Ph.D .. and Judith S. Stern. Sc.D.
The committee recommended review and possible revision every 5-10 years.
The guidelines are intended for Americans who
are already healthy and want to decrease their chances
of developing certain chronic diseases. They are recommended especially for people who have risk factors such
as a family history of obesity. diabetes, high blood pressure. high blood cholesterol or heart disease early in
life. Rather than recommending specific quantities of
foods or nutrients as ideal or optimal, they attempt to
suggest a direction of dietary change that seems sensible. There are seven guidelines:
1. Eat a variety of foods. To assure variety-and
with it a well balanced diet, the guidelines recommend
choosing foods each day from five food groups: fruits:
vegetables: cereals and other foods made from grains:
dairy products: and meats, fish, poultry, eggs. and dry
beans and peas. These groups are identical to the "Basic
Four" except that fruits and vegetables are categorized
separately to make five groups. The guidelines state that
vitamin or mineral supplements are rarely needed except by women who menstruate. are pregnant or are
breast-feeding. For babies, the guidelines suggest:
breast-feeding unless there are special problems: delay
of solid foods until the age of 4-6 months; and no addition of salt or sugar to baby foods.
2. Maintain desirable weight. Noting that obesity
is associated with many serious illnesses, the guidelines
suggest that the weight of adults should usually be not
much more than it was at about 25 years of age. For
those who are overweight. loss of 1-2 pounds a week
should be accomplished by increasing physical activity
and eating low-calorie, nutrient-dense
foods-more
fruits, vegetables and grains, less fat and fatty foods, less
sugar and sweets. and less alcoholic beverages. Since
diets below 800 calories can be hazardous, they should
be followed only under medical supervision.
3. Avoid too much fat, saturated fat. and cholesterol. Acknowledging that controversy exists about
what recommendations are appropriate for healthy
Americans, the guidelines state that "for the U.S. population as a whole, it is sensible to reduce daily consump-

____________________

tion of fat. This suggestion is especially appropriate for
individuals who have other cardiovascular risk factors
such as cigarette smoking, high blood pressure. diabetes, or a family history of premature heart disease." To
avoid too much fat, saturated fat and cholesterol. the
guidelines recommend: choosing lean meat, fish. poultry and dry beans and peas as protein sources: using
skim or low-fat milk and milk products: limiting intake
of fats and oils. especially those high in saturated fat:
trimming fat off meats; broiling. baking or boiling instead of frying: and moderate use of fat-containing foods
such as breaded or deep-fried foods.
4. Eat foods with adequate starch and fiber. Because foods differ in the kinds of fiber they contain, it is
best to include a variety of fiber-rich foods such as
grains, breads. cereals. fruits and vegetables. Adding fiber to foods that do not contain it is not recommended.
5. Avoid too much sugar. It is neither necessary
nor possible to avoid eating simple sugars. The major
health concern with excess sugar consumption is tooth
decay. But the guidelines indicate that the risk does not
depend simply on how much sugar and sugar-containing foods are consumed but on how often and
whether they are eaten between meals and stick to the
teeth. Brushing after consuming sugary foods is recommended, as are adequate fluoride intake and use of fluoridated toothpaste.
6. Avoid too much sodium. Noting that high sodium intake is often a factor in high blood pressure. the
guidelines suggest that consideration be given to reducing sodium intake. This can be accomplished by learning to enjoy the flavors of unsalted foods: adding little or
no salt during cooking or at the table; flavoring foods
with herbs, spices or lemon juice; and limiting intake of
foods that are obviously salty or contain significant
amounts of hidden salt.
7. If you drink alcoholic beverages, do so in moderation. Since many alcoholic beverages are high in calories and almost all are low in nutrients, even moderate
drinkers will need to drink less if they are overweight
and wish to reduce. Since the level of consumption at
which there is risk of birth defects to unborn children
has not been established, pregnant women are advised
to abstain completely from alcohol.
The report cautions: "Food alone cannot make
you healthy. But good eating habits based on moderation
and variety can help keep you healthy and even improve your health:'
In the November/December
Food & Nutrition
News, Dr. Schweigert indicated that the "key guideline"
{a combination of Guidelines 1 and 2) is: "Consume a
variety of foods providing adequate quantities of nutrients at a caloric level to maintain reasonable body
weight:' He also noted that although specific individuals
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at risk might benefit from quantitative advice about dietary composition, the advisory committee decided that
the data were not extensive or clear-cut enough to make
quantitative recommendations for the general public.
USDA's Human Nutrition Information Service is
preparing a series of 14 bulletins to help Americans put
the guidelines into practice. The first seven bulletins
will offer information about each guideline, and the second seven will show how to use the guidelines for shopping, meal planning, eating out, making bag lunches,

_

preparing quick meals, and choosing snacks.
USDA is making one million copies of the 24page booklet (Home and Garden Bulletin #232) available free. To obtain one, write to Consumer Information
Center, Pueblo, CO 81009. Copies are also obtainable
from county extension offices, the National Health Information Clearinghouse (800-336-4947), and the FDA
Public Affairs Office. Multiple copies can be requested
from the Food and Drug Administration, HFl-40, 5600
Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857.

BRIEFS
Chelation therapy pamphlet. Calling it both unproven
and unsafe, the American Heart Association has issued
a hard-hitting 12-page pamphlet called "Questions and
Answers About Chelation Therapy:• (Proponents claim
that intravenous administration of EDTA, vitamins and
various other substances can remedy heart disease and
other conditions by increasing the circulation of blood
through arteries narrowed by atherosclerosis.) A free
copy can be obtained by contacting any local AHA affiliate or sending a stamped, self-addressed 4"x9½" envelope to the national office at 7320 Greenville Avenue,
Dallas, TX 75231.

FDA sued. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration is
being sued for $500,000 by a Kentucky couple who allege that their daughter, Jennifer Leann Frye, suffered
liver damage from injections of E-Ferol, a vitamin E
solution administered after her premature birth. In
1984, following the death of 30 premature infants
treated with E-Ferol, the FDA labeled the product an
unapproved new drug and its manufacturer removed it
from the marketplace. Last year, the agency proposed
new regulations to reduce the likelihood of similar disasters [see NF 1:1 and 2:54]. But the suit alleges that FDA
inaction was a factor in Jennifer's case.

Quackery brochure. The FDA, FTC, Postal Service and
Pharmaceutical Council have jointly produced a brochure to help consumers identify health fraud and
guard against worthless health products and services. A
free copy in either English or Spanish is available from
Quackery, HFE-88, Food and Drug Administration, 5600
Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857.

New ethical ruling. The American Medical Association's Judicial Council has ruled that it would be ethical
for doctors to withhold all means of life-prolonging
medical treatment,
including artificially or technologically supplied food and water, from patients 'in
irreversible coma, even if death is not imminent.

Pritikin's arteries. Nathan Pritikin's autopsy report,
which described his coronary arteries as free of atherosclerosis, is being cited as evidence that his dietary
program is effective in reversing coronary artery disease. Reviewing this claim in the November 6th Medical
Tribune, contributing editor Richard S. Gubner. M.D.,
notes that Pritikin's cholesterol level dropped from 280
in 1955 to 122 in 1958 and remained in the range of
102-120 in annual tests thereafter, hitting a low of 94 in
November 1984. However, Dr. Gubner points out that
unusually low cholesterol levels can occur in a number
of severe illnesses, including cancer, and that people
who die after lengthy illnesses, including cancer, and
that people who die after lengthy illnesses that produce
cachexia (wasting away) are often relatively free of coronary atherosclerosis. Pritikin was diagnosed as leukemic in 1958 [see NF 2:21].

___________________

Yellow page "nutritionists." A study by the National
Council Against Health Fraud has found that few "nutritionists" who advertised in the Yellow Pages are apparently qualified. Based on information in the ads, the
practitioners were categorized into four groups: 1)
"clearly spurious" (advertising hair analysis, cytotoxic
testing, mail-order credentials, etc.); 2) "suspicious" (chiropractors, dentists and others suspected of practicing
outside the scope of their expertise); 3) "undeterminable"; or 4) "apparently qualified" (Registered Dietitians).
Of 439 whose ads were reviewed. 24% appeared clearly
spurious, 31% were suspicious, 31% were undeterminable, and only 13% were apparently qualified. Eleven out
of 24 physicians listed under the nutrition subsection of
"Physicians and Surgeons" were judged "clearly spurious" because they listed such practices as chelation
therapy and orthomolecular medicine. And four individuals listed under "Dietitians" were judged spurious.
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Fluoride shortage. In mid-February, fluoridation was
halted in Cincinnati, San Francisco, and several other
cities because of a shortage of fluoride chemicals produced as by-products in the manufacture of phosphate
fertilizers. Authorities expect the problem to be resolved within a few months as fertilizer production increases to meet farmers' needs for spring planting.
Alcohol labeling may be modified. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has proposed that labeling
and advertising of alcoholic beverages be required to
indicate the percent of alcohol by volume rather than
the "proof' (the percent of volume multiplied by two).
Stating the proof value would be optional.
Health food store sales. Health Foods Business' estimates that 40.1% of sales in health food stores last year
were for vitamins and other supplements. Based on its
annual survey, the magazine reported that 6,800 stores
grossed $670.2 million for these products. up 27.3%
from 1984. Other estimates were: books, $33.4 (down
47.7%); herb teas, $46.8 (down 6%); other herb products,
$143.7 (up 3%); and macrobiotic foods, $16.7 (down
58.6%). The number of stores has fallen gradually from
a high of 7,900 in 1982.
Microwave oven safety. A new report by the American
Council on Science and Health concludes that radiation
leakage from microwave ovens is not a significant problem. The real hazards, says ACSH, are electrical shock,
fires and burns, most of which can be prevented by
proper safety precautions. Shocks can be prevented by
proper installation and periodic inspection to ensure
that the electric plug and cord are not damaged. The
risk of fire can be reduced by not overcooking foods and
making sure that oven exhaust outlets are never
blocked. And burns can be avoided by remembering
that although dishes tend to stay cool, foods within
them can get very hot. A free copy of the report can be
obtained by sending a self-addressed 4"x9½" envelope
stamped with 39¢ postage to Microwave Oven Report.
ACSH, 47 Maple St., Summit. NJ 07901.
Nestle boycott report. A 24-page analysis of the Nestle
boycott from the companys perspective is available free
of charge from Nestle Coordination Center for Nutrition, Inc., 1120 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 310,
Washington, DC 20036. The boycott began in 1977 to
protest marketing of infant formula as a substitute for
breast-feeding in developing countries. It was ended in
1984 after Nestle agreed to: 1) limit free distribution of
formula in these countries to hospitals and health centers; 2) end gifts to physicians who promote formula; 3)
add warning labels to packages; and 4) add warnings to
promotional material.
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Annual vegetarian protest. The second annual Great
American Meatout was held on March 20 with protests
in more than 25 cities. The event, patterned after the
American Cancer Society's Great American Smokeout,
is designed to encourage reducing the national consumption of meat. Its principal sponsor, the Farm Animal Reform Movement (FARM), of Washington. D.C..
states that 1.5 million Americans are stricken annually
with chronic diseases linked to excessive consumption
of animal products. FARM also claims that raising animals for food uses up 90% of our agricultural resources,
depletes topsoil and groundwater, destroys forest and
wildlife habitats. and causes water pollution.

Pressure on McDonald's. Since 1983, the McDonald's
Boycott Coalition has been trying to persuade the restaurant chain to add a soy. nut or veggie burger to its
menu. According to Vegetarian Times, more than 430
groups have joined the coalition and about 100 restaurants have been subjected to demonstrations
and
leafleting.

PPA diet pills to undergo safety tests. The FDA has
asked several drug companies to conduct clinical trials
to determine the effect of increasing doses of phenylpropanolamine (PPA) in healthy persons. (PPA is a decongestant that can temporarily depress appetite.) The
FDA currently limits the amount in diet products to 75
mg, but cold preparations may contain up to 150 mg.
California neurologist Patrick Lyden, M.D., suspects that
PPA may increase the incidence of strokes in persons
under 40. Recently he reported that a healthy 20-yearold woman died of a PPA-induced stroke after three
weeks of PPA taken at appropriate dosage. In response to
a proposal by Dr. Lyden, the American Medical Associations House of Delegates has voted to follow the situation closely and may take further action in June at its
next meeting.

Plant preservationists. The Seed Savers Exchange is a
nonprofit group of more than 500 vegetable gardeners
working to save thousands of endangered garden seeds
from extinction. Some are "heirloom seeds" that have
been passed down from generation to generation within
families for well over 100 years. Others are commercial
varieties that have been dropped from seed catalogues
because they were not sufficiently popular. Membership
($10/year) includes publications listing the seeds available and how to obtain them free of charge or for nominal cost. For additional information, send a selfaddressed stamped 4"x9½" envelope to Seed Savers Exchange, 203 Rural Avenue, Decorah, IA 52101.
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"TRAINING"FOR HEALTHFOOD RETAILERS
Odom Fanning
One way "health food" retailers get information is
by attending national and regional trade shows where
manufacturers
display their wares and various
spokespeople deliver the industry viewpoint on food
and nutrition issues.
Natural Foods Expo '85 East, held October 25-28.
1985, at the Washington, DC, Convention Center, attracted some 4,000 retailers. mostly from the eastern
United States. More than 200 exhibits were staffed by
friendly sales personnel who passed out literature and
abundant samples of foods and food supplements. The
exhibitors came from all over the country and included
many regulars from the established sister show, Natural
Foods Expo West, held each Spring in Anaheim, California. These shows are sponsored by New Hope Communications, of New Hope. Pennsylvania. publisher of
Natural Foods Merchandiser and Delicious! magazines.
Expo '85 East featured 40 seminars and workshops covering all apects of merchandising. store management and industry trends. One of the most popular
seminars-which
filled three hours on the final morning-was "Nutritional Selling: A Powerful Customer
Service:· Attended by more than 150 health food store
operators, it was led by Jeffrey S. Bland, Ph.D .. whom
many of the participants held in obvious awe.
Dr. Bland, who is on leave from his biochemistry
professorship at the University of Puget Sound, Tacoma,
Washington, has a B.S. in biology from the University of
Calfornia at Irvine and a Ph.D. in chemistry from the
University of Oregon. But much of his aura stems from
his current position as research associate and director of
the Laboratory for Nutrient Analysis at the Linus Pauling Institute of Medicine. Palo Alto, California [see NF
2:33-36). Bland is also president of JSB & Associates. Gig
Harbor. Washington, which "specializes in wellness program development and delivery."
Bland is undoubtedly the health food industry's
most prolific publicist and interpreter of nutrition-related scientific developments. In addition to appearing

_____________________

frequently at trade shows, he writes and edits books,
edits and publishes a magazine (Complementary Medicine), produces audio and video tapes. conducts courses
for professionals, and serves as a consultant to several
organizations which share the industry's views.
Expo's nutritional selling seminar included several skits in which Bland played storekeeper and customers were played by three retailers: Kay Peterson, of
Hazelwood, Missouri; Dale Bennett. of Winter Park,
Florida: and Peter Brodhead, of Savannah, Georgia.
Members of the audience were also invited to act as
customers and ask their "toughest question" to the four
panelists acting as clerks. The quotes throughout this
article were taken from Nutrition Forum's tape-recorded
transcript, edited to remove some of the grammatical
errors. repetitious words and other minor artifacts of
speaking.
How to avoid "overtly prescribing"
Much of the seminar concerned how product information might be communicated without "prescribing" (which would be practicing medicine without a
license). One skit was set at an "information center"
located near the vitamin department of a health food
store. A 69-year-old man who is a fairly regular customer comes in. walking considerably more slowly than
usual. He explains that he has developed arthritis and
asks what he could take to help it.
After inquiring about common symptoms such as
headaches, joint problems, intestinal problems and
stuffiness of the nose, Bland suggested that "food hypersensitivity'' was a factor and that milk. wheat and red
meat might be contributing to the man's arthritis by
"aggravating his immune system." Bland then proposed
that intake of these foods be reduced and consumption
of complex carbohydrates be increased. "Fortunately."
he added, "there are some emergent bodies of literature
and good medical studies that indicate that things like
fish oil ... the product on our shelves over here ... have
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been shown to help stabilize the immune system in people that may have a tendency toward arthritis." Bland
also directed the customer's attention to literature in the
store so he could read about these matters and possibly
discuss them with his doctor.
Eland's reference to "emergent" studies was typical of his presentation throughout the seminar. His delivery is rapid-fire, with frequent use of biochemical
concepts and research findings (usually preliminary in
nature) which he considers relevant and encouraging.
In the ensuing discussion. Ms. Peterson remarked
that although "the arthritis association categorically
says that food has nothing to do with arthritis." doctors
may still be receptive to information from retailers.
Bland said he would try to make it clear to customers
that he is c;:oncerned about their medical management,
that they have been seeking good care, and that he was
not practicing medicine but "trying to support. them
with nutritional information adjunct to traditional medical care." He also warned that requests for specific product information should be handled cautiously to avoid
being "nailed for prescribing:•
With a customer who says he read about a product for relieving arthritis pain but doesn't remember its
name, Bland suggested this approach: 'Tm not sure exactly what you're talking about, but I have seen a couple
of articles on amino acids like di-phenylalanine. Could
that have been what you were referring to?''
''If he says yes, it is an easy lead-in to reiterate
what you learned in the article. But never say 'that's
what you can take.' If he says no. you can say. 'Let me
give you the gist of what I read.' Then you can say. 'Dlphenylalanine was suggested as being a modulator of a
substance called enkephalin which is the body's own
native pain-deadening process and that this is a part of
the endorphin family. Have you ever heard of endorphins?' The person would say yes or no. and you can
take the conversation on like that, making it educational
and informational. That, to me, is the real position this
industry should be in. It is not diagnostic. it is not treatment. because product sales are based on that individual's considered interest and belief system. You'll sell
more products by providing information with less legal
jeopardy than going right out and saying. 'Here's what
you really should be taking on the following dose schedule,' which is certainly overtly prescribing."
Mr. Bennett agreed: "Keep in mind that there is a
very fine line in what you can and can't say ... Once
you attach a claim to a product, you are prescribing. So,
you must teach your salespeople that very, very carefully. Because today you don't know who you are talking
to in your stores ... When we talk about nutrition I don't
really think we can get into too many problems ...
We're not just selling a bottle of vitamins, what we're
selling is the concept of good health. And we can keep
hammering away at the diet."
Commenting on the abundance of helpful literature available, Ms. Peterson said: "We must make the
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most of what is in the public's mind. We're riding a wave
of the education that's out there. And we're providing a
product ... There's so much printed information available. A few years ago. there was practically none. Every
manufacturer puts information forward. Never suggest
the number of tablets the customer should take ...
Simply read the label instructions. Say, 'The manufacturers have recommended this. Through their laboratory analysis. they have found this.' Divert the
information from your spoken word to some written
piece of information that you have:·

The right place for advice?
The audience was then asked to act as customers
and present difficult or frequently asked questions to
the panel. Here are some excerpts:
Customer: I've been going to a doctor and have
discovered, much to my alarm. that I have a fibrocystic
lump in my breast. I heard somewhere that vitamin Eis
good for helping this. and also recently I read something
about a macrobiotic diet. and I am wondering if this is
some kind of a curative diet for my problem. I don't
think the cyst is malignant. I'd like to find some kind of
way to help myself without having some doctor cut me
up.
Peterson: How recently have you been to your
doctor?
Customer: Two weeks ago. I've had some time to
think about this.
Peterson: Did they do a complete mammogram?
How did they diagnose it?
Customer: No. it was just a manual diagnosis.
They told me it was the size of a small Hrna bean.
Peterson: You are seeking additional information,
and certainly we would like to tell you that you have
come to the right place ... If you would be interested in
changing your lifestyle-on
the basis that the way you
have lived to date has not been conducive to keeping
your body free from that growth-I can show you information. We have classes on the macrobiotic way of living. and we work with people who teach it. The
information you have come across on vitamin E has
probably come from Dr. Carlton Fredericks' book. I'd
very much encourage you to read that so that you can
also prevent further growth. And there's a lot of information we work with that the government has issued.
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One, for instance. is diet. nutrition and cancer prevention. There is an 800 number to get it: 1-800-4-CANCER.
Customer: Are you saying that vitamin E does
prevent further growth of this?
Peterson: Dr. Fredericks' book addresses that issue. and I would very much encourage you to read that.
Bland then commented: "Kay. that was a nice job.
I would have probably done one thing myself. Because
there are two types of fibrocystic conditions-one
of
which is more discomfiting than it is a warning sign of
cancer-I would have tried to get some quick information. Is this a long-term problem? Does it come close to
your menstrual cycle? Have you had it come and go, or
is it just in the last few months? Because if it has just
come on-a lump that is not inflamed and tender-it
If.
would be of higher-order-risk
for malignancy.
however, it's been associated with the menses. been
with her for many years. then it's probably the kind of
thing Bob London talks about in his work with vitamin
E and fibrocystic disease. lower-fat diet, and so forth.
You want to be very cautious that you don't alarm the
person about having cancer if there is no need to alarm
them. But you don't want to miss the possibility that it's
not a menstrual cycle-related, long-term cystic mastitis.
that it's a recent one and there is some concern about its
pathology:'
When another "customer'' asked whether taking
50 mg of zinc might deplete his body copper level and
possibly lead to high levels of uric acid and triglycerides,
Bland said probably not. and offered to look at Lhe product's label to determine whether the zinc-to-copper
ratio was appropriate. He also suggested that the customer read more about "ways diet relates to triglycerides and uric acid from other avenues, such as a
higher-protein diet." To another questioner he advised
that sustained-release vitamins might be advantageous
because they maintain higher blood levels.
Dealing with resistance
Several members of the audience pretended to be
skeptical customers:
Skeptic #1: Last week I kind of got carried away
with your enthusiasm and I bought an entire vitamin
program Lhat you recommended. Then after I got home I
really started thinking about it. I started reading some
publications that neighbors gave me when they saw
these vitamins that you recommended. Even such reputable magazines as Consumer Reports said that our diet
is entirely adequate, and that they tested McDonald's

_

and other fast foods and found that. based on the numbers of the RDA. that B-vitamins were at best useless
and at worst can do some harm. So my question is, how
do you know what I need and can you test me? Or is
there a place I go to get tested. because I don't want to
take something without knowing exactly what my
needs are.
Bennett: I can understand what you're saying because there is a lot of confusion in the marketplace. I
remember my clerk talking to me about you when you
had left because you had an awful lot of good questions.
I understand that you 're an athlete. a triathlon competitor. Well. your needs probably might be greater than
a lot of other people's needs. You're talking about some
of the high-potency vitamins that you are maybe a little
afraid of. They said that you didn't think you were getting the proper diet. that you get up early in the morning
and don't eat breakfast. What you may want to do is just
gradually work into some of these. Don't take ten vitamins all at one time because maybe your system is not
ready for them. You may want to start with multiple
vitamins today and possibly additional C and additional
E that you have here. And after two days, maybe add
this amino acid to it along with it and try to build up.
Just don't jump into it all at once. Does that make sense?
Skeptic #1: Yes, it does. It's just a little different
than the advice I was given initially ... The main question about it all is basically how do I tell what exactly
my nutrition needs are.
Peterson: There are many tests. We can channel
you to some doctors that we work with, or we have a
clinical lab where you can have evaluations done for
blood. hair analysis, and we have two doctors' offices
that work with us. We'd be glad to refer you to them.
Skeptic #2. My friends take vitamins, but I don't
think I need them. I eat well. exercise and get enough
rest every night. I have some stress on the job site, but I
cope with everything. Do I need to take vitamins?
Peterson: Do your friends eat as well as you do?
Skeptic #2: I think so.
Peterson: Since your friends' indication that they
feel better when taking vitamins has raised the question
in your mind. perhaps you should try a B-complex
when you have a stress situation arising and see if that
helps you cope better. Then you would have your own
proof. You could also read some of the books related to
stress.
Mr. Bennett said he tells customers: "Genetics is
very important ... stress is very important. pregnancy is
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very important. Now these are all reasons that we need
supplements. We need probably 60 nutrients every day
in our diet to totally feed ourselves properly. Very few
diets out there are accomplishing that."
Bland added that customers who question the
need for supplements can be steered toward nutrientdense foods in the store by saying, "That's wonderful. Do
you realize we have a whole series of good foods that can
support you in your quest towards healthy living and
high nutrient intake? You're doing a great job, and we
want to reinforce it. Over here is a whole section of
organic foods. If later you have some concerns about
vitamins and minerals, we can talk about it."
When a customer asked why natural C and Bvitamins cost more, Brodhead replied that the vitamin C
in his products is made from corn by an enzymatic process-"the same process that is taking place internally in
animals when they convert vitamin C from blood levels
of glucose:' He claimed that drugstore products may
contain talc, shellac, artificial coloring, flavoring and
preservatives. and may be coated so heavily with carnauba wax that they "completely pass through the body
without being absorbed:'
A retailer from the audience said she tells customers that "perhaps that good diet was true in their

___

grandparents' time when foods were grown in soil that
was nutrient-rich and they had fewer environmental
assaults. I tell them about a study on a pig fed corn
grown in Iowa 30 or 50 years ago that did well. That
same pig today would die:·
When asked how to handle a customer whose
interest seems to have flagged. Bland suggested giving
the customer a health appraisal form with questions
about lots of symptoms that may surface and bring him
back after he has had time to think further.
When asked whether research by Linus Pauling
may show that vitamin C can build up the immune
system and make it more difficult to get AIDS. Bland
replied that Dr. Ewan Cameron and others at the Pauling
Institute are collaborating with an AIDS specialist at San
Francisco General Hospital to explore the role of vitamin C and carnitine in AIDS. "The studies are not yet
completed," Bland said, "but the testimonial anecdotes
that we're getting from some of the participants are
quite encouraging. In fact. the hospital doctor himself
commented off-the-record recently that he was quite
interested in the vitamin C connection with AIDS. So. I
do believe it is well worthy of continued study and may
offer an immunochemical supporting regime towards
immune deficiency conditions:·
(continued on page 37)
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JEFFREYELAND'S SALES AIDS
"Hesitant to answer questions your customers
may have about their nutritional concerns? For $79.95,
add a doctor to your sales staff:' So begins a recent ad in
Natural Foods Merchandiser for four items produced by
Jeffrey S. Bland. Ph.D.:
• Why Nutrient Supplementation? ($79.95), a 20minute videotape or 35mm slide/audiocassette
program, is intended for in-store customer viewing. In it
Bland claims that: 1) "marginal deficiencies'' are common in the United States; 2) many people who are under
the presumption that they are healthy because they are
not diseased would actually benefit from higher levels
of health if they were taking a regular nutritional supplement; 3) if you eat a balanced diet, the need for supplementation
may be reduced: and 4) ''prudent
nutritional supplementation''
can "optimize nutrient
quality'' to help augment health and prevent disease.
Bland also lists ten situations where supplements are
supposedly needed, but says nothing about how individuals can determine whether they fit these supposed categories. (Presumably, those listening to the tape will
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either "play it safe" by buying a supplement or ask the
retailer for advice on "optimization:')
• Introductory
Nutrition ($120), a 12-hour audiocassette home-study course, "reviews the contemporary information concerning nutritional therapeutics
including the use of vitamin and mineral supplements
... for the serious student of nutritional biochemistry:·
• Immunity and Nutrition ($100), a 12-hour audiocassette course. "presents the latest nutritional implications in such conditions as AIDS, Epstein-Barr
virus, hepatitis. herpes, food allergy and hypersensitivity, arthritis and other autoimmune diseases, inflammatory bowel disorder. and chronic candidiasis"
and examines the supposed role in "normalizing the
immune system" of vitamin C. zinc. iron. copper, manganese, vitamin E, gammalinoleic acid. folic acid, vitamin B12 , arginine, EPA, DHA, selenium and lysine.
• Complementary Medicine Magazine ($30/year),
published bimonthly by Dr. Bland. is "dedicated to
providing you with the information you need to stay at
the leading edge of preventive medicine:· It is also said
to be aimed at "wellness-oriented physicians." Each issue contains articles and ads promoting unproven practices and products.
~
-Stephen Barrett. M.D.
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Regarding questions about stress, Bland commented: "I would say. 'What does the word stress mean
to you,' because it's a very personalized definition. They
could say. 'It means buzzing in my ears. or high blood
pressure, or I can't cope, or I get stomach upset. or I get
diarrhea or feel confused.' These are interesting ways of
using that patient's/client's own identification system.
Then say, 'You've identified stress as insomnia. Let's talk
about the things that we know about sleep disturbances.
Are you getting regular exercise? Are you slaying away
from excessive sugar in your diet? Are you getting adequate B-complex nutrients-because
the brain which
represents only 6% of our body weight consumes about
20% of our energy. and it's a very nutrient-dense part of
our body. If you ·re not properly nourished. the brain is
probably the first part of the body that is adversely affected. That's why you can get changes in behavior and
perception and sleep disturbances. Therefore, we want
to concern ourselves with the B-complex nutrients. And
we want to look at magnesium because thats another
nutrient extremely important for normalizing proper
nervous system function.' So using their own symptoms
of stress, you can work down into the holistic approach
towards stress management."
"High-tech" information
When asked what else retailers should become
knowledgeable about, Bland rattled off a long list of biochemical terms and tidbits, including: therapeutic uses
of serotonin, phenylalanine, and catecholamines: use of
tyrosine as a supposed brown fat activator substance
because of its supposed noradrenalin relationship: and
use of lysine and arginine in balance-lysine
as an antiviral substance, arginine as an inotropic agent which
tends to stimulate the thymus gland output of thymosin
which is an immune-activating hormone. ''These are all
exciting areas that require some technical competency
on dose. how they work. their route of administration
and dose schedule-things
you should have in the back
of your mind even though you ·re not going to prescribe
for treatment."
Bland also mentioned chromium, selenium,
manganese, copper and zinc. "All of these have their
own specific types of physiological functions. What you
have to have at your fingertips or memory tips is some
little vignette on each of those minerals, their bioavailability, the foods that they come in, why they are
commonly the most deficient elements in the standard
American diet. Eighty percent of them are lost by processing whole grains to white flour products. In the highsugar, high-fat diets, where two-thirds of the calories
come as sweet fats, there are very few trace elements. So
there is a major area that the nutrition products industry can say something very well substantiated about the
quality of the American diet.''
He also listed fish oils. linseed oil. antioxidants.
free radical pathology. antioxidants. chain-breaking
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antioxidants, lipid peroxides, rancidity factors. glutathione, coenzyme Q. superoxide dismutase, betaine
hydrochloride, intestinal ecology, toxic bowel. and highfiber foods.
Bland advised that adding "high-tech" in the
form of journals, topical literature files, slides and audio
tapes "would show people you are really looking at the
science of nutrition.'' But he warned: "It is very easy to
give up the high-touch type of format that makes this
industry unique. It's extremely important not to compromise personal attention for technical expertise. A
person really wants to have their needs dealt with by a
caring, humanistic salesperson who has some level of
competency, but I would say the competency is second
to the personal concerns. If we trade off technology for
concern then we've made a real bad mistake about the
direction of this industry.''
"A few well informed, highly motivated consumers are your best advertising and sales force. My mother,
who is a tremendously zealous advocate of nutritional
products. has virtually made one of our health food
store's business. She goes to all of her clubs and her
social events. She is a missionary. saying 'You ought to
be down there talking to the local health food place.'
Because they have confidence in my mother. that kind
of word-of-mouth confidence-builder then comes back
to you. It is like training hundreds of salespeople to go
out in the community.''
When asked about the value of hair analysis.
Bland replied: "Nutritional assessment is certainly justified on the basis of nutrition education and information
either by computer, diet scan, or whatever diet technology you use. This is a valuable part of your service
that customers may not be getting anywhere else. probably not from a doctor. for very few doctors are doing
nutritional scans or evaluations. Hair analysis and similar diagnostic or prognostic screening tools have no
place in a standard health food store. If you are into
education or community service, the last thing you
need is to be stigmatized as a quack or repository of
cultist information. So by staying away from hair analysis and putting that into the hands of professionals who
are licensed to do so. you can do your job best: education
transfer. information, and nutritional counseling."
Another retailer asked about the limits of advice:
"A lot of people come into the store seeking alternative
medical answers. For example, two weeks ago. a friend
of mine came in and said he had gallstones. I told him
my wife's father had had gallstones, had refused surgery,
and went through a specific treatment that worked. It
wasn't a wives' tale. It worked. Do you have any comment on how far legally we should or shouldn't go in
sharing things like this with customers?"
Bland replied: "If a client asks a question that
specific, you need to decide whether he is a client or a
friend. and how well you know him. If he is a friend,
then I would take him out to lunch, away from your
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the advice? Does anyone in the health food industry
ever suggest that retailers faced with anecdotal evidence try to distinguish between cause-and-effect and
coincidence?
And what of Bland? Has he considered that retailers might lack sufficient background to utilize what
he talks about? Does he really think they should form
opinions and advise customers about types of breast
lumps? What is his purpose in mentioning preliminary
studies (pertaining to products in their stores) and then
saying don't use them yet as a basis for recommending
products? Many of his ideas about nutrient needs run
counter to those of the scientific nutrition community.
Does he deliberately slant his presentations to promote
sales of the health food industry's products?

store and talk to him as a friend. Don't talk as the store
proprietor because that would be diagnosis and treatment. No matter what you think you are offering as a
service, you are really, by the letter of the law. doing
things that could be interpreted as diagnosis and treatment. However, if, as a friend, you anecdotally talk
about your experience as a human being, there's no law
that prevents freedom of speech:'

Ominous implications?
What are the implications of this seminar? What
does it tell us about the attitudes of the health food
industry? Do retailers really benefit from exposure to a
long list of preliminary research findings? What do they
do with this information? Are they qualified to understand it. or do they merely absorb cliches for use in
selling supplement products? How much do retailers
think about their limitations? Do seminars of this sort
encourage them to go beyond their limitations? Is there
really a difference between giving advice ("prescribing")
and steering a customer to a piece of literature that gives

. .._

Mr. Fanning is a freelance science writer who produces the
nationally syndicated consumer action column, "Help-Mate,"
and is Nutrition Forum's Washington correspondent. He has
also been editor and publisher of Con$umer New$weekly.

GNC'S DIFFICULTIESCONTINUE
In a strongly worded decision, Federal Trade
Commission administrative law judge Montgomery K.
Hyun has ruled that advertisements for General Nutrition Inc:s Healthy Greens were deliberately misleading.
The product. a pill containing dehydrated vegetables,
vitamins and minerals, had been claimed to reduce the
chances of contracting cancer. About 24,000 bottles
were sold at prices ranging from $8.99 to $12.99. Judge
Hyun's order prohibits the company from falsely claiming that the National Academy of Sciences/National Research Council or other research group has found that
the use of Healthy Greens or similar products reduces
the risk of cancer in humans.
General Nutrition had based some of its ad claims
on the 1982 NAS/NRC report Diet, Nutrition and Cancer. which recommended that people include adequate
amounts of vegetables, fruits and whole-grain cereal
products in their diet. But, noted Judge Hyun. the report
"specifically states that its recommendations apply only
to foods and not to nutrients or supplements:• He also
concluded that "General Nutrition's unconscionable,
false and misleading advertising found in this case is not
an isolated incident but in fact part of a continuing pattern:' He pointed out that the record contains 14 consent
agreements the company entered into with the Postal
Service and one with California authorities to settle
charges of false advertising of food supplements [see NF
47]. Criminal charges are still pending against GNC for

_________________

marketing an evening primrose oil product with illegal
claims that it was effective against high blood pressure.
arthritis. multiple sclerosis and other ailments [see NF
1:20].
Last year, according to Health Foods Business. the
company settled two expensive lawsuits brought by
other supplement manufacturers. In one case. $14 million was paid to the William T. Thompson Co. to settle a
7-year-old suit which had accused GNC of advertising
Thompson products at a 20% discount in order to drive
independent retailers out of business. In the other, GNC
paid Nature Food Centers $3.5 million to settle another
antitrust suit. Health Foods Business has also reported
that General Nutrition closed 20 unprofitable stores last
year and plans to shut down more this year. Now able to
manufacture more products than it can sell. the company plans to enter the private label market through its
subsidiary, General Nutrition Products. Inc.
GNC's difficulties with enforcement agencies appear to have some impact on its marketing practices. Its
flyers still exaggerate the need for ''nutrition insurance"
and falsely suggest that the stress of "traffic jams, arguments. meeting fast-approaching deadlines. or simply
trying to decide what to wear at a party" are reasons to
supplement with vitamin C and B-vitamins [see Consumer Reports, March 1986]. But recent visitors to GNC
stores have found no evidence that illegal therapeutic
claims are still being made for supplement products.
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BRIEFS
Final rules for food irradiation. Health and Human
Services Secretary Otis R. Bowen, M.D., has signed final
regulations to permit low-level irradiation of fruits and
vegetables and increasing the amount of radiation that
can be used on dried herbs and spices. Irradiated foods
must be labeled "treated with radiation" and contain the
international logo of a stylized rose with two petals fsee
NF 3:23). Bowen's predecessor. Margaret M. Heckler. had
tentatively approved use of the word "picowaved" on the
theory that consumers might mistakenly think the food
might be radioactive. But critics of this measure thought
it was unfair to conceal the fact of irradiation. Low-level
radiation can reduce the need for pesticides and inhibit
ripening and spoilage, thus extending shelf life and possibly making some foods more available or less expensive [see NF 2:25-27]. Under the new rules, the purpose
of the irradiation can be included in the labeling statement. For example. a product label could state: "Treated
with irradiation instead of pesticide chemicals to control insect infestation." Bowen urged the FDA and the
food processing industry to study further uses of radiation on food.
Kellogg ends factory tours. The Kellogg Company has
discontinued tours of its cereal production facilities,
which have been open to the public since 1906. The
reasons cited were: 1) foreign cereal producers have
been trying to copy Kellogg's manufacturing techniques:
and 2) the company wishes to reduce the possibility of
sabotage like that involving Tylenol tablets.
Doctor sentenced for cancer fraud. Bruce W. Halstead,
M.D., has been sentenced to four years in prison and
fined $10,000 after conviction on 24 counts of cancer
fraud and grand theft. The sentencing judge indicated
that the prison term might be shortened if Halstead
ceased all medical activities and abandoned the title of
doctor. Press reports indicate that Halstead charged cancer patients $125 to $150 per liter for an herbal tea called
ADS. Although he maintained that ADS was a "nutritional supplement,·• analysis revealed it to be 99.4%
water and a brown sludge composed mainly of coliform
bacteria (the type found in human feces). Halstead, who
operated the Halstead Preventive Medical Clinic in Colton. California. has been a leading promoter of laetrile,
chelation therapy, and many other questionable practices. Following the trial, which lasted five months, Los
Angeles County Deputy District Attorney Hyatt Seligman called him "a crook selling swamp oil.'' The fouryear sentence is probably the longest ever issued to a
physician convicted of health fraud. Halstead is appealing it and remains free on $100,000 bail.

______________

Food prices stable! According to the Food Institute,
foods in the nation's grocery stores cost only 1% more in
February 1986 than they did in February 1985. But nonfood items such as cigarettes, cleaning supplies and
health and beauty aids rose an average of 4.1%.
Cigarette company acquisitions. The American Council on Science and Health believes that the main reason
that R.J. Reynolds bought Nabisco and Philip Morris
bought General Foods last year (the price for each was
more than three times book value) was to increase their
political power. According to an article in the March/
April ACSH News & Views. "Television stations and networks which have not been amenable to tobacco industry blackmail since the government banished cigarette
advertisements from the airwaves in 1971 could now see
heavily advertised products such as BirdsEye frozen
food or Fleischmann's margarine used as threats in case
they dare report on the health hazards of cigarettes ... If
we see an increase in casual smoking in commercials for
products like canned fruit or cookies, it will be because
the advertising professionals will have become aware
that their ultimate clients are cigarette makers."
Data on food ingredients. Food and beverage companies
and manufacturers of food ingredients have formed the
International
Food Information
Council (IFIC) to
provide scientists, media personnel and consumers with
information about food ingredients. Thomas E. Stenzel.
its executive director, has been director of public relations for the National Soft Drink Association. IFIC plans
to approach food ingredient issues individually, starting
with aspartame. Its address is Suite 300, 1250 Eye St.,
N.W., Washington, DC 20005 (telephone 202-289-2005).
Mismanaged yeast infection. Two doctors from UCLA
medical center have reported the case of a 2-year-old
boy who was inappropriately treated by a proponent of
"candidiasis hypersensitivity."
a concept recently denounced as speculative and unproven by the American
Academy of Allergy and Immunology [see NF 3:14-15).
The treatment had been sought because the child had
been suffering from fatigue. crankiness, a runny nose
and other symptoms supposedly found in this condition
as described in the March 1985 issue of Omni magazine.
Although the youngster actually had chronic candidiasis (a yeast infection), treatment as recommended
by leading candidiasis hypersensitivity proponents was
ineffective. His infection was subsequently cured by
correct anti-fungal treatment administered by the reporting doctors [New England Journal of Medicine,
March 27, 1986].
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Chelation therapy. The American Heart Association
has released the following summary statement: "The
American Heart Association's Task Force on New and
Unestablished therapies has reviewed the available literature on the use of chelation (EDTA) in the treatment
of arteriosclerotic heart disease and finds no scientific
evidence to demonstrate any benefit of this form of
therapy. The Task Force recognizes that there have been
no adequate trials using currently approved scientific
methodology to support this therapy. Furthermore, employment of this form of unproven treatment may deprive patients of the well established benefits attendant
to the many other valuable methods of treating these
diseases."

New Pauling book contains dangerous advice! How to
Live Longer and Feel Better ($7.95) has been published
by W.H. Freeman and Company with an initial printing
of 100,000 and publicity that included interviews by
Phil Donahue and Merv Griffin. Unlike Pauling's previous books. it recommends chelation therapy for cardiovascular disease and advises adults to supplement
their diets with 25.000 IU of vitamin A (an amount that
can build up to toxic levels after months or years). Professionals who wish to be prepared for public inquiries
about the book can obtain copies for $7 each plus $1
postage per order from LVCAHF. Inc., P.O. Box 1747, Allentown, PA 18105. Payment must accompany all orders.

Antiquackery idea. Dr. John Renner. Chairman of the
Kansas City Council Against Nutrition Fraud and
Abuse, believes that many people will be protected from
nutrition quackery by passage of state laws making it
illegal for practitioners to sell vitamins and other supplements in their offices. Virtually all practitioners who
do this are promoting unscientific practices. Typically
they sell the supplements for two or three times their
cost-considerably
more than they would cost at a
drugstore.

Health food retailer group folds. The Natural Foods
Network, begun in June 1984 to provide members with
news and scientific information via computer hookup
[see NF 1-16], has ended operations. Membership had
peaked at 165.
Fluoridation promotion. The American Dental Association has decided to set up a demonstration project to
promote fluoridation in selected cities. It is hoped that
the project will spark renewed national interest in fluoridation and provide a model for other communities
wishing to set up a fluoridation campaign.
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Notable quote. "The scientific debunker's job may be
compared to that of a trash collector. The fact that the
garbage truck goes by today does not mean that there
will not be another load tomorrow. But if garbage were
not collected at all. the results would be much worse."
L. Sprague de Camp [Skeptical Inquirer. Spring 1986].

New fluoride regulations. On March 17 the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced final
standards for naturally fluoridated drinking water supplies. The upper limit is now 4 parts per million (ppm),
approximately double the previous allowable level. (In
areas where fluoride is added to drinking water to prevent tooth decay. the usual concentration is 1 ppm.)
Communities with naturally high concentrations of fluoride-most
of which are in Texas and South Carolina-had
asked EPA to raise the upper limit because
fluoride removal is costly. Levels above 2 ppm can cause
mottling, discoloration and pitting of the teeth. However.
the U.S. Surgeon General has concluded that these are
cosmetic rather than health problems. The American
Dental Association. which agrees with this position. had
urged EPA to set no standards at all. Some 280 small
towns with a total population of about 200.000 will now
be exempted from having to reduce the concentrations
of fluoride found naturally in their water. However, suppliers whose level is 2 ppm or higher will be required to
notify customers of this fact. Antifluoridation groups
have opposed raising the standard and claim that higher
fluoride levels can cause serious health problems. The
National Resources Defense Council. an environmental
group which also opposes higher levels, has asked the
U.S. Appeals Court in Washington to review the new
standard. South Carolina is suing EPA to have the standards eliminated.

Instant beer? A small French brewery claims to have
developed an instant beer-made
by adding water to a
special syrup-that
tastes identical to conventionally
brewed beers. According to Business Week. the brewery
plans to test-market the product in Great Britain and
possibly in Saudi Arabia, where alcohol is forbidden.

Free "health food" magazine. Health Today. described
in recent ads as "the life extension magazine,'' is
claimed to reveal "Nature's way to improve your looks,
protect your heart. be more slender, look younger than
your years, and be vitally alive." Edited by Lelord
Kordel. it contains articles and ads about the supposed
wonders of foods and food supplements. Free 3-year
subscriptions can be obtained by sending your name
and address on a postcard to Health Today. Redford-Box
19268-B, Detroit, MI 48219.
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THE IMPACTOF NUTRITION LABELING
Wayne Ellefson
Detailed nutrition labeling made its nationwide
debut in grocery stores in 1975 after publication of the
FDA's labeling requirements. Its introduction stemmed
naturally from growing public interest in diet and
health, and from several studies showing that consumers would welcome nutrition information on product
labels. Labeling was based partly on the notion that consumers wanted such information to make better purchasing decisions and thus improve their diet. The
regulations were designed to satisfy this desire and also
to protect consumers from misleading nutrition claims.
Following recommendations of the 1969 White
House Conference on Food, Nutrition and Health, the
FDA took specific steps to establish regulations with
help from many industry and government organizations. As part of the planning process, three label formats were pretested: expressed percentages of U.S. RDA
values: stars and color codes; and adjectival descriptions. The final format was based on consumers' clear
preference for numerical data.
Since their introduction. labeling regulations
have changed little in substance. Infant formula regulations were added following passage of the Infant Formula Act of 1980. Sodium labeling is being required in
light of research on sodium's role in hypertension, as
well as pressure by medical associations and consumer
groups. And cholesterol labeling is under consideration.
Table 1 summarizes key components of the FDAs
current labeling regulations for reporting nutrition content. This format is required whenever foods are fortified or carry a nutrition claim on their label. If
nutrition labels are used when not required. they must
still comply with these regulations. For most packaged
foods, ingredients must also be listed. The ingredient
used in the largest amount must be listed first, followed
by the others in descending order of amount contained.
However, the actual amounts do not have to be listed.
tJllllt,,.
After nutrition labels began appearing, researchers from academia, industry and government be-
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gan evaluating their impact on consumer behavior.
They studied shopping habits, attitudes, and how individuals processed the information.
Many people-particularly
those who are
health-conscious or on a restricted (low-calorie, low-fat
or low-sodium} diet-deliberately
seek out nutrition labels, use them to choose products, and fully understand
the information they read. The proportion of American
shoppers claiming to utilize nutrition labels has increased steadily from less than 10% in 1972 to over 90%
in 1981. However, although most people have a positive
attitude toward nutrition information, both laboratory
and field experiments show that the number of consumers actually using it to make purchase choices is not as
large. Many reasons for this discrepancy have emerged
from the various studies:
• Although awareness of labels is high, comprehension of the data is not as high.
• Brand loyalty and price can interfere with consumers selecting a product based on nutritional value
alone. Price is an issue with lower income buyers, who
often do not factor nutrition into their decisions. Also,
studies have shown that many food buyers consider nutrition data of less importance than ingredient listings
and taste.
• There exists an apparent threshold effect: if nutrition is perceived to be similar among similar products, consumers
are less likely to use nutrition
information. For example. if consumers perceive all orange juice brands to be similar. then nutrition information is not so important.
• Consumers may use the label to learn initial
information about a product. For individuals who use
information such as calories in planning their daily diet.
the label information may be equally important after
the purchase.
• Other aspects of product labeling, such as descriptive terms, can be equally influential. One study
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showed that consumers considered such phrases as
"sweet and succulent" to be indicators of nutritional
quality.
• Nutritional value is not equally important
across product classes. For example. nutrition labels
may be used more for cereals. which are often purchased for their nutritional value. Candy bars, however,
are generally purchased as a snack food, so nutritional
value is less frequently an issue.
• Effective use of nutrition information is more
likely to effect changes in purchase behavior than individual product labels. In one controlled study. marketing researchers
placed placards containing
the
comparative information in food aisles so they were
easily visible when_ consumers were considering the
items listed. In-store purchases of several products were

monitored. When this information was present. products were selected for nutrient reasons 52% of the time
and the market share of nutritionally better foods increased up to 8%. The researcher concluded that direct
brand comparisons through comparative tables are
easier than a comparison of individual labels. because
they reduce cognitive effort and memory stress.
A similar but larger 2-year study was run by
Giant Foods. Called the "Special Diet Alert," it compared purchases of certain products in 10 stores that
utilized shelf placards to flag nutrition and 10 stores that
did not. The same information was available in the control stores (or on the products themselves). but was not
displayed in a conspicuous manner. The market shares
of the products on the placards increased 4-8%.
These two studies indicate that the actual

TABLE 1: Summary of Nutrition Labeling Requirements
Description
Mandatory Items
Serving size
Servings per container
Calorie content

Protein content
Carbohydrates
Fat
Sodium 2
Percentage of U.S. RDA3
for protein, vitamin A.
vitamin C, thiamine.
riboflavin. niacin,
calcium. iron

_

1

Reporting Requirement
Varies
Varies
0-20 calories to the nearest 2 calories
21-50 calories to the nearest 5 calories
51 + calories to the nearest 10 calories
For 1 gram or more. grams per serving to
the nearest gram
For 1 gram or more. grams per serving to
the nearest gram
For 1 gram or more. grams per serving to
the nearest gram
Milligrams per serving
In 2% increments to 10% level
5% increments to 50% level
10% increments above 50%
< 2%, indicate by "O" or other
appropriate notation

Optional Nutrients (If Naturally Occurring) 4
Percentage of U.S. RDA
In 2% increments to 10% level
for vitamins D, E, and 86 •
5% increments to 50% lelvel
folic acid, vitamin 8 12
10% increments above 50%
phosphorous. iodine,
< 2%. indicate by ''O" or other
magnesium, zinc, copper,
appropriate notation
biotin. pantothenic acid
Nutrition information must be presented in this order.
Sodium content will be mandatory as of July 1, 1986.
3
United States Recommended Daily Allowance.
4
lnformation on potassium, cholesterol. and fatty acids may also be presented. but
if so, it must be included with data on fat.
Source: Code of Federal Regulations. Title 21, Part 101.9 (1985).
1

2
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method of presenting nutrition data appears to affect
consumer behavior. In situations in which the information was made prominent. purchase patterns were altered. Thus it seems that promotional programs are
effective with people interested in nutrition but not deliberately seeking information.
Placing nutrition information on packages and labels and in advertisements has improved company and
store images. For example, one study showed that nutrition signs placed in the produce section of a West Coast
grocery chain gave the store a better overall image. Recognizing this benefit. many producers and retailers use
nutrition labels for a marketing advantage:
• The Produce Marketing Association has been
involved in the development of programs to allow labeling of fresh produce in grocery stores.
• The McDonald's Corporation regularly tests its
products for nutritional
value and publishes comparative product and meal information for distribution
to consumers.
• Campbell's "Soup is good food" advertising campaign is based on this philosophy.
• Companies such as Del Monte are publishing
pamphlets that provide nutrition information on their

_

products and include recipes and meal suggestions.
• The Potato Board conducted a series of nutrition studies designed to promote the image and value of
the potato by showing that it is one of the best vegetables
nutritionally. This endeavor has gone a long way in correcting the potato's image as a high-calorie starchy
food. The Potato Chip/Snack Food Association is using
this approach to promote potato chips.
• The Kroger Company has developed recipes
based on nutritional value and uses these recipes to
promote products.
Ten years ago, there was a question about
whether consumers wanted and needed nutrition labels. Today we ask how they can be most effectively
used. From a regulatory standpoint, labels will most
likely be modified in response to specific health issues.
Regulations should continue to reflect the need to
provide information and protect consumers from misleading claims.

Mr. Ellefson is an account executive with Hazelton Laboratories America, Jnc., Madison, Wisconsin, one of the world's
largest and most respected food testing laboratories.

DR. STARE CRITICIZESDIETARYGUIDELINES
Fredrick

J. Stare, M.D., Ph.D .. has criticized the

1985 Dietary Guidelines

for Americans, issued jointly
by the U.S. Departments of Agriculture and Health and
Human Services [see NF 3:30-31]. Dr. Stare, who served
on the Guidelines' advisory committee, believes that the
following would be more precise and comprehensive:
1. Eat a variety of foods from within each of the
Basic Four Food Groups, including foods with adequate
starch and fiber.
2. Adjust total caloric intake, particularly from
fats, to caloric output, so as to reach a reasonable body
weight.
3. Whenever possible, drink fluoridated water
and beverages made with it.
4. Be prudent in sodium (salt) intake and gener-

ous in calcium intake. particularly after 35-40 years of
age.
5. If you drink alcohol, do so in moderation.
DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE.
6. Physical activity (exercise) is not a part of diet.
but it is the only way to expend the extra calories that
are so pleasant to consume-hence
moderate. frequent
exercise is highly recommended.
7. Enjoy what you eat because eating is one of
the pleasures of life and stop worrying about the safety
of foods. They are safe.
In the January /February issue of Nutrition Today.
Dr. Stare revealed that his guidelines had been proposed
to the advisory committee but were rejected by a
majority.
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BRIEFS
New Zealand girlcott. Vegetarian Times reports that
peace groups are calling for a "girlcott" to protect New
Zealand from possible economic retaliation for banning
nuclear-armed warships in its ports. Under the girlcott
(the opposite of a boycott). peace-minded consumers are
being urged to buy kiwi fruit and other products produced in New Zealand. According to the magazine's editor, Paul B. Obis, Jr.: "Vegetarianism means eating lower
on the food chain, better use of the land, more potential
food, more healthful foods, an end to slaughter."

Raw milk report. A comprehensive 2½-year study
funded by the raw milk industry has concluded that
certified raw milk can contain harmful bacteria capable
of causing serious infection and death in infants, cancer
patients and other individuals with weakened immune
systems. The study. performed by public health specialists from the University of California at Los Angeles,
included a comprehensive literature review and interviews with staff members of the California Department
of Health Services and officials of the Alta-Dena Dairy
(the nation's largest producer of certified raw milk). The
researchers have proposed that strong warning labels be
required on raw milk cartons and that the effectiveness
of the labels be evaluated.

Sugar report. The American Council on Science and
Health has concluded that "sugars do not pose a threat
to health when consumed in the amounts customary in
the United States for the past 50 years, with the exception of the role that sugars and other carbohydrates play
in promoting tooth decay:' For a free copy of the 24-page
report, send a self-addressed, stamped (56ft postage)
4"x9¼" envelope to Sugar Report. ACSH. 47 Maple St ..
Summit, NJ 07901.

FDA's magazine price halved. FDA Consumer. the
agency's outstanding magazine on health, nutrition.
safety and law enforcement, now costs only $9.50/year
for 10 issues. Orders should be sent to the Supt. of Documents. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC
20402.

Cooking contest announced. Amateur and professional
chefs can compete with their peers for cash prizes in a
nationwide cooking contest to be held in over 150 cities
early next year. The entry fee is $100 for professionals
and $50 for others. Applications can be obtained by
writing to: U.S. Chefs Open. 150 Second Avenue North,
Suite 1700. St. Petersburg. FL 33701.

Procter & Gamble merges with Richardson-Vicks.
Procter & Gamble (13.5 billion annual sales} has entered
the "natural foods" marketplace by merging with $1.2
billion Richardson-Vicks. The latter, best known for
Vicks, Oil of Olay and ClearasiL also owns California
Sun (bodycare products}, Mill Creek Natural Care Products. Inc., and Tiger's Milk (candy and snack bars whose
formulation has been attributed to Adelle Davis}.
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"Clinical ecology" blasted. Practitioners of "clinical
ecology" maintain that a broad range of common physical and psychological disorders can be triggered in susceptible persons by low-level exposure to foods,
environmental chemicals and natural inhalants. After
reviewing evidence submitted by practitioners to support their claims. a California Medical Association task
force has concluded that clinical ecology does not constitute a valid medical discipline [Western Journal of
Medicine 144:239-245, 1986]. The task force also concluded: 1}no convincing evidence supports the hypotheses on which clinical ecology is based: 2} clinical
ecologists have not identified specific. recognizable diseases caused by exposure to low-level environmental
stressors; 3} their methods of diagnosing and treating
such undefined conditions as "cerebral allergy'' have
not been shown effective: and 4} it would be misleading
to consider clinical ecology's methods "experimental"
unless its practitioners begin to adhere to scientifically
sound research protocols. The task force report notes
that because the medical community is unwilling to
accept their concepts, many practitioners of clinical
ecology are now identifying themselves as specialists in
"allergy and environmental medicine." Reprints of the
CMA report can be obtained from Linda Ramsey. Director, Division of Scientific and Educational Activities,
California Medical Association, P.O.Box 7690, San Francisco. CA 94120.
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Weight-reduction camps. According to the April Money
Magazine, many summer camps now specialize in
weight-reduction
programs for children and adolescents. Such programs, which include low-calorie diets,
exercise and behavior modification, cost over $3,000 for
an 8-week period. Eleven such camps are operated by
Weight Watchers. 183 Madison Avenue, New York, NY
10016.

New labeling bill. S. 1699 has been introduced to require food labels to provide more information on the fat
and salt content of food products. Called the Nutritional
Information Labeling Act of 1985, the bill would amend
the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act to require that labels
contain: 1) the specific or common name of each fat or
oil: 2) the number of ounces and calories per serving; 3)
the total number of grams and calories of fat per serving:
4) the amounts and calories per serving of saturated.
polyunsaturated
and monounsaturated
fat: 5) the
amount of cholesterol per serving; and 6) the amount of
sodium or potassium if either exceeds 35 mg per serving. The bill's sponsors, Senators Howard Metzenbaum
(D-OH) and Paula Hawkins (R-FL). believe that this information will help consumers reduce their incidence
of heart disease and cancer.

Turkey facts. Single copies of "Turkey ... A Naturally
Lite Meat" are free to food and nutrition professionals
who indicate their title and affiliation and send a selfaddressed, stamped (5611:postage) envelope 6½"x9½" or
larger to: Department of Consumer Affairs. National
Turkey Federation. 11319 Sunset Hills Road. Reston. VA
22090. The 20-page booklet illustrates turkey meat cuts
and provides cooking tips and cost comparisons with
other meats.

Homeopath's license revoked. The North Carolina
Board of Medical Examiners has determined that the
practice of homeopathy by a licensed medical doctor
constitutes unprofessional conduct and justifies revocation of a physician's license to practice medicine. At the
same time. it revoked the license of the state's only homeopathic practitioner. George A. Guess. M.D., unless
he stopped practicing homeopathy.
Homeopathy
is
based on the unscientific theory that infinitesimal doses
of substances which can cause symptoms in healthy
individuals can cure sick individuals who have such
symptoms. Many health food stores sell homeopathic
remedies. The North Carolina State Court has granted
Dr. Guess a temporary stay of the medical board's ruling
so he can continue to practice until his appeal can be
decided by the courts.
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BOOKREVIEWS
Title: The Best Medicine
Authors: Kurt Butler and Lynn Rayner, M.D.
Publisher: Harper & Row, San Francisco
Price: $32.95 hardcover, $16.95 softcover

Mr. Butler, who holds a bachelor's degree in physiology and a master's degree in food and nutritional sciences, is co-founder of the Quackery Action Council. a
National Council Against Health Fraud affiliate group.
Dr. Rayner, a board-certified internist, is assistant professor of medicine at the University of Hawaii's medical
school. Together they have crafted an extraordinary
770-page work intended to help people make choices
not only for themselves but for their communities as
well.
The book has seven main sections: exercise and
fitness: nutrition science and mythology; healthy sex
and reproduction; common disorders-a
prevention approach; drugs and health; controversial alternatives;
and consulting a physician. Laypersons will find the authors' approach highly practical. Professionals may find
the 1ucid explanations useful in talking with patients.
Those interested in quackery will find a surprising
amount of information that is hard to come by.

Title: Abuse of the Scientific Literature in an Antifluoridation Pamphlet (1985)
Editors: Colleen Wulf, R.D.H., M.P.H .. Karen F. Hughes,
R.D.H., M.P.H., Kathleen G. Smith. R.D.H., M.S.,
and Michael Easley, D.D.S., M.P.H.
Publisher: American Oral Health Institute, P.O. Box
151528, Columbus, OH 43215.
Price: $13.50

This 210-page report will be useful to anyone interested in promoting fluoridation. It discusses the principal criticisms
of fluoridation
and examines
the
references cited to support them in the writings of John
Yiamouyiannis,
Ph.D., the nation's most active antifluoridationist. His pamphlet. "Lifesavers Guide to Fluoridation," which is invariably distributed
wherever
community fluoridation is being considered, cites 250
references that supposedly back up his claims. However,
public health experts who traced the references found
that almost half had no relevance to community water
fluoridation and that many others actually support fluoridation
but
were
selectively
quoted
and
misrepresented.

Reviewed by Stephen Barrett, M.D.
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AN IRREVERENTLOOKAT THE VITAMIN BIBLE
AND ITS AUTHOR
James A. Lowell,Ph.D.
According to the advertisements in the newspapers, I was going to learn "How to Live to Be 100 Plus!"
"Its free." said one ad, "and if you are less than a
century old, what have you got to lose?" So, since I am
not quite that old. off I went. pen and notebook in hand,
to a lecture in Tucson conducted by Earl Mindell. R.Ph.,
Ph.D .. "noted nutritionist, pharmacist. lecturer ... and
author of the best selling Earl Mindell's Vitamin Bible."
The lecture was sponsored by two Great Earth
Vitamin Stores located in the Tucson area. Mindell
helped found the Great Earth chain of health food
stores, numbering about 200, which is now the nation's
second largest. He has also written Earl Mindell's Vitamin Bible for Your Kids, Earl Mindell's Pill Bible, Earl
Mindell's Quick & Easy Guide to Better Health. and Earl
Mindell's Shaping Up with Vitamins-books whose total
sales are in the millions.
Mindell claims to hold valid credentials in nutrition. Although he does have a bachelor's degree in pharmacy from the University of North Dakota, his Ph.D. is
from the University of Beverly Hills, an unaccredited
school which lacks a campus or laboratory facilities.
During his speech. Mindell also said that he studied at
Rutgers University. but representatives in Rutgers' records office whom I contacted could find no record of
this.
Mindell's Vitamin Bible was written while he was
working toward his Ph.D. His adjunct faculty adviser for
the project was James Kenney. Ph.D., R.D .. who is currently a nutritionist at the Pritikin Longevity Center in
Santa Monica, California. Kenney reviewed the manuscript while tutoring Mindell and told him that it contained over 400 errors, more than 100 of which were
important. Kenney told me that most of the errors remain in the published edition. The acknowledgments
section of the book recognizes Dr. Kenney for his help
and also thanks the American Medical Association. the
National Academy of Sciences, the National Dairy
Council. the American Academy of Pediatrics, and the
Nutrition Foundation, "without whom a project of this
scope could never have been completed.'' However, the
fact that all of these prestigious organizations would
strenuously disagree with information in the book is not
mentioned.
In a section entitled "The Whole Truth." Vitamin
Bible tells what each vitamin and mineral can supposedly do for you and gives advice for self-treatment
with supplements of many of them. For example. it suggests pantothenic acid for tingling hands and feet. vi-
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tamin D for conjunctivitis, and calcium for menstrual
cramps. This section also promotes substances which
Mindell calls "vitamins" B10 , B11'B13 , B15 , B17 , P, T, and U.
There is no evidence that any of these substances are
essential to humans or that supplements of any of them
are beneficial. Furthermore, B15 (pangamic acid) and B17
(laetrile) pose health risks. Another section of the book
recommends self-treatment with supplements for more
than 50 ailments and conditions including acne, bad
breath, baldness. headaches. measles, mumps. prostatitis, syphilis. gonorrhea and warts.
In Vitamin Bible for Kids. Mindell advises parents
who suspect that their child is deficient in any nutrient
to consult a "nutritionally oriented doctor" or (if mineral
deficiency is suspected) to obtain a hair analysis. Among
other things. the book recommends vitamin supplements for acne, bronchitis, athlete's foot. canker sores,
chickenpox, clumsiness, colitis, dandruff, diabetes, forgetfulness, impetigo. insect bites, prickly heat, poison
ivy, stomachaches. tonsillitis, and warts. For multiple
sclerosis, it recommends orotic acid. which Mindell refers to as vitamin B13 • And for children "whose little
white lies are growing darker." he recommends eliminating sugars. refined starches. and junk foods from the
diet and supplementing with B-complex vitamins.
Mindell is co-editor of Keats Publishing Company's "Good Health Guides," a large series of booklets
promoting dozens of questionable supplements. His fellow editor is Richard A. Passwater, whose "Ph.D." is from
Bernadean University. an unaccredited correspondence
school that was never legally authorized to grant any
degrees.
Mindell has also written information sheets that
are distributed as educational material in health food
stores. Although all of them warn that the information
they contain "is not intended as medical advice but only
as a guide in working with your doctor," it is clear that
health food stores are using them to boost product sales
by making claims that would be illegal on product
labels.
The Lehigh Valley Committee Against Health
Fraud has collected more than 60 of these articles dated
between 1980 and 1984. Some of them describe how
various vitamins, minerals and amino acids function in
the body and provide tidbits on research involving these
substances. Others promote such products as ginseng.
bee pollen, chelated minerals, kelp (to help the thyroid
gland). yucca extract tablets (for arthritis), papaya (to
help digestion), octacosonol ("the amazing energy sus-
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tainer"), and golden seal root (for stomach and liver
troubles).
Most of the information sheets are misleading,
and many contain errors. In #63, for example. Mindell
states that research done at Temple University in Philadelphia found that rats fed dehydroepiandrosterone
(DHEA) lost weight. What actually happened was that
rats who received dosages 50 times greater than those
marketed for humans did not lose weight but merely
gained less than expected. Great Earth was one of many
companies selling DHEA pills as a "fat fighter" until the
FDA ordered all DHEA products off the market in the
spring of 1985 [see NF 2:30. 2:46. 2:47].
Flyer #44B suggests that supplements
of
glucomannan (a plant fiber) are an effective appetite
suppressant-which
they are not. A previous version of
this flyer claimed that studies conducted by Judith
Stern, D.Sc., of the University of California at Davis.
showed that subjects taking glucomannan lost more
weight than control subjects. Actually, no significant
differences were found between the two groups, and
mention of Dr. Stern was deleted after she threatened to
take legal action.
Flyer #4B suggests that supplementation
with
lecithin can prevent heart disease, aid anemia,
strengthen weak muscles. reverse psoriasis, improve
memory and balance. and even "appears to help multiple sclerosis." (Mindell sometimes calls lecithin "the
Rota-Rooter of the nutritional world" because "it cleans
out blood vessel walls.")
Flyer #31 claims that superoxide dismutase
(SOD) is an "anti-aging enzyme" which may be effective
against arthritis, atherosclerosis. cancer and senility.
Even if this were true, SOD in pill form could not possibly be effective. Tests on animals have shown that oral
supplementation does not affect tissue SOD activity-a
finding easily predictable from the fact that SOD, like all
other proteins. would be digested rather than absorbed
intact into the body.
Flyers #9A and #9B endorse the theory of Dr.
Benjamin Frank Lhat increasing intake of RNA and
DNA through dietary measures or supplements will "reverse the aging process." [Dr. Frank's No-Aging Diet. popular a decade ago. recommended eating sardines, yeast
and other foods rich in these nucleic acids.] Nucleic
acids. found in all living matter, are basic to cell reproduction. Like SOD. however, those that are eaten are
digested and never reach the cells intact. Moreover. nucleic acids are like specific blueprints. If DNA and RNA
from yeasts or sardines could actually work in humans,
they would turn them into young yeasts or baby
sardines.
Mindell says that everyone should take supplements. He claims that foods from the grocery store are
depleted of vitamins and minerals and therefore are nu-
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tritionally inadequate. He says that smokers need extra
vitamin C, those who drink alcohol need extra B-vitamins, and that women taking birth control pills need
extra B6 • During his talk in Tucson, Mindell said he
personally takes "20-odd" supplements twice daily. He
also said that "natural" vitamins like natural vitamin C
with rose hips are better than synthetic ones. Even
Linus Pauling, whom Mindell frequently quotes, has
pointed out that there is no difference between the two
in nutritional value.
Mindell's lecture included advice that is potentially dangerous. He said, for example, that vitamin A is
safe in amounts up to 100,000 IU per day and that any
potentially toxic doses carry warnings. Neither of these
statements is true. Cases have been reported in which
daily dosage with 25,000 IU of vitamin A has caused
toxic levels to build up in the body over periods of
months or years. And supplements of this strength do
not contain warning labels.
Mindell also recommended
exclusive use of
whole grains, saying these cannot be harmful unless
massive amounts are eaten. Whole-grain foods are perfectly fine for people who are healthy as long as they
don't eat too many of them. However. whole grains contain phytates, which can prevent mineral absorption.
Americans with borderline intakes of some minerals
could become mineral-deficient by consuming excessive amounts of whole cereal grains and fiber.
Mindell told the audience that 300 milligrams
daily of zinc supplementation is safe, but research reported in the Journal of the American Medical Association [246:2188, 1978] shows that dosages of more than
150 milligrams daily may cause serious copper loss. According to Dr. Harold Sandstead, a major zinc researcher, people who take more than 50 milligrams of
zinc a day should have their copper levels monitored. In
fact, it has been reported that supplements of only 15
milligrams per day can cause above-normal copper loss
[Journal of Nutrition 108:1449, 1976].
At one point during his talk. Mindell tried to persuade a member of the audience to follow his advice
rather than that of his doctor by claiming that medical
doctors are ignorant about vitamins.
Now retired from active management
of his
stores, Mindell spends much of his time writing, lecturing and appearing on talk shows. Despite the astonishing number of inaccuracies he has been promoting, his
ideas are rarely questioned in encounters with members of the media.

Dr. Lowell, a board member of the National Council Against
Health Fraud, is Professor of Life Sciences at Pima Community
College, Tucson, Arizona, and writes occasionally for The Arizonc1 Daily Star.
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MOREHERBRESEARCHNEEDED
Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D.
When experts are asked whether a particular
herb is really good for such things as upset stomach.
insomnia or headache, the answer is usually. "We honestly don't know," or somewhat less frequently. "It depends." Such responses are necessary because, in most
cases. the botanical. chemical. pharmacological. and
therapeutic research needed to permit a definitive response has never been carried out. Still, with the popularity which the use of herbal medications has now
attained. this kind of research is urgently needed.
The reasons why it is not being done already are
complex but basically involve money. Before drugs can
be marketed in the United States. they must be proven
both safe and effective in human beings. This lengthy.
complicated procedure now costs an estimated $75 million for a single medication. Because most herbs have
been around for a long time. the chance of obtaining
patent protection on new findings concerning one of
them is slight; therefore, the discovery cannot remain
the exclusive property of the organization conducting
the costly research. This reduces the incentive to conduct such research to nearly zero.
Some research is being carried out. but mainly in
developing nations where herbal medicine is an accepted form of treatment. Unfortunately. the studies are
often poorly designed and do not yield scientifically
valid results.
There are some exceptions.
A few technologically advanced nations, such as the German
Federal Republic (West Germany). which have a long
tradition of using plant-derived drugs. have capable scientists who do produce new and useful answers to some
of our longstanding questions about herbs. Let's look at
two examples.
Calamus, or sweet flag, the aromatic rhizome
(underground stem) of Acorus calamus L.. has been used
since biblical times, primarily as a digestive aid and
flavoring agent. Tests conducted in 1967 showed that the
volatile oil of Jammu (Indian) calamus produced malignant tumors in rats. This activity. resulting from a high
concentration (ca. 75%) of ,B-asarone in the oil. caused
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to ban calamus
for human use in 1974.
Studies carried out since that time in Germany
and The Netherlands have revealed that the matter is
not as simple as first thought. The oil of a North American variety of A. calamus contains no carcinogenic /3asarone: the European type contains relatively little.

_____________________

and Asian types contain large to very large amounts. So
oil from the North American calamus can be used to
produce a useful antispasmodic product devoid of any
hazard to human health.
For years. a sedative action has been attributed to
hops. the scaly, cone-like fruits of Humulus lupulus L.
Hop pickers working in the field seemed to tire easily;
mothers filled small pillows with hops and placed them
under their children's heads to encourage sleep. Until
recently, no active principle capable of producing this
effect had been identified in hops. so the reported activity was thought to result from a placebo effect.
But' in 1982. German scientists reported that hops
contains a volatile. unsaturated alcohol identified as 2methyl-3-butene-2-ol. Although it existed only in traces
in the fresh plant material. its concentration increased
during storage at room temperature until it reached a
level of about 0.15% after two years. In rat studies this
compound showed a definite sedative/hypnotic
effect
and. being volatile, could account for the effectiveness
of hops pillows. The active principle of hops is also
closely related chemically to 3-methyl-1-pentine-3-ol. a
hypnotic drug now sold in Europe under the trade name
Allotropal.
These are just two examples of potentially fruitful results that can be obtained by applying modern
research methods to ancient herbal drugs. Additional
studies of this sort are urgently needed to provide definitive answers to questions about these interesting and
potentially useful remedies. Much of the advice in this
field is simply copied from the writings of the 16th century English herbalist John Gerard or the 17th century
English apothecary-astrologer
Nicholas Culpeper. Instead of relying on such outdated information. herbal
advocates would be well advised. to encourage competent researchers to undertake studies in this area. Preliminary work could be carried out with relatively
modest financing. If initial findings prove promising.
more substantial support might become available from
governmental, industrial or private sources, including
foundations.

Dr. Tyler, Dean of Purdue University's School of Pharmacy,
Nursing, and Health Sciences. is an expert in pharmacognosy
(the science of medicines from natural sources) and author of
The Honest Herbal. an evaluation of popular herbs.
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THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
OF NUTRITIONAL CONSULTANTS:
WHO AND WHAT DOESIT REPRESENT?
StephenBarrett, M.D.
" ... Whatever your specialty, one thing is certain.
If you offer nutrition or dietary counseling as part of
your service, you should proclaim your professional status by joining the American Association of Nutritional
Consultants. When you display the prestigious A.A.N.C.
Membership Certificate on your wall, you make your
clients, patients. and professional colleagues aware of
your commitment to high standards and professional
competence in Nutrition Counseling. And you demonstrate your dedication to lhe cause of good health
through nutrition by supporting your Professional
Association."
So states "An Open Letter To All Health Professionals" in recent issues of The Nutrition & Dietary Consultant. the monthly publication of the American
Association of Nutritional Consultants (AANC), 2375
East Tropicana, Suite 270, Las Vegas, NV 89109. The
certificate-printed
on imitation parchment paper and
complete with gold seal and red ribbon-does
indeed
look attractive and professional. But those who encounter it would be wise to look closely at what it signifies.
AANC's roots

According to AANC's founder, Henry Holcomb.
the group began operations in 1981 as the American Association of Nutrition & Dietary Consultants (AANDC).
During 1983, AANDC assumed its current name and
absorbed a similar group, the International Academy of
Nutritional Consultants (IANC).
IANC was formed in 1979 by Kurt Donsbach,
O.C., founder and president of Donsbach University
School of Nutrition, an unaccredited correspondence
school. Donsbach, dubbed ''the vitamin king" by the Los
Angeles Times, is also board chairman of the National
Health Federation. a group which promotes the gamut
of unorthodox health practices. In 1970, while Donsbach
operated a health food store, agents of the Fraud Division of the California Bureau of Food and Drug observed

__________________

him representing that vitamins, minerals and herbal tea
would control cancer, cure emphysema (a chronic lung
disease), and the like. Charged with nine counts of such
illegal activity, Donsbach pleaded guilty to practicing
medicine without a license and agreed to cease "nutritional consultation." Currently he is therapy director of
the Biogenesis Institute, a Mexican clinic offering "aging
rejuvenation," "immune stimulation," and "guaranteed"
treatment of arthritis. cancer, cardiovascular disease,
multiple sclerosis and other ailments.
Regular IANC membership. which was open to
anyone, cost $10 per year (later raised to $12/year) and
included a subscription to its journal. "Professional
membership," which cost $50 per year, included a directory listing plus a "beautiful certificate for your office."
Sustaining membership, $150 a year. entitled members
to a 15% discount on advertising in the journal. Most of
the 50 or so sustaining members had commercial interests in methods promoted by the journal. Applicants for
professional or sustaining membership were asked to
name their professional degree and specialty. However.
no questions were asked about the origin of the degree,
and no effort was made to check the credentials or reputation of any applicant.
In 1979, IANC began publishing The Journal of
the International Academy of Nutritional Consultants
with a press run of 25,000 copies. most of which were
sent free-of-charge to chiropractors. Its first editor was
Alan Nittler, M.D., a California physician who had lost
his license to practice medicine in 1975 as a result of
using unproven "nutritional therapies." After three issues he was replaced by Hans Kugler, Ph.D., president of
the International
Academy of Wholistic Health and
Medicine, and author of Seven Keys to a Longer Life. In
1981. the journal was renamed Health Express, Donsbach took over as editor-in-chief, and marketing was
begun through health food stores and newsstands. During most of 1982, Holcomb served as editor. general manager, and director of sales, while Donsbach was listed on
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the masthead either as editorial director or as editor-inchief.
AANC's membership structure is similar to that
of IANC: associate membership costs $30, professional
membership costs $50, sustaining membership costs
$100, and lifetime membership is $250. In June 1986, it
listed 111 lifetime members. During most of AANC's existence, membership applications have asked nothing
about qualifications but noted that "degree initials, if
any" would appear on the certificate if included on the
application.
AANC's monthly publication

AANC's "journal" has been published under various names and in several formats. It began in 1983 as a
tabloid newspaper called The Nutrition and Dietary
Consultant and was renamed The Nutritional Consultant later that year. When IANC and AANC merged,
their publications merged to become The Nutritional
Consultant & Health Express ("The Magazine People
Read For Nutritional Advice"). Toward the end of 1984.
it was called Your Nutritional Consultant ("The Magazine America Reads for Nutritional Advice"). In 1985 it
again became The Nutrition & Dietary Consultant
("America's Only Journal For The Practicing Professional").
Until recently. Henry Holcomb was designated as
publisher and Myra E. Holcomb, who was also AANC's
executive secretary, was listed as editor and general
manager. The Statement of Ownership, Management
and Circulation submitted to the Postal Service in October 1985 listed the two of them as owners and declared
a paid circulation of 8.196. down from 12,685 in 1984. In
March 1986. however. Henry's name disappeared without explanation from AANC publications and Myra was
designated as publisher and editor. At the same time,
the journal reverted to tabloid newspaper format in
order to save money.
For the first few issues after the merger that
formed AANC, its national board of counselors was
listed on the journal's masthead with Donsbach as
chairman. But a few months later, this listing was
dropped and Donsbach 's name appeared as one of six
contributing editors. At various times, AANC's letterhead has listed seven, eight or nine members on its
national board of counselors. one of whom, until recently, was Gary Pace, of Garden City, New York. In July
1985, Pace, who holds a "Ph.D." from Donsbach University, was accused by the New York State Attorney General of misrepresenting
his credentials, practicing
medicine without a license, and defrauding more than
250 clients. Actions were also begun to stop Donsbach
University from marketing its courses to New York State
residents [see NF 2:70-71 ].
Shortly after the attorney ge11eral took action,
Holcomb notified AANC members in Northeastern
states that Pace had temporarily obtained permission to

____________________

_

solicit funds to set up New York and North East chapters
of AANC. The notice stated that Pace had announced
his election as president of the New York Chapter without actually holding elections. that he had refused to
render a financial accounting to AANC headquarters.
that he was "illegally circulating a letter on AANC stationery soliciting funds in the name of AANC." Pace was
then removed from the AANC board, and Donsbach's
name disappeared from the masthead of The Nutrition
and Dietary Consultant.
AANC says its journal is "edited specifically for
you who do now, or plan in the future, to earn all or part
of your income through counseling on good health or
proper nutrition. and for those of you who offer nutritional advice as part of your overall professional services:' Each issue contains articles promoting unproven
and unscientific practices as well as ads for questionable
products, some of which have been subjected to government enforcement action for misbranding. At various
times, AANC members have been promised two
monthly journals (each with various names). one geared
to professionals and the other to "knowledgeable"
laypersons. But as noted above. only one has been published so far.
AANC's directory

AANC's 1986 National Profile Directory of Nutritional Consultants lists 686 practicing "professional nutritionists," but states that since listing requires a
written request. the list "in no way represents the total
membership of AANC which at press time stood at
5.618:' (This number is probably inaccurate because it is
identical with the number listed in the 1985 directory.)
The directory is intended to facilitate member-to-member referrals and is to be distributed free at health
shows, seminars. conventions. and other distribution
points where it can reach potential clients. Listings include the consultant's
name. address. telephone
number, tests utilized, modalities offered, and areas of
specialization. Nineteen percent of those cited are chiropractors. Nine percent have no listed degree, 12% a
B.A. or B.S.. 10% an M.A. or M.S .. 23% a Ph.D .. and 3% a
medical degree. The rest displayed one or more of some
40 sets of initials, many of which I could not recognize.
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"Tests utilized" include complete workup by a
medical doctor, hair analysis, herbal crystallization,
urine ana]ysis, blood analysis, a test to determine metabolic type, a saliva test. iridology, kinesiology, computerized questionnaires. diet analysis, and cytotoxic
testing.
"Modalities offered" include acupressure, acupuncture, intravenous chelation therapy, oral chelation
therapy. general medicine, detoxification, herbology,
homeopathy, hypnosis. naturopathy, nursing, optometry, osteopathy, reflexology. colonic irrigation. chiropractic. dentistry.
biofeedback,
hydrotherapy,
massage, yoga and megavitamin and mineral therapy.
The "nutritional support specialties" are allergies.
cancer, diabetic nutrition, drug rehabilitation, endocrine disturbances, general nutrition, geriatric nutrition. hypoglycemia. pediatric nutrition, skin conditions,
smoking cessation. sports nutrition, stress management,
temporomandibular joint dysfunction. weight control,
premenstrual syndrome. prenatal nutrition. heart and
blood conditions. digestive problems, and spines. bones.
joints.
AANC'sdirectories contain ads similar to those in
its journal. The 1985 directory included ads for homeopathic remedies, pau d'arco [a supposed cancer remedy
described in NF 2:8]. amino acid products. two "oral
chelation'' products that were subsequently ordered off
the market, a colonic irrigator, and hair analysis (for
which AANC members receive a 36% discount). The
current directory includes ads for food supplements and
a Mexican hospital where laetrile and other quack
treatments are administered.

plus the name and address of another dog.
In January 1985, ads in The Nutrition & Dietary
Consultant began inviting readers to send for a "Member Application and Qualifications Questionnaire:· The
application asks for name, address, phone number,
school attended, major. degree and year earned, how
long the applicant has been involved professionally in
the field of nutrition, names of other health associations
to which the applicant belongs, and the names of two
nutrition-oriented
health care professionals who can
provide references. After this process began, an individual known to me completed an application under an
assumed name. listing a degree from a nutrition diploma mill and providing appropriate references. Membership was granted as soon as the application was
received. AANC did write to the persons listed as references-not
for information about the applicant, but to
ask them to join AANC! Another person I know bypassed the application process and simply sent a $50
check and the name and address of her pet hamster. She
too was notified of acceptance within a few days. The
last few issues of The Nutrition and Dietary Consultant
contain a coupon application for membership which, as
in previous years, asks only the applicant's name, address, and "degree initials, if anY:'
The application for AANC's malpractice insurance policy is also curious. AANC's professional members are eligible for a $1,000,000/$3,000,000
policy. The
premium varies from $52 to $138 according to the
number of hours worked per week. But the application
asks nothing about the applicants training. credentials.
or type of practice!

Anyone can join

"Certification"

It is clear that membership in AANC and its predecessors has been open to anyone. In 1983, Sassafras
Herbert (a poodle) became a professional member of
AANDC and Charlie Herbert (a cat) secured professional membership in IANC. Both were household pets
of Victor Herbert, M.D.. J.D.. a prominent nutrition scientist. All Dr. Herbert did was submit their name and
address plus $50. According to a story in The Washington Post,when a reporter asked Henry Holcomb how
Sassafras Herbert could have gained admission to
AANDC , he replied that a "membership profile'' should
have been sent for completion.
The article also quoted Kurt Donsbach as saying
that professional members in IANC were required to
have "adequate professional background ... either a
degree in the healing arts or a graduate of Donsbach
University." The IANC application had asked four questions on professional background. but "Charlif," had left
them b]ank. Despite widespread publicity of the pets'
entry into the world of nutritional consultation, their
memberships were not cancelled. After the AANDC
membership year was up, Dr. Herbert obtained a new
"professional membership" in AANC by sending $50

AANC's professional members are alse1invited to
become "Certified Nutrition Consultants:· According to
AANC, "The trademark designation CNC after a Nutritional Consultant's name testifies to the world that the
practitioner's qualifications have been certified by his or
her Professional Association-that
he or she has met
professional requirements in addition to. and beyond,
normal academic studies and/or professional experience:· Some AANC literature refers to an "RNC" designation for "Registered Nutritional Consultant." In June
1986, AANC Jisted 85 "Certified
Nutritional
Consultants:'
According to an article by Myra Holcomb. CNC
applicants must be professional members in good standing in AANC "and have met the high eligibility requirements for membership:' However. the CNC application
form asks nothing about training.
experience
or
qualifications, but merely requests the names of three
professional references (which are not contacted). Applicants must pay a $150 fee. demonstrate knowledge of
practice management and the laws pertaining to nutritional consulting, and pass a self-administered 2,000q uestion test on general and applied nutrition. They
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asked to choose "the most accurate" answer even
though in some cases, "if the candidate is real sharp and
wants to get tricky, he or she might be able to point to
special cases or circumstances
where none of the
choices is correct:' Nutrition experts who reviewed portions of the exam at my request have noted that many
questions have no correct answer and that the test contains many misspelled words. The clinical ·significance
of some questions-like
one about whether whole
wheat flour can support the life of weevils-is rather
obscure.

must acknowledge in writing that information presented in the certification program is not intended as a
substitute for licensed medical care, and is offered for
educational purposes only.'' And they must release
AANC "from any damages. claims, or liabilities whatsoever resulting from the information presented." Successful applicants receive an attractive certificate.
The CNC nutrition exam is divided into sections
on basic anatomy, principles of nutrition, vitamin
therapy, nutrition and common ailments. biochemical
individuality, higher nutrition, orthomolecular nutrition. nutrition against disease. diet and disease, child
nutrition, geriatrics, acquired body toxins and their
elimination, and psychodietetics. Candidates are required to submit a notarized statement that no "second
party" helped with the test. but they are given a list of
books. purchasable from AANC. each of which can help
answer the questions in one section of the test.
The test questions are divided about equally into
multiple choice and true/false types. Candidates are
0

_____

"Nutritionist" licensing
As noted in the May 1985 Nutrition Forum, dietitians have been spearheading bills to restrict use of the
word "nutritionist" to individuals with recognized credentials. Some of the bills also define "nutrition practice" and restrict it to licensed practitioners. This drive
was stimulated largely by the rise of unaccredited nutri-

MORE CREDENTIALS,ANYONE?____

• The American Nutrition Consultants Association (ANCA), 700 East Green St., Pasadena, CA 91101,
established in 1977, is open to "anyone interested in the
fields of nutritional
science and nutritional
consultation, and in developing. perfecting and updating
one's scope of nutritional knowledge." ANCAs only requirements for membership are payment of $35 and
completion of an application form which asks for one's
name, address. telephone number, gender. age (optional). and spouse's name. Years ago there was an optional question about professional activities; but forms
distributed recently no longer have this. Members receive a certificate suitable for framing and a monthly
newsletter called Life Lines.
ANCA's brochure suggests that "every normal.
healthy man, woman and child should seek the advice
of a nutritionist for evaluation of his/her nutritional
needs:· So should people involved in active sports, children, teenagers. pregnant women, persons suffering
from chronic diseases such as arthritis and multiple
sclerosis, individuals on medication, people with weight
problems, people over 60, and people in job or life-related stress situations.
The catalogue for ANCAs unaccredited School of
Nutritional Science defines a nutrition consultant as:
"one who is trained in the science of dietetics and nutrition for the purpose of providing information to the public as a consultant in the matters of achieving proper
dietary regimens for maintaining a state of optimal
health. The profession is often practiced in conjunction
with the distribution
of health foods and food

_____________________
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supplements:·
ANCA's president, James D. Flaherty, Ph.D., is administrator and sole faculty member of the school. According to him. "The world is waiting for people
knowledgeable in nutrition for the purpose of maintaining a state of optimal health ... These people have the
opportunity of becoming a part of the biggest boon to
humanity since time began:' His 60-lesson correspondence course, which costs $495 and must be completed
within six months, is composed of material he has written. According to the catalogue, "a Diploma is awarded
for satisfactory completion of the course, or a Certificate
of Completion for unsatisfactory completion of the
course:· Flaherty's "doctoral degree" in nutrition is from
unaccredited Donsbach University.
All ANCA members and graduates of its school
are offered free listing in ANCAs Registry of Nutrition
Consultants. According to ANCA, "the fact of registration establishes
you as a Registered
Nutrition
Consultant:'
• The American Nutritional Medical Association
(ANMA), 1326 Dearborn St., Gary, IN 46403, was
founded in 1982 to promote increased public understanding and legal recognition of "nutritional medicine
and alternative holistic health care:· Its manifesto defines nutritional medicine as "that branch of alternative
health care which deals with the treatment or prevention of disease through the use of vitamins, minerals,
herbs, amino acids, homeopathy, and natural health
care education and counseling. This is NOT a branch of
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tion schools and organizations such as AANC. The dietitians believe-as I do-that government should try to
protect the public against individuals who misrepresent
their credentials.
AANC is one of the groups fighting against these
bills. It has urged formation of state chapters and has
even drafted a model "Nutritional Counselors Licensing
Act" of its own. The bill defines "Nutrition Counselor"
as someone who charges money for nutrition counseling. nutrition care service, or nutrition education. "Nutrition counseling" includes "assessment of nutritional
needs and food patterns ... and the recommending of
appropriate nutritional intake, for both normal and
therapeutic needs:·
Section 5(h) of the bill states: "An applicant's
method of study. or educational preparation for the examination, or schools, or colleges, or universities attended shall not be a concern of the [licensing] Board.
Such considerations shall be considered discriminatory.
Determination of the applicant's knowledge of nutrition
shall be based solely upon results of the written
examination:·

What examination? "To facilitate and assist the
Board in the writing of the examination," says Section
6(i). "the Board shall base the examination questions
upon the examination (consisting of 2,000 questions)
currently in use by The American Association of Nutritional Consultants in its Member Certification program.
and upon such tests offered by other nutrition-oriented
professional or trade associations. deleting or adding
any question the Board deems appropriate:· In other
words. the questions are to be supplied by AANC and
like groups whose members would presumably have access to them before taking the test.
Section 6(a) states that, "Until such date as the
First Board shall provide a written and approved examination ... any person applying for licensure, who meets
all the other requirements as set down in this act and
upon the payment of $100.00 application fee shall be
granted a temporary license." (The "other requirements"
are met by being at least 18 years of age, a high school
graduate. and of good moral character.) Section 7(c)

allopathic
medicine.
and practitioners
of NUTRIMEDICAL ARTS and SCIENCES should never let
their patients think so!"
ANMA offers its members "registration and/or
certification in various "alternative health care specialties." Its members may become Fellows of such august bodies as the American
Board of Family
Nutrimedicists. the American College of Naturopathy,
the American College of Otology, the American Board of
Homeopathy. and the American Board of Nutrimedical
Obstetricians and Gynecologists. Certification is also
available as a chiropathic therapist, massage therapy
technician,
nutritional
medical counselor,
nutrimedicist, and naturodermacist. (None of these "credentials" is recognized by the scientific community.)

University). which offers a variety of degrees and certificates through correspondence courses. Its 1-year Doctor
of Nutritional Medicine (N.M.D.) course costs $1,895,
but ANMA publications indicate that "nonacademic
N.M.D. degrees" have been awarded to members who
already held a doctoral degree or qualified through
other experience. About half of those listed in ANMA's
directory have "NMD" after their name. The 1½-year
Doctor of Chiropathy (D.C.M.) course costs $2,400. The
Nutritional Medical Counselor (N.M.C.) course costs
$800. ANMA members receive a 10% discount. Students
who pass with lower than a C average are issued a certificate of completion rather than a diploma.
• The American Holistic Health Sciences Association. 1766 Cumberland Green, Suite 208, St. Charles, IL
60174, formed in 1979, charges $70 for first-year membership and $40 per year thereafter. Upon acceptance,
members receive a hand-calligraphed certificate stating
that they have "been elected by the A.H.H.S.A. board of
examiners as a Fellow of the Society of Nutrition and
Preventive Medicine in recognition of the contributions
made towards the promotion and advancement of scientific nutrition and preventive healthcare:' Each also receives a certificate from AHHSA's National Board of
Registration and Examination stating that he has "completed all required prerequisites ... and is hereby recorded as a Registered Holistic Practitioner." Members
also receive a free copy of the book How To Practice
Nutritional Counseling Legally Without Being Guilty Of
Practicing Medicine Without A License, by Chester P.
Yozwick, C.N.A., N.D., P.M.D.

Regular ANMA membership is $100 for the first
year and $50 per year thereafter. but discounts are
sometimes offered. Associate membership costs $60 for
the first year and $40 thereafter. Although the application asks for education and professional affiliations,
these are not verified. Members who recruit new members receive a $5 commission. The 1986 ANMA Directory indicates that there are about 200 members in the
United States. Among those listed are Linus Pauling.
Ph.D .. Bruce W. Halstead, M.D .. and Robert Mendelsohn, M.D. For an additional $25, ANMA members
can join the United Natural Health Association, from
which they receive a Certificate of Fellowship.
ANMA operates John E Kennedy College of Nutrimedical Arts & Sciences (American Nu trimedical
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states that persons employed and supervised by a licensed nutritional counselor do not have to be licensed.
The proposed seven-person board, chosen by the
state governor, is to be composed of two licensed nutritional counselors and two public members. Professional
members of the first board are to have been practicing
nutrition counseling for at least five years. Section 3(k)
states that they may not have been officers of "a professional society or trade association of nutritionists or dietitians" during the year prior to appointment. But
Section 3(1) states that they cannot have "a financial
interest in, or be engaged in. any business or company
or employed in such interests involved in the sale of
nutrition related products such as food or food supplements:· Since most AANC members appear to sell food

_

supplements, it is unclear who the group expects to be
eligible.
Several things are clear, however. AANC is promoting a wide variety of unscientific nutrition theories
and practices. Its application process and credentials are
a sham. Its members are not required to have any legitimate training. And it wants state governments to allow
them to practice as they please.
In my opinion, AANC does have a potentially valuable aspect. Membership in the group is a reliable sign
of someone NOT to consult for advice.

_....,·
.,

Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is
co-author/editor of 20 books including Vitamins and "Health"
Foods:The Great American Hustle.

BRIEFS
Amway fine expected. Under a proposed consent decree, Amway Corporation will pay a $100.000 civil
penalty to settle Federal Trade Commission charges that
in 1983 the company violated a previous Commission
order by making earnings claims for its distributors
without disclosing actual average gross income figures.
In 1979, the Commission had ordered that whenever the
company makes above-average earnings or sales claims,
it must disclose clearly and conspicuously either the
average earnings of all distributors or the percent of distributors who actually earned the amount claimed. Amway manufactures and markets food supplements and
various other products through a multilevel organization in which distributors resell to other distributors or
sell directly to consumers. The proposed consent decree
is subject to federal court approval.
Aspartame update. Opponents of aspartame lost another round in their efforts to force the FDA to hold new
hearings on aspartame's safety when the U.S. Supreme
Court refused without comment to hear an appeal by
the Community Nutrition Institute and other critics.
Last September. a U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled
that the FDA had followed proper procedure in approving the sweetener [see NF 2:85]. According to American
Medical News. recent claims by Dr. Richard Wurtman
that 86 aspartame users had experienced seizures have
not persuaded the FDA that aspartame is unsafe. but the
agency has offered to help set up a controlled study
involving some or all of the alleged victims. Meanwhile,
however, Dr. Andrew Kulcyzchi, Jr., of Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis, has reported confirmation by double-blind studies of allergic reactions to
aspartame in five women whose symptoms included
hives. itching, rashes and swelling.

_____________________

The next Herbalife? United Sciences of America (USA),
a multilevel company with many prominent scientists
on its advisory board, appears to be growing rapidly.
According to one of its leading distributors, the company acquired more than 40,000 distributors and had
sales in the tens of millions during its first five months of
operation. It is selling four products: an antioxidant formula, a fish oil formula, a fiber candy bar, and a
powdered meal substitute. The company's introductory
videotape. which refers to cancer and heart disease,
states (falsely) that USA's products are "a complete nutritional program to protect us from the growing dangers
that are threatening the health of our nation."

~

Meat consumption trends. According to The Food Institute, per capita consumption of poultry advanced
nearly 43% since 1970, while red meat consumption fell
more than 8% during the same period. Due to slumping
demand. prices for all beef cattle in 1985 were at their
lowest average in seven years.
Fast foods in hospitals. At least three hospitals have
entered joint ventures with fast-food restaurants on
their premises. The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia
has replaced its visitors' cafeteria with a McDonald's
restaurant in its lobby. Abington Hospital. in a northern
Philadelphia
suburb, has done the same with a
Friendly's restaurant. Miami Valley Hospital in Dayton.
Ohio. rents space to a Wendy's restaurant under a profitsharing agreement. Because such arrangements enable
hospitals to serve larger numbers of visitors and are also
popular with employees and ambulatory patients, hospital administrators predict that they will become increasingly common.
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General Nutrition trial. On May 27, the U.S. District
Court in Buffalo, New York, denied a motion by General
Nutrition, Inc., to dismiss criminal charges against the
company and several of its employees. The defendants
are charged with violating the federal Food Drug and
Cosmetic Act by marketing an evening primrose oil
product with claims that it is effective against high
blood pressure, arthritis and other diseases [see NF
1:20]. The defendants had claimed that their product is a
"food," not a drug, and that claims made for it are protected by the right to free speech. But the court ruled
that therapeutic claims made in marketing a product
make it a drug under the law and that such claims are
illegal unless a product has FDA approval as safe and
effective. The trial is scheduled to begin November 3.

Airline meals. A survey of 15 airlines reported in the
June 1986 Nutrition Action Healthletter found that virtually all offer vegetarian, fruit platter, seafood, low-fat/
cholesterol, low- or no-salt, and kosher meals. Some also
serve Hindi, Muslim, Oriental, bland. and low-fiber
meals. Special meals cost nothing extra but should be
requested at least 24 hours before flight time.
Food safety on cruise ships. According to an article in
Amerkan Medical News, outbreaks of gastrointestinal
illness have become uncommon as a result of cooperation between the cruise ship industry and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC). which in 1976 began an
inspection program to correct deficiencies in the sanitation systems of cruise ships sailing from U.S. ports.
Travel agents can be put on the CDC "Blue Card" mailing list which notes how ships have done on their most
recent inspection. To investigate failing scores, agents or
prospective passengers can obtain inspection summaries or full reports by specifying ship names and contacting: Office of the Chief. Sanitation and Vector
Control Activity. Division of Quarantine, 1015 N. American Way, Room 107. Miami, FL 33132.

International symposium. A symposium on diet and
health will take place on October 19-22. 1986 in Alvor,
Portugal. Sponsored by the International Life Sciences
Institute (ILSI), its purpose is to review the scientific
basis of dietary recommendations
and the extent to
which they may be quantified. The American Dietetic
Association is a cosponsor. ILSI is a nonprofit foundation
established in 1978 to promote understanding and reso1ution of major health, nutrition and safety issues
worldwide. Its membership includes more than 100 industrial and professional groups. Further information
about the symposium can be obtained from Mrs.
Gretchen Bretsch, International Life Sciences Institute,
1126 16th St., N.W., Washington. DC 20036.

_______________
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Beta-carotene supplements. More than 20,000 physicians are still enrolled in an 8-year study to determine
whether supplementation with beta-carotene capsules
can prevent cancer [see NF 1:7, 1:23, 2:46]. The project's
director, Charles H. Hennekens, M.D., of Harvard Medical School, stated recently that no other study in progress or planned is addressing this issue. In a letter to the
project's participants, he noted that a positive result
would lead to prevention of many deaths, while a conclusive negative result would also be valuable because
research energy could then be shifted to more promising issues. He also warned that although no proof of
effectiveness exists. beta carotene supplements
are
being promoted intensively through lay publications
and other channels.

,-.----

QUESTION BOX-------.

Q. Is there any danger

in allowing children to
drink small amounts of coffee, such as half a cup
two or three times a week? Would it be better for
them to drink decaffeinated rather than regular
coffee?
A. Although there is no conclusive evidence linking moderate coffee or caffeine intake with ill
health. it may be sensible to keep coffee out of
children's diets rather than displace important
foods such as milk and juice. If parents allow their
children to drink coffee. a decaffeinated variety is
probably better. Because of their low weight, children are more affected by a caffeine dose than are
adults. Parents may also be interested to know that
of all population segments. children between ages
one and five have the highest caffeine intake per
kilogram of body weight. Soft drinks are the sole or
primary source of this caffeine.
Q. How is coffee decaffeinated? Does the method
leave harmful residues?
A. Coffee manufacturers in the United States use
chemical solvents to remove caffeine from coffee
beans. The most common method involves steaming the beans so that the caffeine is drawn to the
surface. They are then repeatedly washed with a
chemical solvent to remove the caffeine. The solvent residue is then removed by steaming the
beans a second time. Methylene chloride is the
solvent most often used in this process. In large
amounts. this chemical would be objectionable or
even hazardous in the diet. But because no or only
insignificant traces of methylene chloride remain
on the coffee beans after the second steaming, the
FDA approves its commercial use. Ethyl acetate, a
chemical found naturally in some fruits, is another
solvent used in the decaffeination process. It, too,
is harmless in very small amounts.
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CONSENSUSON DIETARYGOALSHOPEDFOR
A committee of the National Research Councils
Food and Nutrition Board (FNB} is evaluating the he·alth
effects of diets and dietary constituents such as fiber,
fats and protein. The study's goal is to determine what
dietary guidelines for maintaining health and reducing
the risk of chronic disease can be formulated on the
basis of current scientific evidence. both published and
unpublished. In addition, the committee may propose
strategies for implementing the guidelines and will
identify areas for further research. It is hoped that a
detailed scientific report will be available in the Fall of
1988.

On May 13, a public meeting of the committee
was held at the National Academy of Sciences to receive
comments from a number of invited individuals and
groups. Some highlights:
• Lloyd J. Filer. M.D., Ph.D .. the new Executive
Director of the International Life Sciences InstituteNutrition Foundation, urged that contributions of genetic background and environmental factors be integrated into the study. He also urged that the study take
into account the sensory properties of food, the social
aspects of eating. and the effect of food choice on quality
of life.
• A. Harold Lubin. M.D .. Director of the American Medical Association's Department of Foods/Nutrition and Personal Health, expressed hope that in
addition to delineating areas of agreement. the new
study would identify research needed to resolve existing controversies. Since exercise is closely related to
nutrition and health status, he also suggested that this
relationship should receive major emphasis in formulating "preventive nutrition policies."
• Donald J.McNamara. Ph.D .. Professor of Nutrition and Food Science at the University of Arizona, cautioned: 1) research on dietary cholesterol requires very
careful interpretation because individuals vary greatly
in their response to dietary cholesterol: 2} the way cholesterol is lowered may be as important as the blood
levels themselves; 3) the common idea that cholesterolcontaining foods are "bad" and cholesterol-free foods
are "good" does little to educate high-risk patients in
effective dietary changes to lower an elevated blood
cholesterol level: and 4} individuals who choose a hydrogenated vegetable oil product because it has no cholesterol are not making an effective dietary change.

• Claire M. Wilson. of the Vegetarian Society of
the District of Columbia. stated that although 10 million
Americans eat meat-free diets, "data on meat abstinence
are sparse in relation to the population that requires
such information.''
• Dr. Suzanne S. Harris, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Food and Consumer Services. U.S. Department
of Agriculture. expressed concern that conflicting recommendations given to the public can lead to a loss of
credibility in the genuine benefits of a good diet. For this
reason. she cautioned that criteria for acceptance of evidence should be stringent. and only conclusions that are
clearly sound and have potential for being permanent
should form the basis for guidelines for the public. Referring to the 1985 USDA/HHS Dietary Guidelines for
Americans [see NF 3:30-31 and 3:43], she expressed
hope that the new FNB committee would coordinate
with other agencies so that public and governmental
agencies ''speak with one voice" to avoid confusing consumers. She also noted that USO.As Human Nutrition
Information Service has gathered valuable information
on food composition. nutrient content of the U.S. per
capita food supply, eating patterns and food costs.
Data on American eating patterns are gathered
mainly through USDA's Nationwide Food Consumption
Survey which is conducted every ten years. The next
survey. scheduled for 1987-88, will be the largest and
most comprehensive ever done by the agency. It will
document the eating habits of 15,000 to 17,000 individuals in 6,000 "basic" households, and an additional 10.000
to 11.000 individuals in 3,600 low-income households.
Interviewers will utilize portable computers to enter
data on age, income and education as well as food consumption. Twenty-eight common nutrients will be
tracked.
As part of the government's new Joint Implementation Plan for a Comprehensive National Nutritional
Monitoring System. the resulting data will be coordinated for the first time with surveys done by other agencies, including the Department of Health and Human
Services' Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
(HANES-III). This survey, scheduled to begin in 1988.
will include health histories. physical and dental examinations. body measurements. and blood tests to measure vitamin and mineral contents.
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staff members of The Pennsylvania State University Nutrition Information and Resource Center.
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FIT FOR LIFE
SOME NOTES ON THE BOOK AND ITS ROOTS
JAMES J. KENNEY, PH.D., R.D.

In 1982, in an article in the National Council
Against Health Fraud's newsletter. I attacked some of
the fallacies of Harvey Diamond's faddish approach to
nutrition. At the time, he was touting "food combining"
in seminars called the "Diamond Method." I concluded
by stating that from a scientific viewpoint this method
was "pure zirconium crystal." Little did I suspect that
Diamond and his wife, Marilyn, would later produce the
fastest-selling diet book in U.S. history: Fit for Life
[Warner Books, 1985], which reportedly has 1.8 million
copies in print.
Since my little expose was published, the Diamonds have polished th~ir act enough to become stars of
the TV talk show circuit. Perhaps to enhance their brilliance, Harvey obtained a "doctorate in nutrition science" and Marilyn obtained "certification in nutrition
counseling" from the American College of Health Science {also called the American College of Life Science).
This is an unaccredited correspondence school in Austin, Texas, which teaches a naturopathic philosophy
called "Natural Hygiene."
Environmental Nutrition Newsletter calls Fit for
Life "typical of the new wave of books that intertwine
scientific detail with pure nonsense." Other best sellers
of this type include Life Extension by Durk Pearson and
Sandy Shaw. Dr. Berger's Immune Power Diet by Stuart
Berger. M.D .. and Eat to Win by Robert Haas. All of these
books have made millions for their au th ors and their
irresponsible publishers, largely as a result of appearances on the Donahue and Merv Griffin shows.
Fit for Life's central premise is that nutrition depends more on when and how you eat rather than what
or how much you eat. The book has two sections. The
first. written in Harvey's "voice," covers the principles
upon which the book is based. The second, written in
Marilyn's ·•voice," describes their dietary program and
provides recipes and sample menus.

_____________________

In Part I, Harvey maintains that Fit for Life is not a
diet but "a way of eating that can be incorporated into
your life-style as a way of life, not as a dogmatic regimen." But he promises that those who are "sick and tired
of hassling with their weight" can learn to "eat and enjoy it, always feeling satisfied and not deprived, always
looking forward to meals. and most important, always
maintaining a comfortable body weight." Moreover, he
offers "permanent results" and claims that he lost 50
pounds within a month of being introduced to Natural
Hygiene. In Part II, Marilyn presents her testimonial:
"At the age of 31 ... I spent much of my time in
tears, wondering how I was ever going to feel well
enough to get on with my life. No amount of drugs,
treatment. or therapy that I had had over the years had
done anything to change or improve my situation. In all
that time ... no one ever asked me what I was eating!
Harvey did! Natural Hygiene, as Harvey was teaching it,
supplied me with answers about my health that I had all
but given up on finding ... I learned that I was in pain
and out of energy because I had been overtaxing my
system with the wrong kinds of foods . .. When I put into
practice the principles Harvey recommended, I lost
twenty pounds! In a matter of only six weeks, and for the
first time in my adult life, I was proud of and comfortable
with the shape of my body."
Harvey Diamond says his interest in Natural
Hygiene was aroused in 1970 by a man who "explained
in a most concise way why I was fat and why I was
having such a struggle losing weight and keeping it off. It
all made such sense to me that I was dumbfounded at its
obvious simplicity:' After 3½ years of study with this
man (who wishes to remain anonymous). Harvey determined that the teaching and practice of Natural Hygiene
would be his life's work.
According to Diamond, Natural Hygiene has ancient roots, but its modern movement began in the
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United States in about 1850 with the work of Sylvester
Graham and three other medical doctors. During the
2oth century, the most prominent promoter was Herbert
M. Shelton, D.P., N.D., IN.T., D.N.Sc., who from 1928 to
1981 ran a "health school" which included a clinic. laboratory and teaching program in San Antonio, Texas. In
An Introduction to Natural Hygiene (1922. 1954, 1963),
Shelton said that all medicines are "poisons" and that
"any patient who can get well in spite of drugs can get
well much sooner and more satisfactorily Hygienically:'
He advised that eating more than one type of food at a
meal is undesirable. He claimed that when people are
ill, the food they eat will putrify and ferment instead of
being digested. And he claimed that fasting is a safe and
valuable method of ridding the intestines of putrified
and fermented foods. Shelton died on January 1. 1985, at
the age of 89.
Like other cults, Natural Hygiene offers simple
solutions to life's complex health problems. In Fit for
Life, the main problem addressed is unwanted pounds
and the simplistic answer is food combining. The book's
food plan calls for eating only fruit in the morning and
mostly vegetables during the rest of the day. This could
lead some people to make a desirable increase in their
intake of vegetables. But according to an analysis by
Katherine Mulgrave, a nutrition professor at the University of Maine, the Fit for Life diet is low in calcium, zinc,
iron, and vitamins B12 and D. Readers inspired to embrace Natural Hygiene by abandoning modern medical
care will, of course, be at even greater risk.
On September 21, 1982, the Los Angeles Daily
Journal reported that a federal court jury had awarded
$873,000 to the survivors of William Carlton, a Los Altos
man who died after being on a diet of distilled water for
30 days at Shelton's Health School. According to the
a~ticle, Carlton had died of bronchial pneumonia resulting from a weakened condition that also caused him to
lose 50 pounds during his last month of life. The article
also stated that he had been the sixth person in five
years to die while undergoing treatment at the school,
which closed in 1981.
Fit for Life is also based on the ideas of John H.
Tilden, M.D., author of Toxemia Explained (1926). According to Harvey Diamond. "Tildens book is considered the tour de force in the field of Natural Hygiene"
and explains how "toxemia lays the foundation for putting on excess weight." According to Tilden's theories: 1)
toxic waste material is retained if the body does not
have sufficient energy to excrete it; 2) common cooking
practices create food that is incompletely digested and
leaves a toxic residue; and 3) accumulated toxic waste
causes overweight. Diamond also explains how: 1) eating
foods in the wrong combinations causes them to rot so
they cannot be assimilated; 2) combinations such as
meat and potatoes, eggs and toast. bread and cheese, or
chicken and noodles are "a contributing factor to why
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people in this country are dying at age 50"; 3) some foods
"cleanse" the body while others "clog" it; 4) eggs rot in
the body; 5) refined sugars also ferment and produce
acids even when consumed alone because refining
strips "every vestige of life" from the sugar: and 6) fruits
and vegetables, being high in water content can wash
and cleanse the body of toxins-but when fruit is eaten
at the end of a meal, its absorption is blocked and it
ferments.
Actually, all sugars, whether refined or present in
fruit. are almost entirely absorbed in the small intestine.
But Diamond declares that "fruit should never be eaten
with or immediately following anything" -a rule he
calls "unquestionably the most important aspect of Fit
for Life." Actually, fruits contain pectin. which is fermented. If the Diamonds' theory that fermentation
products cause obesity were correct, eating fruit would
increase obesity rather than cure it!
Like most advocates of "natural" methods, Diamond repeats a number of "nature-is-best" myths. For
example, he claims that "animals in nature are magnificently healthy in comparison to the health that we humans experience."
but that pets and zoo animals
develop "many of the problems of humans:' The fact is
that most animals in nature are infested with parasites
and succumb to infections and malnutrition. It is only
because predators usually kill sick animals that we
don't see them stumbling across the plains and through
the jungles. Perhaps it has never occurred to Harvey
Diamond that the average American lives much longer
than any mammal in the wild. The reason pets and zoo
animals develop debilitating diseases is because they
live much longer than their wild "cousins:'
Diamond also claims that many people live well
past 100 in various remote areas of the world because
they eat "high-water" foods. As evidence for this supposed longevity, he cites a 1973 National Geographic
article in which Alexander Leaf. M.D .. was interviewed
following trips to three such areas. (Dr. Leaf is chairman of Harvard Medical School's Department of Preventive Medicine and Epidemiology.) However, in an
editorial in the August 1982 Journal of the American
Geriatric Society, Dr. Leaf explained how further investigation had revealed that many individuals had been
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exaggerating their age in order to enhance their social
status or to promote tourism.
The American College of Life Science, where Diamond got his "doctoral" degree, was formed in 1982 by
its current president, T.C. Fry, whom Harvey calls "today's most eminent, active proponent of Natural
Hygiene ... a most brilliant _spokesper~on f~r health:'
Although Fry obviously has high native mtelhgence, _he
admitted in a recent radio debate that he was a high
school dropout. He also told me that viruses do not exi~t
and that it was just coincidence that ~mallp~x and P?ho
epidemics ceased when peopl~ were immumzed agamst
the viruses that cause these diseases.
According to the Life Science catalo~ (a bookl~t
called Careers in Health), "Whereas medical practitioners look to drugs ... Life Science presents an entirely different approach. We hold that exuberant and
radiant health is normal and natural. We hold that suffering and ailments are abnor1:1al, unnatural an? unnecessary ... Cease to indulge m the causes of disease
and disease will not occur:· The catalog also claims "you
can become an expert nutritionist in less than a year" by
taking the school's 111-lesson correspondence course.
Students can acquire a certificate of proficiency after 32

r
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lessons, a "bachelor of science degree" after 58 lessons, a
"master of science degree" after 84 lessons, and a "doctor of philosophy degree" in nutrition science at the end.
Presumably flushed with the success of his star
pupils, Fry announced this year that tuition for· his nutrition course would rise from $875 to $1,250 and that
graduates could expect to earn $500 to $1,000 per mont?
from home on a part-time basis. But the future of his
school is uncertain. In 1982, the Texas Commissioner of
Higher Education ordered Fry to "cease and desi_st advertising or otherwise offering de~ree progr,?ms with~ut
a Certificate of Authority from this agency. Fry rephed
that his school was exempt from the law because it was
a religious institution but later said that it had left the
state. In 1986, when it became clear that the school_was
still operating in Texas and wou~d not stop v~luntanly, a
temporary injunction was obtamed forb_iddmg Fry, the
College of Life Science, and the American College_ of
Life Science from using the word "College" or grantmg
academic credits or degrees.
Dr. Kenney is a nutritionist at the PritikinLongevity Center in
Santa Monica, California.

BRIEFS
Notable quote: "Fit for Life seems unprecedented in the
amount of misinformation contained. It is appalling that
such a book can become a best seller in the latter half of
the 20th century. Its only socially redeeming feature is
that its popularity may alert American educators of
their failure to impart the most fundamental knowledge
about health and nutrition to students entrusted to their
T. Jarvis, Ph.D., Presiderit, National
care."-William
Council Against Health Fraud, Inc.

Court supports treatment standards. In a unanimous
decision, the Arkansas Supreme Court has upheld the
right of a private hospital to prohibit doctors from using
megavitamin therapy and other unscientific procedures
within the hospital [Brandt v. St. Vincent Infirmary, 287
Ark. 431 (1985)]. The judges reasoned that "a hospital's
own medical staff can guarantee reasonableness more
capably than the courts:'

Book review newsletter. The Chicago Nutrition Association, which has produced several anthologies of recommended and nonrecommended nutrition books, has
begun publishing Guide to Nutritious Reading to provide
current reviews by professional nutritionists. Issues so
far have contained 4-6 reviews. Subscriptions are
$5 /year for three issues from CNA, P.O. Box 181, Winnetka, IL 60093.

Health fraud team formed. On April 10 a regional
health fraud team representing Connecticut, New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Virginia, Maryland and the District of Columbia was established by
the Central Atlantic States Association of Food and Drug
Officials. (AFDO is the national professional organization of state and local government officials whose local
work is similar to that of the FDA.) The new team includes FDA officials as well. Its objectives are to educate
consumers, collect and share information about health
fraud products, prevent duplication of investigatory
efforts, develop coordinated strategies against confirmed frauds, advise the news media about proposed
ads for health frauds, and encourage the development of
local health fraud groups. It is expected that each regional AFDO association will form a similar team.

,.

Shelf-life of tea. According to a Lipton spokesperson,
teabags can keep for 1½ years. But for peak flavor, they
should be stored in an airtight container and used
within a year after purchase. In hot, humid climates. or
if the tea becomes damp. disease-causing molds can
grow on it.
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Free catalogues. A catalogue listing 937 publications
sold by the U.S. Government Printing office can be obtained from: New Catalogue. P.O. Box 37000, Washington, DC 20013. Included are 19 publications on food
and nutrition and 35 on other health topics. The quarterly Consumer Information Catalogue of free and inexpensive publications is available from: M.B. Woods,
Consumer Information Center, Pueblo, CO 81009.

Licensing update. Since 1982. 14 states have enacted nutrition !i~ensing laws. While some make it illegal for
unq1:1~hfi~dpersons to ~all the~s.elves dietitians and/or
n1:1t~1llomsts.?thers define nutnllon practice and who is
eh~1b~eto do it. According to an American Dietetic Association spokesperson, "The speed with which these
!aw~ have passed_i_ntoday's laissez-faire political climate
md1cates recogmllon by many legislators that spurious
nutritionists are dangerous."

Quackery victim registry. The American Dietetic Association is interested in documenting reports of people
harmed by fraudulent nutrition services. The ADA expects that computerizing this information will generate
data useful in educating legislators and reporters about
the need for greater public protection from unqualified
"nutritionists:· Professionals interested in providing data
should contact: Michele Mathieu. Manager, Licensure
Communications. American Dietetic Association. 430
N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. IL 60611 (telephone
312-280-5020).

Supermarkets responsive. According to USDA's Food
News for Consumers, supermarkets are generally responsive to customer suggestions. Kroger, for example,
stopped wrapping its fruits and vegetables when it
learned that customers prefer to pick up and feel them
before buying. And protests from embattled parents
have prompted many supermarkets to eliminate candy
displays from checkout aisles.

Fluoride pamphlets. Sample copies of new pamphlets
on water fluoridation can be obtained by writing to
FLUORIDE. Dental Health Division, Massachusetts Department of Dental Health, 150 Tremont St., Boston, MA
02111 and also to the American Association of Public
Health Dentistry. 10619 Jousting Lane. Richmond. VA
23235. Leaders of local fluoridation campaigns can apply for supplies of free educational literature by writing
to the American Dental Association Council on Dental
Health, 211 East Chicago Avenue. Chicago, IL 60611. The
request should state the types of materials, the quantities needed. and how the materials will be used.

_____________________
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Public opinion on fluoridation. The 1985 National
Health Interview Survey conducted by the National
Center for Health Statistics found strong support for
water fluoridation among persons 18 and older in 17.000
ho_usehold~. Eighty percent said it was important to
drmk fluondated water from early childhood to prevent
tooth dec?y, and two-thirds even said that long-term
consumption of fluoridated drinking water was important for preventing gum disease.

Fluoridation votes. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control has_ re~orted that fluoridation referenda were successful m six out of ten U.S. communities during 1985.
Alt~ough San Antonio citizens voted 42.141 to 39.048
agamst fluoridati_on, proponents believe the groundwork ~as been laid for a successful vote in the future.
Followmg a 2-year educational campaign, a citywide
poll of 24,000 voters found that 73% favored fluoridation. But only 19% of those registered actually voted in a
special referendum last November. Meanwhile, the British Parliament passed a bill allowing water suppliers to
adjust the levels of fluoride when requested to do so by
local health authorities.

Organic farm bill update. The Agricultural Productivity Act. passed last year as part of an overall farm bill,
calls for $2 million a year for research into alternative
farming methods [see NF 1-6]. However, actual funding
will require passage of an appropriations bill which, as
of mid-April, was under review by the House Appropriations Committee.

Health fraud surveys. The FDA has asked Louis Harris
and Associates to conduct a telephone poll to determine
the prevalence and reasons for use of questionable or
fraudulent health products. The main interview will
involve 1,500 households. Additional questions will be
posed to individuals who have used a questionable
product during the past year and to individuals with
cancer or arthritis. In another survey just completed by
C/J Research, Inc .. 10.000 randomly selected individuals were sent questionnaires asking about recent experiences with questionable products. Eighty-two percent of
respondents said they had encountered an ad during
the past year for a fraudulent product or service. and
49% said they or a family member had purchased a
product or service that didn't work. Twenty-nine percent said they believe there is a conspiracy among the
medical profession to hold back truly effective cures.
However, since only 7.2% of those who were sent the
questionnaire returned it. the results may not be representative of the population as a whole.
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FEDERALJUDGEBANS SALEOF BLUE-GREENMANNA
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During the past few years, hundreds of products
composed of vitamins. minerals. enzymes, plant extr~cts and/or related substances have been marketed
"'.1th unproven claims that they can prevent and treat
disease. Under federal laws. all products sold with
therapeutic claims are considered drugs and must have
FDA approval as safe and effective before they are marketed. Since it is illegal to market an unapproved drug,
sellers of such products commonly claim that they are
foods or food supplements.
.
On~ of the most brazen and outlandish promotions of this type has been carried out by K.C. Laboratories of Klamath Falls, Oregon, and its president, Victor
H. Kollman. Since 1982, Kollman and the company have
operated a multilevel marketing scheme to sell BlueGreen Manna and related products with claims that
they are effective against a wide range of health
problems.
In 1983, the FDA began a series of legal actions to
stop the scheme, but marketing of the products did not
stop. Finally. on February 21. 1986, at the agency's request. U.S. District Court Judge Gus J. Solomon issued a
permanent injunction ordering all parties involved to
stop manufacturing. distributing and selling blue-green
algae (spirulina) harvested from Klamath Lake, Oregon.
Explaining his decision, the judge said:
"At the trial on January 9. 1986, the government
introduced additional evidence of the widespread use of
blue-green
algae Manna products,
and of the
therapeutic claims that were made for these products.
Victor Kollman denied that he had made therapeutic
claims ... Nevertheless he continued to claim his product has a beneficial effect on the human body ... as a
food, and not a drug. The government showed that
taken at the recommended dosage of 1.5 grams, its value
as a nutrient is negligible. Further. the cost of the defendants products. which exceeds $300 per pound, is so
high as compared to other sources of the same nutrients
that it is apparent that these products are not and are
not intended to be used as a food:'
In November 1985. the judge had ruled that the
products were misbranded and unapproved new drugs,
and had issued a preliminary injunction against their
sale. In his recent order, he cited evidence that more
than 2,500 persons had been distributing Manna products and making therapeutic claims for them in defiance of the injunction. He also reported that since the
injunction was issued. hundreds of distributors had
written or telephoned with claims that Manna products
have cured them or members of their families of such
problems as Alzheimer's disease. heart trouble, skin disturbances, allergies. prostate problems, lack of sex drive.
emotional problems. and alcoholism.
At the January trial, the defendants had argued

-------------------

that because other algae products are sold as foods or
food supplements. they too shou]d be allowed to sell
blue-green al?ae _asf~od-changing
the packaging, trade
?ame and d1stn bu t10n system if necessary. But the
Judge rul~d that "the demand can no longer be controlled, even 1f the defendants have a desire to do it.''
Stating that Kollman had attempted to mislead
not ?nly the court but also purchasers of the products,
the Judge concluded that a permanent injunction was
necessary to prevent the defendants from "benefiting
from their past violations by meeting the demand they
had created for their products.'' (In other words, even if
unproven claims were stopped, people who believed the
previously made claims would still buy the products.)
The defendants have appealed their case but will undoubtedly lose again.
Judge Solomon's ruling is important because it
supports the FDAs long-held position that "supplement"
products for which therapeutic claims are made are
subject to agency jurisdiction as drugs even though
their promoters call them foods or food supplements.
But it also illustrates how an imaginative promoter may
remain in business for a few years despite non-criminal
enforcement action by the FDA.
Commenting on the case in the Kansas City Star,
John H. Renner. M.D .. noted that "spirulina has a respectable enough history. It was used as a food source by the
Aztecs in Mexico and still is consumed in parts of Africa.'' But in recent years. "natural-food enthusiasts have
viewed spirulina as a wonder food because it contains a
high percentage of protein and several vitamins and
minerals ... Spirulina is 65% protein. which is quite
high when compared with other sources of protein.
However. this doesn't mean much because protein varies greatly in quality and digestibility. It turns out that
only a small part of spirulina is usable. Moreover,
spirulina costs much more than protein from beef, eggs,
skim milk and chicken. The vitamins and minerals it
contains can also be obtained more economically from
other food sources." Claims that spirulina can suppress
appetite, provide unusual energy and stamina. and cure
numerous illnesses are simply untrue.

INFORMATION WANTED
If you find any newsworthy items, such as a published article or news report, or have a personal
experience that might be of interest to our readers,
please send it to Stephen Barrett. M.D .. P.O. Box
1747. Allentown, PA 18105 .
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MOCK BEVERAGESARE BECOMINGMORE POPULAR
John R. Dienhart
G. Stewart Eidel
Healthier eating habits, an aging population. alcohol awareness, and crackdowns on drunk driving have
greatly increased the market for nonalcoholic beverages. A recent Louis Harris poll for Business Week
magazine found that 45% of those surveyed were consuming less alcohol than they did five years ago. Many
beverage retailers are encouraging the use of nonalcoholic or low-alcoholic beverages as well as responsible drinking, designated driver programs, and the like.
Sparkling water sales have increased 600% in the
last 10 years, and sales of other "old-time" nonalcoholic
drinks have been rising. Cider is being sold as sparkling
cider. Ginger ale is being blended with orange juice and
garnished with fresh flowers to make gingemosa. And
"virgin" drinks (virgin mary, coherent colada, and
mockarita) are becoming more popular.
Beverage manufacturers have been working at a
furious pace to develop "mocktails" and mock beers
which taste like their alcoholic counterparts. Seagrams
spent over five years and $30 million to develop St.
Regis, the first dealcoholic wine to be mass-marketed in
the United States. A nonalcoholic, low-calorie wine
cooler was introduced to the Florida beverage market
by Paradise Fruit Company. The alcohol was removed
from a grape wine and combined with fruit juices, NutraSweet, water and carbonation to create an alcoholfree wine cooler with only 18 calories per 12-ounce bottle. More than 30 nonalcoholic versions of imported and
domestic beers, labeled as nonalcoholic malt beverages,
are currently available.
The hospitality industry is also involved. Holiday
Inns has developed a mocktail program that has enjoyed
an excellent response. Red Lobster has introduced
"thirst-quencher nonalcoholic beverages" to its menu.
And Chi Chi's cleverly markets margaritas and coladas
as "nada" beverages. The trend is apparent: the American consumer has an increasing desire for healthier
beverages with fresh ingredients, attractive appearance,
more flavor and less or no alcohol.
Our experience at Purdue University makes it
clear that the mocktail market for young adults is quite
large. Last year, 102 participants filled out questionnaires while dining in the John Purdue Room, a student
laboratory offering formal dining. The survey found that
34% preferred mocktails over cocktails. but 60% would
rather dine in a restaurant that offers both nonalcoholic

__________________

and alcoholic drinks. Eighty-one percent said the price
of a drink does not affect their choice between nonalcoholic and alcoholic drinks. The John Purdue Room
began offering mocktails during the summer of 1985.
According to its director, Jeffrey Graves, "the response
has been excellent-80-90%
of the guests enjoy a
mocktail:'
These figures should really not be surprising, because many people drink in the presence of others for
"social" reasons rather than a desire to ingest alcohol.
Drinks provide something to do with one's hands, and a
way to look busy when conversation lapses.
The health-care industry may also be affected by
the increased attention to nonalcoholic beverages. Nonalcoholic specialty beverages have been available for patients for many years. For example, eggnogs and protein
drinks have provided nutrition for the gastrointestinally
disabled. However, most of these drinks have been
bland, unpalatable and unattractive. This need not be
the case in any food service setting if imagination is
added to the drink. Improvements can range from nutritious milkshakes for breakfast to sparkling nectar
mocktails at afternoon social gatherings. Beverages can
be made more appealing through creative uses of glassware, garnishes and service techniques.
Garnishes of fruits and vegetables can add eye
appeal and nutrients to any beverage. Garnishing ideas
range from vegetable sticks and slices to chunks of
frozen fruits. Ideas are available from ordinary cookbooks and pamphlets developed by major suppliers of
the food service industry. LeGout has developed
mocktail recipes using Equal (aspartame), non-dairy
creamer and LeGout drink bases. Perrier has mocktail
recipes for cooling drinks served the natural way. V-8
Juice is a ready-to-serve mocktail enjoyed by today's
light drinker. A six-ounce portion has only 36 calories
and is high in Vitamins A and C.
The mocktail is not a new concept; however, the
expanding market for alternatives to alcoholic beverages is new. Party hosts. restaurateurs. bar owners,
health professionals, and others involved in providing
food or drink to others would be wise to recognize this
trend and be prepared to satisfy the growing number of
individuals interested in alcohol-free beverages.
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RECIPES
Strawberry Squirt (from Perrier]
Fresh Strawberries
Vanilla yogurt
Chilled Perrier

Chocolate Cinnamon Coffee [a LeGout mocktail]

6

1 cup
6½ ounces

Directions: Blend berries and yogurt at high speed until
smooth. Stir in chilled Perrier and garnish with a
fresh strawberry and serve. To make Strawberry
Squirtsicles, pour the Strawberry Squirt drink into a
4 oz. paper cup. Insert a wooden stick in center and
freeze. When frozen. peel off paper cup and eat as a
frozen pop.
Yield: 2 servings

Breakfast Shake [from Perrier)
Ripe bananas
Eggs
Papayas, peeled and seeded
Honey
Low-fat milk
Chilled Perrier
Nutmeg

Hot strong coffee
Non-dairy creamer
Cinnamon powder
Unsweetened cocoa powder
Equal low-calorie sweetener
Garnish: Cinnamon stick
Whipped topping
Cinnamon powder

7 ounces
1 ounce
1/e teaspoon
1 teaspoon
2 packets
1 stick
1 dollop
1 sprinkle

Directions: Combine all ingredients and stir well. Pour
into a coffee mug, garnish and serve.
Yield: 8 ounce drink
Calories per serving: 54
For additional recipes:
Drinks Without Liquor, by Janet Brandt ($5.95)
Workman Publishing, 1 West 39th St., New York, NY
10018

2
2

2
2 tbsp.
1 cup
6½ ounces
pinch

Drinks for Driving: Non-Alcoholic ($1.00]
Pillsbury Company, Prevention Resource Center, 2829
VernDale Ave., Anoka, MN 55303

Mocktails. by LeGout

Directions: Place first five ingredients in blender and
blend on high speed until smooth. Stir in Perrier until
frothy and add nutmeg.
Yield: 2 servings

Call 1-800-323-6490, or 1-312-678-1241 in Illinois
The Sunkist Mocktails
Sunkist Growers, P.B. 7888, Van Nuys, CA 91409

Campbell's V-8 Mocktails
New York Deli [from Campbell Soup, a prizewinning recipe by Marie Fattore of New York]
V-8 juice
Dill pickle juice
Coarse mustard
Prepared horseradish
Worcestershire sauce
Salt & pepper

8 ounces
1 tsp.
1 tsp.
½ tsp.
dash
to taste

Campbell Soup Company, Attn: Kit Mahon. Box 56A,
Campbell Place, Camden, NJ 08101

Nonalcoholic Drinks
Oster Corporation, Attn: Elizabeth Kathart. 5055 N.
Lydell Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53217

Directions: Shake ingredients together and pour over
crushed ice. Serve with a pickle spear.
Yield: 1 serving

Mr. Dienhart is an assistant professor and Mr. Eidel is a graduate instructor in Purdue University's Department of Restaurant, Hotel and Institutional Management.
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BULKFOODSMAYHAVEDOUBTFULFUTURE
Mark A. Kantor,Ph.D.
The bulk food section of the supermarket faces
an uncertain future. Although some stores have been
successful in selling these loose. unpackaged foods,
other retailers report a decline in consumer interest and
are cutting back or eliminating their bulk departments.
Large supermarkets may offer over a hundred
bulk food items including breakfast cereals, cookies.
pasta, beans, dried fruits, flour, spices, and candy.
Snacks and candy are among the best selling items, especially jelly beans, nuts. and fruit/nut mixes. Spices
and pet foods are also popular. There is less consumer
demand for flour and whole-grain foods. Many supermarkets that used to carry liquid bulk items such as
syrup, soy sauce, honey, jam and peanut butter, have
dropped them because they were too messy.
Some shoppers like bulk foods because they consider fancy packages and plastics unnecessary. Many
are "natural" and "health" food enthusiasts who are
used to open bins. since food co-ops and "natural food"
stores have been selling products that way for years. But
when bulk foods were introduced into supermarkets
about five years ago, most shoppers considered them a
novelty. Some people hailed buying them as an innovative way to shop. For others, obtaining food from open
bins made them think of the "good old days" when life
was simpler and the pace was slower.
Ask a dozen people their opinion of bulk foods
and you will likely get a dozen answers, from "terrific"
to ''immoral." Some like the convenience while others
say bulk foods are not convenient at all. Lack of sanitation is the number one reason given by shoppers who
don't buy them. In a recent survey, more than half the
people felt that bulk foods pose a potential health problem and are unsafe. Among this group, 13% said that
bulk foods should be banned outright. Another criticism
of bulk foods is the lack of proper containers to put them
in at home.
Is sanitation really a cause for concern? A recent
study conducted in California found that customers
usually behave responsibly around the bulk food bins.
The researchers observed 857 trips to bins by shoppers
in 14 supermarkets. No one dropped a scoop onto the
floor, put any foreign material into the food, or coughed
into the bin. However. shoppers used their hands instead of the scoop 20% of the time and tasted foods from
the bins 15% of the time. Most of the tasters were men.
Children in the bin section do appear to pose a
problem. Nearly 3 out of 10 children either play with the
food in the bins or insert their hands for a sample to
taste. Sometimes children taste food after watching a

__________________

parent do it.
Some supermarket executives actually encourage customers to taste food from bins. They view this as
similar to a store demonstration. Other managers are
opposed to tasting. both because of loss of food and because customers who observe the tasting may decide
not to buy from bulk bins.
The success of a bulk food section in a supermarket depends to a large extent on how well the section is managed and where it is located in the store. The
more successful ones are kept clean and are well supervised. They are located where there is good pedestrian
traffic, since the presence of other customers tends to
deter tampering.
The FDA has developed guidelines for marketing
bulk food which include provisions for self-closing lids
and scoops with attached cords that are kept outside the
bins in separate sleeves. This arrangement creates a
problem because shoppers may have to struggle to keep
the lids open while filling their bags. Bins would be
easier to use if they had lids with a latch or magnetic
fastener to enable them to stay open. The FDA code also
requires bin openings to be 30 inches above the floor to
prevent children from reaching their contents. But
many children are still able to do so.
Bulk foods appeal to traditional consumer values:
the ability to see what is being purchased and select
whatever quantity is desired. Consumers also hope that
less packaging means lower prices.
Do people really save money by buying bulk
foods? Sometimes, but not always. The best savings are
usually with herbs and spices and with other purchases
weighing one pound or less. Bulk items weighing five
pounds or more are usually more expensive than the
equivalent amount in a package.
Although many supermarkets are phasing out or
discontinuing their bulk food sections because of limited success, Giant Foods of Washington, D.C., is not.
This retail chain carries bulk foods in about half of its
existing stores in the Washington area and plans to sell
them in all of its new stores. The company has reported
that buyers of bulk foods are usually "highly educated,
wealthy, innovative" shoppers, and not necessarily people with large families looking for bargains.

Dr. Kantor is an assistant professor and food and nutrition
specialist with the University of Maryland's Cooperative Extension Service. His monthly column, "Food and Nutrition Update" is distributed to 50 newspapers throughout Maryland.
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TWENTY-ONEWAYSTO SPOT A QUACK
Victor Herbert, M.D., J.D.
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
Most people think that quackery is easy to spot. It
is not! The modern health quack wears a cloak of science. He talks in "scientific" terms and writes with scientific references. He is introduced on talk shows as a
"scientist ahead of his time." He may indeed appear to be
knowledgeable. The very word "quack" helps his camouflage by making us think of an outlandish character
selling snake oil from the back of a covered wagon-and
of course intelligent people wouldn't buy snake oil nowadays, would they?
Well, snake oil isn't selling so well lately. But vitamins? Minerals? "Organic" foods? Stress formulas?
Tonics? Oral enzymes? The latest diet book? Bust developers? Devices to increase manhood? Herbal remedies? Bee pollen? Ginseng? B15 ? Laetrile? Homeopathic
remedies? Cytotoxic testing for supposed allergies? Systems to "balance body chemistry"? Megavitamins for
mental illness? Business is booming for the health
quack. His annual take is in the billions!
What sells is not the quality of his products but
the quack's ability to influence his audience. To those in
pain, he promises relief. To the incurable, he offers
hope. To the nutrition-conscious, he says, "Make sure
you have enough." To a public worried about pollution,
he says, "Buy natural." To one and all, he promises better
health and longer life.
How can you tell the difference between an expert and a quack? Here are 21 tips to help you spot the
quack.
1. He uses anecdotes and testimonials to support

his claims.
We all tend to believe what others tell us about
their personal experiences. But separating cause and
effect from coincidence can be difficult. When someone
tells you that product X has cured his cancer, arthritis or
whatever, be skeptical. He may not have actually had
the condition he names. If he did, his recovery most
likely would have occurred without the help of product
X. Most single episodes of disease recover simply with
the passage of time, and most chronic ailments have

__________________

symptom-free periods. Establishing medical truths requires careful and repeated investigation - with well
designed experiments, not reports of what people imagine might have taken place. That's why testimonial evidence is forbidden in scientific articles and is usually
inadmissible in court.
Never underestimate the extent to which people
can be fooled by a worthless remedy. During the early
1940s, many thousands of people became convinced
that "glyoxylide" could cure cancer. Yet analysis showed
it was merely distilled water!
Symptoms which are psychosomatic (bodily reactions to tension) are often relieved by any product
taken with a suggestion that it will work. Tiredness and
other minor aches and pains will often respond to any
enthusiastically recommended nostrum. For these problems, even physicians may prescribe a placebo. A
placebo is a substance which has no pharmacological
effect, but is given to satisfy a patient who supposes it to
be a medicine. Sugar tablets and vitamins are commonly used in this way.
2. He promises quick, dramatic, miraculous cures.
The promises are usually subtle or couched in
doubletalk-so
he can deny making them when the
feds close in. Such promises are the quack's most immoral practice. He does not want to know how many
people have been broken financially or in spirit-by the
elation over his claims of quick cure followed by deep
depFession when the claims prove false. Nor do quacks
keep count of how many people they lure away from
proper medical care.
3. He uses disclaimers couched in pseudomedical
jargon.
Instead of promising to cure your disease, some
quacks will promise to "detoxify" your body, "balance"
its chemistry, release its "nerve energy," bring it in harmony with nature, or "strengthen your immune system."
(Of course he never makes before-and-after measurements of any of these things.) This type of disclaimer
serves two purposes. Since it is impossible to measure
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the process the quack describes, it i~ difficult to pr_ove
him wrong. Moreover, if the quack 1s not a physician,
the use of nonmedical terminology may help him avoid
practicing medicine without a license.
4. He displays credentials not recognized by responsible scientists or educators.
The backbone of educational integrity in America is a system of accreditation by agencies recognized
by the U.S. Secretary of Education or the Council on
Postsecondary Accreditation. "Degrees" from unaccredited schools are rarely worth the paper they are
printed on. In the health field, there is no such thing as a
reliable school that is not accredited. Since quacks operate outside of the scientific community, they also tend to
form their own "professional" organizations. Don't assume that all groups with scientific-sounding names are
respectable. Find out whether their views are scientifically based.
5. He encourages patients to lend political support
to his treatment methods.
·
A century ago, valid new ideas were hard to evaluate and were sometimes rejected by the medical community. But today, effective treatments are welcomed by
scientific practitioners and do not need a group to
crusade for them. Quacks place political endorsement
ahead of scientific acceptance. Despite lack of evidence
that their methods work, the quacks may seek to legalize their treatment and force insurance companies to
pay for it.
6. He says that most disease is due to faulty diet
and can be treated with "nutritional" methods.
This is not so. Ask your doctor or inspect any
medical school textbook of medicine. They will tell you
that most diseases have nothing to do with diet. Common symptoms like malaise (feeling poorly), tiredness,
lack of pep, aches (including headaches) or pains, insomnia and similar complaints. are usually the body's
reaction to emotional stress. The persistence of such
symptoms is a signal to see a doctor to be evaluated for
possible physical illness. It is not a reason to take
vitamins.
Some quacks seem to specialize in the diagnosis
and treatment of problems considered rare or even nonexistent by responsible practitioners. Years ago hypothyroidism and adrenal insufficiency were in vogue.
Today's "fad" diagnoses are "mercury amalgam toxicity"
and "candidiasis hypersensitivity." Quacks are also
jumping on the allergy bandwagon, falsely claiming that
huge numbers of Americans are suffering from undiagnosed food allergies and "diagnosing" them with worthless but lucrative tests.
7. He recommends a wide variety of substances
similar to those found in your body.
The underlying idea-like the wishful thinking
of primitive tribes-is that taking these substances will
strengthen or rejuvenate body processes that involve
similar substances. For example, "raw glandular
therapy" ("cellular therapy") involves substances from
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animals that supposedly correspond to the "weakened"
""""
areas of the human body. Raw pancreas is given for your
pancreas, raw heart for your heart, etc. The quack
doesn't tell you that these substances are digested and
destroyed by the human stomach and intestines-so
they can't possibly do you any good.
8. When talking about nutrients, he tells only part
of the story.
He tells you all the wonderful things that vitamins and minerals do in your body and all the horrible things that can happen if you don't get enough. But
he conveniently neglects to tell you that a balanced diet
can provide all the nutrients you need, and that the
"Basic Four" system makes balancing your diet simple.
All it takes for adults is a daily average of four servings
of grains, four servings of fruits and vegetables, two of
milk products, and two of meat, fish, poultry, eggs, nuts
or legumes. (See NF 2:44-45 for further details on the
Basic Four Food Groups.)
9. He claims that most Americans are poorly
nourished.
This is an appeal to fear which is not only untrue,
but ignores the fact that the main forms of bad nourishment in the United States are undernourishment among
the poverty-stricken and overweight in the population
at large, particularly the poor. Poor people can ill afford
to waste money on unnecessary supplements. Their
food money should be spent for nourishing food.
It is being alleged that Americans are so addicted
~
to "junk" foods, that a well-rounded diet is exceptional
rather than usual. It is true that some snack foods are
mainly "naked calories" {sugars and/or fats without
other nutrients). But it is not necessary for every morsel
of food we eat to be loaded with nutrients. The small
amounts of vitamins and minerals that our bodies require are easily obtained by eating a variety of foods,
and most "fast foods" contain substantial amounts of
vitamins and minerals. No normal person eating a balanced diet each day is in any danger of vitamin
deficiency.
Don't be surprised if one of your friends or neighbors suggests that you buy "nutrition insurance:· More
than one million Americans have signed up as distributors for companies that sell supplements person-toperson. A typical sales pitch goes like this: "How would
you like to look better, feel better and have more energy? Try my vitamins for a few weeks:• People nor-
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mally have ups and downs, and a friend's interest or
suggestion, or the thought of taking a positive step, may
actually make a person feel better. Many who try the
vitamins will mistakenly
think they have been
helped-and continue to buy them, usually at exorbitant prices.
10. He claims that fluoridation is dangerous.
Curiously, quacks are not always interested in
real deficiencies. Fluoride is necessary to build decayresistant teeth and strong bones. The best way to obtain
adequate amounts of this essential nutrient is to adjust
community water supplies so that the fluoride concentration is about one part fluoride for every million
parts of water. But quacks are usually opposed to water
fluoridation. It seems that if they cannot profit from an
idea, they won't support it.
11. He claims that modern processing methods
and storage remove all nutritive value from our food.
It is true that food processing can change the nutrient content of foods. But the changes are not so drastic as the quack, who wants you to buy his supplements,
would like you to believe. While some processing methods destroy some nutrients, others add them. A balanced variety of foods will provide all the nourishment
you need.
12. He claims that soil depletion and the use of
"chemical" fertilizers result in less nourishing food.
This claim is used to promote the sale of so-called
"organically grown" foods. If a nutrient is missing from
the soil, a plant just does not grow. Chemical fertilizers
counteract the effects of soil depletion. Plants do vary in
mineral content, but this is rarely significant in the diet.
The quack is also wrong when he claims that plants
grown with natural fertilizers (such as manure) are nutritionally superior to those grown with synthetic fertilizers. Before they can use them, plants convert natural
fertilizers into the same chemicals that synthetic fertilizers supply.
13. He claims that under stress, and in certain
diseases, your need for nutrients is increased.
While it is true that the need for vitamins may
rise slightly under physical stress and in certain diseases, the need almost never rises above the Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA)-which can be met
by proper eating. Someone who was really in danger of
deficiency as a result of illness would be a very ill person who needs medical care, probably in a hospital.
Although ads for "stress vitamins" imply that they are
helpful against emotional stress, that is absolutely
untrue.
Many vitamin pushers suggest that smokers need
extra vitamin C. While it is true that smokers have
somewhat lower blood levels of this vitamin, these levels are still far above deficiency levels. In America, cigarette smoking is the leading cause of death preventable
by self-discipline. Rather than seeking false comfort by
taking vitamin C, smokers who are concerned about
their heal th should stop smoking. Moreover, since doses
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of vitamin C high enough to acidify the urine speed up
excretion of nicotine, they may even cause some
smokers to smoke more to avoid symptoms of nicotine
withdrawal.
14. He claims that you are in danger of being "poisoned" by food additives and preservatives.
This is a scare tactic designed to undermine your
confidence in food scientists and government protection
agencies. The quack wants you to think that he is out to
protect you. He hopes that if you trust him, you will buy
what he recommends. The fact is that the tiny amounts
of additives used to protect our food pose no threat to
human health.
15. He claims that "natural" vitamins are better
than "synthetic" ones.
This claim is a flat lie. Each vitamin is a chain of
atoms strung together as a molecule. Molecules made in
the "factories" of nature are identical to those made in
the factories of chemical companies. Does it make
sense to pay extra for vitamins extracted from foods
when you can get all you need from the foods
themselves?
16. He claims that sugar is a deadly poison.
Many recent books and magazine articles would
have us believe that sugar is "the killer on the breakfast
table" and is the underlying cause of everything from
heart disease to hypoglycemia. The fact is, however, that
when sugar is used in moderation as part of a normal,
balanced diet, it is perfectly safe. In fact, if you ate no
sugar, your liver would make it because your brain
needs it.
17. He recommends that everybody take vitamins
or "health foods" or both.
Food quacks belittle normal foods and ridicule
the "Basic Four" of good nutrition. They may not tell
you how they earn their living from such pronouncements-via
public appearance fees, product endorsements, sale of publications, or financial interests in
vitamin companies, health food stores or organic farms.
The very term "health food" is deceptive. All food
is health food in moderation; any food is junk food in
excess. Did you ever stop to think that your corner grocery, fruit market, meat market and supermarket are also
health food stores? They are-and they usually charge
less for food that is identical or superior to that provided
by "health food" stores.
By the way, have you ever wondered why people
who eat lots of "health foods" still feel they must load
themselves up with vitamin supplements?
18. He recommends hair analysis for everyone.
"Health food" stores, mail-order labs and a variety of practitioners suggest this test. For $25 to $40 plus a
lock of your hair, you can get an elaborate computer
printout of vitamins and minerals you supposedly need.
Although hair analysis has limited value in the diagnosis of heavy metal poisoning, it is worthless as a
screening device to detect nutritional problems. If a hair
analysis laboratory recommends supplements, you can
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be sure that its computers are programmed to recommend them to everyone.
19. He tells you it is easy to lose weight.
Diet quacks would like you to believe that special
pills or food combinations can be of great help to dieters.
But the only way to lose weight is to burn off more
calories than you eat. This requires self-discipline: eating less, exercising more, or preferably doing both.
There are 3,500 calories in a pound of human fat. To lose
one pound a week, you must eat an average of 500 fewer
calories per day than you burn up. The most sensible
diet for losing weight is one that is nutritionally balanced in carbohydrates, fats and proteins. Most fad diets
"work" by producing temporary weight loss-as a result
of calorie restriction. But they are invariably too monotonous and are often too dangerous for long-term use.
Unless a dieter develops better eating habits, weight lost
on a fad diet will soon return.
20. He tells you not to trust your doctor.
Doctors, like everyone else, can make mistakes.
But the quack, who wants you to trust him, suggests that
most doctors are "butchers" and "poisoners."
21. He claims he is being persecuted by orthodox
medicine and that his work is being suppressed because
it's controversial.
He may also claim that the American Medical
Association is against him because his cures would cut
into the incomes that doctors make by keeping people
sick. Don't fall for such nonsense! Reputable physicians
are plenty busy. Moreover, many doctors engaged in
pre-paid health plans, group practice, full-time teaching, and government service receive the same salary

_

whether or not their patients are sick-so keeping their
patients healthy reduces their workload, not their
incomes.
Any physician who found a vitamin or other
preparation which could cure sterility, heart disease,
arthritis, cancer or the like, could make an enormous
fortune from such a discovery. Not only would patients
flock to him (as they now do toward anyone who falsely
claims to cure such problems), but his colleagues would
shower him with prizes-including the $190,000 + Nobel Prize! And don't forget, doctors and their families get
sick, too. Do you believe that legitimate doctors would
conspire to suppress cures for diseases which also afflict
themselves and their loved ones?
We don't mean to imply in this article that everyone who promotes quack ideas is deliberately trying to
mislead people. One reason why quackery is so difficult
to spot is that most people who spread health misinformation are quite sincere in their beliefs. But where
health is concerned, sincerity is not enough!

Dr. Barrett practices psychiatry in Allentown, Pennsylvania,
and is a nationally renowned consumer advocate. Dr. Herbert
is professor of medicine and chairman of the Committee to
Strengthen Nutrition at Mount Sinai School of Medicine, and
chief of the hematology and nutrition laboratory at the Bronx
VA Medical Center in New York City. He is the author of
Nutrition Cultism and co-author with Dr. Barrett of Vitamins
and "Health" Foods:The Great American Hustle. In 1984 both
of them received the FDA Commissioner's Special Citation
Award for Public Service in fighting nutrition quackery.

BRIEFS
Alcohol labeling defeated. A federal appeals court has
overturned a lower court decision and ruled that beer,
wine and liquor bottles do not have to carry labels listing all ingredients. According to an Associated Press
report, a labeling regulation had been scheduled to take
effect in 1983 but was held up by Reagan administration
attempts to repeal it and a resulting tangle of legislation.
The chief proponent of labeling has been the Center for
Science in the Public Interest.

Agricultural breakthrough. Paul Williams, a horticulturist at the University of Wisconsin, has developed
strains of broccoli, cabbage, mustard and kale that mature, set seed and die within one month. These fastgrowing plants can help increase world food supplies
and reduce the time needed to carry out genetic
experiments.

------------------

New interdisciplinary group. The Association for Food
and Society (AFS) has been organized to address a broad
spectrum of scientific and political issues related to food
and nutrition. Among these are world hunger, malnutrition, food policy,- population control, diet and health,
food as a social statement, ritual uses of food, changing
food styles, eating disorders, changing ideal body images, and the food purchasing habits of consumers. The
group hopes to bring together the disciplines of nutrition, sociology, anthropology, medicine, psychology. and
political science to study these issues. Its projects will
include networking, an interdisciplinary textbook, and
a professional journal. Its first annual meeting is scheduled for April 3-5, 1987, at Aquinas College. Anyone
interested in joining the Society, attending the meeting
or presenting a paper at the meeting can get further
information from AFS president, William C. Whit,
Ph.D., Professor and Chairperson of Sociology, Aquinas
College, Grand Rapids, MI 45906.
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Quackery report. Dr. James Lowell has updated, referenced and indexed 81 of his columns from the Arizona
Daily Star and published them as a softcover anthology
called Health Hoaxes and Hazards. Dr. Lowell, an NF
associate editor, is Professor of Life Sciences at Pima
Community College and a board member of the National Council Against Health Fraud. Many of the articles are unique because they include quotes from
interviews he conducted with quackery promoters. His
topics include questionable weight-loss products, cancer quackery, vitamin and mineral supplements, diet
and behavior, phony nutrition assessment tests, and
dangerous "health" products. Copies are $12.50 postpaid
from James A. Lowell, Ph.D., 5003 E. Cooper, Tucson, AZ
85711.

Food expenditures rise slightly. According to Food Institute reports, Americans spent $1,182 per capita at U.S.
food stores in 1985, up $39 (3.4%) from 1984. They also
spent $549 per capita at eating and drinking places, up
$22 (4.2%).

Responsibility for drunken acts shifted. Colorado's
new tort reform law, which took effect on July 1st, includes a provision placing the responsibility for sobriety
in the hands of the drinker and freeing restaurants and
party hosts from being liable for the drunken behavior
of their patrons and guests. The law was passed in response to skyrocketing liability insurance premiums
faced by professionals, businesses, nonprofit organizations, and local governments.

r

FDA bans sulfites in salad bars. Sulfiting agents have
been used to control microorganisms and to delay spoilage in many foods and drugs. They have also been used
to keep vegetables looking fresh in salad bars [see NF
2:49-51]. However, the FDA has determined that a small
percentage of individuals can experience asthmatic attacks, hives, diarrhea or other symptoms when exposed
to sulfites. Most reactions have been mild, but a few
deaths from anaphylactic shock have been reported. In
July, the agency published regulations banning their use
on raw fruits and vegetables. Warning labels are already
required when sulfites are added as preservatives in
many packaged foods. But labeling will now be required
for smaller amounts of sulfites sometimes used in baking and other processes, if the final product contains
detectable levels of sulfites {10 parts per million). The
new regulations are scheduled to take effect next January. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has
proposed that sulfite use in wines and beers be
disclosed.
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Pr~venti_on~upports nutritionist licensing. In an article
by its ed1tonal staff, the September 1986 issue of Prevention magazine has recommended that nutritionists be
licensed "to help assure that the nutritionist you consult
is well qualified." The article also tells where to get
qualified advice.

Fit for Life update. An article in the September 1986
Vegetarian Times states that Harvey and Marilyn Diamond, authors of Fit for Life, have begun videotaping
their methods and are working on another book scheduled for publication next June. They also expect to establish a restaurant in Los Angeles and to open similar
ones throughout the nation. The article also says that as
a result of the book's publicity, the American College of
Health Science (from which Harvey acquired his unaccredited degree) had gained 200 students, bringing its
total to 1,800. However, T.C. Fry, the school's dean, has
agreed to a permanent injunction barring him from representing his school as a college or granting any more
"degrees" or "academic credits" unless he acquires acertificate of authority from the Texas Department of
Higher Education. (For further details, see NF 57-59.) He
has renamed his operation Life Science Institute ("A
Nonprofit Educational Organization") and begun to produce instructional videotapes. In a recent flyer, he said
that the Diamonds have been advanced $1,000,000 for
their next book and that he is slated to edit and help
document it.

New nutrition center. The National Center for Nutrition and Dietetics has been launched by the American
Dietetic Association Foundation (ADAF). Its activities
will include a research library, computerized information services, continuing education programs, a nutrition hotline, a speakers referral bureau, professional
review of nutrition-related materials, and development
of food industry study panels. ADAF was founded in
1967 to carry out the charitable and educational activities of the American Dietetic Association.

Dubious award. Robert S. Mendelsohn, M.D., has received the National Nutritional Foods Association's 1986
Rachel Carson Memorial Award for his "concerns for
the protection of the American consumer and health
freedoms." (NNFA is the major organization of health
food industry retailers, wholesalers and suppliers.)
Mendelsohn, a vicious critic of the medical profession,
has been active against nutritionist licensure, water fluoridation, and compulsory immunization of children.
Previous Carson award winners have included Gloria
Swanson. Lendon Smith and Linus Pauling.
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Vitamin packs. Health Foods Business reports an indu_ss_upplements m
try trend toward 1:1arketi~.ggroups
plastic packs for daily use. · No longer IS It necessary for
a person to be well versed in nutrition to select _a.c?~bination of nutrients from the hundreds of possibihties
available. There are now packs tailored to many specific
nutritional
needs-from
arthritis to athletic endurance," the magazine said. Packs commonly cost
three or four times as much as ordinary multiple vitamins. Their primary appeal is to serious athletes, but
products like "Brain Power Pack" and "Longevity Pack"
also sell well.

of
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Q. Does bran supply calories?

A. Bran, the outermost layer of cells of the cereal
grains. consists mostly of two types of fiber, cellulose and hemicellulose, which are digested to a
large degree by the bacteria that inhabit the large
intestine. The bacteria break down the fiber to
varying degrees and release products that can be
absorbed and utilized by humans for energy. Researchers disagree, however, over how much is absorbed. Absorption depends on different factors
such as the types of bacteria inhabiting an individual's intestine and the length of time the material
remains in the intestine. So although the breakdown products of fiber may serve as potential energy sources for humans. it is difficult to say how
many calories are supplied
to any given
individual.
Q. What are "free-range" eggs?

A. An article in the January 1986 Vegetarian Times
states that these come from chickens which are
allowed to roam about in an indoor barn rather
than being caged. Also marketed as "organically
grown" eggs, they are claimed by proponents to be
more nutritious and better-tasting. The chickens
that produce them are also said to be under less
stress. Farmers who agree to follow the guidelines
of the Chicago-based Farm Animals Care Trust
(EA.C.T.)are permitted to market their eggs under
EA.C.T.'s "Nest Eggs'' label, which signifies that
their hens eat a diet free from chemical additives
and pesticides. According to the article. free-range
eggs cost 2-3 times as much as factory-farmed eggs.
but "a growing number of people are willing to
back their ethical beliefs with their purchasing
dollars-even if it only benefits some chicken in a
barn somewhere."

______________

"Twinkie" case #2? The widow of James Huberty, who
killed 21 people and wounded 19 others two years ago in
a shooting spree at a McDonald's restaurant in San
Ysidro, California, has sued the fast-food chain. According to a UPI story, the suit claims that monosodium
glutamate (MSG), routinely added to McDonald's foods,
was a contributing factor to Huberty's rage. The suit also
alleges that Huberty had been poisoned by high levels of
lead and cadmium to which he had been exposed while
welding metals for an Ohio company which was named
as co-defendant in the suit.

~

Free report on low-calorie sweeteners. The American
Council on Science and Health has updated its position
paper on aspartame, saccharin and cyclamate, all of
which it considers safe. For a free copy of the 44-page
booklet, send a self-addressed 4"x9½" envelope with
56¢ postage to Low-Calorie Sweetener Report, ACSH, 47
Maple St., Summit, NJ 07901.

New antiquackery groups. Chapters of the National
Council Against Health Fraud have been formed in New
York and Florida. Information on their activities can be
obtained by writing to NCAHF New York Chapter, 86-39
Woodhaven Blvd., New York, NY 11421 and NCAHF
Florida Division, P.O. Box 160. New Port Richey, FL
33552.

New method to identify irradiated foods. Scientists at
the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) have developed
an extremely sensitive procedure to detect whether or
not a sample of meat has received radiation processing.
Previously, no reliable method has been available to tell
whether a foodstuff other than dried spices has been
irradiated. The new technique is expected to work with
vegetable matter and seafood as well. In addition, it
should be possible to develop a scale to determine how
much radiation has been administered. Although food
itself does not become radioactive, the total dose of radiation must be carefully controlled to produce the desired effect without damaging the food. The FDA sets
maximum exposure limits for the lifetime of food products. These limits present a problem for regulators and
food importers who may need to determine whether a
shipment has ever been irradiated. While further experiments are needed, NBS researchers are optimistic
that their procedure will provide a useful, accurate test.
At acceptable levels, irradiation kills harmful microorganisms and insects and extends the shelf life of food
by retarding spoilage.
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NEW HELPFOR LACTOSEINTOLERANCE
Mark A. Kantor,Ph.D.

For the millions of Americans who have trouble
consuming milk because they can't digest lactose, help
has arrived. Low-lactose milk products are now available in many supermarkets, and oral lactase tablets
have been developed which permit lactose-containing
foods to be comfortably eaten.
Lactose ("milk sugar") is a disaccharide (double
sugar) found in milk products. It is broken down into its
component monosaccharides (single sugars), glucose
and galactose, by the intestinal enzyme lactase. These
simple sugars are readily absorbed into the bloodstream.
Children usually have adequate amounts of lactase and are able to drink milk without too much difficulty. The main exception are infants who are allergic
to the protein in cows' milk and therefore must drink
soy-based products or goats' milk. Children may also
refuse milk if they don't like its taste, but parents can
disguise the milk with flavored syrups or by making it
into puddings.
As people grow older, the amount of lactase in the
.,.. small intestine gradually declines. If the lactase level
f" becomes excessively depleted, some dietary lactose remains undigested in the intestines, causing water to be
drawn in from the body. The undigested lactose is also
fermented by gas-producing bacteria naturally present
in the colon. These conditions result in the characteristic symptoms of bloating, diarrhea, and stomach
cramps.
The decline in lactase that occurs with aging is
technically known as "lactase nonpersistence" but is
commonly called "lactose intolerance:· It is probably an
evolutionary adaptation which arose because milk was
not as necessary for adults as it was for infants.
The age of onset of lactose intolerance varies.
Symptoms may begin during late childhood, early adolescence, or not until adulthood. Because the condition
is a genetically programmed event, the amount of milk
that one drinks during childhood does not influence
whether or not the problem eventually develops or its
degree of severity.
Worldwide, about 70% of people have some degree of lactose intolerance. In the United States, it is
most common among Blacks, American Indians and
people of Asian, Middle-Eastern, and East-European
Jewish background. It is much less common among people of Scandinavian and Western European ancestry.
The inability to drink milk can create a significant problem for adults because the need for calcium
_...continues throughout life. The adult RDA of 800 mg is
f difficult to obtain without supplements if dairy products

__________________

are excluded from the diet, and experts now advise
women to consume even more. Moreover, in addition to
its established role in metabolism, calcium is important
in helping to prevent osteoporosis and may have a role
in preventing high blood pressure and colon cancer in
certain individuals.
Fortunately, a low-lactose commercial milk product is available in most supermarkets. The product,
called LactAid, is low in fat as well as 70% lactose-reduced. It also comes in a high-calcium version (500 mg/
cup) called CalciMilk.
These lactose-reduced milk products contain a
lactase enzyme derived from the yeast Kluyveromyces
lactis. The enzyme hydrolyzes the lactose of the milk
into glucose and galactose which are readily digested.
These simple sugars, however, impart a slightly sweet
taste to the milk. All the other properties of low-lactose
milk are the same as those of ordinary low-fat milk.
LactAid, Inc., also manufactures liquid and tablet
forms of lactase enzyme which are sold in some pharmacies. Consumers can produce their own lactose-reduced milk by adding 4-5 drops of liquid enzyme to a
carton of regular milk, shaking gently, and letting the
carton remain in the refrigerator for 24 hours. Lactase
tablets can also be swallowed just prior to eating a lactose-containing food, which enables the enzyme to
break down the lactose during the initial stages of digestion in the stomach.
Lactose intolerance is not an all-or-nothing condition. Some people are able to drink one glass of milk
with no problems, but develop symptoms if they have a
second glass. Most lactose-intolerant people can eat
hard or soft cheeses and ice cream without too much
difficulty because they contain little or no lactose.
Yogurt is somewhat higher in lactose than milk
because milk solids are added to it, but it can usually be
consumed by lactose-intolerant
people. During the
manufacture of yogurt, the lactic acid starter culture
produces lactase, which pre-digests some of the lactose.
In addition, after yogurt is eaten, the bacteria multiply
in the small intestine and produce lactase which digests
much of the remaining lactose. In contrast to yogurt
bacteria, those in buttermilk and unfermented ("sweet")
acidophil us milk do not help lactose-intolerant
individuals.
Dr. Kantor is an assistant professor and food and nutrition
specialist with the University of Maryland's Cooperative Extension Service. His monthly column, "Food and Nutrition Update," is distributed to newspapers throughout Maryland.
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SWEETACIDOPHILUSMILK
Manfred Kroger, Ph.D.

Sweet acidophilus milk may have quietly appeared in the dairy case of your supermarket. Contrary
to what its name may suggest, it tastes neither sweet nor
acidic. It is simply a low-fat milk to which bacteria
called Lactobacillus acidophilus have been added. The
dairy probably has also added vitamins A and D to the
milk and most certainly will have pasteurized and homogenized it.
Why would anyone want another milk product?
Is the dairy industry going the way of its soft drink
competitors who offer a bewildering number of choices?
Not really. There has always been acidophilus milk. But
because of its intensely sour and often astringent taste,
it did not become popular outside of pockets in Europe
and the Near East where it originated.
There is a big difference between acidophilus
milk, which has been fermented by bacteria, and sweet
acidophilus milk, to which bacteria are added without
subsequent fermentation. True acidophilus milk resembles cultured buttermilk and yogurt, and people who
love these products may also consume acidophilus milk.
The human digestive system requires the presence of certain bacteria for proper functioning and the
owner's well-being. Intestinal bacteria are an important
part of the body's immunological defense system and
also help prevent colonization by disease-causing microorganisms. Benign bacteria on the inner surface of
the intestinal wall produce antigens that stimulate the
body's defense system after absorption. We provide the
bacteria with a place to live, and they help us stay well.
Some bacteria, such as those in yogurt, also generate
enzymes that are useful in our digestive processes, especially lactose utilization. Biologists call this mutually
beneficial live-and-let-live arrangement symbiosis. Loss
of the normal intestinal flora, which often occurs after
treatment with certain antibiotics, can lead to diarrhea
caused by organisms that normally would not thrive.
Decades ago it was established that lactobacilli,
bifidobacteria, and certain streptococcal bacteria are

the ones which normally inhabit the human intestine.
They also thrive in milk. The process of deliberately
growing them in a medium such as milk is called culturing. Yogurt. cultured buttermilk and the sour kind of
acidophilus milk are true bacterial cultures; they are
sold around the world as cultured or fermented milk
products.
The reason why cultured acidophilus milk has
never conquered the American market is probably its
bad taste. But Yankee ingenuity has found a way to
bring us the benefit of acidophilus bacteria without the
taste problem. About ten years ago, food scientists at
North Carolina State University developed a process
which allows Lactobacillus acidophilus bacteria to be
precultured and added to cold milk where they remain
viable until the milk is consumed days later. This, of
course, enables consumers to ingest the culture without
any unpleasant taste. In fact. sweet acidophilus milk
tastes like any other low-fat milk. It's called sweet because it isn't sour. No sweetener has been added. The
name will mislead some people, but informed consumers look beyond a product's name and learn whats in it
and what it does.
Although no specific health claims are made by
the producers of sweet acidophilus milk, scientific evidence is accumulating that there may be beneficial
effects. It has been found. for example, that Lactobacillus acidophilus is capable of lowering the activity
of intestinal enzymes responsible for the production of
cancer-causing chemicals. However, until more research is done, it is premature to recommend sweet
acidophilus milk for the prevention or treatment of any
disease. It should simply be recognized as another good
dairy product whose consumption in the United States
has increased dramatically during the past decade.
Dr. Kroger is Professor of Food Science at The Pennsylvania
State University.
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LIFEEXTENSION
PARTI: THEORIESOF AGING
Jack Z. Yetiv,M.D., Ph.D.

. Som~ people try lo achieve immortality through
the1r offsprrng or their works. I prefer to ochievu immortality by not dying.
-Woody Allen
.
During th_e past few years. hopes for extending
life have been discussed increasingly in both scientific
circles and the popular press. This article evaluates scientific theories and some of the strategies they suggest.
Part II of this article discusses life-extension books and
questionable supplement products being promoted to
the public.
Although the terms life expectancy and life span
are often used interchangeably, they mean different
things. Life expectancy is the average number of years
that people of a certain age are likely to live. In the
United States, for example, life expectancy al birth is
now 73 for males and 78 for females. Life span is defined
as the average length of life of a species, and maximum
life span is the maximal age obtainable by a member of
a species. Although ii has been claimed that some humans have lived more than 150 vears, the maximum
documented age for humans is ab~ut 115 years. Average
life expectancy has increased dramaticallv from about
45 years at the turn of the century to about 75 years
today as a result of improved sanitation, nutrition. and
medical care. But maximum life span. which appears to
be characteristic for each species. has changed little-if
at all-over thousands of years.
Theories of aging

Although many theories have been trumpeted as
the cause of aging. it is most likely that several mechanisms working together are responsible for the overall
process. The leading theories are:
• Progressive damage to DNA. Deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA), located in cell nuclei, provide the molecular
basis of heredity. From the time cells are created. thnir

____________________

DNA is subjected to damaging environmental influences as well as intrinsic errors in DNA replication. Environmental factors include solar radiation. x-rays, and
chemical mutagens and carcinogens. Although animals
and humans have mechanisms to repair this DNA
damage, the rate of damage is slightly greater than the
rate of repair.
This theory holds that aging is the result of multiple DNA defects which exceed recuperative
capabilities. It is supported by the fact that cells from
people with progeria or Down ·s syndrome {mongolism)
are less able to repair artificially induced DNA damage.
Progeria is a condition in which children become aged
and die during their teens. Down ·s syndrome victims
live longer. but still have a shorter-than-normal life expectancy. In both conditions, the cells divide fewer
times than normal cells do. Cancer cells. on the other
hand, appear able to reproduce themselves indefinitely.
Perhaps they "know" how to escape or completely repair the random damage discussed above. Proponents of
the damaged DNA theory suggest that if the DNA repair
mechanisms could be perfected, aging would be forestalled and immortality within reach.
• Free radical dc1mage. Free radicals are byproducts of many chemical reactions in the body. They
are highly reactive and can attack many important cellular components. Unlike DNA damage. free radical
damage appears irreversible. Fortunately. however, enzymes such as superoxide dismutase (SOD), glutathione
peroxidase, and catalase deactivate free radicals and
render them harmless. It has been hypothesized that
when lhese mechanisms are insufficient. tissues in the
vicinity of the free radicals are permanently damaged. If
this actually happens, it is likely that free radical
damage is responsible for only a small part of the aging
process.
• Programmed limit lo number of cell divisions.
Unlike the random damage theories above. this theory
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and those below relate to the DNA genetic ''program"
contained within every cell of all animals. This genetic
blueprint determines such characteristics
as the s~x.
hair color. height. intelligence, and probably the life
span of the individual and the species.
During the early 1Y60s. Leonard Hayflick observed that human fibroblasts (connective tissue cells)
would only divide about 50 times in tissue culture. He
concluded that the DNA blueprint allowed only 50 divisions. The fact that fibroblasts from older people undergo fewer divisions than do those from younger
persons supports Haytlick's hypothesis of a built-in
quota of cell divisions. This hypothesis holds that aging
and death occur as the maximum number of all divisions is approached.
• Immunologic obsolescence. It is known that immune system function declines as people age. The thymus gland. which was important in the development of
certain immune cells (T-cells), shrinks from adolescence
onward. infections become somewhat more difficult to
fight and antibody responses to vaccinations are diminished. The immune system also has more difficulty differentiating "self' from "foreign" proteins. When this
happens, the body has more difficulty in attacking invading organisms and has a greater tendency to turn
upon its own ··self" proteins, resulting in autoimmune
diseases.
• Aging clock. This theory holds that all major
events in life, including growth, maturation and aging.
are coded in the DNA "tape.'' A species-specific. chronologically organized script calls out the steps of life like
the caller at a square dance. One of these steps is the
aging process. This orderly destruction contrasts with
the random damage theories described above. However,
it docs seem logical that nature provides built-in obsolescence for older adults who have already served
their primary evolutionary purpose of reproduction.

Life extension strategies
The May 2, 1985 issue of The New England Journnl of Medicine contains an excellent evaluation of life
extension strategies by Edward L. Schneider, M.D., and
John D. Reed, Jr., B.S., of the National Institute of Aging.
(Reprints of this article. which cites 194 references. can
be obtained by writing lo Dr. Schneider at the National
Instilule of Aging, National Institutes of Health. 9000
Rockville Pike, Bethesda, rvm20205.) Here is a summary of the authors' views plus my own:
• Caloric restriction. Several studies in animals
have shown that cutting their caloric intake by 50-60%
can significantly increase maximum lifespan. However,
this action also retards their growth and development,
so ii is not practical for humans. Milder forms of food
restriction begun early in life can produce moderate life
extension in rats but still result in slight retardation of
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growth. Research in humans suggests that being lean is
advantageous. but further research is needed to determine whether there is an optimal weight favoring life
extension.
Caloric restriction has received almost no attention from promoters of so-called life-extension products.
Perhaps this is because "starvation" cannot be sold at a
profit and would be quite unpopular as well.
• Exercise. It is widely accepted that regular exercise will prolong life. Exercise has beneficial effects on
several aging processes as well as on cardiovascular disease. People who exercise regularly tend to be more
health-conscious, to weigh less and to be nonsmokers.
However. it appears that although exercise is beneficial
to health and well-being. it is not clearly related to longevity. Increased life span has been demonstrated in laboratory rodents who began regular exercise programs
early in life. So far no studies of this type have been
reported with humans.
• Antioxidants. Some proponents of the free radical theory recommend supplements
of selenium, vitamins C and E. BHT and other free radical "scavengers:·
Supposedly these substances will delay aging by "soaking up·· errant free radicals that have escaped capture by
the body's own free radical patrols. Although antioxidants can deactivate free radicals in the test tube, there
is no credible evidence that taking them as supplements
will extend human life span. No scientific studies have
been done in humans. and animal studies so far have
been contradictory-a
point seldom mentioned by lifeextension promoters. It is also significant that the animals in these studies usually lost weight. which means
that their increased longevity may have been caused by
low weight rather than antioxidant treatment. No studies so far support a recommendation
to take megadose
antioxidants,
especially since any compound can be
toxic in large doses.
Several years ago a study of readers of Preven!ion
magazine showed no decrease in mortality among individuals taking large amounts of vitamins [Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences 79:6023-27, 1982). In
fact. increased mortality was seen in those consuming
more than mooIU of vitamin E daily. However, the latter observation could be due to the fact that sicker pea-
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pie may have greater
attraction
to vitamin
supplementation.
• Superoxide dismutase (SOD). Noting that the
amount of SOD in the tissues of various animal species
appears related to their life span, proponents suggest
that consuming SOD supplements may enhance longevity. However, SOD is a protein which. like other proteins, is broken down by the enzymes of the digestive
tract. Thus SOD taken by mouth is digested to amino
acids and cannot even reach the tissues as intact SOD.
Furthermore,
it has not been shown that increasing
tissue SOD levels is of value: this has actually been demonstrated in mice [American Journcd of C/inicn/ Nutrition 37:5-7, 1983].
• Levodopn. This drug, commonly used with good
results in the treatment of Parkinson's disease, has also
been proposed as useful for the aging process in general.
Mice treated with near-toxic levels of levodopa have
experienced increased survival, but they also had substantial weight loss. Lower doses of the drug had no
effect on survival. Thus it is possible that the decrease in
weight was responsible for the improved survival. Some
studies have found that patients with Parkinson's disease treated with levodopa lived longer than did untreated patients. Yet they still died earlier than the average for their age.
• Immunologic rnonipulotion. Many immunologic
treatments have been proposed, including the transplantation of immune cells from young animals into old
and the ad111inistration of thymic hormones. But no
such approach has been tested in human beings. Coenzymes Qare another group of compounds proposed as
immune stimulators. Part of the rationale is the observation that the levels oft hese coenzymes in several organs
decline with age. There is some evidence that they may
enhance the immune response when injected into mice.
However. they cannot be recommended for humans because they may also cause organ damage, especially in
tissues with poor circulation.
• Gerovital H-3. This is one of the most widely
promoted "life-extending·• nostrums. It is a preparation
of procaine hydrochloride (a substance used as a local
anesthetic), with benzoic acid and metabisulfite added
as preservatives.
The only documented
effect of
Gerovital is a slight antidepressant property. \'\'hile its
Rumanian promoter. Dr. Ana Asian, has rnported lifeextending capabilities in rodents, others have been unable to demonstrate such effects. According to an article
in the April 1986 FDA Consumer. buyers of Gerovital
may not even be getting what they pay for. When the
FDA analyzed a sample purchased from Peak Health
Intenrntional. a Colorado firm. it contained no procaine
hydrochloride.
• Cenfrophenoxine. This drug has been hypothesized to delay aging by decreasing the accumulation of
lipofuscin, often referred to as "age pigment." Although
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life-extenders theorize that preventing the accumulation of this pigment may prevent the aging process,
there is little evidence to support this. In fact. human
nerve cells can accumulate large amounts of lipofuscin
without any apparent decrease in their function. Thus,
although lipofuscin accumulation
may accompany
aging, it is probably functionally unimportant. An analogy can be made to the skin wrinkling that occurs with
aging. Curing this wrinkling (if it could be done) would
be unlikely lo reverse the aging process.
• Dehydroepiandrosterone
(DHEA). This hormone
is another compound whose level declines with aging.
This fact has led to the speculation that DHEA supplementation will reverse the aging process. Again, just
because something changes as one ages does not prove
that it plays a role in the process. Although DHEA is a
weak male sex hormone, its exact role in the body is
unclear. Some animal studies suggest that DHEA administration causes decreased food intake. But blood levels
of DHEA in rodents are quite different from those of
humans. and DHEA's role in these animals may also
differ from that in humans. There are no human studies
of DHEA supplementation.
Since it is a hormone whose
potential side effects are unknown. its intake by '•lifeextenders" seems inadvisable.

Dr. Yetiv, whose Ph.D. is in pharmacology, is the author of
Popular Nutritional Prnctices, reviewed on page 80 of this
issue.

....-----

QUESTION BOX ------i

Q. What is UHT milk?

A. The term UHT refers to a sterilization process
known as Ultra-High-Temperature
treatment. This
process involves heating the milk to approximately
140"C (285 ° F) for 1-3 seconds follmved by cooling
and immediate sealing in germ-free containers.
The containers can be held unopened at room
temperature for 3-6 months (and thus cost less to
store), but refrigeration is essential after opening.
Even though the heat treatment is more severe,
vitamin losses in UHT milk are not much greater
than with conventional pasteurization and still are
insignificant. UHT milk can be convenient for picnickers. campers, and people living in remote
areas or with limited refrigerator space. It has an
acceptable taste, although some people percoive a
"cooked'' flavor. UHT milk is not yet widely available in American markets. but it is popular in Europe whern its cost is the same as for pasteurized
milk. Only one processing facility is now operating
in the United States.
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IF YOU MUST GET RIPPEDOFF,
AARP WILLSELLIT TO YOU CHEAPER
StephenBarrett, M.D.
The American Association of Retired Persons
(AARP). which prides itself on educating its members
and saving them money, has been involved in important
antiquackery activities. At the same time, despite warnings from me. its pharmacy service has been selling
questionable supplement products and promoting some
of them with misleading advertisements and books.
AARP, which currently has 21 million members
and over 3,000 chapters, is open to anyone 50 or over
who pays $5 dues. In return for this modest sum. members receive Modern Maturity (a well-written bimonthly
magazine) and AARP News Bulletin (a newspaper published 11 times a year). and are eligible for a wide variety
of other servkes, including group insurance plans.
AARP produces syndicated radio and television programs, and newspaper columns. It also produces books
and pamphlets. many of which cover health topics.
AARP Pharmacy Service, which was founded in
1959 and reportedly has millions of customers. is the
largest private nonprofit mail-service pharmacy in the
world. It fills prescriptions and sells hundreds of products through a catalog that is updated about twice a year.
The two most recent issues devote about 25 of their 144
pages to vitamins. minerals and other ''food supplements," many of which have the same ingredients as
popular national brands but are sold at lower prices.
Catalogs issued during the previous three years have
contained fewer pages, with about 25% of their space
covering these products.
AARP's 1985 balance sheet lists operating revenues of $150,675.000. Its pharmacy service is operated
by Retired Persons Services (RPS), Inc., a separate corporation sponsored by AARP. RPS pays a royalty to AARP,
but the amount involved, its gross sales, and the percentage
of "supplement''
sales are not public
information.
In September 1985, I sent a lengthy letter to
AARP's executive director, Cyril F.Brickfield. complaining that at least 30 supplement products listed in AARP's
February 1985 catalog were useh~ss, irrationally formulated, or misrepresented. Among other things, I pointed
out:
• AARP's Stress Formula with biotin and folic
acid was recommended because "a busy lifestyle puts
extra demands on your body." But people with "busy
lifestyles" do not need more vitamins than do those who
are less busy. The catalog lists other "stress formulas"
without saying what type of stress they are supposedly
for. Most people buy "stress formulas" because they mis-
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takenly think that these products help with emotional
stress or other stresses of everyday life. Even the nutrition director of Lederle Laboratories
(makers of
Stresstabs) has stated publicly that vitamins are useless
against emotional stress and that no one eating a balanced diet needs Stresstabs.
• The catalog claims to offer "proven formulations
suited for most every lifestyle.'' Dietary supplementation
may be advisable if people don ·t eat properly. but viwith their
tamin needs do not vary significantly
"lifestyle."
• AARP's Activitamins was recommended ''if you
play tennis or golf, or like to bike, jog or walk." Engaging
in these activities does not create any special vitamin
needs.
• AARP's Vitaminsurance
is an irrational and
overpriced combination of ingredients. A person who
wants to take a supplement for "insurance" should take
one that contains no more than the Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) for any ingredient. Vitaminsurance contains considerably more and costs 36½ct:j
day. about ten times the cost of AARP's RDA
formulation.
• AARP Energy Formula is irrationally formulated and deceptively named. Vitamins and minerals do
not supply energy. Only calories supply energy. The formula is suggested ''for those who want a combination of
B-Complex vitamins plus iron, Minerals and Vitamin
C." Anyone who wants such a formula is confused.
• AARP's Megavitamin Formula is not appropriate
for anyone. Some of the dosages it contains should not
be taken without medical advice. Two of its ingredients,
PAHA and choline, are not vitamins for humans and
serve no useful purpose as supplements. Another megavitamin product in the catalog contains 25,000 International Units of vitamin A. an amount that can build up
to toxic levels in susceptible persons.
• AARP's rutin tablets are a complete waste of
money since rutin is not a nutrient
and has no
therapeutic value. The same is true of AARP's biotin
tablets. Biotin deficiency is virtually nonexistent, and
there is no reason to take biotin for any other reason.
• AARP sells 1000 1.U. capsules of vitamin E.
There is no reason for anyone to take this amount,
which can cause fatigue and other problems.
• AARP carries a dozen vitamin C products with
dosages ranging from 100 to 1000 milligrams. A note on
the same page suggests falsely that vitamin C helps prevent colds and many other viral infections.
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• AARP's Antipollutant
Formula is claimed to
protect people from '·pollution." I believe this claim is
illegal as well as false.
• Various minerals are offered without a warning
that no one should take them without medical advice.
Chelated minerals are also offered. These cost twice as
much as regular
minerals
but have no proven
advantage.
• Amino acids are offered even though there is no
rational reason to buy them. Use of single-ingredient
amino acid supplements has not been proven safe.
• AARP's Bee Pollen Plus Royal Jelly may be good
for bees, but it is a ripoff for humans and can cause
allergic reactions.
• Garlic capsules are anqther product with no
proven usefulness.
• Alfalfa tablets are offered with a note that alfalfa
is called "the great healer." However. it has no proven
healing ability.
• Another note suggests that lecithin supplements
can help prevent arteriosclerosis.
There is no scientific
evidence for this.
My letter to Mr. Brickfield suggested that AARP
inform its members that: 1) nutrient needs can easily be
met by proper eating; 2) vitamin and mineral intake
should be limited; 3) dosages over the RDA are seldom
needed and should not be taken without medical advice: 4) ··natural'' vitamins-ivhich
cost more-are
neither better nor different from ordinary vitamins: and 5)
•·stress'' vitamins are fraudulently
represented in ads to
the public. At the same time, it could teach its members
how to evaluate whether their regular daily diet is adequate and whether any supplementation
is appropriate.
Within a week. Paul R. Bergeron, ll. marketing
vice president of AARP Pharmacy Service, replied that:
"Vitamin supplementation
is as controversial today as it
was 30 years ago when I began my career as a pharmacist. The points you raised in your letter ... are well
taken, nnd I appreciate you taking the time to state your
opinions. But I also receive sound comments and opinions that tend to disagree with yours. My dilemma results ... What vitamin supplements do we offer? At this
time. I choose to supply quality, low co.st products that
our members want and buy. \:\'hen the evidence is
strong that doses or formulations are not in our members' best interest-we
discontinue
the products involved ...
Currently, we are considering changes in

_

some of the products you discussed. That's why your
comments were appreciated.
Our main concern is for
the health care costs of AARP members. I think our
changing product mix properly addresses the needs and
wants of our members.''
A few weeks later I wrote again to Mr. Brickfield,
asking whether AARP is really interested in trying to
protect its members from wasting money on vitamins
they don't need. If it is. AARP could easily consult experts of its own choosing to resolve Mr. Bergeron·s "dilemma'' of not knowing what to believe. I also asked
whether AARP would be willing to publish advice in its
catalog even though it might decrease vitamin sales.
(Such action, of course, w'ould be one of the most important and newsworthy events in the history of consumer
protection.)
Brickfield replied by assuring me that AARP is
''indeed interested in trying to protect its members from
wasting money on vitamins they don't need" but "recognizes that there is no clear and compelling consensus
on the question of vitamin supplementation."
He also
said that future editions of the pharmacy service catalog
"will present all sides of the vitamin supplementation
question."
When the February 1986 catalog arrived, some of
the misleading statements I had complained about were
gone, but most of the questionable
products were still
there. The catalog contained two articles about supplementation. One. from the National Institute on Aging.
advised against taking supplements
without determining whether they are needed. The other, attributed to
the Vitamin Nutrition
Information
Service (VNIS),
claimed that vitamin and mineral deficiencies are common among older Americans and suggests taking a supplement "just to be sure." (Though not identified in the
catalog. VNlS is a subsidiary
of Hoffmann-La Roche.
which wholesales most of the vitamin ingredients used
by other manufacturers.)
Neither article warned that
amounts higher than the RDAs should not be taken
without medical advice.
This catalog also offered for sale The Healthy
Heart Book, by Richard P. Hucmer, M.D., past-president
of the Orthomolecular
Medical Society. an organization
of physicians who believe in megavitamin therapy. Although the book contains some sound advice. it also
suggests that everyone take supplements
of vitamins.
minerals, antioxidants,
choline and inositol to protect
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their heart. (Many of the claims made for these products
would be illegal advertising or labeling.)
The August 1986 catalog eliminated the articles
on vitamins and also dropped the book. But it included
another called Vitumins and Minerals, which is part of a
series of health books published by Springhouse Corporation, Springhouse, Pennsylvania. under the guidance
of the American Family Health Institute. whose medical
board includes some well credentialed professionals.
However, although the book states that the best way to
meet dietary needs is through foods, it contains many
false and misleading passages that promote unnecessary
supplements. For example, it says that water-soluble vitamins must be replaced daily, which is untrue. Although storage is limited, they are stored in sufficient
amounts that missing any of them for days or even
weeks is unlikely to cause any trouble whatsoever. The
book says that smokers can benefit from extra vitamin
C, which is also untrue. It also says that PABA. choline
and inositol are vitamins.
AARP Pharmacy Service occasionally engages in
misleading advertising outside of its regular catalog. Ads
in AARP News Bulletin have suggested using AARP's
Stress Formula for "a busy lifestyle .. and that stocking
up on vitamin C tablets is a good way to ''prepare for the
cold season:· And an ad in the AARP Pharmacy Service
Bonus Book warned against ''harmful free radicals" and
suggested supplements of ''the protector vitamins" (C, E
and beta-carotene) to "ensure added protection."
\i\'hat makes all of this puzzling is the fact that
AARP is significantly involved in fighting quackery on
other fronts and has published many outstanding publications on other health topics. Most notably, its Health

_

Advocacy Service has developed an outstanding slideand-lecture program warning that "today's quacks combine alluring promises with sophisticated marketing
techniques to rake in billions of dollars each year:·
Curiously. one of the program's messages is:
"There is enough wholesome and appetizing food in our
supermarkets so that most of us can easily obtain the
nutrition we require. The only person who should determine if you need a vitamin, mineral or other food
supplement is your doctor or a professional nutritionist."
This month's Consumer Reports magazine contains a brief article criticizing AARP's promotion of Activitamins and its willingness to sell such products as
bee pollen and royal jelly. rutin. alfalfa and biotin. The
article quotes Mr. Bergeron to the effect that if AARP
didn't carry such products, its members would buy
them somewhere else.
In my opinion. AARP and its pharmacy service
have been acting unethically. If AARP can advise consumers properly on dozens of other issues, why can't it
do so about supplements? A clear and compelling scientific consensus certainly does exist on the points I have
raised. AARP surely has the resources to identify it. If
AARP believes that to satisfy its members it must carry
questionable products, why can't it discourage their
purchase? After all, AARP and its pharmacy service are
supposedly nonprofit.
Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is
co-author/editor of 21 books including Vitamins and "Health"
Foods:The Great American Hustle. In 1984 he received the
FDA Commissioner's Special Citation Award for Public Service
in fighting nutrition quackery.

BRIEFS
Diet and behavior report. In November 1984, the American Medical Association and the International Life Sciences Institute-Nutrition
Foundation
held an
interdisciplinary symposium on diet and behavior [see
NF 2:11-13].Participants at the meeting generally agreed
that: 1) although diet does affect behavior, the effects are
subtle; 2) diet has not been established as a significant
causative factor or as having therapeutic potential in the
management of abnormal behavior; and 3) based on existing evidence. it is premature to utilize information on
the effect of diet on behavior to influence health policy.
A special 256-page supplement to Nutrition Reviews
containing all of the papers presented at the meeting is
now available for $12.00 from the International Life Sciences Institute. Suite 111-N, 1126 16th St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036.

--------------------18--------------------

Hair analysis lab fined. On May 2nd, Analytical Research Laboratories (ARL), Inc., of Phoenix. Arizona,
signed a consent agreement with the New York State
Attorney General to stop "soliciting or accepting hair
specimens for laboratory examination where the purpose is to determine possible excesses or deficiencies in
nutrient mineral levels or toxic metal levels in the
body." The agreement also directed the company to pay
a $1,000 penalty plus $1,000 for court costs, and to make
restitution to any New York customer who filed a claim
within 90 days. The Attorney General acted because a
health food store proprietor had been using hair analysis as the basis for recommending vitamin and mineral
supplements. ARL was never licensed to operate within
Ndew York State, and hair analysis for the purpose of
etermining nutrient levels is not legal there.
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USDA information guide. How lo Gel Information from
lhe United Slates Depnrtmenl of Agriculture is n 16-page
booklet which tells how to get information from the
Department and its various agencies. For a free copy.
telephone 202-447-7454.

Health claims for light attacked. FDA's August 27th Enforcement Report contains a "Health Fraud Notice" calling the Vita-Lite Fluorescent Lamp a "gross deception of
the consumer'' because of its labeled claims. The product, made by the Duro-Test Corporation. North Bergen.
N.J.. and sold through health food stores, is a full-spectrum fluorescent lamp designed to simulate sunlight. In
advertising and store displays. Vita-Light was claimed to
improve visual acuity, reduce fatigue, help fight ''winter
blues," and help fight osteoporosis by increasing intestinal absorption of calcium; but the FDA said these
claims were unsubstantiated.
On August 28, New
Jersey's District Court refused Dura-Tests request to restrain distribution of the FDA report. The company then
agreed to discuss labeling revisions with the agency in
an attempt to resolve the matter without further
litigation.

_

New meat labeling rules. The U.S. Department of Agriculture has given producers of meat and poultry products until March 1987 to meet stricter Iabelino
requirements for "lite" or ''lean" meat and poultry prol
ucts. "Extra lean'' will be reserved for products containing no more than 5% fat, and the actual amount of
fat must appear on the label. "Lean" and "low fat'' claims
can be used on those containing no more than 10% fat.
"Light," "lite,'' "leaner'' and "lower fat" can be used on
those containing at least 25% less fat than the majority
of such products on the market. But the comparison
must be explained on the label. The new policy resulted
from a petition by the Center for Science in the Public
Interest.

Doctors being pressured. Claiming that doctors pay too
little attention to nutrition, the Center for Science in the
Public Interest has asked its members to send form letters ·'anonymously (or not)" urging their doctors to obtain free educational
materials
from various
organizations on dietary strategies for preventing heart
disease and cancer.

FOOD IRRADIATIONUNDER ATTACK

_,,,.

Irradiation is a valuable way to kill harmful microorganisms and insects. and to extend the shelf life of
certain foods by retarding spoilage [see NF 2:25-27). But
the health food industry is urging its followers to oppose
it. To stimulate political activity, opponents are suggesting that irradiated foods are dangerous. Health food industry publications have been publishing articles and/
or letters to the editor asking their readers to take
action.
Some of the propaganda involvnd resembles that
of opponents of fluoridation. For example, the National
Coalition to Stop Food Irradiation (NCSFI), P.O. Box
590488. San Francisco. CA ~1415~1.
calls irradiation "food
fascism:' It claims that gamma radiation "destroys essential nutrients in foods" and ''produces toxic chemical byproducts in foods which are scientifically documented
to cause latent diseases:· It also claims that "irradiation
with cobalt-60 or cesium-137 provides an apparent social justification for recycling radioactive wastes from
nuclear weapons production and nuclear power plants.''
One of NCSFI's aims is to µass municipal and county
legislation requiring labeling of all irradiated foods sold

__________________

to retail customers. Bumper stickers have been distributed with the message: "Don't Nuke My Food!"
Rep. Douglas Bosco (D-CA) has introduced the
Food Irradiation Safety and Labeling Requirement Act
of 1986 (H.R. 4762), which already has more than 30
sponsors. This bill would: 1) stop the FDA from implementing regulations that allow food producers to irradiate pork and fresh produce [NF 3:33, 3:39]: 2) impose a
2-year moratorium on use of food irradiation: and 3)
require the Secretary of Health and Human Services to
arrange for studies on the safety and nutritional value of
irradiated foods.
H.R. 4762 would also extend labeling requirements to foods whose components have been irradiated
and to irradiated foods sold at restaurants. In a recent
fundraising appeal, the People's Medical Society lNF
2:81-83] asked members to sign form letters to Congress
and the FDA supporting this provision and asking that
labels also be required to disclose the presence of
··fumigants, pesticides, waxes and dyes that are added to
foodstuffs ofter they are harvested."
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BOOKREVIEWS
Title: Popular Nutrition Practices: A Scientific Appraisal
(1986)
Author: Jack Z. Yetiv, M.D .. Ph.D.
Publisher: Popular Medicine Press. P.O. Box 12607-N,
Toledo. OH 43606
Price: $23.95 hardcover, $17.95 softcover
Reviewed by: Stephen Barrett, M.D.
To produce this outstanding volume, Dr. Yetiv
spent four years collecting and distilling scientific articles on more than 100 nutrition topics of current concern. Included in its 318 pages are such subjects as
dietary balance. diet and heart disease. dietary fiber.
osteoporosis. weight control, diet and hypertension. diet
and cancer, diet and behavior, carbohydrate metabolism. diabetic diets, food allergies. food additives. vegetarianism, and rational usage of vitamins and minerals.
Many types of nutrition quackery are discussed, some
in detail and others briefly. An appendix tells how the
scientific method is used to determine today's truths.
The material is detailed enough for professionals yet
lucid enough for laypersons. More than 1.000 references
are cited so that readers wishing to delve more deeply
will find it easy to do so. [Nutrition Forum subscribers
can obtain softcover copies for $16 each from LVCAHF.
P.O. Box 1747. Allentown, PA 18105. Payment must accompany order.]

Title: Nutrition in Oral Health and Disease {1985)
Editors: Robert L. Pollack, Ph.D .. and Edward Kravitz,
D.Sc.
Publisher: Lea and Febiger. 600 Washington Sq .. Philadelphia PA 19106
Price: $29.95
Reviewed by: John E. Dodes. D.D.S.
This textbook is excellent for a course on nutrition at a dental school. Dentists, dental hygienists and
dietitians who deal with patients undergoing extensive
dentistry will also find it valuable. particularly the last
section on general nutrition information. The book is
474 pages long, contains an accurate index. and is
printed in an easy-to-read typeface. Understanding it
requires a solid background in health sciences, especially biochemistry and physiology.

_________________

Written by 30 prominent contributors, the book
thoroughly covers the role of diet and nutrition in
health and disease at each stage oflife plus various other
topics such as food preservation and setting up nutrition
education programs for professionals. An outstanding
chapter on food fads and fallacies. written by Dr. Kravitz
and National Council Against Health Fraud president
William T. Jarvis. Ph.D .. is particularly important because dentists and hygienists need to be able to educate
their patients in this area. Many chapters end with a list
of recommended readings in addition to references.
Most of the authors don't overstate the role of nutrition
in dental disease. The symptoms of vitamin and mineral
deficiency are amply discussed. as are the problems
caused by overdosing on supplements.
Typical of first editions. some chapters are far
superior to others and there is considerable repetition.
The book's major defect is that some of its authors seem
overeager to connect nutrition and disease. Some advance unsupportable assumptions about food supplements benefiting the general population. which in this
country is mostly overfed and free of deficiency diseases. For example.
assumptions
are made that
periodontal disease may be partly due to "end organ
deficiency:· No research has demonstrated such a mechanism or that periodontal disease can be improved
through vitamin supplementation alone.
The text's perspective of fluoridation is also
flawed. It is stated several times that daily fluoride intake of as little as 2 ppm (about twice the optimum level
for public water supplies) can cause "overdosage." This is
described as a "narrow safety margin," despite the fact
that the only adverse effect of fluoride at 2 ppm is
whitish opaque areas-detectable
only by trained observers-on
the teeth of a very small segment of the
population. The minimum fatal dose for an adult is approximately 2 grams of fluoride-hundreds
of times
what people consume daily in water and food supplies
combined. Until a better protectant against cavities is
found, it is unfair and misleading to denigrate fluoride.
But these are minor flaws in a basically excellent book.

Dr. Dodes, a dentist in Woodhaven, New York, is director of the
New York Chapter of the National Council Against Health
Fraud.
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LIVECELLANALYSIS:HIGH-TECHHOKUM
JamesA. Lowell,Ph.D.
NutriScreen Live Blood Analysis is a simple procedure for obtaining a quick and accurate assessment of
your blood. With only a sample, taken virtually without
pain from your finger, NutriScreen is able to provide a
composite of over 25 aspects from your live blood.
Darkfield microscopy now allows us to observe multiple
vitamin and mineral deficiencies, toxicity, tendencies toward allergic reaction, excess fat circulation, liver weakness and arteriosclerosis. Through new, improved
technology in video, patients are able to view their own
drop of blood on television while they simultaneously
receive their analysis.
So reads a flyer from a Los Angeles chiropractor
who uses live cell analysis, the latest in a seemingly
endless succession of questionable tests used as the
basis for prescribing food supplements. This procedure
is carried out by placing a drop of blood from the patient's fingertip on a microscope slide under a glass
coverslip to keep it from drying out. The slide is then
viewed with a dark-field microscope to which a television monitor has been attached. Both practitioner and
patient can then see the blood cells, which appear as
dark bodies outlined in white. The practitioner may also
take polaroid photographs of the television picture for
himself and the patient.
Dark-field microscopy is a valid scientific tool in
which special lighting is used to examine specimens of
cells and tissues. The objects being viewed stand out
against a dark background-the
opposite of what occurs
during regular microscopy. This allows the observer to
see things which might not be visible with standard
lighting. Connecting a television monitor to a microscope for diagnostic purposes is also a legitimate practice. Called telepathology, the technique was little used
until recently because it was assumed that the quality of
video transmission could not provide adequate detail for
accurate pathologic diagnoses. Improved technology has
resulted in the development of practical applications,

___________________

but live cell analysis of the type described in this article
is not one of them.
Three companies are selling equipment and protocols for live cell analysis: Livcell Analysis, Inc., of
Laguna Hills, California; NutriScreen Live Blood Analysis, of Covina, California; and Physicians Cyto Laboratories, of Fort Lauderdale, Florida. These companies claim
that live cell analysis can be used to identify a wide
variety of health problems by examining characteristics
of blood cells and other matter visible on the screen.
(The chart which follows examines this claim.)
The Livcell system, which costs practitioners
$10,300, includes a dark-field microscope, television
camera and monitor, patient education packets and brochures, wall charts, a "technical manual," a "nutrition
manual," and a four-day training seminar. The equipment can also be leased for $5,000 a year. Those who
pass a test are "certified" by the company. Once a year,
meetings are held to keep owners apprised of new developments. Prospective customers for the system are
given a sales packet which includes a description of the
equipment, testimonial letters and a profitability
projection.
Most of the testimonials in the promotion packet
are from chiropractors, but one is from Jeffrey Bland,
Ph.D .. who speaks frequently at health food industry
meetings about how to promote supplements
[see
NFZ:33-36 and 3:33-38]. Bland's letter, dated February 7,
1986, states:
"It is clear that the dark-field microscope examination of whole blood is a useful tool in visualizing
aspects of the end products of metabolism ... It appears
as if this tool could be extremely useful in promoting
better acceptance and personal commitment to nutrition and lifestyle modification:'
Livcell's profitability projection is based on using
the test to modify the behavior of one new patient per
day, five days per week, 50 weeks per year. Committed
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patients would pay $50 for their initial test and $30 each
for two retests. Each initial test, the projection states,
will generate sales of about $60 worth of food supplements on which the practitioner makes 50% profit.
With all tests, retests, and supplement sales, a practitioner who owns the equipment would net $61,000 per
year. NutriScreen also includes a profitability projection

_

in its packet for prospective customers. With five new
patients a day (22 days a month) paying $30 for the test
and $50 for supplements, practitioners would gross over
$100,000 per year just on initial visits.
Livcell's Technical Manual describes the appearance of normal blood and 24 "blood indicators"
which supposedly signify specific diseases or deficien-

CLAIMSVS. FACTS
This chart lists some of the "blood indicators" which live cell proponents claim are
useful in diagnosing health problems.

"Blood indicator"

Proponents' interpretation

Separation of red blood cells

Too little separation means oxygen delivery and carbon dioxide
removal are reduced, typically caused by too much dietary fat.

Shape of red blood cells

Non-round red cells, caused by toxins entering the body, do not
perform or survive well.

Size of red blood cells

They may be too small due to iron deficiency anemia or too big
due to B-12 deficiency or rarer conditions.

Rouleaux (red cells that appear stacked like coins)

Caused by "acute phase protein" in the blood. If the condition
doesn't respond to nutritional therapy in seven days, additional
testing should be performed to rule out arthritis, diabetes, gallbladder disease, rheumatic heart, hepatitis and many other serious conditions.
Indicates about the same problems as rouleaux, but may be more
serious.

Red cell clumping
White blood cell count

If too high or low, it tells about bacteria, viruses and use of
medication.

Hypersegmentation of neutrophils (a type of white
blood cell whose nucleus has several lobes)

Extra lobes mean that the person is deficient in iron, folic acid, or
vitamin B-12.

Vitality of white blood cells

Lack of movement or round shape of neutrophils indicates decreased immunity.

Allergy cell count

High eosinophil count indicates possible allergy, food sensitivity
or presence of parasites.

Waste (non-blood material) in the blood stream

Immune system or organs of elimination are ineffective.

Spicules (small, slender sharp-pointed pieces)

May signify liver or bowel toxicity.

Fat (chylous material) in blood

Results from a diet high in fats or simple sugars.

Platelet clumping

Can lead to cardiovascular consequences but can be corrected by
dietary adjustments. nutritional supplements and smoking cessation. May also indicate m·arijuana or cocaine use.

Parasitized red blood cells

Bacteria and viruses are present because the body's immunity is
low.

Protoplasts

Large germs whose presence may indicate weakness of the body's
immune system.

__________________
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cies. The book is referenced, although few of the references have anything to do with observation or analysis
of blood under a dark-field microscope. Once identified,
the indicators can be looked up in the Nutrition Manual
which recommends supplements and additional tests.
A practitioner using these manuals might. for example, determine that a patient has an excess of

_

eosinophils, a type of white cell which normally makes
up 1-3% of the white blood cells. According to the Technical Manual, counts over 4% may be related to about
50 diseases, including Addison's disease, scarlet fever.
cancers of the lung, ovary and stomach, allergic rhinitis,
impetigo, Hodgkin's disease and scabies. The Nutrition
Manual says that too many eosinophils are a reason to

It was prepared with the help of Ronald Spark, M.D., a pathologist at Tucson
Medical Center who uses dark-field microscopy on a regular basis for legitimate
medical purposes.

Scientific facts
Oxygen and carbon dioxide have nothing to do with the amount of separation. It is actually determined by the method of
preparing the slide. Although extremely high blood levels of fat can cause red cell aggregation, dietary fat does not produce
this condition in normal individuals.
Unusual shapes can occur with long-term alcohol abuse and a few relatively uncommon hereditary diseases such as sickle
cell anemia. Live-cell analysts don't specify what "toxins" they are talking about.
Although this interpretation is correct, most people performing live cell analysis have insufficient training to actually
identify or treat any conditions they discover.
Rouleaux and clumping occur when blood is placed under a microscope without first being suspended in proper solutions
to control acidity and agglutination. Rouleaux occurring in other tests can be related to the diseases mentioned, but their
occurrence during live cell analysis is not.

The white cell count can be affected by infections and a few medications, but live cell analysis is unlikely to produce
accurate counts. Automated equipment used in standard laboratory practice is far more accurate than manual counting
methods.
Iron deficiency does not affect the appearance of neutrophils. 8-12 status can be related to the number of lobes in their
nuclei, but only highly skilled technicians using special stains and techniques (not dark-field microscopy) can determine
the average number of lobes accurately.
Neutrophils don't propel themselves but simply float in the fluid in which they are suspended. So the amount of
"movement" depends upon the viscosity of the blood on the slide. The shape of neutrophils has no relationship to
immunity.
So many different conditions can increase the number of eosinophils that it is not valuable as a primary diagnostic tool.
Even if it were, the live cell procedure is not suitable for counting eosinophils accurately.
Although the levels of waste products in the blood can be related to the functioning of various organs (such as the kidneys),
these chemicals cannot be seen but require chemical tests to measure them.
Spicules are artifacts, the most common causes of which are contamination and drying of the blood sample.
The amount of chylous material (fat coated with protein to make it soluble enough to travel in the blood) in the blood
increases after eating. But it is not readily visible under dark-field illumination unless special techniques are used.
Platelets are difficult to judge under dark-field procedures, even for experts.

The organisms live cell promoters claim to be able to find are extremely rare.
Bacterial protoplasts have poorly developed cell walls and are not visible under dark-field illumination.

_________________
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take supplements of pantothenic acid, vitamin B6 , vitamin C, bioflavonoids. adrenal tissue concentrate, paraaminobenzoic acid (PABA), vitamin B2 , and "mycellized" vitamin A. The manual also recommends a
special diet, hair analysis to check selenium and zinc
levels, and another live cell test in 30 days.
Physicians Cyto Laboratories is a clinic specializing in allergy and immunology testing. Founded in 1978,
it began marketing its "Darkfield Video Analysis" in
1985. Marketing director Stephen Thompson says that
the test is used "as a general health screening tool on all
of our patients" and that "the blood is a window to an
individual's health and can reflect various problems:·
According to Thompson, the screening reveals nutritional, allergy, or other problems in about 90% of its
pat.ients. most of whom sign up for additional testing
and "recovery" programs. (Conventional allergists believe that less than 15% of the general population suffers
from food allergies.)
I first saw live cell analysis performed at a health
food convention in Phoenix in the Fall of 1984. A few
months later, to sample the test's efficacy, I attended a
convention in California accompanied by a 27-year-old
woman who was recovering from a serious motorcycle
accident. Following the accident. she had been in a
coma and required close monitoring of her nutrition
status during a hospital stay in which she received artificial feedings. She still had slurred speech, a tremor of
her hands and head, and a limp that necessitated use of
a cane. While I watched, she underwent NutriScreen
Live Blood Analysis for the special convention price of
only $15.
The woman performing the test billed herself as a
nutrition counselor and "metabolic technician" certified by the International Health Institute (IHI) in
Dallas. Texas. (IHI was founded by William Donald
Kelly, a dentist who claims to be able to cure a wide
variety of ills, including cancer, by adjusting nutrient
intake according to a person's supposed metabolic type.)
The "technician" paid no attention to our patient's medical history or obvious physical problems but merely
asked whether she had eaten or ingested alcohol within
the past 24 hours. Then she obtained a blood sample by
having the patient press a lever attached to a mousetrap-like device into which she placed her finger. (I assume this device was used because the practitioner,
being unlicensed, could not legally draw blood.)
Using the test. the counselor determined that our
patient had"+ 2 protein linkage," spicules, red cell and
platelet aggregation, "pulsating white cells," and other
abnormal cells, which live cell analysts claim indicate
iron deficiency, B-vitamin deficiency and other problems. None of these cited factors actually indicates the
conditions she diagnosed. If our patient really had been
deficient in iron or folic acid (a B-vitamin), many small
or large red cells would have been visible on the video
screen. But the practitioner failed to report any.
To correct the problems she claimed to find, she
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recommended iron chelated with vitamin C, B-complex
vitamins, folic acid, hydrochloric acid, lecithin, fish oils.
vitamin E, selenium and other antioxidants. Furthermore, she said, our patient needed to have her immune
system stimulated and her liver detoxified. (The latter is
usually accomplished by a combination of fasting and
coffee enemas.)
Since we were from Arizona and the nutritional
counselor would not be able to treat our patient herself,
she told us to contact the Nutritional Counseling Service in Dallas, Texas, to locate a certified metabolic technician from the Tucson area. When we did, we received
literature describing a "metabolic therapy" program that
would include hundreds of supplements a day and cost
as much as $1,000 a month for the first year until the
patient achieved good health. Since the program was
individualized, however, they advised that we attend
their 2½-day "Resort to Health Workshop" in Dallas at a
special cost of only $350 plus room and board.
This literature was soon followed by a letter from
a Phoenix chiropractor who signed himself as a "Metabolic Doctor" and identified himself as a representative
of the Alumni Association of the International Health
Institute. He promised that by examining a computer
printout which he would prepare, our patient would see
"for the first time, an estimate of what's happening in
your body, and it is such a relief to be given exact instructions on how to help the imbalances that keep you
from experiencing the good health that you seek and so
rightfully deserve:'
Even if live cell analysis were a valid test. I suspect that most practitioners are performing it improperly. The three I have observed so far didn't always
clean their microscope slides carefully between patients. (Dirt and dust which show up under the microscope can then be misinterpreted as components of the
blood.) No agents were used to prevent dehydration or
clotting or to control salinity, pH or temperature. Factors
like these can account for variations in rouleau patterns,
red-cell clumping and the formation of "spicules:• Some
of the patterns one practitioner saw resulted from his
microscope being out of focus and disappeared when I
adjusted it properly.
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Bill Shaddle, general manager of Livcell Analysis,
Inc., says that 400 to 500 dark-field units are being used
in the United States for nutritional assessment, including about 350 from his company. He told me that his
company promotes live cell analysis as a device for patient education. However, its brochure states that the
test indicates "the need for specific nutrients to support,
strengthen, and rebuild weakened organs and systems."
Shaddle also told me that the basic techniques were
developed about six years ago by James Privitera, M.D.,
a California physician, who founded Livcell Analysis
but later left to launch NutriScreen.
Privitera has been involved in questionable practices in the past. In 1975, he was convicted and sentenced to six months in jail for conspiring to prescribe
and distribute laetrile as a cancer remedy. In 1980, after
the appeals process ended, he served 55 days in jail but
was pardoned by California Governor Jerry Brown following a letter-writing campaign generated by the National Health Federation (NHF), a group that promotes
questionable health methods. Privitera was a member
of NHF's board of governors when the letter-writing
campaign took place.
Shaddle and two others who helped Privitera
promote Livcell Analysis are former employees of Nu

_

tri-Dyn, an Illinois-based company which sells supplements of ground-up animal organs called "glandulars"
which supposedly strengthen corresponding human
organs when consumed. Seminars on live cell analysis
have been promoted to chiropractors by the company's
main distributor. In 1982, an undercover investigator
from WBBM-TV, Chicago, recorded Shaddle telling Nutri-Dyn sales trainees that although there was no proof
that company products could cure diseases, they should
claim they do anyway. "You've got to be able to do it to
survive," he said, "so everybody does it."
Clearly, there are serious questions about both
the value of live cell analysis and the credibility of those
promoting it. As is the case with many questionable
procedures, live cell analysts combine a curious mixture of science and pseudoscience. The test itself is
useless in diagnosing most of the conditions which the
live cell analysts claim to detect.

Dr. Lowell is a professor of life sciences at Pima Community
College and is president of the Arizona Council Against Health
Fraud. Some of the documents mentioned in this article were
supplied by John Renner, M.D., president of the Kansas City
Committee on Health and Nutrition Fraud and Abuse.

FALSEADS FOR VIOBINWHEATGERMOILAPPEARDOOMED
Viobin Corporation has been a subsidiary of the
A.H. Robins Company since 1973. A few days before the
acquisition, the Pennsylvania Department of Health embargoed a quantity of Viobin Wheat Germ Oil until the
manufacturer promised to stop advertising that the
product could "relieve heart stress:' But the company
continued to suggest that its products would improve
physical fitness and athletic performance.
Over the years, Viobin has advertised that Viobin
Wheat Germ Oil (liquid), Promtabs (tablets), and Prometol (capsules) will increase endurance, stamina, vigor
and total body reaction time, and will help overcome
fatigue. The company has also claimed that these benefits were backed by "more than 18 years of University
research:'
During 1984, after the National Advertising Division (NAD) of the Council of Better Business Bureaus
asked for substantiation of these claims, Viobin told
NAD that it would discontinue them "!n a spirit of cooperation" even though it felt the advertising in question
could be scientifically supported [see NF 2:14 ]. However,
the claims continued to appear in Viobin ads for at least
six months after the agreement with NAD was
announced.

__________________

Now the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has
charged Viobin and A.H. Robins with false advertising.
Under a proposed consent agreement, they would be
prohibited from representing that wheat germ oil can
help consumers improve endurance, stamina, vigor or
other aspects of athletic fitness, or that its active ingredient octacosanol is related in any way to body reaction
time, oxygen uptake, oxygen debt or athletic performance. In addition, Viobin must state in any ads within
the next year that "earlier studies of the effects of wheat
germ oil and octacosanol on endurance, stamina or
vigor do not meet the criteria for modern testing" and
that the company no longer makes claims that wheat
germ oil supplements will improve endurance, stamina
or vigor. Within six months following final ratification of
the proposed agreement, the company will also have to
place one ad including this disclosure in each publication that carried its ads during 1985. According to FTC
staff, the purpose of this provision is to remedy false
impressions created by Viobin's false and deceptive
advertising.
The consent agreement has appeared in the
Federal Register and is open to public comment until
December 9, after which the FTC will decide whether
to make it final.
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Welcome support for fluoridation. Prevention Maga- NF's editor honored. At its annual meeting, the Amerzine has published an excellent discussion of fluorida- ican Dietetic Association (ADA) awards honorary membership to one or two individuals who have made
tion in its November "Ask Prevention"
column.
Summarizing the favorable viewpoints of major health significant contributions to nutrition and dietetics. On
organizations, the column airs a prominent public October 27, 1986, Dr. Stephen Barrett was given this
health official's view that "a few opponents of fluorida- award for "tireless work against health fraud" and "leadtion try to condemn the practice by taking out of con- ership in numerous organizations that promote and support nutrition and good health." Later that day he gave
text and misrepresenting
legitimate pro-fluoride
scientific research:' Prevention vigorously opposed fluo- tips on fighting nutrition quackery to an audience of
ridation during the lifetime of its founder, J.I. Rodale, 2,500 dietitians and was videotaped for ADA and Cable
who died in 1971. But its current editors believe it is a News Network programs on that subject.
valuable public health measure.

Cytotoxic lab zapped. The Attorney General of the
State of Washington has secured a consent agreement
barring Medical Service Center and its owner, Mark
Lovendale, from making a large number of false claims
about cytotoxic testing. The company, based in Irvine,
California, had been claiming that the test can diagnose
food allergies and sensitivities that supposedly cause arthritis, epilepsy, multiple sclerosis and many other diseases. A civil penalty of $300,000 and court costs and
attorneys' fees of $30,000 were suspended provided the
company permanently desist from any business in
Washington involving cytotoxic testing or related services. (For additional information on cytotoxic testing.
see NF 1:17-19, 2:39, 2:62. 2:84, and 2:91.)

..------

QUESTION BOX-----,

Q. Can any foods consumed before bedtime help
people fall asleep?
A. Controlled studies suggest that the amino acid
tryptophane administered in doses of one gram or
more can reduce the time it takes some people to
fall asleep. However, self-administration of individual amino acids is not a recommended practice. It
is not known whether human sleep patterns are
affected by tryptophane normally present in typical meals or snacks. Touted sleep-inducers like
milk contain very small amounts of tryptophane
(0.12 grams in 8 ounces of milk). A bedtime snack
or warm drink (such as soup or decaffeinated tea)
may be comforting, but a dull book or warm bath
will probably do more to lull people to sleep. Alcoholic beverages can help induce sleep but may
cause the sleeper to wake up early when the effect
of the alcohol wears off.

____________________

In-store computer terminals. According to an article in
the Washington Post, computerized devices now being
tested in supermarkets can provide store directories,
nutrition information, discount coupons, and printed
recipes tailored to individual specifications. Although
computers have considerable potential for helping shoppers, they can deliver advertising messages and also influence purchasing decisions in subtle ways.

Mail-order diet fraud stopped. The Federal Trade Commission has announced that marketers of several mailorder diet schemes have signed a provisional consent
agreement settling charges that they made false. misleading and unsubstantiated claims in advertising their
programs and products. In June 1985 the Commission
issued an administrative complaint against Buckingham
Productions, Inc., and related companies and individuals who marketed the Rotation Diet, "No Frills" Rotation
Diet, Freedom Diet, Freedom Plus! Diet, and RotationFreedom Diet. The complaint challenged their claims
that dieters could eat virtually unlimited quantities of
any food for four days each week and still lose weight if
they followed a severely restricted low-calorie diet during the rest of the week and took the company's vitamin
supplements and wafers. The complaint also challenged
claims that the usual monthly loss was 8-20 pounds for
women and 12-25 pounds for men. Under the proposed
agreement, Buckingham is prohibited from claiming
that consumers can eat as much as they want and still
lose weight without disclosing that weight loss depends
upon the reduction of total caloric intake. Buckingham
also agreed that if testimonials from its employees were
used in the future, the fact of their employment would
be disclosed in the ads. [Note: Buckingham's Rotation
Diet is completely unrelated to Dr. Martin Katahn's bestselling book, The Rotation Diet.]
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New dietar_y guides. The U.S. Department of Agriculture has issued seven booklets to help people implement its 1985 Dietary Guidelines for Americans [see NF
3:30-31]. Each booklet contains a self-evaluation and
practical tips for following one guideline. To order a set,
send $4.50 to U.S. Govt. Printing Office, Supt. of Documents, Washington,
DC 20402. Ask for Dietary
Guidelines and Your Diet, publication #001-000-04467-2,
1986.

Twinkie #3. The Associated Press has reported that assault charges were dropped against Tony Doherty, a 21year-old Irishman who claimed that allergy to potatoes
caused him to try to strangle his father. According to the
story, a judge dismissed the charges after concluding
that two packages of potato chips had turned Doherty
from pleasant and likable into a wild man. The court
was told that a clinic in Manchester had discovered that
Doherty was allergic to potatoes, beef, onions and strawberries, and that his personality began to change after
he moved into a hostel which served mostly potatoes
and beef.

AARP agrees to stop two false ads. After discussion
with the National Advertising Division (NAO) of the
Council of Better Business Bureaus, AARP Pharmacy
Service pledged to stop suggesting Activitamins for seniors who "play tennis or golf, or like to bike, jog or walk:'
AARP also indicated it would discontinue ads suggesting that supplements of "the protector vitamins" (C. E
and beta-carotene) would "ensure added protection
against harmful free radicals." AARP Pharmacy Service
is operated by Retired Persons Services, Inc., a subsidiary of the American Association of Retired Persons. Dr.
Stephen Barrett triggered the NAO intervention after
AARP officials failed to heed his complaints [see NF
3:76-78]. AARP's Oct-Nov-Dec 1986 catalogue contains
no claims for Activitamins but now suggests that members "ask your doctor about the increased need for vitamin C due to aging and smoking:' (There is no such
increased need.)

INFORMATIONWANTED
If you find any newsworthy items, such as a published article or news report, or have a personal
experience that might be of interest to our readers,
please send it to Stephen Barrett, M.D., P.O. Box
1747, Allentown, PA 18105.
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Free article on nutritionist licensing. A copy of Prevention Magazine's article supporting nutritionist licensing
can be obtained by sending a self-addressed stamped
envelope to Licensing Reprint, P.O. Box 1747-N, Allentown, PA 18105.

Fluoride lesson plans. Lesson plans on water fluoridation for kindergarten through grade 12 have been developed for San Antonio schools. Information about
them can be obtained by writing to Linda S. Crossett,
R.D.H., Administrator, Texas Fluoridation Project, Bureau of Dental Health, Texas Department of Dental
Health, 1100 W. 49th St., Austin, TX 78756.

Book Review
Title: Parents' Guide to Nutrition (1986)
Author: Susan Baker, M.D., and Roberta Henry, R.D.
Publisher: Addison Wesley, Reading, MA 01867
Price: $10.95
Reviewed by: Melanie R. Polk, M.M.Sc., R.D.
This is a comprehensive and readable primer on
nutrition during pregnancy, infancy, childhood and the
teen years, with a great deal of information applicable to
adults as well. It covers the development of food habits,
feeding problems, and nutritional needs for all ages, and
gives practical suggestions for meals and snacks for both
sick and healthy children. For example, why not add
nutrients via bran, wheat germ, whole wheat flour to
chocolate chip cookie batter, when we know the kids
want the cookies and would trade or discard what we
think nutritious but they dislike?
Readers can approximate their "nutrition IQ" via
a quiz which contains ample discussion. A glossary and
resource list are included along with helpful charts and
tables throughout.
Suggestions are given for those who have limited
time and/or money. Fad diets are evaluated, and suggestions made for traveling, cooking with kids, and nutrition basics. Most worthy of comment, however, is the
reliability of information. In this age of widely distributed nutrition hogwash, it is refreshing to encounter
a trustworthy
resource for those interested in good
nutrition.

Mrs. Polk is an assistant professor at the University of Connecticut's School of Allied Health Professions and is a consulting
nutritionist in private practice in West Hartford, Connecticut.
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MARGARINEVS. BUTTER
Manfred Kroger, Ph.D.
Butter and margarine are food fats that are generally considered spreads-for bread-although
they can
be utilized in many other ways. Both are very much
alike in composition: 80-81% fat, up to 1% protein, 1-2%
salt (if salted), and 16-18% water. The food energy content of both is about 3,300 calories per pound and 100
per tablespoon (14 grams). A well "buttered" slice of
bread could easily deliver 20-40 calories through the
spread alone.
Even the color, flavor and price of butter and margarine are virtually indistinguishable. That was not always so. Butter used to be much more expensive and its
flavor has always been preferred by chefs and homemakers. Many years ago, margarine was pale yellow or
even paler and had to be dyed with a dab of food coloring supplied in the package. if one chose to do so. Yes, in
the 1950s the butter interests saw to it that this upstart
product called oleomargarine pretending to be butter
had a rough time competing. For a time, it was actually
illegal in some states to sell margarine with the color
already worked in so that consumers in these states had
to knead the package to blend in the color. Nineteen
states had major restrictive margarine laws.
Butter has enjoyed several thousand years of
human use and acceptance. It was probably made wherever milk was consumed. Margarine is a relative newcomer. a creation of modern food technology.
Responding to a government offer of a prize for the manufacture of a satisfactory butter substitute, the French
chemist Hippolyte Mege-Mouriez created a brand-new
product which has enjoyed increasing sales for well over
100 years.
Of course, margarine is a vegetable product. The
label indicates which oils were used in its manufacture.
There are many vegetable oils to choose from, and two
margarines are hardly ever made from the same source.
Butter is always made from cream obtained from the
milk of a domesticated female dairy animal, usually the
dairy cow in this part of the world.
When cream is churned-agitated
in a special
container-it soon "breaks" into buttermilk and butter.

This is not the buttermilk sold to consumers. What
North Americans purchase as buttermilk is really
"cultured skim milk"-also
called "cultured buttermilk"-a product of bacterial fermentation. But that is
another story.
Margarine is the result of the creation of a special
semi-solid water-in-oil emulsion. Butter is also a waterin-oil emulsion, and physically the two are quite similar. But margarine is far more variable with regard to fat
source and far more complex and variable in its manufacture. Three skills must be brought into play when
making margarine: establishing the right emulsion from
the proper choice of fats, developing the right "buttery"
flavor (don't forget that margarine was made to imitate
butter), and obtaining the right spreadability or "melt"
of the margarine in the mouth. These are the essential
margarine qualities. The art of the food technologist is
to put them all together in the "right" way.
Butter always contains butterfat (milk fat) and
can harden excessively when refrigerated (a definite
consumer complaint and drawback to sales). But margarine is made from a mixture of oils and fats, hydrogenated (hardened) oils, or partially hydrogenated oils
which maintain just the right consistency, even when
refrigerated. Vegetable fats are substantially more polyunsaturated than butter and maintain softness at lower
temperatures. Polyunsaturation in food fats has lately
been linked to desirable nutrition/ dietary qualities and
has given margarine sales a further boost.
Annual U.S. per capita margarine consumption
has gradually grown to 11 pounds, up from 2 pounds in
the 1920s, while butter consumption has decreased
from 10 pounds to less than 5 in that 60-year period. It is
interesting to speculate on these past consumption
trends. What caused the rise and fall? Was it price,
health, flavor or spreadability?

Dr. Kroger is Professor of Food Science at The Pennsylvania
State University.
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FDA CONSIDERINGPOLICYFOR HEALTHMESSAGES
ON FOOD LABELS
Odom Fanning

r

When Congress is in session, a typical day includes many committee hearings on proposed laws or
government regulations. With abundant opportunity for
the airing of views. why would a trade association hold
a simulated hearing?
In the case of the Food and Drug Administration's
proposed policy on health messages for food labels. the
Council for Responsible Nutrition (CRN) felt it wasn't
getting the attention it deserved. CRN represents about
40 supplement
manufacturers
and wholesale distributors. Its request to meet with Health and Human
Services Secretary Otis R. Bowen, M.D .. was turned
down. FDA Commissioner Frank E. Young, M.D., Ph.D.,
did meet with CRN officials but said he would not consider changing FDA's draft document until it was published in the Federal Register for public comment.
Controversy had erupted in 1984 over ads suggesting that the high fiber content of Kellogg's All-Bran
made it useful in preventing cancer [see NF 2:69 and
3:19-20]. The ads had been designed with help from the
National Cancer Institute (NCI) and were acceptable to
the Federal Trade Commission. But FDA officials
thought that linking a specific food product to NCI's general dietary guidelines might make All-Bran a ''drug"
subject to premarket proof of effectiveness. Kellogg,
CRN, and other industry groups then petitioned the
agency to allow certain health claims in food advertising or labeling.
Frustrated by its inability to influence the FDA
proposal before it was made public, CRN staged a model
Congressional hearing on September 8, 1986, at its annual meeting in Washington. D.C. The meeting's overall
theme was "Health Messages-New
Directions and
New Opportunities." In his opening remarks, CRN president J.B. Cordero called the draft FDA document "one of
the worst-kept secrets in Washington." After noting that
CRN had gotten its copy by filing a Freedom of Information request with the FDA, Cordero read from the draft's
preamble:

_________________

"In this notice, the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) discusses a new and innovative initiative concerning the placing of health-related claims or information on food labeling and the criteria it will apply in
evaluating the propriety of such labeling.
"The agency also announces its intention to form
a Public Health Service committee that will attempt to
develop health messages appropriate for use on food
labeling.
''FDA recognizes that this new initiative represents a substantive change in past agency policy and,
because of the complexity of the matter and the broad
public interest, wishes to proceed cautiously and deliberately in its regulatory approach. Consequently, while
this notice represents current policy used by FDA to
regulate health messages on food labeling, the agency is
soliciting public comments on whether the policy is appropriate and reasonable or requires specific revision."
After indicating that CRN's hearing was designed
in part "to provide useful comments-as
FDA requested-to those who shape public health policy," Cordero observed:
• The FDA proposal represents a significant step
forward toward encouraging food manufacturers
to
make health claims. The document incorporates many
of CRN's points and should be viewed favorably by its
members.
• Nevertheless, substantial differences remain.
especially in FDA's negative attitude about the expected
application of this policy to dietary supplements.
• While CRN applauds the progress it has helped
bring about, it will not remain silent until the prejudice
(real or perceived) against vitamin and mineral products
is excised from FDA policy.
Cordero also said, "Until recently, the policy of
the FDA seemed to be to prohibit a company from making a health claim for a particular food product. Such a
claim used to make the product a drug under the Food,
Drug. and Cosmetic Act, and thus subject to the new
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drug approval process. Today, this prohibition seems to
be changing due to the actions of the Kellogg Company
when it launched its All-Bran cereal campaign in October 1984. These advertisements precipitated a nationwide debate that challenged FDA either to conclude
that All-Bran was an unapproved new drug or to modify
its health message policy position:·
Cordero listed seven "social dynamics" he believed had shaped the FDA policy review:
1. Accumulating evidence suggests relationships
among certain foods, dietary habits, and health problems and supporting dietary and lifestyle changes.
2. Consumers are becoming increasingly aware
of, and interested in. the relationship among diet,
health. and costs.
3. Congress, federal agencies, and many health
professional groups believe that consumers need more
information about the role of nutrition in the maintenance of promotion of health and about the relationship
between nutrition and diseases.
4. Food manufacturers want and need a mechanism to provide accurate, truthful, and non-misleading
information about the potential role that specific foods
may play in improving diet and promoting good health.
5. Wellness and fitness have become "commodities" that are being marketed and have become big
business.
6. Every level of our health care system is under
pressure to reduce costs.
7. FDA long has believed that it is important to
promote general health measures that will improve
public understanding. increase self-help toward disease
prevention. and lower overall mortality and morbidity
statistics.
Cordero said that "affected interests ... have
moved from the argument over whether the public
should be informed. Now the focus is on how accurate,
truthful and nondeceptive information can be provided
while holding at bay 'the jackals of nutritional fraud:"
One question he hoped CRN's hearing would address is
whether health messages should be permitted for supplements as well as conventional foods.
For the mock hearing. key Congressional staffers
played the roles of members of Congress while FDA
officials and others "testified" during a lively 3-hour session. The chair was W. Benjamin Fisherow. counsel.
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, House
Committee on Energy and Commerce. From the same
committee staff came two House colleagues: Edwin H.
Allen. associate counsel of the parent committee, and
Robert S. Adler, counsel, Subcommittee on Health and
the Environment. The participant from the Senate was
W. Douglas Campbell. majority (Republican) health
counsel. Committee on Labor and Human Resources.
''There is no turning back." said Fisherow in
opening remarks. "There will be a policy from the FDA
sooner or later. It will try to separate the good claims

_________________
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from the bad claims, and it will apply to all segments of
the food industry ... to the honest businessman and the
knave alike."
He urged food supplement marketers to exercise
caution, however. "If there is an early overload of claims,
particularly claims at the margin, you may find yourself
facing an overreaction from the regulators," he warned.
He also suggested that the FDA must be prepared to
protect the marketplace by enforcing whatever regulations it establishes, for "if the honest businessman sees
competitors getting away with murder, he may feel
forced to do the same. Then we have something approaching chaos. We could have an ugly marketplace,
and that's no good for anyone:•
He also said that "any message significant enough
to put on a food product's label is important enough to
be featured in its advertising. It's unfortunate that we
have two separate regulatory agencies that will be regulating the same information directed to essentially the
same audience for essentially the same purposes. but I
think we're stuck with it. The Federal Trade Commission is not going to give up its responsibility to regulate
advertising. The Food and Drug Administration certainly is not going to give up its responsibility to regulate
labeling. So while we have to deal with that. we don't
have to deal with the kind of conflict we saw in the AllBran case between FDA and FTC. The worst thing we
can envision is 60 million American consumers seeing a
message in advertising on television that would result in
misbranding if it appeared on the product's label."
The first to face the panel were two FDA officials:
Allan L. Forbes. M.D., director, Office of Nutrition and
Food Sciences, Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, and Fred H. Degnan, associate chief counsel for
enforcement, Office of General Counsel.
Dr. Forbes pointed out that "this all started with
fiber but right at the very beginning it became patently
obvious that the whole scope of nutrition science is involved. It's not just non-nutrient components of foods,
it's vitamins and minerals, micronutrients.
macronutrients, protein, fats. and so on ... And then there's
the related matter of how much of whatever it is you're
talking about is biomedically significant ... One of the
most difficult problems to deal with is if you provide a
claim. is it specifically related to what's in the package
or is it of a more generic nature:•
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Mr. Degnan cautioned that health-related information on food labeling may produce a distorted impression of the relative value of individual foods. With
respect to supplements, he said that although FDA policy permits factual statements on labeling, the support
for health messages is based on data relating good health
to total dietary pattern rather than to individual
supplements.
Following their prepared testimony, Fisherow
asked Dr. Forbes whether the staff of the FDA is prejudiced against the dietary supplement industry, feeling
that the industry markets products improperly, sells
products that are unnecessary in some instances and
unsafe in others, and has taken advantage of the FDA
through Congressional action.
"It just isn't so." Forbes responded. ''We are concerned about nutrient toxicity. Every nutrient in the
book is toxic at some given amount over some given
period of time. On the other hand, it's not an FDA perspective, it's a national nutritional community perspective that there is a very significant role for dietary
supplements, vitamins and minerals-and
other components of foods-under very specific sets of circumstances. Whenever there is doubt about the adequacy of
a diet. it's perfectly appropriate and very useful for a
dietary supplement to be applied: for example, the elderly individual whose total caloric consumption may
well be 1,000 to 1,200 calories a day and is accompanied
by a lack of physical activity. It is virtually impossible
under those circumstances for that individual to receive
an adequate supply of vitamins and minerals. A well
balanced vitamin and mineral supplement is of immeasurable value to sustain the nutritional health of such
an individual.
"Similarly, you have circumstances such as infancy, pregnancy, and a whole host of disease states
where the diet is compromised. So there is a very
positive foundation at FDA and in my own mind for the
acceptance of a major public health role for dietary supplements. That's a simple fact:' [A bit too simple for those
of us who believe that correction of an inadequate diet is
generally preferable to supplementation-Ed.]
More questioning elicited from Dr. Forbes some
comments about education: "Nutrition understanding
by the general public is poor. The basic problem is absence of solid nutritional education in elementary and
secondary schools. That's the core dilemma ... Food
labeling is only a mini-part of all that:· Later he added:
"There's absolutely no earthly reason why the food label
can't be one more vehicle for conveying reasonable information to the general public. But I would not anticipate that its impact would be massive. I hope it would be
useful."
Later he was asked whether "in the typical
American on the typical American diet there are nutritional deficiencies that ought to be addressed by nutritional supplements?" He responded: "The policy of our
government spelled out in the Dietary Guidelines is that
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if you eat a well balanced diet, there's rarely a need for
supplement ... The nutritional status of Americans is
good ... There are vulnerable groups with deficits of
one nutrient or another ... but there is no evidence of
massive deficits in the general population:'
CRN's mock hearing did an excellent job of addressing the complex question facing the FDA: Is there a
way to permit health claims for food and supplement
products without opening the floodgates to nutritional
fraud? No simple answer appears on the horizon.
Mr. Fanning is a freelance writer who produces the nationally
syndicated action column, "Help-Mate:•

BRIEFS
America's food bill. According to a Food Institute report, sales by food retailers exceeded $413 billion in
1985, accounting for 30% of all retail trade in the U.S.
"Supermarkets are agressively marketing convenience
foods while convenience stores are attacking the fast
food business," the report said.

Phony apple juice. Beech-Nut Nutrition Inc., two of its
executives, and three of its suppliers have pleaded innocent to criminal charges of marketing millions of bottles
of bogus apple juice between 1978 and 1983. According
to an Associated Press report, a 470-count indictment
charges that the product, labeled as 100% apple juice for
babies, was actually made from flavored concentrate.
The company and its officers allegedly sold the phony
juice to avoid taking a $3.5 million loss in inventory. The
judge presiding over the case, which will be tried in the
U.S. District Court in Brooklyn, N.Y., has predicted a
lengthy trial. Beech-Nut was also named in a $10 million
class-action lawsuit filed in Philadelphia.
Liquor manufacturers sued. A 24-year-old Chicago
man has filed suit against two liquor companies seeking
compensation for his seven years of alcoholism. The suit
also asks that the companies be required to place warning labels on their products stating that alcohol consumption is addictive.
According to Physicians
Financial News, a recently formed group called the
Council for Law and Education on Alcohol Risks plans
to file further suits with the hope of gaining money for
education and research on alcoholism. The Council's
founder, New York lawyer Gary Rubin, says it is looking
into the best way to apply product liability law to alcohol-related problems.
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HOMEOPATHY:IS IT MEDICINE?
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
During the past few years, increasing numbers of
homeopathic remedies have been offered for sale in
health food stores and elsewhere. Their promoters suggest that they are safe, effective, natural remedies which
have no side effects. This report summarizes a year-long
investigation of homeopathy I conducted on behalf of
Consumer Reports magazine.
Homeopathy's roots

Homeopathy dates back to the late 1700s when
Samuel Hahnemann (1755-1843), a German physician,
began formulating its basic principles. Hahnemann was
justifiably distressed about bloodletting, leeching, purging, and other medical procedures of his day which did
far more harm than good. He was also critical of medications like calomel (mercurous chloride) which was
given in doses that caused mercury poisoning. Instead,
he developed his "law of similars"-that
the symptoms
of disease can be cured by substances which produce
similar symptoms in healthy people. The word "homeopathy" is derived from the Greek words homeo (similar) and pathos (suffering or disease).
Although ideas like this had been espoused by
Hippocrates in the 4th century B.C., and by Paracelsus.
a 15th century physician. Hahnemann was the first to
use them in a systematic way. He and his early followers
conducted "provings" in which they administered
herbs, minerals and other substances to healthy people,
including themselves, and kept detailed records of what
they observed. Later these records were compiled into
lengthy reference books called materia medico. which
are used to match a patient's symptoms with a "corresponding" drug.
Hahnemann believed that diseases represent a
disturbance in the body's abilHy to heal itself and that
only a small stimulus is needed to begin the healing
process. In line with this-and
to avoid toxic side
effects-he experimented to see how little medication
could be given and still cause a healing response. At first
he used small doses of accepted medications. But later
he used enormous dilutions and concluded that the

--·

_____________________

smaller the dose, the more powerful the effect-a principle he called the "law of infinitesimals:•
That, of course, is just the opposite of what pharmacologists believe today. As summarized in the 1977
report of an Australian Parliament committee of inquiry: "For each [drug] property, there is a clearly defined dose-response relationship in which increasing
the dose increases the effect ... There is not one example in the whole area of pharmacology in which simple
dilution of a drug enhances the response it produces any
more than diluting a dye can produce a deeper hue, or
adding less sugar can make food sweeter."
Homeopathy's remedies

Homeopathic drugs are prepared as follows: If the
medicinal substance is soluble, 1 part is diluted in either
9 or 99 parts of a water and/or alcohol solution and
shaken vigorously; if insoluble, it is finely ground and
pulverized in similar proportions with powdered lactose
(milksugar). One part of the diluted medicine is diluted,
and the process is repeated until the desired concentration is reached. Dilutions of 1 to 10 are designated
by the Roman numeral X (IX 1/10, ZX = 1/100,
3X = 1/1,000, 6X = 1/1,000,000). Similarly, dilutions of
1 to 100 are designated by the Roman numeral C
(IC= 1/100. ZC = 1/10.000. 3C = 1/1.000,000. and so
on). Most remedies today range from 6X to 30X.
According to the laws of chemistry, there is a
limit to the dilution that can be made without losing the
original substance
altogether.
This limit, called
Avogadro's number (6.023 x 102 :i), corresponds to homeopathic potencies of 12C or 24X (1 part in 10 24 ).
Hahnemann himself realized there is virtually no
chance that even one molecule of original substance
would remain after extreme dilutions. But he believed
that the vigorous shaking or pulverizing with each step
of dilution leaves behind a spirit-like essence which
cures by reviving the body's "vital force:· Hahnemann's
theories have never been accepted by scientifically oriented physicians, who charge that homeopathic remedies are placebos (inert substances).
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Because homeopathic remedies were actually
less dangerous than those of 19th-century medical
orthodoxy. many medical practitioners began using
them. At the turn of the century, homeopathy had some
14,000 practitioners and 22 schools in the United States
alone. But as medical science and medical education
advanced, homeopathy declined sharply, particularly in
America. where its schools either closed or converted to
modern methods. The last pure U.S. homeopathic
school closed during the 1920s. but Hahnemann Medical College (Philadelphia) continued to offer homeopathic courses on an elective basis until the late 1940s. A
few graduates from other modern medical and osteopathic schools later became homeopaths by taking
courses here or abroad or by training with a practicing
homeopath.
Homeopathic remedies were given legal status by
the 1938 Federal Food, Drug. and Cosmetic Act, which
was shepherded through Congress by Senator Royal

HOMEOPATHICHOME REMEDYKITS
The National Center for Homeopathy's Homeopathic Household Kit ($35.00). prepared by
Luyties Pharmacal Company, contains 28 remedies
and an index-card-sized
list of suggested uses.
Among the indicated uses are sudden fever, enlarged
tonsils. fretfulness, frequent or painful urination,
food poisoning, earache. nosebleed, puncture
wounds, and delayed menstruation. The price includes a copy of the book Homeopathic Medicine at
Home. A bumper sticker. "Homeopathy: the safer
medicine" is available for $1.00.
HRI-Dolisos' Homeopathic Household Kit
($34.95) contains 24 remedies. each containing five to
nine ingredients and named according to its purpose.
Included are: Diarrhea. Glandular for Women. Glandular for Men. Travel Sickness. Trauma. Bed Wetting,
and Hepatic Dysfunction. The directions for all are
identical: "5 granules under the tongue 3 times a day
or as directed by physician."
Boiron-Borneman. Norwood, Pennsylvania. offers a Natural Home Health Care Kit for $59.95. It
contains 40 remedies for a wide range of common
ailments including colds, flu. hoarseness, indigestion.
bruises, motion sickness, poison ivy, insect bites,
menstrual pain, colic. and teething. The kit contains
four pages of instructions written in the style of a
materia medica. The instructions warn: "None of the
medicines listed should be used on a seriously ill
individual. A doctor should be consulted immediately. If ... an individual's condition does not improve rapidly (within one or two days), a physician
should be consulted as soon as possible:·

______________________
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Copeland (D-NY), a prominent homeopathic physician. 'llfiilllli
One provision of this law recognized as drugs all sub1
stances included in the Homeopathic Pharmacopeia of
the United States. Soon to be in its ninth edition. this
book lists more than 1,000 substances and the historical
basis for their inclusion: not modern scientific testing.
but homeopathic "provings" conducted as long as 150
years ago.
Today's marketplace

The 1985 directory of the National Center for Homeopathy, in Washington. D.C.. lists some 300 licensed
practitioners, half of them physicians and the rest
mostly chiropractors,
naturopaths,
dentists. veterinarians
or nu rs es. But Jay P. Borne ma n. of
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, whose family has been marketing homeopathic remedies since 1910, believes that
several hundred more consider themselves homeopaths
and that many conventional physicians utilize one or a
few homeopathic remedies for specific conditions.
Larger numbers of homeopaths practice in England,
France, India. Germany, the Soviet Union and several
other countries where homeopathy is more popular.
Laypersons are also involved in practicing homeopathy. Some operate offices. which may not be legal.
A few unaccredited schools have offered correspondence courses leading to certificates or "degrees" in homeopathy. (One of them is Donsbach University, the
unaccredited correspondence school whose nutrition
"degrees" triggered the current drive by dietitians for
nutritionist licensure [see NF 2:40).) Consumers interested in homeopathic self-treatment can obtain guidance through lay study groups, books. and courses
sponsored by the National Center for Homeopathy.
Most homeopathic practitioners still rely on materia medica in choosing among the thousands of remedies available. But a few utilize computerized
electrical devices which they claim can help match the
remedies to the patient's diseased organs. "Classical"
homeopaths-who
follow Hahnemann's methods closely-take an elaborate history to fit the remedy to the
individual (see page 4). They prescribe one substance at
a time, while non-classical homeopaths may prescribe
several.
Homeopathic remedies are available from practitioners, health food stores and drugstores. as well as
manufacturers who sell directly to the public. A few
products are sold person-to-person through multilevel
marketing companies. Home remedy kits are available
from several companies. Jay Borneman believes that
U.S. sales of homeopathic products probably total no
more than $15 million a year, with half done by five
companies that have been in business for 75 to 150 years.
According to FDA officials. homeopathic remedies used to be marketed on a small scale by these five
companies, mainly to serve the needs of licensed practitioners. "These drugs bore little or no labeling for con-
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sumers because they were intended for use by homeopathic physicians who would make a diagnosis and either compound a prescription, dispense the product, or
write a prescription to be filled at a homeopathic pharmacy," says William G. Nychis, the FDA's expert on homeopathy. "The pharmacies also sold a limited number
of nonprescription homeopathic products. During the
past decade, however, the homeopathic marketplace has
changed drastically. New firms have entered the field
and sold all sorts of products through health food stores
and directly to consumers."
Jay Borneman readily admits that "there is a lot of
insanity operating under the name of homeopathy in
today's marketplace. Companies not committed to homeopathy's principles have been marketing products
that are unproven. untested, not included in the Homeopathic Pharmacopeia, and combination products that
have no rational or legal basis. Some are simply quack
products called homeopathic for marketing purposes:'
Perhaps the most blatant promotion was that of
Biological Homeopathic Industries, Albuquerque, New

_

Mexico. which in 1983 sent a 123-page catalogue to almost 200,000 physicians nationwide. Among its products were BHI Anticancer Stimulating. BHI Antivirus.
BHI Stroke, and 50 other types of tablets claimed to be
effective against serious diseases. In 1984, the FDA
forced the company to stop distributing several of the
products and to tone down its claims for the rest.
In September 1985, agents of the FDA and Pennsylvania Health Department
seized some $125,000
worth of drugs sold person-to-person by Probiotic, Inc.,
of Reading, and Homerica, Inc., a subsidiary. The products were labeled Skin Relief, Human Power Recharger,
and Pain Control,· and did not state what they were for.
what was in them, or how to use them. Other questionable products are listed in the chart below.

Homeopathy's legal status
In most states, homeopathy can be practiced by
any physician or other practitioner whose license includes the ability to prescribe drugs. Three states-Ari-

QUESTIONABLEHOMEOPATHICREMEDIESMARKETEDAS NONPRESCRIPTION
DRUGS DURING THE PAST TWO YEARS

__,,,,,

Company

Product Names

Bioforce of America, Ltd.
Plainview, N.Y.
Biological Homeopathic Industries
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Boericke & Tafel
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Consumer Express*
Lakes Charles, Louisiana
Dolisos
Las Vegas, Nevada
Humphreys Pharmacal Incorporated
Rutherford, New Jersey
Longevity
Marina Del Rey, California
Luyties Pharmacal Company
St. Louis. Missouri
Nutritional Factors (Natra-Bio products)
Concord. Calif.
Seroyal Brands, Inc.
Concord, California
Standard Homeopathic Company
Los Angeles, California

Arthritis Formula. Asthma Formula, Circulation Formula,
Prostate Formula, Liver & Gall Bladder Formula
Bleeding. Chest/Pleurisy, Liver, Pancreas
Spasmodic Croup, Suppressed Menses. Hemorrhoids, Simple
Kidney Disorders. Dribbling of Urine
Arthritis, Menopause, Allergy, Enzyme (for fatigue)
Hepatic Dysfunction Drops, Vermifuge Drops (Children)
Simple Fevers. Simple Diarrhea, Asthmatic Paroxysms.
Irregular or Delayed Menses
BeLite (for weight reduction). Male Essential,
Female Essential
Whooping Cough, Worms, Insomnia, Enlarged Prostate.
Gonorrhea, Gall-Stones. Heart Tonic
Arthritis, Chest Cold, Flu. Herpes, Exhaustion
Cardio Forte, Thyro Forte, Renal Forte. Ovarian Forte
Hoarse Cough, Hacking Cough, Bronchial Cough, Loose Moist
Cough, Dry Cough, Spasmatic Cough, Bedwetting Tablets

*Consumer Express is a multilevel marketing company. One of its distributors has distributed a fact sheet which claimed that
the company's Master-Key Formula 1 can lower blood pressure, cleanse the liver, improve memory and act on degeneration of
the heart.
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zona, Nevada and Connecticut-have
separate homeopathic licensing boards. The Nevada situation is notable
because some of its practitioners acquired licenses as
homeopaths after other states revoked their medical license for cancer quackery.
Arizona's licensing boards are subject to "sunset"
review. which means they will be abolished unless reauthorized by the Arizona legislature. Last year, as the
expiration date for the homeopathy board drew near.
the states homeopaths joined forces with health food
stores to lobby vigorously. To counter the idea that a
board might not be needed because there were only a
handful of homeopaths in the state, the American Institute of Homeopathy (a group of about 100 classical

__

_

homeopathic physicians) urged its members to apply for
licensure in Arizona "to show that there are doctors
interested in practicing homeopathy today." According
to the National Health Federation, a health food industry group which helped with the campaign. close to
2,000 supporters attended hearings and state legislators
got hundreds of handwritten letters supporting homeopathic licensing. The reauthorization
bill passed
unanimously.
Public protection regarding drugs is based on a
framework of federal laws and regulations which require that drugs be ~afe. effective, and properly labeled.
But the FDA has not applied this framework to homeopathic remedies. Since most homeopathic remedies

"FITTINGTHEREMEDYTO THEINDNIDUAL' __
''Do you like your home temperature

warm or

cold?"
"How is your thirst?"
"Do you drink tap water? Ice water?"
"Do you eat ice?''
"Do you drink a whole glass at a time or just sip
it? What's your nature?"
The questioner was David Wember, M.D.. who
has been practicing classical homeopathy in Falls
Church. Virginia. for more than 10 years. His office resembles that of a standard family practitioner except for
cabinets and open shelves which contain thousands of
remedies in small bottles.
Dr. Wember, one of America's most prominent homeopaths. is a board member of the National Center for
Homeopathy and directs its seminars for doctors. His
manner is alert and extremely warm. On most days, he
sees 10 to 12 patients, new ones for an hour and others
for half an hour. ("A bit more time than the average
medical doctor." he notes.) On the particular day when I
observed, his patients complained of headaches. diarrhea, overweight, chronic tension, and arthritis-symptoms typically seen in any general medical office. Each
patient was asked standard medical questions plus
many more about such things as emotions. moods, food
preferences, and reactions to the weather.
"Homeopathy is based on all of the patient's
symptoms, both emotional and physical." Dr. Wember
explained. "This includes likes and dislikes, cravings
and aversions to foods. and the patient's relationship to
the environment. They involve the whole person and
are more important than pain in the knee, or something
like that. which is a symptom of only part of the person.
We try to fit the remedy to the nature of the individual
rather than a disease process:·
As a patient's answers began to suggest a familiar
pattern. Dr. Wember compared them to lists in a homeo-

______________________

pathic materia medica and asked questions to confirm
his hunches. The remedy arrived at. he removed a few
granules from one of his many bottles, placed them on
the patients tongue, and arranged for another appointment.
"I treat with whatever is most natural and least
toxic. Most of the time I can use homeopathic remedies.
which have no toxicity. But sometimes I will use drugs.
For example, penicillin for a strep throat or recurrent
ear problem that isn't getting better homeopathically.
But most often it's the other way around. They have
recurrent problems and keep getting antibiotics. Over a
period of time we get them off antibiotics and the problems go away."
When asked how he responds to the charge that
homeopathic treatment can delay needed medical care,
he replied: "Above all. I'm a doctor. When I believe
someone needs drugs or surgery. I refer that person. My
approach has the advantage of not rushing in with treatment that might have harmful side effects. Many patients who see me are afraid of doctors and drugs and
would not go to a regular doctor. They feel they can trust
me because I don't overtreat. If they need medical care,
often I can convince them to go for it. So with these
patients. homeopathy fosters medical care rather than
delaying it:'
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contain no detectable amount of active ingredient, it is
impossible to test whether they contain what their label
says. They have been presumed safe. but unlike most
other drugs. they have not been proven effective against
disease by scientific means such as double-blind testing.
If the FDA were to require such proof for homeopathic
drugs to remain on the market, the industry would not
survive unless it could persuade Congress to change the
law.
The American Association of Homeopathic Pharmacists, a group of leading homeopathic manufacturers,
has proposed that homeopathic remedies remain marketable without a prescription for minor ailments that
do not require complex medical diagnosis or medical
monitoring. Traditional homeopathic remedi~s used for
the treatment of serious diseases would be available by
prescription only from physicians and others authorized
by state laws to prescribe drugs. The FDA is considering
this proposal and hopes to issue a policy guide for homeopathic products in the near future.
In January 1986, the North Carolina Board of
Medical Examiners revoked the license of George A.
Guess, M.D., the state's only licensed homeopathic physician, after concluding that he was "failing to conform
to the standards of acceptable and prevailing medical practice." (The decision has been appealed to the
courts.) Dr. Guess is a 1973 graduate of the Medical College of Virginia and was board-certified in family practice from 1976 through 1983. But in 1978 he began
practicing homeopathy. During the North Carolina proceedings. another family practitioner testified that although Dr. Guess is intelligent and well trained in
orthodox medicine. "homeopathy is not medicine. It's
something else."
Most pharmacy school educators seem to feel the
same way. Last year I sent a questionnaire to the deans
of all 72 U.S. pharmacy schools. Faculty members from
49 schools responded. Most said their school either
doesn't mention homeopathy at all or considers it of
historical interest only. Hahnemann's "law of similars"
did not find a single supporter, and all but one respondent said his "law of infinitesimals" was wrong also. Almost all said that homeopathic remedies were neither
potent nor effective, except possibly as placebos for
mild, self-limited ailments. About half felt that homeopathic remedies should be completely removed from
the marketplace.

_

Homeopathic research
Probably the best review of homeopathic research is the two-part article by A.M. Scofield, Ph.D., a
British biochemistry professor. In the British Homeopathic Journal [73:161-180 and 73:211-226, 1984). he concludes: "Despite a great deal of experimental
and
clinical work there is only a little scientific evidence to
suggest that homeopathy is effective. This is because of
bad design. execution, reporting or failure to repeat
promising experimental work and not necessarily because of the inefficacy of the system which has yet to be
properly tested on .a large enough scale ... It is hardly
surprising in view of the quality of much of the experimental work as well as its philosophical framework, that
this system of medicine is not accepted by the medical
and scientific community at large."
Scofield cautions against dismissing homeopathy
simply because its underlying philosophy does not fit
accepted scientific premises. Feeling that "some of the
experimental work already done suggests that homeopathy may be of value," he recommends that carefully
controlled experiments be done to test homeopathy
further.
One apparently well designed study was published in the British journal Lancet on October 18, 1986.
In this study 56 hay fever patients who received a homeopathic preparation of mixed grass pollens had fewer
symptoms than a comparable group of 52 patients who
received a placebo. Whether this type of finding can be
consistently reproduced remains to be seen.
Overview
During my lengthy investigation, I was impressed
by the warmth and sincerity of the homeopathic leaders
I met. But the key question is whether homeopathy is
effective.
Consumer Reports concluded in its January 1987
issue that, "Unless the laws of chemistry have gone
awry, most homeopathic remedies are too diluted to
have any physiological effect ... CU's medical consultants believe that any system of medicine embracing
the use of such remedies involves a potential danger to
patients whether the prescribers are M.D.'s, other licensed practitioners, or outright quacks. Ineffective
drugs are dangerous drugs when used to treat serious or
life-threatening disease. Moreover, even though homeo-
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pathic drugs are essentially nontoxic, self-medication
can still be hazardous. Using them for a serious illness
or undiagnosed pain instead of obtaining proper medical
attention could prove harmful or even fatal."
Homeopathic leaders insist that their remedies
are effective and that studies do support this viewpoint.
They also suggest that homeopathy's popularity and
long survival are evidence that it works. But the only
way for homeopathy to gain acceptance by the scientific
community would be to demonstrate positive results
through repeated experiments designed with the help of
critics and carried out with strict safeguards against experimenter bias and fraud.
If the FDA required homeopathic remedies to be
proven effective in order to remain on the market, homeopathy would face extinction in the United States.
But no indication exists that the agency is considering
this. FDA officials regard homeopathy as relatively be-

_

nign and believe that other problems should get enforcement priority. Moreover, if the FDA attacks homeopathy too vigorously. its proponents might even
persuade Congress to rescue them. On the other hand,
some level of enforcement is needed to prevent the homeopathic marketplace from getting completely out of
hand.

Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is
co-author/editor of 21 books including Vitamins and "Health"
Foods: The Great American Hustle. The following homeopathic
proponents reviewed drafts of this article and made helpful
suggestions: Jay P. Borneman, David G. Wember, M.D.; Jacquelyn Wilson, M.D., president. American Institute of
Homeopathy; Julian Winston, editor. Homeopathy Today; and
Dana Ullman, M.P.H.,president, The Foundation for Homeopathic Education and Research.

MY VISIT TO THE NEVADACLINIC
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
A few physicians who consider themselves homeopaths use "electrodiagnostic'' machines to help select the remedies they prescribe. The main proponent of
this method in the United States is E Fuller Royal. M.D.,
owner and medical director of The Nevada Clinic. Las
Vegas. Nevada. Dr. Royal is a member of Nevada's homeopathic licensing board and was its president from
1983 to 1985.
Nevada Clinic publications state that electrodiagnosis is one of the most effective aids for diagnosing
illness and that "there are no incurable diseases, only
ignorant physicians." The initial clinic visit-which
spans a two-day period-commonly
costs $700 to $800,
including $165 for allergy testing and $100 for homeopathic remedies. The program also includes lectures on
nutrition and allergies.
The clinic is located in a small shopping center
near the outskirts of Las Vegas. It has 10,000 feet of floor
space with more than 40 rooms. The spacious waiting
room is tastefully decorated and seats 18 people. Most
staff members wear white uniforms with royal blue
jackets. There are four physicians, each of whom sees
about 70 patients during a 4 ½-day work week. Patients
are typically asked to return three times during the six
months after their first visit and annually thereafter.
Most learn of the clinic through word-of-mouth or ads
in homeopathic or health food publications. After making an appointment, they are sent medical history forms
to complete.
Upon arrival at the clinic, patients are given a
name tag and asked to sign an insurance form and a
consent form which acknowledges that the clinic spe-

______________________

cializes in electrodiagnosis, uses homeopathic methods.
has made no guarantees, and will not function as their
primary physician for routine examinations or other
necessary treatment.
After signing the forms, patients receive a 71-page
Patient's Handbook and are shown a 20-minute videotape, both of which introduce the staff and explain
the clinic's methods. Then they are escorted to the various rooms where examinations and educational programs are carried out. They are weighed, blood pressure
is taken by a nurse, and specimens of urine and blood
are taken for laboratory analysis. Since overnight fasting
is required for some of the blood chemistry tests. a
snack of juice, nuts and rice cakes is provided after the
blood is drawn. (Some clinic "veterans" bring their own
snacks.)
All patients at The Nevada Clinic are diagnosed
with a computerized
galvanometer
called the
INTERRO. This is said to measure changes in the skin's
electrical resistance which indicate whether the body's
organ systems have proper "electromagnetic
energy
balance:•
To use the device, the doctor probes "acupuncture points" on the patient's hands and feet and
interprets numbers on the computer's screen. (The less
the electrical resistance. the higher the score.) One wire
from the computer goes to a brass cylinder covered by
moist gauze which the patient holds in one hand. A
second wire is connected to a probe which the doctor
touches to the patient's other hand or foot. When he
does so, it completes a low-voltage circuit and causes a
band to rise from 20 to up to 100 on a scale on the
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computer screen. Readings over 60 are said to represent
"inflammation," readings of 48 to 60 are normal. and
readings below 48 represent "degeneration," which may
signify cancer or atherosclerosis. The device makes a
whining noise resembling that of an electrical motor;
the higher the number, the louder the noise.
The INTERRO is programmed so that charts and
tables can be placed on the screen to help the doctor
select from approximately 1,700 homeopathic remedies.
By selecting certain remedies and retesting with the
probe, the doctor determines which remedies will balance the disturbed energy flow in the patient's body.
(According to the Patient's Handbook, "the magnetic
blueprint of the homeopathic remedy flows through the
body via the electrical current and resonates in harmony with the body, returning an abnormal reading to
normal.") One or more remedies may be placed in a tray
attached to the computer to receive an energy transfer.
The INTERRO and another device are used to
diagnose allergies. During the latter procedure, vials of
common allergy-causing substances are placed in the
tray so they become part of the circuit.
Mercury dental fillings are probed with another
electrodiagnostic device said to measure negative electrical potentials, which, if too great, indicate that toxic
amounts of mercury or other metals may spread to surrounding tissues and cause eventual damage to nearby
nerves.
Some patients are tested by the clinic nutritionist
with a device in which vitamins. minerals and enzymes
are placed in a tray connected to a meter that supposedly indicates whether the patient needs them.
Last October. at Dr. Royal's invitation. I underwent all of the electrodiagnostic tests except for vitamin
testing. After testing me on the INTERRO. he said I had
a number of electromagnetic blockages and had "temporomandibular joint stress. probable subclinical allergies, and possible mild early preclinical arthritis."
After determining what he thought was the most
appropriate remedy. he placed a vial of vitamin B12 in
the tray and "transferred an electromagnetic blueprint"
to it. He explained that it was desirable to overcome
"energy blocks" caused by the scars in my skin. Since
the energy travels mainly through acupuncture meridians on the surface of the skin, he wanted to remove the
blockage by injecting the specially prepared B12 into the
points of blockage: my appendectomy scar, the areas
inside my throat from which my tonsils had been removed. the skin near my jaw joints. and my vaccination
scar. After doing this, he retested and said that most of
the blocks were gone, but my jaw showed considerable
tension and should be manipulated. After doing that, he
prescribed five homeopathic remedies for home use and
advised me to have my dentist replace one of my mercury amalgam fillings with another material.
During the testing, I noticed that the harder the
probe was pressed to my finger or toe, the higher the
reading on the INTERRO screen. Royal readily acknowl-

______________________

_

edged this, but said, "that's why it takes a lot of training
to use the equipment properly:•
The manufacturer's literature states that if the
INTERRO is used for medical diagnosis in the United
States. it must bear the label "FOR INVESTIGATION
USE ONLY. The performance
characteristics
of this
product have not been established" and that diagnosis
must be confirmed with an accepted medical procedure. But Royal told me that no such label was
needed.
A sign in the clinic pharmacy warns that homeopathic remedies should be kept away from electrical
outlets and appliances and should not be x-rayed at airport entries. The reason for this is that "remedies possess electromagnetic fields [that] become distorted and
unpredictable when strongly affected by other magnetic
fields:'
The nutrition lecture was conducted by a woman
who said she had taken correspondence
courses
through Donsbach University (an unaccredited school)
and the American Nutrition Consultants Association.
Her main advice was to eat less meat and more fresh
fruits, vegetables and other unprocessed foods. She recommended installation of a home water purifier. She
also said that aluminum pots can cause Alzheimer's disease, that milk (other than goat's milk) is not good for
adults. that microwave cooking "zaps the life force" and
changes the molecular structure of foods, and that sunshine beneficially stimulates the pituitary gland.
Royal calls his approach "bioenergetic medicine"
and says it is the wave of the future. He was introduced
to it by Floyd Weston. a former insurance executive
who had investigated its use in Germany. (According to
a 1981 article in the National Health Federation's Public
Scrutiny, Weston learned about electrodiagnosis after
organizing a group of businessmen "to conduct a worldwide search for the answer to good health:')
When Weston approached him. Royal was practicing medicine in Oregon and felt that the medical climate would be hostile toward electrodiagnosis.
So
Weston investigated the situation in Nevada and reported that influential persons were interested in having another type of tourist industry besides gambling
and had promised him that Royal would not be bothered
there by medical authorities.
In 1979. before Royal could relocate, Oregon's
board of medical examiners became concerned about
his use of electrodiagnosis and ordered him to take written and oral competency examinations. He passed the
written examination. and since he had been planning to
move anyway, it was agreed that the oral exam would be
dropped and his Oregon license classified as inactive.
The Governor of Nevada subsequently appointed Royal
to a homeopathic advisory board. and a homeopathic
licensing law was passed which included "noninvasive
electrodiagnosis" as part of the definition of homeopathy. So this practice is now legal in Nevada.
The Nevada Clinic of Preventive
Medicine
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opened in 1980. but in 1983 its name was shortened
because insurance companies would not honor claims
from a "preventive medicine" clinic. ("With the name
change." the clinic newslette.r notes, "more patients' insurance claims are being paid.") Royal originally directed the clinic's medical aspects and Weston directed
its business aspects, but in 1983 they parted company,
and in 1984, Royal became sole owner and operator.
Royal struck me as an extremely sincere person
who believes in what he is doing and wants very much
to help those who consult him. His clinic set-up radiates
caring and concern. The atmosphere is unhurried. and
the staff is friendly. efficient and energetic. Everything
is explained in detail. an aspect of treatment missing
from many medical practices. From a marketing standpoint, the clinic set-up is outstanding.
So far 16.000 patients have been seen at The Nevada Clinic. Royal said he plans to double the clinic's
size. to add a mini-kitchen and physical therapy department, and to computerize all patient records so that
statistical reports will be easy to compile.
Do Royal's methods actually help people? It
would be easy to suggest that since electrodiagnosis and
homeopathy are outside the realm of accepted medical
practice. such treatment is worthless. But Royal says
that most of his patients suffer from headaches and/or
allergies. These conditions often have an emotional

_

component that can be influenced by a positive doctorpatient interaction-which
most patients who trust The
Nevada Clinic are likely to have.
Does the clinic lure people away from effective
treatment? My single visit could not determine this. but
several patients told me they had not been helped by
their previous doctors. Royal said he does not accept
cancer patients because "if they get better, physicians
will say it was a spontaneous remission or that the patient did not have cancer at all; and if they die, I'll get
blamed. It's a no win situation:'
Royal said he does not want to treat severe neurological disorders such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
("Lou Gehrig's disease") or the late stages of multiple
sclerosis. Nor does he wish to treat illnesses severe
enough to require hospital care or surgery. Regarding
medications prescribed by other doctors, he said. "All
medications are to be continued until improvement is
noted by the referring doctor and/or the patient. We
advise patients to follow the advice of their personal
physician and to give us progress reports at specific
times."
It would be fascinating to conduct a well designed
study to measure what Royal is actually accomplishing.
He seems open and self-confident enough to cooperate
with such a study if an appropriate person or agency
were interested in carrying it out.

BRIEFS
Nutrition programs for computers. The Journal of Dietetic Software (P.O. Box 2565. Norman. OK 73070) is
now an annual publication with quarterly newsletter
updates. The 96-page annual includes over 100 software
descriptions. sample printouts. and articles about software applications in nutrition and food service. The
newsletter updates cover software programs. conferences, and services for professionals who use software. A one-year subscription costs $30 ($35 outside the
U.S.).

Diet/breast cancer study. The National Cancer Institute
(NCI) has announced plans to study the effect of a lowfat diet on the incidence of breast cancer in 30.000
women at high risk for the disease. According to a recent NCI report, most Americans consume about 40% of
their calories from fat. The study will examine the
effects of diets with only 20% fat. which is less than the
30% level generally recommended for cancer and heart
disease prevention. Peter Greenwald, M.D., Director of
NCI's Division of Cancer Prevention and Control. says,
"the 20% level is so low that we also will be testing the
feasibility of staying on such diets:·

______________________

Cholesterol education program. The National Heart.
Lung and Blood Institute has begun a program to encourage Americans to lower their blood cholesterol levels to lessen their risk of coronary heart disease. Health
professionals interested in counseling patients about
this can obtain a free information packet from The National Cholesterol Education Program, NHLBI-NIH.
C-200. Bethesda. MD 20892.

Grapefruit pillmaker squeezed again. In September
1986. World Communications Inc. filed for bankruptcy,
listing liabilities of about $5 million and assets of $3
million. Most of the creditors are independent television
stations that carried the company's ads for tapes and
records as well as its "fat-burning" Grapefruit 45 program. World's president Jay Kholos blamed the company's cash-flow problems on its dispute with the U.S.
Postal Service. Postal authorities seized $4 million in
C.O.D. payments after the company violated an injunction against misleading advertising of its diet plan [see
NF 2:38]. The authorities are seeking to return the
money to customers and may ask for a large civil
penalty as well.
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THE LEGACIESOF PAAVOAIROLA
J. DarleneForester,Ph.D., R.D.
Sheree L.T. Thompson
Health Plus Publishers, of Scottsdale, Arizona, a
Airola's books are similar to each other, and a few
division of Airola, Inc., actively markets its books simply duplicate chapters of other works with new tithrough health food stores. To encourage them to stock tle's. Overall, he touts a diet that stresses fresh, raw,
up, one of its recent mailings urged: "Take just one of organically grown fruits, vegetables. and grains. Animal
our books, How to Get Well, by Dr. Paavo Airola (800,000 proteins are out, except for farm-fresh-fertilized eggs,
copies sold to date-mostly in health food stores). That and unpasteurized cows' or goats' milk. Airola claims
~-~kL
recommends vitamins, minerals and other supple- that meat causes cancer and that protein requirements
t' --.-s,
herbs, juices, and natural foods for more than 60 can be met from plant sources if they are eaten raw.
cmwnon ailments, as well as equipment such as juicers, Enzymes, he says, make the protein in these foods complete. His recommendations also include a regimen of
seed grinders, and flour mills."
"For example: for osteoporosis ... you have the vitamin, mineral, and herbal supplements, fermented
potential of selling: 14 vitamins and supplements, mod- foods, and a collection of health and beauty "secrets"
estly estimated at $5.00/product; 5 herbal products @ from countries all over the world.
Airola died in 1983, but 11 of his 14 books and
$3,00 each; groceries ... $20; possibly a piece or two of
equipment such as a juicer or seed grinder ($200). booklets are still sold by Health Plus Publishers:
• Stop Hair Loss (1965), a 32-page booklet. sugTOTAL: $305.00 ... And your customer will most likely
gests methods for preventing baldness and for restoring
return for replenishment of supplements and foods."
"These figures might not be accurate, but you get hair to bald heads. Airola recommends headstands and
a scalp operation to increase scalp circulation, and varithe picture. Now multiply these figures times hundreds
of customers and 60 + ailments, and you can see what ous dietary rules and food supplements such as kelp
far-reaching effects one book such as How to Get Well (dried seaweed) to "feed your hair from within:'
• How to Keep Slim, Healthy, and Young with
can have on your overall sales volume."
The book's jacket states that Paavo Airola. Ph.D., Juice Fasting (1971),an 80-page book said to have 500,000
N.D., was "an internationally recognized nutritionist,
copies in print, describes how to fast for up to 40 days on
naturopathic physician, award-winning author. and re- juices made from raw fruits and vegetables. Included
nowned lecturer. He studied nutrition, biochemistry
are stories of how Airola supposedly cured patients of
and biological medicine in Europe, then spent many arthritis, cancer, asthma, obesity, diabetes, and abnoryears studying ancient, herbal. and alternative healing mal heart rhythms, all with juice fasting. Prolonged
methods during his world-wide travels. His clinical ex- fasting is dangerous because it causes breakdown of properience was acquired while directing various biolog- teins in vital organs such as the heart and kidneys. But
ical medical clinics in Europe and Mexico. Because of Airola claims (incorrectly) that the body decomposes
his pioneering work and extensive knowledge, Dr. Ai- only dead, dying and damaged cells, tumors and abrola is looked upon as a world-leading authority on nu- scesses, and that all vital organs are spared. He says raw
juices are "youthifying" and calls juice fasting "the
trition and holistic medicine." Several of his other
oldest and most effective healing method known to
,-.
publications label him "America's foremost nutritionist"
f ~d "America's #1 bestselling health author." But none of man." His recommendations include string bean skin tea
wem provides details of his educational background . for diabetes, carrot juice for emphysema, and apple
,~r
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juice for nervousness. But he also attempts to disclaim
responsibility by stating (in boldface type): "The information in this book is not intended as diagnosing or
prescribing: it should be used in cooperation with your
doctor to solve your health problems. In the event you
use the information yourself, you are prescribing for
yourself, which is your constitutional right, but the author and publisher assume no responsibility:'
• Swedish Beauty Secrets (1971), a 32-page booklet, claims that "Sweden, a little, far-away Scandinavian
country, has produced more internationally known
beauties than any other country in the world:' Airola
attributes this to use of "certain elements in their daily
diet and beauty care which the latest scientific research
has proven to be miraculous beauty aids;' He considers
rose hips the "number one beauty aid" because their
vitamin ·C prevents wrinkles from collagen breakdown
due to vitamin C deficiency. He also states that whey
will keep the complexion "velvety fresh" by combating
bacterial putrefaction and preventing constipation,
which he considers "the enemy of beauty."
• Are You Confused? (1971), a 224-page book said
to have over 700,000 copies in print, covers his basic
philosophy with each of his health "secrets" described at
length. To help readers decide what information is "absolutely reliable. objective and scientifically correct,"
he suggests that "laboratory research and animal tests
are only of limited value as compared to the thousands
of years of actual human experience with nutrition capable of producing superior health:'
• How to Get Well (1974), a 304-page book. offers
"a complete therapeutic program" for more than 60
health problems, including arthritis, bladder infection,
cataracts, diabetes, emphysema, heart disease, impotence, multiple sclerosis. paralysis (from a stroke) and
stomach ulcers. For each of these conditions, he recommends "foods, vitamins, food supplements, juices,
herbs, fasting, baths and other ancient and modern nutritional and biological modalities:• The vitamin guide
lists 23 "vitamins" although the scientific community
recognizes only 13.
Occasionally he includes some facts. His discussion of heart disease, for example, correctly identifies
smoking, high blood pressure, diabetes, lack of exercise.
high blood cholesterol and other "risk factors:' But for
treating heart disease he advises a diet that contains no
salt, sugar. coffee, meat, distilled water or refined carbohydrates. He also states: "Do not drink chlorinated
water. Chlorine destroys vitamin E in the body, which is
absolutely essential for the health of the heart. This is

extremely important:'
• The Miracle of Garlic (1978), a 48-page booklet,
claims that garlic can help or correct high blood pressure, heart disease, diabetes, arthritis, cancer, emphysema, digestive disorders, intestinal worms, insomnia,
colds, allergies, asthma and.many other conditions. Al-
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though recent research suggests that garlic may\
some health benefits, Airola's claims were premature
and go far beyond what is possible.
• Everywoman's Book (1979). a 640-page book,
covers women's health issues. including childbirth, adjusted to his philosophy. The book begins with a disclaimer that its information is offered "purely for
educational or experimental purposes" and that the author and the publisher "assume no responsibility in regard to the effectiveness of, or possible harm incurred
from correct or incorrect application of therapeutic approaches described within." Airola's questionable ideas
include: 1) headstands might make the breasts firmer: 2)
sugar should be completely excluded during pregnancy
or lactation; 3) immunizations generally do more harm
than good, but if you want your child to get them anyway, administer large daily doses of vitamin C for one to
two weeks beforehand; 4) eating lots of salty foods prior
to conception will increase the odds of having a boy.
while eating calcium-rich foods will increase the odds
of having a girl.
• The Airola Diet and Cookbook (1981),a 288-page
book, contains a weight-loss diet. a "complete vitamin
guide," a "complete mineral guide," and over 200 recipes developed and tested by Airola's daughter, Anni Airola Lines, who is a registered dietitian. The diet is
based on what he calls "three basic food groups": 1)
grains, legumes, beans, seeds and nuts; 2) vegetab~es~
and 3) fruits. Though his advice to consumP J\~•·---"l
amounts of fresh fruits, vegetables, and whd~·
•s
commendable, Airola's diet is almost devoid of complete
protein sources. He makes no attempt to complement
vegetable protein sources because he believes raw vegetables, buckwheat, and millet provide complete proteins-which
they do not. Like many strict vegetarian
diets, his "optimum diet" tends to be low in calories as
well. The "vitamin guide" lists 22 vitamins. Although
this book is the most conservative of Airola's works, it
still displays ignorance of many basic food and nutrition
concepts.
• Hypoglycemia: A Better Approach (1977). a 192page book, is Airola's basic three-food-group diet with
emphasis on curing "low blood sugar," which he claims
affects over 20 million Americans.
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• Cancer: Causes, Prevention, and Treatment-

The Total Approach (1972), a 48-page booklet, begins: "I
want to make it perfectly clear that I do not offer a cure
for cancer. I only report how cancer is successfully
treated in several of the biological clinics in Europe:• In a
footnote, he explains that this disclaimer was made
"mainly to protect myself against persecution by overzealous government agencies, who, in the name of the
public, mercilessly attack anyone who not only dares to
advise but even to report on unorthodox
cancer
therapies."
The booklet gives Airola's personal list of 22
causes of cancer, including animal protein, salt, and
heated vegetable oils. His "anti-cancer diet" excludes
meat, fowl, eggs, fish and cows' milk, and includes juice
fasting, and systematic undereating, which he described
as a low-protein diet eaten as several small meals per
day. His ''anti-cancer
supplements"
include: up to
150,000 International Units (LU.) of vitamin A per day
(an amount likely to build up to toxic levels); pangamate
and laetrile (which he calls vitamins B-15 and B-17 even
though they are not vitamins): 5,000 mg of vitamin C:
1,000 LU. of vitamin E; and digestive enzyme supplements "to help the body better utilize nutrients, particularly proteins:' He concludes by advocating laetrile
and other "non-toxic unorthodox treatments:'
Curiously, Airola's daughter acknowledges that
pangamate and laetrile are incorrectly referred to as
vitamins and omits them from her own Health Plus

_

book, Vitamins and Minerals: The Health Connection
(1985), in which she claims there are 17 vitamins.
• Worldwide Secrets for Staying Young (1982), a
208-page book, covers "proven and effective ways to halt
and reverse the aging processes and live a long and
healthy life." Each of the first 13 chapters covers "health
and longevity secrets" from one part of the world. For
example: rose-hip tea and whey (Sweden); rye (Finland):
fermented foods, mineral water, and juice fasting (Germany); soured milk (Bulgaria); pollen-rich honey, garlic
and onions, and buckwheat (Russia); ginseng and gotu
kola (China): and skipping breakfast, except for a piece
of fruit (Pitcairn Islands). Claiming that "one of the true
fountains of youth is optimum nutrition," Airola recommends an "optimum diet" composed mainly of seeds,
nut and grains, vegetables, and fruits, supplemented
with "special super-foods" and food supplements. He
also claims that humans should live to the age of 120
unless they "kill themselves prematurely by violating
the basic laws of health and life:'
Despite all this, Airola was only 64 when he suffered a fatal stroke.

Dr. Forester is State Extension Specialist and Associate Extension Professor of Foods and Nutrition at the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture, and Sheree L.T. Thompson is a
dietetics student at the University of Kentucky College of
Home Economics.

BRIEFS
Free report on sugar. Sugar: Fact and Fiction, a well
written booklet about controversies involving sugars, is
available from The Sugar Association, 1511 15th Street,
N.W., Washington, DC 20005.
Sugar safety supported. An FDA task force on the
health aspects of sugars has concluded that except for
tooth decay, no evidence exists that sugars are hazardous to the general public at current consumption
levels. Eleven staff members of the FDA Center for Food
Safety and Nutrition participated in the project, with
some focusing on sugar intake while others abstracted
and reviewed the scientific literature. The task force
report-152 pages of text with more than 900 references-concluded
that sugar consumption does not
cause diabetes. high blood pressure, heart disease, gallstones, cancer or behavioral changes in children or
adults. Furthermore, sugars do not play a unique role in
causing obesity or dietary imbalance. Similar conclusions were reached by the Federation of American
Societies for Biology when it reviewed sugar for the
FDA ten years ago.

------,--------------11

Notable quote. "The key word in quackery is promotion. Quacks quack. Legitimate researchers also work
with unproven methods ... The difference is they do it
in a guarded, responsible fashion-they
don't promote
unproven methods publicly or commercially.''William T. Jarvis, Ph.D., U.S. News & World Report, December 8, 1986.
FTC attacks Agricultural Commissioner. Federal Trade
Commission Chairman Dan Oliver has initiated a National Consumer Fleece Award to be given annually to
"those who use government powers to deprive consumers of the benefits of competition." The first award was
given to New York State Agricultural Commissioner
Joseph Gerace. According to the January 12th FTC News
Notes, New York City has the highest milk prices in the
United States because the New York Milk Cartel enjoys
an "anti-consumer monopoly." Last year, when Farmland Dairies of New Jersey was permitted to sell milk in
Staten Island, prices immediately fell. But Commissioner Gerace refused to license Farmland for the rest of
the city. A few days after the "award," Gerace left office.
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Hospitals marketing frozen dinners. Metropolitan
Medical Center of Minneapolis and United Hospital of
St. Paul have developed new types of frozen dinners
called "Nutritious Cuisine:· The dinners, which are targeted to senior citizens, are nutritionally balanced and
have reduced levels of fat. sugar and sodium. The hospitals saw a need for such products when a survey revealed that 91% of home health service patients had a
special dietary requirement and half had to cook for
themselves. Marketing rights have been sold to North
Star food company of Minnesota.

Resources for dietitians. Consulting Nutritionists, a Dietetic Practice Group of the American Dietetic Association, has published its 1986-1987 Resource List of 41
practice aids developed by registered dietitians. The list
includes such items as videotaped cooking classes for
special diets, a hand-held computer for nutritional assessments, and a body image questionnaire to help treat
eating disorders. For a free copy, send a stamped (39¢
postage), self-addressed 4"x9 1/2" envelope to Candace
Mattson, R.D., 9545 Delphi Road, S.W., Olympia, WA
98502.

Court orders raw milk ban. U.S. District Judge Norma
Holloway Johnson has ordered the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) to ban interstate
shipment of raw (unpasteurized) milk and raw-milk
products. The judge ruled that unpasteurized milk is
unsafe and that agency officials have been arbitrary and
capricious in refusing to ban its sale. The FDA stayed a
proposed ban in 1973 and began drafting regulations
again in 1982, but stalled until prodded by Public Citizen's Health Research Group (HRG), an organization
founded by Ralph Nader. HRG petitioned the agency in
April 1984, and together with the American Public
Health Association (APHA). filed suit in September 1984
to force a response. After public hearings in October
1984 [See NF 2:1-4 and 2:20]. FDA Commissioner Frank
Young, M.D., Ph.D., suggested a ban in a memo to HHS
Secretary Margaret Heckler. But she rejected this idea
and ordered Dr. Young to deny HRG's petition [NF 2:28].
HRG and APHA then sued again [NF 2:62). and the
American Academy of Pediatrics filed a supporting
brief. Noting that HHS had spent more than 13 years
studying the raw milk issue. Judge Johnson concluded,
"It is undisputed that all types of raw milk are unsafe for
human consumption and pose a significant health risk.
The appropriate remedy in this case is. therefore, an
order compelling the agency to promulgate a regulation
prohibiting interstate sale." She also said that HHS can
prohibit intrastate sales if an interstate ban is not effective. The main producer of raw milk in the United States
is the Alta-Dena Certified Dairy of City of Industry,
California.
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Pauling Institute criticized. A fundraising appeal by the -,
Linus Pauling Institute of Science and Medicine was
sharply criticized in an article in The Washington Post.
The appeal, dated October 6, 1985, began, "If you are
worried about the spreading of the AIDS epidemic, then
I have important news for you. There is growing evidence that vitamin C is effective in the treatment of
AIDS ... Thats exactly why the Linus Pauling Institute
needs your support today:' The letter was signed by G.
Richard Hicks, executive vice president, who claimed
in an interview that Donald Abrams, M.D., assistant director of the AIDS clinic at San Francisco General Hospital. "has told us that of the AIDS patients he has
treated. those who survive the longest are the ones who
take large amounts of vitamin C:' But Abrams denied
making such a remark and said he has not tested vitamin C efficacy in AIDS. Thomas H. Jukes. Ph.D., Professor of Space Sciences at the University of California/
Berkeley, said that using fear of AIDS to raise funds for
an unproven treatment is "exploiting the public."

Comatose patient allowed to die. Paul Brophy, a 49year-old former Boston firefighter became the first comatose patient allowed by a state supreme court to have
artificial feeding removed while he was still alive. Brophy, who suffered profound brain damage in 1983, had
been comatose for three years but could have been ~
maintained indefinitely on life-support systems. His
wife won the right to have his feeding disconnected
when the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts reversed a lower court decision [see NF 3:7]. Testimony in
the case showed that Brophy would not have wanted to
be kept alive by artificial means in a hopeless state. The
high court ruled that artificial life support could be terminated if it is clear that the patient would not have
consented to such treatment. Brophy died eight days
after the feeding was stopped.

Force-feeding dispute rages on. Elizabeth Bouvia, a 29year-old Los Angeles quadriplegic who was fed through
a nasogastric tube against her wishes, has sued a county
hospital and its ethics committee which recommended
the feedings. Ms. Bouvia attracted nationwide attention
in 1983 when she petitioned a California court to order
her doctors to stop tube-feeding her and give her
painkillers so she might die. After the court ruled
against her, she transferred to the county hospital
where she professed no suicidal thoughts and began eating without the tube. However, her weight dropped considerably and tube-feeding was resumed. She then
returned to court and won a ruling that her right to be
left alone outweighed the hospital's desire to see her
gain weight and remain healthy. Now in another hospital. she is eating voluntarily but has lost more weight.
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Sulfite labeling for alcoholic beverages. The Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has issued regulations
requiring labeling of alcoholic beverages that contain
sulfur dioxide levels of 10 parts per million or more. By
January 8, 1988, a sulfite declaration must appear in the
labeling of such beverages before they leave domestic
bottling plants or the custody of U.S. Customs.

Cash for losing weight. U.S. Healthcare, a Pennsylvania-based Health Maintenance Organization (HMO).
is offering to reward members who lose weight through
its Healthy Eating Program. Members can enroll by paying $35 for a program guidebook and being assigned a
weight goal by their primary HMO physician. Participants are awarded $25 for reaching goal weight. $50 for
maintaining it six months. and $100 for maintaining it a
year. They can also earn a sweatsuit. a bathroom scale,
exercise equipment and other incentives.

_

Magazine survey. The American Council on Science
and Health has again rated nutrition advice given in
popular magazines. The survey covered articles published during the past zt/2 years in 25 magazines. A 3person panel did the scoring, awarding points for both
accuracy and readability. Five magazines were rated excellent: Consumer Reports (95% of possible points), Better Homes & Gardens (94%). Changing Times (93%),
Consumers Digest (86%). and Parents (86%). Fourteen
were rated generally reliable: Glamour (85%), Good
Housekeeping (85%), Essense (82%), McCall's (82%), Self
(82%), Vogue (82%). Family Circle (81%), Modern Maturity (81%), American Health (79%), Seventeen (79%),
Health (78%). Reader's Digest (76%), Woman's Day (76%),
and Gentlemen's Quarterly (73%). Three were rated inconsistent: Mademoiselle (70%), Redhook (69%), and
Prevention (64%). Three were judged unreliable: Cos(62%), Ladies' Home Journal (62%). and
mopolitan
Harper's Bazaar (42%). The survey report is available for
$2 from ACSH, 47 Maple St., Summit, NJ 07901.

GENERAL NUTRITION PLEADS GUILTY

r_
In 1984. General Nutrition, Inc., three of its officers and two of its store managers were charged with
criminal violations of the Federal Food. Drug, and Cosmetic Act. The indictment accused them of conspiring
to promote and sell an evening primrose oil product
(Gammaprim) with claims that it is effective against
high blood pressure. arthritis, multiple sclerosis and
other diseases [see NF 1-20]. Gammaprim had been promoted with newspaper and magazine articles, radio talk
show discussions, flyers, and claims made by salespersons to customers. Although the company termed the
product a "food supplement." the promotional claims
made it a drug that could not be legally marketed without FDA approval, which it lacked. The indictment also
contained six counts of misbranding related to Gammaprim purchases made by undercover FDA investigators at GNC stores in western New York State.
In motions to stop the prosecution, the defendants had claimed that 1) their right to free speech was
being violated: 2) the prosecution was unfair because
many other companies making health claims in advertising have not been prosecuted; 3) Gamrriaprim should
not be considered a drug because it is not inherently
toxic: and 4) the laws under which they are being prosecuted are too vague. In May 1986 these motions were
dismissed by a federal judge who noted that the defendants were aware, or should have been aware, that they
were breaking the law.

__________________

In October, the company pleaded guilty to four
counts of misbranding a drug and agreed to pay $10,000
to the government as reimbursement
for costs of prosecution. Its former president, Gary Daum, and a current
vice president, David E. Walsh, each pleaded guilty to
one of the misbranding counts. The remaining counts of
the indictment and all charges against other employees
were dismissed. In December, Daum was sentenced to
pay a $1,000 fine.
General Nutrition, Inc .. with more than 1.000
outlets, is the largest chain of health food stores in the
United States and Canada. Settlement of this case climaxed a series of federal enforcement actions that began several years ago. In 1985, the company signed
consent agreements with the U.S. Postal Service to stop
making unsubstantiated
claims for 14 of its products
sold by mail [NF 2:7 and 2:47]. In 1986, an FTC administrative law judge ruled that ads for another product
were deliberately misleading and concluded that "General Nutrition's unconscionable.
false and misleading
advertising found in this case is not an isolated incident
but part of a continuing pattern" [NF 3:38].
Although these enforcement
actions have involved small penalties, they have had a dramatic effect
on General Nutrition's marketing practices. During the
past six months. it has not used flamboyant ads or made
illegal therapeutic claims for any products.
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SUGAR SUBSTITUTEIN FD.NSLIMBO
James A. Lowell,Ph.D.
Last summer Nichole Walker, a former Cayone
del Oro math teacher and mother of four, won a red
ribbon at the Pima County (Arizona) Fair for her recipe
for sugarless whole-wheat orange-pecan muffins. While
winning a ribbon is not so unusual, there was something
different about her recipe: she used the finely ground
leaves of an herb called Stevia. Since the word got out
about Walker's recipe, the stores that carry Stevia
haven't been able to get enough of the plant to fill the
demand.
Stevia sells for 80¢ to $3 an ounce. There is a
problem with its sale, however. According to Blondell
Anderson of the FDAs division of food and color additives, Stevia is illegal to sell because it is not on the
"GRAS" list of foods or food additives - those "generally recognized as safe:' But it is available at health food
stores and the FDA has made no attempt to remove it.
Stevia rebaudiana is the botanical name for this
member of the sunflower family which originated in
Paraguay and Brazil. There, where it is widely used as a
sweetener, it is known by various names such as Caahe-hee, Caa-enhem and Azuca-caa, all of which mean
"sweet herb:'
Although Stevia lacks FDA approval for sale in
the United States, it is commonly used in other parts of
the world. The plant parts themselves and various compounds derived from them are also approved as food
additives in Japan, where they have been used as lowcalorie sweetening agents and sugar substitutes since
the mid-1970s. In fact, 11 Japanese firms have formed a
consortium known as the Stevia Konwakai to study the
effects and uses of the sweetener.
Dozens of chemical compounds are found in the
leaves and stems of Stevia. The major ones responsible
for the sweet taste are known as steviosides and rebaudiosides. These ingredients make Stevia about 300
times sweeter than sugar, and make the number of calories per gram insignificant. It is so sweet, says Walker,
that she only needs half a teaspoon to sweeten 1½ dozen
of her muffins.
Pure stevioside has a very bitter and persistent
aftertaste, but when it is diluted it is comparable to
products such as cyclamates and aspartame. Unlike aspartame, it doesn't break down under high temperatures, so it can be used for baking.
Over the years, questions have been raised about
Stevia's safety. A report in the August 1960 Endocrinology, for example, indicated that the action of male
sex hormones might be blocked by large intakes of the

__________________

herb. This could explain the effects discussed by other
researchers in an article in Science [Nov. 29, 1968, p.
1007] which described how the Paraguayan Matto
Grosso Indians used Stevia as a contraceptive. Moreover,
laboratory experiments on rats indicated that an extract
of its leaves and stems added to their water might have
an anti-fertility effect.
Additional concerns were raised by two pharmaceutical researchers at the University of Illinois in
Chicago who found that some of the compounds formed
from the digestion and breakdown of the sweetener
could cause genetic mutations in bacteria. Since other
chemicals which cause similar effects in bacteria may
also cause mutations and cancer in humans, they recommend that further tests be carried out to be sure that
Stevia is safe. Other experiments indicated that Stevia
might act as a respiratory poison, although no toxic
effects were noted when the sweetener was given to
laboratory animals over extended periods of time.
However, since the 1960s, numerous follow-up
studies have failed to confirm that Stevia causes any
harm or has any contraceptive effect. And in Japan,
where it has been used for years, no harm has been
reported in humans who used either the herb or sweeteners derived from it.
Walker said the only trouble she had with Stevia
was that it turned her tapioca green.

Dr. Lowell is a professor of life sciences at Pima Community
College and is president of the Arizona Council Against Health
Fraud.

____
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_

Q. What is durum wheat?

A. It is one of the three wheat species that are
commercially important. The others are bread
wheat and club wheat (used mainly for biscuits
and pastries). The two varieties of durum wheatred and white-are hard spring wheats grown primarily in North Dakota. The flour of durum wheat
(called "semolina") is used to make pasta products.
Semolina, when mixed with water, yields a very
elastic paste that can be extruded to create the
many different pasta shapes that we have come to
enjoy.
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HERBALIFE AGREES TO PAY $850,000 PENALTY

r·

Herbalife International, Inc., and its president
pany broadcasts over cable television.
Mark Hughes, have agreed to pay $850,000 to settle
• To attract new distributors, the TV programs
charges by the California Attorney General that the and company magazine contained stories of individuals
company made false medical claims and engaged in an who made large amounts of money by building large
illegal pyramid-style marketing scheme. Herbalife has networks of Herbalife distributors. These representabeen selling its products through a multilevel marketing
tions are misleading because there is no reasonable
program in which the amount of money received by its basis to assert that most people who become distributors
distributors depended upon the amounts purchased by will earn large sums.
them and by those whom they recruit as distributors.
• Although the company offered a "full warThe Attorney General's suit, filed in 1985, cited ranty" on all of its products, customers who tried to
the following questionable claims made for Herbalife invoke the warranty were often thwarted in their efforts
by the defendants.
products:
The court order settling the case, dated October
• Slim and Trim Formulas comprise an effective
weight loss program which can produce a typical weight 14, 1986, forbids representations without reasonable
loss of 10-29 excess pounds a month.
basis that:
• Cell-U-Loss can attack "cellulite," eliminate
• Herbalife products contain herbs that can curb
inches. suppress appetite, improve circulation, and help .appetite, burn off calories, or cleanse the system.
many other conditions.
• Product users can lose weight without reducing
caloric intake.
• Herbal-Aloe can aid digestion, "heal" and
"cleanse the system:'
• Cell-U-Loss can eliminate "cellulite."
• N.R.G. can increase energy, increase mental
• Other products or their ingredients are effective
alertness, and provide a "nutritional lift." (The fact that as specified in the Attorney General's complaint.
The court ordered strict limits on testimonials
caffeine is one of its active ingredients
was not
and said that the caffeine content of N.R.G. should be
disclosed.)
disclosed in the career book and on the product's label.
~ 1 • Lifeline aids the cardiovascular system.
--· --- • Schizandra Plus can combat damage that leads It also ordered Herbalife to change its marketing program so that distributors can profit only from retail sales
to premature aging.
• Tang Kuei is effective against hot flashes and and are discouraged from maintaining (and possibly becan help the regularity of the menstrual system and coming stuck with) large product inventories in order to
relieve menstrual disorders.
qualify for bonuses.
The $850,000 penalty-payable
over a five-year
• Flora-Fiber "scrubs and cleanses" the intestine
with fiber and prevents disease.
period-was assessed to reimburse the state for costs,
• K-8 stops "induced depression" and "elevates attorneys' fees, expenses of investigation, and other exyour mood so you can handle stress:•
penses. Mark Hughes was ordered to post a $400,000
security deposit to cover possible default by the
The suit also charged:
• Early editions of the Herbalife Official Career company.
Handbook made illegal claims that various herbal ingreOn December 3, 1986, The Wall Street Journal
dients were effective against more than 70 diseases and reported that Herbalife merged with a Utah-based shell
corporation and plans to raise $14 million with a public
conditions. Although most of these claims were deleted
in subsequent editions of the handbook, the company stock offering. The company netted $7.6 million on sales
of $115.7 million during the first half of 1986 and $12.4
had not replaced the original pages sent to distributors
with the-revised pages or asked these distributors to million on $462.9 million of sales in 1985. (For additional
information about Herbalife, see NF 2:65-68 and
destroy them.
• Similar testimonial claims were made in com- 2:73-77.)
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THE RISE OF THE HUMBLE POTATO
Howard D. Lerner
Foods have long been victims of superstition and
ignorance. Because an evil witch in a certain fairy tale
decided to use "poison mushrooms" as her brew base,
many otherwise adventurous eaters balk when they see
a dish featuring mushrooms. Even the familiar peanut
was snubbed until the turn of the century when George
Washington Carver demonstrated its versatility by inventing peanut butter.
The potato. like the peanut and the mushroom,
has also had public relations problems. Scottish clergymen of the 18th century preached against eating potatoes because they're not mentioned in the Bible. Even
modern-day children are occasionally told that their
ears will sprout spuds if not cleaned regularly.
The potato (Solanum tuberosum) had been cultivated by the Incas for thousands of years before Francisco Pizarro and his Spanish Conquistadores
encountered it during their invasion of Peru. Europe did
not, however, share Pizarro's enthusiasm over the spud.
As late as 1774, potatoes were refused in Germany. Only
after King Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette of France
declared them fashionable in 1785 did the potato receive
its due. Today it ranks fourth in the world in importance
behind wheat. rice and corn as a staple crop.
The potato, heartiest of vegetables, survives in
the torrid deserts of Africa and even under the frozen
tundra of Alaska. Its resistance to harsh conditions so
appealed to Irish farmers that by 1845. the "pratie" was
Ireland's sole crop. When the Late Potato Blight fungus
hit Ireland in 1845. the resulting "Potato Famine" killed
one million Irish people over a six-year period. Another
million escaped the famine by sailing to America. As a
result, the Irish are now one of the largest ethnic groups
in America.
The potato may again be on the verge of changing
world history-this
time by feeding millions of starving
people. Scientists at the International Potato Center in
Lima. Peru, are developing strains of potatoes more resistant to pests. Hearty hybrids with meshed skins. impervious to infestation. are now available.
Unlike corn or wheat, the potato does not produce seeds suitable for planting. To obtain a good yield
from a thousand acres of land, a farmer must plant a
thousand tons of mature potatoes. An equal harvest of
corn requires only a hundred pounds of seed. Scientists
have succeeded in producing "potato seeds'' from the
tiny berries that grow on the potato plant. a method that
can save poor countries millions of dollars in equipment
costs and storage. Before long, it is hoped, potatoes will
supply the world with an abundant food source.
Virtually all the world loves potatoes, and the
United States is no exception. According to The Snack
Food Association. potato chips alone grossed more than
$3 billion for manufacturers last year. Yet the big potato
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money-maker is the "French fry.'' Once served by
Thomas Jefferson in the White House, this European
snack was popularized here by the J.R. Simplot Company of Boise. Idaho. Simplot began producing French
fries after World War II. Today. the company processes
100.000 raw potatoes every hour of the day and night.
McDonald's claims the largest portion of them in frozen
form. Fast food restaurants sell most of the five billion
pounds of French fries produced each year in the U.S.
Our taste for the potato, however. is not limited to
French fries and potato chips. Today, the versatility of
the potato is being hailed. Baked potatoes are still popular, and potato skins. long thought to be inedible leftovers. are now rivaling hamburgers on the tables of
many American eateries. Even restaurants that solely
feature potatoes are popping up-and staying.
''The potato is the perfect food." says Kevin
Braun. manager of Potatoes Etc. "It's a meal contained in
itself." Braun's small restaurant boasts 19 varieties of
stuffed potatoes, with hot Cheddar and bacon the most
popular. For something with a bit more pizzazz, you can
try a potato stuffed with sirloin tips in wine sauce. Or
smothered with seafood Newburg.
Many people cling to a misconception that potatoes are undesirable because they're high in stare~
.. ~
complex carbohydrate). But complex carbohydrates are
considered "good guys" by today's nutritionists. Moreover, an average potato contains enough vitamin C to
supply an adult with half the Recommended Dietary
Allowance. Although several other foods are richer in
vitamin C, the potato is actually the world's leading food
source of this vitamin because of its widespread use.
"A man could live for months on five pounds of
potatoes and a quart of milk daily." says Mary Ellen
Beindorff, a nutritionist at Barnes Hospital in St. Louis.
She sees a wide range of patients every day, from compulsive overeaters to those suffering from malnutrition.
"I recommend that people eat potatoes in every case."
she says.
Potatoes are smart eating for other reasons too.
For the dieter. they are a filling, low-calorie choice. A
12-ounce potato has only 90 calories. What you put on it,
though, can pile on more.
The potato is 99.9% fat-free, and will remain so if
baked rather than fried. Topping it with low-calorie
margarine instead of butter will constrain calories without altering the flavor too much. Or try a spoonful of
stewed tomatoes and some grated Parmesan cheese instead of the usual sour cream. They're lower in calories
and might even taste better.
Mr. Lerner, a senior majoring in English at Washington Univfiii"'1riaoo........... .,
sity in St. Louis, has been involved in Oxfam and other hun,
outreach programs.
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NEW GROUPS PRESSINGFOR "HEALTHFREEDOM"
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
Grace P.Monaco, J.D.
Promoters
of unscientific
methods
have
organized three more groups to promote their methods
and end government regulation of health care practitioners. The Health Alternatives Legal Foundation, led
by attorneys, is working primarily through the courts.
The American Quack Association is a network of "holistic" practitioners. The Coalition for Alternatives in Nutrition and Health Care is organized for grass-roots
lobbying. All three use the words "alternative," and
"freedom" to suit their own purposes.
The Health Alternatives
Legal Foundation
(HALF),105 N. Foster St., Dothan, AL 36303, is described
in its literature as a "nonprofit public interest law center:· It was formed in 1986 to defend "alternative" health
care practitioners and to file suits challenging medical
practice laws.
HALF's newsletter, Alternatives, decribes the
groups philosophy and reports news (mostly legal troubles) involving promoters of unproven methods. According to the newsletter, "Powerful elements of
organized allopathic medicine, led by the American
Medical Association, have been waging an expensive,
well-orchestrated political and economic campaign designed to stifle competition from alternative health care
providers. This campaign has been advanced by advocates of the medical e.,tablishment who, for financial or
philosphical reasons, seek ... to eliminate the ability of
alternative health care providers to practice in the
American marketplace. Maverick doctors, chiropractors, osteopaths,
homeopaths,
acupuncturists,
naturopaths, podiatrists, nutritionists, midwives and
eclectic physicians have felt the full brunt of this
organized attack."
HALF's brochure states that "alternative health
care practitioners deserve proper recognition by state
legislators, regulation by review boards of their own
peers, and reimbursement for services from health in-
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surance companies. Our attorneys defend individual
health practitioners against charges of operating outside
the scope of standard medical practice:'
The chairman of HALF's board of directors is Attorney William H. Moore of Savannah, Georgia. In 1984
Moore attempted to intervene in a laetrile case with an
action designed to stop virtually all interference with
"unorthodox" methods, but he withdrew when the
plaintiffs objected [see NF 2:89-90].
HALF's executive director is attorney Michael S.
Evers, of Dothan, Alabama, whose adoptive father, H.
Ray Evers, M.D., recently had his medical license revoked by the Alabama Medical License Commission.
HALF's newsletter states that the grounds included: 1)
engaging in the practice of medicine in such a manner
as to endanger the health of the patient: 2) using untruthful or deceptive or improbable statements concerning the effects or results of his proposed treatment;
3) demonstrating unprofessional conduct in the treatment; and 4) "gross malpractice:' The case involved a
breast cancer patient Dr. Evers had treated with an
herbal salve. (A circuit judge has blocked the revocation
while Evers appeals to state courts.)
The American Quack Association (AQA), P.O.
Box 550, Oviedo, FL 33765, has about 300 members.
most of whom are health professionals. Founded in
1985, its main purposes appear to be providing emotional support to its members, poking fun at their critics,
and stimulating positive public feelings toward unorthodox practitioners. Noting that "Discrimination, legal
investigation, persecution, prosecution, and even imprisonment have variously been the fate of those few
physicians and others who have publicly counseled alternative means of health care,'' AQA's "Articles of
Health Freedom" demand that "No law or regulations
shall be made prohibiting the right of people to freely
assemble for healing of any type:' They also oppose "any
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penalty whatsoever against anyone employing any form
of treatment for cancer or any other disease for him or
herself or others. except in cases of fraud, deception or
the use of force:'
AQAs vice president is Roy Kupsinel. M.D.. a "holistic" practitioner in Ovieda. Florida. Kupsinel publishes Health Consciousness. a bimonthly magazine
which contains articles on cosmic philosophy, conservative causes, and the "persecution" of unorthodox
practitioners. It also contains ads for unproven products
and services. Its last few pages are printed upside down
as the Journal of the American Quack Association. edited by AQA president Jonathan V. Wright, M.D.. of Kent,
Washington. AQA's logo depicts a stressed but smiling
duck flying through the "Q" of AQA. Dues are $6.00 a
year.
The Coalition for Alternatives in Nutrition and
Healthcare (CANAH), P.O. Box B-12, Richlandtown, PA
18955, is a nonprofit corporation established in 1984 "to
educate the public in nutrition
and alternative
healthcare ... through lobbying. public awareness presentations, and timely presentations." CANAH's founder,
president and "legislative advocate" is Catherine J.
Frompovitch, Ph.D., who practices "nutritional consultation" in Richlandtown. operates C.J. Frompovich
Publications, and edits CANAH's Health Rights Advocate, a comprehensive quarterly report on legislative developments. (Her "Ph.D." is from Columbia Pacific
University, an unaccredited correspondence school.)
At one point last year CANAH had about 400
members, but no current figure has been publicly released. No officer other than Ms. Frompovich has been
identified in the group's publications, but the 28-person
advisory board listed on its letterhead includes Moore.
Kupsinel. and:
• Jeffrey S. Bland, Ph.D., a biochemistry professor
who promotes food supplements through publications
and frequently lectures at health food industry conventions [see NF 33-38].
• Dan Clark, M.D .. a Florida physician whose license was revoked for unprofessional practice.
• Richard Crews, M.D., President of Columbia Pacific University.
• Alan R. Gaby, M.D., a Maryland physician/author who practices "nutritional therapy:·
• Bruce W. Halstead, M.D .. a California physician
who in 1985 was convicted of cancer fraud and grand
theft for selling herbal tea to cancer patients for $125 to
$150 per quart [NF 1:5]. He has been fined $10,000 and
sentenced to four years in prison but is appealing his
conviction.
• Conrad G. Maulfair. Jr., D.O., a Pennsylvania osteopath who practices chelation therapy.
• Robert Mendelsohn. M.D., former president of
the National Health Federation, who attacks established
medical and public health procedures in lectures and
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publications.
• Earl Mindell. R.Ph., Ph.D .. author of Earl Mindell's Vitamin Bible and numerous other publications
promoting questionable use of food supplements [see
NF 3:46-47]. His "Ph. •:•is from the University of Beverly Hills, an unaccredited school.
• Richard Passwater, Ph.D .. author of numerous
publications promoting questionable uses of food supplements. His "Ph.D." is from Bernadean University. an
unaccredited diploma mill that was not authorized to
issue any degrees at the time Passwater obtained his.
• Linus Pauling, Ph.D .. who seems willing to ally
himself with virtually anyone who supports his questionable ideas about megavitamins [see NF 2:33-7].
• Carl Pfeiffer, M.D., Ph.D., director of the Brain
Bio Center, Princeton, New Jersey, which offers "nutritional" treatment for "the schizophrenias
and biochemical deficiencies associated with aging, alcoholism,
allergies, arthritis. autism, epilepsy, hypertension. hypoglycemia, migraine, depression, learning disability,
retardation. mental and metabolic disorders, skin problems, and hyperactivity:'
• Barbara Reed, Ph.D., a former probation officer
who is now devoted to promoting her theory that criminal behavior can be attributed to poor diet and corrected
by dietary reform. Her "Ph. •:·is from Donsbach University, an unaccredited correspondence school.
• Michael B. Schachter, M.D .. a New York psychiatrist who has been prominently involved in using
laetrile and megavitamins to treat cancer.
• Lendon Smith, M.D .. a prominent author and
pediatrician who was placed on probation by his state
board of medical examiners from 1973 to 1981 for "inappropriate prescribing of drugs" to heroin addicts.
CANAH's activities have included support for an
unproven cancer treatment (immunoaugmentative
therapy) and opposition to food irradiation, water fluoridation, licensing of nutritionists, and other antiquackery legislation. Regular membership costs $10 per year.
News articles and invitations to join have appeared in
many health food industry publications. CANAH wants
individuals denied access to or insurance coverage for
"alternative healthcare" to file antitrust suits and other
legal actions to "protect their rights."
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CANAH's main goal is enactment
of a
''Healthcare Rights Amendment." which has two basic
provisions:
1. Congress shall make no law which restricts any
individual's right to choose and to practice the type of
healthcare they shall elect for themselves or their children for the prevention or treatment of any disease, injury, illness or ailment of the body or the mind.
2. Congress shall have the power to enforce. by
appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article.
A flyer promoting the amendment claims that
"vested interest groups. certain individuals and trade
associations, the American Medical Association in particular. have launched legal procedures against medical
doctors who employ in their practice such modalities as
natural nutrition, chelation therapy. vitamin/mineral
supplementation and other means commonly referred
to as alternative healthcare modalities which may not
be in agreement with orthodox medicine. Practitioner
and patient alike have been brought up before the bars
of justice and peer review with heretofore unknown
medical inquisition-like techniques. WE THE PEOPLE
believe this is unconstitutional, and we therefore propose this amendment:' Ms. Frompovich hopes to deliver
at least 100.000 signatures supporting the amendment to
"proper governmental officials" during 1987, which is
the 200th anniversary of the Constitution.
CANAH's logo depicts a hummingbird because it
has "the freedom of choice and can go from flower to
flower to satisfy its needs:' The group's brochure quotes
the famed philosopher/ ethicist John Stuart Mill
(1806-1873)as though he would support its aims: "The
only freedom which deserves the name, is that of pursuing our own good in our own way, so long as we do not
attempt to deprive others of theirs, or impede their
efforts to obtain it. Each is the proper guardian of his
own health, whether bodily. or mental or spiritual.
Mankind are great gainers by suffering each other to live
as seems good to themselves, than by compelling each to

_

live as seems good to the rest:· But Mill recognized that
where "there is a definite damage, or definite risk of
damage. either to an individual or to the public. the case
is taken out of the province of liberty and placed in that
of morality or law."
Under current laws. our federal and state government can set licensing standards for health practitioners. institute public health measures. and outlaw
remedies that are dangerous or ineffective. In Rutherford v. United States. in which a patient sued for access
to laetrile. the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that "selection
of a particular treatment, or at least a medication, is
within the area of governmental interest in protecting
public health." CANAH wants all restrictions removed.
Under its amendment:
• Government agencies could no longer remove
unproven or dangerous remedies from the marketplace
so long as a single consumer objects.
• Anyone-licensed
or not-could engage in any
practice labeled "health care" so long as a single consumer wishes it to continue.
• Courts could no longer protect children from
parents who deny them access to effective health care,
even if such neglect will result in their death.
• Dangerously psychotic individuals could not be
compelled to undergo treatment if anyone objected.
• Compulsory immunization would end.
• Community water fluoridation would end if a
single person in the community objects.
Although promoted in the name of "freedom,"
CANAH's health care rights amendment would end protection of consumers from quackery.
Dr. Barrett, a psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is co-author /editor of 21 books including Vitamins and "Health"
Foods: The Great American Hustle. Mrs. Monaco, a partner of
White, Fine and Verville, of Washington, D.C., specializes in
health law as it applies to unproven methods of medical
management.

BRIEFS
Microwave injuries. The New England Journal of Medjcine has reported a case of a 10-year-old boy whose eyelids and cornea were burned by steam escaping from a
bag of microwave-popped popcorn (315:1359, 1986]. The
product's packaging warned, "Handle the bag carefully-Its hot!" But the injury was caused by a rush of
steam released when the bag was opened. In 1984. serious burns of the throat were reported in a baby who
drank infant formula that had been heated in a microwave oven. [Journal of Pediatrics 105:864-7).

__________________

Fast food trends. According to the Food Institute, supermarkets and convenience store operators see ready-toeat foods as a way to capture consumer expenditures
that would otherwise go for eating out. Supermarkets,
with their advantage of high-volume, heavy-traffic locations, are adding more service delis and hot foods "to go"
and are experimenting with everything from breakfast
bars to sushi. Since more than half of American homes
now have a microwave oven, microwavable products
will also be heavily promoted.
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Natural Foods Month? During the past ten years, the
health food industry has promoted April as "Natural
Foods Month." But according to Health Foods Business. it
did not spark enough media and public attention to
catch on. "In fact," the magazine's editor wrote recently,
"were April to pass without anyone making note of 'Natural Foods Month.' it's probably safe-and sad-to say
virtually no one would notice:· In some years. the Natural Nutritional Foods Association distributed public relations materials and had notables such as Gloria
Swanson, Carol Burnett, Gayelord Hauser and Steve
Garvey serve as honorary chairpersons. But this year,
individual businesses are on their own.

Notable quote. "Toxic terrorists and doomsayers who
have brought us so much bad news about the quality of
our environment, food and life are under closer scrutiny. While there remains a role for the federal government in the promotion of public health ... much of our
fate is in our own hands."-Elizabeth
M. Whelan, Sc.D.,
Executive Director, American Council on Science &
Health.

Gastric balloon warning. The manufacturer of the Garren-Edwards Gastric Bubble has warned physicians to
limit its use because one patient has died and 80 others
have developed serious complications such as blockage
of the intestine and ulcers and perforation of the stomach. According to American Medical News, 17,000 patients have used the device since it received FDA
approval in 1985. It is inserted into the stomach through
the mouth and inflated as a temporary measure to curb
appetite. In a letter to 2,000 gastroenterologists who
were trained to use the device, the company recommended it only as a last resort for patients with lifethreatening obesity for whom other treatments have not
worked. The letter also warned that if the bubble suddenly deflates (as has happened during the first three
months in 2% of patients), surgery may be needed and
that delay in removing the bubble could cause death.

FDA criticized. Lack of FDA enforcement against
quackery was sharply criticized in the December 8, 1986
U.S. News & World Report. Noting how quackery is rampant, the article revealed that internal FDA documents
show that the agency's policy is to take no action at all
against products that are worthless but not dangerous."
11

Dangerous weight-reduction drug. In March 1986,
Nicholas Bachynsky, M.D., who operates a chain of
"Physicians Clinics" in Texas and neighboring states,
was found guilty of violating the Texas Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act and ordered to pay $86,000 in fines and
attorney's costs. Action was brought by the Texas Attorney General because Bachynsky was prescribing 2-4dinitrophenol, a highly toxic drug he dispensed under
the name Mictal. The presiding judge also enjoined further use of dinitrophenol without FDA approval. When
Bachynsky persisted. he was charged with violating the
injunction and fined $100,000 by the judge. Although
dinitrophenol can cause weight loss by speeding up metabolism. the FDA banned it during the 1930s because it
also causes severe skin reactions. jaundice. cataracts,
disturbances of smell and taste, and agranulocytosis, a
potentially fatal disorder in which production of blood
cells is impaired. Although Bachynsky was aware of
these problems. he claimed the drug was safe and
"forces your metabolism to burn thousands more calories." According to an article in the February 1987 FDA
Consumer, some 14,000 people were treated at Bachynsky's clinics at a cost of approximately $1,300.

______________

_

Vitamin C and mortality. A 10-year study of 3,119 adult
Californians has found no relationship between vitamin
C intake and death from cancer, heart disease or other
diseases
[American
Journal of Public Health
76:1124-1130, 1986]. In 1973 or 1974, each participant
completed a detailed 28-page questionnaire about personal habits, health care patterns, vitamin supplement
usage. and other characteristics. Vitamin C consumption was estimated from reported intakes of orange,
grapefruit and tomato juice, other fruits and vegetables,
and vitamin C pills. Subsequent mortality was determined by checking California death and motor vehicle
bureau records. Individuals who smoked or had certain
other bad health habits had higher death rates than
those with better health habits. But no difference was
found between individuals with daily vitamin C intakes
under 250 mg (few of whom had been taking supplements) and those who consumed 250 mg or more (almost all of whom had been taking supplements).
Reprints of the article can be obtained from James E.
Enstrom, Ph.D., School of Public Health, University of
California, Los Angeles, CA 90024.
COMING SOON

The Rise and Fall of
United Sciences of America
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Cholesterol extraction under study. According to an
article in American Medical News, food scientists have
been able to remove up to BO%of the cholesterol from
butter, lard, beef tallow and egg yolks while retaining
nutrients, flavor and consistency. The process. called
supercritical fluid extraction, is being refined at the
University of Wisconsin and the Phasex Corporation of
Lawrence, Massachusetts, under a grant from the
Wisconsin Milk Marketing Board. The researchers hope
to remove additional cholesterol and reduce costs so
that commercial use becomes practical within the next
year. They also are experimenting with meat, ice cream,
cheese and other high-cholesterol foods.

Diet drugs banned at border. In the wake of four deaths,
the FDA has asked the U.S. Customs Service to halt
importation from Mexico of Redotex, Ponderex and
Moduretic, three drugs dispensed at border diet clinics.
Before the ban, American citizens who could prove that
a physician had prescribed the drugs were allowed to
keep them. Now the Customs Service will seize them.

Cholesterol labeling proposal. The FDA has proposed
standards for the terms "cholesterol free," "low cholesterol," and "cholesterol reduced" on food labels.
When these are used, labels would also have to report
the amount of cholesterol and fatty acids (saturated vs.
unsaturated) per serving. These standards are intended
to help the National Heart. Lung and Blood Institute's
National Cholesterol Education Program to help prevent
heart disease by lowering blood cholesterol levels. The
information can also help people follow the American
Heart Association's "Healthy Heart" guidelines for reducing dietary cholesterol and saturated fats. Under the
proposal. "cholesterol free" would mean less than 2 mg
per serving, "low cholesterol" would mean less than 20
mg per serving, and "cholesterol reduced" would mean
processed to lower cholesterol content by 75% or more.
Where reductions are significant but less than 75%, labels could make a comparison statement. The proposal
has been criticized because it does not require listing
the percentages of fats, which would be easier for consumers to interpret than the amounts. The Center for
Science in the Public Interest (CSPI) has also pointed out
that foods low in cholesterol but high in saturated fat
could be marketed with "low-cholesterol" featured on
their front label while the undesirable fat content appears in small print on the rear label. CSPI has asked the
FDA to define "low in saturated fats" to help consumers
moderate their fat intake.

_

Carbonated milk. Dairy Research Incorporated
(DRINC), of Elk Grove Village, Illinois, has developed a
way to expand the market for dairy foods: carbonated
milk. The unflavored form, which tastes similar to club
soda and is nutritionally equivalent to skim milk, contains 302 mg of calcium and 86 calories per 8-ounce
serving. Such flavors as strawberry, peach, chocolate,
root beer and pina colada are also being developed.
Mass production of carbonated milk will take another
year or two. Researchers believe that if it captures 6-8%
of the soft drink market in the United States, it might
eliminate the milk surplus, which was 13 billion pounds
in 1985.

Few results from milk carton photos. The Associated
Press has reported that the millions of milk cartons with
pictures of missing children have helped locate only six
children.

Free diabetes treatment. Diabetics who need insulin
have been invited to volunteer for a 6-year program of
intensive treatment designed to test whether strict control of blood sugar levels can prevent or reverse longterm complications of diabetes. The program will involve severe dietary limitations, insulin injections three
times daily (or use of an insulin pump), and considerable attention to exercise. Participants will receive free
insulin and supplies, 24-hour phone counseling, and
state-of-the-art monitoring and treatment of early complications. Candidates must be between the ages of 13
and 39, have had insulin-dependent diabetes for 1-15
years without serious complication, and agree to extensive recordkeeping.
Interested
persons can call
1-800-522-3228 for a preliminary screening.

Chiropractors attack cytotoxic testing. The American
Chiropractic Association (ACA) has ratified a well written position paper by its Council on Nutrition which
concluded that cytotoxic testing "may result in a high
number of false positive findings" and "should not be
employed in the evaluation of patients suspected of having adverse reactions to foods:· In this test. a patient's
white blood cells are placed on slides containing dried
food extracts and examined under a microscope [see NF
1:17-19]. Since many chiropractors engage in unscientific nutrition practices, the ACA'a action represents a
major step forward. The ACA Council on Nutrition
hopes to develop position papers on many methods of
diagnosis and treatment involving nutrition.

_,.,.
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THE "SECRET"OF CHEESEMAKING
Manfred Kroger, Ph.D.

Charles deGaulle once said, "How can you govern is the liquid by-product and contains all the milks cara country that has 246 kinds of cheese?" This was un- bohydrate (lactose or milk sugar), about 20% of its prodoubtedly a wild guess, but France probably does man- tein (the whey proteins), traces of the fat, and some of
ufacture more than 200 varieties. Worldwide and the nutrients. Strictly speaking, cheese is simply conhistorically. the number is somewhere between 600 and centrated milk, and cheesemaking is a form of food
800. But many variously named cheeses differ only in preservation.
minor attributes. Basically, there are only two types of
The key difference between the two basic types
cheese: those made with the enzyme rennet, and those of cheese is the method of curd formation. When casein
made with bacteria-produced acid. Hard cheeses, like is exposed to acid it will curdle. To the food scientist.
Cheddar and Swiss, are examples of the first. cottage such curd is coagulated casein precipitate. To the concheese and cream cheese of the latter. Most varieties are sumer, it's something like cottage cheese. The acid used
rennet-type cheeses because these last longer and may in the manufacture of this type of cheese is not added
be ripened for weeks or months in many different ways. but is lactic acid developed from the milk's lactose by
Most acid-type cheeses are consumed fresh without
bacterial action. The bacteria are added at the beginning
ripening.
of the cheesemaking procedure in the form of a "starter
Cheeses can also be categorized as "processed" or culture." This can be frozen, concentrated culture ob"natural." Process (or processed) cheeses. cheese foods tained from a commercial supplier or simply a batch of
and cheese spreads are relative newcomers whose man- cultured buttermilk.
ufacture from "natural" cheeses requires melting down.
Making hard cheese is another matter. The main
blending and emulsification into highly standardized
added ingredient here is rennet. an enzyme prepared
products. As a result. such cheeses are uniform
from the stomach lining of calves. When rennet is added
throughout in taste, texture and appearance. All other to milk, the milk's casein is chemically disassembled to
cheeses are called "natural cheeses:·
a minor extent. so much so that a gel is formed. This
Cheese has been around since before the "inven- rennet-coagulated curd is called calcium paracaseinate.
tion" of agriculture. When nomadic people, probably In cheesemaking. it is cut into cubes and forced by
around 10,000 years ago, kept milk in pouches made gentle heating to expel whey until hard curd particles
from animal stomachs or when they allowed milk to go are obtained. These are pressed into particular cheese
sour, they observed that curd and whey were produced, shapes and moved into a ripening room. What is called
that the whey was a nourishing drink, and that the curd "green cheese" at the beginning will eventually cure,
lent itself to many food uses. It could even be stored for age or ripen into one of the many cheeses found in the
prolonged periods during which it changed in flavor and cheese store.
texture into another edible product. People must have
Cheesemaking isn't really so simple as described
valued this outcome because they continued making here. It is an art. subject to the makers decisions and
and eating this cured curd which became cheese as we interventions. as well as a science that requires adknow it.
herence to strict processing requirements, such as milk
Cheesemaking is simply the deliberate con- composition, nature and amount of the bacteria and
version of most of the milk's protein (the casein), fat. rennet added, specific temperatures, severity and duramineral salts and other nutrients into solid curd. Whey tion of agitation. and dozens of other details. Further
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variations including temperature and humidity are introduced during the ripening period.
Despite the initial statement that only acid-type
and rennet-type cheeses exist. there is always some rennet added to acid cheeses and bacteria are always utilized when making hard cheeses. During ripening, these
specifically selected bacteria and their enzymes gradually convert the casein into what is eventually enjoyed
as cheese. Even certain molds can be used for this process. Stilton, Gorgonzola, Roquefort and blue cheese are
examples of blue-mold cheeses that are ripened from
the inside out.
Proper ripening is as critical to cheesemaking as
is the conversion of milk into curd. Some cheeses, including Cheddar, Swiss, Edam, Parmesan, and the bluemold cheeses, ripen only inside, with or without hole
formation, while others, such as Limburger, Trappist
and Port Salut, ripen both inside and from the outside
in. Considering all of these variables and their permutations in cheesemaking, it is easy to understand why
there are so many cheese varieties.
You may want to try your hand at it as my eightyear-old son did the other day. Add a dash of lemon
juice to milk. Observe how the casein flocculates. Note
how the coagulated white protein separates from a
greenish liquid. Like Little Miss Muffit, you have just
prepared curds and whey. Stir the mess gently and pour
it through filter paper or some fine-meshed cloth. The
whey will run through and-presto-cheese
curd will
stay behind.
Eat it! You have just become a
cheesemaker.
Dr. Kroger is Professor of Food Science at The Pennsylvania
State University.

~---

QUESTION BOX-----,

Q. Does hard water supply significant amounts of
dietary calcium?
A. The hardness of water depends on the presence
of different minerals, primarily calcium carbonate.
"Hard water" is found in regions where there is
much limestone. Ground water in these areas is
enriched with calcium and magnesium. (The softening process replaces these minerals with sodium). The amount of calcium obtained from
water varies with the hardness and amount of
water a person drinks. Although the amount of
calcium obtained from hard water can be significant, it is usually much less than the amount obtained from food. [Journalof the American Dietetic
Association 86:1192-1195]. Good food sources of
calcium include milk and milk products such as
cheese and yogurt, and dark green leafy
vegetables.

___________________
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Book Review
Title: Nutrition for the Working Woman (1986)
Author: Audrey Tittle Cross, J.D., M.P.H.
Publisher: Fireside Books, 1230 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10020
Price: $7.95 softcover
Reviewed by: Melanie R. Polk, M.M.Sc .. R.D.
This book is geared toward the busy woman who
encourages healthy eating for her family. It is chock full
of helpful hints and sensible suggestions. Its style is
quite original, viewing the kitchen as a corporation with
the woman as corporate executive. This is interesting,
although it may not work for many "working women"
who may not relate their jobs to the "corporate environment:' In fact, the information is hardly "high-level:'
Concepts are all fairly basic and a great deal of information is not geared specifically to the working woman at
all.
The book tells how to cut costs and shopping
time, keep calories in check and nutrient content high,
plan menus, make meals more elegant and appetizing,
use leftovers creatively. and organize and delegate
kitchen tasks. Sections are included on meal patterns
for vegetarians and restaurant eating. Most of the information is appropriate, although several examples of incorrect information or omissions are apparent. For
example: tofutti is not fat-free, as the author suggests;
excesses of water-soluble vitamins are not necessarily
washed out of our bodies; the 1979 Dietary Guidelines
are not updated; and new research on rnonounsaturated
fats and fish oils is not mentioned when it could be.
Overall, however, Nutrition for the Working Woman
could serve as another sensible addition to your health
library.

Mrs. Polk is an assistant professor at the University of Connecticut's School of Allied Health Professions and is a consulting
nutritionist in private practice in West Hartford, Connecticut.

INFORMATION WANTED
If you find any newsworthy items, such as a published article or news report, or have a personal
experience that might be of interest to our readers,
please send it to Stephen Barrett, M.D., P.O. Box
1747, Allentown, PA 18105.
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CASES SETTLED BY NEW YORK ATTORNEY GENERAL

New York Attorney General Robert Abrams, a tials or posts a $150,000 bond.
vigorous opponent of quackery and health fraud, has
• Doctors Data, a Chicago-based laboratory that
entered into consent agreements settling seven com- performed hair analyses on Paces clients, agreed to stop
plaints filed by his office during the past 2 1/2 years:
accepting human hair specimens from New York State
• Lederle Laboratories, Pearl River. N.Y., has unless it can obtain a permit from the New York State
agreed to alter its advertising
and packaging of Department of Health. The company also agreed to pay
Stresstabs to stop implying that Stresstabs can reduce $25,000 in costs and penalties over a 4-year period. Pace
the effect of psychological stress and ordinary physical used the test as a basis for prescribing vitamins, minerstress. The company paid New York State $25,000 and als and other supplements, which is not a valid practice.
agreed not to make any of the following representations
• Herbal Tracers, Ltd., of Hewlett, N.Y.. and its
unless supportable by competent evidence:
president, David Fishman, agreed to stop soliciting or
-Emotional stress causes depletion of water-sol- accepting specimens for laboratory examinations withuble vitamins.
out a laboratory permit. The defendants had been per-Ordinary
physical activity or ordinary phys- forming a test called Herbal Crystallization Analysis, in
ical stress alone causes depletion of water-soluble vi- which human saliva was examined to determine what
tamins by the amounts contained in Stresstabs.
dietary supplements or herbs the donor supposedly
-Consumers
undergoing ordinary physical
needed. The defendants agreed to stop representing that
stress cannot obtain all necessary nutrients by eating a the test is valid for use in diagnosis, prevention or treatwell balanced diet or taking an ordinary potency (100% ment of disease. They also agreed to pay $5,000 for court
of the U.S. RDA} multiple vitamin supplement.
costs and civil penalties.
-Biotin is a vitamin which is difficult to obtain
• The International Institute of Natural Health
in an average diet.
Sciences, Huntington Beach, California, and its presi-People under severe or non-severe physical
dent, Kurt Donsbach, agreed: 1) to restrict the sale of its
stress, without more biotin, are at risk for biotin
Nutrient Deficiency Test to health care professionals ledeficiency.
gally authorized to practice within New York State; 2) to
-Stresstabs will reduce the effect of psychologi- stop marketing in New York State all current versions of
cal stress.
its nutrient deficiency questionnaire and associated
• Donsbach University, of Huntington Beach,
computer analysis services; 3) to place conspicuous disCalifornia, and its president. Kurt Donsbach, promised claimers on future versions of the questionnaire to indito disclose in any direct mailings to New York residents
cate that the test should not be used for the diagnosis or
or in any nationally distributed publication that Dons- treatment of any disease by either consumers or profesbach University degree programs are not registered with sionals; and 4) to pay $1,000 in costs. The test. which
the New York Department of Education and are not ac- lacks scientific validity, is used by questionable practicredited by any accrediting commission recognized by tioners as a basis for prescribing vitamin and mineral
the U.S. Department of Education. The University also supplements.
• The Vitamin Shoppe, Inc., agreed to stop selling
agreed to pay $500 to New York State.
• Gary Pace, of Garden City, N.Y., a "Ph.D:' gradu- Orachel or other "oral chelation" product in New York
ate of Donsbach University, agreed to a permanent in- State labeled with claims or suggestions that it is effecjunction against engaging in the unlawful practice of tive in preventing or treating clogging of the arteries.
medicine or using "Ph.D.'' or "Dr:' in dealings with the The company also agreed to pay $500 in costs. Orachel
was a Donsbach formulation of vitamins, minerals,
public unless he obtains a degree from an institution
recognized by New York State. Pace had been charged amino acids and other substances marketed by HRG
in 1984 with illegally diagnosing, treating and prescrib- Distributors of Huntington Beach. California. But Donsing remedies for hundreds of clients who paid him hun- bach sold HRG several months before the New York
dreds of dollars each for worthless tests and bogus Attorney General filed suit and initiated a product seiadvice (see NF 2:70-71). He agreed to pay $2.000 to New zure (see NF 2:8). The Vitamin Shoppe operates retail
York State and to make restitution to former clients who stores in New York City and sells by mail at discount
are dissatisfied. He also agreed not to do further "nutri- prices.
tion counseling" unless he either obtains proper creden-
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THE RISE AND FALLOF UNITED SCIENCESOF AMERICA
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
United Sciences of America (USA) is a multilevel
company based in Dallas, Texas. When it began marketing, its founder predicted gross sales of $150 million for
1986 and $1 billion by 1989-which would have made it
the fastest growing company in U.S. history. By August
1986, USA claimed over 100,000 distributors and gross
sales in line with these predictions. But today the company is bankrupt and under the guns of several government agencies.
USA is similar in concept to Shaklee. Amway,
and Herbalife. Its products are food supplements said to
represent "state-of-the-art nutrition:• Anyone could become a distributor by completing an application and
paying $24.50 for a Success System Kit and Manual. No
knowledge of nutrition or medical care was required.
Distributors were urged to use and sell the products and
to persuade others to become distributors who, in turn,
would do the same. When sales volume was sufficient.
distributors would get a percentage of the sales in their
"downline:' The company also set up a research foundation to generate research through grants and officebased studies.

• Lawrence J. Muno, USA's vice president for
sports communications, is counselor and agent for many
prominent athletes and has been president of the Association of Representatives of Professional Athletes.
• Mark Albion, Ph.D., an assistant professor of
marketing at Harvard Business School. was an executive
consultant to Mr. Adler.
• Haydon Cameron, USA's vice president for marketing, is a former newspaper reporter who was a top
sales leader for Cambridge International, marketers of
the Cambridge Diet.
• Robert A. Good, M.D., Ph.D., was chairman of
USN; Scientific Advisory Board. Former president of
Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research, he is now
chairman of the Department of Pediatrics and Professor
of Microbiology and Immunology at the University of
South Florida College of Medicine.

Company management
USA was founded by Robert M. Adler II, a Dallas
businessman who became wealthy by developing a
computer that dials phone numbers and engages in interactive messages. USA's corporate brochure listed nine
co-founders, including:
• Jerris Leonard. a former U.S. Assistant Attorney
General, was USA's president.
• Jeffrey A. Fisher. M.D., a pathologist with a master's degree in immunology, was USA's medical director
and senior vice president and was president of the USA
Research Foundation. USA publications described him
as a marathon runner and "a nationally recognized expert on preventive medicine." He hosts "The Life Extension Program," a talk show on radio station WOR. New
York City.

____________________

Scientific Advisory Board
USN; corporate brochure listed 14 scientific advisors in addition to Dr. Good:
• Julius Axelrod, Ph.D., Chief, Section on Pharmacology. Laboratory of Clinical Sciences, National Institute of Mental Health, and winner of the Nobel Prize
in Medicine and Physiology in 1970
• Eugene Braunwald, M.D., Professor of Medicine, Harvard Medical School, and Physician-in-Chief,
Brigham and Beth Israel Hospitals
• Peter Cerutti, M.D., Ph.D .. Director of Carcinogenesis Research, Swiss Institute for Experimental
Cancer Research
• Michael DeBakey. M.D., Chairman, Department of Surgery, Baylor College of Medicine
• Philip J. DiSaia, M.D., Professor and Chairman,
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology. University of
California, Irvine Medical Center
• Maureen Henderson, M.D., Professor of Epidemiology and Medicine, University of Washington
School of Medicine
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• Rashida Karmali, Ph.D., Associate Professor of
Nutrition. Rutgers University, and Associate Professor,
Sloan-Kettering Institute for Cancer Research
• Alexander Leaf, M.D., Chairman, Department
of Preventive Medicine and Clinical Epidemiology, Harvard Medical School
• Robert J. Morin. M.D., Professor of Pathology,
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center
• Lester Packer, Ph.D .. Professor of Physiology
and Anatomy, University of California, Berkeley
• William A. Pryor, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry
and Biochemistry, Louisiana State University
• Andrew V. Schally, Ph.D., Chief, Department of
Experimental Medicine, Tulane University, and winner
of the Nobel Prize in Medicine and Physiology in 1977
• Eli Seifter, Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry and
Surgery, Albert Einstein College of Medicine
• C. Norman Shealy. M.D., Ph.D .. Director, Shealy
Pain and Health Rehabilitation Institute, and founder
and past-president of the American Holistic Medical
Association.
Most members of USAs Scientific Advisory Board
were attracted by what they perceived as an opportunity to advance the cause of preventive medicine and
the promise that more than $1 million a year in research
funds would be made available to the scientific community. However, several members became upset that
USA was using their presence on the board for marketing purposes. Between June and December 1986, Drs.
Axelrod, Braunwald, Good. Henderson, Karmali, Leaf
and Schally resigned. Some were upset about USA's
marketing practices, while others were concerned
about unfavorable publicity the company was receiving.
According to Dr. Fisher. some of them and most of
the remaining board members believed that supplements of the type promoted by USA could have valuable
preventive health benefits-and most of them used one
or more of the company's products.
Most board members received annual stipends of
$10,000 to $20,000 in return for attending one meeting a
year and furnishing advice when requested. In line with
USA'sannounced intention to generate nutrition-related
scientific research, the USA Research Foundation
awarded $100,000 grants for studies involving antioxidants or fish oils. The first 12 grants went to Drs. Leaf,
Pryor, Cerutti, Good, Packer, DeBakey, Axelrod, and five
other scientists who were not members of USA's Scientific Advisory Board.
USA's products

The company's press packet stated: ''.Atthe heart
of United Sciences of America, Inc.' s broad-based nutrition program lies its products, four state-of-the-art nutritional formulations that are based on over 50,000
published research and clinical studies interpreted by
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some of the world's foremost research scientists ... to
come up with the right amounts of nutrients to promote
optimal health without any risk whatsoever of toxicity.''
The four products were: 1) the Master Formula
consisting of vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants; 2)
Formula Plus, a marine lipid concentrate
rich in
omega-3 fatty acids: 3) Fiber Energy Bar, containing nine
grams of fiber; and 4) Calorie Control Formula, a highfiber protein powder mix for use as a meal substitute.
Their ingredients are listed on the following page. A kit
containing a month's supply of the four products cost
distributors $100 and "retailed" for $135.
Early this year, the American Council on Science
and Health asked forty-eight of its advisors to examine
USAs formulas and to complete a detailed questionnaire
about one of them. (Twelve advisors were assigned to
each product.) A total of 28 questionnaires were completed: Master Formula (10); Formula Plus (7): Calorie
Control Formula (8); and Fiber Energy Bar (3). All
twenty-eight respondents stated that USAs marketing
materials contained claims for product ingredients that
were false, unproven and/ or premature. In most cases,
the advisors felt that the product formulations were irrational and that it had not been established that longterm use is safe.
Those who reviewed the Master Formula disagreed with the claim that it provides the body with the
right nutrients in the right amounts or increases immunity in people whose diets contain the Recommended
Dietary Allowances of essential nutrients. Those who
reviewed Formula Plus felt that fish oils may turn out to
have value in preventing or treating various conditions,
but no data exist to recommend supplements for "everyone over 30" as USA recommends. Some who reviewed
the Calorie Control Formula felt that "meal substitutes"
are useful in weight control programs, while others felt
they are not. Two advisors who commented on the fiber
energy bar did not believe that daily long-term use
would be beneficial. while the other said that insufficient data are available to evaluate the product.

Marketing claims
According to an article in the February 1986 Inc.
Magazine, Adler was aware that multilevel marketing
had pitfalls and supposedly took steps to avoid them. He
enlisted a scientific advisory board to help design USAs
products, Mark Albion to design its sales program, and
Jerris Leonard to provide legal guidance. And "to eliminate hyperbole on the part of overeager salespeople,"
USA produced videotapes for presentations to prospective customers.
From a marketing standpoint, the videotapes
were awesome. The Company Introduction Videotape
was narrated by William Shatner (Captain Kirk of Star
Trek) and included scenes of a space rocket launching, a
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USA, INC. PRODUCT INGREDIENTS
Master Formula, Formula Plus, Fiber Energy Bars and
Calorie Control Formula contain the highest quality
ingredients available today. These ingredients meet the
exacting standards established by USA, Inc. in conjunction with the USA, Inc. Scientific Advisory Board.

,.

MASTER FORMULA
Recommended adult use: Take three tablets, three times
daily prior to or with meals.
9Tablets
Vitamins
%U.S.
Supply:
RDA
5,000 IU
100
Vitamin A (Acetate)
25,000
IU
5008
Beta Carotene
Thiamine (Thiamine-HCI)
50 mg
3333
1176
Riboflavin .
20 mg
125
25 mg
Niacin
100 mg
500
Niacinamide
Pantothenic Acid (d-Calcium
50 mg
500
Pantothenate) ..
20 mg
1000
Vitamin 8-6 (Pyridoxine-HCI)
Vitamin 8-12 (Cobalamin
30 mcg
Concentrate)
500
1500 mg
2500
Vitamin C (Ascorbic Acid)
Ascorbyl Palmitate (Lipid
Soluble Vitamin C100 mg
70
42 mg as Vit. C)
200 IU
50
Vitamin D-3
400 mcg
100
Folic Acid
150 mcg
50
Biotin.
Vitamin E Complex
Vitamin E (d-Alpha-Tocopherol
400 IU
1333
Acetate) ..
Mixed Tocopherols (Beta, Gamma,
333b
100 mg
Delta Tocopherols) ...........
Amino Acid Anti-Oxidant Complex
200 mg
L-Cysteine (L-Cysteine-HCI)
50 mg
L-Methionine
15 mg
L-Glutathione .
Selenium
100 mcg
Selena-Methionine .
Lipogenlc Complex
250 mg
Choline (Choline Bitartrate) ..
250 mg
Inositol.
150 mg
L-Taurine .
Minerals and Chelates
1000 mg
100
Calcium (Calcium Carbonate) .
125
Magnesium (Magnesium Oxide) ..
500 mg
99 mg
Potassium (Potassium Chloride)
5
30 mg
200
Zinc (Zinc Gluconate).
2 mg
100
Copper (Copper Gluconate) .
2.5 mg
*
Manganese (Manganese Gluconate)
50 mcg
33
Iodine (Potassium Iodide)
125 mcg
Molybdenum (Sodium Molybdate)
Chromium (Natural Trivalent
250 mcg
Chromium).
Additional Nutrients
250 mg
Bioflavonoids (Hesperidin Complex)
25 mg
PABA (Para Amino Benzoic Acid)
250 mg
Allium sativum (Pure Gar Co.) .
a 15mg of beta carotene supplies 25,000 IU of precursor
vitamin A activity.
b Activities of mixed tocopherols vary-level of activity
based on 100mg of dl-alpha-tocopherol equivalents.
• Determined to be an essential nutrient but actual
requirements have not been established.
* * No nutritional requirement established.

*Source: USA product flyer
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FORMULA PLUS
Recommended use: Take 3 to 6 capsules once per day with
a meal.
Three 1 gram capsules dally supply:
.540 mg
EPA (eicosapentaenoic acid)
. 360 mg
DHA (docosahexaenoic acid) ..
.... 150 mg*
Allium sativum extract
21 mg**
d-alpha-tocopherol .
6 mg
Ascorbyl palmitate ..
• Contains a certified allicin content of 1 mg determined by
measuring levels of enzymatically liberated pyruvic acid.
* * Vitamin E activity of 27 IU-equivalent to 88 % US RDA.
Gelatin capsules colored naturally with carob, and contain no
artificial flavors or preservatives.
FIBER ENERGY BAR
Nutrition Information Per Serving
Serving Size .
. (2.0 oz) 56.7 g
Calories . . .
. . 200
Dietary Fiber
9g
Protein . .
8g
Carbohydrates .
24 g
Fat.
6g
Sodium
18 mg
Potassium
. 100 mg
Ingredients: USA, Inc. coating, lycasin (polysorbitol), Fiber
blend (oat flakes, high fiber crisp brown rice, guar gum, barley
flakes, cellulose, oat bran, apple bran, barley bran, rice bran,
pectin, yucca fiber, carrot fiber, beet root powder). fructose
syrup, cottonseed nuts, UltraProtein blend (cottonseed protein,
calcium-sodium caseinate, Lactose Free whey protein concentrate, surimi, garbanzo bean flour), soy and cottonseed oils,
sesame seeds, flax seeds, natural flavors, maltodextrin,
potassium chloride, lactic acid, mixed tocopherols, ascorbic
acid.
USA, Inc. Coating Ingredients: fractionated palm kernel oil,
crystalline fructose, maltodextrin, roasted dahlia root powder,
cellulose, cottonseed protein, lecithin.
CALORIE CONTROL FORMULA
Nutrition Information Per Serving
. (1 .08 oz) 30.4 g
Serving Size .
14
Servings per container
. . 100
Calories ..
9g
Protein
16 g
Carbohydrates
. . less than 1 g
Fat
4g
Fiber
45 mg
Sodium
. 200 mg
Potassium
Percentage of U.S. Recommended Daily
Allowances (% of U.S. RDA)
.15
Calcium
Protein .
. 15
.. 25
Iron
Vitamin A.
*
... 15
Phosphorus
. 35
Vitamin C
. ... 20
Magnesium
Thiamin
.45
Zinc .
2
Riboflavin .
Niacin.
*Less than 2% U.S. RDA
Ingredients: UltraProtein Blend (high protein cottonseed flour,
calcium/sodium caseinate, Lactose Free whey protein concentrate, surimi, garbanzo bean flour), fructose, Fiber Blend (oat
bran, guar gum, cellulose, barley bran, rice bran, pectin, apple
fiber, yucca fiber, carrot powder, beet root powder), maltodextrin, lecithin, natural and artificial flavors, carrageenan,
tricalcium phosphate, magnesium oxide, potassium chloride,
calcium ascorbate, ferrous fumarate, zinc oxide.
This product has no derivatives of soy, yeast or wheat.
Sweetened only with fructose. Contains no sucrose, artificial
sweeteners, artificial colors or preservatives.
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giant computer bank, scientific laboratories. prominent
medical institutions, and medical journals. Shatner alleged that "our food, water and air are becoming contaminated" by chemicals ("toxic killers"), that cancer is
on the rise, that our soil is being depleted of "vital. lifegiving nutrients and important earth minerals," that
one out of every three families will be stricken with
some form of cancer, and that two out of five people will
die of heart disease or stroke. Then he described how
Robert Adler had developed a "brain trust of medical
and scientific experts who have pioneered one of the
most dramatic programs in the history of nutritional
science ... Their mission is clear: to develop a complete
nutritional program to protect us from the growing dangers that are threatening the health of our nation."
Shatner also suggested that investing in US.As program
would result in "looking your best, feeling maximum
physical energy and mental well-being, enjoying total
health."
The Business Opportunity Videotape was combined with the Company Introduction into a 26-minute
videotape. William Shatner explained multilevel marketing and stated that "the potential profits are staggering because the growth is geometric." Mark Albion
suggested that anyone using USA's marketing package
properly would be successful. and "with a medical and
scientific credibility, United Sciences, Inc., is destined to
become the IBM of nutrition:· And five prominent athletes-Joe Montana, Gary Carter, Chris Evert Lloyd, Bill
Rodgers and Steve Garvey-invited
viewers to "join
USA's winning team."
The Medical Library Videotape was a 90-minute
tape in which Dr. Fisher answered about 100 questions
about USA's products and the relationship of nutrients
to disease. According to the tape's narrator, "Nutritional
science is expanding so rapidly that only a company
with USA's state-of-the-art computer technology and
USA's advisory boards, comprised of world-leading medical doctors and Ph.D. researchers can properly inform
the public:·
Before the tapes were produced, USA released a
20-page Company Overview that described its purposes,
scientific advisory board, research base, products, research goals. and marketing strategy. The company was
described as "a major new entity with a revolutionary
health concept." Its corporate mission was "to provide all
Americans with the potential of optimum health and
vital energy through state-of-the-art nutrition." The
company was said to have established "the world's
largest computerized data base in clinical nutrition" in
the following manner:
"US.As team of Ph.D. researchers searched and
reviewed the collective data of more than 5 million references in 14,200 medical and scientific journals covering 150 countries ... From this powerful body of clinical
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evidence came USA's own in-house index of 30.000 scientific studies covering 250,000 pages of documented
research which was condensed to 10.000 pages of categories and studies ... Never before has a nutritional
information base so complex been assembled by a single
company:'
The Company Overview stated that media interviews with scientists and superstar athletes, combined
with articles in major publications "are expected to elevate USA lnc:s extraordinary concept into a new national movement." USA's Profit Plan was "designed to
encourage all product-users to go into business for
themselves-with
a minimal financial investment and
without risk:' It also offered "a vital new life-and financial freedom for all who become involved."
USA also produced a 2-page flyer describing the
company's products and listing its scientific advisory
board. According to the flyer. Harvard's Dr. Leaf called
US.As products "the most complete nutritional program
I have ever analyzed." Similar statements were attributed to him in US.As corporate brochure, sales manual and introductory videotape.
Armed with all of this information, distributors
who joined early placed classified ads in USA Today.
The New York Times, American Health magazine, and
many other publications. A typical ad read: "Achieve
optimal health and financial freedom selling nutritional
and weight control products endorsed by Nobel Prize
winning physicians and world class athletes." People
who responded would be asked to invest up to $25 for an
information packet that included the introductory
videotape.
During the past year, I spoke with about 20 active
USA distributors. All believed strongly that USA's products had been designed and endorsed by the company's
Scientific Advisory Board and that the products were
effective against a wide range of health problems mentioned in US.AsMedical Library tape. Most claimed that
the products had made them more energetic, and one
was absolutely certain that the Master Formula "removes the toxic pollution stored in your fat cells" and
that Formula Plus "cleans the cholesterol from your
veins:•
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Media backlash
USA's marketing program aroused the ire of
Fredrick J. Stare, M.D., Ph.D., Emeritus Professor of Nutrition at Harvard University School of Public Health,
and John H. Renner, M.D., president of the Kansas City
Committee on Health and Nutrition Fraud and Abuse.
In the September 1986 Good Housekeeping, Dr. Stare
accused USA of "peddling unnecessary supplements
and calling it a breakthrough," and in the October 9,
1986, New England Journal of Medicine, he charged that
"USA seems to want to outdo others in person-to-person
peddling of unnecessary or unproved diet supplements."
In the same journal, Dr. Renner wrote: "I doubt that
United Sciences' products are 'a highly effective pro-

USA'scorporate brochure shows its vice president of science and data
information standing in a room full of giant computers. The brochure
doesn't reveal that tho computers belong not to USA but to Dialogue
Information Service, Palo Alto, California.
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gram for optimal health.' As far as I know, they were not
tested before marketing. Moreover, an optimal health
program should involve more than high-priced food
supplements, protein powder. and candy bars.''
These criticisms stimulated many other publications to examine what was going on. Invariably, they
concluded that USA was making false or misleading
claims for its products. This criticism, plus the resignation of several USA advisors, forced the company to
announce that it would stop distributing virtually all of
its promotional materials.
On October 28. 1986, NBC-TV's 1986 broadcasted
a devastating expose in which Dr. Leaf denied endorsing
USA's products. Dr. George Bray, a prominent nutritionist, said he had suffered a near-fatal anaphylatic reaction to the Fiber Energy Bar. A Texas dietitian
reported that USA products had made her quite ill. And
the program's narrator, Connie Chung, said that USA
was being investigated by the Texas Attorney General
and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Actually,
the Texas Attorney General's Office had merely decided
to investigate but had not begun to do so. But the TV
program produced an avalanche of inquiries that stimulated a full-scale investigation. The program also curtailed USA's sales. Within a month, the company was
headed for bankruptcy.
Legal difficulties
On December 12, 1986, the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) sent USA a strongly worded regulatory letter ordering it to stop suggesting that any of its
products are effective in the cure, mitigation, treatment
or prevention of disease. The agency said that claims of
this type in its videotapes make the products "new
drugs" that are illegal to sell in interstate commerce because they lack FDA approval. In addition, all of the
product labels were defective in other ways.
On January 21, 1987, USA petitioned in federal
court for Chapter 11 bankruptcy, listing total assets of
$7,300,000 and liabilities of $8,600.000. (The purpose of
this type of bankruptcy is to stave off creditors to give
the company time to restructure its indebtedness with
the hope of remaining in business.) The petition named
Robert Adler as sole shareholder and director of USA,
Inc., and Jerris Leonard's law firm as its eighth largest
unsecured creditor, with $121,379.69 owed. No official
sales figures have been released, but press reports suggested that USA's 1986 gross income totaled $60 million.
On January 28, the Attorneys General of Texas.
New York and California filed suit in their respective
states, charging that USA, Inc., had made improper
claims for their products and that their sales plan constituted an illegal pyramid scheme. In addition, the
Texas suit charged that USA had not properly registered
as a manufacturer, and the New York suit demanded
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that Chris Evert Lloyd. Joe Montana, Steve Garvey, Gary
Carter and Bill Rodgers appear in court to explain their
financial relationship with the company. The New York
Attorney General's office indicated that many USA distributors were not paid commissions owed them by the
company. The California suit. filed by Supervising Deputy Attorney General Albert N. Sheldon, who had successfully prosecuted Herbalife [NF 4:1], demanded civil
penalties of at least $1.000;000 plus the cost of
prosecution.
On February 5, the District Court of Dallas
County, Texas, issued a temporary injunction based on
an agreement between USA and the Texas Attorney
General. Its terms barred the company from:
• Marketing any current products without sending a "correction letter" acceptable to the Attorney General to all distributors
• Shipping any products unless accompanied by
an acceptable disclosure stating that they are not for the
prevention or treatment of disease
• Representing that USA's products have any
effect in: infectious and parasitic disease; tumors; endocrine. nutritional and metabolic diseases and immunity
disorders (including AIDS): diseases of the blood: mental
disorders; diseases of the nervous. circulatory, respiratory, digestive, genitourinary or musculoskeletal systems; complications of pregnancy or childbirth: birth
defects; injury or poisoning: or ill-defined conditions
• Manufacturing
any food products without
being registered as a manufacturer by the Texas Commissioner of Health
• Selling products
through
a multilevel
distributorship
During this period. the company was sold to T.J.
Talley. D.D.S., a retired dentist with a special interest in
nutrition, and Peter J. Speckman, Jr.. an attorney with a
background in marketing and sales. On March 5. Speckman notified the FDA that he was sending letters informing USA's active distributors that: 1} he and Dr.
Talley had completed purchase of the company: 2} the
FDA had issued a regulatory letter; 3) three state attorneys general had filed suit against USA: 4) the company
had agreed to an injunction: 5} products would soon be
available for sale; 6) the company plans to develop new
sales materials and a new marketing plan that do not

_

violate state laws; and 7) all existing videotapes should
either be destroyed or returned to the company for partial credit. Speckman told the FDA he would enclose a
copy of the injunction and would warn distributors not
to make any claims that USA's products are effective
against any disease. He also said that henceforth, all
USA products would bear the following disclosure:
IMPORTANT NOTICE
The products you have purchased are a nutritional
supplement. They are not intended for the prevention, treatment or cure of any disease, illness or
other condition. Please disregard any claims you
have been told to the contrary. Thank you for using
USA products.
USA is now completely under new management.
On March 24, David Lough. its current vice president
for marketing, told me that Jerris Leonard had resigned
in November (a fact not revealed to most USA employees) and that Dr. Fisher and the rest of USAs original
management team had left when the company went
bankrupt. It seems likely that adverse publicity and/or
lack of payment have driven away the rest of USAs scientific advisors and endorsing athletes. But Mr. Lough
said he had no information on this because the company has not had recent contact with them. He estimated that Mr. Speckman's letter of March 5th went to
about 5,000 of USAs most active distributors. But in February, USA's top distributor invited his downline to join
Ameriplus, another multilevel company with products
similar to those of USA.
Overview
Though some of its stated goals were laudable,
United Sciences of America promoted its products with
enormous exaggeration. Its Scientific Advisory Board,
though prestigious. had no monopoly on the ability to
analyze scientific data. USA's products were formulated
by pooling the opinions of Dr. Fisher and the members of
his advisory board who believe that virtually everyone
should take dietary supplements. Skeptics were involved minimally if at all.
Within the past two years. the National Academy
of Sciences has endured raging controversy over
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whether it is actually possible to determine "optimal"
levels of nutrients at this time [NF 3:1-2]. Even if USA's
formulations turn out to be optimal-which
is very
doubtful-it was extremely presumptuous to represent
them as "state-of-the-art nutrition." They were merely a
guess by a small group of scientists who espouse minority viewpoints on supplementation.
USA's imagery and puffery certainly didn't reveal
this. USA boasted of "analyzing 1,300 new research papers a month" to be sure its product formulations were
up-to-date. That statistic might persuade laypersons that
emergent scientific data are too voluminous for ordinary mortals (like their personal physician) to keep up
with. However. it is doubtful that so many papers are
relevant to USA's products. Even if they are. the number
of papers entered in one's computer bank is not as important as the data they contain and the logic used to
analyze them.
Nor was USA's method of gathering information
anything, special. Many medical facilities, researchers
and practicing physicians have ready access to computerized data bases. And many scientists not only follow the scientific literature but know about important
studies before they are published. Significant informa-

_

tion is spread rapidly throughout the medical community through journals, lectures, informal discussions
among doctors, cable television programs. and other
channels of communication.
Exaggeration was also involved in recruiting distributors. Although those who sign up during the first
few months of a successful multilevel company can
make a great deal of money, the later the entry, the less
the chance of success.
Although USA stopped distributing all of its questionable promotional materials, the claims they generated may circulate indefinitely by word of mouth.
The fact that USA pledged to support research
was laudable, but its approach was backwards. Before
asking the American public to spend millions (or billions) of dollars on USA products, they should have been
tested for both effectiveness and long-range safety.
It seems unlikely that USA, Inc., can recover from
its legal and financial difficulties
and remain in
business.
Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is
co-author/editor of 21 books including Vitamins and "Health"
Foods:The Great American Hustle.

BRIEFS
Attack on irradiation continues. According to a report
in Health Foods Business, the Food Irradiation Safety
and Labeling Requirement Act (HR 956) now has 49
cosponsors. This bill would block FDA regulations permitting irradiation of all fresh fruits, vegetables, pork
and other foods. Meanwhile, the New Jersey Senate approved a bill (S-2571) to ban the sale of irradiated food.
Although radiation is safe, it is being opposed by the
health food industry and several small but vocal groups
[NF 3:79]. Perceiving this fuss, food companies are worried about consumer acceptance and are hesitant to expand utilization of the process.
Dairy research centers. Six dairy research centers will
be funded jointly by the National Dairy Promotion and
Research Board (NDB), local industry and dairy groups,
and 12 universities the centers will represent. NDB will
contribute $2.7 million per year for five years to the
project and will award a similar total to individual scientists and research groups. NDB was established by
Congress to strengthen the dairy industry's position in
domestic and foreign markets. It began operations in
1983 and is financed by a mandatory assessment of 15¢
per 100 pounds of milk produced and marketed in the
continental United States. Its address is 2111 Wilson
Boulevard, Suite 600, Arlington, VA 22201.

______________

Research contract. Panlabs, Inc., of Seattle, Washington,
and Eastman Pharmaceuticals, a division of Eastman
Kodak Company, have entered a multimillion dollar
agreement under which Panlabs will screen fermentation broths for new types of pharmacologically active
molecules
produced
by naturally
occurring
microorganisms.
Supplement use rising? According to a study by Business Communications Company, retail sales of vitamins,
minerals and associated products through all outlets totalled $2.9 billion in 1986. During the year, calcium sales
rose from $18 million to a projected $240 million, and
beta carotene showed signs that it would also rise
sharply. Meanwhile, Health Foods Business's 1986 annual survey estimated that health food store sales totalled $2 billion (up 22.5% from 1985), including $763
million for vitamins and supplements ( + 14%), $76 million for bulk herbs ( - 47%), $41 million for herb teas
( -12%), $29 million for macrobiotic foods ( + 72%),
$135 million for grains and cereals ( + 135%). and $67
million for books ( + 102% ).

Coming Soon: The Mercury Amalgam Scam.
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QUINOA SALESRISING
Stephen M. Voynick
Among the so-called "super" grains, quinoa (pronounced keen'-wah} appears the most likely to move
from health food stores to supermarkets. Quinoa's growing popularity is due to taste, kitchen versatility andmost important-high
nutritional
value. Duane
Johnson. Ph.D., a Colorado State University agronomist
developing quinoa strains for domestic cultivation, is
one of quinoa's nutritional proponents. While emphasizing that no single food can provide all human nutritional requirements, Johnson said in Newsweek, "If you
had a choice of one food to survive on, this one would be
the best:·
Quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa) is a five-foot-tall
herb plant which, at maturity, bears heavy clusters of
millet-sized seeds. Botanically. the seed is classified as a
fruit: but its physical characteristics, nutritional profile.
method of cultivation. and end uses. are nearer to those
of the grain family. Quinoa is native to the high Andes of
South America, where it has been cultivated since antiquity. Together with maize and potatoes. it was a staple
in the highly developed Incan agricultural system. The
"mother grain." as quinoa is known, was considered sacred: at planting time, the Incas opened the first quinoa
furrow with a ceremonial golden implement. After the
Spanish conquest, production of quinoa declined dramatically. Today, it has little popularity among South
American urban consumers. However. it remains a dietary staple of rural Andean peasants who grind it into a
flour for use in porridge and tortillas.
Quinoa had been introduced to American consumers twice without success. first in the 1880s for its
spinach-like leaves, then in 1918 as a breakfast cereal.
Later, in 1983 a trio of friends founded Quinoa Corporation in Boulder, Colorado, to import and distribute the
grain through health and natural food stores. Initially.
they seemed headed for failure: consumers were either
unfamiliar with quinoa or put off by its $3/pound retail
price. First year sales were only 1,000 pounds. In 1984,
one of the partners was killed by a stray bullet while
organizing a quinoa farm supply system in Bolivia. But
driven by a sincere belief in their product, the others
persisted.
In 1984. sales rose to 12.000 pounds. When sales
quadrupled the next year. investment analysts began
paying attention to "that offbeat Boulder health food
company:' In 1986, the company was acquired by a major holding corporation which provided capital for expansion. and sales topped a quarter-million pounds.
Today, quinoa is available in all 50 states. and growing
consumer interest in its nutritional qualities may drive
1987 sales over one million pounds.
Like most grains, quinoa contains about 100 calo-
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ries per ounce. It is a fairly good source of calcium,
phosphorus, iron, fiber, vitamin E and several B vitamins. Quinoa is considerably higher in protein and oil
and lower in carbohydrate content than other grains.
Protein content among quinoa varieties ranges from
10-20% of total seed weight generally higher than highprotein wheats and several times higher than corn and
rice. Oil, primarily unsaturated, amounts to 5½-7% of
total seed weight, higher than in oats and 2-6 times
higher than in other grains. Carbohydrate content,
however, is 10-15% lower than found in most grains.
Quinoa protein is of particular interest because it contains an unusual balance of essential amino acids, including high levels of lysine and methionine, putting its
overall protein quality on a par with that of milk.
Quinoa's taste, sometimes compared to that of
corn or squash, may be described as mellow and
grainlike, yet distinctive. The dried quinoa seed keeps
indefinitely and cooks like rice, but in half the time.
Basic preparation requires simmering in a double volume of water, after which the quinoa expands. becomes
nearly transparent and takes on a texture similar to tapioca. The basic preparation may be consumed as breakfast porridge. made into soups or puddings, or served as
a side dish with meat or fish. The amino acid balance
makes it an excellent main dish substitute for vegetarian platters. Quinoa may also be used in poultry
dressings, casseroles and such dishes as stuffed peppers.
Quinoa flour is used to bake light and highly nutritious cookies, cakes and pastries. While its low gluten
content makes it unsuitable for yeast-type breads,
quinoa and quinoa flour are a dietary alternative for
those on gluten-restricted diets.
In 1982. seedstock from six of the hundreds of
existing quinoa varieties was selected for experimental
U.S. planting in the Rocky Mountains, where the cool,
dry climate is similar to that of the Andes. Progress in
strain development for domestic cultivation is already
apparent. In 1986, Colorado alone produced 50.000
pounds of quinoa for seedstock and domestic consumption. Quinoa is hardy, frost and drought-resistant. tolerant of poor soils. and requires relatively little care.
Considering the high retail price. continued acceptance
among U.S. consumers could make it a lucrative small
farm cash crop. botb. here and in South America.
Recipes and additional information can be obtained from the Quinoa Corporation, P.O. Box 7114,
Boulder, CO 80306.

Mr. Voynick, a free-lance writer who resides in Leadville, Colorado, majored in food technology at Rutgers University.
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"NUTRITION INSURANCE"-A

SKEPTICAL VIEW

Alfred E. Harper, Ph.D.
Vitamin deficiency diseases have not been encountered in the major health and nutrition surveys
done recently in the United States. In fact, such diseases
now occur so rarely in this country as to be medical
curiosities. Nevertheless, large numbers of apparently
healthy people take vitamin supplements. The reasons
they give for this are a concern that they are not getting
enough vitamins from their diets and the belief that
they will be less healthy without supplements. These
views are encouraged by nutrition supplement advertisers and others who suggest that dietary inadequacy is
common and that many Americans have special nutrient needs for which supplementation is advisable.
Interpretation of surveys
One of the main points used to support recommendations for "insurance" with vitamin supplements
is that health and nutrition surveys have found that
intakes of some vitamins by some segments of the population are below the Recommended Dietary Allowances
(RDA). [The abbreviation RDA is used for both the singular and plural of the term.] It is true that surveys have
made such observations. But proper interpretation of
these results requires understanding how the RDA are
established and how dietary surveys are done.
The RDA are dietary standards: the levels of intake that the Committee on Dietary Allowances of the
Food and Nutrition Board of the National Research
Council/National Academy of Sciences considers "adequate to meet the nutritional needs of practically all
healthy persons.'' But they were designed to provide
food service personnel who prepare food for large
groups of people with a set of values for desirable intakes of key essential nutrients and appropriate intakes
of calories. The quantities of these essential nutrients in
the food offered each day could then be compared with
the RDA to determine whether the key nutrients were
being provided in large enough amounts to prevent any
nutritional inadequacy.

_________________

Because people differ in size and genetic makeup.
their nutrient requirements differ: requirements of individuals for essential nutrients range from about 50%
below to 50% above the population average. The RDA
are therefore set high enough to ensure that. if the quantities of nutrients in the food being served meet,, this
standard. they will meet the needs of individuals with
the highest requirements. Thus the amounts of nutrients most people require will be below the RDA, and
about half the population should require less than 75%
of the RDA. It would require an elaborate probability
analysis to determine how likely it is that people consuming less than the RDA have intakes that are not
adequate. Using the RDA directly as standards for evaluating the adequacy of individual nutrient intakes is
improper: it would be like setting the standard for
height at seven feet and concluding that all those under
seven feet have suffered growth retardation.
Even when the estimates of nutrient intakes obtained during dietary surveys are compared with the
RDA, we find that only two vitamins-A
and C-are
identified consistently as "problem" nutrients. In interpreting these observations, we encounter two additional
problems. The adult RDA for vitamin C is high enough
to ensure that an adult who is consuming an amount of
vitamin C equal to the RDA will have a store of the
vitamin sufficient to prevent signs of deficiency even if
no vitamin C is consumed for about two months. This
standard, twice that of the World Health Organization. is
much higher than necessary. Because of this, one would
expect to find problems of "inadequate" intake where
none exist-and that is exactly what happens.
With vitamin A. a different problem is encountered. The main sources of vitamin A in the diet are
carotenoids, precursors of the vitamin found in dark
green and yellow to orange vegetables. These foods are
not usually eaten every day. Sc when the results of dietary surveys are based on measurements of nutrient in-
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takes for a single day-as they frequently are-many
people have "low" intakes of vitamin A while others
have unnecessarily high intakes. Since vitamin A is
stored efficiently in the liver. a surplus consumed on
one day will provide a reserve that is available on subsequent days. Intakes of vitamin A can probably be estimated accurately only by averaging daily intakes over at
least a week.
Thus. because of the nature of the RDA and of
dietary surveys. it is not possible to assess nutritional
status by comparing estimates of nutrient intakes with
the RDA. The only way that vitamin status can be determined reliably is from clinical observations and measurements of blood or tissue concentrations of vitamins
or cofactors or the rates of metabolic reactions for which
the vitamins are needed. When this has been done. a
very small proportion of the population surveyed has
been found to have values that are low, but still not low
enough to be considered deficient. With such a high
proportion of the population showing no evidence of
inadequate vitamin intakes, the low values cannot be
due to inadequacies of the food supply.
Estimates of the nutrient content of our food supply by the U.S. Department of Agriculture indicate that
the amounts of most nutrients available to the consumer
have increased during this century. Consumption of
fruits, vegetables, cheese. skim milk, fish, poultry and
pork-all excellent sources of essential nutrients-have
increased during the past ten years more than enough to
compensate for declines in the consumption of beef,
whole milk. and eggs. Of low-income families studied
by the Agriculture Department, 42% were consuming a
diet that met the RDA for eleven nutrients. This is incontrovertible evidence that the food supply contains
adequate amounts of essential nutrients. Families that
were dependent on food stamp allotments were consuming iess adequate diets. indicating that as income
falls, food choices become more limited and intakes of
some essential nutrients decrease. Inadequate intakes of
food. and hence usually of nutrients also occur because
of neglect, illness. alcoholism and ignorance. Dietary
supplements are not an appropriate solution to these
problems.
Eating patterns

Another reason given for the use of vitamin supplements is deteriorating or haphazard eating habits.
Americas eating habits have changed. but whether this
represents deterioration is certainly debatable. A pattern of eating three or more substantial meals a day is
common in agricultural communities and others in
which human energy expenditure is high. This was accepted as the most desirable pattern when our population was largely rural and when mechanization was
much less in both the home and the workplace than it is
today. One might well ask whether, in a society in
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which energy expenditure is low. it may not be preferable to eat several small meals thoughout the day and to
eat when hungry rather than when the clock says it is
mealtime. There is much speculation but little evidence
that "irregular" eating patterns result in consumption of
inadequate amounts of essential nutrients except when
total food intake is low.
Even the claim that many people, especially
women, have low caloric intakes. and therefore low intakes of essential nutrients. deserves careful scrutiny.
The basis for the RDA for energy (calories) is different
from that for essential nutrients. The RDA for energy
represent average requirements. Half of the population
should thus require less than the RDA. Also, with as
much as 20% of the population (especially women) on
weight reduction regimens at any one time, the proportion found to have caloric intakes below the RDA in any
dietary survey would be expected to exceed 50%. Despite this, underweight is a problem for very few people
in this country; hence, the number of dieters who stay
on low-calorie diets for very long cannot be high.
Furthermore, dietary surveys usually find that
protein intakes meet or exceed the RDA. Since protein
tends to make up a relatively constant proportion of
calories in most diets, this suggests that caloric intake
has been underestimated. Persons with calorie intakes
above the RDA are reported to have intakes of most
essential nutrients that are well above the RDA. Thus,
underestimation of caloric intakes probably accounts
for some of the low estimates of micronutrient intakes.
Since there is little evidence that will stand up to
scrutiny to suggest that any substantial proportion of the
U.S. population is consuming a nutritionally inadequate
diet for any length of time. there is little reason to assume that vitamin supplements will benefit a substantial portion of the population. Foods contain important
nutrients that are not provided in vitamin supplements;
they also contain many constituents whose significance
for health is unknown. Learning how to select foods
properly to meet nutritional needs. regardless of changing eating patterns or changes in the food supply. is the
only reliable way to ensure lifelong nutritional health.
Encouraging the use of vitamin supplements as a corrective for poor eating habits defeats the entire purpose
of nutrition education, i.e., to learn the nutritional prin-
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ciples needed to select a healthful diet instead of accepting nutritional advice on faith.
"Protector Vitamins"

In recent years it has been suggested that aboveRDA amounts of vitamins are needed to counteract the
effects of various environmental
stresses. However,
since the human subjects used in experiments which
provided the information on which RDA are based were
not protected from usual environmental stresses or infections, it is doubtful that vitamin supplements are
needed in these conditions. During illness, recovery
from illness, and periods of drug therapy, food intake
may be so low that it becomes difficult or even impossible to meet nutritional needs from foods. Nutritional
supplements can be useful under such conditions, but
as part of a comprehensive program of treatment under
the guidance of a physician.
Various observations have led to suggestions that
certain vitamins-particularly
A, E and C-may have
some unique value in preventing or reducing adverse
effects from environmental
hazards. (Hoffmann-La
Roche has even designated these three as "Protector Vitamins" in an extensive advertising campaign.) Some of
these observations are tantalizing, e.g., that these vitamins may act in some way to protect against certain
cancer-inducing agents: and, that vitamins E and C, as
antioxidants, may protect against ill effects from certain
chemical contaminants. Some studies indicate that vitamin deficiencies can increase susceptibility to toxic
agents, but it does not follow from this that extra vitamins provide extra protection. This concept is the
subject of much current research. but unless direct evidence is found. it seems unwise to recommend supplementation on this basis.
"Special needs"

Advocates of vitamin supplements have suggested that many people belong to population groups
that have special vitamin needs. Probably the most elaborate presentation of this concept is contained in "Personal Health Circumstances Benefited by Nutritional
Supplementation," a six-page flyer published recently
by the Council for Responsible Nutrition (CRN), a coalition of major food supplement manufacturers
and
distributors.

_

According to the flyer: "CRN believes that the
analysis of personal nutrition need categories strongly
suggests that large groups of people are at risk for a
variety of reasons and that their nutritional status, overall quality of health, and consequent mortality and morbidity are affected. Thus it makes good sense to help
guide those in these special need categories to take some
action that will protect or improve their nutrition status.
Nutrition is a dynamic, rapidly evolving science. CRN
believes it is foolish for some old-fashioned health, medical and nutrition personnel to automatically exclude
supplements as one worthwhile choice. Instead, it is
rational for the millions of people in self-identifiable
circumstances to investigate and choose from among all
appropriate alternatives of proven benefit:' In line with
these thoughts, the flyer designates 18 "groups with
proven nutrient needs" for which "scientific evidence
available today suggests that a nutritional supplement as
part of total intake will be beneficial:'
CRN is correct that individuals in these groups
have "proven nutrient needs." In fact, it is a truism that
all subgroups of the population have proven nutrient
needs. But these needs are taken into account by the
scientists who determine the RDA! Here is my analysis
of each of the groups listed in CRN's flyer:
• People taking prescription drug(s): 125 million.
Although certain drugs are known to increase the requirements for specific vitamins. it is improper to assume that drugs automatically
increase nutrient
requirements. Problems are most often associated with
consumption of marginal diets-and
with prolonged
use of drugs that cause malabsorption or metabolic im. pairment. It is important to identify drug-nutrient interactions that can create clinical problems. Individuals
taking such drugs need a recommendation from a physician for the appropriate extra amount of any specific
nutrient that is needed. General supplementation is not
a rational approach because only the nutrient(s) that
will correct the problem will be of any value.
• Dieters: 95.4 million. Certainly dieters who are
consuming less than 1,200 calories per day should consider whether the total amount of food they consume
will provide adequate amounts of all of the essential
nutrients they require. Many dieters do not consume
such low amounts of calories and, if they do, they usually do so for only a short period of time. If caloric intakes are reduced below 1,000 calories a day for longer
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than one week, it is probably wise to take a standard
one-a-day vitamin-mineral supplement. However, such
low-calorie dieting should be done under supervision of
a physician with the appropriate supplement being
provided as part of the overall diet plan.
• Premenopausal women of childbearing age: 55
million. Premenopausal women of childbearing age are
part of the population of normal healthy individuals.
The RDA for healthy adult women are based on their
needs. Many of these women need education about appropriate food use. but if they are eating wisely they
should not need supplements except during pregnancy
when they may not eat enough total food to build up
adequate iron stores. A standard iron supplement is
commonly recommended during pregnancy. as are additional milk and milk products to ensure that the RDA
for calcium will be met.
• Smokers: 54 million. There has been much emphasis on the fact that vitamin C levels in the blood of
smokers are lower than those of nonsmokers. However,
the suggestion that smokers need high doses of vitamin
C seems incongruous when one considers that most of
the subjects used in the major experiments that served
as the basis for present RDA for vitamin C allowances
were reported to be smokers. It would seem much more
appropriate to suggest that nonsmokers need less than
the RDA. Moreover. smoking is so devastating to health
that even if vitamin C did offer slight protection against
its ravages. it would be senseless to encourage smokers
to believe that they can avoid the consequences of
smoking through nutritional measures!
• People with specific gastrointestinal disorders:
40 million. Most gastrointestinal disorders last only a
few days and require no special nutrient supplements.
For chronic or prolonged gastrointestinal disorders.
management by a physician is essential and emphasis
should be placed on identifying the cause and curing
the condition. Supplements may be desirable while nutrient loss is occurring but should be done under medical supervision. In malabsorptive diseases-where
absorption of specific vitamins is impaired-specific
supplementation is advisable until the condition can be
brought under control.
• Postmenopausal women: 39 million. The major
change in nutrient needs of healthy postmenopausal
women is reduced energy requirement. From age 50 on,
caloric needs decline steadily while the need for essential nutrients remains the same. The best way to obtain
these nutrients while eating less is to select a large proportion of foods that are rich in essential nutrients. It is
also wise for postmenopausal women to maintain and
possibly increase their physical activity. This will also
help prevent loss of calcium from their bones and will
decrease their chances of becoming overweight.
• The elderly: 28 million. The active elderly who
are healthy have no special needs beyond those covered
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by the RDA. (Of course, the above comments about declining energy needs and the desirability of increased
physical activity apply to the elderly generally.) The
elderly who are ill, and a substantial proportfon are,
need medical advice and not a general recommendation
for a nutrient supplement. The older elderly may have
unusually low caloric requirements because of low activity as well as low metabolic rate. Here again, attention should be given to maintaining an adequate intake
of foods that are highly nutritious. In some circumstances, food intake may be so low that a supplement
becomes appropriate.
• Women taking postmenopausal estrogen: 2.3
million. Women taking postmenopausal
estrogens
should be no different from the normal healthy elderly.
They should maintain calcium intake in the RDA range
because the beneficial effect from estrogens on osteoporosis has been shown most clearly when calcium
intake is in that range or somewhat higher.
• People with osteoporosis: 20 million. There is no
evidence that individuals with osteoporosis have any
general need for nutrient supplements. Even the evidence of benefits from high intakes of calcium is inFor normal bone
consistent
and controversial.
maintenance, a calcium intake that meets the RDA is
needed throughout adult life. This can be obtained from
foods, especially dairy products, but dietary surveys
show that many elderly women have low total food and
calcium intakes. Increased physical activity will enable
them to eat more without gaining weight. and tends to
reduce bone mineral loss. It is unclear whether calcium
supplements alone are helpful in treating osteoporosis.
Combined calcium and estrogen therapy is reportedly
beneficial. but of course should be done under medical
guidance.
• Poor people: 33.1 million. The poor need a support system: they need food programs that provide them
with adequate quantities of essential nutrients and energy sources. In other words. they need proper food.
Supplements of essential nutrients cannot substitute for
basic needs for energy sources and protein, and are expensive in relation to the income of this group of people.
• People with chronic or infectious disease(s) or
under chronic physical stress: unknown millions.
Chronic and infectious diseases generally cannot be assumed to increase nutrient needs. This is an irrational
grouping in relation to nutritional requirements. Infectious diseases are individual problems and should be
dealt with by appropriate medical care. not by general
recommendations for increased intakes of nutrients. If a
chronic or degenerative disease results in severely depressed food intake and weight loss, it may be appropriate to provide a supplement with the food during the
period of debilitation.
• Teenagers: 25.9 million. Teenagers represent an
active part of the total healthy population. Students up
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to college age are usually physically active and often
have caloric intakes that are quite high. They need
mainly to learn how to achieve dietary balance by
choosing nutritious foods and moderating intake of
foods that contain small quantities of essential nutrients. They need nutrition advice, not supplements
which tend to distract them from learning about sound
food choices.
• Alcoholics: 25 million. Supplements are not a
solution for alcoholism. Alcoholics need food instead of
alcohol and guidance to learn how to control the problem of addiction. If food intake of an alcoholic is extremely low, severe vitamin deficiencies can develop.
These need prompt clinical attention and a program of
rehabilitation. Inappropriate vitamin supplements may
delay the appearance of certain deficiency signs and
result in medical treatment being put off until serious
deterioration of vital organs has occurred.
• Women taking estrogen for birth control: 8.8
million. There have been reports of changes in the metabolism or blood levels of certain essential nutrients in
women using birth control pills. However. claims that
these provide evidence of nutritional inadequacy have
not stood up to rigorous testing. Again the most important dietary advice for women using contraceptive estrogens is to maintain an adequate intake of all
nutrients through appropriately balanced diets that
meet the recommended allowances.
• Strict vegetarians: 8.5 million. I do not believe
there are 8.5 million strict vegetarians in the United
States. Moreover. vegetarians are often more knowledgeable about nutrition than the average person because they have organizations that offer valid nutrition
advice. Most vegetarians consume eggs and dairy products and obtain adequate quantities of all nutrients including vitamin B12 , although some may not. For those
who are strict vegetarians. a source of vitamin B12 is
required. It is also particularly important for vegetarians
to select a wide variety of different types of fruits and
vegetables and cereal grains because serious malnutrition has been found to occur in individuals who have
restricted their intake to a narrow range of foods from
plant sources. Supplements are not a substitute for
sound diet planning.
• Pregnant women: 3.6 million. There are modest
increases in needs for essential nutrients during pregnancy. Food consumption usually increases during gestation so the pregnant woman will be eating increased
quantities of all nutrients. If food intake declines, a supplement providing about half the RDA for the vitamins
most likely to be in short supply, together with iron.
would not be inappropriate.
• Lactating women: 2.16 million. During· lactation, energy needs of women increase substantially.
Their increased food intake will normally compensate
for the increased quantities of essential nutrients
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needed for production of milk. For women who are reducing weight during lactation or who have low food
intake, a standard vitamin-mineral supplement may be
appropriate, but otherwise essential nutrient needs are
readily met by diet.
• Premature infants: 0.36 million. Premature infants require medical care: their needs should be determined carefully by the physician to ensure that the
essential nutrient supply is adequate. Essential nutrients are usually provided as part of the formula. not
as a special supplement.
Appropriate supplementation
The most appropriate use of vitamin supplements
is in conditions in which caloric intake is below 1,200
calories per day and particularly if, at the same time,
requirements are increased, perhaps as the result of illness. A correctly balanced multivitamin supplement
may also be appropriate for pregnant women. Supplements of vitamins A and D of appropriate potency can
be justified for young infants as insurance against nutritional inadequacy. And supplementary fluoride is vital
to help strengthen the teeth of children growing up in
unfluoridated communities-a
need that CRN does not
address. I see no evidence in the scientific literature that
Americans generally require vitamin supplements.
Rather, they need accurate nutrition information about
food and health to counter the nutrition misinformation
to which we are constantly exposed.
Dr. Harper is Professor of Biochemistry and Nutritional Sciences at the University of Wisconsin. He has been chairman of
the Food and Nutrition Board of the National Research Council/National Academy of Sciences from 1978 to 1982 and has
served on other NRC/NAS committees involved in determining the RDA.

..------

QUESTION BOX---~

Q. What is sea salt? Is it all right for a low-sodium
diet?
A. Sea salt is salt derived from evaporated sea
water. The only difference between it and ordinary
table salt is dirt, since sea salt contains impurities
from sea debris. Sea salt is promoted with the
claim that table salt consists of extremely small
crystals that dissolve and ionize poorly and which
our bodies find hard to digest. This is untrue. since
salt crystals, whether large or small, will dissolve
when taken by mouth. and when dissolved must
ionize. Since sea salt has the same sodium content
as table salt, it is not appropriate for a low-sodium
diet.
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CRN:RESPONSIBLEOR IRRESPONSIBLE?
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
The Council for Responsible Nutrition (CRN),
2100 M St., N.W., Washington, DC 20037, is a trade asso-

ciation for manufacturers and wholesale distributors of
vitamin and mineral supplements. Products manufactured by its members are sold in drugstores, supermarkets, convenience outlets, discount chains and
health food stores, and are also sold through direct (person-to-person) sales.
CRN's principal purposes are: "1) to create increased public awareness of the safety and benefits of
nutritional supplements by compiling and communicating authoritative information about their appropriate
role in diet and health; 2) to enhance the credibility of
the nutritional supplement industry, including responding to unwarranted, ill-informed criticisms; and 3) to
enhance and expand CRN's institutional capabilities to
serve the nutritional supplement industry internationally:' Its bylaws state that "CRN is dedicated to enhancing the health of the U.S. population through
responsible nutrition, including the appropriate use of
nutritional supplementation:•
CRN has three categories of members. Companies engaged in the manufacture, packaging or labeling of supplements are eligible for voting membership.
Suppliers of services or other support to the supplement
industry are eligible for associate membership, while
foreign companies or affiliates of voting members can
become international correspondents. Dues for voting
members are based on annual sales and range from
$2,500 for companies with sales up to $5 million to a
maximum of $25,000 for those with sales of $50 million
or more. Associate members pay $1,500 and international correspondents pay $1,000 per year. Currently
there are 40 voting members. 10 associate members and
5 international correspondents.
Since 1982, CRN's president has been J.B. Cordero. who previously held senior positions with the
Food Safety Council, the U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment. and the U.S. Department of State's
Agency for International Development. He has a B.S.
degree in government. economics and philosophy, and a
master's degree in agricultural and nutrition economics.
CRNs scientific and technical committee chairman is
Joseph L. Kanig, Ph.D., former dean of Columbia University's College of Pharmaceutical Sciences. CRN's
vice-president for communications is Bruce M. Brown, a
former FDA press officer who drafted many of the
agency's news releases and Talk Papers on health frauds
and quackery. Annette Dickinson works part-time as

__________________

CRN's technical counselor.
CRN was formed in 1973 in response to an FDA
attempt to regulate the labeling and dosage of supplement products. In 1972. after lengthy study, the agency
had proposed that food products be labeled so that ingredients, nutrient content and other information
would be displayed in a standard format. These provisions became regulations with little controversy and are
still used today [see NF 3:41-43].
The 1972 FDA proposal also said that labeling
could neither state nor imply that a balanced diet of
ordinary foods cannot supply adequate amounts of nutrients. Because this struck at the heart of health food
industry mythology about "nutrition insurance," the industry responded with a massive letter-writing campaign asking Congress to completely remove FDA
jurisdiction over food supplements. This activity was
orchestrated by the National Health Federation (NHF). a
militant lobbying group, many of whose leaders had
been in legal difficulty for questionable health promotions. After CRN joined the fray, it proposed legislation
that' was enacted in 1976 as the Proxmire Amendment
to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. Though
not as restrictive as NHF's proposal, this law prevents
the FDA from regulating food supplements unless they
are inherently dangerous or are marketed with illegal
claims that they can prevent or treat disease.
Most of CRN's original members were manufacturers from the "health food" side of the supplement
industry. But since 1979, membership has broadened to
include pharmaceutical and food manufacturers and
distributors who are active in the nutritional supplement field.
CRN's code of ethics states that its members "recognize their duty to ... ensure that consumers are
provided with the accurate information they need to
make informed choices" and that they "avoid making
unsubstantiated or false or misleading claims for their
products." CRN's members rarely make therapeutic
claims for their products, but several of them-as well
as CRN itself-have exaggerated the need for "nutrition
insurance:' For example:
• Cernitin America, which sells flower pollen
products. has claimed that "most Americans are shamefully lacking in essential nutrients" and that "pollen is
natures most complete food:'
• Neo-Life Corporation has suggested that eating
"packaged foods" is like "putting used motor oil in a new
car:'
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• Nutrilite (a division of Amway Corporation) has
listed "improper food selection, poor eating habits, dislike or intolerance to certain food groups, special diets,
and increased eating away-from-home" as "some of the
reasons diet may be inadequate in essential vitamins
and minerals."
• A Shaklee Corporation sales manual has stated:
"Stress can cause the body to use up more nutrients
faster. Add alcohol. birth control pills, smoking or medications that alter the unique balance in your body
achieved by nature's handiwork and you may need additional nutrients:'
• Hoffmann-La Roche has advertised widely that,
"If your diet, like that of so many people, is coming up
short, consider taking Protector Vitamin E ... an easy,
safe and inexpensive way to ensure added protection."
This message is dishonest because vitamin E deficiency
on a dietary basis has never been reported in an American adult.
On April 8, 1987, while four national groups were
warning about unsafe supplement use [see following
story], CRN issued a press release titled "Most Americans are at Nutrition Risk:' This release claimed that
supplements can benefit most Americans because "their
normal food intake doesn't supply all Recommended
Dietary Allowances (RDA) of essential nutrients, according to the most recent government surveys:• The
release also stated, "There is a conservative camp within
todays nutrition community ... These anti-progressives
adamantly oppose moderate use of nutritional supplements, even in conjunction with dietary improvements,
to optimize intake of protective nutrients. Simply put,
these views are out of step-with the rest of the nutrition community, public health experts, and medical
professionals:·
I disagree. Most nutrition scientists, public health
experts and physicians believe that: 1) dietary adequacy
can be achieved with a varied and balanced diet; 2) it is
easy to do so in this country; 3} most people's diets do
not place them at risk for deficiency; 4} amounts over
the RDA are rarely advisable: and 5) it is a waste of
money to take supplements you don't need.
Having diligently collected the publications of
CRN for several years, I have yet to see one suggesting
how anyone can tell when supplements are not needed.
I also find it interesting that CRN accepts the RDA as
standards but rejects as "old-fashioned" or "out-of-step"
the opinions of those who set them!

---CRN
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VOTING MEMBERS
Banner Gelatin Products Corp., Chatsworth, CA
BASF Corporation (Chemicals Division), Parsippany, NJ
Central Soya, Ft. Wayne, IN
Cernitin America, Inc., Yellow Spring.s, OH
Cosmo Pharmaceutical, Inc., N. Hollywood, CA
Doug Gillespie & Associates, Hayward, CA
Eastman Chemical Products, Inc., King.sport, TN
Eisai U.S.A., Inc., Torrance, CA
EM Industries, Inc. (Fine Chemicals Division), Hawthorne, NY
FMC Corporation (Food and Pharmaceutical Products Division),
Philadelphia, PA
Ford Laboratories, Moonachie, NJ
Hall Laboratories, Portland, OR
Henkel Corporation, LaGrange, IL
Hoffmann-La Roche Inc., Nutley, NJ
Iroquois Brands, Ltd., Greenwich, CT
L. Perrigo Company, Allegan, MI
Makers of KAL, Inc., Canoga Park, CA
Natural Organics, Farmingdale, NY
Nature's Bounty, Inc., Bohemia, NY
Neo-Life Company of America, Inc., Hayward, CA
Nepera, Inc., Harriman, NY
Nutrilite Products, Inc. (a division of Amway Corporation),
Buena Park, CA
Pharmavite Corporation, Arlete, CA
Phoenix Laboratories, Inc., Hicksville, NY
P. Leiner Nutritional Products, Torrance, CA
Pola International, Inc., Carson, CA
Rhone-Poulenc, Inc., Monmouth Junction, NJ
R.P. Scherer, North America, St. Petersburg, FL
Seltzer Chemicals, Inc., Rancho Santa Fe, CA
Shaklee Corporation, San Francisco, CA
Stauffer Chemical Company, Westport, CT
Sundown Vitamins/The Rexall Group Inc., Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Takeda-Fallek Sales, Inc., New York, NY
Tanabe U.S.A., Inc., San Diego, CA
Tishcon Corporation, Westbury, NY
Tyson & Associates, Inc., Santa Monica, CA
Vita-Fresh Vitamin Company, Inc .. Garden Grove, CA
Vilaline Formulas, Incline Village, CA
VitaTech International, Inc., Tustin, CA
Wm. T. Thompson Co., Carson, CA
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
Creative Business Strategies, Inc., Parsippany, NJ
Franznick & Cusatis Advertising, Inc., New York, NY
Gail Becker Associates, Inc., Great Neck, NY
Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee, WI
New Hope Communications, New Hope, PA
Prevention Magazine, Emmaus, PA
Richard J. Burton & Associates, N. Miami Beach, FL
Self Magazine, New York, NY
SETCO, Inc., Anaheim, CA
William Douglass McAdams, New York, NY
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENT MEMBERS

Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is
co-author /editor of 21 books including Vitamins and "Health"
Foods: The Great American Hustle. In 1984 he received the
FDA Commissioner's Special Citation Award for Public Service
in fighting nutrition quackery.
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BASF Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwig.shafen, W. Germany
Booker Health Foods, Surrey, England
Efamol Ltd., Kentville, Nova Scotia, Canada
Hermes Arzneimittel GmbH, Munich, W. Germany
Seven Seas Health Care Ltd., Hull, N. Humberside, England
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SCIENTIFIC GROUPS WARN AGAINST VITAMIN MISUSE
The American Medical Association Council on
Scientific Affairs has issued a lengthy position paper
titled "Vitamin Preparations as Dietary Supplements
and as Therapeutic Agents." Published in the April 10,
1987 Journal of the American Medical Association, it reflects the views of the scientific literature through
November 1986. The report covers vitamins (not minerals) and defines dietary supplements as "preparations
designed to increase the dietary intake of one or more
essential vitamins," ordinarily in amounts 50% to 150%
of the RDA. The report concludes:
• Sound dietary practices should eliminate any
need for supplemental vitamins after infancy in essentially all healthy children.
• Healthy adult men and women and healthy
nonpregnant. nonlactating women consuming a usual.
varied diet do not need vitamin supplements. Infants
may need dietary supplements at given times, as may
women who are pregnant or are breastfeeding.
• Occasionally. vitamin supplements may be
useful for people with unusual lifestyles or modified
diets. including certain weight-reduction regimens and
strict vegetarian diets (that exclude all foods of animal
origin).
• Before deciding whether a vitamin supplement
should be recommended to an adult, a history regarding
the adequacy of dietary intake should be carefully evaluated and an attempt made to correct any inadequacy
in food selection or eating pattern.
• Vitamins in therapeutic amounts (2-10 times
the RDA) may be appropriate for the treatment of deficiency states. for pathologic conditions in which absorption and utilization
of vitamins are reduced or
requirements increased, and a few special situations
where vitamins are used as drugs.
• Therapeutic amounts should not be used without the advice and supervision
of a physician.
Therapeutic vitamin mixtures should be so labeled and
should not be used as dietary supplements.
• Public health nutrition will be served best by
insistence on a scientifically sound basis for vitamin
supplementation and therapy. All health practitioners
should emphasize repeatedly that properly selected
diets are the primary basis for good nutrition.
• Reprints of the report can be obtained by writing to the AMA Council on Scientific Affairs. 535 N.
Dearborn St., Chicago, IL 60610.
• On April 8, four other national groups joined
forces to warn Americans about the unsafe use of vitamin and mineral supplements. At a press conference
in New York City. the American Dietetic Association.
American Institute of Nutrition. American Society for

__________________

Clinical Nutrition and National Council Against Health
Frnud issued the following joint statement covering
minerals as well as vitamins:
• Healthy children and adults should obtain adequate nutrient intakes from dietary sources. Meeting
nutrient needs by choosing a variety of foods in moderation. rather than by supplementation. reduces the potential risk for both nutrient dP.ficiencies and nutrient
excesses. Individual recommendations regarding supplements and diets should come from physicians and
registered dietitians.
• Supplement usage may be indicated in some
circumstances. including: 1) women with excessive
menstrual bleeding may need to take iron supplements:
2) women who are pregnant or are breastfeeding need
more of certain nutrients. especially iron, folic acid and
calcium: 3) people with very low calorie intakes frequently consume diets that do not meet their needs for
all nutrients: 4) some vegetarians may not be receiving
adequate calcium. iron. zinc and vitamin 8 12 : and 5)
newborns are commonly given. under the direction of a
physician. a single dose of vitamin K to prevent abnormal bleeding.
• Certain disorders and some medications may
interfere with nutrient intake, digestion, absorption.
metabolism or excretion and thus change requirements.
• Nutrients are potentially toxic when ingested
in sufficiently large amounts. Safe intake levels vary
widely from nutrient to nutrient and may vary with the
age and health of the individual. In addition. high-dosage vitamin and mineral supplements can interfere
with the normal metabolism of other nutrients and with
the therapeutic effects of certain drugs.
• The Recommended Dietary Allowances represent the best currently available assessment of safe and
adequate intakes, and serve as the basis for the U.S.
Recommended Daily Allowances shown on many product labels. [The USRDA are based mainly on the 1968
RDA.] There are no demonstrated benefits of self-supplementation beyond these allowances.
• The joint statement was developed during the
past year by an 11-person task force assembled by the
American Dietetic Association. The AMA Council on
Scientific Affairs has reviewed the statement and considers it consistent with its own. The press conference
was sponsored by the National Dairy Board and National Dairy Council, which last May sponsored a conference on the potential
problems
of vitamin
megadosage. The FDA has urged physicians to report
cases of toxicity through its Adverse Reaction Monitoring System, which keeps track of information on adverse drug reactions.
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COMMONMISCONCEPTIONSABOUT QUACKERY
Stephen Barrett, M.D.

•

Although most Americans are harmed by quackery, few perceive it as a serious problem and even fewer
are interested in trying to do anything about it. As a
psychiatrist, I have been trained to look for hidden reasons why people act the way they do-especially when
they fail to avoid trouble. Applying this technique to
quackery, I have identified 17 misconceptions which I
believe contribute to this situation:
• Misconception #1: Quackery is easy to spot.
Quackery is far more difficult to spot than most people
realize. Modern promoters use scientific jargon which
can fool people not familiar with the concepts being
discussed. Even health professionals can have difficulty
in separating fact from fiction in fields unrelated to their
expertise.
• Misconception #2: Personal experience is the
best way to tell whether something works. When you feel
better after having used a product or procedure, it is
natural to give credit to whatever you have done. This
can be misleading, however, because most ailments resolve themselves and those that don't can have variable
symptoms. Even serious conditions can have sufficient
day-to-day variation to enabl~ quack methods to gain
large followings. The Freireich Experimental Plan described in the next article explains how this works. In
addition, taking action often produces temporary relief
of symptoms (a placebo effect). For these reasons, scientific experimentation is usually necessary to establish
whether health methods are actually effective.
• Misconception #3: Most victims of quackery are
gullible. Gullibility implies a wish for magic. Individuals who buy one diet book or "magic" diet pill after
another are indeed gullible. And so are many people
who follow whatever fads are in vogue. But the majority
of quackery's victims are merely unsuspecting. People
tend to believe what they hear the most. And quack
ideas-particularly
regarding nutrition-are
everywhere. Another large group of quackery's victims is
composed of individuals who have serious or chronic
diseases which make them feel desperate enough to try

____________________

anything that offers hope. Alienated people-many of
whom are paranoid-form another victim group. These
people tend to believe that our food supply is unsafe,
that drugs do more harm than good, and that doctors,
drug companies, large food companies and government
agencies are not interested in protecting the public.
Such beliefs make them vulnerable to those who offer
foods and healing approaches alleged to be "natural:'
• Misconception #4: Quackery's victims deserve
what they get. This is based on the idea that people who
are gullible should "know better" and therefore deserve
whatever they get. This feeling is a major reason why
journalists, enforcement officials, judges and legislators
seldom give priority to combatting quackery. Even doctors asked to testify as expert witnesses in quackery
cases often refuse to do so because they have no sympathy for the victims. As noted above, however, most victims are not gullible. Nor do people deserve to suffer or
die because of ignorance or desperation.
• Misconception
#5: Quacks are frauds and
crooks. Quackery is often discussed as though all of its
promoters are engaged in deliberate deception. This is
untrue. Promoters of mail-order quackery are almost
always hit-and-run artists who know their products are
fakes but hope to profit before the Postal Service shuts
them down. But most other promoters of quackery sincerely believe in what they do. The FDA defines "health
fraud" as "promotion of an unproven product for profit:'
This also causes confusion because in ordinary usageand in the courts-the word "fraud" connotes deliberate
deception.
• Misconception #6: Most quackery is promoted
by quacks. Most people think of quackery as being promoted by quacks, charlatans, or others who are deliberately taking advantage of others. Actually, most
quackery is promoted by victims of quackery who share
their misinformation and personal experiences with
others. Many customers of multilevel companies that
sell overpriced vitamin supplements are friends, relatives and neighbors of those already using them. Quack-
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ery is involved, but no "quacks:' Pharmacists also profit
from the sale of nutrition supplements which few of
their customers need. In most cases pharmacists don't
promote them but simply profit from the propaganda of
others. Much quackery is involved in telling people
something is bad for them (such as food additives) and
selling them a substitute (such as "organic" or "natural"
food). Quackery is also involved in misleading advertising of nutrition supplements and other nonprescription
drugs. Again, no "quack'.' is involved-just hype from an
advertising agency.
To make matters even more complicated, quackery is not all-or-nothing. A practitioner may be scientific
in many respects and only minimally involved in unscientific practices. And products can be useful for some
purposes but worthless for others.
Dictionaries define quackery as "the practices or
pretensions of a quack" and define quack as "a pretender to medical skill:' I think it is better to define
quackery as "anything with false claims in the field of
health:' This covers the broadest possible spectrum of
quackery and avoids implying that its promoters intend
to deceive.

----THE

• Misconception #7: Most quackery is dangerous.
Quackery can seriously harm or kill people by inducing
them to abandon or delay effective treatment for serious
conditions. Although the number of people harmed in
this manner cannot be determined, it is not large
enough or obvious enough to arouse a general public
outcry. Most victims of quackery are harmed economically rather than physically. Moreover, many people
believe that an unscientific method has helped them. In
most cases, they have confused cause-and-effect and coincidence. But sometimes an unproven approach actually relieves emotionally related symptoms by lowering
the person's tension level.
Statements condemning quackery rarely arouse
indignation in people who have not been personally affected. Thus it is probably unrealistic to believe that
opposition to quackery will become a high priority issue
for the general public. It is perceived as a serious problem by professionals who are offended by the audacity
of quacks who defile science and hurt the public. But
most professionals feel too busy to get involved.
• Misconception #8: "Minor" forms of quackery
are harmless. Quackery involving small sums of money

FREIREICH EXPERIMENTALPLAN----

The following tongue-in-cheek plan was devised
by Emil JFreireich, M.D., of the M.D. Anderson Hospital
and Tumor Institute, Houston, Texas. It assures that
when proper research methods are not used, any remedy with no obviously harmful side effects can be
"proven" effective for virtually all patients with serious
disease. Note that "proof' is most evident when the disease has ups and downs-which
almost all conditions
have at one time or another-but
that no possible outcome can disprove effectiveness:
Treatment should be applied only after a period
when the disease has been getting progressively worse.
If improvement occurs or the condition stabilizes, the
treatment is obviously responsible. If the condition continues to worsen, either the dosage needs increasing or
the duration of treatment has been too short to produce
results. If the patient dies, it is because the treatment
was applied too late.
After doing the above, the only remaining patients are those whose disease has either stabilized or
worsened after the initial therapy. In all of these patients, either increase the dosage or continue the treatment. Again, improvement or stabilization proves that
the treatment is effective, while worsening means that
higher dosage or longer duration is needed. Since the
treatment is harmless, the dose can be raised as often as
necessary.

____________________
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If this process is repeated enough, all patients will
either stabilize or die. Since those who die came too
late, their results don't count. This means that all patients who live will wind up in the category of showing
improvement.
Of course, if the remedy is really worthless, all
periods of temporary improvement will be followed by
recurrence of disease. Therefore, once improvement occurs, it is crucial to stop the treatment or lower the
dosage before worsening occurs. Then if the disease remains stable or gets worse, stopping the treatment can
be blamed. Treatment should then be resumed at the
initial dosage, and the cycle repeated as often as necessary. Of course, if the patient does well after treatment is
stopped, this also confirms that the treatment was
effective.
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and no physical harm is often viewed as harmless. Examples are "nutrition insurance" with vitamin pills and
wearing a copper bracelet for arthritis. But their use
indicates confusion on the part of the user and vulnerability to more serious forms of quackery. There is
also harm to society. Money wasted on quackery would
be better spent for research, but much of it goes into the
pockets of people (such as vitamin pushers) who are
spreading misinformation and trying to weaken consumer protection laws.
The Feingold diet is an example of quackery
whose potential harm is underestimated. Although the
diet itself is harmless, it is probably harmful to teach
children that the way they behave depends upon what
they eat rather than on what they feel. Also, social development can be jeopardized if eating habits subject
children to ridicule or lead them to avoid group activities where forbidden foods are served.
• Misconception #9: The media are reliable. Most
people seem to think that statements about health issues
"wouldn't be allowed" if they weren't true. Some media
outlets-most notably Consumer Reports magazine-do
achieve great accuracy. But most are willing to publish
sensational viewpoints which they believe are newsworthy and will increase their audience. Even exposes
on questionable methods are often "balanced" by including testimonials from satisfied customers. Money
can also affect the flow of health information. General
magazines which carry vitamin ads almost never publish articles advising readers not to waste their money
on vitamins. Radio and television talk shows abound
with promoters of nutrition quackery. Some promoters
have their own publications and a few even have their
own radio or TV talk shows.
• Misconception #10: Advertising outlets are ethical. There is a widespread public belief that if something isn't legitimate, publications and broadcast outlets
would not allow it to be advertised. While most outlets
have some limitations, most do not limit ads for health
products. Standards are quite variable. All bust developers, penis enlargers, sexual enhancers, sauna belts,
sauna suits, spot reducers are fakes. But their promoters
have little difficulty in obtaining advertising outlets.
Publishers and advertising managers sometimes claim
they have no practical way to determine whether proposed ads are legitimate and that they must protect freedom of speech. Both positions are baloney. Ads can be
checked quickly and easily by consulting a trusted authority; and freedom of speech does not include a right
to defraud people.
• Misconception #11: Education is the answer. Education can help unsuspecting people learn to recognize
quackery. However, those who are desperate, gullible or
alienated may be difficult if not impossible to educate.
Law enforcement is necessary to protect them.
• Misconception #12: Government protects us. Al-

_

though various government agencies are involved in
fighting quackery, most don't give it sufficient priority to
be effective. Moreover, the agencies involved do not
have a coordinated plan to maximize their effectiveness.
The Postal Service has jurisdiction over misrepresentations that involve the mail. It operates a very aggressive program against mail fraud and can use
administrative procedures to stop mail to the perpetrators of a scheme. For many years the Postal Service
operated under weak laws which made it easy for those
who were stopped to begin anew with a new ad, new
product or a new company name. But the Mail-Order
Consumer Protection Amendments Act of 1983 now enables the agency to seek penalties of $10,000 / day
against repeat offenders. I believe that mail-order
quackery is decreasing as a result and will eventually be
a minor problem.
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has jurisdiction over false advertising of health products and
services except for prescription drugs. It has a very
powerful law which can result in stopping offenders and
assessing huge penalties. However, the agency has taken
little interest in quackery. It has prosecuted only a few
quackery cases and often takes years to complete its
investigations.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
has jurisdiction over food and drug product labels. Any
written or oral claim made in the context of a sale is
considered part of labeling, and therapeutic claims must
be approved prior to marketing. This means the agency
doesn't have to prove that quack products don't work in
order to remove them from the marketplace. It merely
has to show that claims made for them lack FDA approval. When a violation is detected, the agency can
issue a warning letter, initiate a seizure of the illegally
marketed product, seek an injunction against its sale, or
initiate criminal prosecution.
Although the FDAs power is enormous, it has not
been applied systematically against quackery. Many
violations are ignored, warning letters are sometimes
delayed for years, few seizures are made, and few injunctions are sought. Worst of all, since 1963 the FDA
has initiated only two criminal prosecutions involving
quack products [see NF 1:1-2].
The FDA claims that it lacks the manpower for a
more effective program, that criminal prosecutions are
too costly, and that the Justice Department is reluctant
to prosecute quackery cases. Even if these claims are
true-which I doubt-they do not explain why warning
letters are issued months or years after the FDA detects
violations. Nor does it explain why high-ranking FDA
officials keep telling the public all about the agency's
antiquackery options without revealing how little they
are used.
The FDA does have an outstanding educational
program against quackery. During the past three years it
has disseminated valuable information to the media,

..19'
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networked with many voluntary groups, and sponsored
important health fraud conferences throughout the
country [see NF 2:9-10 and 2:85].
State attorneys-general have jurisdiction over
problems within their own states. Action within a single
state can sometimes stop a nationally promoted fraud,
but sometimes promoters will start anew in another
state. New York and California have been most active
against quackery [see NF 4:24]. Many states have weak
laws that make enforcement action against quackery
difficult. It would help if state attorneys-general coordinated their antiquackery activities and developed a central strategy. It would also help if a law were passed to
enable them to sue in federal court for injunctions that
would have national effect. Federal legislation of this
type has been introduced but has not been passed [see
NF 2:71].
Much quackery takes place in private between
retailers and their customers. Although this could be
decreased with appropriate prosecution, such prosecution is not popular with enforcement agencies because it
requires undercover work and involves attacks on "ordinary" people, approaches which might not have widespread public support.
State licensing boards, which have jurisdiction
over licensed practitioners, seldom take action against
those who use unscientific methods.
• Misconception #13: Quackery's success represents medicine's failure. It is often suggested that people
turn to quacks when doctors are brusque with them,
and that if doctors were more attentive, their patients
would not turn to quacks. It is true that this sometimes
happens. but most quackery does not involve medical
care. I recommend that doctors pay attention to the
emotions of their patients and make a special effort to
explain things to them. But blaming medicine for
quackery is like considering the success of astrology the
fault of astronomy. Some people have needs that exceed
what legitimate medical practice can provide.
• Misconception #14: Quackery is medicine's responsibility. Many people think that medical doctors
have: 1) special ability to recognize quackery; 2) special
ability to combat it; and 3) a special duty to do so. It is
true that medical training enables most doctors to identify quackery readily. (Unfortunately. a small percentage are quacks.) But it is clear that the medical
profession cannot do the job alone. Effective control of
quackery will require concerted effort by educators,
writers. editors, publishers, advertising managers, talk
show producers. legislators, law enforcement officials,
and defrauded victims.
• Misconception #15: The AMA has the power to
stop quackery. Many people (including some physicians) seem to think that the American Medical Association has some magical power to stop quackery. In
fact. the quacks often accuse the AMA of "conspiring to
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destroy alternative medicine" even though it is minimally involved. For many years the AMA maintained a
department which was active against many types of
quackery. But in 1975 it was shut down, and so was the
AMA's quackery committee. Quacks cry "conspiracy" in
an attempt to gain support by portraying themselves as
underdogs.
• Misconception #16: Fighting quackery is hopeless. It is often reasoned that: 1) most victims of quackery are gullible; 2) gullible people can't be protected
from their own follies; and therefore 3) quackery cannot
be controlled. This reasoning has two flaws. First. as
explained above, most victims of quackery are not gullible. Second, effective law enforcement can limit quackery's toll.
Alienated individuals who are "true believers" in
quack methods can also arouse the feeling that fighting
quackery is hopeless. These individuals are usually
hopeless, but they constitute only a small proportion of
quackery's victims. Effective law enforcement can protect many of them too. The best strategy for professionals confronted by "true believers" is to avoid wasting
time with them.
Quackery's persistence causes many people to
feel there is no point in trying to combat it. I disagree.
Think about death and disease. No matter how much
disease is cured, death still comes. But no one suggests
that we stop fighting disease. Our goal should be to limit
quackery as much as possible. Although the problem
can never be eradicated, it can be greatly reduced if
more people work on it.
• Misconception #17: Fighting quackery is risky.
Many people inclined to do something about quackery
are afraid they will get hurt by controversy or lawsuits.
There are two reasons why these fears are unjustified.
First, those who wish to avoid controversy can still take
effective private actions like joining an antiquackery
group, reporting frauds to law enforcement agencies,
and telephoning editors to complain about misinformation in their publications. Second, libel suits are extremely rare and can be avoided by common sense:
attack questionable ideas, and don't call anyone a
"fraud" or a "quack:'
Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is
co-author/editor of 21 books including Vitamins and "Health"
Foods: The Great American Hustle. In 1984 he received the
FDA Commissioner's Special Citation Award for Public Service
in fighting nutrition quackery.

COMING SOON
Lendon Smith Loses License!
AIDS Quackery
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ANTIQUACKERYGROUP GROWING
The National Council Against Health Fraud, Inc.,
now has more than 2,100 members and chapters in 13
states. Organized in 1977 as the Southern California
Council Against Health Fraud, the group became national in 1984. Its purposes are to: 1) conduct studies and
investigations to evaluate claims made for health products and services; 2) educate the public, professionals,
legislators, business people, organizations and agencies
about untruths and deceptions; 3) provide a center for
communication between individuals and organizations
concerned about health misinformation, fraud and
quackery: 4) support sound consumer health laws and
oppose legislation which undermines consumer rights;
and 5) encourage and aid in legal actions against consumer health protection law violators.
NCAHF's founder and president is William T. Jarvis, Ph.D., who is Professor of Health Education at Loma
Linda University. Six of its board members belong also
to Nutrition Forum's editorial board. The Council's cur-

rent activities include a speakers bureau, a media clearinghouse, consumer complaint referral services,
legislative advisement, expert testimony, law enforcement assistance, research on unproven methods of
health care, and seminars for professionals and the general public. The Council also appoints task forces that
conduct extensive investigations and issue position
papers.
Membership in NCAHF is open to anyone who
supports its beliefs and purposes. Regular membership
costs $15, and professional membership is $25. Donations are tax-deductible. Members receive a bimonthly
newsletter, ready access to printed information on more
than 100 topics, and discounts on antiquackery publications. NCAHF's address is P.O. Box 1276, Loma Linda,
CA 92354. (Telephone: 714-796-3067) Chapters exist in
Arizona, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Ohio, Michigan, Minnesota, New York, Oregon, Texas, Washington
and Wisconsin.

BOOKREVIEW
Title: Contemporary Clinical Nutrition-a Conspectus
(1986)
Editor:John J. Cunningham, Ph.D.
Publisher: George F. Stickley Company, 210 W. Washington Square, Philadelphia, PA 19106
Price: $19.95
Reviewed by: Denice Ferko-Adams, R.D.
This is a valuable 288-page collection of 43 reprints from 22 scientific journals, including The American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, Journal of the
American Dietetic Association, Journal of the American
Medical Association and The New England Journal of
Medicine. Suitable for health and nutrition professionals, the articles are organized into two sections and nine
subtopics, each preceded by a well written, referenced
overview by Dr. Cunningham.
Section I covers the nutritional needs of infants,
children, adults and the elderly, with topics including
the use of whole milk in infancy and how vitamin D

deficiency affects the development of osteomalacia in
the aged. Section II covers the role of diet and nutrition
in heart disease, obesity, cancer, carbohydrate metabolism, hypertension, alcoholism, and appetite regulation.
Exemplary topics in this section include lactase deficiency, very-low-calorie diets, coffee and cancer, and
potassium for hypertension.
The articles were originally published between
1981 and 1984, with most from the latter half of that
period. Since nutrition recommendations
change
rapidly, periodic updates by Dr. Cunningham would be
valuable.
Ms. Ferko-Adams is a nutrition consultant in private practice
in Allentown,
Pennsylvania. She also consults for the YWCA
and a Dairy Council affiliate, and is Secretary for Consulting
Nutritionists,
a Dietetic Practice Group of the American Dietetic Association.
In 1986 she won the ADA's Recognized
Young Dietitian for the Year award.
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BRIEFS
News about obesity. The International Obesity Newsletter, edited by Francie M. Berg, M.S., and Nancy L.
Grade, R.D., interprets obesity research from scientific
journals and reports on conferences, books and weightloss programs. It is written primarily for health and nutrition professionals. Introductory subscriptions are $24
per year (10 issues) from the Healthy Living Institute,
Box 612, Hettinger, ND 58639. Ms. Berg, who also writes
a newspaper column, has asked her readers to report
any trouble they have had with weight-loss schemes.

Antiquackery handbook. A team of California physicians. dietitians and government officials and their respective organizations has produced an outstanding 33page handbook called The Professional's Guide to Health
and Nutrition Fraud. Its topics include indentifying
quackery, insights into food faddism, counseling of
health fraud victims. antiquackery actions, interested
agencies, and publications. Single copies are available
for $7.50 from Sutter Publications. California Medical
Association, P.O.Box 7690, San Francisco, CA 94120.
New publication. Nutrition Clinics, edited by Eleanor
N. Whitney, Ph.D., R.D., began publication in June 1986.
Each issue covers one topic in 14-30 pages, with references. The first five topics have been Nutrition and Cancer, Diet and Heart Disease, Diet Planning for the
Vegetarian, Hypoglycemia and Nonhypoglycemia, and
Nutrition and Behavior. Subscriptions are $24/year (six
issues) from the George E Stickley Co., 210 W. Washington Sq., Philadelphia, PA 19106. Single copies are
$5.00 plus 50¢ postage.
Multivitamin survey. Two New Haven dietitians who
surveyed five pharmacies, three groceries and three
health food stores have concluded that most of their
multivitamin products were irrationally formulated
[Journal of the American
Dietetic Association
87:341-343]. Most people using these products are seeking "nutrition insurance." For this reason, products were
considered appropriate if they contained amounts the
authors consider suitable for this purpose: 50-200% of
the U.S. RDA for the vitamins and minerals for which
U.S. RDAs are available, and no more than 100% of others for which Estimated Safe and Adequate Daily Dietary Intakes have been suggested. The authors rated 29
multivitamins (31% judged appropriate), 105 multivitamin/mineral
preparations (15% appropriate), 27
stress formulas (none appropriate), 50 B-complex preparations (none appropriate), 40 children's supplements
(half appropriate), and 6 prenatal supplements (half appropriate). Most products judged inappropriate had too
much of some vitamins and not enough of others. Editors note: I would have classified any product with more
than 100% of the U.S. RDA as irrational. It would be
interesting to compare the percentage of inappropriate
products in pharmacies and health food stores.

___________________

Notable quote: "Dentists are victims of their own success. They've been able almost to eliminate dental cavities through fluoridation of the water and better dental
care."-John F. Griffith, Georgetown University's executive vice-president for health sciences, explaining to
a Washington Post reporter why Georgetown's dental
school (the nation's second largest) is closing because of
a shortage of qualified applicants. Nationwide. a surplus
of practicing dentists has led to a 28% drop in first-year
dental students.

Media resource center. The Scientists' Institute for Public Information, 355 Lexington Ave., New York, NY
10017, maintains a computerized list of 20,000 experts in
science, technology and medicine who have volunteered to help journalists. Members of the working press
can be referred for help by calling 1-800-223-1730
(212-661-9110in New York State). The Institute averages
more than 50 calls a week, one-third of which concern
health and medical topics.

Calories and cancer. Although overnutrition is known
to be a risk factor for cancer, the way in which this
works is unclear. In February 1986, the International
Life Sciences Institute sponsored a symposium to discuss research on the relationships between caloric intake, dietary fat, energy expenditure, hormones, body
weight, and cancer development. A 372-page compendium of the papers presented at this meeting is now
available for $10 from The American Journal of Clinical
Nutrition, 428 E. Preston St., Baltimore, MD 21202. (Ask
for Supplement Volume 45, Number 1.)
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Supplement flyer. The American Dietetic Association,
430 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60611, has published a

new flyer about food choices and supplement misconceptions called "Alphabet Soup: Nutrients from Food
and Supplements:' Single copies are available for $1 plus
a self-addressed, stamped, 4" x 9½" envelope.

Orange juice taste. Manuel Moshonas, a U.S. Department of Agriculture chemist, has used gas chromatography to isolate what he calls the "flavor code" of fresh
orange juice: a unique blend of some 21 chemicals that
give fresh orange juice its special tang. Currently, freezing and concentrating adversely affect flavor by upsetting this chemical balance. Moshonas hopes that citrus
processors can modify their methods to produce processed orange juice with a nearly-fresh taste.

Nutrition status of problem drinkers. A Finnish study
which compared 26 employed men who drank excessively with 49 men who did not found that the drinkers
consumed more calories, but otherwise had similar
diets [American Journal of Clinical Nutrition 45:456-61,
1987]. The drinkers weighed less. but had more body fat.
Gross nutritional deficiencies were not found, but there
were some subtle differences between the two groups
which the authors believe should be studied further.

Protein development lagging. Many researchers have
hoped that inexpensive protein sources could be developed to help the world food supply keep pace with
population increases. During the past 20 years, much
attention has been paid to such high-protein sources as
bacteria, yeast, molds, algae, leaves, soybeans, cottonseed and peanuts. According to an article in the February 1986 University of Guelph Notes on Agriculture,
however, two factors have slowed progress: 1) strict
safety requirements make it difficult to gain approval
for "new" sources: and 2) production costs have been
higher than expected. Soybeans appear to be most
promising because regulatory problems are minimal
and soy flour can be produced very inexpensively. In
this form it is suitable for animal feed, but the additional
processing needed to produce human foods such as tofu
(soy curd) or hamburger substitute raises the cost to that
of ground beef. The article's author predicts that plant
proteins will play a greater role in the food supply as
people become more interested in lowering the fat content of their diet and scientists find better ways to convert them into acceptable foods.

__________________

_

Health food advocate dies. Betty Lee Morales, a major
promoter of questionable health and nutrition methods,
died March 27 at age 80 of an apparent heart attack. She
marketed food supplements and was founder-president
of the Cancer Control Society and a board member of
the National Health Federation, groups that promote
unproven methods of cancer treatment.

.------

QUESTIONBOX___

___,

Q. Why are cucumbers waxed? When is the wax
applied? What kind is used? Is it edible?
A. Cucumbers and about 15 other vegetables and
fruits are waxed for two reasons: 1) to improve appearance and consumer acceptance and 2) to preserve freshness by inhibiting the evaporation of
moisture. Although many fruits and vegetables
have a natural waxy layer on their surface which
seals in moisture, this coating is often lost when
produce is washed to remove soil, filth, and
pesticide residues. Replacing the natural wax with
a commercial one prevents shriveling and wilting
of produce due to transpiration, the postharvest
loss of water. Packers usually apply the wax before
shipping their produce to supermarkets. Waxing is
especially useful to prevent moisture loss from
slightly injured products. American packers have
been using waxes for more than 50 years, but the
practice originally dates back to 13th century
China.
The FDA has approved a variety of wax
compounds for fresh produce. Carnauba wax. derived from palm leaves, and candelilla wax, which
comes from a reed-like plant, are commonly used.
Others include paraffin (a petroleum derivative),
polyethylene (a synthetic made from petroleum
products). shellac (derived from insects), sucrosefatty acid ester (derived from tallow), and oleic
acid (usually derived from tallow). The waxes are
mixed with water and wetting agents to form an
emulsion which provides a thin continuous coating after application by dipping or spraying.
All waxes authorized by FDA for use on
food have been tested and are considered safe even
if ingested in the daily diet. They are not on the
GRAS (generally recognized as safe) list, but are
authorized by specific regulations. Although edible, only small amounts are likely to be consumed.
Very little wax is used, as one pound covers thousands of pieces of produce. and most people wash
or peel fruits and vegetables before eating them.
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"RASPBERRY TEA"
Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D.
Michael J. Pcolinski, B.S. Pharm.
Jerry L. McLaughlin, Ph.D.

Among herb enthusiasts, tea prepared from the
leaves of the raspberry plant (Rubus idaeus L.) has acquired a considerable reputation as "the drink" for expectant mothers. In the popular literature it is praised as
a "panacea during pregnancy" and said to do "everything from allaying morning sickness to preventing miscarriage to easing labor pains." Even such a reliable
reference as the 28th (1982) edition of Martindale's The
Extra Pharmacopoeia credits it as a "traditional remedy
for painful and profuse menstruation and for use before
and during confinement."
Whether raspberry leaf tea can actually help
such conditions is not known. Adequate clinical studies
of its physiological properties have never been carried
out, and the existing chemical analyses have revealed
only the presence of relatively common constituents
such as tannins, plant acids. flavones and vitamin C.
These compounds probably account for the astringent,
bitter taste of raspberry leaf tea which some consumers
find closely resembles that of ordinary black tea.
Raspberry leaves possess neither the pleasant
taste nor the highly aromatic odor of raspberry fruits.
Therefore, our curiosity was aroused when we acquired
a tea sample which had a strong raspberry odor. Simply
labeled "Raspberry." it had been packaged by the Westerley Coffee, Tea & Spice House of Tiburon, California.
The product appeared to consist mostly of black leaf
fragments which looked like ordinary black tea, plus a
much smaller number of tiny particles of green leaves.
We suspected that this was a black tea to which a small
amount of raspberry leaves had been added, and the
mixture was then strongly flavored by adding a volatile
oil which smelled like raspberry fruits.
This assumption was verified by examining 2
grams of the mixture for caffeine. using the method
described by Tyler and Schwarting in the third edition
of Experimental Pharmacognosy [Burgess Publishing
Co .. Minneapolis. 1962]. This procedure yielded 14.07
mg. of a white crystalline solid which, on the basis of its
melting point, co-chromatography and infrared spectrometry. was proven to be caffeine. The calculated
yield was 0. 7%, a figure near the lower portion of the
1-4% range of caffeine found in common black tea. We
concluded that the "Raspberry" tea consisted primarily
of ordinary black tea flavored with essence of raspberry

___________________

fruit but did not contain an appreciable quantity of
raspberry leaves.
At least one other tea capitalizes on the popularity of the raspberry name: "Raspberry Patch," marketed by Celestial Seasonings, Inc., of Boulder. Colorado.
The list of ingredients on its label does not include
raspberry leaves. Dried raspberry fruits are present. but
they are listed as a minor ingredient after hibiscus
flowers, rose hips, orange peel, and roasted chicory root.
Any expected benefits of raspberry leaves would not be
obtained from this product.
Tea made from the leaves of the blackberry plant
(Rubus fruticosus L.) is considered to produce effects
similar to those of raspberry tea. Therefore, we also inspected a package of "Blackberry Tea," marketed by
Thomas J.Lipton, Inc., of Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
to see if it contained any quantity of the leaves. According to its ingredient statement. the product contains neither blackberry leaves nor fruit. Instead. it is composed
of orange pekoe and pekoe cut black tea and natural
flavors. In other words, it is simply black tea to which
blackberry fruit flavoring has been added.
This kind of inexact labeling of herbal teas is very
common. Although federal laws require that ingredients
be correctly listed on product labels. the names by
which products are marketed do not necessarily reflect
what they contain. Quality control within the herbal
products industry is often not good, and some herbal
products are potentially toxic. For all of these reasons, it
is unwise to use herbal products without an understanding of their ingredients-which,
as the above examples indicate, cannot necessarily be gathered from
product names.

Dr. Tyler, Dean of Purdue University's Schools of Pharmacy,
Nursing, and Health Sciences. is an expert in pharmacognosy
(the science of medicines from natural sources) and author of
The Honest Herbal, an evaluation of popular herbs published
by the George E Stickley Co. Dr. McLaughlin is Professor of
Pharmacognosy in Purdue's Department of Medicinal Chemistry and Pharrnacognosy. Mr. Pcolinski. a recent Purdue graduate, is currently studying at Ohio State University.
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FIGHTING QUACKERY:TIPS FOR ACTIVISTS
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
The crucial step in fighting quackery is to overcome any negative feelings about becoming involved. So
before discussing techniques, let's look at the concerns
faced by would-be activists.
Almost everyone who thinks about fighting
quackery experiences some fear of being sued for libel
or slander. The fact is, however, that no one who understands the law and follows commonsense rules faces
any significant risk. To be libelous, a statement must be
defamatory, malicious and false, and must appear in
print. Slander is similar, but applies to oral claims and
requires proof of actual damages. A defamatory statement is one that accuses someone of being dishonest,
criminal, or professionally incompetent. Malicious
(done with malice) means done for an improper reason
or with knowledge that the statement is false. It is possible for a statement to be false but not defamatory. In any
case, truth is a complete defense against libel and
slander. It is possible to defame an individual, a small
group of individuals, or an organization. But one cannot
defame a large class of individuals (such as "all doctors")
or an entire industry.
Avoid name-calling
It is never libelous to criticize an idea. Therefore
it is safe to attack ideas or to list ideas characteristic of
quackery. It is legal to mention adverse facts-such as
criminal convictions or dubious credentials-about
people who place themselves in the public spotlight by
claiming to have expert knowledge. But avoid statements about motivation (such as "He's only in it for the
money") because they may be impossible to prove. The
appearance of malice can usually be avoided by investigating carefully and citing reliable sources of information. Also avoid name-calling. Above all, never call
anyone a name (like "quack," "crook" or "fraud") unless
you are willing to defend this claim in court.
It should be apparent from the above discussion

______________

that antiquackery actions based on facts and done for
legitimate reasons cannot provide the grounds for a successful libel suit. But what about suits whose purpose is
intimidation? The National Nutritional Foods Association (NNFA) and some of its leaders tried this approach
with Fredrick J. Stare, M.D., Ph.D., Emeritus Professor of
Nutrition, Harvard School of Public Health, and Elizabeth M. Whelan, Sc.D., M.P.H., Executive Director of
the American Council on Science and Health. Filed in
1979, NNFAs suit charged them with "recklessly, maliciously and knowingly disseminating false and defamatory remarks with respect to plaintiffs and the health
food industry" through books and published articles.
It was obvious that the plaintiffs would lose in
court. Their names had not even been mentioned in the
publications to which they objected. In 1980 the suit was
dismissed by a federal judge who warned that "any further suit by plaintiffs against critics of the health food
industry should be scrutinized carefully to determine
whether it was brought in good faith:' (In other words,
plaintiffs would be held responsible for defendants' legal
bills.)
The suit was actually part of an announced effort
to silence critics of the health food industry. Very few
such suits have been filed, and all have been against
leading critics. As far as I know, none has ever been filed
against a critic of quackery who was not nationally
prominent unless he called someone a quack. Thus it is
very unlikely that anyone who sticks to facts and does
not engage in name-calling will be unjustly sued for
libel.
Of course, if it makes you more comfortable, you
can avoid criticisms of individuals altogether. Just criticize ideas that you disagree with and provide the correct information. For additional safety, you can use the
word "questionable" (e.g., "That idea is certainly questionable"), which is not defamatory.
Some people fear that taking a stand against
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quackery will embroil them in unpleasant public controversy. That certainly can happen, but many effective
actions require no public exposure at all. For example,
you can: 1) offer background information to a reporter
with a request that you not be quoted: 2) send letters to
the media marked "not for publication"; 3) complain
about false advertising to appropriate agencies: 4) encourage victims of quackery to file lawsuits; and 5) contact legislators and encourage others to do this too. All of
these things can be done privately and without risk.
Lack of confidence can also interfere with taking
action. Non-experts often feel that only experts can be
effective. Even experts may hesitate when they aren't

_

sure what action would be most effective. However. although expert knowledge is helpful, the number of people taking action is often more important than the
nature of what they do. Moreover, many antiquackery
actions require no expertise.
Fighting quackery can be very time-consuming.
But keep in mind that many actions (such as reporting
illegal ads) take only a few minutes.
Dealing with the media
Much can be done to counter the spread of misinformation through talk shows and publications.

WHERETO COMPLAIN
Problem

Agency to Contact•

False advertising

Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal Trade
Commission, Washington, DC 20580
Regional FTC office
National Advertising Division, National
Council of Better Business Bureaus, 845
Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022
Editor or station manager of media outlet
where ad appeared

Drug or device marketed with false or
exaggerated claims

Health Fraud Branch, Food and Drug
Administration, 5600 Fishers Lane,
Rockville. MD 20857
Regional RDA office
State attorney general
Congressional representatives

Phony mail-order promotion

Chief Postal Inspector, U.S. Postal Service,
Washington, DC 20260
Editor or station manager of media outlet
where ad appeared

Improper treatment by licensed practitioner

Local medical society, if practitioner belongs
Local hospital, if practitioner is on staff
State licensing board
Private attorney for possible lawsuit

Improper treatment by unlicensed individual

Local district attorney
State attorney general
Local newspaper or TV station
Private attorney for possible lawsuit

Advice needed about questionable product or
service

National Council Against Health
Fraud, Inc., P.O.Box 1276, Loma
Linda, CA 92354

*Where more than one agency might be interested, complain to all of them.
,--

____________________
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If you object to a broadcast, make your objections
known by writing or phoning its producer or the station
manager. Persist until you learn how those you contact
feel about your request. If you encounter resistance, get
as many people as you can to make similar contacts.
Don't be discouraged if no immediate corrective action
is taken. Expressions of protest may still influence what
happens in the future.
If you object to a newspaper or magazine article,
write a letter to the editor and get others to do the same.
If the publication is local. phone calls can also be useful
because they insure that the person you are contacting
really thinks about your complaint. Contacting the
writer may also help prevent future difficulty. If you
have expert knowledge and would like to be interviewed or used as a consultant. make your interest
known and send story ideas and pertinent background
literature to reporters or editors. When accurate information is published. expressions of support will encourage more of the same.
Objections to advertising can be made to advertising managers, editors, publishers, and/or station

_

managers. Although advertising revenue may count
more than your opinion, protests are sometimes effective. If you report a misleading ad to an enforcement
agency, tell your local media. Reporters who value the
credibility of the press may relish an opportunity to
embarass their own advertising department by publicizing what you did.
The National Advertising Division (NAO) of the
Council of Better Business Bureaus can exert pressure
against misleading messages in national advertising.
NAD is well equipped to handle nutrition issues. Its
director. Ronald H. Smithies, Ph.D .. J.D.. is an attorney
with a doctoral degree in biochemistry. The investigative staff includes a registered dietitian.

Reporting illegal activities
Suspicious activities can be reported to state and
federal government agencies. Some people hesitate to
report suspicious activities for fear they will become
embroiled in legal controversy. This fear is unfounded.
Enforcement agencies conduct their own investigations
and obtain outside experts as needed.

ANTIQUACKERYPUBLICATIONS
Publication

Special Features

Nutrition Forum ($30 / yr.)
George F.Stickley Co.
210 W. Washington Sq.
Philadelphia. PA 19106
NCAHF Newsletter ($25/yr.)
National Council Against Health
Fraud, Inc.
P.O. Box 1276
Loma Linda. CA 92354
FDA Consumer ($9.50/yr.)
Superintendent of Documents
Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
ACSH News & Views ($10/yr.)
American Council on Science
and Health
1995 Broadway. 18th Floor
New York. NY 10023
Environmental Nutrition ($24/yr.)
52 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10024
Consumer Reports ($16/yr.)
Box 51166
Boulder, CO 80321

News pertaining to nutrition
quackery: includes original
investigations

_________________

News pertaining to all types of
quackery. Council membership
includes newsletter and special
reports
Reports on nutrition. food safety.
government regulations and
enforcement actions
Analysis of chemical and health
controversies. ACSH membership
($35 /yr.) includes newsletter and
special reports
Timely analyses of controversies:
book reviews
Occasional in-depth articles relevant
to quackery
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The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
has jurisdiction over the labeling of products that enter
interstate commerce. Labeling includes not only the actual words on the label but also any claims made
through literature or oral claims involved in the sales
process. Supplement products or questionable devices
claimed to be effective against disease should be reported. Complaints made through FDA regional offices
usually get more attention than those made to the
agency's central office.
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has jurisdiction over advertising of products or services involving interstate commerce. However, the FTC almost
never gets involved with the claims made by practitioners who are licensed by the states. Trouble of this
type should be reported to state licensing boards. The
Postal Service has jurisdiction over products sold
through the mails.
When making a complaint, include as much information as possible. If you can, spell out what is
wrong, point out why it may be harmful, and suggest
what can be done to correct the problem. Where more
than one agency may have jurisdiction. complain separately to all of them. Federal violations should also be
reported to Congressional representatives with a request that they ask the appropriate federal agency to
take action and let you know the outcome. Complaints
from lawmakers often get greater attention than those
from individuals. If you complain to an agency, please
send a copy to Nutrition Forum, P.O. Box 1747, Allentown, PA 18105. We may be able to investigate and cover
the situation in an article.
Unscrupulous practitioners may be prosecuted
by state agencies, but a lawsuit by an injured victim
may be more effective. The trick is to find an attorney
interested in fighting quackery who will file suit on a
contingency basis. Under this arrangement, the attorney gets paid a percentage of the winning but charges
no fee if the case is lost.
Individual efforts against quackery can be .:-mltiplied greatly when coordinated with those of others.
The National Council Against Health Fraud, Inc., has
more than 2,100 members and has chapters in 13 states.

Copyright© 1987by the GEORGEF.STICKLEYCOMPANY
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Its newsletter alerts members to pending legislation and
provides information on current fads and frauds. Other
useful publications are listed in the table on page 51.
Remember that in matters of health there should
be no tolerance for deception. Your effort in opposing
quackery may save many people from being hurt-and
may even save a life!
Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is
co-author/editor of 21 books including Vitamins and "Health"
Foods: The Great American Hustle. In 1984 he received the
FDA Commissioner's Special Citation Award for Public Service
in fighting nutrition quackery.

BOOKREVIEW
Title: Nutrition, diet and health (1986)
Editor: Michael J.Gibney
Publisher: Cambridge University Press, 32 East 57th St.,
New York, NY 10022
Price: $29.95 hardcover, $8.95 softcover
Reviewed by: Stephen Barrett, M.D.

Dr. Gibney, a senior lecturer in nutrition at Trinity College (Dublin, Ireland). has produced a lucid 168page discussion of nutrition basics and current controversies. Three quotations will illustrate his knack for
explaining things and his unique writing style:
• Vitamins do not function in a magical manner.
They act biologically, each having its own specific function. For a particular biological reaction to proceed at
the correct pace, there is a given quantity of the vitamin
required. Excess vitamins will not push the pace of biological reactions faster, just as having a full tank will not
make a car go faster than its engine capacity willl allow.
• If in the manufacture of cars there were a shortage of gearboxes, then there would be a proportionate
shortage of cars. One option which might be open to the
car manufacturer, but is not open to the body's proteinsynthesizing mechanism, is that of building the car to a
certain stage to await delivery of the gearbox. In the
body it is whole proteins or none at all. There can be no
compromise.
• Fashion is not confined to the clothes industry,
to holiday resorts or to political belief. There are fashions in most professions, including science. In general, a
subject becomes fashionable when scientists see in it an
opportunity to make a name for themselves by publishing papers and to secure research grants. This is easiest
in a new field or, as in the case of fiber, in an old field
which has been revived.
This book is suitable for laypersons wishing to
deepen their understanding of nutrition. It can also be
valuable to professionals seeking better ways to communicate nutrition information.
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BRIEFS
Genetic engineering update. About 2,400 strawberry
plants in a small test plot near Brentwood, 40 miles east
of San Francisco, have been sprayed with Frostban,
which contains altered Pseudomonas bacteria. The action was taken after a county court judge ruled there is
"no credible evidence" that the test is unsafe and a state
appeals court refused to stop the test. After the appeals
court ruling, vandals uprooted most of the plants, but
scientists in charge of the facility were able to replant
them. According to an article in the Los Angeles Times,
natural Pseudomonas contributes to $1.6 billion per year
in frost damage by encouraging frost formation on fruit,
nut and vegetable crops. The test was designed to see
how well the altered version will colonize the leaves
and blossoms of strawberry plants and protect them. A
few days later, scientists from the University of California/Berkeley began tests near the Oregon border with
potato seeds treated with a solution containing similar
bacteria called "ice-minus." The method is based on the
discovery that removal of a single gene from the bacteria
can transform it from a frost-inducer to a frost-fighter.
Opponents of genetic engineering were able to delay
field testing of this type for several years by filing lawsuits [see NF 3:5].

"Organic foods" not tax-deductible. A federal tax court
has ruled that Warren and Gail Becher of Niagara Falls,
N.Y.,may not deduct "organic foods" as medical costs of
coping with supposed allergic reactions that included
"foggy thinking." This case contrasts sharply with a 1977
ruling in which a court held that the extra cost of
"organically grown" foods could be deducted as a medical expense by Theron Randolph, M.D. (a leading
"clinical ecologist") and his wife, Janet. The Randolphs
claimed that Janet experienced mental confusion,
crossed eyes, and difficulty in walking when she inhaled
or ingested contaminants and that Theron had suffered
from loginess, malaise, headaches, nausea and anorexia
due to contaminated foods.

Price reduction. The softcover edition of Popular Nutritional Practices, by Jack Z. Yetiv, M.D., Ph.D., [Popular
Medicine Press, 1986] has been reduced from $17.95 to
$12.95. The 320-page book, which has received outstanding reviews, covers more than 100 topics of contemporary
interest and is suitable for laypersons as well as professionals. Nutrition Forum readers can obtain copies for
$14.20 (postage included) from LVCAHF, Inc., P.O. Box
1747-N. Allentown, PA 18105.

__________________

Homeopath upheld. A county court judge has overturned the decision of the North Carolina Board of Medical Examiners to revoke the license of the state's only
homeopathic physician, George A. Guess, M.D., unless
he stops practicing homeopathy [see NF 4:5]. The Board
has appealed this ruling to the state court of appeals.

Calcium juice. The American Medical Womens Association (AMWA) has awarded its first seal of approval to
Citrus Hill Plus Calcium, a calcium-fortified orange juice
product. After scientific review, AMWAs Scientific Evaluation Council concluded that the calcium in this product is more absorbable than that in milk. The seal. which
Procter & Gamble can use in ads and on product labels,
states: "Citrus Hill Plus Calcium has been shown to be a
well-absorbed source of dietary calcium, which, as part
of a balanced diet and accompanied by regular exercise,
can help build and maintain strong bones.-American
Medical Women's Association."

Diet and health report. The American Journal of Clinical
Nutrition has published all of the scientific papers presented at the October 1986 symposium on diet and health
sponsored by the International Life Sciences Institute
and other prominent groups. The issues addressed at the
conference included: 1) What criteria should be used for
making dietary recommendations? 2) Should recommendations be made to groups, individuals at risk, or everyone? 3) How can quantitative recommendations be
applied to populations? 4) How should physiological variations such as age, sex, pregnancy and lactation affect
quantitative recommendations? 5) What intake levels of
nutrients or nonnutrients pose health risks? 6) Which
dietary constituents are uniquely essential? 7) Is a multifactorial approach (diet, exercise, behavior and nutrition
education) more effective than calorie restriction alone in
reducing body weight? 8) How should population studies
be carried out? 9) What are the pros and cons of public
education vs. modification of the food supply? 10) What is
the proper role of the food industry in public education?
The 400-page compendium includes 53 papers on energy
and obesity, fat and cholesterol, simple and complex carbohydrates, dietary fiber, selected vitamins and minerals,
and implementation of dietary guidelines. Copies are
available for $10 from The American Journal of Clinical
Nutrition, 428 E. Preston St., Baltimore, MD 21202. (Ask
for Supplement Volume 45, Number 5.)
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Berger blasted again. Tufts University Diet & Nutrition
Letter has published a devastating review of How to Be
Your Own Nutritionist. by Stuart M. Berger, M.D., author
of Dr. Berger's Immune Power Diet. According to the
Tufts' review, the new book: 1) was actually written for
Berger by a freelance writer; 2) confuses cholesterol
with fat, and saturated fat with total fat; 3) mistakenly
claims that riboflavin has no RDA: 4) condemns high-fat
foods in one chapter but recommends 400 caloriesworth of almonds (80% fat) in another: 5) fails to explain
how Berger arrived at his suggested "optimal" doses of
vitamins and minerals: and 6) makes unjustified recommendations for using nutrients to treat dozens of problems ranging from sexual impotence to a craving for
sweets. On June 3oth, the North America Syndicate (a
Hearst Corporation subsidiary), stopped publication of
Berger's newsletter, The Berger Report. Issued twice
monthly, it had attracted only 300 subscribers during its
11-month existence.

_

Suction lipectomy increasing. According to an article
in American Medical News, suction lipectomy is becoming one of the most popular forms of cosmetic surgery in
the United States. A survey of 2,800 members of the
American Society of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery
reported 99,330 cases of fat suctioning last year-an increase of 78% over the number reported in 1984-with
fees ranging from $500 to $4.000. The procedure was
developed about ten years ago and introduced in the
U.S. about five years ago. At first it was used almost
exclusively for body contouring around the thighs, buttocks and abdomen. Now it is often used on the face as
well. Critics of the procedure say it can numb nerves
and tear blood vessels, causing infections and potentially fatal blood clots. According to Robert Berggren.
M.D., professor emeritus of plastic surgery at Ohio State
University, the ideal patient is under 40, at ideal weight.
but still has collections of fat regarded as abhorrent.

AMAZING CLAIMSFOR CHLOROPHYLL
James A. Lowell, Ph.D.
.,.

-

A few years ago, a student arrived in one of my
classes with her teeth and gums dyed bright green.
When I inquired about her strange oral hue, she said
that her doctor had prescribed chlorophyll for her hereditary gum disease. I had seen ads claiming that the
chlorophyll in mints and chewing gum could freshen
one's breath, but I had never heard of it being used as a
medicine.
Not long afterward, a friend told JJle that his
brother's chiropractor had suggested trying chlorophyll
as a remedy for bleeding from the penis. a problem associated with jogging.
These two episodes led me to examine the claims
being made for chlorophyll as both a medicine and a
deodorizing agent. I began my little research project by
picking up literature at several health food stores which
sold chlorophyll liquid and tablets. Various pamphlets
and ads stated that chlorophyll would do everything
from cleaning dirty colons to providing vital life forces
to the brain. The most enlightening
publication,
however, was a booklet written by T. M. Rudolph, D.C.,
Ph.D .. whose claims were nothing short of astounding.
According to Rudolph, chlorophyll can cure. help
to cure. or improve burns. leg ulcers. trench mouth,
tonsillitis, peptic ulcers, several types of vaginitis, urinary bladder diseases. high blood pressure, colitis, tooth
decay, arthritis, athlete's foot, constipation, hay fever,

___________________

rectal fissures, anemia, gas and "acidic" bowels. stomach
and intestinal problems, laryngitis, ear problems and
impetigo. He also says it will help tired feet, soothe
gunshot wounds, destroy bacteria, and improve
metabolism.
Rudolph asserts that chlorophyll is "the catalyst
of the vegetable kingdom which can allow vegetation to
produce life and vital energy by feeding on air, water,
and sunlight and known and unknown agents and invisible rays of the sun:' It does this, he explains, because it
"produces oxygen by breaking down poisonous carbon
dioxide:'
This description is not quite correct. There are
thousands of catalysts (chemicals that speed reactions)
in the plant kingdom (not the "vegetable kingdom"), but
chlorophyll is not one of them. It is the pigment responsible for the green color of plants that enables them to
"trap" energy from sunlight. This energy and carbon
dioxide are then used to manufacture the carbohydrates
that all living things use as food. Oxygen is not produced
by the breakdown of carbon dioxide but is a by-product
of the splitting of water during photosynthesis.
Chlorophyll's proponents also claim that it is a
natural substance equivalent to the "blood of plants." It
is true that a small part of the chemical structure of
chlorophyll resembles that of blood, but the functions of
the two are entirely different. Nor should most products
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labeled "chlorophyll" be considered "natural:' They are
breakdown products produced by exposing plant material to chemicals such as acetone, hexane gas, and copper. The resultant material is no longer chlorophyll.
Most claims that chlorophyll products can heal,
kill bacteria, and remove odors are based on research
performed early in the 20th century, before antibiotics
were available to fight infections. Although many of
these studies are considered invalid by modern scientific standards, there is evidence that chlorophyll can
kill certain types of bacteria. It is not a practical choice,
however. because very high concentrations are needed
for any positive effect and modern antibiotics are far
more effective anyway. Also, although chlorophyll kills
some bacteria, it actually promotes the growth of others.
What about deodorizing properties? Despite the
sales hype, in products sold to the public it doesn't have
any. According to John D. Kephart, who peformed studies at the laboratories of The National Chlorophyll and
Chemical Company about 20 years ago, "No deodorant
effect can possibly occur from the quantities of chlorophyll put in products such as gum, foot powder, cough
drops, etc. To be effective, large doses must be given
internally." [Journal of Ecological Botany 9:3, 1955]
Not long ago I visited a health food store to augment my collection of questionable nostrums. Because
of my chlorophyll study, I selected a small bottle of
garlic capsules with chlorophyll. Garlic has been considered to be a healing herb for hundreds of years. Many
studies have examined the properties of garlic and its
active ingredient, allacin. While some evidence exists
that allacin may help lower blood cholesterol levels and
effect blood pressure, no published studies demonstrate
that health food variety garlic pills are good for anything
other than flavoring food or providing bad breath. But
literature at the store suggested they can help or cure
cancer, diarrhea, dysentery, grippe, sore throat, intestinal disorders, tuberculosis, polio, and many other
conditions.
To believers. adding chlorophyll to garlic seems
impeccably logical: garlic makes you smell bad, chlorophyll makes you smell good, so the overall effect
should be neutral. But since small amounts of chlorophyll do not deodorize, the most probable result from
the pills is bad breath and a green tongue.

_

As I approached the cash register, another product caught my eye. For only $3.50 I could obtain a bottle
of Hoffman's Energol, a wheat germ oil product marketed by the York Barbell Company, of York, Pennsylvania. In 1960, the FDA charged York Barbell with
misbranding its Energol Germ Oil Concentrate because
literature accompanying the oil claimed falsely that it
could prevent or treat more than 120 diseases and conditions. In 1974, the company was prosecuted again for
claiming that Energol had special dietary value as a
source of vigor and energy. In both cases, products were
seized and destroyed under court-approved agreements
the company reached with the FDA.
Al though York Barbell no longer makes
therapeutic claims for Energol, the stuff still retains
some reputation for enhancing athletic prowess. When
the clerk saw me looking at the bottle, she said, "You
know, Energol is great, but it's only half of what you
need. Because the Energol is temporarily stored in the
liver, you need this or you won't get your energy fast
enough. You don't want to wait for your energy, do
you?"
"Oh no," I said, looking at the bottle she handed
me. The label read Octacosonal, a product marketed by
another company. "This seems a bit expensive," I said,
looking at the $5.95 price tag. "According to the label,
this whole bottle contains only 30 thousandths of 1 gram
of an alcohol taken out of yeast and put into a pill.
Couldn't I just eat the yeast?"
"No, no." she replied, "this is different. It is the
concentrated vital essence of wheat germ which will
unlock the vitalizing powers of the Energol which is
going to be stored in your liver. It really is an amazing
scientific breakthrough:'
What else could I do? The Energol wouldn't work
properly without the Octacosonal, and the garlic would
make me smell bad without the chlorophyll. So I went
to the cash register and bought them all.
Dr. Lowell, who has graduate degrees in botany and genetics, is
Professor of Life Sciences at Pima Community College in Tucson, Arizona, and is vice-president of the National Council
Against Health Fraud. His recently revised book, Health
Hoaxes and Hazards, is available for $13.50 from the Nutrition
Information Center, 255 N. Granada, #2058, Tucson. AZ 85701.
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LENDON SMITH LOSESLICENSE!
Diane S. Lund
Pediatrician/nutrition guru Lendon Smith, M.D.,
has voluntarily surrendered his medical license to the
Oregon Board of Medical Examiners rather than face an
arduous battle with the board. In January 1987, Dr.
Smith was brought before the board's investigative committee on charges of having violated two Oregon statutes: "obtaining any fee by fraud or misrepresentation"
and "making a fraudulent claim," said John Ulwelling,
the board's executive secretary.
Ulwelling said the investigation was initiated because of a complaint and that the board had asked Dr.
Smith to retire. Although the board has declined to discuss the specifics of the charges, they apparently involved allegations that he had signed documents
authorizing insurance payments for patients he had not
seen.
Dr. Smith, who has written ten books and appeared frequently on television talk shows, had in recent years been working in "nutrition-oriented" clinics
with chiropractors, homeopaths, and other nontraditional practitioners. He is widely known as a critic of
traditional medicine.
"The Board felt that my work was inapppropriate
and dangerous," Dr. Smith told me during an interview.
(He would sign the insurance papers outlining the patient's treatment plan. Insurance companies began questioning the number of addresses Smith had since the
clinics were located in three different parts of town.)
"The Board said that I wasn't there to see each patient.
that I wasn't acting as a proper doctor because I wasn't
practicing the way doctors practice, that it wasn't real
llledicine because I wasn't using drugs. But people were
getting well."
"I've been treating things successfully with a different approach and have been going against the mainstream. That bothered the board," said Dr. Smith, who is
65. "I retired before they asked for it. I was about to quit
anyway:· Smith insisted that his behavior could not be
characterized as fraudulent. "If someone has a valid license and is not lying or cheating, why shouldn't he be
reimbursed by the insurance company?"
This was not the first time Dr. Smith faced action
by the Oregon Board of Medical Examiners. In 1973. he
was ordered to surrender his narcotics license and was
placed on probation for ten years for prescribing medication that was "not necessary or medically indicated"
for six adult patients, one diagnosed as hyperactive and
the other five as heroin addicts. He was also ordered to
confine his practice to pediatrics.
According to a 1980 article in The Washington
Post, Dr. Smith, like many pediatricians, had prescribed

__________________

Ritalin to calm hyperactive children. After working in a
free clinic for drug addicts, he theorized that many heroin addicts had been hyperactive children and prescribed Ritalin for them also. However, trouble arose
when some of the addicts sold his prescriptions to buy
heroin. Ritalin is a controlled substance, and Smith did
not have federal approval to run a program for addicts.
In 1974, the Oregon Board agreed to allow Smith to write
prescriptions for narcotic drugs under certain conditions, but in 1975, he was again restricted because the
Board felt he was prescribing Ritalin for too many children. His probation lasted until 1981.
A native of Portland, Smith graduated third in his
class from the University of Oregon Medical School and
completed a residency in pediatrics. After entering
practice in 1951, he worked as a pediatrician and became a clinical professor of pediatrics at the University
of Oregon Medical School. Shortly after the Board's action in 1973, he turned to "nutritional therapy" and allied himself with naturopaths,
homeopaths, and
chiropractors. Later he became the first physician
named to the board of the Portland-based National College of Naturopathic Medicine. He is a frequent speaker
at health food industry seminars and has also lectured
at dental meetings.
Smith contends that nutrition plays a major role
in behavior and that nutritional remedies are helpful in
a wide range of diseases and conditions. He claims, for
example, that allergies, alcoholism, insomnia, hyperactivity in children, and a variety of other ailments are the
result of enzyme disturbances which can be helped by
dietary changes. He recommends a variety of food supplements and avoidance of white sugar, white flour, pasteurized milk, and other foods that are not "natural".
His books include The Children's Doctor, Feed
Your Kids Right, Improving Your Child's Behavior Chemistry, Encyclopedia of Baby and Child Care, Feed Yourself Right, Foods for Healthy Kids, Dr. Smiths Low Stress
Diet, and Dr. Smith's Diet Plan for Teenagers. Most of
them were published by the trade division of McGrawHill, a leading publisher of college textbooks.
Mrs: Lund is a freelance writer in Portland, Oregon.
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PREMENSTRUALSYNDROME:
IS IT NUTRITION-RELATED?
Therese Beaudette, M.S., R.D.
Many women experience symptoms preceding
their menstrual periods. While some have similar symptoms each month, others report differences in incidence
and severity from one cycle to the next. These symptoms are commonly referred to as "premenstrual tension (PMT)" or, more commonly, "premenstrual
syndrome (PMS):'Current public concern is reflected by
the existence of more than 200 free-standing clinics and
information sources directed at PMS within the United
States. However, there is considerable scientific debate
over the nature of this problem, how it should be
treated, and even whether it is actually a clinical entity.
The fact that symptoms occur in cycles related to
menstruation has been observed for centuries. PMS was
first postulated as a clinical disorder by Robert T. Frank,
M.D., in 1931. He defined it as a specific and severe
syndrome of "indescribable tension and irritability"
with a "desire to find relief by foolish and ill-conceived
acts" and relieved by the onset of the menstrual period.
During the 1970s, PMS was even used as a legal
argument for diminished responsibility in the trials of
three women in Great Britain who were acquitted of
murder. However, in 1982 an attempt to use this plea in
the United States was unsuccessful.

and/or salty foods [American Journal of Obstetrics and
Gynecology 153:599-604, 1985]. Usually relief occurs
when periods begin, but if periods are delayed, the severity of symptoms increases.
PMS should be differentiated from dysmenorrhea (menstrual distress), which can include crampy
lower abdominal pain, headache, nausea, and diarrhea.
These complaints begin shortly before the onset of menstrual flow and usually last two or three days. Dysmenorrhea usually starts during early adolescence and
diminishes after childbirth, while PMS usually starts
during the late twenties and thirties and worsens with
age and childbearing. Most women with dysmenorrhea
do not experience PMS and vice versa.
Statistics on PMS are related to the criteria used
to define it and the method of recording the symptoms.
Based on questionnaire data, 70-90% of women in the
United States report recurrent premenstrual symptoms,
but only a small percentage report changes severe
enough to interfere with their functioning. Researchers
who have compared women's recall of past PMS symptoms with what they report in a daily symptom diary
have found that diary symptoms are generally less
severe.

Definition

Possible causes

The scientific community has not agreed upon an
exact definition of PMS. In general terms, however, it
can be defined as a combination of physical and/or
emotional symptoms that occur before menstruation
and disappear or become minimal during menstrual periods. The symptoms can include tension, depression,
irritability, fatigue, difficulty in concentration, crying
spells, aggression, headaches, abdominal bloating,
swelling of the hands and feet, breast tenderness, constipation, acne, abnormal thirst, and cravings for sweets

The cause of PMS is unknown, but it seems unlikely that a single cause is responsible for the wide
variety of symptoms involved. Hormonal, nutritional
and psychological factors have been suggested [Journal
of Reproductive Medicine 30:113-126,1985).
The hormonal patterns of the menstrual cycle
indicate that PMS symptoms closely follow the secretion
of progesterone. Many workers have suggested that progesterone excess or deficiency is a cause of the syndrome. Since progesterone appears to have a sedative
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effect on the central nervous system, a deficiency could
account for the symptoms of tension and irritability.
Excess estrogen has been theorized to cause fluid retention, fullness of the breast, and abnormal carbohydrate
metabolism. However. no one has found a hormonal distinction between women who have PMS and those who
have not.
Several nutritional theories have been proposed.
During the 1940s it was suggested that B-vitamin deficiency might lead to an estrogen excess that caused
symptoms. Although the suggestion was based on studies with rats, reports alleging successful treatment in
humans soon followed. After it was noted that women
with severe vitamin B6 deficiency actually had normal
estrogen metabolism, vitamin B therapy lost its popularity until it was discovered that B6 is involved in the
synthesis of serotonin, a brain chemical related to mood.
Some speculations have centered on low vitamin
A levels as a causative factor in PMS. Positive results
have been alleged in uncontrolled studies, but no welldesigned study has been reported. The possibility that a
cyclic vitamin deficiency exists in PMS seems remote.
Some workers have suggested that stress and
other symptoms of PMS are related to magnesium deficiency. Guy E. Abraham. M.D., and a colleague have
reported that the magnesium level in the red blood cells
of 26 women with PMS was lower than in 9 women
without PMS. But blood levels were normal in their
study. and no controlled study of magnesium administration for PMS has been reported [Postgraduate Medicine 77(7):32-37, 1985].
Because some PMS patients complain of increased appetite. cravings for sweets, fatigue, dizziness
and "the shakes," it has been speculated that low blood
sugar (hypoglycemia) may be responsible. This seems
quite unlikely, however, because premenstrual symptoms are rarely confined to those times when hypoglycemia might be expected, such symptoms are not
relieved by eating, and hypoglycemia can occur in
women without PMS [Comprehensive Therapy 11:12-15,
1985].
Extensive research has been done to try to document sodium and fluid retention as a cause for PMS.
While premenstrual weight gain has been found in
some cases, it has not been consistently noted, even in
hospitalized subjects on strictly controlled diets. It is
clear that some women experience significant fluid retention before their periods. But voluminous literature
on this subject reveals that weight gain and other symptoms don't always occur together, and that symptoms
often fail to improve with diuresis alone. Local accumulations of fluid could cause headache, breast pain
and gastrointestinal symptoms without a significant increase in body weight. Water may simply shift between
various body compartments.
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Animal research shows that changes in food consumption during the menstrual cycle are related to hormonal changes. An early human study found that 37%
of 249 women reported a craving for sweets during the
premenstrual phase, while 23% reported a generalized
increase in appetite. Other studies have found that
women who reported severe PMS symptoms also recorded higher caloric intakes. However, it is not known
whether these events are causally related to each other.
Patients with PMS are sometirrrns thought to be
more neurotic than normal women, but psychological
testing has found similar neuroticism scores in women
with and without the problem. While some researchers
have related PMS to marital discord and other stresses, a
purely psychogenic explanation for PMS does not appear possible. More widely accepted is the theory that
physiologic factors cause premenstrual symptoms but
personality characteristics and stresses of daily living
influence their severity. An excellent scientific review
of the subject of premenstrual syndrome appears in the
American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology
155:921-936, 1986.
Last year an advisory committee of the American
Psychiatric Association proposed a diagnostic category
called "late luteal phase dysphoria," which would be
applied only if premenstrual symptoms are severe
enough to cause marked impairment of social and occupational functioning and have occurred during a majority of menstrual cycles during the past year. However,
critics of this proposal felt that evidence of its validity
was lacking and that it had such a high potential for
misuse, particularly against women, that it should not
be included. Because of this controversy, the APAs 1987
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
lists "late luteal phase dysphoria" in an appendix called
"Proposed diagnostic categories needing further study:'
Diagnosis
There is no consensus on the number or severity
of symptoms needed to establish a diagnosis of PMS. Nor
are there clear-cut diagnostic tests that can determine
whether or not a woman has it. The diagnosis is suspected from the patient's history and established by doc-
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ous results have been reported in uncontrolled studies.
Vitamin Ba poses a risk in high doses. In 1983,
damage to the nervous system was reported in individuals who took daily doses of 2,000 mg or more for three or
more months. (The RDA is 2 mg.) One patient in the first
such report was a 27-year-old woman who took vitamin
B6 for PMS symptoms and increased her intake to 5,000
mg a day. Nerve damage has also been reported in a few
individuals who took 500 mg doses and in one person
whose reported intake was 200 mg/day for three years.
Their symptoms, which resembled those of multiple
sclerosis, included numbness and tingling of the hands,
difficulty in walking, and electric shocks shooting down
the spine. Although all the afflicted individuals improved greatly when they stopped taking Ba supplements, some did not recover completely. The maximum
Treatment
safe dose of B6 is unknown but probably does not exceed
Although most treatments proposed for PMS 50 mg daily.
One study found that daily administration of 600
have been reported as successful in some women, none
has been consistently effective in double-blind studies mg of vitamin E to 26 women with fibrocystic disease
improved breast tenderness, a symptom seen in PMS.
(studies in which neither the subject nor the researcher
knows who receives the experimental treatment and However, subsequent studies with larger numbers of
women found no significant difference between women
who received a placebo). This is particularly important
because the placebo response rate in women with PMS receiving vitamin E and those receiving a placebo.
Other studies have examined the relationship beis quite high-perhaps 50%.
The majority of women with PMS do not need tween consumption of caffeine-containing beverage and
treatment. Only those whose symptoms disrupt their PMS. One study found that 13 of 20 women who ablife need intervention, and for most of them, symptoms stained from caffeine had complete resolution of symprespond to any demonstration of concern. The use of toms in one to six months. A survey of 295 college-aged
general measures such as simply helping the patient women found that caffeine intake was strongly related
understand what may be occurring within the body to the presence and severity of PMS. However, the auoften results in significant improvement.
thor noted that consuming large amounts of any liquid
The most commonly recommended treatments
may be related to PMS and also that women who confor PMS are diet, exercise, vitamins and progesterone
sume large amounts of caffeine and cola may differ from
[Journal of Reproductive Medicine 29:705-711, 1984]. A women who do not in ways that are causally related to
recent survey indicated that 60% of physicians who PMS.
treat PMS patients recommend some type of dietary
Women with PMS may benefit from avoiding almodification or supplement [Drug Intelligence Clinical cohol since it is a mood-altering drug which can cause
Pharmacology 19:714, 1985].
depression and feelings of hopelessness. Some women
Dr. Abraham, the leading proponent of dietary have a decreased tolerance for alcohol premenstrually
therapy for PMS, believes that regulating the intake of and may become intoxicated from drinking their usual
certain foods and beverages can help decrease the amount. Eliminating caffeine and nicotine can reduce
symptoms of PMS. He recommends a low-sodium "hy- premenstrual anxiety and irritability, and sodium repoglycemia" diet with limited use of dairy products, de- striction is sometimes recommended to relieve PMS
spite the fact that low calcium intake increases the risk symptoms such as bloating, edema and weight gain.
of osteoporosis.
Daily exercise can decrease PMS symptoms.
Although supplementation with vitamin Ba is Women who are physically active tend to suffer less
commonly recommended,
little evidence of effec- from PMS. This lessening of symptoms may be linked to
tiveness has been reported. In one double-blind study a the rise in endorphins that occurs during exercise (the
daily dose of 100 mg appeared to be more effective than so-called "runner's high") or perhaps to an adjustment of
a placebo. In another, it was no more effective. A study body fluid status. Regular aerobic exercise can increase
of one patient found 50 mg of Ba more effective than a one's sense of well being, decrease fluid retention, and
placebo. Another study showed positive results, but the help relieve depression.
dosage involved (500 mg/day) is unsafe. Another study
Progesterone therapy is a controversial issue in
using 250 mg doses found no benefit over placebo. Vari- the treatment of PMS. Some clinicians enthusiastically

umenting the relationship of symptoms to menstruation
using prospective charting. For this procedure, both
symptoms and menses must be charted daily for several
months. Recording more than three symptoms can
make the chart confusing. Therefore, only predominant
symptoms should be noted. Charting will clarify
whether symptoms actually recur before periods or occur throughout the menstrual cycle.
Medical evaluation may include a discussion of
possible sources of stress. Hormonal measurements are
expensive and are unnecessary because their significance in diagnosing PMS has not been established.
Self-screening questionnaires are available from
PMS clinics and have been published in women's
magazines.
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support its use, but others believe that it can worsen the
syndrome because PMS occurs when body levels of progesterone are highest. Double-blind controlled studies
have failed to indicate that progesterone was better than
a placebo. Although progestrone scored better than no
therapy, so did a placebo. The use of progesterone for
treatment of PMS does not have FDA approval.
Synthetic progestins have also been tried. Patients who responded to one oral preparation did not
necessarily respond to another. We11-designed studies
with a variety of synthetic and natural progestational
agents may clarify the value of this approach.
Studies using synthetic androgens (male hormones) and progesterone/estrogen
combinations (oral
contraceptives) have been inconclusive. Although some
women may improve while taking a particular pill, others show no effect or worsening of such symptoms as
depression and abdominal bloating.
Diuretics have been widely used for treating PMS
on the premise that it is associated with salt and water
retention. However, double-blind studies have yielded
various results, with several diuretics performing no
better than placebos. Spironolactone (Aldactone), a diuretic which is also an anti-androgen, showed positive
results in two double-blind studies.
Another proposed remedy for PMS is evening
primrose oil, which contains a fatty acid called gamma
linolenic acid (GLA). Its use is based on speculations that
PMS involves a deficiency of GLA that causes hormonal
imbalance. Primrose oil is available without a prescription because it is marketed as a nutritional supplement.
Its leading proponent is Dr. David Horrobin. a former
professor of medicine at the University of Montreal who
is affiliated with a major manufacturer of primrose oil
supplements [see NF 1:20].
Some data suggest that GLA may play a role in
PMS. primarily in symptoms related to the breast, but
no large, well-designed studies have been performed.
Primrose oil also contains vitamin E. The effect of regularly using vitamin E or primrose oil supplements is
unknown. However. a recent report by Robert M.
London. M.D., and colleagues at Johns Hopkins University suggests a possible role for vitamin E in treating
PMS symptoms. In a controlled study of 41 women. they
noted significant improvement in those receiving supplemental vitamin E. This study and several others were
reported in a symposium on PMS in the June 1987 issue
of the Journal of Reproductive Medicine.
Dr. Abraham has reported that women with PMS
consume more sugar. refined carbohydrates and dairy
products, whereas women with no symptoms consume
more of certain vitamins and minerals. Based on this
information. he formulated and is marketing Optivite, a
nutritional supplement which contains 29 ingredients,
including high doses of vitamins A, C. E, Ba, other 8-
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vitamins, magnesium, iron and zinc. During the past
few years he has claimed positive results in studies of
small numbers of women divided into groups according
to symptoms. But research with larger numbers of subjects is needed to clarify the significance of these trials
and which if any of Optivite's ingredients may be helpful. This product, which costs $18-$21 per 180 tablets, is
considerably more expensive than equivalent doses of
Ba alone.
Overview

Publicity has made women very aware of PMS,
and an "epidemic" has resulted. But the lack of criteria
for definition as well as a paucity of careful studies has
led to a situation where publicity of the problem exceeds the science dedicated to researching its causes
and treatment. Future research must focus on establishing uniform diagnostic criteria and conducting well-designed studies of proposed treatment regimens, both
pharmacologic and nutritional. Meanwhile. for those
who suffer from PMS, some commonsense suggestions
may help:
• For premenstrual water retention (abdominal
bloating and swelling of the hands and feet), refrain
from adding sa1t at meals and restrict sodium-containing foods at that time of the menstrual cycle.
• For breast discomfort or symptoms of anxiety,
avoid or limit coffee, tea, cocoa, cola, other foods and
medications that contain caffeine or related compounds.
Although this may not help, it is harmless and relatively
easy to do.
• Try to identify and deal with psychosocial
stresses.
• If eating sweets appears to produce symptoms. try
to satisfy cravings with complex carbohydrates (starches)
rather than simple sugars.
• If vitamin supplementation is used. megadoses
should be avoided.
Ms. Beaudette is author/publisher of Seminars in Nutrition, a
bimonthly publication offering continuing education credits
for dietitians. Information about this program can be obtained
by writing to her at P.O. Box 3525, Littleton, CO 80161.
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Natural Carcinogens in Foods
1985 RDAs Will Be Released
Suma: A Questionable New Herb
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NEW HYPE FOR B-VITAMINS
The Food and Drug Administration has expressed
concern over Ener-8, a vitamin 8 12 gel administered inside the nose. On February 26, 1987, the agency sent a
regulatory letter to the manufacturer, Nature's Bounty,
of Bohemia, New York, stating that Ener-8 is an unapproved new drug that is illegal to market without FDA
approval.
Full-page ads in American Health, Health, Prevention, Bestways, Let's Live, Vegetarian Times and Total
Health state: "Get a BURST of ENER-8 ... Just a tiny dab
of ENER-8 gel placed inside the nose delivers the 8 12
boost simply not possible with tablets:' Some ads call 8 12
"the 'hard-to-get'
vitamin." Flyers for distribution
through health food stores promise, "You'll feel good
about it, especially the morning after:· Ads in the trade
press state: 1) Vitamin 8 12 is very difficult to absorb: 2)
Ener-8 delivers ten times more 8 12 to the blood than
tablets; and 3) Ener-8 makes vitamin 8 12 tablets obsolete." A 12-dose package retails for $11.95.
Ener-B is being marketed with the help of G.S.
Schwartz & Co., Inc., a Madison Avenue public relations
firm. Materials distributed to the press described the
dangers of pernicious anemia ("one of the few vitamin
deficiencies that still kills Americans") and noted that
the body's ability to absorb 8 12 decreases with age. They
also stated that "Nutritional authorities have described
Vitamin 8 12 as having the ability to restore or increase
energy levels." Media outlets were notified that Earl
Mindell, author of Earl Mindell's Vitamin Bible, was
available for interviews about the product. Mindell also
spoke to retailers at Natural Foods Expo '87 West, held
in March. Among other things, he claims that "chronic
low-grade shortages plague many individuals who have
otherwise balanced diets:'
Ener-8 attracted considerable attention through
an article in People Magazine which began, "They claim
it can give an instant energy high, that lasts for 48 hours
... Snorting it has great appeal for those who used to
inhale unhealthy stuff, and now they can still practice
the ritual." Company officials think this article may
have triggered the FDA action.

Interviewed by Natural Foods Merchandizer, a
company official claimed that Ener-8 is "a food supplement taken exclusively for its nutritional value:' But
FDA nutritionist
Marilyn Stephenson responded,
"There is no scientific evidence to support the need to
sniff vitamins in a healthy, normal population. Generally people get all the 8 12 they need in their diet. The
only people who don't get enough are those with problems like pernicious anemia. They can't absorb the vitamin, so they get 8 12 injections. That's a drug use and
these people are treated by physicians:'
Nature's Bounty has petitioned the FDA to issue a
regulation or guideline relating to food classification and
methods of consumption and to refrain from taking enforcement action until such regulation or guideline has
been promulgated and made effective. According to the
petitioners, Ener-8 should be classified as a food substance even though it is consumed through the nose.
An alternate route and 8 12 hype are involved in
another new product: Total B. a mixture of the eight 8vitamins ("including 250% of the RDA of the hard-to-get
vitamin 8 12 ") plus vitamin C. This product is a liquid
administered under the tongue with a dropper. According to its manufacturer, Real Life Research, of Shanton,
California, "Total 8 was originally developed to give professional athletes a competitive edge by allowing them
to increase their stamina and resistance to disease." The
company also claims (falsely) that 8-vitamins and vitamin C are not stored in the body and therefore must
be taken daily, and that "B Complex helps reduce stress,
build stronger immune systems and increase energy."
Literature from the company's public relations
firm states that Total 8 is endorsed by Bernd
Friedlander, D.C., who was "a pioneer in the research
and use of free-form amino acids for improving athletic
performance" and is "a godsend to dozens of Los Angeles area elite athletes, including members of the Rams
and Raiders teams, as well as the entire UCLA women's
crew team:'
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BRIEFS
Nevada naturopaths delicensed.The Nevada legislature
has repealed a 1981 law under which naturopaths were
licensed. According to an article in the Las Vegas Review-Journal, only three naturopaths were practicing in
Nevada and serious questions had been raised about
their credentials. The board had no record of an application from one of the practitioners. Another claimed to
have a degree from a school that does not exist. And the
third claimed to have a degree from a school that was
closed during the years he said he was a student.

Diet and health report. The Council for Agricultural
Science and Technology (CAST) has published an excellent report on nutrition-related health issues. Prepared
by a task force of prominent scientists, its 62 pages cover
obesity, diabetes, heart disease, high blood pressure,
cancer, osteoporosis, tooth decay, food allergies, diet and
behavior, diet and senile dementia, and additives and
toxic chemicals in foods. Though the report was written
primarily for professionals, most of it can be understood
by laypersons. Copies are available for $5 from CAST,
137 Lynn Avenue, Ames, IA 50010.

Verdict in raw milk suit. A jury has awarded $40,000 to
the family of a man whose death they believe was Free dietitian list. Consulting Nutritionists in Private
caused by bacteria in Alta-Dena Certified Dairy's raw Practice, a practice group of the American Dietetic Asmilk. According to testimony during the 2½-week trial, sociation, has compiled a list of Registered Dietitians in
private practice in all 50 states. A free copy can be obthe victim, Paul B. Telford of El Monte, California,
drank the milk several weeks before his death in 1982 tained by sending a stamped, self-addressed 4" x 9½"
when he was undergoing radiation therapy for lung can- envelope to Aviva E. Croll, R.D., M. Ed., P.O. Box 41,
cer. Dairy officials, who blame the cancer for Telfords Bloomingdale, IL 60108.
death, are appealing the verdict. Alta-Dena is the nation's leading producer of raw milk products, selling
10,000 gallons a day, mostly in Southern California. The Budding researchers. Two freshman students at
FDA is currently formulating a ban on interstate ship- Johnston County Community College in Overland Park,
Kansas, have recorded some interesting observations of
ments of raw milk under a federal court order.
eating habits. Carrie Carmichael noted that five out of
ten six-year-olds who brought lunch to a YMCA day
Alcohol and breast cancer. 1\vo research groups re- camp threw their sandwiches into the trash after conported in the May 7 New England Journal of Medicine suming dessert and a soft drink. Nicole Linck, who obthat drinking alcoholic beverages several times a week served patrons at a frozen yogurt shop, judged that 37
is associated with an increased risk of developing breast out of 83 (45%) were overweight. The overweight indicancer. Analyzing these reports, the July Harvard Medi- viduals ordered more quickly and were far more likely
cal School Health Letter concluded that "alcohol intake to order toppings; but four changed their orders to larger
is in some way associated with the probability of de- sizes after reading a sign that said, "yogurt is 95% fat
veloping breast cancer:• However. the newsletter points free."
out: 1) the findings do not prove cause-and-effect; 2) no
one has devised a biological model to explain how alcohol exposure might lead to breast cancer; 3) the studies Safeway accused of illegal boycott activity. The U.S.
are being widely misinterpreted to mean that moderate Commerce Department has charged Safeway, the naalcohol intake as much as doubles the risk of breast tion's largest supermarket chain, with 449 violations of
cancer; 4) the increased risk is greatest in women below the U.S. law prohibiting cooperation with an unsanc50, in whom breast cancer is not common, so that their tioned foreign boycott (the Arab economic embargo of
overall risk is still low; 5) if the studies are accurate, Israel). If found guilty, the company could face fines of
drinking might be responsible for 1-2% of all cases of up to $10.000 per violation. Safeway called the charges
breast cancer in the United States: 6) the studies were "preposterous," but the head of the Commerce Departnot designed to help predict what benefit might result ment's Office of Anti-Boycott Compliance said that
from abstinence; and 7) the situation provides "a suita- months of private negotiations had failed to reach an
ble occasion for women to reassess the amount they agreement. The case could take years to resolve, first
drink and the reasons they drink. But it should not be through administrative procedures and later, perhaps,
through the courts.
an occasion for terror and guilt."
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Anthology published. The Dushkin Publishing Group,
Sluice Dock, Guilford, CT 06437, has published Nutrition 87 /BB, its first annual sourcebook of nutrition articles. Edited by Charlotte Cook-Fuller, Ph.D., of Towsen
State University, it contains 65 significant articles from
newspapers, magazines, newsletters and scientific journals. Copies can be ordered by mail [$9.50] or by calling
1-800-243-6532.

Fundraising ploy. Last year, Kentucky State Representative Tom Riner offered six Fiber Energy Bars to recipients who contributed $25 to his campaign fund. The
bars were made by United Sciences of America (USA), a
multilevel company which went bankrupt this year following adverse publicity and legal difficulties [see NF
4:25-31]. Riner's letter claimed (inaccurately) that the
bars were "the result of three years of work by Nobel
prize-winning scientists." Despite the hype, Riner was
re-elected. He and his wife, who preceded him in office,
also sell Shaklee products.

Suit over stomach staples. A 23-year-old man whose
stomach staples popped has filed suit. According to Physicians Financial News, the 305-pound man had 70 staples implanted as a weight-control measure. However,
two days later he was allowed near a refrigerator and ate
so much that the staples burst. Disclaiming liability. the
hospital has replied that the patient's negligence was to
blame, that he was aware of his prescribed diet and
knew the consequences of not staying on it.

FDA lowers enforcement priority. The FDA's action
plan issued in July 1985 listed health fraud as one of ten
priorities [see NF 2:48, 3:2]. Under this program, the
agency conducted an extensive public education program which included a national health fraud conference and 21 regional conferences. A Plan for Action,
Phase II, issued in May 1987, no longer lists health fraud
as a priority but covers it in a single paragraph among
more than 40 pages of plans. During the past two years
the agency has taken very few enforcement actions
against quack products. The new document suggests
this policy will continue by promising immediate action
only against "direct health hazards" (which are rare)
and public education against "economic frauds" (which
are rampant). Strong educational efforts will continue,
however, including another national health fraud conference during 1988. The plan's top goal is efficient review of proposed AIDS therapies, vaccines and related
products.

__________________

_

Food safety for travelers. Whereas travel to Western
Europe, Scandinavia, Australia and New Zealand poses
no greater health hazard than travel in the United States
and Canada, the risks of travel to other areas depend
mainly on the traveler's local living conditions and
length of stay. According to an article in the July 1987
Drug Therapy, those who briefly visit large cities, stay at
good tourist hotels, and eat only in reputable restaurants run little risk of contracting a serious food-borne
disease. Well-cooked meat and fish are generally safe
unless contaminated after cooking; however, cysts of the
organisms that cause toxoplasmosis, trichinosis and
tapeworm remain infectious when meat is smoked,
salted or dried. Raw vegetables, especially lettuce,
should be avoided, since it is virtually impossible to
clean them of the cysts or eggs of certain parasites.
Peelable raw vegetables and fruits with unbroken skins
are generally safe if the diner peels them and discards
the skin. It is also prudent to forgo dairy foods, including
cheeses, because improperly pasteurized dairy products
can transmit serious infections. However, milk that has
been boiled can be safely consumed. Untreated water is
a vehicle for many disease-causing organisms. Boiled
water is safe, and carbonated beverages are usually sterile. But using ice without being sure it is sterile is one of
the most common errors travelers commit. Bottled
water is not necessarily safe, and alcohol does not sterilize local water or ice. Beer and wine present few infection hazards. Following such rules does not necessarily
prevent uncomplicated traveler's diarrhea, but it does
reduce the risk of developing more serious food-borne
bacterial and parasitic diseases.

.-------

QUESTION BOX-----,

Q. Should parents be concerned and/ or intervene
if their child is under six and obese?
A. A "wait-and-see" approach is unwise in children who are developing obesity. Although clearly
identifiable hazards are rarely present in the pediatric age group, the problem of obesity increases
with its duration. Moreover, obesity during childhood can have adverse psychological and behavioral consequences. Severe caloric reduction is
unwise since this may hinder growth. Parents
should try to prevent undesirable weight gain by
establishing a balanced diet, good eating habits,
and increased activity patterns. However, excessive pressure to lose weight should be avoided because it could lead to unhealthy dieting practices
or eating disorders such as anorexia or bulimia.
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MISLEADINGCLAIMSMADE FOR GRAPEFRUITJUICE
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
According to an ad in the October 1986 Health
Magazine: "Keeping healthy and fit takes work. And all
that work takes its toll: like the loss of fluids and elements your body needs. Florida's got a refreshing way to
give them back. 100% grapefruit juice. It's high in potassium. the one thing active people can't get enough of
in their diets. Potassium balances sodium levels to regulate blood pressure and fight off fatigue." During the
same month, a similar ad in Prevention Magazine included the message: "Florida grapefruit juice. It's sodium free and full of potassium, a combination that
helps control blood pressure:'
These statements, of course, are a mixture of fact,
fantasy and outright falsehood. The idea that potassium
is "the one thing active people can't get enough of in
their diets" is ridiculous. The idea that the "work" of
keeping fit "takes its toll" by causing "loss of fluids and
elements your body needs" is misleading. People who
exercise on a hot day will need to replace fluid loss. But
"keeping fit" does not create any special nutritional
needs that require special attention to one's diet. Nor do
people who "keep fit" have a greater need for grapefruit
than anyone else.
Lowering dietary sodium won't help everyone
with high blood pressure, but only those "sensitive" to
sodium. High-blood-pressure patients taking diuretics
that increase potassium excretion need to have adequate intake of potassium and are sometimes advised to
consume potassium-rich foods. But people at significant
risk of potassium depletion from diuretics usuallly require a potassium supplement.
The statement that "potassium balances sodium levels to regulate blood pressure and fight off fatigue" suggests that eating grapefruit can help prevent high blood
pressure-which
is false. Nor can eating grapefruit
"fight off fatigue:· Perhaps the origin of this statement is
the idea that potassium depletion caused by diuretics
can cause muscle weakness. But again, the amount of
potassium needed in such situations is more than grapefruit is like to supply.
After seeing these ads, I fired off a complaint to
the National Advertising Division (NAO} of the Council
of Better Business Bureaus in New York City. When
NAO investigated, a Commission spokesperson said that
the potassium deficiency claims were based on an opinion survey of athletes conducted by a nutrition consultant plus a study of the effects of intense conditioning
in young men undergoing basic military training. In ad-

__________________

dition, a literature survey was provided as substantiation of the roles of sodium and potassium as nutritional
factors in controlling blood pressure. NAD's investigator
replied that the data obtained from the studies could not
support broadly stated claims and expressed concern
that the ad overstated the benefits of drinking normal
quantities of grapefruit juice.
The spokesperson informed NAO that the claims
had been discontinued and that a new campaign will
promote grapefruit as a significant source of potassium
when part of a healthy regimen, including proper diet
and exercise. However, an ad from the "new" campaign
states that grapefruit juice is "high in potassiuum with
no sodium: a combination that, along with proper diet
and exercise, can help control blood pressure." I believe
this is still misleading because it has not been shown
that drinking normal quantities of grapefruit juice will
actually lower blood pressure.
These ads are part of a growing tendency of food
producers to advertise biochemical facts about individual nutrients in their foods-a tendency that the FDA
believes has great potential for fraud [see NF 3:89-91 ].
But the remarkable thing about the grapefruit ads is not
their content but the fact that they were placed by the
Florida Department of Citrus-a government agency!
Funded by an excise tax on citrus fruits, its functions
include supervision of the citrus industry, scientific research, and "a forceful advertising and promotional program:· According to the Department's publicity director,
their ads are written by an advertising agency and reviewed by the Department's scientific research department for accuracy.
Information about the Florida Department of Citrus was supplied by Debbie Carnegie, M.S., R.D., of Tallahassee, Florida.

INFORMATION WANTED
If you find any newsworthy items, such as a published article or news report, or have a personal
experience that might be of interest to our readers,
please send it to Stephen Barrett, M.D., P.O. Box
1747, Allentown, PA 18105.
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CAN NUTRIPATHYTRANSFORMTHE WORLD?
Jeff South
Why bother with medical school? For a lot less
time and money, you can still be a "doctor" with a diploma on your wall from the American College of Nutripathy, a correspondence
school in Scottsdale,
Arizona. The school is headed by Gary Martin, who
once ran a sales motivation institute. Its diplomas look
as official as Harvard's. But critics say they are as bogus
as the formulas Martin touts as effective against cancer,
arthritis and other ailments.
Ads for the school appear regularly in Let's Live,
~East West Journal, Medical Self-Care, Vegetarian Times
--~ndThe Nutrition and Dietary Consultant, all of which
promote nutrition faddism. Many of the ads invite readers to "come help transform the world" by becoming a
Doctor of Nutripathy.
A school brochure claims that "in mastering Nutripathy, you will be in possession of the true art of
healing. You will know more about the Science of
Health and Nutrition than the medical profession, chiropractic profession, osteopathic profession, homeopathic school and the so-called w holistic health school
... You will have accomplished in a few months that the
medically oriented school of nutrition has not achieved
in all of its existence:' The brochure also says, "We do
not cater to the complicated and extensive body of trivia
and irrelevance that today goes under the name of nutritional science:'
Another brochure describes nutripathy as "the
condensation of most all natural healing and counseling
techniques available today ... It is the basics 'boiled'
from literally hundreds of different therapies and techniques." This brochure also states that nutripaths are
different from naturopaths because "a Doctor of
Naturopathy is trained to diagnose and treat disease ...
Doctors of Nutripathy have nothing to do with disease.
Our concern is with health. We realize that the true
cause of disease exists in the area of attitude, beliefs,
lif~style and environment ... We begin on a very phys...._ical
level and, as we learn about the client, gradually

__________________

elevate them physically, mentally and spiritually to become more of what God created them to be."
Martin claims that nutripathic tests can detect
"imbalances which, if left to mature, must ultimately
manifest as some form of disease process." He claims "to
discover the root cause of the disease while it is still in
the PREDIAGNOSABLEstage."
The college teaches financial health, as well as
physical, and explains "how to set yourself up so that
you can operate totally tax-free, legitimately." The
school itself has tax-exempt status as a ministry of the
Eternal Life Center, a nondenominational church which
Martin established and serves as Pastor.
Martin says that the school was inspired by a vision of god. He has told state authorities that its degrees
are "religious degrees, used solely for religious purposes
within a religious organization:• So far the school has
survived attacks by state officials and others who have
labeled it "an imminent danger'' to the public. But it is
facing its biggest threats since opening in 1976. A state
board says the school must obtain a license, and the
Arizona Attorney General's Office says it has reason to
believe that graduates of the school are using their degrees to engage in the unlicensed practice of medicine.
A school brochure states: "The fact that we do
offer business training should not be construed to imply
that we are training you for a trade or vocation:· But the
brochure also encourages graduates to team up with a
chiropractor, medical doctor or osteopath: "This way,
you can work with insurance cases, which means you
can reach many more people, and you have an instant
practice. In addition, it shelters you from the 'establishment' until you feel comfortable enough to hang out
your own shingle."
Martin's own shingle hangs at 6821 E. Thomas
Road, which lies between a surgeon's office and an
urgent care center. The building also houses the college,
the Eternal Life Center, Nutripathic Formulas (a forprofit company that sells nutrition products and other
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items by mail), and Natural Health Outreach, a clinic
where Martin practices for "suggested donations" of up
to $700.
According to a clinic brochure, "Dr. Martin and
Staff counsel and teach nutritional counseling, biochemical analysis, symptomatology,
reflexology,
iridology, sclerology, nutripathic therapy, mineral (hair)
analysis, kinesiology, color therapy, radiesthesia techniques, stress counseling, colonic therapy, massage
therapy and awareness techniques." In the Yellow
Pages-under "Nutritionists"-the clinic advertises that
its doctors can handle weight loss, fatigue, and other
physical and mental matters. Martin also offers counseling by mail for a suggested donation of $25.
A former patient, who requested anonymity, says
he gave urine and saliva samples and got a computer
printout that described his energy levels as dangerously
low. The printout recommended frequent colonies (enemas), exercise on a small trampoline sold by Martin,
and a diet that included many of Martin's products, such
as Sprinkle, a powder made from raw vegetables, which
costs $6.45 for 4½ ounces. When the patient refused to
pay the full "suggested donation," his balance due was
turned over to a collection agency.
The urine/saliva test used by Martin was developed about 50 years ago by Cary Reams, a self-proclaimed biophysicist who was prosecuted during the
1970s for practicing medicine without a license. Reams,
who also claimed to be guided by god, devised "a mathematical formula for perfect health, based on the biophysical frequencies of living matter:' The formula,
which Martin calls 'your Nutripathic Portrait," looks
like this:
1.5 6.4/6.4
7 1 3/3
According to Martin's book, Nutripathy: The
Final Solution to Your Health Dilemma, the first three
numbers represent sugars excreted in the urine and the
acidity (pH) of the urine and saliva, and indicate how
much "energy input" you have. The other numbers, said
to represent your "mineral salts index, urine debris index and nitrate nitrogens over the ammoniacal nitrogens index," indicate how much energy your
metabolism is using. ''A low energy input and high energy drain," says the book, "means degeneration, rot,
decay and death."
After evaluating an insurance agent, Martin once
wrote: "The man may be in the early stages of slowly
turning into a garbage dump, rotting from the inside,
thereby experiencing nothing more at this time than an
extreme energy loss."
Martin's book claims that "Nutripathy has
nothing to do with disease" but is "based on the religious
concept that God created man with certain nutritional
needs and placed the source of those dietary needs in
natural foods. Nutripaths believe that a properly combined diet of natural foods will allow a person to live in a
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state of perfect health." Readers who can't find a nutripath in their community by looking under "Nutri- _-,
tionists" in the Yellow Pages are invited to locate one
through the American College of Nutripathy, which
charges $20 for the "computer search" involved.
State officials are concerned primarily about the
college, which has awarded hundreds of degrees to people throughout the United States and elsewhere.
The "degrees" offered are Bachelor of Nutripathic
Science ("B.S."),Master of Nutripathic Science ("M.S."),
Doctor of Nutripathy ("D.N."),Doctor of Nutritional Philosophy ("Ph.D:'), Doctor of Nutripathic Philosophy
("Ph.D."),and Doctor of Nutripathic Theology ("Th.D:').
On his letterhead, Martin is listed with three of these
degrees plus "N.M.D.," although he denied any recollection of this when I interviewed him at his office in July.
("N.M.D."stands for "Doctor of Nutritional Medicine," a
credential obtainable for $250 from the American Nutritional Medical Association [see NF 3:52-53], whose
1986 directory listed him as "Gary A. Martin, NMD, DN,
ThD, PhD.")
Martins students work at their own pace and can
get their degrees as quickly as they can pass the openbook tests, but those who don't finish in 1 or 2 years
must pay extra. Those who wish to use nutripathy "on a
professional basis" and desire "proper internship certification" are urged to take a $100 two-day internship,
which Martin describes as" the highlight of nutripathic
education." Those who do so get a "certification plaque." "
Martin insists that his courses require as much
.J
study as traditional programs. But even naturopathic
officials in Arizona say his curriculum is a sham.
"Naturopaths complete a college pre-med program and
four additional years of study," says Milburn Shelton,
who practices in Glendale. "Most then serve a two-year
residency under an experienced colleague's supervision, and they must pass national and state exams." Martin is making "a deliberate attempt to mislead the
public," says Shelton, who is on the Arizona
Naturopathic Physicians Board of Examiners. "At a time
when naturopaths are struggling for legitimacy from a
skeptical medical establishment, Martin is making us all
look like quacks.
Martin responded, "I don't think they like the
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fact that nutripath sounds like naturopath. But Goodyear didn't like Goodrich:'
In 1985, the naturopathic board condemned the
college as an "imminent danger to the health and wellbeing of the citizens of the state:• The board also asked
the Arizona Attorney General and the U.S. Postal Service to shut down the operation. Michael Cronin, a Phoenix naturopath, bought various school publications.
including a book called How to Practice Nutripathy and
Prosper Beyond Your Wildest Dreams, and turned them
over to the authorities. "Gary Martin is creating a nationwide network of unqualified 'doctors' who know a
lot more about lining their pockets than they do about
healing," Cronin says.
In 1985, under a new state law, the Arizona Board
for Private Postsecondary Education began regulating
private degree-granting institutions. The panel told
Martin he would need a license for his school. According to the board's minutes, Martin refused to apply or to
heed a subpoena to appear before the panel. But Martin
asserts that he did comply with the board's request for a
meeting.
In December 1985, Martin's organization sued the
board. The two sides wrangled for 1½ years. Then, as the
case was set for trial in Maricopa County Superior
Court, they agreed to drop the lawsuit and try to resolve
their differences. The board since has ordered its executive director to inspect the school and report her
findings.
Scottsdale police have also investigated and referred the matter to the Attorney Generals office. Kristi
Riggins, an assistant attorney general who handles
fraud cases, won't comment on the case, but did say it
can be difficult to prove a person claiming to be a minister is practicing medicine without a license because the
law exempts religious healing.
Arizona law defines the practice of medicine as
"the diagnosis, treatment or correction of, or the attempt
or holding of oneself out as being able to diagnose, treat
or correct any or all human disease, injuries, ailments,
infirmities, or deformities, physical or mental, real or
imaginary, by any means," but exempts "any person
while engaged in the practice of religion, treatment by
prayer, or the laying on of hands as a religious rite or
ordinance:' Martin, 42, who lives with his wife, Linda,
in a north Scottsdale home befitting a medical doctor,

_

claims the law is on his side. He asserts that the college
is an "educational ministry" of the Eternal Life Center.
"a church for all religions:' And he calls nutripathy "an
ancient religious healing science which allows the
body's God-given innate healing power to flow
throughout the system:'
Some of the school's literature cites the Bible and
preaches "the Gospel of Christ-consciousness." But other
publications appear secular: One brochure, touting the
clinic as "a superior, wholistic health-care program unsurpassed in North America," never mentions theology.
Neither do the college's ads.
Martin, who was reared a Methodist in Iowa, also
denies that his graduates diagnose or treat illness. They
merely "guide patients to the elimination of disease," he
says. When counseling a patient, for example, Martin
says he prefaces his advice with such remarks as, "If I
were you .. :· In this way, he contends, he avoids breaking the law.
A school brochure states: "It is always possible
that, if you exceed your boundaries as a doctor of nutripathy, you could be subject to the 'practicing medicine without a license' complaint. This is why it is
imperative that you use the proper Nutripathic Disclaimer and Contract with every client, no matter how
well you know the person or how you are related."
Noting that no state law requires nutripaths to be
licensed, Martin urges new practititioners to "stay
within the bounds of nutritional counseling. Don't diagnose and don't treat disease. This is what the establishment gets most uptight about. Just quietly do your thing.
Help people get well the Nutripathic way and the word
will spread ... Years from now when we have 5,000
practicing Nutripaths, the patients who have been to
these nutripaths are going to be our strongest allies
when we have enough political clout to consider protective licensing. "He warns, however: "If you do not mail a
monthly newsletter to your patients you are not going to
make it as a Doctor of Nutripathy. You must stay in
touch with your people. People are fickle and programmable ... Every patient who has ever been to a Nutripath needs to be logged, regularly mailed to, and
asked, annually, whether or not they wish to remain on
your mailing list. This is worth millions to you over a
lifetime:'
Nutripathic Formulas sells more than a hundred
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products, including Toxoid Formula, which costs $81.95
a gallon and ..::arriesa disclaimer: "We make no medicinal claims for this product:' However, a 6-page brochure
distributed by Martin contains 56 testimonials claiming
that this formula has been effective against acne, cancer,
colitis, diaper rash, poison oak, psoriasis, ulcers, varicose veins, warts, yeast infections, and dozens of other
health problems. According to the brochure, an Illinois
woman said the formula dissolved a lump on her right
knee, and that her husband used it to heal a bruise he
got sliding into home plate. "He even sprayed it on his
B.V.D.sto keep them from sticking to the wound."
Federal laws require that drug products intended
for the prevention or treatment of disease be labeled
with adequate directions for their intended uses and
cannot be sold across state lines without FDA approval.
Toxoid Formula, for which claims are certainly being
made, has neither adequate directions nor FDA
approval.
At least one of Martin's graduates has been
charged with practicing medicine without a license.
Last October, Marcos Freddy Martinez of New York
pleaded guilty and received a year's probation, according to Doris Crespo, an investigator for the Bronx District Attorney .
..Can the school really be held responsible for
what the graduates do with their education?" Martin
said when I described the case to him.
Martin's literature describes him as a rebel
against the medical establishment. He discourages patients from seeking conventional treatment, which he
calls "shamanism:· He condemns vaccinations and
states, "All drugs are evil." In another pamphlet, Martin
said he had received a letter from a woman vacillating
between his college and the University of Texas medical
school's nutrition program. Martin replied: "You are
torn between studying what you know to be the truth,
versus an orthodox, impractical and basically worthless
nutrition and dietetics curriculum." But Martin told me
he has mellowed since making such attacks and recommends modern medicine for broken bones and life-ordeath situations. He says his graduates focus on preventing illness by "educating people in the prediagnosis
stage of life," before traditional methods can detect their
diseases. And he says his school promotes "financial,
social, physical, mental and spiritual prosperity:'
Prospective students must purchase a $13 packet
containing an application, literature describing the
school, a product order form, and a copy of Nutripathy:
The Final Solution. Applicants must sign a statement
acknowledging that "Nutripathy is a religious science of
health" and that "Nutripathic methods are not for the
purpose of diagnosing, alleviating, mitigating, curing,
preventing or caring for 'disease' in any manner whatsoever:• They must also agree not to use the knowledge
they obtain for any such purpose and to "release the
College, authors, publishers and/or any instructors

____________________
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from any damages, claims or liability whatsover, as a
result of the information presented:' The application fee
is $100, but the packet contains a $100 credit certificate
good for 30 days from the date stamped on the
certificate.
Degrees from the school's Department of Nutrition cost $1,995 each with advance payment or $2,495 in
installments. (In 1984, these fees were $800 and $1,000.)
People who generate referrals by placing brochures in
health food stores are promised a recruiting bonus of
$200 for each person who signs up for one of these
courses. Participating stores are also promised $200.
Students must get the bachelor's and master's degrees in nutripathy before pursuing a doctorate. For fees
ranging from $30 to $400, the nutrition department also
offers 25 "mini-courses," including "Nutripathic Arthritis Studies," "To Cleanse or to Surgery," "Nutripathic
Emotional Recovery Studies," "Nutripathic Master
Herbalist Course," and "Sin, Fear and Guilt Removal."
Upon request, "a beautiful Certificate of Completion" is
available for all mini-courses. The Mini-Course Curriculum Guide states that the courses "are not intended to
replace physicians or appropriate medical treatment.
They are offered as an aid in bringing increased knowledge to facilitate improvement."
The college's Department of Theology offers four
diplomas for $500 each. Students may study nutrition
and theology simultaneously. Martin ordains the theology graduates and offers to help them establish their
own Eternal Life Centers.
Students are urged to buy the products they'll be
selling to patients, including "flower formulas" to overcome depression, a solution that supposedly kills the
urge to smoke, oral drops to relieve arthritis and inhibit
aging, aphrodisiac herbs, and a water filter. The school
also sells a laboratory kit for $750, a urine/saliva manual for $1,000, a How to Prosper as a Natural Health
Practitioner manual for $100, and T-shirts for $10.
No state agency recognizes the college, whose
faculty-according to court records-consists of Martin
and Charles Huge. The school is advertised as "accredited" and touts approval by the International Accrediting Commission for Schools, Colleges and
Theological Seminaries. This operates from the home
of George and Helen Reuter in Holden, Missouri. Mrs.
Reuter says their agency accredits about 150 schools,
most of them religious and correspondence programs.
But she acknowledged that it is not recognized by the
U.S. Department of Education or any other governmental body.
According to Martin's teachings:
• Vaccinations are harmful and unconstitutional.
"Over half the people in the U.S. are now suffering from
delayed reactions, resulting in chronic diseases, from
the shots they previously received."
• "Of so-called four basic food groups, only one of
them has any relevance to human well-being. Our natu-
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ral diet is of fruits, with some vegetables and fewer nuts
and seeds ... Cooked foods are pathogenic. The eating
af cooked foods and items in our diet other than raw
fruitarian fare results in diseases and distorted
development."
• "How about an eye wash that gets rid of cataracts? ... If the cataract is caused by a calcium buildup,
as most of them are, then the PGA B-15 EYE WASH will
do the trick. Just drop in each eye at least twice daily
and keep the eyes closed for at least four minutes."
• Appliances and fluorescent lighting emit "conflict energy" that causes cancer and other problems. To
neutralize these rays, Martin sells "nutripathic diodes."
"We have seen symptoms like regular headaches go
away" when people wear the diodes in their pockets or
as pendants, or attach them to fluorescent lights. Air
travelers find that the devices eliminate jet lag.
Martin acknowledges that the American College
of Nutripathy's curriculum is unorthodox. He states in a
newsletter that "orthodox medicine is a tool of the anti-

_

christ consciousness. It is satanic. It is witchcraft ... It is
a religion that demands complete obedience or you will
be excommunicated." He claims that as society realizes
the limits of conventional medicine, it will turn toward
nutripathy and other alternative forms of health care:
"People who used to be labeled quacks are becoming
people to be listened to.'' But James A. Lowell, Ph.D.,
vice president of the National Council Against Health
Fraud, calls Martin's advice irresponsible and unsupported. "He wouldn't pass Biology 101," says Lowell, who
is also a professor at Pima Community College in
Tucson.
Despite his numerous disclaimers, Martin appears to be selling unapproved and misbranded drugs,
practicing medicine without a license, and operating his
school illegally. It remains to be seen, however, whether
any law enforcement agency can curb his activities.
Mr. South is a reporter for The Phoenix Gazette.

BRIEFS
Carlton Fredericks dies. Carlton Fredericks, a prominent promoter of food faddism, died July 28 at the age of
76. A heavy smoker, he died of a heart attack. He was
the host of "Design for Living," a one-hour six-day-aweek talk show on radio station WOR in New York City
since 1957. Although he lacked nutrition credentials, he
considered himself an expert and gave copious advice in
books and in articles for health food publications. During the past few years he also did "nutrition consultations" for $200 each at the offices of Robert Atkins,
M.D. (author of Dr. Atkins' Diet Revolution).

Dfet and heart disease. The American Heart Association has published guidelines for "an optimal preventive
diet for heart disease." Written for professionals, they
can be obtained from AH.As national headquarters at
7320 Greenville Ave., Dallas, TX 75231. [Ask for booklet
# 71-003-C.]

Dietary "variety" analyzed. The 1977-78 U.S. Department of Agriculture's Nationwide Food Consumption
Survey has been used to evaluate the effects of dietary
variety on dietary quality. Four researchers at The
Health publications rated. An expert panel assembled Pennsylvania State University have examined data from
by U.S. News & World Report concluded that Nutrition 3,701 individuals to see how the type and variety of
Forum is "an outstanding, hard-hitting, antiquackery
foods affected their intake of 11 nutrients, percentages of
publication with no-nonsense style.'' The 4-person panel calories from fat and sugar, and total intakes of calories,
reviewed 13 health publications and assigned up to four sodium and cholesterol. For vitamins and minerals, the
points each for accuracy, readability and timeliness
researchers concluded that selecting foods from each of
[Sept. 7, pp. 54-55]. For nutrition newsletters, the scores five major food groups (fruits; vegetables; grain prodwere: Tufts University Diet and Nutrition Newsletter ucts: milk and milk products; and meat and alter11.75, Nutrition Forum 11.00, and Environmental Nutri- natives) was a simpler concept and was generally more
tion 9.25. The magazine ratings were: Hippocrates 10.25, important than choosing a variety of foods from within
American Health 10.00 Health 8.25, and Prevention
each of the five groups. They also concluded that alter7.375. The scores for health newsletters were: Univer- ing the scope of food choices in line with the U.S. Diesity of California, Berkeley, Wellness Newsletter 11.75, tary Guidelines (for example, using low-fat milk rather
Harvard Medical School Health Letter 11.25, Mayo Clinic than whole milk) is more important than variety within
Health Letter 11.25, Healthline 10.25, Executive Fitness each group [Journal of the American Dietetic Association
Newsletter 9.5, and Executive Health Report 9.5.
87:897-903, 1987].
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Height/weight data. According to the 1986 Statistical Abstracts of the United States, the average woman
in the United States is 5' 4" tall and weighs 142
pounds-a little heavier than ten years ago. The average
man is 5'9¼" and weighs 173 pounds, slightly less than
a decade ago. Based on 1983 figures, the National Center
for Health Statistics has reported that 16% of Americans
are at least 30% over desirable weight, up from 14.5% in
1977.

Weight and longevity. Four scientists from Harvard University have evaluated 25 major studies of the association between body weight and longevity [Journal of the
American Medical Association 257:353-358 1987]. Each
study was flawed by failure to isolate and allow for the
effects of cigarette smoking, high blood pressure, diabetes, and/or disease-induced weight loss. (The current
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company's table of desirable weights, for example, are too high because the
effects of smoking were not taken into account.) The
scientists concluded that the impact of obesity on premature death has been underestimated and that the
lowest death rates probably occur at weights at least 10%
below the U.S. average.

Interstate raw milk shipments banned. After 15 years
of stalling, the FDA has finally ordered that milk and
milk products in final package form for human consumption in interstate commerce be pasteurized. In the
August 10 Federal Register [52:29509-29514], the agency
concluded that raw milk poses risks of serious infections
with Salmonella and other organisms. The nation's
largest source of certified raw milk is Steuve's Natural,
Inc., a former division of Alta-Dena Dairies in City of
Industry, California. Raw milk is also sold by the Mathis
Dairy, of Decatur, Georgia. The new rule, which took
effect September 9, was forced by a federal court order
[see NF 4:12]. Raw milk sales have been banned in 27
states but are still permitted in the rest, including California. Raw milk can still be shipped across state lines
to dairy processing plants for pasteurization.
FTC attacks Kraft. The Federal Trade Commission has
charged Kraft, Inc., with misrepresenting the calcium
content of Kraft Singles American Process Cheese Food.
In an administrative complaint, the agency charged the
company has falsely advertised that a slice of Kraft Singles contains the same amount of calcium as five ounces
of milk and contrains more calcium than do most imitation cheese. According to trade sources, Kraft's net sales
for 1986 were $8.7 billion, with dairy products accounting for $651 million.
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"Anti-aging" skin products attacked. The FDA has sent
regulatory letters to Avon Products, Inc., Alfin Fragrances, Inc., and Estee Lauder, Inc., stating that the
companies must seek FDA approval to continue claiming that their products have "anti-aging" effects. Because
the companies portray the products as repairing cells
beneath the skin surface, the FDA contends the products are drugs and require FDA approval. Alfi.n's Glycel
skin care products have attracted considerable publicity
because they were endorsed by cardiac surgeon Christiaan Barnard. Many other companies have been making anti-aging claims for their skin products.

Fluoridation scoreboard. Figures from the Centers for
Disease Control indicate that from 1980 through 1986,
governing bodies voted for fluoridation 162 out of 215
times while 83 out of 123 referendums were defeated.

Fluoridation materials. The American Dental Association has produced two items for promoting community
water fluoridation. Nature's Idea: Fluoridation, is a free
campaign package, including a 35-page manual, which
can be ordered from Ms. Nancy Fehrenbacher, Staff Associate, ADA Council of Community Health. 211 E. Chicago Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611. Fluoridation: The Facts
and the Challenge is a 15-minute videotape available for
$70 from the ADA Order Department at the same address. (Ask for #832 and specify ½" VHS, ½" Beta, or ¾"
videotape.)
Mood-food link questioned. Managing Your Mind and
Mood Through Food, a new book by Judith J. Wurtman,
Ph.D., and Margaret Danbrot, has been criticized by the
American Dietetic Association. "The food-mind-mood
connection put forth is interesting and provocative,"
said an ADA news release. "But in the dawn of research
investigating this potential, it may be presumptuous to
extend to humans research findings derived from work
done with purified chemicals and rats, and to use this as
a basis for diet counseling or public education." Noting
that readers are asked to rate their own responses to
sample meals, the release points out that this methodology is open to subjectivity and the power of suggestion, and that it is simplistic to suggest that mood can be
controlled by the manipulation of a single aspect of life
such as diet. The books general dietary advice and sample menus are nutritionally sound. But the authors
make irresponsible claims like: "You can learn to make
mood changes occur almost instantly" and "The range
of big and little problems that can be alleviated simply
by eating the right food at the right time is practically
limitless!"
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NEW RULES PROPOSEDFOR HEALTHMESSAGES
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
has proposed new regulations for health-related messages on food labels [Federal Register. August 4, 1987,
pages 28843-28849). In an accompanying news release,
Health and Human Services Secretary Otis Bowen.
M.D., said, "We want to permit, and in fact, encourage
science-based statements regarding the benefits that
classes of foods can provide. But we are trying to draw a
line between scientifically based, general statements
and those that are merely theories or are linked too
closely to a particular commercial product:'
Controversy in this area erupted in 1984 over ads
suggesting that the high fiber content of Kellogg's AllBran made it useful in preventing cancer [see NF 2:69,
3:19-20]. The ads had been designed with help from the
National Cancer Institute (NCI) and were acceptable to
the Federal Trade Commission. Sales of high-fiber,
ready-to-eat cereals increased by 37% within less than a
year. But FDA officials thought that linking a specific
food product to NCI's general dietary guidelines might
make All-Bran a "drug" subject to premarket proof of
effectiveness. Kellogg and two industry groups then petitioned the agency to allow certain types of health
claims in food advertising or labeling [see NF 3:89-91].
The FDA is proposing:
• Information must be truthful and not misleading to consumers. It must not overemphasize or distort
the role of a food in enhancing health or preventing or
alleviating disease. If a health-related claim is false or
misleading. the agency may take action under the misbranding and/or new drug provisions of the Food, Drug.
and Cosmetic Act.
• Claims must be supportable by scientific evidence from well-designed studies performed and evaluated by appropriate experts. A single study could not be
used to support a claim if it conflicts with the majority
of available pertinent evidence.
• Claims must be consistent with generally recognized medical and nutritional principles for a sound
total dietary pattern-keeping
in mind that nutrition is
a function not of specific foods, but of total diet over
time.
• Any product bearing health-related information must comply with existing nutrition labeling requirements [see NF 3:41-43).
• The same criteria may be applied to vitamins,
minerals and other supplements, but the extent to
which the criteria can be met may be limited. Although
supplements are useful for individuals suffering from
actual nutrient deficiencies, scientific data regarding
good nutrition and health focus primarily on the role of
foods, not supplements. It is generally more practical to

_________________

emphasize healthful dietary patterns than to identify
and stress individual compounds. For these reasons. it
may be more difficult for dietary supplements to meet
the proposed criteria.
• Manufacturers may make health-related claims
that conform to these guidelines without prior FDA approval, with the understanding that the manufacturer's
activity may be subject to regulatory action.
The proposed regulations would apply to product
labels but not to advertising. over which the Federal
Trade Commission has primary jurisdiction. Nor would
they apply to meat and poultry products. which are
supervised by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
The FDA's proposal also calls for the Assistant
Secretary for Health to establish a standing committee
to develop some suggested health messages. The committee would be chaired by the FDA Commissioner and
include representatives of other Public Health Service
agencies and the Food Safety and Inspection Service of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The Federal Trade
Commission would function as a liaison.
The committee's purpose would be to convey the
advantages of dietary patterns that the committee believes would help to improve the public health. The
messages would not refer to specific brands or products
but would emphasize how a total dietary plan can be
helpful. The committee would also consider whether
messages are appropriate for dietary supplements. The
messages may be subjected to consumer research such
as field testing to help ensure that they are understood
by consumers.
After messages are announced in the Federal
Register, manufacturers could use them with assurance
that they are legal. Manufacturers would still be free to
develop their own messages or modify those of the committee. But enforcement action could still be taken if
the messages go too far.
On August 10, The New York Times blasted the
proposed regulations in an editorial titled "The Snake
Oil Diet," which said:
"The new rules do not require food companies to
list negative facts about foods. even if they far outweigh
the benefits ... Worse, the FDA has failed to insist that it
prescreen claims. The agency lacks the resources to
monitor the deluge of claims that will now appear, and
will doubtless take years to rescind even the most outrageous. Just when knowledge has been gained of how
proper diet can reduce heart disease and cancer, the
Administration proposes to let industry unleash a babble of misleading claims that will allow bad foods to
masquerade as good. If the FDA cannot write better
rules, it had better continue the ban on health claims by
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writing none:'
Along similar lines, the Center for Science in the
Public Interest has petitioned the FDA to prohibit
health claims for nutrients not linked to major health
problems and to require that health claims be accompanied by an explanation that one's total diet, not an
individual food, can reduce the risk of disease. CSPI also
requested
that claims be prohibited
until firm
guidelines are in place. It believes that without firm
regulation. many segments of the food industry will act
irresponsibly.
CSPI has been very active in this issue and has
driven many misleading claims from the marketplace
by complaining to government and voluntary agencies.
In one case. the FTC stopped claims that vegetable pills
would protect against cancer. In another case, the New
York Attorney General ruled that "beef gives strength"
is misleading because beef alone won't give you
strength. In another case, a food manufacturer was
forced lo stop saying that canned vegetables were as
nutritious as fresh-cooked. In another case. a soup company had claimed that soup is "health insurance" even
though its high sodium content could cause difficulty
for people with high blood pressure. In yet another case,
coffee had been promoted as something that "lets you
calm yourself down" even though caffeine can make
people nervous.
Victor Herbert, M.D., Professor of Medicine at Mt.

_

Sinai School of Medicine is also very wary of nutrition
advertising. In comments to government officials and in
the May /June 1987 issue of Nutrition Today, he has
pointed out that food companies and supplement manufacturers often engage in deception by omission of adverse facts.
Public comments on the proposed regulations
can be submitted through November 2, 1987. The FDA
is particularly interested in the following issues:
• Is it in the interest of public health that health
information, including information regarding specific
diseases, appear on food labeling?
• Are the principles upon which the FDA has
based its criteria reasonable?
• What types of scientific evidence should be
considered adequate to support healthy information
which might appear on food labeling?
• What role, if any. do dietary supplements have
in promoting or enhancing nutrition and health? Are
there sufficient scientific data to allow the use of health
information on the labeling of dietary supplements?
• What priority should the FDA assign to enforcement actions against false or misleading health-related
claims on package labels?
Comments should be identified with Docket No.
85N-0061 and submitted in duplicate to the Dockets
Management Branch (HFA-305). FDA, Rm. 4-62. 5600
Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857.

BOOKREVIEW
counsels 50 people each week: "They come to me with
every variety of problem and needs. Some are specific.
such as acne, psoriasis. thinning hair, menstrual problems. blood sugar problems. intestinal disorders, high
blood pressure, high cholesterol. an inability to sleep.
fatigue, depression. or nervousness. These people turn
to nutrition as an adjunct or an alternative to the treatMs. Lieberman claims to have researched the ment offered by their physician:•
Although some of these conditions are diet-remost up-to-date professional journals to provide "the
lated.
most are not. and few provide reasorts to take
most comprehensive. unified. and scientifically sound
supplements.
But Ms. Lieberman claims to have found
picture of what vitamins and minerals can-and canthem
valuable
for dozens of problems, including aging.
not-do for you:' I believe she has failed miserably.
For example, she claims that "you cannot get all cataract prevention, kidney stones, depression. asthma.
the nutrients you need from today's food" and that "the and shingles. The book suggests that everyone should
take supplements.
RDAs are the nutritional equivalent of the minimum
Most junk nutrition books are written by people
wage. They are probably enough to keep you alive, but
how good is the quality of that life?" Instead. she postu- with neither credentials nor scientific training in nutrilates higher "Optimum Daily Allowances." And she sug- tion. Ms. Lieberman has both, but seems to have gone
on evidence presented at a
gests that "nutrition should be our first line of defense if astray. Last year-based
hearing
in
December
1985-the
American Dietetic Asan illness or tondition is not life-threatening." These
sociation
censured
her
for
failing
to adhere to accepted .,.
ideas are not scientifically supportable.
..,_
She also states that in her private practice she practice standards. Perhaps they should do it again.

Title: Design Your Own Vitamin and Mineral Program
(1987)
Author: Shari Lieberman, M.A .. R.D.
Publisher: Doubleday & Company, Garden City. N.Y.
Price: $8.95 softcover
Reviewed by: Stephen Barrett, M.D.
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THE MERCURIALKURT DONSBACH
StephenBarrett, M.D.
Kurt W. Donsbach, D.C.. N.D .. D.Sc., Ph.D .. has
played an important role in keeping the health food industry several steps ahead of the law. Since 1975 he has
been chairman of the board of governors of the National
Health Federation (NHF), the industry's militant lobbying arm. His other activities and enterprises have been
so numerous and complex that no one-including
Donsbach himself-seems
able to document all of them
with certainty.
Donsbach (pronounced Dons'-bah) graduated in
1957 from Western States Chiropractic College, in Portland, Oregon, and practiced as a chiropractor in Montana, "specializing
in treatment
of arthritic and
rheumatoid disorders.'' From 1961 to 1965, he worked in
"research development and marketing" for Standard
Process Laboratories and the Lee Foundation for Nutritional Research. These companies, headquartered in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. were operated by Royal Lee, a
nonpracticing dentist who helped found NHF. In 1963,
Lee was described by a prominent FDA official as "probably the largest publisher of unreliable and false nutritional information in the world."
While Donsbach worked for Lee, he lived in California. did literature research, and gave nutrition seminars (primarily to chiropractors) on how to determine
nutritional deficiencies. "I would catalogue the signs so
an individual could see a nutritional deficiency syndrome by directing their attention towards specific
areas," he stated during a 1985 deposition. He also testified that in 1962, he acquired a doctor of naturopathy
(N.D.) degree from the now-defunct Hollywood College
of Naturopathic Medicine and became licensed as a
naturopath in Oregon.
After Lee became ill, Donsbach left his employ
and opened Nature's Way Health Food Store, in Westminster. California, and Westpro Laboratories,
in
Garden Grove, California, which repackaged dietary
supplements and a few drugs.
·

___________________

In 1970 undercover agents of the Fraud Division
of the California Bureau of Food and Drug observed
Donsbach representing to customers in his store that
vitamins, minerals and/or herbal tea were effective
against cancer, heart disease, emphysema (a chronic
lung disease) and many other ailments. Charged with
nine counts of illegal activity, Donsbach pleaded guilty
in 1971 to one count of practicing medicine without a
license and agreed to cease "nutritional consultation."
Most of the products Donsbach "prescribed" were packaged by Westpro Labs. He was assessed $2,750 and
served two years' summary probation.
In 1973, Donsbach was charged with nine more
counts of illegal activity, including misbranding of
drugs: selling, holding for sale, or offering for sale, new
drugs without having the proper applications on file;
and manufacturing drugs without a license. After pleading "no contest" to one of the "new drug" charges, he
was ordered to pay a small fine and was placed on two
years' summary probation with the provision that he rid
himself of all proprietary interest in Westpro Labs. In
1974, he was found guilty of violating his probation and
was fined again.
Donsbach sold the company to RichLife, Inc., of
Anaheim, California, a subsidiary of Moxie Industries,
of Atlanta, Georgia, for $250,000. He was also promised
$20,000 a year for occasionally conducting seminars anq.
operating the company's booth at trade shows. The
agreement also gave RichLife sole right to market Dr.
Donsbach Pak Vitamins. which RichLife later described
as "specialized formulas" to "help make your life less
complicated, more healthy." Among the products were
Arth Pak, Athletic Pak, Dynamite Pak, Health and
Beauty Pak and Stress Formula Pak.
Donsbach then became president of Metabolic
Products. a company specializing in ''orthomolecular
concepts." which he sold in 1975. According to literature from Metabolic Products, its garlic extract could
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"prevent cellular deterioration," its alfalfa product had
"anti-toxin properties" which could help to overcome
"-itis diseases," and so on.
In 1975, Donsbach began producing Dr. Donsbach
tells you everything you always wanted to know about ....
a large series of booklets on such topics as acne, arthritis, cataracts, ginseng, glandular extracts, heart disease,
and metabolic cancer therapies. According to Donsbach,
more than eight million have been sold. The booklets
were published by the International Institute of Natural
Health Sciences, which sold distribution rights to
RichLife.
In 1984, Donsbach was sued by Jacob Stake, of
Urbana, Iowa, who claims that he became ill and was
hospitalized as a result of ingesting large amounts of
vitamin A over a 2½-year period. The suit papers state
that Stake began taking the vitamin at age 16 because it
was recommended in Donsbach's booklet on acne. The
case is still pending.
During the mid-1970s, Donsbach began affiliating
with Union University, an unaccredited school in Los
Angeles, where he says he acquired a master's degree in
molecular biology and a Ph.D. in nutrition. He also says
he was awarded an honorary doctor of science degree
from Christian University, an unaccredited school
which. he testified, had operated in Los Angeles.
(However. two reporters have said he told them that his
"D.Sc."was obtained from a midwest bible college.}
In 1977, Union University formed a Department
of Nutrition-"with
Kurt Donsbach, Ph.D., Sc.D., as
Dean of the Department.'' RichLife, Inc. then offered
scholarships to its retailers who wished to further their
education. Later Donsbach launched and became presi. dent of his own school, Donsbach University, which in
1979 was "authorized" by California to grant degrees.
(This status had nothing to do with accreditation or
other academic recognition, but merely required the
filing of an affidavit which des~ribes the school's program and asserts that it has at least $50,000 in assets.}
Donsbach University. which operated mainly by
mail. initially offered courses leading to B.S., M.S. and
Ph.D. "degrees" in nutrition at fees ranging from $1,495
to $3,795. with a 20% discount for advance payment.
Most of the "textbooks" required for the "basic curriculum" were books written for the general public by promoters of questionable nutrition practices, including
Donsbach, Carlton Fredericks, Lendon Smith, and
Robert Atkins. The original "faculty" had seven members, including Donsbach, and Alan H. Nittler, M.D.
(who, according to NHF. "lost his medical license in 1975
because he utilized nutritional therapies"). But ads for
the school promised "the finest quality nutrition education available anywhere." Donsbach University has also
offered courses in iridology, homeopathy. herbal
therapy. and chiropractic business administration, as
well as a $495 "mini-course" in nutrition for retailers
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who wanted a "Dietary Consultant" certificate.
In 1979, Donsbach began publishing the Journal
of the International Academy of Nutritional Consultants,
with Dr. Nittler as its editor. The first issue had a press
run of about 25,000 copies, most of which were sent
free-of-charge to chiropractors. The second issue explained that Academy members could be listed in a
directory,_and that the Academy "will in no way encourage or tolerate the practice of medicine under the guise
of nutritional consultation" and would establish a legal
fund to protect its members from "undue and unfair
harassment by bureaucracies or agencies.'' Regular
membership in the academy. open to anyone, cost $10
per year (later raised to $12/year) and included a subscription to its journal. "Professional membership,"
which cost $50 per year, included a directory listing plus
"beautiful certificate for your office." Sustaining membership, which cost $150 a year, gave a 15% discount on
advertising in the journal. Most of its 50 or so sustaining
members had commercial interests in methods promoted by the journal. In 1981, the journal was renamed
Health Express, Donsbach took over as editor-in-chief,
and efforts were made to market it through health food
stores and newsstands.
One of the journal's many ads was for nutritional
cassette tapes, made by Donsbach, which could be obtained by writing to "Dr. Donsbach 's Tapes" at the same
address as his school's. A retailer who responded to the
ad was sent two price lists, not from the school. but from
Health Education Products, a company apparently located nearby. One list was for Donsbach's "Health Library" (of books and booklets} and cassette tapes (which
include Happier Sex Life and Herbal Medicine}. The
other was for food supplement formulas such as Optimum Nutrition, High Q, Anti-Oxidant Formula, Stress
Nutrition, Renew-F and Renew-M. According to a catalog
of Nutri-Books, the largest distributor of books and related products to health food stores, Dr. Donsbach's Nutritional Tape Cassettes are "like having Dr. Donsbach as
your personal physician right in your own home. Each
... gives pertinent information and direction to aid in
diagnosis and remedial action."
During 1983, the International Academy of Nutritional Consultants merged with a similar group to be-
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come the American Association of Nutritional Consultants. For a few months, Donsbach was listed as
chairman of the group's national board of counselors
and later he was listed as a contributing editor to its
journal (which also absorbed Health Express). In 1983
and 1984, Donsbach was listed as publisher of the Journal of Ultramolecular Medicine, a publication for
homeopaths who use computerized galvanometers to
diagnose disease [see NF 4:6-8]. He has also published a
4-page newsletter called Herb-Letter.
In 1982, Donsbach formed and became board
chairman of Health Resources Group, Inc., which sold
supplement products to health food stores through HRG
Enterprises (formerly called D&B Enterprises) and a
multilevel company called Nutrition Motivation. HRG
also operated Preventive Medicine and Nutrition Care
Centers in Huntington Beach and Monrovia, California,
and a syndicated radio talk show called "Let's Talk
Health," which Donsbach hosted. HRG's products were
promoted frequently during the broadcasts, which were
beamed by satellite to about 20 small stations. Listeners
were invited to call in questions on a toll-free number.
In 1984, Donsbach announced that he had repurchased from RichLife the right to sell products with
his name, and HRG began promoting such products as
Orachel (claimed to be effective against heart disease),
C-Thru (claimed to be effective against cataracts) and
Prosta-Pak ("nutritional support for the prostate gland").
In June 1985, the FDA sent Donsbach and HRG a
regulatory letter indicating that claims made for Orachel made it an unapproved new drug that was illegal
to market. A few months later, New York Attorney General Robert Abrams had Orachel seized from several
retail outlets in the New York City area and filed suit to
block further sale and distribution of the product
throughout the state. It turned out, however, that before
either of these actions were taken, Donsbach had transferred ownership of HRG Enterprises to a business associate. Marketing of Orachel was stopped, but Ora-Flow,
an identical Donsbach product, is still being marketed.
In July 1985, Abrams brought actions against
Donsbach, his University, and the International Institute
of Natural Health Sciences, charging that they lacked
legal authorization to conduct business within New
York State and that it was illegal to advertise unaccredited degrees to state residents. Abrams also charged
that the Institute's Nutrient Deficiency Test was "a
scheme to defraud consumers" by inducing them to buy
dietary supplements to correct supposed deficiencies
reported with the test.
This test is composed of 245 yes/no questions
about symptoms. When the answers are fed into a computer, a report of supposed nutrient deficiencies and
medical conditions is printed out. However, experts who
have evaluated the questions do not believe they
provide a basis for evaluating nutritional status. More-
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over, a scientist with the FDAs Buffalo district office
who analyzed the test's computer programs in connection with prosecution of a Donsbach University "graduate" has found that no matter how the questions were
answered, the test reported several "nutrient deficiencies" and almost always recommended an identical list
of vitamins, minerals and digestive enzymes. The questionnaire also contains a section with questions about
the subject's food intake during the past week. However,
the answers given did not affect the printout of supposed
deficiencies!
In 1986, Donsbach and the Institute agreed to: 1)
restrict the sale of its Nutrient Deficiency Test to health
care professionals legally authorized to practice within
New York State; 2) stop marketing in New York State all
current versions of its nutrient deficiency questionnaire
and associated computer analysis services; 3) place conspicuous disclaimers on future versions of the questionnaire to indicate that the test should not be used for the
diagnosis or treatment of any disease by either consumers or professionals; and 4) pay $1,000 in costs. Donsbach
and the University agreed to disclose in any direct mailings to New York residents or in any nationally distributed publication that the school's degree programs
are not registered with the New York Department of
Education and are not accredited by any accrediting
commission recognized by the U.S. Department of Education. The University also agreed to pay $500 to New
York State.
During 1986 and part of 1987, Donsbach was
"therapy coordinator" of the Bio-Genesis Institute in
Baja, Mexico, which offered "chronic and acute care for
degenerative disorders." Included in its scope were
"aging rejuvenation, allergies, arthritis, cancer, cardiovascular, cataracts, immune stimulation, and multiple sclerosis:' The treatments offered included oral and
intravenous chelation therapy, laetrile, live cell therapy,
homeopathy, DMSO, and colonies. Hydrogen peroxide is
also used intravenously, orally, and in ear drops, a nasal
spray, a tooth gel, a pain gel, breath drops and enemas.
The cost of treatment at Biogenesis Institute was $795
for the 4 Day Executive Program, $2,750 for the 11 Day
Rejuvenation Program, and $5,000 for the 24 Day Total
Care Program. But the lnstitute's information packet included a 20% discount certificate and stated that "there
will be no charge if your condition is unimproved by the
time you leave:'
In 1987, Donsbach University announced that
Donsbach had resigned as president and board chairman and that the school is applying to be re-named
International University for Nutrition Education. Donsbach also began operating the newly-built Hospital
Santa Monica, in Baja, Mexico, whose 21 Day Total Care
Program is similar to that advertised for the Biogenesis
Institute. Brochures from Hospital Santa Monica describe it as a 60-bed multimillion dollar facility and state
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that payment in advance is required. Patients without
insurance must pay $5,000 with cash or a cashier's
check, while those with satisfactory insurance must deposit $2,500.
Donsbach has claimed that thousands of people
have enrolled in his university and that more than 1,000
have graduated. As his graduates began representing
themselves to the public as nutrition professionals, the
American Dietetic Association began a drive for passage
of state laws to restrict use of the word "nutritionist" to
qualified professionals with accredited training.
Donsbach 's logo is "Health is Wealth." Despite his

_

apparently enormous gross income, he filed for bankruptcy in March 1987, listing no assets and over $3 million in debts claimed by more than 100 creditors.

Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is
co-author/editor of 21 books including Vitamins and "Health"
Foods: The Great American Hustle. In 1984 he received the
FDA Commissioner's Special Citation Award for Public Service
in fighting nutrition quackery. He has been tracking Donsbach's activities since 1971.

STOCKBEINGPEDDLEDIN AIDS SCAM
StephenBarrett,M.D.
According to promotional material, Immune
America, Inc., is a Los Angeles-based firm "specializing
in the research, development and marketing of highquality nutritional products designed to assist in the
treatment of immune system dysfunctions," and its
president, Elizabeth Huntley-Robinson, Ph.D., is "one of
the nation's leading immune nutrition research
sci en tis ts:•
These claims were made during August 1987 on
Financial News Network's Penny Stock of the Week,
which airs lengthy commercials for "selected lowpriced stocks ... that have the investment potential for
high returns:· Listeners are urged to contact a toll-free
number for further information.
According to Dr. Robinson, "At Immune America
we have developed a system of nutritional products and
dietary regimen with which we've been able to rebuild
the immune system even in the presence of crisis im-.
mune disorders such as AIDS, Epstein-Barr virus, and
flu symptoms ... We're talking about three products,
three nutritional food supplement products which are
sold over-the-counter, and a dietary system which
works synergistically:•
The company's taped commercial was aired in
two five-minute segments. The first featured a live interview with a woman who said her symptoms of Epstein-

INFORMATIONWANTED
If you find any newsworthy items, such as a published article or news report, or have a personal
experience that might be of interest to our readers,
please send it to Stephen Barrett. M.D.. P.O. Box
1747, Allentown, PA 18105.

__________________

Barr virus (the virus responsible for infectious mononucleosis) had improved dramatically on Immune
America's program. The other segment featured a testimonial from an AIDS patient who said he had dropped
chemotherapy and had no intention of going back.
Literature supplied by brokers offering the stock
states that Dr. Huntley has a Ph.D. in biological and
medical sciences and an M.S. in biology from Brown
University and a B.A. in physics from Swarthmore College. The other listed board members of Immune America are Wilbert C. Wade, Jr., a former national sales
manager for Health Valley Natural Foods, and Judith K.
Cutler, public relations director of Robinson Consultants. Marketing of the company's products is scheduled to begin in October in high-AIDS areas such as San
Francisco and New York City.
According to the literature. Immune America's
Nutrition System will cost $100 to $150 per month, compared to $400 to $800 per month for chemotherapy. The
literature also claims that "Immune America does not
believe that its products are subject to FDA approval,"
but warns that FDA regulation, if successful, "would
have a material adverse effect on the company:· It appears that about 2,000 potential investors have made
inquiries as a result of the telecasts.
Under federal law, it is illegal to market any product for the mitigation or treatment of disease without
FDA approval as safe and effective. The company's plans
are also illegal in New York and California, whose attorney generals have been alerted to them.
Supplement products alleged to "strengthen the
immune system" have been sold in health food stores for
about two years (see NF 3:24]. But as far as I know, they
have not been promoted with patient testimonials or the
use of nation wide TV.
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ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ON THE RDA
Henry Kamin, Ph.D.
It is remarkable what mythology has risen about
the Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA). One misconception stems from the fact that they are expressed
in units per day. This is amplified by the frequent error
of translating the "D'' of RDA into the word "Daily" instead of "Dietary." Somehow the impression has been
created that an RDA of each vitamin must be taken
every day. This is completely false! The "daily" portion
of the intake unit is simply a convenient way to express
average daily intake for vitamins and minerals. The
time over which the average should be taken is highly
variable-from
a week or a few weeks for thiamin
(which is used up relatively rapidly) to as much as several years for vitamin B12 • There is no need to consume
an RDA of any vitamin every day. Intermittent eating of
appropriate foods does perfectly well. I suspect that I get
most of my vitamin A in summertime when I gorge on
tomatoes and fresh cherries. My body's storage facilities
can then keep me well supplied year-round.
There is also a misconception that RDA are "minimums," designed to prevent disease rather than to insure "vibrant health:' I can relate "vibrant health" to
physical fitness, but I have great difficulty in defining
such a state in nutritional terms and distinguishing it
from absence of disease. The RDA are purposely generous. We design them to represent amounts that-even
allowing for variability within the total population-are
high enough that no improvement in health should be
expected from increasing intake above RDA levels. We
genuinely try to cover any possible benefit that may be
gotten from the nutrients obtainable in a mixed diet.
In addition, safety factors incorporated into the
RDA are intended to insure that even the outriders of a
variable normal population are covered. One of the first
questions I asked members of the current RDA committee was whether they knew of any normal individual
who, while taking the RDA of any nutrient, developed
any indication of shortage of that nutrient. None of us
could think of a single example. I am convinced that the
RDA protect the entire normal population. Our intent is
to protect everyone from getting too much as well as too
little. All chemicals, at some levels, can have pharmacological effects-good. bad, or both. But the RDA
don't deal with nutrients as drugs.
Perhaps the most important misconception is that
people are at great risk of developing a nutrient deficiency by casual or-"junk food" eating. This is simply
not so [see NF 4:33-37]. Special conditions such as pregnancy, breastfeeding and a few other situations do affect

_________________

the RDA. But these are provided for in the RDA tables,
and recommendations are made about supplementation
in the few cases where it is appropriate.
Finally, there is confusion and controversy about
the purposes of the RDA. A distinction should be made
between a "nutrient" approach (which is used in formulating the RDA) and a "dietary pattern" approach to
nutrition. It is a damaging error to confuse the two approaches when considering individual nutrients. Data
on the relationships between the individual nutrients
specified in the RDA and the incidence and severity of
chronic disease are weak-far
weaker than the relationships between total nutrition pattern and the development of chronic diseases.
The RDA exemplify the "nutrient" approach. We
inventory the materials that must be eaten because the
body cannot make them, and make provisions for sufficient total intake to meet caloric and protein needs.
These nutrient needs can be quantified-though
we
must allow for individual variation and a margin of error for safety's sake.
The effect of total dietary pattern on health also
has validity. This is a much broader field and cannot be
quantified nearly as well as the RDA. This approach
considers not only vitamins and minerals but all of the
various materials that may affect health: fiber, plant
phenolics, exotic compounds, toxins, cancer-causing
agents, percentage of calories as fat, types of fat consumed, and so on. It also encompasses the effects of
eating patterns on obesity, which has its own set of
consequences.
Dietary patterns can also affect growth and development during childhood and adolescence and can
influence the development of chronic disease and aging.
But we are nowhere near being able to quantify this
large group of nutritional variables and can only make
broad recommendations such as ''Don't put on too much
weight" or "Eat broccoli; there are several reasons why
it's good for you:' Recommendations of this type have
been summarized in the 1985 Dietary Guidelines for
Americans and amplified in booklets published by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture [see NF 3:30-31 arid
3:87]. But considerable clinical research is needed to
determine whether more specific advice is justifiable.

Dr. Kamin is professor of biochemistry at Duke University
Medical Center and chairman of the 1980-1985 RDA committee of the National Academy of Sciences.
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NEW REPORTON NATURAL CARCINOGENSIN FOOD
Many naturally occurring substances have been
found to be carcinogenic (cancer-causing) using the customary criteria for assessing the cancer-causing potential of man-made substances. Other carcinogens are
produced by cooking and by the actions of microorganisms. These types of carcinogens are more numerous, more widespread, and in many cases more potent
than man-made carcinogens in food. However, according to a report by the American Council on Science and
Health (ACSH), this should not cause alarm but indicates that evaluation of natural and man-made carcinogens in food should be better balanced. The report,
Does Nature Know Best? Natural Carcinogens in American Food, discusses more than 20 substances including
nitrosamines, aflatoxins, and carcinogens produced by
cooking.
"Every time you eat a piece of toast, a mushroom.
or a charcoal-broiled steak, you're eating carcinogens,"
said ACSH executive director Elizabeth M. Whelan,
Sc.D. "But there's no reason to believe that natural carcinogens in our food supply are a significant hazard to
our health in the amounts ordinarily consumed. The
variety in our diets prevents us from being exposed to

truly dangerous amounts of any one potentially harmful
food component:'
The ACSH report-now
in its third editionconcludes:
• The best way to minimize the potential hazard
posed by naturally occurring carcinogens is to eat a
wide variety of foods
• The common assumption that "natural" is safe
and "man-made" is suspect is contrary to current scientific knowledge
• Regulatory emphasis should be on the potency
and level of exposure to carcinogens rather than on
whether their origin is natural or artificial
• Our priorities are mixed up. Extensive testing
of synthetic substances wastes scarce scientific resources if more potent natural materials are ignored or
unrecognized as major contributors to disease. Our
efforts should be focused on the few substances that
pose a clear hazard to human health rather than a multitude of tiny or hypothetical ones.
For a free copy, send a self-addressed, stamped
(56¢ postage) 4"x9½/J envelope to Natural Carcinogens
Report, ACSH. 47 Maple St., Summit,· NJ 07901.

BRIEFS
Chewing tobacco reduces ability to taste. According to
a brief report in the April 30, 1987 New England Journal
of Medicine, tests administered to eight users and nine
nonusers at the Monell Chemical Senses Center in Philadelphia demonstrated that long-term use of smokeless
tobacco can elevate recognition thresholds for sweet,
salty and bitter solutions.
International athletes must eat carefully. Special precautions are needed to prevent gastrointestinal illnesses
among athletes competing in foreign countries. According to Jacqueline Berning, R.D., a nutrition consultant
for U.S. Swimming (the governing body for U.S. competitive amateur swimming), 90% of the U.S. swimming
team and staff developed severe diarrhea within three
days of arrival and 60% suffered from vomiting at the
World Championships for Aquatic Sports, held last year
in Madrid. Although the U.S. team still placed first overall. individual performances suffered. Unfamiliar food
and water, less refrigeration, and use of foods from street
vendors played a role in the illnesses.

__________________

Fluoride classic revised. The third (1986) edition of Fluorides and Dental Health has been published. Edited by
Ernest Newbrun, D.M.D., Ph.D .. the 289-page textbook
covers fluoride metabolism and toxicology, community
water fluoridation, fluoride supplements and dentifrices, topical fluorides, and the legal. economic and
political aspects of fluoridation. Copies are $35. 75 from
Charles C Thomas. Publisher, 2600S. First St., Springfield, IL 62794.
Notable quote. "If health claims are permitted on food
product labels without regard to whether they are
broadly important. the public will soon be deluged with
health messages of all sorts. This will promote chaos
and confusion in the marketplace rather than useful
public education. Important health messages will be
overwhelmed by noise from unimportant ones ... Advertisers will try to make everything seem important for
something." -Paul Sage, FDA Consumer Safety Officer,
regarding FDA'.sproposed regulations for health claims
on food labels [see NF 4:63-64].
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Raw m•k verdict overturned. The presiding judge has
overturned the $40,000 jury award to the family of Paul
B. Telford. The jury concluded that Telford had died as a
result of drinking contaminated raw milk sold by the
Alta-Dena Dairy [see NF 4:57]. But the judge ruled that
the evidence was insufficient to hold the dairy responsible. The family plans to appeal to a higher court.
FDA evaluating fish oil claims. According to an article
ip Food Chemical News, the FDA is evaluating claims
made on the labels of fish oil capsules to see whether
they are supported by existing scientific data. At a recent talk, an FDA official said that higher intake of fish
oil should be obtained by eating more fish and that the
safety aspects of fish oil supplement use "have not been
addressed." He also noted that the National Institutes of
Health have begun several studies involving fish oil
capsules.

_

Pharmacy slashes supplement stock. To cut costs, reduce waste, and deliver appropriate dosage levels,
Methodist Hospital in Houston, Texas, has established
standards for vitamin and mineral supplements stocked
by its pharmacy. The standards were developed by a
joint committee of the pharmacy and dietary departments and ratified by the executive committee of the
medical staff. The criteria for selection were based primarily on the Recommended Dietary Allowances and
guidelines developed by the American Medical Association's Department of Foods and Nutrition. Twelve categories were established and bids were obtained to select
one product for most categories. The pharmacy now
stocks 13 multiple-ingredient products instead of 107.
Products containing single ingredients were not included in this process, and a "full complement" is still
stocked [Journal of the American Dietetic Association
87:777-778 1987].

BOOKREVIEW
Title: Never Satisfied-A
Cultural History of Diets,
Fantasies and Fat (1986)
Author: Hillel Schwartz
Publisher: The Free Press, Div. of Macmillan, Inc .. 866
Third Ave., New York, NY 10022
Price: $19. 95
Reviewed by: Manfred Kroger, Ph.D.

Histories of diets, food habits, and health have
been written before. James Trager's Belly Book and
Ronald Deutsch's Nuts Among the Berries are two of the
most notable. But none is more satisfying than this one.
Hillel Schwartz is a schofor; yet his style is absorbing,
not stodgy. The depth and breadth of his work are conveyed by more than a hundred pages of notes and thousands of citations at the end of the book. More than a
hundred trademarked products are discussed.
Most of the book's eleven chapters deal with the
follies that typify the human relationship with food. A
prologue sets the stage for the history of dieting, body
shape and the business that surrounds them. Sylvester
Graham is pronounced the first American "weight
watcher" in Chapter 2, which also examines "thinness"
in the age of Andrew Jackson. Then comes the Victorian
era characterized by the American Disease of dyspepsia.
Chapter 4 takes us to the turn of the century when
gluttony was clearly associated with fatness and the
"disease" of obesity. Fasting, Fletcherism, calorie-counting, and the diet drugs developed during this period are
described in detail. Chapter 6, "The Measured Body,"
describes America's new-found fascination with weigh-
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ing. Schwartz did extensive research into the development of scales-all sorts of them, from penny public
scales to bathroom and kitchen models.
During and after the Depression, fatness became
linked with circulatory disease and heart attacks and
valid scientific pronouncements became common. But
there has been no let-up in the moneymaking activities
of those who sensed profits in all of this. Chapter 8
{''Thin Bodies, Fat Profits") describes the beginnings of
our current low-calorie way of life; how the faddism of
Graham, Post and Kellogg has evolved into blue-chip
companies selling "light" food; and how new sweeteners
are giving good old sucrose a run for the money.
Chapter 9 ("Baby Fat") contrasts the "fine fat
baby" of the late 1700s and today's anorexic teens. The
last two chapters discuss the "weightless" body, the current preoccupation with dieting and working out. as
well as the "political economy" surrounding eating and
body perception, in which Jane Fonda is a major figure.
The guiding principles for healthful eating are
gradually being shaped by expert consensus instead of
grandmother's folk wisdom, but we have a long way to
go. Despite scientific progress, most Americans are still
governed by irrational myths of the past. But Schwartz
never chides us for being naive. He is the superb historian, holding up the mirror of the past for us to examine
ourselves clearly. Oh, boy, do we look silly!

Dr. Kroger is Professor of Food Science at The Pennsylvania
State University.
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SUMA: A QUESTIONABLE NEW HERB
Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D.

P. T. Barnums old adage about a sucker being
born every minute seems applicable to unproven herbal
remedies as well. Indeed, the two may be closely related. One of the most recent herbs of this sort marketed
in the United States is sum a, the dried root of a tropical
plant native to the Amazon rain forests. It is being sold
in capsules and compressed tablets containing 200 to
750 mg of the dried root and costing about 12 to 25 cents.
According to literature supplied by its producers,
suma--or para todo (for everything) as it is known to the
native shamans-is
derived from Pfaffia paniculata
(Mart.) Kuntze. However, Index Kewensis, the supreme
authority on botanical nomenclature, designates the
plant Hebanthe paniculata Mart.
The advocacy literature refers to suma as "Brazilian ginseng" and promotes it as an immune-enhancer,
or adaptogen, which supposedly helps the body adapt to
new stresses by restoring natural immune resistance.
The literature also notes that cancer is one of the main
illnesses treated with suma in Brazil and claims that it
has been used in the Amazon for at least 300 years as a
tonic, aphrodisiac (sexual stimulant), and remedy for
diabetes, tumors, and skin problems including wounds.
If that is so, the drug has been a well-kept secret, for it
does not appear in any of the numerous and extensive
·compilations of medicinal plants of the world.
Chemical studies of suma root have been conducted by Japanese investigators. They have succeeded
in isolating and characterizing a new nortriterpene
called pfaffic acid and six new saponin derivatives of
that acid named pfaffosides A, B, C, D, E, and E Preliminary tests revealed that certain of the pfaffosides
inhibit the growth of cultured tumor cell melanomas
(B-16).Of the six, pfaffoside F was the most active, causing inhibition at a concentration of 30 micrograms per
milliliter.
This initial indication of antitumor activity is in-

teresting, of course, but not at all unusual. Activity of
this sort has been reported for many of the constituents
of the more than 40,000 plants screened for possible
anticancer effects in the ongoing program of the National Cancer Institute. Yet not a single agent for general
use in the treatment of human cancer has resulted from
this intensive effort.
Often when unproven recommendations are
made for this or that herb, we can at least take some
comfort in knowing that the plant has been widely used
as a folk medicine for hundreds or even thousands of
years without reports of adverse effects. For example,
the root of valerian (Valeriana officinalis L.) was used by
the ancient Greeks and Romans, appeared on AngloSaxon remedy lists in the 11th century, has held official
status in various editions of both the United States Pharmacopeia and the National Formulary, and is now
widely marketed as a drug in Western Europe. Thus it is
possible to characterize valerian as an apparently safe
and effective drug even though it has not been approved
as such by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. The
safety of suma, however, is completely unknown. While
we are told that it is an ancient remedy, at least in Brazil,
no such information appears in the medicinal plant literature. In addition, toxicity testing, either in animals or
in humans, has never been reported in the scientific or
clinical literature.
Lacking evidence that suma is either safe or
effective for any condition, I consider it inappropriate
for public consumption.

Dr. Tyler, Vice President for Academic Affairs at Purdue University. is an expert in pharmacognosy (the science of medicines from natural sources) and is author of The New Honest
Herbal (1987). published by the George E Stickley Company,
Philadelphia.
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WHAT IS CLINICALECOLOGY?
StephenBarrett, M.D.
"Clinical ecology" is based on speculation that
multiple symptoms are triggered by hypersensitivity to
common foods and chemicals. Advocates of this belief
describe themselves as "ecologically oriented" and consider their patients to be suffering from "environmental
illness," "cerebral allergy," "allergy to everything," or
"twentieth century disease," which can mimic almost
any other illness.
Clinical ecologists speculate that: 1) although one
substance may not have an effect, low doses of different
substances can add or multiply their effects; 2) hypersensitivity develops when the total load of physical and
psychological stresses exceeds what a person can tolerate: 3) patients often crave and become addicted to foods
that make them ill; 4) changes in the degree of exposure
can affect that degree of sensitivity to offending substances; and 5) "hypersensitivity" that can be difficult to
diagnose and treat. Some proponents have informed patients that they have "an AIDS-like illness:'
According to proponents, potential stressors include practically everything that modern humans encounter, such as urban air, diesel exhaust, tobacco
smoke, fresh paint or tar, organic solvents and
pesticides, certain plastics, newsprint, perfumes and colognes, medications, gas used for cooking and heating,
building materials, permanent press and synthetic fabrics, household cleaners, rubbing alcohol, felt-tip pens,
cedar closets, tap water, and electromagnetic forces.
Signs and symptoms are said to include depression, irritability, mood swings, inability to concentrate or think
clearly, poor memory, fatigue, drowsiness, diarrhea,
constipation, sneezing, running or stuffy nose, wheezing, itching eyes and nose, skin rashes, headache, muscle and joint pain, urinary frequency, pounding heart,
swelling of various parts of the body, and even schizophrenia. Proponents state that virtually any part of the
body can have "elusive symptoms for which no organic

______________

cause can be found:'
To diagnose "ecologically related" disease, practitioners take a history that emphasizes dietary habits
and exposure to environmental chemicals they consider
harmful. A physical examination and certain standard
laboratory tests may be performed, mainly to rule out
other causes of disease. Standard allergy tests are usually normal.
Various nonstandard tests are also used, the main
one being provocation and neutralization. In this test,
the patient reports symptoms that develop within ten
minutes after various concentrations of suspected substances are administered under the tongue or injected
into the skin. If any symptoms occur the test is considered positive and lower concentrations are given until a
dose is found that "neutralizes" the symptoms. Elimination and rotation diets are used with the hope of identifying foods that cause problems.
In severe cases, patients may spend several weeks
in environmental control units designed to remove
them from exposure to airborne pollutants and synthetic substances that might cause adverse reactions.
After fasting for several days, the patients are given
"organically grown" foods and gradually exposed to environmental substances to see which ones cause symptoms to recur.
Treatment requires avoidance of suspected substances and involves lifestyle changes that can range
from minor to extensive. Generally, patients are instructed to modify their diet and to avoid such substances as scented shampoos, aftershave products,
deodorants, cigarette smoke, automobile exhaust
fumes, and clothing, furniture and carpets that contain
synthetic fibers. Extreme restrictions can involve staying at home for months or avoiding physical contact
with family members. "Ecologically ill" patients may
think of themselves as immunological cripples in a hostile world of dangerous foods and chemicals and an un-
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caring medical community. In many cases, their life becomes centered around their illness.
During the past few years. clinical ecology has
been investigated by three prominent scientific panels:
• The California Medical Association Scientific
Board Task Force on Clinical Ecology conducted an extensive literature review and held a hearing at which
proponents testified. Its report was published in February 1986 in the Western Journal of Medicine.
• The Ad Hoc Committee on Environmental Hypersensitivity Disorders established by the Minister of
Health of Ontario, Canada, received submissions, heard
testimony from a large number of professionals and
laypersons, and observed practitioners at work. Their
report, which was more than 500 pages long, was reviewed by an expert advisory panel which published its
recommendations in September 1986.
• The American Academy of Allergy and Imunology (AAAn published a position statement on clinnical ecology in its August 1986 fournal of Allergy and
Clinical Immunology. The statement was produced by
AAAI's Practice Standards Committee and was based on
an extensive literature review and comments by AAAI
members.
All three groups concluded that clinical ecology
is speculative and unproven. The CMA Task Force
stated that "clinical ecology does not constitute a valid
medical discipline" and should be considered "experimental" only when its practitioners begin to use scientifically sound experimental methods. The task force
also expressed concern that unproven diagnostic tests
can lead to misdiagnosis that results in patients becoming psychologically dependent, believing themselves to
be seriously and chronically impaired. The Canadian
experts pointed out that since diagnosis of "environmental hypersensitivity" is based on diagnostic tests of
unproven reliability, it is impossible to make definitive
statements about its prevalence. AAAI said that "although the idea that the environment is responsible for
a multitude of human health problems is appealing, to
present such ideas as facts, conclusions, or even likely
mechanisms without adequate support is poor medical
practice" and that "advocates of this dogma should
provide adequate studies ... which meet the usually
accepted standards for scientific investigation:•
Rejection by the scientific community has not
dampened the enthusiasm of clinical ecologists, about
400 of whom belong to the American Academy of Environmental Medicine (formerly called the Society for
Clinical Ecology). This group, which holds meetings and
publishes a quarterly journal, is composed mainly of
medical doctors and osteopaths. Last year the journal
announced that the paper on which it is printed had
been changed because several readers had complained
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that the old paper had made them ill. In the same issue,
the editor complained that he wasn't receiving enough
acceptable manuscripts to maintain a four-times-a-year
schedule.
The Human Ecology Action League (HEAL),
formed in 1976, is composed mainly of laypersons and
has chapters and support groups in about 100 cities. It
distributes physician referral lists and publishes The
Human Ecologist, a quarterly magazine of news and advice for patients and their families.
One area of great concern to proponents is
whether insurance companies will pay for their treatment, which can be quite expensive. Advice on how to
press for such payment is available from HEAL. In 18
cases reported to the Canadian committee, patients bore
an average annual cost of $4,463, with a range from $400
to $12,378, most of which was not covered by insurance
companies or government programs.
In the United States, many suits have been filed
by "ecologically ill" patients seeking reimbursement
from insurance companies. In January 1987, the Association of Trial Lawyers of America voted to establish a
clearinghouse on ecological illness and its legal aspects.
The proposal's author was Earon S. Davis. J.D., M.P.H., a
former executive director of HEAL, who publishes the
bimonthly Ecological Illness Law Report and operates a
referral service for 200 interested attorneys.
Many doctors who treat "environmental illness"
believe that they themselves have it. In 1977 a federal
tax court ruled that the extra cost of "organically
grown" foods could be deducted as a medical expense
by Theron Randolph, M.D., a leading proponent, and his
wife, Janet. The Randolphs claimed that Janet experienced mental confusion, crossed eyes, and difficulty in
walking when she inhaled or ingested contaminants,
and that Theron had suffered from loginess, malaise,
headaches, nausea and anorexia due to contaminated
foods.
A few practitioners who consider themselves
clinical ecologists use computerized galvanometers to
diagnose "energy imbalances" and select homeopathic
remedies or other products to correct these imbalances.
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Although the FDA considers such devices "a significant
risk" to the public and has been "investigating" them for
more than a year, it has not yet attempted to stop their
use.
Critics of clinical ecology have suggested that
"environmental illness" is psychosomatic although its
symptoms don't fit clearly into any disease category.
Patients in this situation are often relieved to get a
"physical" diagnosis which encourges them to play an
active role in their care. However, two recent studies
suggest theat many of them give up much more than
they get.
In the January 1986 Archives of Internal Medicine, Abba I. Terr, M.D., an allergist affiliated with Stanford University Medical Center, reported on 50 patients
who had been treated by one or more of 16 clinical
ecologists for an average of two years. He had evaluated
most of these patients because they had made a
Worker's Compensation claim for industrial illness. Although all had been diagnosed as "environmentally ill,"
Dr. Terr could find no unifying pattern of symptoms,
physical findings or laboratory abnormalities. Eight of
the patients had not gotten their symptoms until after
they had consulted the clinical ecologist because they
had been worried about exposure to a chemical. Eleven
had had symptoms caused by preexisting problems unrelated to environmental factors, and 31 had multiple
symptoms. Their various treatments included dietary
alterations (74%), food or chemical extracts (62%), an
antifungal drug (24%), and oxygen given with a portable
apparatus (14%). Fourteen of the patients had been advised to move to a rural area, and a few were given
vitamin and mineral supplements, gamma globulin, interferon, female hormones and/ or oral urine. Despite
treatment, 26 patients reported no lessening of symptoms, 22 were clearly worse, and only two improved.
Noting that the provocation-neutralization
test
played a major role in the misdiagnosis of most of the
patients he examined, Dr. Terr pointed out that scientific studies have shown it is unreliable. He concluded
that although exposure to chemicals can cause disease,
it is unlikely that the diagnostic and treatment methods
of clinical ecology are effective. He also concluded that

_

its methods and theories appear to cause unnecessary
fears and lifestyle restrictions.
Carroll M. Brodsky, M.D., Ph.D., professor of psychiatry at the University of California (San Francisco)
School of Medicine, made similar observations after
studying eight people who had filed claims for injury
prima[ily by airborne substances following diagnosis by
clinical ecologists [Psychosomatics 24:731-742, 1983]. He
concluded that they became "adherents of physicians
who believed that symptoms attributed by orthodox
physicians to psychiatric causes are in fact due to common substances in air, food, and water:' He also stated
that clinical ecologists "neither promise nor give hope of
eliminating the offending condition, and the patients do
not seem to expect it ... [They] seem content with their
condition and with the reassurance that their symptoms
have a physical cause ... Yet we must also recognize
that these patients have had symptoms for many years,
and whether seen as neurasthenic, hypochondriacal, or
phobic, they are among the most resistant and difficult
to treat ... These patients search for healers who will
provide them with an explanation of their experiences
and symptoms that makes sense to them and fulfills a
number of psychological needs:'
Is clinical ecology ever effective despite its scientific shortcomings? Do its practitioners do more harm
than good? These questions can be answered only
through careful observation of large numbers of patients
for several years, beginning with their first visit to a
practitioner. As far as I can tell, proponents have neither
the inclination nor the ability to carry out such studies,
and nonbelievers don't feel there is sufficient benefit to
invest the large amount of time and expense that would
be required. Meanwhile, in my opinion, a high degree of
skepticism is justified.
Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is
co-author/editor of 21 books including Vitamins and "Health"
Foods: The Great American Hustle. In 1984 he received the
FDA Commissioner's Special Citation Award for Public Service
in fighting nutrition quackery. His investigation of clinical
ecology was subsidized by the American Council on Science
and Health.
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"CANDIDIASISHYPERSENSITIVITY"
Stephen Barrett, M.D.

Have you ever taken antibiotics on a frequent
basis? Have you ever been troubled by premenstrual
tension, abdominal pain, or loss of sexual interest? Do
you crave sugar, breads or alcoholic beverages? Do you
have recurrent digestive problems? Does exposure to
tobacco smoke provoke moderate to severe symptoms?
Do you experience fatigue, depression, poor memory or
nervous tension? Are you bothered by hives, psoriasis or
other chronic skin rashes? Have you ever taken birth
control pills? Are you bothered by headaches? Do you
feel bad all over without any apparent cause?
According to an article in the April 1986 Redhook
magazine: "If you have three or four 'yes' answers, yeast
possibly plays a role in causing your symptoms. If you
have five or six 'yes' answers, yeast probably plays a role
in causing your symptoms. If you have seven or more
'yes' answers, your symptoms are almost certainly yeastconnected." The articles author was said to be "on her
way to recovery" from a debilitating case of "the yeast
syndrome." In the same issue, an ad from Nature's Way
Products, of Springville, Utah, invited Redbooks 12 million readers to "Take the Yeast Test," by tabulating their
answers to similar questions.
The yeast in question is.Candida albicans (sometimes referred to as monilia), a fungus normally present
in the mouth, intestinal tract and vagina. Under certain
conditions, it can multiply and infect the surface of the
skin or mucous membranes. Such infections are usually
minor, but serious and deeper infections can occur in
patients whose resistance has been weakened by other
illnesses.
Promoters of "candidiasis hypersensitivity" claim
that even when signs of infection are absent. the yeast
can cause or trigger multiple symptoms such as fatigue,
irritability, constipation, diarrhea, abdominal bloating,
mood swings, depression, anxiety, dizziness, unexpected weight gain, difficulty in concentrating, muscle
and joint pain, cravings for sugar or alcoholic beverages,
psoriasis, hives, respiratory and ear problems, menstrual problems, infertility, impotence, bladder infections. and prostatitis. According to its promoters, 30% of
Americans suffer from "candidiasis hypersensitivity:'
Many clinical ecologists view it as an underlying cause
of the "environmental
hypersensitivity"
or "immune
system dysregulation" that they postulate. It is also
being touted as an important factor in AIDS, rheurriatoid
arthritis, multiple sclerosis, and schizophrenia as well
as "hypoglycemia," "mercury amalgam toxicity" and
other fad diagnoses.

__________________

Nature's Way manufactures Cantrol, a "complete
program to fight yeast infections:' The program includes: acidophilus ("to help keep yeast colonies under
control"); vitamins, minerals, co-enzymes and polyunsaturated fatty acids ("to help strengthen the immune
system"); Pau d'arco ("a popular South American herb"):
and "dietary guidelines, which if followed, can help you
'starve' the rampant yeast colonies:' A 21-day supply
retails for $23.95.
Ads for Cantrol. which have been running in
"health food" magazines for several years. invite people
to take simple self-tests that ask whether they have
common symptoms and have ever taken antibiotics. According to the ads, positive responses to at least 3 out of 6
questions (or 6 out of 14 in some ads) indicate "a high or
very high probability" of yeast infection. Last year ads
began stating (in very small print): "This self-test is
provided for general information only and is not intended to be used for self-diagnosis without the advice
and examination of a health professional." But these ads
also say, "If you suspect you have a Candida albicans
infection, put Cantrol to the test:'
Before the Redhook article was published,
Natures Way notified retailers that an ad in the same
issue would "specifically instruct the consumer to go to
their local health food store to purchase Cantrol:' The
ad contained a toll-free number for ordering the product
or obtaining further information. According to a company official, more than 100,000 people responded.
The main promoters of "candidiasis hypersensitivity" have been C. Orian Truss, M.D., ofBirmingham,
Alabama, author of The Missing Diagnosis and William
G. Crook, M.D., of Jackson, Tennessee, who wrote and
published The Yeast Connection. Dr. Crook says his book
was produced after a 1983 television talk show appearance drew 7,300 requests for further information.
According to Crook. "If a careful check-up
doesn't reveal the cause for your symptoms, and your
medical history [as described in his book] is typical, it's
possible or even probable that your health problems are
yeast connected." He also claims that tests such as
cultures don't help much in diagnosis because "Candida
germs live in every person's body ... Therefore the diagnosis is suspected from the patient's history and confirmed by his response to treatment:·
Crook claims that the problem arises because
"antibiotics kill 'friendly germs' while they're killing enemies. And when friendly germs are knocked out, yeast
germs multiply. Diets rich in carbohydrates
and
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responsible for several deaths [Journal of Infectious Diseases 152:233, 1985]. For this reason it should be prescribed only for serious infections. Both of these drugs
are expensive.
Last year two doctors from Loyola University
Stritch School of Medicine reported seeing four young
women whose nonspecific complaints included chronic
fatigue, anxiety and depression [Journal of the American Medical Association 255:3250, 1986]. All four mistakenly believed they had disseminated candidiasis and
milk.
Due largely to Dr. Crook's promotion, public in- were taking nystatin or ketoconazole, which had been
terest in "candidiasis hypersensitivity"
has grown prescribed by their family physicians. All had read The
rapidly. Several other books have been published, and Yeast Connection and had carried the book into the office during their visits. One patient on ketoconazol had
many manufacturers offer "yeast-free" supplements
which presumably are "safer" than ordinary ones. More hepatitis, which resolved when the drug was stopped.
Worse yet, a case has been reported of a child
than a dozen manufacturers are marketing such products as Candi-Care, Candida-Guard, Candida ,Cleanse, with a severe case of disseminated candidiasis who had
Yeast Fighters, Yeast Guard, and Yeastop. m-Hea.Jth been seen by a "candida doctor" and given inadequate
[New England Journal of Medicine
Foods Business one retailer reported serving abouf 150 treatment
"Candida customers" a week, with an average checkout 314:854-855, 1986]. The report concluded that "the adticket of $80. Another said she had sold 350 copies of vice of yeast connection advocates may be inappropriate
The Yeast Connection during the previous 18 months. even for illnesses in which candida is implicated."
More than two years ago I asked the FDA to stop
Another retailer told Natural Foods Merchandiser that
when she noticed how well the book was selling, she Nature's Way from claiming that Cantrol can prevent or
placed it on sale and set up a display in which copies treat yeast infections. (Such claims make the product an
unapproved new drug that is illegal to market in interwere surrounded with yeast control products.
The American Academy of Allergy and Immu- state commerce.) An FDA official who forwarded my
nology (AAAI), the nation's largest professional organi- request to the Health Fraud Branch pointed out an addization of allergists, has issued position statements
tional problem: "The product's fanciful name also sugstrongly criticizing the concept of "candidiasis hyper- gests its use in the control of cancer. Those in the know
would find this suggestion reinforced by the representasensitivity syndrome" and the diagnostic and treatment
approaches used by its proponents [Journal of Allergy tion that the product's ingredients include Pau D'arco,
and Clinical Immunology 78:271-2771986]. These AAAI the notorious Brazilian herbal cancer cure. This and the
position statements conclude: 1) the concept of can- claim that the drug strengthens the immune system
didiasis hypersensitivity is speculative and unproven; 2) subtly assert that the product is also a cancer remedy:·
its basic elements would apply to almost all sick patients
Despite the seriousness of this situation, I have
at some time because its supposed symptoms are essen- seen no evidence that the FDA is doing anything to
tially universal; 3) overuse of oral antifungal agents correct it. Nor have I seen any evidence that the state
could lead to the development of resistant germs that licensing boards are interested in protecting the public
could menace others; 4) adverse effects of oral anti- from the medical abuses described in this article.
fungal agents are rare, but some inevitably will occur;
and 5) neither patients nor doctors can determine effectiveness (as opposed to coincidence) without controlled
trials. Because allergic symptoms can be influenced by AAAI's position statments on clinical ecology, candidiasis hymany factors, including emotions, experiments must be persensitivity syndrome, and unproven procedures for diagdesigned to separate the effects of the procedure being nosis and treatment can be obtained by sending a stamped,
tested from the effects of other factors. 1\vo years ago Dr. self-addressed 4" x 1/2" envelope to the American Academy of
Crook told me he had no intention of conducting a con- Allergy and Immunology, 611 E. Wells St., Milwaukee, WI
trolled test because he was "a clinician, not a 53202.
researcher."
The antifungal drug most often prescribed by
proponents of "candidiasis hypersensitivity" is nystatin
COMING SOON
(Mycostatin, Nilstat), which seldom has significant side
HOXSEY TREATMENT
effects. However, they also prescribe ketoconazole
STILL AVAILABLE
(Nizoral), which has an incidence of liver toxicity (hepatitis) between 1 in 10,000 and 1 in 15,000 and has been

yeasts, birth control pills, cortisone and other drugs also
stimulate yeast growth:' He also claims that large numbers of yeasts weaken the immune system, which is also
adversely affected by nutritional deficiencies, sugar
consumption, and exposure to environmental molds
and chemicals. To correct these alleged problems, he
prescribes allergenic extracts, antifungal drugs, vitamin
and mineral supplements, and diets that avoid refined
carbohydrates, processed foods, and (initially) fruits and
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BRIEFS
National Health Fraud Conference. The FDA and St.
Mary's Hospital of Kansas City, Missouri, are co-sponsoring a conference for individuals, groups, and government agencies interested in fighting quackery. The
meeting is scheduled for March 13-15 in Kansas City.
The entrance fee is $200, but some scholarships are
available. To register or obtain more information, contact Linda Strub, St. Marys Hospital, 2800 Main, Kansas
City, MO 64108 (816-756-1222).

New food products. According to DFS-Dorland New
Product News, food manufacturers introduced 6,107
new products to U.S. markets during 1986, up 9% over
1985. The most active categories in 1986 were brownies,
wine coolers, flavored seltzers, imported beers, soft
drinks, isotonic beverages, premium cookies, chocolate
bars, and blended juice drinks. Calcium-fortified foods,
ethnic foods, and microwaveable foods also enjoyed success. During the first quarter of 1987, 1,725 products
were introduced, a 23% increase over the same period
in 1986.

New quackery booklet. The FDA and Council of Better
Bureaus have published a 9-page booklet, Quackery and
the Elderly, which explains why the elderly are vulnerable and briefly discusses cancer, arthritis and "antiaging" frauds. Free copies can be obtained from the
Food and Drug Administratioon, HFE-40, 5600 Fishers
Lane, Rockville, MD 20857.

United Sciences is defunct. The founder and five other
former officials of United Sciences of America (USA)
have settled the suits brought against them and the company by the Attorneys General of New York, Texas and
California. Without admitting fault, they have agreed to
pay $35,000 to each of these states and to refrain from
making any of a long list of unproven, misleading and/
or illegal statements about USA'.sfood supplement products. The company itself, which had declared bankruptcy in January 1987 [see NF 4:25-32], had its assets
liquidated by auction on May 12th and no longer exists.
However, its products, including a Youth Formula that
had not been marketed, are now being sold by USA Star
Products of Richardson, Texas, which notified former
distributors that it had obtained the rights to market
them.

B6 and PMS. A double-blind study of 55 women who
reported moderate to severe premenstrual
mood
changes found that vitamin B6 improved autonomic
symptoms (dizziness and nausea) but did not relieve
depression or anxiety, which the researchers thought
were more disabling [Obstetrics & Gynecology
70:145-149, 1987]. Participants in the study were given
either a 50 mg vitamin B6 tablet or a placebo three times
a day with meals for three months. The researchers concluded, "In light of the potentially toxic effects of low
doses of B6 and the fact that our data do not clearly
indicate supplementations to be of clinical significance
... professionals should more closely reexamine the
propriety of recommending this supplement to women
with premenstrual syndrome."

Author withdraws from ADA. Shari Lieberman, R.D.,
author of Design Your Own Vitamin and Mineral Program [see NF Sept. 1987], has withdrawn from the
American Dietetic Association (ADA). Ms. Lieberman,
who advertises that she practices "preventive medicine,
holistic health and progressive nutrition," was censured
in 1985 for failing to adhere to the groups Standards of
Professional Responsibility. In August 1987, Dr. Stephen
Barrett asked the ADA to determine whether she was
still violating its standards. When notified of this, she
resigned.

____________________

Marketing trends. According to an article in Delta Airlines' September 1987 Sky Magazine, high-tech research
companies can track the behavior of individual households from TV sets to checkout counters. One company,
for example, can test the effect of commercials by recording what channels are being watched and comparing this with purchases made by household members as
tabulated by computers at supermarket checkouts. Sky
also reports a trend toward "megamarkets," supermarkets that contain upwards of 100,000 square feet of
floor space, stock 70,000 items (four times as many as
the "typical" supermarket), and generate revenues of $2
million a week. They may also sell clothing and electronic equipment and provide a wide range of basic customer services such as dry cleaning and shoe repair.
According to the magazine, "futurists envision patrons
riding motorized minicarts up and down the aisles, tossing groceries into the front:'
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FDA seizes primrose oil. During the past few years,
several companies have been selling capsules of evening
primrose oil (gamma linolenic acid) with various claims
that it is effective against high blood pressure, premenstrual syndrome, benign breast disease, obesity,
brain damage due to alcohol, and hyperactivity in children. In 1985, the FDA notified its field officers to inform these marketers that evening primrose oil could
not be sold legally in the United States. In February
1987, after several warnings, the agency seized capsules
with a retail vale of $120,000 from Swanson Health
Products of Fargo, North Dakota. When the company
made no move to claim them, the capsules were destroyed under a court order.

"Life Extension" products seized. On February 26, 1987,
FDA officials and U.S. marshals seized large quantities
of Life Extension Products marketed by the Life Extension Foundation of Hollywood, Florida. The products
included BHT (promoted for herpes and AIDS), DMSO
(for arthritis and bursitis), Coenzyme Q10 (for cardiovascular disorders and increased longevity), and Cognitex (to enhance mental function). Subsequently, the
Foundation announced that it had sold the marketing
rights for its nutrient products to Life Extension International, of Tempe, Arizona. If they remain independent of
each other, the Foundation can promote the ingredients
in the products, while Life Extension International can
sell them without claims. Foundation president Saul
Kent plans to promote legislation to weaken the FDA.

Aspartame passes another test. Researchers from Duke
University have conducted a double-blind test on 40
people who reported experiencing headaches repeatedly after consuming products containing aspartame
[New England Journal of Medicine 317:1181-1185, 1987].
Most of the subjects were well educated and overweight
and had a family or personal history of allergic reactions. The incidence of headaches after aspartame (35%)
was not significantly different from that after placebo
(45%). No serious reactions were observed and the incidence of symptoms other than headache following aspartame was also equivalent to that after placebo. The
researchers concluded, "This finding emphasizes the
importance of double-blind studies to assess adverse reactions to a food or food ingredients:· The study was
supported by a grant from the NutraSweet Company.
Reprints can be obtained from Susan S. Schiffman,
Ph.D., Department of Psychiatry, Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC 277110.
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Comatose patient dies. Six weeks after the New Jersey
Supreme Court authorized removal of her feeding tube,
Nancy Ellen Jobes died. The court decreed that the patient's right to self-determination could supersede the
treatment policies of a medical institution. Ms. Jobes
had been comatose since 1980 as a result of an anesthesia accident [NF 3:7].

Drinking water hotline The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has established a toll-free hotline for general and technical information about the quality of
drinking water. The number is 1-800-426-4791 (382-5533
in the Washington, D.C. area). The line is open Mondays
through Fridays from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Eastern
Time.

"Diet doctor" sued. According to Physicians Financial
News, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Northern Ohio is
suing under the federal Racketeer Influence and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) Act to recover money paid
for fraudulent claims submitted by a doctor who was
operating a diet clinic. Following a tip on the company's
anti-fraud hotline, a claims analysis revealed that the
doctor was the highest paid family practitioner in the
plans service area. Undercover investigators then posed
as patients and found that treatment routinely consisted
of a very brief discussion with the doctor, a weigh-in,
and purchase of diet supplements. But following every
visit, the doctor submitted a claim for one hour of individual psychotherapy at $80.

____

QUESTION BOX-----.

Q. What is modified food starch? Why is it added to
foods?
A. Modified food starch results from the chemical
treatment of raw starch. This treatment involves
bleaching, oxidizing, or cross-linking (combining)
starches with other substances to make them more
useful and versatile in food formulations. Modified
starches are found in such foods as soups, pie fillings, sauces, gravies, and infant foods, where they
serve to control texture, viscosity, acid stability,
and gel structure. Moderate additions of modified
food starch to infant foods and other processed
foods are not thought to pose any dietary hazard.
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AVOIDINGSALMONELLAINFECTIONS
Morris G. Mast, Ph.D.

"Salmonella" has almost become a household
word during the past two years. Reports in the media
imply that salmonella infections are something new and
that human foodborne illness is increasing as a result.
Although salmonellosis is actually not new and may not
actually be increasing, it does deserve attention from
everyone involved in food handling and preparation.
Salmonellae comprise a large group of bacteria
that cause a variety of infections in humans and animals. The first species of salmonella was isolated in 1885
by D.E. Salmon. for whom the organism is named. Although the bacteria can be found practically everywhere, they are mainly associated with animals,
especially in the gastrointestinal tract. Insects, rodents
and pets-especially dogs, cats, turtles and birds-can
also carry these bacteria. Humans become infected by
eating contaminated food or through contact with a contaminated animal or human carrier. The most common
disorder in humans-and
the focus of this article-is a
gastroenteritis which is usually mild and self-limiting.
In addition to cramps and diarrhea, its symptoms can
include vomiting, headache and fever.
Because salmonellosis is frequently mistaken for
the flu, it is virtually impossible to determine the
number of cases that occur each year. The Centers for
Disease Control has estimated that in 1986 there were
37 .000 cases of salmonellosis in the United States-a
50% increase over the number 10 years ago. However, at
a national salmonellosis seminar in 1978, a USDA official said the incidence at that time could be anywhere
from 20,000 to 2 million cases annually. So, although
case reports have increased, it is unclear whether the
problem is greater or doctors are simply more aware of it
and therefore reporting it more often.
To reduce the incidence of salmonellosis, a twopronged approach is required: 1) the food production
and processing industries must make efforts to produce
and process salmonella-free products: and 2) consumers
and food service personnel must handle food properly.
Theoretically, it is possible to produce and process salmonella-free products. But such procedures are
expensive and may be impractical. The poultry industry, for example, has pursued research efforts to control
salmonella bacteria for many years. Studies have identified three factors that serve as vehicles for salmonellae
to enter poultry populations: feed contamination, environmental contamination, and egg transmission. All
three of these areas must be controlled simultaneously
to eradicate the bacteria.

____________________

Would consumers be willing to pay the additional
cost of producing and processing salmonella-free foods?
Probably not, especially when they understand that
simple precautions will prevent salmonellosis even
when an uncooked product harbors the organism. The
key principles are heat and cleanliness. Salmonella bacteria are readily destroyed when foods are heated to an
internal temperature of 155 °F, which is well below the
175-185°F range in which poultry is commonly cooked.
Problems in food handling result from recontamination. which can be reduced by adhering to the
following guidelines:
• Don't use the same platters and utensils before
and after cooking.
• Always wash your hands, kitchen countertops,
utensils, dishes and cutting boards thoroughly with soap
and hot water after contact with raw meat, poultry and
other raw foods. You might even use separate cutting
boards for raw and cooked meat. Never use the board for
any food that will not be cooked unless you first wash
the board thoroughly in detergent and water.
• When thawing frozen meat in the refrigerator,
don't allow it to touch or drip onto other food.
• After cooking, don't allow meat, poultry and
other foods to stand at room temperature for longer than
two hours. Bacteria grow well under these conditions
and thrive at temperatures between 45 °F and 115 °E
Keep foods below 40°E Remember that foods contaminated with salmonellae may not smell or taste
abnormal.
• Be on guard for pets with symptoms of salmonella infection. Pet feeding dishes, toys or bedding
should not be allowed in the kitchen or near items in
contact with family's food. Wash your hands thoroughly
after handling pets and before preparing food. Teach
your children to wash their hands before they enter the
kitchen.
Everyone who handles foods should be educated
about these basic practices. An ideal place to begin is in
the elementary schools.
There's no need to panic about salmonellosis.
Protection can be achieved by following the above
guidelines.

Dr. Mast is a professor of food science at The Pennsylvania
State University.
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HOXSEYTREATMENTSTILLAVAILABLE
James A. Lowell,Ph.D.
Not long ago. at 7:00 a.m. on a sunny Saturday
morning, a colleague and I boarded a bus with twenty
others at the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles and
headed south toward San Ysidro, California, and the
Mexican border. Along the way, we stopped several
times to pick up passengers, swelling our ranks to nearly
forty. At the border we left our American bus and
squeezed into a smaller Mexican bus which shuttled us
to the cancer clinics in Tijuana.
The trip was sponsored by the Cancer Control
Society, a Los Angeles-based group which promotes "alternative" therapies and preaches that cancer, heart disease, diabetes, arthritis and multiple sclerosis are
"degenerative" conditions caused mainly by poor diet.
Although medical science recognizes that diet and cancer are related, it does not believe that any of these
diseases are ca used by dietary deficiency or cured by
dietary change. The Cancer Control Society, however,
advocates dietary regimens and disproven drugs such as
laetrile, which it claims is a vitamin deficient in persons
with cancer. In fact, it supports virtually anything
claimed to be a "nontoxic alternative" to the "cutting,
burning and poisoning" used by scientific practitioners.
It sponsors meetings, publishes a journal, sells publications, distributes a directory of practitioners who offer
"nontoxic therapies," and provides lists of patients willing to give testimonials for such methods. Its Mexican
tour operates several times a year and costs $75.
Tijuana contains many modern buildings, and
shopping centers are springing up everywhere. But filth
and squalor are still very much in evidence. One clinic
operator told us that after taking one quick look at the
town, many potential patients return to the United
States without even making the 15-minute trip to his
clinic.
Our first stop was the Bio-Medical Center operated by Mildred Nelson, R.N. Carved into a hillside
along the treacherously steep General Ferreira Avenue,
this facility is located high above the city in a mansion

__________________

that was formerly a private residence. The clinic, surrounded by a high wall, is identified only by a small
yellow sign with white letters.
After walking through a guardhouse door, we entered a spacious central courtyard containing manicured lawns, a pool, and a walk-in aviary. The house is
a large two-story structure which contrasts with the unpretentious single-story stucco homes that surround it.
a
Although modern in design, it incorporates
hodgepodge of architectural features, including a shake
roof, yellow and white plastic awnings, and 20-foot Dorian columns, two of which flank oversized carved
wooden doors. From its windows or the adjoining balcony, one can see for miles across Tijuana and into the
United States. One end of the building has a dressing
room and the other end houses several treatment rooms
and Mildred Nelson's office. We were told that the second story is not used because it is unfinished.
The Bio-Medical Center treats cancer patients on
an outpatient basis. While many treatments last only
one day, certain laboratory tests or special cases may
require that the patient spend one or more nights in a
motel. When this is necessary, most elect to return to
the cleanliness and comfort of the motels in San Ysidro.
Nelson's treatments are based on the secret formulas of the late Harry Hoxsey, who originally said they
were passed down to him by his father. Later, however,
he claimed that his great-grandfather had developed
them in 1840 after one of his horses with a cancerous
growth on its leg cured itself by grazing among herbs in
a corner of a pasture. Hoxsey's father died of cancer in
1919, and his mother died of cancer two years later.
Hoxsey began promoting his method in the early
1920s. During the late 1920s, in Illinois, he was convicted
three times of practicing medicine without a license. In
1930, he was permanently enjoined from violating the
Iowa State Medical Practice Act. In 1936, after unsuccessful attempts to practice in other states, he moved to
Dallas, Texas and continued to see patients at the
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Hoxsey Cancer Research Foundation until vigorous action by the FDA between 1950 and 1960 forced him to
stop. In various trials against Hoxsey, the government
demonstrated that the patients he claimed to have cured
fell into three categories: 1) those who never had cancer;
2) those who had been cured of cancer before they went
to his office: and 3) cancer patients who still had their
disease or had died despite Hoxsey treatment.
Hoxsey's operations were taken over by Mildred
Nelson, who had worked for years as Hoxsey's chief
nurse. Nelson told us she joined him in 1946 after he
had treated her mother for skin cancer. Mildred said
that she originally thought Hoxsey was a quack but accepted a job at his clinic and became so impressed after
one year that she decided to stay. After the Texas clinic
was shut down, she tried opening new facilities in several other locations in the United States. Finally. under
Hoxsey's tutelage she moved to Tijuana and opened the
Biochemical Research Institute a few doors away from
the current clinic building. The structure now houses
the clinic "pharmacy," where patients are sent to pick
up their medications. Hoxsey, who had been suffering
from a heart condition he blamed on persecution by the
medical establishment. died in 1973, years after the
Mexican operation was in full swing.
Nelson is a small woman with short-cropped grey
hair and steel blue eyes who appears to be in her late
60s. While explaining the workings of her clinic, she
was never without a cigarette smoldering in her tobacco-stained fingers.
During our visit. we spent over an hour interviewing her privately after we indicated that my colleague (Lynn) might be interested in treatment. Several
years ago, Lynn had parts of both ovaries removed after
a biopsy had revealed precancerous cells. Although
there is no current evidence of malignancy, she is being
monitored carefully by a cancer specialist.
Nelson began the interview by showing us
around the clinic and explaining that her move to Tijuana was the result of persecution and vilification by
the "establishment authorities" and the AMA. In Mexico, she said, she was free to help people without government interference. Then she told Lynn that "cancer
always comes back" and that she would be in "extreme
danger" without Hoxsey treatment. The treatment,
Nelson claimed, was especially effective against ovarian
cancers and would probably prevent recurrence. Even
though Lynn is a teacher with a strong science background and several years of experience in investigating
quackery, she was in tears by the time Nelson finished
her promotional pitch. As we left, Nelson handed us a
booklet entitled Do You Have Cancer?. which described
the clinic and contained 12 pages of testimonials from
patients who believed the Hoxsey regimen had helped
them.

_

·'

Nelson's outpatient treatment costs $3,500, up
1
from $1,800 three years ago. The fee is for lifelong care,
_.,,
which includes the initial one-day treatment plus any
return visits. Patients are encouraged to wait six months
but may return sooner if necessary as long as they follow the recommended regimen. Laboratory fees of
$150-$450 are extra and must be paid when tests are
run. Special medications, which also cost extra, may be
prescribed. Normally, at least 30% of the total cost must
be paid on the first visit. with the balance due in
monthly installments. Patients can obtain an itemized
list of services rendered, but the clinic personnel will
neither provide insurance forms nor help fill them out.
This is because few insurance companies in the United
States will knowingly reimburse patients for unproven
treatments at Mexican clinics. Nelson says she will
never turn people away for lack of money if they explain
to her beforehand they can't afford to pay.
Patients checking in at the clinic are asked to
complete a registration form which asks for diagnosis as
well as identifying information. They are told that this is
the best time to leave copies of medical records if any
are available. Urine and blood samples are collected for
standard tests and a medical history is taken by a physician. After undergoing physical examination. the patient is x-rayed, and in some cases computerized
tomography scans (CT-scans) are obtained at a cost of
$350-$500. After analyzing the test results and discussing them with other doctors at the clinic, the examining - j
doctor gives the patient a diagnosis and recommenda...,
tions for treatment.
Nelson's remedies are of two basic types. external
and internal. External cancers are treated with a "red
external paste," which contains antimony trisulfide,
zinc chloride and bloodroot, and a "yellow external
powder," that will literally burn off skin tissue. Until the
advent of good surgical techniques, escharotics such as
these were used to destroy external cancers. Unlike surgeons, however, such compounds are unable to distinguish between normal and abnormal tissues, so they
can destroy large amounts of healthy tissue along with
the cancer. In fact, during our visit we encountered one
patient whose ear was being treated by Nelson. Most of
the ear was missing.
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The "internal formula," used for internal can- Institute evaluated 137 case reports submitted by
cers. is a liquid containing licorice, red clover, burdock Hoxsey and concluded that they showed no evidence
root, Stillingia root, barberry. Cascara, prickley ash that his treatment had helped any of them.
In 1955 Senator John Haluska of Pennsylvania inbark. buckthorn bark and potassium iodide. According
to Nelson, this combination is supposed to restore the troduced Hoxsey to the State senate while holding Kaacid/base balance and "deal with the DNA," the genetic thy Allison. a young girl from Indiana in his arms. In a
material of the body. This explanation is interesting be- lengthy oration, Haluska declared that Hoxsey had
cause nothing was known about DNA when the original cured her cancer. However, eight months later she was
treatments were developed by Hoxseys father and little dead.
In 1985, David Zinman, a medical writer for
was understood about acid/base
balance during
Hoxsey's lifetime. Other medications-which
cost ex- Newsday, interviewed patients undergoing the Hoxsey
tra-include superoxide dismutase (SOD), vitamin B12 , treatment. One was Betty Diede of Portland, Oregon. At
first, her tumors seemed to shrink, but within six
Gerovital, DMSO, and some we have not encountered
elsewhere: probolin liver, TST-100, rosette "cactus," and months they had obviously enlarged and she was back
for further treatment. Another patient was Nellie Davis
Shulte's medications.
Like the other Mexican clinics, Nelson's clinic from Adelaide, Australia, whose colon cancer had
also places its patients on a special diet. Hers excludes spread to her liver. She told Zinman she felt much better
tomatoes, vinegar, alcohol, pork, bleached flour or white as a result of the Hoxsey treatment, yet her tumors had
sugar, carbonated beverages, and spicy foods. Food sup- enlarged so greatly that she had to wear a maternity
plements include yeast and iron tablets, vitamin C, and dress to cover her swollen abdomen.
Another recent case was that of Karen Ziegler, a
calcium capsules. Patients are advised to drink at least
two quarts of fluid daily, including large quantities of 12-year-old California girl who was diagnosed with stage
II Hodgkin's disease in November 1983. Her parents regrape juice diluted by half with water.
Nelson claims that her success rate in curing can- fused orthodox therapy and instead took her to various
cers is 80% if the lymphatic system is not involved. unorthodox practitioners. According to The Choice, a
Melanomas and ovarian tumors respond best, she adds. publication that promotes unorthodox methods, Karen
While she says she has records to support such statistics, was treated at least twice with the Hoxsey preparations
at the Bio-Medical Center. Nevertheless, she died on
she is quick to point out that they might not be adequate
for orthodox investigation. Much of her data come from Christmas Day 1985 at the age of 14 from a disease
patients who are treated and later call or write back whose cure rate is close to 90% with standard medical
saying they have been cured. Although she claims to treatment.
have accurate records on every one of the thousands of
patients she has treated, she also said she has no idea Dr. Lowell, who has graduate degrees in botany and genetics, is
how many patients she treats each year.
Professor of Life Sciences at Pima Community College in TucNelson also claims that the efficacy of her treat- son, Arizona, and is vice president of the National Council
ment has never been scientifically evaluated. That is Against Health Fraud. His recently revised book, Health
untrue. however. In The Medical Messiahs. historian
Hoaxes and Hazards, is available for $13.50 from the Nutrition
James Harvey Young describes how the National Cancer Information Center, 255 N. Granada, #2058, Tucson, AZ 85701 .

.......------------

QUESTION BOX--------------.·

Q. Is rheumatoid arthritis related to diet?

A. Not usually. Most investigations of this issue have
not been rigorously designed. One well designed
study has concluded that some patients with this
condition may be helped [Lancet 1:236-238, 1986).
There have also been reports that short periods of
fasting may help. However, it is likely that fewer
than 5% of individuals with rheumatoid arthritis
will improve after elimination from their diet of a
specific food [Annals of Internal
Medicine
106:619-621, 1987). According to Frederic C.
McDuffie, M.D., the Arthritis Foundation's Senior

___________________

Vice President for Medical Affairs, "In most individuals with rheumatoid arthritis who believe that
their disease is worsened by a specific food, any
improvement following elimination is probably a
placebo effect:'
The Arthritis Foundation recommends that
rheumatoid arthritis patients who believe their disease is worsened by a food consult with their physician and undergo a trial elimination of the food
under medical supervision to see whether any improvement results.
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ADVICE IN HEALTHFOOD STORES
Clare Aigner,R.D., M.S.
Do health food store personnel give reliable advice? And do they operate within the law? To explore
these issues I posed five questions by phone or in person
to salespeople from ten "health food stores" in Allentown. Pennsylvania and nearby communities:
Question #1: "My mother has been complaining
that her eyes are sore, her vision is blurred. and she sees
colored halos around bright lights. Do you have any suggestions?" These symptoms are typical of glaucoma, an
eye disease which. if untreated. can cause blindness. So
the correct answer is "See a doctor." Only seven of the
ten retailers made a recommendation of this type.
Question #2: ''I'm training for a wrestling tournament and need to lose ten pounds but keep my energy
levels up. Do you have any advice?" Although the correct answer is to lose weight slowly with a balanced
diet, six of the stores suggested amino acids or other
supplements.
Question #3: "I lost 15 pounds in the last month. I
don't know why and I'm concerned. Do you have any
advice?" Since unexplained
weight loss could be a
symptom of hyperthyroidism,
diabetes, cancer and
many other potentially serious diseases. the correct answer is "See a doctor:• Only three of the ten retailers
advised this.
Question #4: ''I'm pregnant, and my doctor told
me to take calcium supplements. I heard that dolomite is
a good source. Is it?" Although dolomite contains absorbable calcium, the FDA has recommended that pregnant women avoid dolomite because some samples have
contained undesirably high levels of lead. Six stores said
that dolomite is not the best source of calcium, but only
three of the six mentioned the lead problem.
Question #5: I heard that bee pollen is good to
take. Is it? Bee pollen costs about $45/pound and contains no nutrients not readily obtainable from a balanced diet. It is falsely reputed to aid endurance and be
a special source of energy. The only energy it can

______________________

provide comes from its caloric value, which is small.
Bee pollen can also cause allergic reactions. Only four
stores warned of its allergic potential. while the rest said
it was a good energy source. One even claimed it was
possible to live on bee pollen and water alorie.
The table on pages 2 and 3 describes my results.
In cases where correct advice was given, even though
the reason behind it was wrong. I gave credit for a "correct" answer. Even so, the stores in my community gave
correct answers less than half the time. Similar results
were reported by researchers from the American Council on Science and Health in a survey of stores in New
York. New Jersey and Connecticut published in the
Council's May /June 1983 newsletter.
Only one store answered all five questions correctly. "We don't prescribe because it's against the law,''
a co-owner later told me. "We are not vitamin pushers.
Most health food stores start out as vitamin stores and
add a little food. We began eight years ago as a food store
and added some vitamins. If you eat properly, you don't
need them:·
The American Dietetic Association (ADA) is collecting case reports of people harmed by inappropriate
nutrition advice from bogus "nutritionists," health food
store operators, and others. Since opening its registry in
October 1986. the ADA has documented more than 100
cases.
Under federal laws, it is illegal to market products with oral claims that they can mitigate or cure
disease unless these claims have FDA approval. Under
state laws, only physicians and a few other types of
licensed practitioners can diagnose and treat diseases.
Health food store operators who recommend products
for specific symptoms or conditions could be prosecuted for violating drug laws as well as for practicing medicine without a license. But government
agencies have shown little or no interest in this problem.
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Blurred vision and halos
around lights

How can a wrestler lose ten
pounds and keep up energy?

✓See

✓Mentioned

Store #1

80%

Store #2

20%

Store #3

20%

✓See

a doctor

Store #4

60%

✓See

a doctor

✓Said

Store #5

100%

✓See

an optometrist

✓Said

Store #6

20%

a doctor

protein supplements but
said it could be done with food

"Might be cataracts:' Could
try vitamin A (25,000 IU},
zinc, and Eye-Bright herbal
tea

Mentioned megavitamins, octacosanol
and amino acids.
Said "You can't get enough vitamins
in food because soil is depleted."
Suggested All-in-1.
Advised against carbohydrate powders

it could be done with three
balanced meals.
Advised taking a multivitamin
supplement
there are different viewpoints
and presented alternatives. Said
it could be done with regular food

It might be a nutrient deficiency
or even a digestive problem.
Suggested beta-carotene.

✓See

Store #7

60%

Store #8

0%

Store #9

80%

✓See

Store #10

20%

✓See

% correct

46%

a doctor or nutritionist

·""

Suggested carbohydrate powder

Suggested Eye-Bright herbal tea

Suggested arginine, ornithine and
amino acid complexes
✓ Go

an optometrist

to "a place where they can
determine your nutritional needs"

an ophthalmologist. Also
said it could be cataracts or
"vitamins-you get to that age and
your body doesn't make B-vitamins"

Suggested arginine, ornithine and
g]utamine

70%

During the past few years, dietitians have gained
passage of licensing laws in seventeen states, nine of
which also define and regulate the practice of nutrition.
These laws allow health food retailers to give limited
advice about diet and use of their products, but do not
permit nutritional assessment or counseling. In 1987.
Florida passed a law forbidding the advertising. labeling
or commercial distribution of any product lacking FDA
approval and represented to have an effect on blood

_______________________

Suggested grapefruit diet,
carbohydrate powders, Amino-Fuel,
ornithine, arginine, phenylalanine
and "vitamin 8 15 "

40%

disorders, bone or joint diseases, kidney disorders, cancer, diabetes, gallbladder disorders. heart disease, high
blood pressure, disorders of the ear. mental disease,
mental retardation. paralysis. prostate gland enlargement. impotence, baldness, venereal diseases, breast enlargement. immune system disorders. life expectancy.
stress and tension, the body's defense mechanisms, and
several other conditions and body processes.
These laws make it riskier for health food stores
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Unexplained 15-pound
weight loss

Is dolomite a good source
of calcium for pregnant women?

✓See

✓ No,

Yes-a good source of vitamins, minerals
and energy; and good for allergies

✓ No,

Yes-a good energy source.
"You could live on water
and bee pollen alone."

a doctor

because it has lead
in it

"We have things for
that. Come in."

Suggested protein
powder
Advised to find out why,
but did not mention doctor.
Mentioned protein and
carbohydrate powders.
✓Get

,_...

medical help

because of lead.
Suggested calcium carbonate

Yes

because it is difficult
to absorb

Said there are things, but
couldn't guarantee them

✓ No,

Suggested protein powder

✓ No,

Suggested protein powder
and 8 vitamins
✓ See

a doctor

Good for energy

✓ No,

✓ No,

Yes-good because it contains
an enzyme that releases
oxygen to the body

✓ Bee

because of lead

pollen provides only
small amounts of energy

because it is difficult
to absorb

A good source of energy

✓ Bad

because of lead

because some people are
allergic to it

Dolomite is good calcium
source

A good energy source

Dolomite is all right but not the
best. Recommended 1,000 mg

Suggested amino acids
and protein powders

Dolomite is an excellent source
and is also good for the nerves

30%

60%

to give" therapeutic" advice: but it remains to be seen
whether these laws will be enforced.
Ms. Aigner is a dietitian employed by the Wood Company, a
food service management company in Allentown. Pennsylvania.
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Is bee pollen good to take?

✓ Bad

because some people are
allergic to it

Good for allergies and energy

30%
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CANADIAN "HEALTHFOOD"SURVEY RELEASED
During the summer of 1986 the Canadian Health
Protection Branch (the equivalent of the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration) surveyed public perception of
health foods, natural foods and the medicinal use of
herbs. The survey, conducted by university students,
asked twenty specific questions in face-to-face interviews with 4.557 urban and rural residents in five major
population centers.
1\vo conceptions emerged from the survey's attempt to determine whether there is a generally held
definition of "health foods:· One is that health foods are
basic foods such as vegetables, fruits, nuts, grains and
dairy products that are free of chemicals or additives.
The other is that health foods are fad foods that have
little to do with good health and much with the promotion of products for profit. Almost two-thirds of those
interviewed said there is a difference between health
foods ("unprocessed, organic, California-type foods")
and foods recommended for a healthy diet (Basic Four
Food Groups, Canada Food Guide).
The survey also found:
Usage: When specifically asked, fewer than half
of the respondents claimed to be regular users of "health
foods." (Interpretation of this figure was complicated by
the fact that many respondents perceived grains, nuts,
fruits, vegetables and dairy products as health foods.)
About one-third said they used "organic" foods and 18%
used herbs for medicinal purposes. Forty-two percent of
respondents said they took a daily vitamin and/or mineral supplement. Of these, 25% took a multivitamin,
14% took vitamin C, and 10% took calcium. Only 64% of
respondents said they were aware that it is possible to
damage their health by taking too much of vitamin or
mineral supplements.
Sources: Most respondents who said they were
users of health foods cited supermarkets as the shopping
outlet they patronized most. Specialty stores scored second, although most respondents thought that prices
were higher. Other significant sources were open air
markets and farms, but not door-to-door sales, house
parties and health professionals.
Medical value: About 24% of the respondents had
treated themselves with either a food. a drink, or a diet
supplement which they thought could cure a medical
problem. When asked whether they had heard of any
cures for arthritis. cancer or depression, Vancouver residents cited vitamin B-complex (47%) for depression; fiber (43%) for cancer: cod liver oil (24%) and garlic (11%)
for arthritis, and vitamin C (19%) for cancer. Two other
products associated with medical benefits were vitamin
E (various skin conditions) and ginseng (virility and fertility). Spirulina and taheebo tea were not well known to
the respondents.

_____________________

Motivation:The enthusiasm of a friend was by far
the most dominant influence on the consumer to buy a
new and unfamiliar food or diet supplement. This was
highest (44%) among youth but dropped off to 23% for
the oldest age group. Store personnel reportedly influenced 30% of respondents.
Diet patterns: When asked whether there was
anything they were trying to cut down on. 58% of
women and 40% of men said sugar. 41% of women and
36% of men said fats, and 35% of women and 28% of
men said salt. Coffee and red meat were mentioned also.
Pesticide use: About 27% of the respondents said
they were opposed to the use of pesticides in the production of food crops, and 52% wanted controls on the
use of pesticides.
False claims: When asked what action they
would take if victimized by a false claim about a food,
beverage or cosmetic. one-third said they would avoid
buying the product again. and many preferred taking
legal action. Only 18% would contact the place of purchase. Almost 80% of the people said that promoters of
health foods should be required to show proof of the
claims they make about their products. Only 12% said,
"Let the consumer decide.''
Nutrition knowledge: Three-fourths of respondents had never taken a nutrition course, this percentage
being as high as 91% for the oldest age group. The three
major sources of nutrition information were stated to be
magazines, newspapers, and radio and television, in
that order. The majority wanted more nutrition information supplied by the government and more nutrition
education at various levels of schooling.
Copies of the report (Cat. No. H39-110/1987) can
be obtained from the Health Protection Branch, Food
Directorate. HPB Building, Tunney's Pasture. Ottawa.
Ontario K1A OL2.

.-----

QUESTION BOX---------.

Q. Does the stomach shrink when food intake is

very small-for example, when someone is on a
diet?
A. Contrary to popular belief, the stomach does
not shrink after periods of limited food intake. The
empty stomach is a flabby bag of predetermined
size. When food is eaten, the stomach expands to
accommodate it. As the food leaves the stomach,
the smooth muscles contract and allow the stomach to resume its original shape. When food intake
is low for long periods of time, the stomach does
not shrink but merely remains its original size.
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BRIEFS
Fiber labeling petition. The Center for Science in the
Public Interest (CSPI) wants the FDA to order disclosure
of dietary fiber content (grams per serving) on all nutrition labels. In 1979, the agency said it would not do this
until there is: 1) a clearer consensus on a definition of
dietary fiber; 2) methods of analysis are developed; and
3) the significance of fiber in the diet is better understood. According to CSPI's petition, all of these criteria
have been met. CSPI also wants the FDA to take regulatory action against misleading claims, many of
which are quoted in the petition.

Comatose patient dies. Six weeks after the New Jersey
Supreme Court authorized removal of her feeding tube,
Nancy Ellen Jobes died. The court decreed that the patient's right to self-determination could supersede the
treatment policies of a medical institution. Ms. Jobes
had been comatose since 1980 as a result of an anesthesia accident [NF 3:7].

Reagan and bee pollen. According to Parade Magazine,
President Reagan has been eating bee pollen since 1961
and says it is an energy restorative. The company which
supplies it-as 153-calorie snack bars-claims that bee
pollen has rejuvenating properties and helps Reagan
maintain his natural hair color.

Laetrile case ends. As instructed by the U.S. Court of
Appeals, Federal Judge Luther Bohanon has ended injunctions he issued in 1977 that prohibited government
agencies from interfering with the importing of "personal supplies" of laetrile by "terminal" cancer patients.
Bohanon also dismissed the lawsuit that prompted the
injunction. The plaintiff was Glenn Rutherford, who believed that laetrile had cured his cancer (contained in a
rectal polyp) even though it had been treated by cauterization in its early stages. Since laetrile lacks FDA
approval. marketing it in interstate commerce remains
illegal.

New help for quackery victims. The National Council
Against Health Fraud has established a Task Force on
Victim Redress to help victims of quackery obtain competent legal assistance. The task force will also help government agencies prosecute cases involving quackery
and health fraud.

Adolescent vitamin use. A study of 163 students in rural
Iowa high schools found that 64% thought natural vitamins were better than manufactured
ones. 56%
thought that most teenagers need vitamin and mineral
supplements, 50% thought people who felt tired and
run-down probably need more vitamins and minerals.
and 47% thought extra vitamin C prevents colds
[Journal of the American
Dietetic Association
87:1063-1065, 1987]. Supplement use was reported as almost daily by 16%, several times per week by 7%. several times per month by 13%, and less often during the
past year by 21%. The higher the level of false beliefs,
the more likely students would state that vitamins gave
them energy, cured their colds, made them feel nutritionally safer. helped them perform better in sports,
and/or made them healthy.

Food stamps for vitamins? U.S. Representative Mickey
Leland (D-TX) has asked the U.S. Department of Agriculture to allow recipients of food stamps to use them to
purchase nutritional supplements. Leland, who chairs
the House Select Committee on Hunger, announced this
in September at the annual conference of the Council
for Responsible Nutrition (CRN), a trade association for
supplement manufacturers and major distributors [see
NF 4:38-39]. He also asked CRN members to set up pilot
programs to help inner-city school children or the elderly to "give your fellow citizens and the government
proof of the value of supplements that cannot be denied:' Editor's note: Although some people might benefit
from such a program. a poor diet plus supplements can
still be a poor diet. Rather than encourage supplement
use, it would be better to promote dietary improvement.
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Study finds no sugar-hyperactivity link. Researchers at
the National Institute of Mental Health have found no
link between sugar, aspartame, saccharin and hyperactivity in a dou hie-blind test of 30 preschool boys
[American Journal of Psychiatry 144:1487-1490, 1987].
Reprints can be obtained from Markus J.P.Kruesi, M.D.,
Child Psychiatry Branch, National Institute of Mental
Health, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bldg. 10, Rm. 6N240, Bethesda, MD 20892.
Beech-Nut pleads guilty. Beech-Nut Nutrition Inc. has
pleaded guilty to 215 felony counts of adulteration under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act for selling flavored
sugar water labeled as apple juice for babies [see NF
3:91]. In a plea bargain, the company admitted shipping
the bogus juice between December 1981 and March 1983
and agreed to pay a $2 million fine plus $140,000 for
investigative costs.

_

Roche ads improve. For many years. Hoffmann-La
Roche has engaged in misleading advertising campaigns
to promote supplements to pharmacists as well as the
general public. Since 1979, various campaigns have suggested that busy people need supplements for "insurance," that biotin should be included in supplements
(even though dietary deficiency is virtually nonexistent
in the United States), and that supplements of "Protector
Vitamin E" protect against inadequate dietary intake
(despite the fact that vitamin E deficiency has never
been reported on a dietary basis in an American adult).
However, Roche's latest campaign does not mention supplementation. It merely describes "six of the ways to
help reduce your risk of cancer": 1) stop smoking; 2)
include fiber in your diet: 3) cut down on fats; 4) eat
foods high in vitamins C and E: 5) have regular medical
check-ups; and 6) eat foods rich in beta-carotene.
Hoffmann-La Roche produces most of the bulk nutrients repackaged by other manufacturers.

NEW THOMPSONCOMPANYCAMPAIGNIS MISLEADING
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
The William T. Thompson Company of Carson,
California, which is probably the health food industry's
most prominent supplement manufacturer, has developed an "informational packaging" system it predicts
"will change the vitamin business forever:• Twelve of its
products are now being sold with "progress reports" that
explain the supposed rationale for each product and
relate it to published research. The company has also
opened a research center" to provide information to retailers and consumers.
The new packaging is quite striking. Each of the
products is encased in clear plastic so that the bottle and
the first and last pages of the report are visible. The
reports are about 5" x 6" and are titled "Advances in
Nutritional Research." The left side of the front page is
bright orange, and the right side is white with black
type which includes a prominent headline. The reports,
which range from 2 to 20 pages. describe how nutrients
are vital to body functioning and how the accompanying Thompson product can provide what your body
needs.
According to Thompson ·s technical director John
Foster, "the reports were reviewed by two sets of lawyers
and submitted to the California Department of Food and
Drug. There was no formal response, but in phone conversations an official told us that nothing in there
alarmed them." Ray Wilson. a pharmacology specialist

_____________________

with the Bureau, confirmed that he had met with
Thompson representatives and looked over some of
their proposed messages: "They came with the concept.
We said that the information would be the labeling and
that this would be all right if it were accurate and not
misleading. But we did not do an in-depth review of
what they wanted to say:·
Here is my "in-depth review" of the products and
the messages in their published brochures:
• Muscle Revitalizers is said to be "a unique combination of vitamins, minerals. amino acids and botanicals formulated to aid your own muscle recovery
process by providing your body with the nutrients to
help repair muscle tissue and replenish the nutrients
that strenuous activity depletes. Thompson Muscle Revitalizer is the repair kit you swallow." While it is true
that ingredients in the product perform useful functions
in the body, they are readily obtainable from food.
• Energy Maximizers, which contains bee pollen.
is said to "help your body maximize its natural energy
generating potential." The report states that bee pollen,
"has been used extensively as a dietary supplement by
athletes," but fails to indicate that scientific studies do
not support its use.
• Omega-3. a fish oil supplement, is said to be
able-together with proper diet and exercise-to help
lower blood cholesterol levels. Although exercise and
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dietary measures are proven, fish oils have not been
studied enough to determine whether supplementation
is safe and effective.
• Ultimate C contains 500 mg of vitamin C and 5
mg of zinc. One sentence of the report notes that "research does not seem to support the theory" that vitamin C will prevent colds. But the rest of the report
relates vitamin C to immunity and claims (falsely) that
our bodies don't store it well.
• Immune System Fortifiers are promoted with
the claim that "today's stressful lifestyles, and environmental toxins, can overwork the immune system leaving it vulnerable to attack and susceptible invasion by
virus. bacteria, and various microorganisms." I don't believe that "environmental
toxins" cause infections or
that supplementation boosts immunity (except in seriously malnourished individuals).
• Calcium Magnesium Formula is pitched by telling why adequate calcium intake is important. The report is accurate but provides no help in judging when
supplementation might be appropriate.
• Fizzycal, which contains calcium, magnesium
and vitamin D. is offered as an alternative to milk.
• Diet Support is a reasonably formulated multivitamin/mineral
product that contains 100% of the U.S.
RDA for most of its ingredients. Noting that many popular diets are unbalanced, the report suggests that a sup-

_

plement be taken to help ensure that good health is not
compromised. This is misleading because most dieters
don't need supplements.
• Multivitamin Mineral Formula for Women is
promoted with suggestions that it is difficult for women
to get the nutrients they need from food, even if they eat
a balanced diet. This is untrue.
RDA+ contains 100% of the U.S. RDAs for vitamins and minerals plus extra amounts of "The Protector Vitamins: beta carotene, E and C." The booklet
suggests (falsely) that the American diet contains so
many "heavily processed foods" that getting the nutrients we need is difficult. The "Protector Vitamin"
concept is also misleading because there is no evidence
that above-RDA amounts protect against anything.
• Essential 32 is pitched with the idea that it is
more complete than other multivitamin supplements
because it contains all of the essential amino acids. This
is absurd because the American diet is not deficient in
amino acids.
• PMS Basic contains vitamin 8 6 , vitamin E, and
magnesium. The retailer from whom I obtained the
product said that the "progress report" was out of stock
and supplied a package insert instead. The insert describes a long list of symptoms which the ingredients in
the product supposedly can help. Claims of this type for
a product are illegal without FDA approval.

MORE B6 TOXICITYREPORTED!
Neurological symptoms have been reported in
more than 100 women who took vitamin 8 6 for more
than six months [Acta Neurologica Scandinavia 76:8-11,
1987]. To obtain these data, all patients taking 8 6 who
were attending a private practice in London specializing
in premenstrual syndrome were asked whether they
were experiencing altered sensations in their arms, legs
or skin, or had noticed unexplained pains or muscle
weakness. They were also asked to have their serum B6
levels checked. Those who reported symptoms underwent neurological evaluation.
The normal range for serum B6 is 3.16 to 18
nanograms per milliliter. (A nanogram is one billionth of
a gram.) Levels greater than 18 ng/ml were found in 172
women, of whom 103 complained of neurological symptoms. Of these. 20% had taken less than 50 milligrams
(mg) of B6 per day, 38% had taken at least 50 mg but less
than 100 mg, 31% had taken at least 100 mg but less than
200 mg, and 11 had taken at least 200 mg but less than
500 mg. (The Recommended Dietary Allowance is 2
mg/day.)
The symptomatic women had taken 8 6 for an
average of 2.9 years, with a range from six months to

_____________________

over five years. Their symptoms included twitching,
bone pains, abnormal skin sensations (pins and needles,
numbness, burning, crawling, and itching). muscle
weakness (including difficulty in walking, running, and
holding things) and the feeling of electric shocks down
the spine. Many of the women feared that they had
multiple sclerosis, and a few had undergone cardiac
evaluation because of shooting chest pains. Three
months after stopping B6 , 55% of the women reported
partial or complete recovery, and at six months, all had
recovered completely. However, other researchers have
reported a few cases of women who took 500 mg or
more and did not recover completely. Research in dogs
and rats has shown that moderate dosages of 8 6 can
cause reversible symptoms but high dosages cause permanent neurological damage.
This study indicates that women who take B6
supplements for long periods of time can develop neurological symptoms even with dosages previously
thought safe. The minimum dosage that can cause trouble is unknown but is less than the amount commonly
prescribed for premenstrual tension.
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MILK:WHAT'SIN A NAME?
Manfred Kroger,Ph.D.,

Only mammals can produce milk. which is actually the fluid of the mammary gland. All milks contain
the same basic ingredients but in different amounts.
Other fluids known by the name "milk" are merely
plant exudates or other white liquids.
The milk of several hundred mammals has been
studied. Except for milk from the major domesticated
dairy animals, the usual way of naming a milk. and the
least complicated. would be to state the conventional
animal or species name and add the word milk to it.
That would give us whale milk, reindeer milk, rabbit
milk, cat milk and so on. However. tradition and convention have dictated the naming of milks and have
caused some inconsistencies. Sometimes we use the
breed or species name of the particular mammal. and
other times we use the name of the female. And often
we do so interchangeably. Horses' milk is usually called
mares· milk. Ovine milk is either called sheep milk or
ewes' milk. And caprine milk (goat milk) is sometimes
goats' milk, but never she-goat milk. Asses' milk and
donkey milk can be found in the historic literature, but
never jenny ass milk. Similarly, dog milk, the kind a
puppy would drink, sounds acceptable; not so bitch's
milk. And "sows' milk" is preferred over hog milk, pig
milk or swine milk.
The food consumed first by many humans is
human milk. which is usually described and cataloged
as such. Other correct terms are mother's milk (from
one woman) or mothers· milk (the pooled milk of many
donors. as in a human milk bank), and breastmilk (also
breast milk). probably the current popular term used by
lactating women (nursing mothers or breastfeeding
mothers) and such organizations as La Leche League
International and Natural Childbirth associations.
Breastmilk production can vary greatly from
mother to mother. Some produce little or none, especially when malnutrition is present. Others can produce large amounts. The amount produced (or drunk by
babies) every year is unknown. If 100,000,000 babies are
born and nursed every year and receive about 1 pint (1
pound or½ kilogram) of breastmilk daily for six months,
the annual human milk production would be 9,100 million kilograms (4,136 million pounds or 481 million
gallons).
World cow milk production is about 1 trillion
pounds (450 million metric tons or 116 billion gallons).
which is about 200 lbs/year for each of the 5 billion
persons now inhabiting the Earth.

_____________________

The terms cow's milk and cows' milk are often
interchangeably and erroneously used. According to the
rules of grammar. the former denotes the milk from a
single cow. whereas the latter is mixed milk or herd
milk, or milk in general. The term "cow milk" is hardly
ever used. Cows· milk can also be called bovine milk a term often used by scientists who publish their research results. For the same reason. the adjectives caprine, ovine. porcine and equine are used to describe
work with milk of goats, sheep, sows and mares, respectively. There are even scientific papers dealing with
murine milk, the lacteal secretion of the genus Mus to
which the mouse and the common house rat belong.
Cows' milk comes from the mature female of the
genus Bos. A female moose is also a cow, but her milk is
not cow's milk but moose milk. There is a large market
in the world for the milk of the water buffalo, the domesticated Asiatic buffalo of the genus Bubalus. That
milk is usually called buffalo milk or buffaloes' milk.
The American buffalo. by the way, belongs to the genus
Bison. so its milk. about which scientists know very
little, would have to be called bisons' milk.
Since there are several notable breeds of dairy
cattle, we also have the specific and meaningful terms
Guernsey milk and Jersey milk, for no other reason than
to distinguish them from Holstein or Holstein-Friesian
milk. Guernsey and Jersey milk have a higher fat content (about 6% instead of 4%) and look somewhat yellowish rather than white. (That's why you may see
Golden Guernsey milk touted in an advertisement.)
Brown Swiss. Ayrshire and Milking Shorthorn cows
also provide milk, of course. but their milk (or is it
milks?) is not labeled with a special name.
There are also differences among milks from the
dairy industry's commercial standpoint. Standard market milk contains 3.25% fat, while low-fat milk contains
2% and skim milk (also called skimmed milk but never
spelled skimmilk) contains less. Skim milk, in theory,
contains no fat, but since absolutes are impossible to
achieve, any milk with up to 0.5% fat can be called skim
milk. Milk with more than 10% fat is called cream.
Whipping cream has about 38% fat. And then there is
dry milk, also called milk powder or milk solids. But
that's another story.

Dr. Kroger is a professor of food science at The Pennsylvania
State University.
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WIC REFORMMEANS MOREMOTHERS
AND CHILDRENSERVED
SenatorTom Harkin
In the closing days of the tooth Congress, legislation passed that will dramatically improve the health
and well-being of thousands of women and children in
the United States. On January 8, 1988, the President
signed the Commodity Distribution Reform Act into
law.
The Special Supplemental Food Program for
Women, Infants and Children
usually referred to as
"WIC" - has been in place since 1972. But thanks to
this new law, program directors will gain new leeway in
allocating funds and be able to help as many as 630,000
additional participants.
Since its inception as an experimental program
16 years ago, the WIC program has provided food to help
pregnant and lactating women, infants, and children age
five and under improve their diets and reduce their
chances of health problems caused by poor nutrition.
Highly nutritious foods such as milk, cheese, eggs, cereal, peanut butter, beans and infant formula are
provided to more than 3.4 million people each month.
To qualify for participation, women, infants or
children at or near the poverty level must be found by a
medical professional to be at nutritional risk. The medical evaluation includes checking for anemia as well as
growth and developmental retardation.
The WIC program also provides nutrition counseling and coordination with ongoing preventive health
care. Direct services include a health assessment, nutritional counseling, food vouchers, and monitoring of participating grocery stores. The combination of nourishing
food, nutrition education, and preventive health care
makes WIC unique and different from other federal
food or health programs.
According to an extensive evaluation undertaken
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, WIC is one of the
most efficient programs run by the federal government.

_____________________

The average administrative cost per person is only $8
per month, and the average food cost is a mere $32 per
person. Yet consider the proven benefits:
• WIC has contributed to a reduction of 20-33% in
the late fetal death rate.
• The head size of infants whose mothers receive
WIC during pregnancy increased measurably.
• Women who participate in WIC have had longer
pregnancies leading to fewer premature births. This not
only benefits the infants, but it saves millions of dollars
in Medicaid bills that would otherwise have been required for intensive neonatal care. In 1985, newborn
intensive care cost $2.4 to $3.3 billion, which is about
$15,000 per baby. The average cost of WIC benefits for a
pregnant woman is under $250.
• Each dollar spent in the prenatal component of
WIC saved 49 cents in Medicaid costs during just the
first 45 days of infant life, according to one study done in
Missouri. Another Missouri study found that the federal
government saved 83¢ in Medicaid costs for every dollar
spent on WIC. The new law requires the Agriculture
Department to conduct further studies to measure how
much state programs can save during the first 60 days
after birth as a result of WIC participation by pregnant
women.
• A Yale University School of Medicine study
found a remarkable decrease in the prevalence of anemia among low-income children in New Haven since
the early 1970s. The researchers concluded: "The
marked improvement can most probably be attributed
to the nutritional supplementation with iron-fortified
foods provided by the WIC program."
• WIC also appears to lead to better mental performance. Four and five-year-olds whose mothers participated in WIC during pregnancy had better vocabulary
scores, and children who participated in WIC after their
first birthday had better digit memory.
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Despite the many benefits, however, problems
arose with certain rigidities of program design. As originally designed. the WIC program was required to spend
80% of its budget on food, while the administrative costs
were limited to 20% of a state's overall budget. This was
mandated to ensure that the federal funds allocated for
WIC would achieve their primary purpose: to provide
nutritious food directly to at-risk women and children.
According to the USDA, infant formula purchases comprise approximately 30% of all WIC food
costs and could amount to more than $400 million in
sales per year. Close to one-third of all infant formula
purchased in the United States is purchased through the
WIC program. Over the years, as the price of formula
increased. a greater proportion of WIC dollars has been
spent on infant formula. As a result, WIC directors
sought ways to economize in this portion of their food
budgets.
With approval from USDA's Food and Nutrition
Service (FNS). which oversees the program. several
states experimented with competitive bidding for their
purchases of formula and achieved the result they had
hoped for. While the average retail price of a 13-ounce
can of concentrated iron-fortified formula is about
$1.40, Oregon obtained a net price of 600:per can. 600:a
can, Mississippi 610:per can, and FNS itself 730:per can.
Vermont and Ohio realized similar savings. Implemented nationwide, this would save $242 million a year.
According to a report by the U.S. General Accounting
Office, if every WIC program in the United States saved
comparable amounts in fiscal year 1988, between
221,000 and 630,000 additional eligible participants
could be served at no additional cost. (Federal fiscal
years run from October 1 through September 30.)
WIC directors, excited by the potential savings,
wanted to use the "extra" food money to provide food to
additional participants. Unfortunately, the 80 /20 ratio
mandated under the old law put a crimp in their plans.
If a state managed to save a substantial amount of its
food dollars by purchasing infant formula at a 40% discount. it would have additional food funds, but no additional administrative funds to cover the costs of certifying and delivering benefits to the additional recipients.
And under the old law, participants could not receive
food without also undergoing health screenings, receiving nutritional counseling and so on. As a result, the
"extra" food money could not be spent. The regulation
designed to ensure the efficient operation of WIC backfired against the very people it was designed to protect!
WIC directors from all over the country appealed
to Congress for a legislative remedy. The Reagan Administration opposed changing the 80/20 formula,
however. In hearings before the Senate Agriculture Subcommittee on Nutrition, which I chair, Assistant Secretary for Food and Consumer Services, John W. Bode
testified against allowing any of the extra food funds to
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be spent on administrative costs.
Nevertheless, the testimony of numerous state
WIC directors and simple logic convinced my colleagues
to approve an amendment which I introduced to enable
WIC programs to realize additional savings through
competitive bidding. As approved, the bill allows states
to use 10-20% of the savings from rebates or competitive
bidding for the costs of providing additional services.
This is done by estimating the number of new participants a state will be able to serve under its revised infant
formula pricing structure. Additional administrative
funds are then allocated at the state's current rate of
individual participant administrative cost.
Even after the new law takes effect, millions of
needy and eligible women, infants and children will not
be able to participate in the WIC program because of
budget restrictions. WIC is not an entitlement program
and therefore can serve only as many people as its annual appropriation permits. Although Congress has
provided for some growth in the program through the
years, it still reaches only 40% of those eligible. The
1987 WIC appropriation was $1.66 billion, but the Congressional Budget Office estimated that it would require
$1.73 billion in 1988 just to maintain the current service
level in fiscal year 1988. Congress finally approved the
1988 WIC appropriation at $1,802,363,000, permitting a
modest increase of services.
The need, however, continues to grow. According
to the Children's Defense Fund, a respected public-policy advocacy group, the number of impoverished Americans has increased from 26 million during the 1970s to
32 million today, and one out of every five children
under age six is poor.
Many of these children live in families with
working parents. A family of three that has a full-time
minimum-wage paycheck lives 28% below the poverty
line. About 40% of poor children belong to a family
whose incomes is less than $4,000 per year.
Participation in WIC has increased by 73% since
1980, including 11%during the past two years. But the
budget hasn't kept pace with demand. According to the
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, many states restrict entry into WIC and do not certify entire categories
of eligible participants because there are no funds to
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serve them. At least 75 counties in the United States
have no WIC program at all. Some states certify no children beyond their first birthday, regardless of whether
they are anemic or have other medical problems. The
Iowa WIC program, for instance, has to decide between
serving toddlers in families making $15,000 or infa,pts in
families making $17,000. Other states deny service to
children who are medically determined to be at risk but
have not yet developed a medical problem. Administrative cost requirements discourage WIC administrators from encouraging breastfeeding.
Such practices undermine the preventive value
that Congress intended for the WIC program. I am hopeful that our society will recognize how important it is to

_

ensure the health and well-being of future generations
and that national and Congressional priorities will
change. Meanwhile, we can only work to ensure that
successful programs such as WIC are maintained and
improved.
Senator Harkin (D-lowa) is Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Nutrition. Editor's note: The Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities, 236 Massachusetts Avenue, N.E., Suite 305,
Washington, DC 20002, offers detailed reports on WIC legislative and administrative news as well as related maternal and
child health developments. Its newsletter, published nine
times a year, costs $45.00/year for individuals and agencies
and $22.50 for students and nonprofit organizations.

BOOKREVIEW
Title: The Right Dose - How To Take Vitamins and
Minerals Safely (1987)
Editor: Patricia Hausman, M.S.
Publisher: Rodale Press, Emmaus, Pennsylvania
Price: $24.95
Reviewed by: Charles W. Marshall, Ph.D.
At last a book from Rodale Press which stresses
the hazards of overdosing with nutrient supplements.
The 528-page book even contains case histories of people treated for vitamin or mineral poisoning. I believe,
however, that the book contains serious errors and has
little practical value.
Ms. Hausman, a former staff member of the Center for Science in the Public Interest, holds a masters
degree in nutrition from the University of Maryland.
According to the book's jacket, she "spent two years
delving through more than 4 million pieces of scientific
research to find out what can and cannot go wrong
when taking the oral supplements popular today:' (With
no days off, this would come to 5,479 "delves" per day.)
The book's first chapter pitches "nutrition insurance" with a chart on vitamin loss through cooking and
lists 14 situations where "supplements may give your
body a boost:' Chapter 2 discusses her concept of safety
and her belief that people generally have more to gain

than to lose by taking supplements. Seventeen chapters
cover individual vitamins or minerals, and the final
chapter covers three additional minerals. Most have a
"Diet Detective" chart to help estimate your daily intake
from food, and all offer recipes for foods rich in the
nutrient under consideration. Each chapter also contains a table indicating the amount of the nutrient in
common supplements.
The book's main pitch seems to be: To avoid missing out on many possible special health benefits, you
can take supplements as long as you stay within a "safe"
range. This sort of faith might make sense if dosages
above the Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA) offered proven health benefits to the average reader. I
don't believe they do. In a few places she provides so
much information and so many disclaimers that it is
difficult to determine what she is actually recommending. But some of the dosages she considers safe appear
too high.
Dr. Marshall, a retired biochemist, is author of Vitamins and
Minerals: Help or Harm?, which won the American Medical
Writers Association award for best book of 1983 for the general
public and also became a special publication of Consumer Reports Books. Copies of the revised (1985) edition are available
for $12 from the George F. Stickley Co., 210 W. Washington
Square, Philadelphia, PA 19106.

EDITORIAL BOARD
EDITOR: Stephen Barrett, M.D. SENIOR ASSOCIATE EDITOR: Manfred Kroger, Ph.D. ASSOCIATE EDITORS: Denice Ferko-Adams, R.D.,
Darlene Forester, Ph.D., R.D.; Mary Abbott Hess, R.D., M.S.; William T. Jarvis, Ph.D.; James Lowell, Ph.D.; Gabe Mirkin, M.D.; CONTRIBUTING
EDITORS: John Cunningham, Ph.D.; Johanna Dwyer, Sc.D., R.D.; Mark Fuerst; Kathy King Helm, A.O.; Victor Herbert, M.D., J.D.; Joyce Julien,
M.S., R.D.; James J. Kenney, Ph.D., R.D.; Barbara Levine, Ph.D., R.D.; Kathleen A. Meister, M.S.; Grace Powers Monaco, Esq.; Anita Owen,
R.D., M.A.; Sheldon Rovin, D.D.S., M.S.; Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D.; Eleanor N. Whitney, Ph.D., R.D.; Eleanor A. Young, Ph.D., R.D.; Jack Z. Yetiv,
M.D., Ph.D.; and staff members of The Pennsylvania State University Nutrition Information and Resource Center.
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BRIEFS
B6 toxicity addendum. Dr. Katharina Dalton, who reported 103 cases of nervous system toxicity in women
taking vitamin B6 for premenstrual syndrome [see NF
5:7], has indicated that the lowest dosage among them
was 20 mg/day for two years, while the shortest time
was two months on lO0mg/day.
Health Fraud Conference. The program has been announced for the National Health Fraud Conference to
be held March 13-15 in Kansas City, Missouri. The meeting is intended to: 1) exchange information on current
health fraud activities; 2) help government agencies,
voluntary groups, and industry organizations to
strengthen their health fraud programs; 3) increase networking links; and 4) provide guidance for disseminating educational materials to consumers. Speeches,
workshops and exhibits will include: current trends;
conducting investigations; filing complaints; organizing
an antiquackery group; working with health insurers,
legislators and the media; protecting the elderly; quack
devices; and frauds related to arthritis, cancer, AIDS,
allergy, nutrition, athletics, and mental health. Registration costs $225, but multiple registrants from the same
organization are $200 each. Discount airfares are available through Eastern and Continental Airlines. Further
information can be obtained from Linda K. Strub, National Health Fraud Conference Coordinator, 2800
Main-7th Floor, Kansas City, MO 64108 (telephone
816-753-5700,Ext. 2545).

Anti-Quackery Litigation Fund. Victor Herbert, M.D.,
J.D., has filed suit against the American Quack Association, the National Health Federation (NHF), Kurt Donsbach [see NF Oct. 1987], Peter Joseph Lisa and 22
other individuals. groups and publications. The suit
charges that after Lisa wrote a book falsely accusing Dr.
Herbert of killing patients, the others conspired to disseminate this information and did other things intended
to damage his reputation in order to discredit him as an
effective critic of health frauds. At its annual convention in January 1988, NHF announced that a "First
Amendment Free Speech Legal Defense Fund" had
been set up and that nearly $30,000 had been collected.
Meanwhile, a fund has been set up to help Dr. Herbert
finance his suit. Contributions can be sent to the Herbert Anti-Quackery Litigation Fund, c/o Michael K.
Botts, Esq.. P.O. Box 33008-N, Kansas City. MO 64114.
Alcohol warning considered. Legislation has been introduced into Canada's House of Commons to require
marketers of alcoholic beverages to spend 15% of their
advertising budget to warn about alcohol's possible
dangers.

Vitamin C and colds. A controlled study has found that
men who were given 500 mg of vitamin C four time:~a
day were less likely th·an control subjects to acquire
colds during a week of exposure to men infected with
one particular cold virus. (During this week all we1e
housed in special living quarters.) The vitamin C was
New animal drug standards. The FDA has announced
taken for 3½ weeks before exposure and for two weeks
stricter safety standards for new veterinary drugs pro- afterward. During the period of exposure, 7 of the 8 men
posed for use in food animals. Manufacturers of any receiving the placebo but only 4 of the 8 receiving viproposed animal drug that is potentially carcinogenic tamin C contracted colds. However, 2 in the vihmin C
must now provide the government with a method to test group started shedding virus after they returned home.
food products from the treated animal for residues. The The placebo group had more severe symptoms. Altest must be sufficiently sensitive to reveal a level of though the number of subjects was small, the study inresidue that would ensure a maximum lifetime risk of 1 volved only one cold virus, used subjects that had no
in a million. The previous limit of two parts per billion antibodies to that virus, and checked vitamin C blood
did not take potency of the carcinogen into account. levels as before and during the study. The results were
Manufacturers have been required for several decades presented at a virology symposium last November by
to provide the FDA with a residue assay of almost all Elliot C. Dick, Ph.D .. Professor of Preventive Medicine at
drugs intended for use in food animals. However, the the University of Wisconsin, who directed the study.
new standards define the test that must be submitted if However, he has indicated that no paper will be puba drug has caused cancer when fed to test animals. They lished until the experiment is repeated during 1988.
also recommend a method for evaluating data obtained Since many large experiments have found no preventive
from lifetime studies of mice and rats fed high levels of effect from vitamin C supplementation, further "posithe drug. About 80% of U.S. livestock and poultry re- tive" results will require careful interpretation and adceive some animal drug during their lifespan. Drug ditional
if and when
studies
to determine
is practical. Dr. Dick's study was
therapy has helped turn the chicken from a difficult-to- supplementation
raise, disease-prone creature into a mass-produced food. funded by Hoffmann-La Roche.
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Table salt may facilitate low-sodium diet. A study has
found that students on a low-sodium diet compensated
only slightly for the reduced dietary sodium by adding
table salt to their food [JAMA 258:3275-3278, 1987]. The
13-week study involved 11 students at the University of
Pennsylvania who were enrolled in a study of diet and
taste. During the first three weeks and the last week of
the study, the students ate a normal hospital diet that
was not restricted in sodium. For the remaining ten
weeks, the sodium in their food was reduced but they
had unlimited access to a saltshaker. Although the sodium content of their food was about 50% lower, ten of
the students added table salt to compensate for less than
20% of the reduction. Previous studies have shown that
people who sharply reduce the sodium level of their
diet usually come to prefer food with less salt. In this
study, however, the students did not change their preference and reported that the food they had salted tasted
similar to the normal hospital food. The researchers
suggest that since the saltshaker places salt on rather
than in the food, subjects retained enough sensory experience with salty tastes to prevent preference
changes. If this is true, changes in taste perception after
dietary sodium is lowered may be due to less experience
with salty tastes and not the amount of sodium ingested.
The authors suggest that it is possible to lower sodium
consumption and retain a palatable diet by consuming
low-sodium foods but using a saltshaker. But studies
using large numbers of individuals with different salting
habits over longer periods of time are needed to indicate
the best way(s) to reduce sodium intake.

_

Sodium and high blood pressure. A double-blind study
has tested whether five men with "salt-sensitive" high
blood pressure would react differently to sodium chloride (table salt) and sodium citrate [New England Journal of Medicine 317:1043-1048, 1084-1085]. After being
placed on a low-sodium diet, each was rotated through
one cycle in which a placebo was followed by sodium
chloride and sodium citrate and another cycle in which
the placebo was followed by the sodium products in
reverse order. Only sodium chloride raised the subjects'
blood pressure. The researchers emphasized that because the study was small, it provides no basis for making dietary recommendations
for people with high
blood pressure. Although most people ingest sodium
mainly as sodium chloride, many ingest significant
amounts of other sodium salts (ascorbate, bicarbonate
and gluconate). Studies are needed to clarify how different sodium salts affect blood pressure in both normal
and hypertensive individuals.
Iron in soybean hulls. Most iron found in high-fib~r
plants combines with the fiber and is difficult for humans to absorb. But the U.S. Department of Agriculture
has identified an easily digested form of iron in fiberrich soybean hulls. This discovery might lead to using
soybean hulls to fortify breads and other baked goods
with more iron and fiber. Further information on this
subject can be obtained from Joseph Laslow, Physical
Chemistry, Northern Research Center, USDA Agricultural Research Service, Peoria, IL 61604.

NATUROPATHICACCREDITATION
In September 1987 the U.S. Department of Education recognized the Council on Naturopathic Medical
Education (CNME) as an accrediting
agency for
naturopathic schools. Currently there are two such
schools, John Bastyr College in Seattle, Washington,
which has been accredited by CNME, and National College of Naturopathic Medicine in Portland, Oregon. Accreditation by a federally recognized agency allows
access to federal research grants and student loan programs. Naturopaths practice in most states, but are licensed only in Alaska, Arizona, Connecticut, Florida,
Hawaii, Oregon, Utah and Washington. In these states
they have the right to diagnose disease and to prescribe
"natural" therapeutics. Some practitioners of naturopathy obtained their training many years ago at chiropractic schools and are licensed as chiropractors.

______________

Naturopaths view diseases as the body's effort to
purify itself, and claim to help the body heal itself by
ridding it of toxins. Their methods include fasting,
"natural" food diets, vitamins, herbs, tissue minerals,
cell salts, homeopathic remedies, manipulation, acupuncture, massage, minor surgery, exercise and colonic
enemas. Naturopathic education now consists of two
years of basic sciences and two years of clinical
naturopathy.
·
Like chiropractors, who have had a recognized
accrediting agency since 1974, naturopaths use a wide
variety of unscientific practices. But the accreditation
system judges how programs are organized rather than
the validity of what they teach. With accreditation behind them, naturopaths are working on licensure in
more states.
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STUDY FINDS SWIMMINGINEFFECTIVE
FOR WEIGHTCONTROL
DavidSteinman
Grant Gwinup, M.D.. who is professor of medicine and chief of the division of endocrinology at the
University of California's Irvine Medical Center, is frequently asked by patients to help them design exercise
programs to lose weight. Commonly he prescribed
swimming regimens for patients with orthopedic problems or injuries that prevented them from engaging in
high-impact aerobic exercise.
For many years, Dr. Gwinup observed that most
patients who swam for exercise enjoyed it but didn't
seem to lose weight. He decided to test this observation
with a controlled experiment.
Gwinup's landmark study - published in the
American Journal of Sports Medicine (15:275-279, 1987]
- involved 45 women, aged 20 to 40, whose weights
averaged about 150 pounds. All were considered "minimally to moderately obese," with estimated body fat
content of 30-40%. The women were divided into three
equal groups: 1) walkers, who walked at increasing
speeds until they were "pleasantly exhausted"; 2)
cyclists, who rode stationary bicycles: and 3) swimmers,
who used the Australian crawl or backstroke in a heated
lap pool whose temperature ranged from 74°F to 78°F.
All participants were advised to eat as they
pleased "whenever and whatever they desired. In fact,
they were instructed to not keep track of what they ate,"
says Gwinup. But all were intent upon weight loss. Only
a single variable
exercise mode - was controlled.
The study used women because more of them had the
time to participate. But Gwinup believes the results
would be identical with men.
All participants were asked to exercise briskly
once a day, to systematically increase the amount at
weekly intervals, and to record what they did. The majority excercised for at least nine out of every ten days.
The compliance rate among swimmers who completed
the study was the best of the three groups, but swimmers also had the highest dropout rate. For various reasons, only 11 walkers, 10 cyclists and 8 swimmers
reached the goal of 60 minutes per day.
To ensure that the fitness level was similar among
the groups, Gwinup measured their resting heart rate
every two weeks throughout the six-month study
period. Testing confirmed that each exercise produced
comparable cardiovascular fitness and that everyone
who completed the study achieved a "training effect."

_____________________

During the study, the average resting pulse for the group
dropped from 75 to 63. But their weights provided stark
contrast. Walkers averaged a 10% weight loss (15
pounds), cyclists lost 12% (18 pounds), but swimmers
gained about 3% (nearly 5 pounds).
What kind of weight was lost or gained? Gwinup
based his conclusion on measurements of the triceps fat
deposit (midway between the elbow and shoulder in
back of the arm). He assumed that all other fat deposits
would change in the same direction. "Walkers and
cyclists had reduced fat volume. But the swimmers remained the same. So, they didn't lose fat. They probably
built up muscle," Gwin up says. He speculates that water,
even if the same temperature as the air, removes energy
in the form of heat from the body 30 times as effectively
as air.
Gwinup's speculation is supported by Dr. Kin-itsu
Hirata, a member of the Department of Physical Education of Chukyo University in Toyota-Nagoya, Japan. His
book, Selection of Olympic Champions (1980), asserts
that "Long-distance swimmers
channel swimmers are much stouter ... They must have fatty, stout figures
because the fatty, stout figure is buoyant, can tolerate
cold and store much energy for swimming a very long
time." Many other experts agree that long-distance
swimmers tend to retain more fat.
Marathon swimmer Lynne Cox has reached the
same conclusion from personal observation. Cox, who
has crossed the English Channel twice in world record
time, has probably done more cold-water swimming
than anyone else alive. In 1976 she swam the Magellan
Strait at the tip of South America in 42° water. More
recently she swam nearly three hours in a 40° lake in
Iceland and frolicked for half an hour in 37° water
amidst icebergs in Glacier Bay. Last fall, wearing only a
bathing suit, cap and goggles, she swam almost three
miles through the Bering Sea, where water temperatures range from 34 ° to 39°E Her swim was part of a
U.S.-Soviet study of cold-water physiology. Yet for all
her cold water and marathon swimming, Cox says she
does not lose weight. She's 5'6" and 180 pounds.
"I can do all these extreme distances, but the
weights still there. When I swam the English Channel, I
lost only two or three pounds - most of it water."
Her body fat recently was measured at about 37%
by Hal Goforth, Ph.D., a research physiologist at the
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Navy's Health Research Center, San Diego, who specializes in cold water physiology. "Most athletes would
feel obese if their body fat were beyond 22%," Goforth
says.
"I always have had extra body fat. And I always
have been swimming," Cox says. So, it is difficult to
separate cause from effect. Which came first, excess
body fat or cold water swimming? On the other hand,
look at marathon runners. They are so lean and muscular. They have a very low percentage of body fat, because their bodies are dealing with hyperthermia - too
much heat - and fat would make them retain heat:·
Top male and female distance runners carry as
little as 5-10% body fat, Goforth says. "Their bodies don't
want extra weight because that would mean more
work," Cox says. "But swimmers
particularly longdistance and cold-water swimmers - are dealing with
two different factors: hypothermia and their need for
buoyancy, which means their bodies want to retain fat:'
Sportsmedicine expert Gabe Mirkin, M.D., notes
that, "During exercise on land, air provides insulation
and body temperature rises slightly and remains elevated for several hours afterward. But exercise in water
- which is a very poor insulator - does not raise body
temperature:'
How do these findings relate to the body of the
typical lap swimmer? Many lap swimmers find the typical "heated" pool feels cool. Even so-called warm lap
pools may be too cold for the body to effectively lose
weight, says Gwinup: "I think most people consider the
fat stores of the body as a fuel tank. But fat has insulating properties, too. In water that is colder than the body,
a message is conveyed somehow to the hunger center
that to prevent heat loss more caloric intake is needed
and that more fat may be needed for insulation. Presumably, this stimulates the appetite mechanism to increase
caloric consumption, so that when you swim you have
complete compensation; for every thousand calories you
burn you eat a thousand more." Gwinup thinks the
swimmers in his study must have eaten more food each
day to compensate for their body heat loss.
But that doesn't mean you should avoid an exercise regime that includes swimming. Pro triathlete Scott
Molina professed little surprise at the study's result but
suggested a way around it. "I experienced weight gain
when I trained in cold water in Southern California
when I swam in the ocean near La Jolla and even in
pools that were as warm as 78 °, he said. "The body is
real sensitive. You can work out hard swimming, but if
the water is too cold you may very well gain weight.
That's why I wear a wetsuit and work out in water between 82° and 84 °. That's about the right temperature to
swim regularly and avoid weight gain:•
Colleen Cannon another triathlon star, swam the
100 and 200 meter butterfly from 1978 to 1982 while at
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Auburn University. "I was a little bit heavier when I
swam," she says. But since she added training for running and bicycling, she has lost weight.
Kate Delhagen, another world-class triathlete,
has concluded that some swimmers gain weight from
added muscle. "Swimmers tend to develop their upper
body, particularly their shoulders and chest," she told
me. And once in the water, it is harder for many of them
to raise their heart rate. So a runner who exercises for
an hour may exert far more effort than a swimmer during the same amount of time.
Dr. Goforth believes that total work involved
makes the difference. He cited a recent experiment at
Ball State University in which swimmers increased
their daily distance from 4,000 meters to 8,000 meters
and lost weight.
"Exercise is not simple," Gwinup says. "You
should have definite objectives. Ask yourself whether
you want to lose weight, build muscle, or develop cardiovascular fitness. Exercise should be prescribed the
same way a doctor gives a prescription for medicine.
Swimming is a great exercise, but the ideal person for a
swimming regimen should have no weight problem and
need to exercise mainly for cardiovascular fitness. For
cardiovascular fitness, nothing is better than swimming.
But most people in this country exercise for weight loss.
If that is your objective, you shouldn't swim."

Mr. Steinman is the running and triathlon columnist for City
Sports Magazine and <!nassociate adjunct professor of liberal
arts at National University.

____

QUESTION BOX ___
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Q. If you drink on an empty stomach, does eating
afterward affect how much alcohol is absorbed?
A. Yes. Alcohol needs no digestion. It diffuses
through the stomach wall soon after arrival in the
stomach and reaches the brain within minutes.
However, alcohol consumed with or close to a meal
is absorbed more slowly. Food mixes with the alcohol so that it reaches the stomach wall more
slowly. Food also slows the rate at which alcohol
enters the small intestine, where it is absorbed
most quickly. Retardation of alcohol absorption is
greatest during or following a heavy meal, mild
following a light meal and slight when the meal is
consumed one hour after drinking. Absorption is
quickest when the stomach is empty. Thus, to slow
absorption, meals should be eaten just before,
with, or immediately
following
alcohol
consumption.
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NEW REPORTON DIETARYFIBER
The Life Sciences Research Office of the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology
(FASEB)has conducted a scientific assessment of the
role of dietary fiber in health. The report, composed of
171 pages of text supported by 66 pages of references,
was prepared at the request of the FDA and published in
June 1987. The panel evaluated the effects of various
fiber sources on specific diseases and concluded:
• Colon cancer: Epidemiological data show a
fairly consistent inverse relationship between intake of
fiber-containing foods and cancer of the large intestine.
However, studies comparing the diets of patients with
and without colon cancer have been contradictory.
Some have shown a relationship between the incidence
of colon cancer and the presence of certain cancer-causing substances whose concentration in the feces may be
reduced by dietary fiber - particularly whole-grain cereals and bread. But further research is needed to clarify the mechanisms involved and the influence of
various dietary fibers.
• Constipation: Many studies have shown that dietary fiber, particularly wheat fiber and other insoluble
sources, is useful in the prevention and treatment of
constipation.
• Diabetes:Clinical trials have shown that supplements of soluble fiber sources such as guar gum, pectin
and oat bran can be useful in decreasing insulin requirements, improving blood sugar control, and lowering blood cholesterol levels in diabetic subjects. Highcarbohydrate diets which contain large amounts of
complex carbohydrates also have similar effects. These
effects cannot be attributed solely to the fiber content of
such diets.
• Diverticular disease: Epidemiological data suggest a relationship between low-fiber intake and diverticular disease. Clinical evidence suggests that diets
high in fiber (especially wheat bran) may relieve the
symptoms of uncomplicated disease. (Diverticulosis is a
condition in which the walls of the large intestine develop pouches. If they trap fecal material and become
inflamed, the condition is called diverticulitis.)
• Gallstones: The influence of dietary fiber on
gallstone formation and regression is unresolved. Although some experiments show an association between
dietary fiber content and stone formation, it is not
known whether specific dietary factors or overall diet
are responsible for this finding.
• Heart disease: Epidemiologic data on the relationship of dietary fiber to atherosclerotic heart disease
are inconclusive. Clinical studies show that soluble fibers such as pectin, guar gum, locust bean gum, oat
gum, or psyllium mucilloid significantly reduce total
blood cholesterol and LDL cholesterol with little effect

____________________

on HDL cholesterol levels. Insoluble fibers such as bran
or cellulose have no significant effect. Clinical studies
show a lowering of blood pressure in response to increased amounts of fiber from various sources. But these
trials are difficult to interpret because the other dietary
components varied.
• Irritable bowel syndrome: The patients most
likely to benefit from increased fiber intake (wheat
bran) are those whose chief complaint is constipation.
But neither bran nor a high-fiber diet is a panacea; treatment of accompanying anxiety or depression should be
undertaken.
• Obesity: Limited data from clinical trials suggesting that dietary fiber supplements or high-fiber diets
are useful for weight reduction are contradictory. Dietary fiber may have a role as an adjunct in the treatment
of obesity, but controlled, long-term trials are needed
before such a role can be established.
• Peptic ulcer: Epidemiological studies are inconclusive. Clinical evidence suggests little benefit from
high-fiber diets.
• Possible adverse effects: The evidence that dietary fiber can decrease the bioavailability of iron, zinc
and other minerals is conflicting. Although some experiments have shown that high-fiber diets can decrease
mineral absorption, other have not. Some fibers appear
to increase mineral excretion, while others do not. Isolated cases of adverse effects have been reported with
consumption of large amounts of purified fiber sources.
The panel concluded that a moderate level of fiber intake does not appear to pose a problem with respect to
mineral balance.
After reviewing estimates of current fiber intake,
the panel recommended that healthy adults consume a
wide variety of whole-grain products, fruits and vegetables, leading to a dietary fiber intake range of 20-35
grams per day. The panel emphasized that this range of
intake may not be appropriate for children, the elderly,
or persons consuming special diets.
Copies of the report can be obtained for $20 from
the FASEB Publications Office, 9650 Rockville Pike,
Bethesda, MD 20814.

INFORMATION WANTED
If you find any newsworthy items, such as a published article or news report. or have a personal
experience that might be of interest to our readers,
please send it to Stephen Barrett, M.D., P.O. Box
1747, Allentown. PA 18105.
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CAN SUPER BLUE GREEN HELPSAVE THE WORLD?
Michael Paros
Blue-green algae form a thick mat of scum across
lakes. They clog filters in reservoirs. They make drinking water taste foul and recreational swimming unpleasant. They like brackish ponds and produce a putrid
smell. But to Daryl J. Kollman, president of Cell Tech
Inc., "They are a miraculous gift from Mother Nature:'
Cell Tech harvests this scum from Upper
Klamath Lake in southern Oregon and markets it as
Super Blue Green Algae, "a totally natural, well balanced food, containing over 35 different vitamins, minerals and amino acids beneficial to physical and mental
health." According to a company promotional tape, "By
detoxifying your systems and balancing your nutritional
levels, Super Blue Green provides your body and spirit
with ingredients that result in experiences of increased
energy, mental clarity, dietary control and feelings of
overall well being. This can enable people to deal with
the many stresses of this modern world."
My first exposure to Super Blue Green was
through a classified ad in a San Diego newsletter called
Wholistic Living:
ENERGY FOR LIFE. Super Blue Green
Algae promises increased vigor and
mental alertness in three weeks or your
money back-$45. Information/ orders
546-1577, Emily.
When I called, Emily said her migraine headaches had stopped, her hair was healthier, and she had
less craving for sweets, "all from taking Super Blue
Green Algae." She promised to send literature and
urged me to try some products.
1\vo days later, a three-inch-thick packet arrived
in the mail. From this material, I learned that Cell Tech
harvests Aphanizornenon flos-aquae (Super Blue Green
Algae) and freeze-dries it to preserve its nutrients. 1\vo
Cell Tech products, Omega Sun and Alpha Sun, contain
algae in capsule form. Sixty 250-mg capsules retail for
$22.92 and $15.84 respectively. The difference in price is

____________________

said to be due to 5-7% greater concentration of brain/
nerve nutrients in Omega Sun-achieved
by removing
the cell wall from the algae. A third product, Liquid
Brain Food, is described as a concentrated solution of
Omega Sun. A 30-ml bottle costs $20.00.
According to one brochure, "Alpha Sun acts more
on the body than the mind, while Omega Sun is used for
added mental energy. The Liquid Brain Food is for
emergency situations when there is a need for instant
mental strength." Omega Sun is said to "dramatically
increase your mental powers, stamina and overall
health," while Alpha Sun "helps give you the energy,
mental clarity and alertness you need in today's world:'
Intrigued by these claims, my roommate Tuyen
Nguyen and I decided to experiment with Super Blue
Green Algae and drove to Escondido to obtain some
from Emily the next evening.
At Emily's house, we quickly purchased one bottle each of Omega Sun, Alpha Sun and Liquid Brain
Food. After filling out a money-back guarantee, Emily
expressed concern about one of us falling asleep on the
way home and urged us to try some Liquid Brain Food.
"Please take some now. I always take some before I go on
long nighttime drives," she insisted. She handed me a
half-dropperful of Liquid Brain Food and told me to
place it under my tongue for thirty seconds. To my relief, it had only a strong cinnamon flavor. Tuyen took
some also, but fell asleep on the way home anyway.
A Cell Tech newsletter contains a testimonial
which says: "Each time I try Liquid Brain Food I'm more
impressed and amazed. The way it makes me feel did
not used to be legal. I take it in the afternoon, start
smiling within 15 minutes, and feel happy, relaxed and
ready for anything-ALL
EVENING LONG! It supports
my sense of humor and allows me to be a bit outrageous-a quality I personally cherish:' Amused as I
read this, I tried to picture Super Blue Green as the
"recreational drug" of the future.
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According to a Cell Tech brochure, "The algae is himself an expert on nutrition and agriculture. Kollman
rich in valuable minerals, vitamin B12 • chlorophyll, as accuses the competition (i.e., almost all foods found in
well as having an almost perfectly matched amino acid the supermarket) of falsely reporting nutritional conprofile with humans:· Kollman contends that the algae tent. "When you buy the food in the store, you really get
"contains eight times more Vitamin A than carrots" and nothing. It looks like broccoli but it isn't," asserts
"enough nutritional energy to help metabolize food in- Kollman. "If you don't believe me, just buy a tomato and
take:· Another brochure declares: "Blue green algae is eat it. It tastes like cardboard. Why is that? Minerals
also rich in neuropeptides, which are protein deriva- taste! If you don't understand that, take a penny out of
tives that contain two or more amino acids and have the your pocket and taste the copper:•
Inspired by such arguments, Tuyen and I began
ability to nourish the brain directly." To Kollman, "the
value of Super Blue Green's nutrients are biologically our Super Blue Green regimen. The first day we took
one Alpha and one Omega capsule, as recommended by
obvious:·
Not so obvious to Dr. Paul Saltman, Professor of Emily. Although we had heard of miraculous first-day
Biology at the University of California at San Diego. transformations, we experienced no change in physical
"This is absolute nonsense. There is no scientific evi- or mental health. That night we took a dropperful of
Liquid Brain Food, ignoring Kollman's warning in the
dence that chlorophyll is a valuable source for humans.
Cell Tech letter: "Beware, Liquid Brain Food can keep
I've never heard of whole neuropeptides
passing
you up 'till all hours!" Within three hours of taking this
through the blood-brain barrier. As for protein. vitamin
"crowd pleaser of the Cell Tech products" we were both
A and B12 , our normal diets provide us with enough.
The amounts of nutrients in these algae capsules are fast asleep.
During the next five days, we increased our dosinsignificant:'
The labels on Cell Tech products support Salt- age. following Kollman's advice "to listen to your body"
man's assertion that the amount of nutrients in each (which remained silent). By the sixth day, we were takcapsule is minimal. Six capsules of Alpha Sun (the rec- ing nine capsules at a time and going on occasional Liommended daily dose) fail to provide even 1% of the quid Brain Food binges. Yet our energy levels remained
U.S. Recommended Daily Allowance for any of the trace the same as before. and we experienced no change in
appetite, sleep or emotions. Worse yet, my wart had
minerals listed on the label. In fact, the only significant
claims in a pamphlet that it
nutrient in Super Blue Green algae is B12 , of which the failed to disappear-despite
label states that 180% of the U.S. RDA is provided. There might. In desperation, we raised our dosage to 14 capis evidence. however, that the B12 in blue-green algae is sules, reminding ourselves of the "guy from Boulder
mainly useless analogs of the cobalamin B12 needed in who took 100 capsules and was fine except for being
small amounts by the human body. In addition, some B12 awake for three days."
analogs found in algae can actually interfere with
Finally, on the eighth day, both of us were able to
report a dramatic physical change ... GAS!
human cobalamin metabolism.
The algae's 60% protein content is very high for a
Apparently we were going through a "cleansing
plant. But the recommended daily dose of six capsules crisis." According to one Cell Tech brochure, "Super
yields approximately 0.9 grams of protein-less than the Blue Green acts as a catalyst and resource builder so
2.4 grams in a slice of whole wheat bread, 4 grams in a that the body can release toxic buildup from the past.
tablespoon of peanut butter or 1.3 grams in a mediumThe toxic elimination can and does show up in as many
size banana.
creative ways as there are people. Some of these are:
"It is not the quantity of protein that is important.
Intense sweating. headaches, stinky feet, fatigue and
but the quality," counters Kollman. Cell Tech claims tiredness, hives, boils, crankiness, tumors, sore throat,
that its algae's amino acid profile is almost identical to hair loss, itchy skin, memories from the past. acidic
ratios used by the human body. However, Cell Tech fails stomach, gas, and many others."
to mention that more than half of these amino acids are
Actually. if toxicity occurs, it seems more likely
not essential because our bodies automatically syn- from the algae. In 1961, a toxic alga was reported in
thesize adequate amounts. Broccoli and Super Blue Klamath Lake in the same species used in Super Blue
Green algae appear to have similar essential amino acid Green products. Although later tests failed to show furprofiles. But one cup of broccoli yields twice as much
ther toxic strains, it is interesting to note the similarities
amino acid as Super Blue Green algae at a fraction of the between Cell Tech's version of "detoxification" and the
cost. Furthermore. 3½ ounces of broccoli contain more effects of alga toxins on humans. Gas, diarrhea, nausea,
vitamins (including Vitamin A) and minerals than six tiredness, throat irritation and itchy skin have been recapsules of Alpha Sun.
ported in the scientific literature, and large doses of
Not that these facts have totally escaped Kollman. toxic algae have caused tumors when injected into
who. with a master's degree in education, considers
small animals.
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Aphanizomenon flos-aquae has been identified as
one of the seven most poisonous blue-green algae
[Bioscience 27:797- 802, 1977]. Its toxicity is due to saxitoxin, a paralytic shellfish poison first isolated from
toxic mussels and clams about 30 years ago. Even low
doses of crude extract injected into white mice will
cause death in less than five minutes.
In 1984, a U.S. marshal seized 84 bottles of algae
capsules containing a toxic strain of the species Aphanizomenon flos-aquae from Bio-Nutritional Products
in Mamaroneck, N.Y. The source of the capsules was
based in Klamath Falls, Oregon, and had collected the
algae from Klamath Lake [FDA Consumer, March 1985].
The company, K.C. Laboratories,
had had
$120,000 worth of capsules seized in 1983 after the FDA
charged that the algae was "an unsafe food additive:'
This company had produced an array of products under
the trade name Blue-Green Manna, which it claimed
could treat Alzheimer's disease, allergies, arthritis, and
leukemia and many other illnesses [see NF 2:22-23].
The owner of K.C. Laboratories was Victor Kollman,
brother of Daryl Kollman. In 1987, a U.S. District Court
issued a permanent injunction barring Victor from the
algae business.
Cell Tech maintains that it has been separate
from K.C. Laboratories from the beginning, even though
both companies were founded during the same year.
According to Daryl Kollman's wife Marta, the two brothers parted ways in 1979.
"We just couldn't deal with his ethics. He
wouldn't even eat his own algae," Marta Kollman told
me in a telephone conversation. "It was this kind of
dishonesty that got Victor in trouble. He made two key
critical mistakes. First he claimed he was a doctor,
which he's not. Secondly, he made claims that the products could cure illnesses. Once you've done that, the
FDA considers it a drug," said Marta.
Sure enough, all of Cell Tech's literature contain
disclaimers that the products do not provide "cures" for
diseases and are not intended as a substitute for medical
care. Throughout Daryl Kollman's lectures, he refers to
the algae as a "whole food" and denies that it is a drug or
even a food supplement.
Despite this disclaimer, it is clear that "drug"
claims are being spread by Cell Tech distributors. Ads in

_

Vegetarian Times and Total Health state that daily users
of Super Blue Green Algae commonly report "increased
physical stamina, memory and mental clarity; alleviation of stress, anxiety and depression; relief from hypoglycemia, fatigue, mood swings and allergies; better
control of appetite and weight; improved digestion and
assimilation of food; faster recovery from side effects of
certain medical treatments; and heightened anti-cancer
and anti-pollutant immune functions:'
In addition, testimonials from people identified
by their initials in a 12-page packet from a local distributor claim that Super Blue Green has "stabilized" a
woman with Alzheimer's disease, "given leverage during weight-lifting," helped clients withdraw from cocaine, caused a calcium deposit to disappear, reduced
jet-lag, cured a 40-year case of constipation, and restored the health of a pet dog.
Ironically, the first successful court trial under
the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906 (predecessor of our
current Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act) involved a product called Cuforhedake Brane-Fude. "Yet in 1987 a company can get away with selling Liquid Brain Food
because of our government's ineffectiveness," says James
Lowell, Ph.D., an expert on algae who has followed the
activities of K.C. Laboratories and Cell Tech closely.
Cell Tech appears to be growing rapidly. Anyone
can become a distributor by completing an application
and buying a sales kit for $20.00. Marta Kollman said
Cell Tech has over 6,500 distributors nationwide and
ships out roughly 1,500 bottles daily. At this moment,
the company is moving to a larger building. "We are
expanding our harvesting plant. Soon we'll have the
whole lake, because the other guy, Victor, is out of business," says Marta.
Meanwhile, Daryl Kollman has announced his
candidacy for the 1988 Presidential election. His promises-no less modest than those for Super Blue Greeninclude "comprehensive recovery" of our environment,
our economy and our health. Super Blue Green Algae,
he claims, is "the cornerstone, the foundation, for a new
way of living."
Mr. Paras is in his junior year and is majoring in molecular
biology at the University of California/San Diego.
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BRIEFS
Quackery conference successful. Close to 300 federal
and state enforcement officials, insurance executives,
antiquackery activists, and others met in Kansas City,
Missouri, for the first National Health Fraud Conference
held since 1963. After "declaring war" on health fraud,
Deputy FDA Commissioner John J. Norris said his
ag~ncy expected to cosponsor another national meeting
in 1990 and 30 regional conferences during the next two
years.
Snack food composition. A study of ten "natural" snack
foods and their supermarket counterparts has found
that the amounts of calories, protein, vitamins, calcium
and iron were similar in comparable products, but most
of the "natural" products cost more [Environmental Nutrition January 1988]. All products contained 2% or less
of the U.S. RDA for most nutrients. Three of the natural
snacks were lower in sodium and three were higher. Fat
was slightly lower in two of the natural products, but
essentially the same in most - and the natural products
were as likely as the others to have saturated fats (palm
or coconut oil). The study was directed by Melanie L.
Polk, M.Sc., R.D., a dietitian
in West Hartford,
Connecticut.
Racketeering suit. Aetna Life Insurance Company has
charged Stanislaw R. Burzynski, M.D., and the Burzynski Research Institute of Houston, Texas, with violating the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations
(RICO) Act. Aetna's claim, filed December 31, 1987,
states that Burzynski planned and participated in a
scheme to defraud various insurers, involving an alleged cancer treatment
he calls Antineoplastons
(ANPA). The scheme involved insurance claims which
identified ANPA as "chemotherapy" administered on
the Institute's premises. Usually, however, after a brief
training period, it is self-administered by the patient or
patient's family. Aetna believes that many millions of
dollars have been paid mistakenly by insurers who
thought that Burzynski was offering a proven chemotherapy program. ANPA, which Burzynski says is a naturally occurring peptide. lacks FDA approval and may
not be legally marketed across state lines. Since the
RICO Act allows recovery of triple damages, a successful suit could deter others who use unproven methods from falsely reporting to insurance companies what
they are doing.

______________

Artificial feeding. A review article has been published
on the legal status and ethics of withholding intravenous or tube feeding from individuals believed to be
in irreversible coma [New England Journal of Medicine
318:286-290, 1988]. Since courts place considerable
weight on what patients would have wanted, the authors suggest that doctors encourage their competent
patients - particularly elderly ones - to discuss and
document their wishes. Reprints of the article are available from Bernard Lo, M.D., Box 0320, Room A-405,
University of California, 400 Parnassus Ave., San Francisco, CA 94143.

Fruit and vegetable research. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture has earmarked about $2 million to look for
alternatives to sulfites in preserving quality in salad bar
fruits and vegetables. Fruits and vegetables begin to
soften and brown shortly after they are cut, cored or
sliced. Scientists are exploring the inside makeup of
these foods to determine why they spoil and develop
techniques to slow down the spoilage. Sulfites, which
had been used to prevent the spoilage, were banned by
the FDA last year because of their tendency to trigger
allergic reactions in asthmatics.

Antifluoridation petition denied. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has denied a petition to
add inorganic fluorides to its list of toxic chemicals subject to reporting under the Superfund emergency planning and community right-to-know programs. Inorganic
fluorides are commonly added to drinking water supplies to reduce the incidence of tooth decay. In denying
the petition, EPA said it had found no case where total
fluoride exposure from industrial sources and drinking
water adversely affected health [Federal Register, May
29, 1987].
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AIDS and food companies. According to the January 13
Wall Street Journal, many food processing companies
and food service firms are concerned about AIDS, but
want to act quietly to avoid causing panic among workers and customers. The AIDS virus does not survive
outside the body and is transmitted only through the
intimate sharing of body fluids (such as semen) or introduction into another person's blood stream. But if a
worker is found to have AIDS, a company might still lose
co-workers and customers. On the other hand, firing an
AIDS victim could trigger a job discrimination lawsuit.
In response to this dilemma, companies and trade associations have begun low-keyed educational campaigns
to indicate that AIDS cannot be transmitted by "casual"
means such as handling food. Companies are also developing policies for dealing with workers who become
AIDS victims.
Reported weight loss inaccurate. A follow-up study of
former participants in a weight-control program has
found that weights they reported averaged 5.9 pounds
(2.9%) less than weights determined by actual weighing
at the clinic [Journal of the American Dietetic Association 87:1198-1201,1987]. The study involved 39 women
and 107 men aged 28 to 63 years who were four or five
years post-treatment. The participants were surveyed by
telephone shortly before a check-up but were not told
the results would be validated against their scale weight
at the clinic. The researchers concluded that "use of
self-reported weight is not adequate for the assessment
of long-term weight-loss maintenance unless the magnitude of discrepancy is adjusted in some way:' Similar
findings have been reported by other researchers.
Suction lipectomy. Use of suction through a narrow
tube to remove undesirable local deposits of body fat is
now one of the most common plastic surgery procedures in this country. It involves a small incision
through the skin and insertion of a tube connected to a
high-vacuum suction machine. Common operative sites
have been the thighs. hips, knees, abdomen, buttocks,
upper arm. breasts and under the chin. Although some
doctors claim that fat does not return to the treated
areas, systematic follow-up data are lacking-and
fat
has returned in some animal studies. After reviewing
published reports, The Medical Letter [December 18,
19871 has concluded that the procedure "has produced
satisfactory results in some patients. but the long-term
effects of the procedure are not known:' Though the
procedure is usually safe, infection, persistent pain, persistent swelling, skin discoloration, and distortions of
contour have been reported. A few fatalities have
occurred.

____________________
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Sulfites and potatoes. The FDA has proposed to stop
restaurants from using sulfite preservatives on fresh
(unpackaged and unlabeled) potatoes. FDA Commissioner Frank E. Young, M.D., Ph.D., said the agency's
safety review showed that sulfites pose no health hazard
to the general public but can cause reactions in up to
one million people, many of whom are asthmatics. Reactions range from hives, itching, dizziness, nausea and
diarrhea to shortness of breath, and, in rare instances,
fatal shock. Since 1982, the FDA has received 1,400 consumer complaints about sulfites, and four deaths have
been attributed to ingestion of sulfite-treated hashbrown and cottage-fried potatoes served in restaurants.

Sulfite labeling of meat products. The U.S. Department
of Agriculture now requires meat and poultry processors to list sulfiting agents on product labels whenever
the products contain confirmable levels of sulfur dioxide, sodium sulfite, sodium bisulfite, potassium
bisulfite, sodium metabisulfite, or potassium metabisulfite. These substances are used to preserve foods,
such as potatoes and other ingredients, that may be
added to processed meat and poultry products. The
USDA policy, like that of the FDA, requires sulfite labeling when products contain 10 parts per million or more
of any sulfite. (The FDA has jurisdiction over foods
other than meat and poultry.) Sulfites are prohibited in
fresh meat and poultry products, but can still be used in
stews and other processed meat or poultry products.

New foods for patients who can't chew. Food technologists at the U.S. Army's Natick Research and Development Center in Natick, Mass., have developed
"dental liquids" for patients whose jaws are wired shut,
throat cancer patients, and toothless patients awaiting
dentures. According to a Center staff member, these patients often refuse to eat when they tire of bland or
oversweet foods. The new products, which are being
tested in 12 military hospitals, include French toast,
chicken in wine sauce, beef or turkey and gravy, spaghetti, sloppy joes, pork with stuffing, barbecued
chicken, chile con came, noodles Parmesan, vegetables,
strawberry shortcake and apple pie. The foods are finely
ground, dried, and sealed in pouches that can be stored
for three years at room temperatures. To prepare them
for consumption, the dried foods are mixed with hot
water in a blender. According to American Dental News,
the researchers have developed a 2-day prototype menu
of 20 items and are working on a 5-day regimen that will
provide patients with about 2,200 calories per day.
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Questionable product survey. A telephone survey of
1,514 American adults conducted by Louis Harris and
Associates for the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services has estimated the extent of public use
of selected unproven treatments. Some of its findings
were: 1) 26.4% of those surveyed reported having used
one or more "questionable" treatments; 2) word-ofmouth was the most common stimulus for use: 3) use of
questionable products did not vary much with age or
educational level; 4) those with the greatest trust in docUnited Sciences of America. Information about United tors were least likely to use questionable treatments;
Sciences of America suitable for teaching purposes is and 5) 36% of arthritis sufferers had used questionable
available for $40 from the Lehigh Valley Committee
treatments. Those surveyed reported getting health adAgainst Health Fraud, Inc., P.O.Box 1747, Allentown, PA vice from the following "alternative" practitioners: chi18105. Included are a 12,000-word report published by ropractors
(21 %). nutritionists
(15%), religious
the American Council on Science and Health, the April counselors (5%), health product salespeople (5%). spir1987 Nutrition Forum article, a brief update. and the itual healers (3%), herbalists (3%). and acupuncturists
company's introductory videotape.
(3%).

Diet pill fraud attacked. The Federal Trade Commission
has charged that advertising claims that Dream Away
amino acid pills will cause users to lose weight while
they sleep (without dieting or exercise) are false and
deceptive. The agency has asked the U.S. District Court
in Phoenix, Arizona, to issue an injunction and order
payment of consumer redress.

Poultry more popular. Americans ate more poultry
than beef last year, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture predicts poultry will pull even further ahead
this year. According to Changing Times magazine, increased production caused poultry prices to fall last year
while short supplies of beef and pork led to increased
prices. Poultry's popularity is also a result of health concerns, to which beef producers are responding with
meat that is leaner and better trimmed.

Chinese cookbooks. A 336-page compendium of 700
books on Chinese cooking published in English during
the past century is available for $47 from Garland Publishing, 136 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016. Each
entry outlines the features of each book and contains a
brief evaluation. The compendium was written by Jacqueline M. Newman. Ph.D., R.D.. Associate Professor of
Home Economics at Queens College in Flushing, New
York.

GREATEARTH PROHIBITED
FROM MAKING FALSECLAIMS
The Federal Trade Commission has charged in a
complaint that Great Earth International. Inc., has
falsely claimed that three of its food supplements would
enable users to lose weight, build muscle, burn fat. promote healing, protect against mental and physical fatigue, and/or strengthen
the immune system. A
proposed consent agreement, released simultaneously,
would settle the charges and prohibit Great Earth from
making unproven claims for other products as well.
Under the agreement. Great Earth must have
substantiation for claims that any product will: 1) cure
or prevent any disease or other undesirable physical or
mental condition; 2) assist a user in losing or controlling
weight or fat; 3) improve or strengthen any body organ
or function: or 4) eliminate or reduce any harmful substance or organism that may be found in the body or
environment. Great Earth will also be prohibited from

__________________

claiming that GHR Formula-P.M. (now called Tri-Amino
Plus P.M.),L-Ornithine. or L-Arginine can stimulate production of human growth hormone, help users achieve
rapid or substantial muscular development, promote
weight loss during sleep, or promote burning of fat or
building or toning of muscles. Nor may the company use
the name "Growth Hormone Releaser" or any similar
name unless it can substantiate that the product actually stimulates growth hormone release.
After a period of public comment. the Federal
Trade Commission will issue a final consent order
which, if violated, can result in a penalty of up to
$10,000/ day for each violation.
Great Earth International is the nation's second
largest health food store chain with about 150 retail outlets, most of which are owned by franchisees and
licensees.
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"BODYBUILDING"HERBS
Varro E. Tyler,Ph.D.
Nutrition Forum readers are probably well aware
of the unwise and illegal use of anabolic steroids by
some athletes. When used without medical supervision,
these drugs have been linked to such serious side effects
as jaundice, testicular atrophy, decreased bone growth
in adolescents, and increased masculinity in women.
It is also probable that few persons knowledgeable in sound nutrition peruse the pages of Ironman or
similar magazines devoted to bodybuilding. In recent
years, these publications have been promoting concoctions of herbs, vitamins, minerals, amino acids,
"glandular" products, and the like as legal substitutes
for steroid drugs.
What herbs are involved in such promotions? Advertisements emphasize a curious mixture of purported
"adaptogens" and "aphrodisiacs." For example, the
Conan Corporation of Jefferson, Ohio, promotes ginseng
root, unicorn root, palmetto berries, and yucca as "Raid
Replacers" that exert a "tonic effect on glandular secretions. "Hathaway's Health Foods of Shawnee, Kansas, offers an Herbal Combination Cap in two versions. The
one for males contains fo ti teng, damiana, licorice root,
and sarsaparilla. For females, dong quai is substituted
for fo ti teng. According to the advertisement, "These
special herbs contain and enhance hormonal activity."
Perhaps the most curious of the hyperbolic
claims is contained in the advertisements by Amino
Discounters of Tucson, Arizona. That company offers
yohimbe bark extract in tablet form, not for its yohimbine content, but "because it contains significant quantities of methyltestosterone." The tablets are said to
contain an average of 25 milligrams
of methyltestosterone derived from yohimbe bark.
A similar claim is made by Pacifico Enterprises of
Dayton, Ohio, for its Smilax, a liquid preparation of
sarsaparilla leaf. According to a recent ad, "Smilax Officinalis is the only true source of testosterone ...
Smilax is not a drug. Smilax is an herb." And an ad by
Vita-Life Products, Inc., Staten Island, New York, claims
that. "Testosterone builds mass and strength and it occurs naturally in the herb Mexican Sarsaparilla:'
To this list of alleged bodybuilding herbs must be
added schizandra and astragalus. Nature's Way of
Springville, Utah, recommends them. along with
Korean white ginseng and Siberian ginseng (eleuthro) to
"increase endurance, fight fatigue and speed recovery
the way Soviet athletes do:·
In considering the validity of the claims made for
these various products, it should first be stated em-
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phatically that none of them has any proven anabolic
steroid activity. Nor can any of them produce the fast
muscular gains or increases in strength sought by
bodybuilders and other athletes. It should also be said
that some of the claims made for these products are
ludicrous to the informed reader. For example, yohimbe
bark certainly does not contain methyltestosterone. In
fact, this substance is man-made and has never been
isolated from any natural source.
Sarsaparilla, obtained from various Smilax species, does contain a number of steroids, including sarsapogenin, smilagenin, sitosterol, etc. But none of these
compounds has the necessary molecular configuration
to function in an anabolic manner. Further, none of
them is converted to an anabolic steroid in the body
following ingestion. Testosterone is present in minute
amounts in certain animal tissues but has never been
detected in plant material of any kind. To say that
Smilax is not a drug but an herb belies the fact that the
root of various species of this genus was listed as a drug
in the official compendia for nearly 150 years.
It is hard to understand why organizations selling
products intended for human consumption are being
permitted to advertise them with claims totally unsubstantiated by clinical or scientific evidence. About the
best that can be said of herbal "bodybuilding" products
is that they are less harmful than the anabolic steroids
they are intended to replace.
Dr. Tyler, Vice President for Academic Affairs at Purdue University, is an expert in pharmacognosy (the science of medicines from natural sources) and is author of The New Honest
Herbal {1987), published by the George E Stickley Company,
Philadelphia.

.-------

QUESTION BOX--------.

Q. What happens if too much protein is consumed?
A. The requirement for protein is limited. Protein
from food must supply the body with amounts of
the essential amino acids at levels sufficient to
meet the protein-synthesizing needs of the body.
Extra protein is metabolized for energy or converted to fat and stored. The daily recommended
intake of protein for adult Americans is 0.8 grams
per kilogram of body weight. Most Americans exceed this amount routinely.
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HOW TO EVALUATE
COMMERCIALWEIGHTLOSSPROMOTIONS
William T. Jarvis, Ph.D.
tory service to consumers. Programs should be on a payas-you-go basis.
7. Fail to inform clients about the risks associated
with weight loss in general, or the specific program
being promoted.
8. Promote unproven or spurious weight loss aids
such as human chorionic gonadotropin hormone (HCG),
starch blockers, diuretics, sauna belts, body wraps, passive exercise, ear stapling, acupuncture, electric muscle
stimulating (EMS) devices, spirulina, amino acid supplements {e.g., arginine, ornithine), glucomannan, and so
forth.
9. Claim that "cellulite" exists in the body.
10. Claim that use of an appetite suppressant or
methylcellulose (a "bulking agent") enables a person to
lose body fat without restricting accustomed caloric
intake.
11. Claim that a weight control product contains a
unique ingredient or component unless it is unavailable
in other weight control products.
I find it helpful to keep this list handy. When talk
show representatives
inquire about questionable
weight-loss programs or books, I go over the list with
them. That usually sets them straight.

The National Council Against Health Fraud disparages commercial weight control programs that:
1. Promise or imply dramatic, rapid weight loss
(substantially more than one percent of total body
weight per week).
2. Promote diets that are extremely low in calories (below 800 calories per day; 1200-calorie diets are
preferred) unless under the supervision of competent
medical experts.
3. Attempt to make clients dependent upon special products rather than teaching how to make good
choices from the conventional food supply. (This does
not condemn the marketing of low-calorie convenience
foods which may be chosen by consumers.)
4. Do not encourage permanent, realistic lifestyle
changes including regular exercise and the behavioral
aspects of eating wherein food may be used as a coping
device. (Programs should focus upon changing the
causes of overweight rather than simply the effects,
which is the overweight itself.)
5. Mispresent salespeople as "counselors" supposedly qualified to give guidance in nutrition and/or
general health. Even if adequately trained, such "counselors" would still be objectionable because of the obvious conflict-of-interest that exists when providers
profit directly from products they recommend and sell.
6. Require large sums of money at the start or
require that clients sign contracts for expensive, longterm programs. Such practices too often have been
abused as salespeople focus attention upon signing up
new people rather than delivering continuing. satisfac-

Dr. Jarvis is professor of health education at Loma Linda University and president of the National Council Against Health
Fraud. Information about the Council can be obtained by
sending a self-addressed envelope to P.O. Box 1276, Loma
Linda, CA 92354.

NEW HELPFOR QUACKERYVICTIMS
Victims of health and nutrition frauds can encounter great difficulty obtaining redress through the
courts. Many are afraid of lawyers. Some are embarassed at having been fooled. Often victims do nothing,
simply dismissing the fraud as one of life's lessons. Lawyers unfamiliar with cases of this type can have a difficult time handling them.
In response to these problems the National Council Against Health Fraud has created a Task Force on
Victim Redress, chaired by NCAHF board member
Stephen Barrett, M.D. The task force will offer: 1) a law-

____________________

yer referral service for the public; 2) information on
unproven, fraudulent and potentially dangerous treatments; 3) a registry of expert witnesses; 4) information
on defense witnesses; 5) reports on cases adjudicated,
settled, and in progress; and 6) class action suits by defrauded victims. Help will also be available to insurance
companies and law enforcement agencies.
Victim referrals should be made to Michael Botts,
Esq., 421 W. 87th St., Kansas City, MO 64114 (telephone:
816-444-8615).
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"NUTRITION"AGAINST DISEASE:
A CLOSELOOKAT A CHIROPRACTICSEMINAR
High blood pressure, arteriosclerosis, ulcerative
colitis, diabetes, infectious hepatitis, epilepsy, goiter,
pancreatitis, kidney failure and receding gums are not
the kinds of ailments chiropractors should treat. Recently, however, two dozen chiropractors gathered in
Fort Lee, New Jersey, to hear how to treat these and
many other diseases nutritionally.
And they were
taught how to bilk insurance companies in the process.
The chiropractors each paid $125 to attend a sixhour seminar hosted by Berman Chiropractic Supply
(BCS},of Warwick, New York. which sells chiropractic
instruments and supplies. BCS is the exclusive northeastern distributor for Nutri-West. a supplement manufacturer based in Douglas. Wyoming. Not surprisingly.
the supplements recommended were made by NutriWest.
The real star of the seminar was Nutri-West's 1987
"therapeutic food manual," a $60 item given to everyone
who pre-registered for the meeting. Entitled Silver Bullets-"A Clinician's Guide to Therapeutic Nutrition", this
164-page book lists 142 conditions ranging from acidosis
to whooping cough and lists Nutri-West products for
each one.
The seminar's featured speaker was Robert Cass,
.a naturopath with close ties to Nutri-West. Cass works
with Paul White, D.C., the company's owner, in developing new supplement formulas and helped write some
product literature that Nutri-West distributes. The seminar flyer also describes Cass as "executive director of
the Los Angeles-based Nutritional Blood Analysis Program, a national clinical and therapeutic diagnostic program" and currently
involved
in setting up a
chiropractic college in India. Although Cass wrote Silver
Bullets, he is not identified in the book as its author.
Instead, the title page states that "permission to reproduce and market this manual has been assigned to
Clinical Results, 24000 Bessemer St.. Woodland Hills,
CA 91367"-which is Cass's business address.

__________________

Silver Bullets begins with disclaimers that presumably represent attempts to protect Cass from liability. The front cover states: "RESTRICTED TO
DOCTORS LICENSED IN THE PROFESSIONAL HEALING ARTS:' This message is repeated on the title page,
which also states: "It is left to the discretion of the licensed healing arts professional to determine if the considerations and commentaries included in this manual
are appropriate for their patient. Neither Clinical Results nor the publishers of this manual can be held responsible for errors, inaccuracies, omissions or any
inconsistency herein:•
The book's introduction gives an additional caution: "The information contained in this manual should
not be construed as rendering diagnosis or treatment of
any disease or preclude clinical testing or to substitute
for necessary medical care. Therefore the statements
contained herein should be viewed as being merely empiricle [sic] based on reported clinical investigation and
research of symptomatology, blood and urine chemistries, physical examination, observation, etc. The treating physician is solely responsible for his patient's
treatment program and should understand that the
commentary in this manual does not relieve him of his
liabilities and responsibilities for his patient's diagnosis
and treatment programs. Nutritional suggestions presented are certainly not designed to constitute a cure,
specific or otherwise of any condition noted but are in
fact designed to offer supplemental suggestions for the
overall general nutrition of his patient's diet and are
designed as an adjunctive support to medical, chiropractic, osteopathic, acupuncture, naturopathic, dental etc. procedures and treatments deemed necessary by
the practicing physician. It is left to the sole discretion of
the user of this manual to determine if the commentary
and considerations in this manual are appropriate for
their patient."
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The book's foreword was written by George
Goodheart. D.C.. who states: "Concise and to the point
[this manual] carries the authority that only clinical
experience can bring. Healing arts professionals all over
the world will find themselves referring to it throughout
their busy practice schedules:· Goodheart is the originator of" applied kinesiology," a system of diagnosis and
treatment based on the theory that every organ dysfunction is accompanied by muscle weakness that may
be correctable by "nutritional" methods. Its practitioners also claim that nutritional deficiencies, allergies,
and other adverse reactions to food substances can be
detected by placing substances in the mouth so that the
patient salivates. "Good" substances will make specific
muscles stronger, whereas "bad" substances will cause
specific muscle weaknesses. Dr. White learned about
applied kinesiology from Dr. Goodheart and has promoted it vigorously ever since.
Despite the many disclaimers, Silver Bullets offers a system of treating illnesses that is as simple as
following a cookbook. Each ailment is followed by a list
of Nutri-West products, the recommended dosage (the
accuracy of which is said to be "greatly enhanced" with
applied kinesiology testing), and phrases describing the
supposed purpose of each product. A "commentary"
section provides additional explanation and advice. For
most conditions the number of products recommended
is between two and eight.
Take epilepsy for example. The book prescribes
40 tablets daily: 2 tablets 4 times a day of Pit-LyphWhole ("regulates endocrine balance"); 2 tablets 4 times
a day of RNA-DNA-Plus ("specific cell activators"): 3 tablets 3 times a day of Liva-Lyph-Plus ("liver metabolism
factors"); 2 tablets 4 times a day of Chlorophyll-Plus
("liver detoxification and source of organic magnesium"); and 1 tablet 4 times a day of niacin ("nourishes
nerve supply").
For arteriosclerosis, Silver Bullets recommends:
Super EPA ("anti-plaguing factors"): GB-Plus ("thins bile
viscosity, liver/gall bladder decongestant"); Lipotrophic
Plus ("to reduce cholesterol/blood
fats"): Aspartic-K
("source of potassium/ cardiac support"); Lyso-Lyph
Forte ("anti-fibrolytic factors/proteolytic
enzymes");
and Cardio Lyph Chelate ("supports vasculature to increase circulation").
At the seminar Cass said Cardio-Lyph Chelate is
an oral chelation product that is "absolutely wonderful:'
He said it "takes plaque off the wall" of arteries and
"scrapes them down." According to the commentary in
Silver Bullets. after improvement occurs, the "maintenance program is 1 three times a day for life."
Cass asked the many people who had brought
tape recorders not to use them. His reason: "We'll get
into some sensitive material later on." And with no tape
recorders, ''I'll deny everything that I say:·

__________________
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Cass said a lot about two services he offers-Nutritional Blood Analysis and The Bio-West Report-that
are designed for the chiropractors who use Silver Bullets. For years. he said, chiropractors have complained
that they want to use nutrition but can't get paid for it.
According to Cass. his services diagnose patient diseases
and prescribe the supplements to help solve that problem. "I want to help you make money selling nutrition,"
Cass said.
For Nutritional Blood Analysis. the chiropractor
sends Cass a specimen of the patient's blood and a "subjective but useful" questionnaire that the patient has
filled out. After the blood is tested. Cass feeds the results
plus data from the questionnaire into his computer. The
doctor then receives a printout-the
patient's "personalized therapeutic report:'
The profit. however, is in the blood, which Cass
has analyzed by one of several cooperating laboratories.
These labs carry out a complete blood count, a
SMAC-24 (which measures the blood levels of 24 chemicals), and several other tests. If the patient is insured. the
labs accept insurance assignment as payment in full.
"Private insurance and Medicare-that's
hot,
hunh?" said Cass. emphasizing
that the analysis
"doesn't cost anybody anything." The blood work and
analysis is worth $110. Cass said. But the labs bill the
insurance companies $290 to compensate for reimbursements that may amount to only 60-80% of the total.
The lab pays Cass a fee and keeps $130 to $140 for itself.
The chiropractor profits from nutritional blood
analysis in two ways: by selling patients the Nutri-West
supplements prescribed in the Nutritional Blood Analysis Report, and by "creative billing" of insurance companies, Cass said. He explained that chiropractors can't
bill insurance companies for the therapeutic report itself. To get around that problem, Cass advised them to
bill the report-worth
between $35 and $50-as an office visit. "Generally speaking." Cass said with a smile,
"creative insurance billing is the way to go these days:·
A chiropractor using nutritional blood analysis
can bill for other things as well, said Cass, including the
charge for drawing the blood (code 9900 on the insurance form, he noted helpfully) and the office visit (code
(90060) at which the blood was drawn. The total take for
one patient's blood analysis "could come to $200 when
all is said and done-very easily." Cass said.
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Cass provides the chiropractor with two reports:
one "for professional use only" and one for the patient.
Whats in a typical Nutritional Blood Analysis Report?
Each chiropractor was given a sample on a patient identified as Barbara, a 51-year-old woman.
The analysis, which bears a 1986 Cass copyright,
contains this disclaimer: "The information in this outline should not be construed as rendering diagnosis or
treatment of any disease or preclude additional clinical
testing or to substitute for necessary medical care.
Therefore the statements contained herein should be
viewed as being merely empiricle [sic] based upon
clinical research and investigation. The treating physician is soley [sic] responsible for his patient's diagnosis
and treatment programs and by requesting this discussion acknowledges full and complete liability for his
patient's diagnosis and treatment programs. Nutritional
suggestions presented are not designed to constitute a
specific cure for the treatment of any condition but are
designed to offer supplemental feedings in the overall
nutritional enhancement of the patient's diet. Although
Nutri-West products are suggested in this report, the
considerations expressed are not necessarily those of
Nutri-West:'
The sample report contains fifteen pages of tables
and text. Seven pertain to "Barbara" and the rest give
general information and advice that includes warnings
against white flour and refined sugar. One page is a list
of "vitamin and mineral robbers" said to be adapted
from a magazine article by Earl Mindell on "Why We
Should Take Vitamins." Barbara's analysis begins with a
table that compares the results of Barbara's blood tests
with "lab ranges" and "nutritional balance" ranges and
interprets the results outside the "nutritional range" as
"high" or "low:' [Editor's note: For most values, the "nutritional balance" range is narrower than the range considered normal by the scientific community. Thus many
people will have "high" or "low" values inappropriately
reported.]
Barbara's report lists many problems: functional
digestive disturbances and malabsorption syndrome;
liver, adrenal, biliary, thyroid, pituitary and autonomic
imbalances; reactive hypoglycemia; calcium mobilization problems: lowered resistance; possible parasite involvement; presence of bacterial/viral
infection:
dehydration pattern; high sodium; protein malabsorp-

_

tion; overstimulated osteoblastic activity indicating osteoarthritis/osteitis
and other bone problems; creatine
phosphokinase (CPK) pattern disturbances; menopausal
''hot flashes"; and circulatory insufficiencies.
The recommended
solution includes dietary
changes and copious amounts of Nutri-West supplements. Barbara was prescribed Nutri-West's AdrenoLyph-Plus (for "adrenal support, reactive hypoglycemia,
hypotension, and allergies"), Hypo-Di-Gest (for "blood
sugar handling problems and digestive support"), Core
Level Thymus (for "support of immune functions"),
Lipotrophic-Plus ("fat metabolizer and bile thinner/mobilizer"), GB-Plus ("gallbladder /liver decongestant"),
and Pare-X and #8 VMF (for "digestive function, parasites, and inflammation").
The report instructed Barbara on the proper
times to take the supplements and the number of tablets
to take. And it offered this advice: "FOLLOW the Schedule of Nutritional Adjuncts and the dietary outlines
contained in your report JUDICIOUSLY.The road back
to health can be a fascinating and rewarding ADVENTURE!" Chiropractors get a 50% discount on Nutri-West
products and presumably charge list price to patients.
Barbara's program would cost more than $5.00/day.
For chiropractors who don't want to do blood
work, Cass offered another way to make money: his BioWest Report. The chiropractor sends Cass a questionnaire that the patient has filled out, along with other
information about the patient's blood pressure, medications taken, health habits, and underarm temperatures
(which supposedly indicate thyroid function). The questionnaire-also
used for the Nutritional Blood Analysis-contains more than 150 signs and symptoms for the
patient to circle. Cass enters the information in his computer and produces the patient's Bio-West Report-a
prescribed list of nutritional supplements for the patient's "clinical nutritional program:•
The Bio-West Report contains a disclaimer almost identical to that of the Nutritional Blood Analysis.
However, according to the sample Cass distributed. if
the patient circles "tendency to asthma," the printout
responds: "Indicative of a need for HCl and adrenal support. Also indicative of possible food reaction sensitivities:· The recommended supplements are LysoLyph-Forte, #6 LNG. Cale-Acid, C-1000TR, PneumoLyph, Adreno Lyph-Plus, Histo-0-Cal, Duo-Lyph, Pare-
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X, and #8-VMF. The Chiropractor is referred to Silver
Bullets to learn how many times a day the patient
should take each supplement.
What if the patient needs coffee to get going? "Indicative of a reactive hypoglycemia pattern with biliary
adrenal insufficiencies," the printout reports. The suggested supplements: Core Level Bile, GB-Plus. Hypo-DiGest, Multi-Gland Chelate. Amino-All. Adreno-LyphPlus, and B-Complex.
Heart palpitations indicate "a need for vitamin B
and alkaline minerals"-which
means the supplements
Trypto-CLM, B-Complex, and Cardio-Lyph-Chelate.
The Bio-West Report costs the patient $30, Cass
said, adding that insurance companies probably can't be
billed for it. But insurance code 99050-retrieval
of
data-was "a possibility" that chiropractors could try
using to obtain insurance reimbursement.
Chiropractic is based on the false belief that spinal misalignments are the major cause of diseases, and
that many if not most ailments can be helped by manipulation ("adjustment") of the spine. Chiropractors are
licensed to do spinal adjustment in all 50 states, but they
are not allowed to prescribe drugs, and in many states
they are not permitted to diagnose or treat disease.
Cass suggested that nutrition supplements may
be necessary for chiropractors' spinal adjustments to
work. ''As the chiropractic profession knows, our responsibility is to get the spine into alignment. That's the
bottom line." he said. Nutritional supplements "assist
the body to come into balance," he said. And once that
happens, "the body can come back into alignment:'
Chiropractic journals carry ads from many companies that sell supplement products, and several of
these companies conduct seminars on the use of their
products to treat disease. The number of chiropractors

_

using these approaches is unknown, but is probably several thousand.
Under federal law, substances intended for use in
"the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment or prevention
of a disease" are considered drugs. Products not generally recognized by experts as safe and effective for their
intended use are "new drugs," which cannot legally be
marketed in interstate commerce. This also applies to
vitamins and related products purported to treat or prevent disease even if they are marketed as "foods" or
"nutritional supplements." Federal law also requires that
drugs be labeled with adequate directions for use. Some
states have similar laws.
Nutri-West markets more than 200 products
which it classifies as glandulars. minerals, amino acids,
digestives, enzymes. herbals, unsaturated fatty acids.
specialty items, gels and topical applications. The "glandular" products and some of the mineral and specialty
products contain bits of "raw tissue concentrates" from
various animal glands. Although Nutri-West labels
merely list ingredients, the intended use of the products
for treating and preventing disease is clear from this
seminar as well as materials given out by Nutri-West
and its distributors.
According to an article in the Cheyenne Star-Tribune, Nutri-West was investigated by the FDA in 1985
and stopped selling an alleged gallbladder remedy to
which the FDA objected. Federal regulatory agencies
tend to shy away from the activities of state-licensed
practitioners. leaving them to the supervision of state
boards. This seminar indicates that Nutri-West and Cass
deserve a closer look.
The author is a prominent investigative reporter who lives in
New York City.

BRIEFS
Chiropractor "prescribing" stopped. The Supreme
Court of Georgia has upheld a ruling by the Georgia
State Board of Chiropractic Examiners that nutritional
treatment is not within the scope of chiropractic under
Georgia law. The case began when the Board took action
against a chiropractor who had used a blood analysis
report as the basis for treating a heart patient with six
products that contained vitamins, minerals, enzymes
and/or amino acids. According to the November 1987
ACA Journal of Chiropractic, the chiropractor claimed
he was treating dietary deficiencies. But the Court held
that "an article that happens to be a food but is intended
for use in the treatment of a disease fits squarely within
the drug definition" of state and federal laws. Chiropractors are not allowed to prescribe drugs.

__________________

Notable quote: "The health food industry is founded
upon food terrorism. It justifies its very existence on the
false notion that supermarket foods are unhealthful ...
Some consumer groups also engage in food terrorism by
launching ill-founded attacks on the safety of the American food supply. They apparently feel that in order to
justify their existence they must create the illusion that
they are protecting the public from a poisoned food supply. They exploit the media by appealing to public cynicism. Consumers are always pictured as victims in a
"we" vs. "they" scenario. Health behaviorists generally
recognize that individual tastes and choices determine
the healthfulness of people's diets. Food terrorists teach
that some political solution is necessary."-William
T.
Jarvis, Ph.D., NCAHF Newsletter, Jan./Feb. 1988.
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Author organizing referral list. Jack Z. Yetiv, M.D.,
Ph.D., author of Popular Nutritional Practices, has invited physicians, dietitians and other nutrition professionals who agree with his book's views to register with him
for possible patient referrals. He has also invited victims
of quackery to share their experiences with him. The
book is now available in paperback for $5.00 per book
plus $1.00 postage from LVCAHF, Inc., P.O. Box 1747,
Allentown, PA 18105. (Orders unaccompanied by payment will be returned.)

Drinking water hotline. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency provides a toll-free hotline for general
and technical information about the quality of drinking
water. The number is 1-800-426-4791 (382-5533 in the
Dictrict of Columbia).

Anti-irradiation bill vetoed. A bill to prohibit the sale
or distribution of irradiated food in New Jersey was
pocket-vetoed by the state's governor. Although the bill
had passed the State Senate by a vote of 30-3 and the
State Assembly by 62-3, the veto could not be overriden
because the legislative session had ended. Food irradiation opponents plan to have the bill reintroduced.

Vitamin sales lagging? Health Foods Businesss annual
mail survey concluded that sales at about 7,000 health
food stores totalled $1.8 billion (down 10.2% from 1986),
including $441 million for vitamins and supplements
( - 42.3%), $119.6 million for bulk herbs ( + 58%), $54.2
million for herb teas ( + 32%), $22.4 million for macrobiotic foods ( - 22%), $10.8 million for grains and cereals ( - 24%), and $72.9 million for books ( + 8%). Despite
the extraordinary drop in vitamin sales, the magazine's
editorial director said that most people with whom he
had talked felt that business had been good, that the
number of responses to the survey had been fewer than
usual, and that many of them had come from small
stores. Thus, he cautioned readers "not to take the results too literally:' In an interview in Whole Foods, Jerry
Horn, president of General Nutrition Corporation said
that GNC's 1,200 stores had grossed about $350 million
during 1987. Horn cited a Gallup Poll report that 14 million people stopped using supplements between August
1986 and August 1987, "primarily because these consumers felt they are eating better:' But he suggested that
this "drop" might have been due to overstatement of
supplement sales in the past. Criticizing industry estimates of between $2.6 and $3.5 billion, he said, "No one
can tell me how they gather the sales figures ... I don't
think it was ever over $1.5 billion. As a matter of fact, it
may not be a whole lot bigger than $1 billion:'
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General Nutrition may be penalized. Under a proposed
consent agreement with the Federal Trade Commission,
General Nutrition Corporation will donate $600,000 for
nutrition research to settle charges that it engaged in
unfair and illegal marketing practices. The proposed
agreement would settle complaints filed during 1984 in
which the FTC objected to GNC's promotion of Healthy
Greens (a dried vegetable/vitamin/mineral
product alleged to help prevent cancer-see
NF 3:38) and six
amino acid products alleged to help muscular development, extend life, or cause weight loss during sleep.
GNC would be prohibited from making these claims or
any other claim for any product that cannot be substantiated by scientific evidence. The research funds will be
paid to the American Diabetes Association, American
Cancer Society and American Heart Association to support research or fellowships in nutrition, obesity or
physical fitness. Public comments will be accepted until
May 23, 1988, after which the Commission will decide
whether to accept or modify the proposed order. Once
final, violations of FTC consent agreements can trigger
penalties of up to $10,000 per day. The address for comments is: FTC/Office of the Secretary, Room 136, 6th St.
and Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, DC 20580.

Victor Herbert on tape. Audiotaped discussions by Victor Herbert, M.D., Professor of Medicine, Mount Sinai
School of Medicine, are available from Soundwords,
56-11 217 St., Bayside, NY 11364. The topics are Understanding Nutrition (2 tapes/$25.90), Nutrition Quackery
& Fraud (2/$25.90), Vitamins & Minerals ($12.95). Vegetarian Diets ($12.95), and Why Fad Diets Fail ($12.95).
Shipping is 75<tper order.

Fat substitute announced. The NutraSweet Company, a
subsidiary of Monsanto Company, has announced plans
to market a low-calorie, low-cholesterol fat substitute
made of natural protein from egg white or milk. Called
Simplesse, the product is produced by a new cooking
process that changes the protein into a substance that
can be used to make products with the taste and texture
of ice cream, butter, cheese spreads, creamy salad dressings and mayonnaise. In press releases, the company
said foods made with Simplesse would provide "all the
pleasure and none of the penalty" of eating fat-laden
foods and would lower the cost of some foods. Predicting
that Simplesse would be marketed within 12 to 18
months, the company claimed that since it is merely a
change in the physical form of commonly used foods, it
is like a recipe and does not need regulatory approval.
However, the FDA responded that approval is needed,
and the company has agreed to seek it. In 1986, the
company sold $700 million worth of aspartame (Nutrasweet, Equal), but its exclusive patent expires in 1992.
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"Health freedom" blasted.':The Unhealthy Alliance:
Crusaders for "health freed~m" is available for $3.00
from the American Council on Science and Health. 1995
Broadway. 18th Floor, New York, NY 10023. Written by
Nutrition Forum editor Stephen Barrett, M.D., the
12,000-word report describes the purposes and activities
of the National Health Federation (NHF), Health Alternatives Legal Foundation (HALF), American Quack Association (AQA) and Coalition for Alternatives in
Nutrition and Healthcare (CANAH). The report also
provides detailed background information on their leaders plus descriptions of many of the questionable methods they promote. Dr. Barrett concludes: "NHF, HALF,
AQA and CANAH are antagonistic to accepted scientific
methods as well as current consumer protection laws.
Instead of supporting the rules of science and law. they
want to destroy them. They want the right to market
methods without the responsibility of ensuring that
they are effective. In my opinion, the 'freedom' they
espouse would be nothing more than a hunting license
for quacks.,,

Nutritionist licensing update. In March Washington became the 18th state to regulate nutrition professionals
with passage of a law certifying dietitians and nutritionists. The votes for passage were 96-0 in the states
House of Representatives and 97-1 in its Senate.

Information about sugar. A new videotape and other
excellent educational materials designed to counter
misinformation about sugar can be obtained by contacting Sarah Setton. Director of Public Affairs, The
Sugar Association, 1101 15th Street, N.W.. #600, Washington. DC 20005.

"Anti-aging"cosmetic claims should stop. The FDA has
ordered 22 cosmetic firms to stop making claims that
their skin cream products could influence cellular
effects on the aging process. The Food. Drug, and Cosmetic Act defines cosmetics-which
can be sold without FDA premarket approval-as products intended to
cleanse or to superficially beautify. But any claim that a
product changes the structure or function of the body or
cures or treats a condition requires that the product's
safety and effectiveness be demonstrated to the FDA
before it is marketed. Last year the agency warned several major cosmetic companies to stop making claims
that their products could counteract, retard or control
the aging process, or to rejuvenate, repair or renew the
skin. Some firms modified their labels, but claims unacceptable to the FDA continued for many products. The
current order is intended to apply to all cosmetic firms.
not just those to whom it was sent. Manufacturers were
given 30 days to comply or face regulatory action.
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Total food costs. According to the Food Institute, American consumers spent $454.5 billion for food in 1987, up
from $438.8 billion in 1986. At-home food expenditure
totalled $305.8 billion, only $7.5 billion more than in
1986. Food spending took 14.7% of after-tax income,
continuing a slight downward trend.

Roger Williams dies. Biochemist Roger J. Williams,
Ph.D.. famed for his discovery of pantothenic acid. died
February 20th at the age of 94. As a professor at the
University of Texas and director of the Clayton Foundation Biochemical Institute, he was involved in additional scientific research. However. during his later
years, he proposed a concept of "biochemical individuality" which encouraged above-RDA supplementation
for everyone. He supported claims that megavitamins
were effective against mental retardation and various
illnesses, and he helped the health food industry gain
passage of a law that weakened FDA jurisdiction over
the dosage of vitamin products.

Kellogg modifies misleading ads. The National Advertising Division (NAO) of the Council of Better Business
Bureaus has reported that ads for Kellogg Company's
Special K cereal have been modified [NAD Case Report,
3/21/88]. Television ads had stated "Protein helps you
keep the muscle while you lose the fat. Thats what's
special about Special K. It has the highest level of dietary protein of any cereal," while package labeling said,
"Did you know the last time you starved yourself to lose
fat. you might have lost muscle too?" Newspaper inserts
made similar claims. When challenged, the company
claimed that its messages were intended for people under severe calorie restrictions who could benefit by increasing protein intake. NAO agreed that Special K was
a significant source of protein compared to other brands
of ready-to-eat cereal and that a portion served with
milk would be a useful component of a nutritionally
balanced weight-loss diet. However, NAO also pointed
out that people on severely restricted diets would benefit from supplementary
protein of higher biological
value and in more concentrated form than can be obtained from a cereal-based product. In continuing discussion, the company said that its advertising had been
modified and now focuses on the contribution of a Special K breakfast to a nutritionally balanced diet and exercise program. Editor's note: This report illustrates two
things: 1) financial penalties are needed to DETER companies from using misleading doubletalk in advertising;
and 2) complaints to NAO can be effective against national advertisers. Its address is 845 Third Ave., New
York, NY 10017.
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SUNRIDERWARNINGSISSUED
StephenBarrett, M.D.
The FDA has warned consumers that Nutrien
and Vitalite powdered drink mixes produced by Sunrider International of Torrence, California, should be
avoided because testing has disclosed the presence of
salmonella bacteria in a soybean extract used in the
products. According to an FDA news release, the company has agreed to begin a nationwide recall but has
refused to provide the FDA with specific distribution
information. The release states that at least five reported
cases were associated with an initial product recall earlier this year. Since then, three more complaints have
been investigated with tests in two individuals indicating the presence of salmonella.
The California Department of Health Services
has also issued a warning against public consumption of
the products and has embargoed several lots of the extract from which they were made, while the Utah Department of Agriculture has barred further shipment of
finished products made from the soybean powder
extract.
Sunrider markets its products nationally through
a multilevel network with more than 40,000 distributors
and reported gross sales of about $7 million per month.
Anyone can become a distributor by completing an application and paying $24 for a sales kit. Distributors can
profit from retail sales and receive a percentage of the
sales of other distributors that they sponsor. The company began operations in December 1982 in Orem,
Utah, and moved its headquarters to California in July
1987. Its board chairman and current president is Tei Fu
Chen. who was also the company's co-founder.
According to "The Sunrider Story," which appears in many company publications, ancient Chinese
temple priests who were leading developers of the martial arts discovered special plant and herb combinations
for increased endurance, energy and mental alertness
and also discovered a balm to expedite healing of torn or
bruised muscles. Chen's great-grandfather was able to
obtain manuscripts containing the secrets of 5,000 years
of research and became a prominent herbal physician.
He and Chen's father began teaching them to Chen during his eighth year. Chen subsequently became a Taiwanese National Kung Fu champion, a medical doctor
(in Taiwan). a licensed pharmacist (in the U.S.), a biochemist, and a "world renowned nutritionist:'
"At the age of twenty." the story continues, "he
became a Senior Research Scientist. He then spent 15
years in continued research, testing the principles
taught in the manuscripts according to modern science
and technology ... As a young man, Dr. Chen was physically weak. He was small, underweight and over-
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powered by physical allergies and illness. His own story
of transformation was adequate proof of the legitimacy
of the secrets on the pages of the manuscripts ... The
Sunrider Corporation is so named because of Dr. Tei Fu
Chen's belief that we can 'Ride The Sun' to health and
prosperity." ("If you can ride the sun. the day will never
end.")
Sunrider literature claims that, "every disease is
caused, retained, encouraged, or aggravated by a lack of
nutrition:' The company markets three product lines:
Kandesn. Vitalite, and Sunergy.
Kandesn is a group of skin-care products said to
"combine the finest herbal ingredients with the "Essence of Pearl" using ancient formulas to create products that enhance the health and beauty of the skin"
and to "nourish the body ... from within and without."
The Vitalite program promises "high energy
level, manageable appetite, mental alertness, sustained
well-being, effective metabolic pace, emotional stability,
balance in body systems, and efficient cleansing processes.'' It includes supplement capsules, meal-substitute
drinks that contain powdered protein and herbs, an
herbal beverage, a vegetable soup mix, high-fiber
cookies, and other low-calorie snacks. Kits containing a
complete 2-week supply of Vitalite products wholesale
for $149.95.
The Sunergy line is composed of whole food concentrates, herbs, and supplements. The concentrates are
listed in the table below. The herbs (goldenseal root,
dandelion root, Korean white ginseng. white willow
bark. Siberian ginseng root bark. and dong quai) are
promoted with various claims that they help nourish,
cleanse, purify and/or balance the body, increase hormone production. or enhance the power of the body.
The supplements are Energy Plus (to provide energy
and alertness), a stress formula ("to help the body resist
the stresses of daily living"), and Metabalance 44 (said to
include 15 vitamins despite the fact that only 13 exist for
humans and the product contains only 12).
According to a notice in the company's bimonthly magazine Sunwriter, "The Sunrider philosophy
does not focus on disease, treatment, or cure ... We are.
concerned with providing the body with the nutrition it
needs to perform its miraculous functions. If the body
needs to be healed, it has all the necessary equipment
and procedures to accomplish the task, ·if it is given the
essential nutrition. The Sunrider Corporation does not
attempt to respond to specific illnesses ... Prescribing
treatment for disease is contrary to Sunrider philosophy
to treat the body as a whole and give it the strength to
heal itself. Instead of trying a specific treatment for a
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specific ailment, Dr. Chen recommends the use of eight
products in the Sunpack which address specific nutritional needs of the body:'
Despite this disclaimer, Sunwriter invites distributors to submit letters and articles about how they
were helped with health problems and offers a free $145
Sunpack for those that are published. Most issues contain testimonials about weight-loss-including
one
claiming a loss of 67½ pounds in 59 days-and many
contain success stories involving serious disease. Readers have reported that arthritis, ulcers, high blood pressure, lupus erythematosis, shingles. emphysema and
pancreatitis have been helped, and one article even suggests that the products enabled a man to be removed
from a kidney machine!
Although some Sunrider publications state that
"a good nutritional program does not eliminate the need
for health professionals," others imply that Sunergy
products are superior to prescribed medications: "When
you introduce a chemical substitute for an ailing organ
or body system, that organ or system atrophies. The
substitute may make a person feel better. but that feeling is nothing more than an 'illusion of health.' The
organ or body system is still sick:' But Sunrider products
can "restore the body's capacity to regulate itself:' The
company claims that "nearly the entire medical philoso-
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phy is based on substitution," whereas Sunrider works
by "regeneration." According to a Sunrider cassette tape.
there are plant combinations that will "support the genetic control of the body in all of the different body
areas," and Sunrider products are "system-specific concentrated regenerative whole foods." Product Bulletin
#200, distributed in 1984, advises readers that each Sunrider formula "favors a particular body system.''
In 1983, the FDA sent Sunrider a notice of adverse findings which contains several criticisms of Nutrien Concentrate and Calli Tea. The company was
ordered to stop claiming that Nutrien was adequate and
effective to "produce energy, long life, and lasting
health" and that Calli was "designed for health and
beauty" and helps the user to be "slender, energetic. and
full of life:'
During 1984, the FDA obtained an injunction prohibiting Sunrider from marketing an unapproved sweetener extracted from the herb Stevia rebaudiana and
sent the company a regulatory letter telling it to stop
making more than 50 explicit claims that Assimilaid,
Lifestream, Prime Again, and Concold (now marketed
as Conca) could benefit specific organs or were adequate
and effective against various disease conditions. Although these claims were stopped, I believe Sunrider is
still violating the Food, Drug. and Cosmetic Act.

CLAIMSMADE FOR SUNENERGYPRODUCTSINCLUDEDIN THE SUNPACK
Product

Number
of Herbs

Alpha 20 C
(capsule)

5

Assimilaid
(capsule)

10

Stated Purposes•
Supplies nutrition used by the body to restore balance to the immune system; when the
body has established genuine stability in the system, growths and distortions of cells are
greatly prohibited
Gives the body the nutrition it needs to stimulate, lubricate, and equalize its digestive
processes

Calli
(tea)

5

Enhances the powers of the mind and heightens the ability to concentrate; helps body
cleansing systems operate efficiently to reduce toxic waste and eliminate cholesterol and
dangerous fatty substances

Conca (capsule)

6

Nourishes the body's ability to avoid and overcome illnesses

Lifestream (capsule)

8

Enhances the vital performance of circulatory and cardiovascular systems
Nourishes the body to improve cell-energy processes; supports the body in dealing with
its challenges and addictions; helps create a sense of emotional wellbeing; provides nutrition the body needs to maintain stamina, strength, and beauty

Nutrien
(drink mix)
Prime Again
(capsule)
Sunbreeze Balm
(ointment)

14

Nourishes glands that enhance the reproductive processes of both men and women;
balances the nervous system, adrenal and hormone responses
Soothes tension, sore muscles, and abrasions; improves circulation, relieving pain as it
accelerates healing: gives great relief in cases of arthritis, sore throat, toothache, ache,
etc.; relieves congestion, motion sickness, sluggishness and tension, and increases mental
alertness

*Source: Sunenergy Whole Food Concenatrates Handbook (1985) in sales kit purchased during 1987.
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THE RISE AND FALLOF LAETRILE
Benjamin Wilson, M.D.
Laetrile is the trade name for laevo-mandelonitrile-beta-glucuronoside,
a substance allegedly
synthesized by Ernst T. Krebs, Jr., and registered with
the U.S. Patent Office for the treatment of "disorders of
intestinal fermentation." This compound is chemically
related to amygdalin, a substance found naturally in the
pits of apricots and various other fruits. Most proponents
of Laetrile for the treatment of cancer use the terms
"Laetrile" and amygdalin interchangeably.
Amygdalin was originally isolated in 1830 by two
French chemists. In the presence of certain enzymes,
amygdalin breaks down into glucose, benzaldehyde,
and hydrogen cyanide (which is poisonous). It was tried
as an anticancer agent in Germany in 1892, but was
discarded as ineffective and too toxic for that purpose.
During the early 1950s, Ernst T. Krebs, Sr., M.D., and his
son Ernst, Jr., began using a "purified" form of amygdalin to treat cancer patients. Since that time scientists
have tested substances called "Laetrile" in more than 20
animal tumor models as well as in humans and found
no benefit either alone or together with other substances. Along the way its proponents have varied their
claims about Laetrile's origin, chemical structure, mechanism of action, and therapeutic effects. Its place in history is assured, however, as a focus of political activities
intended to abolish the laws protecting Americans from
quackery.
Krebs, Sr. - Laetrile's "grandfather" - worked as
a pharmacist before attending the San Francisco College
of Physicians and Surgeons, from which he received his
medical degree in 1903. During the influenza pandemic
of 1918, he apparently became convinced that an old
Indian remedy made from parsley was effective against
the flu. He set up the Balsamea Company in San Francisco to market the remedy as Syrup Leptinol, which he
claimed was effective against asthma, whooping cough,
tuberculosis and pneumonia as well. During the early
1920s, supplies of Syrup Leptinol were seized by the
FDA on charges that these claims were false and fraudulent. During the 1940s, Krebs, Sr., promoted Mutagen, an
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enzyme mixture containing chymotrypsin, which he
claimed was effective against cancer. He and his son also
patented and promoted "pangamic acid" (later called
"vitamin 8 15 "), which they claimed was effective against
heart disease, cancer, and several other serious ailments. Krebs, Sr., died in 1970 at the age of 94.
Ernst T. Krebs, Jr.
Laetrile's "father" - has
often been referred to as "Dr. Krebs" although he has no
accredited doctoral degree. He attended Hahnemann
Medical College in Philadelphia from 1938 to 1941. but
was expelled after repeating his freshman year and failing his sophomore year. After taking courses in five different colleges and achieving low or failing grades in
some of his science courses, he finally received a bachelor of arts degree from the University of Illinois in 1942.
In 1973, after giving a 1-hour lecture on Laetrile, he
obtained a "Doctor of Science" degree from American
Christian College, a small, now-defunct Bible college in
Tulsa, Oklahoma. The school, founded by evangelist
Billy James Hargis, had no science department and
lacked authority from Oklahoma to grant any doctoral
degrees.
Laetrile's origin

Several versions of Laetrile's development have
been published. In a 1962 book, Krebs, Sr., said that he
had theorized that "cancer proteins" could be broken
down by an enzyme he had prepared when he was a
pharmacy student. When the substance proved too toxic
in animal experiments, he boiled it and obtained better
results. However, according to Michael Culbert. another
prominent Laetrile promoter, Krebs ran a lucrative business analyzing smuggled whiskey for wood alcohol and
developed Laetrile while working on a bourbon flavoring extract. During experiments with a mold growing on
the barrels in which the whiskey was aged, he isolated
an enzyme that he thought might have anti-tumor activity. When his supply of barrel mold was exhausted,
he switched to apricot pits and used extracts (which he
called Sarcarcinase) for various tests on animals and hu-
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reportedly studied embryology under John Beard. Harris, who had been doing family practice in Southern
California, renamed his office the Harris Cancer Clinic.
Within a year he submitted a report to Coronet Magazine which claimed that he was "working on something
out here that is going to be the answer to cancer if there
will ever be one," but the magazine did not report what
he was doing.
By that time, the California Medical Association
was receiving inquiries about Laetrile. When members
of its Cancer Commission approached Krebs, Sr., he
claimed that "limited" trials of toxicity in animals had
been performed with satisfactory results, but that the
records had been destroyed. No human trials involving
Laetrile had been undertaken, but the Commission was
offered case reports of patients in which spectacular results had supposedly been observed. However, the details claimed by the Krebs team could not be confirmed
by other sources. The Commission was able to obtain a
small supply of Laetrile for animal tests at three medical
centers - all of which produced negative results.
At one point, the Krebs' agreed to supply Laetrile
Proponents' rationales
for a controlled clinical investigation at Los Angeles
In 1902, a Scottish embryologist named John County Hospital. But later they said they would do so
Beard theorized that cancer cells and cells produced only if a Laetrile advocate were put in charge - which
during pregnancy called trophoblasts are one and the was not acceptable to hospital authorities. The Commissame. According to Beard, trophoblasts invade the uter- sion then evaluated the records of 44 patients treated
ine wall to form the placenta and umbilical cord. The according to the Krebs' recommendations. Two years
pancreas then produces chymotrypsin, which destroys had elapsed since the first of these patients had been
the trophoblasts. Beard postulated that if the pancreas treated with Laetrile. Nineteen had already died and
fails to produce enough chymotrypsin, trophoblasts cir- there was no evidence that Laetrile had helped any of
culate through the body of both mother and infant, the others.
making them vulnerable throughout life to cancer.
Marketing increased
In 1945, Krebs, Jr., founded the John Beard Memorial Foundation to "develop and apply" Beard's theories.
In 1956 Ernst T. Krebs, Jr., was introduced to AnIn 1950, the Krebs published a version of Beard's thesis drew R.L. McNaughton, who has been dubbed Laetrile's
and stated that amygdalin kills trophoblast cells where "godfather" by its supporters. McNaughton is the son of
trypsin has failed. They claimed that cancer tissues are the late General A.G.L. McNaughton, commander of the
rich in an enzyme that causes amygdalin to release Canadian Armed Forces during World War II. General
cyanide which destroys the cancer cells. According to McNaughton also served as president of the United Nathis theory, noncancerous tissues are protected from tions Security Council and the National Research Counthis fate by another enzyme which renders the cyanide cil of Canada.
harmless. After enforcement agencies began trying to
Andrew McNaughton was educated at a Jesuit
ban Laetrile as a drug, the Krebs claimed that amygdalin College and subsequently received training in electrical
is a vitamin ("B1/') and that cancer is caused by a defi- engineering, geology, mining, and business administraciency of this vitamin. None of these theories is valid.
Claims for Laetrile effectiveness have also
shifted. At first it was claimed to cure cancer. Later it
was claimed to ''control" cancer. When the "vitamin"
Copyright© 1988 by the GEORGEF.STICKLEYCOMPANY
theory was developed. it was touted as a cancer prevenNutrition Forum ISSN 0748 8165 is published monthly by the George F.
StickleyCompany,210 W WashingtonSquare,Philadelphia,PA 19106.Aptive. It has also been claimed to be effective in relieving
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mans during the next two decades. In 1949, Krebs, Jr.,
modified his father's extraction process and named the
result Laetrile.
Historian James Harvey Young has noted that
Krebs, Sr.. presented yet another version to FDA officials
during an interview in 1962. Then he dated Laetrile's
birth to 1951 and said he had tested it on patients but
kept no records [Markle, G.E., and Petersen, J.C.: Politics, Science and Cancer: the Laetrile Phenomenon
(1980), Westview Press. Boulder. Colorado]. Noting that
this version was made public much earlier than the
others, Dr. Young suspects that Laetrile's origin was
backdated to try to evade new drug provisions of 1938
and 1962 FDA laws. In 1977, after thorough investigation, FDA Commissioner Donald Kennedy concluded,
"While it appears that Dr. Krebs, Sr., was utilizing some
substance, which apparently had the trademark Sarcarcinase, before 1938, there is no evidence that the substance is identical , .. to the present-day Laetrile"
[Laetrile: The Commissioner's Decision, H.E.W. Publication No. 77-3056].

Scientific review
One of the first practitioners to use Laetrile was
Arthur T. Harris, M.D., who had trained in Scotland and
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tion. During the war he was the chief test pilot for the
Royal Canadian Air Force. Subsequently, he made a fortune by converting cheaply obtained war surplus items
into useful products for other nations. He provided arms
for the emerging nation of Israel and was also a double
agent for Fidel Castro, ostensibly working for the Batista
government in Cuba but often arranging for purchases
to be hijacked by Castro supporters. For his efforts, Castro made him an "honorary citizen of Cuba."
McNaughton met Krebs shortly after he had incorporated the McNaughton Foundation, which was
seeking projects "on the outer limits of scientific knowledge:•Intrigued by Krebs' account of the "Laetrile Wars,"
McNaughton began promoting and distributing Laetrile.
In 1961, to facilitate distribution in Canada. he founded
International Biozymes Ltd. (later renamed Bioenzymes
International Ltd), located in the same building as the
McNaughton Foundation. Eventually, he built factories
in seven countries.
It has been alleged that a major Biozymes stockholder (under someone else's name) was a New Jersey
mobster who was convicted of conspiring to bribe public
officials in connection
with gambling.
In 1977,
McNaughton told American Medical News that he had
treated the man's sister with Laetrile and that the man
was a "wonderful guy" who had given $130,000 to the
McNaughton Foundation.
During the 1970s, McNaughton experienced considerable difficulty in his financial dealings. In 1972 he
was permanently enjoined from selling Biozymes stock
in the United States as a result of a suit brought by the
Securities and Exchange Commission. In 1973 he was
charged by Italian police with having taken part in a $17
million swindle involving purchasers of Biozymes stock
who were under the impression that they were investing in an Italian Laetrile factory. In 1974, in a Canadian
courtroom, McNaughton was found guilty of stock fraud
involving a company named Pan American Mines. It
appears that $5 million had mysteriously disappeared.
McNaughton was fined $10.000 and sentenced to serve
one day in jail. A warrant for his arrest was issued after
he refused to pay the fine and left Canada without serving his sentence.

Publicity mounts
Besides overseeing production, McNaughton also
sought publicity for Laetrile. He was able to convince a
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Jersey City surgeon, John A. Morrone, to attend a presentation that Krebs, Jr., gave in Montreal. After having
lunch with Krebs. Jr., Morrone reportedly went back to
New Jersey a "convinced laetrilist," and began using
Laetrile on his patients.
At McNaughton's request. Morrone wrote a report on ten patients he had treated with Laetrile, which
was published in 1962 in Experimental Medicine and
Surgery,
a journal
no longer being published.
McNaughton also arranged for a freelance writer named
Glenn Kittler to write two magazine articles and a book
on Laetrile. Kittler, who had studied to become a priest
before becoming a journalist, had been an associate editor of Coronet magazine in 1952. The articles were published in March 1963 in American Weekly, a Sunday
supplement to the Hearst newspapers. Immediately afterward, Kittler's book, Laetrile: Control for Cancer, was
rushed into print with an initial press run of 500,000
copies. The book carried a foreword by McNaughton
with his Foundation's Montreal address. According to
Kittler, the book's publisher was so confident that publicity from the articles would boost sales that he didn't
send prepublication
advertising to book distributors.
When sales lagged, Kittler claimed that pressures from
the AMA and FDA were partially responsible.

Support groups
The efforts of McNaughton and Kittler were not
fruitless, however. Cecile Hoffman was a San Diego
schoolteacher
who had undergone a radical mastectomy in 1959. After reading Kittler's book. she visited
the McNaughton Foundation in Montreal and received
Laetrile. Although she was unable to find an American
physician
who would administer
her intravenous
Laetrile injections, she did find Ernesto Contreras, M.D.,
just across the Mexican border in Tijuana. This was
perhaps the most fortunate thing that ever happened to
Dr. Contreras.
Contreras
was a former Mexican Army pathologist who was in private practice in Tijuana. After
he administered
the Laetrile, Mrs. Hoffman became
convinced that it controlled her cancer and saved her
life. She remained a fervent Laetrile supporter until she
died of metastatic breast cancer in 1969.
Hoffmans convictions led her to form the International Association of Cancer Victims and Friends
(IACVF) in 1963. (The word Victims was later changed to
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Victors.) IACVF's purpose was "to educate the general
public to the options available to cancer patients, especially terminal cancer patients:' Joining forces with
health food industry promoters, the association began
holding annual conventions in Los Angeles that drew
thousands of people. These meetings provided a forum
for virtually anyone who either promised or sold a cancer remedy that was not recognized as effective by the
scientific community. The Krebs spoke often at these
conferences. IACVF also founded the Cancer Book
House, which sold literature promoting unorthodox
cancer treatments. In addition, it arranged for room.
board and transportation to Contreras' clinic from a California motel near the border.
Contreras, meanwhile, expanded his clinic and
added translators to his staff to accommodate the influx
of American patients. Business was so brisk that in 1970
he constructed a new clinic - the Del Mar Medical
Center and Hospital - which he promoted as "an oasis
of hope."
In 1973, several leaders left IAVCF to found the
Cancer Control Society, whose activities are similar to
those of IACVE Another group promoting dubious cancer therapies is the National Health Federation (NHF),
which supports a broad spectrum of questionable health
methods. This group was founded in 1955 by Fred J.
Hart, president of the Electronic Medical Foundation, a
company that marketed quack devices. NHF sponsors
meetings, generates massive letter-writing campaigns,
and helps defend questionable methods in court cases.
Four people who have served on its board of governors
and the husband of its current president have been convicted of laetrile-related crimes.
Legal problems

The first seizure of Laetrile in the United States
occurred in 1960 at the former Hoxsey Cancer Clinic.
which was then being operated by osteopathic physician Harry Taylor, a former Hoxsey employee. Two
months before the seizure, a federal court judge had
ordered Taylor to stop distributing the various Hoxsey
concoctions. The seizure was not contested by Taylor.
In 1961 Krebs, Jr., and the John Beard Memorial
Foundation were indicted for interstate shipment of an
unapproved drug - not Laetrile but pangamic acid.
After pleading guilty, Krebs was fined $3,750 and sentenced to prison. However, the sentence was suspended
when Krebs and the Foundation agreed to terms of a 3year probation in which neither would manufacture or
distribute Laetrile unless the FDA approved its use for
testing as a new drug.
In 1959 the California legislature had passed a
law similar to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act,
banning commerce of hazardous foods, drugs and cosmetics within California. The California Department of
Public Health then formed a Cancer Advisory Council
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which studied Laetrile and other dubious cancer treatments. The ten physicians and five research scientists
carried out their investigation from 1960 to 1962 and
issued their report in May 1963.
During 1962 and 1963, the Cancer Advisory
Council examined more than 100 case histories submitted by various proponents and concluded that none
provided any evidence that Laetrile was effective
against cancer. The Council also reviewed the California Medical Association's 1953 report on Laetrile, as well
as a "new synthetic" Laetrile purportedly developed by
Krebs, Jr. In addition, medical records of 144 patients
treated with Laetrile were reviewed from physicians in
both the United States and Canada.
After the Council determined that the drug was
"of no value in the diagnosis, treatment, alleviation or
cure of cancer," it recommended that regulations be issued to ban the use of Laetrile and "substantially similar" agents for the treatment of cancer. Despite
considerable opposition from Laetrile promoters, the
regulation was issued under provisions of California's
Cancer Law and became effective November 1, 1963.
The Krebs family returned to court several more
times. In 1965, Krebs, Sr., was charged with disobeying a
regulatory order forbidding interstate shipment of
Laetrile and pleaded "no contest:' The following year he
pleaded guilty to a contempt charge for shipping
Laetrile in violation of injunctions and failing to register
as a drug manufacturer. He received a suspended 1-year
sentence. In 1974 Ernst, Jr., and his brother Byron
pleaded guilty to violating the California state health
and safety laws. Each was fined $500, given a suspended
sentence of six months, and placed on probation. Byron
had his osteopathic license revoked the same year for
"mental incompetence", and died shortly thereafter. In
1977, Ernst, Jr., was found guilty of violating his probation by continuing to advocate Laetrile and was sentenced to 6 months in the county jail. He was jailed
during 1983 after the appeals process ended.
Meanwhile. Howard H. Beard (not a relative of
John Beard), who had worked with Krebs and Dr. Harris,
suffered an unfavorable ruling from the California Cancer Advisory Council. For many years he had promoted
various urine tests purported to measure the level of
human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG). Both Krebs and
Beard had claimed that all cases of cancer could be diagnosed on the basis of an elevated HCG test. In 1963
Krebs, Jr., stated that the "scientific implementation" of
Laetrile relied upon Beard's test.
Beard had further claimed that an elevated HCG
level was sufficient indication for treatment with
Laetrile, even in the absence of clinical findings or a
positive biopsy for cancer. A true believer in his test, he
reportedly began taking Laetrile himself after noting
that his urine test was not quite normal. Beard maintained a laboratory offering mail-order service, including measurement of the urinary HCG levels.
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Beard developed at least three alleged cancer
tests, the most notable of which was his An throne Color
Test. He claimed nearly 100% accuracy if patients who
were pregnant, had liver disease or diabetes, or were
taking sex hormones were excluded. He also claimed
that the test was so sensitive that it was able to detect
the development of cancer within 2-3 weeks after malignant transformation took place.
During the early 1960s the California Cancer Advisory Council had provided Beard with 24-hour urine
specimens from 198 patients, as well as two "urine"
specimens which consisted of lactose dissolved in water.
Simultaneous tests were performed at the California
State Public Health Laboratories. Beard was unable to
identify which urine came from patients with cancer
and which came from patients with other conditions.
The investigation also demonstrated that Beard's test results had nothing to do with cancer but depended
mainly on the amount of lactose in the urine. Consequently, the test was banned in California as of August 1965. In 1967 Beard was indicted by a federal grand
jury in Texas on nine counts of mail fraud related to the
marketing of his test. After pleading no contest, he was
given a 6-month suspended jail sentence and 1-year
probation.
Further efforts toward respectability

The McNaughton Foundation persisted in trying
to make Laetrile respectable. They commissioned the
SCIND Laboratories in San Francisco to conduct animal
studies involving a transplanted tumor system in rats.
Although the Foundation had reported that weekly
doses of 1 or 2 grams of Laetrile had produced "a brilliant response" in cancer patients and the rats received
human equivalents of 30-40 grams, the results were
negative.
Undaunted
by the negative
report, the
McNaughton Foundation filed an lnvestigational New
Drug application with the FDA. The FDA responded
with a routine form letter giving permission - subject
to further review
for investigational clinical trials
involving Laetrile. However, eight days later, when the
review was completed, the agency requested additional
information from the McNaughton Foundation to correct "serious deficiencies" in the application. When this
was not produced, the authorization for clinical trials
was withdrawn.
While the McNaughton Foundation was attempting to have Laetrile recognized as a drug, Krebs, Jr., began claiming that it was a vitamin, which he called B17 •
(It only took him about 20 years to come to this conclusion.) Krebs apparently hoped that as a "vitamin"
Laetrile would not be subject to the "safety and efficacy"
requirements for new drugs. He may have also hoped to
capitalize on the popularity of vitamins.
By 1974 Dr. Contreras stated that he was seeing
100-120 new patients per month, with many more pa-
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tients returning to obtain additional Laetrile. Patients
typically were charged $150 for a month's supply. Contreras acknowledged that few of his cancer patients
were "controlled" with Laetrile. While admitting that
40% of the patients displayed no response, he claimed
that 30% showed "most definite responses" to the drug.
However, these statistics may not be reliable. In 1979 he
claimed to have treated 26,000 cancer cases in 16 years.
Yet when asked by the FDA to provide his most dramatic examples of success, Contreras submitted only 12
case histories. Six of the patients had died of cancer, one
had used conventional cancer therapy, one had died of
another disease after the cancer had been removed surgically, one still had cancer, and the other three could
not be located.
The first "metabolic" doctor

John Richardson was a general practitioner who
began practice in the San Francisco Bay area in 1954. In
1971, after discussions with Krebs, Jr., he decided to become a cancer specialist. He had not encountered overwhelming success as a general practitioner. His 1972
income tax return revealed that he had grossed $88,000
in his medical practice, leaving a net of only $10,400
taxable income.
Richardson's practice boomed as a result of his
newly found status as a cancer "expert:' He states that
"Our office soon was filled with faces we had never seen
before
hopeful faces of men and women who had
been abandoned by orthodox medicine as hopeless or
"terminal" cases." In 1974 he reported that his medical
practice had grossed $783,000, with a net income of
$172,981. By charging patients $2,000 for a course of
Laetrile, Richardson managed to increase his net income 17-fold in just two years. According to his income
tax returns, Richardson grossed $2.8 million dollars
from his Laetrile practice between January 1973 and
March 1976. The actual amount of money he received
may have even been higher. In Laetrile Case Histories,
he claimed to have treated 4,000 patients, with an average charge of $2,500 per patient. Culbert states that by
1976 Richardson had treated 6,000 patients. If these figures are correct, Richardson would have grossed between $10 and $15 million dollars during this time.
Richardson's practice changed significantly after
he began treating cancer patients with Laetrile. He also
began treating what he termed "pre-clinical syndrome"
patients with Laetrile. These were patients with no
identifiable tumor or lesion who complained offeelings
of "impending doom, malaise, unexplained or vague
pains, headaches, bowel changes, loss of appetite, loss of
energy, and depression:' According to Richardson, cancer patients reported a reduction in pain, an improved
appetite, return of strength, and an improved mental
outlook. In addition, high blood pressure returned to
normal.
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Laetrile movement gained adherents. Dr. Dean Burk was
In spite of these "dramatic improvements,"
Richardson admitted that most of his cancer patients a biochemist with a Ph.D. from Cornell Medical College
died. In an attempt to overcome this, he increased the who had joined the National Cancer Institute (NCI) in
Laetrile dosage to nine grams, six days a week. and 1939 as a research fellow. After ten years he was applaced patients on a vegetarian diet and "massive" doses pointed as Head of the Cytochemistry Section of the
of regular vitamins. Richardson coined the phrase "met- National Cancer Institute, which had a staff of four perabolic therapy" to refer to this combination of diet ma- sons at the time of his retirement 25 years later.
At McNaughton's request. Burk did an experinipulation, vitamins and Laetrile.
In June 1972, Richardson's office was raided and ment in which Laetrile was used to kill a tissue culture
he was arrested for violating California's Cancer Law. He of cancer cells. He reported to McNaughton that he
was convicted of this charge, but the conviction was could "see the cancer cells dying off like flies." Evenoverturned on a technicality and a new trial ordered. tually Burk concluded that Laetrile was the most effecTwo more trials followed which resulted in hung juries. tive treatment available for cancer. that it relieved the
Hearings before the California Board of Medical Quality pain of terminal cancer victims. and that it might be
Assurance in 1976 resulted in the revocation of his Cal- useful in preventing cancer. He also claimed in Conifornia medical license. He then worked at a Mexican gressional testimony that Laetrile was less toxic than
cancer clinic. During the 1980s he practiced under a sugar. Burk became fast friends with Krebs, Jr.. and was
homeopathic license in Nevada until he had open heart given a permanent room in Krebs' San Francisco mansion. He was soon on the "Laetrile circuit" and was given
surgery and entered an irreversible coma.
the Cancer Control Society's "Humanitarian Award" in
Political explosion
1973.
Burk also became active in opposing fluoridation
Dr. Richardson's arrest triggered the formation of
and spoke against it in many cities throughout the
the Committee for Freedom of Choice in Cancer
Therapy (now called the Committee for Freedom of United States and Europe. An inveterate tobacco user,
he claimed in Congressional testimony that he had deChoice in Medicine). The group's founder and President
was Robert Bradford, a former laboratory technician at veloped a safer cigarette.
Stanford University. Michael Culbert. who at the time of The professor
Richardson's arrest was an editor at the Berkeley Daily
In 1977, Harold W. Manner, Ph.D., chairman of
Gazette, became a major spokesman for the Committee,
editing their newsletter, The Choke, and writing two the biology department at Loyola University in Chicago.
achieved considerable notoriety by claiming to have
books promoting Laetrile: Vitamin B-17: Forbidden
Weapon Against Cancer (1974) and Freedom From Can- cured mammary cancers in mice with injections of
Laetrile and proteolytic enzymes and massive oral doses
cer (1976).
Culbert was assisted in editing The Choke by of vitamin A. What he actually did was digest the tumors by injecting digestive enzymes in amounts equivMaureen Salaman, wife of Committee vice-chairman
Frank Salaman. The Committee's legislative advisor was alent to injecting a woman with a pint of salt water
Georgia Congressman Larry McDonald, a urologist who containing about 1½ ounces of meat tenderizer every
used Laetrile. CFCCT's activities were closely allied other day for six weeks. Not surprisingly. the mice dewith the John Birch Society, to which Richardson, Brad- veloped abscesses where the enzymes were injected.
ford, Culbert. the Salamans and McDonald all belonged. the tumors were liquefied, and the injected tissue fell
Soon after its formation. CFCCT established local chap- off. Since no microscopic examinations were conducted
ters throughout the United States and used bookshops and the animals were observed for only a few weeks
associated with the John Birch Society to hold meetings following treatment, no legitimate assessment of this
and distribute literature.
type of therapy could have been made. But Manner anIn May 1976 Richardson was indicted, along with nounced at a press conference sponsored by the Nahis office manager, Ralph Bowman, and fellow CFCCT tional Health Federation that a combination of Laetrile,
members Robert Bradford and Frank Salaman, for con- vitamins and enzymes was effective against cancer. He
spiring to smuggle Laetrile. A year later all were con- reported his experiments in a chiropractic journal and
victed of the charges. Bradford was fined $40,000, wrote a book called The Death of Cancer.
Richardson $20,000, and Salaman and Bowman $10,000
Manner also founded the Metabolic Research
each. During the trial it was disclosed that Bradford had Foundation whose stated purpose was research into
paid $1.2 million dollars for 700 shipments of Laetrile "metabolic diseases," which - according to him
inand that Richardson had banked more than $2.5 million cluded arthritis, multiple sclerosis, and cancer. Sponduring a 27-month period.
sored by the Nutri-Dyn company, he held seminars
throughout the country for chiropractors and unorThe NCI scientist
thodox physicians. Nutri-Dyn manufactured processed
Although facing problems on some fronts. the animal glands C'glandulars"), which Manner said would
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help the corresponding body parts of cancer patients. In
1982, a reporter from WBBM-TV Chicago became Metabolic Physican #219 by attending a seminar in Los Angeles and donating $200 to the Metabolic Research
Foundation. To indicate his "professional" background,
the reporter used the initials "D.N.," which. he later
explained, stood for "Doctor of Nothing:' Manner promised to refer ten patients a year to him.
According to Manner, the Loyola University administration became upset with his activities and asked
him to either give them up or resign from his position at
the school - so he resigned. Today he performs public
relations for the Clinica Manner in Tijuana. Mexico.
and continues to solicit health practitioners to become
"Metabolic Research Physicians:'
The Rutherford case
Glen Rutherford was a 55-year-old Kansas seed
salesman who was found to have a grape-sized polyp of
the colon in 1971. When a biopsy revealed that it was
cancerous, he was advised to have it removed. Fearful of
surgery, he consulted Dr. Contreras, who treated him
with Laetrile, vitamins and enzymes, and cauterized
{burned off) the polyp. Although cauterization usually
cures this type of cancer when it is localized in a polyp.
Rutherford emerged from this experience claiming that
Laetrile had cured him and was necessary to keep him
alive. People Magazine reported that he also began taking 111 pills (mostly vitamins) costing $14 per day. In
1975 he became lead plaintiff in a class action suit to
force the FDA to allow "terminal" cancer patients to
obtain Laetrile for their own use.
The case was heard before Judge Luther Bohanon
in the Western Oklahoma United States District Court.
Bohanon was extremely sympathetic to Rutherford's
wishes. In 1977 Bohanon issued a court order permitting
individuals to import Laetrile for personal use if they
obtained a doctor's affidavit stating they were "terminally ill:' Two years later. the U.S. Supreme Court rejected the argument that drugs offered to "terminar'
patients should be exempted from FDA regulation.
However. further efforts by Rutherford and his supporters plus defiant rulings by Bohanon enabled the affidavit system to remain in effect until 1987, when it was
finally dissolved.
Legislative action
During the mid-1970s, Laetrile promoters portrayed themselves as "little guys" struggling against "big
government" and began trying to legalize the sale of
Laetrile. Eventually, 27 states passed laws permitting the
sale and use of Laetrile within their borders. Federal law
still forbade interstate shipment of Laetrile, and since it
was impractical to manufacture it for use in just one
state, these state laws had little or no practical effect.
Proponents hoped. however, that if enough states legalized its use within the states, Congress would change
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the federal law as well. Although bills were introduced
to exempt Laetrile from FDA jurisdiction, they were
unsuccessful and petered out with the death of Congressman McDonald in 1983.
In 1977. a U.S. Senate subcommittee chaired by
Senator Edward Kennedy (D-MA) held hearings on
Laetrile that developed interesting
testimony. Dr.
Richardson claimed that the FDA, AMA, National Cancer Institute, American Cancer Society, Rockefeller
family and major oil and drug companies had all conspired against Laetrile. Robert Bradford said that he
would welcome a test of Laetrile but that "orthodox
medicine was not qualified" to do one. However, he,
Krebs, Jr., and Richardson were unable to agree on the
formula for Laetrile. Senator Kennedy concluded that
the Laetrile leaders were "slick salesmen who would
offer a false sense of hope" to cancer patients. The New
York Times commented that the Laetrile promoters
were regarded by the Senators "with a blend of amusement and contempt:'
Victims in the news
As Laetrile became newsworthy, several cancer
victims treated with it drew widespread media scrutiny.
One was Chad Green, who developed acute lymphocytic leukemia at age 2½. Although he was rapidly
brought into remission with chemotherapy, his parents
started him on "metabolic therapy'' administered by a
Manner Metabolic Physician. When Chad developed
signs of cyanide toxicity, Massachusetts authorities had
him declared a ward of the court for treatment purposes
only. His parents then brought suit to reinstitute "metabolic therapy." When the court ruled against them, they
fled with Chad to Mexico, where he was treated by Dr.
Contreras. Several months later Chad died in a manner
suggestive of cyanide poisoning. Dr. Contreras stated
that the boy had died of leukemia, but was a good example of the effectiveness of Laetrile because he had died a
pleasant death! Chads parents stated that he had become very depressed because he missed his grandparents, his friends and his dog.
Joseph Hofbauer was a nine-year-old
with
Hodgkin's disease. Unlike Chad Green's parents, Joseph's
parents never allowed him to receive appropriate treatment but insisted that he receive Laetrile and "metabolic therapy." When New York State authorities
attempted to place him in protective custody, his parents filed suit and convinced family court judge Loren
Brown to rule against recognized treatment of Hodgkin's
disease. Brown stated that "This court also finds that
metabolic therapy has a place in our society, and hopefully, its proponents are on the first rung of a ladder that
will rid us of all forms of cancer:• Joseph died of his
disease two years later. Acute lymphocytic leukemia
and Hodgkin's disease both have a 95% 5-year survival
rate with appropriate chemotherapy.
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Bradford Foundation.
The results of the trial were clear-cut. Not one
patient was cured or even stabilized. The median survival rate was 4.8 months from the start of therapy, and
in those still alive after seven months, tumor size had
increased. This was the expected result for patients receiving no treatment at all. In addition, several patients
experienced symptoms of cyanide toxicity or had blood
levels of cyanide approaching the lethal range [New
NCI studies
England Journal of Medicine 306:201-206, 1982]. An acIn response to political pressure, the National companying editorial concluded: "Laetrile has had its
day in court. The evidence, beyond reasonable doubt, is
Cancer Institute undertook two studies involving
Laetrile. The first was a retrospective analysis of pa- that it doesn't benefit patients with advanced cancer,
tients treated with Laetrile. Letters were written to and there is no reason to believe that it would be any
385,000 physicians in the United States as well as 70,000 more effective in the earlier stages of the disease ... The
other health professionals requesting case reports of time has come to close the books."
Bradford and American Biologics responded to
cancer patients who were thought to have benefited
from using Laetrile. In addition, the various pro-Laetrile the study with three different lawsuits against the National Cancer Institute, alleging that as a result of the
groups were asked to provide information concerning
study. they had sustained serious financial damage from
any such patients.
Although it had been estimated that at least a drastic drop in demand for Laetrile. All three suits
70,000 Americans had used Laetrile
only 93 cases were thrown out of court.
were submitted for evaluation. Twenty-six of these re- Epilogue
ports lacked adequate documentation to permit evaluaAs long as there remain crippling and fatal distion. The remaining 68 cases were "blinded" and
submitted to an expert panel for review, along with eases, there will undoubtedly be individuals eager to
data from 68 similar patients who had received chemo- offer "alternatives'' to scientific treatment and large
therapy. That way the panel did not know what treat- numbers of desperate individuals willing to purchase
ment patients had received. The panel felt that two of them. The Laetrile phenomenon started with a pharthe Laetrile-treated cases demonstrated complete remis- macist-physician who developed one concoction after
sion of disease, four displayed partial remission, and the another for the treatment of serious diseases, especially
remaining 62 cases had exhibited no measurable re- cancer. It continued with his son, a self-imagined sciensponse. No attempt was made to verify that any of the tist. who spent many years in college but failed to earn
patients who might have benefited from Laetrile actu- any graduate degree. A man who earned his fortune
ally existed. The reviewers concluded that "the results from gun-running and a catholic newspaper columnist
allow no definite conclusions supporting the anti-can- promoted it as a persecuted drug that cured cancer. A
cer activity of Laetrile:'
cadre of John Birch Society members saw the repression
Although the NCI mailing had not been designed of Laetrile as a sinister plot against their basic freedoms.
to uncover negative case reports, 220 physicians submit- After it was dubbed "vitamin B-17," an army of health
ted data on more than 1,000 patients who had received food devotees promoted Laetrile, along with vitamins
Laetrile without any beneficial response.
and diet, as nature's answer to cancer.
In July 1980 the National Cancer Institute underAfter peaking in the late 1970s, the "Laetrile
took clinical trials of 178 cancer patients who received Movement" ran out of steam in the wake of the Supreme
Laetrile, vitamins and enzymes at the Mayo Clinic and Court decision, the NCI study, the death of Steve Mcthree other prominent cancer centers. The study in- Queen, and other unfavorable publicity. But as the
cluded patients for whom no other treatment had been Laetrile fantasy faded, its prime movers added many
effective or for whom no proven treatment was known. other "miracle cures" to their arsenal and added AIDS,
All patients had tumor masses that could easily be mea- arthritis, cardiovascular disease and multiple sclerosis
sured, but most of the patients were in good physical to the list of diseases they claim to treat. Although they
condition. Since Laetrile proponents were unable to appear to speak with sincerity. they still fail to sponsor
agree on the formula or testing protocol for Laetrile, NCI the type of research which could persuade the scientific
decided to use a preparation that corresponded to the world that anything they offer is effective.
substance distributed by the major Mexican supplier,
American Biologics. The preparation was supplied by
the NCI Pharmaceutical Resources Branch and verified
by a variety of tests. The dosage of Laetrile was based on Dr. Wilson, who practices surgery in Dallas, Oregon, is a board
the published recommendations of Krebs, Jr., and the member of the National Council Against Health Fraud.

During 1980, movie star Steve McQueen attracted
considerable attention when he was treated with
Laetrile at another Mexican clinic under the supervision of William D. Kelley, a dentist who had been delicensed by the State of Texas after several brushes with
state and federal law enforcement authorities. Although
McQueen gave a glowing report when he began his
treatment. he died shortly afterward.
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BRIEFS
Diet patches banned. Meditrend International of San
Diego is a multilevel company that has been marketing
adhesive patches it claims can control appetite. Users
have been instructed to place 1 or 2 drops of a "homeopathic appetite control solution" on a patch and wear it
all day affixed to an "acupuncture point" on the wrist
so it can "biolelectrically" depress the appetite center of
the brain. A 1,000-calorie low-fat diet is advised. Although company literature notes that "effectiveness is
directly related to the degree in which you reduce your
usual daily food intake," it has claimed that one user
lost 63 pounds in 37 days. In February 1988, the company asked its distributors to destroy any product literature in their possession and said new literature was
being developed "that is being approved by the legal
department of the FDA:' In May, the FDA issued a Talk
Paper stating that (contrary to suggestions that diet patches meet FDA standards) no nonprescription skin patch has been approved by the agency for any use and
that the FDA is reviewing the status of these products. A
few days later, the Pennsylvania Department of Health
said there is no evidence that diet patches work and
banned the sale, within Pennsylvania, of patches marketed by Meditrend International and the Dermaline
Corporation of Las Vegas.

Fit for Life update. Harvey and Marilyn Diamond, authors of Fit for Life and Healthy Living, are now publishing a bimonthly 4-page newsletter called Keeping In
Touch With FIT FOR LIFE. The first six issues have attacked nutritionist licensing, food irradiation and immunization of children, and have advised women with
suspected breast cancer to seek nutritional treatment
rather than surgery. (The Diamonds regard most breast
cancers as lymph glands filled with "toxic waste" that
can be "cleansed" by eating fruits and vegetables.) The
April/May 1988 issue states: "We have always had the
dream that Fit for Life could be much, much more than
just a book. We have shared visions of food emporiums
where people would be able to sit down and enjoy wonderful Fit for Life meals or sip Date Shakes while they
shopped. We have visualized Fit for Life resorts and
healing centers and our own line of products in the
supermarkets. We have dreamed about nationwide seminar tours which would allow us to meet our friends
face-to-face, and our own radio show, allowing you to
call in and talk to us. Over the last six months all of this
has been formulated into the Fit for Life Enterprises
business plan and we are now a health lifestyle corporation!" The address for subscriptions ($15) is 2210
Wilshire Blvd., Suite 118, Santa Monica, CA 90403.

_____________________

"Allergy"hoax. Concerned about unfair attacks on food
additives, Caroline Richmond, a medical historian at
London University, wrote a spoof manifesto for the Dye
Research Allergies Bureau (DRAB),a spin-off of a larger
group called the Food Additives Research Team (FART).
According to the manifesto, the public was being put at
risk by unscrupulous manufacturers who made clothes
stuffed with unnecessary dyes solely to boost their profits. After sending a copy to the leading organization
campaigning against additives on behalf of supposed allergy sufferers, Ms. Richmond was surprised that the
groups newsletter reported on DRAB and people wrote
to her that dye fabrics had caused them all sorts of problems. After the hoax was revealed, the allergy group
maintained that dyes did cause allergies and that Ms.
Richmond had unwittingly performed a public service
by highlighting this problem.

Concern about urethane. According to FDA officials,
urethane (ethyl carbamate) is carcinogenic for several
species of animals and must therefore be considered a
possible carcinogen for humans [FDA Consumer
22(3):16-17,1988). Since January 1986, the FDA and Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms have sampled
about 1,200 alcoholic products for urethane levels. They
found some bourbons contained up to several hundred
parts per billion (ppb), table wines generally varied from
zero to 25 ppb, vodka contained little or none, and plum
and cherry brandies varied from 200 to 12,000 ppb.
Urethane forms during the fermentation of alcoholic
beverages, especially when products are heated, and is
not completely avoidable. In 1985, Canada set regulatory
limits for table wines (30 ppb), ports and sherries (100
ppb), distilled spirits (150 ppb), and fruit brandies, cordials and liqueurs (400 ppb). During the past few
months, the FDA has accepted voluntary plans to reduce urethane levels in American-made wines and
whiskeys. But according to Richard Ronk, acting director of the FDA Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, "the extent of the risk to the consumer is not
clear. Until we have more information on the toxicity of
the chemical and how much of it can be avoided in the
manufacture of alcoholic beverages, it would be inappropriate to establish regulatory limits or to recall alcoholic products." At the FDA's request, the National
Toxicological Program, funded by several federal agencies, has agreed to give urethane its highest priority for
study in 1988. This research, to be completed in the next
few years, is expected to yield the toxicological information needed to assess the risk posed by urethane in alcoholic beverages.
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Chik-Chek flunks. Chik-Chek, manufactured by Diver- Food safety hotline. During June, July and August, resisified Diagnostics of Moraga, California, entered the dents of Florida, Illinois and Massachusetts will be able
mail-order marketplace in the spring of 1987 in the to dial 1-800-426-3758 to ask questions on any aspects of
wake of national publicity about salmonella. It was food safety. This is a pilot project of U.S. Departments of
claimed to be able to detect salmonella and other dan- Agriculture and Health and Human Services, which
gerous bacteria in raw meat, poultry, milk and eggs hope to reduce the incidence of food-borne illnesses.
within 15 minutes. However. the U.S. Agriculture De- The project's results will be used to determine whether
partment's Food Safety and Inspection Service tested 60 a nationwide hotline will be set up.
kits and concluded that Chik-Chek was neither reliable
nor useful. The test results included both false negatives
and false positives and even indicated that bacteria were "Organic"carrot scandal. The San Francisco Chronicle
present in sterile lab solutions. The test kit directed
has reported that carrots packaged by Pacific Organics
users to dip a cotton swab in raw chicken juices and were removed from the shelves of area natural food
then in two solutions provided with the kit. If results stores amid reports they were ordinary carrots rewere positive, users were to thoroughly wash their packaged to look "organic:' According to the article, the
hands and any utensils that had been in contact with switch was documented by an employee of a competing
the poultry or juice. But these precautions should be firm who posed as a writer for an organics newsletter
routine after handling any raw meat or poultry. Market- and was given a tour of Pacific's plant. She returned
ing of the test kits appears to have stopped [Food News with a photograph of a dumpster full of emptied carrot
for Consumers 5(1):13-14, 1988).
bags from another supplier who normally handles nonorganic produce and other photos showing workers
stuffing carrots into clear cellophane. (Suspicions had
Eating habits deteriorating? A study by Pillsbury Cor- arisen because Pacific Organics was able to provide
poration has concluded that 26% of Americans are now large quantities of supposedly organic carrots after the
"Chase and Grabbits" who are most likely to subsist on harvest season had ended and other supplies had dried
up.) California is one of a few states that legally defines
fast food, frozen dinners, and carry-out pizza.
"organic" as grown without pesticides or artificial fertilizers. Although violators of the law can be criminally
Alcohol warning labels? S. 2047 and H.R. 4441 have prosecuted, the chief of the California health departbeen introduced in the U.S. Congress to require alco- ment's food and drug branch does not remember the
holic beverage labels to carry warnings similar to those state investigating or prosecuting any such case.
on tobacco products, The bills are supported by a coalition of more than 50 national consumer, health and alcancer study scrapped. The
coholism organizations. The warnings would state: 1) Dietary fat/breast
The Surgeon General has determined that the con- Women's Health Trial. designed to see whether reducing
sumption of this product, which contains alcohol. dur- dietary fat will prevent breast cancer. has been stopped.
ing pregnancy, can cause mental retardation and other According to a report in Medical World News, the Nabirth defects; 2) Drinking this product, which contains tional Cancer Institute's board of counselors concluded
alcohol, impairs your ability to drive a car or operate there is little evidence supporting the hypothesis that
machinery: 3) This product contains alcohol and is par- dietary fat is a cause of breast cancer and judged the
ticularly hazardous in combination with some drugs: 4) trial design inaquate to test the theory.
The consumption of this product, which contains alcohol, can increase the risk of developing hypertension,
liver disease and cancer; and 5) Alcohol is a drug and Defamation suit settled. West Publishing Company has
may be addictive. Meanwhile. two suits have accused agreed to settle a lawsuit under undisclosed terms and
beverage manufacturers of negligence. In one case, a has issued a retraction and apology to Elie A. Shneour,
plaintiff has accused four beverage manufacturers of Ph.D .. Director of Biosystems Research Institute. San Dinegligently failing to warn on their labels that alcohol ego. California. The retraction states that Dr. Shneour's
intake during pregnancy can damage the fetus. In the book The Malnourished Mind had been inadvertently
other case, a man with cirrhosis of the liver contends placed in a list of "not recommended" books in the third
that two manufacturers were negligent because they (1984) edition of Understanding Nutrition, by Eleanor
failed to: 1) warn that their beverages can damage Whitney, Ph.D., R.D. According to Dr. Shneour. the suit
health: 2) indicate how much alcohol could be safely was filed because West had refused to correct the error
consumed over long periods of time; and 3) test their when he pointed it out to them. The current (1987) ediproducts to determine what amounts could constitute a tion of the Understanding Nutrition does not contain a
long-range hazard.
nonrecommended book list.
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Psychic health foods? Uri Geller has announced plans
to market "health cosmetics" under the name Uri with a
big ad in the National Enquirer. In the April Whole Life
Times, he said that no claims would be made for these
products, but they would have something "quite secret."
Geller also plans to market health products, health
foods, and perfumes with crystals to "energize" them.
During the interview, Geller claimed he has turned lead
into gold (a "very, very small" amount), destroyed cancer
cells in laboratory flasks, and exerted "a tiny molecular
influence" at the 1987 Geneva Peace talks. Geller became famous by claiming to use psychic powers to bend
spoons, start watches, and read the contents of sealed
envelopes. His claims to have psychic ability were thoroughly discredited by James Randi who duplicated
Geller's feats and explained how they were done in The
Truth About Uri Geller (Prometheus Books. 1982).

_

Kentucky blasts unaccredited degrees. It is now a misdemeanor in Kentucky for any "unlicensed health care
practitioner" to use an academic title or represent in any
other manner that he or she possesses an academic degree unless the practitioner actually has a degree accredited by an agency recognized
by the U.S.
Department of Education or the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation. The new law defines "unlicensed
health care practitioner" as "any person who, for compensation or with expectation of compensation, offers or
undertakes to provide advice, counseling, diagnosis,
treatment, therapy, correction, or rehabilitation relating
to: 1) physical or mental health in general; 2) particular
ailments, diseases, injuries, infirmities, disorders or disabilities, or their prevention; 3) nutrition diet, weight
control, fitness or smoking; or 4) aging, baldness, or sexual performance."

DR. ROBERTMENDELSOHNDIES
Robert S. Mendelsohn. M.D., a leading critic of
scientific health and nutrition care, died April 5, 1988, at
the age of 61. Although he had taught at several medical
schools and had been chairman of the Illinois state licensing board, Mendelsohn considered himself a "medical heretic:• His criticisms were invariably harsh and
destructive. He opposed licensing of nutritionists as well
as water fluoridation, immunization, and screening examinations to detect breast cancer. His opposition to
whooping cough vaccination,
widely publicized
through Phil Donahue's TV program. probably persuaded thousands of parents not to vaccinate their children against this disease.
Mendelsohn's book Confessions of A Medical Heretic charged that "Modern Medicine's treatments for disease are seldom effective, and they're often more
dangerous than the diseases they're designed to treat":
that "around 90% of surgery is a waste of time, energy,
money and life"; and that most hospitals are so loosely
run that "murder is even a clear and present danger. His
other books were Male Practice: How Doctors Manipulate Women and How to Raise A Healthy Child in Spite of
Your Doctor.
From 1981 to 1982, Mendelsohn was president of
the National Health Federation, the militant lobbying
arm of the health food industry. He spoke frequently at
NHF conventions and produced a newsletter and a syndicated newspaper column, both called The People's
Doctor.
Mendelsohn was also president of the New Medical Foundation, a tax-exempt organization formed in
the late 1970s to support "innovative forms of medical

____________________

education of the public and the medical profession:' At a
meeting sponsored by this group in 1984, he said, "Doctors complain that quacks keep patients away from
orthodox medicine. I cheer! Since all the treatments,
both orthodox and alternative, for cancer, coronary
heart disease, hypertension, stroke, and arthritis, are
equally unproven. why would a sane person choose
treatment that can kill the patient?"
During the past two years, Mendelsohn appeared
in ads by Naturally Vitamin Supplements of Scottsdale.
Arizona, advocating daily use of Bio-Strath, a product
described as an herb and yeast mixture containing "10
8-vitamins, 19 minerals, 18 amino acids and important
active enzymes." [There are only eight 8-vitamins.] According to Mendelsohn, Biostrath "can help people who
experience daily tiredness, fatigue and difficult concentration ... may stimulate the immune system. And
may actually help us to assimilate more natural fuel
from the foods we eat:' Such claims are illegal in advertising and labeling.
In 1986, the National Nutritional Foods Association (an association of health food manufacturers, distributors and retailers) gave Mendelsohn its annual
Rachel Carson Memorial Award for his "concerns for
the protection of the American consumer and health
freedoms:' During the past year, he was honorary chairman of NNFAs membership drive.
Vera Chatz, who helped Mendelsohn produce his
newspaper columns, has announced that the The People's Doctor newsletter will continue publication as The
Doctor's People.
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BIOTECHTO BRINGFOODWONDERS?
ManfredKroger,Ph.D.
Plump, tasty tomatoes all year long, increased
supplies of scarce natural flavors and colors, breads that
remain fresh indefinitely, and cheeses that "age" in days
instead of months ... All of these and much more lie
within the vision-and
possibly eventual reach-of
food biotechnologists. But while the new knowledge can
improve the quality and quantity of foods and save food
dollars, the changes aren't likely to be obvious soon,
according to the Institute of Food Technologists (IFT),
the 23,000-member
professional
society of food
scientists.
"With few exceptions. most short-term results of
modern biotechnology applied to food production will
be invisible to the consumer's eye," the IFT Expert Panel
on Food Safety and Nutrition has pointed out. "However,
indirect effects on existing products, such as cost savings
and product improvement, will be far-reaching," the
IFT panel says in its new 14-page scientific status summary on food biotechnology. The report's principal authors were Bruce P. Wasserman, Ph.D., and Thomas J.
Montville, Ph.D., of Rutgers University and Edward L.
Korwek, Ph.D., J.D., of Hogan and Hartson, Washington,
D.C.
The term "biotechnology" embraces a number of
techniques. Biotechnologists know how to transfer
genes from one organism to another. For some applications, they can "program" microbes and plant cells to
produce large amounts of now-scarce natural products
such as food colors and flavors. These scientists can
"custom-make" an antibody and target it to a tiny portion of a protein to change its properties.
The properties of all living things, plant or animal, are determined by their genes. In foods, these properties include form, texture, color, taste, nutrient value
and resistance to environmental stresses that can ruin
or spoil them.
Changing the genes of plants to resist stress can
substantially increase the world food supply, a large
fraction of which is lost to pests or spoilage, especially in
less developed nations.
Genes are made up of strings of relatively simple
compounds (nucleotides) linked in intertwined helical
chains hundreds or thousands of units long, called DNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid). The sequence of nucleotides in
DNA provides a blueprint for arranging amino acids to
reproduce proteins. During the last 20 years, biotechnologists have discovered how to chemically snip
out specific nucleotides and replace them with others in
the DNA chain, thus changing the associated protein
and its function.

_____________________

The IFT scientists believe new biotech techniques will be adapted to processes in the dairy, baking,
brewing and enzyme industries. In cheesemaking. for
example, the enzyme rennin is used to convert milk
into cheese. Rennin used to be obtained from calves'
stomachs. Calf rennin makes superior cheese but is
scarce. Now food biotechnologists can produce rennin
from yeast by cloning the gene for calf stomach rennin
and transferring it to yeast.
Enzymes also play an important role in food processing and in the way foods spoil. The IFT scientists
point out that "protein engineering" has recently come
into use as a technology for improving the way enzymes
work. For example, allowing them to operate at higher
temperatures would greatly increase the efficiency of
many enzyme-catalyzed reactions. Understanding how
to regulate enzymes at the genetic level could lead to
the development of fruits and vegetables that ripen
more slowly and thus have a longer shelf life.
Another important area where biotechnology
will be used is detection of food poisoning. Monoclonal
antibodies are already being used to speed up detection
of salmonella bacteria from four days to one or two.
Biotechnology is a fast-evolving field. As IFT
points out: "In some instances, the needed breakthroughs will come rapidly. In others, they may never
come. One turn of events is predictable, however. As
more new products are developed, the emphasis will
shift from the technical to the legal arena. Clear and
rational policies are needed on the regulatory status of
bioengineered products:'
Dr. Kroger is professor of food science at The Pennsylvania
State University. Single copies of the IFT scientific status summary on food biotechnology can be obtained for $1.00 from the
Institute of Food Technologists, 221 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, IL
60601.

CORRECTION
"Advice in Health Food Stores" in our January 1988
issue was followed with a note that the
Allentown Morning Call had purchased an article
from the author but not published it for legal reasons. We have subsequently learned that this is
incorrect.
We regret the error.-Stephen
Barrett, M.D.
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SPORTS NUTRITION BASICS
Kathy King Helm, R.D.
Brian liked sports but didn't go out for a team
because he couldn't keep up. Although he was tall and
big for a 14-year-old, his looks were deceiving. His body
was 26% fat, and he didn't have the strength or stamina
to compete. He needed a nutrition-and-exercise
program to lower his body fat level and improve his fitness.
Jennifer loved ballet-which
required her to remain slender-but she also loved to eat. She lived in
continuous conflict about her diet. When her weight
rose after several days of thoughtless eating and heavy
snacking, she would lower it by skipping breakfast,
lunching on Coke and potato chips, and eating small
portions at dinner. Singeing and half-starving abused
both her body and her mind. She needed education in
sports nutrition.
Years ago a basketball coach changed his team's
pre-game meal from steak to complex carbohydrate
foods. He explained why, but the players really grumbled when it was served. Fearing they might blame the
meal in case of a loss, the coach thought quickly. Right
before the game, he said, "I know some of you are unhappy about the pre-game meal. So if anyone feels too
weak to play, just let me know and you can sit this one
out:' No one complained again and fortunately, they
won.
Although the basic guidelines for sports nutrition
are clear to experts, fitting them to each athlete's or
potential athlete's physical needs as well as to training
and competitive schedules can be a challenge. Practice
sessions often take place during family mealtimes, so an
athlete's meals may be delayed, cold or caught-on-therun. Most athletes have heard that complex carbohydrates are important, but many don't know how to use
this information in a practical way. For example, they
may realize that spaghetti, ice cream and orange juice
contain carbohydrates, but may not be aware that fruits,
vegetables and whole grain breads contain them too.
Many young athletes watch what the winners
eat. Often they are influenced by others' food and bev-

____________________

erage choices or what the coach suggests-for better or
worse. A coach or trainer who has a good grasp of sports
nutrition may improve an athlete's eating habits when
the parents can't.
General guidelines

Optimal endurance
sports performance
is
strongly influenced by the availability of both carbohydrates and fats. Nutrition plays a central role in the storage and utilization of these fuels.
The ideal diet for an athlete should be high in
carbohydrates (55% of calories), low in fat (30%), and
moderate in protein (15%). This ratio is achieved not
only by eating fruits, vegetables, grains and starches, but
also by not eating large amounts of fattier meats, fried
foods, and foods with added fat.
Glucose is the major fuel used during early minutes of exercise until fats can be metabolized for fuel.
Glucose is stored in the liver and muscles in the form of
glycogen, which consists of branched chains of glucose
molecules.
The figures below show why carbohydrates are
important in an athlete's diet. In this classic study, an
athlete was fed a different diet each day for three days
and then asked to ride a bicycle ergometer until totally
exhausted. The times to exhaustion were:
High-carbohydrate diet
Normal mixed diet
Fat and protein diet

167 minutes
114 minutes
57 minutes

When a high-carbohydrate diet was compared to a normal diet and a high-fat diet, the carbohydrate diet produced a larger amount of stored glycogen in the
exercising muscle and thus resulted in far more physical endurance [Acta Physiologica Scandinavia 71:140,
1967].
Sprint runners, swimmers and others who must
exert near maximal muscle force for less than two min-
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utes obtain nearly all of their energy from muscle
glycogen. Fats must have oxygen available to be broken
down for energy. In these events the flow of oxygen to
the working muscles doesn't meet the demands for oxygen-dependent metabolism: therefore calories must be
derived from the anaerobic breakdown of glycogen,
which doesn't require oxygen.
Endurance training can increase the oxygen supply to working muscles and enhance the tissue's capacity to conduct oxygen-dependent
metabolism.
Consequently, the endurance-trained muscle is better
able to burn fats for calories and thereby spare the use of
glycogen. Fats provide most of calories for low- to moderate-intensity exercise (as well as "stop-and-start"
sports) when oxygen is available.
Fat is stored in the body's fat cells and muscles as
triglycerides, molecules that consist of glycerol and
three fatty acids. Before fatty acids can be burned for
calories, they must be carried to the exercising muscles
and enzymes must release them from the triglyceride
molecule. Since this process is slow to get started, the
athlete may exercise for 30-40 minutes before the rate of
mobilization of free fatty acids (FFA) equals or exceeds
the rate of utilization in the exercising muscle fibers.
However. small amounts of FFA contribute calories from
the onset of exercise.
Proteins supply amino acids, the building blocks
for muscle and other tissue growth and repair. During
exercise, proteins usually provide 10% of the energy to
fuel muscles, but this percentage can rise considerably
when carbohydrate stores are depleted-as
happens
during marathon events, fasting, or severe dieting.
When excessive protein is burned for calories, urea, a
by-product, builds up in the body. As the body tries to
excrete the urea in the urine, dehydration and loss of
electrolytes and calcium may result. When more protein is consumed than the body needs, the excess is
converted to fat and stored like all other excess calories.
The average athlete's diet usually contains more
than adequate amounts of protein. For athletes, 1 to 1.5
grams of protein per kg of body weight is suggested. For
adults, 0.8 grams of protein per kg body weight is
adequate.
Young athletes may need 3,000 to 6,000 calories
per day to cover their needs for sports, growth, and normal daily living. However, caloric needs of athletes can
vary considerably from individual to individual. It is not

_

unusual to find a woman athlete who will gain weight
on 2,000 calories per day. Or to find one athlete who eats
500 to 1,000 more each day than another even though
both are similar in size, age, height and play the same
sport. Recent reports suggest that what you eat may be
more important than how much you eat and that a lowfat diet without total caloric restriction results in a loss
of body fat.
Water/fluid replacement

Dehydration can debilitate an athlete quickly. A
loss of only 3% of an athlete's weight due to dehydration
(4.5 pounds in a 150-pound person) will affect motor
movement. A loss of 10% in a short period of time could
necessitate hospitalization.
Endurance athletes and others who exercise in
hot climates or at high altitudes should realize that
thirst isn't a reliable indicator of dehydration because it
usually does not occur until after 2-4 pints of body water
are lost. Athletes should drink a cup or more of water a
minute or so before before starting to exercise and another½ to 1 cup every 15 minutes during exercise. (Keep
in mind, however, that large amounts of water consumed 15-20 minutes before exercising can lead to a full
bladder.)
To help avoid dehydration, some endurance athletes use a technique called hyperhydration or overhydration, which involves drinking 1-3 quarts of water
before and/or during exercise. This added water helps
maintain blood volume and body temperature. Although there may be some stomach discomfort, this possibility must be weighed against the negative effects and
risks of dehydration.
Water is the best fluid to drink for events lasting
less than an hour. However. athletes do use very dilute
replacement beverages without apparent side effects.
Cold drinks (40-50°F) leave the stomach faster than icy
or warm liquids and haven't been shown to cause abdominal cramping.
Most drinks-including
juices and soft drinkscontain 10% sugar because that concentration of sugar
tastes best. At the recent meeting of the American College of Sports Medicine, Dave Costill, Ph.D., an exercise
physiologist at Ball State University and a leading researcher on sports drinks, astounded the audience by
stating that undiluted drinks can be absorbed rapidly
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during exercise. 1\venty years ago he had concluded
that undil~ted drinks were absorbed very slowly, but
these stud1~s were done while the athletes were resting.
However, his recent research, done in heavily exercising
athletes, showed that undiluted drinks leave rapidly
from the stomach of athletes during heavy exercise and
are absorbed rapidly when they reach the intestines.
Evidently, exercise jostles the stomach and facilitates its
emptying.
It is seldom necessary to add electrolytes like sodium and potassium. A 2-pound water loss results in an
average sodium loss of 1 gram, which can easily be replaced by salting food. (A half-teaspoon of salt contains 1
gram of sodium.) Even less potassium is lost, and it is
readily available in common foods.
Alcoholic and high-caffeine beverages act as diuretics and therefore tend to deplete an athlete's body of
fluids, especially if only these beverages are consumed.
Pre-game meal

Athletes usually determine what to eat before
the game by trial and error. The key points are timing
(so food isn't left in the stomach). comfort, and blood
sugar control. Some athletes use only beverages like
water, dilute fruit juice, or a blenderized drink. Others
feel a good meal at least 2-4 hours before competition
will give them an edge. Either approach can be successful for a given individual.
The pre-game meal can greatly influence an athlete's blood sugar level which in turn can make an athlete feel in or out of control. Complex carbohydrates are
ideal for maintaining the correct blood sugar level because they are absorbed more slowly than sugar but
more quickly than proteins and fats.
The guidelines most athletes agree on for pregame meals are:
• Eat complex carbohydrates
(fruits, juices,
breads, cereals, pancakes. pasta, rice, potatoes, other
vegetables)
• Drink plenty of fluids, but avoid sugar and
carbonation
• Avoid fats and high-fat foods because they delay
digestion
• Avoid large amounts of roughage (tossed salad)
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and gas-forming foods (some vegetables and dried
beans), which may cause discomfort
• Eat only small portions of protein foods because
they delay digestion
• Don't eat less than two hours before competition begins
1\vo sample meals of about 500-600 calories:
8

ounces orange juice

1 cup cold cereal
2 slices whole wheat toast
2 T. apple butter
8 ounces 2% milk

1 cup spaghetti
1/2 cup spaghetti sauce
1 slice French or Italian bread
1 peach
8 ounces 2% milk

Modified carbohydrate loading

That feeling when the body can't physically concalled "hitting the wall" by athtinue exercising-often
letes-occurs
when muscle glycogen is depleted. Fat
may still be in ready supply, but without glycogen the
athletes body can't utilize the fat efficiently. Endurance
training itself stimulates the body to store 1½ to 3 times
more glycogen than that stored in an untrained person's
body. This increase in muscle glycogen is a biological
adaptation to cover the daily exercise. Carbohydrateloading supersaturates an athlete's muscles with more
carbohydrate fuel (in the form of glycogen) than the
muscles normally store. This extra supply can benefit
an endurance athlete because it provides added glucose
fuel.
Dr. Costill, who is also an expert on carbohydrate
loading, has found athletes can ensure very large muscle glycogen storage simply by eating a carbohydraterich diet (at least 50% of the calories) during the 48-72
hours before an endurance event, provided they rest
during that period. Glycogen loading has little influence
on events lasting less than 90 minutes but is crucial to
athletes in longer events, such as marathon runs.
"Bulking up"

For some sports-notably
football-athletes
are
asked to gain weight and strength. The added muscle
power and weight can be an advantage on the playing
field. To increase muscle size, and thus strength, an athlete must stimulate muscle growth by exercising against
increased resistance.
Protein is the building block for the muscle
tissue. However, it's estimated that in the early stage of
training only 5-8 grams of additional protein are needed.
One cup of milk or an ounce of meat contains that much
protein. As the athlete becomes stronger and is able to
do more exercise, 10 grams of extra protein should be
sufficient. However, most athletes already consume
more than enough protein each day to cover this added
requirement.
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quickly, lean muscle and fat are burned for calories and
strength and endurance may be lost.
• Use a percent body fat measurement, not just
scale weight to determine an athlete's ideal body weight.
Although experts don't agree on the exact numbers, it is
usually suggested that male athletes measure 5-13%
body fat and female athletes 12-22% body fat. Of course
there are exceptions to all standards, but eating too little
and exercising too much to become excessively lean
will not improve performance.
• To lose fat but maintain muscle, an athlete
should eat smaller portions of nutrient-dense food (300
or so calories fewer each day) and add 30-60 minutes of
aerobic exercise to the daily routine.
Starvation diets can cause muscle loss, slower
metabolic rate, tiredness, mood swings, and loss of
strength and endurance. Weight loss through dehydration is even more debilitating and potentially danStaying strong while losing weight
gerous. Athletes who eat properly while losing weight
Sports such as wrestling, rowing, boxing and ka- will feel like exercising and have the nourishment to do
rate require weigh-ins. Others such as gymnastics, fig- so.
ure skating and ballet encourage athletes to have slim
bodies and yet be strong.
If an athlete's body is heavier than desired, it is
important that the weight be lost correctly:
Ms. Helm is a registered dietitian in private practice in Lake
• Allow adequate time to lose weight. A good rate Dallas, Texas, and is a former board member of the American
is 8-10 pounds per month. When weight is lost too Dietetic Association.

The recommended gain in muscle mass is about
two pounds a week. For most people, this can be accomplished by eating an additional 1,000 calories per day,
especially in the form of carbohydrates, which provide
fuel for the added exercise and spare the protein needed
for muscle growth.
Adequate rest (allow a day between exercise
bouts of a muscle group) and sleep are also necessary for
bulking up. They allow an athlete's body to recover from
the exercise and resultant tissue breakdown, and to synthesize the added muscle tissue.
It's important to note that as young men mature,
they first grow taller and then-about
12-18 months
later-increase
the size and strength of their muscles.
Weight training with heavy weights shouldn't be started
prematurely, especially in very young or very tall boys.

BRIEFS
Weight loss in adolescent wrestlers. A study of 27 adolescent wrestlers found that the resting metabolic rate
and resting energy expenditure of those who repeatedly
lost and regained
weight were lowered [JAMA
260:47-50, 1988]. The authors think that repeatedly
"cutting weight" for competitive reasons can cause difficulty in weight control and other adverse effects.
However. they state that further research is needed to
confirm this.
Reliable information source. The Council for Agricultural Science and Technology (CAST). 137 Lynn Avenue, Ames, IA 50010, is a nonprofit educational
organization representing food and agricultural science
and technology. It publishes information on the scientific aspects of important issues in agriculture, food
processing, nutrition, and health. It has about 5,000
members and an annual operating budget of about
$600,000. Membership costs $20/year, which includes
copies of special reports on diet and health, pesticides,
food irradiation and many other subjects. Its quarterly
magazine, Science of Food and Agriculture, costs $5/
year additional.

___________________

Videotape on carcinogens. A videotaped lecture entitled "Carcinogens, Anticarcinogens, and Risk Assessment" can be borrowed without charge from the
Council on Agricultural Science and Technology. In the
lecture, Bruce Ames, Ph.D., Chairman of the biochemistry department at the University of California, Berkeley,
discusses: 1) how scientists learn about what causes cancer; 2) that the world is full of cancer-causing agents; 3)
why life expectancy will continue to get longer; and 4)
that cancer prevention will improve. The tape can be
borrowed by sending your name, address and phone
number to Mary K. Adams, CAST, 137 Lynn Ave., Ames,
IA 50010. Copies can be purchased for $15 from the
Council for Chemical Research, One Bethlehem Plaza,
Suite 911, Bethleham. PA 18018.
Diet patches seized. After the FDA warned that "diet
patches" were being illegally marketed [see NF 5:41],
several companies began voluntary recalls. But San
Diego-based Meditrend International
did not. Consequently, in June, U.S. marshals seized patches and
related materials with a retail value of more than $22
million from the company and two of its suppliers.
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Help wanted with special cancer study. A major evaluation of questionable cancer therapies is being done by
a prominent medicolegal team led by attorney Grace P.
Monaco. The initial subjects for study include herbs,
teas. botanicals. DMSO, laetrile, Manner metabolic
therapy, Hoxsey therapy, Gerson therapy, the Greek
Cancer Cure, and the methods of Virginia Livingston
Wheeler, Stanislaw Burzynski. and Lawrence Burton.
The research team is particularly interested in seeing
medical records, insurance claims and personal observations of any patient who has been treated with any of
these methods. (Patients do not have to be identified; it
is sufficient to provide medical records of any standard
treatment and questionable methods, if available.)
Court cases and newly introduced legislation involving
questionable method are also of interest. The information should be sent to Mrs. Monaco at 1901 Pennsylvania
Ave., Suite 1001, Washington, DC 20006 (202-835-0367).

Recommended publication. Current Diet Review, written by registered dietitians, is now in its third year of
publication. Each issue provides detailed evaluations of
three or four diet books or other sources of nutrition
information. The book reviews usually include the results of a computer analysis of the diet as well as commen ts on accuracy,
health
considerations,
comprehensiveness, readability, and the author's credentials. The editor and publisher is Lisa Teresi Harris.
R.D., a school nutrition specialist. Subscriptions are
$18/year from Current Diet Review, P.O. Box 1914.
Rialto, CA 92376.

New artificial sweetener approved. On July 27 the FDA
approved the marketing of acesulfame K (the K stands
for potassium) in the United States in such products as
powdered drinks, puddings, chewing gum and tabletop
sweeteners. The substance is about 200 times sweeter
than table sugar and is chemically unrelated to aspartame and saccharin. It was discovered in 1967 by researchers of the West German company, Hoechst, which
is represented here by Hoechst Celanese Corporation,
Somerville, New Jersey. It is already sold in 20 countries
for the dry uses just approved by the FDA. In some
countries it is also used in soft drinks and baked goods.
Acesulfame K passes through the body unchanged. Unlike saccharin, it leaves no aftertaste. Unlike aspartame,
it is not broken down by heat, and there is no population
group that needs to abstain from it (as phenylketonuric
patients must do with aspartame). Acesulfame K will be
test-marketed under the trade name Sunette. but general marketing is not expected until next year. Hoechst
plans to seek FDA approval to use it in soft drinks and
baked goods.
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Alcohol labeling. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms has proposed to shorten the labeling requirement for whiskey and brandy treated with wood. Currently, a label on the front of the bottle must state that
these products are "colored and flavored with wood
chips [or wood slabs, etc.]" The proposed message would
simply read "treated with wood" and could be placed
anywhere on the front or back label. The purpose of the
labeling is to inform consumers that the character of the
product is not entirely derived from aging in a barrel.

Alcohol and breast cancer. Researchers who conducted
a thorough analysis of the scientific literature of the past
two decades have concluded that women who consume
1 ounce of alcohol daily are "slightly" more likely to
develop breast cancer than those who do not [JAMA
260:652-656, 1988) and that greater alcohol intakes increase the risk further. However, the researchers caution that the data do not prove that a cause-and-effect
relationship exists. They also point out that any increased risk should not be considered separately from a
possible protective effect of alcohol against cardiovascular disease that has been suggested by other
studies. Reprints of the report are available from
Thomas C. Chalmers, M.D., Harvard School of Public
Health, Technology Assessment Group L-7a, 677 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02115.

New "food freshener". The Monsanto Company has announced an alternative to sulfites. the "freshener" of
fruits and vegetables now barred by the FDA for use on
most foods. The new product-Snow Fresh-is said to
be ideal for use in salad bars and other applications such
as peeled potatoes, sliced apples, chopped broccoli and
cauliflower, sliced green peppers, and shredded lettuce,
cabbage and carrots. Untreated, these products quickly
turn brown and become unappetizing. With treatment.
the fresh color keeps for several days. The preservation
effect results from delaying the onset of oxidation and
enzymatic browning. Snow Fresh is simply a blend of
four widely used food additives which are GRAS (generally recognized as safe): citric acid, ascorbic acid (vitamin C), sodium acid pyrophosphate, and calcium
chloride. The product, a white power, is dissolved in tap
water, 1½ to 4 ounces per gallon, to make a solution used
for dipping. A salad manufacturer in St. Louis has tested
the new sulfite substitute and found it very satisfactory.
Monsanto has not indicated when Snow Fresh will be
marketed or whether FDA would first have to give a goahead for the blend, which seems unnecessary since all
of its components appear safe.
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FTC stops diet scam. The marketers of Dream Away and
Advanced Dream Away have agreed to settle FTC
charges of false advertising. The pills, which contain
small amounts of amino acids and cost $19.95 for a 21day supply. were claimed to produce weight loss during
sleep and without exercising or dieting. Under a courtapproved settlement, Nutri Marketing. of Scottsdale,
Arizona, has agreed to put $1.1 million into an escrow
account, which the FTC can use to repay buyers of the
products. The settlement agreement also names Kingsbridge Media & Marketing Inc. and Frank E. Robinson,
of Van Nuys. California, and Highcliff Inc., Vista Advertising. Mel Korey and Steve Corey, of Scottsdale, any of
whom can be liable if Nutri Marketing defaults on its
promise to pay. Consumers who think they are eligible
for refunds should write to Nancy Warder. FTC, Washington, DC 20580.

Vitamin ad blitz planned. PR Week has reported that
the Council for Responsible Nutrition (a group representing major supplement manufacturers
and distributors) plans to spend $4 million on a "consumer PR
program centered around a "why-buy-vitamin" theme.
A spokesperson for one of the ad agencies involved says
the focus of the campaign will be to convince "healthy
people" that they can benefit from vitamins and that
supplements are not strictly for people with specialized
nutritional needs. According to CRN president J.B. Cordero, the first goal will be "to get users (who have stopped taking vitamins) back into the fold:'

_

Muscle stimulators used improperly. The FDA Enforcement Report of March 9, 1988, has warned that prescription-only electrical muscle stimulators
are being
improperly used by health spas and figure salons. These
devices cause muscles to contract by passing electric
current through electrodes (contact pads) applied to the
skin. They are properly used under medical supervision
to relax muscle spasms and to re-educate muscles after
a stroke. However, claims that the devices can produce
weight loss, "cellulite" removal, spot reducing, bust enlargement, wrinkle removal or nonsurgical facelifts are
invalid.

Magazine sabotaged. Whole Life. a magazine catering to
"New Age" and "health food" devotees, was forced to
stop publication last winter for financial reasons. According to editor/publisher
Marc Medoff, trouble developed when the magazine blasted leaders of the
"Airplane Game," including some of his own advertisers,
for preying on New York City's ''New Age" community.
(The game is an illegal pyramid scheme in which people
are induced to buy $1,500 tickets on an imaginary airplane with the hope that sales to other "passengers" will
advance them into "pilots" who collect $12,000 within a
few days.) Medoff says that as soon as the issue containing his expose was distributed, organizers of the
scheme stole stacks of copies from health food stores by
posing as representatives of the magazine. He hopes to
resume publication later this year.

BOGUS CLAIMSFOR H2 O2 STOPPED
A U.S. Postal Service Judicial Officer has ordered
Kurt W. Donsbach, founder of DRK Supplements, and
his nephew, Richard Donsbach, the apparent owner
since 1985. to stop representing in mail order sales that a
35% solution of hydrogen peroxide is effective against
cancer and arthritis. (The hydrogen peroxide commonly
used to clean wounds is a 3% solution.) The Californiabased company had been selling peroxide products
while Kurt Donsbach promoted their use for health purposes in publications and in lectures at health fairs
throughout the U.S. According to a Postal Service news
release, DRK operated booths at some of these fairs and
referred prospects for treatment at a Mexican hospital
administered by Kurt Donsbach.
The cease and desist order, issued July 20, 1988,
forbids DRK and the Donsbachs from falsely representing that: 1) hydrogen peroxide used orally or intra-
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venously is effective in preventing the onset or spread of
cancer or ridding the body of cancer; 2) hydrogen peroxide used topically, orally or intravenously is effective
against the pain and inflammation of arthritis; and 3)
food-grade (35%) hydrogen peroxide is fit for human
consumption. They are also prohibited from making unsubstantiated representations that hydrogen peroxide is
effective against any other condition or that any other
unproven remedy is effective against cancer or arthritis.
Earlier in the case, a federal court judge had issued a temporary restraining order permitting the Postal
Service to stop mail to DRK containing remittances for
hydrogen peroxide sales. Without acknowledging fault,
the Donsbachs then agreed to the issuance of the cease
and desist order rather than contest the charges further.
[For information about Kurt Donsbach's many other activities, see the October 1987 Nutrition Forum.]
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CRACKDOWNON FISH OILS ANNOUNCED
The FDA has notified its field organization that
"there is no general recognition of the therapeutic role
of omega-3 fatty acids in human nutrition and health at
the present time:' The notice [Health Fraud Bulletin #7.
revised 3 /25 /88] also indicated that although the role
of various fish oils is a subject of research, "advertising
and labeling claims for omega-3 products are based on
interpretation of preliminary data by commercial interests:' According to an article in The New York Times,
more than 90 companies marketed fish oil capsules during 1987.
Interest in omega-3 products began soaring in
mid-1985 after The New England Journal of Medicine
published several articles suggesting that fish oils could
have a role in preventing heart disease. However, most
experts believe that even if such a role exists, nobody
knows what dosage is appropriate and whether supplements are safe for long-term use. Instead, experts suggest eating fish several times a week (preferably broiled,
baked or poached), not only to provide omega-3 fatty
acids but also to replace meats that are high in saturated
fats.
In April 1987, all FDA districts were asked to
identify marine lipid products and submit labels and
advertising for medical and regulatory review. Claims
were found for the prevention or treatment of arthritis,
atherosclerosis, cancer, diabetes, eczema and psoriasis,
heart disease, high blood pressure and migraine headaches, as well as for effects on the immune system,
platelet aggregation, prostaglandins, blood cholesterol or
triglyceride levels. After medical review, FDA officials
concluded that products marketed for any of these purposes are considered "prescription drugs," since the conditions involved are unsuitable for self-diagnosis and
self-treatment by laypersons.
The FDA notice was distributed with a "model
regulatory letter" that had been sent on April 11, 1988,
from the Dallas District Office to Shaklee Corporation
president David M. Chamberlain. According to the letter, Shaklee promotional material was suggesting that
Shaklee EPA Natural Marine Lipid Concentrate is useful
in the prevention or treatment of atherosclerosis and the
lowering of cholesterol and triglycerides. The letter
asked for a reply within ten days stating that Shaklee
will discontinue the marketing of this product.
The Health Fraud Bulletin said that FDA district
officials should continue to collect evidence of labeling
violations and to send regulatory letters to violators
whose actions have been reviewed and judged illegal by
the FDAs Health Fraud Staff. The agency has also asked
the Federal Trade Commission to review the advertising
of fish oil products.

__________________

The National Nutritional Foods Association,
which represents health food industry retailers, distributors and producers, has expressed "grave concern"
about the FDAs actions.
Jack Z. Yetiv, M.D., Ph.D., has reviewed the status
of fish oils in the August 5, 1988 Journal of the American
Medical Association [260:665-670]. He believes that taking fish oils under medical supervision may benefit cardiovascular health and that preliminary observations
suggest a possible future role in the treatment of autoimmune diseases such as psoriasis and rheumatoid arthritis. However, he warns that therapeutic amounts of fish
oil (15-30 capsules) contain enough calories to cause significant weight gain and that side effects must be considered too. He also cautions that current data are
insufficient to recommend fish oil supplements to the
general public and that the dosage suggested on product
labels (3-6 capsules) is low and has not been tested in
long-term studies.

.-----

QUESTION BOX------.

Q. Does the color of egg yolks or egg shells have any
nutritional significance?
A. No. Egg shell color is directly related to a bird's
species, breed or strain. Edible eggs may be white,
brown or blue. Some individuals are willing to pay
more for eggs of one shell color or another in the
mistaken belief that the color indicates higher
quality or better nutritional value.
Yolk color is determined by such pigments as
xanthophyll, lutein and zeaxanthin. These pigments are derived from what a hen eats. Knowing
this, breeders can deepen egg yolk color by feeding
fresh vegetable matter (such as yellow corn) or
using feeds that are rich in pigments. Free-roaming
hens eat more grass and therefore produce yellower yolks than do hens raised indoors. The major pigment of egg yolk is xanthophyll, which has a
deep yellow color. Extracts of marigold petalswhich are rich in xanthophyll-are
commonly
added to chicken feed.
It is erroneous to assume that more deeply colored yolks contain more carotene, vitamin A or
riboflavin. Any color these nutrients contribute is
totally masked by the plant pigments. Reference
tables give the riboflavin content per average hen
egg as 0.144 milligram, and the vitamin A content
as 250 international units. Egg color, inside or outside, is also unrelated to cholesterol content.
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BOOKREVIEW
the publisher wants to be held responsible if readers are
harmed by taking the book too seriously.
Unfortunately, this late-20th century rendition of
a 19th century home-health book contains a great deal
of really bad information. Although I recognize that
some herbs have useful therapeutic properties, I also
know that many are potentially harmful. Maria Treben
Maria Treben, the world's best-selling herbal au- seems totally unaware of this latter potential. Apparthor, has compiled 128 more pages of fairy tales for her ently oblivious to modern scientific and clinical findvast audience of natural-medicine enthusiasts who ings, she recommends such proven carcinogens as
value fantasy and hope more highly than facts. Her 1980 calamus (for underweight), comfrey root (for indigesbook Gesundheit aus der Apotheke Gottes, translated tion). and coltsfoot leaf juice (for asthma). And Swedish
into English as Health through Gods Pharmacy, has sold Bitters-which she characterizes as useful against alover 4 million copies in editions published in 7 lan- most everything including angina pectoris to gout-is a
guages. Her current volume appeared in English last potent laxative composed of aloe, senna and rhubarb.
Treating arthritis with horsetail or nettle tea may
year under the title Health from God's Garden and is
not cause direct harm, but substituting them for
well on the way to becoming another best seller.
Does the new book contain any significant infor- prompt, effective treatment can lead to trouble. In the
mation not present in the former? Does it discuss new same vein, applying calendula ointment to a breast
scientific or clinical studies to render it a more valuable lump (despite the admonition to seek professional adreference? Does it cover many plants not previously dis- vice) could be disastrous. Since it isn't useful, why reccussed? Are valuable new remedies suggested for the ommend it? Willow-herb tea is still listed as a cure for
promotion of "Glowing Health and Well-Being," as the diseases of the prostate even though no scientific or
book is subtitled? Unfortunately, the answer to all these chemical evidence and no folkloric history (except that
questions is "No!" The 1986 book is little more than a created by Treben herself) support any efficacy in such
rearrangement of its predecessor.
conditions.
Following the pattern of most herbals, Treben s
Many herbal enthusiasts now recognize that the
first book was primarily an alphabetical consideration of only way their field of interest can gain appropriate rethe various herbs. There was, to be sure. a minor section cognition is to place it on a scientific. factual basis and to
on advice for both minor and serious illnesses, but the separate it completely from magic, superstition and
bulk of the book was composed of monographs about wishful thinking. This book does nothing to advance
individual herbs. To see what remedies were recom- that cause; indeed, because the author is well known, its
mended for health problems, it was necessary to refer to impending popularity will prove to be a giant step backthe index for a list. Under sleeplessness. for example, ward for herbs and herbalism. If the book stimulates any
you would find chamomile, cowslip, lady's mantle, ram- questions, don't seek answers from the author. For, as
soms, St. John's wort, yellow dead nettle, and Swedish she states in the introduction, ''All you need to do is to
Bitters.
read the book-it contains everything I know!" RegardThe new volume has a much more convenient ing rational use of plant drugs, that is little indeed!
format for those who wish to self-medicate. Most of it is
devoted to a listing of disease states or conditions to Dr. Tyler, Vice President for Academic Affairs at Purdue Uniwhich the reader can quickly turn and find the re- versity, is an expert in pharmacognosy (the science of medimedies conveniently grouped under the appropriate cines from natural sources) and is author of The New Honest
heading. The monograph on insomnia now lists most of Herbal (1987), published by the George F. Stickley Company,
the above-cited herbs plus some additional ones, such as Philadelphia.
hawthorn and meadowsweet.
Treben does divide her suggested remedies into
INFORMATIONWANTED
two sections, one for minor health problems, and the
other for serious illnesses that "can only be diagnosed by
If you find any newsworthy items, such as a puba doctor." This arrangement was probably chosen for
lished article or news report, or have a personal
legal reasons. The same may be said for the "Publisher's
experience that might be of interest to our readers.
Note" which admonishes the reader not to regard the
please send it to Stephen Barrett, M.D., P.O. Box
information provided as a substitute for professional
1747, Allentown, PA 18105.
medical treatment. Apparently, neither the author nor

Title: Health from God's Garden (1986)
Author: Maria Treben
Publisher: Thorsons Publishers, Inc., Rochester,
Vermont
Price: $10.95
Reviewed by: Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D.
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ORGANIC GERMANIUM:
ANOTHER HEALTHFOOD STOREJUNK FOOD
James A. Lowell, Ph.D.
Fans of "Li 'l Abner" may recall when one of his
teeth started receiving radio signals after he got a dental
filling. Well, watch out health food fans. If you start
swallowing germanium, the latest cure-all nutrient,
there's no telling what might happen!
Germanium is a rare greyish-white metallic element of the carbon family (Atomic No. 32). At one time
(inorganic) germanium crystals were widely used to
make transistors. Their popularity in electronics gradually waned as better semiconductors and integrated circuitry became available. However, germanium still
plays a role in both the electronics and space industries.
During the past few years various organic (carbon-containing) germanium compounds have been promoted as "miracle drugs." Health food manufacturers,
writers and publishers have jumped on the bandwagon,
along with some "research"
ins ti tu tes, ostensibly
formed to study germanium's
healing effects. Germanium compounds are actually being tested in scientific laboratories as immune system stimulants and
anticancer agents. But the medical claims made by germanium promoters go far beyond what researchers are
likely to find.

The patriarch
The current promotion of germanium products
began after publication in 1980 of the book Miracle
Cure-Organic Germanium by Kazuhiko Asai. Ph.D.
Asai, born in Japan in 1908, was trained in mining and
metallurgy in Berlin during World War II. In 1945 he
returned to Japan and established the Coal Research
Institute. According to the biographical sketch in his
book, he discovered germanium in coal and developed a
process to extract it from coal gas waste liquid. In the
preface, Asai attributes his connection with germanium
to "a working of some supernormal inevitability," states
that his germanium compound was "divinely con-

__________________

ferred," and says his continued research into the properties of germanium seemed to be commanded from some
outside source that transcended his own will. Later he
describes germanium as a "health-giving substancei.e., a substance which restores a condition of health to
those afflicted with disease, and which sustains a condition of health in those who are healthy:'
Asai says he began studying biologic sources of
germanium after realizing that the woody sections of
coal contain the highest amounts. He soon concluded
that plants containing high amounts-including
shelf
fungus, boxthorn seed, wisteria, garlic, aloe vera, ginseng, chlorella algae, and comfrey-were
"without exception those valued as Chinese medicinal herbs."
(Some of these, most notably chlorella and comfrey, can
cause serious illness in regular users.) Asai also attributed the alleged healing power of the water at
Lourdes, France, to its germanium content.
By the mid-1960s, Asai's income from the coal
industry had declined and his personal funds were
nearly exhausted. However, he continued to operate his
coal product lab until his first germanium product was
synthesized in 1967. This was bis-carboxyethyl
germanium sesquioxide, (GeCH 2 CH 2 COOH) 2 03 , the watersoluble "organic germanium" most commonly sold in
health food stores today. Asai dubbed it "Ge-132."
Asai says he tested it on himself by curing his
"severe polyrheumatism
complicated by arthritis, for
which doctors had given little hope of improvement."
After taking "large doses" for a few weeks, he was satisfied that it was not harmful. Then he did animal experiments from which he concluded that his wonder drug
could cure virtually all animals of all conditions. Furthermore, he reasoned. the product was not a medicine
because no amount he gave the animals was lethal.
After additional toxicity tests in animals were conducted at "an authoritative
research institute,"
he
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opened the Organic Germanium Clinic near Tokyo,
where no drugs were used except germanium. In 1969
he founded the Asai Germanium Research Institute.
Asai died in 1984 at the age of 76. Friends attribute his
death to a bleeding ulcer which he treated with germanium rather than undergoing standard medical
treatment.
Oxygen Deficiency
Asai ascribed all diseases to "deficiency of oxy-

gen:· He stated that "cancer, heart disease and mental
disease each undeniably strike when oxygen deficiency
within the body occurs." He theorized that organic germanium worked by providing the "missing" oxygen to
the body. He said that three things are required for successful treatment: 1) the individual must have a firm
belief that recovery will occur: 2) a balanced diet must
be maintained to prevent "blood acidity caused by excessive intake of hydrogen ions"; and 3) excessive mental stress must be avoided. Germanium will only work.
Asai wrote, if lifestyle is adjusted to balance diet and
eliminate stress. The germanium will then enrich the
oxygen in the body and "expel pernicious pollutants
from the body or at least decompose them into harmless
substances."
. Asai ~laimed that his germanium regimen was
effective against all sorts of diseases, including cancers
of the lung. bladder, larynx and breast. neurosis,
?sthma, d~abetes. hypert~nsion, cardiac insufficiency,
inflammation of the maxillary sinus, neuralgia. leukemia, softening of the brain. fibroids of the uterus, cirrhosis of the liver, and some forms of blindness. Asai
also claimed his germanium could regulate cholesterol
and prevent birth defects, and that in children it can
cure various brain diseases and relieve earaches. toothaches, nephritis, emphysema and dozens of other conditions. Oral doses along with topical applications can
even cause extensive burns to heal with "hardly any
scar.'' A_lthough it doesn't cure muscular atrophy and
?1o1;1g?hsm~Down's syndrome) in children, germanium
inhibits their progress. Moreover. Asai says, it confers
immunity against influenza and German measles.
Other promoters have claimed that germanium
~an s_to~the damage of radioactivity, produce superoxides inside the body to help prevent aging, cure AIDS,
prevent children's violence and autism. decrease the
sensation of pain, eradicate allergies, destroy warts and
corns, rem?ve deeply imbedded splinters, improve circulatory _disorder~,. restore sexual function and help
people with hepatitis, osteoporosis, and cataracts.
Scientific studies
Germanium dioxide was tested as a cure for anemias and as a "blood purifier" as long ago as the early
1920s but was found to be ineffective. Later it was im-

________________
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plicated in kidney failure in patients who took doses
over prolonged periods of time.
Today, legitimate researchers studying germanium-containing compounds are focusing on their
efficacy as antitumor agents. The most thoroughly
tested germanium compound is spirogermanium. Phase
I trials in 1980 showed a partial response in a patient
with a lymphocytic lymphoma. Phase II trials for antitumor activity were carried out against a wide spectrum
of solid tumors and malignant lymphomas. Little noteworthy antitumor activity was reported. Although some
research groups are still studying the efficacy of
spir?germanium, it does not appear that it will play a
sigmficant role as a chemotherapeutic agent.
1\vo other germanium compounds similar to the
health food store variety have been studied for antitumor activity. In mice neither compound was useful
against most types of tumors on which they were tested,
so they are not being widely studied as potential chemotherapeutic agents for humans.
Asai's "Ge-132" has been tested against several
conditions. In 1980 it was found that injections of about
100 mg/kg of body weight had antitumor effects on mice
and seemed to induce interferon activity. Subsequent
stu~ies indicated that oral doses (100 mg/kg) also had
antitumor effects. Last year a Japanese research group
suggested that Ge-132 works by causing T cells, which
are part of the immune system, to produce gamma interferon which activates macrophages to destroy tumor
~ells. Promoters of germanium claim it works by causing the body to produce interferon, an anti-viral and
anti-tumor agent. (They even claim this makes it effective against AIDS.) However. the only type of interferon
c~rrei:itiy bein~ tested as an anti-tumor agent in clinical
trials is alpha interferon. not the gamma interferon induced by Ge-132 in mice. It remains to be seen whether
germanium sesquioxide will be effective in human
trials.
Much of the data pertaining to the effectiveness
of germanium as a therapeutic agent contained in a 65pag~ report ei:ititled GE-132 Outline. published by the
Asai Germamum Research Institute. In addition to
claiming that ge_rmanium is effective against tumors, the
report summarizes studies on germanium for treating
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collagen disease, deafness. osteoporosis and a few other
conditions. Since most of these studies were done in
animals, their results should be considered preliminary.
Additional work would be necessary to determine
whether germanium has any practical use in treating
these conditions.

Current manufacturers
Ge-132 is the trademarked name for germanium
made under approval of the Asai Germanium Research
Institute of Tokyo, Japan. Their Japanese patents have
expired. but they hold current U.S. patents on the manufacturing process. After Asai's death, a group of businessmen took over the Institute. They now reserve Asai
supplies for medical testing and use and have retained
an attorney who specializes in government relations to
apply to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to test
Asai germanium as an investigational new drug.
The other major Japanese manufacturer is Takai
Sangyo Co, Ltd., of Tokyo. According to Karl Loren. author of The Report on Germanium, Has the Cure for
Cancer and AIDS Finally Arrived?, Sangyo manufactured about 95% of the Japanese Ge-132 formulated in
1987 and is the only current foreign supplier of "real"
germanium to U.S. companies. Ads from the company
state that its "100% pure" germanium is authorized by
the Japanese government and that export of nonauthorized organic germanium is illegal. However, some
U.S. distributors claim to be obtaining it from other Japanese sources.
The major brand of germanium being marketed
in the U.S. is GeOxy-132™ distributed by Global Marketing Associates, Inc., of San Francisco. According to company vice president Richard A. Merriam, GeOxy-132™
is the best possible product. Although it was originally
imported, Merriam says, it is currently being manufactured domestically for Global by a New York subcontractor whose name is not public information. A
Global brochure
distributed
to retailers
calls
GeOxy-132 "the Electro-Nutrient" and states that it
"optimizes life force" and that "life force wires your
nerves to your brain and flows from one organ to the
next in currents that are independent of the nerve
paths:' Global supplies GeOxy-132Hl to 20 supplement
companies which repackage and supply it to health food
1

"

_

stores. Some sell it as a single-ingredient product while
others combine it with other ingredients popularized by
the heal th food industry.
Another germanium manufacturer is Monarch
Nutritional Laboratories of Ogden, Utah. According to
Barry Johnson, an owner of the company and the chemist who formulates their germanium sesquioxide, their
product is the highest grade, approaching 100%. He told
me the company makes no other claim for the product
and relies on word of mouth as a promotional tool.
A relative newcomer to the germanium manufacturing scene is Grow Company, Inc. of Hackensack,
New Jersey. According to company representative Bob
Koetzner, they grow a yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae}
on a medium to which germanium dioxide has been
added. After the yeast is harvested the cell walls are
broken open and the product is freeze-dried. As a result,
he says, their germanium is at least 97% bonded to yeast
proteins-which,
he states, makes it more of a food and
more "natural" than other germanium products. He
claims Grow Company's studies show that none of the
common forms of germanium is toxic, but that Grow
Co:s product is better absorbed, primarily by the liver,
and is retained for a longer period of time. Grow Co.
sells its yeast to various distributors but prohibits blending, mixing or dilution of their products.
It also appears that at least one German manufacturer is producing germanium products for both the European and American markets.
How germanium is promoted

Misinformation
about organic germanium is
being spread through several sources, not the least of
which is the Germanium Institute of North America
(GINA). GINA's founder and executive director is Paris
Kidd, Ph.D. Dr. Kidd, whose Ph.D. in zoology is from the
University of California at Berkeley, described GINA as
a "for-profit clearinghouse
for information on germanium" whose goal is to promote safe, scientific, responsible and effective use of germanium-containing
compounds.
GINA provides literature and advice to consumers and to health food retailers, manufacturers and distributors. It also assays products. Kidd told me he
believes that the promotional "hype" on germanium has
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gotten out of hand. He acknowledged that germanium
has not been proven to cure any human disease and said
that his organization will not distribute lay articles that
tout unsubstantiated
claims for germanium. Nevertheless, much of the information provided by Kidd,
including some in his newsletter, Gina Speaks, is not the
sort encountered in the scientific literature. Instead, articles are written for the lay public and contain anecdotes and testimonials suggesting that germanium can
help everything from AIDS to zits. Much of the information included in germanium advertisements comes
from a 1986 monograph by Kidd entitled Ge-132: Research Breakthrough from the Orient.
Articles in health food industry publications
touting germanium as a cure-all also cite the writings of
Kidd and members of his Institute. For example, the
August 1987 issue of Whole Foods extolled the miracle
properties of germanium in its "Consumer Bulletin."
This is a monthly page that contains a box for the retailer's business card and is intended for photocopying
and distribution to customers.
Kidd himself touts germanium for chronic Epstein-Barr disease and candidiasis. These are controversial conditions that many fringe practitioners diagnose
excessively in patients who suffer from general malaise
or symptoms common among healthy individuals.
GINAs advisory board has included several practitioners who are not representative of mainstream science or medicine. One is Alexander Schauss, "Ph.D.,"
author of Diet, Crime and Delinquency. The book claims
that normal people can be turned into criminals if they
eat such foods as chocolate. eggs, corn, peas. citrus
fruits, tomatoes. wheat and other small grains. dnnamon, dairy products, or artificial food colors. During
lectures Schauss sometimes says, "As a physician I might
tell you .... " but he is not a medical doctor. In fact. a
recent expose in the Vancouver Sun revealed that
Schauss has been a "Ph.D. candidate" since 1981 at unaccredited California Coast University but had not completed the work needed for the degree.
GINAs lay research advisor is Betsy Russell-Manning, an advocate of dubious cancer therapies who has
also written a book vilifying mercury amalgam fillings.
One of the four members of the GINA's board of directors is Michael Rosenbaum, M.D., president of the
Orthomolecular Medical Society, a group of physicians
who believe that numerous diseases and conditions can
be treated with megadoses of vitamins, minerals, and
other "food supplements:'
Kidd told me he recently disassociated himself
from Schauss and certain other board members who he
feels are not advancing the scientific study of germanium. Notable among these is Steven A. Levine,
Ph.D., an Institute founder who is another prolific promoter of health food store variety germanium. Levine,
who obtained his degree in genetics at the University of
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California, Berkeley in 1976, is the Director of Research
of Nutri-Cology, Inc., which does business as Allergy
Research Group. Nutri-Cology, which is located in San
Leandro, California, designs and sells "hypoallergenic"
minerals, vitamin and glandular supplement products.
Levine's major articles on germanium have been published in the Journal of Orthomolecular Medicine and
the Journal of Orthomolecular Psychology, neither of
which generally reflects the opinions of practitioners of
scientific medicine. He has also presented papers on
germanium
to symposia
sponsored
by the
Orthomolecular Medical Society and similar groups.
Another major germanium promoter is Karl
Loren, who is associated with the Life Extension Educational Service of Glendale, California, and lectures regularly at conferences where questionable
health
products are promoted. Loren (whose real name is
Loren Troescher) graduated from Harvard Business
School in 1959. He is a minister in the Church of Scientology and, until recently, hosted a talk show on KIEV
cable radio. He was fired from the show for promoting
the dubious cancer therapy administered in Tijuana,
Mexico, by James Keller-who is wanted by the FBI in
connection with similar activities in Texas [see NF
2:36].

The competition for germanium sales among the
various manufacturers is, to put it mildly, fierce. All
claim their own products are extremely pure and that
competito.rs' products may be adulterated or contaminated with toxic substances. Levine and Global
have even filed suit against Loren because they objected
to his implication that their products may be contaminated and of questionable origin.
Another book promoting germanium is Germanium, A New Approach to Immunity, by Betty Kamen, Ph.D. The book's back cover includes a testimonial
from Michael Rosenbaum, M.D., president of the
Orthomolecular Medical Society and board member of
GINA. Kamen, whose Ph.D. in nutrition education was
obtained at Columbia University, speaks at health food
industry conventions and writes for several health food
magazines. Her book on germanium calls oxygen "Vitamin 0: the oxygen nutrient." and says it fits the definition of a vitamin because it is a substance found in food
that is necessary for life but not usually manufactured
by your body. This, of course, is not the proper definition of a vitamin. Kamen says that complex carbohydrates are the foods highest in oxygen, and that since we
eat too few of these, we are often deficient in cellular
oxygen. She also says that since water contains 85%
oxygen, older people should drink more of it if they
want to live longer.
Kamen calls germanium an "adaptogen," which
she defines as a nontoxic. nonspecific compound that
doesn't directly cure disease but enhances the body's
ability to cope with any stress as needed. An adaptogen
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can supposedly make low blood pressure higher. high
blood pressure lower, normalize glucose levels, adjust
cholesterol levels and correct acid/alkaline values.
Kamen also claims that external applications of
germanium can be helpful. According to her book: ointment prepared with organic germanium "works wonders on skin rashes'': tablets placed on band-aids and
applied to acupuncture points can relieve eyestrain,
headaches and muscle soreness; women can relieve
PMS by lining their underpants with the tablets; and
supporters containing germanium may be the "prescription for tomorrow" for the relief of muscle pain and
stress.
Kurt Donsbach, D.C .. a health food industry
leader. includes germanium in his unorthodox treatment of cancer patients at his Mexican clinic. He has
also written a booklet about germanium that reiterates
the claims of others.
Freedom of the press gives authors the right to
make virtually any claim for any product. However,
without FDA approval it is illegal for sellers to claim that
germanium is effective against any disease. The claims
by germanium manufacturers
vary considerably.
Whereas some make explicit therapeutic claims, others
focus on purity and depend upon outside sources to
make the therapeutic claims.
Natrol, a California firm that markets Germax
germanium tablets. advertises that "Between six and ten
million Japanese citizens use Organic Germanium.
THEY CAN'T ALL BE WRONG. 1\venty-seven Japanese
hospitals, clinics and universities are currently researching Organic Germanium. Studies already conducted show an amazing versatility: 1) reduces chronic
arthritis: 2) restores sexual function: 3) heals burns
without scarring: 4) improves circulatory disorders: 5)
oxygenates cells: 6) stimulates energy level."
Futurebiotics, of Brattleboro, Vermont. has advertised that germanium strengthens immune protection.
restores and improves energy. promotes interferon production, fights "blues" and "blahs," and enhances total
well-being. Its most notable such ad appeared in the July
21 1987 issue of the tabloid newspaper Globe, which
al~o contained an article headlined "Miracle health pill
banishes pain and combats all ills." The ad contained a
coupon offering a $1 per bottle discount on Futurebiotics
germanium products at any health food store. A few
weeks before the ad appeared. the company contacted
retailers by mail and telephone to suggest that they
stock up.
Recently I purchased a bottle of Ultra Plan Germanium Immune Complex tablets, "certified natural"
by Hi Health, the Scottsdale. Arizona health food chain
for which they were "exclusively formulated:' These
contain GeOxy-132"'. The label recommends "one tablet
a day as a food supplement:' Although the label makes
no claims, the products name suggests that it helps the
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immune system, and literature I picked up at a Hi
Health store reiterated many of Asai's claims. The pills
also contain vitamins A, E and C, and selenium in a base
of garlic, watercress and ginseng. Garlic and ginseng are
herbs identified by Asai as high in natural organic
germanium.
The Vitamin Shoppe, a New Jersey-based mailorder discount house that carries Nutri-Cology products, states in its current catalogue that, "Reports from
the medical community indicate that germanium ...
has broad clinical applications ... and appears to promote immune function by the dose-dependent stimulation of gamma interferon.
It is non-toxic,
and.
individuals are encouraged to experiment with dosages
in order to determine their own optimal protocol."
The most subtle promotion I have seen is in
GNC's mail-order catalogue, which merely suggests that
you may not be getting enough in your diet: "You've
read about it ... now germanium is available to you
from General Nutrition ... It is found very sparingly in
the foods we eat. Order your germanium today!"
Profit potential

Currently, large quantities (e.g., 100 kg) wholesale
for as little as $2/gram, down about half since a year
ago. Smaller quantities run about $4/gram. The retail
prices of tablets, which contain 5, 10, 25, 100 or 150mg,
vary considerably from company to company. Most sell
in the range of $15 to $66 per gram, but Nutri-Cology
sells "sublingual tabs" containing 25 mg of pure germanium for $10.25 each. which is $410/gram.
One sublingual tablet per month would not be
particularly expensive, but suggested dosages vary. The
lowest recommended dose I have found is 10 mg a day
for Ultra Plan Germanium. But, as Loren points out,
small doses are not in keeping with Asai's (or other major promoters') recommendations. In fact. Asai regularly
recommended 100 to 500 mg/ day for many conditions.
Moreover, clinical trials of efficacy for some conditions
require doses of 30 mg/kg body weight per day. A 70-kg
(154-pound) adult undergoi;1g such a treatm~nt woul?
require 2.1 grams of germamum a day. Even usmg NutnCology's 1-gram powders at $5.75 each, treatment would
cost over $12 a day for an indefinite period of time for a
regimen previously tested only in mice.
I doubt whether most health food faddists would
spend this kind of money on ''food supplements" recommended at a health food store or by an ad. However,
some who consult "orthomolecular" doctors might be
more willing to follow their advice to take large quantities of germanium.
FDA action

On June 28, 1988, the FDA determined the germanium products from Japan were entering the United
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States illegally and issued an Import Alert stating that
they were unapproved food additives and "new drugs"
for which no new drug application had been filed. Specific products mentioned were Germanium Sesquioxide, Organic Germanium. Ge-132 and GeOxy-132. The
notice pointed out that these products were being "repacked as health foods or as over-the-counter drugs
with claims for use in severe medical conditions such as
AIDS and cancer:· The notice also referred to literature
that "promotes germanium products for use in treating
or preventing serious disease conditions under the following names: Germanium. Organic germanium sesquioxide, Pro-Oxygen, Immune Multiple, GeOxy-132,
Vitamin 0, Nutrigel 132, and Germax:•
According to the FDA Alert. germanium products will no longer be allowed into the United States

_

unless they are genuinely intended for use in the semiconductor industry. It remains to be seen whether the
FDA will stop the illegal marketing of organic germanium products produced within the United States.
Curiously. if scientific tests ever prove germanium useful for treating a human disease, germanium products would probably become prescription
drugs that the health food industry could not legally sell
to the public.
Dr. Lowell, who has graduate degrees in botany and genetics, is
Professor of Life Sciences at Pima Community College in Tucson, Arizona, and is vice-president of the National Council
Against Health Fraud. His recently revised book, Health
Hoaxes and Hazards, is available for $13.50 from the Nutrition
Information Center, 255 N. Granada, #2058, Tucson, AZ 85701.

BRIEFS

Victor Herbert honored. The American Dietetic Association has awarded honorary membership to Victor
Herbert, M.D.. J.D., for "outstanding contributions to nutrition research" and "tireless and selfless dedication to
stopping the proliferation of nutrition fraud:'

Notable quote. When syndicated columnist Ann Landers was asked whether a new "diet pill" could cause
people to lose fat while they sleep, she replied, "If it
worked, you would be reading about it in the headlines
of every newspaper in the country:·

Bogus nutritionist fined. Gary Pace has agreed to pay
Coolers blasted. An article in the Center for Science in
$12,000 in penalties and costs and $20,000 in restitution
to settle charges brought by New York State Attorney the Public Interest's August 1988 Nutrition Action
Healthletter has charged that coolers are a threat to chilGeneral Robert Abrams that he had induced hundreds
dren and adolescents and will add to the nationwide
of clients to pay for "improper physical examinations,
problem
of alcohol abuse. Although coolers average 6%
worthless laboratory tests, bogus nutrition advice, and
alcohol
by
volume (beer averages 4% and most table
unnecessary vitamin, mineral and herbal supplements."
wines
range
from 10% to 14%). their alcohol content is
Pace had represented himself as a doctor, based on a
"Ph.D. degree'' in nutrition from Donsbach University, deemphasized in marketing. The marketing of coolers
an unaccredited correspondence school [see NF 2:70-71, conveys a "healthful" image with added sex appeal.
4:24]. In December 1985, a state court permanently en- They are packaged to resemble sodas or juices, may not
joined Pace from doing further "nutritional counseling" have an alcohol taste, are inexpensive, and in many
unless he obtained proper credentials or posted a states are sold in groceries and general merchandise
stores where youngsters can obtain them easily. The
$150,000 bond.
article suggests: 1) coolers should be sold only with
other alcoholic beverages: 2) the federal government
Public concern about food safety. The Food Marketing should help schools mount educational campaigns to
Institute's sixth annual survey of consumer attitudes in- warn young people that coolers contain more alcohol
volved interviews with 1,019 shoppers. When asked than beer and most table wines; 3) cooler labels should
what factors were "very important" when shopping for clearly indicate that they are alcoholic beverages and
foods, they listed taste (88%), safety (83%), nutrition
should not be sold to anyone under age 21: 4) alcohol
(72%). price (65%), storability (51%),and ease of prepara- content in coolers should be limited to 2-3%; 5) warntion (39%). However, many of the safety concerns were ings about alcohol abuse and information about calorie,
unjustified: 75% of those interviewed considered
ingredient and alcohol content should be required on all
pesticides and antibiotics to be "serious hazards," 61% the labels of all alcoholic beverages, not just coolers; 6)
felt that way about antibiotics and hormones in poultry excise taxes on alcoholic beverages should be raised;
and livestock. and 43% felt that way about irradiated
and 7) the media should be required to give equal time
foods.
and space for health messages to balance alcohol ads.
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Beech-Nut officers sentenced. Niels J. Hoyvald, former Revici placed on probation. New York State authorities
pres~dent and chief executive, and John E Lavery, vice have revoked the medical license of 92-year-old Emanpresident of manufacturing of Beech-Nut Nutrition
uel Revici, M.D., a physician who has claimed to be able
~?rp., have each been sentenced to a year and a day in to treat cancer and AIDS with "nutritional" methods.
Jail and fined $100,000 for their roles marketing a bev- However, the revocation was stayed and Revici was
erage falsely labeled "apple juice:· So far the company
placed on five years' probation on condition that he shall
has been assessed nearly $10 million in federal and state not treat patients for cancer unless: 1) the diagnosis was
fines for making the imitation mixture, labeling it as made by a physician unaffiliated with Revici; 2) before
pure apple juice, and selling it in 19 states and several signing a consent form. the patients are urged to consult
foreign countries between 1978 and 1983 [see NF 3:91]. a board-certified cancer specialist and a psychiatrist or
The $2 million federal fine is by far the largest ever paid psychologist; 3) patients are informed that Revici's treatunder the Food, Drug. and Cosmetic Act. Additional
ment approach is not sanctioned by the medical maincharges against the company are pending.
stream; and 4) patient records are available for
inspection by employees of the New York State Department of Health's Office of Professional Medical Conduct.
Revici is also forbidden to dissuade any patient from
Licensing update. Since 1982, laws to regulate nutri- seeking other treatment elsewhere or using any treattionists have been passed in 21 states, Puerto Rico and ment that is illegal.
the District of Columbia. Some make it illegal for unqualified persons to call themselves dietitians and/or
nutritionists. while others define nutrition practice and
Recipes modified. The Iowa Affiliate of the American
who is eligible to do it.
Heart Association has published The Healthy Holiday
Cookbook, a 127-page ·•collection of traditional holiday
recipes modified to reduce the sodium, fat and sugar in
our festive diets." The book briefly discusses dietary
Chiropractors and supplements. Seventy-four percent guidelines and contains 70 recipes with information on
of chiropractors who responded to a survey by Dynamic their carbohydrate, fat, protein, sodium and caloric conChiropractic (a newspaper sent free to all chiropractors)
tent, and diabetic exchanges. Copies are available for $7
reported using nutritional supplements in their prac- from the American Heart Association, Iowa Affiliate,
tice. The survey was conducted by inviting readers to 1111Office Park Road, West Des Moines, IA 50265.
complete a questionnaire printed in the newspaper. The
editor reported that "6% of the 41,000 + DCs in the
USA" had responded.
Garlic/black seed product seized. On June 29, 1988, the
FDA filed a seizure action charging that Conigar capsules, sold by Wellness Products, Inc., of Lewisville,
Eggcaution. Scientists from the U.S. Centers for Disease Texas, were misbranded by claims of effectiveness
Control have reported outbreaks of Salmonella food poi- against cancer and AIDS. Ads for Conigar had depicted
soning traced to the use of Grade A eggs or foods con- newspaper articles with such headlines as "Eating
taining them. After sampling eggs from four egg- Garlic May Save Your Life," "Scientist Finds Basis for
producing areas of the country, they found con- Folklore's Claim that Garlic Can Prevent Cancer,"
tamination in eggs produced in the Northeast. The U.S. "Garlic Can Fight Cancer,'' and "Use of black seed in
fight against cancer, AIDS probed." The ads also conDepartment of Agriculture is now investigating whether
the eggs are contaminated before or after laying. In the tained an endorsement by A. Elkadi, M.D., medical diApril 8, 1988 Journal of the American Medical Associa- rector of the Akbar Clinic, Panama City, Florida, and
tion, the CDC scientists caution consumers to avoid raw pictured a Conigar bottle labeled "Clinically Approved
or lightly cooked eggs and products made from them. by the Akbar Clinic:' The advertised price was $28.50
for 200 capsules-a month's supply. [According to Third
such as Caesar salad, hollandaise sauce, and homemade
ice cream. To be on the safe side, eggs should be boiled Opinion, a recently published directory of "alternative
for seven minutes, poached for five, or fried for three on therapy centers," the Akbar Clinic offers "a unique,
each side, until the yolk is not runny and the white is comprehensive nontoxic metabolic therapy program defirm. Symptoms of Salmonella poisoning include ab- signed to enhance or restore the body's immune system:•
dominal cramps, diarrhea, fever, and sometimes nausea The program is said to include "nutritional adjustment;
with certain vitamins,
and vomiting. The symptoms which usually begin 5-72 nutritional supplementation
hours after eating contaminated food and last from 24 minerals and enzymes: several natural immune enhanhours to several days. There is greater risk of serious or cers; acupuncture; hyperpyrexia (fever therapy): biofeedback; counselling: exercise; and focus on chronic
even death in infants, the elderly. and the chronically
infections."]
ill.
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DEMAND GROWS FOR ANASAZI BEANS
StephenM. Voynick

The Anasazi bean, a "heritage" variety of the
common bean Phaseolus vulgaris, is carving a modest
but growing niche in the dried bean market traditionally dominated by pinto. kidney, black and white
beans. The reasons Anasazi beans are becoming increasingly popular are that they taste sweeter, take
much less time to cook, and may not cause flatulence,
the common problem associated with other dried beans.
Anasazi beans are as versatile in the kitchen as
are the more familiar types and are only slightly more
expensive. They are the size and shape of pinto beans,
but have a distinctive. mottled purple-white coloration.
The mottling of the skin is due to an anthocyanin
pigment.
Beans are actually the seeds of certain legumes.
Because of ease of cultivation and storage, low cost, acceptable taste, high nutritional value and cooking versatility. dried beans have been dietary staples since
antiquity. Dried beans are high in protein and complex
carbohydrates and contain little sodium or saturated fat.
They are good sources of iron, thiamin, riboflavin.
niacin, potassium, phosphorus and fiber.
Amerindian cultures of Mexico have grown common bean varieties for at least 5,000 years. The Anasazi
Indians of the American Southwest began cultivating
the variety now named for them about 130 A.O. Cultivation continued until the Anasazis mysteriously vanished about 1200 A.O. Anthropologists believe the bean
contributed to the longevity of the Anasazi culture.
The bean survived in the wild in the Four Corners region and was finally •·rediscovered" near Indian
ruins by white homesteaders in about 1900. In 1956,
botanists excavated and identified the bean in numeros
ruins of Mesa Verde National Park near Durango, Colorado. Believing the beans might have commercial potential, entrepreneurs Ernie Waller and Bruce Riddell
founded the Adobe Milling Company. Inc., in Dove
Crek, Colorado, in 1983. After collecting seed beans
from Indian ruins and the gardens of long-time local
residents, they planted the first commercial crop.
First-year sales totaled only 846 pounds, mostly
to local or regional customers: lesser amounts were purchased by tourists as novelty or gift items. In 1985. as
annual sales jumped to 37.000 pounds, mail from consumers revealed what may become a major selling
point: Anasazis seem to produce relatively little "gas"
when eaten.
Anasazi beans share the general nutritional composition of pinto and other dried beans, which, when
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raw and dried, contain approximately 22% protein, 64%
carbohydrate, 1% fat, and 11% moisture, with the remaining 2% composed of ash, fiber and minerals.
However, significant differences have been found in
their carbohydrate makeup. Anasazis contain about
30% more sucrose. fructose and glucose than do pintos,
which accounts for their sweeter taste.
More important, the amounts of raffinose,
stachyose and verbascose in Anasazi beans are only
about 20% of those found in pinto beans. Joseph A.
Maga, Ph.D., Director of the Food Research and Development Center at Colorado State University's Department of Food Science and Human Nutrition. notes that
these sugars are the main causes of flatulence from
dried beans. He emphasizes that their presence in Anasazi beans would still cause distress in some individuals
and that the minimum level required to cause distress
in the general population is not known. Nevertheless,
he believes that Anasazis should generally cause less
"gas" than pintos.
In 1987, Waller and Riddell trademarked the
name "Anasazi beans" and sales reached 350,000
pounds. Thanks mainly to word-of-mouth promotion by
satisfied consumers, 1988 sales are projected to exceed 1
million pounds. While the sharp increase is impressive,
the current level hardly compares with that of the better-known dried beans. Americans annually consume
about 500 million pounds of pinto beans alone.
The Adobe Milling Company. the only commercial source of Anasazi beans, now has 500 acres under
cultivation near Dove Creek, Colorado. The high elevation (7,000 feet) and semi-arid climate (12-inch annual
rainfall) allow the beans to be produced without chemical protection-which
means they can be grown
"organically:' Yet few Anasazi beans are sold through
"health" or "natural" food outlets. Most are sold through
a limited retailer network in the Southwest or by mail
order with United Parcel Service delivery to 44 states.
(A 10-pound bag of Anasazis costs $6.00 plus $3.00 to
$6.50 for shipping and handling.) Recently, several western supermarket chains have begun stocking the beans.
Additional information can be obtained from
Adobe Milling Company, P.O.Box 596, Dove Creek, Colorado 81324.

Mr. Voynick, a freelance writer who resides in Leadville, Colorado, majored in food technology at Rutgers University.
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THE MANNER SEMINAR
Jeff South
Several months ago, Harold W. Manner, Ph.D., a
former biology professor who directed a laetrile clinic in
Tijuana, Mexico, was still recruiting patients desperate
for cure and "alternative" health practitioners hungry
for profits. On June 25-26, Manner spoke in Irving,
Texas, hoping to expand his network of "qualified metabolic physicians," which he said included nearly 600
practitioners in the U.S. and several foreign countries.
At a hotel near the Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport, the 63-year-old Manner touted his "breakthroughs" both in treating diseases and in billing
insurers. About 30 people attended the seminar, most of
them chiropractors and naturopaths, from as far away as
North Carolina and Oregon.
The seminar resembled a medicine show, with a
bit of a pop-psychology thrown in. At one point the
Manner Clinic psychologist dimmed the lights, played
"When You Wish Upon A Star," and said that positive
thinking is crucial to curing cancer. But a recurring
theme was money. The clinic was making lots of it, and
those attending the seminar were invited to share in this
windfall. The silver-haired Manner, who resembled actor Jason Robards, promised them a $200 "consulting
fee" for each patient they referred to his clinic. That's
just the beginning, he said, of an arrangement that "can
substantially increase your annual income:·
From the start, Manner admitted his treatment
program was unconventional. He called it "metabolic
therapy," which he defined as the use of natural food
products and vitamins to prevent and treat disease by
buildipg a strong immune system.
Manner's background

Manner was born in 1925 in New York and grew
up in rural New Jersey. He received his bachelor's degree in science from John Carroll University in 1949, a
master of science degree from Northwestern in 1950,
and a doctorate in biology from Northwestern in 1952.
He taught biology at Utica College of Syracuse University, serving as chairman of the division of science and
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mathematics from 1963 to 1969, and then chaired the
biology department at St. Louis University until 1972.
From 1972 to 1978, Manner was chairman of the biology
department at Loyola University in Chicago. He continued to teach biology there until 1982, when he resigned under pressure from the school for his
unconventional theories.
Manner established the Metabolic Research
Foundation in Glenview, Illinois, in 1979, with himself
as president, but later moved it to San Ysidro, California, across the border from Tijuana. He used to conduct
four seminars a year, but now holds only two. Before
teaming up with the Tijuana clinic, he operated another
facility, the Emerald Isle Clinic, in Montserrat, West
Indies.
"It is not a copper bracelet," Manner said of his
treatment program. "It is good, solid science ... I am an
orthodox scientist. I use the scientific method." But on
"God Still Loves Me," one of his instructional tapes,
Manner says his theories are the product of divine inspiration. He said he would lie in bed at night pondering
the problems of cancer and other diseases. "That beautiful Father in heaven would give me the answer. We'd
try it, and it would work. Every part of our therapy
comes from God's teachings:' Even the use of laetrile is
suggested in the Bible, Manner said.
On the tape, he calls himself a born-again Christian. Newspapers have quoted him saying he found religion in 1968 after years as an agnostic. He says his
parents were Sunday school teachers and that evangelist
Jimmy Swaggart converted him. He also says that fellow
professors ridiculed
him for carrying a Bible,
preaching the gospel and other religious practices: "My
fellow faculty members used to laugh at me because
before examinations, I would pray with my students:'
Manner's enterprises

The clinic and the Metabolic Research Foundation have been as enterprising in their financial affairs
as in their pseudomedical procedures. The clinic rakes
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in about $1.5 million a year from insurance claims and
an undisclosed amount in direct payments from patients, according to Manner's consultants. Additional income comes from book and vitamin sales and seminar
and membership fees.
The Texas workshop cost $200 in advance or $250
at the door. Concessionaires offered cookbooks (Manner
preaches the importance of diet); books on various cancer therapies. including The Death of Cancer and several
others written by Manner; and tables of vitamins, mineral orotates, enzymes and other concoctions retailed by
Manner Metabolic Products Inc. for as much as $192.50
per bottle.
A flyer for the seminar promised instruction on
how to recoup the cost of the seminar tenfold by becoming a "paid consultant" to the Manner Clinic. The participants received three tapes on Manner's treatment
methods and religious beliefs. They also received several newsletters, brochures, and even a certificate that
they had "successfully completed the Advanced Course
in Metabolic Therapy," which Manner said might be
useful in claiming educational credits. During the workshop and in subsequent mailings, participants were
urged to order additional items, including audiotapes of
the sessions ($50) and a videocassette of the Foundation's 1987 meeting in Pennsylvania ($23).
The bulk of the Manner organization's income
comes from the Tijuana clinic, which can house up to
44 patients at a time. Manner's Metabolic Research
Foundation became affiliated with the facility in 1982,
when it was called the Cydel Clinic, according to its
owner, Sergio del Rio. By offering Manner's therapies,
"we began to see improvements in our patients which in
many cases bordered on the miraculous," del Rio said.
But he became worried after Manner "expressed concern that once he left us through retirement or death,
everything he had worked for would be lost and forgotten:· Vowing that "this would never happen," Cydel officials provided a laboratory for Manner: and on June 1,
1984, the Cydel Clinic was renamed in his honor. "In
this way, patients far into the future will know that
there is a Manner Clinic where the Manner therapies
are practiced," del Rio said in a statement circulated at
the seminar.
The clinic brochure calls the Manner Clinic the
"World leader in disease prevention" and promises
treatment based on "the latest scientific and medical
information:• Clinic employees meet patients at the San
Diego airport and take them in a white van across the
border into Mexico. Patients do not need passports, but
are asked to bring their medical records.
The cancer, arthritis and multiple sclerosis programs each last 21 days. The cancer program costs
$7,500; the arthritis program, $5,500; and the multiple
sclerosis program, $7,250. In addition, the clinic offers a
7-day "prevention program" for $1,600 and a 7-day "cellular therapy" program in which the cells from unborn
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or very young sheep are injected into patients to "reverse the aging process:• The cellular therapy program
costs $3,500 if used alone, $1,300 if taken simultaneously with another program, or $2,750 to former
clinic patients who return for it.
"While the U.S. health care delivery costs have
been rising rapidly. our charges at the Manner Clinic
have never risen over $7,500 for the complete 21-day
program including room and board," Manner said. He
said the clinic has served about 4,000 patients and operates at capacity, with about a 2-week waiting list.
The clinic asks that payment be made in dollars
or by credit card. "Due to international clearance problems. personal checks are not accepted," the brochure
says. However, it urges prospective patients to "obtain
insurance forms from your agent. We will assist in their
completion. Most insurance companies will honor your
claims:· But he warns patients not to ask their company
whether they are covered for his treatment. "All they
have to do is call up and say, "I'm thinking of going down
to the Manner Clinic for laetrile ... A flag is going to
come up and that person will never get it." Instead. Manner refers them to the company that does his clinic's
billings.
Creative billing

The clinic has retained a Houston-based firm,
North American Health Insurance Coordinators Inc .. to
file the insurance claims. "It has been a godsend for us,"
Manner said, noting that without insurance coverage,
many patients would be unable to stay at the clinic. "We
get complete coverage for our patients from most insurance companies." he said. Some insurance firms pay
even for the patients' airfare to and from San Diego and
for the costs of their accompanying spouses, he said.
North American Health Insurance Coordinators
Inc. "specializes in filing insurance claims for alternative health care." said Ronnie King, the company's
claims supervisor. The firm files for several Mexican
clinics, including Ernesto Contreras' Del Mar Medical
Center in Tijuana, as well as some clinics in the United
States, Germany and Greece. When claims are denied,
King said, he routinely appeals "over and over, whatever's necessary to get the claim paid . . . everything
short of litigation:• The result: The company recovers at
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least 90% of the clinics' charges and nearly all the
claims it files on its behalf, King said.
"We recover $100,000 to $160,000 a month for the
Manner Clinic,·• he told the seminar, "It's not so much
what is on the claim as how it is presented." For example, on claim forms he refers to the facility as the Cydel
Hospital; and for live cell therapy, "we list it as
therapeutic injections," he said. The key is using the
proper form from the American Medical Association
and the right codes, King said. His company has succeeded in getting payments not only from insurers, including Blue Cross of Southern California, but also from
some government programs, he said. Manner said his
clinic has "a Blue Cross provider number, which gives
us clearance right straight across the United States" and
that the Canadian Medicare program has paid for Canadians treated at the clinic. Although U.S. Medicare refuses to pay for treatment outside the United States.
many people have secondary health insurance that may
have to pay when Medicare doesn't, King said. His company also seeks reimbursement for the supplements
prescribed by the clinic, King stated. Manner said that
patients are sent back to the United States with laetrile.
vitamins and other medication. and the clinic prepares
the forms required to export the products.
King said he frequently can persuade insurers to
cover unconventional treatments by explaining that the
patients have exhausted the standard therapies. He also
stresses that the Tijuana clinics' fees are much lower
than standard hospital bills. King said his service "opens
new avenues to patients who never thought they could
receive alternative treatment because they didn't think
they could afford it.''
In a solicitation to patients, King's company says:
"We will prepare a standardized claim from the information provided by your doctors office, using the numerical coding and terminology specific to your
treatment. We will mail the claim to your insurance
company and follow up on it with telephone calls to
ensure it has been received and is being processed. Most
claims are paid within 3-4 weeks ... Out-of-pocket expenses such as travel, hotel, etc., may also be covered by
your insurance policy. If so, we will file a claim for these
after payment has been made for your medical
treatment."
The company charges 16% of the amount it recovers. "If your insurance carrier denies payment after
we have done everything possible to collect for you, you
will owe us nothing," the solicitation says. But the Manner Clinic does not let the company's fees cut into its
revenues. When billing insurers, Manner said, "We take
that 16%and add it as administrative costs."
Manner's network

The clinic maintains a steady stream of referrals
from its associates throughout the United States and
other countries, Manner said. Chiropractors and other
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health care providers can become associates by joining
the Metabolic Research Foundation for $100 (or $25
after attending a Manner seminar). Manner said he realizes that associates lose money when they refer patients.
"Its going to cost you money ... It's not fair to you.'' So for
every referral, ''we'll automatically send you a check for
$200.'' And when the clinic discharges patients, it sends
them back to its associates for follow-up. "What you
charge, how many times you want to see the patient,
that's your decision," Manner said.
He asks that the associates continue prescribing
the supplements given at the clinic. This is another
source of income for the associates, who can buy products from Manner Metabolic Products Inc. and resell
them to patients at a 100% profit.
The associates have a symbiotic relationship with
the clinic, Manner said. He said the clinic provides free
advice to participating physicians. Manner himself offered to do blood tests for associates' patients at no
charge: Associates could send the blood vials to him at
his home in Hollywood, Florida. "I do 30-40 pieces of
blood work a night," Manner said. He said he had a tollfree telephone number and carried a beeper. "You always want to feel free to call the doctors at the clinic or
me," he told the seminar participants. Associates have
been invited to visit the clinic at least once a year, especially when the Metabolic Research Foundation holds
its annual meeting.
Manner said the clinic and its insurance consultants were trying to get insurance companies to cover
follow-up treatment by the associates. "This would also
include the reimbursement for all supplements and
medications," Manner said. "Although the details of this
new program have not yet been worked out, you can
imagine the enthusiasm this generated in the minds of
our physicians and nutritional consultants.''
Besides making initial referrals, the associates
can send patients back to the clinic for what Manner
described as a "booster shot" of his intravenous cocktail.
So if their patients' health appears to decline during the
follow-up care, "you might suggest they spend another
week at the clinic," Manner told the seminar participants. Patients get a discount on their return visits.
At last February's annual meeting of the Metabolic Foundation, members were welcomed by Francisco Diaz Martinez, chief of medical services for
Tijuana. He stated "how proud the Mexican government was to have our clinic located in Tijuana," Manner
recalled in a subsequent newsletter. "He also promised
the continued support of the government and the health
department. I wondered, as he was speaking, if we ever
will be afforded the same hospitality by our own government and the health departments in the United
States.''
Manner was painfully aware of how the U.S.
medical establishment views him. On March 12, he
wrote a letter to U.S. Rep. Morris Udall, who chairs
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Congress' Technology Assessment Board. "One of my
concerns is that the U.S. medical and scientific community has not had the opportunity to read about or
explore the work that I and the physician members of
the Foundation have accomplished in the area of nutritional metabolic therapy," the letter states. "This metabolic therapy is not patented and could be administered
by every primary care physician in even the smallest
communities in the United States. I am asking your help
in getting the Office of Technology Assessment to develop a clinical protocol that is identical to what we use
in Tijuana, Mexico. It is imperative that a clinical protocol be released by OTA, so that our health professionals can begin immediately to implement human clinical
trials:·
Manner contends that the "American Cancer Industry" has tried to suppress his accomplishments. "I
was and still am a respected scientist." he said in his
letter. But after advocating metabolic therapy, "I was
immediately branded as a 'quack' by the United States
cancer establishment."
Manner's theories

At the Texas seminar, Manner frequently cited
the work of John Beard. who published a book on the
enzyme treatment of cancer in London in 1911. and of
Ernst T. Krebs Sr. and his son, Ernst Jr., who embraced
Beards ideas and advocated laetrile therapy. Manner
said that when he began using laetrile in his research,
he was skeptical, but in 1977 he announced he had
cured cancer in mice with injections of laetrile, vitamin
A, and enzymes. A chiropractic journal published this
research and Manner touted his results through press
conferences and public lectures. In a 1978 interview in
Mother Earth News, Manner claimed he had been harrassed by the FDA and that he had stored copies of 17
patient records "in a locked bank vault in Canada ...
known only to me and a few friends. When I have 100 of
these files, I'm hoping to put them in a package, to take
them to Washington, D.C., and I think the whole laetrile
controversy will be over:• However, the alleged files and
Manner's intent to send them to Washington were not
mentioned again in any of the dozens of subsequently
published materials distributed at the Texas seminar.
Manner has given contradictory opinions of conventional treatment for cancer and other diseases. One
of his brochures says, "The cancer patient should not
exclude from consideration other forms of cancer
therapy such as radiation. chemotherapy and surgery.
Fortunately. the nature of metabolic therapy permits its
use in conjunction with conventional therapy:' But at
the seminar, he bitterly attacked standard therapies as
ineffective and dangerous. Manner's claimed success
rates for cancer were also contradictory. On a tape recording, he said 74% of the clinic's patients "will never
have to worry about that cancer again:· But a brochure
refers to "a success factor of 68%." with success defined
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as elimination of either the cancer or its threat to life.
Manner claimed that in recent years a significant
reassessment of the nature and causes of cancer has
taken place: "Cancer was formerly believed to be a localized disease, characterized by a lesion, usually in the
form of a growth, which appeared at some specific part
of the body. This localized lesion was thought to be the
result of activity produced by an invading virus, carcinogenic agent. or some form of trauma such as a blow.
Today, there is a growing conviction among researchers
and physicians that cancer is a complex disease that is
the end result of a disturbed metabolism (body chemistry) ... The frequent recurrence of a malignancy after
treatment with the conventional methods of surgery,
radiation and/or chemotherapy results because the
basic underlying metabolic cause of the cancer is rarely
considered and consequently remains uncorrected:'
The human body is under constant bombardment by carcinogenic chemicals in our food, water and
air, Manner said. "Each day, in every human being, large
numbers of normal embryonic cells become cancerous:'
Fortunately, he added, most people have an immune
system strong enough to neutralize or destroy the cancerous cells. "If the immune system, however, is weakened from poor nutrition, excessive environmental
pollutants or a continuing debilitating stress, the cancer
cells are uninhibited and will multiply rapidly, forming
the symptomatic 'growth' of cancer," Manner contended. "One of the primary objectives of all metabolic
therapy is to revitalize the body's immune system. to
restore it to a fully functional condition . . . We can
remain healthy if we supply the individual cells of the
body with the proper amounts of oxygen, nutrients, enzymes, minerals, amino acids and other essential nutrients from both our diet and nutritional supplements.
Of equal importance is the ability of the body to eliminate the waste products of cellular metabolism through
proper bowel movements, efficient breathing, normal
excretion, etc. Treatments must be provided which will
help the body detoxify itself by eliminating harmful
pollutants."
Conventional treatments. such as radiation and
chemotherapy, cause a "complete depression of the immune system" and can "turn a normal person into a
zombie," Manner said. "You don't depress the system
you need to fight a disease, and that's exactly what
they're doing."
Cancer treatment at the Manner Clinic

Manner said his patients undergo a series of tests,
including a blood count, a SMAC-24 and a hair analysis,
which he contended "will tell us whether metals are
present in deficient or excessive amounts" in the body.
The SMAC-24 is a standard test, but Manner rejected
the laboratory norms of the medical establishment.
These represent an average for the population. and "if
the population becomes sicker, the ranges become
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greater," Manner sa!d. Therefore, he recommended that
his associates use narrower "optimum" ranges he had
devised. On the basis of these tests, Manner would recommend supplements to correct supposed mineral excesses and deficiencies.
Upon entering the clinic. patients are put on a
two-day juice fast. Manner also believed they must
achieve two bowel movements a day; if the fast does not
stimulate the bowels, patients receive an herbal laxative
and a soapsuds enema. The goal is to achieve "a bowel
transit time of 12 hours," The protocol for Manner's cancer therapy states: "Anything longer than this is dangerous, for it allows chemical reactions to occur in the
digestive system. End products of these reactions can be
carcinogenic (e.g. nitrosamines):'
Patients also receive a daily coffee enema which
Manner called "a coffee retention implant": "One cup of
coffee (not instant) should be brewed and allowed to
cool to body temperature. It is then injected into the
rectum with a rectal syringe and retained for 15-30 minutes. The caffeine-stimulated secretion of bile is an important part of the detoxification plan as it helps to
restore the alkaline condition of the small intestine." At
the seminar, Manner acknowledged that he had been
ridiculed for advocating coffee enemas. But he said,
"When we talk about a coffee implant. we're talking
about something that is solid science:' When patients
return home, Manner recommended that they continue
one or two coffee enemas a week.
Patients also receive "digestive aids" and "pancreatic enzymes" with every meal. "These compounds
contain hydrochloric acid, pepsin and enterically
coated pancreatic enzymes," the cancer protocol states.
''This will insure the proper digestion of ingested food:'
Manner told the workshop, "Most patients we see do not
have a good digestive system." The regimen also calls for
"anti-neoplastic enzymes" to remove protective shields
so the tumor can be recognized by the immune system,
the protocol states. Manner added that the enzymes
help remove a fibrin coat that surrounds tumors, making them vulnerable to the other components of his
treatment.
One of those components is vitamin A. "This
should be given in an emulsified form to minimize liver
involvement," the protocol states. "1\vo drops of Emulsified A are given in the morning juice and two drops in
the evening juice to increase the number of circulating
lymphocytes. This total of four drops will give the patient 60.000 International Units daily. Every second day
an additional two drops should be added morning and
evening. Classical signs of vitamin A toxicity should be
watched for both by the patient and the physician. If
any occur. discontinue vitamin A for one week. Return
after one week with a two-weeks-on, two-weeks-off routine, employing a dosage 100,000 units lower per day
than that which caused the toxic reaction."
"When we first started using vitamin A, people
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thought we were mad," Manner told the Texas seminar. The clinic increases patients' daily doses of vitamin A from 100,000 International Units to 1 million.
"That's enough vitamin A to kill," Manner noted. "How
can we ever support these massive doses of vitamin A?"
Because, he answered, in its emulsified form, the vitamin A bypasses the liver and does not poison the
patients.
Benjamin Wilson, M.D .. a surgeon in Dallas,
Oregon, who has tracked Manner's activities for many
years, states that Manner is dead wrong and that these
vitamin A dosages can build up to toxic levels. In 1983,
Charles and Paulette Peters of Midlothian, Illinois, sued
Manner, the Metabolic Research Foundation, a Texas
physician and two Illinois "nutritional consultants." According to the suit, Manner advised Mrs. Peters that it
was safe to give large amounts of vitamin A to her 8year-old son Charles, Jr., who had been diagnosed as
having leukemia. After taking 120,000 IU of vitamin A
daily for about a year, he developed headaches. extreme
sensitivity to light, severe bone pain. headaches, mental
confusion and a 10-pound weight loss caused by vitamin
A poisoning [see NF 1:10]. The suit was settled out-ofcourt for an undisclosed sum.
At the seminar, Manner said that the vitamin A
stimulates production of white blood cells, which can
attack the tumor. His protocol adds that "lymphocytes
are stimulated by the addition of thymosine. This hormone is present in raw thymus gland:' Consequently,
the clinic gives patients two thymus tablets three times
a day.
The buildup of white blood cells has a drawback,
Manner claimed. He said it causes a change in the oxygen in the bloodstream. An atom of oxygen normally
has eight electrons in its outer ring, Manner said;
however, a concentration of white blood cells causes two
of the electrons to be thrown out, creating what he
called an oxide radical. This oxide radical also is caused
by ultraviolet light, microwave ovens. color television
sets, x-rays and other radiation, Manner said. "We are
being constantly bombarded with these rays." The resulting oxide radicals cause arthritis, rheumatism,
lupus, sickle cell anemia and other diseases, he contended. So, three tablets of superoxide dismutase (SOD)
should be given to "enable the body to convert any superoxide radicals present to water and pure oxygen:•
Although enzymes taken by mouth are digested
and don't actually enter the body, Manner told the
Texas seminar that the SOD causes the oxide radicals to
combine with hydrogen in the bloodstream, forming
hydrogen peroxide, which boosts the blood's oxygen
level. "Cancer cells thrive on carbon dioxide and die in
an atmosphere of oxygen," he said.
The next part of Manner's therapy involves vitamin C "to inhibit tumor growth," the protocol says.
"Start with five grams daily and increase by one gram
per day until an acute diarrhea occurs. At this point,
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drop back two grams and continue at this level
throughout the treatment.
The protocol then calls for administration of
amygdalin (laetrile) by mouth and later intravenou~ly in
a "Manner cocktail" containing 9 grams of amygdalm, 10
cc of DMSO, and 25 grams of vitamin C over 2-3 hours.
Manner claimed that in the blood the amygdalin breaks
down into: glucose, which gives patients a burst of energy; benzaldehyde, which alleviates their pain; and
cyanide, which he said kills just cancer cells. However.
according to the American Cancer Society. laetrile is
toxic and cannot attack cancer cells selectively.
Manner's approach also calls for supplementation
with selenium. zinc. spleen tablets. multivitamin/mineral tablets. and numerous other products. "There is no
supplement which cannot be taken safely with the
aforementioned plan," the protocol says. "In fact. one
should supplement twelve tablets daily of the gland or
organ tissue primarily affected." The clinic also puts
cancer patients on a "natural food" diet which includes
32 ounces of raw vegetable juice a day. "A juice extractor
should be purchased by the patient. and most of the
vegetables in the diet should be juiced," the cancer protocol says. "In this way, all of the naturally occurring
enzymes, minerals and vitamins will be present:·
The clinic has whirlpools and Jacuzzis. Patients
take "hydrotherapy," followed by a 45-minute massage,
to stimulate the lymphatic system, Manner said. He said
the clinic also holds inspirational sessions for its cancer
patients. "If you believe that you only have three months
to live, there is no treatment." Manner said. "When we
begin to think we're going to make it, the body responds:' The clinic tries to convince its patients that
they can beat their cancer. said Miguel Lanzagorta. the
clinic psychologist, who attended the Texas seminar. "As
you think, so you become." he said. He touted "the
power of thought," saying. "All power comes from
within:'
Seminar participants also received information
on the "Manner 5" program, which Manner said was
intended to augment the basic program with 21 days at
the clinic plus 69 days of treatment at home. Its components include laetrile, various enzymes and supplements, an "anti-viral compound in the same class of
interferon." a "lysing agent ... designed to dissolve,
decompose and disintegrate cancer cells," orange capsules to add oxygen to the blood, white-and-brown
"antifermentation" capsules to "keep the carbon dioxide
level in the blood low," and white-and-blue
"antifibrinator" capsules that "strip cancer cells of their protective cocoon." Although literature referred to Manner
5 as "a new program that we feel will revolutionize cancer therapy," Manner said the program has been used
for abaout five years and that the clinic's medical director. Gilberto Alvarez, recommends it for all cancer
patients.
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A testimonial
One of Manner's biggest boosters has been 51year-old Ginny Davis, of Franklin. Wisconsin, whose
testimonial story was distributed at the seminar. A pathology report attached to the testimonial indicates that
in April 1985, a diagnosis of "infiltrating adenocarcinoma" was made in a polyp that was removed from
Ms. Davis's large intestine. According to her testimonial.
the surgeon advised Ms. Davis's family doctor that part
of her large intestine should be removed, but she refused and chose instead to go to the Manner Clinic.
"It was a beautiful experience," Davis said in the
testimonial. "I saw so much ... Norma, with brain tumors, had been in a wheelchair for five months-walking with a cane in two weeks. Mike, with bone cancer.
had been given only two weeks before he'd be flat in
bed-and things were supposed to get worse from there.
Instead, in two weeks he walked around the San Diego
Zoo for four hours!"
"Now it is three years later. My latest colonoscopy
report reads, 'Conclusion: normal colon' by my same
specialist I original saw:•Davis is more than a supporter
of Manner; she is also listed on a map given out at the
meeting as one of 12 distributors of Manner products.
[Editor's note: The average layperson looking at Ms.
Davis's story would probably conclude that her surgeon
had wanted to remove part of her colon because her
cancer had infiltrated into the colon. But the term "infiltrating carcinoma" merely meant that the cancer had
infiltrated below the surface layer of the polyp-so that
removal of the polyp would very likely cure the patient.
The purpose of further surgery would have been to prevent new cancers from forming. Thus it is probable that
Ms. Davis had been cured of her cancer before going to
the Manner clinic.]
Arthritis regimen
The Manner Clinic also offers treatment for arthritis, including rheumatoid arthritis, gout and osteoarthritis. Contrary to the assertions of conventional
physicians, "there is a known cause and there is a
known cure," Manner said at the Texas seminar. He
claimed that arthritis occurs when trauma from a fall,
sprain. or everyday wear and tear injures a joint and the
body's white blood cells rush to the area to clean up the
damage. These white cells produce oxide radicals,
which restrict movement in the joints, Manner contended. His arthritis patients go on a two-day juice fast.
receive coffee enemas, follow a mainly vegetarian diet
that includes numerous minerals and enzymes. receive
600.000 IU daily of emulsified vitamin A and 15 grams of
vitamin C, and take other supplements such as thyroid.
adrenal and liver tablets. Patients also get a slow-drip
infusion containing 25 grams of vitamin C and 10 cc of
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), administered daily over 2-3
hours. They also receive 5 tablets a day of superoxide
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dismutase, Manner said.
This therapy, he claimed, eliminates the oxide
radicals that attack the lubricating fluids in the joint.
But to eliminate the inflammation and prevent recurrence of arthritis, patients must take additional supplements, which he called Homeopathic Formulas No. 1,
11, 30 and 46. Each formula comes in a 1-ounce bottle
that retails for $8. Patients are told to continue these
formulas along with SOD, digestive enzymes and other
supplements for at least three months after returning
from the clinic, Manner said. He also recommended
that DMSO be diluted 1:1 with distilled water and patted
gently on affected joints. "DMSO penetrates every cell
in the body," he said. "It travels into and out of synovial
cavities and, in so doing, removes toxic elements which
may be present:·
"As soon as we eliminate the inflammation, the
arthritis should be gone and out of the body for the rest
of the patient's life," although ingestion of red meat can
retrigger the disease, Manner said. On the arthritis tape,
he says the clinic has been using this therapy since 1984
and has a success rate of more than 80%. But no data to
back this up were distributed at the seminar.
Multiple sclerosis regimen
Manner said the medical establishment is in the
"dark ages" about multiple sclerosis, but he believed it is
caused by a virus which produces (you guessed it) oxide
radicals in the blood. "The treatment plan, based on this
hypothesis, is a three-fold plan," the clinic's protocol for
multiple sclerosis therapy states. "First, the virus must
be removed from the body. This will be accomplished
by using interferon stimulants and immunoglobulins.
Secondly, the superoxide radical must be removed, utilizing the dismutation reaction. Thirdly, the physiological condition of the organ systems of the body
must be restored to an optimum level:'
The clinic's patients with multiple sclerosis do
not receive a slow-drip infusion. However, along with
the fast, coffee enemas, five SOD tablets three times a
day, and a diet that includes "digestive aids," the patients take: two daily tablespoons of Imu-Gen, which
Manner said is a colostrum from cows and is rich in
immunoglobulins; 15 grams a day of vitamin C; 60,000
JU a day of emulsified vitamin A; 9 capsules a day of
Prometal, which Manner said contains octacosanol, a
wheat germ oil product that assists the neuromuscular
system. After the patients leave the clinic, the !mu-Gen
is administered on a three-weeks-on, three-weeks-off
schedule; vitamin C is reduced to 5,000 mg per day; and
vitamin A is cut to 25,000 units a day.
"Within a short time, they begin to feel a change,
they begin to feel stronger," Manner said. "The results in
some instances are unbelievable:' He said the clinic has
been treating multiple sclerosis for about two years.
[Editor's note: In a 1984 TV broadcast he said he had been
treating multiple sclerosis and claimed a 90% success
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rate. However, since most patients with multiple sclerosis
undergo several spontaneous remissions, no therapy for
this condition can be evaluated without long-range controlled studies. Although Manner claimed high success
rates for all of the conditions he treated, I have seen no
evidence that he actually kept track of how his patients
did after leaving his clinic. I believe that at least some of
Manner's claims were outright lies.]
The clinic also offers two one-week programs,
Manner told the Texas recruits. One is a "prevention
program," which he said "also is covered by all the insurance policies." The program consists basically of the
first week of the cancer therapy, but laetrile is omitted
from the slow-drip infusion.
Cellular therapy (live cells therapy)
In October 1986, the clinic began offering "cellular therapy," based on the research of a German professor named Niehans, Manner said. In this therapy
(which is on the American Cancer Society's "unproven
methods" list), cells from an unborn or very young sheep
are injected into the buttocks to revitalize the body's
memory, sex drive and other characteristics. Manner
claimed that the therapy has also been effective in reversing arteriosclerosis, Parkinson's disease, premature
menopause, impotence, bronchial asthma, chronic indigestion and a long list of other problems. "Even in cases
of chronic diseases which have persisted for many years
and no longer respond to conventional medication, cell
therapy can be beneficial because it activates the endogenous powers of resistance and revitalizes patients,"
Manner said. He recommended this treatment every
five years for people between age 35 and 45 and every
five years for older people. "This program is so well accepted that many American insurance companies may
reimburse the complete cost of your treatment," a Manner brochure says.
Because of Manner's emphasis on strengthening
the body's immune system to fight disease, several participants at the seminar asked whether he intended to
develop a therapy for AIDS. Not surprisingly, he said
yes, he had been thinking about opening an AIDS clinic
in the Caribbean. He said he had been reluctant to treat
AIDS at his Tijuana clinic because the thought of rubbing shoulders with AIDS patients might drive other
patients away.
Throughout his presentation, Manner exuded optimism, self-confidence, and apparent sincerity-traits
that enabled him to sell his bill of goods to many people.
Calls to the toll-free number (1-800-433-4962) of Manner's public relations director, Nadine Rogers, are still
answered with a recorded offer of a free information
packet. But Manner himself shall quack no more. On
October 11, he died of a massive heart attack.
Jeff South is a reporter for the Dallas Times-Herald.
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BOGUS CLAIMSFOR H2 O2 STOPPED
venously is effective in preventing the onset or spread of
cancer or ridding the body of cancer: 2) hydrogen peroxide used topically, orally or intravenously is effective
against the pain and inflammation of arthritis: and 3)
food grade (35%) hydrogen peroxide is fit for human
consumption. They are also prohibited from making unsubstantiated representations that hydrogen peroxide is
effective against any other condition or that any other
unproven remedy is effective against cancer or arthritis.
Earlier in the case. a federal court judge had issued a temporary restraining order permitting the Postal
Service to stop mail to ORK containing remittances for
hydrogen peroxide sales. Without acknowledging fault.
the Donsbachs then agreed to the issuance of the cease
and desist order rather than contest the charges further.
[For information about Kurt Donsbach's many other activities, see the October 1987 Nutrition Forum.]

A U.S. Postal Service Judicial Officer has ordered
Kurt W. Donsbach, founder of DRK Supplements, and
his nephew, Richard Donsbach, the apparent owner
since 1985, to stop representing in mail order sales that a
35% solution of hydrogen peroxide is effective against
cancer and arthritis. (The hydrogen peroxide commonly
used to clean wounds is a 3% solution.) The Californiabased company had been selling peroxide products
while Kurt Donsbach promoted their use for health purposes in publications and in lectures at health fairs
throughout the U.S. According to a Postal Service news
release, ORK operated booths at some of these fairs and
referred prospects for treatment at a Mexican hospital
administered by Kurt Donsbach.
The cease and desist order, issued July 20, 1988,
forbids DRK and the Donsbachs from falsely representing that: 1) hydrogen peroxide used orally or intra-

BRIEFS
"Fit for Life" update. Plans have been announced to
market food items, personal health products. housewares, and other "natural items" based on the notions of
Fit for Life authors Harvey and Marilyn Diamond. The
products will be developed and promoted by the
Howard Marlboro Group and its subsidiary. HMG
Licensing of New York City. Although the book is filled
with nonsensical ideas about nutrition [see NF 3:57-59],
it has sold millions of copies.

Oat bran and cholesterol. Oat bran, the ground inner
husk of the grain, has become popular as a means of
lowering blood cholesterol levels. After reviewing the
experimental evidence, The Medical Letter [December
2, 1988] has concluded: 1) limited short-term data indicate that large amounts of dietary oat bran, beans and
possibly other sources of soluble fiber can lower serum
cholesterol concentrations, including HDL-cholesterol:
2) small amounts of soluble dietary fiber may have little
or no effect on cholesterol levels; 3) long-term effectiveness and safety of eating large amounts of soluble
fiber have not been established: and 4) large amounts of
oat bran and other dietary fiber can cause bloating.

_________________

Misleading ad endorsed. The Council of Better Business
Bureau's Children's Advertising Review Unit (CARU)
has concluded that a Kellogg Company television commercial linking breakfast cereal and athletic prowess
was not misleading. The commercial featured a young
boy talking to the animated character, "Tony the Tiger, n
on a basketball court. As the commercial opens, the boy
is upset because he is unable to compete with the other
basketball players. "Tony" consoles him and says, "What
you need is a complete breakfast including my vitaminpacked Frosted Flakes. They bring out the tiger in you:·
While the boy practices baskets, voice-overs sing similar
messages. Later the boy is shown shooting baskets and
being carried off the court by other players as a hero.
CARU expressed concern that the commercial implied
that eating Frosted Flakes can directly lead to becoming
a champion and that the benefits are attributable to its
high vitamin concentration. Kellogg responded that the
commercial's principal message was to believe in yourself and that another part of the message was to eat a
balanced breakfast that includes Frosted Flakes. Kellogg
also claimed that the commercial encouraged children
to believe that practice and self-assurance can help
them achieve their goals. Editor's note: Since eating
Frosted Flakes has nothing whatsoever to do with basketball success, I fail to see how the commercial was
anything but misleading.
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PARTI: RISKFACTORS
Mark A. Kantor, Ph.D.
The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute is
coordinating an aggressive national campaign aimed at focusing
public and professional attention on blood cholesterol levels.
Participants in this campaign-called the National Cholesterol
Education Program (NCEP)-include
the American Heart
Association, the American Medical Association, and other
prominent medical groups as well as organizations from business and labor. These groups estimate that one out of four
~ adults-about 40 million Americans-have
cholesterol levels
high enough to warrant further evaluation and possible medical
intervention.
At the heart of this campaign is the belief that large
numbers of Americans are at risk for heart disease and that
dietary changes can lower their risk. During 1989, Nutrition
Forum will explore this subject with a series of articles on the
relationships between coronary heart disease, blood cholesterol, and diet.

Coronary Heart Disease (CUD)
Coronary heart disease is a condition of the heart and
blood vessels in which the coronary arteries-the
major
arteries supplying blood to the heart-become clogged with a
fatty, fibrous, cholesterol-laden deposit called plaque. The
build-up of plaque over time gradually thickens the artery walls
and narrows the channel inside. This condition, which is the
chief cause of CHD, is called atherosclerosis, a term derived
from the Greek words athere (gruel or paste) and skleros
(hard).
While most Americans have some degree of atherosclerosis, the disease becomes dangerous when enough plaque
accumulates to impede the flow of oxygen-rich blood through
the arteries. Inadequate blood supply to the heart (ischemia)
can cause chest pain (angina pectoris), which typically radiates
,.._ to the left shoulder or arm during physical exertion. Although
angina is an early indicator of CHD, it usually doesn't occur
__.; _untilthe passageway through a coronary artery is reduced by
at least 50%.
A heart attack occurs when one or more of the
coronary arteries is abruptly sealed off by a blood clot, bleeding

into an atherosclerotic plaque, or coronary artery spasm. This
kind of heart attack is called a myocardial infarction. When it
occurs, part of the heart muscle may die from oxygen deprivation, or the heart may undergo a severe or fatal disturbance in
rhythm (arrhythmia).
In most people, the process of atherosclerosis begins
during childhood when "fatty streaks"-early
cholesterol deposits that are nearly ubiquitous in the American population
-begin developing within the arteries. Although these streaks
don't always give rise to atherosclerosis later in life, they
probably are forerunners of more advanced stages of atherosclerosis.
The early stages of coronary heart disease can be
difficult to detect because they produce no symptoms. In many
cases, the first indication is a heart attack, which may be fatal.
In others, angina with exertion provides a warning that more
serious problems loom ahead. The heart can also be damaged
by ischemia that occurs without symptoms. The goal of the
National Cholesterol Educational Program is to prevent heart
attacks by identifying and treating individuals at risk for CHO
before they suffer irreversible heart damage.
The death rate from cardiovascular disease has been
declining steadily in the United States, especially since 1970,
but it is still the nation's leading killer. Each year, about 1.5
million Americans suffer a heart attack, resulting in close to
760,000 hospitalizations. Coronary heart disease causes more
than 500,000 deaths per year-nearly one per minute. It is
responsible for more deaths than all forms of cancer combined
and accounts for 30% of deaths beyond age 75. The economic
cost is also staggering: about $39 billion per year, a figure that
includes physician and nursing services, hospital and nursing
care, medications. and lost productivity from disability.

Risk Factors
Ten major risk factors for CHD are generally recognized. Most of these are considered "controllableff because
they may be reduced or eliminated through medication or
changes in lifestyle. The three most important controllable risk
factors are cigarette smoking, high blood pressure (hyperten-
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sion), and high blood cholesterol level (hypercholesterolemia).
The other principal risk factors are obesity, diabetes, lack of
exercise, stress, family history CHD, being male, and increasing age.
The risk factors for CHD are cumulative: the more
risks an individualhas, the greater the danger of having a heart
attack. For example, a person who smokes and has high blood
pressure and a high blood cholesterol level is eight times as
likely to develop CHD as an individual with none of these risk
factors. If the blood pressure and blood cholesterol level are
very high, the risk may be 20 times as high.

Blood Cholesterol
Evidence has been accumulating for nearly a century
that an elevated plasma cholesterol level is a major risk factor
for CHD. As early as the 1920s, scientists observed that
cholesterol was a principal component of the atherosclerotic
plaque in rabbits. Over the years, metabolic studies using a
variety of animal species consistently have shown a link
between high blood levels of cholesterol and the pathogenesis
of CHD.
Much of the research in humans has focused on
individuals having genetic defects in cholesterol metabolism.
Patients with abnormal cholesterol or triglyceride levels provide
convenient models for studying the relationships between
blood lipid and lipoprotein levels and the risk of CHD. For
example, about one out of a million people is afflicted with a
rare genetic defect in cholesterol metabolism called "homozygous familialhypercholesterolemia." Individuals born with this
disease have extremely high levels of blood cholesterol, and
inevitably succumb to CHD. Sometimes their first heart attack
occurs by the age of two.
Numerous epidemiological studies, including the wellpublicized Framingham Heart Study, have shown that as blood
cholesterol levels rise, the heart attack rate also increases,
especially at levels greater than 240 milligrams per deciliter
(mg/dl).
The importance of cholesterol as a risk factor is
illustrated by comparing the average cholesterol levels in
American and Japanese men. The typical Japanese has a
cholesterol value of about 150 mg/dl, nearly 70 mg/dl lower
than his American counterpart. Accordingly, the incidence of
CHD in Japan is one-tenth that of the United States.Although
many Japanese smoke cigarettes and have high blood pressure,
these risk factors-when not accompanied by a high blood
cholesterol level-do not seem to significantly increase their
risk of CHD. Therefore, a certain minimum level of cholesterol
in the bloodstream is probably required for CHD to develop
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even when other important risk factors are present. When the
Japanese migrate to Hawaii or San Francisco and adopt
American eating habits, their plasma cholesterol levels typically
rise, as does their incidence of CHD.
Scientists had long suspected that if the blood cholesterol level in a population could be reduced, the CHD death
rate also would come down. They had no direct proof for this
so-called "cholesterol hypothesis," however, because of the
difficultiesin designing and implementing an appropriate experiment. Conducting a long-term diet study is extremely arduous
because of problems with double-blinding and compliance. To
achieve statistical validity, such an experiment requires large
numbers of subjects and is extremely expensive.
Despite these inherent difficulties, a large-scale clinical
trial was conducted by the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
between 1973 and 1982. Called the Lipid Research ClinicsCoronary Primary Prevention Trial (LRC-CPPT), it provided
the strongest evidence ever obtained for the importance of
lowering cholesterol. The results of this study suggested that
for each 1% reduction in the blood cholesterol level, the risk of
CHD was decreased by 2% [!AMA 251:351-374, Jan. 20,
1984].
Although considered a landmark study, the LRC-CPPT
has still generated considerable controversy. Since the study
was performed only in male subjects who were at high risk for
CHD because they had elevated cholesterol levels to begin
with, the conclusions may not be valid for women or for
individuals with lower cholesterol values. Furthermore, the
drug cholestyramine was used together with diet to lower
cholesterol levels. Therefore, the effectiveness of diet alone in
reducing the incidence of CHD is uncertain. However, NIH
experts believe that the results can be extrapolated to other
segments of the population and that diet alone should be
valuable in reducing heart disease risk.
Despite the overall success of the LRC-CPPT, a
disturbing note emerged from the study. While the trial clearly
demonstrated that lowering plasma cholesterol levels helped
reduce the risk of CHD, the overall death rate was similar in
both the experimental and control groups. The failure for
mortality to decline as the incidence of CHD decreased was
troubling because this same trend has been observed in other
clinicaltrials as well. Researchers have no good explanation for
this anomaly. Nevertheless, a nationwide effort is underway to
persuade Americans to become aware of their cholesterol level
and to take action if it exceeds recommended guidelines.
Dr. Kantor is an assistant professor and food and nutrition specialist with the
University of Maryland's Cooperative Extension Service, and a regional communicator for the Institute of Food Technologists. His postdoctoral research
was in cholesterol and lipoprotein metabolism.
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BOOKREVIEW

Title: Complete Guide to Vitamins, Minerals & Supplements
Author: H. Winter Griffith, M.D.
Publisher:Fisher Books, Tucson, Arizona
Price:$9. 95, softcover
Reviewedby: Stephen Barrett, M.D.
.
The author is a former practitioner and family practice. educat~r who devotes most of his time to writing medical-information books for the general public. He describes
himself as taking a middle ground between the traditional
medical establishment that usually cries, "Eat a well balanced diet and you'll get all the nutrients you need" and people who view supplements as miracle cures. He promises
"no personal opinions . . . only the consensus of the majority
of experts, presented as impartially as possible."
The book covers general advice (4 pages). vitamins
(53 pages), minerals (122 pages), amino acids and nucleic acids (24 pages), other supplements (29 pages), "medicinal
herbs'' (202 pages), toxicity ratings for herbs (19 pages). It
also includes a 10-page glossary and 7 pages listing the ingredients in brand-name supplement products. For each substance, the book contains 1-3 pages listing basic information,
natural sources, reasons to use, unproved speculated benefits, who needs additional amounts, deficiency symptoms,
unproved speculated symptoms, lab tests to detect deficiency, dosage and usage information, warnings and precautions, overdose/toxicity, adverse reactions or side effects,
and in some cases, interactions with other substances.
Although the author's views are generally aligned
with the scientific community, the book is mostly composed
of lists with inadequate perspective. Under "reasons to use"
it lists biochemical tidbits that have little or no practical value
but might inspire readers to take unnecessary supplements.
For example, "restores normal function of nerve cells, heart
cells, skeletal muscle cells, kidneys and stomach juice secretion" is given as a reason to use potassium bicarbonate/
chloride.
The passage on vitamin E contains a long list of deficiency symptoms and recommends "additional amounts" for
people over 55; but it fails to mention that vitamin E deficiency on a dietary basis has never been reported in an
American adult.
Even worse, the book contains many errors which
suggest that the author does not understand the fine points
of many of his topics or has failed to do his homework. For
example, he describes the Recommended Dietary Allowances as "average amounts needed per day to maintain good
health in the average healthy person" rather than the

--
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amounts "adequate to meet the known nutritional needs of
practically all healthy people."
The publicity for the book is particularly obnoxious.
An ad in Publishers Weekly claims that, "No other book on
the market covers this subject as completely, in an appealing, easy-access format." The ad also suggests that the
reading public is hungry for information on ''which vitamins
and minerals will prevent, cure and relieve their problems."
However, such information is listed only in the sections on
''unproved speculative benefits." Although the ad says the
book contains 600 pages, I can find only 516, including front
matter.
It is possible that with appropriate expert review the
book could be transfom1ed into a useful reference for professionals. However, I don't see how it could be made useful to
the general public in its present form, even if purged of its
errors.
Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is co-author/
editor of 22 books includingVitaminsand "Health"Foods:The GreatAmerican
Hustle.

.-----------QUESTION

BOX _____

____

Q. A product called Sweet Away is being marketed with
claims that it causes a large percentage of the sugar you
consume from being absorbed into the body. Company
literature states that the product contains Gymnema
sylvestre,which, when chewed, will make sweet things
taste sour. According to the literature, a similar process
takes place in the intestine to block absorption of sugar
-with possible benefit to people with diabetes, obesity,
hyperactive children, alcoholism, and hypoglycemia. The
product is supposed to be taken with water "so, your taste
buds are not affected; but the results are, while having
wonderful meals and desserts, while the effect of sugar
intake into the body is considerably reduced." Are any of
these claims true?
A. It has been known since 1887 that chewing the leaves
of Gymnemasylvestrecan prevent one from experiencing
the taste sensation of sweetness. However, we are aware
of no reliable studies showing that Gymnemasylvestre
blocks absorption of sugar into the body.
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IRIDOLOGY:
DOTHEEYESHAVEIT?
By C. Eugene Emery, Jr.
The eyes are sometimes called the window to the soul.
We watch them to determine whether a person is sincere or
lying. When we encounter people, we usually notice their eyes
first. So perhaps it's not surprising that some people believe
that eyes provide a window to a person's health as well.
Signs of a few diseases-most notably atherosclerosis
and Wilson's disease (a disorder of copper metabolism)-can
appear in the colored portion of the eye (the iris). But
iridologists profess that the iris can be used to diagnose
virtually any disease. They claim that examination of eye
markings can reveal not only current health problems but
indications of past problems. Typically, they consider themselves "holistic'' and recommend dietary supplements to correct whatever problems they see.
I first heard of this practice when a local television
station aired a story featuring claims by a local iridologist who,
according to the TV reporter, had successfully diagnosed
someone's back problems. Another iridologist, in nearby Westerly, Rhode Island, was getting coverage in the New London
Day newspaper. Subsequently, I discovered that a medical
doctor also was dabbling in the field. I decided to investigate.
My first stop was an interview in Westerly with Joseph
M. O'Reilly, Jr., a former judo and yoga teacher who called
himself a "registered nutrition consultant" and said he had a
"Ph.D." in nutrition from Donsbach University (an unaccredited correspondence school). Before getting into the nutrition
field, O'Reilly said, he had been a parole officer in Florida and a
certified sex educator.
O'Reilly told me that iridology could detect cancer with
99% accuracy. He said the shape of the eye and pupil could
reveal psychological problems and be used to determine when
a person is near death. He also reported that he discourages
the use of drugs because "when you put drugs in the body, it
just drives the illness deeper into the tissues and cells. You're
just masking the symptoms. You're not getting to the cause."
When he examined my eyes, O'Reilly saw "caffeine
spots from too much coffee," but said the spots could also be
caused by too much alcohol. (I never drink coffee and, at most,
drink one can of beer per month.)
The iridologist featured in the TV broadcast, Rosemary
Hill, also taught at a local holistic health center. During her
interview, she stressed that she doesn't diagnose diseases but
"reads conditions in organs that could be construed as a
weakness for a disease." But if you have a heart condition, she
said, it would be obvious in the eyes. She also reported that
she was in the process of changing her eye color from an
unhealthy brown to a healthy blue.
When Hill examined my eyes, she reported some
constipation (wrong), cardiovascular problems (nope), a high
mucus and acid body (I have no idea how to measure this),
stress in the foot area (not that I know o0 and fatigue (sorry).
She did say correctly that I ate lots of dairy, flour, red meat and
sugar products, but that assessment would probably fit most
Americans. Next I arranged a test with the help of Dr. Robert
Bahr of the Rhode Island Ophthalmological Society, who took
slides of the eyes of eight people with various medical

problems, such as lung disease, headaches, deafness, and a
history of cancer. When I asked Hill to match the slides to the
health problem, she declined, explaining that ''I don't work that
way." Instead, she suggested that I try to match her readings
to the slides.
Working under those rules, Hill-who had said that
iridology was accurate at least 75% of the time-missed the
affected organs or body parts in 6 out of 8 slides. That's
surprising if you consider the fact that each of her readings
included many organ systems. For example, in the case of a
nearsighted person with a history of fainting and a pulse of 54
when the slide was taken, Hill noted "severe acidosis," "not
digesting proteins," "intestinal tract is a little depressed,"
"there is a difficult lung problem there," "probably tonsils in
there too," "mucus throughout the system," "congestion in
the head," "not absorbing nutrients," "esophageal, leg problems," "shoulder problem" and a "somewhat spastic colon."
In the two cases where Hill named an organ or body
part that actually might be related to the patient's problem, she
was still quite inaccurate. In the slide of a woman with daily
headaches, Hill saw "toxins from the bowel dwnping into the
head area" and blamed "parasites" for the problem. For a
woman with hypoglycemia, Hill cited an undefined "glandular
problem, " but she also reported a "possible thyroid problem"
and ''a lot of toxins in the blood stream."
The second person to take my test was Robert S.
Carson, M.D., medical consultant for the holistic health center.
"You can come out with some uncanny diagnoses by looking at
the iris," he said. "The scientific evidence for this is very
solidly based."
Unlike Hill, Carson did attempt to match the eye slides
to the medical records. Despite at least two guesses in each
case, he missed the fact that one woman had had a mastectomy
and hysterectomy, that another had broken both arms and a
leg, that another suffered from headaches and stomach prob-
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lems, and another had hypoglycemia. He correctly matched
the person with severe lung disease---on his second try.
My test also included a pair of slides showing a glass
eye against a black background. Although the eye had no
lashes and fingerprint ridges of one of the fingers holding it up
to the camera were visible, neither of the iridologists mentioned
anything amiss.
BemardJensen, D.C., the leading American iridologist,
claims to have worked with over 350, 000 patients during
almost 50 years of active practice. He states that "Nature has
provided us with a miniature television screen showing the
most remote portions of the body by way of nerve reflex
responses." He also claims that iridology reveals "tissue
strengths and weaknesses'' as well as ''nutritional and chemical
needs.'' His book.let, lridologySimplified, relates more than 30
diseases and conditions (including arthritis, biliousness, gallstones, obesity and tuberculosis) to "mineral deficiencies." It
also contains an "Iridology Nutrition Chart" for determining
what vitamins, minerals and herbs to give "after determining
those areas of the iris which show a need."
Jensen and two other practitioners were tested in a
study published in the September 28, 1979 Journal of the
American MedicalAssociation. In this study, the iridologists
were shown iris photographs of 143 patients, some with
severe kidney disease and some with no evidence of kidney
problems. The assessment of kidney problems was based on
the levels of creatinine in the blood. When asked to identify the
people with problems, all three iridologists failed the test.
Five Dutch iridologists failed a similar test last year
when they tried to detect gallbladder disease by looking at
slides of the iris of 39 patients with gallstones (proven by
surgery the day after the slides were made) and 39 patients
without gallstones (proven by ultrasound examination). The
iridologists were correct only half the time (the result expected
by chance), and did not agree among themselves about which
patients had gallstones and which did not [British Medical
Journal297:1578-1581,Dec. 17, 1988].
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lridologists use detailed charts relating the location of
various eye markings to problems in various parts of the body.
In 1981, the AMA Council on Scientific Affairs noted that such
charts are similar in concept to those used years ago in
14
phrenology," the pseudoscience that related protuberances of
the skull to the mental faculties and character of the individual.
Russell S. Worrell, an assistant clinical professor at the School
of Optometry of the University of California, Berkeley, has
noted that at least 19 iridology charts exist but that all have
differences in the location and interpretation of many of their
iris signs.
Despite all this, iridology apparently persists for some
of the same reasons psychic practices and astrology remain
popular.
First, since most ailments are self-limiting, most people
who consult iridologists are likely to feel better with the
passage of time. So if symptoms resolve while following an
iridologist's advice, the iridologist will get the credit.
Second, iridologists are probably helped by feedback
from their patients, and patients often take the iridologist's
musings and fit them to events in their life.
Third, many of their claims are difficult or impossible
for laypersons to evaluate. Hill, for example, contended that
the iris not only reveals information about your present medical
problems, but can reflect past and future problems as well.
Thus, if she sees a back problem in your eyes, she can claim
credit whether your back bothers you now, has bothered you
in the past, or bothers you in the future. She also claimed that
the structure of the iris can provide information about the
health of your ancestors.
But from a practical standpoint-the ability to detect
virtually any disease in the iris-the eyes clearly don't have it.

Mr. Emery is a science writer for the ProvidenceJournal.
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NEWFDAREPORT
ONPESTICIDE
LEVELS
IN FOODS
Data from FDA's pesticide monitoring programs indicate
there is no factual basis for widespread public concern that
pesticides present a health hazard in the American diet.
Three federal agencies share the responsibility for
monitoring pesticide levels in foods. The Environmental Protection Agency registers or approves the use of pesticides and
establishes tolerances for those whose use may lead to
residues in foods. The FDA is responsible for enforcing these
tolerances for foods shipped in interstate commerce, except
for meat and poultry, which are the responsibility of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture. A tolerance is the maximum
amount of residue expected in a food when a pesticide chemical
is used according to the label directions, provided that the level
does not present an unacceptable health risk. In 1987, there
were 320 pesticide chemicals with established food and/or feed
tolerances in the United States.
According to the latest FDA report-published
in
November 1988-data from over 25 years of monitoring show
that above-tolerance levels are rarely found and indicate that
pesticide chemicals are generally used according to label
directions. Some violations result from misuse, unusual
weather conditions, or poor agricultural practices. However,
most violations involve foods that contain small amounts of
pesticides for which no tolerance has been set. For example, if
a pesticide registered for use in lettuce but not cabbage is
found in cabbage, any amount is illegal even though it may not
present a health risk.
Under its regulatory monitoring program, the FDA
collects samples from individual lots of both domestically
grown and imported food and analyzes them for pesticide
residues. When violative residues are found, the agency can

stop the food from being marketed.
The FDA also does a Total Diet Study (also called a
Market Basket Study) designed to estimate the dietary intakes
of pesticide residues for eight age/sex groups from infants to
senior citizens. Industrial chemicals, heavy metals, radionuclides and essential minerals are also measured. To obtain the
samples, FDA personnel purchase foods from local supermarkets or grocery stores four times a year throughout the United
States. Each market basket contains 234 individual items
judged through nationwide dietary surveys to represent what
Americans eat. The foods are prepared for eating and then
analyzed for pesticide residues. The results of these analyses
are combined with data on food consumption to estimate the
actual amounts of pesticide residues in foods as they are
usually eaten.
During Fiscal Year 1987, the FDA's regulatory monitoring program analyzed 14,992 samples, 6,503 produced in this
country and 7, 989 imported from 79 other countries. Residues
were found in 42% of domestic samples and 44% of imported
samples, but the levels involved were usually insignificant.
Fewer than 1% of the samples contained residues that exceeded
regulatory limits, but 81 % of these were cases in which no
tolerance had been established for a specific pesticide/
commodity combination. These findings were supported by the
Total Diet Study data, which showed that the dietary intake of
pesticide residues was only a small fraction of acceptable
limits.
Free copies of the FDA's report, Residues in
Foods-1987 are available on request from Nonna J. Yess,
HFF-420, FDA Division of Contaminants Chemistry, 200 C
St., S.W., Washington, DC 20204.

BRIEFS
What's in a name? Currently. ice cream must contain at
least 10% milk.fat, while ice-cream products with 2-7% milkfat must be called "ice milk." Public Voice has petitioned the
FDA to create a new standard for a "lite ice cream," which
would be similar to ice cream but would contain 4-6% milkfat, while the name "ice milk" would be reserved for products containing less than 4% fat. (Whole milk contains 3.25%
fat). Recently, in response to a Public Voice petition, the
U.S. Department of Agriculture agreed to change the name
of the lower-fat "good" grade of beef to "select."
FDA regulatory activity increased. According to a reby NNFA attorney Scott Bass in Health
Foods Business, the FDA has issued more regulatory letters
cent statement

and made more seizures involving health food industry products during the past year than during the previous six years.
These actions charge that products are misbranded or are
being marketed with illegal therapeutic claims. The products
have included evening primrose oil, black currant oil, fish

oils, orotates, gennanium, coenzyme
grass and superoxide dismutase (SOD).

Q10 , garlic, wheat

Drinking age raised. All 50 states now require that a person be at least 21 years old before buying or consuming alcoholic beverages. The impetus for this-in some states
-was passage of the National Drinking Age Act (1984),
which forced state officials to meet this standard or lose federa! highway funds. Figures from a 13-state survey taken
between 1975 and 1982 by the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration indicate that fatal accidents involving
drivers under 21 years of age fell 13% after those states
raised the drinking age to 21.

"Safe food" petition.

Ralph Nader, former Senator
George McGovern, and Americans for Safe Food (ASF)
have launched a ''safe food petition drive" calling for government promotion of food grown without the use of pesticides
and synthetic fertilizers. The drive seeks to gather at least
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250,000 signatures by early 1989 calling for "organic food"
standards, help for "organic" farmers, taxes on farm chemica_lsto pay for low-chemical farming, and efforts by food retailers to test food for chemicals and bacteria. ASF, a coalition of over 80 groups, is a project of the Center for Science
in .the Public Interest (CSPI). CSPI has also published a
gwde to 85 "organic food" mail-order suppliers.

"Organic" certification laws. Although "organically
grown" foods are not significantly different from conventionally grown foods, eleven states have established legal criteria for "organic" foods and six additional states are considering certification laws.
True believers. The degree of irrational belief related to
nutriti~n that people can hold is illustrated in the January
1989 issue of Bestways (a health food magazine). One
woman described how a clinical ecologist has been treating
her for four years after telling her she was ''allergic to all
foods. " Another woman said she had started the Coalition
Against Sngar Abuse to educate the public about hypoglycemia, which she had gotten because she "wasn't absorbing
anything" she ate.

Naturopath arrested. Gregory E. Caplinger of Blowing
Rock, North Carolina, has been charged with practicing
medicine without a license. According to local press reports,
Caplinger claims to be a naturopath and has framed certificates from the N. C. Board of Naturopathic Physicians (although no such board exists), the American Nutritional Medical Association, the British Guild of Drugless Practitioners,
and 20 other questionable sources. Caplinger told a reporter
that his clinic has been operating for about four years and
has treated more than 2,000 people.

Health food group wants nutrition center. The National Nutritional Foods Association (NNFA), the major trade
organization for health food manufacturers, distributors and
retailers, has announced plans to press for creation of a federal agency called the National Center for Nutrition and
Health. The new agency would be responsible for setting
standards and protocols for research into the role of nutrition in health, including the relationship between the consumption of specific nutrients and the occurrence or non-occurrence of disease. It would also operate a clearinghouse
for research, disseminate information to professionals and
the general public, and present nutrition and health infonnation to government policymakers. The idea's originator,
Richard Merriam of Global Marketing Associates (a gennanium distributor) believes that establishment of such a center will gain "official recognition" of the health food industry
from the federal government. NNFA plans to have bills introduced into both houses of Congress on or about March
1st. It also plans to distribute samples of natural food products with a questionnaire asking Congressmen where they
receive infonnation on nutrition and health.
-· - NNFA petition denied. On October 14, 1988, the FDA
denied a petition by the National Nutritional Foods Association to end FDA's program of collection reports of adverse
reactions to vitamins and minerals.
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"Organic" promoter honored. Garth Youngberg has been
named a recipient of a $150,000+ MacArthur Foundation
fellowship award. He is a former U.S. Department of Agriculture official who promoted organic farming when he was
with the agency. Since 1981 he has been executive director
the Institute for Alternative Agriculture, a nonprofit organization established "to encourage and facilitate low-cost,
resource-conserving, and environmentally sound farming
methods."

ot

Advertising rule amended. The Federal Trade Commission has voted 3-2 to amend its Food Store Advertising
Rule to permit grocers to offer rainchecks or comparable
substitutes when they run out of advertised items. Compliance can also be achieved by advertising that items are available only in limited quantities or only at some stores. The
current rule, adopted in 1971, required grocers to stock
advertised times in sufficient quantities to meet reasonably
anticipated demand. The purpose of the rule is to prevent
grocers from luring customers by offering bargains that are
actually not available or available in such small quantities that
very few customers can obtain them.

Classic text revised. The fourth edition of the college
textbook ConsumerHealth-A Guide to IntelligentDecisions,
by Harold Cornacchia, Ed. D., and Stephen Barrett, M. D.,
had just been published by Times Mirror/Mosby (St. Louis).
The 570-page book contains extensive information about nutrition and nutrition quackery. The book is available for
$28.95 postpaid from LVCAHF, P.O. Box 1747-N, Allentown, PA 18105.
Vitamin scams. Consumer protection officials in several
states have warned consumers to be wary of expensivesounding "gifts" or "prizes" offered in connection with vitamin sales. The typical sales pitch begins with a letter, post
card or phone call announcing that the recipient has won one
of several prizes or is entitled to a gift. To actually get the
award, the recipient must pay several hundreds or even
thousands of dollars for vitamins, using a credit card or paying for a COD delivery. Consumers have been offered such
items as $2,500 in cash, a fur coat, a new truck, or a 1988
Cadillac Seville. However, they either receive nothing or get
the vitamins plus an item that is either worthless or worth
far less than the cost of the vitamins. For example, a "Yamaha electric organ" turned out to be a 12" battery-powered
toy.
Vitamin production. General Nutrition Corporation's latest mail-order catalog states that the company produces
more vitamins than any other organization in the world: 6
billion tablets and capsules a year.
Nasal B 12 seized. In October 1988, a quantity of Ener-B
was seized at Nature's Bounty, Bohemia, New York, on
charges that the product was being illegally marketed. The
product is a vitamin B 12 gel administered inside the nose,
from which it is absorbed into the body. It was marketed
with misleading claims that B 12 is "hard-to-get" and that "nutritional authorities have described vitamin B 12 as having the
ability to restore or increase energy levels." In February
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1987, a few months after marketing began, the FDA notified
Nature's Bounty that Ener-B is an unapproved new drug
that is illegal to market without agency approval. The company, which claimed it is a food, then petitioned the FDA to
issue a regulation or guideline relating to food classification
and methods of consumption and to refrain from enforcement action until the matter was resolved [NF 4:61]. In May
1988, the FDA denied the petition, noting that: 1) it knew of
no food that is eaten through the nose; 2) people who eat
normal diets don't need B12 supplementation; and 3) claims
for Ener-B suggested that it was intended for use as a drug.

Super carrot. The United States Agriculture Department's
Agricultural Research Service has announced development of
Super Carrot, a new carrot variety which contains 3-5 times
the usual amount of beta-carotene.
Vitamins and birth defects. An epidemiological study has
concluded that mothers who used vitamin supplements from
three months before conception through the first three
months of pregnancy gave birth to fewer infants with spinal
bifida and other malformations of the nervous system UAA1A
260:3141-3145, 1988]. However, the authors cautioned that
it is not yet possible to say whether this difference is the direct result of vitamin use or the result of other characteristics (such as a more healthy life-style) of women who use
multivitamins. A randomized trial to test this is under way in
Great Britain. Reprints of the study can be obtained from Joseph Mulinare, M. D., Division of Birth Defects and Devel-
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opmental Disabilities, Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta,
GA30333.
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Diet scam snuffed. The Iowa Attorney General has secured a consent judgment which it says will lead to the return of close to one million dollars to 28,000 conswners nationwide who responded to mailings for Neutralizer G.H.
diet pills. The 4-page solicitation entitled "Obesity Eliminated in 1988" had represented that the pills would cause effortless and permanent weight loss. The defendants in the
case were Austral Eagle Services, Ltd., also known as
Calex and Pharmacal America, a Bermuda corporation
owned by Irwin Dickstein a.k.a. Rudolph Klein. The defendants must pay $18,000 to the Attorney General's Office and
are permanently enjoined from claiming: 1) Neutralizer G. H.
or any similar product can eliminate dieting, calorie counting,
and strenuous exercise; 2) any such product can render calories fat-free; or 3) medical science has isolated the hormones that tell your body whether to be fat or thin. The Attorney General's action was brought under the Iowa Consumer Fraud Act.

INFORMATION
WANTED
If you find any newsworthy items, such as a published article
or news report, or have a personal experience that might be
of interest to our readers, please send it to Stephen Barrett,
M.D., P.O. Box 1747, Allentown, PA 18105.
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Last issue we discussed the risk factors for coronary
heart disease, one of which is the blood cholesterol level. The
cholesterol level in blood plasma (the fluid part of the blood) is
detennined partly by heredity and partly by the overall content
of the diet. Other factors such as obesity and exercise level can
also play a role. This article describes what happens to
cholesterol within the body.

How Cholesterol Is Packaged

~

Cholesterol is found only in foods of animal origin and is
part of every animal cell. It is essential to life, as the body uses
cholesterol to make cell membranes, hormones, and bile acids,
as well as for other functions. Because cholesterol is a fat-like
substance and cannot mix with water, the body wraps it into
protein-containing packages that can flow smoothly throughout
the blood stream. These packages are called lipoproteins.
Lipoproteins are composed of various amounts of cholesterol, triglycerides (fats), phospholipids, and special proteins
called apolipoproteins or apoproteins. They have two main
sections: a hydrophobic ("water-hating") inner core and a
hydrophilic ("water -loving") surface coat. The inner core is
composed of triglycerides and cholesterol esters (cholesterol
attached to fatty acids), while the surface layer is composed of
phospholipids,free cholesterol, and apoproteins.
The phospholipids, and to some extent the apoproteins,
serve as "detergents," enabling lipoprotein particles to remain
suspended in the blood. The apoproteins serve three other
functions as well: they impart stability to the lipoproteins,
assist various metabolic reactions involving lipoproteins, and
direct lipoproteins to specific cells and organs.
Apoproteins are designated by letter-number names,
e.g., A-1,A-II, B- 48, B-100, C-1, C-11. Evidence is accumulating that the levels of certain apoproteins in the blood stream
may provide a better indication of coronary heart disease
(CHD) risk than the concentrations of the entire lipoproteins.
Thus apo A-1 and apo A-II appear to protect against CHD,
whileapos B-48 and B-100increase the risk.

Plasma lipoproteins are classified according to their
density, with four major types generally recognized: chylomicrons, very-low-density lipoproteins (VLDL), low-density lipoproteins (LDL), and high-density lipoproteins (HDL). A fifth
category called intermediate-density lipoproteins is also acknowledged, but some researchers consider IDL to be transitional particles rather than a discrete class of lipoproteins.
The density of lipoproteins varies according to their
relative proportions of triglycerides and protein. The greater
the amount of triglycerides and the lower the protein content,
the lower the density.
One of the remarkable features of lipoproteins is that
they are not static particles. Their composition continuously
changes as they gain or lose some of their surface and core
components, which are not tightly bound. In fact, during the
normal metabolism of lipoproteins, one type (VLDL) is actually
transformed into another type through the loss of surface and
core materials and the action of certain enzymes.

Chylomicrons
Chylomicrons are the largest lipoproteins and have the
lowest density. They are the chief vehicles for transporting
dietary fat and cholesterol from the intestine to the rest of the
body. Chylomicrons are necessary not only for the nonnal
absorption of fat and cholesterol through the small intestine,
but also for the absorption of fat-soluble vitamins.
After forming in the small intestine, chylomicrons pass
through the villi of the intestinal wall, enter the lymphatic
system, and then enter the general circulation. The triglycerides in chylomicrons are broken down by lipoprotein lipase
(LPL), an enzyme bound to capillary cells of muscle and fatty
tissue. The fatty acids released by this reaction enter nearby
cells, where they are either oxidized for energy or converted
back to triglycerides and stored for later use.
The LPL reaction removes most of the triglycerides
from chylomicrons. Some of the surface phospholipids and
apoproteins are also lost as the chylomicrons shrink. The
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resulting "remnant" particles, which are high in cholesterol,
are taken up by the liver. There. the cholesterol is either
repackaged with triglycerides into VLDL or secreted into the
small intestine, usually after being converted into bile acids.
Much of the cholesterol and bile acids is reabsorbed through
the intestine, enters the blood stream, and is returned to the
liver in a process called the enterohepatic cycle. But about 5%
escapes and is excreted in the feces during each cycle. It has
been hypothesized that soluble dietary fiber enhances this
excretion mechanism.
Chylomicrons disappear from the blood stream soon
after being formed. The number of circulating particles is
halved every 5--10 minutes. Within about an hour, virtually all
have disappeared. Some chylomicron remnants may persist in
the circulation for up to 12 hours, but these usually make no
significantcontribution to an individual's total blood cholesterol
level.

Very-Low-Density Lipoproteins
VLDL usually contain 10-20% of the total serum
cholesterol, depending upon a person's age and gender. They
are produced by the liver, using fatty acids and cholesterol as
the raw materials. The triglycerides in VLDL are synthesized
by the liver from dietary carbohydrate and fat, while the
cholesterol normally comes from chylomicron remnants. However, if the dietary intake of cholesterol is too low to satisfy the
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liver's demand for cholesterol, the liver makes more by
increasing the activity of HMG CoA reductase, the enzyme
which controls the rate of cholesterol synthesis in the body.
While ahnost every human cell has the ability to make cholesterol, most of it is made in the liver.
During the fasting state, VLDL are the major triglyceride-carrying lipoproteins in the blood stream. Therefore, the
triglyceride level reported from a fasting blood test provides a
good indication of how much VLDL is circulating.
Lipoprotein lipase, the enzyme that breaks down triglycerides in chylomicrons, is also responsible for breaking
down the VLDL triglycerides. As the triglyceride core of
VLDL is depleted by the action of LPL, the VLDL shrink and
are transformed into intermediate-density lipoproteins (IDL),
which are sometimes called VLDL remnants. Soon after being
formed, some IDL particles are taken up by the liver and
rapidly broken down. Those remaining in the circulation
interact with nearby HDL particles, pick up large amounts of
cholesterol esters, and eventually become transformed into
LDL. Thus, most of the LDL in the circulation comes from the
transformation of VLDL.

Low-Density Lipoproteins
Low-density lipoproteins contain about 60-70% of the
cholesterol carried in the blood stream. Therefore, when a
blood test indicates that total cholesterol is high, this usually

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF PLASMA LIPOPROTEINS
(Percent Weight)
Triglyceride

Cholesterol

Phospholipid

Protein

Major Apoproteins

Chylomicrons

90

5

3

2

A-1, A-IV, B-48, C-1,
C-11, C-111

Very-low-density
lipoproteins (VLDL)

60

12

18

10

B-100,C-1, C-11,

Intermediate-density
lipoproteins (IDL)

40

30

20

10

B-100, E

Low-density
lipoproteins (LDL)

10

50

15

25

B-100

High-density
lipoproteins (LDL)

5

20

25

50

A-1, A-II

C-111,E

..
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The cholesterol in lipoproteins exists either as cholesterol esters or free cholesterol. Cholesterol esters and
triglycerides are found in the core oflipoproteins, while free cholesterol, phospholipids and proteins (apoproteins)
comprise the surface. IDL are sometimes considered transitional particles rather than a separate class of
lipoproteins.
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means that LDL is undesirably high, but some people (most
notably endurance athletes) with high total cholesterol levels
have high HDL rather than high LDL. Cholesterol has the
same structure wherever it is found, but because the cholesterol from LDL tends to accumulate in the arteries as a
componentof atherosclerotic plaque, LDL is often called "bad
cholesterol,"while HDL is called ' good cholesterol." (Actually,
since their cholesterol is identical, it would be more accurate to
refer to them as good or bad lipoproteins.)
Each LDL particle consists of about 1,500 cholesterol
ester molecules in its oily core, with about 800 molecules of
phospholipid,500 molecules of unesterified cholesterol and one
moleculeof apoprotein B-100 in its detergent coat.
4

High-Density Lipoproteins
HDL usually contain 20-30% of the total serum cholesterol. People with high blood levels of HDL have a low risk of
developingcoronary heart disease, but how HDL provide this
protection is not clear. While scientists still don't fully understand the exact role that HDL play in metabolism, they believe
their primary function is to transport cholesterol out of the
plasma and to the liver, where the cholesterol is either
excreted in the feces or synthesized into bile acids. Presumably,
this removal of cholesterol from the blood stream helps
prevent the fonnation of atherosclerotic plaque. HDL probably
have some ability to remove cholesterol that has already been
deposited in plaque.
HDL are synthesized mainly in the liver and the small
intestine, but some are made in the plasma from surface
material that originally belonged to chylomicrons and VLDL.
Researchers have identified two major HDL subfractions,
designated as HDL2 and HDL3 • The HDL2 particles are larger
and contain more lipid and less protein. The HDL2 subfraction
seems more important in providing protection against CHD
and also accounts for most of the variability in plasma HDL
levels seen in the general population. For example, longdistance runners and other endurance athletes have higher
HDL levels than sedentary individuals mainly because their
HDLz levels are higher. The levels of HDL3 in athletes and
non-exercisers are similar.

Development of Coronary Heart Disease
The development of atherosclerosis can be viewed as
havingthree stages:
Early Stage. Atherosclerosis begins when the layer of
endothelialcells (the cells liningthe inner surface of an arterial
bloodvessel) becomes damaged or injured by such factors as
high blood pressure or high circulating levels of LDL. As a
result, smooth muscle cells beneath the point of injury begin to
dividerapidlyand bulge into the channel of the blood vessel.
Endothelialcells normally produce a prostaglandin compoundcalledprostacyclin, whose main function is to keep blood
flowingsmoothlyby preventing blood platelets from accumulating inside the blood vessel. When the endothelial cell layer is
damaged, production of prostacyclin is also disturbed. This
allows platelets to clump together where the injury has
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occurred, further impeding the flow of blood. As platelets
continue to pile up inside the vessel, they secrete a hormone
that stimulates growth of the underlying smooth muscle cells,
which further narrows the channel of the blood vessel.
Middle Stage. Circulating LDL particles that flow near
the damaged endothelial cells are attacked by white blood cells
called monocytes, which become transformed into scavenger
cells known as macrophages. The chief function of macrophages is to attack invading cells such as bacteria that pose a
threat to the body. But macrophages also ingest LDL and
chylomicron remnants. In so doing, the macrophages are
transformed into foam cells: large, cholesterol-laden cells that
are classic components of atherosclerotic plaque. Macrophages also secrete a growth factor that enhances the proliferation of smooth muscle cells.
Advanced stage. During this stage, additional LDL,
foam cells, platelets, collagen, fat, calcium, other minerals, and
other cellular debris accumulate inside the artery. Smooth
muscle cells in the layer below the endothelium continue to
multiplyand migrate into the damaged area, further narrowing
the channel. The resultant mass of material is called atherosclerotic plaque. Eventually, the deposit may become large enough
to cut off the flow of blood and trigger a heart attack.

LDL Regulation
A high level of LDL in the circulation is an absolute
requirement for the formation of plaque and subsequent
development of atherosclerosis. But what causes an individual
to have high LDL levels? There are several possibilities,
arising either from increased LDL production or decreased
removal from the plasma.
The mystery of how the body regulates plasma LDL
was solved by Michael S. Brown, M.D., and Joseph L.
Goldstein, M.D., who shared the 1985 Nobel Prize in Medicine
for their remarkable research. They discovered that most
circulating LDL is removed by specialized cell components
called LDL receptors. The great majority of LDL receptors
are located on the surface of liver cells, but some are found on
cells in the intestine, spleen, and adrenal glands.
LDL receptors work by attracting and binding to
apoprotein B-100 on the surface of LDL. After LDL becomes
bound to a receptor, it enters the cell where an enzyme-rich
structure (lysosome) breaks it down to release its cholesterol.
The cell then uses this cholesterol to make membranes,
steroid hormones, or other substances.
If too much cholesterol accumulates in the cell, three
events can take place: 1) The excess may be esterified and
stored in the cell; 2) the cell's own synthesis of cholesterol may
be shut off through the inhibitionof HMG CoA reductase; or 3)
the genes responsible for synthesizing LDL receptors may be
switched off. Consequently, fewer LDL receptors will be
made, and less LDL will be taken into the cell. These
mechanisms enable a cell to regulate its supply of cholesterol.
In addition to taking LDL out of the circulation, LDL
receptors also remove IDL. Thus, a lack of LDL receptors
slows the removal of IDL by the liver and enables more IDL to
be converted to LDL.
One important way that LDL levels are influenced is
through diet. Certain dietary components may raise or lower
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LDL levels by decreasing or increasing the number of LDL
receptors. A deficiency in LDL receptors can also be inherited,
as occurs in familialhypercholesterolemia (FH). This disease
varies in severity, depending on whether one or both parents
pass on a defective gene. When both parents are transmitters,
which is rare, the offspring will have few or no LDL receptors.
Victims of this condition (homozygous FH) have cholesterol
levels about four times higher than average and a high
incidence of heart attacks during childhood.
In the more common form of the disease, only one
mutant gene is inherited (heterozygous FH). Individuals afflicted with this condition have plasma LDL levels about twice
the normal value and usually begin having heart attacks by the
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age of 35. Such cases occur in about one of every 500 people in
most ethnic groups. There are also other genetic types of
hyperlipidemia characterized by various defects in lipid and
lipoprotein metabolism.
In the next issue we will discuss how diet affects plasma
cholesterol levels.

Dr. Kantor is an assistant professor and food and nutritionspecialistwith the
Universityof Maryland'sCooperativeExtension Service, and a regionalcommunicatorfor the Institute of Food Technologists. His postdoctoralresearch
metabolism.
was in cholesteroland lij:K>protein

BRIEFS
Food allergy brochure. The International Life Sciences
Institute-Nutrition Foundation, with help from the American
Academy of Allergy and Immunology, has produced an attractive brochure on food allergies. A free copy can be obtained by sending a self-addressed stamped envelope to
Karen Taylor, ILSI- NF, 1126 16th St., N.W., Suite 300,
Washington, DC 20036.
Stuart Berger's theory attacked. The New York Academy of Medicine has blasted cytotoxic testing and the theory
in Dr. Berger'sImmune PowerDiet that obesity is related to
food allergy. In a position statement, the Academy has concluded: 1) cytotoxic testing remains unproved and misleading
with respect to the diagnosis of food allergy; 2) since the results of this test do not correlate with the presence of absence of food allergy, reliance on it may result in a dangerous allergic reaction in allergic individuals or in unnecessary
food deprivation in the nonallergic; 3) there is no scientific
basis for the cladil that obesity can result from binging on
foods to which one is allergic; and 4) there is no evidence
that cytotoxic testing is of any use in the diagnosis or treatment of obesity [Bulletinof the New York Academyof Medicine64(1):117-120, 1988]. Cytotoxic testing involves adding
a suspension of a patient's white blood cells to slides containing dried food extract and examining them under a microscope to see whether the cells deteriorate. All attempts to
confirm the validity of this test in controlled studies have
failed.

Nutrition monitoring vetoed. Before leaving office, President Reagan vetoed the National Nutrition Monitoring and
Research Act of 1988, a bill intended to ensure more complete information while reducing duplication of efforts among
government agencies studying the eating habits of Americans. The bill had passed the U.S. House of Representatives
by a vote of 331-84 and passed in the Senate by voice vote
during October. The legislation has been reintroduced as S
253 and HR 677 in the current Congressional session.

Discrimination against vegetarians. According to an article in VegetarianTimes, laboratories that use experimental
animals are being warned not to hire vegetarians because
they may tum out to be animal-rights activists seeking to
document conditions of abuse or cause other difficulty.

Health food store sales. Health Foods Business' annual
survey estimates that during 1988 there were about 7,200
health food stores with total sales of $2. 98 billion. Included
in this figure were $894 million for vitamins and supplements; $265 million for herbal products, including teas; and
86 million for books. These figures were considerably above
those from the magazine's 1987 survey, but were in line
with previous surveys, suggesting that the 1987 figures resulted from unrepresentative sampling rather than a sharp
drop in sales.
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Vitamin scams proliferating. The Florida Division of

What's in a name? The makers of Ayds appetite suppres-

Consumer Services has received complaints on over 200
companies that have been sending out "prize" announcements as a come-on for overpriced vitamins. The same promotional technique is also being used to sell water purification systems with exaggerated claims.

sants have spent $200,000 for package redesign and a new
name to shake customer confusion of their product with the
disease AIDS. According to an article in American Medical
News, the change was motivated by a 40% drop in sales.
The new product will be called Diet Ayds.

Lipid labeling proposed. The Low Cholesterol Consumer
Rent a goat? The Supreme Court of Virginia has ruled that
an arrangement under which people bought partial ownership
in a goat still violated a state regulation forbidding the sale of
unpasteurized milk. In 1983, the court had ruled that the
regulation prevented Christine Solem from "renting" one of
her goats for $3/day in return for the "by-products" of that
goat. She then began selling 24% interests in her goats
which, upon payment of a $3/day "maintenance" fee, entitled
the purchaser to a gallon of milk each day. Although a lower
court ruled in Solem's favor, the Supreme Court reasoned
that the maintenance fee was "nothing more than a sham for
payment" for each gallon of milk received. The sale of raw
milk is illegal within 25 states and in interstate commerce.

"Nutrition" school denied accreditation. The National
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Home Study Council has denied accreditation to the National
Institute of Nutrition Education (NINE), a correspondence
school intended to provide credentials for health food retailers. Founded by the National Nutritional Foods Association,
the school offers a course leading to designation as a "Certified Nutritional Counselor.''

Campbell's-in the soup? The Federal Trade Commission has issued an administrative complaint charging Campbell Soup Co. with making deceptive and unsubstantiated
claims. As part of its "Soup is Good Food" campaign, the
company has been advertising that most of its soups are low
in fat and cholesterol and that soups-as part of a diet low in
fat and cholesterol-may help reduce the risk of some forms
of heart disease. However, according to the FTC complaint,
the ads are deceptive because they don't state that the
soups are high in sodiwn and that diets high in sodiwn can
cause problems for some individuals with heart disease. According to trade sources, Campbell controls two-thirds of
the $2.2 billion retail soup market in the United states. The
FTC's action was stimulated by a petition filed in February
1988 by the Center for Science in the Public Interest.

Education Act of 1989-introduced in March as S 623 and
HR 1441-would require that total fat, saturated fat, and
cholesterol content be specified on the label of foods for
which comparative claims are made about cholesterol content and vegetable fats.

U.S. food budget. According to data recently released by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, typical American shoppers spent 9. 6% of their disposable income for food in 1987,
down from 12.5% in 1977, 20% in 1947, and 40% at the
turn of the century. If eating out is added, the 1987 total is
$14.3%, down from 16.7% in 1977.

Movie "ads" attacked. The Center for Science in the
Public Interest (CSPI) believes that movie-makers should be
required to tell their audiences when manufacturers of such
items as cigarettes, soft drinks, and beer have paid to have
their products shown on screen. CSPI has suggested to federal officials that contracts between film-makers and manufacturers constitute paid advertising that, in the case of cigarettes, may violate federal laws when the films are shown on
television. CSPI has also asked state attorneys general to
determine whether the undisclosed placement of commercial
products in films constitutes deceptive advertising that violates state laws and whether placing ads for cigarettes and
alcoholic beverages should be prohibited in films whose target audiences are too young to buy such products legally.
CSPI expressed concern because the movie Bull Durham
included 21 shots of Miller Lite beer, the Marlboro cigarette
logo was featured in Supennan JI, and Reese's Pieces and
Coors beer appeared repeatedly in E.T., the Extra-Te-rrestrial.
New report on food irradiation. The American Council
on Science and Health has issued a 35-page booklet strongly
supporting the use of food irradiation. A copy can be obtained by sending $3 plus a self-addressed, stamped (65¢
postage), 411 x 9½" envelope to ACSH, 1995 Broadway, 16th
Floor, New York, NY 10023.
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AARP appoints nutrition advisory board. Apparently in
response to criticism by ConsumerReportsmagazine [Oct.
1986] and Dr. Stephen Barrett [NF 3: 76-78], the American
Association of Retired Persons Pharmacy Service has appointed an advisory board to offer advice and consumer messages about vitamin, mineral, and supplement products. Acting on the board's advice, products with potentially toxic
doses of vitamin A were reformulated, misleading product
claimswere stopped, and a few worthless products (such as
Bee Pollen Plus Royal Jelly) were withdrawn from the pharmacy service's catalog. Lecithin, I-lysine, 1-tryptophan,bone
meal, dolomite, garlic capsules, brewer's yeast, desiccated
liver, kelp and alfalfa, and protein tablets and powder are
still being sold, but the page listing them contains a disclaimer: "Considerable controversy exists among experts on
the merits of the nutritionals listed on this page. We offer
qualityproducts such as those as a convenience to our members."

FORUM

Misleading vitamin ad stopped. Followinga complaintby

Dr. Stephen Barrett to the National Advertising Division
(NAD) of the Council of Better Business Bureaus, E. R.
Squibb& Sons has pledged to revise a television commercial
for its Theragran-M. The commercial, which showed individuals involvedin various energetic activities, had stated: ". . .
If only you had more energy. This kind of energy comes
from eating a balanced diet with vitamin B-Complex and Biotin-the energy releasers. To be sure you're getting enough
energy releasers take Theragran-M high potency multivitamins ... Unleash your energy." In support of these claims,
Squibb's attorney provided chapters from nutrition texts explaininghow energy refers to the chemical energy locked in
foods. Siding with Dr. Barrett, however, NAD expressed
concern that consumers viewing the commercial would understand "energy" to mean the physical energy that enables
people to engage in s~trenuousactivities.

SCREWED
UPPRIORITIES
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
Self, the only fitness magazine that canies cigarette
ads, hit a new high (or low) in its August 1988 issue. Amongits
12 pages of cigarette ads was a 4-page spread from R.J.
Reynolds that is probably the most conspicuous ad ever
publishedin a magazine.
The four pages were made of cardboard so resilient
that it was impossible to riffle through the magazine without
landingin the middle of the ad. But the maximumeffect would
hit readers who began on its first page, which said: "Here's an
offerthat'll shake you up! See inside... " When I turned to the
next page, a 3" x 3" octahedron attached to an elastic band was
pulledout of its protective slot and unflattened with a loudpop.
Allthis to offer a free T-shirt from Salem cigarettes to smokers
at least 21 years old who call 1-800-GET-TEES. The T-shirt
pictured a cork popping out of a bottle plus the message:
"Salem-the Refreshest." Once out of its slot, the popu~which depicted a cork-would dangle outside of the
magazineuntiltom out by the reader.
The magazine's cover story was a 14-page "healthpackedreport on aging-from 20 to 60," which containedeight
articles.The first pictured a 1-year-oldgirl who would''probably
live to 120 healthily and disease-free" by followinga personal
nutrition plan, using sunscreens, engaging in moderate aerobics, and workingout her mind at intellectualfitness clubs. The
next five articles covered causes of ''face-aging," how to keep
skin lookingyoung, "anti-aging" exercises, maintainingbody
architecture, and determining ideal weight. In these 11½
pages, cigarette smokinggot exactly six sentences. The article
on skin aging mentioned that smokers get early lines around
the lips, and the discussion of ideal weight explained that
studies relating longevity to weight need careful interpretation
because smokers tend to weigh less and die earlier than
nonsmokers.
Then came an article called "The 19 longevity nutrients," which began: "Did you know you're probably running

low on a few key nutrients? Women especially are prone to
gaps because of dieting, the Pill, pregnancy, breastfeeding,
and menopause all take a bite ... as do smoking, stress and
certain over-the-counter drugs. As a result, your skin, hair,
energy levels may be sagging. Even more vital, you're leaving
yourselfopen to three serious threats, heart disease, diabetes,
and osteoporosis. The chart zeros in on the 19 vitamins and
minerals that commonly come up scarce." The next article,
"Eat right, stay young? Put medicine's next 'miracle drugs' on
your dinner table tonight,'' talked about "working longevity
nutrients into your diet." A final article, "Life-stretching food
moves," was based on the U.S. Dietary Guidelines.
Although the advice on food selection was reasonably
accurate, the reasons behind some of the choices were absurd.
Women are not at special risk for 19 nutrients, and neither
smokingnor "stress" creates any special need for nutrients.
Nor is sagging of the skin, hair, or energy levels likely to be
due to nutrient deficiency.Suggesting one serving of fruit daily
to be sure to get enough boron is idiotic.And advice to "drizzle
oil over an E-rich leafy green salad" to ensure an adequate
supply of vitamin E is foolish because no case of E-deficiency
on a dietary basis has ever been reported in this country.
One final noteworthy message for Selfs beauty-conscious readers was an ad for Topol, the special toothpaste for
"coffee,tea, wine, and tobacco stains."
I find it puzzlingthat a magazine specializingin health,
fitness and beauty can present foods as "miracle drugs" while
saying almost nothing about the leading destroyer of all three.
Are Selfs editors ignorant? Or do they care more about
tobacco advertising dollars than accuracy?

Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, is co-author/
editor of 22 books including Vitaminsand "Health"Foods: The GreatAmerican
Hustle.
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SURGEON
GENERAL
ISSUESLENGTHY
REPORT
The U.S. Surgeon General has issued a thoroughly
referenced 750-page report focused primarily on the relationship of diet and the occurrence of chronic diseases. The report
was prepared primarily for policymakers, but states that its
lessons can be directly applied to the public. More than 250
experts participated in its preparation or review process.
The report includes chapters on the relationships of
diet to coronary heart disease, high blood pressure, cancer,
diabetes, obesity, skeletal diseases, dental diseases, kidney
diseases, gastrointestinal diseases, infections and immunity,
anemia, neurological disorders, behavior, and aging. It also
contains chapters on maternal and child nutrition, alcohol use,
drug- nutrient interactions, and dietary fads and frauds. The
key recommendations are:
IssuEs FOR MosT

PEOPLE

Fats and cholesterol:Reduce consumption of fat (especially saturated fat) and cholesterol. Choose foods relatively
low in these substances, such as vegetables, fruits, whole
grain foods, fish, poultry, lean meats, and low-fat dairy
products. Use food preparation methods that add little or no
fat.

Energy and weight control: Achieve and maintain a
desirable body weight. To do so, choose a dietary pattern in
which energy (caloric) intake is consistent with energy expenditure. To reduce energy intake, limit consumption of foods
relatively high in calories, fats, and sugars, and minimize
alcohol consumption. Increase energy expenditure through
regular and sustained physical activity.
Complexcarbohydrates
andfiber: Increase consumption
of whole grain foods and cereal products, vegetables (including
dried beans and peas), and fruits.
Sodium: Reduce intake of sodium by choosing foods
relatively low in sodium and limiting the amount of salt added in
food preparation and at the table.
Alcohol:To reduce the risk for chronic disease, take
alcoholonly in moderation (no more than two drinks a day), if at
all.Avoiddrinking any alcohol before or while driving, operating
machinery, taking medications, or engaging in any other
activity requiring judgment. Avoid drinking alcohol while pregnant.
0rHER ISSUES FOR SOME PEOPLE

Fluoride: Community water systems should contain
fluoride at optimal levels for prevention of tooth decay. If such
water is not available, use other appropriate sources of
fluoride.
Sugars:Those who are particularly vulnerable to dental
caries (cavities), especially children, should limit their consumption and frequency of use of foods high in sugars.
Calcium: Adolescent girls and adult women should
increase consumption of foods high in calcium, including low-fat
dairyproducts.

Iron: Children, adolescents, and women of childbearing
age should be sure to consume foods that are good sources of
iron, such as lean meats, fish, certain beans, and iron-enriched
cereals and whole grain products. This issue is of special
concern for low-income families.
Misinformation Attacked
Regarding dietary fads and frauds, the report notes:
"Food faddism in America had its roots in Great Britain, where
patent medicines were advertised and sold by everyone from
hairdressers to goldsmiths .... Today, the patent medicine
man has been largely replaced by the highly skilled and
organized use of electronic means to promote fraudulent
marketing-computers,
customized mailing lists, national advertisements, WATS banks of telephone lines, and other mass
media. The medium and the details have changed, but the
message and goals remain. It is difficult for consumers to
evaluate the validity of health claims perpetrated by quacks and
faddists."
Regarding supplements, the report states: "Nutrient
supplements are usually safe in amounts corresponding to the
RDA, but the RDAs are already set to provide maximum
benefit consistent with safety. Thus, there is no reason to
think that larger doses will improve health in already healthy
people, and excess intake can be hannful."
The report also attacked the concepts of "natural
vitamins" and "organic" foods and labeled the following as
"fraudulent":
Superoxide dismutase (SOD) and nucleic acids (RNA
and DNA) as anti-aging remedies;
Bee pollen as a source of youth and health and as an
energy pill for athletes;
Lethicin plus vinegar, kelp, and vitamin B6 for the
prevention and cure of heart disease and as a diet aid;
Spirulina and glucomannan as diet aids;
Ginseng as a panacea for many ailments;
Alfalfatablets for treatment of arthritis;
Aloe vera for treatment of an array of unrelated medical
conditions;
Para-aminobenzoic acid (PABA) as an essential or
curative nutrient;
Pangamic acid (vitamin B15) as an essential nutrient;
Hair analysis for detennination of nutritional status;
Oral chelation products as treatment for heart disease.
In addition to hanning its victims, the report notes,
nutrition fraud can hurt responsible members of the food
industry by reducing consumers' trust of the regular food
supply.
Copies of The Surgeon General'sReport on Diet and
Health (1988) [Publ. No. 017-001-00465-1] are available for
$22. 00 from the Supt. of Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washington, DC 20402. Copies of the report's 79-page
Summary and Recommendations[Publ. No. 017-001-0466-9]
cost $2. 75.
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OVERUSE
OF812 SHOTS
REPORTED
A study of the records of 1,222 patients at a newly
purchasedrural satellite clinicrevealed that 120 (10%)of them
had been receiving vitamin B12 shots on a regular basis, but
that only 4 (3%) met accepted criteria for its administration
!JAMA261:1920-1923, 1989]. Interviews with 48 of these
patients revealed that they had received the shots for an
average (mean) of 9.9 years for 3.3 symptoms, the most
commonof which were weakness and fatigue. These patients
rangedin age from 46 to 96 years, with an average age of 74.4.
After being informed that the appropriate reasons for
B12 injections are limited to conditions (such as pernicious
anemia)in whichB12 absorptionfrom the intestine is impaired,
25 (52%)of these patients agreed to discontinuethe injections
or to enter a double-blindstudy to test whether they were
actuallybeneficial.However, 18 patients who were younger
(average age 68) and reported greater symptom relief said
they would actively seek a physician who would continue to
administerthe shots.
Noting that the doctor who had ordered the injections
was well respected, the researchers speculated that the
injectionsmight have been part of an approachwhose effective
mechanismwas emotional support through discussion of personal problems. They concluded: "Our findings suggest that
patients who have been receiving [B12] injections without
evidenceof deficiencywill respond favorablyto a program to

discontinuethem. We believe ... that explanations must be
compatiblewith the patient's health belief system and must
attempt to preserve the credibilityof the physicianor physicians
who originallyprescribed the injections." A reprint of the
article can be obtained by writing to Larry Lawhorne, M.D.,
Fayette MedicalClinic,Elm and Church Streets, Fayette, MO
65248.
Editor'scomment:The study's authors seem to have
bent over backwards to avoid suggesting that most of the
patients studied had been mistreated. I believe that treating an
emotionalproblem as physical makes it more difficultfor the
patient to identify and resolve the underlying cause of the
symptoms.Placebotherapy alsofosters unhealthydependence.
Some patients may do better with a placebothan with counseling, but I believe it is unfairto divert anyone who might benefit
from counselingfrom the opportunity to have it. I agree with
the authors that patients who have received B12 shots for
years from a doctor they trust must be educated carefully,
particularlybecause criticismof the previous doctor may cause
the patient to distrust and abandonthe new doctor. One way to
wean patients who might be emotionally dependent on B12
shots is to suggest that they may have received enough and
that it would be worth trying to stop them or space them
further apart.

HEALTH
FOODINDUSTRY
GROUP
FORMED
TOFIGHTFDA
FDA action against illegally marketed "food supple- actionwith reference to the unsafe food additiveissue" but not
ments" has increased considerably since John M. Taylor in defense of drug claims made in literature or packaging.The
became Associate Commissioner for Regulatory Affairs. In
ad lists seven companies as founding members and invites
fiscalyear 1988 the agency's health fraud staff approved 62 health food retailers to contact Michael Schwartz for further
regulatory letters and 22 seizures, up from 15 regulatory infonnation.(Schwartz, a naturopath, is president of Michael's
letters and 7 seizures duringthe previous fiscalyear.
HealthProducts, of San Antonio, Texas.) In December 1987,
Upset with the large number of recent FDA enforce- Schwartzwas ordered by the FDA to stop makingdrug claims
ment actions, supplement manufacturers have formed the
in promotionalmaterials for Diab Tabs (for diabetes), Artho
Dietary Supplement Coalition, a nonprofit group intended to
Tabs (for arthritis), Manpower (for sexual dysfunction), or
defend the health food industry and individual companies other products. Yet his current literature offers "naturopathic
againstproduct seizures which they believe are beyond what programsfor every condition"and makes drug claimsfor more
current laws allow.
than 20 "nutritional" products, includingthose cited by the
Accordingto an article in WholeFoods magazine, the
FDA
groupis askingretailers to chip in toward its 1989 goal of $1.5
million.A Coalitionleader cited in the article said, "Everyone
realizesthat the life of an industry is at stake. We willbe the
INFORMATIONWANTED
most powerful and pragmatic group in the industry." The
Hyoufindany newsworthyitems, such as a publishedarticle
group plans to issue a "white paper" criticizingFDA enforceor news report, or have a personalexperience that mightbe
ment actions based on the concept that various nonvitamin
ofinterest to our readers, please send it to Stephen Barrett,
supplementsare "unsafe food additives."
M.D., P.O. Box 1747, Allentown,PA 18105.
According to an ad in Natural Foods Merchandiser,
memberswill receive legalsupport if the FDA "takes regulatory
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In the past two issues we have discussed the risk
factors for coronary heart disease (one of which is blood
cholesterol level) and the structure and function of lipoproteins. This article covers how dietary fats and cholesterol
affect the blood cholesterol level.

they are in com and safflower oils-the oil is called polyunsaturated. Oils high in monounsaturated and low in saturated fatty
acids-as are olive oil, canola (rapeseed) oil, and some margarines-are described as good sources of monounsaturates.
The percentages of the different types of fatty acids in common
fats, oils, and spreads are shown in the accompanying table.

Types of Dietary Fat

Saturated vs. Polyunsaturated Fats

Dietary fat exists mainly in the form of triglycerides,
molecules composed of a glycerol "backbone" to which three
fatty acids are attached. Fatty acids in food usually contain
from 10 to 22 carbon atoms arranged together with their
accompanyinghydrogen atoms in a straight chain. The carbons
are chemically Linkedto each other by either a single or double
bond. If all the chemical bonds are single, the fatty acid retains
the maximum number of hydrogen atoms possible and is said to
be saturated (with hydrogen atoms). Monounsaturated fatty
acids contain one double bond and have two fewer hydrogen
atoms than saturated fatty acids of the same chain length.
Polyunsaturated fatty acids have two or more double bonds,
each of which displaces two hydrogen atoms.
Animalproducts usually contain a higher percentage of
saturated fats than do plant products. At room temperature,
most saturated fats are solid, whereas all unsaturated fats are
liquid. The chief exceptions to this rule are three tropical
oils-coconut, palm, and palm kernel oil-which, despite their
plant origin, are highly saturated. Monounsaturated fatty acids
are distributed widely in plants, animals, and seafood. Generally, the longer the chain length of a saturated fatty acid, the
more solid its texture. That's why coconut oil, which contains
some short-chain fatty acids having only six and eight carbon
atoms, remains a liquid at room temperature although it is
highlysaturated.
Allfood triglycerides are made up of both saturated and
unsaturated fatty acids. If the saturated fatty acids predominate,
as they do in butter and beef fat, the fat is considered
saturated. Hence, butterfat is considered saturated although
only two-thirds of its fatty acids are actually saturated. If
polyunsaturated fatty acids are present in large amounts-as

Contrary to popular belief, the amount and type of
dietary fat eaten-not
the amount of cholesterol consumed
-have the greatest impact on the blood cholesterol level. In
most people, saturated fats raise the plasma cholesterol level,
while polyunsaturated fats lower it. Dietary cholesterol also
affects the level of blood cholesterol, but to a lesser and more
variable extent than does the fat content of the diet.
The effect of dietary fat on blood cholesterol levels was
described in an equation developed by Ancel Keys and coworkers more than 30 years ago. They proposed that for
every 1% increase in calories coming from saturated fat, the
plasma total cholesterol level was increased by about 2. 7 mg.
In contrast, each 1% increase in calories derived from polyunsaturated fatty acids substituted for saturated fat lowered the
plasma cholesterol level by about 1.4 mg. Therefore, saturated
fat raised the blood cholesterol level about twice as much as
polyunsaturated fat substitution lowered it. The Keys equation
assumed that monounsaturated fats had no effect on the blood
cholesterol level, but this assumption has been challenged by
recent studies showing that monounsaturated fats do have the
ability to lower cholesterol.
The decrease in plasma cholesterol levels that occurs
when polyunsaturated fats are eaten results from a decrease in
both LDL and HDL. Dietary saturated fat, on the other hand,
raises both LDL and HDL levels, but LDL is elevated to a
relatively greater extent. Therefore, dietary saturated fat is
considered to be atherogenic.
The individual fatty acids comprising dietary fats also
influence blood cholesterol levels. Whereas !auric (12-carbons),
myristic (14-C), and palmitic (16-C) acids increase plasma
cholesterol levels, saturated fatty acids having a chain length of

J.B. Lippincott Company
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greater than 16 or less than 12 carbon atoms do not appreciably
raise the cholesterol level. Short- and medium-chainfatty acids
having less than 12 carbon atoms probably are delivered
directly to the liver's portal vein without first being packaged
into chylomicrons, so these fatty acids have little effect on
bloodcholesterol levels.
Stearic acid (18-C) recently was found to lower the
level of plasma cholesterol when it replaced palmiticacid in the
diet, perhaps because stearic acid is metabolized to oleic acid,
an 18-C monounsaturated fatty acid. Cocoa butter, a saturated
fat containing35% stearic acid, also does not seem to appreciably affect cholesterol levels. In several dietary feeding studies,
cocoabutter increased the plasma cholesterol level by only half
the amount expected from the Keys fommla.
These findingscould have important implicationsfor the
foodindustry. For example, food technologists could fonnulate
margarines that are high in stearic acid, creating products
having a more desirable taste and texture than conventional
margarines made with vegetable oils. But experts caution that
these research results should not be construed as an endorsement for the public to eat more beef and chocolate. Although
beef tallowand cocoa butter are relatively high in stearic acid,
they also contain substantial amounts of palmitic acid, which
does raise blood cholesterol levels. Therefore, the recommendation to eat less red meat and more fish and poultry is still
appropriate for people on a cholesterol-loweringdiet.
Not only is the type of fat an important detenninant of
the blood cholesterol level, but the total amount of fat eaten
also affects cholesterol metabolism. After a fatty meal, the
smallintestine secretes large amounts of chylomicrons,which
results in the increased production of chylomicron remnants.
These remnants are thought to be atherogenic because they
are capable of transferring their cholesterol esters to macrophages, transforming these white blood cells into plaqueformingfoam cells. Furthermore, because dietary fat is such a
concentrated source of calories and is easily converted into
body fat, a diet habitually high in total fat increases the
likelihoodof obesity, which is a risk factor for coronary heart
disease (CHD).
Another thing to consider about dietary fat composition
is the ratio of polyunsaturated to saturated fatty acids (the P/S
ratio). This ratio is sometimes used (mainly by research
scientists)to estimate how a diet willaffect the bloodcholesterol
level. For example, a diet havinga P/S ratio greater than 2.0 is
usuallyeffective in lowering blood cholesterol, while a ratio of
less than 0. 4 probably will raise the cholesterol level. Unfortunately, the P/S ratio of the typical American diet is about 0.5,
which may explain why CHD is so prevalent in the United
States.
More recently, discussions of dietary fats have focused
on the percentages of calories coming from the different types
rather than the PIS ratio. The National Cholesterol Education
Programand other health groups recommend that the saturated
fat content of the diet should be less than 10% of calories, and
less than 7% if previous dietary attempts to lower blood
cholesterol levels have failed. The total fat intake should
account for less than 30% of the daily calories, while the
calories derived from polyunsaturated and monounsaturated
fatty acids should be 10% or less and 10-15%, respectively.
Why does the type of fat in the diet affect the blood
cholesterollevel? Althoughresearchers have shown repeatedly
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that substituting polyunsaturated for saturated fat in the diet
lowers plasma cholesterol levels in most people-particularly
LDL levels-the mechanism remains unclear.
One possibility is that the liver is better able to
synthesize VLDL using saturated fatty acids than it can from
polyunsaturated fats. Therefore, a diet low in saturated fats
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FATTY ACID COMPOSITION OF SELECTED
FATS, OILS, SPREADS AND DRESSINGS
% Poly%
% MonoSaturated unsaturated unsaturated

Fats and Oils
Beef fat
Canola
(rapeseed)
oil
Chicken fat
Coconut oil
Corn oil
Cottonseed oil
Lard
Mutton (lamb)
fat
Olive oil
Palm kernel
oil
Palm oil
Peanut oil
Safflower oil
Salmon oil
Soybean oil
Sunflower oil
Tuna fat
Walnut oil
Wheat germ
oil
Spreads and
Shortening
Butter
Mayonnaise
(soybean oil)
Mayonnaise
(imitation)
Stick
margarine
(liquid and
partially
hydrogenated
corn oil)
Tub margarine
(partially
hydrogenated
soybean oil)
Shortening
(partially
hydrogenated
soybean and
palm oils)

52

44

7

58

31

47

92
13

6
25

27
41
49

19
47
43

4
35
22
2

62
54
12
8

14

77

9

86

12

2

51
18
9

39

10

48

34
78

20

13
55

15

24

25
61

11

20

30
10
20

29
24
16

69
41
66
64

66
16

30
30

4
54

18

24

58

18

51

31

18

47

35

32

53
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FA1TY ACID COMPOSITION OF SELECTED
FATS, OILS, SPREADS AND DRESSINGS
%

Salad
Dressings
French
French
(low-calorie)
Italian
Italian
(low-calorie)
Russian
Russian
(low-calorie)
Thousand
Island
Thousand
Island
(low-calorie)

Saturated

% Monounsaturated

% Polyunsaturated

24
14

21
25

55
61

15
14

24
22

61
64

15
16

24
24

61
60

18

24

58

16

23

61

might induce the liver to produce less VLDL for transport.
Fewer circulating VLDL particles would in tum result in lower
LDL levels, since most LDL is derived directly from the
breakdown of VLDL. Also, polyunsaturated fats may prevent
the formation of VLDL by inhibiting the synthesis of apoprotein-B, one of the components of VLDL.
Another possible mechanism to explain the ability of
saturated fat to raise cholesterol levels is that saturated fatty
acids may suppress the activity of LDL receptors in the liver or
reduce their number. Either of these circumstances would
diminish the liver's ability to remove LDL particles from the
circulation, leading to an increase in plasma LDL levels.
Presumably, polyunsaturated and monounsaturated fatty acids
do not affect LDL receptors in this manner. Finally, polyunsaturated fatty acids may help lower blood cholesterol levels by
augmenting the excretion of cholesterol and bile acids.

Monounsaturated Fats
For many years, nutritionists have considered monounsaturated fatty acids to have little or no effect on blood
cholesterol levels, but recent studies have demonstrated that
monounsaturated fats do have the ability to lower cholesterol.
In one experiment, 12 male subjects were each fed three
different diets containing 40% of calories as fat. In each diet,
the type of fat was composed principally of either saturated,
monounsaturated, or polyunsaturated fatty acids. All diets
were consumed for a period of 4 weeks.
After the subjects consumed the mono- and polyunsaturated fat diets, their average LDL levels were 31 and 30 mg/ell
lower, respectively, than values resulting from the saturated
fat diet. But while nine of the 12 subjects who ate the
polyunsaturated fat diet also had significantly lower HDL
levels, only four showed a decrease in HD L after consuming
the monounsaturated fat diet. In two subjects, the high-mono
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diet actually produced an increase in HDL levels Ooumal of
Lipid Research 26: 194-202, 1985].
This study suggested that monounsaturated fats might
have a major advantage over polyunsaturated fats: while
polyunsaturated fatty acids lower both LDL and HDL levels,
monounsaturated fats selectively decrease LDL levels. Several
other research groups have confirmed this finding. In another
recent experiment, a diet containing 40% fat-much of it
composed of monounsaturated fatty acids-was just as effective
in reducing LDL levels as a diet that was very low in fat (20%
of calories) and high in carbohydrates. But whereas this
low-fat, high-carbohydrate diet also decreased HDL levels, the
diet high in monounsaturated fats did not [American Journal of
Clinical Nutrition 47:965-969, 1988]. The authors proposed
that, over the long run, the increased use of monounsaturated
fats may be more acceptable to many people trying to lower
their cholesterol levels than the traditional approach of eating a
high-fiber, low-fat diet.
In addition to lowering HDL, the excessive use of
dietary polyunsaturated fats has generated concern for other
reasons. Researchers suspect these fats are capable of suppressing the immune system in experimental animals, possibly
increasing the risk of cancer. Also, polyunsaturated fats may
promote the formation of highly reactive, cell-damaging compounds called free radicals, which are also linked to cancer.
Scientists also are concerned that polyunsaturated fats may
increase the risk of gallstone formation, and perhaps adversely
alter the composition of cell membranes. Furthermore, during
their normal metabolism in the body, polyunsaturated fats may
be transformed into a group of compounds called eicosanoids,
some of which may exert deleterious effects on the body.
Not only do monounsaturated fats have none of these
disadvantages, but they have a long history of safe use in the
Mediterranean region. Olive oil has been consumed for thousands of years in Spain, Greece, and Italy, countries that have
a lower incidence of both CHD and cancer than the United
States. In addition, researchers from Stanford University
recently reported that monounsaturated fats may have the
ability to lower blood pressure. When the dietary habits of a
group of sedentary middle-aged men were examined, the
individuals who ate the most monounsaturated fats had the
lowest systolic and diastolic blood pressures
DAMA
257:3251-3256, 1987].
The principal monounsaturated fatty acid in food is oleic
acid, which has 18 carbon atoms and 1 double bond. Olive oil,
composed of about 77% oleic acid, is the major dietary source
of this fatty acid. Other good dietary sources of oleic acid
include canola (rapeseed) oil, avocado oil, margarines and
shortenings made with hydrogenated soybean and hydrogenated cottonseed oils, and peanut oil (see Table).
Canola oil is produced from a hybrid of rapeseed, a
member of the mustard family. Because early varieties of
rapeseed oil contained erucic acid, a chemical damaging to the
heart, they had been banned for use in food in the United
States. But canola is a new, low-erucic acid variety of rapeseed, also called LEAR, that was developed in Canada and
approved by the FDA in 1985. It is now being marketed by the
Procter and Gamble Company as Puritan Oil. Besides being
high in monounsaturated and low in saturated fatty acids, it also
contains 6% of omega-3 fatty acids, whose benefits will be
described in a future article.
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In addition to rapeseed, scientists also are genetically
manipulating sunflower and safflower seeds to increase the
concentration of monounsaturated fatty acids in the oil. When
available, these oils will probably be less expensive than olive
oil. New studies also are underway to see if the amount of
monounsaturated fatty acids in beef and pork can be increased
by feeding livestock animals a diet rich in monounsaturated
fats.

Dietary Cholesterol
The typical American consumes 350-450 mg of cholesterol per day, all from animal products. Despite advertising
claims that imply otherwise, cholesterol is never found in plant
products. Scientists are uncertain how much of the cholesterol
eaten is actually absorbed by the human intestine, with
estimates ranging from 25% to 75%. The body's ability to
absorb cholesterol appears to be inversely related to the
amount consumed.
Cholesterol that has either been ingested in the diet or
synthesized by the body has several possible fates: 1) it may
be synthesized into hormones (such as estrogens) or other
steroid compounds; 2) it may be taken up by cells and become
a part of cell membranes or the myelin sheath of nerve cells; 3)
it may be excreted in the stool without prior conversion to bile
acids; or 4) it may be converted into bile acids in the liver,
which then enter the enterohepatic cycle.
The role of dietary cholesterol in human atherosclerosis
is complex and not yet clear. Scientists have long known that
omitting cholesterol from the diets of experimental animals
markedly reduces the amount of atherosclerosis that develops,
but they are not sure why. They suspect that. acting similarly
to the action of saturated fat, dietary cholesterol has the ability
to suppress the number of LDL receptors in the animal liver,
thereby raising the level of LDL in the bloodstream. This
mechanism probably operates in humans as well as animals.
But dietary cholesterol's ability to elevate blood cholesterol
generally is less potent in people than in laboratory animals,
and the effect is more variable.
While some human feeding studies have shown that the
addition of cholesterol to the diet increases the blood cholesterol
level, other studies have not been able to demonstrate this.
The data are conflicting because the ability of dietary cholesterol
to affect an individual's blood cholesterol level depends on
several factors.
One consideration is the total composition of the diet,
especially the fat content. Eating saturated fat together with
cholesterol seems to potentiate the effect of just eating
cholesterol alone.
In addition, some researchers have hypothesized that
individuals are either "responders'' or ''nonresponders" to
dietary cholesterol, a trait that is inherited. While responders
show a rise in blood cholesterol levels after consuming a diet
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rich in cholesterol, nonresponders compensate for any dietary
increase by absorbing less cholesterol or synthesizing less.
This happens because the synthesis of cholesterol in the liver
is controlled by a feedback inhibition process that shuts off
cholesterol production when a certain dietary intake is exceeded. Consequently, even when the dietary intake of cholesterol is high, there may be little change in the blood cholesterol
level.
But other researchers suggest that when the cholesterol
intake is initially low, virtually all people will exhibit a rise in
plasma cholesterol if they begin eating a cholesterol-rich diet.
lbis finding has been demonstrated over the years in a number
of carefully controlled studies. The results of these investigations suggest that for every 100 mg of dietary cholesterol per
1000 calories consumed in the daily diet, plasma total cholesterol levels rise by about 10 mg/dl. (Values in the literature
range from 4 to 12 mg/dl.) Furthermore, even a nonresponder
cannot completely compensate for a diet that is habitually high
in cholesterol. Such an individual eventually will show a rise in
plasma cholesterol, despite the bodfs attempt to excrete
more bile acids or synthesize less cholesterol in the liver.
The ability of dietary cholesterol to affect the blood
cholesterol level also may depend upon the range of cholesterol
consumed. According to one hypothesis, if a diet initially
contains no cholesterol at all, a threshold amount of dietary
cholesterol must be exceeded before the plasma cholesterol
level will start to rise. For most people, this quantity is about
100 mg/day. As the amount of dietary cholesterol increases
above this threshold level, the plasma cholesterol concentration
also rises until a "ceiling" level is reached, usually corresponding
to a dietary intake of about 300-400 mg of cholesterol per day.
Above this amount, eating more cholesterol will produce little
if any additional increase in the plasma cholesterol level.
This model may explain why dietary cholesterol failed
to increase the plasma cholesterol level in some egg feeding
studies. If several egg yolks are added to a diet already high in
cholesterol-that
is, above the ceiling level-no further increase in the plasma cholesterol level should be expected.
In addition to raising the level of LDL in the blood
stream, dietary cholesterol may have other detrimental effects.
A diet rich in cholesterol increases the amount of cholesterol
esters in chylomicron and VLDL remnants, making these
particles more atherogenic. Also, some researchers have
suggested that dietary cholesterol can induce the formation of
unusual lipoprotein species-new
types of lipoproteins that
may induce the formation of plaque.
In the next issue, we will discuss how dietary fiber
affects blood cholesterol levels.

Dr. Kantor is an assistant professor and food and nutrition specialist with the
University of Maryland's Cooperative Extension Service, and a regional communic.ator for the Institute of Food Technologists. His postdoctoral research
was in cholesterol and lipoprotein metabolism.
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RAWMILK
CREAMED
INCALIFORNIA
COURT
On April 10, California Superior Court Judge John
Sutter ruled that Alta-Dena Certified Dairy and its affiliate
Steuve's Natural must stop advertising that their raw milk
products are safe and healthier than pasteurized milk. After 54
days of trial with over 800 exhibits, Judge Sutter concluded
that "overwhelming evidence ... proved ... that Alta-Dena's
raw (unpasteurized) milkfrequently contains dangerous bacteria that cause serious illness. Pasteurization kills such bacteria.
Yet for 35 years, Alta-Dena carried out a false and misleading
advertising campaign touting its raw milk now sold under the
'Steuve's Natural' label as 'safe,' the 'safest,' and superior to
pasteurized milk."
The judge's decision requires that for 10 years, the
company's milk containers must carry a conspicuous warning:
WARNING:
THISMILKMAYCONTAINDANGEROUS
BACTERIA.
THOSEFACINGTHE HIGHESTRISK OF DISEASEOR DEATH
INCLUDEBABIES,PREGNANTWOMEN,THE ELDERLY,ALCOHOLICS,THOSE WITH CANCER,AIDS OR REDUCEDIMMUNITY, AND THOSE TAKING CORTISONE, ANTIBIOTICSOR
ANTACIDS.
QUESTIONSREGARDING
THE USEOF RAWCERTIFIEDMILKSHOULDBE DIRECTEDTO YOURPHYSICIAN.

,_..

The judge also ordered that all the company's advertising with health and nutrition claims during the next 10 years
must state:
WARNING:THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
(FDA)
HASDETERMINED
THATTHEREIS NO SATISFACTORY
SCIENTIFIC PROOFTO SUPPORT CLAIMSTHAT PASTEURIZATION
SIGNIFICANTLYREDUCES THE NUTRITIONALVALUE OF
MILKANDTHATTHE RISKSASSOCIATEDWITHCONSUMING
RAW CERTIFIED MILK OUTWEIGHANY OF ITS ALLEGED
HEALTH BENEFITS.

The suit was filed in 1985 by Consumers Union,
publisher of Consumer Reports, and the American Public
Health Association, who quickly won a preliminary injunction
against advertising that raw milk is ideal for infants and
invalids. Later, the public interest groups were joined by the
Alameda County District Attorney, who enforces consumer
protection laws.
The judge's 34-page analysis of the case includes the
followingconclusions based on evidence presented at the trial:
• Steuve's Natural is "certified," which means it is
produced under the standards of the Association of Medical
MilleCommissions (AAMMC). The only such commission in
Californiais the Los Angeles Milk Commission (LAMC), which
regulates Alta-Dena and no other dairy. However, there is
considerable evidence that both AAMMC and LAMC are
··captives" of Alta-Dena, which pays all or most of their
expenses.
• A laboratory hired by LAMC has sampled Steuve's
Natural milk and isolated Salmonella dublin bacteria on numer_.., ous occasions without either the laboratory or LAMC notifying
state authorities of the findings-which would have been
legallyobligated to prohibit sale or use of the infected milk.

• On more than 40 occasions between 1982 and 1984,
Alta-Dena's own laboratories had positive tests for salmonella
in its milk but failed to report this to the state. But in 1984,
MMMC and LAMC complied with a request from Alta-Dena
to drop the requirement that raw milkbe tested for salmonella.
In September 1987, the dairy stopped testing for salmonella,
citing "costs" as the reason. Editor'snote:In December 1988,
despite the obvious conflicts of interest and LAMC's failure to
report previous test results, the California Department of
Food and Agriculture transferred its program of testing raw
milk to LAMC!]
• Despite ample evidence to the contrary, the dairy
advertised that raw milk is "the ideal formula for babies ... and
for the same reason, a basic food for invalids. " The dairy
continued to promote raw milk for infants despite specific
warnings from the California Department of Health. Moreover,
long after learning of reports of infant botulism caused by the
ingestion of honey, Alta-Dena continued to suggest in advertising that its formula should be made with honey.
• Between 1971 and 1984, 31 people died in California
of illnesses associated with raw milk consumption.
• In 1983, Alta-Dena commissioned a panel of experts
to evaluate the safety of its raw milk. Although the study
con.finned other studies showing that raw milk poses a great
risk to immune-deficient people, the dairy did not follow the
recommendation of the study's authors to warn about this on
its product labels.
The judge's order prohibits Alta-Dena from making
more than 40 specific claims related to health, safety, nutrition,
and quality control of its products-including whole milk,
nonfat milk, cream, butter, buttermilk, kefir, and cottage
cheese. The dairy was also ordered to pay $23,000 to Alameda
County as a penalty for false advertising, $100,000 in restitution
to the Attorney General's consumer law section, and plaintiffs'
attorney fees, which could be quite high.
Alta-Dena is appealing the judge's decision.

,__ _____

QUESTIONBOX_____

Q. What happens if a person's percentage of body fat
becomes very low?
A. Men and women differ with regard to percentage of
body fat that would be considered too low. The average
man is composed of 12-15% fat, 3% of which is essential,
with the remainder being nonnal storage fat. Women
average 22-25% fat, of which 12% is essential and the
remainder is normal storage fat. Body fat is needed to
cushion vital organs (e.g., heart, liver, spleen, kidneys,
etc.), to insulate against heat loss, and to contribute to
hormone synthesis. Allowing the percentage of body fat to
fall below levels considered essential can result in decreased ability to protect vital organs from damage,
decreased adaption to temperature variations, and inadequate hormone synthesis.
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Astrology for weight control? Since September 1988,
Weight Watchers magazine has carried a "horoscope" column that contains tips and encouragement for dieters. Its
words of wisdom have included: "try a wild new recipe"
(Taurus); "tempt your taste buds with low-calorie seafood
dishes" (Pisces); "join an exercise class and learn new
tricks" (Gemini); "let your mate help with your diet-it's
easier with support" (Libra): "incorporate an exotic food into
your menu" (Aquarius); "vitamin-rich veggies get you
through the flu season sniffle-free'' (Sagittarius): "the planets
bring you an energy boost-use it constructively to reach
fitness goals'' (Aries); and "though you feel others haven't
noticed your weight-loss achievements, a good friend has
been singing your praises" (Aries). The magazine also carries cigarette ads.
New hope for diabetics. Medical World News has reported that in studies at several centers, about half of 55 insulin-dependent diabetics who received transplants of fetal
cells related to insulin production have been able to reduce
their insulin dosage.

Light exercise may protect the heart. A 20-year study
of 3, 043 middle-aged white male railroad workers has found
that even light physical activity may protect the heart as well
as general health [Circulation 79:304-311, 1989). The
project began in the late 1950s when the men were given
fitness tests to establish their condition as they entered the
study. They were also interviewed about their leisure-time
physical activities, which were classified as light, moderate,
or intense. The researchers subsequently inquired about the
leisure-time activities and compared them to the causes of
death among those who died during the study period. It was
found that death rates from diseases of the heart and blood
vessels were lower for men who expended 1,000 or more
calories per week in leisure-time physical activity-the
equivalent of 30 minutes a day in a moderately intense activity such as playing softball or weeding the garden. But after
taking into account such primary risk factors as smoking,
high blood pressure, and elevated blood cholesterol, the researchers concluded that "the greatest increase in protection
was between those men who were sedentary and those who
had some activity." According to the report, the overall
death rate decreased from nearly 30% in those who expended less than 250 calories per week (the equivalent of
walking 10 minutes a day at 3 miles per hour on a level surface) to about 25% in the more active men. The authors
conclude: "Physical activity appears directly related to the
development of coronary heart disease . . . These data
show that increasing physical activity, particularly of a lightto-moderate intensity, is appropriate to prevent disease and
promote health.'' Reprints can be obtained from Martha L.
Slattery, Ph.D., Dept. of Family and Community Medicine,
University of Utah Medical School, 50 N. Medical Drive,
Salt Lake City, UT 84132.

Illegal "infant formula" manufacturer prosecuted. In
January 1989, Michael J. Potter, president of Eden Foods,
became the first person found guilty and sentenced to prison
for violating the Infant Formula Act of 1980. In 1983, the
company began marketing a soybean product named Edensoy with claims that it was free of cholesterol, rich in iron,
and good for babies as a "quality," "easily digested," and
"preferred" substitute for mother's milkand was suitable for
children who could not tolerate cows' milk or other liquid or
powdered formulas. Later that year, FDA investigators informed Potter that his company's promotional claims made
Edensoy subject to FDA regulation, that it lacked the minimwn levels of vitamins, minerals, and protein specified under the Infant Formula Act, and that it could cause severe
malnutrition and even death if used as the only food fed to
an infant. According to a report in the May 1989 FDA Consumer, although Potter said he would stop promoting Edensoy as an infant formula, FDA investigators continued to find
such promotional literature in health food stores, where
clerks were advising customers that Edensoy and similar
products were suitable for infants. After a Canadian infant
raised on Edensoy was hospitalized with rickets and other
signs of severe malnutrition, Eden Foods recalled its promotional literature and relabeled Edensoy to emphasize that it
was not suitable as an infant formula or as a sole source of
nutrition. The company was charged with selling at least ·~
·
53, 482 cartons of the soy drink illegally between July 1983
and June 1985. Potter pleaded guilty to one count of violating the Infant Formula Act and was sentenced to 1 year in
prison with all but 30 days suspended. He was also fined
$25,000 and placed on probation for 2 years. Eden Foods,
which pleaded guilty on 12 counts, was fined the full
$110,000 permitted under the law.
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AMA cholesterol campaign. The American Medical Assoc!ation is spear~eading a. major public education campaign
anned at educatmg Amencans about the risk of high blood
cholesterol and showing how to lower that risk. The campaign includes a book (Count out Cholesterolby Arthur Ulene: M. D.) and an audiocassette program containing a behav10ral program for cholesterol reduction and information
about the medical therapies available for treating high blood
cholesterol. During the first half of 1989, mass media will be
used, including national television programming, a special
section in the March issue of GoodHousekeepingmagazine,
a ten-city tour by Dr. Ulene, distribution of more than 40
million promotional inserts to American households, and educational displays in thousands of grocery stores. Beginning in
April, a 5-week course offering personalized instruction and
counseling to people with high blood cholesterol levels is being offered in many communities throughout the country.
Physicians interested in participating in the campaign have
received kits containing educational and motivational materials. The campaign is co-sponsored by Feeling Fine, the
Kellogg Company, Pam (no-stick cooking spray), and Merck,
Sharp & Dohme (maker of the cholesterol-lowering drug
Mevacor). Pam and Kellogg's cereals are offering five-dollar
cholesterol screening rebate coupons on the back of their
products. Although not part of the AMA campaign, General
Foods Corporation is also offering information and a five-dollar rebate coupon on the back of its Post Oat Flakes.

Court approves feeding tube removal. A Florida appeals
court has granted the right to order removal of a feeding
tube to the guardian of an 89-year-old woman who was neither brain dead nor comatose. According to an article in
American MedicalNews, the woman had suffered a stroke
and could neither move nor swallow. But she had specified
in a Livingwill that she did not want tube-feeding or any heroic measures done to save her life.
Death caused by hydrogen peroxide. The FDA has reported that last September two children in Texas were severely injured after their mother poured drinks for them
from a bottle containing 35% hydrogen peroxide that she
thought was water. Another child, who was a neighbor, also
was given the highly corrosive peroxide solution and died as
a result. Literature sold with the product claimed it could be
used for sprouting seeds, purifying meat, and for the treatment of acne, gum disease, athlete's foot, coLic, headache,
varicose veins, AIDS, and cancer.

FORUM

Chilean fruit update. On April 14th the FDA ended its
requirement that importers of Chilean fruit carry out intensiv~ monitoring triggered by the finding of two cyanide-tamted grapes on March 12th. According to the agency, the
amount of cyanide found in the grapes was far below the
amount that would sicken a child but was more than is
known to be present naturally. Detection of the cyanide followed an anonymous warning to the U.S. Embassy in Santiago, Chile, which was considered likely to be a hoax. But
after the tainted grapes were found, the agency ordered all
Chilean fruit in the hands of retailers, wholesalers, and importers destroyed and stepped up monitoring of new imports
for several weeks.
Notable quote. "If every threat causes flights to be canceled or fruit to be removed from grocery shelves, terrorists and psychotics will soon be able to grind society to a
halt ... The public must recognize that a risk-free society
is not only impossible, but intolerably expensive. "-Daniel
E. Koshland, Jr., in "Scare of the Week," an editorial in the
April 7 issue of Science.
Sales aids for health food stores. Two of the leading
health food industry trade publications publish one-page
"consumer education" articles with space on the page for the
store's name and address. Most "health food" magazines sell
reprints of their articles, and one offers a monthly news
summary which retailers can reproduce as a flyer. These
publications typically contain false or unproven claims for
foods or food supplements that would be illegal in advertising
or on a product label. But if the flyers are not used directly
in the sale of a product, the claims they make are protected
under freedom of the press.
Licensing update. Dietitians have now gained passage of
laws to regulate nutritionists in 23 states, Puerto Rico, and
the District of Columbia. Some make it illegal for unqualified
persons to call themselves dietitians or nutritionists, while
others define nutrition practice and who is eligible to do it.
Since 1986, the American Dietetic Association has collected
449 case reports of people harmed by inappropriate advice
from bogus "nutritionists," health food store operators, and
others. Infonnation about licensure and the ADA's Questionable Nutritional Practices System ("QUEST System") is
available from Michele Mathieu-Harris, American Dietetic
Association, 216 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, IL 60606.
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NATIONAL
RESEARCH
COUNCIL
ISSUESMASSIVE
REPORT
ONDIETANDHEAL
TH
In the most comprehensivescientificanalysisto date of
potential health risks and benefits stemming from diet, the
Committee on Diet and Health of the National Research
Council/NationalAcademy of Sciences has concluded that
Americ.anscan substantiallyreduce their risk of heart disease,
cancer, and many other chronic diseases through specific
changes in eating habits. The analysiswas based on 3 years of
study funded by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, the Henry J.
Kaiser Family Foundation, the Pew Charitable Trusts, the
Fannie E. RippelFoundation, OccidentalPetroleum Corporation, and the NationalResearch CouncilFund.
In preparing its report, the Committee systematically
examinedcompetingdisease risks from various dietary modifications and sought to balance them in a set of dietary
recommendations:
• Reduce total fat consumption to 30% or less of
calories, saturated fatty acids to less than 10%of calories, and
cholesterolto less than 300 milligramsdaily. The intake of fat
and cholesterol can be reduced by substituting fish, poultry
withoutskin, lean meats, and low-or nonfat dairy products for
fatty meats and whole-milkdairy products; by choosingmore
vegetables, fruits, cereals, and legumes; and by limitingoils,
fats, egg yolks, and fried and other fatty foods.
• Eat five or more daily servings of vegetables and
fruits, especiallygreen and yellowvegetables and citrus fruits.
Also increase intake of starches and other complex carbohydrates by eating six or more daily servings of a combinationof
breads, cereals, and legumes. Carbohydrates should total
more than55% of calories.
• Maintainprotein intake at moderate levels-approximately the current Recommended Dietary Allowance for
protein(0.8 mg/kgof bodyweight for adults), but not exceeding
twice that amount.
• Balance food intake and physicalactivity to maintain
appropriatebody weight.
• We do not recommendalcoholicbeverages. If you do
drink, limit yourself to less than one ounce of pure alcohol
daily-equivalent to two cans of beer, two small glasses of
wine, or two average cocktails. Pregnant women shouldavoid
alcoholicbeverages altogether.
• Limit total daily intake of salt (sodiumchloride)to 6
grams or less. Limitthe use of salt in cookingand avoidadding
it to food at the table. Salty, salt-preserved, and salt-pickled
foodsshouldbe consumed sparingly.
• Maintainadequate calciumintake.
• Avoid taking dietary supplements in excess of the
RecommendedDietary Allowancesfor one day.
• Maintain an optimal intake of fluoride, particularly
duringthe years of primary and secondary tooth formationand
growth.
The Committee cautioned that although data were
insufficientto estimate the total percentage of chronicdisease
that might be avoided by followingits recommendations,its
suggested reductions in fat and cholesterol could be expected

to reduce the incidence of coronary heart disease by at least
20%. While the percentage of avoidable cancers is also
impossible to estimate, the Committee noted that several
countries with dietary patterns similarto those recommended
by its report have about half the U.S. rates of diet-associated
c.ancers.
Generally, the Committee's recommendations agree
with those of other expert panels in the United States and
abroadbut includemore specificquantitativerecommendations.
Implementingthem will require individualsto devote more
time and attention to their dailydiet and willrequire professionals to help the public in dietary planning. The Committee
expects that the food processing industry, restaurants, and
school cafeterias will be required to alter recipes and menus,
while government agencies will need to consider changes in
food and nutrition programs and policies. However, the Committee noted, U.S. dietary habits are already changingin many
ways consistent with its recommendations.
Regardingsupplement use, the Committee concluded:
• A large percentage of the U.S. populationconsumes
some vitaminor mineral supplement daily. These supplements
are often self-prescribed and not based on known nutrient
deficiencies.
• Some populationsubgroups (such as those suffering~
from malabsorptionsyndromes) may require supplements, but
r
they shouldtake them only under professionalsupervision.
• A single daily dose of a multiple vitamin-mineral
supplement containing 100% of the RDA is not known to be
hannful or beneficial;however, vitamin-mineralsupplements
that exceed the RDA and other supplements (such as protein
powders, single amino acids, fiber, and lecithin)not only have
no knownhealth benefit for the populationbut their use may be
detrimentalto health.
• The desirable way for the general public to obtain
recommendedlevels of nutrients is by eating a wide variety of
foods.
• It is not known what, if any, benefits or risks accrue
to individualsor the general populationfrom taking smalldoses
of supplements.
• It is important for further research to detennine
whether: 1) long-term supplement use (at both high and low
levels) can affect mortality or general health; 2) supplements
c.anhelp to prevent or treat health problems in the general
populationor in particular population subgroups; and 3) any
populationgroups might be particularly vulnerable to health
risks from the use of supplements. Research is also needed to
explore the quality of dietary formulations-including their
potency, nutrient balance, nutrient bioavailability,and possible
contaminationwith other substances.
Copies of the final 996-page NRC report, Diet and
Health:Implicationsfor Reducing Chronic DiseaseRisk, are
available for $49.95 (prepaid) from the National AcademyAllai
Press, 2101 ConstitutionAve., N.W., Washington,DC 20418.
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In previous issues, we have discussed the risk factors
for coronary heart disease, the structure and function of
lipoproteins, and how dietary fats and cholesterol affect blood
cholesterol levels. This article covers how dietary fiber affects
blood cholesterol.
Dietary fiber is not a single material but a mixture of
chemically complex substances found in plants. All components
except one (lignin) that make up dietary fiber are carbohydrates
composed of polysaccharide chains-multiple units of sugars
and related compounds linked together. Lignin, a threedimensional network of phenylpropane units derived from
several different alcohols, is chiefly responsible for the rigid
texture of woody plants.
Definition and Measurement
Because of fiber's heterogeneous nature, scientists
have had difficulty defining it. Definitions for fiber have been
proposed to take into account both its chemical and biological
properties. One common definition based on chemical structure
is "the sum of lignin and nonstarch polysaccharides in foods."
The nonstarch components are frequently divided into two
subgroups, cellulosic fibers and noncellulosic fibers. Cellulose,
an unbranched polymer consisting of about 3,000 glucose
units, is the main structural component of plant cell walls. The
other nonstarch components have side chains and are composed
of a variety of polysaccharides.
The chief difference between fiber and other carbohydrates, such as sugar and starch, is that fiber is not appreciably
broken down by enzymes and microorganisms in the human
digestive tract. This has led to the widely accepted biological
definition of dietary fiber: "The plant polysaccharides and lignin
that are resistant to hydrolysis (breakdown) by human digestive
enzymes."
Until recently, scientists believed that dietary fiber was
not degraded at all by intestinal microorganisms. But new
research has shown that microbial enzymes can break down
certain kinds of fiber, particularly those not made of cellulose.
These microbial reactions produce pyruvate, a metabolic

by-product that can be absorbed through the large intestine
(colon) and used as an energy source. However, the amount of
calories contributed by dietary fiber is negligible.
Developing procedures to accurately measure dietary
fiber has been as tricky as defining it. Originally, the fiber
content of food was expressed as "crude" fiber. This tenn
refers to the residue after a food sample is exposed to strong
acid and alkali. But since this chemical treatment is much
harsher than the biological reactions that actually occur during
digestion, the crude fiber content of food always is substantially
lower than the dietary fiber level.
Because the crude fiber content of food has little
nutritional significance, it is no longer widely used (except in
animal nutrition). However, some older food composition
tables still use this tenn. Unfortunately, values for dietary fiber
cannot be predicted from measurements of crude fiber. A
standard method has been developed for measuring the total
dietary fiber concentration in food and the amounts coming
from its different components. But because of the complexity
of the procedure, analytical results from different laboratories
often vary. Therefore, even some of the recently published
values for dietary fiber may not be consistent. Researchers are
continuing to develop simpler and more reproducible procedures for analyzing dietary fiber.

Soluble vs. Insoluble Fiber
Today, dietary fiber frequently is subdivided into two
major categories: soluble and insoluble. These subgroups have
different chemical, physical, and biological properties.
The substances comprising soluble fiber include pectin,
gums (such as guar gum and locust bean gum), mucilages, and
some hemicelluloseg. Pectin, which is found in many fruits and
vegetables (especially the peel of citrus fruits), helps maintain
the structure of plants by serving as an "intracellular cement."
It also gives fruits the ability to fonn gels, a property exploited
in making jams and jellies.
The other types of soluble fiber help repair injuries to
plant cells or serve as stored energy for plants and seeds. As
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lowered their plasma cholesterol levels by an additional5-7
mg/dibeyond the reduction they achieved by just restricting ,
saturated fat and cholesterol. The effects of oat bran and oat
meal were similar in this study. Both lowered total blood
cholesterol levels by about 3% Uournal of the American
DieteticAssociation86:759-764, 1986].
In a follow-upinvestigation, the same authors found
that the inclusion of 2 ounces of oatmeal each day again
enhancedthe serum cholesterol response in individualseating
diets containing30% or fewer calories as fat. The oatmeal
significantlylowered total cholesterol after 4 weeks, with the
greatest reductionoccurringin individualswho had the highest
cholesterollevels to begin with. The authors concludedthat a
"moderate daily ingestion of oatmeal in combinationwith a
fat-modifieddiet is a practicaland palatablemeans of lowering
serum cholesterol, at least in the short term." Their studies
suggest that people who includea bowl of oatmealor oat bran
cereal as part of a nutritionallywell-balanceddiet shouldexpect
to see a declinein blood cholesterol by an additional3% over
what can be achieved on a low-fat, low-cholesteroldiet that
does not emphasize soluble fiber [Preventive Medicine
17:377-386,1988].
It is difficultto draw firm conclusionsabout how soluble
fiber affects blood cholesterol levels because the diet studies
reported to date have varied in: 1) the sources and amountsof
soluble fiber they used; 2) the methods used for analyzing
solublefiber; 3) the age and initialcholesterol levels of their
subjects; 4) overall dietary composition; and 5) duration.
However,the followingare probablytrue:
Soluble Fiber and Coronary Heart Disease
• If people eating a typical American diet (37% of
calories from fat; cholesterol over 300 mg/day) include 11/3
The healthbenefitsof solublefiber now beingpublicized cups of dry oat bran (four I-ounce servings or 114 grams) in
are not a new discovery. Reports that rolled oats or pectin their daily diet, blood cholesterol levels should decline about
couldreduce serum cholesterol levels and inhibitthe develop- 20% in one month. The same result should be expected from
ment of atherosclerosis began appearing in the scientific eating 1/2 cup (4 ounces or 114 grams dry weight) of pinto,
literature in the early 1960s. But the current frenzy about oat
navy, or kidney beans. Half a cup of dried beans, peas, or
bran and other sources of solublefiber-and the rush by food lentilsis equivalentin volumeto about 1¼ cups of the cooked
companiesto market these ingredientsin new products-stems
product. However, some soluble fiber may be lost in the
largely from investigationsby Dr. James Anderson and his cookingwater.
colleaguesat the University of Kentucky that began in the
1970s.
In one such study, a group of 20 men with highlevelsof
bloodcholesterol(above260 mg/dl)were givendiets containing
17 grams per day of solublefiber, derived either from oat bran
N_utr!tionForum (ISSN 0748-8165) is published bimonthly by J.B.
LippincottCompany,DownsvillePike, Route 3, Box 20-8, Hagerstown,
(100 grams/day dry weight) or pinto and navy beans (115
M~ 21740: Business offices are located at East Washington Square,
grams/daydry weight). Subjects on the oat diet consumed 1
P_h1l~delph1a,
PA 19105. Printed in the U.S.A. Copyright 1989 by J.B.
cup of hot oat bran cereal each day plus five oat bran muffins.
LippincottCompany. Annual Subscription Rates: U.S. $25.00 individThose eating beans were served cookedbeans and bean soup.
ual, $25.00 institution; all other countries except Japan, India, Nepal,
Ban_gladesh,
and Sri Lanka,$29.00 individual,$29.00 institution.Single
After consuming these high-fiber diets for three weeks,
co~,e~$5.00. Rates for airmail delivery available upon request. Subsubjects in both groups showed favorable changes in their
scnptrons,orders, or changes of address (except Japan, India, Nepal,
cholesterol levels. Total cholesterol was reduced by about
Bangladesh,and Sri Lanka) Journal Fulfillment Department,J.B. Lip19%, while LDL levels decreased by approximately24%.
pincott,DownsvillePike, Route3, Box 20-8, Hagerstown,MD 21740,or
Althoughthe average HDLlevels also decreased slightlyin this
call 1-800-638-3030;in Maryland call collect 301-824-7300.In Japan,
Woodbell ln~orporated,4-22-11, Kitakasai, Edogawaku,Tokyo 134,
study, other researchers have shown that HDL usually in~apan.In Indra,Nepal, Bangladesh,and Sri Lanka, UniversalSubscripcreases modestly or does not change when subjects increase
tion Agency Pvt. Ltd., 101-102 Community Centre (F.F.) Saket, New
their solublefiberintake [AmericanJournalof ClinicalNutrition
Del~i-110017,.India. Copies will be replaced without charge if the
40:1146-1155,1984].
publisher receives a request within 60 days of the mailing date in the
~
U.S. or within 5 months in all other countries.
In a similarstudy by different researchers, a group of
Editorialcorrespondenceshould be sent to Stephen Barrett,M.D., P.O.
middle-agedmen and womenadded 2 ounces dailyof either oat
Box 1747,Allentown, PA 18105.
bran or oatmeal (to provide 5.6 and 2.7 grams of solublefiber
POSTMASTER:Send addresschangesto NutritionForum,Downsville
per day, respectively)to their diets, whichalreadywere lowin
Pike, Route 3, Box 20-B, Hagerstown,MD 21740.
fat and cholesterol. After 6 weeks, subjects in both groups
its name implies, solublefiber is able to dissolve in water. In
the intestines, it soaks up water like a sponge and swells,
fonninggels.
Insolublefiber, on the other hand, is unableto dissolve
in water but can bind and hold onto water to some extent. Its
mainrole in nature is to maintain the structural integrity of
plants. The chieftypes of insolublefibers are cellulose,lignin,
andnonsolublehemicelluloses.
Both solubleand insolublefibers have desirablephysiologicaleffect~. Insolublefiber adds moisture and bulk to the
stools and increases the rate at whichfood moves through the
colon. This decreases the intestinal "transit time," helpingto
prevent constipationand diverticulosis,an outpouchingof the
intestinalwall that can lead to diverticulitis(an inflammation).
Some researchers believe that insolublefiber also may help
prevent colon cancer, but this relationship is controversial
becauseof conflictingscientificdata.
Solublefiber has none of the above capabilitiesbut has
two very important metabolicfunctions of its own: 1) it can
lower the total amount of cholesterol circulatingin the bloodstream, especiallythe LDL level; and 2) it can help diabetics
regulate their blood glucose level and diminish their insulin
requirement. (Wheat bran also can do this by delayingthe
absorptionof glucose.)Some studies suggest that solublefiber
can reduce serum triglycerides, especially in diabetics. Both
solubleand insolublefiber can help promote weight loss.
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• Eating smaller portions of oats and beans than describedabovewillproduce smallerbut stillsignificantreductions
in cholesterol levels. For example, Dr. Anderson's group
foundthat 50 grams of oat bran added to the typical diets of
collegestudents lowered their cholesterol levels by 12% after
6 weeks. Thus the abilityof solublefiber to reduce cholesterol
levelsis somewhatdose-dependent.
• The inclusionof oats and beans in a diet moderate in
fat (less than 30% of total calories) and cholesterol (under 300
mg/day)will further reduce total and LDL-cholesterollevels,
but the change will be more modest than if the diet had been
highin fat and cholesterol.
• Most of the cholesterol-loweringeffects of soluble
fibercan be apparent in 1 month. One 2-year study foundlittle
additionalreductionbeyond what was achieved after 3 weeks.
• Soluble fiber does not seem to significantlyaffect
HDLlevels.
• Lentils and most types of beans and peas, canned or
dry, also are good sources of soluble fiber (see table).
Althoughfewer data are availableon these foods, they probably
are effectivein loweringbloodcholesterol levels.
An equation has been developed to predict the percent
decrease in blood cholesterol that can be expected in about 1
monthfrom the dailyadditionto the diet of a given quantity of
oat bran: PERCENTDECREASEIN TOTAL CHOLESTEROLLEVEL= 0.156 x
GRAMSOF OAT BRAN PER DAY + LO [Western Journal of Medicine
148:299-302, 1988]. However, many researchers feel that
more data are needed before equations of this type can be used
,...-.. withconfidence.Such equationsare difficultto developbecause
individualsare knownto vary in their response to oat bran, and
the overallcompositionof the diet must be taken into account.

Proposed Mechanisms of Action

The mechanismby which soluble fiber lowers plasma
cholesterollevels is unclear, but several hypotheses have been
proposed.One scenariois that solublefiber binds to bile acids,
causingan increase in bile acid excretion and interrupting the
body'sabilityto reabsorb and reuse bile acids via the enterohepaticcycle.To replenishthe lost bileacids, the liver synthesizes
new ones from its internal stores of cholesterol. But then, to
renew its cholesterol supply, the liver must draw more
cholesterolout of the blood stream. It does this by increasing
either the number or activity of its LDL receptors, which
lowersthe amountof LDL in the circulation.
Throughthis process, soluble fiber may act similarlyto
the bile acid sequestrant drugs cholestyramine and colestipol,
which also lower cholesterol by binding and removing bile
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acids. But remedying high blood cholesterol with diet instead
of medicationsoffers two major advantages: it eliminates the
commonproblem of side effects that accompany drug usage,
and it is much less expensive. Researchers estimate that oat
bran costs only one-tenth as much as cholestyramine when
used to treat high blood choh~sterol over an individual's
lifetime.
·
While oat bran does seem to increase fecal bile acid
excretion, other sources of soluble fiber, such as beans, do
not. Scientists have proposed two other mechanisms for
soluble fiber's ability to lower cholesterol. Some bacteria
naturallypresent in the colon ferment soluble fiber, producing
several types of short-chain fatty acids, including acetic,
propionic,and butyric acids. These fatty acids may inhibitthe
productionof cholesterol in the liver and therefore reduce the
cholesterol concentration in the bloodstream. The other hypothesis is that soluble fiber may prevent dietary cholesterol
frombeing absorbed by ''trapping" it and carrying it away in the
stool.
Scientists believe that the major cholesterol-lowering
component in oats is a water-soluble polysaccharide gum
havinga chemicalstructure known as "beta-glucan." Because
the amount of beta-glucan varies among different varieties of
oats, researchers are planningto screen large numbers of oat
varieties to identifythose with naturally high levels. These oat
varieties could be selectively bred to further enhance their
beta-glucancontent, or the concentration of beta-glucancould
be augmented through genetic engineering. Barley is another
good source of beta-glucan.
Com bran, rice bran, carrots, and several citrus fruits
have been investigated recently for their ability to lower
cholesterol. While the results have been encouraging, more
research is needed on these products before any specific
recommendationscan be made on their use.
Another source of dietary fiber that has been shown to
effectivelylower cholesterol is psylliumhydrophilicmucilloid,a
type of mucilagederived from husks of the psylliumseed. It
contains both soluble and insoluble fibers and is marketed
chieflyas a laxative. It is availablecommerciallyas Metamucil
(Procter and Gamble Co.), Fiberall (Rydelle Laboratories,
Inc.), and Serutan (Beecham Products, USA). A recent study
foundthat men eating a typicalAmerican high-fatdiet (40% of
calories from fat) who took about 10 grams of Metamucileach
day for 2 months showed a 15% drop in their total cholesterol
level (24S-211 mg/dl) and a 20% reduction in LDL. [Archives
of Internal Medicine 148:292-296, 1988]. Other researchers
have found that psylliumproduced more moderate decreases
in total and LDL-cholesterollevels (about 5% and 8%, respec261:3419-3423,
tively)in subjects eating a 30% fat diet. UAMA
1989]. In both studies, HDL did not change.
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DIETARY FIBER CONTENT OF SELECTED FOODS
(GRAMS PER SERVING)

......

Total
Weight

Total Total Soluble
Weight Fiber Fiber
Cereal Products
All-Bran, 1/3 cup
40% Bran :flakes, 2/3 cup
Corn bran, 2/3 cup
Corn grits, 3 tbsp
Cornflakes (Kellogg's), 1 cup
Fiber 1, 1/2 cup
Graham crackers, 2 2½" squares
Grapenuts, 1/4 cup
Macaroni, raw, 1/4 cup
Oat bran, 1/3 cup
Product 19, 1 cup
Puffed rice, 1 cup
Puffed wheat, 1 cup
Rice Krispies, 1 cup
Rolled oats, 1/3 cup
Saltine crackers, 6
Spaghetti, white, raw, 1/4 cup
Spaghetti, whole wheat, raw 1/4 cup
Special K, 1 cup
Wheaties, 2/3 cup
White bread, 1 slice
White flour, 21/2 tbsp
White rice, raw, 1/6 cup
Whole wheat bread, 1 slice
Whole wheat flour, 2½ tbsp
Legumes
Black-eyed peas, canned, 1/2 cup
Garbanzo beans, canned, 1/6 cup
Green beans, canned, 1/2 cup
Green peas, canned, 1/2 cup
Kidney beans, canned, 1/2 cup
Lentils, dried, cooked, 1/2 cup
Lentils, dried, raw, 1/6 cup
Lima beans, canned, 1/2 cup
Navy beans, dried, cooked, 1/2 cup

28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
21
28
28
14
14
28
27
17
21
21
28
28
28
18
28
28
19

8.61
4.29
22.83
.62
.44
11.87
.67
2.82
.63
4.03
1.22
.18
1.01
.33
2.58
.51

83
40
68
85
93
99
32
85
95

3.21
1.40
2.03
3.22
5.75
5.22
3.66
3.02
6.78

1.99
.89
2.31
.57
.66
1.53
2.08

1.43
.43
.31

.10
.13
.84
.33
.83
.34
2.01
.30
.05
.48
.09
1.33
.29
.36
.36
.16
.66
.28
.28
.25
.34
.35
.35
.16
.49
.45
1.45
.56

.38

Total
Fiber

Soluble
Fiber

Pinto beans, canned, 1/2 cup
Pinto beans, dried, cooked, 1/2 cup
Pinto beans, dried, raw, 1/6 cup
Pork and beans, canned, 1/2 cup
White beans, canned, 1/2 cup
White beans, dried, cooked, 1/2 cup
White beans, dried, raw, 1/6 cup

85
85
32
90
90
90
30

4.34
5.90
6.22
3.74
4.98
5.07
5.30

1.01
1.84
2.39
1.84
1.50
1.48
1.31

Other Vegetables
Asparagus, canned, 1/2 cup
Beets, canned, 1/2 cup
Broccoli, frozen, 1/2 cup
Brussel sprouts, frozen, 1/2 cup
Cabbage, raw, 1 cup
Carrots, raw, 1/2 cup
Cauliflower, frozen, 1/2 cup
Corn, canned, whole kernel, 1/2 cup
Kale, frozen, 1/2 cup
Lettuce, iceberg, 1/2 cup
Potato, white, raw, 1/2 cup
Spinach, frozen, 1/2 cup
Squash, frozen, 1/2 cup
Sweet potato, canned, 1/2 cup
Tomato, raw, 1 medium

121
85
78
78
70
55
66
82
65
28
75
78
65
98
123

2.84
2.21
2.18
3.53
1.46
1.76
1.69
1.52
2.48
.25
1.49
1.70
.68
1.20
1.02

.51
.68
.98
1.42
.55
.84
.57
.20
.74

Fruits
Apple, raw, 1 small
Applesauce, unsweetened, canned, 1/2 cup
Banana, raw, 1/2 small
Grapefruit, Florida yellow, 1/2 medium
Orange, Calif. seedless naval, 1 small
Peach, canned, 1/2 cup
Pear, canned, 1/2 cup
Pineapple, canned, 1/3 cup
Plum, canned, purple, 1/2 cup

138
122
57
1181
1402
122
122
82
125

2.76
1.96
1.09
1.46
1.94
1.93
3.69
1.35
2.74

.97
.76
.32
.90
1.13
.78
.79
.17
1.19

.79
2.29

1with

refuse, 241 grams

2 with

.06

.77
.39
.25
.46
.17

refuse, 206 grams

Data supplied by Susan R. Lawrence, M.S., R.D., and James W. Anderson, M.D.; modified from Anderson, J. W. and Bridges, S.R.: Dietary fiber
content of selected foods. American Journal of Clinical Nutrition 47:440-447, 1988.

Fiber Pills

Nutrition experts generallydiscourage the use of fiber
pills, recommending instead that healthy Americans obtain
their fiber from food. The amount of fiber required to lower
blood cholesterol levels can be obtained without too much
difficultyfrom the diet. Moreover, fiber supplements have
severalpotentialdisadvantages:they mayinhibitthe absorption
of certain minerals; they don't provide other nutrients as food
does; the long-term effects of using fiber supplementsare not
known; and they add wmecessary cost to a cholesterolloweringprogram. In addition,users may developa dependency
on fiber pillsto maintain"regularity."
Food Products

Whilefood manufacturers are capitalizingon the favorable publicityabout soluble fiber by introducingnew breakfast

cereals, baked goods, and other products made with oat bran,
consumers need to realize that the amount of soluble fiber
containedin many of these items is too low to positivelyaffect
their cholesterollevels. Based on the results of the abovementioned studies, the average person consuming a diet that is
reasonably low in saturated fat and cholesterol needs to eat
about35 grams of oat bran or oatmealevery day for 4-6 weeks
to lower blood cholesterol by about 3%. A typical serving of
most commerciallyavailable breakfast cereals, muffins, or
cookiesfallsshort of this amount. In addition,some companies
have been marketingoat cereals that also are high in saturated
fats because they contain tropical oils. Such foods may not be
effectivein loweringbloodcholesterol levels.
In evaluating products, shoppers should check food
labels to see if oat bran, rolled oats, or another source of
solublefiber is located near the top of the ingredient list. They
also need to be wary of products made with coconutoilor other
highly saturated fats. Most important, consumers need to
realizethat, despite all the encouragingresearch results, foods

,...
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_,..._ containingoat bran, beans, or other sources of solublefiber are
not "magicbullets." These products should be considered only
one part of an overall cholesterol-loweringdiet.

Practical Tips
Dr. Anderson and his colleagues at the University of
Kentuckysuggest that individualstrying to lower their levels
of blood cholesterol should include about 5 grams of soluble
fiber in their daily diet, while also restricting saturated fat and
cholesterol.Thus they suggest eating more than the previously
mentioned 35 grams of oatmeal or oat bran per day, which
wouldsupply 1½ to 2½ grams of soluble fiber, respectively.
This should produce greater than 3% reduction in cholesterol
levels.
According to this group's analysis, there are about 2
grams of soluble fiber in 1/3 cup (1 ounce or 28 grams) of dry
oat bran, 1/2 cup (1.5 ounces or 43 grams) of dry oatmeal, and
1/2cup (4 ounces or 114 grams) of cooked dried navy and pinto
beans. (Note: Because of differences in methodology, the
amountof solublefiber reported for these and other products,
includingthe foods used in the studies mentioned in this article,
varies in the literature.)
Oat bran muffins have become a common way to
incorporateoat bran in the diet. Oat bran can also be sprinkled
in casseroles or added to baked goods and meat loaf. The goal
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of 5 grams of soluble fiber per day can be met by eating a bowl
of oat bran or oat meal for breakfast, one or more oat bran
muffins for a snack during the day, and half a cup of cooked
dried beans-or a bowl of soup made from dried beans-for
lunchor dinner. Consumers should be aware that when bran is
cooked as a cereal, it absorbs water and swells to a larger
volume. For example, when 1/3 cup of oat bran is combined
with 1 cup of water, the finalproduct will be about 3/4 cup.
While health professionals agree that most Americans
are not meeting the recommended goal of 20-35 grams of total
dietary fiber per day, experts warn that people who are not
accustomedto eating fiber shouldincrease their intake gradually
while also drinking more fluids. A large, sudden increase in
fiber consumption may result in abdominal pain, gas, and
diarrhea. However, the body seems to adapt to the regular and
prolongedconsumptionof fiber-richfoods, and these symptoms
generally subside. But too much fiber can, in rare cases, be
dangerous. A diet very high in fiber recently was reported to
have caused intestinal obstruction in an elderly man, requiring
surgery [New EnglandJoumal of Medicine 320: 1148, 1989].
In the next issue we will discuss the NationalCholesterol
Eduction Program's guidelines for blood cholesterol and the
nuts and bolts of constructing a low-fatdiet.
Dr. Kantor is an assistant professor and food and nutrition specialistwith the
Universityof Maryland'sCooperative Extension Service, and a regionalcommunicatorfor the Institute of Food Technologists. His postdoctoral research
was in cholesteroland lipoproteinmetabolism.

BRIEFS
Benefit cereal challenged. Procter & Gamble has asked
the FDA to stop General Mills from making cholesterol-lowering claims for its Benefit cereal. P&G's complaint stated
that "General Mills has simply inserted psyllium, a recognized active ingredient in drug products like Metamucil, into
a traditional food vehicle" and made claims for its "food"
which the FDA will not permit for psyllium-containingdrug
products.
Bills would increase fat/cholesterol labeling. The Low
Cholesterol Consumer Education Act of 1989 (HR 1441 and
S 623) has been introduced by Representative Dan Glickman
(D-KS)and Senator Tom Harkin (D-IA). This bill would require foods marketed with comparative claims about cholesterol and vegetable fats to include total fat, saturated fat,
and cholesterol contents on their label. Similar bills have
been introduced in several state legislatures. In California,
for example, two bills would require disclosure of the
amounts of fat and cholesterol and would ban "and/or" listing
of fats and oils. In New York, a bill would require labels containinga "no cholesterol" claim to reveal the amount of saturated fat in the product. Consumer groups supporting these
bills believe that the possibility of having different iabeling
requirements from state to state will help stimulate passage
of a federal law.

FDA attacking illegal "Candida" supplements. The
FDA Health Fraud Branch has issued instructions and a
sample regulatory letter indicating that it is illegal to market
vitamin concoctions intended for the treatment of yeast infections. Products of this type have been promoted by the
health food industry for the treatment of "candidiasis hypersensitivity," a fad diagnosis called "speculative and unproven" by the American Academy of Allergy and Immunology [NF 3:14, 3:28, 4:84-85]. A few months ago, the FDA
seized a supply of one such product, Cantrol, from its manufacturer, Nature's Way, of Springville, Utah.
Inappropriate treatments banned. The State of Washington Medical DisciplinaryBoard has ordered Leo J. Bolles,
M.D., to stop prescribing thyroid medications and intravenous adrenal cortical steroids unless he diagnoses hypothyroidism or adrenal insufficiency using standard textbook
guidelines. He was also ordered to take 150 hours of Boardapproved courses in endocrinology and to maintain a file containing the names of all patients with endocrine problems so
that their records could be reviewed by the Board. According to the TownsendLetterfor Doctors(a newsletter sympathetic to unscientific methods), the Board "has been investigating a number of medical practitioners who practice
unconventionalmedicine."
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George Stickley retires. George F. Stickley, who
founded the George F. Stickley Company in 1975 so he
couldpublishauthoritativebooks about nutritionand personal
health, has sold the company to J.B. Lippincott. For more
than a decade, Stickley publications provided the literary
backbone for antiquackery activity throughout the United
States. Lippincott plans to publish revisions of Stickley's
most valuable books and to continue Nutrition Forum and
Nutrition Clinics bimonthly. A catalog of Stickley/Lippincott
nutritional and dietetic publications is available on request
from Marylou O'Connor, J.B. LippincottCo., East Washington Square, Philadelphia,PA 19105.
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Antiquackery video available. Videotapes of Vitamins
and "Health"Foods: The Great American Hustle, a 2-hour
program presented last year by Dr. Stephen Barrett at the
CaliforniaInstitute of Technology, are availablefor $26 postpaid from Southern CaliforniaSkeptics, P. 0. Box 5523, Pasadena, CA 91107.
GNC resumes dubious advertising. About 2 years ago,
faced with regulatory actions by the FDA, ITC, and Postal
Service, General Nutrition Corporation sharply curtailed its
practice of marketing products with false and misleading
claims. However, its current catalog offers: Vitaminfor the
Hair ("for a thicker, fuller, shinier head of hair"); Time
Stress B (for those willingto believe that "In today's hectic
world, life's daily routine can rob you of important vitamins
and minerals"); Octacosanol ("may speed reaction time ...
and strengthen muscles including the heart''); Memory
Booster ("an aid to memory retention and mental alertness"); CoenzymeQ 10 ("the energy supplement... popular
as a cardiovascularsupplement"); Cranberry Capsules (''for
urinary tract infections");Prostex ("to relieve the symptoms
of benign prostatic hypertrophy"); and Spirulina Tablets
("helpscut your drive to eat").

Spicy foods and the stomach. Using videoendoscopy,a
research team inspected the stomach lining of 12 healthy
volunteers who ate four types of meals: 1) a bland meal of
unpeppered steak and French fries; 2) a bland meal plus
three aspirin tablets; 3) a spicy Mexican meal (30 grams of
jalapenopeppers); and 4) a pepperoni pizza. Each meal was
served twice on test days for lunch and supper, and each
volunteer was tested with all four types of meals with at
least 24 hours between each meal type. All but one of the
volunteers developed multiple gastric erosions while taking
the aspirinregimen, while one or two individualsin the other
Helsinki Hair Formula. In response to action by the
groups developed single (insignificant)erosions. The researchers concludedthat spicy foods do not produce demon- PennsylvaniaDepartment of Health, General Nutrition Corstrable damage to the stomach lining of nonnal individuals poration has agreed to stop marketing a "Helsinkiformula"
DAMA260:3473-3475, 1988]. Reprints can be obtained hair treatment. The product, which included a shampoo, a
from David Y. Graham, M.D., VA Medical Center, 2002 conditioner, and a vitamin tablet, had been marketed with
HolcombeBlvd., Bldg. IA, Room 612 (111D), Houston, TX false claims that it was a proven treatment for thinninghair
and that the vitaminsupplement contained "those specialnu77030.
trients that have been proven helpfulin an overall hair-care
Nutrition counseling recommended. On May 2, 1989, regimen."
the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force issued a 294-page
Guide to ClinicalPreventiveServiceswith recommendations Notable quote. "Regardless of state scope of practice
about more than 100 interventions for 60 potentially prelaws, prepaid systems are likely to reject all but the most
ventable diseases and conditions. The task force, a
conservative [chiropractic] modes of dealing with patient
20-member nonfederal panel helped by more than 300 ex- problems. DCs who view themselves as holistic physicians,
pert reviewers, was appointed in 1984 to detennine what offer nutritionaladvice, use colonic therapy, and any of the
types of periodicphysicalexaminations,laboratory tests, im- other unconventionaltherapies will find their coverage remunizations,counseling, and other measures are scientifi- jected out of hand. The notion that prepaid systems should
callybased and cost-effective. The panel's recommendations reimburse chiropractors for any services covered under the
are intended to replace the "complete annual physicalexami- plan that they are licensed to provide simply will not fly."
nation"-a battery of tests that is essentially the same for all -from Kranz and Hendrickson: Chiropracticand the HMO
patients-with interventions based on age, gender, and Challenge,InternationalChiropractorsAssociation,1988.
other risk factors. Overall, the panel recommendedthat physiciansspend more time counselingpatients on healthy living Chiropractor's license suspended. On June 14th, the
and less time doing routine screening tests. Its nutrition-re- New Jersey Board of Medical Examiners temporarily suslated recommendations include counseling at appropriate pended the license of Stanley Gutman, a Paramus chiropractimes about: 1) dietary intakes of calories, fat (especiallysat- tor. At a preliminary hearing, Deputy Attorney-General
urated fat), cholesterol, complex carbohydrates (starches), Linda Ershow-Levenberg testified that earlier this year,
fiber, and sodium; 2) calciumand iron intake for women and Gutmanhad begun distributingbrochures advertisinghimself
adolescent girls; 3) nutritional guidelines during pregnancy; as a familydoctor and saying he would provide "confidential
4) nutritionalrequirements of infancyand early childhood;5) consultation"for cancer, multiple sclerosis, arthritis, heart
safe use of alcohol;6) appropriate fluoride and sugar intake; disease, and other conditions beyond the scope of his liand 7) avoidanceof baby bottle tooth decay (caused by prop- cense. Subsequently, Gutman offered treatment to an underping bottles so the teeth remain bathed in milk while the in- cover state investigator with "ovarian cancer'' and prefant sleeps). The report can be obtained for $19.95 from scribed a diet of warm vegetables, skim milk, and bananas
Williams and Wilkins, P.O. Box 1496, Baltimore, MD for another investigator who complainedof a bleedingulcer.
21298-9724(or call 1-800-638-0672).
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BOOK
REVIEWS
Title:The 8-Week Cholesterol Cure (1987, 1988)
Author:Robert E. Kowalski
Publisher:Harper & Row, New York
Price:$17.95
Reviewedby: Charles W. Marshall, Ph.D.
Having had a heart attack and two coronary bypass
operations by age 41, medical writer Robert Kowalski began
a program that reduced his total blood cholesterol level from
284 mg/di to 169 mg/di and increased his "good" HDL-cholesterol considerably. He says that he accomplished this
within8 weeks by: 1) eating a very low-fat (10-20% of calories), high-carbohydrate diet adapted from the American
Heart Association's guidelines; 2) eating enough oat bran
muffins to maintain a daily soluble fiber intake of 50 grams;
and 3) taking gradually increasing doses of niacin (vitamin
B3) until he reached 3,000 mg daily. (The RDA of niacin for
men is 16-18 mg.)
Before heralding his program to the world via a book,
Kowalski persuaded Dr. Albert Kattus and the Santa Monica
Medical Center Cardiac Rehabilitation Center to supervise
20 volunteers with high cholesterol levels for the 8-week
program. The 15 who followed the rules were successful.
However, nowhere in the original (1987) version of the book
does Kowalski mention warning them that medical supervision would be imperative if they continued the niacin treatment.
In writing this book, Mr. Kowalski may have assumed an awesome responsibility. The book has sold over a
million copies, and no doubt many of its readers have
plunged into his program. Little fault can be found with his
diet and oat bran proposals. However, daily intake of 3,000
mg of niacin (a drng at that dosage) entails risks.
In his chapter on niacin, Kowalski describes how he
encountered favorable reports about niacin "buried in dozens
of obscure medical journals" (hardly an apt description of
JAMA!)and was puzzled that this information wasn't "widely
disseminated by the medical community to patients like me
and millions of others who could profit by it. " The answer which he apparently didn't grasp--is that the potential for
adverse reactions limits niacin's usefulness.
Kowalski's advice about niacin appears to be based on
his review of various scientific reports plus a large dose of
personal enthusiasm. Unfortunately, although he lists some
of the adverse reactions, he fails to place them in proper
perspective. The key references 1-3 upon which he bases his
advice indicate that only high-risk patients under the age of
60 should be given cholesterol-lowering drugs. But Kowalski
encourages ahnost everyone with 205 mg/di or higher to use
megadose niacin to reach a level of 180-200 mg/di.
The references also warn that daily doses of 3,000
mg of niacin should be taken only under medical supervision
with testing every few months for liver dysfunction and high
levels of blood sugar and uric acid. Kowalski's original edition merely suggests that if you decide to include niacin in
your program to lower serum cholesterol levels, "be sure to
infonn your personal physician." The revised (1988) edition
says Hit's important to work with your physician in your efforts to lower cholesterol levels." However, this warning

may still not be forceful enough to discourage self-medication.
Although Kowalski warns that niacin should not be
taken by people who have diabetes, liver abnormalities, peptic ulcer, or gout, he ignores a nwnber of medical reports of
serious side effects of megadose niacin, such as heart
arrhytlunias 4 and liver damageS-7 that is reversible if detected in time. Rather, he states repeatedly that megadose
niacin is a vitamin and is safe for long-term use.
Kowalski's 1987 edition fails to mention the importance of periodic blood tests, although they are recommended in his key references. The 1988 update advises having a single test of liver function after 2 months of niacin
therapy and claims that if this is normal, no further testing
will ever be needed. The update recommends slow-release
niacin and claims that Harvard researcher Frank Sachs,
M.D., had prescribed 1,500 mg/day to many patients and
found "no side-effects whatever."
Curious about this, I telephoned Dr. Sachs, who told
me that slow-release niacin does not produce the side effect
of flushing that is common with ordinary niacin. However, he
said that 15--20% of his patients develop abnormal elevations
of liver enzymes, blood sugar, and/or uric acid levels. For
this reason, he tests his patients every 3-4 months.
Kowalski's views about other vitamins reveal considerable ignorance of the scientific literature. In the 1987 edition, he claimed that "no harmful effects have ever been
shown in terms of supplementation short of massive
amounts." The revised edition lacks this error but still mentions that Kowalski takes a B-complex supplement which I
believe contains enough vitamin B6 to cause toxicity in some
users.
Kowalski does do well in his chapters explaining the
significance of the various blood lipids, the use of oat bran to
help lower cholesterol levels, and how high-dose niacin probably diminishes cholesterol production by the liver. He also
provides a sensible diet plan and a chapter on tempting recipes. His dietary program may be helpful, but should not be
expected to produce a 40% drop in cholesterol level, as the
book's jacket promises. Without niacin, only a 15--20% reduction is likely.
Responsible physicians believe that the prevention
and treatment of heart disease should be approached in a
comprehensive manner and that self-treatment with niacin is
not sensible. A drug should not be considered unless dietary
modification is unable to lower the cholesterol level sufficiently. If a drug is appropriate, the choice ·of the drug
should depend on various factors. I believe the analysis is
sufficiently complicated that professional help is advisable. I
think it would be difficult to write a book that is sufficiently
comprehensive for laypersons to design their own cholesterol-reduction program.
In October 1988, 74-year-old Maurice Fishman, of
Beachwood, Ohio, filed a class-action suit charging that
Kowalski and Harper & Row had "failed to adequately
warn . . . of the serious injuries, disabilities and harmful side
effects that would result from adherence to the program described in the book." The suit also charged that the program
"was not safe, was not without drugs, was not a 'cure' and
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states children should not be given large amounts of vita- .._.
mins, and thus discourages niacin supplementation, a major ,_
recommendation in The 8-Week CholesterolCure. But the
book still contains serious inconsistencies and inaccuracies.
For example, while stressing the importance of a balanced
diet, Kowalski says he sees no reason not to use vitamin
supplementsthroughout life.
Kowalskiclaims that a diet of 20% fat is optimal for
all children over the age of two. Yet when he discusses the
recommendationsof the American Heart Association(AHA),
REFERENCES
the
American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), and the U.S.
1. AMA CoWlcilon Scientific Affairs: Dietary and pharmacologic
Dietary Guidelines for Americans, he offers little evidence
therapy for the lipidrisk factors. JAMA250:1873-1879, 1983.
2. HoagJM,et al: An approachto the managementof hyperlipopro- that this diet is appropriate for children. He also betrays an
apparent lack of understanding of basic nutrition by stating
teinemias.JAMA255:521-525, 1986.
3. Cohen L: Successful treatment of hypercholesterolemiawith a
incorrectlythat "the RDA for each vitamin refers to the mincombinationof Probucol and niacin. Journal of Family Practice
imumamount needed."
26:45--150,1988.
When describing the cholesterol-loweringability of
4. The CoronaryDrug Project Research Group: Clofibrateand niacin soluble fiber, Kowalski fails to inform readers that the proin coronaryheart disease. JAMA231:360-361, 1975.
posed mechanisms are just that-proposed and theoretical.
5. Berge KG, et al: Hypercholesterolemiaand nicotinic acid: A
His program for children is based on his experience with his
long-termstudy. AmericanJournalof Medicine31:24-36, 1961.
son rather than controlled scientificstudies. His dietary rec6. PardueWO:Severe liver dysfunctionduringnicotinicacidtherapy.
ommendationsare more restrictive than those of the AHA,
JAMA175:137-138, 1961.
7. Rivin AU: Jaundice occurring during nicotinic acid therapy for
which suggests 30% of calories as fat, and the AAP, which
hypercholesterolemia.JAMA170:2088--2089,1959.
suggests 30-40% fat. Also, studies on oat bran have not
been conducted with children.
Although many of the ideas presented in Cholesterol
Dr. Marshall,a retired biochemist,is author of Vitamins& Minerals:Helpor
and Children can help families attempting to change their
Hann?,whichwonthe AmericanMedicalWriters Association'sawardfor best
eating habits, I don't recommend this book as a tool in the
bookof 1983for the general public.
battle against cholesterol. I believe that the author has acted .,..
prematurely by making dietary recommendations without
Name: Cholesterol and Children (1988)
solid
scientificevidence that they are safe and effective for
Author:Robert E. Kowalski
children.
Publisher:Harper & Row, New York
Price:$16.95
Reviewedby: Lisa Teresi Harris, R.D.
Ms. Harris is editor and publisher of Cun-ent Diet Review, a bimonthly

was extremely dangerous." According to an article in The
WashingtonPost, Fishman was hospitalized for 10 days for
hepatitis after following the advice in the 1987 edition.
Through its attorney, Harper and Row told the article's author that Fishman's suit is "without merit." It will be interesting to see whether the courts conclude that authors and
publishers of health infonnation can be held responsible for
the qualityof their advice.

newsletter that evaluates nutritionbooks and other publications.

In this sequel to The 8-Week CholesterolCure, medical writer Robert Kowalski gives us the program that decreased his 7-year-old son's elevated cholesterol level from
181 to 141 and enabled his chubby daughter to "thin down
considerably."
The book outlines the author's blueprint for ''A Parent's Guide to Giving Children a Future Free of Heart Disease.'' Included in the work is a well-documentedreview of
the relationshipbetween elevated cholesterol levels in childhood and the development of heart disease later in life.
Kowalskialso describes the controversy surroundingcholesterol testing and treatment of children. Exercise, polyunsaturated versus monounsaturated fats, vegetarianism and
omega-3fatty acids are also discussed.
'
The foun~ation of Kowalski's program is a low-fat,
low-cholesteroldiet, supplemented with 50 grams/day of oat
bran. He recommends that children with elevated cholesterol
levels have fat limited to 20-25% of calories and consume no
more than 200 mg/day of cholesterol in their diet. He
stresses gradual changes in eating habits and frankness with
c~dre~ regar~~ a heart-healthy diet. Tips on shopping
with kids, modifyingfavorite recipes, selecting fast foods,
~d hanill½1g
special oc~sio~s such as parties are also provtded. This type of adVIce1s the book's forte and will be
welcomedby many parents.
. T? the auth?r's credit, he recommends no dietary
modificationsfor children under the age of two. Kowalski

Q. What is BST?

A. BST (bovine somatotropin) is a growth honnone
producednaturallyin the anterior pituitaryglandof cattle.
Research has shown that cows bred for increased milk
~roductionhave.higher BST blood levels and that injections of BST stunulate milk production in dairy cattle.
(The average dairy cow produces 14,000poundsof milka
year. BST use can add another 1,500 pounds, enoughfor
about 700 quarts of milk.)Using recombinantDNA technology, scientists have been able to produce BST at a
~rice low en~ugh for commercialuse. With BST injections, more milkcan be producedwith less feed and fewer
cows. The cow's appetite increases, but the extra feed
consun1edis converted to milk rather than body fat. Field
studies with BST-injected cows have shown milk increases of 10-15% on only6-10% more of feed. Because
BST is produced naturally by lactating cows, small
amounts are found in the milk of untreated cows. BST
treau:nent does not increase these levels. Regard.less,
BST 1sa protein that is digested like any other protein in
milk and is not biologicallyactive when ingested by
humans.
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DISEASE
PARTV: DIETARY
MODIFICATION
Mark A. Kantor, Ph.D.
In previous issues, we have discussed the risk factors
for coronaryheart disease (CHD), the structure and function
of lipoproteins,and how dietary fats, cholesterol, and fiber
affectbloodcholesterollevels. This article describes the goals
and guidelinesof the NationalCholesterol EducationProgram
(NCEP)and how dietary modificationcan be accomplished.
The NCEP was initiated in November 1985 by the
NationalHeart, Lung, and Blood Institute. It is a cooperative
effortinvolvingmore than 30 health organizationsand government agencies and is modeled after the highly successful
NationalHighBloodPressure EducationProgram that began in
1972. Its goal is "to reduce the prevalence of elevated blood
cholesterol in the United States, and thereby contribute to
reducingcoronaryheart disease morbidityand mortality."
The NCEP is focusingon publiceducation. It urges all
adultAmericansto have a bloodtest for cholesterol, to "know
their cholesterolnwnber," and to try to lower it if it is too high.
To guide medicaland nutrition professionals, the NCEP has
developed flow charts for assessing cholesterol levels and
recommendingfollow-upaction.
Cholesterol Classification

First, an initial screening to determine an individual's
total blood cholesterol level is performed by analyzing a
nonfastingbloodsample. A total cholesterolbelow 200 mg/diis
considered"desirable" (Table 1). About half of the adults in
Americafall into this category. These individualsshould be
givengeneral infonnationabout how diet, exercise, and smoking relate to heart disease risk, and be rechecked within 5
years.
A cholesterolbetween 200 and 239 mg/diis considered
"borderline-high."About 25% of American adults fall within
this range. Those who have fewer than two other risk factors
for coronaryheart disease or definiteindicationof CHDsuch as
anginaor a previous heart attack shoulq start NCEP's StepOne Diet, which limits total fat to 30% of calories and
cholesterolto 300 mg/day(Table 2). The risk factors are male
gender, familyhistory of premature CHD, cigarette smoking,

high blood pressure, HDL-cholesterol less than 35 mg/di,
diabetes, peripheral artery disease, and obesity (30% excess
weight).
Those in the 200-239 range who have at least two risk
factors or are known to have CHD should have a lipoprotein
analysisto determine their HDL, LDL, and triglyceridelevels.
This test is performed on a blood sample obtained after an
overnightfast of 12-14 hours. (The LDL level is not measured
directly but is calculated by subtracting HDL plus one-fifthof
the triglyceride level from total cholesterol. The reason for
fasting is that triglycerides are influenced by eating.) A
lipoproteinprofile should also be obtained for those whose
screening test result is considered "high"-240 mg/dl or
greater. About 25% of adult Americans fall within this range.
Because cholesterol values can vary from day to day in a given
individual(and laboratory results can also vary), those in the
borderline-highor high range should be retested within 1--8
weeks, and the average value used. However, if the two tests
are more than 30 mg/di apart, a third test should be obtained
and the average of the three tests used.

TABLE 1: NCEP CLASSIFICATION OF
SERUM CHOLESTEROL LEVELS (MG/DL)*
Total Cholesterol
Under 200
200-239
240 or more

Desirable
Borderline-High
High

LDL-Cholesterol
Under 130
130-159
160 or more

Desirable
Borderline-High- Risk
High-Risk

•Many scientific publications follow the Systeme International,
which expresses cholesterol values in millimoles per liter
(mmol/1). To convert mg/dl to mmol/1, multiply by .02586 and
round off to the nearest 0.05. Thus, 200 mg/di would be 5.15
mmol/1, and 130 mg/di would be 3.35 mmol/1.
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The classificationfor LDL is similar to that for total
cholesterol:below 130 mg is considered "desirable," 130-159
is considered "borderline-high-risk,"and 160 or more is
considered''high-risk"(Table 1). Treatment recommendations
are based primarilyon LDL levels. Individualsin the desirable
range shouldbe given general informationabout reducingCHD
risk and be retested within5 years. If the LDL level is 130 or
above, the patient usuallyis advised to begin a Step-One Diet.
However, if the LDL is extremely high (greater than 225
mg/di)or the patient has definite CHD, a stricter diet or drug
therapymay be initiated.
The HDLlevelalso is helpfulin assessing an individual's
risk for heart disease. The lower the HDL, the greater the
risk. Manypeople can raise their HDL level by losingweight,
quittingsmoking,and increasingtheir physicalactivity. Unfortunately, the NCEP has not emphasized regular aerobic
exercise as an adjunct to diet in improving the lipoprotein
profile. Besides helping to lower serum triglycerides and
raising HDL levels, exercise can help people lose weight,
which,in turn, can help to decrease total cholesteroland LDL
levels. For obtaining the maximum benefit, most experts
recommendbuildingup to three to four times a week for 30-45
minutesat a pace vigorousenough to produce a trainingeffect
on the heart. However, any amount of physical activity-includingmoderate walkingand gardening-may be beneficial.
Individualswho have been sedentary or who have CHOshould
consulta physicianbefore starting an aerobicexercise program.
The NCEP considersdietary treatment the cornerstone
of therapy to reduce elevated cholesterol levels. If a Step-One
Diet does not succeed in lowering the LDL level below 130
mg/di,the more rigorousStep-Two Diet containingfewer than
7% of calories from saturated fat and under 200 mg/day of
cholesterolshouldbe used. If alldietary attempts failto correct
elevated LDLlevels withinabout 6 months, then drug therapy
shouldbe consideredin additionto diet.
The primary goal of dietary therapy is to maintainan
LDLlevelbelow 130mg/di. The underlyingassumptionis that
this will help prevent heart attacks by inhibitingthe growth and
development of atherosclerotic plaque and may reduce the
amountof plaquealready present. Whilescientists have never
proventhat loweringserum cholesterolthrough diet willshrink
plaquedeposits, this has been demonstrated with the help of
drugs. In the Cholesterol-LoweringAtherosclerosis Study
(CLAS), a 22%-fat diet plus niacin and colestipol (a bile
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acid-bindingresin) were used by 80 middle-agedmen who had
undergone coronary bypass surgery [JAMA257:3233-3240,
1987]. During a 2-year period, their average LDL level •
droppedfrom 171 to 97, and arteriography demonstrated that ~
most had held their ground and some had undergone improvement in their coronary arteries. If diet alone can improvelipid
levels sufficiently,plaqueregression may welloccur.
The cholesterol level of the average Americanadult is
between 210 and 220 mg/di. Using NCEP criteria and lipid
levels from the 1976-1980 National Health and Nutrition
ExaminationSurvey (NHANESII). government experts have
estimated that about 60 millionAmericans aged 20 years and
older are candidatesfor medicaladviceand interventionUAMA
262:45-52, 1989]. The cost of such intervention would be
manybillionsof dollars.
The NCEP recommendations are based mainly on
studies of middle-agedmen. Comparabledata are not available
for women (who are less likely to develop CHD). Although
majorstudies have shown that the incidenceof heart attacks is
decreased by improvingbloodcholesterollevels, no increasein
longevityhas ever been demonstrated. However, supporters
of the NCEP protocols suggest that an overall benefit from
loweringbloodcholesterol levels will be demonstrated eventuallyand that there appears little risk in makingthe suggested
dietary modifications.Many experts have advised caution in
applyingNCEP's guidelinestoo aggressivelyto elderlyindividuals until more data can demonstrate that the benefits of
followingthe guidelinesoutweighthe risks, costs, and inconvenienceinvolved.In fact, the U.S. Officeof TechnologyAssessment has recommendedthat Medicare not pay for cholesterol ,...
screening DAMA262:464, 1989]. Expert panels in Canada,
England, and some European countries are not advocating ...
mass screeningfor cholesterol, but suggest treating individuals
on a case-by-case basis. Their guidelinesare more conservative, with higheraction ranges than those of the NCEP.
General Dietary Guidelines

To assist consumers trying to lower their bloodcholesterol, the NCEP suggests five general guidelines:
• Eat less high-fatfood, especiallyfoods high in saturated fat.
• Replace part of the saturated fat in the diet with

TABLE 2: DIETARY THERAPY OF HIGH BLOOD CHOLESTEROL
Step-Two Diet

Nutrient

Step-One Diet

Total fat
Saturated fatty acids
Polyunsaturated fatty acids
Monounsaturated fatty acids
Carbohydrates
Protein
Cholesterol
Total calories

Less than 30% of calories
Less than 30% of calories
Less than 10% of calories
Less than 7% of calories
Up to 10% of calories
Up to 10% of calories
10-15% of calories
10-15% of calories
50-60% of calories
50-60% of calories
10-20% of calories
10-20% of calories
Less than 300 mg/day
Less than 200 mg/day
To achieve and maintain desirable weight
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TABLE 3: DIETARY MODIFICATION GUIDEBOOKS

-~

Title

Author(s)

Method

Food Analyses

Controlling Cholesterol

Kenneth H. Cooper, M.D.,
Ph.D.

Uses food exchange
system to modify sample
weekly diet plans

Calories, fat and
cholesterol listed for
over 500 food items,
with fat composition
specified for many

Yes

Yes

Count Out Cholesterol

Art Ulene, M.D.

Provides system for
counting levels of
saturated fat and
dietary fiber to reach
goals based on weight or
activity level.
Cholesterol is tabulated
separately.

Ratings assigned for
saturated fat, fiber and
cholesterol for about
300 foods

No

No

Eater's Choice

Ron Goor, Ph.D.
Nancy Goor

Dietary planning based
mainly on limiting the
number of saturated fat
calories.

Calories and saturated
fat listed for about
1,500 food items

Yes

Yes

Good Fat, Bad Fat

Glen C. Griffin, M.D.
William P. Castelli, M.D.

Dietary planning based
on limiting the number
of grams of saturated fat

Saturated fat and
cholesterol listed for
about 270 foods

Yes

No

The New American Diet

William E. Connor, M.D.
Sonja L. Conner, M.S., R.D.

Food selection based on
''cholesterol-saturated
fat index (CSI)," the
authors' estimate of the
foods' overall effect on
blood cholesterol levels
Primarily a cookbook

Lists calories and CSI
for over 100 foods

Yes

Yes

Calories, total and
saturated fat,
cholesterol and sodium
listed for over 500 foods

Yes

Yes

,.....

~
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The American Heart
Association Low-Fat,
Low-Cholesterol
Cookbook

Scott Grundy, M.D., Ph.D.

unsaturatedfat. There is no biologicalneed for dietarysaturated
fat, but it is practicallyimpossibleto avoideating some of it.
• Eat less high-cholesterolfood.
• Choose foods high in complexcarbohydrates (starch
and fiber), such as fruits, vegetables, whole grain cereals,
beans,and legumes.
• Reduceweight if overweight.
At the First NationalCholesterol Conference, held in
Arlington,Virginia,in November 1988, nutritionprofessionals
agreed that the first practicalstep toward dietary changeis to
become more aware of one's diet, especially the amount of
foodeaten and the brands usuallypurchased. Toward this end,
consumers should get into the habit of checking labels to
detennine the amountof cholesterol and the amount and type
of fat. They alsoneed to become cognizantof the "hidden"fats
foundin processedfoods, such as cookies, crackers, and snack
cakes,and the kindsof fats and oils used in their own cooking.
The next step is to make substitutions. For example,
use leaner cuts of beef (select or choice rather than prime),
and increase the consumptionof fish, poultry, fresh fruits and
vegetables,beans, and legumes. Make foods high in complex
carbohydrates-such as whole grains, beans, and vegetables
-the maindish, with smallamounts of red meats and cheeses
becomingthe side dishes. Prepare more often mixed dishes
such as stews, casseroles, and pasta and rice meals that

Recipe
Analysis

Sample
Menus

combine small amounts of meat with other foods, such as
grainsor vegetables.
Finally. consumers should evaluate their progress by
havingtheir blood cholesterol tested. Strive for a gradualbut
steady reduction in the total cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol
levels.
Lowering Saturated Fat and Cholesterol

Because the major sources of saturated fat in the
American diet traditionallyhave come from beef and dairy
products, dietary advice aimed at lowering blood cholesterol
often focuses on cutting back on hamburgers and fatty meats,
wholemilk, and cheeses-and getting into a habit of preparing
foodswithless fat. The followingsuggestionscan help consumers choose and prepare foods lower in saturated fat and
cholesterol.
• Trim all visiblefat from beef and poultry, and remove
the skin from poultry.
• Bake, broil, or roast meat dishes instead of deep-fat
frying them. To prevent drying and add flavor, baste with
wine, lemonjuice, or low-fatbroths.
• Try experimentingwith herbs and spices, such as dill,
tarragon, cilantro,and basil.
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• Avoidfatty gravies and sauces.

• If pan-or stir-frying,use small amounts of vegetable

oils such as canolaor saffloweroil; also increase your use of
oliveoil.
• One important change consumers should make is
using margarinerather than butter. Many low-caloriemargarines, in whichwater is substitutedfor some of the oil, are now
available. Most butter-margarine combinations still contain
80%fat and shouldbe limited.
• To cut downon wholemilkproducts, switchto 2% or
1% milk, and perhaps eventually to skim milk. Many people
find it easy to get accustomed to low-fat milk, and find that
whenthey do so, wholemilktastes too rich. Use the low-fator
skim-milkversions of ricotta, cottage, and mozzarellacheese.
Low-fatfanner or pot cheeses also are available.All these
cheeses should contain no more than 2--6 grams of fat per
ounce. For desserts, substitute ice milk, frozen yogurt (especiallythe nonfat variety), sherbet, or sorbet for ice cream. If
you do eat ice cream, choose regular rather than super
premiumtypes.
• Wherecholesteroland fat content are not specifiedon
the label, it may still be possible to tell whether a product
containssaturated fat or cholesterolby checkingthe ingredient
list. Consumptionshouldbe limitedof foods that containpalm,
palm kernel, and coconut oils; lard; butter; shortening; eggyolk solids; and whole-milksolids. Also, cut down on baked
goods made from these ingredients or that are fried, such as
doughnuts.
• Use yogurtinsteadof sour cream in dipsand toppings.
• Use only the egg whites or discard every other yolk
in recipes requiringeggs (2 whites = 1 wholeegg in recipes).
Or, try commercialcholesterol-freeegg substitutes.
• Reduce the amount of fat in recipes by a third to a
half,and use chieflypoly-and monounsaturatedoils.
• In coffee, use low-fat or skim milk instead of nondairy creamers containingsaturated fats. Skim milk powder
alsois acceptable.
• Make your own popcorn for a low-caloriesnack, but
be sure to omit the melted butter. Beware of high-fatmicrowavepopcornproducts.
• Avoid nuts that are high in saturated fats, such as
coconutsand macadamianuts.
• Incorporate oat fiber into your diet, for example, in
oat bran muffinsor in casseroles. And to increase your total
fiber intake, look for the words ''whole wheat" or "whole
grain" near the top of the ingredient list when buyingbreads
and cereals.
• Use fresh fruit for dessert instead of fruit packed in
syrups or high-fatdesserts.
• Choose low-fat luncheon meats such as pressed
turkeyinsteadof salamiand bologna.Alsoeat few frankfurters,
other sausages, and bacon. When eating turkey, remember
that lightmeat has less fat than dark meat.
• Shrimp, lobster, and other shellfish may be eaten
occasionallybecause they are lower in cholesterol than previouslythought. and do not containtoo much saturated fat.
• Buy or make salad dressings with predominantly
unsaturatedoils. Oliveoilis an especiallygood choice.
• Limit your use of organ meats that are very high in
cholesterol,such as liver, kidneys, brain, and sweetbreads.
• Prepare soups and stews containingmeat the day
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before eatingthem. After refrigerating,skim offthe congealed
fat on the surfaceprior to reheating.
•
• Substituterice and pasta for egg noodles.
• Steer clear of most store-boughtbaked products such
as pies, cakes, croissants, pastries, and muffins,and try to find
low-fatcookiesand crackers. Better yet, eat homemadebaked
goods prepared with smallamounts of unsaturated oils. Angel
cake is a goodchoicebecause it is low in fat and cholesterol.
A key concept in successfullyswitching to a "hearthealthy"diet is to make the changes graduallyto avoidfeeling
deprived. For example, instead of havingbacon and eggs for
breakfastevery day, save that mealfor weekends. Eventually,
have it only once a month or on special occasions. For most
people,enjoyinga rich dessert or a prime rib once in a whileis
not goingto significantlyaffecttheir cholesterollevelas longas
the overall cholesterol-loweringdiet is followedmost of the
time. It is better to splurgeonce in a whilethan to cheat a little
bit each day.
Many cookbookscan help make switchingto a cholesterol-loweringdiet simple and fun. Consumers should not
consider such a diet to be a hardship. Indeed, with a little
practice and experience, it is not difficultto prepare tasty
meals that are low in fat, cholesterol, and calories, and highin
fiber.
In any case, a diet to lower cholesterol shouldnot be
regarded as a temporary eating plan. To be effective, it must
become a lifetime commitment that also is accompaniedby
regularaerobicexercise.
By followingthe above tips, consumers will automaticallyreduce the fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol content of ..
their diet, and should come close to the levels recommended
by the NCEP Step-One Diet. But the only way to determine
how muchfat and cholesterolis actuallyconsumedis to add up
the amounts contained in the daily diet. While milligramsof
cholesterolcan be added directly, the percentage of fat must
be calculatedusing informationon product labels or from food
compositiontables. The percentage of caloriesfromfat equals:
grams of fat consumed during the day X 9
total calories eaten

X 100
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Precise self-determinationof fat and cholesterolintake
can be difficultbecause many foods do not carry complete
nutritionlabelsand determiningthe fat and cholesterolcontent
of many restaurant items is difficultor impossible(although
manyfastfoodoutletspublishinformationabouttheir products).
Severalpopularbooks contain food compositiontables to help
consumersplantheir diet (Table 3).
Computer programs are also availablefor determining
fatandcholesterolintake. The ones containinglarge databases,
includingnutritionalanalyses of brand-nameproducts and fast
food items, generallyprovide the most accurate information.
Computer programs are accessible to consumers at certain
clinicsand through nutrition professionalsin private practice.
Someare also marketed directly to the public.
Despite these self-helpaids, most consumers wishing
to designa diet that is significantlylow in fat wouldbe wise to
seek professionaladvice from a registered dietitian or other
professionalnutritionist.
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Meanwhile,the AmericanHeart Associationis gearing
up to affix a "heart-healthy" logo on certain packaged and
processed foodsthat are low in fat and cholesterol,as wellas in
saturated fat and sodium. Critics of this HeartGuideProgram
say it is simplisticto classify individualfoods as good or bad
when the amount of food eaten and the overallcompositionof
the diet are what really counts. But the Associationplans to
launcha massive nationalawareness campaignto address this
concernand alert consumers and professionalsto the program.
In addition,it will set up a nationaltelephone hotlineto answer
questionsfrom consumers and journalists.
Experts are predictingthat, as more Americansimprove
their diet, exercise appropriately,and stop smoking,the death
rate from heart disease will continue to decline, perhaps
plummetingsharplyby the end of this century. For individuals
who, because of genetic reasons, cannot be helped through
diet and exercise alone, new and improved medications to
lower cholesterolundoubtedlywill become available.

On the Horizon

In response to public outcry, several bills have been
introducedin Congress to increase the amount of information
on foodlabels, and the FDA is reviewingproposals to modify
them.

Dr. Kantor is an assistant professor and food and nutrition specialist with the
Universityof Maryland'sCooperative Extension Service, and a regionalcommunicatorfor the Institute of Food Technologists. His postdoctoral research
was in cholesteroland lipoproteinmetabolism.

BRIEFS
"Baldness remedies" banned. On July 7th, the FDA announcedthat it will ban the sale of any nonprescriptionproduct claimedto grow hair or prevent baldness. This regulation, scheduledto take effect in January 1990, resulted from
recommendationsby a panel of experts who evaluated numerous ingredients, includinglanolin, olive oil, wheat genn
oil, and vitamins. In announcing the proposed ban, the
agency noted that nothing done to a hair shaft once it
emerges from the surface of the scalp will influence hair
growth. The prescription drug Rogaine (minoxidil)is the
only FDA-approvedproduct for stimulating hair growth on
the crown of the head in individualswith male pattern baldness, which is an inherited trait. Because hair loss can also
result from crash dieting, iron deficiency,and various other
underlyingmedical causes, the agency recommends that
anyoneexperiencinga sudden, unexplainedhair loss consult
a doctor promptly.
Tropical oils to be used less. Accordingto a report in
the Tufts Diet and Nutrition Letter, 13 major food manufacturers have announced that they are reformulatingmany of
their products without coconut, palm, or palm kernel oil.
These oils generallycost less than other oils and help products stay fresh longer. However, their use has been heavily
criticizedbecause they are high in saturated fat. The 13
firms are Borden, General Foods, General Mills, Heinz
U.S.A., Keebler, Kellogg, Nabisco, Pepperidge Farm, Pillsbury, Procter & Gamble, Quaker Oats, Ralston Purina, and
Sunshine Biscuit. Much of the criticism came from Phil
Sokolof,a Nebraska businessman who spent $2 millionon

ads headlined"The Poisoningof America!" Sokolof,who had
had a heart attack and became concerned about his high cholesterol level, was enraged that companies were passing off
products as "cholesterol-free" although they containedtropical oils. Editor's note: Although tropical oils represent a
relatively small part of the saturated fat consumed in this
country, their widespread use in foods did pose a serious
problemfor people wishingto achieve very low saturated fat
intakes.
Cholesterol screening device. The FDA has approved
use of the Clinicard, a device for rapidly estimating serum
cholesterol levels. The device is manufactured by ChemElec, Inc., of North Webster, Indiana. It uses a drop of
bloodon a chemicallytreated card, with estimated levels indicated by the amount of color change. It does not give exact results but indicates whether the sample tested falls below 200 mg/di, is between 200 and 300 mg/di, or is over 300
mg/dl. The Clinicardis intended for screening by physicians
to identifypeople with elevated levels who might need treatment. People with elevated readings should receive further
cholesterol evaluation with conventional laboratory tests.
The device is not accurate enough to diagnose an elevated
cholesterol condition or to monitor the progress of cholesterol-loweringdrug therapy.
Quaker buys Pritikin. Pritikin Systems, Inc., which owns
all Pritikinenterprises except for the Pritikin LongevityCenters in Santa Monica, Miami Beach, and Downingtown(PA),
is now a wholly owned subsidiary of the Quaker Oats
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Company.The Longevity Centers ~I.I _continueto operate
independentlyunder license.from P~t~ Systems. Quaker
plans to continue the marketmg.~f.Pntikin food products and
to open new lifestylechange facilities.
Fear of obesity. Researchers who evaluated _326 high
schoolgirls have reported that 36% were und~rwe1ght,47°';'
had nomial weight, and 17% were overweight for their
height [Pediatrics83:393-397, 1989]. A ~ority of the ~ls
in all three categories said they were terrified about bemg
overweight, and 72% reported that they had attempted to
diet. Dietingat the time of the survey was reported by 20%
of those who were underweight, 32% of those with normal
weight, and 54% of those classifiedas overweight. The _researchers hypothesizethat "fear of obesity and inapp~opnate
eating behaviors are pervasive among adolescent grrls regardless of body weight or nutrition knowledge.'' Reprints
can be obtained from Fima Lifshitz, M.D., Department of
Pediatrics,North Shore UniversityHospital, Manhasset, NY
11030.
Chiropractic nutrition practices. Researchers from San
Jose State University's Department of Nutrition and Food
Sciencehave publishedthe results of a surve~ mailed_
to 43~
members of the San Francisco Bay Area ChiropracticSociety 0ournal of the American Dietetic Association 89:
939-943, 1989]. Usable responses to the five-pagequestionnaire were returned by 100 practicing chiropractors. Of
these, 60 indicatedthat they routinely provide nutrition informationto their patients and 38 said they provide it on request. Sixty claimed that they treat patients for nutritional
deficiencies.Nineteen said they use hair analysis, and nine
indicatedthat they use "applied kinesiology"for nutritional
assessment. (Neither test is valid for this purpose.) Noting
that chiropractorstreat many patients and have a high level
of interest in nutrition, the article recommendsthat dietitians
provide nutrition information through chiropractic journals
and seminars. Editor'snote:It would have been interesting
to know more about the qualityof the chiropractors' advice.
I suspect that the majority who routinely advise patients
about nutrition also prescribe and sell megavitamins and
other supplementconcoctions.Althoughsome chiropractors
can absorb valid informationfrom dietitians, I suspect that
the majorityare too delusionalto do so.
Another sales device. Delicious!,issued eight times a
year by the publisherof the trade publicationNaturalFoods
Merchandiser,
is a magazine given to customers by health
food stores and sold by subscription. It began publicationin
1985 with the intention of helpingreaders to "integrate the
full spectrum of qualityproducts sold in natural foods stores
. . . into your life. Many of its articles make unprovenclaims
for foods, vitamins, and other dietary supplements. In this
way, claims that cannot legally be made on product labels
are made in the text of the magazine, where they are protected by freedom of the press. In most issues, supplement
productads are placednext to articles boostingtheir ingredients. These characteristicsare typicalof health food publications, but Delicious!goes a step further. Since 1987, it has
containeda "ShoppingGuide" that lists products containing
substances mentioned in the articles and manufacturers(includingadvertisers in the magazine)who market them.
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Oxygen for athletes criticized. A double-blindstudy of
12 members of a professionalsoccer team found that they
did not recover from exhaustive exercise significantlyfaster
or subsequentlyperform better after ~reathing 100%oxygen
than they did after breathing room air DAMA262:227-229,
1989]. In addition, the athletes could not tell whether they
had been breathingoxygen or air. ~he authors conclude_t~t
althoughsupplementaloxygen is widely used by compet1t1ve
athletes, any benefit is most likely due to a placebo effect.
This is not surprisingbecause arterial blood becomes ahno~t
saturated with oxygen extracted from normal atmosphenc
air so there is no reason to believe that breathing oxygenenrichedair will cause significantlymore oxygen to be delivered to body tissues.
Kowalski update. A 1989 revision of Robert Kowalski's

8-WeekCholesterol
Cure was released in August. The book
containsnew chapters about: 1) the specialneeds of women,
children,and the elderly; 2) the accuracyof cholesteroltesting; 3) prescription drugs for lowering cholesterol; and 4)
evidence that atherosclerosis may be reversible. The book
also contains warnings that niacin is best taken under medical supervision and that liver function tests should be obtained periodically.Charles Marshall, Ph.D., who reviewed
the 1987 and 1988 versions for Nutrition Forum [NF
6:31-32), considers the new edition improved, but notes
that several errors which he pointed out remain in the 1989
edition.
Meat inspections will continue. The U.S. Department
of Agriculturehas responded to nearly 1,800 comments and
withdrawnits proposal to reduce the federal inspectionat
meat and poultry processing plants.
"Fat Blocker" blocked. A federal court judge has issued a
temporary restraining order against David Erickson (d/b/a
Princeton Labs, Las Vegast barring sales of alleged diet
pills under the names Maxilite and Fat Blocker. The company had placed full-pageads in newspapers across the nation claimingthat the pills could "flush calories right out of
the body."
.--------QUESTION

BOX ____

--.

Q. RecentlyI saw the term "non-tropicalcanolaoil"on a
foodproductlabel.What does this mean?
A. Canolais a specialfonn of rapeseed that originatedin
Canadain the late 1970s. Rapeseed oil is usuallyhighin
glucosinolatesand erucicacid(a fatty acid).both of which
have nutritionand health disadvantages.Agriculturalresearchhas succeededin breedinglow-glucosinolate,
lowerucic-acidrapeseed (LEAR),from which the oil is extracted. Now called"canola''(short for "Canadianoil"),it
is an excellentvegetableoilthat is lowin saturated fat and
is being used increasinglyby the food industry. Since
Canadais not a tropicalcountry, it is technicallycorrect to
say that canolaoil is "nontropical."But this is obviously
intendedto capitalizeon the fact that the tropicalvegetable oils (coconut,palm, and palmkernel oils), whichare
highin saturated fat, are under attack as "killerfats."
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GARBAGE
IN OURFOOD?
ManfredKroger, Ph.D.
On August 2, 1989, the Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigationsof the U.S. House of Representatives'
Committeeon PublicWorks and Transportationheld a hearing
on the practice of haulingmunicipalsolid waste in trucks that
regularly carry meat, poultry, produce, and other food and
consumer products. The Subcommittee's investigation suggests that this practice--called "backhauling''-is most common in the Northeast and Midwest, where trucks used to
transport food from the Midwest are loaded at East Coast
transfer stations with baled trash for landfillsin Pennsylvania,
Ohio,Kentucky,and West Virginia.The GovernmentAccountingOfficeis also lookinginto this matter.
Nocurrent federallawor regulationspecificallyprohibits
backhauling.The FDA probablycould stop it by declaringthat
anyfoodshippedin trucks used to haultrash is adulterated, but
the agency may not have sufficient resources to detect
violators.In June, Rep. Christopher Smith (R-NJ)introduced
the Food ContaminationPrevention Act, which wouldrequire
the Department of Transportation to issue regulations to
prohibitvehiclesthat haul solidor hazardouswaste from being
used to transport food. (Violatorswouldbe subject to criminal
penaltiesof up to $250,000and 5 years in jail.) Meanwhile,the
situation worries scientists and others concerned with the
safetyof our foodsupply.
Backhaulingof garbage in food trucks presents a
dilemmatypical of densely populated areas in industrialized
societies.People produce garbage, and garbage must be dealt
with.One reason for the relative success of humansis that our
ancestors recognized that waste products pose dangers to
human health. We can ill afford to bring back the crude
practicesof previous ages when food-borne diseases were a
majorcause of debilitationand death.
Garbage hauling is reputed to be considerably more
profitablethan food hauling and can boost the income of
truckers who might otherwise have to travel with an empty
rig. But food scientists see the loadingof dangerous wastes
onto foodtrucks as a grave threat to the basic missionof our
foodsystem to produce the best possiblequalityand consumer
satisfaction. Testimony at the hearing indicated that the
CampbellSoup Companyhas sought assurance from trucking
finnsthat their products wouldnot be hauledin trucks that had
carriedgarbage.
As far as I know, no scientificstudy has been done to
explorewhether backhaulingcan be done safely. But there are
cogentargumentsagainstit.
Unless extreme care is exercised to remove every
trace of a previousshipment of garbage, unwanted matter will
be transferred. Even withoutvisibleadulteration,tiny amounts

of contaminants can compromise food quality. For example,
odors can be so persistent that spoiled silage fed to cows will
make their milk taste unpleasant, and butter will assume an
onion-liketaste if left uncovered in a refrigerator with cut
onions.
Metal trucks are easier to clean than trucks with
woodenbodies. Woodretains odors more tenaciously.Even if
a cleanupmethod were devised to make a garbage truck clean
enough for food, the first illiterate, lazy, disgruntled, or
careless worker would defeat what might look like a rational
solutionto the problem.
It is easier to rid a truck of residualchemicalsubstances
than of bacteria, viruses, molds, and yeasts. Chemicalsdon't
multiply, but microorganisms do. Even one can tum into
trillionsif conditionsare right. It is tough enough to clean and
sanitize food containers. In my opinion, it's impossible (or
wouldbe prohibitivelyexpensive) to make garbage containers
compatiblewith foods.
One finn in Arkansas sells truck-size plastic bags for
$50 apiece and suggests that these may offer a solution. This
concept is interesting and may be ripe for research, but I
suspect that the plasticcan be punctured by debris and that gas
generated by bacterialfennentation might burst the bags.
Many truckers are said to refrigerate their garbage to
keep the odor down. This raises the question of whether an air
conditionercan harbor and grow bacteria and later blow them
over a shipment of food. I don't know the answer, but I do
recall that the fatal outbreak of Legionnaires' disease in
Philadelphiain 1976was traced to bacteria distributed through
a hotel air-conditioningsystem. Also, it is knownthat buildings
can become "infected" with bacteria that lodge near the intake
ducts of air-conditioningsystems. I believe that food trucks
that back into filthy dump sites can easily pick up diseasecausingbacteria that later can spread to food during loading.
There is also the psychologicalfactor. The subject has
received minimal publicity, but for most people the idea of
backhaulingwould probably be as appealingas the thought of
eating potato salad from a presumably cleaned-up cat litter
box.
In the interest of fairness as well as science, I hope that
enoughdata emerge from this hearing and subsequent investigations for a wise legislativedecision to be made. Meanwhile,
my gut reaction, like that of most food scientists, is that food
trucks should be designated as such and not be allowed to
carry materialsinjuriousto food qualityor publichealth.
Dr. Kroger, who testified at the subcommittee hearing, is professor of food
scienceat The PennsylvaniaState University.
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BOOK
REVIEWS
Title: How Superstition Won and Science Lost: Popularizing
Science and Health in the United States (1987)

Author:John C. Burnham
Publisher:Rutgers University Press, 109 Church St., New
Brunswick, NJ 08901

Price:$35 hardcover, $16 softcover
Reviewedby: James Harvey Young, Ph.D.
John Burnham, a historian of American science and
medicine at Ohio State University and next president of the
American Association for the History of Medicine, skillfully
defends the validity of his title by tracing the decline and fall
in the quality of popularizationover the last hundred years.
In the late nineteenth century, the nation's best scientists considered it a social obligationto use reason and research to combat superstition and mysticism among the populace. During the present century, leaders in science and
medicine have retreated from this task, which has been assumed mainly by the mass media and advertising. Broad
context, rational setting, and honest candor have given way
to the sensational treatment of isolated items, often aimed at
serving special interests. These trends have ill served the
public interest. Old superstitions have lingered because of
inadequate exposure, and the most blatant kind of remystification is rampant.
The lesson in Burnham's book is that accurate and
reliable publications, such as Nutrition Forum, are rare
voices in a vast wilderness of irrationality. Those who wish
to understand how this situation has come about will profit
by turning to Burnham's richly textured and lucidly argued
account, in which health is a central focus.
Dr. Young,whois Professor of Historyat Emory University,is a socialhistorian
withspecialinterest in the developmentof foodand drug regulationinAmerica.
His books, The ToadstoolMillionairesand The MedicalMessiahs,trace the
historyof quackeryin Americaand efforts to control it.

Title:ControllingCholesterol (1988)
Author:Kenneth H. Cooper, M.D., Ph.D.
Publisher:Bantam Books, New York
Price:$23.95
Reviewedby: Lisa Teresi Harris, R.D.
Kenneth Cooper, M.D., often called the father of
aerobics, has written what might be subtitled, "The Layperson's Complete Guide to Cholesterol." This work describes
lifestyle modificationsto help decrease the risk of heart disease by controlling (not eliminating) cholesterol. Cooper
gives readers the facts in plain English, interprets them, and
attempts to personalize the information so that dieters can
make permanent changes.
ControllingCholesterolis an interesting combination
of anecdotes, scientific evidence, and recommendations.
Cooper begins his book with a description of cholesterol and
heart disease. He traces the history of cholesterol from its
first reported scientific investigation (1733) through its ex-

traction, identification,and elucidation. Next, he details cholesterol metabolism, likening the major players to characters
in a naval scene.
The significanceof LDL, HDL, total cholesterol, t_riglycerides, and their interactions is explained, and a car_d10vascular disease risk chart, based on age, sex, and vanous
blood lipid levels is provided. (This book was published before the release of the NHLBIclassificationsfor blood cholesterol; therefore, the categories are slightly different.) A
discussion of the blood cholesterol test itself addresses such
issues as how often the test should be taken, whether it
should be taken in a fasting state, and how much it costs.
Cooper's "Controlling Cholesterol Diet" is a threelevel approach to the problem. Depending on the reader's
lipid profile, a basic (300 mg cholesterol per day, 20-30%
fat), moderate (200 mg cholesterol, 15-20% fat), or strict
(100 mg cholesterol, 10-15% fat) diet is given. Complex
carbohydrates range from 50- 70% of calories. Cooper provides a 1,500-calorie, 2-week diet (with recipes) for women
and a corresponding 2, 200-calorie diet for men. An exchange
system is supplied for those who wish to develop their own
plans.
The author supports aerobic exercise as a way to improve the cholesterol balancing act, and offers detailed recommendations. Other topics include the effects of alcohol.
smoking, coffee, obesity, age, sex, stress, monounsaturated ~
fats, and oat products on cholesterol metabolism and heart
disease risk. Drug therapy, children and cholesterol, and the
reversibility of atherosclerosis are also discussed.
This book summarizes and integrates numerous scientific studies. Cooper specifies certain studies with journal
citations and provides ahnost 300 "selected references" at
the back of the book. The information is therefore accurate
and up-to-date.
Cooper has a knack for describing very technical processes in an understandable manner. Better still, he presents more than one side of an issue and attempts to explain
why studies occasionallyconclude with differing results. He
interprets the information, summarizes it, and makes a
stand, giving his recommendation for each topic in the book.
He does not jump on the bandwagon when he feels further
research is warranted (e.g., fish oils, oats).
Cooper's dietary recommendations are consistent
with those of most medical authorities. The fiber, cholesterol. and sodium levels of the provided menus are all at appropriate levels. The recipes reflect a dietary program developed by the nutrition staff at Cooper's Aerobics Center in
Dallas, Texas.
ControllingCholesterolis accurate, comprehensive,
and easy to understand (although by no means light reading).
Cooper's emphasis on preventive medicine and his interest
in permanent lifestyle changes shine clearly throughout this
book, which is well worth the price for anyone interested in
minimizingthe risk of atherosclerotic heart disease.
Ms. Hartis is editor and publisher of Current Diet Review, a bimonthly
newsletter that evaluates nutritionbooks and other publications.
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FALSE
TENETS
OFPARAHERBALISM
VarroE. Tyler, Ph.D.

.._
I

True herbalismencompasses scientifictesting, honest
reportingof the results, and safe use of effective herbs by
informedpractitioners and the public. It also includes the
productionand ethical marketing of herbal products. True
herbalism,which brings honor to the wonder-filledworld of
plants, does exist as part of the science of phannacognosy.
However,there is a darkside to herbalismwhichI callparaherbalism.
Herbalismand paraherbalismcan be compared to Dr.
Jekyllandhisevilself, Mr. Hyde. As withthese famousfictional
characters,danger is ever-present that the good of herbalism
willbe destroyedby the evils of paraherbalism.That wouldbe
tragicbecauseherbalismcan playa usefulrole in the health-care
arena.
Paraherbalism is a Pseudoscience

Pseudoscientiststypicallyfail to use rigorous experimentalmethods, lack a coherent conceptualframework,and
claimpositiveresults not corroboratedby impartialobservers.
The fact that paraherbalistsfailto develop or accept accurate
informationabout their recommended remedies and simply
reassert untested dogmaclearlyidentifiestheir fieldas pseudoscientific.These problemsare rampantinherballiterature,both
oldandnew. For example:
• Referringto burdock,the leading17th century astrologerandapothecary,NicholasCulpeper,said, "The root beaten
witha little salt, and laidon the place, suddenlyeases the pain
thereof,andhelpsthose that are bit by a maddog." In 1971inA
ModernHerbal,Maud Grieve repeated this advice without a
word of caution. In fact, there is no scientificevidence that
burdockhas any useful therapeutic activityagainst rabies-or
anyother disease.
• EdwardBach, who developedthe Bach Flower Remediesmore than 50 years ago, believedthat sun-warmeddew
absorbsvitalhealingpowers from plants. Thus, if flowersare
placedin purespringwater in a glassbowlinfullsunlight,healing
energyis transmittedto the water, whichcan be used in tiny
doses to treat patients. Bach said his remedies did not cure
diseasebut increasedthe conditionof health of the user. He
offeredno scientificexplanation,preferring to keep his reme-

dies "free from science, free from theories." Recent writers
havepostulatedthat the remediesworkthrougha "nonphysical"
energy fieldemanatingfrom the plants.
• Sincethe early 1960s, sassafras oiland safrole,which
is obtainedfromit, have been recognizedas carcinogensin rats
andmice.Their use as flavorsor foodadditivesis nowforbidden
by the FDA under the DelaneyClause of the Food, Drug, and
CosmeticAct. Nevertheless, sassafras is still consideredan
unexcelledhome remedy by paraherbalistswho never mention
its toxicity.
• In 1974, a dubiousjournalarticle concludedthat yucca
is useful in the general management of the various fonns of
arthritis. Althoughthe Arthritis Foundationreported that the
study's design was invalid,it is still cited by paraherbalistsas
evidence that yucca is effective. In 1979, for example,John
Heinennanwrote inScienceofHerbalMedicinethat "Yuccaroot
containsspecialsteroid saponinswhichhave been successfully
tested underclinicalconditionsto detennine its effectivenessin
treatingacute fonns of arthritis."
• Oneof the most commonherbs marketedinthe United
States is comfrey,whichcontainspyrrolizidinealkaloidsthat are
toxicto the liver. Paraherbalistspraise its supposedvirtues and
failto mentionthe scientificevidenceof its hannfulnature.
• No scientificevidence supports the use of alfalfafor
arthritis, spirulinafor weight loss, Monnon tea for venereal
disease, damianafor sexual stimulation,eyebright for loss of
vision, or borage for melancholy.Yet paraherbalists, either
ignoringcontrary evidenceor parrotingthe claimsof Culpeper
and others, advocatesuch use.
False Tenets

Paraherbalism is characterized by at least ten false
tenets. While not every paraherbalist embraces all of them,
enoughdo to concludethat all are characteristicof the field.
• Tenet # 1: A conspiracyby the medicalestablishment
discourages
theuseofherbs.One forcefulstatement of this tenet
is Heinennan's assertion that, "A large percentage of this
suspicionof herbs and natural healing methods is due to the
unmitigatedprejudiceand slanderous oppositionposed by the
regularmedicalcommunityat large. Quite often they are joined
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in this hannfulconspiracyby the pharmaceuticalindustry."
Others have suggested that herbalists (and other health food
industry "pioneers")are automaticallybranded as quacksand
charlatansby the "AMA-FDAcombine."
I have never met a physicianwho knew enoughabout
herbs to raise an opposing voice. Doctors who give herbal
medicineany thought at all are rare. Physicians are taught
nothingabout the subject in medical school. If they become
curiousandpurchasea popularbookon the subject,readingthat
yuccaroots are "mashedand boiledto make a tea for treating
diabetes"mightinspire them to file the volumeamongothers
devotedto superstitionand witchcraft.They mighteven throw
the bookaway,but they wouldnot stop usinginsulin,whichthey
lmowis an effectivedrug.
Inquisitivephysiciansmighteven lookup the credentials
of those whose writings on herbal remedies are most widely
distributed.ff so, they mightfindthat SybilLeek is describedin
Who'sWhoinAmericaas an astrologerandwrote severalbooks
on witchcraft,includingDiaryof a Witch.They mightalso learn
that RichardPasswater obtainedhis "Ph.D." froman unaccredited correspondenceschool not authorizedto grant degrees.
Such credentialsare not likelyto inspire scientificallytrained
physiciansto havemuchconfidencein the paraherbaladvocates.
In the pharmaceuticalindustry, another attitude prevails. Here it is recognizedthat plants have yieldedeffective
drugslikeopium,digitalis,ergot, belladonnaand rauwolfia.But
there is insufficientprofitpotentialto stimulatemuchresearch
intonewplantdrugs. Withthe cost ofdevelopinga newchemical
entity into a marketabledrug now over $100 million,pharmaceuticalmanufacturersfocuson productswhere patent protectioncanbe achievedrather than widelyused plantremediesthat
probablycannot become patentable drugs. Again,there is no
conspiracybut simplya lackof expected profit.
• Tenet#2: Herbscannotharm, onlycure. It is ancient
dogma-repeated in modem herbals-that drugs of vegetable
originare automaticallygood, but those derivedfrom minerals
or petroleumare necessarilybad. WilliamSmith, for example,
states in Wondersin Weedsthat: "It cannotbe emphasizedtoo
highlythat herbalmedicineis 'safe medicine,'a claimthat cannot
be appliedto orthodoxremedies."
This thesis denies the fact that some plantconstituents
are among the most toxic substances known. Acutelytoxic
alkaloids,rangingalphabeticallyfrom aconitineto zygadenine,
are abundant.Other constituents,suchas the peptideamatoxins
in certainfungi,can also kill. Even so, consumersare probably
less likelyto suffer from acute strychninepoisoningby eating
Nux vomicaseeds than they are to receive exposureto milder
andless obvioustoxinsthroughrepeated use of such remedies
as sassafras or comfrey. And certain diterpine esters are
cocarcinogens(tumorpromoters).
• Tenet #3: Wholeherbsare more effectivethan their
isolatedactiveconstituents.Manymodem paraherbalistsmaintain that plants are not only the safest way to administer
medicinebut also the most effective. They claimthat, apart
fromtheir activeprinciple,plantsmaycontainother substances
that enhancetheir therapeuticactionby some sort of a synergisticprocess.
Perhaps the most persistent advocateof this doctrine
has been AndrewT. Weil,M.D., who argues, ..In the case of
drug plants, the whole forms, being complexmixtures and
therefore impure, tend to be safer than their unmixedderivatives, freed from diluentsand made availablein highlyrefined
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fonn." Weil also argues that the lesser concentrationof an

active constituentpresent in plant tissue renders such a drug ,..
safer to use. Finally,he contends that the various active ....
constituentsin a plant work synergisticallyto produce a total
effect greater than the mere sum of the individualcomponent
activities.
Weil's first two points can be dismissed simply by
pointingout that dosage, which governs a drug's safety and
efficacy,is muchmore readilycontrolledwithpurifiedconstituents. Synergismoccasionallyoccurs, but forevery case wherea
desirableactionis enhanced,there are several where undesirableactionsare produced.For example,cinchonabark contains
some25 closelyrelatedalkaloids,but the onlyone recognizedas
usefulin the treatment of malariais quinine.A person whotook
powderedcinchonabark wouldalsoingestthe alkaloidquinidine,
a cardiacdepressant, and cinchotannicacid,whichwouldinduce
constipation.
An even more significantexample is comfrey, whose
leaves and underground parts are widely recommendedby
modemherbalistsas wound-healers.Whateveractivityof this
sort the plant possesses is due to its content of allantoin,an
agent that apparently promotes cell proliferation.However,
comfreyalso contains carcinogenicpyrrolizidinealkaloids,includingechimidineand symphytine.Purifiedallantoin,free from
accompanying
carcinogens,wouldobviouslybe safer to use.
• Tenet#4: ''Natural"and "organic"herbsaresuperior
to syntheticdrugs. Paraherbalistsclaimthat products made by
the metabolicprocesses of plants or animalspossess an innate
superiorityover identicalproducts synthesized in a chemical
laboratory.The falsity of this claimwas demonstrated as far ,..,.
back as 1828 when the German chemist Friedrich Wohler
synthesizedurea from inorganicmaterials. Wohler'ssynthetic
urea wasidenticalin every respect withthe urea biosynthesized
and excreted by animalsor biosynthesizedand accumulatedby
many species of higher fungi. Thus, statements like "The
pharmaceuticalindustry needs to stop fooling around with
dangeroussynthetic chemicalsand return, once again, to the
morenaturalsubstancesGodhas placeduponthis earth for our
healthand benefit"are derivedfrombaseless beliefrather than
scientificmethodology.
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The tenn "organic"is used to describe plants grown
withoutpesticidesor syntheticfertilizers.Materialsmadefrom
suchplantsare believedto be superior in some way to those
producedby conventionalagriculture.This beliefis based on a
completemisunderstandingof plant nutrition and physiology.
Plantsrequireinorganicnutrients such as nitrogen,phosphorus
andpotassiumfor normalgrowth. They obtainthese elements
from the soil and have no mechanismfor distinguishingtheir
originalsource. If adequate amounts are present, plants grow
normally.If they are not, this does not occur.
Pesticidesare a slightlydifferent matter. Appropriate
safetylimitshave been established, and some pesticideshave
been banned. It is possible to grow plants without using
pesticides,but yields per acre are much diminished.So one
either trusts scientificfarmers and the regulatory process or
one pays considerablymore for food.
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on drugs of plantorigin.Homeopathicremedies in this bookare
recognizedas drugs under federal laws, a fact appreciatedby
paraherbalists.Someof the listed substances, suchas cinchona,
digitalisand opium, are effective in appropriate dosage. But
homeopathyadvocates high dilutionfor maximaleffect. Many
homeopathicremedies are so dilute they are statisticallyunlikelyto containa singlemoleculeof the originalsubstance.
Still,there has been a resurgence of interest in homeopathy in this country in recent years. Its supposed safety and
"holistic"orientation,coupledwith its vast materia medicaof
vegetabledrugs, appealto manyparaherbalists.
• Tenet#7: Astrologi,cal
influencesaresignificant.In his
recent book, Herbs,Healthand Astrology,Leon Petulengro
comments,"Knowingas we do that planets and stars emit their
ownindividualsignalsor vibrations,how can we disbelievethat
ancient lore was right and that herbs and plants, and indeed
• Tenet#5: The"Doctrine
ofSignatures"is meaningful. humans,are ruled by these variousvibrationsor force fields?"
Thethree mostpopularaphrodisiacssoldinthe Orientowetheir
How, indeed?Just compare drugs with similarphysioallegedpropertiesto the so-calledDoctrineof Signatures-the
logicaleffects and the different planets to which they are
ancientbeliefthat the fonn and shape of a drug source deter- assigned. For example, broom, digitalis,lily-of-the-valley
and
mineits therapeuticvirtue. Thus, rhinoceros horn, deer ant- black hellebore all yield drugs that can slow the heartbeat,
lers, and ginsengroot with their phallicresemblance(or in the
render it more regular, or otherwise strengthen it. But they
case of bifurcatedginsengwith attached rootlets, its similarity look quite differentfrom one another and belong to different
to the humanbody complete with phallus)are all highlyesplantfamilies.Probablyfor this reason, Culpeperassignedeach
teemedas agentsof virility.In Chinesepharmacies,antlers are
to a different"governing"planet-a classificationrepeated by
typicallydisplayedon velvetmats inglass showcasesand soldat
SybilLeek.
pricescomparableto finepearls.
Culpeper assumed that diseases caused by a certain
Deer antlerandrhinoceroshorn havenever been proven planetare cured by herbs of the same planet or the "opposite"
to containany constituentthat stimulateslibidoor cures impo- planet. For example, since diseases of the heart and blood
tence. Any activity should be attributed to placebo effect. vessels are caused by the sun, they shouldbe cured by herbs
Ginsengdoes containtriterpenoid saponins, to whichvarious dominatedby the sun or ruled by Saturn. Ifthis were true, black
physiologicalactivities have been attributed. However, no helleborewouldbe the onlyherb in either of the abovecategosubstantialevidencethat ginseng enhances sexual experience ries that is effective against heart disease. Actually, it is
or potencyhas been publishedin the scientificliterature.
probablythe least effective cardiotonicdrug considered by
The Doctrineof Signaturesis not uniqueto the Orient. Culpeperand was dropped from the UnitedStatesPharmacoGerardreportedin 1597that eyebrightjuiceappliedto the eyes poeiain 1882. Broom was officiallylisted until 1936 (and its
root appeared
"taketh awaie the darknesse and dimnesse of the eies and activeprincipleuntil 1950),and lily-of-the-valley
cleereththe sight." Variationsof this adviceare dulyrepeated until 1950. Digitalisis still listed together with its constituent
by most present-dayparaherbalists.
glycosides, which are extensively used. Thus, astrological
Actually,no constituent of eyebright is known to be reasoningclassifiedonly one out of four correctly and selected
effectiveagainstany eye disease. Medievalherbalistsassumed the worst example.
Lookingin reverse, let's assume, as Culpeper would
it was effectivebecausethe white to bluishcorollaof its flower
bears a brightyellowspot, makingit resemble an eye with its have us do, that herbs "dominated" by the sun do indeed
pupil.Believingthat this structure makes the plant effective strengthenthe heart by sympathy.Saffron,he says, "is an herb
againsteye disease makes as much sense as believingthat of the Sun, and under the Lion, and therefore you need not
walnuts are good for mental illness because their kernels demanda reason why it strengthens the heart so exceedingly."
resemble the brain or that liverworts are good·for jaundice Juniper, he writes, "is an admirablesolar shrub." Lovage, he
continues,"is an herb of the Sun." Ofrosemary, he notes, "The
becausetheir leaves resemblethe shape of the liver.
• Tenet#6: Reducingthedoseofa medicineincreasesits Sun claims privilege in it." None of these plants has any
therapeutic
potency.This, like the Doctrine of Signatures, is a significantcardiac effect. In fact, of the more than 30 plants
principleespousedby homeopaths.Foundednear the end of the described by Culpeper and Leek as herbs of the sun, only
18th century by Samuel Hahnemann, a German physician, mistletoe-which is fairlytoxic-has any appreciableeffect on
the cardiovascularsystem.
homeopathyoriginallyhad three basic tenets: 1) diseases are
• Tenet#8: Physiological
testsin animalsarenotapplicuredby smalldoses ofdrugswhich,whenadministeredinlarge
dosesto healthypersons, produceeffects similarto the symp- cabletohumanbeings.Whenit suits their purposes, paraherbtoms of the disease; 2) the potency of a drug is inversely alists typicallycomplainthat the results of animalexperiments
shouldnot be appliedto herbs. Heinennanhas said, for examproportionalto its concentration;and 3) chronic diseases are
simplymanifestations
ofa suppresseditchor psora, a kindofevil ple, that sassafraswas removedfromthe marketplace"because
spirit.This last notionproved so outrageous, even to fervent a bunchof 'puny, sickly,all-aroundcrummyrats' just happened
to get cancer when this plant was injected into them by their
homeopathicpractitioners,that it was soon abandoned.
The eighth(1980)editionof the Homeopathic
Pharma- larger, less intelligentrelatives."
It is true that great differences exist among various
containssome600 pages of monographs,most of them
copoeia
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animalspecies and between animals and humans. However,
there is a high probabilityof significancewhen diverse species
show similar effects. For this reason, new drugs should be
evaluatedin several animalspecies, preferably from different
orders. Herbs need to be tested for safety and effectiveness.li
animaltesting is not acceptable to paraherbalists, the only
alternative-initial screening of drugs in humans-is even less
acceptableto the public.
• Tenet #9: Anecdotalevidenceis highlysignificant.A
century ago, glowing testimonials were widely used to sell
patent medicines. Today, similar ones are used for herbal
remedies. For example, HerbalSuccessStories,publishedin
1980, recounts "actual case histories" of those who "either
experiencedthe problemandcure themselvesor helpeda family
member or friend with the ailment or cure." Accordingto the
author, readers can "use this book with assurance that successes related there are true."
Unfortunately,in individualcases, it is difficultor impossible to tell whether a reported cure resulted from the treatment, a placeboeffect, or the body's abilityto heal itself. It may
also be difficultto tell whether an anecdote has been reported
accurately or was even fabricated. Anecdotal evidence can
provideleads for research, but it is not reliablefor establishing
therapeuticutilityof an herb. That requires preliminaryinvestigationsin laboratory animalsfollowedby randomized,doubleblindclinicaltrials in humans.
• Tenet # 10: Herbs werecreatedby Godspecifically
to
cure disease.Many paraherbalists claim God has provided a
remedy for every disease that might afflict us. This claimmay
appealto deeplyreligiouspeople, but is not testable and is not a
legitimatesubstitute for scientificevidence.
Dr. Tyler is ExecutiveVicePresidentfor AcademicAffairsat Purdue University. An expert in phannacognosy(the science of medicinesfrom natural
sources),he is the authorof TheNew HonestHerbal,an evaluationof popular
herbs, nowavailablefromJ.B.LippincottCompany.
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Conclusion

..

Whether through incompetence, fraud, greed, or all ...
three, it is evident that paraherbalistsignore science in favorof
exaggerated claims. Rudolf F. Weiss, the grand old man of
Europeanherbalmedicine,has summedup the current situation
very wellin the 1988editionof his classicbookHerbalMedicine:
"Nothing has done more to prevent recognition [of herbal
medicine]thanthe wholesaletransmissionof indicationsderived
from the old herbalist tradition, often still brought before the
publicin articles and lectures with no scientificfoundationat all.
This alsoappliesto manyrecent semi-scientificor popularbooks
on herbal medicine."
Herbaladvocates have cause to be alarmed. Adherents
of the false tenets discussed above are creating an image of
herbalismthat could easily discourage and finallyprevent the
development of scientific herbal medicine in America. More
misinformationregarding the safety and efficacy of herbs is
being placed before the public currently than at any previous
time, includingthe tum-of-the-century heyday of patent medicines. Neitherpharmaceuticalcompaniesnor governmentagencies are providing enough money for herbal research-so
university-basedresearchers are not being encouraged to investigate potentiallyusefulherbs.
During the last 35 years, much has been learned about
the basics of plant metabolism, analysis, and production. Our
research methods have never been better, and there are still
scores of thousands of readily availablespecies awaitinginvestigationor reinvestigation.Herbaladvocateshave organizedthe ..,
AmericanBotanicalCounciland the Herb Research Foundation
to stimulate research and educate the public. If the FDA can
ease its standards for evaluatingnew drugs, particularlyfrom
plantslongused as folkremedies, research and developmentof
such products might become practical.

BRIEFS
Preventable infant death. Last March, accordingto a report
from CHILD,Inc., MichaelDavid Boehmer bled to death four
days after his birth at home in Lake City, Florida, because his
blooddid not clot properly. The clotting problem was due to
insufficientvitaminK. The local medical examiner concluded
that either standardprenatalcare or the vitaminK shot nomially
givento newbornswouldprobablyhave prevented the problem.
(The injectionsupplies the vitaminuntil the infant's intestinal
bacteriaare established and begin to synthesize it.) However,
the child'sparents belongedto End Time Ministries,a religious
groupthat relies on prayer and believesthat medicalcare should
be avoided.After the father testifiedthat he wouldhave sought
medicalcare had he realized the boy was dying, the localjudge
ruled the death was not the result of a criminalact, negligence,
or foulplay. CHILD, Inc., foundedby Rita and DouglasSwan,
fomier Christian Scientists who lost one of their children to
meningitisunder Christian Science care. They believe that
stringent state laws shouldbe enacted to protect childrenfrom
medicalneglect in the name of religion. CHILD's address is
P.O. Box 2604, SiouxCity, IA 51106.

Koop urges tougher action against drunk driving. At his
final press conference May 31, Surgeon General C. Everett
Koop,M.D., declared drunk driving"a serious threat to public
health." He recommended: 1) lowering the maximumlegal
bloodalcohollevel from the current 100 mg% to 80 mg%; 2)
increasingtaxes on alcoholicbeverages; and 3) urgingbeer and
liquor manufacturers to produce a health message for every
alcoholad they produce. In 1988, close to 24,000 peopledied in
alcohol-relatedtrafficcrashes.
Food irradiation reports. The Councilfor AgriculturalScience andTechnology(CAST), 137LynnAve., Ames, IA50010,
has issued the second part of its task force report, Ionizing

EnergyinFoodProcessingandPestControl.
Part!: WholesomenessofFoodTreatidwithIonizingEnergy(50 pp., 1986)is $4, ,..
whilePart II: Applications(98 pp., 1989) is $10. The reports
concludethat irradiatedfoods are safe and wholesomeand that
the radioactivesources used to process them pose no hazardto
anyoneemployedat the food treatment facilitiesor involvedin
transportingthe materials.
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FTC consumer warning. The Federal Trade Commission
has warnedconswners to be aware that some televisionprograms ~t look like talk shows are actually program-length
co~~raals. !vf
any such programs on cable and independent
tel~Vtsmn
statmnshave been promotingweight-lossplans and
v~o~s healthprod~cts that s~pposedlyprovide great results
wtthlittleeffortor nsk. One bp-off, says the FTC, is that the
productspromotedduring "commercialbreaks" are related to
the program'scontent. Editor'snote:Most of the diet products
andallof the health-relatedproducts I have seen advertisedso
farhave been scams.
Weight-loss clinic follow-up. A study of 31 people whose
photographandtestimonialhad appearedin newspaperads for a
weight-lossclinichas foundthat 20 months later, only8 (26%)
had remainedwithinfive pounds of their target weight. The
clinic,a Midwesternaffiliateof a nationalcommercialweightloss program, offers behavioraleducationwith a prepackaged
foodregimen.The researchers cautionthat their data must be
interpretedcautiouslybecause their findingsdo not reflect the
experienceof clients who never met their weight loss goals
[Journal of the American Dietetic Association 89:547-548,
1989].
Suit fails against whiskey manufacturer. A federaljury in
Seattlehas clearedJim Beam Brands Co. of negligencefor not
stating on its labels that alcohol consumption by pregnant
womencan cause birth defects in their children.Witnesses for
Beam said that the plaintiffdrank heavily despite repeated
warningsfrom relatives and friends and that there was no
reasonto believeshe wouldhave heeded a labelwarning.Two
similarcases are pendingin Washingtonstate courts.
Lecithin and serum cholesterol. A review of 24 studies of
lecithinsupplementationhas concludedthat most of them were
poorlydesignedand the rest suggest that dietary lecithindoes
not lower serum cholesterol in humans [AmericanJournal of
ClinicalNutrition49:266-268, 1989].Reprints can be obtained
fromMartijnB. Katan, Department of HumanNutrition,AgriculturalUniversity,P.O. Box 8129, 6700 EVWageningen,The
Netherlands.
Diet and cancer. An excellent discussionof misconceptions
aboutcancer and nutritionhas been publishedin the American
Journalof Gastroenterology[83:1346-1351, 1988]. Reprints
canbe obtainedfromMichaelMogadam,M.D., 5021Seminary
Rd., Alexandria,VA22311.
Pharmacists' advice. AmericanDruggisfs1989 survey of
1,500independentand chain-basedcommunitypharmacistshas
foundthat buyers of multivitaminsor calciumsupplementsask
for product recommendationsabout half the time. The most
popularitemsinthese categorieswere Centrum, whichenjoysa
54.9% market share, and Os-Cal, which has a 44.6% market
share. The magazineestimated that, if pharmacistsacross the
nationmake an average of six weekly recommendations,that
couldinfluence450,000weeklypurchases. Editor'snote:Imagine whatwouldhappenif pharmacistsattempted to determine
whetherprospectivebuyers actuallyneed a vitaminor mineral
supplementanddiscouragedunnecessary purchases.
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Food consumption data. In June, more than 150 foodscientists and health authorities met in Helsinki,Finland,to discuss
the co~plexities of gathering food consumption data. The
symposiumwas sponsored by the InternationalLife Sciences
Institute. The methods used to assess the content of nutrients
additives,.and drug and pesticide residues in foods include:1)
crudees~tes ofper capitaproductionor disappearancerates;
2) 24-hour~etary recall;3) dietary records, in whicheverything
conswned 1s recorded; 4) market baskets, in which a typical
household'sfoodis collected;and 5) duplicateportions,in which
an extra portionof food and drink is retained and subsequently
analyzed.The symposiumparticipantsgenerallyagreed that the
last approachis the most accurate, but is also the most difficult
to carry out. Therefore, dietary data are usuallybased on recall
or dietaryrecords, whichcan be flawedby limitationsof human
memory.
Anthology published. The DushkinPublishingGroup, Sluice
Dock, Guilford,CT 06437, has publishedNutrition89190,its
third annualsourcebook of nutrition articles. Edited by Charlotte Cooke-Fuller,Ph.D., of Towsen State University, with
helpfromDr. Stephen Barrett, it contains66 significantarticles
from newspapers, magazines, newsletters and scientificjournals. Single copies are available for $10 plus $2/order for
postage from LVCAHF,Inc., P.O. Box 1747, Allentown,PA
18105.
Nutrition advice rated. The AmericanCouncilon Scienceand
Healthhas publishedthe results of its fourth survey of nutrition
informationin popularmagazines.Four judges rated articlesin
25 magazinespublishedbetween July 1986 and June 1988for
accuracy,timelinessand readability.ConsumerReportstopped
the list. The SaturdayEveningPost, Vogue,Reader'sDigest,

Parents,GoodHousekeeping,
Changi,ng
Times,Woman'sDay,
ModernMaturity,Seventeen,McCall'sand BetterHomesand
Gardensalso received high ratings.
Egg cholesterol content revised. The U.S. Departmentof
Agriculture'sHumanNutritionInformationServicehas updated
its nutrient compositiondata for eggs. The revised data are
based on a 1988 study of eggs from 122 suppliers who represented more than 60% of the nation's egg production. The
amountof cholesterolper egg is now 213 mg, a 22% reduction
fromthe 274 mg figurelisted since 1976.
Allergy to cottonseed oil. Researchers who tested seven
people who experienced severe allergic reactions during or
shortlyafter ingestionof productsmarketed by UnitedSciences
ofAmerica,Inc., (USA,Inc.) have concludedthat the reactions
were caused by cottonseed protein [Journal of Allergy and
ClinicalImmunology82:242-250, 1988].Four of the seven had
been hospitalizedfor observation. The researchers warn that
increaseduse of cottonseed protein in foodproductsmaycause
reactionsin individualswith previouslyundetectedsensitivityto
this protein. Reprintsare availablefromFred M. Atkins,M.D.,
Dept. of Pediatrics,NationalJewish Center for Immunologyand
RespiratoryMedicine, 1400Jackson St., Denver, CO 80206.
USA,Inc., was a multilevelcompanyliquidatedin 1987after law
enforcementagencies stopped it from sellingdietary supplements withillegalclaims[see NutritionForum4:25-31, 63, 86].
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CHOLOWTEA:A SCAM
WITHA HAPPY
ENDING
JamesA. Lowell,Ph.D.
AlisonLowell,M.S.
With cholesterol-consciousnessexpanding rapidly in
America,what couldbe more timelythan a product to reduce
bloodcholesterol while still allowingyou to eat whatever you
please?
Accordingto full-page newspaper ads appearing this
springacross the country, Cho LowTea woulddo exactlythat.
At the top of the ad were pictures of ice cream, butter, a
cheeseburger,frenchfries, two eggs, a croissant,Swisscheese
anda very-very-deep-friedchickenleg. "BeforeYouCut These
Out, Cut This Out," the ad said, referring to itself. "New tea
fromChina. . . is as effectiveas medicallyprescribeddrugs in
reducingcholesterol." A 30-day supply cost $29.85, whilethe
familysize-said to providea $10 saving-cost $49.70.
Accordingto the ad, "Cho Low is a rare species of tea
grownin Chinafor centuries. Traditionally,the Chinesedrinkit
after every meal as a diet aid. [When we asked our Chinese
friends about this time-honored tradition, they wondered
whether we were nuts.] Recently, during extensive western
medicalstudies, researchers were astonishedto discoverthat
besides aiding weight loss, Cho Low Tea contains natural
cholesterol-reducing
properties." In addition,it supposedly:1)is
100% safe and natural; 2) can add years to your life by
preventing cholesterol buildup;3) makes you look better; 4)
makes you feel better; 5) aids digestion of fatty foods; 6)
reduceswater retention; 7) has kept Chineseslimfor centuries;
and 8) has none of the possible side effects of cholesterolloweringdrugs.
The ad includeda photographof Tristan Rogers, who
playsRobert Scorpioin television's"GeneralHospital,"accompaniedby a testimonialstatement: "The GeneralHospitalset is
stocked with junk-food.I'm too busy to get meals anywhere
else, so I eat what's on the set. But I drinka cupof deliciousCho
LowTea after every meal. Despite a history of heart diseasein
my family, my cholesterol is perfect-and I've noticed an
improvementin my appearance. In my business, that's important."
The ad also includedendorsements from seven medical
sources, includingDr. Harvey L. Alpern, a cardiologistfrom
Century City, California,who said that "Published studies
indicatethat the tea reduces blood cholesterol." Another endorser was Dr. JohnYudkin,a British physicianwhose book
Sweetand Dangerousclaims that sugar causes cardiovascular
disease-a conclusionnot accepted by mainstream medicine.
Other testimonialswere attributed to sources in France, Italy,
Chinaand Israel. The ad also displayedthe logo of the Better
BusinessBureau.
Accordingto James Ralph,vice president of the American Newspaper Publishers AssociationCredit Bureau, the ad
beganappearingJune 11, 1989, and wound up in 105 newspapers, includingthe WashingtonPost, LosAngelesTimes,Fort
WorthStarTelegram,NewarkStarLedgerandPittsburghPress.
Apparently,the advertisingdepartments at these prestigious
papers saw nothingwrong with the ad.
Tiris was not the case, however, with health and nutritionprofessionalsthroughoutthe country.The NationalCouncil

Against Health Fraud and many of its local chapters were
flooded with inquiries about the tea. Callers suspected the
claimswere bogus and were concerned the tea mightbe used
insteadof effectivedietary or phannacologicalmethods. So did
Ralph, who has been conductingseminars on how to detect
fraudulentads and is probablythe industry leader in trying to
persuade newspapers not to publishsuch ads.
Afterobtaininga copyof the ad and a backgroundpacket
distributedby its perpetrators, Ralphconcludedit was a scam
andcontactedthe Councilof Better Business Bureausas wellas
state and federal law enforcement agencies. On June 15, the
councilnotifiednewspapersthat had carried the ad that the tea's
marketer, VirginiaInvestments ManagementInc., of Beverly
Hills,was not a BBB member and lackedpermissionto use its
logo. BBBalso asked the promoters to documenttheir claims.
Meanwhile,Dorothy Matthews, an investigatorfor the
CaliforniaState Department of Health Services, contactedMail
Pac, the fulfilhnenthouse in Sun Valley, California,that was
supposed to place incomingchecks in an account for Virginia
Investments and then mail the tea to customers. Matthews
asked that the checks be held pendingfurther investigation.By
this time, about 2,000 orders had been received. Mail Pac's
attorney agreed, and no money was forwarded to Virginia .Investments.
Betty Garner, an investigator for the U.S. Postal Service, acquiredcopiesof the studies the promoters claimedwere
evidence that their product worked. She then had them analyzed by Ernst Drenick, M.D., a medicalprofessor at UCLA
MedicalSchool.Drenick, an expert on obesity and weightloss,
concludedthe studies were either irrelevant or did not support
the claimsmade in the ad. The U.S. Attorney's officefor the
Districtof Californiathen took civilaction to get permissionto
return allorders to their senders.
Six days after printingthe ad, our localnewspaper, the
Arizona Daily Star, published an article stating the ad was
fraudulent.In the article, Dr. DonaldMcNamaraof the University of Arizona'sLipidMetabolismResearch Laboratorysaidhe
had never heard of the tea or the researchers quoted in the ad
and had never seen any publishedresearch about the product.
Irene Caro, ConsumerAffairsOfficerfor the FDA's Los Angeles District, said the ads were obviouslyfalse and that newspapers carried them "knowingfull well this is a fraudulentproduct." She also pointed out that the claimsin the ad made Cho
Low Tea a drug that would be illegalto market withoutFDA
approval.
On June 23, the FDA sent a "Talk Paper" to its field
offices,statingthat there was no evidenceto support the claims
madefor ChoLowTea and that an investigationwas underway.
One week later, the Los Angelespolice, acting on the informationprovidedby the Department of Health Services, raided the
BeverlyHillsofficeof VirginiaInvestments and arrested Peter .Clarence Foster, 26, and Trevor Brine, 42. Both men were
Australianswho, accordingto Matthews, entered the United
States last February. In 1988, Foster and his mother, Lugina,
fledEnglandwhileawaitingtrial for a scheme involvingthe sale
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of almost$7 millionworth of a "Chinese slimmingtea" advertised as a weight-lossaid. The tea, calledBaiLinTea, hadbeen
marketedthroughFoster's company,Slimweight,U.K., which
was convictedandfined £5,000. Foster had operated a similar
scaminAustraliathat didnot result in criminalprosecution.But
the AustralianDepartmentofConsumerAffairsissuedan official
statementin 1985warningthe publicabout falseand misleading
claimsfor "slimmingteas."
Foster andBrinewere bookedon charges of conspiracy
to commitgrand theft and jailed in lieu of $500,000 bail for
Foster and $250,000for Brine. By that time-less than three
weeks after their first ad appeared-thousands of orders had
been received. However, none were filledbecause the fulfillmenthousehadno tea to send. In fact, no ChoLowTea existed!
Whenasked to providea sampleto the authorities, Foster and
Brine submitted Coleco tea, a brand availablefrom a local
distributor.They said they had plannedto repackage this or a
cheaperbrand,usingtheir ownboxes andlabels,but hadnot yet
doneso.
Whatabout the testimonials?Dr. Alpernsaid he didnot
knowwhetherthe productworked. Dr. Yudkintold the authorities he had never heard of Cho Low Tea. And the agent for
Tristan Rogers didn't say much except that the infonnation
aboutRogers'familywas not correct.
OnJuly 7, just a week after his arrest, Foster pleaded
"no contest"to two counts each of false and misleadingadvertisingandfalselyrepresentinga drug to have medicinalproperties. He was sentenced to four months in the Los Angeles
countyjail,after whichhe must donate 900 hours of community
servicethroughthe CaliforniaDepartment of Transportation,
pickinguptrash alongthe freeways.In addition,he was ordered
to pay$228,000stillowed to newspapers that carried the ads.
Brinepleadedno contest to one violationof each of the above
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chargesandearned three monthsin the Los Angelescountyjail.
Bothmen were also placedon three years' summaryprobation
with a provisionthat they could not sell tea or any product
purportedto have a health benefit.
Orders for the tea continuedto come in. By the end of
the first week of August, over $250,000had been intercepted
by Californiaauthoritiesas a result of the ad. The PostalService
is markingcurrent mail"OUT OF BUSINESS"and returningit
to its senders, while the money intercepted earlier is being
returned by the state authorities-accompanied by a letter
advisingthe senders to be more carefulabout answeringhealth
ads in the future.
Law enforcement agencies acted quicklyto put these
scam artists out of business before millionsof dollars were
fraudulentlyextracted from consumers. This case can serve as
a model for other regulatory action throughout the country.
Accordingto Ralph, the total owed to newspapers-none of
whichreceived payment in advance-was close to $600,000.
(The $228,000figure was a hastily contrived guess based on
nwnbers found by the authorities in Foster and Brine's computer.) Despite the court order, most if not all of the newspapers that extended credit will probablybe "punished"for their
willingnessto serve as the vehicle for a scam. However, we
believe the public would benefit greatly if publishers who
repeatedly help advertisers defraud their readers could be
punishedby the courts as well.
Dr. Lowellis Professorof LifeSciencesat PimaCommWlity
Collegein Tucson,
Arizona,and is vice president of the NationalCouncilAgainstHealthFraud.
His wife, Alison,an NCAHF board member, is a Ph.D. candidatein nutritionalsciencesat the Universityof Arizonain Tucson. Together they operate
the NutritionlnfonnationCenter, which produces teaching aids focused on
quackery.

COALITION
PUBLISHES
HEALTH
ANDSAFETY
AGENDA

~

A coalitionof27 consumer,healthandinsurancegroups,
organizedby ConswnerFederationofAmerica,has publisheda
seven-part, 00-page ConsumerHealth & SafetyAgenda intendedto reducecertainhealthand safetyhazardsin the United
States. In March, the coalitiondelivered copies to President
Bush,Healthand HwnanServicesSecretary LouisSullivanand
top Congressionalleaders. Copiesare also beingdistributedto
governors,state health officials,consumer groups and various
insurers.
The agenda's section on food safety and nutritionwas
coauthoredby EllenHaas, executivedirectorof PublicVoicefor
Foodand HealthPolicy.Its recommendationsinclude:1) more
stringentstandardsfor testing meat, poultry,fishand shellfish;
2) consumereducationdetailingproper storage and handling
techniquesto avoidillness due to bacterialcontamination(includingsalmonella);3) stricter standards for permissiblepesticidelevelsin foods;4) increasedconsumereducationaboutthe
nature and risks of chemicaladditives in food; 5) increased
productionandsaleof additive-freefoods;6) increasedstudy of
the possiblerisks of food irradiation;7) developmentby the
FDAandUSDAof "meaningfulstandards" for use of the tenn
"natural"onfoodlabels;8) increasedconsumereducationabout
health-promoting
foodchoices;9) nutritionlabelingon all food

products,with standardizationof serving sizes; 10)inclusionof
anyadverse infonnationwhen healthclaimsare madeon labels;
11)use of low-fatproductsin schoollunches;and 12)changesin
agriculturalsubsidies and meat grading aimed at encouraging
productionoflow-fatproducts. The coalitionincludesthe American Academyof Pediatrics, the AmericanAssociationof Retired Persons, the AmericanLungAssociation,and the Center
for Sciencein the PublicInterest.
Editor'snote:Althoughsome of the aboverecommendations are worthwhile,others seem to spring from an alannist
viewpointexpressed in the assessment that precedes the food
safety and nutrition section of the report: "Americanson the
wholecan take advantageof the most abundantand variedfood
suppliesin the world,and beingmore health-conscious,they are
beginningto modify their diets to include more low-fat and
high-fiberfoods. However, hiddenhealth threats are lurkingin
even the most 'healthful' foods. The fish and poultry we
consumemay be contaminatedwith salmonellaor other organisms, the steak we eat may containantibioticresidues, and our
fruitsand vegetablesmay be taintedwithdangerouspesticides.
These contaminants,alongwith chemicaladditivesin the hundreds of processedfoodswe eat, placeAmericansat risk every
time they take a bite."
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DIETARY
GUIDELINES
FORINFANTS
Consistentwiththe fact that childrenbelowthe age of 2
are not littleadults,"Gerber ProductsCompanyhas published
DietaryGuidelinesfor Infants, modeled after HHS/USDA's
1985Dietary
Guidelines
for Americans.Gerber's guidelinesare
based on publishedstatements by the AmericanAcademyof
Pediatrics'Committeeon Nutritionand were preparedwiththe
helpof seven nutritionexperts. The guidelinesare:
• Build to a varietyoffoods.Unlikeadults,infantsdo not
requirea varietyof foodsto secure nutritionduringthe first six
monthsor so of life. Humanmilk aloneprovidesthe vitamins,
minerals,carbohydrates,fats and proteins needed for nonnal
growthand developmentduringearly infancy.Withthe exceptionof fluoride,vitaminD in the absenceof adequateexposure
to sunlight,and possiblyvitaminK, supplementsto humanmilk
are not required during this period. Infant fonnulais recommendedas the best alternativeto humanmilkif breast-feedingis
not used or is stopped early. Most babies are ready to start
supplementalfoods around 4-6 months of age. Single-grain
cerealis oftenthe first foodaddedafter breast milkor fonnula.
Other single-ingredientfoodscan be added graduallyuntilthe
babyis eatinga varietyoffoods.New foodsshouldbe addedone
at a time, at intervalsof a few days. This allowsthe babyto get
usedto the flavorofthe foodandenablesparentsto see whether
a foodmightnot agree with the baby.
• Listen to your baby'sappetiteto avoidover-feeding
or
Althoughhealthyinfantscan vary considerably
under-feeding.
fromone another in their caloricintake, appetiteis likelyto be
the mostefficientwayto determinewhat an infantneeds. Most
infantsinstinctivelyknowhowmuchfoodthey needto growand
develop nonnally and will not undereat or overeat unless
pressured. Babies should be fed when they are hungry but
shouldnot be forcedto finishthe last fewouncesof fonnulain a
bottleor spoonfulsof foodin a dish. The baby's healthadvisor
can chart growth and developmentto be sure that they are
progressingnonnally.
• Don't restrictfat and cholesteroltoo much. Although
low-fatand low-cholesteroldiets are widelyrecommendedfor
adults,they are not appropriatefor infantsunder the age of 2.
Nutritionalrequirementsare higher duringinfancythan during
~~ other period of life. At the same time, stomachcapacityis
limited,so food sources must provide sufficientcaloriesand
nutrients in a smallvolume.Infantsrequire fat in their diet to
satisfyneeds for nonnalgrowthand development.
• Don'toverdohigh-fiber
foods.Infantsandsmalltoddlers
eatinga well-roundeddiet probablyget enoughfiber for their
needs. A diet highin fiber may be too lowin caloriesand may
interferewithabsorptionof iron, calcium,magnesiumand zinc.
Althoughdietary fiber may help prevent certain diseases in
11

olderadults,there is no provenbenefitfromincreasingthe fiber
intakeof youngchildrenabove that providedby a healthydiet.
• Sugaris OK, butin moderation.Sugar,whichexists in
several fonns, is a source of caloriesand makes some foods
taste better. Breast milk, the ideal food for infants, contains
lactose,whichis similarto table sugar. Other foodsina balanced
diet may contain moderate amounts of sugar, but excessive
amountsof such foods can crowd out more nutritiousfoods.
Sugar has not been shown to cause hyperactivity,diabetes,
obesityor heart disease. It is linked,however, to tooth decay.
Dentalcare, proper bottle feeding,and the use of fluoridecan
help controland prevent tooth decay. Bottles of milkor juice
shouldnot be used as pacifiersto put a baby to sleep because
prolongedcontact with the natural sugars in these liquidscan
causetooth decay. Artificialsweeteners are not recommended
for infants.
• Sodiumis OK, butin moderation.Althoughthe amount
of sodiumin the diet is related to highbloodpressure in a small
percentageofadults,the amountof sodiumin an infant'sdiethas
not been shownto cause highbloodpressure in later life.Even
thoughhealthyinfantscan tolerate a range of sodiumintakes
withoutill effects,moderationin sodiumintakeis urged. Sodium
intakeoften increases when foods prepared for the familyare
introduced.
• Ba.bi.es
needmoreiron,poundfor pound, than adults.
Infantsare born with a stored supplyof iron that lasts for the
first 4--6 months of life. Iron is more likely than any other ~
nutrientto be lackingin the infantdiet. For this reason, special -efforts shouldbe made to provideinfantswith iron duringthe
first two years. In additionto breast milk,the best sources are
iron-fortifiedfonnulaand iron-fortifiedinfantcereal.
Accordingto Gerber officials,their guidelineswere
promptedby a telephone survey showingthat many parents
were inappropriatelyrespondingto adult nutritionalguidelines
by givingtheir babies skim milk instead of whole milk. In
addition,cases have been reported of older childrenwhofailed
t? gro~ properly because of.overzealousmedicallyunsupervised dietary treatment for high cholesterollevels [American
Journal of Diseases of Children 143:537-542, 1989]. Two
versions of the Gerber guidelines have been published, a
20-pagebookletfor consumersand a 36-pagebookletfor health
professionals.Either can be obtainedfree of charge by calling
Gerber's consumer infonnationcenter at 1-800-4-GERBER.
Althoughthe AmericanAcademyof Pediatricshas not officially
endorsedthe guidelines,one sectionof the professionalbooklet
was written by LaurenceFinberg, M.D., the chainnanof the
academy'snutritioncommittee. The companyhas announced
plansto distributemore than a millionbrochuresto pediatricians
on its mailinglist.
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ARTHRITIS:
FOLK
REMEDIES
ANDQUACKERY
WilliamT. Jarvis, Ph.D.
The tenn "arthritis" encompassesmore than a hundred
conditions.Althoughthe tenn literallymeans "inflammation
of a
joint,"sometypes ofarthritis involvepainwithoutinflammation.
People tend to lump them all together when applyingfolk
remedies, and quacks rarely differentiatebetween the various
types whenmakingclaimsfor "cures." If a relationshipactually
existsbetweennutritionand arthritis, it is unlikelythat a dietary
changewill be effectivefor most types of arthritis or even for
mostpeoplewiththe same type.
Folkmedicinederives from the basic beliefsand values
of a culture. It includesboth self-care and the activitiesof folk
specializein "whateveryhealers.These practitioners·t¥J)ically
one knows"(misbelievesto be true) and hold views similarto
thoseof their clientsaboutthe causes and treatment of disease.
Self-treatment,home care and friendlyadvice given without
anticipationof financialgain can be considered folk medicine
rather than quackery, even if they are erroneous. However,
folkmedicinehas often served as the basis for the commercial
promotionsof quackery.

Beliefs about Arthritis
Whatdoes "everyone know"about nutritionaltherapies
for arthritis? When investigators at the University of Toledo
conducteda randomtelephonesurvey of300 people, they found
that almost half believed incorrectly that arthritis could be
causedby "poor diet" or "cold, wet climate."Regardingtreatment, 76% replied vitaminswere useful and 57% said special
diets were useful. Amongcollege graduates, 81% believedin
vitamins while 52% believed in special diets [Arthritis and
Rheumatism26:462-471, 1983].
Howwidespreadis self-treatmentfor arthritis, and how
muchinvolvesnutrition-relatedpractices?At least four studies
havebeen reported.
• Researchers at the Universityof Alabamafoundthat
92 out of 98 (94%)unselectedarthritis patients had tried more
than one unproven remedy, with an average of four and a
maximumof 13 remedies tried. Fifty-three (54%) had used
"specialdiets or foods" (Arthritis and Rheumatism(Supplement)23:S759-760,1980].

• Researchers at Stanford University Schoolof Medicine found that about one-third of rheumatoid arthritis (RA)
patients reported experience with unproventherapies, withan
average of three differentremedies each. Diets, copper bracelets, vitaminsand acupuncture (and acupressure) were most
popular. Users did not differ from nonusers in demographic
characteristics or severity of their disease, but were less
satisfiedwith their physicians[Arthritisand Rheumatism(Supplement)23:S657-658, 1980].
• In the United Kingdom,researchers who studied 199
RA patients foundthat 68% reported using ualtemativetherapies" and 42% had tried more than one. Oral treatment (includinghomeopathicremedies) was the most popular(41%),
followedby copper bracelets (37%) and "special diet" (32%).
Among the remedies were 15 different diets and 28 oral
treatments [Rheumatology3:151-152, 1983].
• In Ireland, researchers studied 100 randomizedpatients attendinga rheumatologyunit of a large hospital.Eightyone had tried at least one remedy. Dietary modification-used
by 60--was the most common unorthodox approach [Irish
MedicalJournal 76:464-465, 1983].
Howdo patients rate the nutritionalremedies they have
tried? Investigatorsin the StanfordUniversitystudy concluded
that up to half reported some subjective benefit. Self-devised
diets were rated more effective than those of popularized
arthritis diet books, and those reporting benefits had less
severe disease. No objectivebenefit could be documentedfor
any of the therapies used. Forty-three percent of patients
reported success withspecialdiets in the UnitedKingdomstudy
and 21% reported success with "oral treatments." Only 8%
reported benefitfrom the copper bracelets.
Placebo Effects

The Latin word placebo means "I shall please." The
placeboeffect is a favorableresponse to the act of treatment
rather than the treatment itself. How much of patient satisfaction is due to the placebo effect? This question has no easy
answer. Placebo responses are highly variable, as are the
factorsthat contribute to their occurrence.
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Onlyonefeatureis requiredfora pl~ceboeffectto occur:
the patient must be aware that something has ~en ?one.
Contraryto popularopinion,it is not necessaryto believemthe
therapy.Althoughfaithmayhelpelicita placebor~sponse,even
nonbelieversmay respond favorablyto suggestmnor operant
conditioning.
The power of suggestionto alter body functionis well
establishedby research with hypnosis. Blisters have been
inducedandwarts madeto disappearthroughsuggestion.
Operantconditioningcan occur with positivereinforcement when behavioris rewarded or with negative reinforcement when behavior is "punished." Thus, a person with a
historyof favorableresponse to treatment is more apt to react
wellto the act oftreatment.However,operantconditioning
can
alsooccurrapidly,as illustratedby a fascinatingaccountinvolvinga manwhoundenventexercise testing. At a certainworkload, the man had chest pain and an abnonnalelectrocardiographicpattern.Immediatelyaftenvard,whenworkingat a less
strenuous pace, he reacted with pain and an abnonnalECG
whentold he was at the higherworkload[AmericanJournalof
Cardiology40:630-634,1977].
The route of administration(i.e., invasiveor noninvasive)is anotherfactorthat can affectplaceboresponse. Procedures that involvetouchinghave greater placebopotentialthan
those that do not. The laying-onof handsoftencauses a person
to relaxand becomemore suggestible.The setting in whicha
treatment is given and the mind-set of the patient can also
influencethe response.
A setting in whichcare-giversare confidentor enthusiastic about a procedure can enhance placebo response. A
culturallysignificantsettingcan alsoproducea potent effect,as
folkhealerswellknow.Effectivesettingscanbe as divergentas
the trappingsof an oriental herb shop to Asians, a circle of
witchcraftparaphernaliato a primitivetribesmanor the atmosphereof a modemclinicto an urbanAmerican.Socialexpectationscan also playa role, as in stoic cultureswhere peopleare
taughtto endurepainand sufferingwithoutcomplaint.
Use ofplaceboscanhavenegativeaspects that oftenare
overlooked.Not onlyare patientsdeceived,but care-giverscan
also be deceived if they are not fully aware how placebos
function.It is wrongto believea placeboresponse by a patient
proves the problemis only "in the mind." Such placeboresponsesas feelingless painor more energy are subjectiveand
canoccur withoutaffectingthe actualcourse of the disease.In
other words, a placebo response can obscure real disease,
whichcan delayappropriatediagnosisor treatment. There are
timeswhen placebouse may be justified,but this shouldbe
weighedrarefullyeach time it is consideredby a practitioner.
Spontaneous Remission

Arthriticdiseasescommonlyinvolvecyclesofworsening
followedbyimprovement.If improvementoccursafteruse ofan
unprovenremedy,the happypatientmaybecomeconvincedthe
remedy caused the improvement.But even lack of improvement may not be interpreted as lack of effectivenessof the
remedy. Researchers have foundthat a person's evaluationof
treatmentdependsnot onlyon whattakes placebut alsoon how
it compareswith their expectation.Witha diseasethat has ups
anddowns, a skillfulquackmay retain the patient'sconfidence
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no matter what happens. If the patient feels no better after a
courseoftreatment this can stillbe interpreted as an expected
response,andthe d~sagecanbe adjustedor_the patientadvised
to continuethe treatment. When the patient feels betterwhether spontaneouslyor not-the quack, of course, claims
credit.
Diet and Arthritis

Candiet or dietarysupplementsprovideanyrealbenefit
to arthritissufferers?In Sweden,clinicalresearchers compared
two groups of randomlyselected patients with RA. The first
groupcontained16 patients patientswho fasted (withfruitand
vegetablejuices)for seven or ten days and then ate a lactovegetarian diet for nine weeks. The control group containedten
patientswho ate a nonnal diet after fasting.Duringthe fasting
period,fivemembersof the experimentalgroupandone of the
control group showed improvement,but by the end of the
experiment,onlymembersofthe dietgroupremainedimproved
[Scandinavian
Journalof Rheumatology8:249-255, 1979].
A research team in Floridatested the diet advocatedby
ColinH. Dong, M.D., with a ten-week, controlled,doubleblind,randomizedtrial of RA patients. Eleven patients were
placedon this diet, whichexcludes"additives,"preservatives,
red meat, fruit, herbs and spices, vinegarand dairy products.
The diet permits fish (no sardines), six ounces of chickenper
week, egg white, vegetableoil, soybean margarine,oatmeal,
creamof wheat, grits, sugar, mapleand com syrup, Sweet &
Low, coffee, non-herb tea and soda water. Fifteen patients
were placedon a placebodiet that resembledthe experimental
diet but included various forbidden foods. Using objective
criteria, six patients improved on the placebodiet and five
improvedon the experimentaldiet [Arthritisand Rheumatism
26:462-471,1983].
Anotherresearch group in the UnitedKingdomput 53
RApatientsthrougha "washout"periodduringwhichallmedicationwas discontinuedexcept two placebocapsulesand two
acetaminophentablets four times daily.Twenty-fivepatients
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wereplacedon six weeks_ofdiet therapy,while24 continuedon
placeboth~rapy.After SIX weeks the control group was also
- place~on diet th~rapy.The diet therapyconsistedonlyof foods
of whic~the patientwas most likelyto tolerant.·Other foods
wereremtroducedoneat a timeto see whethersymptomswere
pr~uced: !UIY
foods producingsymptomswere excluded.A
trainedc~cal obs~rve~blindto each patient'scurrent therapy
maderatingsof pam,stiffness,grip strength and walkingtime
and recorded variouslaboratorymeasurements.Researcher~
reported si~cant improvementin pain reduction, morning
stiffness, gnp strength and fibrinogenlevels (a measure of
inflammation)
during periods of dietary therapy comparedto
placeboperiods, particularlyamong"goodresponders." They
note_dthat a portionof the improvementwas due to a placebo
response, but this was not sufficientto explain the whole
improvement[LancetFebruary1:236-238, 1986].
Researchersin New Yorkstudied the effects of fish oil
supplementsand an experimentaldiet high in polyunsaturated
andlowin saturatedfat for 12 weeks versus a controldiet with
a lower polyunsaturated-to-saturated-fat
ratio and a placebo
supplement.Subjectswere followedfor one to two monthsafter
the diet and supplementswere stopped. The results of this
randomized,controlled,double-blind,follow-upstudy showed
''a clear, thoughmodest, differencebetween the experimental
and control groups in some of the clinicalmanifestationsof
rheumatoidarthritis,"favoringthe experimentalprogram.
Whatdo these reports mean? Most arthritis sufferers
treat themselves with unproven methods, and a substantial
numberwill experimentwithdiets and supplements.Manywill
concludethese dietarymanipulationshelpedthem. Someof the
subjectivebenefits experiencedcan be attributed to placebo
effects,naturalvariationsin the symptomsof their diseases or
associatedeffectssuchas weightloss. However,some benefits
may be due to the dietary changes themselves. (It has been
speculatedthat dietarychangehelps by eliminatingan obscure
food allergy or modifyingan immune system response to
inflammation.)
Sincefavorableresults seem to be highlyindividual phenomena,only blinded,crossover tests can determine
whether a method really works for an individualpatient. Of
course,evenif a methodworksfor an individual,the mechanism
couldstillbe a placeboresponse.
The percentage of arthritis patients who can benefit
from nutritionalmeasures is probablyquite small. But health
care providersshouldbe tolerantwithpatients who wishto try
themandhelpthese patientsavoidhazardousdietarypractices.

Hazardous Remedies

Dangerousdietaryremediesincludeany that encourage
poornutritionalpracticesover a longperiodof time. The study
that reportedpositivefindingson fastingcouldcause someone
to fast withoutsupervision.Prolongednutritionaldeprivation
canhave seriousconsequences.
More often, hazardous self-care involves the use of
supplements.Overuseoffishoilsputs a personat increasedrisk
of stroke. Herbalremedies are often promoted as "nutrition
products,"howeverwhen gathered in the wildor from health
foodor herbalstores, manypose a significanthazard.Misidentificationof herbs used to relieve arthritis has killedpeople
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[Morbidi_ty
andMortali~yWeeklyReport26:257-259, 1977],as
have Chineseherbal pills containinguncertainamountsof potent, naturallyoccurringphannaceuticaJs.
Where"doesquack~ryfit into~hepicture?Quackerycan
be definedas the promotionof medicalremediesknownto be
fals~,_orwhichare unpr?yen,for a profit."Dubiousproductsfor
n~trit!on-related,arthritis self-care include herbal remedies,
VItamm.
supplementsand books touting specialregimens.Although1thas been shownabove that alteringdietarypractices
may work for some people, none of the dietary approaches
f9undto be o~m~destbenefitare similarenoughto constitutea
?unpleprescn~t1onforallthat canbe put ina bottleor presented
m ~ populardiet book. Any benefit experienced by arthritis
patient?wh_ofallfor such promotionscan be attributedto good
luck.Fishoilsupplementsshowsome promise,but they are not
hazard-freeand should be used as carefullyas any drug for
arthritis. ''Drugless practitioners," such as chiropractorsand
naturopaths,shouldbe avoidedif they advisepatientsto discontinue needed medicationfor dietary and/or herbal "alternatives." This has provedfatalin some cases.

Conclusion

Healthprofessionalsshouldbe sensitiveto the feelings
and beliefs of arthritis patients who believe they have been
helpedby nutritionalself-treatment. However, it wouldbe a
derelictionof duty to allowpotentiallyhannfulbeliefsto persist.
Healtheducationshouldbeginearly. The Alabamastudy found
that only5% of patients had engagedin self-treatmentbefore
contactinga physicianfor their arthritis. This meansphysicians
have a good opportunityto educate most patients about the
natural course of their disease, the placebo effect and the
potentialhann involvedin usingunprovenremedies.
Patients intendingto use an unprovenremedywouldbe
wise to discuss it with their respective physicians.That way
they can be steered awayfromfranklydangerousmethodsand
canbe helpedto evaluatewhat happenswithrelativelyharmless
methods. Patients who learn to conduct their own crossover
studiesmay experiencea beneficialresponse. This maystillbe
due to a placeboeffectinvolvingtheir ownoperantconditioning,
beliefsor suggestibility,but it may be worth continuingif it
works for them consistently. However, both patients and
providersmust be carefulnot to allowillusoryimprovementsto
steer them awayfromeffectivemedicalcare.

Dr.Jarvisis a professorinthe departmentofpreventivemedicineat LomaLinda
Universityandpresidentof the NationalCouncilAgainstHealthFraud.
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A SPECTRUM
OFDIETBOOKS

·-~

LisaT. Harris,R.D.
The Americanpublicseems to have an insatia~leappe- TheNewAmericanDiet(1986)
WilliamE. Connor,M.D., and SonyaL. Connor,M.S., R.D.
tite for anythingthat offersquick,safe, pennanentweightloss.
Simonand Schuster,New York,New York
With34 millionoverweightadults in this country and 30% of
Hardcover,410 pp, $18.95
womenbetween the ages of 19 and 30 dietingat least once a
month, it is no surprise that diet books ~ be extremely
The Connors' program is based on a five-yearNIHpopular withseveral makingthe best-seller list each year.
sponsoredstudy whose goalwas to determine"just howi:rumY
Lately there has been an increase in books written by
masters-levelnutritionistsand registered dietitians.However, and what kind of desirable dietary changes typicalAmencans
as is often the case with physician-authoredplans, credentials couldcomfortablymake."The resultingprogramincludesthree
phases of gradualchange, focusingon menu modificationand
do not guarantee accuracy. This has also been a time for
sequels,withMartinKatahnrotatingintothe T-factorandJudy eventuallydecreasingfat intake to 20% with carbohydrateat
Moscovitzcomplementingher rice diet with her Dieter'sCom- 65%.The authorsofferwhat they believeis "the most sensible
availableweight-lossapproach"throughweight-reductionplans
panion.The "calories-don't-count"
theme has been revivedbut
of 1,000-1,200caloriesfor womenand 1,800-2,000for men.
withan emphasison cuttingfat intake.
Nowmore than ever the publicis facedwithbooksthat
The bookalsoprovideshelpfuladviceon handlingspecialeating
mix legitimateresearch findingswith pseudoscience.Layper- occasions.
sons will findit difficultif not impossibleto sort throughthis
TheNewAmericanDietcanbe a valuablereferencefor
ever-growingmaze of misinfonnation.
professionalsas well as the general public. It provides a
This article presents ten noteworthybooks that vary reasonable,gradualplanbased on solidscientificresearch. It is
considerablyin quality. All are part of the multibillion-dollar full of charts, graphs, tables and illustrations,all of whichare
market in which the publicsearches for a "magicbullet" for
interestingand helpful.lnfonnationon specificfood items and
obesity.
nutrientcontent,as wellas menusubstitutions,is alsovaluable.
Recommended

TheWeighting
Game(1988)
LawrenceE. Lamb,M.D.
LyleStuart Inc., Secaucus,NewJersey
Hardcover,266 pp, $15.95
Dr. Lamb,a nationallysyndicatedcolumnist,wrote this
bookbecause"Gainingan understandingof what controlsbody
weightis the best protection people can have against being
rippedoff."Usinga question-and-answerformat,he explainsin
detailmanyof the metabolicprocesses involvedin detennining
body weight. He recommends a low-fat, high-carbohydrate
programwithoutexcessive caloricrestrictionplus exercise to
increase the metabolicallyactive muscle mass. He also discusses the drawbacksof other diet programsand weight-loss
aids.
The WeightingGame is a useful reference for health
professionalsand serious dieters interested in the whys and
hows of weight loss. The dietary advice is up-to-date, well
researchedand accurate. The text is sometimestechnical,but
chaptersummaries,charts and drawingshelp clarifyimportant
points.

TheI-Don't-Eat(But-Can't-Lose)WeightLossProgram(1989)
Stevenjonas, M.D., M.P.H., and VirginiaAronson,M.S.,
R.D. RawsonAssociates(Macmillan),New York,New York
Hardcover,250pp, $18.95
This program was developedmainlyfor those the auwho
thors call"diet-inducedlow-calorieoverweight"individuals
maynot lose weighton a low-calorieregimenbecauserepeated
dietinghas left their bodieshighlyefficientat savingenergy.To
overcomethis situation, the authors present their IDEAL(I
Don't Eat A Lot) exercise and eating program. The exercise
component,which stresses pacewalkingor brisk striding, is
introducedgraduallyover a six-monthperiod. Caloriecounting
is shunned,whilefat slashingis promoted.
The book is well researched. Its diet plan is healthful,
with adequate servings from the major food groups. The
breakdownof 30% fat, 55-60% carbohydrate and 10-15%
proteinis in linewithmost recommendationstoday. In addition
to exercise and diet, "mind-setstrategies" are also discussed,
withself-evaluative
questionson manylifestyletopics.Adiscussionofthe specialnutritionalneeds of womenis alsovery useful.
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TheT-FactorDiet(1989)
MartinKatahn,Ph.D.
W.W.Norton& Co., Inc., New York,New York
Hardcover,301 pp, $18.95
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~ood f~ choice~ is emphasized. Parental involvementis
llll~rative, ~ut children are taught to take responsibilityfor
therr own actions.
Th_ebookis writt~nin two sections, one for parents and
another~th correspon~g ~haptersin largerprint for children.
!he ~toplig~tconcept s1mplifiesdecision-making.No foodsare
f?rb1dd~n,
. and the emphasis on gradual, pennanent change
~th familymvolvementis a plus. However, the recommended
mtake of 900-1,200 calories and 20% fat (derived from our
comp_uteriz~d
analysis of sample menus) may be too low for
gro~g childJ:~n.~enerally, though, the book contains good
adVIcefor familiesmterested in controllingchildhoodobesity.

.
The authorofthe best-sellingRotationDietreturns with
~s boo_k
on thef!Ilogenes_is,
the "T-factor." His basicpremise
1sthat dietaryfat 1sthe mamfactor in detenniningthe amountof
h?d.Y
fat b~cause the body is most efficient at metabolizing
~etary fat mtofat stores. He recommendseating a low-fatdiet
(1.e., 20-40 g for women)rather thancountingcalories.He also
reco!M1endsexercises involvingwhole-bodymovement for
bunungfat.
The idea of thennogenesis has been around for many Not Recommended
years, so Ka~'s theory is by no means a "breakthrough."It is
Diet(1988)
knownthat fat 1s more e~ c1en~ymetabolizedthan carbohy- TheTwo-Day
Tessa Cooper, M.S., and GlennCooper, M.D.
dr~te,b~tthe degree to whichthis occursand the significanceof
t~s fu:ldin~
are debatable.However,the practicalrecommenda- RandomHouse, Inc., New York, New York
Hardcover,227 pp, $16.95
t10nsm this book are sound. A computerizedanalysisreveals
that 15%of the 1,570caloriesin the recommendeddiet comes
Accordingto the Coopers, "Anyonecan stay on a dietfor
fromfat (26g). Thus, dieters whofollowit will reap the benefits
two days." So they have devised a weight-lossprogram preof a low-fatintake.
sumablyfor everyone. Their two consecutive On Days are
ket_otic
at 79()--800calories. These are followedby an OffDay,
ElizabethTakesOff(1987)
which
proV1des
a more balanceddiet with 1,200 calories.The
ElizabethTaylor
program is said to produce maximwn motivationand rapid
G.P. Putnam'sSons, New York, New York
fat-burning.After two to six weeks, dieters enter "metabolic
Hardcover,256 pp, $17.95
readjustment,"a phase claimedto avoidthe rapidrefillingof fat
cells. Exercise is stressed throughout.
For those who enjoy readingabout the lives of the rich
The authors project weight loss at 3-7 poundsa week.
~d famous, this book is a must. In this work, Ms. Taylor
On Days contain77 g of carbohydrateand are low in fiber and
disclosesthe sagaof her battleof the bulgefroma size 14to size
manyvitaminsand minerals.And dieters may be disappointed
6 and_shares her "Taylor-made"program: a 14-daydiet, an
exercisecomponentand lots of practicaladvice. She reminds with the Off Days, where "the foods you love" includesuch
"craved"items as 1 tbsp butter, 3 tbsp sour cream and ½ small
womenthat her diet programis not a miracleand urges them to
donut.The authors claimlean bodymass willbe sparedbecause
acceptthe bodynature has provided.She encourageswomento
of the high-proteinnature of the diet and exercise components.
keep their sense of hwnorand to reward themselves.
Yet they offer no references to back up these claimsor most
A computerizedanalysisof her 1,000-caloriediet plan
others
made in the book.
revealsit is relativelyhighin protein (37%)and lowin carbohydrate (39%),whilethe fat content is commendable(24%).She
(1989)
proposes a seven-daymaintenanceplan of 1,200-1,500 calo- MaximumMetabolism
Robert M. Giller,M.D., and Kathy Matthews
ries, which provides dubious protection in the struggle for
G.P. Putnam's Sons, New York, New York
long-tenn weight control. But although the book cannot be
Hardcover,224 pp, $16.95
recommendedfor its dietary regimen, readers may still enjoy
the honest writing style. They may also benefit from Ms.
The authors of this book promise a programthat paves
Taylor'sbehavioradvice, especiallyher reminder that women
the way to quick,pennanent weightloss by eliminatinghunger,
canlookandfeelgoodwhiledietingand that "diet food"canlook
cravingsand stress. Touted as "the first bookthat tells youhow
andtaste good.
to alter your metabolicrate," MaximumMetabolismrecommendsa 21-day,low-fat,high-complex-carbohydrate
diet of900
TheStop-Light
Dietfor Children(1988)
calories, proper timing and sequence of meals, and regular
LeonardEpstein,Ph.D., and SallySquires, M.S.
exercise. However,supp1ementssuch as guar gum, chromiwn,
Little,Brownand Co., Boston, Massachusetts
L-tryptophanand "antistress vitamins"are also recommended
Hardcover,232pp, $16.95
as "biochemicalboosters" to correct faultymetabolism.
MaximumMetabolismis filledwith unscientificclaims.
This bookis designedto help childrenaged 6 to 12 lose
weightthrough a program of nutrition, exercise and behavior For example,the authors state that stress slows your metabolism, less starch equals faster weight loss, a diet low in fat will
change.The diet plan is based on ten years of research with
inevitablybe lowin calcium,and artificialsweeteners may have
1,000 participantsat the University of Pittsburgh School of
the same effect on insulinlevels as natural sugar. Any weight
Medicine.The plangroupsfoods into three categories: green
loss accomplishedon this program would be caused by its
(verylowin calories),yellow(the mainstayof the diet) and red
(highin calories).Low-fateatingwithsensibleportionsizes and
900-caloriediet, whichis deficientin several majornutrients.
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TheRiceDietReport(1986)
JudyMoscovitz
G.P. Putnam'sSons, New York,New York
Hardcover,242pp, 16.95

Not Recommended(Cont)

Howto Winat WeightLoss(1987)
StephenLanger,M.D., withJames E. Scheer
ThorsonsPublishers,Inc., Rochester,Vermont
Hardcover,236 pp, $14.95

,~

This book reveals the supposed diet secrets of Dr.
Walter Kempner's Rice House in Durham, North Carolina,
wheremore than 20,000peoplehave been treated in the last 40
Dr. Langer claims to have produced the definitive years. The programconsists of six diet phases: rangingfrom
weight-lossbookfor peopletired of dieting.Insteadhe stresses
Phase I (rice fruit and a few vegetables)to Mamtenance.Salt
the eliminationof what he calls eight "roadblocks"to weight and dairy pr~ductsare generallytaboo, as is snacking.During
loss: hypothyroidism,Candidaalbicans, hypoglycemia,aller- Phase I (whichdieters may stay on for several months), a
gies, adrenal exhaustion,heavy metal intoxication,imm~e
two-week15-to 25-poundweightloss is predicted. Exerciseis
system deficiencyand emotionaldisturbances.And he claims recommendedand manybehaviortips are provided(Moscovitz
that "An upgradingof diet throughjudiciousselectionof foods is a fonner psychotherapist).
withvitamin,mineral,and, often, enzymesupplementationnot
The diet is bland,andalthoughit is lowin fat, cholesterol
onlyimproveshealthbut enablesthe overweightand obese to
andsodium,it is alsodeficientincalories(approximately
700per
lose-often withamazingease."
day), protein and manykey nutrients (especiallyiron, calcium
The bookis filledwithnonsense.Hypothyroidism
is said
andvitaminB ). The bookcontainsseveralbizarrestatements.
to afflict40%of the population,andyeast infection(candidiasis) For example,12"If you don't have any cholesterolproblems,you
is also said to be a common factor in obesity. Foods with
may now add plain white vinegar to your list of permissible
allergensare said to be "capableof causinghypoglycemiaor
condiments,"and "A quart of milkmaybe more deadlyto some
hyperglycemia."Odorless liquidgarlic, gamma-linolenic
acid than a quart of rotgut whiskey." Worst of all, the author
and glucomannan,alongwith megadosesof vitamins,are recsuggeststhe planis healthfulfor growingchildren.
ommendedforvariousconditions.These "natural"waysto lose
weightare based primarilyon case histories. To help readers
decic1e whetherthey sufferfromhypothyroidism,candidiasisor
hypoglycemia,
the book lists the supposed symptomsof each.
Ms. HarriseditsandpublishesCurrentDietReview,a bimonthlynewsletterthat
Butmanyofthe symptomslistedare so commonandnonspecific evaluatesnutritionbooks and other publications.Subscriptionsare $20/year
they provideno basis for accurate self-diagnosis.
~
fromP.O. Box 1914,Rialto,CA92377.

BRIEFS
Fitness and mortality. A large prospectivestudy has found
that "Higherlevelsof fitnessappearto delayall-causemortality
primarilydue to lowered rates of cardiovasculardisease and
cancer."The findingswere consistentafter adjustmentforage,
serumcholesterollevel,bloodpressure, smokinghabits,fasting
bloodsugar level, familyhistory of heart disease and lengthof
follow-up.Fitness was determined through treadmilltesting.
The study, conducted by Kenneth H. Cooper, M.D., and
colleaguesat the Institute of Aerobics Research in Dallas,
Texas,followed10,224men and3, 120womenfor an averageof
eightyears [JAMA262:239~2401, 1989].
Protein "packaging." Researchers at the USDA'sAgricultural Research Service in Albany,California,are testing the

abilityofnearlyinvisiblecoatingsof casein(milk'smajorprotein)
or plant proteins plus a smallamount of vitaminC to protect
slicedfruits and vegetables and other ready-to-eatfoodsfrom
spoiling.
Criminal convictions. Three individualsinvolved in the
manufactureand marketingof E-Ferol have received prison
sentences. The drug, an intravenousvitaminE solutionmarketedwithoutFDAapproval,was responsiblefor the deathsof
38 prematureinfants in 1983 and 1984before it was recalled
fromthe market.

USDA research funds. Duringfiscalyear 1988,the USDA

spent $142.3millionfor educationalactivitiesand $60.4million
for research related to hwnannutrition(1,031projects).

New data on fiber and cholesterol. JamesAnderson,M.D.,
andcolleaguesat the Universityof Kentuckyhavereportedthat
incorporatingmore fiberintothe AmericanHeart Association's
recommendeddiet enhancesthe beneficialeffecton cholesterol
levels.The study involved179healthymen and women,30-50
years of age, whose initial serum cholesterol values were
between200and300mg/dl.The subjectswere randomlyplaced
into an AHAgroup, a high-fibergroup or a controlgroup. The
AHAand high-fiberdiets were identicalin cholesterolcontent
and percent of caloriesfromcarbohydrate,protein and fat, but
the high-fiberdiet emphasizedsolublefiber(foundin oats, dried
beans and all fruits). Both diet groups received intensive
counseling,while the control group received none. After a
year, the high-fibergroup averageda 12.8%reductionof total
bloodcholesteroland a 17.6% reduction of LDL-cholesterol.
The AHAgroup averagedreductionsof 9.5% and 13.5%. The
controlgroup experiencedreductionsof 6.7% and 9.7%. The
report was presented by Dr. Anderson at the Association's
annualscientificsessionin New Orleanson November13.
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Book_bargain. The softcovereditionof PopularNutritional
Practices,byJackZ.Yetiv,M.D., Ph.D., whichlistsfor$12.95
., is availableto Nutn'tionForum readers for $9.95 each or ~
cases of 32 for $160,postageincluded.Orders, whichmust be
prepaid,shouldbe sent to PopularMedicinePress, P.0. Box
1212--N,
SanCarlos,CA94070.The 1987book,whichreceived
excellentreviews in major journals, covers more than 100
contemporarynutritiontopics.

L-tryptophan toxicity. Inmid-November,the FDAinitiateda
Class I recall by asking manufacturersof over-the-counter
products in which L-tryptophanis the major ingredient to
removethemfromthe market. (AClassI recallis "a situationin
whichthere is a reasonableprobabilitythat use of, or exposure
to, a violativeproductwill cause serious, adverse healthconsequencesor death.") Early in January, it was announcedthat
morethan1,000cases ofa rare blooddisordercalledeosinophilmyalgiasyndromehad occurredin users of L-tryptophan,with
seven deathsand 139hospitalizations.At least a dozenbrands
are implicated.The U.S. Centers for Disease Control,whichis
collectingcase reports, has established a link between the
aminoacidsupplementand the syndrome,whichis characterizedby severe musclepainand joint pain. Some patients also
exhibitweakness,swellingof the arms and legs, fever and skin
rash. The investigationhas not established whether L-tryptophanitselfor some contaminantintroducedduringits manufactureis responsiblefor the outbreak.The healthfoodindustry
has been promotingL-tryptophanto treat sleeplessness, de,a
pression, PMS and overweight. Accordingto WholeFoods
magazine,L-tryptophanfirst gainednationalexposure after a
• 1979article in the National Enquirer, which touted it as a
''miraclepill"for relievingstress, depressionand insomnia.
Notable quote. "L-tryptophanis but one more in a longlist of
nutritionalproductsthat exposethe publicto seriousharm. ~e
marketingof allsuchunapproveddrug productsmust be attnbuted in part to FDA'slax enforcementpolicy.Howmanymore
people must be exposed to hann, what level of confusion,
deceptionand chaos must appear in the marketp½icebefore
FDAwill announcethat it expects the [supplement]mdustryto
complywiththe law?A laxenforcementpolicyserves to license
crime."-Paul]. Sage,an FDA ConsumerSafetyOfficerwho
haspetitionedtheFDA to us,emorecriminal_fr:osecution
to clean
up the illegal"supplemenfmarket{Nutntzon Forum 1:1-2,
1984].
Water treatment suit settled. In October 1988the Federal
Trade Commissionfound that Norelco had engaged in false
advertisingby claimingits Clean Water Machine rei:noved
possiblyhannfulchemicalsfrom drinkingwater when its replaceablefilteractuallyadded a potentia~yhazardouschemical
(methylenechloride).After the FTC ruling, several_owner_s_
of
thedevicefileda classactionsuit againstNorthArnencanPhilips
Corporation,Norelco'sparent company.Asp~ ~f the settl~ment,Norelcoagreedto providea fundof $2.5 millionfor use m
payingrefundsto purchasers.
" FTC attacks Fibre Trim. The Federal Trade Commission

has chargedScheringCorporationwith makin~deceptiveand
unsubstantiated
advertisingclaimsthat FibreTran cansuppress
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ap~etite or help control weight. The agency also objects to
claimsthat the productcan providethe health benefitsassociated.with a fiber-richdiet, that it provides2.35 g of fiber per
servmgand that the recommendeddailydosagewould·contribute significantly
to a person's dailydietaryfiber intake.

WICincrease. The ChildNutritionandWICAmendmentsAct
of 1989,signedintolawinNovember,includesa fiscalyear 1990
appropriationfor WIC of $2.158 million,$118 millionover
currentservicesplusinflation.Thisis the largestincreaseinfive
years, enablingWIC to serve 210,000 new participants.The
WIC program provides food to help pregnant and lactating
women,infants,and childrenaged 5 and under to improvetheir
diets and reduce their chancesof health problemsdue to poor
nutrition[NutritionForum 5:9-11, 1988]. The new law also
providesfundsfor promotingbreast-feeding.
Unusual gift. Accordingto an Associated Press report, a
43-year-oldman from Illinoiswho weighed 430 pounds last
Augustdonatedaboutfoursquare feet of excess skinto be used
for skin grafts in bum patients. After a 173-poundloss on a
high-proteinweight-lossregimen, 19more poundsofpendulous
skinandadjoiningtissue were surgicallyremovedto lessen the
strain on his back. Donatedskin serves as a temporary"living
bandage"while a bum patient's skin regenerates. Then the
borrowed tissue sloughs off. Most skin for transplants is
obtainedfromdead bodies. The donor, DennisGenz, is equipment coordinatorfor ShermanHospital,Elgin,Illinois.
HeartGuide update. The American Heart Association's
HeartGuideprogram-under which seals of approvalwill be
issuedforproductslowincholesterol,totalfat, saturatedfatand
sodiwn-is scheduledto beginin February 1990.Onehundred
productsare beingtested for possibleendorsement.Companies
in the program must pay $10,000 to $40,000 to enroll plus
$5,000to $600,000for an educationfe.e.Acco~ding
to the~'
the fees will equal the costs of testmg, nationaladvertismg,
messages on product packages, brochures and ~ther in-store
materialsthat explainthe programand stress the Inlportanceof
the overalldiet in the prevention of h~art disease. Th~.f~es
were originallyhigherbut were reducedmresponseto cnt1c1sm
fromfoodprocessors and the press. The HeartGuidelogois a
boldred heart witha checkmarkin its center. The programwas
plannedto includemargarines and spreads, shorteningsand
oils,frozendinnersandentrees, cannedandfrozenvegetables,
andcrackers. However,the USDAhas ruled that foodproducts
containingmeat and poultrycannotcarry the AHAlogo.USDA
officialshave expressed concern t~t a seal of approval_on
specificfooditems cannotconveythe unportanceof a total diet
and that foods so labeled will be perceived as "good," while
other foodsare perceivedas "bad." AHAofficialsinsis_t
that the
educationalcampaignwill supplythe correct perspective.
Quackery conference. The Second NationalConferenceon
HealthFraud, Quackeryand Misinfo~tion _has~en scheduledfor September 16-18 in Kansas ~1ty,Missoun. ~ormation about the program can be obtained by contactingJohn
Renner, M.D., Conswner Health Informationand Research
Institute, 3521 Broadway, Kansas City, MO 64111, (Telephone,816-753-8850).
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Obesity newsletter changes name. The International
~besityNewsletterhas been re~ed Obesity& _Health.
An e~ght-

pagemonthly,it covers nutntionresearch, ~et frauds,~e1ghtreductiontechniques,recent books, educatio~ matenalsand
other topics related to weigh~control. Nu_tntwnForumsubscriberscanget a free sampleissueby sendinga self-addressed
4 x 91/2-inch
envelopeto Obesity& Health,Route 1, Box 6A,
Hettinger,ND 58639.
Alcohol popularity decreasing. The U.S. Centers for Dis-

ease Control(CDC)has reported that per capitaconsumptionof
distilledspirits(whiskey,rum, vodkaand gin) in 1986was the
lowestsince1959,whileper capitaconsumptionofalcoholinall
alcoholicbeverages combined-2. 58 gallons-was the lowest
since 1977. Two out of three Americanadults drink, CDC
reported,but 10%ofdrinkers(6.5%ofU.S. adults)accountfor
halfofthe alcoholconsumed.Arecent Roperpollfoundthat 56%
of Americansfeel advertisingof alcoholicbeveragesshouldbe
banned.
"Trojan horse" nutrition bill? Senator Tom Harkin has
introducedthe Nutritionand HealthAct of 1989,a billinitiated
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by the NationalNutritionalFoods Associati~n,the major!fade ,....
organizationthat represents health f~ mdustry r~tailers,
manufacturersand distributors.The billcalls for crea~o~of a
pennanent Federal Councilon Nutritionand Healthwithinthe
Departmentof Health and H~
Servi~es.The purpose?of
the Councilwill be to: 1) collectinfonnationaboutthe relationships between nutrition and.~ealth, 2) .monitorresearch, 3)
monitorthe progress of nutntmn education,and 4) serve as a
clearinghousefor such infonnation.The ori~ator of ~e proposal, RichardMerrium of Global Marketmg Associates (?
gennaniumdistributor),believesestablishment.of the Council
willbring"officialrecognition"to the healthfoodmdustryby the
federal government. To promote the bill, the industry has
organizedthe NationalNutrition Coalitionwith an office in
Washington,DC. In a message to prospectivesupporters,the
Coalitionsays the proposed agency will includeall scientific
research on nutritionand health in its database but "will not
detenninewhichscientificdata are correct." This set-up, says
the Coalition,shouldenable the natural food industryto gain
credibilitywith consumersby presenting infonnation"on file
withthe FederalCouncilon NutritionandHealth."The Coalition
alsohopesinfonnationfromthe databasecan be used to defend
healthclaimschallengedby the FDA.

CONTROVERSY
LINGERS
OVER"NEW"RDAS
The tenth edition of the NationalResearch Council's
RecommendedDi.etary
Allowances
has finallybeenreleased.But
severalauthorsofthe draftuponwhichthe report is basedhave
askedthat they be givenproper credit for their work and that
scientificerrors in the new report be corrected.
The NRC press release of October 24, 1989, states,
"ThenewRDAsare the productofa researchreviewconducted
by a five-membersubcommitteeof nutritionexperts fromthe
FoodandNutritionBoard.... Inaddition,some20 consultants
assistedthe subcommitteewith its work.... AnearlierRDA
committeeworked on the tenth editionfrom 1980to 1985.It
was disbandedby the NationalResearch Councilas a result of
differingscientificopinionsamongthe committeemembers,the
Food and Nutrition Board, and independentreviewers appointedto critiquethe committee'sdraftreport."
In 1985the controversyeruptedover the RDA committee's draftreport, whichloweredthe valuesforvitaminsAandC
[NutritionForum3:1-2, 1986].The NRCrefusedto publishthis
report and discouragedoutsidepublisherswith threats of legal
action. The NRC also refused to convene a meeting of the
committee, the Food and Nutrition Board and anonymous
reviewers of the draft to negotiate the issues involved.A
suggestionto publishthe 1980-1985committee'swork while
retainingthe 1980valuesfor vitaminsA and C was also turned
down. Six portions of the committee's draft, which were
copyrightedby their authors, were publishedas articlesin the
April1987Americanjournal of ClinicalNutritioncallingthe
proposedvalues "RecommendedDietary Intakes (RDis)"instead of "RDAs."
InJanuary 1987an ad hoc committeeappointedby the

NationalInstitutesof Health(NIH)reviewedthe 1985draftand
agreedit was scientifically
sound.The NIH'sdirectorindicated
that the NRCshouldeither publishthe report by the end of 1989
or return nearly$600,000it was givento prepareit. The NRC
then fanned a subcommitteeto prepare the 1989report.
Most of the recommendationsin the 1989editionwere
unchangedor modifiedonly slightly from the ninth (1980)
edition.RDAs were establishedfor vitaminK and selenium,
whichwere listed with estimated safe and adequateranges in
the 1980edition.Highervalueswere set for calciumintakefor
womenbetweenthe ages of 18 and 25. Andlowervalueswere
set for folate, vitaminB6, vitaminB12, magnesium,zinc,iron
(for adolescentand premenopausalwomen) and protein (for
pregnantwomen).
VictorHerbert, M.D., who served on the 1980-1985
RDAcommittee,says that "Virtuallyallof these changeswere
madeby our committee.The 1989editionis mainlyour work,
edited by the subcommitteeto retain the 1980 numbersfor
vitaminsA and C as we suggestedto resolve the impassefour
yearsago. But the 1989editionrecommendsa higherintakefor
smokersfor whichno scientificbasis exists. And the subcommitteeintroducedseriousscientificerrors as well.Theextentof
its plagiarismcan be judgedby comparingour April1987AJCN
articleson iron, folateand vitaminsA, B12, C and K withtheir
1989RDAcounterparts."
The 297-page1989RecommendedDietaryAllowancesis
availablefor $19.95prepaidfromthe NationalAcademyPress,
2101 ConstitutionAve. NW, Washington,DC 20418 (Telephone,l -800-624-6242).
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THEMACROBIOTIC
DIET:
NOCANCER
CURE
JohannaDwyer,D.Sc., R.D.
Macrobioticsis a quasi-religiousphilosophicalsystem
foundedby GeorgeOhsawa(1893-1966)andpopularizedinthe
UnitedStates by MishioKushi.The system advocatesa vegetariandiet in whichanimalfoodsare used as condimentsrather
than as full-fledgedmenu items. The optimaldiet is said to be
achievedby balancing"yin" and "yang" foods. The yin/yang
classification
does not correspondto nutrient compositionbut
rather to activitycharacteristicsof the universe as definedby
_,,. Orientalphilosophy.
~
Kushiappearsto believethat diet is the majorfactorin
, ,, the developmentof cancer and shouldplay a major role in its
treatment.In TheCancerPrevention
Diet(1983),he stated that
"canceris the body'shealthyattempt to isolatetoxinsingested
andaccwnulatedthroughyears of eating the modem unnatural
diet andlivingin an artificialenvironment." Kushialso appears
antagonistic
to medicaltreatment. In CancerandDiet(1980),he
stated, "Ofprimaryimportancein dealingwithcancer... is not
to disturbthis naturalmechanismby takingout and destroying
the cancer."And in The CancerPreventionDiet, he says that
"whena personwithcancerhas receivedchemotherapy,cobalt
radiation,or undergonesurgery ... recoverymaybe somewhat
moredifficult"and that, "except in ... lifesavingsituations,we
do not encouragepatients to combinethe Cancer Prevention
Dietwithsurgery, radiation,or chemotherapy."
The "Standard"Macrobiotic Diet

Accordingto literature from the Kushi Institute, the
"standard"macrobioticdiet for persons living in temperate
climatesencompassesthe following:
• Wholecereal grains comprise50-60% of each meal.
Flmrrproducts,noodles,andcrackedgrains, suchas unyeasted
wholewheat breads, whole wheat and buckwheat noodles,
oatmeal,bulgurwheat, cornmeal,andother crackedgrainsmay
be used to complementmainservingsof wholecereal grains.
• About5-10% of the dailyfoodintake shouldbe soup
~ madewithvegetables,seaweed, grains, or beans. Seasonings
are usuallymisoor tamarisoy sauce.
• Vegetables comprise 20-30% of each meal. Two
thirdsare cooked;one thirdmaybe eaten raw, as pressed salad,

or as pickles. Those .veg~tables for daily use includegreen
cabbage,kale, broccoli,Chinesecabbage,bok choy, dandelion,
mustard greens, carrots, squash, scallions,and onions.Potatoes, ~~matoes,eggplant,peppers, asparagus, spinach,beets,
zucchini,and avocadoshouldbe avoided.
• Wholebeans or soybean-basedproducts, cookedtogether with sea vegetables,comprise5-10% of the dailyintake
of food.
• Beverages include herbal teas, cereal grain teas,
springor wellwater, and smallquantitiesof fruitjuices.
• A small amount of white meat fish (flounder,carp,
halibut,or trout) may be included1-3 times a week.
• Seasonallyavailablefruit may be eaten 2-3 times a
week in smallamounts.
• Snacks can includenuts and seeds (dry-roastedand
seasoned with sea salt or tamari soy sauce). Popcorn, rice
cakes, roasted grains, or beans can also be eaten in small
amounts.
• Meat, animalfat, eggs, poultry,milkproducts,refined
sugars, soda, coffee,"chemicallytreated" foods,refinedgrains,
hot spices, and canned, frozen, or irradiated foods shouldbe
eliminated.
Vitamin/mineralsupplements are usually avoided, and
fluidrestrictionis common.Specificdiets, whichare variantsof
this general pattern, are sometimes proposed for different
types of cancer.
The macrobiotic"way of life" includeschewingfoodat
least 50 times per mouthful(or until it becomes liquid),not
wearingsyntheticor woolenclothingnext to the skin,not taking
longhot baths or showers (unlesstoo muchsalt or animalfoods
have been consumed),having large green plants at home to
enrichthe oxygencontent of the air, and singinga happysong
every day.

Why Cancer Patients are Vulnerable
During the past few years, there has been so much
publicityabout diet and cancer that many people who develop
cancerbelievethat dietaryfactors are the sole cause. Mal;robioticproponentsclaimthat cancers arise fromimbalancesin the
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bodyandbuildupsof poisonsor im~urities,and that _detoxi?cationcanbe accomplishedthroughdietarymeans.This proV1des
a seeminglystraightforwarddietary explanationfor illnessand
suggeststhat a nontoxic,self-a~stered, home-basedtrea~mentusingfoodis the answer. Pat.tentsconcludethat !113Crobioticdiets are harmless, nontoxic,and may be beneficial,often
after reading a testimonialbook or encounteringanecdotes
aboutsupposedcures fromwell-meaningfriendsor relativ~s.
Most patients are interested in self-help, especially
throughdietarymeasures.The macrobioticdietcansatisfytheir
desire for involvementin their own care, since a considerable
amountof specialfoodpurchasingandpreparationis necessary.
Personalizedattention is provided not only by the various
advisersor counselors,but alsothroughthe activitiesof groups
oflike-minded
individuals.
The emphasison spiritualdimensions
mayhelpcancerpatientsovercomeguiltaboutaspects of their
previouslifestylethat they feel may have caused their illness.
Eachof these characteristicscan be attractiveto patientswho
are frustratedby the toxic side effects of radiationor chemotherapy or who believe they are not involvedenoughin the
treatmentprocess,are not receivingenoughemotionalsupport
fromtheirdoctors,or are not beingcomfortedabouttheirillness
by their religiousor philosophical
beliefs.
Macrobioticscloaksitselfin the trappingsof status and
respectability.Its proponentssuggest that experts andauthoritativegroupsagree withthis therapy. The macrobioticdiet is
lowin fat and highin fiber, whichis also a characteristicof the
preventivediet recommendedby the AmericanCancerSociety
andother authoritativebodies,althoughthe macrobioticdiet is
muchmore restrictive. Becauseof this, manypeopleassume
that it cancurecanceras well.The factis, however,that neither
the AmericanCancer Society, the NationalAcademyof Sciences, the NationalCancer Institute, or any other scientific
organizationrecommendsanytype of diet as a cure for cancer.
The AmericanCancerSocietylists macrobioticdiets amongits
"unprovenmethods"and warnsthat "if not properlyplannedto
be nutritionallyadequate, such diets couldprovideinsufficient
n~tritionfor cancerpatients" [Ca: A CancerJournal
for Physiaans 39:248--251,1989].
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her to have surgery, whichwas completelysuccessful.Most
patientswhoabandonor delaytreatment of a tumor ~ora year -4'
are not so lucky.Their chancesof cure (or lesseneddis~omfort _
if only ameliorationis possible)are likelyto be considerably
worse.
A secondthreat arises from the diet itself.Macrobiotic
theory claimsthat improperdiet and inadequateeliminationof
waste result in constitutionalor metaboliccontaminationand
causecancer,andthat cure resultsfromrightingthe balanceand
cleansingthe body with specialvegetariandiets, appropriate
spiritualattitudes, and other measures. These misguidednotionsoftenleadto radicaldietarychangesthat can compromise
nutrientadequacyin patientswhosenutritionalstatus is already
precarious.
Among cancer patients, many of whom have great
difficultywith their appetite, the dietary goal should be to
maintainthe best nutritionalstatus possible.Appropriatenutritionalsupportcanmaximizethe chanceofa positiveresponseto
cancertreatmentandminimizesicknessanddeathfromsecondary malnutrition.Sometimesnutritionalsupportcanhelpto slow
or reverse weight loss, wasting of lean body mass, lack of
appetite, and lack of an immuneresponse. When this is not
possibleandthese signsrepresent an unpreventablepart ofthe
diseaseprocess, dietary modification
may stillhelpthe patient
feelmore comfortable.The macrobioticdiet does not conform
to anyacceptedtheory of nutritionalsupportof cancerpatients,
nor has it been demonstratedby properly controlledexperiments to be helpfulin maintainingnutritionalstatus among
cancerpatients.
Whenhealthyadultswhoare accustomedto usualAmer- ...
ican fare go on macrobioticdiets, they usually experience
weightloss, sometimesto a profounddegree. Cancerpatients,
whohavelittleappetiteto beginwithor whohavecomplications
due to a cancerlocatedin their digestivetract, can ill affordto
acceleratetheir weightloss. Sincemacrobioticdietsare formulatedbyadherenceto a philosophyrather thannutrientneedand
foodpreferences,there is no guaranteetheywillbe nutritionally
adequate.

Clear-CutDangers
Whatspecificthreats do macrobioticdiets pose? First,
devoteesof these regimensare often alienatedfrom sciencebased medicalpractices. Several studies have foundthat the
parents of macrobioticchildrenhad more negative attitudes
toward conventionalpediatricguidancethan did Seventh-day
Adventistvegetariansor nonvegetariansof similareducational
levels,and their childrenexhibitedless satisfactorynutritional
~tatus.Advocatesofmacrobioticdietsforthose whoare already
ill often oppose surgery, chemotherapy,and radiation,which
they viewas harmfuland unnatural.Patients who followtheir
counselmayabandonthose therapies.
Severalyears agoI intervieweda patientwho,actingon
the adviceof a macrobioticcounselor,had signedherselfout of
the hospitalon the dayshe was scheduledforlaser surgeryfora
benignvocalcord tumor. During the next year, she and her
familystudiouslyadheredto a macrobioticdiet. Her increasing
hoarsenE:ss
was at_tributed
by ~~r co~selors to dietarylapses.
Onlythe mterventionofa physiaanfriendof the familyfinallyled
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No Evidence of Benefit

The me~physical concepts of macrobioticsare not
amenableto testmg, but curative claimsare testable. So far,
however,.no study that meets accepted scientificcriteria has
beenpublished.~1ostreports of cure are based on anecdotes
and ~rsonal t~stimonyra~er than on careful comparisonsof
effectivenessm double-blindcontrolled studies of the diet
ver~usother treatm~ntsor a placebo.Docwnentationis rarely
fumi_shed_that
the ~atientshadcancer,and,if they did,that their
suryivaltune was unprovedby the diet. Reports about single
patientsor smallgroups of patients are too small to rule out
chanceor biasedselection.Also, follow-upsare often incompl~teor f?r too short a timeto make soundconclusions.Thus it
1simposs1bl~
t~ s~parateout the actualpositiveeffects(if any)of
the macrob10tic
diet fromplaceboeffects or coincidencedue to
thenaturalhistoryofthe canceritself.Finally,noneofthe claims

of.cur~ h?ve been subjectedto the scrutiny of peer reviewin
scientificJournals.Rather, nonmedicalchannelsandthe popular
press have been used to disseminateinfonnation.
. ~en c_hallenged,
macrobioticproponentsrespondthat
therrphilosophical
or quasi-religiousbeliefsare not amenableto
t~e stan.dardsof_proof that apply to testing physiologicor
b1ochenu~theon~s. Those whoobjectto these viewsare often
c~aractenze~as bigotswho, for economicor ideologicreasons,
failto recogrnzethe newer therapies.
Beca~seno be~efithas been demonstratedandthe risks
cl!"esubstantial,the_re1sno reason to recommendmacrobiotic
diets for cancerpatients.
Dr. !)wyer is clirect?rof the Frances Stern NutritionCenter, New England
MedicalCenterHo~p•ta1~,
andP~ofessorofMedicine(nutrition)andCommunity
H~aJthat .TuftsUruvers1~y
_Medical
School.The next issue of NutritionForum
will descnbe the macrob1otic
marketplaceand a seminarat the KushiInstitute.

BRIEFS
S~it filed o~er new RDAs. VictorHerbert, M.D., J.D., is
sumgthe NationalAcademyof Sciencesfor copyrightinfringe~ent. Dr. Herbert be~ev~sthat the chapters on vitaminB12,
iron,and folateappeanngm the 1989RDAbookwere derived
fromwork he producedand copyrightedwhileservingon the
1980-1985RDACommittee[see NF 7:8].
Antiquackery crusader dies. Paul Sage, the FDA official

#.

whopetitionedthe agencyto use criminalprosecutionsto clean
uptheillegal"supplement"marketplace,diedon February18th.
[Editor'snote:He will be sorely missed by those of us who
believethe FDAshoulddeveloppoliciestoughenoughto deter
the marketingof supplementswithbogustherapeuticclaims.]

Bogus "Candida" product tackled by FTC.Nature's Way,
ofSpringville,
Utah,and its president,KennethMurdock,have
signeda consent agreement to stop makingunsubstantiated
claimsthat Cantrolis helpfulagainstyeast infectionscausedby
Candidaalbicansand to pay $30,000to the NationalInstitutes
ofHealthto supportresearchonyeast infections.The productis
a conglomerationof capsules containingacidophilus,evening
primroseoil,vitaminE, linseedoil,caprylicacid,paud'arco,and
severalother substances.It is one of manyproductsmarketed
by the healthfoodindustrymanufacturersfor the treatment of
"candidiasis
hypersensitivity,"a fad diagnosiscalled"speculative and unproven"by the AmericanAcademyof Allergyand
Immunology
[NF 3:14, 3:28, 4:84--85].Cantrolhas been promotedwitha self-test based on commonsymptomsthe manufacturerclaimedwere associatedwith yeast problems.However, the ITC charged that the test was not valid for this
purpose.FTCCommissionerAndrewJ.Strenioobjectedto the
tenns of the agreement, because the penalty"lookedpaltry"
comparedto the estimated$6 millionconswners spent for the
product.Healsowasdisturbedthat the agreementdidnot apply
to the company'sentire productlinebut just to productsbased
on Cantrol'sprimaryingredients.Last year the FDA seizeda
,..,... supplyof Cantrolfrom Nature's Way. [Editor'snote:Public
·a
protectionwouldhave been muchgreater if either agencyhad
actedin 1985when I reported what Nature's Waywas doing
wrong.]

Stuart Berger attacked. CBS's "Inside Edition"has aired
two programsvilifyingStuart Berger, M.D., a Park Avenue
"diet doctor" who is being investigated by state licensing
authorities.Duringthe first program,a reporter describedwhat
happenedwhenshe visitedBerger complaining
offatigue,as did
a prominentNew York allergist who probed Berger with a
similarcomplaint.Both noted that their contactwithhimlasted
about two minutes, included no physical examination,and
culminatedwith a diagnosisof chronicfatigue syndromeand
allergyto yeast (Candida).The reporter's cost was$845forthe
first visit, with an estimated total of about $1,500throughthe
third visit. A former patient described a similarexperience,
which had cost over $1,000. A former employee said that
Bergerordered his employeesto indicateon bloodtest reports
that every patient was allergicto wheat, dairyproducts,eggs,
and yeast. The reporter's visit had been filmedwith a hidden
camera. Berger obtaineda court order stopping"InsideEdition" from showingthe tape during the initialprogram. Two
weekslater, however,after the U.S. SupremeCourtsidedwith
the producers,the tape was shown. Duringthe interim,informationwas receivedfrommore than a hundredformerpatients
and employees. In 1985, Dr. Berger's Immune PowerDiet
becamean overnightbest seller followingBerger's appearance
onthe "DonahueShow"[NF3:24]. In the book,claimsare made
that overweightand numerousother health problemsare the
result of an "immunehypersensitivityresponse" to common
foods,andthat "detoxification"
and weightlossfollowedbyfood
supplementscan tune and strengthen the immune system.
There is no scientificevidenceto support these claims.
World Food Prize status shaky. The advisorycouncilfor

the WorldFood Prize has announcedthat continuationof the
awardis in jeopardy. GeneralFoods establishedthe $200,000
annualprize in 1986 to honor individualswho have made an
outstandingcontributiontowardimprovingthe quality,quantity,
or availability
of the globalfoodsupply.However,the company,
whichis nowa subsidiaryof PhilipMorris, Inc., has announced
that it will no longer support the prize. The advisorycouncil
hopesto finda new sponsor.
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Anti-irradiation update. A two-yearmorato~umon the sale
or manufactureof irradiated food (except spices) has been
enacted by the New Jersey State .Legislature. New York
adopteda similarbanlast year, andMamehas banned~e saleof
irradiatedfoodindefinitely.QuakerOats and~- J. J:-Iemz
Companyhave announcedthat they willnot m~ket rrracliatedfoods.
Irradiation,whichcan prolongthe shelf-lifeof foods, has been
unfairlyattacked by consumer groups and segments of the
healthfoodindustry.
"Misting" machine update. After tracing an outbreak of
Legionnaires'disease to a Louisianasupermark~t'svegetablesprayingmachine,the NationalCenters for D1se~seControl
have concludedthat, for the most part, such machines~o not
appearto pose widespreadris~s ~o~ublichealth. !he dise~se
resultedfrombacteriathat multipliedm the reservoirofa device
in whichsome of the water recirculatedand could stagnate.
More than 90% of mistingmachinesspray water that comes
directlyfromthe tap, whichposes no hazard.
Fat substitute approved. The FDA has given the NutraSweet Companypermissionto market imitationice cream
madewithSimplesse,a new fat substitute. Simplesseis made
byprocessingegg whiteand/ormilkprotein,pluswater, pectin,
sugar, and citricacid, into a creamymixturethat has the taste
and texture of fat. Nutrasweet's ice cream, called Simple
Pleasures,willbe availablein six flavors.It willhave abouthalf
the caloriesof regularice creamand containless than a gram of
fat and5--15gramsof cholesterolper 4-ounceserving.Regular
ice cream (10%fat) contains10-12 grams of fat per 4-ounce
serving. The companyplans to seek permission to market
mayonnaise,saladdressing, sour cream, yogurt, dips, margarine, butter, and cheese spreads made with Simplessein place
of fat. Additionalinfonnationcan be obtainedby contactingthe
NutraSweet Company'sconsumer affairs center, 1-800-3217254,9:00am to 3:00 pm CST.
Con man foiled again. Peter Foster, whoreceiveda 4-month
jail sentence for advertising''Cho Low Tea," a nonexistent
productclaimedto lowerbloodcholesterollevels[NF6:46-47],
has been foiledin an attempt to place ads for another bogus
product.Shortlyafter his release, he asked manynewspapers
for credit to place ads for Ageless Aging, a nutrient product
claimedto helpmaintainenergy, controlstress, increasestamina and endurance, and counter toxins that "stimulate the
productionof free radicals,chemicalswhichcontributegreatly
to the agingprocess." Foster's request arousedthe suspicionof
a newspaper official,who asked the AmericanNewspaper
PublishersAssociationCredit Bureau Incorporatedto investigate. ANPAICBIvice president James Ralph quicklydeterminedthat the letters and product were bogus and, together
withhis staff, spent an entire day telephoningnewspapersto
warnthem. Manyhad been processingthe ad for publication.
[Editor'snote:James Ralphdid another great job in stoppinga
mail-orderscam whose promoter was attempting to cheat
newspapers as well as consumers. However, had Foster's
request been accompaniedby payment,his ad wouldhavebeen
publishedby manynewspapersthat don'tseem to care whether
their subscribersare cheated.]

FORUM
Tryptophan lawsuits. ~any_ lawsuits_are being ~ed by
individuals
strickenwitheosmophila-myalgia
sy~c!romelinkedto -4'
the takingof L-tryptophan.!n ~ebruary, to facilitatee~~~ge
ofinformationamongthe plamtiffs,the L-TryptophanL1tigation
Groupwas formedby the Associationof Trial Lawyers, 1050
31st St., N.W., Washington,DC 20007. In March,_theFDA
expanded its recall to all L-tryptophan product~_111ta~let,
capsule, powder, or liquidform, .as well as multI-m~edient
nonproteinsupplementsthat ~~ntamL-tryptophan.Retailsales
were an estimated$50-75 milliona year.
Food allergy report. A 36-pagebookletabout allergiesand
other adverse reactions to foods is availablefor $3 from the
AmericanCouncilon ScienceandHealth, 1995Broadway,New
York NY 10023.Individualmembershipin the Council,which
includesits quarterlymagazinePrioritiesanda 50%discorn:it.on
allACSHscientificreports, now costs $25 per year. Sustammg
individual
membership,whichincludesthe magazineandallnew
ACSHpublications,is now$50 per year.
Organic labeling bill. A 117-pagebill outlininga national
standard for ''organic" food production was introduced on
February8, 1990, by Senator Patrick Leahy (D-VT).The bill
(S. 1896), titled the OrganicFoods ProductionAct of 1990,
wouldestablisha USDA"organicallyproduced"labelfor products meeting certain productionstandards. Other uses of the
word "organic"would be prohibited.The standards call for
productionwithout the use of synthetic pesticides, annual
inspectionof each fann, periodicresidue testing of products, ...
and civilpenaltiesfor violations.State programs may contain stricter guidelinesif approvedby the U.S. SecretaryofAgriculture. The bill's sponsors believe it will: 1) help eliminate
consumerconfusionabout unsubstantiatedclaimsfor "organic"
and "natural"foods; 2) providesafer foodalternatives;and 3)
givefarmersincentivesto use fewer chemicals.The bill'scritics
believeit willcertifynonsense,promoteconfusion,andincrease
foodcosts. Twenty-twostates have passed statutes settingup
"organic"definitions.Informationaboutthe billcanbe obtained
fromKathleenM. Merrigan,U.S. Senate Committeeon Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry, SD-647 Dirksen Building,
Washington,DC 20510(Telephone:202-224-5207).
Pesticide-free certification. ScientificCertificationSystems, ofOakland,CA,doingbusinessas NutriClean,tests foods
and offers a "No Detected Pesticide Residue" standard with
stickersretailers can use in marketingthe foods.Accordingto
an articlein the July 1989East Westjournal,about40 shippers
of fruits and vegetables and 1,000 of the nation's 17,000food
stores are involved.NutriCleanwas foundedin 1984by Stan
Rhodes, a chemist who had spent eight years in the natural
foods business. He hopes that his testing-and-certification
systemwillpressure growersnationwideto sharplycurtailtheir
use ofpesticides.However,criticsquotedinthe articlecharged
that NutriClean'sprogram is simplya marketinggimmickthat
preys on consumer concerns and that there is no reason to
believethat foodscertified''free ofresidue''are saferthanthose ..._
that have not been certified. NutriCleanalso tests foods for
nutrientcontentand certifiesthose foundto have highervalues
thangovernment-reportedaverages.
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N~w newsletter. ConsumerMagazinesDigest, edited by
Kristen McNutt, Ph.D., J.D., summarizes nutrition articles
appe.aring
in current.issuesof more than 40 popularmagazines.
Publishedmonthly,1tcosts $67/year. Subscriptionsor a free
samplecopycanbe orderedfromConsumerMagazinesDigest
P.O. Box1985,Evanston,IL 60204.
'
Cholesterol booklet. The ChanningL. Bete Co., 200 State
Road,SouthDeerfield,MA 01373, has published"AboutCholesterol,"an excellentbooklet on diet, cholesterol and heart
disease prevention.The booklet is simple enough for use in
elementaryschoolsyet comprehensiveenough for adult wellness programs.A free review copy can be obtainedby calling
1-800-628-7733.
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Calcium supplements. T~e Medical Letter, a highly respe~ted drug a_ndtherapeu~c advisory for physicians, has
reV1ewed
the eV1dence
regardingcalciumsupplements[31:101103, 1989]and concluded: Differencesin the absorptionand
adverse effects of different calciumsalts are generallysmall.
Largedoses of medicinalcalciummay interfere withabsorption
of o.thernutrients; food sources are probablysafer. Whether
calcmmfromanysource canprevent osteoporosisremainsto be
established."Poorlyfonnulatedproductsmay not readilydisintegrate or disso!vein the stomach. Therefore, if supplements
are used, MedicalLetter consultants recommend chewable
tabletssuchas Tums or Os-Cal500 Chewableor tabletslabeled
as meetingU.S.P. standardsfor dissolution.
11

HAVE
YOUSEEN
YOUR
VITAMITICIAN
LATELY?
JamesJ. Kenney,Ph.D., R.D.
Great Earth VitaminStores-the nation's second largest health food store chain-is advertising a "Free Vitamin
Fitting"by "highlytrainedVitamiticianswho tailora nutritional
supportprogramthat's a perfect fit for you." Accordingto the
ad, the program is based on a "NutritionalFitness Profile"
developedby "a notedJohns Hopkinsphysician."
The Profilecontains29 multiple-choicequestionspertainingto diet, symptoms,illnesses,and lifestylefactors. Each
questionhas three possible answers, with # 1 indicatingno
problem,#2 indicatinga slight problem, and #3 indicatinga
significant
problem.To obtainmy ''vitaminfitting,"I visitedtwo
Great Earth stores in the Los Angelesarea. One displayeda
large poster offeringthe service, while the other had posted
copiesof the Profile throughout the store. In both stores I
completedthe questionnaire.
In the first store, the "Vitamitician"referred to a document about ten pages long while reviewingmy answers. My
overallscore was "53," which he said was "pretty good."
Nevertheless,for each response #3 I'd checked, he recommendeda supplement.For example,question23 askedwhether
mycholesterollevelwas "low,""I don't know,"or "high."I had
checked "high." For this, he recommended Cholesterol
Counter,a productcomposedof packets that cost $19.95 for a
30-daysupply. Each packet containedfour pills: 500 mg of
niacin,500mg of vegetablesterols, 400 mg of Omega-3fishoil,
and1000mgof oat branandother fibers.He toldme that taking
a packetwitheach mealwouldhelplowermy cholesterollevel.
He alsorecommendeda digestiveenzymesupplementbecause
I hadchecked"Regularly"in response to question11, "Do you
frequentlysufferfromgas, flatulenceor heartburn?"
The second"Vitamitician"
appearedmore confidentand
did not refer to any documentwhen givingadvice. Instead of
Cholesterol
Counter,she recommendeda 500mg timed-release
niacintabletwitheach meal. She said I wouldnoticeflushingof
my skin which would indicate that "the niacin was flushing
toxins, includingcholesterol, out of my system." She also
recommendedthe enzyme supplement, but switched to an
acidophilusproduct and a milder enzyme product when I describedhavinghad gnawingstomach sensations in the past.
Both"Vitamiticians"
assured me that the supplementswould
reduceflatulenceeven thoughI toldthem it had started whenI
beganeatingbeansand oat bran.

Both "Vitamiticians"recommendeda vitaminE supplement because I had checked that I live where the level of
pollutionis "Highmuch of the time. "(I live near smoggyLos
Angeles.)The second "Vitamitician"also recommendeda 500
mg vitamin C supplement to help deal with Htoxins."Both
recommendeda high-dosemultivitaminandmineralsupplement
even thoughI said I was already takingone with 100%of the
RecommendedDietaryAllowances.The second"Vitamitician"
said"the RDAs were developed50 or 90 years agoandwere the
minimumneeded to prevent a deficiency."
Althoughmy experiencesdo not indicatethe full extent
ofGreatEarth's newest salesgimmick,it is clearthat something
is wrong.The 29 questions, either separately or together, do
not providea rationalbasis for any type of supplementrecommendation.The advice I received was completelyunfounded.
The scientificevidencethat megadosesof vitaminsC or E can
protect against pollutionis suggestive at best. The idea that
digestiveenzyme supplementscan reduce flatulencedue to a
high-fiberdiet is utter nonsense.The nutrientintakeI described
(evenwithouta supplementcontaining100%of the RDAs)was
more than adequate to prevent deficiency.So there was no
rationalbasis for prescribingan additionalvitaminand mineral
supplement.
Worse yet, the advice about niacin was potentially
dangerous.Althoughniacincanbe a valuabledrug for controlling
bloodcholesterollevels, it should never be used outside of a
comprehensive,medicallysupervisedprogramthat beginswith
attention to diet, exercise, and other factors related to heart
diseaserisk. Whenniacinuse is appropriate,the dosageshould
be builtup graduallyto minimizethe incidenceof side effects,
and bloodtests shouldbe perfonned regularlyto detect liver
problemsor other toxic effects (such as increased bloodsugar
or uric acid levels). But neither "Vitamitician"mentionedthe
potentialdangers.
Are Great Earth's ''Vitamiticians"highlytrained?Or are
theymerelysales clerkswitha new title?After returninghome,
I telephonedthe first store and~skedanotherVitamitician
about
her training.There ''really wasn't any," she replied. "Allyou
reallyhave to knowis how to sell supplements."
Dr. Kenney,whois certifiedbythe AmericanBoardof Nutrition,is the nutrition
specialistfor PritikinLongevityCenters.
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BOOK
REVIEW
dietaryrecommendationsfor reducingserum cholesterolwere
never tested to see whether they are safe or effective.But the
NCEP advisesusing ordinaryfoods to help lower cholesterol
levels.Is he suggestingthere is somethinginherentlydangerous abouteatingfruits, vegetables,and wholegrains?He also
states that laboratorytests for cholesterolare inaccurate,but
doesn't mentionthat substantialprogress has been made in
improvingthem.
.
Thomas Moore is an award-winningjournalistwith a
Moorecomplainsthat the much-heraldedCoronaryPnbent toward investigativereporting. If he set out to create
controversywithhislatest book,he most assur~dlysucceede~. mary PreventionTrial(CPPT),the studythat sowedthe seeds
of the NCEP,failedto showthat loweringcholesterolprolongs
Withindaysafter a lengthyexcerptofHearlFailureappearedm
life.He alsoaccusedthe investigatorsoffudgingtheir statistics.
the September1989issue ofAtlanticMonthly,officialsat the
NationalHeart, LungandBloodInstitute(NHLBI)were scram- "Inscientificresearch, peopletend to findwhatthey are looking
for, to see whatthey expectto see," he writes, especiallywhen
blingto respond to Moore's allegationsthat the benefits of
loweringelevatedcholesterollevelshavebeengrosslyexagger- hugeamountsof time and moneyhave been invested.But the
issues of marginalstatisticalsignificanceand overallmortality
ated, that diet has relativelylittle effect on heart diseaserisk,
and that the entire NationalCholesterolEducationProgram were discussedopenlyin the medicalliteratureat the time the
studywaspublished.Despitethese drawbacks,expertsaround
(NCEP), which recommends cholesterol screening for all
the worldstillconsiderthe CPPT a success because so many
Americanadultsis ill-conceived
at best, anddangerousat worst.
DoesThomasMooresay we do not haveto worryabout positivetrends were associatedwithreducingcholesterol.
Mooredescribeshowa smallcircleoffriendsis responcholesterolany more?Does he advocatea return to baconand
sible for formulatingthe nation's major policy decisionson
eggsforbreakfast,served withbuttered toast?Is this bookthe
cholesterol.These membersof the "medicalelite" chairscienidlemusingsofjust anothernutritioncharlatan?Noonallcounts.
research grants, advisethe
Moorerecognizesthat a highbloodcholesterollevelincreases tificmeetings,controlmillion-dollar
FDA
on
drug
safety,
and
interface
closely with the NHLBI.
the risk of heart disease. But he is very troubledabout how
Sometimesthey even take jobs with drug companies.Moore .._
publicpolicydecisionsare made that affectlarge segmentsof
doesn't doubtthe integrityof these individualsor suggest that
the population.Andthat's whatthis bookis reallyabout.
less-qualified
peopleassume their responsibilities,but he cauFor starters, Moore takes dead aimat the NCEPwith
tionsthat sucha groupof like-mindedinsidersmaybecometoo
simplebut provocativequestions:"Whatis the nature of the
process that determines that millionsof Americanswithout attachedto a singlepointofview."The terribledangerofsucha
symptomsare at risk (for coronaryheart disease)and require
closed loop is that importantand basic questions are neither
expensivemedicaltreatment?Whatkindofscientificevidenceis
askednor answered,"writes Moore (an "unbiased"outsider).
required?How are adverse effects (of treatment) monitored Butmanydissentingopinionswere heardat the NHLBIconsenand the benefitsmeasured?Is the new assaulton cholesterol sus conference,and continueto be voicedat meetingsand in
builton as solida scientificfoundationas the campaignagainst scientificpublications.If there is one thingthat everyoneagrees
hypertension?"He is especiallytroubledthat the NHLBInever
upon,it is that the riddleof heart disease has yet to be solved.
conducteda cost-benefitanalysisbefore launchingthe NCEP,
Moore reserves his harshest criticismsfor the giant
andthat the programwas never approvedby Congress.
pharmaceutical
companies.He claimsthey have failedto demBoth are legitimategripes. But when Moore starts to
onstrate the safety of their drugs and are makingenormous
disputethe evidencelinkingdiet, cholesterol,andheart disease,
profitsfromthe NCEP. In fact, he states that what started out
he overextendshis authorityandhiscase beginsto breakdown.
as a campaignfor the publicgoodhas become"intertwinedwith
In reviewingsome of the major scientificfindingsthat
greed," with physiciansand food companiesalso cashingin
gaverise to the NCEP, Mooreconcludedthat the programis
mightilyon cholesterol.He even wonders if reducingcholesunjustified
becauseNHLBI'sownclinicaltrialsfailedto show,by
terol is sucha goodideain the first place, as he pointsout that
andlarge, that loweringbloodcholesterollevelsreducesheart
somecancerpatientshavelowserumcholesterollevels."Asea
disease.However,althoughhe cites scores of scientificreferof uncertaintysurrounds the territory of cholesterol levels
ences, he did not do his homeworkvery weU.Rather than
below200mg/dl,'' he warnsin a chapterentitled"The Dangers
consideringthe evidenceas a whole,he focusedon the negative of LowCholesterol."The AmericanCancerSociety,however,
aspectsofonlya fewstudies,suchas the "MRFIT"trial.Healso
doesn't share Moore's fear. In fact, it endorses a low-fatdiet
ignoredstudiesin progress whosepreliminarydatawere avail- plansimilarto the NCEP'sto helpprevent cancer.
ableat the timehe wrote the book.In so doing,he failedto see
Nowherein his bookdoes Moore mentionthe Cholesthe bigpicture.
terol-LoweringAtherosclerosisStudy, whichprovidesstrong
Whilediscussingthe topicofcholesterol,whichoccupies evidencethat reducingcholesterollevelsslowsthe progression
nearlythe first thirdof the book,Mooremadeseveraltechnical ofplaque,or reverses depositsalreadyformed.Andhe belittles ~
errors in his descriptionsof cell membranesand lipoproteins. or ignores other major trials and decades of epidemiologic
Buthis greatest mistakeswere errors of omissionandmislead- research,animalexperiments,andmetabolicwardstudies,allof
ing innuendoes.For example, he is puzzledthat the NCEP
whichpointto a stronglinkbetweendiet, cholesterol,andheart

Title:Heart Failure:A CriticalInquiryintoAmericanMedicine
andthe Revolutionin Heart Care
Author:ThomasJ. Moore
Publisher:RandomHouse,New York
Price:$19.95. Hardcover,308pages
Reviewed
by:MarkA. Kantor,Ph.D.
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di~ease.In ~ct, he doesn't seem to understand that clinical
,.... tnals, by~herrvery ~ature,_ar~onlycapableof showingmodest
,· changesin ~eart dis_ease~c1denceand mortality. Even the
longeststudiesare stillrelativelyshort, inasmuchas the buildup
of plaqueoc~ursgraduallyover the lifetimeof an individual.
. D~sp1tethese nwnerousshortcomings,HearlFailureis
a captivatingbookthat is more than just a story about cholesterol. In later chapters, Moore unleashes his considerable
wri~g skill~to ~escribethe earlybattles againstheart disease.
~e givesa nvetmgaccountof the majorbreakthroughs,includingcorofla!Y
~ypasss~ge,~, balloonangioplasty,thrombolytic
therapyWith clot-busting drugs, andthe peoplebehindthem.
But throughout,he returns to his central theme. How
muchdo we reallyknowabout the long-termeffectivenessof
these procedures?Are they worth their incredibleexpense?
And most importantly,do they save lives? The problem, as
Mooresees it, is simple:modem medicineplaces too much
emphasisondevelopinghigh-techtreatmentsbut investsfartoo
littletime!money,and attentionin measuringtheir outcomes.
Moore also weaves suspense into his book, as he
describesthe perils of open heart surgery, duringwhichlife
literallyhangsby a thread.Later, he whisksthe reader to a quiet
neighborhood
where a recent heart attack victimis lockedin a
deadlyrace againsttime, waitingfor paramedicsto arrive.And,

...
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in sev~ralchillingchapters, he recountswhathappenswhenthe
~ortality i:atefrom heart surgery starts to rise insidea presti~ous me~cal center. It is not just humanlives that are on the
lme,but bigegos and big moneyas well.
Moore criticizesother aspects of Americanmedicine
from coronary ~are units (do they really save lives?) to th~
e~ergency medicalsrstem (whyis it not availablein allcommu!11t1es?).
_Inan engagmgcomparison,he pines that the airline
industry1smore accountablefor the safety andwellbeingof its
passengers than hospitals are for their patients. And he is
baffl~~by the "~haoticand uncontrolled"process that allows
phys1c1~sto decidewhetherto try newprocedureson patients,
qmteunlikethe orderlyprocess used by the FDAfortestingand
evaluatingnew drugs.
HearlFailureis a compellingbook that has raised the
bloodpressure of more than a few individuals.It is intendedto
highlighta lackofaccountabilitythat Moorebelievesailsmodem
medicine.Mooreasks questionsthat need to be asked. It willbe
unfortunateif he also leads readers to abandondietarycaution.
Dr. Kantoris an assistant professor and foodand nutritionspecialistwith the
Universityof Maryland'sCooperativeExtensionService,and a regionalcommunicatorfor the Institute of Food Technologists.His postdoctoralresearch
wasin cholesteroland lipoproteinmetabolism.

FLUORIDATION
ATTACKED
UNFAIRLY

Newsweekmagazinehas publishedan articlebasedon an
unauthorizedrelease of data from an experimentin whichrats
and mice were exposed to high dosages of fluoride. The
experimentwas conductedby the NationalToxicologyProgram
(NTP), a branch of the NationalInstitute of Environmental
HealthSciences.A fact sheet released by NTP indicatesthat
morethan1000rats andmicedrankwater containing0, 11, 45,
and79ppmoffluoride.There were 80 animalsin the controland
high-dosegroupsand 50 in the low-and medium-dosegroups.
Nomiceshowedanysignsof cancer, but one malerat in the 45
ppmgroupand fourmalesin the 79 ppmgroupdevelopedbone
cancer.In addition,one male rat in the 45 ppm group, three
femalerats in the 79 ppm group, and one female rat in the
controlgroupdevelopedtumors of the mouth.
NTP emphasizedthat the datawere preliminary.Before
conclusionsare drawn, data normallygo through an extensive
peer reviewprocessby a panelof pathologistsand epidemiologistsat the agency.But inthis case, rawdatahadbeen leakedto
the press beforethe reviewtook place.
The AmericanDental Associationand public health
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officials,whilenoting that it was too early to commenton the
study's specific data, emphasized that human studies have
repeatedlydemonstratedfluoride'ssafety.Amongother things,
they noted that: 1) the doses givento the rodents were much
higherthan wouldbe obtainedby drinkingwater fluoridatedat 1
ppm;2) data in one or two animalstrains mighthave nothingto
do withwhathappensin humans;3) whilethe numberof people
drinkingfluoridatedwater has been risingsteadily,the incidence
of bone cancer (whichis not common)has not changed;and 4)
manystudiescomparingfluoridatedand nonfluoridatedcommunities have found no evidence that fluoridationaffects cancer
rates. Thus, whilethe NTP studyis likelyto furnishammunition
for antifluoridation
propaganda,it is unlikelyto be regardedas
significantby the scientificcommunity.[Editor'snote:l believe
that Newsweek'sarticle is the most irresponsibleanalysisof a
publichealth topic ever publishedby a major nationalnews
outlet.Howsad it is that a magazinewhichhas ignoredthe real
dangersof cigarette smokingis willingto devote two pages to
attackinga nonexistentdanger.]
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AIDSFRAUD
RAMPANT
IN HOUSTON
NicolasMartin

Between September 20 and October 12, 1989, the
Consumer Health Education Council (CHEC) surveyed 41
Houston-areahealth food stores to determine the extent to
whichbogus treatments for AIDS are recommended.CHEC
volunteerstelephonedthe stores and asked to speak with the
person who providednutritionaladvice. Each volunteercaller
then explainedthat he had a brother with AIDSwho recently
was hospitalizedwithAIDS-relatedpneumoniaand was nowat
homewithhis family.The brother was saidto not be takingAZT
(theonlyapprovedAIDSdrug)but was seekinga moreeffective
alternativeagainst the HIVvirus. The callerexplainedthat he
was the familymember giventhe responsibilityfor locatingthe
"alternative"treatment and wouldforwardinformationor products to his brother. The caller also infonned the health food
store employeethat the brother's wifewas stillhavingsex with
her husbandand was seeking products that wouldreduce her
risk of beinginfected,or make it impossible.
Despitethe illegalityoftheir actions,all41 retailersgave
what amounted to medicaladvice for treating or preventing
AIDS.Twenty-ninedid so over the phone, whiletwelveasked
the caller to visit the store. None referred the caller to a
physician,clinic,or anyorganizationthat assists peoplewiththe
disease.Allstated that AIDSaffectsthe immunesystem of the
infectedperson and that they sold productsthat could"boost,"
"enhance,""improve,"or otherwise benefit the brother's immunesystem. Whileseveralexpressedminoruncertaintyabout
the wifehavingsex withher infectedhusband,none suggested
that she be advisedto cease sucha practiceor be toldofher high
probabilityof becominginfectedby HIV.None advisedusinga
condom.All said that their stores sold products that would
improvethe woman'simmunityandprotect her againstpossible
hann fromthe HIVvirus. Twenty-sevenclaimedthat if the wife
tookcertainsupplementsshe wouldbe protected againstinfection.
Our callersemphasizedthat they were seekinga genuine cure for AIDS, not simply a way to prolong lifespan
marginally.Thirtyof the employeessaidthey soldproductsthat
wouldcure AIDS.Whenthis was questionedby the caller,most
stoodfinnlyby this claim.Someexpressed slightreservations,
like "I'm pretty confidentit will work," and some assured the
callerthat "people are havinggood luck" with whatever they
recommended.
Manyof the employeesemphasizedthe influenceof the
mindon the susceptibilityto infectionor bodilyreactionto HIV.
Severalsaidthe productswouldbe more effectiveif meditation
or other ways to induce"positivethinking"were also utilized.
One health food store "nutritionalcounselor," to whom our
volunteerswere referred by the AIDS Foundationand other
localAIDS support groups, said by phone that ''people doing
drugtherapyare not doingwellat alr' andthat it wouldbe better
to tum to "natural healing."Several health food stores suggested referrals to herbalists or "nutritional"consultantsin
privatepractice. One employee,who recommendedhydrogen
peroxide,other products, and literature, said that her sisterin-lawhad diedof AIDS.

The recommended products included: vitamins (41
stores)· vitaminC (38 stores); immuneboosters (38 stores);
coenz~e QlO* (26 stores); germanium*(26 stores); leci~
(19 stores); ornithineand/or arginine(9 stores); gamma-linolenic acid* (7 stores); raw glandulars(7 stores); hydrogen
peroxide(5 stores); homeopathicsalts (5 stores); Bach~ower
remedies(4 stores); blue-greenalgae* (4 stores); cysteme(3
stores); and herbal baths (2 stores). [Editor'snote:Those
marked with an asterisk (*) have been subjected to federal
regulatoryactionsbut are stillbeingmarketed.]
Severalsubjects were pessimisticabout the benefitsof
using AZT, and some discouragedits use. CHEC knows of
cases in which infected individualsdecided to take "natural"
treatmentsinsteadofAZT,a decisionthat can shorten theirlife.
Unfortunately,the Houston news media have shown
little interest in what we did. Only United Press International
anda weeklypaper in Houston'sheavilyhomosexualdistrictran
stories based on our survey. One television station used a
hiddencamerato film a healthfoodstore employeeclaimingto
be able to cure AIDS,but the story was not aired. The media
seem to viewcriticismof AIDSproductfraudas an attack upon
the victimsrather than the perpetrators.
Mr. Martinis executivedirectorof the ConsumerHealthEducationCouncil,a
nonprofitagencylocatedin Houston.

_____

QUESTION
BOX____

~

Q. Whatis "alternativeagriculture"?
A. A recently released report by a committee of the
NationalAcademyof Sciencesstates that it is not a single
system of fanningpractices. Rather, "it includesa spectrum of fanningsystems, rangingfrom organicsystems
that attempt to use no purchased synthetic chemical
inputsto those involvingthe prudent use of pesticidesor
antibioticsto control specificpests or diseases. Alternative fanningencompasses,but is not limitedto, farming
systemsknownas biological,low-input,organic,regenerative, or sustainable.It includesa range of practicessuch
as integratedpest management;low-densityanimalproductionsystems; crop rotations designedto reduce pest
damage,improvecrop health, decrease soilerosion,and,
in the case of legumes,fix nitrogenin the soil; and tillage
and plantingpractices that reduce soil erosion and help
control weeds." In simpler tenns, it appears to be a
looselydefinedphilosophyand set of practices aimedat
minimizing
the use ofpesticides,antibiotics,andsynthetic
chemicalfertilizers while protecting soil qualityand remainingprofitable.The 464-pageNASreport Alternative
Agricultureis availablefor $19.95 (softcover)or $29.95 ..._
(hardcover) from the National Academy Press, 2101
ConstitutionAve., N.W., Washington,DC 20418.
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A KUSHISEMINAR
FORPROFESSIONALS
Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
''Laying on that stainless steel_.tableand getting these
littlelines drawn on me, I felt like a piece of beef. I felt like I had
no control, when they were getting ready to do radiation. And
the chemo. I went . . . to see the oncologist, and seeing the
other people in the waiting room, [I wondered], 'Man, is that
what I'm goingto be lookinglike?' I mean, they didn't look well.
They didnot lookhealthy.... If I had done chemo and radiation,
I know for a fact I wouldn't be sitting here and having energy
withyou right now."
The speaker, whom I shall call John, was a tall, thin,
youthfulmacrobioticconvert in his late forties who said he used
to run about 4 to 5 miles a day. He was drivingme to the Kushi
Institute in Becket, Massachusetts, to attend the MichioKushi
Seminarfor MedicalProfessionals, held on June 20 to 25, 1989.
John said his cancer had been diagnosed in November 1988. A
week later, friends gave him two books whose authors said they
had recovered from cancer while followinga macrobiotic regimen. Two days later, after reading the books, John flew to
Massachusetts for a consultationwith MichioKushi.
I asked what Kushi had done. John responded, "Basically,Orientaldiagnosisis old ... very old.... I don't know how
to do it. ... But he can look at your face. He can look at your
hands, your feet, the meridians of the body.... You'llsee some
materialevidence of the chakras. He'll take a little thing ... like
a nail clipper dangling[from a thread] ... and when he puts it
over this area of the body where there is a chakra, that thing will
start to rotate. For men, it goes clockwise; for ladies, it goes
counterclockwise."(In traditional Chinese medicine, meridians
are energy conduits regulating "yin" and "yang." In Hindu
philosophy,the chakras are the seven occult centers of the
body.)
I also asked whether Kushi had performed a physical
examination."Just lookingat the face, lookingat the arms ... he
cantell how far it's advanced," John replied. "Before my cancer
was diagnosed, I remember lookingat my hand, and this area
right here was just blue and green as hell. It looked like a
bruise.... "
"You're pretty clean; you're clean" John assured me.
"But mine was really blue and greenish, and that is one of the
signs of cancer. . . . This area right here [between the thumb
andforefinger]is the smallintestine. That was so damn sore-in

most people it is from bad eating-that I couldn't press it like
that. But everything in the body corresponds. Right now,
looking at my hands, which one is the redder of the two?
Obviously.The tumor's on this side. It's dischargingthrough an
extremity."
When I asked whether Kushi ever referred clients to
health professionals, John answered, "No, no....
Well, he
recommends that you stay in contact with your doctor for the
bloodtests, which I'm doing. I've got a homeopathicdoctor." He
also told me that Kushi looks at and comments on his laboratory
reports.
John said he had not told his former primary physician,an
endocrinologist,of his decision to tum to macrobiotics. "WhenI
was getting ready to leave his office and he told me what the
verdict was, he said, 'Be careful. There's all kinds of charlatans
out there that will take your money.' In retrospect, I felt like
saying, 'Like you? Youtook my money, and you didn't fix me." '
John also spoke about Anthony Sattilaro, M.D., whose
book, Recalledby Life (1982), had helped steer him toward
macrobiotics. ''Sattilaro got off the diet 3 years ago. His cancer got worse than probably ever ....
He was eating very
wide. . . . And I think when he got well, he kind of disassociated himself with Michio.... He always felt like he was being
used to bring people in."
Dr. Sattilaro, whose struggle with prostate cancer was
widelypublicized,underwent conventionaltherapy but credited
macrobiotics for his improvement. In Living Well Naturally
(1984), he said that his doctors had pronounced him in a state of
permanent remission. But he died of his disease last year.
A Brief History

Macrobiotics was founded by Yukikazu Sakurazawa
(1893-1966)-better known as George Ohsawa. His first book
in English, Zen Macrobiotics,was published in mimeographed
fonn in 1960. Macrobioticinsider Ronald Kotzsch, Ph.D., who
wrote Macrobiotics:
Yesterdayand Today,portrays Ohsawaas a
quixoticJapanese nationalist who, while preaching the "Unique
Principle" of yin and yang, smoked heavily and occasionally
enjoyed cheesecake, doughnuts, Coca-Cola, coffee, Guinness
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Stout and Scotch whiskey. In Kotzsch's words, ''Ohsawawas a
man~ho for 40 years taught about health with a cigarette in his
hand.''
The earliest version of the diet, tenned the "Zen macrobioticdiet " was claimedto enable individualsto overcome a
widerange ~f illnesses that its propon~nts attribu~e~to dietary
excesses. This diet had ten progressively restnctive stages.
The lowest stage consisted of 10% grains, 30% vegetables,
10%soup, 30% animalproducts, 15% fruits and salads, and 5%
desserts. Each subsequent stage increased the percentage of
grains by ten while reducing the percentages from other c~tegories. The fourth stage eliminatedfruits, the s.~ stage eliminated all animalproducts, and the finalstage eliminatedeverythingbut grains. In all stages, fluidintake was discouraged.
In 1967, the journal of theAmericanMedicalAssociation
presented a detailed report of a case of scurvy and malnutrition
induced by fanatical adherence to a restrictive macrobiotic
regimen. This article set the tone for orthodox medicine'sview
of macrobiotics. In 1971, the AMA Council on Foods and
Nutritionsaid that followersof the diet, particularlythe highest
level, stood in "great danger" of malnutrition[JAMA 218:397,
1971].
Kotzsch's book describes how a young womanin New
York who had followed the highest-level diet had died in
1965-apparently of malnutritionand dehydration. That same
year, Ohsawawas sued for medicalmalpracticeand the Ohsawa
Foundationin New York was closed after a raid by the FDA.
Boston then became the macrobioticmecca. The MacrobioticCenter of New York was foundedin 1984.
Macrobioticfigurehead MichioKushi was a student of
Ohsawa. Kushi was born in Japan in 1926 and studied political
scienceand internationallawbefore comingto the UnitedStates
in 1949. Duringthe mid-1960she settled in the Boston area and
establishedErewhon, a "natural" and macrobioticfoodsdistributor. During the 1970s, he established East Westjournal (a
monthlymagazine), the East West Foundation, and the Kushi
Institute. In 1982, the Kushi Foundationwas established as the
parent organizationfor the institute and magazine.
The Kushi Institute now has two locationsin the United
States, one in Becket (in the Berkshire mountains)and another
in Brookline,Massachusetts, a suburb of Boston. In additionto
holdinglectures, seminars, and conferences, the institute markets more than 100 books, audiotapes, and videotapes about
macrobioticsand other topics consistent with its beliefs. There
are affiliatedinstitutes in London. Amsterdam, Antwerp, Barcelona, Florence, and Lisbon, and about 600 independent
macrobiotic "centers" located in many parts of the world.
Institute publicationsstate that more than 1,000 people worldwide have attended classes at Brookline and Beckett and
graduatedfrom leadership trainingprograms.
East West] ournal, which has a circulation of about
100,000,contains more than 100 pages per issue. Its news and
feature articles cover health, nutrition, psychology, and environmentalissues-from the macrobioticviewpoinLIts editorial
philosophyis antagonistictoward scientificmedicineand certain
publichealth measures, includingfluoridation.Fringe systems,
such as acupuncture, chiropractic, homeopathy, naturopathy,
ChristianScience, and past-lifetherapy, are promoted in uncritical articles. Full-page ads appear frequently for food supplements, herbs, "natural" cosmetics, subliminaltapes, and similar
products. Classifiedads involve such offerings as aromather-
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apy, biofeedback,meditationfor cancer, a solutionfor hypoglycemia, vitamins,herbal formulas, ''spiritual numerology," natural fibers, astrology, tarot readings, "psychic counselors,"
''mind expansionvideo," "karmic life reading,'' and correspondence courses in natural healing, iridology, and Chinese medicine.

What is Macrobiotics?
''Macrobiotic''is derived from the Greek macrobiotoslong-lived.Webster's
Dictionarydefines macrobioticsas "the art
of prolonginglife." But descriptive definitionsabound.A "short"
one (five paragraphs long) appears in the December/January
1989 Solstice,an independent macrobiotic magazine with a
circulationof about 12,000. It states: "Macrobioticsis a way of
livingwith respect for the physical,biological,emotional, mental, ecologicaland spiritualorder of our dailylives.'' But it is "not
a particularfonn of therapy or medicine." or a religion.Kotzsch
says: "There is no explicit,generallyaccepted understandingof
what it means to be 'macrobiotic.' Macrobiotics is manyfaceted. It includesa diet, a system of medicine, a philosophy,a
way of life, a community, and a broad social movement."
An InvitaOhsawa offered a simple definitionin Macrobiotics:
tion to Health and Happiness:"To live in perpetual ecstatic
delight is Do-o-Raku. Those who do so are called Do-oRaku-Mono.If you are Do-o-Raku-Mono,you are Macrobiotic,
whatever you eat."
Accordingto ancient Chinese theory, yin and yang are
cosmic principles, complementary opposites. Nothing is completelyyinor yang. A given object or conditionis yin or yangonly
relative to another object or condition. Citing yin-yangtheory,
macrobioticsrelates itself to everything in the universe, from
worldpeace to sexual orientation.
In Zen Macrobiotics,
Ohsawa gave coldand heat, expansion and contraction, outward and inward, up and down, purple
and red, light and heavy, and water and fire as examples of yin
and yang. As the "principal food." he chose whole grains,
particularly brown rice, which he considered to be near the
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midpointof yin and yang. Macrobioticsclassifiesfoodsaccording

to:climate(hot yieldingyin foods, cold yieldingyang foods);pH
(acidor alkaline);taste (sweet or salty): color (purple or red);
andwater content (perishableor dry). But an orange, despite its
yang color, is yin because it is cultivated in tropical and
subtropicalregions, and is acidic,sweet, andjuicy. Orangejuice
is more yin because of its greater water content. Both foods are
undesirablefrom a macrobioticstandpoint, particularlyfor persons livingin temperate or colder regions, because they are too
yin relative to whole grains.
The relationship between macrobiotics and Chinese
yin-yang theory is not clear-cut. While macrobiotics distinguishes according to structure, the Chinese theory-which
includes acupuncture theory-distinguishes by function. For
example, macrobiotics classifies the earth (compact) as yang
and the heavens (diffuse)as yin, whileyin-yangtheory does the
opposite. Thus, as Kotzsch notes, "while Ohsawa purports to
present an ancient Oriental way of thinking, in practice his
[system] does not correspond to the classicalChinese system."
In the March/April 1989 Solstice, Kotzsch suggested
that a shift in emphasis toward healing started in the early
1970s: "I remember Michiosaying that if macrobioticsdemonstrated that it could cure cancer, it would attract attention and
influencemany people." Kushi predicted recently that in 50 to
70years, "the modern scientificorientation will be re-examined
and discarded, as a new science, based on a dynamic understandingof natural order and the unifyingprinciple of yin and
yang, begins."
Yin-yangunderpinnings,quasi-religiousovertones, and
a Japanese culinary bias make macrobiotics complicated. Indeed, it could be considered an antiscientific, metaphysical
hodgepodge.But as far as diet is concerned, it boilsdownto the
consumption of unprocessed or minimally processed foods,
primarilywholegrains and vegetables, which, ideally,shouldbe
grown"organically"in the region where the consumer lives and
eaten in season. Health Foods Business estimates that total
1988sales of macrobioticfoods through health foodstores were
$29.8 million.
The Seminar
Throughout the year, the Kushi Institute conducts residential seminars, ranging from weekend workshops to a 5week program for leadership training. The seminar I attended
cost $450, includingtuition, room, and board. However, upon
registering, there was an additionalcharge of $30 for membership in Kushi's nonprofit organization, One Peaceful World,
which is required for participation in all Kushi Institute programs.
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Nineteen people, including myself, attended the seminar. Twelve were medical doctors, including one unkempt
homeopath. There were also two registered nurses, an endodontist, an osteopath, a chiropractor, and a Ph.D. involvedin
nutrition research. Their past experience with macrobiotics
ranged from dabbling (one M. D. with cancer) to 10 years, but
most of the attendees had been practicingmacrobioticsfor more
than 6 months, and some had been practicing it for several
years. They had come from as far as Michigan,Tennessee, and
Ontario, Canada. Only two were visibly overweight. The diet
provided during the seminar was monotonous but appeared to
be nutritionallyadequate except for vitamins B12 and D.
The Becket facility,located on 600 acres, has three main
buildings:a rambling, multistory Main House, which originally
had been a hunting lodge and then a Christian monastery; a
dormitory; and a house that contained a library, a kitchen, a
diningroom, and what appeared to be a Buddhist temple (from
where I heard chanting). Orientation took place in the library
after dinner. A tall, thin, self-possessed man named Charles
Millman presided. Millman introduced our program host,
Jimmy, who appeared to be either in his late teens or early
twenties. Jimmy had completed Level III of the Leadership
Studies Program after emigrating from Yugoslavia with his
family.Then his parents, who ran the kitchen, were introduced.
In broken English, Jimmy's father told how his wife had recovered from ovarian cancer through macrobiotics. Three years
earlier, he said, doctors had predicted she would survive only2
to 3 months.
Next, Millman introduced the codirector of the Berkshire center and plugged her recently published book-length
testimonial. She told us she had grown up with a deep appreciation for health professionals, because she had always been
sick. But since 1982, her only health problem had been one
headache. The last staff member introduced was John,who
gave an abbreviated version of the story he had told me that
afternoon.
Each of us received a packet containing infonnation
about the diet, macrobiotic seminars and publications,traditional Chinese methods of diagnosis, and the Kushis' natural
foodstore (Aveline's, named after Michio'swife) and restaurant
(Ghinga).Millmaninformed us that Michio and Avelinewant to
turn the Berkshire facilityinto the world's leadingmacrobiotic
educationalcenter-a One Peaceful WorldCenter. "Bycreating
biologicalpeace, by givingpeople health, you can create peace in
various families, in various societies, nations, and throughout
the world, spreading our teachings, and helpingpeople to live
healthy, happy lives," Millmansaid. Later he asked us to wash
our own dishes and silverware. "This is not part of slave labor,"
he assured us, but ''simplypart of standard macrobioticlifestyle
practice, keeping everything very orderly and very neat."
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The next morning, at 7:00 A.M., we commencedour
daily exercise class in the library. Our instructor, Michael
Joutras, said the exercises affected the flowof energy ("ki" or
"Ch'i")throughbody channels("meridians"),sharingthe same
system on which acupuncture and shiatsu (fingerpressure at
acupuncturepoints) are based. He instructed us to rub our
palms together. "Our hands are especially charged with
energy," he said. "There's a meridian going through each
finger.... Nowholdyour palmsslightlyapart. Can youfeel any
electricalsensation? If you can't, pullthem slightlyapart, then
bringthem in closer again.... If you can't feel it, that's okay."
Joutras said that whilenutritionalscientistsfocusmainly
on the physicalaspects of food-vitamins, nutrients, fat, and so
forth-the Eastern view was broader: "Meat has a certain kind
of energy. Sugar has a certain kind of energy. Dairyfoodhas a
certain kindof energy. And when we ingest these things, then
that energy is goinginto our body, and being released through
the process of digestion, and going through the whole body,
carried through the meridian system. And so the underlying
basisof sickness was alwaysthat energy is imbalanced."Later
he stated, "The definitionof matter is ... nothingbut energy,
and waves, and vibration.... There is nothingbut condensed
vibration.... Everythingis spirit."
Our dailycookingclass began at 10:00A.M. in the Main
House. It was conducted by Wendy Esko, a predictablythin,
barefaced, 40-year-oldwoman with long hair, who stumbled
onto macrobiotics19 years ago and has been practicingit ever
since. The class topic was "MedicinalUse of Food." We were
warnedthat Cuisinart-processedvegetables causedhyperactivity.
Next came Martha Cottrell, M.D., a feminist with a
Southern accent, who described Kushi as "psychic." Cottrell
had contributed to the promacrobioticcollectionof essays,
DoctorsLookatMacrobiotics,
edited by WendyEsko's husband,
EdwardEsko.
"I've been macrobioticpretty muchfor about 10 years. I
started when I turned 50 in 1978,'' Dr. Cottrell said. 'Without
any doubt, I feel that macrobioticshas given me at least 10
years' additionallife,and maybemore. AndI wantto use it well,
andhave fun doingit, too." Before turningto macrobiotics,she
said,she had sufferedfromarthritis, gastrointestinalproblems,
psoriasis,and other skin conditions.But she noted that some
macrobioticcounselors have not learned how to take care of
themselvesvery well. "Michiois so drivenby what he wants to
do beforehe dies," she said. "I was in Floridawith himnot long
ago,and he looked extremely tired. Andhe's stillsmoking."
Dr. Cottrell's presentation was followedby dinnerwhichmost of the participantsappeared to relish. One M.D.
evenremarked,"If we have any more foodlikewe've hadin the
last 24 hours, you'llhave to roll us all down the hill."
The next speaker was Edward Esko, a tall, thin, blond
manwholookedanemicdespite a mildfacialsunburn. "There's
a lot of misconceptionabout macrobiotics,"he lamented. "Especiallythe whole Zen macrobioticsand brown rice diet. . . .
actually25 years out of date and it's still on some people's
minds."Then he told how a writer who had recently done a
computerizedliterature search found23 articles on macrobiotics. Twenty-onewere negative. "I think what we need is 20
positivearticlesaboutthe standardmacrobioticdiet publishedin
journals, medicaljournals, which will counteract that false
impressionthat manypeople have." George Ohsawachose the
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name "Zen" because of a rough connection with Buddhist
vegetariancooking,and because Zen philosophywas popularat
that time inNewYork. "So it was kindof a marketingstrategy,"
Esko said. Whileexplainingyin-yangtheory, Esko nonchalantly
refuted Newton's Universal Law of Gravitation, stating that
gravitysimplydoesn't exist.
Esko introducedus to a woman from Lima, Peru, who
said she had pursued macrobioticsafter havingbeen diagnosed
with a brain tumor by magneticresonance imaging(MRI). She
wasinher twenties and hadbeautiful,longhair-which had been
temporarilylost as a result of therapy. One of the doctors asked
whether she had hadanother MRIafter turningto macrobiotics.
She saidshe hadn'tbecause her doctor had said it was expensive
and needless.
Kushi's Presentation

Kushidid not appear untilthe afternoon of the seminar's
thirdday, whenhe lectured on diagnosticprinciples.He is a thin,
unremarkable-lookingman with short, receding, salt-andpepper hair and pronounced cheekbones. He wore a threepiece. pinstriped,navyblue suit. His broken Englishoftenmade
himunintelligible.Cameras flashedduringhis lecture.
"Modem medicineis physical,material way. analytical
way," Kushisaid, "therefore overlookingthis universe's force
comingin, and the earth force go up, coming in constantly,
constantly,constantly."
To demonstrate this allegedforce, Kushiproduced nail
clipperssuspendedfroma dark thread. "This is no gimmick,"he
assured us. Then, dangling them over a supine doctor, he
proceeded to give the chakra demonstrationto whichJohn had
referred on our wayto Becket. Accordingto Kushi,the chakras
caused the clippers to trace small circles over corresponding
areas ofthe body. However,close observationrevealedthat the
circlingwas caused by movements of Kushi's arm.
The methods espoused by Kushi do not correspond to
scientificmedical practice but are part of what he calls the
"traditionalarts of Orientalhealing."They includepulse diagnosis, visualdiagnosis,meridiandiagnosis,voicediagnosis,astrologicaldiagnosis, parental and ancestral diagnosis, aura and
vibrationaldiagnosis,consciousnessand thought diagnosis,and
spiritualdiagnosis-all of whichwere definedin the information
packet we received.
Voice diagnosissupposedly identifies disorders of the
glands, organs, and certain body systems. Kushi said, for
example,that a "watery voice... means naturalkidney-bladder
is overworked. Also must be blood vessels expanded for too
muchwater.... So when [you]hear a watery voice, then you
should immediatelyknow heartbeat overworked, and kidney
overworked,and·bloodoverworked."
Astrologicaldiagnosisuses the time and place of birth
and current astrologicaland astronomicalconditionsto "characterize the basic constitutionaltendencies of the body and the
mindas wellas the potentialdestinyofthe current andfuturelife
of the subject." After outlining nine Oriental "astrological
types," Kushi summonedvolunteers representing ''opposite"
types, comparedtheir smiles, and commentedthat some were
"idealistic,very romantic,uplifted"whiletheir supposed opposites were "gentle"and "more reserved."
Behavior diagnosis supposedly reveals dietary imbalances relatedto psychologicalfunctions.For example,if youeat
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too muchfish, the next day you will make fish-likemovements,
Kushisaid, illustratinghis point by sitting in a chair and moving
his knees repeatedlyapart and together.
Environmentaldiagnosisuses atmospheric conditions,
includingtemperature, humidity,celestialinfluences,tidal motions, and other data to reveal the "environmentalcause" of a
person's physical and psychologicaldisorders. To illustrate,
Kushi said: "Your bed, whether you sleep head north, head
south, also different.Whichshouldit be? Head shouldbe more
northifyouare livingin northern hemisphere. If you are livingin
southern,opposite."
After supper, before the lecture reswned, two doctors
tried to duplicateKushi's demonstrationwith the nail clippers.
WhenI pointedout to one that her ann was moving,she invited
me to try. I did, holding my ann still, and when nothing
happened, she responded, "Oh, my God, when somebody
wants to, they can reallybotch this."
The next session opened not with Michio,but with his
wife, Aveline, in traditionalJapanese dress, discussing her
recent translationof a Japanese fortuneteller's book on nutrition. Millmanthen "treated" us to an 9-minute sample of the
translation.Later, Michioheld the nailclippersover the head of
a womanseated on the floor with her eyes closed and said,
"Pleasejust remainquiet, okay?.... Please, very quiet, please.
. . . Now,start to thinkagain.... Thinkof husbandor boyfriend.
Or romance.Yourpartner.... Now, let's changethe content of
thinking.Thinkabout war. Many of friends is hurt.... Towns
andcitiesare burned and destroyed. Manythousand, thousand
peopleare being killed, and we are burning.... Youcan see,
huh? By thought, vibrationchange.... The chakra vibration
change."I noted how slightmovements of Kushi's arm caused
the clippersto swing-this time citclingthe purported crown
chakra-at progressive speeds allegedto reflect the intensityof
the woman'smentalactivity.
Unfortunately, I had to leave the seminar before it
ended.WhenI last saw Kushi, he was exhortingthe physicians
to fulfilltheir true role as teachers of the macrobioticway of life.
I thinkthey will.
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other formsof malnutritionamongchildreneating a macrobiotic
diet. Several lawsuits have claimed that cancer patients who
relied uponmacrobioticmethods instead of proven therapy met
with disaster. (As far as I know, no such case has come to trial.
They either are stillpendingor were settled out-of-courtwithan
agreement not to disclose settlement tenns.) Dr. Dwyer's
article in the March/AprilNutritionForum points out how the
diet poses significantrisks for cancer patients who use it in
additionto conventionalmethods.
Macrobioticproponents respond to these criticismsin
several ways. They state that deficiencies are the result of
followingthe diet incorrectly-in an overly restrictive fashion.
They claimthat they do not try to lure cancer patients awayfrom
medicaltreatment with promises that the diet will cure them.
And they point to research findingsthat macrobioticadherents
have lower bloodpressure and very low cholesterol levels that
protect them against coronary heart disease. (A study by
WilliamCastelli, M.D., for example, found that over 100
followers of the macrobiotic diet in the Boston area had an
average bloodcholesterol level of 125, while a controlgroupof
similarages averaged 185.) However, they are not likelyto add
that other dietary approachesto disease prevention, suchas the
Pritikindiet or well-balancedvegetarian diets, are nutritionally
superior and much more palatable.
No long-range study has been attempted to measure
whether macrobioticdevotees wind up, on balance, better off
than their nonmacrobioticcounterparts. Since macrobioticshas
so many variables, such a study could be difficultto construct.
To begin with, as Kotzsch has admitted, no one can say with
certaintywhat it means to be "macrobiotic."Andifthe results of
sucha study showed that devotees fared better, the reasons for
their success might be extremely difficultto identify.
Thus, although macrobioticeating might improve the
health of many American adults-it presents significantand
unnecessary risks of nutritional deficiency. Nutrient supplementation, laboratory tests, and consultationswith a qualified
nutritionprofessionalcouldminimizethis risk. But macrobiotic
philosophydiscouragessuch safeguards.

The Bottom Line?

Lawrence Lindner, executive editor of the Tufts Diet
andNutritionLetter,saw Edward Eska for a private consultationat the KushiInstitute as part of an assignmentforAmerican
Healthmagazine and reported his findingsin the May 1988
issue. Lindnerwas told: 1) his heart was enlarged because he
ate too muchfruit; 2) his kidneyswere weak; 3) he was slightly
hypoglycemic;4) deposits of fat and mucus were starting to
buildup inhis intestines; 5) colddrinks couldfreeze the deposits
andcausekidneystones; and 6) he shouldavoidchickenbecause
it is linkedwithpancreaticcancer and melanoma.The consultation cost $200. He concluded: "The macrobiotic lectures,
courses, booksand tapes ... besides runninginto hundredsor
thousands of dollars, teach a philosophyof life, not nutrient
interactions."In a recent interview, he added, "Some people
are attracted to macrobiotics because, like a typical cult, it
seems to offer simplesolutionsto a variety of life'sproblems."
Stripped of its philosophyand bizarre notions of body
functionand disease, does macrobioticeating make any sense?
Over the years, many reports have noted arrested growth and

Mr. Raso is Assistant Chief Dietitianat WyckoffHeights MedicalCenter in
Brooklyn,New York. He has taught nutrition courses at Pratt Institute and
Long Island Universityand has an abidinginterest in "alternative" medicine,
"New Age" phenomena,and metaphysics.

INFORMATIONWANTED
If you findany newsworthy item, such as a publishedarticle
or news report, or have a personal experience that might
interest our readers, please send it to Stephen Barrett,
M.D., P.O. Box 1747, Allentown, PA 18105. We are
especiallyinterested in receivinginformationabout enforcement actions by state agencies and lawsuits by victims of
nutritionquackery.
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THESAGAOFCAL-BAN
3000
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
Duringthe past few years, many companieshave marketed guar gum tablets or capsules with claimsthat they can
causeweightloss. The most aggressivesuch companyhas been
HealthCare Products, Inc., of Lutz, Florida, whichalso does
business as Anderson Phannacals. Their product, Cal-Ban
3000,costs $19.95 for a 3-week supply.
Guargum is a solublefiber used as a thickenerinsauces,
desserts, syrups, and various other foods. It has some medicallyrecognizedvalue as a bulk laxative, a cholesterol-lowering agent, and an adjunct to controllingblood sugar levels in
certain diabetics. But it has not been proven effective for
weight control. No long-term controlled test of guar gum
as a weight-controlagent has been reported in the scientific
literature. Although weight loss has been reported among
individualswho took guar gum duringstudies related to cholesterol and blood sugar control, this findinghas not been consistent.
AndersonPhannacalswouldlikeprospectivecustomers
to believeotherwise. In 1987, one of its widelycirculatedads
asserted that "the scientificcommunityhas at last developeda
powertul,fast-actingweightloss compoundthat virtuallyeliminates dieting,eliminatesstrenuous exercise, and, most importantly,eliminatesfat, flab, and cellulite!The powertulbioactive
ingredient . . . works by 'short-circuiting' the fat-building
process."
"IncredibleBut True!" the ad continued,"Cal-Ban3000
bonds with the food you eat and prevents absorption of a
substantialportion of the calories. . . . Your weight loss is
automatic!.... Eat all youwantand stilllose weight.... Please
note: ... Do not allowyourselfto become too thin.If you start
to loseweighttoo rapidly,reduce your tablet intakeor skipa day
or two."
Cal-Ban'smarketers claimthat guar gum causes weight
loss by decreasingappetite and blockingthe absorptionof fat.
Whentaken by mouth, guar gum does fonn a gel withinthe
stomach,whichmay contribute to a feelingof fullnessand may
bindsome nutrients so they are not absorbed. However, it has
notbeen proven that either of these thingsis enoughto produce
weight loss consistently. For one thing, many overweight
people keep eating even when their stomach signalsthat it is
full.For another, if foodabsorptionis decreased, the individual
mayeat more to compensate.
In September 1987, the U.S. Postal Service charged
AndersonPhannacalsand three of its officerswithengagingina
scheme to obtain money through the mail by means of false
representations. At the same time, a temporary restraining
order enabledthe Postal Service to begin detainingmail to the
company.Three months later, a hearing was held before an
AdministrativeLawJudge who concludedthat guar gum had no
proven benefit for weight-reduction-and that even if it had
some value, it certainly couldn't do what the ads claimed.
Accordingly,he forbadefurther claimsthat Cal-Bancanprevent
food from being converted into stored fat; that it will cause
significantweight loss without discipline,calorie-restricteddiets, or exercise; or that obese individualswho take it may
reasonablyexpect to lose weightwhilecontinuingto eat all they
want.

The hearing officer's decision has enabled the Postal
Service to intercept Cal-Banorders sent through the mail and
return them to their senders. The company, however, has
continuedto run misleadingads in newspapers and magazines
andon television.To avoidthe Postal Services' clutches, orders
are now solicitedthrough a toll-free number, with payment by
credit card or COD, and delivery via United Parcel Service.
Cal-Banis also being marketed through phannacies and health
food stores, whichare outside of the Postal Service's jurisdiction. A few mail-ordercompaniesthat include Cal-Banin their
catalog are still solicitingorders with payment through the
mail-a situation that will probably trigger further regulatory
actionby the Postal Service.
The weight-lossclaimsmade for Cal-Banmake it a drug
subjectto regulationby the FDA. So far, however, the agency
has refused to take action to stop its sale. Guar gum is one of
many ingredientscovered by the FDAs OTC Drug Review, a
process begunduringthe 1970sto judge the effectivenessof all
nonprescriptiondrug ingredients on a class-by-classbasis. In
1979, an AdvisoryReview Panel concludedthat guar gum had
not been tested enoughto determine whether it is effectivefor
weightloss. Last year, an FDA officialinformedCongressman
Henry A. Waxman(D-CA)that "while guar gum is under the
OTCDrug Review... and does not present a healthhazard, it ~
maybe marketedat the manufacturer'sdiscretion."No comple.,
tion date for the review process had been targeted.
The FDAs positionwas sharplycriticizedby IowaAssistant Attorney General RayJohnson at a recent hearingheld by
the U.S. House of Representatives Subcommitteeon Regulation, BusinessOpportunityand Energy, chaired by Representative Ron Wyden (D-OR). Johnson noted that he and his
colleagueshave stopped many weight-lossscams from operating within Iowa but seen them continue in other states. Expressing outrage, he stated, "Perpetrators of diet fraud have
nothingto fear fromthe FDAas longas their worthless products
are not branded as unsafe. The FDAs failure . . . has given
purveyors of diet fraud full reign for nearly 30 years to violate
the FDC Act. Resulting consumer losses have been in the
billionsof dollars."
Duringthe hearing, Wyden's subcommittee released a
memo accusingthe FDA of "sitting on the sidelines" in the
regulationof OTC diet products. After the hearing, FDA staff
members claimed the regulations had been tied up because
studiesinvolvingphenylpropanolamine
and benzocainenot been
completed.However, on May 16, the agencyannouncedthat by
the end of 1990it would propose to ban more than a hundred
unprovedingredientsused in OTC diet products.
Johnson focused on Cal-Banduring his testimony. He
estimatedthat in 1989,Iowasales were more than $200,000and
total U.S. sales exceeded $20 million.In February of this year,
the marketers of Cal-Banpromisedto stop sellingthe productin
Iowaand pay $20,000 to cover the state's cost of takingaction •againstthem. Under the consent agreement, the companydid
not admitwrongdoing.But it willnotifyits 1989customers that
the IowaAttorneyGeneralbelievesits ads were misleadingand
that a refundwill be sent if requested. The companyalso agreed
to pay restitution for 1987 and 1988, using a formulabased on
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the response to the refund offer. Up to $50,000 will go to the
state's Consumer Education Fund, while any excess will be
givento an appropriatenonprofitorganization.
Cal-Banads offer an "unconditional100% money-back
guarantee."However, the Better BusinessBureau of New Port
Richey,Florida,has givenAndersonPhannacalsan "unsatisfactory" business perfonnance record for failingto correct complaintsof misrepresentation, nondelivery,and failureto refund
money. Some of Cal-Ban's ads contain testimonials with "before-and-after"photographsof peoplewho appear to have lost a
great deal of weight. AmericanDruggisthas reported that the
companyoffers a $1,000 reward for such testimonials.
John M. D. Morse, M.D., a gastroenterologistin Terra
Haute, Indiana,has reported esophagealblockagein two men,
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ages 21 and 66 [Gastroenterology 98:805, 1990]. Both developedcompleteobstructionafter swallowingfour Cal-Bantablets
with water. The obstruction, described as "tenacious," required removal through an endoscope, in one case under
generalanesthesia. Dr. Morse noted that when a tablet is placed
in water, it swells to 4 or 5 times its originalsize and has the
consistency of putty. Cal-Ban is now marketed as capsules,
which presumably will reach the stomach without swelling.
Esophagealblockagehas also been reported with a diet tablet
containingguar gum and grapefruitfiber [N EnglJ Med 322:702,
1990].
All things considered, I believe that Cal-Bandeserves
considerablymore attention from regulatory agencies than it
has received so far.

BRIEFS
Kidney disease research volunteers needed. The NationalInstitutes of Health needs more volunteers for its Modificationof Diet in Renal Disease (MORD)Study of the effect of
various nutritional factors on kidney function. The study is
under way at 15 university medicalcenters and needs people
withkidneyimpairmentwho are between the ages of 18 and 70.
Participantswill receive-free of charge-an individuallytailorednutritionalprogramand carefulmanagementof their blood
pressure. More than 400 people have enrolled so far, but the
researchers wouldlikea total of 800. Individualswho thinkthey
have decreased kidney function, or who have high bloodpressure or diabetes that does not require insulin, can get more
informationby calling1-800-344-2428.
Cholesterol lowered in egg experiment. Purdue University researchers have reported that feeding lovastatinto hens
producedeggs averaging168 mg of cholesterol, while hens on
normaldiets produced eggs averaging 200 mg. The medicated
hens produced the same number of eggs as controls and their
eggs containedno trace of the drug. However, the drug is too
expensive to make commercialuse feasible. Lovastatin is the
chemicalname for the cholesterol-loweringdrug Mevacor.
FTC attacks "Gut Buster." The Federal Trade Commission
has chargedFitness Quest, Inc., with makingfalse and unsubstantiated claims about the effectiveness of its Gut Buster
exercise device and with failingto disclose that the device may
break and cause injuryto the user. Accordingto the complaint,
the companyfalselyrepresented that use of the device would
significantly
flatten the user's stomach, improvethe waistlineby
strengtheningthe stomach muscles, and reduce stomach fat.
The companyalso claimedthat using the device 5 minutesa day
wouldachieve these benefits and that sit-ups using the device
wouldbe more effectivethan ordinary sit-ups.
HeartGuide terminated. The American Heart Association
has canceled its HeartGuide food labelingprogram because of
strong oppositionby federal agencies. The program was designedto test and certifyprocessed foodsfor total fat, saturated
fat, cholesterol,and sodiumand to label products that met the
Association'scriteria for good dietary health [NF 6:37, 7:7].
Just before the program's start-up date of February 1, a threat
of legal action by the FDA caused several manufacturers to
withdraw.

Breast-feeding hotline. The nonprofitLa Leche Leaguenow
offers informationabout breast-feeding through two hotlines,
one for mothers (1-800-LALECHE) and the other for health
professionals(708-445-7730). The professional line offers feebased access to a database with more than 5,000 articles.
Illegal "prostate products'' will be banned. The FDAhas
announcedthat it will ban the sale of nonprescriptiondrugs for
the treatment of benign prostatic hypertrophy. The products,
whichdo not have FDA approval, typicallycontain aminoacids
and plant extracts.
Health food store sales hit record high. Health Foods
Businessestimates that 37.8% of sales in health foodstores last
year were for vitamins and other supplements. Based on its
annualsurvey, the magazinereported that 7,200 stores grossed
$1.579 billionfor these products, up 76.5% from 1988. Total
sales were $4.034 billion(up 35%), including$514 millionfor
herbs and herbal teas (up 100.5%) and $83.6 millionfor books
(down 3.2%). Stores with under 3,000 square feet of selling
space averaged $393,265, while those over 3,000 square feet
averaged $2,587,000.
"Clinical ecology" attacked. The AmericanCollegeof Physicianshas issued a positionpaper concludingthat "there is no
body of evidence that clinicalecology treatment measures are
effective[Ann Intern Med 111:168-178, 1989]. Anaccompanying editorial in the same issue of the journal notes that its
promotion has many characteristics of a cult and that its
treatment approachshouldnot be considered hannless. Clinical
ecology (also called "environmental medicine" by its proponents) is based on notions that very low doses of chemicalsin
the environmentcan overload or weaken the immune system
and cause hypersensitivity to common substances [NF 4:8183). Its methods, whichare often quite costly, can placesevere
constraints on the patient's life and encourage invalidism.The
position paper can be obtained from Linda Johnson White,
Director, Dept. of ScientificPolicy, AmericanCollegeof Physicians, IndependenceMallWest, Sixth St. at Race, Philadelphia,
PA 19106. The editorial can be obtained from Ephraim Kahn,
M.D., M.P.H., Hazard EvaluationSection, CaliforniaDept. of
Health, 2151 Berkeley Way, Room 619, Berkeley, CA94704.
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Alcohol warnings proposed. Senator Albert Gore, Jr.,
(D-TN) and Representative Joseph Kennedy (D-MA) have
introducedidentical bills requiring warnings on all alcoholads
and displays.The bills are intended to counter the message of
socialacceptanceconveyedby ads for alcoholicbeverages. The
warnings,whichwouldrotate like those for cigarette packages
and advertising, would cover addiction, drunk driving, fetal
alcoholsyndrome, combiningalcohol and various drugs, and
buying alcohol for minors. Two years ago Congress passed
legislation requiring warnings on the labels of all alcoholic
beverages.
Fraud with fish eggs. Top-qualitycaviar costs hundreds of
dollarsper pound.FoodDistribution
Magazinehas reported that
dishonest suppliers of caviar have been substituting low-grade
fishroe for the luxurybelugacaviar, whichcomes fromsturgeon
caughtin the Caspiansea. Americansspend $15--20millionfor
caviarevery year.
Soy drinks inappropriate for infants. After the report of a
5-month-oldchildwho became severely malnourished,the FDA
hasasked manufacturersof soy drinks to placewarningson their
labelsagainstusingthem as a sole source ofnutritionfor infants.
These drinks, sometimes inaccuratelycalled "soy milks," may
be consumedby children and adults as part of a balanceddiet,
but they are not nutritionallycomplete. Unlikesoy-basedinfant
formulas, they typicallycontain too little calciwn, niacin, and
vitaminsC, D, and E. The FDA wouldlike to be notifiedabout
any injury resulting from the use of soy drinks as well as
promotion of any soy-based beverage as a replacement for
infantfonnula.
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Dubious cancer remedy attacked. The CaliforniaDepartment of Healthhas ordered the Livingston-WheelerClinicin San ~
Diegoto stop treating cancer patients with a vaccinemade from
their own urine. The clinic's director, 83-year-old Virginia
Livingston,M.D., postulates that cancer is caused by a bacterium she calls Progenitorcryptoddes,which invades the body
when resistance is lowered. To combat this, she claims to
strengthen the body's immunesystem with various vaccines;a
vegetarian diet that avoids chicken, eggs, and sugar; vitamin
and mineral supplements; visualization;and stress reduction.
She claimsto have a very high recovery rate but has published
no clinicaldata to support this. Attempts by scientists to isolate
the organismshe postulates have not been successful.
Food innovations. The Institute of Food Technologists(IFT)
has listed the following,in order of importance, as the top
innovationsin the past 50 years: 1) aseptic (germ-free) packaging: 2) safe canningof vegetables; 3) the microwave oven: 4)
frozen concentrated citrus juices; 5) controlled-atmospheric
packagingof fresh fruits and vegetables (to retard spoilage);6)
freeze drying; 7) frozen meals; 8) improved understanding of
water activityin foods; 9) food fortification;and 10) ultra-high
temperature (UHT) pasteurization. IFT experts conceivedthe
idea and publishedit as a staff report in connection with IFf s
50th anniversary [Food Technology43:308, 1989). Other important innovationsthat did not make the ''top ten" list included
polyunsaturatedcorn oil margarine, hydrogenationof fat, highfructose corn syrup, aspartame, and extrusion technology,
which is used to make chips, snack bits, and certain dry
breakfast cereals.

r~

FDAPLANS
TOCHANGE
FOODLABELING
RULES
Whenthe FDA issued a proposalin 1987to allowhealth
claimson product labels, many cornmenters said the proposal
was too broad and wouldallowclaimsnot justifiedby scientific
research. So the agency has replaced the 1987proposalwith a
new one [Federal Register 55:5176-5192, 1990). If adopted,
the planwouldallowcompaniesto present specificmessages on
their products regarding: 1) calciwn and osteoporosis; 2) sodiumand highbloodpressure; 3) dietary fats and heart disease;
4) dietary fats and cancer; 5) dietary fiber and cancer; and 6)
fiberand cardiovasculardiseases.
Under current laws, any claimthat a food is effectivein
the prevention, cure, mitigation,or treatment of any disease or
symptomwould subject the product to regulatory action as a
''drug." The new proposal would pennit claims about the
associationbetween diet and the above-mentionedconditionsif
the label statements are: 1) truthful and not misleading, 2)
limitedto describingthe relationshipbetween a particularfood
componentand a chronicdisease; and 3) consistent with sound
total diet.
Under the proposal, a committee of government nutrition experts would help develop scientificsummaries, consumer health message summaries, model label statements,
and a consumer guide to food labeling.Label claimswill be required to be consistent with informationin the summary and
must indicate the availabilityof the summary. When judging

claims,the FDA will consider what is left out as well as what is
included.
Part of the impetus for the new proposalwas a court case
in whichthe FDA had attempted to stop a manufacturer from
marketing a supplement product (Exacho))with claims that it
couldhelp lowerbloodcholesterollevels. The FDA chargedthat
the productwas both a misbrandedfoodand an unapprovednew
drug. The manufacturer argued that the FDA had neither
formallyadopted nor unifonnlyenforced its 1987 health claims
proposal,and that the claimsmade for Exacholwere similarto
those made for breakfast cereals and cooking oils. The court
sided with the manufacturer, ruling that the agency could not
restrict a smallsupplement-makerwhileignoringsimilarclaims
made by major foodcompanies.
The FDA has also announced plans for changing the
rules for other aspects of food labeling. Current regulations
require nutrition labeling only on nutrient-fortified foods or
foods about which the company makes a nutritional claim.
Duringthe next 2 years, the agency expects to propose that all
foods that are a meaningful source of nutrition must have
nutritionlabeling.Saturated fat, cholesterol, fiber, and calories ,_..
from fat will have to be disclosed. Uniform definitions of
health-relatedtenns such as "low-fat" and "high-fiber"willbe
developedand required. And the format of nutrition labels will
be revised.
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QUACKERY:
RECENT
TRENDS
ANDTIDBITS
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
Not muchis knownabout the epidemiologyof quackery.
Fewlargestudies have been performedto detennine howmany
peopleare victimized,why they are vulnerable,and how they
can be protected. Nor has much been published about the
numbersof people and companiesinvolvedin the promotionof
quackery.I findthese issues fascinatingandhave been devoting
increasingamountsof time to exploringthem.
Vitamin Advertising

The leadingnutritionscam is "nutritioninsurance,'' the
conceptthat everyoneshouldtake supplementsto be sure they
get enoughvitaminsand minerals.Drug companiesmakingthis
pitch tend to say it is difficultto get enough from food, while
healthfood industry communicationssuggest that it is impossible.
"Stress vitamins" are a related scam promoted with
claimsthat stress "robs" the body of nutrients. Lederle Laboratories, the makers of Stresstabs,began using this theme in
1975and continuedit in variousforms for about 10 years.
Duringthe same period, Hoffmann-LaRoche also used
misleadingads to promote vitamins. Most of these ads suggested that to be sure of getting enough vitamins, a daily
supplementwas advisable.But some suggested that ''the stress
ofillness"wouldlowervitaminC plasmalevelsor that "as part of
everydaylivingyou do things that may be loweringthe·levelof
vitaminsin your bodyand robbingyou of these vitalnutrients."
Anotherad containeda headlineand statement, "Up tight or up
in smoke . . . With both acute stress and heavy cigarette
smoking,the plasmalevels of vitaminC in your bloodmay be
lowered."
Severalother drug companiesand more than a hundred
healthfoodindustrymanufacturersjoined the fray, some using
similaradvertisingand some merely relyingon ''stress'' in their
product'sname to do the sellingfor them. AlthoughI have not
seen any overall estimate, I suspect that sales topped $100
milliona year at the peak of the ''stress vitamins"market.
Accordingto Leon Ellenbogen,Lederle's chiefof nutritionalscience,the concept of high-dosagestress vitaminswas
based on a 1952 NationalAcademy of Sciences report that

recommendedextra vitaminsfor peoplesufferingfromstresses
such as general surgery, serious burns, and major fractures.
However, the report actuallystated that "in minorillnessesor
injurywhere the expected durationof the disease is less than IO
daysandwhenthe patient is essentiallyambulatoryand is eating
his diet . . . a good diet will supply the recommendeddietary
allowancesof all nutrients."
In 1986, to settle action taken by New York State
Attorney GeneralRobert Abrams, Lederle paid $25,000to the
state and agreed not to make unsupportableclaimsthat emotional stress causes depletion of water-soluble vitamins, that
Stresstabswill reduce the effects of psychologicalstress, or that
consumersundergoingordinaryphysicalstress cannotobtainall
necessary nutrients by eating a well-balanceddiet or by taking
an ordinary potency (about 100% of the U.S. recommended
daily allowance[RDA])multiplevitamin supplement. In 1985
E. R. Squibb& Sons signed a similarconsent agreement that
includeda $15.000 penalty.
Since these cases were settled, I have seen no ads for
"stress" supplements placed by drug companies, but several
health food industry manufacturers still use false claims to
market these supplements. Ads for "nutritioninsurance"have
becomeless frequent andmore subtle. For example,HoffmannLa Roche, which makes most of the raw ingredients used by
other vitamin manufacturers, is spending millionsof dollars
advertisingthat foods containingbeta-carotene may help prevent cancer, that beta-carotene is being studied as a cancer
preventive,and that it is a good idea to includefoodscontaining
beta-carotenein your diet. ('I ou can decidefor yourselfwhether
this informationis provided as a publicservice or to stimulate
the sale of beta-carotene supplements.)
Pharmacists

Pharmaciestypicallycarry hundreds of irrationallyformulated supplements, some of which are completelyuseless.
Many pharmaciesdisplayposters or flyers that tell what vitaminsdo in the body. (These obviouslyare intendedto promote
sales by inducingcustomers to think that if a little is good,more
is better.) Pharmacyschoolsappear to teach the facts needed to
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advisepeoplethat "nutritioninsurance"is rarely needed, that
"stress" supplementsare a scam, and that doses above the
RDAs are rarely appropriate. Yet pharmacists throughout
Americaseem contentto sellsupplementsto peoplewhodo not
need them. Their professionaljournalsrarely containarticles
criticizingthe fraudinvolved.
Dubious "Supplement" Products

Underfederallaw, any product"intendedfor use in the
cure. mitigation,treatment, or preventionof disease"is a drug.
Drugsthat are not generallyrecognizedas safe andeffectiveby
experts are considered "new drugs" that cannot be legally
marketedwithoutFDAapproval.If a productis marketedwith
illegaltherapeuticclaims,the manufacturercan be ordered to
stopmakingthe claims.The FDAcanalsoinitiateseizureof the
product,obtainan injunction,and/orseek criminalpenalties.
Despite the law, the health food industry markets a
steady stream of products intended for the prevention and
treatment of virtuallyevery health problem. Hardlya month
goesbywithouta newitemaddedto its endlesslist. The amount
of literature containingillegalclaimsvaries considerablyfrom
manufacturer to manufacturer. Some distribute materials
marked"for professionaluse" or "confidential,··
whichretailers
can use covertlyto advise their customers. Sometimesthese
are distributedat healthexpos or at seminarssponsoredby the
companyor a distributor.Somecompaniesdistributeliterature
intendedto be displayedor given to customers. Healthfood
stores can obtainthese sales aids by contactingthe companies
or usingthe reader service card of a trade publicationin which
the companyadvertises.
Manufacturerswishingto minimizethe risk of triggering
regulatoryaction provide no printed informationand assume
that customerswill be educatedthroughother channelsofcommunication.Magazinescateringto the healthfoodindustrypublisha steady stream of articlesencouragingsupplementuse and
supportingthe productsof their advertisers. These magazines
are availableby subscriptionor givenfree to healthfoodstore
customers.A fewmail-ordercompaniespublishnewspaper-like
catalogscontainingarticlesas wellas productinformation.
Enforcementactionstakenby the FDAduringthe past 2
years have crimpedthe sales of a few product categoriesand
stoppeda few manufacturersfrom makingblatanttherapeutic
claimsabouta largenumberof their products.However,illegal
marketingis stillcommon.
SinceAIDSbecamea householdword, dozensof products have been claimed to help "strengthen" the immune
system. The FDA has taken actionagainstsome of these, but
manyare stillmarketed.
"Ergogenicaids"-supplement concoctionsclaimedto
increasestamina,endurance,musclebulk, and/orathleticperfonnance-are probably the health food industry's hottest
currentproductline.Abouta hundredcompaniesare marketing
them. Most if not all products of this type are fakes, but government agencies have shown little interest in curbingtheir
sale.
Food Advertising

Publicfocuson the relationshipbetween diet and heart
disease has spawned a large number of related advertising
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claimsfor foodproducts.Sincethe publicis muchmore familiar
with··cholesterol"than with "saturated fat," manymanufacturers havebeenmaking''no cholesterol"claimsevenforfoodsthat
are high in fat. Thus, unsuspectingconsumers interested in
tryingto adopthealthiereatinghabitsmightactuallymakethings
worse by eatingthese foods.A similarsituationexists for some
products containingoat bran. Althoughoat bran can play a
valuablerole in loweringcholesterolas part of a low-fatdiet,
some "oat bran" products containinsignificantamountsof oat
bran or containundesirableamounts of fat as well. New rules
proposedby the FDAwithinthe past fewmonthsshouldcorrect
these problems.
Mail Frauds

In 1977I headeda study of ads for productssoldby mail
throughmagazineads. After the PennsylvaniaMedicalSociety
obtained 500 nationallycirculated magazines, I sorted and
evaluatedthe ads. Aboutone fourth of the magazinescarried
suchads, witha totalof about 155productsfrom50 companies.
Notoneproductcouldliveup to its advertisedclaims.The study
touched off a chain of events leadingto passage of the Mail
Order ConsumerProtectionAmendmentsof 1983,whichgave
the Postal Service the ability to investigate faster and to
recommendpenaltiesof up to $10,000a day for repeat offenders. It appears that the number of fraudulentmagazineadvertisements for mail-orderproducts has dropped sharply as a
result.
In 1987I screenedfiveof the tabloidnewspapersover a ,...
3-monthperiodand foundmanymisleadingads. I planto survey ,
both magazinesand tabloidsagainwithinthe next few months.
Badads for "foodsupplements"appearregularlyin publications
alliedwiththe "healthfoodindustry." Most inviteprospectsto
obtain the products through retail outlets, but some sell by
direct mail. About a dozen companies, which stock and sell
hundredsor thousandsof supplementproducts, issue monthly
catalogsthat containads withfalse or misleadingclaims.Overall, I suspect that the number of individualsand companies
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engagedin "nutrition-based"mail frauds is now small enough
that, oncethe marketplacehas been mapped,the PostalService
willbe able to cleanit up.
Two areas that are difficultto measure are direct mail
solicitationsand telemarketingscams. I have seen manydirect
mailsolicitationsfor weight-reductionschemes and ''anti-aging"
products.Some of these look like reproductionsof newspaper
ads (althoughthey may not have actuallybeen published)witha
handwrittennote in the margin or on a Post-it. The Iowa
Attorney Generalhas seen evidence that people who buy one
bogusdiet productoften receive ads for others. Curiousto see
whether the names of presumablygulliblesubscribers to the
tabloidswouldwindup on "sucker lists," I used code names to
subscribeduringmy 1987study. To my surprise, I receivedno
unsolicitedmailingsunder these names.
Telemarketingschemes remaina serious problem.Typically,they involve notificationthat the recipient has won a
"valuable"prize.To collect,the recipientmust order a largesupply of vitamins,a water purifier, or somethingelse that costs
hundredsof dollars. If deliveryis made, the prize is invariably
worthless,the productorder overpriced,and the "money-back
guarantee"is not honored. Whenthe producthas been o~dered
by credit card, the buyer can usuallyprevent loss by askmgthe
creditcard companyto reverse the payment. But manybuyers
don'trealizethis or waste so muchtimetryingto get a refundthat
the deadlinefor actionthroughthe creditcard issuer expires.
_,..__ Dubious Practitioners

Several hundred physicianspractice "clinicalecology"
(alsocalled"environmentalmedicine"),a pseudosciencebased
on the notionthat hypersensitivityto tiny amounts of common
foods and chemicalscan trigger a wide range of symptoms.
Similarnumberspractice"orthomoleculartherapy" (sometimes
referred to as ''megavitamintherapy"), whichis based on the
idea that most ailmentswillrespond to the "correct" doses of
nutrients. Some physicianswho prescribe supplementsfor the
gamut of ailments call their approach "nutritional_
medicine."
Manyof these practitionersdiagnosehypoglycerrua,hypothyroidism,candidiasishypersensitivity,and chronicfatigue syndromein large numbers of their patients.
Some dentists espouse the idea that the mercury in
silver-mercuryfillingsis toxic and can c~msea wide range.of
illnesses.They recommendthat such fillingsbe replacedwith
other materials, which can cost thousands of dollars. The
leadingadvocate of "mercury-amalgamtoxicity," a Colorado
dentist, recommendsan elaborate program of supplementsto
minimizenegativeeffects he claimscan occur when the mercury-containingfillingsare removed.
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Significantpercentages of chiropractors are involvedin
unscientificnutritionpractices. Manycompaniesmarket supplements to chiropractors with claims that they are suitable for
treating almost anything.The claims,whichwouldnot be legal
on productlabels, do not appear on the labels. Rather, they are
made in literature distributedby mailor providedat seminarsin
whichuse of the products is described.
State boards have taken a few actions against licensed
practitioners who are engaged in unscientificpractices, but
muchmore action is needed to protect the public.

Cancer Quackery

During the past decade, there has been a trend away
from dubious"drug" products, such as laetrile, into regimens
that includediets, enemas, vitamins, minerals, glandulars,enzymes, and variousnostrums that are not legallymarketablein
the UnitedStates. Practitionersof"metabolictherapy"claimto diagnose abnormalitiesat the cellularlevel and correct them by
normalizingthe patient's metabolism.They claimthat cancer (as
well as other diseases) is the result of metabolic imbalance
caused by a buildupof toxic substances in the body. They also
claimthat scientificpractitionersmerely treat the symptomsof
the disease, whilethey treat the cause by removing"toxins"and
strengtheningthe immunesystem so the body can heal itself.
These ideas have no scientificbasis but have popular appeal
because the treatment approaches include diet and lifestyle
changesthat encourage patients to feel they are in control.
Proponents of dubious methods of cancer treatment
have been very active politically.They have lobbied, staged
demonstrations,and producedconsiderableliterature advocating their case. A few years ago, as a result of Congressional
pressure, the Officeof TechnologyAssessment (OTA) begana
lengthy investigationof "unconventional"methods of cancer
therapy. The first draft of the OTAreport, whichwas circulated
for comment this year to advocates as well as critics, looked
quite good to me. It was hoped that the finalreport wouldbe
published soon, but the wheels of government tum slowly.
Meanwhile,two other important reports are nearing publication, a book I am editing for the Florida Cancer Society and a
computerizeddatabase developedby attorney Grace Monaco.

Multilevel Marketing

Duringthe past 5 years, I have collectedinfonnationon
more than 30 companiesengaged in person-to-personsales of
food supplements, homeopathic remedies, herbal remedies,
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and other health products. Virtually anyone can become a
distributor by fillingout a one-page applicationand buying a
distributor kit for $20 to $35. Kits typicallycontain a sales
manual,product literature, order forms, and a I-year subscription to a magazinepublishedby the company. Once on board,
the distributor can buy products "wholesale," resell them at
·'retail" prices, and recruit other distributors. When enough
distributors have been recruited, the recruiter is eligibleto
collecta percentage of their sales. Companiessuggest that this
processprovidesa great money-makingopportunity.However,
it is unlikelythat peoplewhodo notjoina companyduringits first
few months of operationor are amongthe early distributorsin
their communitycan buildenoughof a sales pyramidto do well.
Most multilevelcompaniespromote their productswith
claimsthat they can prevent or cure a widerange of diseases. A
fewcompaniesmerely suggest that peoplewillfeel better, look
better, or have more energy if they use supplements.
When illegal therapeutic claims are made in product
literature, the company is an easy target for government
enforcementaction. Some companiesrun this risk, hopingthat
the governmentwill not take actionuntiltheir customer base is
well established. Other companies make no claims in their
literature but rely on testimonials, encouragingpeople to try
their products and taking credit for any improvement that
occurs. Testimonialsmay be publishedin companymagazines,
audiotapes,or videotapes. Many companieshold meetings at
whichpeopleare encouragedto tell their story to the others in
attendance.Testimonialclaimscan trigger enforcementaction,
but since it is time-consumingto collect evidence of their use,
few governmentagenciesbother to do so.
Governmentenforcementactionagainstmultilevelcompanieshas not been vigorous.Typically,the companiesare left
aloneunless their promotionsbecome so conspicuousand their
sales volumeso great that an agency feels compelledto intervene. Even then, few interventions have substantial impact
once a companyis well established. The most effectiveinterventionI have seen was against United Sciences of America,
which had been marketing supplements claimed to prevent
heart disease and many other health problems.An FDAregulatory letter and an embargo by Texas authorities stopped sales
dead in their tracks [NF 4:25-30, 1987]. The company,which
had been havingfinancialproblems, was unableto recover and
was liquidateda few months later. On the other hand, Herbalife
and Sunrider Internationalhave thrived despite both FDA and
state enforcementactions.
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The number of "health food" magazineshas increased,
but Prevention.whose circulationis larger than those of all the
others combined,has swung away from nutritionnonsense and
now is very carefulabout its nutritionarticles. Althoughit still
tends to emphasizenews about nutrients (whichmay stimulate
readers to take them unnecessarily), its nutrition articles undergoexpert prepublicationreviewand generallyare timelyand
accurate. The magazine'sadvertisingcontent has also changed
dramatically.Years ago, there were dozens of pages of supplement ads in every issue. Today there are very few.
Rodale Press's book divisionand its Prevention Book
Clubstillmarket many titles that are not worth the paper they
are printedon, but there is hope that this situationwillimprove.
No clear trend is apparent amongother book publishers.Most
appearwillingto publishanythingthey think willsell. Nonsensicalbooksinvolvingnutritionare publishedfrequently, but books
containingvaluableadvice about health and nutrition also are
publishedfrequently. The antiquackeryexposes produced by
the George F. Stickley Companyduring the early 1980s are
either out of print or nearly so. I plan to remedy this situation
with at least one book per year, starting with HealthSchemes,
Scams, and Hoaxes, which will be published by Consumer
Reports Booksin December.
Televisionremainsa mixedbag. Whilethe Donahueand
SallyJessy Raphael shows remain meccas for quacks, Inside
Edition, shown on CBS, has a special interest in exposing
quackery.Measuringhow radio talk shows fit into the national
picture wouldbe a massive undertakingbecause there are so
many of them. But it is clear that in many communitiessuch
programsare a majorsource of misinformation.Several leading
promotersof quackeryare talk show hosts who providea forum
for a steady parade of irresponsibleguests. Programs boosting
nutritionnonsense have considerablepopularappealand adverti_sersupport, whichencourages stations to keep them on the
arr.
Antiquackery Activities

Overall,I am optimisticabout antiquackery.The American Dietetic Associationis working steadily to achieve state
laws to outlawthe practice of nutrition by individualswho lack
adequate training.The NationalCouncilAgainst Health Fraud
has establisheda growingnetwork of activists who are accomplishingmuch in their own states and local communities.The
councilpublishes a bimonthlynewsletter and maintainsmany
task forces that produce position papers. It helps quackery
The Media
victimsfile lawsuitsand gives awards to journalists who attack
quackery.(Membershipinformationcan be obtainedby writing
Overall,duringthe past decade, the mediahave become to the councilat P.O. Box 1276, Loma Linda, CA 92354.)
a bit more aggressive regarding quackery. Reader'sDigest,
Last year, John Renner, M.D. began operating the
FamilyCircle,Hippocrates(now In Health)and Redhookhave ConsumerHealth Informationand Research Institute (CHIRI)
publishedexcellent articles. The Family Circlearticle, which in Kansas City, Missouri. Its purpose is to promote consumer
toldhowreaders couldreport problemsor send questionsto the
andpatienteducationactivities,includingstudies of misinformaNationalCouncilAgainst Health Fraud, generated more than tion, fraud, and quackery. CHIRI has scheduled a National
150queries.
Health Fraud Conferencefrom September 14 to 16 in Kansas
Manywellwritten healthand nutritionnewsletters have City. (For informationcall816-753-8850.)
achievedlarge circulations.My favorites are the MayoClinic
Ors. Renner and Victor Herbert are still pursuing libel
HealthLetter,Mayo ClinicNutritionLetter, Tufts University suits againstthe NationalHealth Federation (NHF)and various
DietandNutn·tionLetter,HarvardMedicalSchoolHealthLetter, other defendants.It is too soon to predict the outcome, but the
and ConsumerReportsHealthLetter.
suits appear to have caused considerablefrictionamongNHF's
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p~es~ntan? fonne_rleader~.Accor~g to a specialNHF report
distribut~d
mJuly,its long-tunelobbyistwasfiredforsettingupan
~uthonzed bank account,and its fonner longtimeattorney is
swngNHFfor$64,633.17for allegedlyunpaidfees inthe Herbert
andRennercases. NHF has generatedmanymass letter-writing
campaignsthat were effectivein lobbyingagainst government
regulationofquestionablehealthmethods.Butfinancialdifficulties
andinfighting
appearto haveweakenedNHF greatly.
InJuly 1990I retired frommyjob at a hospitalclinicso I
couldspendmore timeinvestigatingand writingaboutthe health
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marketpl?ce.I still see private patients, but most of my timeis
spent domg research. Informationsent by Nutrition Fornm
readers is very helpfulto me.

~r. Barrett, who practicespsychiatryin Allentown,Pennsylvania,edits NutritumForumNewsletterand is a board member of the NationalCouncilAgainst
HealthFraud. In 1984he received the FDA Commissioner'sSpecialCitation
Award for Public Service in fightingNutrition Quackery. In 1986 he was
awardedhonorarymembershipin the AmericanDieteticAssociation.

BRIEFS
niacin. Near-fatalhepatitis
has been reported in a previouslyhealthy32-year-oldmanwho
had taken one 500-mg timed-release niacintablet daily for 2
months, purchased at a health food store UAMA264:181,
1990].Niacinis an effectiveand relativelysafe drug for cholesterol controlbut is not suitablefor self-medication.Crystalline
("regular")niacinhas a greater incidenceof minor side effects
(flushingand burning of the skin) but is considerably less
troublesometo the liver. Several observers have expressed
concernthat sustained-releaseniacinis too readilyaccessible
264:241-243, 1990).
withouta prescriptionUAMA
Toxicity of sustained-release

"B15 " sellers convicted. MichiganPhannacal,Inc., of Ferndale, Michigan,was fined $10,000 plus $90,000 in costs after
pleadingguiltyto knowinglyand willfully(through its employees) makingfalse statements to the FDA in 1983 about the
amountof calciumpangamate it had in stock. Companyvice
presidentWilliamFarber was fined$1,000 after pleadingguilty
to conspiringto misleadthe FDAandcontinuingto distributethe
product, which contained N,N-dimethylglycine,which the
agencyconsiders a nonconfonningfood additive [FDA Consumer24(3):40,1990).The criminalchargeswere filedin 1987.
Editor'snote:Variouscompoundscalled"B15," "vitaminB15" or
"pangamicacid," have been claimedto enhanceathleticperformance and to be effective against cancer and many other
diseases.The FDAgreatlyreducedits sale in the early 1980sby
securingcivilcourt orders againstthree manufacturersattempting to market "B15" as a dietary supplement. This case. is
significantbecause the agencyrarely uses criminalprosecution
in cases involving"supplements."

FDA clips "Body Toddy." RocklandCorporationhas signeda
consent agreement to stop selling Body Toddy with health
claimsthat lack FDA approval.The companyhad claimedit is
effectiveagainst aging, cancer, diabetes, cataracts, high blood
pressure, thyroid deficiencies.stroke, heart attack. high cholesterol, depression, loss of memory, and many other problems. The product-touted to ''supercharge your immune
system"-was claimedto be a liquidconcentrate of pure natural
minerals that come from a "natural deposit phenomenonof
prehistoricvegetableand plant matter."

Quackery report. An excellent article on nutrition fads has
been published in the AmericanJournal of Gastroenterology
[85:510-515,1990).Reprints are availablefrom MichaelMogadam, M.D., 5021 SeminaryRoad, Suite 124, Alexandria,VA
22311.

Book bargains. Firms that sell remainderedbooksby mailcan
be a good source of quackydiet and nutritionbooks that are no
longerstockedin bookstores-often at 20-40%of their original
list price. One of the best is Edward R. Hamilton,Falls Village,
CT06031.

New Jersey curbs dubious methods. The NewJersey State
Attorney General has secured consent agreements barring
LindaChoi, M.D., and PruyakantDoshi, M.D., from: 1) using
Irradiation of poultry approved. The FDAhas approvedthe
chelationtherapy to treat cardiovasculardiseases; 2) usinghair
use ofirradiationto controlSalmonellaandother illness-causing analysisas a tool for nutritionalassessment; and 3) diagnosing
bacteriain chicken,turkey, and other fresh or frozenuncooked and treating ''Candidaalbicansovergrowth syndrome.'' Both
were assessed $3,000 for investigative costs and had their
poultry. Agency scientists described irradiation as the first
medicallicenseplacedon probationfor 1 year. Investigationby
approved process to "pasteurize" solid foods. As with the
the state medicalboard had concludedthat: 1) chelationtherapy
heat-pasteurizationof milk, irradiationreduces but does not
eliminateallbacteria.Thus processed poultry,like pasteurized has not been accepted as safe and effective for the purposes
used by the doctors; 2) hair analysis has no medicallyvalid
milk,wouldbe safer but wouldstill require refrigeration.The
purposeexcept as a diagnosticscreeningdevicefor leadpoisonFDAhas also decidedthat irradiated foods shouldcontinueto
ing in at-risk populations(not the purpose for whichChoiand
carry a representativelogo and be labeled"treated with radiation" or "treated by radiation."Poultry industry officialshave Doshiwere usingit); and 3) "Candidaalbicansovergrowth"is
expresseddisinterest in irradiationout of fear that consumers not generallyrecognized as a clinicalentity and has not been
establishedas the cause of the conditionsthey treated.
woulddisapprove.
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WIC program endangered? Senator HowardMetzenbaum Vitamin store cited. Actingon a complaintby Dr. Stephen
Barrett, the PennsylvaniaDepartment of Health has cited the
(D-OH)has chargedthat infantfonnulaprices are so highthat
thousands of women and children are being denied much- VitaminHealthcenterin Whitehall,Pennsylvania,for offeringto
neededfood.At a publichearingheldby the Senate Subcommit- sell misbrandedand unapprovednew drugs and for being an
tee on Antitrust, Monopoliesand BusinessRights,he accused unregistered distributor of drugs. The citation concerned
three leadingmanufacturersof "follow-the-leader"price-fixing Amino Hair, a high-potencyfonnula claimedto reverse male
that he said might violatefederal antitrust laws. The manufac- pattern baldness, and lmmuno-C, which was promoted as
turers deniedthis and stated that price hikes are legitimately helpfulagainstarthritis, AIDS,flu, atherosclerosis,and cancer.
The store-which agreed to correct the violations-is part of a
due to risingcosts of research and development,capitalexpenditures, personnel,and other related expenses. Approximately chainlocatedin shoppingmallsthroughoutConnecticut,Florida,
Maryland,NewJersey, New York, and Pennsylvania.
30% of all infant fonnula is purchased by the WIC program,
whichis designed to provide help to low-incomewomen and
Great Earth penalized. Great Earth International,the nachildrenconsideredto be nutritionallyat risk. At the end ofJune,
tion's secondlargest health foodstore chain,has agreed to pay
Congressvotedto allowstates to borrow3%againstnext year's
$100,000in penalties plus $9,520 in costs to settle charges
appropriation,but it still appears that some states will have to
brought by the Orange County District Attorney. The case
eliminateparticipants.
involvedadvertisingclaimsmade for vitaminE ("helpsdissolve
existingclots ... makingthe heart a more efficientpump"),
FDA law available. Copiesof the Federal Food, Drug, and
Yeasterol("to control ... Candida albicans,a troublesome
CosmeticAct,including
allamendments,canbe obtainedfor$7.50
yeast"),
Lowestrol("may not only counter the build-upof
from the U.S. GovernmentPrinting Office,Superintendentof
cholesterol
deposits, but mayalso appear to reduce the blood's
Documents,Washington,DC 20402.(Askfor publication#017tendency
to
clot"). ElavitaFonnula DP (''gives the body and
012-00347-8.)
FDApublication
No. 2 (order#107-012-003435),
brain
the
special
nutrients it needs" for alertness, memory,
whichswnmarizesthe lawsin laytenns, costs $2.75.
motivation,learning, sex drive, and positive emotions), Nutrimmune ("shown to boost the body's defense system"),
Lactation suppressants seldom appropriate. The FDA
Thymosin("booststhe body'sresistance to disease!"),Rejuvahas asked the manufacturerof Parlodel(bromocriptine)to stop
cell("anti-aging... retards hair loss ... lowersbloodpressure,
labelingthe drug for use in drying up milk productionand
improvessexualfunction... reduces cholesterol''),and PMS
preventingbreast engorgementin mothers who do not breastFonnula.Withoutadmittingwrongdoing,the companysigneda
feed. The agency has also asked manufacturersof products
consentagreementpledgingto refrainfrommarketingproducts
containingestrogens and androgens to stop labelingthese as
lactationsuppressants. Researchhas shownthat the traditional that are misbrandedor are unapprovednew drugs.
--treatment of pain-relievers,ice packs, and a well-fittingbra or
speciallymadebreast binderis sufficient.Breast engorgement "Organic"bill advances. A nationalorganicfoodcertification
is short-lived;and althoughperhaps 10%of womenmaybenefit programfundedby tax dollarswas includedinthe 1990FarmBill
packageapprovedon April27 by the U.S. Senate Agriculture
from drug treatment, the risk of side effects exceeds the
Committeebut is not yet includedin the Fann Billin the House
likelihoodof benefit [FDA Consumer 23(10):3, 1989 and
of Representatives.The legislationcalls for a USDA"organi24(3):25-27,1990].
callyproduced"labelfor agriculturalproducts that meet federal
standards set with the help of a 13-member advisoryboard.
Notable quote. ''Consumerswith misinformation
aboutnutriStates couldset stricter standardsbut couldnot restrict salesof
tion typicallyfall into two categories: the deceived and the
USDA-certifiedproducts from other states. The Agriculture
deluded. The deceived can respond to education, but the
Departmen_t,
which_
opposes t~e :·organic"legislation,has prodeludedare adamant----even
fanatical-about their beliefs,and
posedforminga nat10nalcomrrussmnto study the most effective
~ r, fus~to considergoodscientificdata or a logicalpresentameans to establisha nationalcertificationprogram. DanielD.
7
tion. -Victor Herbert,M.D., ].D.
Haley,administratorof the AgricultureDepartment's MarketingService,has expressed concernthat consumersmaybe led
to believe that "organic" foods are significantlysafer, more
Magazine sued. Martin Katahn, Ph.D., author of TheRotaor of higher quality.In an article in USA Today,he
tionDiet, has fileda $5.75 milliondollarlibelsuit againstGood nu.triti.ous,
Housekeeping,
said his de~artmentsupports nationalminimumstandards supchargingthat an article in its March 1990issue
Ported ~Y mdus1!}'user fees, but the current legislation''is
~used ''gr~at ~jury" to his reputationand impugnedhis verac!ty. Katahns diet 1s based on the premise that rotating daily lillpract1cal,unwieldy, costly, and would require excessive
governmentsurveillanceat both the nationaland state levels."
intakesof 600, 900, and 1,200caloriesfacilitatesweightloss by
preventingthe metabolicslowdowncaused by constant lowcaloriedieting. The 172-wordarticle referred to a controlled Impact of cholesterol education. Cholesterol-consciousstudy reported in the AmericanJournalof Nutritionand conness is i?creasing.Nationalsurveys conductedby the FDAand
clu?ed~at rotation does not work. The suit charges that the
the NationalHeart, Lung, and BloodInstitute have foundthat
~1cle nusrepresented the results of the study whose rotating
the proportionof persons who reported ever havinghad their
diet programwas similarbut not identicalto the RotationDiet.
bloodcholesterolchecked rose from 35% in 1983 to 58% in
Accordingto the suit papers, TheRotationDietappearedon the
1988, and the proportionknowingtheir cholesterollevel rose
New YorkTimesbest-sellerlist for 49 weeks and has more than
from 3% to 17%. State health departments have observed
1 ~on hardcovercopies and 1.5 millionpaperbackcopiesin
slightlysmaller numbers in surveys conducted during 1988
pnnt.
OAMA
263:3133-3135].
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Sokolof strikes, ~gain! ~arly this Spri~g, Phil Sokolofattacked~cD~nalds m a se1:1esof ads headlined"The Poisoning
of Amenca. The ads said that the company's hamburgers
should,havetheir fat content reduced by 10%. AlthoughMcDonalds tenned Sokolof'sads ''reckless and misleading,"it
subs~quentlyreduced the fat content of its shakes, began
p~as~go~t the use of beef tallowfor cookingfrench fries, and
said 1t will post complete nutritional infonnation about its
productsat alloutlets. Sokolofis a Nebraskabusinessmanwho
becameconcerned about diet and cholesterol after he had a
hear:tatta_ck.In 1988he launcheda $2 millioncampaignattacking
tropical01ls-a move that probablyhelpedpersuade majorfood
companiesto stop using them in many of their products [NF
6:37]. McDonald's,whichhas 11,000franchisedoutlets in the
UnitedStates and 52 other countries, is celebratingthe 35th
anniversaryof its founding.
Calories and aging. Accordingto researchers whospokeat a
recentinternationalconference,evidencecontinuesto accumulate that diet and caloricrestriction may lengthenlife span and
retard the susceptibilityof animals to cancer and other ageassociateddiseases and physiologicalprocesses. It was also
notedthat someanimalsstudiedthis wayhaddecreasedfertility
and problemswith bone development. Human studies to explore the significanceof these findings have not been performed.The conference, held in March in Washington.D.C.,
wassponsoredby the InternationalLifeSciencesInstitute.
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Fiber cooki~ crunch~d. In response to an FDA regulatory
letter, PhoeruxInternat10nalMarketingCorporationof Sparks.
Nevada, has agreed to halt distributionof its Phoenix Fiber
Cooki~. P~oe~ Fizzi~, Phoenix Nutritious Beverage, and
PhoemxV1tanunand MmeralCapsules. The FDA notifiedthe
company that promotional material distributed with the
''Phoenixfor Life" WeightControl System made unsubstantiated medical_claimsthat ~he products were useful for weight
control. cardiovasculardisease, colon cancer, diabetes and
diverticulitis.In addition,governmenttests had shownth;t the
cookiescontaintwice the claimed120 calories.
Novel weight-control device. A NewJersey manhas offered
a $25,000reward to anyonewho catches himin the act ofeating
at a restaurant. (The moneywouldbe givento a charityselected
by the recipient.)So far, accordingto CBS TV's InsideEdition
the man has lost 67 pounds.
Tryptophan update. As of mid-May,1,500 cases of eosino-

philia-myalgiasyndrome, including23 deaths, have been reported amongL-tryptophanusers in the UnitedStates, and 10
cases have been reported in Canada.Most cases appear to be
linked to products from one Japanese manufacturer DAMA
264:213-217,1990], whichhealth food industry trade publications have identifiedas ShowaDenka.

VITAMIN
A CASES
SETTLED
FORRECORD
SUM
Two victims of vitamin A toxicity have obtained outof-courtsettlements totallingnearly $900.000. Their problem
arose in 1979after chiropractorVernonP. Mannonof Peoria,
Illinois,prescribedmassivedoses of vitaminA forJudithCramton and her children, Lynne and Dale II. Mrs. Cramton had
soughthelpfor her children'sichthosis,a congenitaldisorderin
which the skin is scaly and resembles that of a fish. For
9-year-oldLynne, Mannon prescribed 750,000 international
units(llJ) dailyfor several weeks to be followedby 370,000IU
dailyfor 2 months. For 4-year-oldDale, he prescribed675,000
IU dailyfor 2 months and then half that amount. Mannonalso
advisedMrs. Cramtonto take 1,250,000lU plusscores ofother
supplementsbecause he said her diet had been inadequate.
Withina few months, all three Cramtons developed
symptomsof vitaminA poisoning.Mrs. Cramton developed
swellingof the brain, manifestedby blurred visionand headaches.Lynneexperiencedsimilarsymptomsplusmusculoskeletalpainand tenderness, hair loss for 2 months, and damageto
the growth centers of several of her bones. Dale developed
bonepainand enlargementof his liver and spleen.
Althoughtheir acute symptomssubsidedafter the vitaminA was stopped, both childrenwere pennanentlydamaged.
One of Lynne's legs is several inches shorter than the other,
whichhas causedher to developscoliosis.Dale has permanent
damageto his liver and spleen.
The vitaminA productsMannonprescribed-and soldwere manufacturedby Nutri-Dyn,Inc., and BioticsResearch
Corporation,bothof whichmarket primarilythroughchiropractors. In 1984,Mrs. Cramtonand her husbandbegan a series of
suits againstMannonand the manufacturers, charging negli-

gence in failingto warn that high doses of vitamin A were
dangerous. The suits also claimedthat the products had been
marketedillegallybecause vitaminA is not generallyrecognized
as safe and effective for the treatment of ichthosis. In fact.
several weeks before Mrs. Cramton consulted Mannon, the
FDAhad proposeda rule to ban OTC marketingofvitaminA for
ichthosis[FederalRegister 44:16126-16164,1979]. Ironically,
Nutri-Dyn'sproduct, a liquidemulsioncontaining12,500IU per
drop. was labeled,"Keep out of reach of children."
In 1986, Dale's case against Mannon was settled outof-courtfor the $100,000 limit of Mannon·sinsurance. NutriDyn paid $245,000to settle the children's cases in 1987, and
Biotics settled for $450,000 in 1988. In 1989, Lynne's case
againstMannonwas settled for the $100,000policylimit.Their
lawyerwas ThomasH. Tate of Coale,Kananack& Murgatroyd,
Washington,D.C., who specializesin product liabilityand birth
defect litigation.Mr. Tate believes that vitamin A products
shouldcarry warningson their label, particularlyabout use by
children.
VitaminA toxicitycan result from ingestingexcessive
doses of vitaminA on a regular basis for weeks or years. The
signsandsymptomsthat developas bodystores buildup include
dry and itchy skin, headache, hair loss, bone malformations,
bleeding tendencies, bone fractures, muscle and joint pain,
visualproblems,and liver toxicity.Most adverse effectsdisappear after excessive intake is stopped, but permanent damage
to the liver, bones, and eyes can occur. The settlement in this
case is the highest payout ever reported in a lawsuitinvolving
vitaminA toxicity.
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BOGUS
DEGREES
INTHENEWS
Raymond). Salanioperates Nutri-CareHealthCenter in
Shrewsbury,New Jersey. Since the early 1980s, he has r~presented himself as a nutritionist and health consultant with a
Ph.D. degree. Accordingto his ads, N~tri-Careis_"apreventive
healthcare facilitythat helps youfightdisease, resist stress, and
reach your best level of health-nutritionally-without ~gs."
A Nutri-Care brochure asked whether you would like to
"strengthen yourself' against 96 "common health pro~lems"
rangingfrom bad breath and dandruffto cancer, heart disease,
and stroke.
In some ways, Salaniconducted himselflike a medical
doctor. He saw clients by appointment, took their medical
history, ordered laboratorytests, and prescribed products. He
even provided statements for insurance companies. But his
activitieswere neither legalnor medicallysound.
In February 1989, the NewJersey attorney generaland
the state board of medical examiners charged Salaniwith
practicing medicine without a license, violating the state's
clinicallaboratoryact, and committinginsuranceand consumer
fraud. The complaint stated that Salani misused the tenn
"doctor," prescribed "excessive quantities" of food supplements that were ineffective or potentially toxic, and issued
fraudulentreports to insurancecompanies.
The complaint was supported by affidavitsfrom six
fonner patients and four undercover investigators who had
consulted"Dr." Salani for leg cramps, stomach cramps, migraine headaches, obesity, epileptic seizures, hypoglycemia,
allergies,and attacks of shortness of breath. In most cases, he
had ordered urine and blood tests and outlined a program of
vitamins,minerals, and other dietary supplementsthat would
cost hundredsof dollars.Nutri-Care perfonned the urine tests
althoughit was not licensedto operate a bioanalyticlaboratory.
The bloodtests were ordered from a licensedlaboratoryusing
preprinted request slips with "Nutri-Care Health Center"
stamped on the line that said "Physician'sSignature." Several
patients complainedthat Salani's charges exceeded his original
estimates, that the amounts reported to insurance companies
were less than what they had paid, and that he had billedfor
tests that had not been perfonned.
Salaniled many of his patients to believe that his work
wasdoneundermedicalsupervision.Hisreceipts andreports to
insurance companies were made using "Physician's Statements" preprinted with the words "Mill Run Associates, J.
WillardCook, M.D., Medical Director," at Nutri-Care's address. Dr. Cook-a familypractitioner in Shrewsbury-occasionallyreferred patients to Salaniand sometimessaw some of
Salani'spatients for consultations. But Salanidid most of his
work independently. Although Cook knew that Salani billed
insurancecompanyreimbursement for services perfonned by
Salaniunder Cook'sname, he continuedto maintainhis relationshipand perfonn medicalscreenings for Nutri-Care. Cookwas
also aware that medicallaboratorywork was being done under
his name even though he had not seen the patients and the
results went to Salani.
In November 1989, New Jersey's medical licensing
board reprimandedCookfor permittinghis name to be used in
connectionwithSalani'soperationofNutri-Care HealthCenter.
The boardalsofinedCook$2,500for aidingand abettingSalani's
unlicensedpractice of medicine.

...

Salani's"Ph.D. degree" is fromDonsbachUniversity,an
Donsunaccreditedcorrespondence school ope~ated by }5-urt
bach, a chiropractorwho has been a ma1orfigure m th~ food
supplement industry. In 197~, Donsbach pleaded guilty to
practicingmedicinewithouta license after agents of the Fra~d
Divisionofthe CaliforniaBureauof Food and Drugobserved him
representingto customers at his health_foodst?re that vitamins,
minerals,and/orherbal tea were effectiveagamst cancer, heart
disease, and other ailments. He was assessed $2,750 and
served 2 years' summaryprobation.
Accredited nutrition degrees require several years of
study based on current scientificknowledge. Degrees from
DonsbachUniversity-which taught that virtuallyall ailments
havenutritionalsolutions-could be obtainedin less than a year.
In December 1989, a New Jersey superior court judge permanently enjoinedSalanifrom representing to the publicthat he
has a doctoraldegree unless he acquiresone from an accredited
school. "He's not entitled to give people the impressionhe is
super extra," the judge commented. "He did not get a Ph.D.
froman accrediteduniversity.... If the publicwas aware that
there were mail-ordercourses, they would say it's a Mickey
Mousedegree."
In March1990, the judge approveda consent agreement
barring Salanifrom representing himself as a doctor, recommendingsupplements for the prevention or treatment of any
specificmedicalconditionor complaint(except under medical
supervision),diagnosingmedical conditions or symptoms, or _...
fillingout insuranceforms in a misleadingmanner. Salaniis also required to infonn his clients that the FDA does not recognize
any need or usefulness for the products he typicallyrecommends. To settle the case, Salanipaidthe state $11,000, part of
which was used for restitution to insurance companies and
formerpatients.
Donsbach himself is involved in a scandal involving
"naturopathic"degrees. Injune 1988, the ArizonaNaturopathic
PhysiciansBoard of Examiners revoked the naturopathiclicense ofjess FranklinLee after detennining that he had used a
counterfeitcredentialto obtain his license. In 1983, when Lee
appliedfor his license, he submitteda diplomadated ''l 7st June
1961"from the "HollywoodCollegeSchoolof Naturopathy"in
Los Angeles, California.Subsequently, however. Arizonaauthoritiesconcludedthat no such schoolhad existed and that the
"diploma"had been created by makingaltered photocopiesof a
1961diplomafrom the HollywoodCollegeSchoolof Chiropractic. A few months ago, the Oregon Officeof EducationalPolicy
and Planningconcludedthat Donsbachand four others had done
the same thing to become licensed as naturopaths in Oregon.
The Oregon Board of NaturopathicExaminers is expected to
revoke their licenses.
Donsbachnow operates a Mexican hospital that "specializes in the treatment of chronic, degenerative diseases
includingcancerand multiplesclerosis." In 1989,he resignedas
board chairmanof the NationalHealth Federation (an aggressive health food industry lobbying group) and founded the
Confederationof Health Organizations "to unite the major ,..._
elements of the alternative holistichealth movement." He has also launched another unaccredited school to issue "Ph.D."
degrees. A lengthyaccountof his activitieswas publishedin the
October 1987issue of NutritionForum.
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NATURAL
HYGIENE:
STILL
ALIVE
ANDDANGEROUS
Jack Raso,M.S., R.D.
NaturalHygieneis a comprehensivephilosophyofhealth
and"naturalliving"that advocatesa raw fooddiet ofvegetables,
fruits,andnuts, denouncesvirtuallyallmedicaltreatments, and
promotes fasting as desirable during health and beneficial
againstdisease.Accordingto its philosophy:
Healthis the result ofinaturalliving.Whenpeoplelive
in harmonywith their physiologicalneeds, health is
the inevitableresult. By supplyingthe organismwith
its basic requirements (natural, unadulteratedfood;
sunshine;clean, fresh air; pure water; appropriate
physical,mentaland emotionalactivities;and a productivelifestyle)whilesimultaneouslyeliminatingall
harmfulfactorsand influences,the self-constructing,
self-regulating,self-repairingqualitiesof the bodyare
givenfullrein.
Background History

HealthScience,the magazineof the AmericanNatural
HygieneSociety, states that the Natural Hygienemovement
wasfoundedduringthe 1830sby SylvesterGraham,"America's
first crusaderfor healthfullivingin diet, exercise, sleep, bathing, clothing,and sexual, emotionaland mental expression."
The movementenjoyedconsiderablepopularity,but declined
until"resuscitated"from"almostdead" by Herbert M. Shelton
(1895-1985).
In a 1978interviewinNaturalLiving,Sheltondescribed
his educationalbackground:"I postgraduatedfromthe University of Hard Knocksand left before I got my diploma.I went
throughthe usualbrainwashingprocess of the schoolsystemin
Greenville,Texas and revolted against the whole political,
religious,medicaland social system at the age of sixteen."
During the next several years, he obtained a "Doctor of
Physiological
Therapeutics''degree fromfromthe International
CollegeofDruglessPhysicians,a schoolestablishedby Bernarr
Macfadden,and took a postgraduate course at the Lindlahr
Collegeof NaturalTherapeuticsin Chicago.Then he went to
Nev· York where, "after nine months of brainwashing,"he
acquireddegrees in chiropracticand nat.uropathy.

In 1920,after further study and apprenticeshipat various institutions,Shelton publishedthe first of his 40 books,
Fundamentalsof NatureCure. In 1928, he foundedDr. Shelton's Health Schoolin San Antonio,whichoperated at seven
different locationsuntil 1981. From 1934 through 1941, he
produceda 7-volumeseries underthe title TheHygienicSystem.
In 1939,he launchedDr. Shelton'sHygienicReview,a monthly
magazinethat was publishedfor about40 years.
Organized Activity

The fountainheadof today's NaturalHygieneactivityis
the AmericanNatural Hygiene Society (ANHS),foundedin
1948by Sheltonand severalassociatesand nowheadquartered
in Tampa, Florida.RegularANHSmembershipcosts $25 and
includesa subscriptionto HealthScience,a 32-pagebimonthly
magazine.In 1989, ANHShad about 6,000 members and an
incomeof about$500,000.ANHShas been activein promoting
certificationof "organicfoods"and opposingcompulsoryimmunization,fluoridation,and foodirradiation.
Each issue of HealthSciencecontains a Professional
ReferralList. Most of those listed are chiropractors,but a few
hold medical,osteopathic, or naturopathicdegrees. The list
includes13 "certifiedmembers"and 7 "associatemembers"in
the UnitedStates, and 15 more members in other countries.
Certifiedmembers include ANHS founders and subsequent
memberswho have "successfullycompletedan internship(or
its equivalent)in Natural Hygieniccare with an emphasison
FastingSupervisionand are certifiedby the InternationalAssociationof ProfessionalNaturalHygienistsas Specialistsin the
Application
of FastingSupervisionand NaturalHygienicCare."
Therapeutic Philosophy

Accordingto an ANHSbrochure:
A thoroughgoingrest, whichincludesfasting, is the
most favorableconditionunder whichan ailingbody
can purifyand repair itself. Fastingis the total absti-
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nence from all liquidor solid foods except distilled
water. Duringa fast the body's recuperativeforces
are marshalledand all of its energies are directed
toward the rechargingof the nervous system, the
eliminationof toxicaccwnulations,andthe repairand
rejuvenationof tissue. Stored withineachorganism's
tissuesare nutrientreserves whichit willuse to carry
on metabolismand repairwork. Untilthese reserves
are depleted, no destruction of healthy tissue or
"starvation"can occur.
ANHSpublicationspromotefastingfor childrenas well
as foradults.
The brochurealsostates:
NaturalHygienerejects the use ofmedications,blood
transfusions,radiation,dietarysupplements,and any
other means employedto treat or "cure" various
ailments.These therapies interfere with or destroy
vital processes and tissue. Recovery from disease
takes place in spite of, and not because of, the
druggingand "curing"practices.
In 1982,a federalcourtjury awardedover $800,000to
the survivorsof WilliamCarlton,a 49-year-oldman who died
after undergoinga distilledwater fast for 30 days at Shelton's
HealthSchool.An articlein the LosAngelesTimesstated that
Carlton had died of bronchialpnewnoniaresulting from a
weakenedconditionin whichhe lost 50 poundsduringhis last
monthoflife.The articlealsonotedthat he wasthe sixthperson
in 5 years who had died while undergoingtreatment at the
school. Shelton and his chiropractic associate, Vivian V.
Vetrano,claimedin their appealthat Carltonhad persistedin
fastingafterDr. Vetranohadadvisedhimto stop. However,the
verdictwasupheldby the FifthCircuitCourtofAppealsandthe
U.S. SupremeCourtdeclinedfurther review.

"FoodCombining"
Anotherconspicuouscomponentof NaturalHygieneis
MadeEasy
its systemof "foodcombining."In FoodCombining
(a "nutritionclassic,"accordingto its cover), Sheltonwrote:
''To a singlearticleof foodthat is a starch-proteincombination,
the bodycaneasilyadjustitsjuices . . . to the digestiverequirementsof the food. But when two foodsare eaten with different . . . digestiveneeds, th.isprecise adjustmentof juices to
requirementsbecomes impossible."Natural Hygienistsbelieve, for example,that consuminga high-proteinfoodand a
high-carbohydrate
foodat the same mealwill,at the least, tax
the body'senzymaticcapacity.
Such pronouncementswere debunkedmore than 50
years ago in both scientificand popular literature, but the
Hygienicfaithfulstillholdthem dear. In a reviewof studiesof
humangastricdigestionof proteinsandcarbohydratesin health
and disease,publishedin 1934in the ] ournalof theAmerican
MedicalAssociation,researcher Martin E. Rehfuss, M.D.,
presenteddetailedevidencethat "clearlyproves that any presumed incompatibilitybetween protein and carbohydrate
food... is certainlynot sustained."Ofthe likesofShelton,Dr.
Rehfusswrote: "One searches in vain through the literature
revealingseveralthousandcontributionsby researchworkers
on diet and nutritionto findany real scientificwork by these
reformers."
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In FoodCombining,Sheltongrouped foods into seven
categories "accordingto their compositionand sources of ....origin":1) proteins such as nuts, peanuts, and avocados;2)
starches,includingsweet fruits, suchas peanuts(again),chestnuts, pwnpkins,bananas,andmangos:3) fats suchas mostnuts
(again)and avocados(again);4) acid fruits such as citrus fruit
andtomatoes;5) "sub-acid"fruitssuchas pears andapricots;6)
non-starchyandgreen vegetablessuchas lettuce, broccoli,and
watercress;and7) melonssuchas watermelon,honeydew,and
cantaloupe.Hygienicclassificationschemes differsomewhat,
but certainlisted foods, such as garlic (an "irritant''), and all
animal-sourcefoods,are not recommendedunder any circumstances.
Sheltontaughtthat the followingcombinationsare indigestible:"acids"and starches; proteinsand starches; acidsand
proteins; fats and proteins; sugars and proteins; sugars and
starches(notethat Sheltonclassifiedsweet fruits as starches);
melons and anythingother than fresh fruit; and even two
differentproteins.
Despitea plethoraof absurdities,NaturalHygienehas
enjoyeda renaissanceof late, thanks to Harvey and Marilyn
Diamondand their booksFitfor Life (1985)andLivingHealth
(1987).Harveyreceivedhis "Ph.D. in nutritionalscience"from
T. C. Fry's unaccreditedAmericanCollegeofHealthSciencein
Texas-now calledthe LifeScienceInstitute-which offersa
voluminouscorrespondencecourse detailingFry's views.NaturalHygieneadvocateshave written two other popularbooks:
The BeverlyHills MedicalDiet (1982), by Judy Mazel. and
Unlimited
Power(1986),by AnthonyRobbins.
The 1990 Conference

BothHarveyDiamondandT. C. Fry were present at the
AmericanNaturalHygieneSociety's42ndAnnualInternational
NaturalLivingConference,held at HofstraUniversityin New
YorkfromJuly27toAugust 1, 1990.I attendedthe morningand
afternoonsessions on July 28 and found a revivalisticatmospherewithabout250 peoplepresent. One person sittingnear
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.,.., Te in the fu;~t ~ow insisted, mysteriously, that

Hygiene
- changesyou. I did~'tpursue the subject.
Ronald~-Cndland,M.D., Directorof the Fundamental
Health_Cent~r
m Toronto,Canada,was the first speakerof the
dar, His topicwas "NaturalHygiene:The Scienceof Health"
Cndlandreferred to Greek mythologyand great medicalr~fonners such as Ignaz Semmelweisand Louis Pasteur in an
effort to lend credence and historicaldepth to the work of
Shelton,SylvesterGrah~, and other Hygienicpioneers.CridlandeulogizedSeffi1!1elweis
as a man who "did everythinghe
couldto try and raise the educationof his·peers. He gave
lectures,andhe wrotepapers ... andhe was alwaysput down.
Infact,~ve~tu~yh~diedinsane: : . _acoupleofhupdredyears
b~fo~ehistune. Cnd1andthen tnVIalizedthe practiceofimmuruzation.
Cridlandsummedup Hygienicphilosophy: Diseaseis a
r~su!tof a susce~tibleorganism, because you are not living
Withinyour.capacity.. .. . The idea is to identifyand remove
factorsthat mterferewiththe healingprocess in our diet in our
e~vironme~t,ino~ activity,andin our psychology."Regarding
diet, he saidthat raw vegetablesprobablyshouldprovidethe
majorityof your diet" and also that "At one time we may have
been designedto subsist largelyon fruits, becausefruitswere
morelikevegetablesthan they are today. They had less sugar
content,more fibercontent."
WhenCridlandwas finished,the moderatorinstructed
us to tum to the peoplenext to us and hugthem twice.
The next speakerwas AlecBurton,M.Sc., D.0., D.C.,
Directorofthe HygeiaHealthInstituteinSydney,Australia.His
lecturewas titled"DietandNutritionfromthe NaturalHygiene
Perspective."
Burtonlikenedextractedoilsto sugar,stated that "nofat
or oilshouldbe addedto foodin any way at all,"and described
processedfats as "highlydangerous.''He claimed(incorrectly)
that the NationalResearch Council"recommendsone percent
ofcaloriesfromfat ... aboutthirty caloriesor ... the eqwvalentofhalfa teaspoonofoil.Andthat's whatthey recommendas
probablythe ideal."
Talcingaimat whathe consideredthe folliesofnutritional
science,Burtonopinedthat "the historyof nutrition... often
readslikethe workofa mentallydefectivepersonona badday."
He cited the mistakingof beri beri for an infectionand a
commission's
conclusionthat pellagrawas causedby the bite of
a horsefly."I wantto go on," he said."There are endlessstories
associatedwith very, very serious errors and serious mistakes."
Burtonsuggestedthat the need for proteinis about 20
gramsa day,andwarnedagainsteatingpolarbear liver(whichis
extremelyhighin vitaminA). Unlikemacrobioticadherents,he
boasted,NaturalHygienistsdo not developscurvy.Butlater he
advisednot to eat too muchfruit. Burtonended his talk saying
that "Reallygoodscienceis alsogoodcommonsense."
Hewas followedby RalphCinque,D.C., Directorof the
HygeiaHealthRetreat in Yorktown,Texas, whose topicwas:
"SettingYourGoalsas a NaturalHygienist."
"Morethananythingelse," saidCinque,"hygieneshould
free you from therapeuticdependencies,both physicallyand
psychologically.
I want to remind people of something:that
there is a veritableanny of therapists out there waitinglike
sharksto justifygivingyou treatments. And I believethat the
best attitudethat youcan have is to be skepticalof allof it. ...
11
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And I beµeve that th~ extent to which you can be free of
therapeuticd~pe_ndencies
shouldbe the measure of your success as a Hygiemst.''
. . At lunchtimeI asked a gentlemanfor directionsto the
d1I11~g
room.He engagedme inconversationandintroducedme
to_his daug~ter. They had come to the conferencefrom the
Midwest.Hisdaughterhad been diagnosedwithchronicfatigue
syndromedue to Epstein-Barrvirus. I interviewedbothofthem
andobtaineda diet historyfromthe daughter.
She was 22 years old, was about 5' 5" tall, and weighed
between 98 and 100 pounds-at least 11% belowa desirable
weightof 113 pounds based on an assumed smallbodyframe
type. Her total energy need for weightmaintenanceis at least
1,675kilocaloriesper day. Her typicalfoodintakeconsistedof
melonsfor breakfast;two bananasandthree peachesat lunch;a
salad of Romainelettuce, carrots, zucchini,avocado,and tomato-sans dressing-at dinner; and water between meals.
Shehadrecentlyundergonea medicallysupervised18-dayfast,
duringwhichshe had consumedonlydistilledwater.
Her father explained:"We went all over the country
lookingfora cure, andthere is no cure for it." Manydrugswere
considered,he said, ''but drugs have sucha significantadverse
effect.''
Despite some improvement in her conditionover a
month she spent in the care of an orthodox physicianin
California,he said, they went to Denver to meet with an
uncredentialed"natural healer" who had worked with rock
stars, usingdiet, "mentalcontrol, " exercise, and relaxationto
maintaintheir "highenergy level." At that point, his daughter
''was really feeling bad. She could hardly get up in the
morning.. . . She couldn't go to college. [She was] very
depressed."The "healer,"usingFitfor Lifeas a gwde,worked
withher fivedays a week for six weeks-about two years ago.
Butfor abouta year anda half,she had been followinga stricter
Hygienicregimen. Now she was on the verge of emaciation.
'We went on blindfaith,"her father admitted.
Lunchconsistedof raw, fresh, non-starchyvegetables,
fresh fruit(nomelons),andraw almonds.As we nearedthe end
of a longbuffettable, I expressed my concernthat no dressing
wouldbe available.But in fact there were two dressingsof a
sort-one a thick, blandavocadodip, the other like watereddown,unsweetenedpunch.I did not enjoylunch.
NordidI enjoythe next lecturer,JimLennon,Executive
Directorof the AmericanNaturalHygieneSocietyanda former
musician.Jim offered"faith-keeping"tactics to ward offinquiries by well-meaningbut "misguided"significantothers intothe
safetyand whereforesof Hygieniceating, and then gave a pep
talk.
"What is the famous question?" he asked. "Right:
'Wheredo you get the protein?'The answer is, 'It's in everything!Thanksfor asking;how are the kids?' Becauseyoudon't
wantto talkaboutthat, do you? ... Youcanchangethe subject.
Youare not workingfor the other peoplethat you run into in
your life.Youdon't have to answer every question.Youdon't
haveto be a physiologist."
He told the attendees they were leaders, celebrities,
becausethey "don't go alongwith the crowd. You'redifferent.
Youhavethe courageto go your ownway. Howuniquethat is!"
"Who bothers you?" he asked. "The answer is, the
people who know they should be doing it. . . . As soon as
someonestarts botheringyou, that's a victory.... They're
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Anyphilosophy,pseudoscie~tific.or
other, is dan~erous ,.tryingto figureout a wayto makeit okaythat they do~'t [follow to the extent that it promotespracbces likelyto_produceillness
the diet]." Later Lennon stated tha~ grandparents can only
or unnecessaryhardshipanddiscouragesthose likelyto prevent
inspire"dietarilyrecalcitrantgrandchildren.
or relievehealthproblems.The degree of danger~so depends
The last afternoonspeaker, D. J. Scott, D.C._,res~~ted on the extent to whichunhealthfulrecommendationsare folLennon'ssentimentstowarddoubtersofNaturalHygiene: You
lowed.
. .. aliz
start out with the realization that people ~hallenge yo~
NaturalHygieneis dangerousbe~use 1ttn~ es nubecause... somehowor other they feela we_ebit threatened.,,
trient needs, encourages prolongedfastmg, and.di?courages
"Hygienists don't need those surgical procedures,
medicalinterventionsalmostacross the board.Whileits recomScott declared,referring to hysterectomies_andprostate surmendeddiet has two admirablecharacteristics(lo~ fat content
gery. ''I've seen massivetumors of the pelvicorgans, wo~en
and highfiber content), its proscriptionof _bo~h
d~ pro~ucts
withthyroidtumors as large as a 7-monthpregnancy,ovanan
and
supplements
diet
1s
an
mvitabonto
in
its
primarily
raw
food
cyststhat completelyfillup an abdomen.Andthose things,even
thoughthey have hadthem for lengthyperiodsof time a~d.h~ve osteoporosis.
AlthoughNatural Hygiene's~etary ru.lesare rigidand
been recommendedto have immediatesurgery, do diminish.
restrictive
its adherents vary considerablym the extent to
They do graduallydiminish,not in one w~ek.of_fa_stin~,
not in a
which
they
follow
them. Acknowledgin~
this ~na !fe~lt~~cience
monthof fasting,but over monthsof HygierucliVlllg.
interview,RalphCinquehas conceded: I don t think1t1snght to
Throughoutthe program, there was considerabletalk
tella personthat bad thingsare happeninginsidethem because
about"vitality."Yet, injust the vicinityof my seat, I counted13
of a certain[food]combination
.... I don't think... that they
people,youngand old, whowere napping.
should suffer mental distress over their food combinations."
The Diamonds,too, inFitforLife,givereluctantconsentto the
Overview
consumptionof milk (preferablyunpasteurized)and plainyoIn Scienceand Unreason(1982), Daisie and Michael gurt; andtheir dinnermenus includeseafoodand fowl.
No scientificstudy has ever comparedthe disease and
Radner explainthe "marks of pseudoscience,"among them
death rates of Hygienistswith those of other people. But it
anachronisticthinking,a grab-bagapproachto evi~ence,ar~mentfromspurioussimilarity,research by exegesis(regarding appears to me that the hazards far outweigh the possible
scienceas all statements by scientists, open to interpretation), benefits.
and refusal to revise in the light of criticism. The authors
suggest that just one of these characteristicsis sufficientto
render a theory or practicepseudoscientific.NaturalHygiene Mr. Rasois AssistantChiefDietitianat WyckoffHeightsMedicalCenter in
Brooklyn,NewYork.
encompassesallfiveof them.

BRIEFS
Pork producers squealing. Some of Pennsylvania'spig

fanners have objectedto the use of pigs in ads for a statewide
anti-littercampaign.The $400,000 campaign,announcedin
July, identifiespeoplewho litter as pigs. One televisionad, for
example,shows a youngmangraduallytransfonninginto a pig
as he admitslittering.Accordingto an AssociatedPress report,
the fanners complainedthat the ads created an unfairimageof
pigs,whichare intelligentand clean.
Perrier relabeled. Perrier mineral water bottled for U.S.
distributionmayno longerbe labeled"naturalsparkling"mineral
water.The FDAsays that this is a falseclaimbecausethe water
is not carbonatedwhenit emerges fromthe springin Vergese,
France,but is addedwhencarbondioxideis addedto the mineral
water. Last February, Perrier's manufacturerconducted a
worldwiderecallafter benzene(a carcinogen)wasdiscoveredin
samplesofits products.It turned out that minusculeamountsof
benzeneandother impuritiesare naturallypresent inthe carbon
dioxidegas, whichis mixedintothe water to givePerrier its fizz.
The problemwas traced to negligencein changingfiltersthat
removechemicalsin the gas beforeit is mixedwiththe mineral
water. The manufacturer has agreed to relabel bottles as
containing''naturalmineralwater" andto providethe FDAwith
the results of dailylaboratorytests for possiblebenzene contamination.

Free booklet. The American Dietetic Associationand the
InternationalFoodInformationCouncilhavedeveloped"10Tips
to HealthEating,'' whichcan be obtainedby sendinga stamped,
self-addressed,4" x 9 1/2" envelope to 10 Tips, P. 0. Box
1144,Rockville,MD 20850.
Sugar information. "AboutSugar:A User's Guide,"a booklet that explainssugar's role in food technologyand provides
illustrativerecipes, is availablefree of charge from the Sugar
Association,1101 15th Street, N.W., Suite 600, Washington,
DC20005.The Associationalsois distributinga brochurecalled
'•A Chefs Guide to Low Fat. High Pleasure Eating," which
containsrecipesandcookingtips usefulfor reducingdietaryfat.
Court protects diet book publisher. A PennsylvaniaSuperior Courthas uphelda lowercourt summaryjudgmentdismissing a suit against the publisherof The Last ChanceDiet, by
Robert Linn,D.O. The suit had been broughtby the administrator ofthe estate ofa womanwhodiedin 1977ofcomplications
allegedlycaused by a liquidprotein diet recommendedby the
book.The appealscourt reasonedthat publishersare protected
by the First Amendmentright to freedomof speech and that a
book cannotbe considereda defectiveproduct under tort law
[Smithv. Linn, 563 A. 2nd 123 (Pa. Superior Ct., Aug. 7,
1989)].
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Phonysteroid ring smashed. A lengthyinvestigationby the
FDA,InternalRevenueService, and Justice Departmenthas
!edto the ~reakupof one of t~e largest counterfeitsteroidrings
m the U~ted .States. The nngleader, Don L. Tirado, of San
Jose,. Calif?nua,was sentenced to 4 years in prison after
pleadin~guiltyto thre~ felonycoun~sof counterfeiting,money
laundenng,and consprracr.Accordingto a report in the July/
~ugustFD1Consumer,Trradoandtwoassociatesmarketed14
fake anabolicsteroid products during 1986 and 1987. Their
tab!~tswere low-dosevitaminsthat had been obtainedfrom
le~t~ate manufacturersin unlabeledbottles and packagedto
mnrucbrart4-namesteroids.. T~eir injectableswere composed
of sesameoil,water withartificialsweetener or dilutedmilkof
m~gnesia.Anabolicsteroids,whichcancause'seriousharm,are
':Vldely
abusedby athletes, especiallybodybuildersand weightlifters.
Another."~~ti-Cand~da"
product snuffed. During1988,
th~ FDAIrutlateda se12ureof Yeastop,a vitaminconcoction
claimedto be effectiveagainstyeast micro-organisms
that have
become"overgrown"or "out of control." The manufacturer
Nature'sHerbs,of Orem, Utah,claimedthat the productwas~
"dietarysupplement."But the FDAchargedthat the therapeutic claimson its labelmadeit an illegaldrug. In January1990 a
wasa drugandorderedNatur~'s
federaljudgeruledthat Yeastop
Herbsto pay for its destructionand for other court costs and
fees.
Oppositionto BST. Two of the nation's leadingmilk-producingstates have passed lawstemporarilybanningthe use of
bovinesomatotropin(BST), a hormone that increases milk
production.Minnesotahas enacteda I-year ban, whileWisconsinhasbannedBSTuntilJuly1, 1991,or 6 monthsafter the FDA
approvesits use, whichevercomeslater. The mainreason for
thebanis political:fear that BSTuse willdrivesmallfannersout
of business. However, small fanns are failinganyway. An
editorialin the Journalof theAmericanMedicalAssociation
notes that, since 1980, more than 10,000 dairy fanns have
stoppedoperatingin Wisconsinalone, indicatingan intrinsic
trend toward larger, more efficientfarms UAMA264:1028,
1990].The editorialalsonotes that BSTsopponentstend to use
groundlesssafety and health issues as a red herring to
strengthentheir economicconcerns.Althoughmilk produced
by BST-treatedcows is no differentfrom milk producedby
untreatedcows,fivelargesupermarketchainshaveagreednot
to useit fortheirhousebrandsofdairyproducts.FDAscientists
haveconcludedthat BSTpresents no healthrisk to conswners
[Science249: 875-883,1990].A reprint of their report can be
obtainedby writingto C. Greg Guyer, Ph.D., FDACenter for
VeterinaryMedicine,5600 Fishers Lane, Room8-81, Rockville,MD20857.
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Dubiouscli~ic operator dies. VirginiaLivingston-Wheeler,
M.D., wh?cl~ed to cur~cancerbystrengtheningthe immune
syst~mwithvariousvaccmesand dietarymeasures[NF 7:24],
diedmJune at the age of 84.
More alcohol warnings. RepresentativeJoseph Kennedy
(~-MA) and ?enator ~bef! Gore, Jr. (R-TN)have introduced

bills to. requrre warrun~sm all broadcast and print ads for
alcoholicbeverages. Pnnt ads would also have to includea
toll-f~eenwnb~rr~aders couldcallfor more informationabout
the ns~s of drinki~g.Proponents of these billsnote that the
alcoholicbeveragem~ustt·~,
spends some $2 billionper year for
ads ando~h~rpromo~10ns.For years, the Americanpublichas
be_en
receivinga lopsidedmessagefromthe industry"Kennedy
?aidat a recent hearing.''It is time we wakeup and~ay'enough
1s enough.'" The National Institute on AlcoholAbuse and
Alcoholism
estimates: 1) morethan 18millionAmericansage 18
andoldera~usealcohol;2) each year, more than 40,000infants
are born Withalcohol-relatedbirth defects; and 3) each year,
about 24,000 people die and 500,000 are injuredin alcoholrelatedmotor vehicleaccidents.However,ads portrayalcohol
use ~~ fun and relax~g with no.adverse consequences.A law
requITTng
label wammgswent mto effect in November1989.
Likethe tobaccoindustry,the alcoholindustrymaintainsthat its
ads are not directed at children,do not cause increasedconswnption,andare intendedto promotebrandloyaltyandbrand
switchingby competitors'customers.

Libel suit dismissed. OnAugust7, a federaljudgedismissed
the suit filed against GoodHousekeeping
by Martin Katahn,
Ph.D., author of The RotationDiet. Katahn [NF 7:30]. The
judgeruledthat the articlewas not libelous.
USDAhotline busy. Duringfiscalyear 1989,a record 64,000
consumerscalledthe AgricultureDepartment'sMeat andPoultry Hotline(800-535-4555)for advice on food safety. Most
inquiriesconcernedbasic safe food handlingand storage. The
serviceoperates weekdaysfrom 10 AMto 4 PM, EST.
AIDSvideotape. The FDA,Centers for DiseaseControl,and
Whitman-Walker
Clinichaveproduceda videotapeto showhow
peoplewithAIDScan reduce their risk of acquiringfood-borne
infectionsthroughcarefulfoodselectionand preparation.Copies are availablefor $8.95 from the NationalAIDSInfonnation
Clearinghouse,P. 0. Box 6003, Rockville,MD 20850. The
clearinghousemaintainsa toll-freenwnber (800-458-5231)
for
answeringquestions. A CDC officialhas stressed that AIDS
infectionsare not acquiredby eatingfoodor drinkingliquids.
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Parents sentenced for child's death. A Toronto couple,

SoniaandKhachadourAtikian,have been sentencedto 2 years
in prisonfor "failingto providethe necessitiesof life"for their
daughter,Lorie, who died in 1987 at the age of 17 months.
Testimonyat the trialindicatedthat the childdiedof pneumonia
andmalnutrition
afterbeingkept on a Spartandiet. Mrs. Atikian
maintainedthat she was followingthe adviceof herbalistGerhardHanswille,whoclaimedhis systemcouldhelpmakeLoriea
"superbaby."Hanswilleadmittedthat, on the daybeforeLorie
died,he hadtreated her withan ''electromagneticmachine"and
advisedthat she be wrappedin cabbageleaves. But he denied
influencing
Mrs. Atikianagainstconventionaltreatmentandsaid
he had told her to seek medicaladvice.Hanswille,who was
unlicensed,also told the court that in 1972he had obtaineda
"doctorof naturopathy"degree fromBemadeanUniversity(an
unaccreditedcorrespondenceschoolin Nevadathat was never
licensedto operate or issue degrees). The judge and jury
apparentlybelievedthat the Atikiansshouldhave realizedthat
Loriewas desperatelyill and neededmedicalcare.

FORUM

Death associated with "tanning" pill. Canthaxanthinis a

fat-solublecarotenoidthat the humanbody cannotconvertto
vitaminA. It is legallyused in tiny amountsas a foodcoloring
agent. Despite a warningby the FDA, it is illegallysold in
tanningparlors and by mailas a tablet for skin tanning,under
suchnamesas Orobronze,
DarkerTan, andBronzGlo.Adsfor
DarkerTan promise "a rich dark bronze glowingtan without
riskingskincancer."A case has been reportedof a 20-year-old
womanwho took highdoses and developedaplasticanemia,a
serious conditionin which the productionof blood cells is
impairedDAMA264:1141-1142,1990].The authorsnote that
althougha singlecase cannotestablisha cause-and-effect
relationship,no other cause was apparent.Previousreports have
linkedcanthaxanthin
use to hepatitis,generalizeditching,hives,
andeye problems.
Weight loss and gallstones. Severalresearchers have re-

ported increased gallstoneformationand gallbladdersludge
(probablya precursorofstones)amongpatientswholostweight
rapidlywithgastricbypasssurgeryor very-low-calorie
weightlossprograms.Accordingto theJuly1990MedicalWorldNews,
Smoking impairs ability to smell. A studyof638individuals Nutri/Systemsis facingmanylawsuits.
for whomdetailedsmokinghistorieswere availablehas shown
that smokingdecreases the sense of smell in a dose-related Cholesterol and colon cancer. A study has foundthat 69
manner in both current and previous smokers UAMA patientswithcoloncancerhad significantly
lowerbloodcholes263:1233-1236,1990].Althoughimprovementusuallyoccurs terol levelsthan matchedcontrolsubjectswho were followed
whensmokingis stopped, restorationof olfactoryfunctionto
over a 10-yearperiod[JAMA263:2083-2085,1990].The data
the levelobservedin nonsmokersrequiresaboutas longas the
w~~eobtainedfromthe populationof a largeoutpatientmedical
numberof years smoked.Previousstudieshave been contra- clinicthat p~rfonnedperiodicexaminationswith emphasison
dictory,but the researchers believe this happenedbecause early dete~tlonof cance~. Each of the cancer patients was
fomi~rsmokers were includedin the "nonsmoking"groups. matchedwitha controlpatientofthe samesex andwithin1 year
Repnntsare availablefromRichardL. Doty, Ph.D., Smelland of age in whom cancer did not develop. The researchers
Taste Center, Hospitalof the Universityof Pennsylvania3400 concluded:1) individualswho developcolorectalcancershare
SpruceSt., Philadelphia,
PA 19104.
'
~.e. same serui:ncholesterollevel as the general population
lllltlally;2) dunng the 10 y~ars precedingthe cancer, they
demonstrate a gradual decline opposite to the rising level
"Right-to-die" verdict. The U.S. Supreme Court has affinne~. that competent people have a right to refuse life- ge~erally_seenwith age; 3) cholesterollevels of the cancer
sustammgtre~tment,includingartificiallygivenfoodandfluids. pabentsdidnot becomeloweras their cancersadvanced·4) the
data supportthe hypothesisthat the declineis associat~dwith
But when paben~sare incompetent,the court said, they are
the genesi~?f the ~ncer rather than a consequenceof the
unableto make informedand voluntarychoices. States are
that genes on one particularchromothereforej~s~ed ~ requiring"clearand convincingevidence" cancer; 5) 1t1spo_ss1ble
of the pabents wishes before allowingwithdrawalof such someare responsiblefor both decreasedcholesterolsynthesis
anddevelopmentof the cancer;and6) furtherresearchmustbe
support measures. The ruling was applied to the case of
do_neto elucidate_thesignificanceof the study's findings.Re~2-year~oldNm:icyCruzan, who has been in a coma due to
prmtscan be ob~ed fromSidneyJ. Winawer,M.D., Gastrorrrevers1blebramdamagesince a 1983car accident.By a 5-4
vo~e,the Supreme Court uphelda MissouriSupremeCourt enterologySernce, MemorialSloan-KetteringCancerCenter
1275YorkAve., New York,NY10021.
'
ruling that Ms. Cruzan's guardiancould not terminate her
treatment because there was not sufficientevidenceof her
wishes.The ~erdicthas stimulatedmanyhospitalsto become Ch~lesterol-lowering drug use soaring. U.S. retailpharTore aggrE:ss1v~
ab9,uthavingpa~entssignlivingwillsor other
mac1e?fillednearly.13 millionprescriptionsfor cholesteroladvancedirect:Ivesto be used if they becomeirreversiblyill lowermgdrugs dunng 1988, a five-foldincrease over 1983
andare unab!e.to sp~akfor themselves.Groupspromotingthe
[JA.fyiA
263:~185-2188,1990].Niacinsoldover-the-counteris
conceptof livmgwills have been floodedwith requests for
not mcludedm these figures.
fo~s. U.S. SenatorJohnDanforth(R-MO)has introducedthe
PatientS_elf-Determina~on
~ct, whichwouldrequirehospitals
Selenium and breast canc~r. A prospectivestudy of regisand n~smg homes to mqwre about advancedirectives.The
AmencanMedicalAssociation(AMA)has askedthat the billbe
ter~dnurses.hasfoundno relat:Ionship
betweenseleniumintake
modi.fie~
to_ensurethat p~ti~ntsar~not_undulypressuredduring dunngadultlifeandthe risk of developingbreast cancerDAMA
the admissionp_rocess.Similcl!
legislationpendingin the House 264:112~1131, 1990].The studywasperfonnedby comparing
of_Representabveswas modifiedto conformwith the AMA's the seleruumcontent of toenailclippingsfrom434 nurses who
wishes.
developedbreast cancerwiththose of 434 whodidnot.
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,--. Fl~oridationcensus. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control
estimatesthat as of_December
31, 1988,132millionAmericans
(53%of the population)were served by fluoridatedwater.

Notable quote. "Eyery newspaper in Americahas a daily
astrologyc?lumn, 'Ylthone or two exceptions. Virtuallyno
newspaperm Amenca, as far as I know, has a dailyscience
col~mn.. : . N~wspapers continue to publish astrology and
Chirop~actic~roup opposes fluoridation. In May, the
sleight_sciencem or~er to sel_lm~re n~wspapers.If making
lntematio~alChir_opractors
Association(the nation's second- money1sthe onlyobJect,the situationwillcontinue.But if the
l~rgestchir?practicgrou~)adopteda policyopposingfluorida- he~th of the countryor the satisfactionof the citizens-their
tionofpublicwater suppbes.The group considersfluoridation ab1htyto understandthe worldthey livein-is whatwe're after
"possiblyharmfulanda deprivationof the rightsof citizensto be
then ~e've g?t a lot more seriousscienceto report inallmedia;
freefromunw~lcome
!11a~s
medication."They are alsoopposed especiallydailynewspapers."-Carl Sagan.
to compulsoryunmumzat1on.

Ha_iranalysis for drug detection. FDA CompliancePolicy
Guide7124.06,issuedon May31, 1990 states that analysisof
hair bf ~~dioimmunoassay
(RIA)for the presence of abused
o/llgs1s an unprovenprocedureunsupportedby the scientific
literatureor wellcontrolledstudies or clinicaltrials."

BOOK
REVIEW
Title:TreatingArthritis:Medicine,MythandMagic(1989)
Author:FelixFernandez-Madrid,M.D., Ph.D.
Publisher:PlenumPress, New York
Price:$22.95, hardcover
Reviewed
by: WilliamT. Jarvis,Ph.D.

..

,-

New_~oodsafety newsletter. LilianLangseth, publisherof
Nutntion ResearchNewsletter,has launchedthe FoodSafety
Notebook,a monthlynewsletter coveringscientificandpolitical
foods,foodchemicals,andfoodsafety.Introductory
newsa~:lO~t
subscnpt.Ionsare $45/year. For further informationor a free
samplecontacther at P.O. Box 700, Palisades,NY10964.

COSTS
OFF.OODBORNE
DISEASE
ManfredKroger, Ph.D.

This much-neededtreatise lives up to its billingas the
"alternativeto quackery." It explainsthe diseases we know
collectivelyas "arthritis," provides tools to protect against
quackery,andexplainsthe principlesofmodemscientifictreatment. Most important,it does a superlativejob of explaining
why early treatment is importantto keep inflammationfrom
doingirreversibledamageto the joints.
The authorbelievesthat the roots of diet-relatedarthritis quackerycan be traced back 5,000 years to the Egyptian
beliefthat alldiseasesare attributableto foodintake.The book
beginswitha fascinatingimaginaryjourneythroughtime by an
arthriticpatientwhois treated by the ancientMesopotamians,
East Indians(Ayurvedicmedicine),Chinese,Egyptians,primitive shamans,and manyother types of healers. Someof what
these peopledid was useful,but most was not. It also demonstratesthat there is nothingnewunderthe sun whenit comesto
self-treatmentandquackery.It exposesthe faultyrationalesfor
"glandulars,
'' adrenalextracts, Liefcort, DMSO, bee stings,
snakevenom,andother dubiousremedies.Andit discreditsthe
notion that rheumatoidarthritis is caused by an infectious
organism.
In the remainderof the book, the author describesthe
symptomsand treatmentof a widerange of arthriticdisorders.
He includesinformationon nutritionand skeletal health and
describesthe roleofrest andexerciseas wellas propermedical
management.
For a lookat arthritispast and present, andhowsufferers canfacethe future, this bookis excellent.

Whilesome people express alarm about hypothetical
health problems related to food technologyand agricultural
practices, the food industry and public health officialsare
strugglingto stem the tide of realhazardsconfrontingconsumers. Althoughit is clear that foodbomediseases have caused
more fatalitiesand misery to humans than all the wars ever
waged,it is difficultto assess the fullhealthandeconomicimpact
of these diseases throughoutthe world. However, a recent
analysisby E. C. D. Todd, an officialof Canada'sDepartmentof
HealthandWelfare,delineatesin broadstrokes the costs in the
UnitedStates. He estimates that there are 12.6 millioncases
costing$8.4 billionannuallyUournalof Food Protection52:595-601, 1989].
Microbiologic
diseases represent 84% of these costs,
ledbysalmonellosis($4billionfor 2.9 millioncases per year)and
staphylococcalintoxications($1.5 billion).Other costly outbreaks are toxoplasmosis($445million),listeriosis($313million),campylobacteriosis
($156million),trichinosis($144million), Clostridiumperfringensenteritis ($123 million),and
E. coliinfectionsincludinghemorrhagiccolitis ($223million).
Botulismcosts $87million;but withan averageofonly270cases
per year, it is the costliest ($322,200)per case. These estimatesincludebothmedicalcosts and lost earnings.They would
be muchworseif the foodprocessingandfoodserviceindustries
were not of suchhighqualityin this country.
These data on foodbomediseases shouldcomein handy
for setting prioritiesfor research and regulatoryefforts. Despite the concerns they may engender, anyone familiarwith
foreigntravel or the state of food hygieneelsewhere, should
realize that things are really quite good at home. Further
improvementcan come about through technologicalimprovements andbetter educationof foodhandlers.

Dr. Jarvisis professorof preventivemedicineat LomaLindaUniversityand
presidentof the NationalCouncilAgainstHealthFraud. Inc.

Dr. Krogeris professorof foodscienceat The PennsylvaniaState University
andassociateeditor of theJournaJofFoodScience.
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DUBIOUS
TESTDEBUNKED
Researchersat the Universityof California~v~ de~onstratedthat provocationand neutralization-the pnna~aldiagnostictests used by "clini~ ecologists"~e not valid.The
detenninationwas made with a double-bhndstudy 0f 18 patients eachofwhomreceivedthree injectionsofsuspectedfood
extra~tsand nine of normalsaline (dilute salt water) over a
3-hourperiod[NewEnglandJournalof Medicine323:429--433,
1990].
The tests were performedin the officesof sevenproponents who had been treatingthe patients. In unblindedtests,
these patientshad consistentlyreported symptomswhen exposed to food extracts and no_symptomsW?engiven saline
injections.But duringthe expenment,the patientsreportedas
manysymptomsafter saltwater injectionsas they didafterf~od
extractinjections,indicatingthat their symptomswere nothing
morethanplaceboreactions.
"Clinicalecology"is based on the dubiouspremisethat
multiplesymptomscanbe triggeredby hypersensitivityto tiny
doses of foods and environmentalchemicals.The symptoms
reported duringthe experimentincludeditchingof the nose,
wateryor burningeyes, pluggedears, a feelingoffullnessinthe
ears, ringingears, dry mouth, scratchythroat, an oddtaste in
the mouth,tiredness, headache,nausea, dizziness,abdominal
discomfort,tinglingofthe faceor scalp,tightnessor pressurein
the head,disorientation,difficultybreathing,depression,chills,
coughing,nervousness,intestinalgas or rumbling,and aching
legs.
"Clinicalecologists"alsoclaimthat "neutralizing"doses
of offending allergens can relieve the patient's symptoms.
However,seven patientswhowere treated duringthe experimenthadequivalentresponsesto extracts and saline.
The experimentalprotocolwas developedin consultationwithproponentsandcriticswhoagreedthat it wasa fairand
appropriatetest. Proponentorganizationsalsoprovidedfinancialsupport.Despitethis, one prominentproponentclaimedin
an AssociatedPress interviewthat incorrect dosages were
used. Reprintsof the NewEnglandjournalofMedicinearticle
are availablefromDonL. Jewett, M.D., SpecialStudiesUnit,
Departmentof OrthopedicSurgery, Universityof California,
SanFrancisco,CA94143.
-----QUESTION

BOX-----

Q. Was ChiquitaBananacorrect in warningthat bananas
should"never-never"be refrigerated?
A. Yes!Sustainedcoldtemperaturesinterferewithcertain physiologicalfunctionsthat are vital during postharvest storage. When kept at room temperature, bananas continueto ripen and eventuallywill spoil. But
spoilageoccursmore rapidlyif they are refrigerated.In
the refrigerator,bananapeels becomedulland later turn
gray ("dead"),then brown/black.Refrigeratedbananas
remainediblefor onlya few days beforetheir fleshloses
its flavorandtexture andturns dark.Also,theyare easily
damagedby handlingor by pressure from packaging
materialsand may burst alongtheir ridges. Other coldsensitivefoodsincludegreen beans and certaintypes of
apples.
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CAL-BAN
SCUTTLED ....
State and federal agencieshave permanentlys~opped
the saleofCal-Ban3000.The ingredientinthis productis guar
gum,whichswellsto several ~es its size wh~nexposedto
water. Cal-Ban'smarketers claimedthat. therr product expandedin the stomachand produceda feelin~o! fullne~s~at
caused people to eat less. However, ther~ is little s~entific
evidencethat guar gum is effectivefor weightreductio~[NF
7:22-23].In addition,manyCal-Banusers havebeen senously
harmed.
..
OnJuly5, postalauthoritiesobt~ed a temporarymJunction prohibitingsales throug:hthe ~ and by telephone~d
directingtelephone comparuesto disconnectthe companys
toll-freelines.
OnJuly6, the HillsboroughCountySherifffiledchar~es
offraudagainstthree companyofficials.OnJuly18, the Flonda
Departmentof Health and RehabilitativeServices issued an
emergencyorder requiringFlorida.retailers
to rem?veCa_l-Ban
fromtheir shelvesand to stop sellingthe productunmediately.
The departmentsaid it took this actionafter reviewingcomplaintsfrom more than 100 individuals,at least 50 of whom
needed some type of medicalintervention.The complaints
includedesophagealobstruction,gastricobstruction,upperand
lowerintestinalobstruction,nausea, vomiting,headache,and
dizziness.
OnJuly25, the FDAissueda regulatoryletter notifying
the companythat the productwas an unapprovednew drugand
was misbrandedand asked that it be recalledimmediately.At
the same time the agency announcedthat it had collected
reports of at least 17 cases of esophagealobstruction.Hospital
stays were requiredby 10 of these people, one of whomhad
died.
OnJuly26, the CaliforniaDepartmentofHealthServices
warned consumers not to use Cal-Ban 3000 and warned
retailers not to sell it. Californiaauthoritiesalso embargoed
shipmentandsaleofmorethan20milliontabletsandcapsulesat
a warehouseand manufacturing
plantin Anaheim,California.
In August,the Floridacivilcase was settled with payment of $1.3 million,and the criminalcase was settled witha
plea bargainin whichthe companypied guiltyto one countof
organizedschemeto defraud,paida $5,000fine, and pledged
never to sell guar gum or Cal-Banagainin the UnitedStates.
The Postal Service case was settled with a similarconsent
agreementplus a penaltyof $25,000. In addition,if the three
companyofficialsever promote another weight-lossaid, the
promotional
materialmustmakeit clearthat anyweightlosswill
result from increasingexercise and/or consumingfewer calories.
The FDAhas indicatedthat by the end of 1990it willban
the use of guar gum and more than 100 other ingredientsin
nonprescriptiondiet aids. Guar gum will remainapprovedas a
foodadditivefor thickeningor stabilizingcheeses, saladdressings,andicecream.Whenusedina foodformulation,it posesno
healthhazardandis superiorto starch or gelatin.
Cal-Ban3000 had been marketed since 1986. Sale
through the mail has been prohibited since 1987, but the
companycontinuedto secure orders by telephone,with payment by credit card or COD and delivery by United Parcel
Service.Actionby Floridaauthoritiesor the FDA couldhave
stoppedits sale severalyears ago.
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DEVIOUS
CLAIMS
THE
ANATOMY
OFA MARKETING
SCHEME
Ira Milner,R.D.
Enzymatic Therapy, Inc., of Green Bay, Wisconsin,
markets "nutritional supplements,'' "herbal extracts," and
"sports nutritionfonnulas" sold through health foodstores. On
March 25, 1990, I joined more than 100 retailers and a few
chiropractorsat a seminar in New Jersey to learn about the
companyand its products. Before the program began, we were
askedto signa "guarantee"that we were not agents of the FDA,
the Better Business Bureau, or any other consumerprotection
agencyand would not tape the seminar for any government
agencyto use against EnzymaticTherapy. The statement also
acknowledgedthat the sole purpose for attendingwas to obtain
"educationalinfonnation."
The seminar, which was held at the RadissonNewark
AirportHotel, lastedfrom 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM, witha break for
lunch.EnzymaticTherapy products were displayedand could
be ordered at a special 15% discount. Three speakers made
presentations:
• Terence J. Lemerond, president of EnzymaticTherapy and three other companies:Biotherapeutics/PhytoPharmica(whichmarkets supplements and botanicalextracts to professionals),Bay Natural Foods (a health food store), and the
NaturaleanWellnessCenter (next door to the store). Company
publicationsstate that Lemerond has "studied nutritionfor 20
years" and was a "nutritionconsultant"for 9 years. From 1977
to 1983 he served on the board of governors of the National
HealthFederation, whichlobbiesaggressivelyagainst government regulationof the health marketplace. His other activities
haveincludeda radio talk show and a newspaper column.In the
localYellowPages, his name is followedby the initials"N.D.,
B.S., C.N.C."
• Kenneth R. Daub, D.C., a chiropractor from Rockford, Illinois,who was described as "specializingin circulatory
andmetabolicdiseases."
• MichaelT. Murray, N.D., who practices naturopathy
in Bellevue,Washington,and teaches "therapeutic nutrition"
and "botanicalmedicine" at Bastyr College, a naturopathic
schoolin Seattle.
This report is based on my experience at the seminar
plus infonnationfrom government reports and companydocuments.

Background History

Accordingto an article distributed by EnzymaticTherapy, Terry Lemerond was inspired to enter the health food
businessafter solvinga weight problem with the help of a friend
who operated a health food store. In 1969, he acquiredhis own
store (later renamed Bay Natural Foods) and engaged in
"nutritionalconsultation." During the seminar, he described
howthe companywas started in the back room of the store after
he concludedit was muchbetter to combinemany nutrients into
singleproducts for specificconditions.He and his wifeincorporated EnzymaticTherapy in January 1981. Later that year, in
advertisements in Natural FoodsMerchandiser,the company
announceda "money-backguarantee on an extraordinary new
system of nutritionalhealth care!''
"The success of our case histories wouldastound you,"
the ads continued, "Enzymatic Therapy is a dynamic new
concept in nutritionalsupplement formulas. They are directed
straight at the ailments of our modem age. Created by a
nutritionalcounselorfrom his highlysuccessful practice, these
formulasare the results of experience-not conjecture."
The advertisements listed 11 products: Acne-Zyme(to
support healthy skin tissue and improve complexion),AcidA-Cal (to improvejoint function),Liv-A-Tox(to support liver
function and detoxification), Vira-Plex(strengthens against
colds, flu, and infection),Pro-Gest-Ade(for digesting protein),
Liga-Plex(supports weak ligaments,tennis elbow),Nucleo-Pro
F (for female problems), Nucleo-ProM (for male problems),
Artho-Flex(''jointpain,etc., etc."), R elax-O-Zyme
("muscleand
nerve relaxant"), and Hypo-Plex(weight loss, appetite depressant, and controlof highor lowbloodsugar). Each producthad a
fonnulanwnber on its label.
A brochure subsequently mailedto retailers stated that
"in one and a half years of testing our products through a few
selected health foodstores, sales exceeded $10,000per month
per store." The accompanyingprice list containedmore specific
claims.Nucleo-ProM, for example, was said to be for "prostatitis, impotence, male hormonal problems, fatigue, and lack
of stamina," while Nucleo-ProF, was for "female honnonal
problems, impotency, irregular menses, fatigue, menstrual
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cramps."The mailingalso included''Research Bullet~ # 10~:
ACNE,"a two-pageflyer that listed and di~cussedthe ~gredients in Acne-ZymeNo. 105. The flyer did not. ment10nthe
productby namebut said the~ewas a formulaavailableto n:ieet
criteria described in the article. The second page contamed
adisclaimer:"This materialis for educationalpurposesonlyand
is not meant to diagnose or prescribe. Resear~he.dby Siri
Khalsa,NutritionNews, Pomona, CA.... Penruss10nto reprintgrantedto EnzymaticTherapy, Inc."
In 1982, Ms. Khalsa published a book You Can Do
_isnot
Something
AboutCommonAilments.EnzymaticThe_rapy
identifiedin the book, but most chapters are ahnostidenticalto
the "ResearchBulletins."The appendixlists the formulanumbers and ingredientsof EnzymaticTherapy's products, and a
footnotestates, ''If the health foodstore in your neighborhood
cannot accommodateyou, please write us and we'll tell you
whereyou can locate the formulas."
At the end of 1984,the companyboastedthat "No other
lineof supplementscan offeryou the service, support, andthe
profitabilitythat comes from workingwith EnzymaticTherapy
fonnulas"and promisedto supply"unlimitedquantitiesof bag
stuffers and promotionalmaterial." By that time, it offered
about 50 numbered formulas with corresponding"Research
Bulletins."Some of these were still attributed to Ms. Khalsa,
but most were "researched by the AmericanSocietyof NutritionalResearch"in Phoenix,Arizona.
These flyers, whichhad four pages, were intendedfor
distributionto customers.The first pageofeachcontaineda box
in whichretailers could print their store's name and address
under the message: "For professional health care, shop
at. ... "Retailers also received EnzymaticTherapy's "ProfessionalPriceList," whichlisted"suspectedsymptoms"forwhich
each of the productswere supposedlyuseful, plus a four-page
flyeraentitled''Restricted for ProfessionalUse Only"in which
detailedtherapeuticclaimswere made for each product.
NutritionNews, edited and publishedby Ms. Khalsa,
appearsto be an independentpublicationthat was launchedin
1976. Each issue containsfour pages and discusses the supposedrelationshipsbetween nutrients and varioushealthproblems. No productsare named, but the substancesinvolvedare
commoningredientsin healthfood store products. The newsletter is availableby individualsubscriptionand is soldinbulkto
health food stores for free distributionto customers. ("Your
customerswant to knowwhat your productscan do for them,"
saida recent solicitation,"Eachmonthwe publishan attractive,
topicalnewsletter geared specificallyto informthem and motivate them to buy those products.... Put NutritionNewsin
yourstore andyouput the finestsales moneybuildermoneycan
buyright into your customers' hands.")
A Minor Setback
Underfederallaw, any product "intendedfor use in the
cure, mitigation,treatment, or preventionof disease"is a drug.
If a product is marketed with drug claims that lack FDA
approval,the agency can issue a regulatory letter, initiatea
seizure, obtain an injunction,and/or seek criminalpenalties.
The claimneed not be on the product label itself. Anyclaim
traceableto the manufactureris consideredpart of the label.
Thus, the literaturedistributedby EnzymaticTherapymadeits
productsmisbrandedand unapprovednew drugs.
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In May 1985, after an e~tens_iveundercove~investigaTherapy
tion, ConsumerReportsmagazme listed E?ZY1:1ahc
amongmore than 40 companiesthat were v10latmgfederallaw
by makingunapproveddrug claimsfor "supplement"produc.ts.
About1 year later, the FDAissued a regulatoryletter ordermg
Lemerondto stop usingthe "ResearchBulletins'~
to make"f~lse
andmisleading"representationsforRenatone,Lw-A-Tox,Vzrap lex, and other EnzymaticTherapy products. The f'TC aJso
communicatedwiththe companybut took no formalaction.
In 1986, EnzymaticTherapy launchedNicorest,an alleged "smokingdeterrent tablet,"composed of vitaminsand
herbs, whose name was similarto MerrillDow's Nicorette (a
nicotine chewing gum). After Merrill Dow learned of the
similarity,N icorestwas changedto Nico-Tabs.
But the Beat Goes On

After receivingthe regulatory letter, EnzymaticTherapystoppedusingthe ResearchBulletinsbut continuedto make
illegalclaims for its products through seminars and various
publications.
The heart of its communicationsystem to customersis a
series of45 brightlycolored"HealthGuides."These, according
to a companyflyer, "explainhow our specificnutritionaland
herbal formulas support and enhance a full range of body
functions.. Once your patrons realize the manyhealthbenefits
ofpropernutrition,youwillhave loyalcustomersfor life." Most
of the guidesdescribe the ingredientsin variousformulas,the
products that containthem, and the body organs or functions
they can "support." For example, GuideNo. 12, "A Comprehensive Guide to Healthy Kidneys," touts RenatoneNo. 184
("to aid the kidneyin its vitalroles") andArbutinComplexNo.
802A ("diureticand urinarytract antiseptic"),and K ComNo.
808 ("a generaltonicfor the urinarysystem").
Health Guides can be obtained from Lem's Contract
Printingin Green Bay by mailor by callinga toll-freenumber.
Retailerscan order up to 1,200 per month per store and have
been encouragedto displaythem in a special 48-pocketrack
that, until recently, was sold by EnzymaticTherapy. At the
seminar,Lemerondsaid that 500.000 to 750,000of the guides
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havebeen distributedeach monthand that they were used inhis
GreenBaystore. In Nover:nber1990,~ohnH. Renner, M.D., a
b?~d member of the NationalCouncilAgainst Health Fraud,
VISI!edthe store and observed a clerk giving inappropriate
advtceto two customers.
In 1986,EnzymaticTherapy began publishingFonnula
[or Health,an 8-page newsletter for retailers, which now is
issued monthly.Recently, to ~oost its monthly specials, the
newsletter has.been accompaniedby reproducible 1-page inserts that C?ntama boxfor the retailer's businesscard. The first
three spe• als have been products "for a healthy immune
syste~, "for h_ealthydigestion," and "to help you breathe
easy. EnzymaticTherapy guarantees that if a customer return~a produc!for any reason, it willreplaceit free of chargeor
credit the retailers account. It also offers retailers a fullrefund
on anyproductreturned within1 year in resalablecondition.
InJanuary 1989, EnzymaticTherapy began publishing
HealthCounselor,a magazine"designedto help educate your
customerson the valueof health, and ways to support the body
by using nutritionaland herbal formulas." Single copies are
distributedfree-of-charge,but retailers are encouragedto buy
multiplecopiesfor distributionor sale to their customers. The
magazinecontainsarticlesboostingherbalremediesand ads for
EnzymaticTherapy products. Many ads containillegaltherapeuticclaims.In the first issue, for example,on a page marked
"advertisement,"several formulaswere claimedto "support
the heart and entire cardiovascularsystem" and to be "particularlyusefulfor individualswithatherosclerosis(hardeningof the
arteries). Inthe May/June1990issue, an advertisementstates
that "Liv-A-ToxNo. 125 is a uniquecombinationof nutrients,
herbs, andglandularconcentrates to support liverfunctionsfor
a healthyflowof fats and bile."
Lemerond also operates Biotherapeutics/Phyto-Pharmica, which markets nutritionalsupplements and herbal extracts throughchiropractorsand other healthprofessionals.Its
1990 catalog lists about 80 products, includingHepatox("to
support the liver"), Cardioplex("support for the heart and
cardiovascularsystem"), Glucoril("to deeply revitalize the
pancreas"),and VisionTone("to support eye function").
In additionto expandingits product lines, Enzymatic
Therapyhas been expandingits operating space. It moved to
larger quarters in 1987and has just built a 30,000-square-foot
facility.
11

11

The Seminar

For severalyears, EnzymaticTherapyhas invitedretailers to attend free "nutritional seminar and sales training"
sessions.About20 were scheduledduring1990.
During the seminars, Lemerond shows slides of the
products and describes how to use them for specifichealth
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probl_ems.
"Our products are specificallydesignedto nutritionallya1~and s~pportthe v?°ous systems and the functionsof the
body, he_saidat th~ seminarI attended. "The goalofEnzymatic
The~~py1sto provide you and your customers with the finest
nu_tntI.°nal
formulas of the highest quality, backed by sound
scientificresearch. "
.
"I think we provide some of the best literature in the
m?u~try,"L~merondcontinued,"it is a tremendoussales tool.
It .s like haymg another person in the store selling for you
With_out
haVIngto pay that person." He then describedhowone
retailer who ?ought between $600 and $1,000 of product a
month told him he had "never sold" an EnzymaticTherapy
product-he just puts the rack in the center of the store andlets
peopletake the literature and sell themselves.
~amples of the guides were distributedat the seminar.
Accor~g to Le~eron~, seminarparticipantshave experienced
an 80%mcrease m their sales of EnzymaticTherapy products.
As he talked about the products, Lemerond related
manyanecdotes. The most memorablewas about a California
~om~ who took Hair and Nutn'tion #180, which provides
nutntionalsupport for healthy skin and hair" and "definitely
affects the growth of hair." Lemerond said that the woman
"couldnever grow longhair," but soon after takingthe product,
she grew "somewherearound6 inchesofhair." Severalseminar
participants sitting near me wondered aloud whether
Lemerond-who is balding-had ever used it.
The Murray Connection

MichaelMurray, N.D., a 1985 graduate of Bastyr College, is a consultantto EnzymaticTherapy and has been closely
allied with Lemerond for several years. At the seminar,
Lemeronddescribed Murray as "one of the finest scientists in
the United States in the nutritional field" and said he had
formulatedor reformulatedmanyEnzymaticTherapyproducts.
EnzymaticTherapy, whichundoubtedlyviews naturopathyas a
marketingchannelfor its products, has donatedat least $15,000
to Bastyr College.
Murray is a prolificwriter. He wrote The 21st Century
Herbal("a layman's guide to botanical extracts") and is coauthor of the Encyclopediaof Natural Medicine(a reference
guide for patients) and A Textbookof Natural Medicine(a
massivecollectionof informationabout naturopathicmethods).
He also edits Phyto-PhannicaReview(a newsletter related to
the herbal products marketed by Lemerond's professional
division),and The Health Series (booklets about herbs and
commonailmentswritten for laypersons).
Murray also is doing business as president of Vital
Communications,of Bellevue, Washington.Near the end of
1989, Vital Communicationstook over as "sponsor" of the
seminars and publisher of both Health Counselorand Phyto-
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A note accompanyingthe videotape states that it ~as
made in 1985 when Daub's program was ~alle~.VMPi whi~h
stated, "Yourcustomersneed helpin selectingna~~ pro~ucts stoodforVascularMaintenanceand Prevention. Our fri_e~?s
m
they use to treat themselves,whichis their constitutionalnght.
the FDAdidn'tlike that name so they made us changeit, the
Canyourealizehow littletime you have to help each andevery
note said. "It would have been too costly to re-make the
customer who comes into your store, as well as the legal videotape,therefore when VMPi~,mentioned.... you'llknow
implicationsinvolved with trying to be too helpful?Health
whyit has been changedto MVP.
Counselormagazinewill solve those probl~ms.for y~u.: ..
Actually, the FDA objected to a bit mo~e ~ the
Withjust six issues of this bimonthlymagazinem publication,
product's
name. The regulato_ryletter Dau~ received m June
HealthCounseloralready has a circulationof 105,000 per
1987ordered him to stop stating or_suggestmgthat ~MPwas
issue."
.
useful against occlusivevascular disease, strokes, neart a~EnzymaticTherapy appears to be using Murray as a
"front"-to create an illusionof distancebetween the compa~y tacks, elevated cholesterollevels, highbloodpressure, -~andmanyofits claims.Bulkorders forHealthCounselor
are still tis and other forms of inflammation,eczema, hyperactivitym
children,and "problemsfrom alcoholi~mt~ obesityto cancer."
placedthrough ~m's Contract Prin!ing(whichalso ships ~e
At that time Daubwas marketmghis programthrougha
HealthGuides),withorder formsvanouslyaddressedto Lems
company
called T~tal ~o~cept ~ Health C?rporation. Curor VitalCommunications
Post OfficeBox 1332in Green Bay.
rently
the
exclusive distnbutor 1s EnzymaticTherapy. The
TheHealthSeriesalso is being used to promote Enzyslog~
"Don't
be bypassed, use MVP," appears in both the
maticTherapyproducts. A recent mailingto healthfoodstores
containedMurray'sbookleton irritablebowelsyndrome(IBS), company'sbrochureand on refrigerator magnetsdistributedat
the meeting.
an EnzymaticTherapyflyerfor products~hose _ingredients
are
discussedin the booklet,anda cover letter m whichMurraytells
howhe prescribesone of the productsto patients and suggests
that the bookletcan helpcustomers "understandhowto handle The PR Connection
IBSnaturally."The mailingwas sent fromPost OfficeBox1332
EnzymaticTherapy also uses S & S PublicRelations,
underbulkmailingpennit #436, whichEnzymaticTherapyhas
Inc.,
of
Northbrook,Illinois,a publicrelationsfirm that issues
used for years to mailits catalogsand other publications.
news releases and arranges interviews with Lemerond. Like
At the seminarI attended, Murray discussedherbs and
various symptoms and conditionsfor which he said specific the Health Guides, the releases make claimsfor the products
EnzymaticTherapyproducts shouldbe recommended.Partici- that wouldbe illegalon product labels.
In January1990,when Lemerondopenedhis Naturalean
GuidetoNutritionaland
pantsalsowere givenTheProfessional
HerbalFonnulas,a 158-pagelooseleafmanual''publishedand WellnessCenter, S & S announcedthat it was directed by a
medicaldoctor and offered udiet counseling,exercise, toning,
distributed by Vital Communications,Dr. Michael Murray,
EKGs nutritionalanalysis,massage therapy, rolfing,leanbody
N.D." whichdescribes EnzymaticTherapy products and more
than 80 diseases and conditionsthey supposedlycan help. In
analysisand other programs."
addition,the manual contains "protocols" for using various
productsagainstAIDS,multiplesclerosis,cancer,arthritis,and
other serious healthproblems.
The Bottom Line

PhannicaReview.In a letter to retailers early in 1990,Murray

The Daub Connection

The third speaker at the seminar was Kenneth Daub,
D.C., clinicdirector ofVascularAssociatesInternationalCorp.,
in Rockville,Illinois.His topic, "The Managementof Arterial
Disease,"was a ramblingaccountof his viewson atherosclerosis and some of the patients he has treated.
Daubis the developerofMVP, a supplementprogramhe
says was adapted from the work of Hans Neiper, a Gennan
physician.At the seminar, Daub distributeda bookletentitled
"Owners Manual for a Healthy CirculatorySystem," which
claimsthat MVPcan"helpthe bodynutritionallycleanseitselfof
the life-threateningplaquein the arteries." Daub also encouraged attendees to request his videotape,whichmakes similar
claims and contains testimonials from people who say his
product was effective against high blood pressure, obesity,
numbnessof the hand and leg, chest pain, fatigue, and lackof
energy. The tape, whichhe sells for $20, appears intendedto
interest peoplein marketingthe productas well as usingit. At
one point, the narrator even refers to "a lifetimeof financial
freedom,"words multilevelcompaniestypicallyuse to attract
distributors.

Accordingto federallaw, drugs must be provensafe and
effectivefor their intendedpurpose before they are marketed,
andtheir labelsmust containadequatedirectionsfor use. When
this informationis not printed on the labelor a packageinsert,
the intended purpose can be determined by examiningother
evidence. EnzymaticTherapy's products are obviouslybeing
marketedfor the treatment of disease.
Rather than seek FDA approval, Lemerond and his
associates have been using subterfuge to "distance" illegal
claimsfrom their product labels. The fact that this effort has
prospered is not the result of its cleverness but of FDA
sluggishness.As shouldbe obviousfrom this report, evidence
of wrongdoingis not difficultto obtain.
At the NationalHealth Fraud Conference held a few
months ago in Kansas City, a high-rankingFDA enforcement
officialannouncedplans for greater use of criminalprosecution
in healthfraudcases. Lemerondhas been flauntingthe lawfor
years and deserves nothingless.

Mr. Milneris a registereddietitianwhopracticesin the New Yorkmetropolitan
area.
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BRIEFS
Postal Service attacks mail-order company. On November 7, ~nited.States Po~talofficialsfileda false representation
con:iplamt
agamstNatures Bounty,Inc., of Bohemia,NewYork
(domgbusinessas Puritan'sPride).The complaintchargesthat
at least 19 of the company'snutritionalproducts were falsely
?dvertisedin PuritanPride mail-ordercatalogs.The products
mcludeCholesto-Flush,
FatbusterDiet Tea, Kidney Flush,
MemoryBosterProstex,andStressB with500mg VitaminC. In
1985, G~neralNutrition C.orporationsigned consent agreem~ntsWiththe Postal Servtce to stop makingunsubstantiated
claunsfor 14 productssold throughthe mail.In 1989,Nature's
BountypurchasedGNC'smail-orderdivisionfor approximately
$7 million.The transactionincludedthe right to use the Puritan's Pride trademark.
Adverse food reaction protocols. Free reprints of "Work-

shop on ExperimentalMethodologyfor ClinicalStudies of
AdverseReactionsto Foods and FoodAdditives"are available
from Karen A. Taylor, InternationalLife Sciences Institute,
112616thSt, N.W., Washington,DC 20036.
New diet brochure. The FTC has issuedan excellent2-page

flyerto help conswnersevaluateweight-lossprograms.Free
copiesof "Diet Programs" can be obtained from the Public
ReferenceBranch,Room130,FederalTrade Commission,6th
andPennsylvaniaAve., N.W., Washington,DC 20580.
Newsletter expands. ObesityandHealth,whichcoversnews

and research related to weight control, has expandedinto a
bimonthly
journalfonnat.The introductoryrates are $49forone
yearand$89fortwo years fromHealthyLivingInstitute,402S.
14thSt., Hettinger,ND 58639.
FDA pesticide report. The FDA's annualpesticideresidue

study again has foundthat 65% of domesticallygrown foods
showedno pesticideresidue and 34% had residues wellwithin
the limitsset by the EnvironmentalProtectionAgency(EPA).
Theagency'sannualTotalDietStudyfoundthat dietaryintakes
of pesticidesfor allpopulationgroupswere wellwithininternationaland EPA standards. Copiesof the report, "Residuesin
Food-1989" are availablefromNonna Yess, FDA, HFF-420,
200C St., S.W., Washington,DC 20204.
Silver fillings under attack. Irresponsiblepress reports

suggestingthat mercury-amalgamfillingsare toxic have been
increasingas a result of experimentsconductedon sheep by
researchersat the Universityof Calgary,Canada.On October
15, Newsweekreported the study and said that "no one has
reallylooked"for evidencetyingany disease to mercuryfrom
silverfilings.The articlewascoauthoredby SharonBegley,who
wrotethe scurrilousanti.fluoridation
articleNewsweekpublished
inFebruary[NF7:15, 1990].An FDAdentalofficialhas termed
the sheep studies "very, very flawed"and irrelevantto what
happensin hwnans. The AmericanDental Associationstates
that adversereactionsto amalgamfillingsare extremelyrare.
Althoughbillionsof fillingshave been used successfully,fewer
than50 casesof allergyhave been reported.

Report on unconventional cancer treatment. The United
~tates Officeof TechnologyAssessmenthas issued UnconventionalCan~e_r
Treatments,a th?roughlyresearched 312-page
boo~containinga wealthof preVIouslyunpublishedinformation.
Copies(GPOstock #052-003-01207-3)are $14 each fromthe
Superintendentof Docwnents, U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice, Washington,DC 20402. A 32-page swnmary report
(#052-003-01208-1)
costs $1.75.
Homeopath stopped. The North CarolinaSupremeCourthas
reversed two lower court decisionsand ruled that the state
board of medicalexaminers may ban physiciansfrom using
homeopathy.In 1985,the boardvoted to suspendthe licenseof
George Guess, M.D., because he refused to stop practicing
homeopathy.Dr. Guess has announcedplansfor a federalcourt
appeal.
In case you didn't know. LifeChiropracticCollegeis offering
a bachelor of science program in nutrition, which includes
coursesinbasicsciences,foodpreparation,andclinicalnutrition
from a chiropracticviewpoint[Today's Chiropractic,October
1990].The programalso includesspecialprojects in whichthe
students "come to grips with the real world and the role
nutritionplaysin people'slives."Somestudents workin a soup
kitchento "appreciatethe nutritionalproblemsof the poor and
homeless." Others workin an organicgardento gain"firsthand
experienceat growingpesticide-free,naturalfoods."According
to a facultymember,"Chiropractic,throughthe specific[spinal]
adjustment,c.anrelease nerve interference to help make the
transportationof nutrientseasier andimprovethe body'sability
to absorbthem.... Proper eatingalsoaffectsthe waypatients
think, how they feel, and the body's ability to hold an adjustment." The program is accredited by the Commissionon
Collegesof the SouthernAssociationof Collegesand Schools,
but is not approved by the AmericanDietetic Associationto
prepare students to becomeregistered dietitians.
CANAHmay fold. The Coalitionfor Alternativesin Nutrition
and Healthcare (CANAH)may cease operations for lack of
funding.Accordingto an article in Health Foods Business,
CatherineFrompovich,CANAH'sfounder and president, announcedthis together withher resignationat a regionalhealth
foodindustryconvention.The group (mostlyFrompovichherself) lobbiedaggressivelyagainstfluoridation,foodirradiation,
andnutritionistlicensing.
Oreo boycott. STAT(StopTeenage Addictionto Tobacco)is
mountinga boycott of Oreo cookies, Ritz crackers and other
products marketed by RJR Nabisco. STAT believes that the
company"is conductinga massive advertisingand promotion
campaignto encourage children and adolescents to become
addictedto cigarettes. Manyof RJRNabisco'sadvertisements
that target young people violate even the tobacco industry's
own code of advertisingethics." Product lists and other informationare availablefromSTAT, 212 LymanStreet, Suite210,
Springfield,MA 01103. [Editor'snote:I urge all food service
personnelto joinSTAT's worthwhileeffort!]
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Raw milk verdict upheld. The CaliforniaCourt of Appe~ls
has reinstated a verdict againstthe country's largest raw nnlk
producer/distributor.In 1987, a jury awarded $40,000to the
familyof Paul B. Telford, findingthat _hisdeath resul~ed_from
drinkingAlta-Dena \ertified. Raw Milk. But the,,0a} JU~ge
overturned the jury s verdict on grounds of msuffic1ent
evidence."Althoughraw milkcannot_be_
mark~ted_acrossstate
lines, it is still produced and sold within Califonuaunder.the
name"Stueve'sNatural."The Alta-Denanam~and pasteunzed
product line were sold by the ~tueve familyto a. French
company,so all"Alta-Dena"productsare nowpasteunzed.
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the commoncold,healthyhair, and dry s½in,died_inJm:ieat_the
age of70. Hisarthritisbookadvocated~g codliveroil!nnxed
with orange juice, to "lubricate ~e t1~suessurroundingthe
joints." The first editionwas pub~~hedm 1951_and ~oldmore
than a millioncopies. A second editionwas publishedm 1984.

FDA attacks food claims. The FDA has sent regulat~ry
letters to six food companies,wami~g t_hem!o stop making
healthclaimsthat are not backedby scientificeVIdence.Ralston
Purinawas ordered to stop claimingthat eatingOatChex,."may
help reduce cholesterollevels." The letter to Rals~onsaid that
even if scientificevidenceeventuallysupports a link between
Depression and weight c~ange. AlbertJ. _Stunkard,M.D., eating oat bran and reducingcoronaryhe~ disease ~sk, Oat
andcolleaguesat the Universityof Pennsylvai:ua
havefoundthat Chexcontainsinsufficientfiber to support its healthclaun.The
Snack
the directionof weightchangetends to remamstable fro~ one other letters concerned ToastedOat Bran Shake O&J
Foods
Corp.),
Rice
Bran
Oil
(Select
Origins,
~c.
),
Oatme_al
episodeof severe depression to another.. Among_
53 patients
BreadWheatOatmeal(ContinentalBakingCo.), Vita
undergoingtwo such episodes, 23 lost weight dunng both, 17 Goodness
FiberRiceBran (PacificRice Products, Inc.), and Oat Bran
gained weight during both, and 5 sho~ed no change. ~o
relationshipwas foundbetween the seventy of.the depressmn Fruit]umboCookies(HealthValleyFoods, Inc.).
and the amountof weight gainedor lost [Archivesof General
Defunct magazines. Three magazinesthat promoteddubious
Psychiatry47:857-860, 1990].
health concepts have stopped publication:Bestways.Medical
Self-Care,
and Jeffrey Bland's MedicalNutrition (originally
Dale Alexander dies. DaleAlexander,authoro"iArthritis
and
Medicine).
CommonSenseandfoursimilarlytitledbooksaboutgoodhealth, Complementary

BOOK
REVIEW
carefullyexamined, leading to the same judgment as in the
book's first edition: "not recommended."A glossaryof questionablemethodsand a detailedindexroundout the book.
Reports Books
The new editionurges regulatory agenciesto increase
Publisher:ConsumerReports Books, New York
the vigorandrigorof their enforcementendeavorswithrespect
Price:$1.S.95 softcover
to deceitfuland dangerous wares. In particular,the Food and
Reviewedby: James HarveyYoung,Ph.D.
Drug Administrationis besought to resume an almost abanQuackeryhas been a concern of ConsumersUnionfor donedweapon:criminalprosecutionofthe quacks.CUbelieves,
the more than the half century of its existence. In 1980 it as do I, that the ripple effect of heavy fines and imprisonment
compiledarticles from ConsumerReportsplus additionalinfor- couldhave significantdeterrent impact.
mationon healthdeceptionsintoa most usefulbook.But, sadly,
TheDreadDisease,James Patterson's study of popular
pseudosciencedoes not stand still. A decade later, the book Americanattitudes toward cancer, describes a century-long
requiredupdating.
entrenched cancer counterculturewhich remains skepticalof
To manage this task, CU selected NutritionForum's scientificmedicine. Its constituents include not only the illeditor,StephenBarrett, M.D. Forumreaders are wellawareof informedand the poor but members of the middleand upper
his dedicationto exposing falsehood and fraud and of his classes whose decision-makingabilitieshave become clouded
imaginativemethodsof undercoverinvestigation.His informa- with fear. In other fieldsas wellas cancer, this counterculture
tionbankhas contributedgreatlyto the crisplywrittenpagesof providesfertilesoilfor the clever proselytizingof the quack.
CU'srevampedclassic.
Quackeryhas deep roots. Centuriesago, Phaedrussaid:
The book's 14 chapters flowfrom a historicaloverview "Vulgusvult decipi"(the average person wants to be deceived)
throughpresent problemsand whatour societyshoulddo about Centuriesfrom now, observers may still echo this sentiment.
them. The allureandhazardsof quackeryare fullydescribed,as Quackery may not be conquerable, but it deserves to be
are a wide range of dubioustherapies for cancer, arthritis, and constantlyattacked.HealthSchemes,Scams,andFraudsis an
AIDS. The tactics used to sell unnecessary vitamins and importantweaponfor this purpose.
worthless(usuallyillegallymarketed) nutrient concoctionsare
revealed in detail. Fringe medicalpractices, includingfanciful
diagnosesof "hypoglycemia,""candidiasishypersensitivity,"
and "total allergysyndrome,"get their criticaldue. Orthomo- Dr. Young,whois emeritus professorof historyat EmoryUniversity,is a social ~
leculartherapy, chelationtherapy and homeopathyare keenly historianwithspecialinterest in the developmentof foodand drug regulationin
His books, The ToadstoolMillionairesand The MedicalMessiahs,
analyzed.The scam is described in which dentists persuade America.
trace the history of quackery in America and efforts to control it. Health
patientsto havetheirmercury-amalgamfillingsreplacedto ward Schemes,Scams,and Fraudsis availablefor~ postpaidfrom LVCAHF,Inc.,
off"mercurypoisoning."Chiropractic,in its current setting, is P.O. Box 1747,Allentown,PA 18105.

Title: HealthSchemes, Scams, and Frauds (1990)
Authors:StephenBarrett, M.D., andthe editors of Consumer
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A VISITTONATURAL
FOODS
EXPO
Norra Tannenhaus
Practitioners of "alternative'' health methods love to
a~ounce breakthroughsand miracle cures. However, if my
V1s1t
to the March 1990NaturalFoods Expo West in Anaheim
California,wasanyindication,their productsand interests hav~
n~t change_d
very muchduringthe past few years. Hypoglyce~a, orgamcfoods, enemas, mercury in dental fillings,alleged
~une sy~t~,mhaz~~dsand b?osters, and the dastardlydeeds
of allopathic phys1c1ans
contmueto preoccupy the industry.
Many of th~ exhibitors served a turgid stew of half-truths,
doctor-bashing,and back-to-naturefantasies.

. Anot~ercompanythat has developedsome savvy marketm~ tec~qu~s-probably .becauseof past run-ins with the
law-is ~1chaels Naturopathi~Programs. Accordingto a representative at the booth, retailers can suggest that their customers try whathas workedfor others in the past, but "Wedon't
~ant to get intoprescribing."Nevertheless, the companyoffers
m-~t?re.teaching ~Ya "WholisticLifestyle Consultantwhose
~ra~g mcludesIndologyand Reflexology,"to coachretailers
m topicssuch as "Howeach of Michael'sprograms work in the
body"and "Howto insure healthimprovementand create loyal
customers."The brochurefor a productcalled"Instant Energy"
containedthis message:
"Them-versus-Us"
.
"~?r SOf!leconsumers the desired effects mayrequire a
~ttlead~1t1onal
tune before beingcompletelyfelt. This obviously
NaturalFoods Exposare heldtwicea year, onceon each 1sdue either to slower metabolicrates in their bodies to some
coast, sponsoredby New Hope Communications,publisherof kindof die~ hindr~ce,. to a particu!armedicineth~y may be
dysfunct10n,or even to the timein
NaturalFoodsMerchandiser
(a trade magazine)and Delicious! on, to a specificphys10logical
which
such
product
was
consumed.
The ages, sexualgenders
(a consumermagazine)and OrganicT£mes.In May, Natural
FoodsMerchandiserdescribed the meeting as ''a winning and weightsof consumersfor whomthe product does not work
show,"with about 12,000visitors, 826 exhibitbooths filledby wellalsoneeds to be considered."In other words, it's your fault
657manufacturers,and 65 educationalseminars. To me, how- if it doesn't work.
Other manufacturerswere less polished. PC Teas Co.
ever, the meeting's most strikingfeature was pervasive critipromoted
a vile-tastingtea calledLinChiToucha,a combination
cismof the medicalprofession.This approachwas most apparent in the literaturedistributed,but I encounteredit at exhibits of ginsengand two other herbs. SaidmarketingmanagerSunny
Wong,"Eat anythingyou like,drinkthis tea after eachmeal,and
andin seminarsas well.
it will loweryour cholesterolby 20% after I month.''
The mostdangerousproviderofadvicewasprobablythe
CancerControlSociety,whichdistributedinformationin envelopesmarked"ALTERNATIVE
CANCERTHERAPIES-NUTRITIONALAPPROACH-ALSOHELP FOR ARTHRITIS, At Least the Food was Good
DIABETES,MS, AND HEART DISEASE"in bright red letThe exhibitspromotedeverythingfrombloodbuildersto
ters. These packets includedlists of "nutrition-mindeddoctors
in the Los Angeles area," clinics providing "non-toxic maplesugar candy.In fact, the industryseems to have madeits
therapies,"andpeopleofferingtestimonialsfor laetrile,Hoxsey greatest strides infood.Amidstthe tofuand organicvegetables,
I found a delicious candy bar called the President's Lunch
therapy, natural foods, and other "alternative"methods. The
societyalso sponsors$75 bus tours of Tijuanaclinicsthat offer because RonaldReaganhad once sampledit. The ingredients:
oats, sunflowerseeds, bee pollen,kelp, lecithin,honey,raisins,
treatment for cancer, arthritis, multiplesclerosis, and other
and peanut butter. There was also a First Lady's Lunch, with
"degenerative"diseases. A flyer states that for $10 extra,
nurses talcingthe tour earn 10 hours of continuingeducation almondsand dates replacingthe raisinsand peanut butter. Tofu
credit recognized by the California Board of Registered burgers also seem to have come a longway, if the ones I tried
were representative. More than a hundredfoodcompanieshad
Nursing.
exhibits.
Marketing Techniques
Seminars

Another striking feature was the sophisticationof the
marketingtechniquesemployed.Most of the stores and manufacturers avoided illegalclaims themselves on their product
labels, but almost invariably,literature extollinga product's
virtueswas availablenearby. Twinlab,for example, displayed
Twinfast,an SO-caloriemeal offeredin a large, invitingexhibit,
as a "very-low-calorieweight-lossformula.'' Next to it were
stacks of a book calledPreventCancerNow: Your Guideto
by MichaelColgan.Two of its chapters were
Self-Protection,
entitled "Low Calories Prevent Cancer" and "Overweight
CausesCancer."

Herbs and their properties are amongthe most enduring
preoccupationsof natural foods proponents. In a seminar on
reducingstress, a panel of herbalists suggested that audience
members do something "natural," like watchinga sunset or
hugginga tree. "To be whole against stress, you have to be
wholein your life,"one speaker warned. Accordingto another,
herbs functionas "nervines" and "adaptogens." In the right
combinations,these substances supposedly relax body and
mind.Ginseng,a perennialfavorite, seems to be maintainingits
popularity.At yet another seminar, echinaceaand astragalus
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were describedas "superstars" for strengtheningthe immune
system.
Other advice was less innocuous, however. One
speaker, Ed Alstat, N.D., R.P.H. (introducedas "Dr." Ed
Alstat)instructedhis listeners-many of whomappearedto be
owners or employees of health food stores-on how to make
differentialdiagnoses and tailor remedies to each customer.
Whilenotingthat patients/customers(he used the tenns interchangeably)should sometimes go to a physicianor an emergency room, Alstat explainedhow to check hair for signs of
thyroiddeficiencyandnailsfor possible"mineralimbalance."He
alsosuggestedexaminingcustomers' eyes andteeth for signsof
"neuralbreakdown"and offeringtoothpaste, dental floss, and
B12 supplementsas remedies. Members of the audienceasked
many questions and seemed genuinelyinterested in trying to
helpcustomerswith a wide variety of health problems.
Shoddytreatment by doctors and the press were the
subjects of another seminar entitled "Natural Foods and the
Media."GardinerHarris, editor ofJeffrey Bland'snow-defunct
magazineMedicalNutrition, declared that the use of supplements to prevent birth defects was a discoverymore important
than the Salkpoliovaccine.He characterizedthe objectionsof
"traditional"scientists as "silly,"but didn't elaborate. [Editor's
note:HighlevelsofvitaminA supplementationduringpregnancy
cancausebirthdefects. RDA-levelsupplementationbegunprior
to conceptionis probablyhannless. However, it has not been
proventhat, in womenwhoare eatinga nutritious-diet,it is likely
to benefitthe developingfetus.] After expressingadmirationfor
BlandandAdelleDavis,Harris allegedthat one outspokencritic
of the health food industry had been shown, on at least three
occasions,to have falsifieddata to support his contentionthat
supplementswere hannful.
At the "AnnualIndustry Trends Update," a GNCexecutivesaidthat duringthe next 5 years, his companyplannedto
open 100new stores per year and focus on such categoriesas
weightloss, sports nutrition, fitness equipment,and workout
apparel. The bulk of its advertising dollars will be used to
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sponsor such events as marathons, nationallytelevised "Ms.
Fitness America"competitions,and bodybuildingexhibitions,
fashionshows, and benchpress competitionsin shoppingmalls.
Other panelists suggested that increased publiccon~emabout
the environmentcouldbe used by the health food industry to
persuadepeopleto improvetheir "internalenvironment."
Dubious Literature

Pamphlets,newspapers, brochures, and magazinesreflected the general tone of the exposition. For example, the
October/Novemberissue of Body and Soul, a newspaper intended for distributionthrough health food stores, carried an
article about colon-rectalcancer that recommendedcolonies
because ordinary enemas are not enough. The author suggested that readers who couldnot findsomeone to administer
the colonicshouldgo to a healthfoodstore and read aboutcolon
cleansing(presumablyto do it themselves). The procedure is
necessary, the articlesaid, because"it is importantto keepyour
colonfree of 'crusting, gooey, glueymaterial.'" Other articles
in this and other issues touted chelationtherapy for atherosclerosis and calledGinkgobylobathe "biggest buzzwordin herbal
productstoday."
Overall: Out of Step

Althoughthe health food industry has become very
sophisticatedabout marketing, it promotes many theories and
practices that were discredited long ago. Thus, whilemedical
scienceis advancingsteadily, the "alternativehealth industry"
seems to be standingstill.
Ms. Tannenhaus,a freelance writer based in Los Angeles is author of

Preconceptions:
WhatYou Can Do to Help YourselfHaveA°HealthyBaby
[ContemporaryBooks, 1988].

FTCBLASTS
"STRESS
VITAMIN"
ADS
The Federal Trade Commissionhas secured a consent
agreement forbiddingMiles Inc., of Elkhart, Indiana, from
~~g unsubstantiatedclaimsfor its One-A-Daybrandmultiple
vitarruns.Accordingto the FTC Complaint,Miles'ads on radio
and televisionhad stated:
• "Strenuousexercise can actuallyknockessentialminerals right out of your system. But One-A-Dayvitaminsare
uniquelyfonnulated to help put back what your world takes
away."
• "The stress of daily living can take a lot out of
you.... YourB vitamins,for example,are beingchippedaway
by everyday problems and pressures. But One-A-Dayputs
them back. One-A-Dayvitaminsare uniquelyfonnulatedto put
backwhat your stressful worldtakes away."
. . • Defendingyour l~gs against air pollutionrequires
~~s A, E, and C. Daily stress can chip away at your B
vitarruns.And rigorous physical training can actually knock
essentialmineralsright out of your system. That's why One-

A-Dayvitaminsare uniquelyfonnulatedto help put back what
your world takes away. So eat a balanced diet and take
One-A-Day,every day."
.
• The consent agreement forbids Miles to represent,
directlyor by implication,that any vitaminor mineralsupplement:
• Affordsany protectionor benefitto humanlungs.
• Is necessary or beneficialin replacing any vitamin
and/orminerallost through physicalexercise.
• _Isnecessary or beneficialin replacingany vitamins
and/ormineralslost as a result of, or providesany benefitwith
regard to, the stress of dailyliving.
~es also is barred frommakingany other unsubstantiated cla.unfor any of its products. After the Commissionissues
a final order, any violationcan trigger a civilpenalty of up to
$10,000 per day. This case is highly significantbecause it
involvesa largecorporationand is the first federalcase to strike
at the heart of fraudulent"stress vitamin"claims.
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THELEGACIES
OFEDGAR
CAYCE
Jack Raso,M.S., R.D.
Edgar Cayce (1877-1945), dubbed the "Sleeping
Prophet" by biographer Jess Steam. was born in Christian
County,Kentucky.He was a precursor of "New Age" trance
channeling,givingwellover 14,000''psychicreadings"between
1910andhisdeath. A poorlyeducatedphotographerandSunday
school teacher with no medical training whatsoever, Cayce
gainednationwiderenownfor diagnosingillnessesand prescribingdietaryremedies whilein a self-inducedhypnoticstate. His
currentpromoters claim:
Hecouldsee intothe future and the past ... describe
present far-offevents as they were happening;and
... astound doctors with his x-ray vision of the
humanbody. His readings-his words while in this
state-were carefully transcribed while they were
spoken. He is undoubtedly the most documented
psychic who ever lived. And the accuracy of ~s
predictionshas been put at well over 90%! At his
death, he left a legacyof thousands of case histories
that scienceis stillat a loss to explaincompletely.

uted this to the overactiveimaginationof a lonelychild
who had been influencedby the dramatic languageof
the revival meetings which were popular in that
section of the country.
Cayce's health-related pronouncementsalso may have
reflectedhis early associationwith Wesley Ketchum,a homeopathicphysician.As for his predictions,the failureof Atlantisto
resurface in the late 1960s is but one of a score of not-so-near
misses. In 1941,Caycepredictedthat landwouldappear in both
the Atlanticand the Pacificwithina few years, that most of New
YorkCity woulddisappear withinanother generation, and that
the southern portions of Carolinaand Georgiawoulddisappear
even sooner.
A.R.E. 's Enterprises

In 1931. HughLynnCaycehelpedfoundthe Association
for Researchand Enlightenment(A.R.E.). In 1976, he b~came
board chairmanwhile its presidency was assumed by his son
Charles Thomas Cayce, Ph.D., whose degree is in childpsyCayce reportedly preferred the appellation "psychic chology.
diagnostician"to "healer.'' His "revelations" were allegedly
A.R.E. functionsas an eclectic "New Age" nerve cenderivedfrom our "collectiveconsciousness"rather than from ter from which emanates a steady flow of seminars and
particularspirits.
publications.Its headquarters, a modem three-story buildingin
states that Cayc~'scar~er~s VirginiaBeach, Virginia,containsa visitor/conferen~ecenter, a
The NewAgeEncyclopedia
a clairvoyantwas launchedat age 23 after a h~notic sess,1onm library,and the A.R.E. Bookstore. Its 1988gross !ncomewas
whichhe diagnosedand prescribeda cure for his ownpersistent $7.8 million,including$2.2 millionfor membership dues and
caseof laryngitis.As news of the healingspread, peo~lesought $2.4 millionfor educationalmaterials.
his help. Cayce would enter a trance and offer gmd~nce~o
A.R.E. membership costs $30 per year, but 9-mo~th
someonepresent or who had maileda request fo~?ervice. His "introductorymemberships"cost $15 or $20. Members receive
"readings"answered questionsabout health condit10ns,_as!rol- the bimonthlymagazine VentureInward; may borrow books
ogy,andsupposedpreviousincarnations.In The OuterLimits of fromthe A.R.E. Library,joina study group, and attend or send
Edgar Cayce'sPower (1971), ~ayce's sons state~ that the
their children to A.R.E. 's summer camp in the Appalachian
readingscompriseover 50,000smgle-spacedtypewntten pa~es foothills;and are entitled to discounts on A.R.E. conferences
andmore than 10 millionwords. The Edgar Cayce Foundation and referrals to over 400 practitioners who use the Cayce
wasformedto preserve them.
approach. Members also are invited to participate in "ho~e
In EdgarCayceon Diet and Health (1969), Hugh Lynn research projects," in which they carry out some psychic
Cayce(1_907-1982)
wrote of his father:
activity and report the results. The study grou~s conc~rn
themselves with such things as diet, the laws of remcamation
At the age of six or seven he told his parents that he
("karma").metaphysicaldream interpretation, and the spiritual
was able to see and talk to "visions," sometimes of
legaciesof ancient Egypt and Atlantis.
relativeswho had recently died. His parents attribJ.B. LippincottCompany
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A.R.E. mailingsto prospectivemembersstate: ''There
is no humanproblemfor which the Cayce predictionsdo not
offerhope." A.R.E. "research reports" based on Caycereadings are availableon 15 health-relatedtopics ranging from
scarremoval,moles.and warts to arthritis, diabetes,andmultiple sclerosis.
Manyof Cayce'sremedies are sold throughthe mailby
Home Health Products, Inc., which specializesin ''natural
productsfor a holisticapproachto healthcare.'' Its own products includeskin conditioners, laxatives, and a few supplements, but its catalogalsoincludessupplementsmadeby other
companies.These include Cata-Rx ("a safe nonprescription
formulathat counteractsnutritionaldeficienciesassociatedwith
age-relatedcataracts");ProstatePlus (suggestedas an alternative to surgery):Livcleanse("helpfor toxicoverload''):Kidney
(to
Flush(to ''help flushawayurinaryinfections");Thyro-Vital
improvethyroid function);and His Ease (to increase sexual
virility).Accordingto the company'sbrochure. "In additionto
changesin diet. EdgarCaycefrequentlyrecommendedspecific
remedies and treatments. Many of these had to be customformulatedfrom herbs, oils. and other naturally occurring
substances.''
The A.R.E. Bookstore, whichalso sells by mail, features manybooks by or about Cayce, includingthe 24-volume
''libraryseries"ofexcerptsfromhisreadings(usualprice$395).
It alsocarriesa largeselectionofbooksandtapes on psychicand
metaphysicaltopics, includingdream interpretation.reincarnation,tarot. I Ching,andpyramidpower.Its health-relatedbooks
dealmainlywithdubiousnutritionalmethodsandother unscientificapproaches.One book-Third Opinion,byJohnFink-is a
directoryof "alternative''cancer centers.
Anotheritem sold by the bookstore is the Physician's
Reference
Notebook,by WilliamA. McGarey,M.D., andseveral
colleagues,whichcontainscommentarieson over 50 ailments.
Severalyears ago, an A.R.E. mailingto chiropractorsstated:
This bookis a ''magictool" to be used in conjunction
withyour professionalskilland knowledgein healing
some of your more difficultcases. One of our colleagues. usingthe informationin our commentaries,
has cured dozensof psoriasiscases.... Even some
of the neurologicaldegenerativeconditions,such as
M.S., A.L.S.. or even ... (foot drop), have responded exceptionallywell to these recommendations.

The A. R. E. Clinic
In 1970,Willian:~~Garey a~dhis_physician-wife
Gladys
fo~de? the A:R.E. Chmcm Phoerux,Arizona.Accordingto an
articlemMedicalWorldNews,they openedthis facilityto offer
"comprehensivecare to patients seeking holistic medical
alt_ernatives."
~.an interviewin HealthTalks(1989),McGarey
said~h_at
the clinichad a staffof 45 or 50 persons, includingfive
p~ys1~1ans
(one an osteopath),a chiropractor,and a psychologist witha doctoraldegree.
In the book. he denies any conflictor contradiction
betweenhis Cayce-basedpracticesand his medicaleducation.
"The phil~sophybehind the A.R.E. clinic,"he says. "is that
everyone1sa wholehumanbeing ... created in the imageof
God.~·Acco~?in&
to_fyfcGarey,th~ clinicconsists of a general
practice, a bram mJury center, and an "energy medicine
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center that looks at the biomagneticenergies of the body."
Amongother things, the clinicoffers ''electromagneticfield
therapy," ''relaxationtraining,'' and ''the layingon of hands.''
The clinicalso offers the Temple BeautifulProgram. a 11-day
"rejuvenationprogram" that includesdream analysis, stress
reduction,visualization,biofeedback.exercise, nutrition. and
supplementation.During the pre\iious 10 years, McGarey
reported, 160to 170such programswere conductedwith 10to
18 attendeesat most of them. It now costs $4,100.
McGareylamentedthat "Whendoctorsfailto recognize
the spiritualaspect of the human being, they miss the most
importantpart.·· Whenone recognizesour destinyas ··getting
backto our spiritualorigin,"he said. "there is a differentkindof
emphasison healing:you do not get tied up with modalities.
Healingis more of a spiritualevent." McGarey also noted,
"Whenyoutreat someone,we cannotconsiderourselvesas the
healer. Weare onlythe ... channelof the Great Healer."
"Mostanykindofcondition,"McGareystated. "is notas
significantas the cause and what we can do to direct the body
back to normal." He further stated that ''Any time you are
disturbingwhat is normal, you are creating disease.·· In the.
EdgarCayceRemedies(1983).he advocatedpotatopoulticesto
the eyes (for cataracts). monthly ''high-colonic"enemas for
anginapectoris.and castor oilpacks for epilepsyand cat bites.

A Recent Conference
Each year. A.R.E. holds dozens of conferences in
VirginiaBeach and various other cities. Many deal with
"awakening"psychic powers, but some deal with astrologv
("thekeyto self-discovery")andsuchmundanetopicsas weight
controland "managingyour financialresources holistically."
On September 8, 1990 I attended an A.R.E. ''Special
Event"entitled''Wellness:The CayceApproachto Healthand
Healing,"held in the cafeteria of the Baptist-denomination
~iv~~sid~Church in Manhattan. near ColumbiaUniversity.
Tmt10n at the door wa~ $89. I estimate that 300 people
attended,most ofthem whiteandapparentlyover 30. Booksfor
sale covered two tables near the cafeteria entrance. I was
N_utr~tion
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accompaniedby a social worker from India with a master's
degree in theology,wholikenedthe situationto a retreat.
The openingremarks were made by Charles Thomas
Cayce,who asked us to rate the applicabilityof 25 items on a
'.'healt\1
inventory"includedin a scanty informationpacket. The
itemsm~l~ded::·1have a sense of wellbeing," "I do not depend
on rne~,~~es, m_cludi_ng
pre~~ripti?ndrugs, to maintain my
health, Silence1senJoyable, and ·1have a personaldefinition
of God whichhas meaningto me." He told us to take a few
minutes to discuss one negative response with someone
nearby.
Dr. Caycesaidthe conferencewouldtake "a closer look
at alternative explanations for illness [and] alternative approachesto wellness." He stated that over two thirds of the
''readings"given by his grandfather concerned illnesses and
their cure, and that another large portion dealt with general
aspects of healing such as "emotional imbalance" and "attunementof the body and the mind to the spiritual aspect of
ourselves."He saidthat inthe Caycereadings, the tem1··spirit"
is used interchangeablywith the terms "Goel,'' "creative
forces,''and "lifeforce,'' and that one force, God.can be used in
"goodwaysor badwaysthat we labelevil."He then spoke ofthe
''universalChrist-consciousness... an awareness withineach
soulimprintingits pattern on the mind, waitingto be awakened
by the will,of our oneness with God."
"The premise here." he explained,"is that the mindis
more than brain, cortex, blood, cells." He definedhealingas
"the processofawakeningthat God-patternwithin,"andquoted
a phrasecommonin the Caycereadings:··Spiritis the life,mind
is the builder, the physicalis the result." He stated that with
every thoughtwe have, we are buildingpatterns. or "thoughtfonns," that "create a mental body, an energy body ... a
nonphysical
bodymanifestingas colorsandimagesdependingon
howit's perceivedby peoplewithvarioussorts of sensitivities."
Dr. Cayce introduced the first speaker, Eric Mein,
M.D., a former "Fellow-in-Residence"at the Edgar Cayce
Foundationwho was finishinghis medical residency at the
Universityof Washingtonin Seattle. Dr. Meinled us in breathingandstretchingexercises whilethe slideprojectorand screen
were being readied. Then he wondered aloud why it is ''unheard-of"for the ''spirit-bodycom1ection"to be discussed in
conventionalmedicalcircles. Later he referred to the many
templesof Aesculapius,the ancient Greek god of healing,as
"holisticcenters." He suggested that everything affects the
immunesystem but dismissedthe detailsofa pivotalslideon the
subjectas "gibberish."
The next speaker was GladysMcGarey, M.D., who, in
additionto her role of co-directorof the A.R. E. Clinic,has been
president of the Ame1icanHolisticMedicalAssociation.Her
topicwas "The HealingEnergy of Pain." After describingher
dogas "a real pain," but still her friend, she stated that painis
"our friend" also. This is so, she explained, because pain
awakenswithinus "the awareness that we're alive.If you don t
feel pain ... you're dead." Her idea of pain, she said, comprises not onlyphysicalpain, but "mentalpain'' such as the pain
ofconfusion,"the painof forgetting,"as in Alzheimer'sdisease,
andthe "painthat comes from remembering."
Dr. McGarey recounted the story of a mother whose
babywas hospitalizedand near death from a large cyst on her
1ightlung. "It didn't look like the baby was going to make it
throughthe night. We calledour study group and had the ...
groupbeginto prayfor [them]."The mother "got up to go to the
1
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hospital.but as she walkedpast her bed, she laidon the bed and
she f~l]asleep: About a half an hour later she woke up just
throwmgup this huge amount of mucus ... but againshe fell
backasleepand she didn'twake up untilmorning,"at whichtime
she cal~~dthe hospitala:1dwas told her baby was "doingmuch
better. The next mornmgan x-ray revealed that the lungwas
clear. "Yousee," said McGarey, "what had happenedwas that
the mother took on her baby's conditionand she threw up a
wholelot of mucus that cleared the situationfor the baby."
Of another patient, who had "severe" lung cancer and
\~asunderstandablyvery angry and miserable,she said, "It was
his a~ger, actually,that had probablyprecipitatedthe cancer.''
He died two months later, but McGareyjudged that massage
and other ''alternative" therapies had been successfulbecause
the patient had "died in a completelyconnected state." McGarey also expressed belief in reincarnation, "past-life regression,.,and"the chakrasystem," whichshe equated withthe
endoc1inesystem.
Drs. Mein and McGarey were joined by RogerJahnke,
C.A.. 0. M.D., for a panel discussionand question-and-answer
session moderatedby Dr. Cayce.Jalmkesaid that as a premed
student he had worked in varioushospitaldepartments, includingdietary, but had "never foundin the hospitalwhat I felt ...
trne healingwas allabout. So I dropped out basically ... and I
became an English major and started writing poetry." In the
literature of aboriginalcultures, he found that "the spiritual
tradition and the medicine are one." Now he teaches at the
unaccreditedSanta Barbara Collegeof OrientalMedicine.The
initialsafter his name stand for "CertifiedAcupuncturist"and
"Doctorof OrientalMedicine."
In response to a question, Dr. Mein stated that chronic
fatiguesyndromeis often the result of "impairedeliminations··
or "toxicbuildup"and suggested "the applediet or mono[single
food]diet." Dr. Jahnke recommendedtai chi, a Chinesemartial
art comprisingballet-likeexercises.
Near the discussion's end, Cayce asked the panelists:
"When you consider causes for a physical problem, do you
includepast-lifeinfluences?''Dr. Meinreplied"sometimes"and
Dr. McGareysaid yes.
Before breaking for lunch, we were referred to brochures describinglocal A.R.E. activitiesand to the catalogof
AtlanticUniversity,an unaccreditedinstitutionin VirginiaBeach
that offers a master's degree in "Transpersonal Studies," the
philosophiesof the Edgar Cayce tradition.
After lunch,Jahnke instructed us in acupressure, "personal reflexology"and ''freestyle" tai chi. "After you get into
this . . . new health care revolution," he said, "if you get
confusedabout what to do ... go to the Chineseliterature, or
go to the AyurvedicHindu-Buddhistliterature, or go to the
NativeAmeiicanliterature, or go to the Polynesianliterature.
Go to any ... health literature of any [aboriginal]culture."
Jahnke emphasized that his ··self-applied healthenhancementmethods" could be learned in a few minutesand
"can't be forgottenbecause [they] are so deep within ... your
cellularnature.... These ideas are in you, and they've been
covered over with ... an unfortunatemisunderstanding." He
then took about 45 minutes to give us a sketchy idea of the
methods.
"We'vepaidtoo muchfor healthcare," Jahnkelamented.
··somebodywas complainingearlier: Allthe goodstuffMedicare
doesn't pay for."
After teaching "alternate nostril breathing," he mar-
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velledaloudthat Edgar Cayce-who had traveled very littlehadknownaboutit: "It just reallywa~one of ~he~st thingsthat
blewmy mind.I mean, there he was m Hopkinsville,Kentucky,
and maybe the circus came to town. and may~.ethere was a
Buddhistmonkin the side show but maybeno~.
A womanin the audienceasked what 1tmeant to have
"very extra-longear lobes."Jahnke repliedthat if she had such
ear lobes she ··maybe a relativeof the Buddha."In response to
the laughter, he assured us he wasn't joking. Wit~ rega_rdto
herbaltonics he said, "Be sure you knowwhat you re takingand then go ctlleadbecaus~,the h~rbs are g?od." Although"we
loveallthis esoteric stuff, he said. the sahent message of the
day is that healingtakes an investme_ntof time and t~a~we
shouldnot interfere withhealingby takmgtoo manyme~1cmes.
Later Jahnke told us to pinch our fingers to d1scov~r
tenderness at acupuncturepoints. A womanreported some m
her pinky,whichJahnke said was the ~hannelfor the heart and
the smallintestine."Eat good,"he advisedher. ''Don't forgetto
loveyourself ... [and]get a littleexercise." Whenhe informed
us that acupuncturepoints lie throughoutthe palmof the hand
and told us to ••finda sore spot." my companionaptly noted,
"Whenyoupush it real hard, you get sore allover."
A questionfrom the audiencepromptedJahnke'sr~turn
to the subjectof herbs, whichhe describedas '·super-nutnents
because our food is kind of in trouble," even in health food
stores. Vitamin supplements, he said, ''are a littl~ difficult
becausethey're nutrients that ar.eextr~c~edfromtherr s~~rce.
... n herbal medicine . . . you re denvmg the fullnutntmnal
benefit,especiallyif the herbs are concentra~edin a very special
way." But he was evasive when asked to give an exampleof a
tonicherb, callingthe question"inappropriate"andrepeatinghis
recommendationthat interested persons sign a sheet at the
informationtable.
Duringthe last break, a womanhurriedlyhandedme a
businesscard advertisinga ReverendJean's channelingclasses.
The finalpresentationcovered Caycehomeremedies,a
collectionof 16 methodsdetailedin a videotapecovered by the
cost of admission.They include:castor oil packs ("to helpwith
arthritis, colds, gallstones,ulcers and more"): peanut oil massages (''to prevent arthritis"):potato poultices(''to relievetired
or strainedeyes''): castor oilliniments("to removewarts"):and
coffee ground foot baths ("to soothe sore feet and improve
circulationin the legs").
Diet Basics

''New Age" popularizerHans Holzer, Ph.D.. has called
Caycethe "greatest of alldietetichealers." In BeyondMedicine
(1987),Holzerwrites: "Edgar Cayce abundantlymade clear in
his writings[that] certain combinationsof foodstuffsare chemicallyincompatibleinthe humansystem [and]cancreate damage
or at the very least ill health." For example, coffee shouldbe
takenblackor withhot milk.but not withcoldmilk.Andtea with
sugar, especiallywhite sugar, is hepatotoxic;tea withhoneyis
not.
Accordingto an A.R.E. chart: (1) 80%ofone's dailyfood
intake should consist of fruits and fruit juices, vegetables,
water, andherbalteas; (2) 20% shouldconsistof dairyproducts
includingwholemilkand butter. whole-grainbreads, high-fiber
cerealsincludinggranola,honey,soups, fowl,lamb.andfish;(3)
desserts suchas ice cream, beef. brownrice, oils,potatoeswith
skin, spices. gelatin products. cheese, and eggs should be
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consumed about three times weekly: an~ (4) fried fo~ds.
alcohol,pasta, white bread, pork (except ~nsp baconoccasionally),and "processed foods"are to be avmded. .
The "readings'' in Edgar Cayceon Dzet and Health
includethe followingtidbits:
Cannedtomatoes are usuallypreferableto fresh.
Gelatinfacilitatesglandularactivity.
Certifiedraw milk is to be preferred, except from
cows that eat certain types of weeds or grass
growinginJanuary.
Rawgreen peppers shouldnot be eaten alone.
Citrusfruitsand cereals shouldnot be eaten together.
Have a percentage of 80o/calkaline-producing
to 20o/c
acid-producingfoodsin the diet.
.
Don't combinewhite bread, potatoes, spaghetti. or
any two foodsof such natures. _inthe ~ameme?l.
Ice cream is far preferable to pie, which combmes
starches and sweets.
Orangejuiceand milkshouldbe consumedseparately
.
at oppositeends of the day.
It is preferableto consume meats with sweets than
withstarches.
Citrusjuice or tomato juice shouldnot be consumed
with any starch other than wholewheat b~~ad.
Limejuiceshouldideallybe addedto orangeJmce,and
lemonjuice to grapefruitjuice (an idea, t~e a~thors
admitted, ''probablynew to those workmg m the
scienceof modem dietetics and food research").
It is ''normal"to consume above-groundand belowgroundvegetablesin a ratio of three to one.
Squirrelshouldbe stewed or wellcooked.
Cheese and cream are good for the system.
Beet and ''raw" cane sugars are the best for everyone.
The book's foreword stresses that all the readings it
containspertain to "normal"healthy people who are not overweight.
Critical Comments

InHealthandHealing:Understanding
Conventional
and
AlternativeMedicine (1983). ethnopharmacologistAndrew
Weil. M.D.. a "natural medicine" sympathizer. says of the
Caycereadings:
Muchof this materialsounds likehogwash.I. forone.
do not expect Californiato fallinto the sea by 1998.
creating a new coast near Phoenix, Arizona. I find
manyof Cayce'smetabolicand hormonalexplanations
of specificdiseases to be garbledand fanciful.such as
his assertion that multiplesclerosis is an imbalanceof
the endocrineglandsdue to deficiencyof gold.
I certainly agree. As far as I know, no study h~s
determined the extent to which Cayce advocates followhis
advice or what impact it has on their lives. Nor has it been
detern1inedwhether they seek appropriatemedicalhelpwhenit
is needed. If such studies couldbe done. what do you thinkthey
wouldfind?
Mr. Raso is Assistant Chief Dietitianat WyckoffHeights MedicalCenter in
Brooklyn,NewYork.
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DIETARY
GUIDELINES
REVISED
The third (1990)editionof Nutritionand YourHealth: dry beans and peas (2-3 servings). Vitaminor mineralsuppleDietaryGuidelinesfor Americans has been published. The
ments at or below the RDAs are safe, but are rarely needed
documentpresents dietary advice for healthy Americansand
exc~ptby womenwho are menstruating,pregnant, or breastconstitutes the central statement of federal nutrition policy. feedmg.Many women and adolescent girls need to eat more
Issued jointly by the U.S. Departments of Agricultureand
calcium,and children,teenage girls, and womenof childbearing
Health and Human Services, the guidelines were released
age shouldtake care to consumeenoughiron-richfoods.
originallyin 1980and updated in 1985. The two Departments
• Maintainhealthyweight.Obesity is associatedwith
distributedmore than than five millioncopies of the 1985 manyserious iJJnesses.Beingtoo thin is linkedto osteoporosis
edition, and millionsmore were printed and distributed by
in women and early death in both men and women. The
others.
guidelinesrecommendranges ofweightsforadultsages 19to 34
The new edition is based on recommendationsof a
and higherranges for those 35 and over. Waistmeasure should
nine-memberadvisorycommittee:MaldenC. Nesheim. Ph.D.
be smallerthanhipmeasure. For those whoare overweight,the
(chairman);LewisA. Barness, M.D.; PeggyR. Borum,Ph.D.:
recommendedloss of 1/2 to 1 pounda week shouldbe accomC. WayneCallaway.M.D.: John C. LaRosa, M.D.; CharlesS.
plishedby increasingphysicalactivity and eating less fat and
Lieber. M.D.; John A. Milner, Ph.D.: Rebecca M. Mullis, fattyfoods,more fruits, vegetables, and cereals, less sugarand
Ph.D.; and Barbara0. Schneeman,Ph.D. This committeeand
other sweets, and little or no alcohol.
departmentalreviewersconcludedthat the centralmessagesof
• Choosea dietlowinf at, saturatedfat. and cholesterol.
the 1985guidelinesremain sound and of major importancein
This adviceis tied to the goal of maintainingbloodcholesterol
choosingfood for a healthfuldiet. The new edition is more
levelbelow200 mg/dl.It recommendsa fat intakeof30%or less
specificand quantitativethan previousversions, and is written
ofcalories,withless than 10~ of caloriesas saturated fat. Have
in a more positive tone. The changes reflect new scientific your bloodcholesterollevel checked. If it is withina desirable
evidenceon the relationshipsbetween diet and health,informa- range, helpkeep it that way with a diet lowin saturated fat and
tion on the usefulness of the earlier editions, and formal cholesterol.If it is high,followthe doctor's adviceaboutdietand
commentsfromindividualsand groupsoutsidethe government. medication.
·
• Choosea dietwithplentyof vegetables,
fruits, andgrain
lfllll- Seven Guidelines
products.This guidelinerecommends that adults eat at least
three servings of vegetables and two servings of fruit daily.It
The new report states that food alone cannot make
alsorecommendsat least six servingsof grainproducts,withan
peoplehealthy.Smoking,alcoholabuse, other lifestylefactors,
emphasison wholegrains. Because foods differin the kindsof
and heredityare also important.The Americanfoodsupplyis
fiber they contain, it is best to includea variety of fiber-rich
varied,plentiful,and safe to eat. But manyAmericanseat diets
foods.Fiber shouldbe obtainedfrom foods, not supplements.
withtoo manycalories.too muchfat (especiallysaturated fat),
• Use sugars only in moderation.The major health
cholesteroland sodium,and low in complexcarbohydratesand
concernwithexcess sugar consumptionis tooth decay.The risk
fiber.The revisedguidelinesare:
does not dependsimplyon the amountof sugar consumedbut on
• Eat a varietyoffoods. To assure variety and a well- the frequencyof consumptionof sugars and starches and how
balanceddiet, choose foods each day from five major food Jongthey remainin contactwiththe teeth. Eatingsuchfoodsas
groups: vegetables (3-5 servings); fruits (2-4 servings): frequent between-mealsnacks may be more harmfulto teeth
breads,cereals, rice, and pasta (6-11 servings);milk,yogurt,
than havingthem at meals. Teeth should be brushed (with a
andcheese (2-3 servings):and meats, poultry, fish, eggs, and
fluoridetoothpaste)and flossedregularly.Fluoridatedwater or
COMPARISON OF 1985 AND 1990 DIETARYGUIDEIJNF.S
1985

1990

Reason for Change

Eat a variety of foods

Eat a variety of foods

(No change)

Maintain desirable weight

Maintain healthy weight

Focus on total diet in more positive way

Avoid too much fat, saturated fat, and
cholesterol

Choose a diet low in fat, saturated fat,
and cholesterol

New interim health-based

Eat foods with adequate starch and
fiber

Choose a diet with plenty of vegetables,
fruits, and grain products

Focus on foods, rather than food
component, in total diet

Avoid too much sugar

Use sugars only in moderation

Focus on targeted food in a more
positive way

Avoid too much sodium

Use salt and sodium in moderation

Focus on both in more positive way

If you drink alcoholic beverages, do so
in moderation

If you drink alcoholic beverages, do so
in moderntion

(No change)

weight criteria
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anotherfluoridesourceis especiallyimportantfor childrenwhile
their teeth are fonning.
• Usesaltand sodiumin moderation.
Notingthat high
sodiumintake can be a factor in high blood pressure, the
guidelinessuggest that so?iuminta~ebe moderated.This can
be accomplishedby learnmgto enJOYthe flavors of unsalted
foods; addinglittle or no salt during cook.in~?r at the_t~~le;
flavoringfoodswith herbs, spices, or lemonJmce;_
an~ lu:rntmg
intake of foods that are obviouslysalty or contam s1gmficant
amountsof hiddensalt. A bloodpressure check is also recommended.
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the establishmentof a NationalNutritionMonitoringAdvisory
Counciland an InteragencyBoard for NutritionMonitoringand ~
Related Research. It also states that DietaryGuidelinesfor
Americanswill be updatedand publishedevery five years.
Copies Available

Single copies of Nutrition and Your Health:Dietary
Guidelines
for Americans(HG 232) are availablefree fromthe

ConsumerInfonnationCenter, Department514-X.Pueblo,CO
• If you drinkalcoholic
beverages.
do so in moderation. 81009:at countyextensionoffices:or throughDHHS.ODP~P,
NationalHealthInfonnationCenter. P.O. Box 1133.WashingAlcoholicbeverages supply calories but few or no nutrients.
Drinkingthem has no proven health benefitand is linkedwith ton. D.C. 20013.
The report of the DietaryGuidelinesAdvisoryCommitmanyhealthproblems,is the cause of manyaccidents:and can
tee
was
publishedin May 1990. It containsthe committee's
lead to addiction.Since birth defects have been attnbuted to
recommendations,
the rationalefor proposed changes,and an
drinkingduringpregnancy,womenwho are pregnantor trying
to conceiveare advised to abstain completelyfrom alcohol. overviewofpubliccommentsto the committee.Free copiesare
available from the Human Nutrition Infonnation Service.
Peopleplanningto drive a car or engagein anotheractivitythat
USDA,Room325A,FederalBuilding,Hyattsville.MD 20782.
requiresattentionor skillare also advisedto abstain.
Detailed suggestions for in1plementingthe guidelines
In October 1990,Congressenacted the NationalNutriare
included
in DietaryGuidelinesand YourDiet, publication
tionalMonitoringandRelatedResearchActof 1990(PublicLaw
(1986).availablefor $4.50 from the Superin101-445),a billintendedto ensure more completeinfonnation 001-000-04467-2
whilereducingduplicationof efforts amonggovernmentagen- tendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington.D.C. 20402.
cies studyingthe eating habits of Americans.The billcallsfor

BOOK
REVIEW
Title:DubiousCancer Treatment-A Report on "Alternative"
Methodsand the Practitionersand Patients WhoUse Them
(1991)
Editors:StephenBarrett, M.D., andBarrieR. Cassileth,Ph.D.
Publisher:AmericanCancer Society, Florida Di\ision, Inc.,
Tampa,Florida
Price:$10.00(softcover)
Reviewedby:ManfredKroger, Ph.D.
Scientifically
based cancertreatment is visibleandmeasurable.Its methodsare sanctionedandsupportedby the public
as wellas by medicalinstitutions.But dubiousmethods(those
lackinga scientificbasis)operate in the shadows.Theirpromoters rarely, if ever, collect meaningfuldata on their results.
Investigationsby outsiders are sparse and done mainlyby a
handfulof devoted ''quackbusters." The nationalofficeof the
AmericanCancer Society collects data and issues position
papers on "unproven methods," but it has shied away from
publishingthem as a unit.
DubiousCancerTreatmentis the first bookof its kindto
bring together prominent experts on cancer quackery. It
evolved from a seminar sponsored by the society's Florida
division,with all materialupdatedunder the editors' guidance.
Eachparticipanthas particularinsightsinto the subject.
Gary K. Lyman,M.D., an oncologistin Florida,comparesprovenanddubioustreatments. WilliamT. Jarvis,Ph.D.,
president of the NationalCouncilAgainstHealth Fraud, providesusefuldefinitions,delineateshow quackeryis promoted.
and spellsout how it can harm. VictorHerbert, M.D., J.D., a
prolificnutrition researcher and lawyer, briefly deals with

ethicalconsiderations.Co-editorBarrie R. Cassileth,Ph.D., a
researcher on social aspects of cancer, has a chapter on
historicaltrends andpatientcharacteristics.PsychiatristJimmie
C. Holland,M.D., a leadingscholar on cancer and emotions.
analyzeswhypatients choose dubioustreatment. BenjaminR.
Wilson,M.D., an Oregon surgeon, spotlightsdubiousdegrees
and spurious science on a quack-by-quackbasis. James A.
Lowell.Ph.D., who has visited the notoriousMexicancancer
clinicsmany times. describes his unique findings. Surgeon
Joseph J. Zavertnik. M.D., analyzes ''immuno-augmentative
therapy," while pathologist Edward R. Friedlander, M.D.,
critiquesmentalimagery.EdwardT. Creagan,M.D.. a leading
Mayo Clinicresearcher, reports on three Mayo studies of
vitaminC and cancer. Grace P. Monaco,J.D., a specialistin
healthlaw, deals with legaland insuranceissues. James Randi,
widelyknown as a "magician"and investigatorof occult and
supernaturalclaims,appealsfor more antiquackeryaction.And
HelenG. Brown,a communityeducatorfromthe Universityof
California,Los Angeles,challengespatients to approachcancer
rationally.
This slendermonographis terriblyimportantfor professionals as well as for patients. The Florida Divisionof the
AmericanCancerSocietydeserves congratulationsfor its courage and persistencein coordinatingthis project.

Dr. Kroger is professor of foodscience at The PennsylvaniaState University
and associateeditor of the Jounial of FoodScience.The book is not available
throughbookstores but can be ordered for $10 postpaidfrom LVCAHFInc.,
P.O. Box 1747,Allentown,PA 18105.
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MYQUICK
TOUROFWHOLE
LIFEEXPO
StephenBarrett, M.D.
Ads for Whole Life Expo describe it as "the world's
largestexpositionfor health, fitnessand awareness of the body,
mindand spirit." The ads promisedover 200 speakers and 300
exhibitsat locationsin New York City (October 26-28, 1990)
and Los Angeles (February 15-18, 1991). At the New York
event, some 120exhibitorspromoteda widearray of products,
proceduresand philosophiesfor dealingwith life's problems.
The products includedself-help books and videos, subliminal
tapes. crystals and other ''new age" jewelry, special lights.
supplementproducts, herbalremedies, and all sorts of gadgets
to relieve stress. Hands-ontreatment was offered by many
types of ''holistic"and occult practitioners. Animalrights and
environmentalgroups were also represented. During my 3hourtour of the exhibits, I acquiredan armfulof brochuresand
observedthe following:
• An exhibitorfor a blue-greenalga (spirulina)product
saidit was "the best source of B12 on the planet,'' was effective
againstcancer, Alzheimer'sdisease, and worked by "sucking
out the toxinsfromthe body."
• A gentlemanhawkinga red ''phototherapy"lightsaid
that the aorta was so close to the surface that holdingthe light
nearthe bodyfor 20 minuteswouldenableit to benefitallof the
body'sbloodcells.
• A companysellingaloe products displayeda signthat
said"Aloeis to an AIDSpatient as insulinis to a diabetic.''Other
signs suggested that aloe "settles nerves," "stimulates cell
growth,··and is usefulagainstarthritis, AIDS,yeast infections,
ulcers,intestinaldisorders, highbloodpressure, skinproblems,
andchemotherapy.
• Occult modalitiesincluded"psychicastrology" ($20
for 15 minutes),''aura" photographsand readings($10). "pastliferegression''pyramidalgadgets, and "energy balancers.''
• At one exhibit, reflexologistsclaimedthat foot massage can reduce stress, cleanse the body of toxins, increase

circulation,assist in weight loss, and improve the health of
organsthroughoutthe body. Six practitioners. whose services
were availablefor modest fees, were kept busy massaging
people'sfeet throughoutthe time I toured the exhibithall.
• A chiropractor who examined my spine expressed
amazementthat I didn't suffer from back painand urged me to
visit his officefor preventive treatment.
• After completinga brief questionnaireto determine
my "body type," I was informed by a MaharishiAyur-Veda
exhibitorthat my "doshas'' were imbalancedand offeredto sell
me a tea to correct this. When I indicatedthat my health was
good. he replied that achieving balance through Ayurvedic
measures wouldprevent future trouble.
• Several companies offered juice made from "green
foods." One salesman said that the B-vitaminsin his product
wouldprovidea "burst of energy.'' I tried one, whichtasted like
grass.
• More than a dozen exhibitorsrepresented multilevel
companiesthat market nutritionalor herbalproducts. The most
noteworthywere OmnitritionInternational,whichwas formed
to market products formulated by Durk Pearson and Sandy
Shaw(authorsofLifeExtension),and ShowcaseInternational,a
Rexallsubsidiary.Showcaseplansto market homeopathicremedies, a "health tonic, high in natural nutrients," and guar
gum/nutrient drinks and high-fiberbrownies claimed to help
controlweightand cholesterollevels. I also had the opportunity
to sampleKm, an herbalproductclaimedby variousdistributors
to dojust abouteverything.I have never tasted anythingworse.

Dr. Barrett, a practicingpsychiatrist and consumer advocate, is a board
memberof the NationalCouncilAgainstHealthFraud. In 1984he receivedthe
FDA Commissioner'sSpecial Citation Award for Public Service in fighting
NutritionQuackery.

BRIEFS
CANAHdissolved. The Coalitionfor Alternativesin Nutrition
andHealthcareceased operationson October 31, 1990, due to
lackof funding.It was launchedin 1984withthe primarygoalof
seeking a "healthcare rights amendment'' that would forbid
Congressfromrestricting "any individual'sright to choose and
to practicethe type ofhealthcarethey shallelect for themselves
or their children."Shortlybefore its dissolution,it presented a
petitionwithnearly100,000signaturesto an officialof the U.S.
Departmentof Healthand HumanServices.
French Parliament limits alcohol and tobacco ads. In
1993,tobaccoadvertisingwill be banned in France and alcohol
advertisingwill be limitedto late-nightradio. The U.S. LeadershipCouncilon Advertisinghas estimated that similarbans in
this country wouldeliminateas many as 249 magazinesthat
dependon the revenue from such ads.

Report criticizes "organically grown foods." The Institute of Food Technologists has issued an excellent report
debunkingthe mythologyof ''organic"foods. Copiesare availablefor $LUOfrom the Institute of Food Technologists,221N.
LaSalleSt., Chicago,IL 60601.
More One-A-Day enforcement actions. Miles Laboratories has signed a 3-year ''assurance of discontinuance"order
with the attorneys general of New York, California,and Texas
and agreed to pay $10,000 to each of these three states.
Withoutadmittingwrongdoing,Milespledgednot to claimthat:
1)the averageconsumerneeds a supplementto prevent mineral
and vitamin loss; 2) vitamins can prevent or reverse lung
damage caused by pollution;3) routine daily stress depletes
vitamins:or 4) routine physicalexercise such as the aerobics
shownin Miles' televisionad depletes essential minerals.
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New MRFITfindings. The MultipleRiskFactorIntervention
Trial,fundedby the NationalInstitutesof Health,was designed
to see whether an intensiveeducationalprogramcouldlower
the deathrate for heart disease. The studyinvolvedmorethan
12,000middle-agedmen whose levels of cigarette smoking,
bloodcholesterol,bloodpressure, or a combinationof these
factors,placedthem at highrisk for heart disease.Aftercareful
evaluation,the men were randomlyassignedeither to a special
intervention(SI)programor to theirusualsourcesofhealthcare
(UC).The programended after participantshad been followed
for more than 6 years. At that time, the researchers were
surprisedto findno overalldifferenceindeathrates betweenthe
two groups DAMA248:1465--1477,1982].However,after 4
additionalyears. the SI group had experiencedfewer heart
attacksand had a lower overalldeath rate DAMA
263:17951801, 1990].Both groups were smokingless and had lower
bloodcholesterollevels, but the improvementwas greater in
the SI group:

Baseline

Cigarette smoking
Blood cholesterol

10-year
follow-up

SI

UC

SI

UC

63%

63%

48%

34%

240

240

233

228

Reprintscan be obtainedfrom Marcus 0. Kjelsberg,Ph.D.,
Coordinating
Centers for BiometricResearch,Schoolof Public
Health,Universityof Minnesota,Room200, 2221 University
Avenue,S.E.. Minneapolis.MN 55414.
BSTbooklet.The AmericanCouncilon ScienceandHealthhas
publisheda positionpaperstronglysupportingthe use ofbovine
somatotropin(BST)to increase the amountof milk cows can
produce. Copies are availablefor $3.85 from ACSH, 1995
Broadway,16thFloor,New York,NY10023.
Fluoridationbooklet. The AmericanCouncilon Scienceand
Healthhas publisheda positionpaper supportingfluoridation
of
publicwater supplies. Copies are availablefor $3.85 from
ACSH.1995Broadway,16thFloor, New York,NY 10023.
Suit filed over Alar scare. Apple growers are seeking
damagesfromCBS-TV's60Minutesandthe NaturalResources
DefenseFund for sales lost during a scare over the growth
chemicalAlar.The industryestimates that growers lost more
than $100millionafter the program, "IntolerableRisk: Pesti-
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cidesin OurChildren'sFood,"was broadcastin February1989.
~
A fewmonthslater, Alar'smanufacturerstoppedsellingit.
Notable quote. ··we
livein a societyexquisitelydependenton
science,and most of the people know nothingabout science.
That is a prescriptionfor disaster . . . Science is a way of
thinkingmuch more than it is a body of knowledge.''-Carl
Sagan,Ph.D. DAMA
261:2169,1989].
Mercury-amalgamscam boosted. On December23. 1990,
CBS-TV's60 Minutesaired a viciousattack on the safety of
''silver"fillings.Segments of the broadcastclaimedthat they
emit toxic amounts of mercury that cause serious disease.
Althoughremoval temporarilyraises body mercury load, a
womanwas permittedto state that her symptomsof multiple
sclerosis disappearedovernightafter her fillingswere taken
out. The programtriggeredan avalancheof queriesto dentists
andinducedmanyviewersseek replacementoftheirfillingswith
other materials."Silver"fillingsare actuallyan alloyof silver,
tin, copper.zinc,andmercury.Althoughliquidmercuryis toxic,
there is overwhelmingevidence that mercury in the alloyis
stableand safe. The AmericanDentalAssociation,whichcriticizedthe program,considersit unethicalfor dentists to represent that removingamalgamfillingscancure disease.In a letter
to ExecutiveProducerDonHewitt. Dr. StephenBarrett characterizedthe programas "the most irresponsiblereport on a
healthtopicever broadcast."
Water testing scams. The Federal Trade Commissionhas
warnedthat offersforfree home-testingof tap water are almost ~
alwayspart ofa salespromotion.Nor canhome-testingprovide
the in-depth analysis required to determine whether water
actuallyneedstreatmentor whattype of system wouldbe best.
Althoughcontaminantshave been reported in some water
supplies,most householdshaveno cause to worry. But fraudulent sellers who offer "free home water testing" suggest
otherwise.Someaddtabletsor dropsto tap water, claimingthat
particle formationor a color change signifiescontamination.
Whenthe changeoccurs (due to normalchemicalreactions),
they claimthe water is pollutedand may cause cancer. Some
sellerssaythat our governmentrecommendswidespreaduse of
purification
systems, has approvedtheir testingmethod,or has
approvedor licensedtheir equipment.These claimsare false.
The governmentdoes not endorse water tests or water treatmentproducts,andan EnvironmentalProtectionAgency(EPA)
registrationnumber does not signifyagency "approval."The
FTC advises people worried about their water supplyto call
EPA'sSafe DrinkingWater Hotline(800-426-4791)
or to consult their localor state health departmentor a state-certified
laboratory.A free brochure, "Water Testing Scams... can be
obtainedfromthe FTC PublicReferenceBranch.6th & PennsylvaniaAve.. N.W., Washington.DC 20580.
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HOWQUACKERY
SELLS
WilliamT. Jarvis, Ph.D.
StephenBarrett, M.D.
Modemhealthquacksare supersalesmen.They playon
"Yes," the doctor replied, ''but there is no scientific
fear.Theycater to hope. Andonce they have you. they'Ukeep evidencethat extra vitaminscan do that. Whynot take the pills
youcomingbackformore ... andmore ... andmore.Seldom one monthon, one month off, to see whether they reallyhelp
do their victimsrealize how often or how skillfullythey are
youor whetherit's just a coincidence.After all, $300a year is a
cheated.Doesthe motherwhofeelsgoodas she handsher child lot of moneyto be wasting.··
a vitaminthinkto ask herself whether he reallyneeds it? Do
"Look.doctor," she said. "I don't care what you say. I
subscribersto "healthfood"publicationsrealizethat articlesare
KNOWthe pillsare helpingme."
slantedto stimulatebusinessfor their advertisers?Not usually.
Howwas this brightyoungwomanconvertedintoa true
Mostpeoplethinkthat quackeryis easy to spot, but it is believer?First. an appealto her curiositypersuadedher to try
not.Its promoterswearthe cloakofscience.They use scientific andsee. Thenan appealto her vanityconvincedher to disregard
tenns and quote (or misquote)scientificreferences. On talk scientificevidencein favorof personalexperience-to thinkfor
shows, they may be introducedas "scientists ahead of their herself.Supplementationis encouragedby a distortedconceptof
time."The very word''quack"helpstheircamouflageby making biochemical
individuality-that everyone is unique enoughto
us thinkofan outlandishcharactersellingsnakeoilfromthe back disregard the Recommended Dietary Allowances(RDAs).
ofa coveredwagon-and. ofcourse, no intelligentpeoplewould Quackswillnot tellyouthat scientistsdeliberatelyset the RDAs
buysnakeoilnowadays,wouldthey?
highenoughto allowfor individualdifferences.A more dangerWell,maybe snake oil isn't sellingso well, lately. But ous appealof this type is the suggestionthat althougha remedy
acupuncture?"Organic"foods?Mouthwash?Hairanalysis?The for a serious disease has not been shown to work for other
latestdiet book?Megavitamins?
"Stress" fonnulas?Cholester- people.it still mightworkfor you. (You areextraordinary!)
ol-loweringteas? Homeopathicremedies?Nutritional''cures"
A more subtle appeal to your vanity underlies the
for AIDS?Or shots to pep you up? Business is boomingfor messageofthe TVad quack:Do ityourself-beyourowndnctor.
healthquacks.Their annualtake is in the billions!Spot reduc- "Anyoneout there have 'tired blood'?" he used to wonder.
ers, i•immuneboosters," water purifiers, "ergogenicaids," (Don'tbother to findout what's wrongwithyou, however.Just
systemsto "balancebodychemistry,"specialdiets forarthritis. try my tonic.) "Troubledwith irregularity?"he asks. (Pay no
attentionto the doctors who say you don't need a dailymoveTheirproductlist is endless.
WhatseUsis not the qualityof their productsbut their ment. Just use my laxative.)''Want to killgerms on contact?''
abilityto influencetheir audience. To those in pain, they (Nevermindthat mouthwashdoesn't prevent colds.)"Trouble
sleeping?''(Don't bother to solve the underlyingproblem.Just
promise relief. To the incurable, they offer hope. To the
nutrition-conscious,
they say. "Make sure you have enough." try my sedative.)
Toa publicworriedaboutpolJution,they say, "Buynatural."To
oneandall,they promisebetter healthanda longerlife.Modern
quackscan reach peopleemotionally.on the level that counts Turning Customers Into Salespeople
the most.This articleshowshowthey do it.
Most people who think they have been helped by an
unorthodoxmethod enjoy sharing their success stories with
AppealsTo Vanity
their friends. People who give such testimonialsare usually
motivatedby a sincere wishto helptheirfellowhumans.Rarely
,-,,..,
An attractive young airline stewardess once told a
physician
that she was takingmore than20 vitaminpillsa day. "I do theyrealizehowdifficultit is to evaluatea "health"producton
used to feel run-downall the time,'' she said, ''but now I feel the basis of personalexperience. Like the airlinestewardess,
the averageperson whofeels better after takinga productwill
reallygreat !"
J.B. LippincottCompany
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not be able to rule out coincidence-or the placebo effect
(feelingbetter becausehe thinkshe has taken a positivestep).
Since we tend to believe what others tell us of personal
experiences,testimonialscan be powerfulpersuaders.Despite
their unreliability,they are the cornerstone of the quack's
success.
Multilevelcompaniesthat sell nutritionalproductssystematicallyturn their customers into salespeople."Whenyou
share our products," says the sales manualof one such company, "you're not just selling.You're passingon news about
productsyou believein to peopleyoucare about.Makea listof
peopleyouknow;you'llbe surprisedhowlongit willbe. Thislist
is yourfirst sourceofpotentialcustomers."A salesleaderfrom
anothercompanysuggests, "Answerallobjectionswithtestimopeople!''
nials.That's the secret to motivating
Don't be surprisedif one of your friendsor neighbors
tries to sell you vitamins.More than a millionAmericanshave
signedup as multileveldistributors.Like manydrug addicts,
they become suppliersto support their habit. A typicalsales
pitchgoes like this: "How wouldyou like to lookbetter, feel
better and have more energy? Try my vitaminsfor a few
weeks.'' People normallyhave ups and downs. and a friend's
interestor suggestion,or the thoughtof takinga positivestep,
may actuallymake a person feel better. Many who try the
vitaminswill mistakenlythink they have been helped-and
continueto buy them, usuallyat inflatedprices.
Fakedendorsements
are being used to promote antiagingproductsandother nostrumssoldby mail.The literature,
whichresemblesa newspaperpage withan ad on one sideand
newson the other, containswhat appearsto be a handwritten
note from a friend (identifiedby first initial)."Dear Anne,"it
mightsay, "This reallyworks. Try it! B." Althoughboth the
productand the "newspaperpage" are fakes, manyrecipients
wonderwhoamongtheir acquaintancesmighthave signedthe
note.
The Use of Fear

The saleof vitaminshas becomeso profitablethat some
otherwisereputablemanufacturersare promotingthem with
misleadingclaims.For example,for manyyears, LederleLabandHoffmann-La
Rocheadveroratories(makersofStresstabs)
tisedinmajormagazinesthat stress ''robs" the bodyofvitamins
andcreates significantdangerof vitamindeficiencies.Another
slick way for quackeryto attract customers is the invented
disease.Virtuallyeveryonehas symptomsof one sort or another-minor aches or pains. reactions to stress or hormone
variations,effectsofaging,etc. Labelingthese upsanddownsof
life as symptoms of disease enables the quack to provide
"treatment."
"Reactive hypoglycemia"is one such diagnosis.For
decades,talk show "experts'' and misguidedphysicianshave
preachedthat anxiety,headaches,weakness,dizziness,stomachupset,andother commonreactionsare oftencausedby"low
bloodsugar." But the facts are otherwise. Hypoglycemia
is
rare. Proper administrationof bloodsugar tests is requiredto
makethe diagnosis.A study of peoplewho thoughtthey had
hypoglycemia
showedthat halfof them had symptomsduringa
glucosetolerance test even though their blood sugar levels
remainednormal.
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''Yeastallergy"is anotherfavoritequackdiagnosis.Here
the symptomsare blamedon a "hidden"infectionthat is treated ~
withantifungaldrugs, specialdiets, and vitaminconcoctions.
Foodsafetyandenvironmentalprotectionare important
issues in our society.But rather than approachthem logically,
the food quacks exaggerate and oversimplify.To promote
''organic"foods.they lumpalladditivesintoone classandattack
themas ''poisonous.··Theynever mentionthat naturaltoxicants
are preventedor destroyedby modernfoodtechnology.Nor do
they let on that many additivesare naturallyoccurringsubstances.
Sugar has been subject to particularlyviciousattacks,
being (falsely)blamedfor most of the world's ailments.But
quacksdo more than warn aboutimaginaryailments.They sell
"antidotes"forreal ones. Carefor somevitaminC to reducethe
dangerofsmoking?Or somevitaminE to combatair pollutants?
See your localsupersalesman.
Quackery'smost serious form of fear-mongeringhas
been its attack on water fluoridation.Althoughfluoridation's
safetyis establishedbeyondscientificdoubt,well-plannedscare
campaignshave persuaded thousands of communitiesnot to
adjustthe fluoridecontent of their water to prevent cavities.
Millionsof innocentchildrenhave sufferedas a result.
Hope for Sale

Since ancient times, people have sought at least four
differentmagicpotions:the love potion,the fountainof youth,
the cure-all,and the athletic superpill.Quackeryalwayshas ~
been willingto cater to these desires. It used to offerunicorn
horn, special elixirs, amulets, and magicalbrews. Today's
productsare vitamins,bee pollen, ginseng, Gerovital,"glan•
dularextracts," and manymore. Even reputableproductsare
promotedas thoughthey are potions.Toothpastesandcolognes
~ improveour love life. Hair preparationsand skin products
will make us look "younger than our years." And Olympic
athletestell us that breakfastcereals will make us champions.
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False hope for the seriouslyill is the cruelest fonn of
quackerybecause it can lure victims away from effective
treatment.Evenwhendeath is inevitable,however,falsehope
cando great damage.Experts whostudy the dyingprocesstell
us that whilethe initialreaction is shock and disbelief,most
terminallyill patientswilladjustvery wellas longas they do not
feela~andoned.P~oplewho accept the realityof their fate not
onlydiepsychologically
prepared,but alsocanput their affairsin
order.. On the _otherhand,.those who buy false hope can get
stuckm an attitude of denial.They waste fmancialresources
and,worseyet, their remainingtime.
. The choiceofferedby the quackis not betweenhopeand
despairbut betweenfalsehopeanda chanceto adjustto reality.
Yet hope springseternal. The late Jerry Walshwas a severe
arthriticwhocrusadedcoast-to-coastdebunkingarthritisquackery on behalfof the Arthritis Foundation.After a television
appearanceearly in his career, he received5,700 letters. One
hundredcongratulatedhim for blastingthe quacks, but 4,500
were fromarthritisvictimswhoasked where they couldobtain
the very fakeshe was exposing!
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. The one-sidedcoin is a related ploy. Whenpatientson
combmed(orthodoxand quack)treatment improve,the quack
reI1_1edy_
(e.g., laetrile)g~ts the credit. If things go badly,the
patient1stold that he amved too late. and conventionaltreatment gets the blame. Some quacks who mix proven and
therapy.
unproventreatment calltheir approachcomplementary
Quacksalso capitalizeon the naturalhealingpowers of
the ~ody,by tak[~gcreditwhen~verpossiblefor improvementin
a patients condition.Onemultilevelcompany-anxiousto avoid
legal difficultyin marketingits herbal concoction-makes no
healthclaimswhatsoever."Youtake the product,"a spokespersonsugg~stson the company'sintroductoryvideotape,"andtell
me what1tdoes for you." An oppositetack-shifting blame-is
used by manycancer quacks. If their treatment doesn't work
it's becauseradiationand/or chemotherapyhave ''knockedout
the immunesystem."
To promotetheir ideas, quacksoften use a trick where
they bypass an all-importantbasic question and ask a second
questionwhich,by itself, is not valid.An exampleof a "second
question"is "Whydon't the peopleof Hunzaget cancer?"The
quack'sansweris "becausethey eat apricotpits" (or someother
claim).The first questionshouldhave been "Do the peopleof
ClinicalTricks
Hunza get cancer? " The answer is ''Yes!" Every group of
peopleon earth gets cancer. So do all animals(vegetariansand
The most importantcharacteristicto whichthe success meat-eaters alike)and plants. Another commongambitis the
of quackscan be attributed is probablytheir abilityto exude question, "Do you believe in vitamins?"The real question
confidence.Even when they admitthat a methodis unproven, shouldbe, ''Does the averageperson eatinga wellbalanceddiet
they can attempt to minimizethis by mentioninghow difficult need to take supplements?" The answer is no.
andexpensiveit is to get somethingprov·ento the satisfactionof
Anothersellingtrick is the use of weaselwords.Quacks
the FDAthese days. If they exude self-confid_ence
and enthusi- oftenuse this techniquein suggestingthat one or moreitemson
asm,it is likelyto be contagiousandspread to patientsandtheir a listis reasonto suspectthat youmayhavea vitamindeficiency,
lovedones.
a yeast infection,or whateverelse they are offeringto fix.
Becausepeoplelike the idea of makingchoices,quacks
The money-backguaranteeis a favorite trick of mailCorrectlyused, it
oftenrefer to their methodsas "alternatives."
order quacks.Mosthave no intentionof returningany moneycanreferto aspirinandTylenolas alternativesforthe treatment but even those whoare willingknowthat fewpeoplewillbother
ofminorachesandpains.Bothare provensafe andeffectivefor to return the product.
the samepurpose.Lumpectomycanbe an alternativeto radical
Anotherpowerfulpersuader-somethingfor nothing-is
mastectomyfor breast cancer. Both have verifiablerecords of standardin advertisementspromisingeffortlessweightloss. It
safetyand effectivenessfrom whichjudgmentscan be drawn. is also the hookof the telemarketer who promisesa "valuable
Can a method that is unsafe, ineffectiveor unproven be a
free prize" as a bonus for buyinga water purifier,a 6-month
genuinealternativeto one that is proven?Obviouslynot.
supplyof vitamins,or some other health or nutritionproduct.
Quacksdon't alwayslimit themselves to phonytreat- Those who bite receive either nothingor items worth far less
than their cost. Credit card customers may also findunauthoment.Sometimesthey offerlegitimatetreatment as well-the
rizedchargesto their account.
quackeryis promotedas somethingextra.One exampleis the
"orthomolecular"
treatment of mentaldisorderswithhighdosThe willingnessto believe that a stranger can supply
ages of vitaminsin additionto orthodoxfonns of treatment. uniqueand valuable"inside" information-such as a tip on a
Patients who receive the ''extra" treatment often become horserace or the stockmarket-seems to be a universalhuman
convincedthat they need to take vitaminsfor the rest of their quirk.Quackstake fulladvantageof this trait in their promotion
life.Suchan outcomeis inconsistentwiththe goalof goodmedi- of secretcures.True scientists don't keep their breakthroughs
calcare, whichshouldbe to discourageunnecessarytreatment. secret. They share them with all mankind.If this were not so,
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we wouldstill be goingto private clinicsfor the vaccinesand
other medicationsused to conquersmallpox,polio,tuberculosis, andmanyother seriousdiseases.
Seductive Tactics

The practiceof healinginvolvesboth art and science.
The art includesallthat is done for the patientpsychologically.
The scienceinvolveswhat is doneaboutthe diseaseitself.If a
diseaseis psychosomatic.art may be all that is needed. The
old-timedoctordidnot havemuchsciencein hislittleblackbag,
so he reliedmoreuponthe art (calledhis "bedsidemanner")and
everyonelovedhim.Today, there is a great dealof sciencein
the bag, but the art has been relativelyneglected.
In a contest for patientsatisfaction,art willbeat science
nearlyevery time. Quacksare masters at the art of delivering
healthcare. The secret to this art is to makethe patientbelieve
that he is caredaboutas a person.To do this. quackslatherlove
lavishly.One way this is done is by havingreceptionistsmake
notes on the patients'interests and concernsin order to recall
themduringfuturevisits.Thismakeseachpatientfeelspecialin
a very personalsort of way. Some quackseven send birthday
cards to every patient. Althoughseductivetactics may give
patientsa powerfulpsychological
lift, they mayalso encourage
over-relianceon an inappropriatetherapy.
Handling the Opposition

Quacksare involvedin a constant strugglewith legitimatehealthcare providers,mainstreamscientists,government
regulatoryagencies,and consumerprotectiongroups.Despite
the strengthof this orthodoxopposition,quackerymanagesto
flourish.To maintaintheir credibility,quacksuse a varietyof
cleverpropagandaploys.Here are some favorites:
"Theypersecuted
Galileo!"
The historyof scienceis laced
withinstanceswheregreat pioneersandtheir discoverieswere
metwithresistance.Harvey(natureofbloodcirculation),Lister
(antiseptictechnique),and Pasteur (germ theory) are notable
examples.Today's quack boldly asserts that he is another
exampleof someone ahead of his time. Close examination,
however,willshow how unlikelythis is. First of all, the early
pioneerswho were persecuted lived duringtimes that were
muchless scientific.In some cases, oppositionto their ideas
stemmedfromreligiousforces. Second,it is a basicprincipleof
the scientificmethod that the burden of proofbelongsto the
proponentof a claim.The ideasof Galileo,Harvey,Lister, and
Pasteur overcame their oppositionbecause their soundness
couldbe demonstrated.
A relatedploy.whichis a favoritewithcancerquacks,is
Howcan we be sure that the AMA,
the chargeof" conspiracy."
the FDA, the AmericanCancer Society, and others are not
involvedin somemonstrousplotto withholda cancercure from
the public?To beginwith,historyrevealsno suchpracticeinthe
past. The eliminationof seriousdiseases is not a threat to the
medicalprofession-doctors prosperby curingdiseases,not by
keepingpeople sick. It shouldalso be apparent that modem
medicaltechnologyhas not altered the zeal of scientists to
eliminatedisease. When poliowas conquered,iron lungsbecamevirtuallyobsolete, but nobodyresisted this advancement
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becauseit wouldforcehospitalsto change.Neitherwillmedical
scientistsmournthe eventualdefeat of cancer.
Moreover,howcoulda conspiracyto withholda cancer
cure hopeto be successful?Manyphysiciansdie of cancereach
year. Do you believethat the vast majorityof doctors would
conspireto withholda cure for a diseasethat affectsthem, their
colleagues.and their lovedones?To be effective,a conspiracy
wouldhave to be worldwide.If laetrile, for example. really
worked,manyother nations'scientistswouldsoonrealizeit.
Organizedquackery poses its oppositionto medical
scienceas a philosophical
conflictrather than a conflictabout
provenversus unprovenor fraudulentmethods. This creates
the illusionof a "holywar" rather than a conflictthat couldbe
resolvedby examiningthe facts.
Quackslike to charge that "Sciencedoesn'thaveall the
"That's true. but it doesn'tclaimto havethem. Rather.
answers.
it is a rationaland responsibleprocess that can answer many
questions-includingwhetherproceduresare safeandeffective
fortheir intendedpurpose.It is quackerythat constantlyclaims
to have answers for incurablediseases. The idea that people
shouldtum to quack remedies when frustrated by science's
inabilityto controla diseaseis irrational.Sciencemaynot have
allthe answers, but quackeryhas no answers at all!It willtake
yourmoneyand break your heart.
Manytreatments advancedby the scientificcommunity
are later shownto be unsafeor worthless.Suchfailuresbecome
grist fororganizedquackery'spublicrelationsmillin its ongoing
attackon science.Actually,"failures"reflect a key elementof
science: its willingnessto test its methods and beliefs and
abandonthose shownto be invalid.True medicalscientistshave
no philosophicalcommitment to particular treatment approaches,onlya commitmentto developand use methodsthat
are safe andeffectivefor an intendedpurpose.
Whena quackremedyflunksa scientifictest, its proponents merelyreject the test. SciencewriterJohnJ. Fried providesa classicdescriptionof this in his book, VitaminPolitics:
Becausevitaminenthusiastsbelievein publicitymore
than they believein accurate scientificinvestigation.
they use the media to perpetuate their faultyideas
withoutever havingto face up to the fallaciesof their
nonsensicaltheories.Theyannounceto the worldthat
horse manure, liberallyrubbed into the scalp, will
cure, oh, braintumors. Researchersfromthe establishmentside, underpressure to verifythe claims.will
run experimentsandfindthat the claimis wrong.The
enthusiasts will not retire to their laboratoriesto
rethinktheirposition.Notat all.Theywillannounceto
the worldthat the establishmentwasn't usingenough
horse manure,or that it didn'tuse the horse manure
longenough,or that it used horse manure from the
wrongkindof horses. The process is never-ending.
... The publicis the ultimateloser in this charade.
Promoters of laetrile were notoriousfor shiftingtheir
claims.First they claimedthat laetrilecouldcure cancer.Then
they saidit couldnot cure but couldprevent or controlcancer.
Then they claimedlaetrilewas a \itamin and that cancerwas a
dise~secaus~dby a vitamin~~ficiency.Today they say that
lae!ril~alone1snot _eno~gh-1t1spart of "metabolictherapy,"
whichmcludesspecialdiet, supplementconcoctions.andother
modalitiesthat vary frompractitionerto practitioner.
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The dis~!aim_er
is a related tactic. Instead of promisingto
cure your specificdisease, some quacks willoffer to "cleanse''
or "detoxify"your body, balance its chemistry, release its
··n_erveenergy," bring it in harmony with nature, or do other
thmgsto "help the body to heal itself.., This type of disclaimer
serves two purposes. Since it is impossibleto measure the
processesthe quackdescribes, it is difficultto prove himwrong.
In addition,if the quackis not a physician.the use of nonmedical
t~rmin_ology
m~yhelp to avoidprosecutionfor practicingmedicinewithouta license.
Booksespousingunscientificpractices typicallysuggest
that the reader consult a doctor before followingtheir advice.
This disclaimeris intended to protect the author and publisher
from legalresponsibilityfor any dangerous ideas containedin
the book. Both author and publisherknow fullwell, however,
that most peoplewillnot ask their doctor. If they wanted their
doctor'sadvice,they probablywouldnot be readingthe bookin
the first place. Sometimes the quack willsay, "Youmay hZive
cometo me too late, but I willtry my best to help you." That
way, if the treatment fails, you have only yourself to blame.
Patients who see the light and abandonquack treatment may
alsobe blamedfor stoppingtoo soon.

"HealthFreedom"
If quackscannot win by playingaccordingto the rules.
they try to changethe rules by switchingfrom the scientificto
the politicalarena. In science, a medicalclaimis treated as false
untilprovenbeyonda reasonabledoubt. But inpolitics.amedical
claimmay be accepted until proven false or harmfulbeyond a
reasonabledoubt. This is whyproponentsof laetrile,chiropractherapy, and the like,
tic, orthomolecularpsychiatry,chelc1tion
take their case to legislatorsrather than to scientificgroups.
Quacks use the concept of "healthfreedom" to divert
attentionawayfrom themselves and toward victimsof disease
with whom we are naturally symp,1thetic."These poor folks
shouldhave the freedom to choose whatever treatments they
want,"cry the quacks-with crocodiletears. They want us to
overlook two things. First, no one wants to be cheated,
especiallyin matters of lifeand health. Victimsof cliseasedo not
demandquacktreatments because they want to exercise their
"rights,''but becausethey havebeen deceivedintothinkingthat
they offerhope. Second, the laws against worthless nostrums
are not directed against the victims of disease but at the
promoterswho attempt to exploitthem.
Any threat to freedom strikes deeply into American
culturalvalues.But we must also realizethat completefreedom
is appropriateonly in a society in whicheveryone is perfectly
trustworthy-and no such society exists. Experience has
taughtus that quackery can even lead people to poison themselves. their children,and their friends.
It is becauseof the vulnerabilityof the desperatelyillthat
consumerprotectionlawshavebeen passed. These lawssimply
requirethat products offeredin the health marketplacebe both
safe and effective.If only safety were required, any substance
that wouldnot kill you on the spot could be hawked to the
gullible.
Some people claim we have too much government
regulation.But the issue shouldbe one of quality,not quantity.
Wecanalwaysuse goodregulatorylaws. Our oppositionshould
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~e tow,irdbad regula~ionsthat stifle our economyor crampour
lifestylesunnecessarily.Consumer protection laws need to be
preserved.
Unfortunately,some politiciansseem obliviousto these
basic p1inciplesand expound the "health freedom" concept as
though they are doing their constituents a favor. In reality,
"~ealth freedom" constitutes a hunting license for quackery.
w~thopen season declared on the sick, the fiightened, the
alienated,and the desperate. It represents a return to the lawof
the junglein whichthe strong feed upon the weak.

How to Avoid Being Tricked
The best way to avoidbeingtiickeclis to stay awayfrom
t1icksters. Unfortunately,in health matters, this is no simple
task. Quackeryis not sold with a warninglabel. Moreover. the
dividingline between what is quackeryand what is not is by no
meanssharp. A product that is effectivein one situationmaybe
part of a quack scheme in another. (Quackery lies in the
promise, not the product.) Prnctitioners who use effective
methodsmay also use ineffectiveones. For example. they may
mixvaluableadviceto stop smokingwithunsoundadviceto take
vitamins. Even outright quacks may relieve some psychosomaticailmentswith their reassuring manner.
This article illustrates how adept quacks are at selling
themselves. Sad to say, in most contests between quacks and
ordinarypeople, the quacks still are likelyto win.
Dr. Jarvis is a professor in the Department oi Preventive Medicineat Loma
LindaUniversityand president of the NationalCouncilAgainstHealthFraud.
Dr. Barrett, who practices psrchiatry in Allentown.Pennsylvania.is a board
memberof the N;itiona!Cound!AgainstHealth Fraud. In 1984he receivedthe
FDA Commissioner'sSpecial Citation Award for Public Service in fighting
nutritionquackery.

.-------

QUESTIONBOX----------.

Q. Some candy makers advertise that their candy bars
provide''quickenergy." Does sugar do this?
A. The sugarincandyis digested intoglucoseandfructose
and absorbed quicklyinto the blood stream. This raises
the bloodglucoselevel. whichprovides some energy fora
short time. However, the body responds by releasing
insulinintothe blood.whichtemporarilydrops the glucose
levelbdow what it was before eating the high-sugarfood.
Thus, eatinga sugary foodor beverage right before a long
workoutcan cause faster exhaustion, since the body has
to use its energy reserves (glycogen)earlier than normally. There also is a lessened release of fat stores.
These events can impair performance. The better food
choicebefore a workoutwouldbe foodslikebread, pasta.
and starchy vegetables. These containcomplexcarbohydrates, which are slowly absorbed by the body and
therefore have a steadier effect on bloodsugar.
There is some e,~clence that consuming sugar
du1ingexercise helps people, such as marathon runners.
who are exercising so strenuously and for so long that
they risk running out of glycogen. In a workout lasting
longerthan2 hours. conswninga sugary foodor beverage
duringthe workout may help postpone exhaustion.
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THE
NABISCO/KRAFT
BOYCOTT:
A CAMPAIGN
FORBETTER
PUBLIC
HEALTH
Joe B. Tye
Do you approve of cigarette companiesusing cartoon
charactersto encouragechildrento smoke?If you do. indulge
yourselfwitha box of RJRNabisco'sOreo cookies.
Shouldcigarette companiesuse professionalathletes
andsports imageryto promotesmoking?If youransweris yes,
buyKraftcheese fromPhilipMorris.
Does it please you that cigarette companiesinfluence
childrenthroughmovies?If so, stop reading.KraftandNabisco
foodproductsare for you.
But ifyouobjectto such unethicalsales tactics,read on.
There is somethingyoucan do aboutthem.
Functions of Cigarette Advertising

For more than 60 years, cigarette advertisinghas
served two mainpurposes: to attract new customers (mostly
youngones) and to reassure worriedadult smokers that they
canbe reasonablysafe by choosingthe rightbrand. From 1930
to the early 1950s.every majortobaccocompanyused deceptivehealthclaimsin its advertising.
R.J. Reynolds(nowpart of RJRNabisco)stated, "More
DoctorsSmokeCamelsThan Any Other Brand." Other Reynolds' advertisements claimed positive health benefits like
improveddigestion,steady nerves, and enhancedathleticperformance.PhilipMorrisscaredmillionsof smokersintoswitching to its brand with headlinesthat screamed "Play Safe!An
Ounceof Preventionis Wortha Poundof Cure'' and "Eminent
MedicalAuthoritiesRecommendPhilipMorris.,.Other advertisements featured LucilleBall and Desi Amaz claimingthat
smokingPhilipMorrisprevented ·•cigarettehangover."(Ironically, both succumbedto the ultimate cigarette hangover:
cancer.)
Today'sthemes are less blatant,but the messageis still
the same. R.J. Reynolds'message that "Now is Lowest'' is
intendedto suggest safety. In reality,Nowis no safer thanany
other brand.
"Low Smoke" VirginiaSlimsare an attempt by Philip
Morristo reassure pregnant womenand youngmothers that
smokefromtheir cigaretteswillnot harmtheir children.Unfortunately,some will be persuaded that ''low-smoke''cigarettes
are a reasonablealternativeto quitting.
Childrenandteenagers have alwaysbeen primetargets
of cigarette advertising. R.J. Reynoldsand other cigarette
companiesused to hire famouscelebritieslikeJohnWayneand
Joe DiMaggioto push their cigarettes.Advertisementslikethe
one callingLuckyStrike "The One to Start With"makeit clear
that the target was America'syouth.
Duringthe latter halfofthe 1980s.as adultsmokersquit
at an acceleratingrate, tobacco companiesbegan targeting
potential''replacementsmokers"withincreasedintensity.Between 1987 and 1988, the tobacco industry increased its
promotionalexpenses by more than 25%. Mostof the increase
was devotedto campaignstargetingyouth. In directresponse,
since1987teenage smokinghas increasedmore than 10%.

The U.S. Congresshas not merely refused to curb this
deluge of deceptive advertisingand public relations. It has
actuallyworkedto defendthe tobaccoindustryagainstconscientiousregulators. It is no coincidencethat the tobaccolobby
and its alliesin the advertisingbusiness are amongthe largest
contributorsto politicalcampaignfunds and are generous in
handingout ··speakingfees" to politicianswillingto vote their
way.
The Nabisco/Kraft Boycott

Whenfaced with governmentinaction,concernedcitizens must take matters into their ownhands. For this reason,
STATis organizinga nationwideboycottof Kraft and Nabisco
productsto force their parent corporations,PhilipMorrisand
RJR Nabisco,to stop encouragingyoung people to use their
deadlyproducts.The boycotthas fivedemands:
Demand #1: Stop Using Cartoon
Characters to Promote Smoking

Duringthe early sixties, RJRsponsoredthe Flintstones
cartoonshow.AdsfeaturedFred Flintstoneand BarneyRubble
sneakingout behindthe house for a smoke when they were
supposed to be doing housework. The appeal to rebellious
adolescentswas unmistakable.
Today, RJR Nabiscouses cartoon characters to push
Cameland Magnacigarettes. These cartoons promote a selfindulgentand drug-usinglifestyle that is attractive to many
adolescents.It is no coincidencethat a substantialproportionof
increasedsales of Camelcigarettes last year was amongyoung
people. Indeed, Camel's "smooth character" cartoon has enabledit to challengeMarlborofor supremacyon juniorhighand
highschoolcampuses.

~

Demand #2: Stop Using Athletic
Imagery to Promote Smoking

The tobaccoindustry's own code of advertisingethics
prohibitsthe displayof athletes or others engagedin strenuous
athletic activities. Yet RJR Nabisco and Philip Morris both
routinelyviolatethis provision,knowingthat athleticimageryis
a potentwayto attract teenagers.
RJR Nabiscocigarette advertisements feature professional athletes engaged in daredevil stunts and other feats
requiringgreat strength and stamina. Amongthem are skiracers, windsurfers,aerobicdancers, stunt motorcycleriders,
and mountainclimbers.PhilipMorris not onlyuses athletes to
promotesmokingbut deniesdoingthis. In a recent letter in the
WallStreetjournal, a senior executivestated, "Wedon't have
celebritiesor athletes endorse cigarettes in our advertising."
Meanwhile,8-pageMarlboroads in SportsIllustratedandother
magazinespopularwith teens featured two prominentracecar
driverswhohad wonthe Indianapolis500.

~
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The tobaccoindustry's own research has determined
~hata keyreasonthat manyyoungpeoplerefrainfromsmoking
1sfear~fimpami:ig
t~eirathleticpe1iormance.The prevalenceof
~portslfllagerym cigarette ads is an attempt to offsetthis and
mcreasethe numberof adolescentswho smoke.
This is alsoan importantreason that tobaccocompanies
spen~so muchf!!Oney_
to sponsor athleticevents. It not only
associatessmokmgWithathletic excellence but also allows
themto circumventthe banon televisedciga~etteadvertising.
Demand #3: Stop Subliminal
Cigarette Advertising in Movies

Years ago, many people began smokingbecause they
likedthe "cool''imageportrayedby HumphreyBogartor other
Hollywood
stars. Today,cigarettecompaniesare attemptingto
replicatethissuccessbypayingmovieproducersto featuretheir
cigarettesinfeaturefilms,including
manymadeforchildren.
PhilipMorrispaidthe makersofSupermanII morethan
$40,000to feature the Marlborologo some two dozen times.
LoisLane, a nonsmokerin the comics, becomes a Marlboro
chain-smokerin the movie. In one scene she tells a silently
acquiescing
ClarkKentthat she willnever get sickbecauseshe
drinksorangejuice, whilea lightedMarlborodanglesfromher
lips.AmericanBrandsprovided$20,000worthof LuckyStrike
andPallMallcigarettes to the makers of BeverlyHills Cop.In
one scene, star EddieMurphyholdsup a pack of Luckiesand
says, "Theseare very popularcigaretteswiththe children.''
Otheryouth-orientedmoviesin whichcigarette-makers
engineeredsubtle pro-smokingmessages are: WhoFramed
RogerRabbitand Honey,I Shrunk the Kids, both from Walt
Disney:Supergirl;
DaysofThunder,TheHeavenlyKid;and Two
ofa Kind.
Cigarette-makersget more for their moneythanjust a
briefglimpseof their brand. In most cases, movieswith paid
cigaretteadvertisingalsoincludeone or moreinstancesin which
smokingis glamorized.
Demand #4: Stop Targeting Young Women

Cigarette-makersprey uponthe psychologicalvulnerabilityof adolescentgirls with ads that associatesmokingwith
independence,popularity,and, above all, with being thin and
attractive.
Hundreds of studies-including some funded by the
tobacco industry-have proven that smoking by pregnant
womenis harmfulto the fetus, and that smokingby young
motherscancauseserioushealthproblemsintheirchildren.Yet
to thisday, RJRNabiscoandPhilipMorrisclaimthat there is no
reasonfor pregnantwomenand youngmothers to stop smoking.As noted above, PhilipMorris advertisementseven suggest that youngwomencancontinueto smokewithouthanning
theirchildren.
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Demand #5: Exported Cigarettes Should
be Labeled with Health Warnings and
have their Advertising Restricted

A major reason why cigarette advertisements were
bo_otedfrom U.S. televisionin 1971 was the vulnerabilityof
children.In ~apan_and?ther co_untries,where broadcastcigarette. advert1smg1s stI!l penrutted, RJR Nabisco and Philip
Mornstarget youngteenagers withadvertisingthat encourages
themto smoke.Likewise,a majorreasonbehindthe toughening
of healthwarningswas to discouragechildrenfrom startingto
smoke.But in manycountries,childrenare not getting specific
healthwarnings.In Japan, for example.the warningsays only
"For the sake of your health, please do not smoketoo much...
Childrenin other countries shouldbe no more exploitable than childrenin America.They deserve the same protection from the efforts of Philip Morris and RJR Nabisco to
encouragesmoking.

How You Can Help

There are fourthingsyou can do to opposethe effortto
tum childreninto nicotineaddicts:
• Stop buying products with the easy-to-recognize
Nabiscoand Kraft logos. If you have children, use this as a
lessonin ethics. In the Tye family,our children,ages 7 and 10.
tell alltheir schoolmatesto shun Oreo cookiesin the lunchline
so they don't supportthe bad peoplewho push cigarettes.
• Write to the chief executives of Nabiscoand Kraft
(with copies to STAT) infonningthem of your decisionand
askingfor a response:
H. John Greeniaus
Presidentand CEO
NabiscoBrands
100DeForest Avenue
East Hanover,NJ 07936

MichaelA. Miles
ChiefExecutiveOfficer
KraftGeneralFoods
120 Park Avenue
New York,NY10017

• Askorganizationssuchas your hospital,schoolboard.
businessand professionalorganizations,and religiousinstitutions,to supportthe boycotteffort. Groupsconcernedwiththe
health, education,and welfare of our youth should certainly
supportthis effortto eliminatethe slickadvertisingthat encourages youngpeopleto smoke. STAT is mountinga campaignto
persuade hospitalsto remove Nabisco and Kraft from their
approvedvendorlists. We can provideyou with more detailed
informationabout the unethicalmethodsused by PhilipMorris
and RJRNabiscoto promotesmoking.
• JoinSTAT(StopTeenage Addictionto Tobacco),the
nonprofitorganizationdedicatedto protectingchildrenfromthe
tobacco industry. Members receive the Tobaccoand Youth
Reporter,the world'smost widelyread tobaccocontrolpublication,plusthe satisfactionofbelongingto a networkthat willsave
manylives.

Mr. Tye is Presidentof STATand chiefoperatingofficerof Baystate MedicalCenter, a largeteachinghospitalin Springfield,Massachusetts. For more information,
contact:STAT,121LymanStreet, Suite210, Springfield,MA,01103or telephone413-732-7828.A free brochure,"Smoking:Guidelinesfor Teens," can be obtained
bysendinga stamped,self-addressed4" x 9V4]"envelopeto Teen Smoking,Dept. C, AmericanAcademyof Pediatrics, P. 0. Box927, ElkGrove, IL 60009.Readers
offendedby cigarette ads in magazinescan use subscriptionreply cards to protest.
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BRIEFS
''Yeast" treatment debunked. In a double-blindtrial, the

antifungal
drngnystatindidno better tha~a pl~c~b?in relieving
symptoms~f cand1d1as1s
hypersensystemicor psychological
sitivitysyndrome," a diagnosisconsidered"speculativeand
unproven"by the AmericanAcademyof Allerg~and h~1tmology.Reprintsofthe repor~[NEnglJ.Med 1991:323:17~ ,.-~ 723]
of
can be obtainedfromWilhamE. Dismukes,M.D.. D1v1s1on
InfectiousDiseases, Depa1tmentof Medicine,Universityof
AlabamaMedicalCenter, Binningharn,AL 35294.
Suit filed to undercut FDA enforcement. The Dietary

SupplementCoalitionis seekinga court order to declarecoenzvmeQlO a food.not a foodadditive.The purposeof the suitis
to stop the FDAfrombanningthe sale of "foodsupplements"as
unsafe food additives.The coalitionwas fonned in 1989 in
responseto FDA seizures of mineralorotates, eveningprimrose oil. gemmlium, superoxidedismutase, coenzymeQlO.
and several other substancesmarketedas ··supplements"but
widelypromoted with illegaltherapeutic claims [NF 6:16].
Editor'snote:DSC hopesto enablemanufacturersto mar/wta
wideuarief,,J
of substancesas ''foods"as longas no illegalclaims
are traceable'to
them. Of course,such clain1sstill will be made
"independenfly''
througlibooks,magazinearticles.talk slrows,
and retail outlets, so that potentialcustomerscan learn the
products'intendeduses.
Health food retailers uneasy? Health FoodsBusinessreports that healthfoodstore ownershavedeveloped''increased
fear-even paranoia''abouttheir rightto pro,~deadviceto their
customers.Retailersinterviewedby the magazine'seditorsaid
they stillgivenutritionaladvicebut are morecarefulabouthow
they present informationand howthey present themselves.

Major report endorses fluoridation. The U.~. Departm~nt

of Healthand HumanServiceshas releasedReviewof Fluonde
Benefitsand Risks. a comprehensiveevaluationof the public
healthbenefitsand risks of fluoridesfrom dtinkingwater and
other dietarv and dental product sources. The report-more
than 200 pages long-was drafted by a PublicHealthService
subcommitteechairedby formerFDACommissionerFrankW.
Young,M.D., Ph.D. The review was promptedby an experiment that foundbone canceramongcertain rodents that were
fedhighdosesoffluorides[NF7:15].The reviewconcludedthat
the studyand another long-rangeanimalstudy ''failto establish
an associationbetween nuorideand cancer.'' Copies (limited
quantities)are availablefromDentalDiseasePreventionActivity, Center for PreventiveServices, Centers for DiseaseControl. Atlanta,GA30333(Telephone:404-639-1830).
Bizarre lawsuit withdrawn. InSeptember1990,40 dentists
fileda class actionsuit in an Ohiofederal court, chargingthe
AmericanDentalAssociation(ADA)with "breachof contract"
and "fraudulentmisrepresentation."Accordingto the suit papers, the Associationhad acted improperlyby insistingthat
fluoridationand mercury-amalgam("silver") fillingsare safe.
The ADArepliedthat the plaintiffshadfailedto state a legitimate
causeof actionandthat, sincethe ADAis based in Chicago,the
Ohio court lacked jmisdiction. In December the suit was
,1,,ithdrawn.
but it may be ftled again in Chicago.One of the ~
plaintiffswasHalHuggins,D.D.S.. the leadinganti-amalgamist.
John Yiamouyiannis,Ph.D., the leading antifluoridationist,
helpedfinancethe suit and acted as the group'sspokesperson.
Warning labels ordered for raw milk. The California

Departmentof HealthServices has issued emergencyregulationsrequitingallraw milkproductsto can-ythe warning:"Raw
sion is investigatingcharges by maternal and child health (unpasteurized)dairyproducts may containdisease-producing
advocatesandWICprogramdirectorsthat fonnulamanufactur- bacte1iaand other micro-organisms.Persons at highestrisk of
ers haveillegallyfixedinfantformulaprices.The WICprogram, diseasefromthese organismsincludenewbornsandinfants;the
whichhelps low-incomeand postpartumwomen, infants,and elderly:pregnantwomen;those takingcorticosteroids,antibichildrenyoungerthan age 5 withclinicalevidenceof nut1itional otics, or antacids:and those ha\~ngchronicillnessesor other
conditionsthat impairtheir immunity.''In October 1990, the
needs. is the nation's largest purchaser of infant formulaspendingan estimated $660 millionin 1990on bottle-feeding. producingherds were quarantinedafter showingsignsof infecAccordingto an articlein MedicalWorldNews. WICprogram tionwithbrucellosis,salmonellosis,and listeriosis.
leadershavecomplainedsincethe early 1980sthat highformula
costs siphonoff funds that wouldotherwiseprovidespecially Elderly-volunteers wanted for cholesterol study. Four
chosenfoods to larger numbers of malnourishedwomenand hundredh1enand womenare beingsought for the Cholesterol
children.USDAofficialsestimate that cost-containmentmech- ReductionProgramin Seniors (CRISP),sponsoredby the the
anismslegislated3 years ago enabledthe states to negotiate NationalHeart. Lung, and Blood Institute. The study is inpricecuts that saved taxpayers$293millionin fiscal1989and tended to produce scientificallybased recommendationsfor
$500millioninfiscal1990.The AmericanAcademyofPediatrics assessing and dealingwith elevated cholesterollevels in the
(AAP)opposesdirectformulaadvertisingto consumersas part elderly.Participantsmust be 65 years of age or older. have a
ofits effortsto promotebreast-feeding.Sincethe FTCbelieves cholesterollevelabove239, haveno historyof heart diseaseor
thathighpricesandlackofadvertisingoftengo handinhand,the stroke withinthe pre,~ous3 months.and be ableto visitone of
agencyis investigatingwhetherthis policyrepresents a conflict the fiveuniversity-basedparticipatingclinicsregularly.Volunof interest because some of AAP'smembers who profitfrom teers shouldcontact:John R. Crouse, M.D., Winston-Salem
sellinginfantformulaproductsto their patients.Editor'snote: (919-748-6703):
DonaldB. Hunninghake,M.D., Minneapolis ~
WilliamB. Applegate,M.D., Memphis{901~
The FTC can't seem to grasp the idea that healthprofessional (612-625-4447):
577-8400);RobertH. Knopp,M.D.. Seattle(206-223-3376):
or
groupsthatopposevarioustypesof advertisingaremotivatedbya
desiretoprotectconsumersfrom beingmisled.
JohnC. LaRosa,M.D., Washington.D.C. (202-676-5150).
Infant formula price-fixing? The Federal Trade Conunis-
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THEFAIMSYMPOSIUM
A "COMPLEMENTARY
MEDICINE"
SMORGASBORD
Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
The Foundationfor the Advancementof Innovative
Medicine(FAIM)definesinnovativemedicineas "a treatment
or therapy of empiricalbenefit that is yet outside the mainstream of conventionalmedicine.'' Headquarteredin Kinderhook,New York,the group was fonned in 1986and incorporated in 1987.A separate FAIMEducationalFund (FAIMED)
wasincorporatedthis year. Accordingto a recent brochure:
FAIM's missionis to secure free choicein healthcare.
Our first goalis the developmentof a membershipto
serve as botha forumforexchangeanda constituency
forchange.The secondgoalis to secure the freedom
of physiciansto offer innovativetherapies. The third
goalis guaranteedreimbursementfor the patients....
The missionof FAIM ED is to educate both those
withinthe fieldandthe generalpublicas to the benefits
and issues of innovativemedicine.This activityincludesthe collectionof statisticaldata andresearch of
valueto practitionersand patientsalike.
Duringthe past year, articlesin FAIM'squarterlynewsletter (Innovation)have promoted"alternative"cancer therapies,chelationtherapy,homeopathy,sharkcartilage(forarthritis and protectionagainsttumor growth), and an oral bacterial
preparationfor chronicfatiguesyndrome.One articleprovides
strategies for suing in small claims court when insurance
companiesfail to cover "complementary"treatment. Other
articlesblast fluoridation,mercury-amalgamfillings,and sugar
(for supposedlycausing digestive troubles). A recent flyer
urgesmembersto ask their state legislatorsto supporta billto
ensure that "unconventional"practitioners participatein the
judgingof practitionersaccusedof professionalmisconduct.
FAIM'
s boardof trustees is composedof eight medical
doctorsand one dentist, allof whompracticewithinNew York
State.The board'spresident(anda FAIMco-founder)is Robert
C. Atkins,M.D" authorof Dr. Atkins'DietRevolution(1971),
Dr. Atkins' SuperenergyDiet (1977), Dr. Atkins' Nutrition
(1981),and'Dr.Atkins'HealthRevolution(1988).
Breakthrough

Atkinsappearsto favorempiricismand clinicalexperienceover
reasonandscientificanalysis.Inthe newsrelease promotingthe
latest of these books, he states that "there is onlyone disease
whichis calledimbalance,and it is combatedby the restoration
of balance,whichis another word for health." He claimsthat
''nutritionhas been usefulin just about every conditionI have
treated.... Andthere are probablyherbal answers for every
conditionfor whichthere is a phannacologicalanswer." He also
claimsit is difficultor impossibleto conductdouble-blind
tests of
the ''alternative"methodshe espouses.
Atkins founded and directs The Atkins Centers for
ComplementaryMedicinein New YorkCity. He also publishes
TheAtkinsHealthLetterandhosts "Designfor Living,"a nightly
radiotalk showon WOR.(The fonner host of the programwas
the late Carlton Fredericks, who perfonned "nutritional
consultations"costing$200at Atkins'offices.)In an interviewin
the March 1991 Swanson'sHealth Shopper,Atkins defined
complementarymedicine as a synthesis of orthodox and
"alternative"medicine"put together ... to integrate the best
of both." The services under his auspicesincludeacupuncture,
chiropractic,homeopathy,bioenergetics,clinicalecology,chelations,ozonetherapy,neurolinguisticprogramming,ultraviolet
blood irradiation, and "an assortment of unclassifiedtechniques."
Each year, FAIMsponsors several symposiafeaturing
prominentpractitionersof ''innovativemedicine... On January
26 and 27 I attended the first of this year's series at the New
York Penta Hotel, across the street from Madison Square
Garden.About500peopleattended the two Saturdaysessions
and about400 attended the singleSundaysession. Virtuallyall
were whiteand appearedolder than 40.

The Exhibitors
As I entered the 18th-floorhall, I noted a coffee um
containingan herbal tea marketed by Sunrider International,
one ofabout17companieswithboothsin the backof the hall.At
"herb
the Sunriderbooth, I paid$2 for a SunBar, a 11/2-ounce

J.B. LippincottCompany
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food"candybar containingwater lilybulb, Chineseasparagus
root. and severalother exoticingredients.The producttasted
medicinaland was so hard and adhesivethat I feared it might
loosenmy mercury-amalgamfillings.As I chewedapprehensively,the Sunridersalesmanintroducedme to anotherdistributor-said to be a registereddietitianwitha master's degree in
~utrition-who expressed antipathytowarddouble-blind
studies.
Other exhibitorsat the symposiumincluded:
• The Atkins Centersfor Complementary
Medicine,
whichmarkets''Dr. Atkins'TargetedNutritionProgram."This
is a supplementprogramin which"buildingblocks..are addedto
a "basicformula"to "helpthe bodyto create its owncures."The
Formula,Heart
17 ''buildingblocks'' includeCardiovascular
Formula,Anti-ArthriticForRhythmFonnula,Hypoglycemia
Formula.A brochurestates that
mula,and un·naryFrequency
the formulashave evolvedfrom25 years of Dr. Atkins'experiencein usingnutritionto treat more than 40,000patients.
• Boericke& Tafel,Inc., Santa Rosa, CA, said to be
firm.,.ItsAlfa[fa
"America'soldesthomeopathicpharmaceutical
Tonicwas promotedat the meeting"for symptomaticreliefof
insomniaand nervousstress."
• GreatSmokiesDiagnostic
Laboratory,
Asheville,NC.
a laboratorythat performsa variety of nonstandardtests. Its
flyerinvitespatients to ask their doctor aboutthe laboratory's
Comprehensive
DigestiveStoolAnalysis."DiscoverHowMuch
ValuableInformationLies Hiddenin YourStool Sample!"the
flyer states. "The CDSAnow detects levels of Short Chain
FattyAcids.Lowlevelsofsomeofthese maybe associatedwith
increasedrisk of coloncancerand ulcerativecolitis.''
• HealthfromtheSun, NewtonUpperFalls,MA,which
marketsSanheliosherb products,includingCircuCaps,Prosta
Caps,CircuBalm. Kahn Caps,and The3-DayDiet("a ·near
fast'diet for losing7 to 10 poundsin 3 days").
• Huggi'nsDiagnosticCenter.ColoradoSprings, CO,
''the leaderin diagnosingand treatingpatientswhosufferfrom
mercurytoxicitydue to dental amalgam,"accordingto a brochure. The brochure recommends hair analysis (to detect
supposedmercurytoxicity)andsequentialremovalofmercuryamalgamfillings,andadvertiseselectrolytereplacementbeverages including''JungleJuice" and "Jogger Colada."A flyer
availableat the booth states in boldred letters: ''Youwouldn't
take yourchild'stemperaturewitha leakythermometer."
• Klabin Marketing,New York City, NY. Pushing
Aloe-Ace,aloe vera juice from organicallygrown aloe vera
leaves,completewithsap and rind.
• Natren,Inc., North Hollywood,CA. FeaturingBulbulgan·cus
culturethat allegedly
garicumJ.B., a Lactobacillus
"aidsin the productionof whitebloodcells"and "activatesthe
immunesystem."
• OceanHealthProducts,whichdistributedflyerssuggestingthat shark cartilageis effectiveagainstcancer,diabetic
retinopathy,osteoarthritis,psoriasis,and variousother conditions.Aflyerwrittenby FAIMboardmemberRonaldHoffman,
M.D., states: "Althoughthere have been no clinicaltest performed,several doctors and chiropractorshave noticedthat
when used regularly, shark cartilage seems to reduce the
incidenceof musclepulls, inflamedjoints, and stiffnessdue to
injury."
• TachyonInternational,Fort Lee, NJ, whichmarkets
TachyonCellsand TachyonWater-"Phenomena of the 90's
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NewFromJapan!!"Accordingto its flyer, the tachyonis a newly
discoveredformofenergy that ''possesses a nature whichgoes
beyondthe conventionalterms of physics''and is equivalentto
"chi"or "ki"inthe Orient.The flyeralsostates that the Tachyon
ResearchAssociationhas succeededin extractingthe tachyon,
chargingvarioussubstanceswithit, and turningthem to practicaluse. TachyonCellsare used by tapingthem to the skin.The
flyerquotestestimonialsassertingthat the cellsare effectivefor
wrenched. frozen. or painfulshoulders, swollen knees, and
"abnormalcoldness."

The Speakers
Beforethe "festivities"began,I tooka frontseat. To my
leftsat a pathologically
obese manwhosenamebadgeindicated
he was a dentistandwhosebehaviorsuggestednarcolepsy.On
my right an elderlywomaneyed my note-takingsuspiciously
whileshe gabbedaboutroot canals,Atkins'radioprogram.and
a turkeysandwichshe hadboughtat a GNCstore that morning.
Onboth days. the symposiumprogramkickedoffwitha
brief welcomefrom Atkins,whomFAIM'sexecutivedirector
and lobbyistMonicaMillerintroducedas "our guidinglight."
Atkins,wholooksoverweight,opinedthat ''freedomof choice"
in matters of healthshouldbe a majorpoliticalissue. "Whenwe
get our potentiallyterminalillness,or when we get an illness
whichis goingto be ableto debilitateus," he said,"thisis where
we need to be able to make that intelligentchoice.Now, the
reasonthat we don'thavefreedomofchoiceis that there are too
manypeoplein our countrythat don't even perceivethat there
are other choices."He ascribedthis ''lackof awareness"to the
media'sand politicians'relianceon physicians"connectedwith
some trade organizationsuch as the American MedicaJ
Association."
FAIM,he said. ''maybe growingat a rate so rapidlythat
it willbecomethe predominantorganizationin the countryfor
the principleof freedomof choice."He then complainedabout
pressure placed on the nutritionalsupplementindustry and
aboutFDA"Gestaporaids"to enforcelabelinglaws.
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Atkinsrelated the story of a 53-year-oldman with lung
cancer who had recently gone to MemorialSloan-Kettering
Hospital,where he hadbeen offeredonlyone modeof therapy:
radiation.Subsequently,saidAtkins,he had offeredthe manat
least20 treatmentoptions.''allfromthe fieldof complementary
medicine,all of them usinga differentmodel.'' The next day,
Atkinssaid,the man''lookedlikehe was cured.''
Atkinsdid not say whether he had treated the patient.
but he impliedthat the patient's improved appearance had
resulted from introducinghope and a consequent change in
attitude.The aimof cancer therapy, Atkinssuggested, should
be to "justtreat the underlyingcondition-the terrain.''_Hethen
said that perhaps a "new medicalscience called'terrainology'
. . . shouldbe our new banner."
Atkinsthen exhortedthe attendees to scout and recruit
new members, estimating FAIM's current membership at
1,600. ''I'm lookingfor 10,000by the end of 1991. I want to
showthat growthpattern to the politicians.I want . . . people
[to]recognizethat here is a politicalforce ... to be reckoned
with.'' He solicitedvolunteers for a membershipexpansion
committee.
The first talk, on "Women'sHealth/' was deliveredby
macrobiotics
aficionadoturned eclecticistChristianeNorthrup,
M.D., a clinicalassistantprofessorofobstetricsandgynecology
at the Universityof Vennont, immediatepast-presidentof the
AmericanHolisticMedicalAssociation,and co-founderand
directorof "Womento Women,"a women'shealthcare center
in Yannouth,Maine.
Northrupalludedto studies "now showingthat mindis
the result of consciousness"and that "consciousnesscreates
the body."She describedthe immunesystem as "a liquidmind
... affectedby everythingcolors,light,vitamins,brownrice."
Sheadvisedus to thinkof ourselvesas holograms.
Healthis "not just about food," she emphasized.''[ tell
peopleif they're going to have a prime rib, get a massage;
maybe it'll cancel it out." Later she said: "When you have
emotionsthat remainlockedinyourbody,whichyoudonot feel,
yourneed for vitaminsis increased."
"Men's and women's physical energy is completely
different,"she asserted, likeningmale energy to "heaven's
force"andfemaleenergyto ''earth's energycomingupward...
intothe vagina."She also saidthat the "chakras"correspondto
the majorendocrineorgans. (In yoga philosophy,the chakras
are the seven centers of spiritualenergy in the humanbody.)
''The uterus is in the second chakra," she told us, whichis
''symbolicof relationships,creativity,and security.''
Northrupattributedthe highincidenceof breast cancer
in Maineto insufficientsunlight,and fibroiduterus and endometriosispartly to "blockedenergy in the pelvis." She stated
that "therapeutictouch"accompaniesthe endometrialbiopsies
she perfonns.PMSoftenrecurs, she asserted, if womendon't
"get in touchwithwhat their missionis here on the planet."
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Atkinsintroducedthe next speaker, HarveyBigelsen,
M.D., as "the first professor of terrainology ... politically,a
most importantfigureto us ... the man who single-handedly
got the first significantbill enablingM.D.'s who had another
approachto have the protection of homeopathicboards [in]
Arizona,the most conservativestate in the country."Bigelsen
is the director of the Center for Progressive Medicinein
Phoenix,Arizona.
Bigelsen, thin and ponytailed,described himselfas a
"trainedophthalmologist"
whohas been in the fieldof "holistic"
medicinefor 15 years. "Traditionalmedicinemadeno sense to
me whatsoever.... There was no knownreason for disease.
... There's no rhyme or reason whatsoever to disease....
The treatment for the cause and the cure of chronicdiseaseis a
100%failure.... That frustrates me. I'm a scientist."
Bigelsensaidthat thanksto the above-mentioned
bill,he
hasbeen''allowed... to do thingsthat other placescouldn'tdo.
... My workcan be done in the open completely.For the past
10 years, I've been on television out in Arizona, and the
establishmentcannotdo anythingabout it."
Amongother things, he claimedthat the lengthof time
an unstaineddrop of bloodcan "live"on a microscopeslideis an
indicationof the health of the patientfromwhomit was drawn.
He said his basic philosophyis that "there is a hannonyin this
universe.''
Bigelsenstated that we all harbor the "spore fonn" of
cancerin20%ofour cells.''Twentypercentis fine."Butcancer,
he said,is on the increase"becauseof the tremendouspollution
of the ... internalterrain of the body." He expressedbeliefs
that canceris contagiousand "transferable."Canceris a mold,
he said, and is not spread via the bloodstreamor lymphatic
system. "I am treatingapproximately40 to 60%of mypatients
for cancernowthat don't even knowit. They will haveit in 5 to
10 years if I don't fix them now." He also stated that HIVis not
"necessarily"the cause of AIDS but is an "inhabitant''of the
disease.
Next, Atkins introducedMark Anderson, coauthorof
EmptyHarvest,as ''the authorityon the subjectofwhathasgone
wrong with our planet." Anderson's lecture was titled "How
AgriculturalPractices Rob Youof Health.''
"What we have in today's world," he lamented, "is a
health-diseaseparadigmbuilt upon a phannaceutical-chemical
approach[from]whichnutritionalconceptscan't get out. Nutritional insights and understanding find a difficultyin being
expressed."
Andersonlikenedwhite bread to money withoutpreciousmetalbacking."Thisdiscussionon nutritiongivesone the
impressionthat the whole issue can be settled by makingthe
rightchoicesinthe supennarket.Andit ain'tso. I don'tcare how
infonnedyou are.... The laws of the universe say you can't
makesomethingout of nothing.''.
He produceda soil sample. "Soilis what makes human
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beings healthy, because soil is what makes plants healthy.
Plantsdon't grow in supermarkets."He calledmodernfarming
"the art of killing..,
"If the foodwasorganicallygrown,it's not the factthat it
lackspesticidesthat's so important. It's the fact that the food
survived without pesticides. That means the farmer had to
investhisskills,time, andmoneyintoregenerating,revitalizing,
the basisof plantgrowth-soil, not oil.''
"Whateverhappens anywhere," he said, "happenseverywhere, eventually.... This is the globalconsciousnessof
personalhealth, that my health is inexorablylinkedto what is
happeningas the forests ofTibet are cut down."He pronounced
vitamins''the greatest health discoveryof the 20th century,"
becausethey "finallyproved that there was a cause of health."
Having referred earlier to Bigelsen's description of
canceras a mold,Andersonstated that fungilivinginthe human
bodyyield "nature's verdict upon the qualityof health of our
tissue. If it is hungry, starved. and diseased, it deserves to be
attacked."
''Bacteriaand fungusare not the enemy. They are just
showingus that we are deficient. Consequently, they are
cleaningus out, removingthe dying,weak, necrotictissue. This
is the great failureof the genn theory of medicine."
"Artificialchemical fertilizers," Andersofl concluded,
"are the great seductionof the 20th century that have led to the
ruinationof the humanspecies.''
HalHuggins,D.D.S., lectured on "Amalgamsand Root
Canals."He stated that if "negative-current"fillingsare removedfirst, the patient gets better, but if "positive-current"
fillingsare removed first, the patient gets worse, "and the
reasonforthat is so obvious,I'm not goingto bother to go intoit
withyou."
Hugginssaidthat dentaldiseases include"the incurables
and the unexplained"such as chest pains, depression, and
suicidalthoughts. For "calciumimbalances,"he said he prescribesnot calciumsupplementationbut massagetherapy.
He stated he has two psychologistson his staffwhoare
very importantbecause "when you take out the fillings,you
start releasingpeople's emotionalproblems." Suicide,he declared, "is such a big part of the amalgamissue." He also said
that root canalsare dangerousand that he has seen dramatic
changesin peoplewhose teeth containingroot canalshad been
removed. He said he couldn't explaintheir improvementbut
that acupuncturemeridiansmightbe involved.
Atkins stated that he had chosen the next speakerMichaelWeiner,Ph.D., author of 15 books, includingWeiner's
Herbal(1982)-because "herbalmedicineis every bit as important as nutritionalmedicine as one of the cornerstones of
complementarymedicine."He said Weiner's doctoratewas in
"NutritionalEthnomedicine."The Universityof Californiaat
Berkeleyawardedit, he added. ''Andwhenthey foundout what
he did with it, they decided they were never going to issue
anotherone. Becausewhat he did with it was create an herbal
revolution."LikeAtkins,Weinerhosts a radiotalk show("Dr.
Weiner's Herb and Nutrition Hour") on WOR. He also is
"director of scientificaffairs" for Nature's Herbs, of Orem,
Utah,whichsponsors the program.
Weiner told us: ''Much of what you have learned to
incorporatein your lifeis alreadyin the scientificliterature.It is
just not promulgatedby your healer. in general."
"Trial and error," he said, "is an incrediblesystem,
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becauseif [a substance]works, it tends to be used over andover
again.If it killsthe patient, it's not used any more.... I wish
some of the people using chemotherapeuticagents used trial
anderror." The audienceapplauded.
Later he stated: 'Tve been using vitaminssince I got
convertedto vitaminology20 years ago by manyleadersin the
field, most of whom are in this room, and of course my
granddaddyLinusPauling.AndI've alwaystaken megadosesof
manynutrients, particularlyvitaminC. But about 3 weeks ago,
I-Father Earth himself-got sick. Isn't that terrible." He said
that when vitamin therapy had proved ineffective, he had
panickedslightly.But takingone capsuleofa particularherbhad
madehis fludisappearinstantly.
Let'sLivecolumnist]onathanWright,M.D., then shared
his ''Pearls from a ComplementaryPhysician'sNotebook"and
recommendedTheNationalEnquireras a source of medical
infonnation.He appearedshort of breath throughouthis talk.
"One of the things that we like to know about if we
happento have a cancer and we're undergoingany sort of a
treatmentis, how am I doing.Of course, those of us whoare in
deep touchwithour bodiesmightbe ableto tell that withoutany
sort ofa test" andmightbe "intouchenoughnot to get cancerin
the first place."
'There's an oldprinciplein nutritionaland orthomolecular medicine,"he said. ''namely:if you thinka nutrientoughtto
work ... and it isn't working.• .. before you giveit up, inject
the stuff..,
After Wright finished, Atkins praised him for being
open-minded,dedicated,and original.
The Saturdayafternoonsession concludedwith a panel
discussion,moderated by MichaelSchachter, M.D, a FAIM
trustee who is a laetrile enthusiast. Whena womanasked Dr.
Weinerif one can overdose on herbs, he repliedthat trial and
error is ''the onlycommonsense approachbecausewe are going
intoareas that do not have ... extensive docwnentation.''
Schachter asked Bigelsen what kinds of "therapeutic
maneuvers" he uses in treating his patients. Bigelsen responded(quiteunholistically):
"I treat the blood,not necessarily
the patient." His offeringsincludethe introductionof "debriseatinggerms" into the bloodstream, injectionsof lacticacidto
stimulatemetabolism,"fetal cell therapy,'' and "scar therapy."
whichincludesinjectionsintocircwncisionscars. "Yougottaget
the pollutionout of the body,,.he explained.
A questionregardingthe diagnosisof '•mercurytoxicity"
was put to Dr. Huggins."If the urinaryexcretionof mercuryis
very low," Hugginsreplied, "then we figure the patient has
'retentiontoxicity.'That is, they're retainingthe mercury.If the
hair[analysis]shows very low levels of mercury, then this also
[indicates]retentiontoxicity.... The lowlevelsofmercuryare
the ones that scare me a lot more than the high levels." Later he
said: "The only time we really recommendremovingof amalgamsis for peoplewho are interested in their health."
''Once you have gotten the satisfactionof seeing your
patientsget well,'' Atkinssaid in his welcomingaddress at the
Sunday session, "you can't go back to an inferior brand of
medicine,whichis my namefor conventionalmedicine.I hate to
say it, but conventionalmedicinejust doesn't measure up."
Pat McGrady,Jr. was the first lecturer on Sunday.His
talkwas titled"The CancerPatient's Rightto Live."Atkinssaid
that McGrady "has the broadest fund of knowledge about
alternativeswhichare availableto the cancer patient ... than
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anypersonI've ever encountered." He describedMcGradyas a
best-sellingauthor and operator of a "referral service'' for
cancerpatients.
"If you've played any role in [a] personal war against
cancer,"McGradysaid. "you know that the cancer patient has
two enemies: the disease itself and those who exploitthis war
for their own gain. And the latter may be a more formidable
enemythanthe fonner." The cancer patient's enemies, he said,
include"do-good'' societies, the FDA, the National Cancer
Institute, and the AmericanMedicalAssociation."There is no
substitute for freedom of medicalchoice. It's as important as
religionor speech," McGrady declared. ''We shouldtry to
eliminatequackery, but most of it is government-sponsored."
He even claimedthat new and experimental methods within
orthodox medicinehave no track record and are unlikelyto
developany.
McGradysaidhe is employedby clientsto findtherapies
that "offer them a chance of extending their survival and
improvingtheir quality of life." He stated he talks to 2,000
cancer patients annually.He advised: ''Stay away from the
quacksin general,but if your kidhas a braincancer, send himto
one." With respect to cancer surgery, he pronounced: "The
ultimate twitches of the scalpel often produce a grotesque
mutilationmakinga humanbeingalmostunrecognizableas such.
Manydoctors never learn.''
Next, during a time slot designated "New Health
Products,"severalexhibitorscame forwardand hawkedwares
promoted in the lectures. Kunio Yanagida,a Japanese man
representingTachyonInternational,said that tachyon energy
can be extracted from the atmosphere with a "specialdevice"
and used to: power cars, motorcycles, and electric shavers;
rechargebatteries; tum regularcigarettes into "light"versions;
andimproveathleticperfonnance.
WilliamPhilpott, M.D., a proponent of "magneticfield
therapy,''was the symposium'slast speaker. Atkinsintroduced
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himas ··a physicianwith a nationwideconstituency." Philpott
said he had practiced medicinefor 40 years before retiring in
May 1989. He stated he had had a fundamentalistChristian
upbringing,had majored in theology, and apparentlyhad been
destined to be a preacher.
Philpott said that 70% of people's energy comes from
foodand that most of the rest comes from the earth's magnetic
field. He added that "tachyon energy," which he defined as
"gravitationalenergy," is a "very important"source of energy.
He then said that we can ''accentuate" the magnetic field
throughwhichour blood flows, and thus have ''more energy."
by followinga practice he maintainsdaily:keepinga magnetin a
pocket over the heart. He also recommended sleeping with
magnetsat the top of the head.
Innovation or Nonsense?

Drs. Petr Skrabanek and James McCormickwrite in

FolliesandFallaciesin Medicine[Prometheus Books. 1990]:
The claimsof systems of alternativemedicineallhave
two things in common. They have no detectable or
coherent raison d'etre other than the enthusiasmof
their advocates and, almost without exception, they
claim to cure or alleviate a very large number of
ill-definedand quite disparate ills.
True scientists regard innovationas a potentialspringboard for studies that can lead to proof, disproof, or alternate
hypotheses. FAIMis usingit as a politicalcatchword.
Mr. Raso is AssistantChief Dietitianat WyckoffHeights MedicalCenter in
Brooklvn,NewYork.(Editor'snote:The Foundationfor InnovativeMedicine,
an unrelatedgroupwitha similarname,is discussedin the questionboxon page
22.1

BRIEFS
Correction: MRFIT findings. The 10-yearfollow-upfigures
comparingthe special intervention (SI) and usual care (UC)
groups in the Multiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial were
reversed in our table on page 8 of the January 1991issue. The
table should have shown that the special intervention group
achievedlowerbloodcholesterollevelsand had fewer smokers:
Baseline

Cigarette smoking
Blood cholesterol

10-year
follow-up

SI

UC

SI

UC

64%
240

63%
240

32%
228

45%
233

"Overweight rights" verdict overturned. The U.S. Su,-.. preme Court has overturned a $44,000 award to a Sharon L.
Russe\\, who in 1985 was dismissed in from a Rhode Island
collegenursingprogramfor being too fat. The ruling did not
address the merits of the case but returned it on technical
groundsto a federalappealscourt for further consideration.

Anthology updated. The DushkinPublishingGroup, Sluice
Dock, Guilford,CT 06437, has publishedNutrition91192,its
fourthannualsourcebookof nutritionarticles. Edited by Charlotte Cooke-Fuller,Ph.D., of Towsen State University, with
helpfromDr. Stephen Barrett, the bookcontains66 significant
articlesfromnewspapers, magazines,newsletters andscientific
journals.Singlecopiesare availablefor $10.95 plus$2/orderfor
postage from LVCAHF,Inc., P.O. Box 1747, Allentown,PA
18105.
Dental health confusion. A survey of 1,000adultshas found
widespread public ignorance about fluoridationand amalgam
safety. When asked, "Do you want your drinkingwater fluoridated, the responses were: yes, 52%;no, 28%:anddon'tknow,
20%. When asked "Do you think people should have any
concernsat allthat they mightdevelopanyhealthproblemsfrom
silver fillingsin their teeth, the responses were yes, 48%; no,
37%; and don't know, 15%. The survey, conductedin March
1991.was commissionedby the AmericanDentalAssociation.
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Cholesterol-lowering factor in oats identified. A controlled experiment suggests that the water-soluble fiber bglucanis responsiblefor the cholesterol-loweringeffect of oat
productsUAMA265:1833-1839,1991].Sixgroups of about20
volunteersfollowinga NCEP Step 1 diet (30%or fewer calories
fromfat) were giveneither oat bran or oat cereal at dailydoses
of L 2, or 3 ounces (dry weight)for 6 weeks. whilea seventh
group received 1 ounce/day of farina, which contains no bglucan.(A cup of dry oatmealcontains3 ounces.) The groups
eating2 or 3 ounces of oat bran or 3 ounces of oatmealhad the
best results. Reprintsof the study are availablefromMichaelH.
Davidson,800 S. Wells St., Suite M-25, Chicago,IL 60607.
Anotherstudy obtainedsignificantresults in adultsconsuming2
ouncesof dry oats duringan 8-weekperiod [AmJPublicHealth
81:183-188.1991].
Inositol used by drug abusers? Some health food store
retailerssay they have stopped sellinginositolpowderbecause
most of it is used to cut cocaineand methamphetamines.
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Health food store sales. HealthFoodsBusinessestimates
that 41% of sales in health food stores last year were for
vitaminsand other supplements. Based on its annualsurvey,
the magazineestimatedthat 7,300 stores grossed $1.545billion
for these products, down 2% from 1989. Total sales were
$3.776 billion(down7%), including$487 millionfor herbs and·
herbal teas (down 9%) and $94.2 millionfor books (up 13%).
Stores with under 3,000 square feet of sellingspace averaged
$305,457, while those over 3,000 square feet averaged
$1,855,246.Homeopathicremediesaccountedfor $86.5million
(5.6%)of the "vitamins/supplements''category.
Health information for travelers. Immunization,preventionof food-and water-bornediseases, and manyother practical
for Traveltopicsare covered thoroughlyin HealthInformation
ers.a 164-pagebookletupdatedyearly by the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control.Copiesare $5 from the Supt. of Documents.
U.S. Govt. PrintingOffice,Washington,DC 20402.
Gulf war casualties. Accordingto an article in .4merican
MedicalNews,·'the biggest threat to U.S. forces duringOper-

...------

QUESTION
BOX ----------.

Q. Whatis a "nutraceutical"?
A. StephenFelice, M.D., board chairmanof the Foundation for InnovativeMedicine,coined the term to encompass "nutritionalproductswithdisease-relatedbenefitsfrom diets. dietary supplements and isolated natural
substances to geneticallyengineered designer foods."
During the past year, the Foundation'sprograms have
includedscientists, attorneys, and health food industry
representatives.
Federal lawsrequire proofof safety and effectiveness before productscan be marketed with healthclaims.
The FDA'srecentlyproposedregulationsforgeneralfood
labelingwill disallowhealthclaimsexcept for a few situations where they are well supported by scientificevidence. Accordingto Dr. Felice, these regulations are
''ignoringthe importanceof nutritionalsupplementsand
the potential for significant medical and scientific
advances."Current lawsprovidelittleor no incentivefor
industry-sponsoredresearch on foods or food supplements that cannotbe patented. He wouldlikethe approval
process changedso that it is less expensiveand permits
companiesto gain exclusive rights to market products
when their research demonstrates health benefits. He
also wouldlike a commissionto be establishedto "bring
neutraceuticalsinto the mainstreamof the food and research-basedpharmaceuticalindustries."
Felice establishedthe Foundationin 1976. From
1986 through 1989, Dr. Felice wrote a column called
"Nature and Medicine"for the trade magazineHealth
FoodsBusiness.He also serves as a consultant to the
pharmaceuticaland health foodindustries. [Editor'snote:
It is not clear to me whether Dr. Felice's proposed
changes would benefit the public or weaken consumer
protectionagainstclaimsfor supplementsbased on flimsy
evidence.]

ation Desert Storm was not enemy fire, but food poisoning."
More than 600 members of one tacticalair wingwere stricken
withbotulism,andother unitshad serious sahnonellaoutbreaks.
Throughout history, more soldiers have succumbed to the
effects of food poisoningand water-borne illness than to the
ravagesof weaponry.
Backhauling attacked. The Sanitary Food Transportation
Act has been passed to curb the dangers of "back.hauling,.,
where refrigerated trucks or other vehicles are used to haul
chemicalsor garbageon one trip and foodproductson the return
trip [NF6:39, 1989].The U.S. Departmentof Transportationis
now required to issue regulations that establish cleaningand
decontaminationprocedures and restrict the haulingof dangerous productsin vehiclesused to haulfood.
Weight-loss guidelines. A task force workingthough the
MichiganHealth Councilhas developed weight-lossprogram
guidelinesthat have been endorsed by 45 health-careorganizations in the state. Their publishedreport, TowardSafeWeight
Loss:Recommendations
forAdult WeightLossPrograms,canbe
obtainedfree from the Center for Health Promotion,Michigan
Dept. of PublicHealth, Box 30195. Lansing,MI 48909.
Food additives booklet. The FDA, in cooperationwith the
InternationalFood InformationCouncil.has publisheda booklet
describing the role of additives and the federal regulations
governingtheir use. Professionalscan obtaincopies by writing
to "FoodAdditives,"P.O. Box 1144, Rockville,MD 20850.
Notable quote: .. . . . Consumer fraud experts issue this
warning:Watchout for dentists who urge you to put up more
green to get rid of your silver. . . . If you already have silver
fillingsandare concernedabouta medicaldisorder, by al\means
see a physician,not a dentist. So get your symptoms checked
out-rather than your fillingsyanked out. "-Prevention. April
1991(anarticletriggered by 60 Minutes'unconscionableattack
on mercury-amalgamftllings).ConsumerReportspublisheda
similarlysupportivearticle in its May issue.
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_,.. Mercury-amalgam news. The FDAhas issueda TalkPaper
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medicaland dental experts concludedthat no hazardhas been
demonstrated.In March, a bill to ban the use of mercuryin
fillingsin New Mexicowas defeatedin committee.

statingthat patients should not ask dentists to remove their
amalgamfillings.The statement was issued after a panel of

GINKGO
EXTRACT:
MIRACLE
OR?
VarroE. Tyler, Ph.D.
Ginkgohas been valuedin Chinafor its medicinalpropertiessince2800B.C., but it is onlyin the last 20 years that the
leavesofthislivingfossilhavebeen extensivelyused inWestern
medicine.The ginkgotree (GinkgobilobaL.) is truly a relicof
the past. Havingsurvived unchangedin Chinafor some 200
millionyears, it was brought to Europe in 1730 and is now a
popularornamentalinparks andgardenseverywhere. Because
of its toughness,it even thrives alongthe busy streets in some
of our majorcities.
Unlikemanyof the herbs inuse today,ginkgoleavesare
not used so much in their crude state as in the fonn of a
concentratedstandardizedextract. In fact, inthe past fewyears
physiciansin Germany have written more prescriptionsfor
ginkgoextractthan for anyother drug. During1988they wrote
5.24millionprescriptionsfor just two ginkgoproducts, Tebonin,manufacturedby the WillmarSchwabeCompanyin Karlsruhe, androkan,madeby Intersan, a subsidiaryin Ettlingen.
These preparationsare produced from green-picked
leavesthat are dried, milled,and extracted with an acetone,,.... watermixtureunderpartialvacuum.Afterthe organicsolventis
eliminated,the extractis processed,driedina microwaveoven,
andstandardized.The finalproductis adjustedto a potencyof
24%flavonoids(mostlyflavonoidglycosidesand quercitin)and
6%terpenes (principally
a uniquegroupof diterpenesknownas
ginkgolides).
Marketedin both solidand liquidfonn, the tablets
or capsulescontain40 mg of the extract each. Similarproducts
are sold over the counter in health food stores in the United
Statesunderthe trade namesGinkgold(Nature'sWay,Spring(Nature'sHerbs, Orem,UT), Ginkgo
ville,UT),Ginkgo-Power
Biloba(IndianaBotanicGardens, Hammond,IN), and several
others. Ginkgoldis the Americanname of the standardized
Schwabeproduct,whichhas been subjectedto extensivepharmacologic
and clinicaltesting in Europe.
1

Dubious Claims Made by Gingko Promoters

_,,.
'·

Althoughginkgoextract is reputed to have a numberof
beneficialeffects on the circulatorysystem and as an antiasthmatic,the ailmentthat is probablyresponsiblefor most of its
widespreadpopularityis that of decreased cerebralbloodflow,
particularlyin geriatricpatients. The variousconditionsassociated withsuch vascularinsufficiency,rangingfrom short-tenn
memoryloss, headache, tinnitus, and depression to outright
senility,are purported to be amenableto ginkgotherapy. An
impressivelybulkybody of literature-including two volwnes
totalling1.715 pages containing167 papers by hundreds of
scientists-has been publishedon the various chemicaland
biologicaspectsof the ginkgolides.In addition,some300clinical
andpharmacologic
studiesattest to the extract's abilityto cause
vasodilationand improvedbloodflowboth in the arteries and
capillaryvessels. Indicationsalso exist that ginkgoextract has
usefulpropertiesas a free-radicalscavenger.Largedosesofthe
extractare required,especiallyin seriouscases, whichexplains
whya concentrateis used rather than the herb itself.
Despite the apparent success of ginkgoas a treatment
for peripheralvascularand organicbrain syndromesin elderly
people, the drug has not been without its detractors. Under
Germanlaw, the efficacyof drugs is based on a doctrineof
"reasonablecertainty" rather than one of ''absoluteproof."as
requiredinthe UnitedStates. In 1989,a critiqueof48preclinical
and clinicalstudies of the effectivenessof ginkgoextract was
publishedby phannacologistPeter S. Schonhoferand three
colleaguesat the BremenCentralHospital.Theyconcludedthat
allofthe studieswere deficientinone or moreimportantaspects
andfailedto substantiateefficacyof the drug.
This created enormous controversy, and many of the
investigatorswhose work had been criticizedwrote letters of
Praxis.A
rebuttalto the publisherof the journalI nternistische
singlesuch letter was eventuallypublishedabout a year later,

in the United States

Claims

Facts

According to records dating back to 2,800 B.C., the Chinese
were the first people to explore ginkgo's extraordinary
medicinal properties. The Chinese made preparations of
dried ginkgo leaves to treat many of the symptoms of
advancing years such as poor circulation, memory loss, and
general mental deterioration.
Ginkgo extract may offer significant protection against the
development of Alzheimer's disease and strokes.
Ginkgo extract will reverse the aging process.

There is little evidence to support this claim. The seed of the
ginkgo plant was, and still is, used by the Chinese primarily
in the treatment of tuberculosis, asthma, and coughs.
Substantiation of any significant internal use of leaf
preparations by the ancients for circulatory disturbances is
lacking. Such use apparently dates from about 1970.
It has not been proven that ginkgo can do this.

When you purchase this hard-to-find product, you can look
forward to a healthier-and
possibly even longer-life.

There is no valid scientific or clinical evidence that this drug
can reverse the aging process.
Ginkgo products are not hard to find and are sold in most
health food stores in the United States. Ginkgo extract is
the most prescribed drug in Germany today. The claim that
it increases longevity is false and irresponsible.
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but even then, the editorsallowedSchonhoferthe finalwordin
whichhe repeated his allegationsof ineffectiveness.Additional
rebuttals of his criticism were, however, publishedin Der
Kassenarztin
1990.At leasttwocourtactionsalsotookplace.In
decidingone infavorofSchonhoferon the groundsoffreedomof
scientificexpression,the court in Hamburgwas quickto note
that it was not passingjudgmenton the utilityof the product.
Mydetailedreadingof manyof the papers involvedand
study of the variousclaimsand counterclaimshas led me to
concludethat the allegationsof Schonhoferand colleaguesare
notwellsubstantiated.Probablyevery scientificor clinicalstudy
ever conductedhas certaindeficiencies,but it is highlyunlikely
that 48 ofthem carriedout by qualifiedand reputableinvestigators on a singledrug wouldbe so deficientas to render their
results totally invalid.The more likely reason for such a
judgmentis that the evaluatorsused unreasonablestandards.
Myconclusionson ginkgoextract willprobablynot bring
greatjoy to either party in this controversy.I believethat the
opinionatedconclusionsof Schonhofer et al. shouldnever have
been publishedwithoutfar more carefulpeer reviewthan they
apparentlyreceived.An enonnousvolumeof researchappears
to substantiatesome efficacyfor ginkgoextract as a treatment
for variouscirculatoryconditions.Assumingthis to be true, I
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alsobelievethe Schwabeorganizationshouldhavemadegreater
efforts to market their product as an approved drug in the
UnitedStates, insteadof allowinghealthfoodstores to sellit as
a foodsupplementwith no labeledclaims.Sincethe productis
extremelyprofitable.the manufacturerwouldhave been well
advisedto undertake the expense of proving its safety and
effectivenessto the Foodand DrugAdministration.Otherwise,
in this country, it falls in the present never-never land of
unprovenherbalremedies,a categoryin whichit probablydoes
not belong.
Presumably.Schwabefailedto take sucha step because
of patent difficultiesand cost considerations.If so. this is a
tellingargumentfor modificationof the food and drug lawsto
allowthe marketingof suchphytomedicineswithproofof safety
and traditionalclaimsof utility but without absolute proofof
efficacy.The latter procedureis simplytoo costlyunlesspatent
protectioncan be assured. a difficult-to-impossible
process for
ancientplantremedies.

Dr. Tyler is a professorof phannacognosy(the science of medicinesfrom
naturalsources)at PurdueUniversityandauthorof TheNewHonestHerbal,an
evaluationof popularherbs.

BOOK
REVIEW
Title:The CancerIndustry:Unravelingthe Politics(1989)
Author:RalphW. Moss
Publisher:
ParagonHouse, New York
Price:$21.95
Reviewed
by:SaulGreen, Ph.D.

Mr. Moss would like you to believe that research
institutions,hospitals,medicalassociations,governmentagencies, foundationsand large corporations-whichhe calls"the
cancer industry"-suppress innovationto maximizeprofits.
Manyofthe book'sallegationsare repeatedfroma 1980edition
titledTheCancerSyndrome.Bothversionshavebeen carefully
contrivedto promote distrust and fear of scientificallybased
cancertreatment.
The first part of TheCancerIndustry,entitled"Proven
Methods(ThatOftenDon'tWork)"-is intendedto undermine
confidencein scientificmethods.The secondpart, whichoccupies half the book, promotes the gamut of "unproven
therapies."The finaltwoparts expoundMr. Moss'sopinionthat
"the directionof cancermanagementappearsto be shapedby
those forces financiallyinterested in the outcome of the
problem."He evenclaimsthat bigbusinessis so powerfulandso
determinedto make money that it has blockedscientistsand
governmentagencies from paying more attention to cancer
prevention.
Readers unacquaintedwith the facts may findMoss's
argumentsdisquieting,ifnot persuasive.Myreactionwasquite
different.Havingpersonalknowledgeof manyof the events he
described.I foundreadinghis versions very painful.Although
the bookis loadedwithcarefullyselectedfacts, it is alsoloaded
withdistortionsand misrepresentations.For example:
• Insinuatingthat an executive-levelpositionmadehim
privyto the inner workingsat Sloan-KetteringInstitute,Moss

represents that he was assistant director of publicaffairsat ~
MemorialSloan-KetteringCancer Center during the mid1970s.However,documentsI have fromSloan-Ketteringofficialsindicatethat his onlytitle was ''sciencewriter."
• Moss suggests that a Sloan-Ketteringresearcher,
KanematsuSugiura, found that laetrile was effectiveagainst
cancerin miceandthat his workwas never repeatedor refuted.
The bookfailsto mentionthat at least sixmajorcancerresearch
institutionsdid repeat Sugiura'sexperimentsand had negative
results.
• Moss endorses the work of the late Dr. Virginia
Livingston-Wheeler,
who claimedthat cancer is caused by a
He neglectedto
bacteriumshe namedProgenitorcryptocides.
mentionthat scientists do not believeher hypothesisbecause
there is no proofthat the organismexists. NeitherDr. Wheeler
nor anyoneelse has been able to producea cancerby injecting
her allegedorganismsinto experimentalanimals.Independent
researchershave foundnumerouscases where cancertissues
didnotcontainthe organism.In addition,culturesof"Progenitor
cryptocidf!S''
from Dr. Wheeler's own laboratory,whichwere
grownin other laboratories,turned out to be commonformsof
Staphylococci
that inhabitthe skin.
Mr. Moss appears to feel no need to question any
assertionsor possiblemotivesof those whosework he extols.
He is apparentlycontentto regurgitatethe tales they tell about
themselves,their experienceswithpatients,and their scientific
ability.The bookis dangerousbecauseit mayinducedesperate
cancerpatients to abandonsound, scientificallybased medical
care for a worthless''alternative."
""
Dr. Greenis a biochemistwhodidcancerresearchat MemorialSloan-Kettering
CancerCenterfor 23 years.
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ORGANIC
FOODSGETGOVERNMENT
"BLESSING"
DESPITECLAIMSTHATAREN'TKOSHER
MarilynnLarkin
My infatuation with the organic foods movement
endedshortlyafter it began-during the late '60s-and the foods
I'vebeen eatingsinceare doing all they should to keep me alive
and well.Yetthrough all these years, "true believers"have not
only kept the folklore alive but have mesmerized a new
generationof activists.The result: last year an organiccertification provisionwormed its way into federal law. Bypassingthe
provision,Congressappears to have legitimizedwhat science
has debunked.
The U.S.OrganicFoodsProductionActof 1990-Title
21 of the 1990 Farm Bill-calls for: certificationstandards set
by the U.S.Secretary of Agriculture;a 15-memberNational
OrganicStandardsBoard to suggestguidelines;a NationalList
of substancespermittedor prohibited for organicuse; certification of organic farmers, processors, manufacturers and
wholesalers;labelingand record-keepingrequirements;collection of fees from producers,certifiers,and handlers; and civil
penaltiesof up to $10,000 for violations.
The danger of all this to consumer confidenceand
pocketbookwas apparent when I attended the Third National
Conferenceon Organic& SustainableAgriculturePolicies,held
on February15-16, 1991, at the RamadaRenaissanceHotelin
Washington,D.C.Co-sponsoredby the Center for Sciencein the
PublicInterest (CSPI),the Institute for AlternativeAgriculture,
and the TexasDepartmentof Agriculture,the meetingwas rife
with criticismof the way our food is grown, processed, and
inspected.
Diverse Bedfellows
Amore appropriatetitle for the gatheringwouldhave
been Sustainable/ Alternative/Organic Agriculture, since
"organic"certificationis only a small part of a much larger
agriculturalreformpicture.But after years of operating in their
ownlittlespheresof influence,the organicfolkshave acquired
new allies,a loose coalitionof agriculturaland business interests that don't necessarilysubscribeto organic mythology,but

want Congress to allocate money for research into more
cost-effectiveways to produce certain foods. The alliance includes farmers and agricultural conglomeratesseeking to use
smaller amounts of pesticides and fertilizers to produce the
same crop yields;biotech companiesthat stand to profit from
the development of herbicide-tolerantand engineered plants;
and environmentaland consumer groups, includingConsumer
Federationof America,that are concernedwith possibleadverse
effectsof pesticideresidues on human health and the environment.Anothermajor player was CSPI,which lobbiedand urged
readers of its publicationsto ask their legislatorsto supportthe
bill.
. Two baby food companieshave announced plans to
market lines of processedorganic foods, and supermarketsare
willing to cater to an organic food market segment-if this is
profitable. But most large food companies seem to have a
wait-and-seeattitude. "We invited them to participate," said
conferencemanager Beth Zimmerman,"but they weren't interested."
Terms Ill-Defined
The supporters of "organic& sustainableagriculture"
actuallyare so diverse they barely speak the same language.
Definitionsof key terms appear to be up for grabs.
"Sustainable agriculture" is probably the easiest to
define. It is said to mean growing food in ways that are
economicallyviable and preserve the environment (i.e., soil
must in some way be replenished and protected from erosion,
so it can sustain crops in comingyears). How this differsfrom
what sensible farmers have alwaysdone is not exactlyclear.
"Alternativeagriculture,"accordingto a 1989report
by a committeeof the NationalAcademyof Sciences,represents
"a spectrum of farming systems, ranging from organic systems...to the prudent use of pesticides or antibiotics...to integrated pest management, crop rotations...and tillage and
planting practices that reduce soil erosion and help control
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weeds." Proponents often use the terms ''sustainable" and
"alternative" interchangeably, despite the fact that
"sustainability"is a goal and "alternative agriculture" an allegedway of achievingit.
Figuring out what is meant by "sustainable" and
"alternative"is simple compared with getting a handle on the
term ''organic."Does it refer to the food itself or food production techniques?Does it mean no chemicalsare used?Or fewer
chemicalsthan are used now?Doesit embraceold-stylefarming
methods,such as crop rotation? Or new-style(e.g., herbicidetolerant) plants?
The lay understanding is that no syntheticfertilizers
or pesticidesare used in growingor handling "organic"foods.
The scientificviewpointis that since "organic"means ''carboncontaining,"the term itself is superfluous because all foods
containcarbon atoms. Scientistshave also pointed out that the
fertilizersource makes no significant difference because the
vitamincontentof fruits and vegetablesis determinedprimarily
by their genes. (True, the mineral content can vary a bit with
that of the soil, but this has no significancein the overall
Americandiet.) Studiesalso have found that the pesticidelevels
in foods labeled organic are similar to those that are not-and
are insignificant anyway. Moreover, it is clear that many
producerscalling themselves"organic'' use all sorts of chemicalswhen the spirit (or economicnecessity)moves them to do
so. The situation is no less murky when it comes to defining
"organic"meat and poultry products.
The new legislation attempts to offer the best (or
worst, accordingto purists) of both worlds. A few chemicals
can be used here but not there. Chemicalson the NationalList
will be okay-but wait, the list is being revised. It's all right to
use "botanical"pesticides-meaningnatural pesticidesderived
from plants-but tests should be done to be sure the resulting
organic products "don't contain any pesticide residues or
natural toxicants.''But don't produce and meat contain natural
toxicants?Of course-although the amounts usually are too
smallto causedetectableharm. MotherNaturemakesthem that
way.Indeed,accordingto biochemistBruceAmes,Ph.D.,herbs,
spices and other plants contain naturally occurring toxicants
thousandsof timesin excessof the occasionaltracesof synthetic
toxicpest control agents used in agriculture.
Thingsget even murkier when it comesto processed
foods.If these items "containat least 50%organicallyproduced
ingredients by weight, excluding water and salt," the word
"organic"will be permitted on the principaldisplaypanel, the
new law says, but only "for the purpose of describing the
organicallyproduced ingredients." If they "contain less than
50% organicallyproduced ingredients by weight, excluding
water and salt," then the word ··organic"can be used on the
ingredientlistingpanel. Et cetera.
At the conference,all sorts of definitionswere bandied about for organic foods. Varyingpercentagesof organic
ingredientswere quoted as necessarybefore a processedfood
could be called "organic," and there was little agreement on
the techniques to be incorporated into alternative/organic
agriculture.The advocacymagazineOrganic Farmer has even

devoted most of its Winter 1990 issue to the topic, highlighting
no less than four lengthy definitions for use "as a basis for
discussion."If the proponents can't figure it out, what's the
consumerto make of it all?

How Congress Got Involved
How did Congressget involved in this nonsense?In
1985,when proponents began lobbyingfor sustainableagriculture, the "organic"people were shunned as a "fringe" element
by mainstream agricultural interests. But after the 1989 Alar
scare-which shook consumer confidencein our food supplythe "gung ho organics" people gained political clout. Patrick
Leahy,senator from Vermont,chairman of the Senate Agriculture Committeeand ardent environmentalist,started pushing
for the certificationprovision's passage.
"Leahy got democratic senators to support the organic provision from an environmental perspective, since it
meant using fewer pesticides," said Sandra Schlickerof McMahonand Associates,Washingtonlobbyist and consultant to
the RodaleInstitute, in a preconference interview."The other
key point was that certificationis supposed to be self-supporting." Bolstered by mail and phone calls stimulated by
proponent organizations and the "health food" press, the
provisionpassed handily in the Senate.
In the House, opposition on economicgrounds was
countered with the argument that "farmers will pay for the
organic seal like producers pay for the kosher seal." Oncethe
issue of cost was downplayed, lobbyists "appealed to House
members'commitmentto the free enterprise system,"Schlicker
said. "We figured, it's just one more choice for consumers,so
why not put it in?" Not everyone was persuaded-so organic
devotees added a crowning touch. "On the morning the
provision was due to come up for a floor vote, a six-packof
organicjuice and a box of blueberries were delivered to each
memberof the House,"Schlickersaid. The U.S.Departmentof
Agriculturehad expressed strong opposition to the provision.
But, accordingto a blow-by-blowaccount in Organic Fanner,
passage was secured by a "massive" telephone campaign
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generatedby a coalition of 24 environmental,consumer,and
farm groups.
The Real Costs

It's highly unlikely that certification costs will be
100%or even 75%"user-borne,"as proponents would have us
believe.TheUSDA
was supposedto appoint the standardsboard
by May 28, 1991, but the agency's 1991 budget was appropriated before the new law was enacted. If and when
directivesare issued,the states would then have to decidehow
to comply.Rather than magicallygearing up to implement a
nationalprogram'srequirements,most states will have to bear
the expense of startup costs, transitional costs (for programs
alreadyin place),and ongoingcostsof monitoringthe program.
Even consumers who never bite into an "organic"
appleare likelyto foot part of the bill.Currently,about half the
states use some system of organic certification.Those that run
their own program have administrativecosts.Those that hire
private organizations(such as the National OrganicFarmers
Association)to "certify"the products pay the organizationand
bill the farmers. However, there are upwards of 30 such
organizations,each with different certificationcriteria and fee
structures.Who will pay to get everyone in sync?
The best estimateI could get from panelistsconcerningcurrentcertificationcoststo the farmer is 2%of grosssales.
Yetproponentsagree that once national standards are in place,
costswill be higher. Ironically,small farmers-who are among
those pushing hardest for national certification-are the ones
mostlikelyto be driven out of businessif the program actually
comesto pass!
Is All This Really Necessary?

The endorsementof an organiccertificationprogram
is somethingfar worse than pinchingpocketbooks.By passing
thisprovisionthe governmenthas, in effect,givenits "blessing"
to organicfood. Unlikethe kosher food blessing,however,this
legislativesanction casts aspersion on the food we've been
happilyand healthfollyeating up to now. The mere existence
of the provision in the Farm Bill implies that it's something
necessaryand desirable.If organicfoods are strictlyregulated,
won't that mean they're better than conventionallygrown
foods,which don't require a special label?A logicalthoughtand apparently what the conference organizers want us to
believe.
Brave New World?

"AmI being hopelesslyromantic if I envision a day
when farmers will be held in the same esteem as the medical
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profession?"enthused Katherine Clancy,professor of human
nutrition at .SyracuseUniversity, in the first day's keynote
address. Biotechnologyis turning agricultureinto an industry
that will soon yield only "biomass,not crops," she continued.
The "reductionistefforts" of the food processingindustry are
giving us "imitation food," she claimed, composed of "ingredients that never resided on a farm," that are "genetically
engineered" and "factory-made."The audience ate it up.
One brave soul stepped up to the microphone,albeit
apologetically,and admitted to Clancy that he's lactose-intolerant.It seemsthe food industryactuallydid somethinggood
by figuringout a way for him to enjoy the nutritional benefits
of dairy products.Wasthe organicmovementgoingto take that
away from him?
"We're not talking about LactAid,"Clancy replied
quickly. "We're talking about saccharin and other imitation
products that don't have an agricultural base." (Oh. So sometimes "factory-made"is okay. Curiouserand curiouser.)

Safety and Nutritional Claims
Manyof the 400 or so attendees looked like freshfacedkidsand former '60s activists-foot soldiersof the organic
faction-who were there to celebrate their provision'spassage.
In the hallwaysbetween sessions,I heard many of them extol
the supposed virtues of "organic'' food. But in a private
interview,conferencecoordinator Roger Blobaum,director of
CSPI'sAmericansfor SafeFood (ASF),was more guardedin his
assertions."Noone is makingany nutritionalclaimsfor organic
food and very little is being said in terms of food safety,"
Blobaumsaid. Two groups of people support organiccertification, "those concerned with safe food and the environmental
people," he added. People who view it as an environmental
issue aren't that concerned about pesticide residues, "they're
more concerned with how food is produced and its impacton
the environment."
And the safe-foodfaction?"There isn't any safe level
for a carcinogen.It depends on how much risk you want to
take," he said with a look that impliedonly an idiotwouldwant
to take this risk. "After all, FDAtests only pick up 40% of
pesticides. And there are no standards or testing for
neurotoxins,which kill by affectingthe nervous system."The
nervoussystemof insects,you mean?"Yes,that's how they kill.
And they can have the same effects in the body." Seeingmy
skepticallook, he became conciliatory."We're not sayingthat
everybodyshould quit using pesticides or get all the residues
out. Just move away from chemical use," he said. "We don't
contendorganicfood is residue-free.It's a productionclaimthat
says food was grown in this way, with these inputs."
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AlthoughBlobaum sounded moderate with respect
to pesticideuse, a flyer in ASF'sinformation packet did not.
Entitled"Truth in Produce: Maine'sSuccessfulEffortTo Keep
ConsumersInformed,"it begins:
Wouldn'tit be nice if you could read a label and find
out which pesticides were used on that tomato or
carrot you're thinking of buying?In fact, some pesticidesare listed on a label. By federal law, pesticides
appliedto produce "post-harvest"have to be listed on
the shippingcontainer.Post-harvestpesticides,typicallyfungicidesused to preserve fruits and vegetables
shipped long distances, are worth worrying about.
Some are carcinogenic.Some are mixed or sealed in
by waxesapplied to fruits and vegetables.That means
they can't be washed off. By reading the label, you
could choose between fruits and vegetablesthat have
had pesticides applied after harvest and those that
have not-like locally grown produce, which isn't
shipped long distances.Or certified organic produce,
which can't be treated with any synthetic pesticides.

don't really understand any of that," she said with an ingratiating smile."But it's nice to have other opinions."
If the foot soldiers are ignorant about science,their
leaders help keep them in the dark. Duringone panel, a young
woman stood at the microphone and stated she "hadn't heard
enough during the conferenceabout the nutritional benefitsof
organicallygrown foods." This statement generated applause
from the audience, but no comment from the podium. Why
were the panelistssilent?Mostwere aware no nutritionalclaims
could legitimatelybe made. I assume they also knew that the
NationalResearchCouncilof the NationalAcademyof Sciences
recentlyrecommendedthat Americansincrease their consumption of fresh fniit and vegetables, noting that the potential
benefitsof eating more produce greatly outweighany risk from
exposure to pesticide residues. Perhaps the panelists didn't
want to risk coolingthe troops' fervor with a dose of reality.

ExpensiveFood

In her keynote address, Clancy acknowledgedthat
"agriculturecan't be sustainablewithout addressing [the issue
of] hunger.)!Yet organic proponents, who never seem to miss
an opportunityto flaunt their social conscience,don't flinchat
Not quite. For one thing, the risk from postharvest the extra cost of organicallygrown foods.Whileadvocatesclaim
pesticidesis minor.For another, some syntheticpesticidesmay the premiumruns only 5 to 30% above that of conventionally
make the NationalList.Do you think ASFor the organic food grown items, marketplacestudies suggest otherwise. Organic
movementitself could survivewithout fearmongering?
Market News, for example, reported that on September 22,
I 990, organic wholesale prices and Los Angeles terminal
market
prices for selected vegetables were as much as 183%
RampantIgnorance
higher for organicproduce (in this case, eggplant).Andcarrots,
''The EPAsays two people in my neighborhoodwill cauliflower,corn, kale, russet potatoes, yellow squash, and
zucchiniall cost more than twice as much as their conventiondie from pesticidesin food," said MaryBlehm,of Mothersand
allygrowncounterparts.Clearly,organicfoods are not destined
Othersfor Safe Food-one of the groups that orchestrated the
Alarscare-as she beggedme to read their book calledPesticide to feed the masses.
HillaryHindsKitasei,a panelist whose listed credenAlert."Atleast I'm feeding my children food they'll grow from
tial was her membership in the League of Women Voters in
instead of food they won't grow from," she added.
NY,admittedthat groupssuch as the organic
I askedan EPAtoxicologistto explainto another "safe Croton-on•Hudson,
food'' advocatehow EPAtolerance levels are determined.The cerop she belongs to ' discriminate" against people who can't
afford the time to do their share in the co-opor the_expenseof
young woman's eyes glazed over during the explanation. "I
1

PUBLICATIITIJDES
TOWARD
··ORGANICALLY
GROWN"
FOODS*
Question

Yes
30.7%

No
69.1%

Not Sure

Have the reports in tJ1elast year regarding the use of pcslid<lcsand other chemicalsmade
you changeyour eating habits?
lla,·e the reports caused you to seek out organicallygrown produce or produce grown
wilhlimited use of chemicals?
On the whole, would you say the fcder:tlgovernment docs a good job of protecting consumers from pesticidesand other chemicalsiu fruits :md vegetables that maybe potentially harmful?
Haveyou ever eaten organicallygrown fruiL'iand veget:ihlcs,thal is, fruits and vegetables
grown without pesticidesor synthetic chemicalfertilizers?
Wouldyou buy organicallygrown fruits and vegetables if they cost the same as other
fruits and veget:1bles?
yes to
\fould yon still buy them if they cost more, or not? (Askedof those who 1.mswernd

28.3%

71.0%

0.7%

/46.5%

48.2%

5.2%

57.6%

38.2%

/4.0%

84.1%

13.2%

2.7%

52.1%

29.7%

18.2%

0.2%

,..

1hc above question)
•Adaptedfrom The 2nd Annual OrganicIndex, a LouisHarris Poll conducted for OrganicGardening(a RodalePress publication).D:llabased on 1,250 telephone inter..-iewsconduc1cdbetween
November6 and December 13, 1989. Of those who had eaten organic foods, 64.7%said the mostimpor1an1reason waslong•lermhealth effecLS.However,60.7%s:iid they believed 1hcrwere
more nutritious.
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,...,, a baby-sitter.That didn't stop her from exhorting the attendees
to keep fighting for their cause, and to remember "the latent
· / forceof feminismin middle-classwomen and its power to move
this country."
AlthoughMs.Kitasei can afford to revel in her selfproclaimed "political and spiritual revolution," most people
can't.Willorganic foods become the elitist fare of a chosen few
destined to live a long, healthy life?Morelikely, the chosen few
will enjoy only the dubious honor of spending more for their
meals.Or, suggestsDr. ManfredKroger, "if America'spoor are
scared away from conventionallygrown agricultural products,
organic foods might even go down in history as one of the
cruelesthoaxes ever perpetrated on the poor."

What Should Be Done?
lt would be foolhardy, however, to dismiss organic
enthusiastsas naive but benign. At the conference, Eileen van
Ravenswaay,Ph.D., a professor in MichiganState University's
Department of Agricultural Economics, released preliminary
results of her survey of consumer attitudes toward food purchasing.She and a colleagueconducted the survey by mailing
questionnairesto 2,200 households throughout the U.S.Of906
primaryshoppers who responded, nearly 60% said that fresh
fruitsand vegetablesare likelyto contain pesticideresidues and
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about one fourth said residues pose an extremely high health
risk over a lifetime.The survey also found that many shoppers
would be willing to pay more for foods with labels stating the
items had been tested and met some kind of standard. lt
wouldn't matter much whether the labels stated "pesticidefree," "no detectable levels of pesticide," or "no residues above
federal limits." Mostproduce already meets federal standards,
but the survey suggests that the public either doesn't know
about government food safety programs or doesn't trust them.
Similar public concerns were expressed during a LouisHarris
Poll conducted during 1989.
"Organiccertification"isn't the answer. It will merely
create more confusion and distrust in the marketplace. Foods
certified as "organic" will neither be safer nor more nutritious
than "regular" foods. They will just cost more. Instead of
spending money to legitimize nutrition nonsense, our government should do more to attack its spread.
Ms. Larkin,a fornwr contrlhullng editor of Ilcahh magazine, Is a frcclancc writer in
NewYorkCity.In 1985she received a first-placeaward for consumer journalismfrom
the NalionalPress Club.
"Organic Foods-A ScienlificStatus Summary" is availal.Jlcfor S l from the Institute of
Fond TcchnologisL'>,
22 I North 1.:iSallcSt., Chicago,IL6060I. "111cGuide to the U.S.
Organic Foods Production Act of I 990," :123-pi,gc booklel prepared for LhrOrganic
FoodsProduction Associationof North America, is available for S l 0 from its author,
SLuarlFishman,5628 S.W.MilesCourl, Portland, OR97219.

BRIEFS
Anorexia ncrvosa lowers bone density. A study of 27
anorexicwomen has found that their bone density had been
decreased by malnutrition and did not reverse rapidly when
theyrecovered.The researchers fear that anorexia during youth
may adverselyaffect bone strength throughout adulthood and
constitutes a risk factor for the premature development of
fracturesdue to osteoporosis [JAMA1991;265:1133-1138].
FDAmay toughen enforcement. It has been FDApolicysince
1969that the use of the term ''fresh" with any food that has
been heated or chemicallyprocessed is false and misleading.
Whenthe agencyasked Procter & Gamble to stop representing
that its juice made from frozen concentrate is "fresh," the
companysaid it would not remove the words "Fresh Choice"
from its Citrus Hill orange juice label without a guarantee that
other manufacturerswould have to take similar action. But the
companyrelented after U.S.marshals impounded 24,000 halfgallon cartons of the juice at a Minneapoliswarehouse. Ragu
Foods,which also has been warned by the FDA,then agreed to
stop calling its heat-processedpasta sauces "fresh." Referring
to the Citrus Hill impoundment in an interview in American
Druggist,the new FDACommissioner,David A. Kessler,M.D.,
-.._ J.D.,said he intends to end the FDA'sreputation as a "paper
tiger" that sends letters but is slow to enforce regulations. The
National Consumers League helped stimulate the agency's
action.

Guar gum warning proposed. In response to reports of
esophagealobstruction followingingestion of guar gum tablets,
the FDA has proposed a warning label on all OTC drugs
containing guar gum, karaya gum, psyllium, or other gums as
active ingredients.The proposed warning reads: "Take(or mix)
this product with at least 8 ounces (a full glass) of water or
other fluid. Taking this product without adequate fluid may
cause it to swell and block your throat or esophagus and may
cause choking. Do not take this product if you have ever had
difficulty in swallowing or have any throat problem. If you
experience chest pain, vomiting, or difficultyin swallowingor
breathing after taking this product, seek immediate medical
attention."
Dubious cancer treatment results. Researchers at the
University of Pennsylvania Cancer Center have compared 78
patients with advanced cancer treated at the center with 78
similar patients given various vaccines, a vegetarian diet, and
coffeeenemas at the Livingston-WheelerClinic.the study found
no differencebetween average survival time of the two groups.
However,the quality-of·lifemeasurements were better for the
conventionally treated group [N Engl J Med 1991;324:11801185].The clinic's founder, Virginia Livingston-Wheeler,M.D.,
died lasl year. An ad seeking a new medical director offers a
"six-figurenet income guarantee to qualified candidates."
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Food irradiation may increase. The nation's first food

Alcoholism and the elderly. The AmericanAssociationof _..

irradiationplant is under constructionin Mulberry,Florida.The
facility'sowner, Vindicatorsof Florida, Inc., hopes to process
300 millionpounds of fruits, vegetables,and poultry this year.
Morethan 30 countries have approved the use of food irradiation technologiesto help ensure food safety. However,in the
UnitedStates,oppositionby consumergroups alignedwith the
health food industry has made many food companies and
retailers wary of marketing irradiated foods. Several dozen
irradiation facilitiesexist here but are used mainly to sterilize
surgicalsupplies.

Retired Persons warns that some elderly individuals who
appear headed for senility are actually problem drinkers.The
warning signs-which often mimic those of other disordersare: mood swings; short-term memory loss; loss of appetite;
untidy appearance; apparent immunity to prescribed medications; repeated falls, cuts, and bruises or burns from smoking;
and lossof interest in hobbies,activities,or contactwith family.

Libel protection for fruits and vegetables? In March,the

ColoradoSenate passed a bill extending libel protection to
fruits,vegetables,and other produce. The legislationis called
the Act Concerningthe Creation of a Cause of Actionfor the
Disparagementof Perishable AgriculturalFood Products.The
WashingtonPost states that the senator who introduced it is
an apple grower alarmed at the attack on the use of Alar in
apples.The bill would expose those who cast needless doubt
on the safety of various perishable agricultural products to
lawsuitsfor up to three times the cost of lost sales traceableto
such disparagement.

Wine slated for safer packaging. The manufacturerof Cisco,

a high-alcohol,fruit-flavoredwine, has agreed to repackageits
product so it no longer resembles wine coolers that are 5%
alcohol.Wineusuallycontains 10%alcohol,but Ciscohas twice
that amount. A 12-ouncebottle contains the same amount as
five shots of 80-proof vodka. Alcohol poisoning has been
reported amongteenage users who underestimatedits potency,
which is four times that of the average cooler.
Indictments for telemarketing fraud. Federal grand juries
in Tampa,Florida,have indicted 26 individualsfor conspiracy,
mail fraud, wire fraud, bank fraud, credit fraud, and money
laundering.Eachof the defendants is accusedof makingfalse
representations in the sale of vitamins and/or water purifiers
through telemarketingcompanies.

DONSBACH'S
CANADIAN
CONNECTION
Paul Benedetti
KurtDonsbachcould be considered''chairmanof the
sity), an affiliate of the American NutrimedicaJAssociation.
board" when it comes to questionablenutrition in the United Rowlandsays that degree "is an honorary one awarded me by
States. Armed with a string of dubious credentials, he has
a professionalassociation...for my contribution to the field."
established correspondence schools, produced books,
However, the group's literature suggests that the primary
magazines,and pamphlets,founded a "nutritionalconsultants" requirement has been.payment of a fee. Curiously,Rowland
organization,and operated myriad supplementcompanies.He rarely mentions his two reputable credentials: a bachelor of
also has been board chairman of the NationalHealth Federa- arts degree and a master of business administration from the
tion, the health food industry's militant lobbyingarm.
Universityof Toronto.
At one time it was estimated that DonsbachUniversity, his unaccredited correspondence school in Huntington
Beach,California,was awarding more Ph.D.sin nutrition than Rowland's Network
all the accrediteduniversities in the United States combined.
In a pattern strikingly similar to that of Donsbach.
"DonsbachUniversity"no longer exists,but its legacylives on
Rowland
has
established an elaborate network of Canadian
through its graduates.
organizations
designed
to promote "holisticnutrition." Fourof
One such individualis DavidRowland,who received
them
were
founded
in
1983: The Nutritional ConsultantsOra "Ph.D.in nutrition" in 1980. Rowlandis one of the leading
ganization
of
Canada
(NCOC),
the CanadianNutritionInstitute,
figures in the "alternative health" scene in Canada. He is a
Nutrition
News,
and
Creative
Nutrition Canada Corp.
popular lecturer and appears often on radio and television
•
The
Nutritional
Consultants Organization of
shows and at alternative health fairs and supplement trade
Canada
(NCOC)
is
a
nonprofit
association designed to "help ,...
shows. Rowland also calls himself a registered nutritional
public
about
nutritional
consulting and to provide
inform
the
consultant (R.N.C.)and says he has a Doctor of Nutritional
standards
of
practice
for
Nutritional
Consultants."ln a recent
Medicine{N.M.D.)
degree from the John F. KennedyCollegeof
letter
to
my
managing
editor,
Rowland
stated that he had
NutrimedicalArts & Sciences(AmericanNutrimedicalUniverserved as "elected president" from 1983 to 1988 and as one
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.~ of ten directorssince that time. NCOC'sseven-person''advisory
board''includes:LinusPauling,Ph.D.;AbramHoffer,M.D.,Ph.D.
(a proponent of megavitamintherapy for schizophrenia);Morton Walker,D.P.M.(a prolificwriter); LendonSmith,M.D.(who
surrendered his medical license rather than face charges of
insurancefraud); MaureenSalaman (president of the National
HealthFederation);and Jeffrey Bland,Ph.D.(the leading interpreter of scientificinformation for the health food industry).
Allsix have the letters "R.N.C."after their name on NCOC's
letterhead.
• The Canadian Nutrition Institute is a correspondence school whose principal course is a "certificateprogram
in holisticnutrition" that cost $795 (Canadiandollars) in 1990.
The application form notes that credit may be given for
equivalentstudies or related work experience such as owning
or operatinga health food store or selling supplements.
The brochure states that the course, which can take
from 6 months to 2 years or longer to complete,will "enable
a self-motivatedperson to acquire knowledge beyond that
presently available in traditional approaches to nutritional
training."The textbookslisted in the brochure include:Superhealth by Kurt Donsbach; Psycho-Nutritionby Carlton
Fredericks(once convicted of practicing medicine without a
license);Nutrition From Tots to Teens by Emory Thurston
(once convictedof offering laetrile to treat cancer); and the
VitaminBible by Earl Mindell,whose Ph.D.is from the unac..._ creditedUniversityof BeverlyHills.Accordingto government
educationofficials,the Canadian Nutrition Institute is not a
recognizeddegree-grantingbody and has no standingwhatever
in Canada's academic community. Nor are its courses and
certificatesacceptedby any accredited collegeor universityin
the country.
The brochure also states that successfulcompletion
of the course is "one of the ways of meeting the professional
requirementsfor the professionaldesignationRegisteredNutritionalConsultant,"which allows the recipient to "legallyuse"
the letters "R.N.C."The credential is obtained by applying
throughNCOC.
Pertinent literature stresses that the R.N.C.designation is "registered" or "certified" by the Canadian Councilof
ProfessionalCertification.However,like Rowland'sschool,this
councilhas no academicstanding.Governmentrecords indicate
it was incorporatedin 1975 for the express purpose of giving
certificationto unrecognizedprofessions.It does not regulate
anybody;their own organizations do that, director Russell
Pickeringtold me during a telephone interview. "The onus is
on the associationthat's offering it. The Canadian Councilis
just the certifying body," he said. When I asked what the
certificationactuallymeans, he replied that it gives "the recognitionof being certified."
• Nutrition News is a quarterly newsletter for
R.N.C.s.
Rowlandpublishesit and writes many of its articles.
...._
• CreativeNutritionCanadaCorp.is an importer and
distributorof vitaminsupplements.
Like Donsbach,Rowland pursues many interests in
the fieldof alternativehealth. He is the author of several books
on holistichealth, a practicing nutritional consultant, and a
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former associate editor of The Vitamin Supplement, a
magazinecirculatedinternationally in health food stores. He is
also a senior partner in Nutripower,a Californiacompanythat
manufacturesand distributes nutritional supplements.
Rowland is a frequent and outspoken critic of
mainstream medicine. "If quackery is the promotion of a
procedure that doesn't work, then much of medicineis quackery," he said in an interview. His writings and speechesoften
call for freedom of choice in the health marketplace. "A
self-regulatingmarket takes care of the quacks," he said.
Rowland also has published booklets on health
topics,such as WhoNeedsSupplements?and VascularCleansing-New Hope For Heart Disease, a 33-page work widely
advertised in health food magazines with the promise: "This
Book Could Save Your Life."In it he suggests a daily regimen
of 30 vitamins, minerals, and glandular substances to reverse
or prevent atherosclerosis-a regimen sometimesreferred to as
"oral chelation." Part of the evidence he offers to justify this
approach is an uncontrolled study attributed to the Preventive
Medicine and Nutrition Care Center in Huntington Beach,
California,a now-defunctfacilitythat was owned and operated
by Donsbach.The booklet doesn't mention that the U.S.Food
and Drug Administration has banned the sale of "oral
chelation" products.
Dr. Jack Hirsh, chairman of the department of
medicine at McMasterUniversity MedicalCentre in Hamilton
and a specialist in atherosclerosis, examined Rowland's suggested regimen and said he knew of no evidence that the
program was beneficial.When questioned about this, Rowland
answered "I'm reporting on the evidence I have available to
me.... It's responsible because I am reporting the truth."
Rowland'sbooklet provides testimonials from eight
users of his vascular cleansing program, one of whom is
identified as "V. Head, Willowdale,Ont." The booklet neglects
to mention that Vickers Head is the vice president of the
Nutritional Consultants Organization of Canada, one of the
original directors of the corporation, and a personal friend of
Rowland's.When asked about this, Rowland replied, "I know
the man. Does that mean because I know him, he's lying?"
Rowlandhas gone to considerablelengths to protect
the rights of nutritional consultants to practice in Canada.He
has written numerous editorials in Nutrition News and elsewhere about health freedom, and has even written a 75-page
booklet,LegalAspectsof NutritionalConsulting,which offers
advice how to avoid difficultywhile plying the trade.
One suggestion is a religious angle: "Belongingto a
particularreligiousorganizationwill not permit you to practice
medicinewithout a license;however, there might be someways
in which it could help protect your freedom to exchangehealth
information with your friends, associates, and/or clients."To
explore this approach, Rowland suggests contacting the Alpha
Holistic Freedom Alliance, a recently incorporated, nondenominationalreligious organization. Not surprisingly,it has
the same address as his Nutritional Consultants Organization
of Canada.
Mr. BenedetUIs an lnvesligallve reporter for The Hamilton Spectator, in llamilton,
Ontario,Canada.
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BOOK
REVIEW
Title:NaturalHealingwith Herbs (1990)
Author: HumbartSantillo,B.S.,M.H.
Publisher:HohmPress, Prescott, Arizona
Price:$ 14.95
Reviewedby: Varro E. Tyler,Ph.D.
In a previous issue [NF6:41-44], I listed ten signs that
identifyirrationalrecommendationsfor the use of herbs.These
signs-which I call false tenets-can be used to distinguish
between rational use (true herbalism or pharmacognosy)and
irrationaluse (the pseudosciencewhich I callparaherbalism).
HumbartSantillo has assembled the almost perfectparaherbal-a singlevolumewhichespousesnine of the ten falsetenets:
I. The forewordby the late RobertS. Mendelsohn,M.D.,
restates the fictitiousmedical--conspiracy-against-herbs
theory
by noting that belief in modern medicine's credo prevented
people from even mentioningherbs.
2. Omissionof facts about the toxicityof such herbs as
comfrey(p. 107) impliesthat there are no harmful ones.
3. The introduction by macrobioticguru MichioKushi
restates the erroneous belief that whole herbs offer more than
justan activechemicalconstituentby claimingthat they contain
"energies"in additton to active chemicalprinciples.He states
that the real contributionof herbs to therapy is largelyin this
energyaspect.
4. Page 350 advises us to use "a pure 100%organic
vegetariandiet" and to "avoid all inorganicfoods."
.
5. Page 17 recommendseyebright as an eyewash.This
1san exampleof the "Doctrineof Signatures,"the ancientbelief
that the form and shape of a drug source determine its
therapeuticvirtue.
6. Pages 5 through 11 espouse yin-yang theory and
four-humor diagnoses-notions as nonscientific as those of
astrology.
7. Chapter 12 is devoted to homeopathy.Locatedtherein is the enlightening statement that "Medicinalactivity is a
distinctproperty of all drugs."
. . ~- The b~ok either ignores or passes over lightly the
toxJCity
mformauongathered from animaltests on coltsfoot(p.
106), comfrey(p. 107), and sassafras (pp. I 73-174). Santillo
callspoke "an excellentherb, it should be used with caution."
9. Anecdotalinformation is used liberally throughout
the book.
10.The only false tenet missingfrom Santillo'sbook is
the assertion that God created herbs for the specificpurpose
of curingdisease.
.. I might be willing to overlook Santillo'slapses in syn•
tax-"Potent herbs can produce toxiceffectsin large amounts''
(p: 46)~or spelling-?rinciple Therapy,"(p. 296). But I do1{·t
t!1mkkmdly ab?ut his recommendationof cabbage leaf poulpack~for internal tumors or, if pain is present,
ticesor castor_011
the consumptionof wlld lettuce and valerian tincture (p. 3S1)
to alleviateit.
.
Santillo'sknowledgeof the herbs themselvesis superficial.Mormontea (p.116) is obtained fromEphedra11evadensis

Wats. not, as he maintains,E. vulgaris.Chaparral (p. 103) is
not "one of nature's best antibiotics." The garlic-in-olive-oil
preparation (p. 123) he recommends for infectionswould be
ineffectivebecause the antibiotic allicin is rapidly destroyed
under such conditions.Valerianis not a stimulant,even initially, in human beings (p. 117). That effect is reserved for cats.
Further, a 1988 study indicates that the volatile oil is not the
sedative principlein the drug.
The chapter on "hydrotherapy" repeats much of the
informationand uses many of the classificationsdevelopedby
Father Sebastian Kneipp,who originated the specificsof the
procedure.However,Father Kneipp's name is not mentioned.
Manyof Santillo'srecommendationsseem to be little more than
paraphrases of the same information found in J.K. Kloss's
SO-year-old
work Back to Eden. Klossis includedas one of the
12 references in Santillo's book. The average age of the 11
references for which publication dates are noted is now 24
years. Despite all this, the book jacket describes the book as
"The FirstAmericanSystemof Herbology."
Santillo's biographical sketch lists a B.S. degree from
Edinboro State Teacher's College and four other "degrees":
Doctorof Naturopathy,HealthPractitioner,IridologyCertificate
of Merit, and Master Herbalist. The sketch also describes his
study of Oriental medicine, myopractic therapy, medical
botany, and concept therapy.
·
Dr.Tyleris professorof pharmacognosy(lhe scienceof medicinesfromnaturalsources)
at PurdueUniversity.Aworld-renownedauthority,he wrote 71zeNew Hones/1/erbal,
an c\•aluallonof popular herbs, and Is coauthorof the textbookPlzarmacog11osy.

QUESTIONBOX-------.

Q. Does eating sugar make you feel hungrier?
A.It takes less time for the body to break down the chemicalbonds
in sugar (a simple carbohydrate) than it does to break down the
bonds in starch and fiber (complexcarbohydrates).Becauseof this,
sugar-swee~enedfood~ may provide a more immediate energy
source, while foods with starch or fiber tend to provide a slower
and more sustained energy source. Therefore, while sugar itself
may not make you feel hungry, it can leave your appetite less
satisfied when consumed alone in the form of a soft drink or a
candy bar. If you eat sugar at the same time as complex carbohydrates, protein, or fat, your appetite will probably be satisfied
for a longer period.
Q. How long can canned food be stored at home?
A.Food that has been properly canned is safe to eat as long as the
container remains intact (After several years, most metal contain~rs will show signs of corrosion, usually stnrting from the
outside). After a long period of storage, however, changes may
oc~u~ that affect the food's color, quality, and nutrient value.
Wttlun a year, canned fruit juice will lose about 25% of its vitamin
C, and canned asparagus will lose some vitamins along with its
green color. Canned foods last longer when stored at cooler
te~1peratures.Foods stored at 67° F retain their peak of quality
twice as long as they would stored at 85° F. At 67° F most foods
retain their quality for 1 year. However some foods' retain their
quality for onlr 6 months. Foods that sh~uld be stored no longer
tha_n~ ~1onth.smclude asparagus, beets, citrus fruits, green beans,
fnut Jutces,pickles, peppers, sauerkraut, mixed fruits, fruit juices,
and all tomato products.
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BOTTLED
HYPE:THESTORYOFKm
Jack Raso, M.S., A.O.
Km is a potassium/herbalformula produced by Matol
BotanicalInternational Ltd. of Montreal, Canada, and sold
person-to-personthrough distributors in many countries. I
becamecuriousabout it when a local distributor informedme
that one of her many satisfiedcustomerswas a kidneypatient
whose blood potassium level was chronically high. A few
months later she invited me to a large public meeting and
sponsoredme as a distributor.Matol'smission,accordingto its
August1991Journal, is:

.._

To impact World Health and the environment positively through products, services, education and
programs that promote quality of life and healthy
living;to impactthe vision of humanityand the world
we live in.
Matol's"governing values," listed below the mission
statement, are integrity, quality, leadership, independence,
family,respect,financialsecurity,loyalty,and personalgrowth.
Independence,the statement suggests, can be achieved "by
promotingand encouragingeveryday health, wealth, self-esteemand freedomfromunnecessaryobligations,servitudeand
oppression."

The Matol Story
Km 's history is vividlydescribedin companybrochures
and videotapes,which provide the followingdetails:
Km was formulatedin the 1920sby KarlJurak,a student
of agrobiology(plant chemistry)at the Universityof Vienna.
Duringhis youth,Karlwas interested in flowersand plants and
displayedan ' unquenchable thirst for knowledge."One day
while climbinga mountain he suddenly became weak and
"dangerouslyshort of breath." To improve his physicalcondition,he became"driven to establisha state of optimumhealth."
He reasoned that "if he could find a way to focus his natural
body energies, he would then find the key to relieving his
problems.He decided to apply his knowledgeof science and
__ use the plants he loved...to prepare a health formula for
himself."
1

Karlwas "sure that nature had anticipatedman'sneeds."
Aftereight months of work, during which he analyzedhis own
blood samples daily, he arrived at a formula. But althoughhe
noted many benefits,the "key" to the formulawas missing-"a
factor that would perfectly merge all of the virtues of each
plant." Finally,in 1922, the "key" was revealed to him in a
dream. He completedthe formula and found that taking it led
to "remarkableimprovement."He based his doctoralthesison
thiswork and, at the age of 19, receiveda doctoratewith honors
in agrobiology.In 1925 he was awarded a second doctoral
degree, in biochemistry.
In 1932, the story continues,the Canadiangovernment
commissionedJurak to do research and he emigrated to Canada. For 30 years he went on preparing the formula himself.
He didn't sell it, but gave it to friends and relatives until-in
1962-he was no longer able to satisfythe demandand "destiny
intervened.''In that yearJurak entrusted the formulato his son,
Anthony,who had earned his own doctorate in biochemistry.
"But with the inheritance came the injunction not to change
the formula."
Amongthe many persons using the privatelyprepared
formula was a long-time friend of Jurak's son-J. F. Robert
Bolduc.In 1984 Bolducwas manager of a market researchfirm
in Montreal.Later that year he became aware of the rapid
growth of the natural products industry and the value of
networkingand, with AnthonyJurak, launched MatolBotanical
International.For Matol'sintroductionto the UnitedStatesthey
were joined in 1986 by network marketing expert Sam Kalenuik.
An article by writer Kevin Krajickin the August 1989
issue of Longevityfills a few gaps in the above story. InitiaBy,
Matol Botanical International had a single product-Mato/which was marketed as a treatment for diseases rangingfrom
rheumatismof the spine to prostate cancer.ButCanada'sHealth
Protection Branch enjoined the company from making therapeuticclaimsfor the product. Matol'sattempt in 1985to export
its product to the U.S.was stymied by the FDA,which had it
seized on grounds that extravagant claims had rendered it an
unapprovednew drug. In April 1986 the FDAissued an Import
Alert,directingthat shipments of Matolbe detained.However,
Matol circumvented the FDAby adding cascara sagrada (a
laxative)to its product and renaming it Km.

J.B. Lippincott Company
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Matol's Products
Km retails for $36 a quart. It is packaged in a white
plasticcontainer bearing the words:

...a potassium mineral supplement preparation, in a
non medicinalbase prepared by a specialprocessfrom
extracts of flowers,foliage,roots and barks of certain
botanicalflants. Kmcontains 585 mg of Potassiumper
serving o 2 tablespoons.Drink I tablespoon ( 15 ml)
twice a day, morning and night, which can be mixed
in milk or water.
The amount of potassium in each serving is not much
more than would be furnished by 8 ounces of orange juice, I
broccolistalk, or I medium-sizedbanana. The first 3 of the 27
ingredientslisted on the container are purifiedwater, caramel
color, and glycerin. Other ingredients include 14 herbs, 5
minerals, and artificial flavors (unnamed except for vanillin,
whichwas not in the originalformula).Matolsuggeststhat one
ounce daily is appropriate for most people but that dosage
should be determined by how the user feels.
Duringthe past 2 years, Matolhas added other items to
its product line: FibreSonic,a powdered supplement,said to
containvitamins,minerals, and 27 kinds of dietary fiber; and
the "PathwayProgram," a weight-managementprogram that
includestwo flavorsof powdered meal replacementshake and
two types of high-fiberbar.
. The Pathwayoat and peanut bars, about 2 ounceseach,
sell for $21 per box of 8 ($ I .3I per ounce). These are similar
to peanut butter-flavoredSlim-Fastbars, although they are
lower in nutrients and three times as expensive.But they are
preferable,accordingto their package,because "Matol's Pathway Program fosters self-esteem,eliminates roadblocks and
strengthenspersonal intuition." Mysponsor represented them
as fat-free,which they are not. The Pathway Mato/a bar, a
low-fatgranolabar, is advertisedas cholesterol-free,sweetened
with honey/fruitjuices,and containing"chelatedminerals"and
"certifiedorganic ingredients." Availablein 2 flavors, it costs
$21 per box of 8.

I Become a Distributor
Multilevelmarketing(also called network marketing)is
a form of direct sales in which independent distributors sell
products to their friends, acquaintances,and other contacts.
Distributorscan buy productswholesale,sell them at retail, and
recruit others to do the same. Recruiterswho enroll enough
distributors become entitled to a percentage of their sales.
Matol'ssales pitch emphasizesfinancialopportunity as well as
productintegrity.
I obtained my Matol distributor's kit by completinga
simple application and paying $90 to the woman who sponsoredme.The kit includeda quart of Km, two 10-ouncepackets
of FibreSonic,a translucent measuring flask, a I-ouncemeasuring cup, a 1990 audiotape of a talk by Sam Kalenuik,two
slickvideotapes,and a handsomelooseleafbinder. The binder
containedproductbrochures,a sales receiptbook,order forms,
a Prospecting& SponsoringHandbook,a DistributorManual,
a BusinessGuide, a catalog profferingMatol"designs"including clothing and accessories,an issue of Matol'sJournal, a

question-and-answerbook.let,record-keepingmaterials, a bro- ...chure requesting a donation to the nonprofit Dr. Karl Jurak
Foundation(concernedwith child abuse), and other paraphernalia. The box containing the kit bore the message: "I Am
StayingYoung.AskMeHow."
Matol'sHandbook suggests using the followingadvertisement to attract new distributors:
"Dissatisfied?"We are currently seeking 3 individuals
with sales,management,or teachingbackgroundswho
have owned their own business. Must be capable of
handling exceptionally large incomes....Call for an
appointment....
In the audiotape, Kalenuik states that Matol had a
quarter of a milliondistributors. In the videotape entitled "An
Idea WhoseTimeHas Come,"the narrator says, No important
newsflashesheralded the discovery[of Km], no documentation
in prestigiousjournals-just an unpretentious sharingof human
insight." One scene shows a boy denying his dog additional
Km, unflinchinglydowning an unmeasured amount and, as an
afterthought,stuffinga secondbottle of Km into his schoolbag.
Another depicts a young girl about to "share'' Km at school
during"show-and-tell."Towardthe end of the video, the elderly
KarlJuraktellsus we "are the carriers of this important legacy.)!
The second videotape has three segments. In the first,
"Buildingon Destiny,"Karl Jurak indicates that although he
doesn't understand how Km works, it may "have somethingto
do with purificationand oxygenationof blood."
The second segment consists mainly of testimonials
from distributors about how enthusiasticthey are and/or how
much money they have made. Several stated they had earned
$30,000 per month, and Matol's top distributors, a married
couple,were said to have made $82,579 in a singlemonth. (The
improbabilityof such earnings accruing to new distributorsis
not mentioned. My sponsor, who certainly marketed aggressively,told me she was making about $700 per month.)
The third segment assures us that "Matol'sphenomenal
successis based on Km alone- no fancypackaging,no Madison
Avenue hype. Just one single product that works." But the
companyalso intends to "continueDr.Jurak'sdream in addressing the most pressing health problems facing mankind today...obesity, environmental impurity, widespread dietary
deficiencyin both young and old. To meet these challenges,
MatolintroducesWorldHealthQuestproducts.Thefirst of these
11
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[FibreSonic]already promises to make a major contribution to

internationalhealth."
Yet another video (not part of the kit), "Why Herbs?,"
asksus to "imaginea world sometimein the near future...where
diseaseand other physical ailments have been virtually eradicated, where heart disease, high blood pressure, even cancer
are no longer a threat." Such a situation will remain unlikely,
saysthe narrator, until people take responsibilityfor their own
health and stop relyingon modern medicine-which ''has failed
miserably"and whose "cut-and-burnmethods" are "deadly."
Whatis the "simple and time-tested" answer to the "dilemma"
of nutritionallyinadequate food? Herbs, without which "good
health is nearly impossible."And what is "the primary obstacle
preventingherbs from reaching every home in An1erica?"Fear.
"Whatis there to be afraid of?' asks the narrator. Better health?
A longer life?Reductionof medical bills?The death of modern
medicine?Simplybeware, he says, of fraudulent products and
disreputablemanufacturers.
Another new sales aid, the Pathway ResearchManual,
gives elaborate instructions for combining foods to achieve
what Matol considers the ideal balance of "alkaline-forming"
and "acid-forming"foods.The average cost of Pathwayproducts
is said to be $19 to $50 per week (plus the cost of Km).
1

Km's Promotion

~

It is illegalfor distributors to claim that Km is effective
againstany health problem. Matol's1990 "Question& Answer"
booklet states:
We market our product as a food supplement and we
do not make any therapeutic claims,but we do believe
that most people can benefit from our product; this is
why we are confident enough to offer a 30- day
guarantee on the product.
AndMatol'sJournal warns:
An independent Matol Botanical International Ltd.
Distributoris not permitted to diagnose or prescribe
the products as a specifictreatment for any disease or
condition. To do so is likely in contravention of the
law and is not condoned by Matol Botanical International Ltd.
MatolBotanicalInternational Ltd. does not make any
claims whatsoever about its products and does not
sanctionor permit any of its Distributorsto make any
claims.

Althoughcompanyliterature makes no direct therapeuticclaimsfor Km, one brochure provides pictures of its 14herbs
and attributes beliefs about their use to various peoples in the
past. For example,it says that Indians of Virginiabelieved that
passion flower could "quiet and soothe the body" and that
..._ nativeIndiansalong the Pacificcoast of North Americabelieved
that tea made from saw palmetto berries "soothed and quieted
the mind."Another brochure quotes KarlJurak stating, "In 60
years, given time, I have never seen this product fail once in
helpingto do some good for the people using it."
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It is clear that some distributors make therapeutic
claims.Some, for example, are circulatingtyped reports associating Km 's herbal ingredients with organs and health problems
that each herb supposedly can help. One report, for exan1ple,
states that alfalfa ''is used as a blood thinner, and a kidney
cleanser.Athletesuse this herb for indurance [sic]and energy."
Another claims that Km is a "blood purifier.''
Have these or similar claims been scientificallytested?
The question-and-answer booklet acknowledges:
Other than those done by Dr. Karl Jurak way back in
the beginning, no tests of any kind have been done.
We do not believe that we will enter into any such
programs since trying to prove what this product
seems to have done for some people would be next to
impossible. However, Matol's Km formula has been
tested in the finest laboratory in the world for over 60
years-the human body.
The booklet also states that "if there were any contraindications when using our products, the FDAwould have
instructed us to indicate that on our label. As you can see, the
label does not carry any contra-indications....If there are any
secondary effects, they will appear briefly and will not be
severe. These possible secondary effects could be manifested
by diarrhea, constipation, lightheadedness, headache, itchy
sensations, or nausea."
Originally, my sponsor said that the cost of Km is
refundable. But later she added that the product had to be
consumed regularly for 30 days-even if the buyer finds Km
nauseating (as I did).

My First "Opening of America" Meeting
On February 13, 1991, I attended a 2-hour Matolcorporate meeting in the Grand Ballroom of the Holiday Inn near
LaGuardiaAirportin NewYorkCity.A banner above the podium
advised in French and in English: "GIVEANDRECEIVE."
The
banner also showed a chart with a crooked line slantingupward
at about 45 degrees. Below it stood two displays of Matol
products.
Opening remarks were made by "executive advisor"
Jacobus Jeffrey, who wore a green "2 FORFREEDOM"
button
on his lapel. (The slogan refers to the strategy of "two in-home
meetings a week for financial freedom.") My sponsor-who
referred to hime as "Brother Jeffrey"-claimed that he was on
the board of directors of a medical center in Brooklynwhere
Matol meetings were held regularly in a conference room.
However, the center's chief executive officer denied that he
knew anyone by that name.
Mr. Jeffrey is a trim-bearded, middle-aged, black man
who speaks in measured tones. He welcomedan above-capacity,
ethnically mixed crowd of well over 7 50 men, women, and
children from New York and nearby states. He said he was "so
excited'' about this long-awaited first New York corporate
meeting. He asked all the nondistributors to raise their hands
and then to stand up. Their rising was met with applause."You
are our guests/' he told them, and promised the audiencetwice-that we would not walk out as we walked in, but would
leave the meeting with a "different feeling." The meeting's
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purpose,Jeffreystated,was to build leadersin the tri-statearea
and in "the Mato]family.""NewYork,"he declared,"needs to
be penetrated."Applausefollowed.Athis request,the audience
chantedone of Matol'smottos:"Helpingpeopleto help people."
The next speaker was David Gordon, a chiropractor
fromBloomington,Indiana,whomJeffreyintroducedas a "field
advisor"and a "special,specialperson" who had made more
than $100,000 in his first year with MatoI. Before inviting
Gordononto the podium,Jeffrey displayeda copy of Matol's
Journal,whose cover picturedGordonand his wife.
Gordon,who is short, assured us he was standing.He
askedus how we were tonight("Great!")and how our day had
been (the same). He told us his suits were at the airport in
Chicago,spoke of his prior depression,and reminiscedabout
his boyhoodsummersin Buffalo,NewYork.Then he recounted
the circumstancesleadingto his embraceof Km. "Allyou need
to do," he advised,"is share the product with people and get
themdrinkingit, and it'lldo the workfor you.Haveyou noticed
that?"The applausesuggestedthat the audienceagreed.
Then he asked how many of those present had been
drinkingKm. The responseseemed to disafpoint him. 'That's
all?"he asked.''You'venever had the joy o tastingit?....You're
in for a treat." Hedemonstratedthe translucentmeasuringflask
includedin the distributor's kit, and advocateddrinkingKm
fromthe flaskin publicto attract attention to the product.
Gordonsaid that "things started to happen'' when he'd
begun using Km in August1989. Never a "morningperson,"
for example,he had begun waking up 2 hours earlier than
usual.Afterrelatinghis wife'snegativeopinionof the product's
odor,he describedKm as a potential"disaster"from a marketing standpoint."So I tell people: it looks bad, it smellsbad, it
tastes bad, and it works." To which my sponsor responded,
"Amen."(So did I-to myself.Km looks like an extract of mud
and tastes vile!)
Gordonsaid his father had been a practicingphysician,
his wife is a nurse, and he himselfhad planned in high school
to becomea surgeon.He was, thus, he said, a skeptic,and as
suchhad approachedthe matter of Km.
Whatif Km doesn't work?''It takes time," he said. One
third of Km users allegedlyrecognizebenefits (unspecified)
withina fewminutesto a fewdays;another third withina week
to a month;and another third within 1 to 3 months.According
to a flyer: "The benefits of Km are immediate.But, the Km
experiencedepends on a person's body awareness."The flyer
identifiesat least one allegedbenefit:Km "facilitates...purification."In additionto being a "universalproduct,"said Gordon,
Km has the features of being both consumableand one of a
kind. "We just happen to have a monopoly."When he announcedthat an East Coastwarehouse would soon be established,the audienceroared.
He then talked about soil depletion."Wehave stripped
from our food supply 70% of the nutrients that should be
availableto us. We're trying to run...on 30%."Cells,he said,
"get pooped" running on 30%."Maybeyou noticed how tired
Americansare?" He gave assorted statistics to support his
sentimentthat Americansare in bad shape.
Gordon said that about 3 years earlier, Km had been
temporarilyunavailableand sold for $100 a bottle."Whenyou
findout what's in that bottle,'' he explained,"you realizethere
isn't any price too high-if it's for someone you love." He
describedKm as a "universalproduct"fromwhichanyonecan

benefit, and implied that it "would actually enhance oxygen ~
efficiencyto all 60 trillion cellsof your body."The remarkable
and varied responses to Km, he added, are attributableto its
"workingat the cellularlevel."
Gordon summed up the Matol sales technique: "The
bottomline that we're sharing with people is results.That's it.
The product works....When you share stories of benefitswith
other people-not features of the product, [but] benefits-they
will want to have it. When the perceivedvalue of the product
exceedsthe cost,peoplewillbuy it....Our job [is) to tell stories."
Hestated that "FDAhas approved [Km]for use by everybody...
men, women, children, [the] elderly, pregnant women, infants...heart patients....lt is a food supplement...aliquidsalad."

[Editor'snote:Thisstatementappearsto befalse. New drugs
andfood additivesare subjectto FDAapproval,but herbsand
supplementproducts marketed without therapeuticclaims
are not.]
Km, he said, "changes people physically,emotionally,
psychologically,
financially."He suggestedthat it can rehabilitate one's sense of humor.Laterhe describedthe new Pathway
products, noting that "the carbohydrate is in a time-release
form,so you get a constant energy curve all day."
Gordonalso claimedthat the Pathway"weightmanagement program" brings about loss of "just nonstructural fat"
and,furthermore,''actuallysculpture[s]your body....Theweight
comes off in the right places." But the Pathway program,he
counseled,won't work withoutKm, because"Kmenhancesthe
efficiencyat the cellularlevelof utilizationof all the nutrients."
Moreover,he said, continued use of Km leads to better food
choices:"Youwill desire better foods."
Gordonreported that sales hit $1.5 milliondollarsone
day around the time of a recent convention in Anaheim,
California.He said February 1991 sales were projectedto be
nearly $20 million,and that 1990 sales had been nearly $200
million.Later he solicitedtestin10nialsfrom Pathway product
userswho had lost more than 10 founds. The four respondents
reportedlyhad lost an average o one pound daily.
When Gordon was through,JacobusJeffrey,joined by
18 "achievers"on the podium,presidedover a prolongedseries
of bilingual mutual and self-congratulations.Then he introduced Matol's vice president of personal development, Dr.
CliffordBaird (the "2 FORFREEDOM"
strategist),as a gentleman with "an educational background second to none." Dr.
Baird,he said,had four traditionaldegreesplus three others-in
"life," mountaineering,and "streetology."
Baird,nearly6 feet, 7 inchestall, told us how wonderful
we were and identifiedhis four degrees:a Bachelor'sin math,
an M.A.in industrial psychology,an M.B.A.in banking and
marketing, and a Ph.D. in psychology.Then he declared:
"Wisdomis not the byproductof education."Baird's talk was
filledwith cliches.Hestruckme as a pop psychologist-preacher,
but the audience responded to him with much laughter and
applause.
My Second Meeting
OnApril10th I attended another "Openingof America"
meeting,whichdrew some 2,000 persons to the RadissonHotel
in Hauppauge,NewYork.Abanner proclaimed1991 "TheYear
of Freedom," and "New Age music filled the hall before
11
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commencement.
I had comeby chartered bus with Mr.Jeffrey's
groupof 30.
TheopeningspeakerwasJohn PaulDadufalza,a 24-yearold of Philippinedescent whose picture appears on the cover
of Matol'sJuly 1991Journal. A former flight attendant, he
reportedly earned $20,265 during his fourth month as a
distributor.Mysponsor likened him to MichaelJackson. His
exoticgood looks and polished appearance in a tailored suit
had made him the most conspicuousaward recipient at the
previousmeeting.
John Paulexuberantlyrecountedhis embraceofKm and
Mato),whichhe attributedto his mother's nagging.Unspecified
"healthchallenges"finallyprompted him to try Km 6 months
after his mother had given him a bottle. However,he did not
specifyanybenefitof Km other than financial.He askedpeople
who had lost weight on the Pathway program to stand and
calledon the "big losers" to deliver testimonials.
I was disappointedto learn that the legendaryKarlJurak
would not appear. Nor would Robert Bolduc. (My sponsor
informedme he was busy pursuing a doctorate in network
marketing.)But AnthonyJurak and Sam Kalenuiktook turns
on the podium.
AnthonyJurak told us it was his 53rd birthday;he looks
about 10 years younger.He intimated a belief in destiny,and
explainedMatol'smotto, "Giveand receive:We know for sure
todaythat if you give,eventuallyyou receive."Laterhe added:
"If the dream is big enough, the facts don't count" and
"Freedomis goingon a holidayand not havinga return ticket."
Kalenuikis 40 years old, short, and silver-haired.He
claimedhe could tell us in 25 minutes or less how to get our
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livesin order. He reiterated Anthony'ssayingabout dreamsand
facts,and expresseda strong desire "to have the biggestimpact
m 2,000 years on world peace." He also expressed belief in
'~synchronicity:"
"Meaningfulcoincidenceswill occur in your
lifewhen you're headed in a right direction."Becomingincreasingly metaphysical, he insisted: "Thoughts change matter.
Thoughtsare things."Babies,he continued,have no limitations
at all. He asked how many of us believed in God. Abouthalf
the attendees raised a hand, but my sponsor assured me that
the majority believed. Kalenuik told us we were all were
~ssentiallyequal, and that inequalityresults from wrong thinkmg.
The Bottom Line
Km epitomizes the ''New Age" quest for a nutritional
quick fix. It has never been proven safe or effectivefor any
purpose except makingmoney for some of its distributors.The
identity and amounts of its herbal ingredients are not public
information.It is promoted with glittering generalitiesby the
companyand "unauthorized"therapeuticclaimsby its distributors. Those who feel better after using Km are encouragedto
attribute any improvement to the product's potency. These
simpletactics-plusthe lure of easy money-have enabledMato)
to pull wool over the eyes of a multitude of people from all
walksof life.
Mr Raso, a registered dietician, lives in New York City and ls preparing a book on
"paranormal" nutrillon.

"HEALTHY
CELLS"ORUNHEALTHY
SALES?
William M. London, Ed.D.

A few months ago a poster on the bulletin board of my
localpubliclibraryannouncedseminarsin ClevelandandAkron
by Albert Earl Carter, author of The CancerAnswer. The
seminarswere sponsoredby three Mato)distributorsfrom the
North Canton area. They also had advertised in the Akron
BeaconJournaland sent flyers to chiropractorsand massage
therapists.
I attendedthe seminarin Cleveland.The advertisedcost
was $20 in advance or $25 at the door, which covered two
people and an autographed copy of The CancerAnswer.
However,I camealone and was chargedonly $10.The seminar
lasted2 hours and was attended by about 50 people.According
to one of the promoters,Alhad receiveda standingovationthe
previousnight at a seminar in Canton attended by 150 people.
Twoweeks later my book arrived in a packagecontaining a blank billingslip from the AmericanInstitute of Reboundologyin Cypress,California,the address given in TheCancer
Answerfor Al Carter. Accordingto the book's cover, "We are
notbeingtold the truth aboutcancer,""Canceris not a disease,"
and "Theanswerto cancer has been staring medicalsciencein
the facefor at least a decade."
-._
Al doesn't claim to be a scientist or a medicaldoctor.
("WhatI am is an investigativescientificreporter, so I can't
qualifyfor the title of "quack " he claimed in the book.) His
answerto "cancerand other old-agediseases" is his "Healthy
Cell Concept,"which he depicts as a rectangle with four

quadrantsthat he callscellexercise,cell food,cellenvironment,
and cell communication.The center of the rectanglecontainsa
cartoon character of a healthy cell named Larry Lymphocyte
who converseswith Al throughout much of the book.
"Reboundexercise"is part of Al's answer.Accordingto
Al,reboundingon a minitrampoline"can increase the activity
of the LymphaticSystemby as much as thirty-foldand increase
the numberof garbage-eatingwhite blood cellsas muchas three
times!Now,all you have to do is feed those cellsgood cellfood
so that they are healthy, and let them go." At the seminar,Al
called himself "the world's foremost authority on the most
efficientand effectiveform of exerciseyet devised by man" for
"everycell of the body.'' He also boasted that reboundingis the
top form of exercise recommended in literature for Matol's
Pathway Weight ManagementProgram and by the National
Aeronauticsand SpaceAdministration(NASA).
About 6 weeks after the seminar I received issues #2
and #3 of On the Rebound,a newsletter published by Fit for
YouInternationalof Whittier,California.Its mastheadidentifies
SylviaOrtiz (an aerobics instructor) as president & editor-inchief;Jose Ortiz, M.D.(Natural Mr. An1erica1986) as medical
advisor;and Albert Earl Carter as "rebound consultant."One
issue of the newsletter displayed the "Healthy Cell'' concept
with a product mentioned in each quadrant:
• The "Cell Exercise"product is the PROBOUNDER
2000, a
minitrampolinethat Fit for Youmarkets with a suggestedretail
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priceof S195 and a deal~r's_costas lo:Was $100. An accompanyingad promisesthat distributorswill be shown how to sell
it as a sinRleproductand "in conjunctionwith any oth~rhealth
care productsyou currently market." SylviaOrtiz claimsthat
the PROBOUNDER
2000 is "the perfect adjunctto chiropract_ic
due to its unique ability to help the body remove lactic acid
and other toxins." When the device is prescribedby a chiropractor,she noted, insurancecompaniesoften pay up to 80%
of the unit's cost. "Usingtypical sales of 20 per month..:you
could also expect an additional $22,800 in annual profit to
you!"In a sidebar,one of the seminar'ssponsorswas congratulatedfor selling100units by promoting"healthycell"seminars
in Ohio and Pennsylvania.For $390, Fit for You even offers
4-dayseminarsfor certificationin ''reboundology."
eThe"Cell Food" product is Km. In his lecture and in the
newsletter,Al said, "I have studied Km and personallyfeel it
is a perfect cell food." He also identified inositol, choline,
aminobenzoicacid, B15, and B11 (laetrile) as "cell foods" and
said (incorrectly)they are water-so~ubl~
vitamins.~e~sletter
#3 containsa full-pagead forKm, whichhsts 12Km distributors
who serve 37 states. When I called one listed for eight northwestern states, I was greeted by a taped messagepromoting
both Km and the "HealthyCell"concept.
eThe"CellEnvironment."product is a water purifiermade
by TrinisolWater Systems,and sold by Fit for You.Alemphasizes that pure water is important to "healthy cells" and says
that chlorinationand fluoridationof communitywater supplies
are hazardousto health. On the Reboundsupports this view
with an article on water purificationby Trinisol'spresident,
FredVan Liew,who is describedas host of a radio talk show
on which he interviews"this country'sleading natural health
care experts."
• The "Cell Communication''product is "SubliminalAudio
Tapes,"-which Fit for You advertises for appetite control,
buildinga strong immunesystem,and freedomfrom stress.

.The CancerAnswer suggeststhat most cancers are under A
control until doctors tell patients the diagnosis.Accordingto
the book when their cells receive this message,"they simply prepare the body for death.They giveup and quit fighting.The
immunesystemslowsdown and bec,~mesi~~fficien_t,
givin~the
canceran opportunityto take over. A positiveatt1tude-a1ded
by the tapes of course-conveys"psycho-immunity"to cells.
Fit for You also sells Al'sfirst book (current retail price
S12.95) The Miraclesof Rebound Exercise,which Al clai~1s
has sold 1.3 millioncopies-a remarkableachievementconsidering that it is not listed in Books in Print.
In The CancerAnswer,Al recommendsvariousbrands
of "food supplements"and other products availablefromNew
DimensionsDistributors,in Fountain Hill, Arizona.Two days
after calling its toll-freenumber (1-800-624-7114)I received
the HealthyCellCatalogand an issue of HealthyCellNews
(featuring,on page 1, the four quadrants and LarryLymphocyte's picture).The catalog'smany nostrums included"antiaging nutrient" coenzyme Q10, Berry Trim (a bogus
weight-reductionproduct),and Dr. RinseFormula(for "aiding
in the fight against cardiovascularand circulatoryproblems"
and easing the pain of arthritis). The "newspaper" included
articles and ads promoting homeopathic tinctures (for lost
libido and various other health problems) and many other
dubiousproducts.
"ProfessorCarter" (as Allikes to call himself) claimsto
have put "all the pieces of the puzzle together" for answering
not only cancer, but arthritis and other afflictions.He is
networked with chiropractors, Km distributors, and other ._
assorted zealots whose claims are fanciful and sometimes
illegal.Theirreal productis not "healthycells"but self-delusion.
1

Dr. London is assistanl professor of heahh education al Kenl Slale Universityand
presldenlof the Ohio CouncilAgainslHealth Fraud.

NEWREPORT
ONTHEWEIGHT-LOSS
MARKET
Surveys have estimated that the percentage of overweight adults in the United States is between 25% and 64%,
dependingon the criteriaand methodsused to collectthe data.
The "weight-lossindustry" is high in salesmanshipbut low in
accountabilityof both dollar volume and successpercentages.
Certain statistics,known only to operators of privately held
companies,may not be reliable and may be inflated to make
programsseem more popular.
Despite these difficulties,MarketdataEnterprises,an
independentmarket researchand consultingfirm,has issueda
252-pagereport filled with tidbits and tabulationsto characterizeand forecastthe weight-lossmarketplaceduringthe next
5 years.TheJuly 1991report estimatestotal 1990salesofS30.2
billion in 1990, including:over-the counter (OTC)appetite
suppressants($1.47billion);low-caloriepreparedfoods($I.97
billion);diet soft drinks ($13.3 billion); artificialsweeteners
(SI.19 billion);commercialweight-losscenters ($2.0 billion);
hospital-and MD-basedweight-lossprograms ($1.6 billion);
nonresidentialfitness and exercise clubs/spas ($6.4 billion);
residential health spas ($1.55 billion); and diet books and
cassettetapes ($0.67 billion).
The Marketdatastudy, called The U.S.WeightLoss &
Diet ControlMarket, was compiled from trade association

surveys, government and company reports, and extensive
telephonesurveysby Marketdata'sstaff.The report also notes:
.seventy percent of teenage girls are dieting.The explosion
of eatingdisorder casesis partly exacerbatedby misuseof OTC
diet products,most notably phenylpropanolamine.
eMostdieters with moneyto spend are "cosmeticallyobese"
(20 to 30 pounds to lose) rather than medicallyat risk.
.Recent government investigationshave pressured many
commercialoperators to promise to institute methods for
collectingand reportingdata on their customers'experiencesincludingtheir abilityto keep weight off once it has been lost.
•The use of relatively low-costmeal-replacementproducts
has increasedwhile medicallymonitoredvery-low-calorie
diet
programshave suffereddecliningenrollment.
Marketdata'sreport, although intended primarily for
commercialparties, might be useful for individualsinterested
in probingfurther into the economicsand organizationof the
weight-lossmarketplace.The priceis $995,with a 20%discount _.,
to Nutrition Forum subscribers. Individual sections of the
report can be purchased separately. For a free brochure and
table of contents,write MarketdataEnterprises,Inc., P.O.Box
436, Lynbrook,NY11563 or telephone 516-791-6579.
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BRIEFS
lrtryptophan damage award. A panel of arbitrators has
awarded nearly $2.2 million to 3 people from Oregon who
developedeosinophilia-myalgia
syndrome after taking tainted
L-tryptophansupplements.One died and the other two have
been hospitalizedrepeatedlyfor severe pain and fatigue.The
illnesshas been traced to an impurityintroducedduring a new
processused by ShowaDenko,a largeJapanesesupplier.About
800 suitshave been filed against the company.
Libel suit settled. In an out-of-courtsettlement, three defendants have agreed to pay a total of $60,000 to John Renner,
M.D.,a KansasCityphysicianwho has been activelyengaged
in fightingquackery.Dr. Renner's suit, filed in 1988, charged
that Kurt Donsbach,MaureenSalaman,ClintonMiller,Joseph
Lisa,the NationalHealthFederation,and a publishingcompany
operatedby Donsbachhad disseminatedfalse and defamatory
statementsabouthisprofessionalactivities,mainlythroughsale
of a book written by Lisaand promoted by the others. When
the suit was filed, Donsbachwas NHF'sboard chairman,Salaman its president,and Millerits legislativerepresentative.The
settlementpledgespaymentof $29,000 by Donsbach,$25,000
by Miller,and $<5,000
by Salamanover a 3-yearperiod. NHFis
noted for its aggressivelobbyingand letter-writingcampaigns
in support of "alternative'' methods of health care. Donsbach
and MiJlerresignedfrom the group during 1989.

-

Mexican clinic operator convicted. James Gordon Keller,
who operated St. Jude's Clinicin Tijuana, Mexico,has been
convictedby a jury in McAllen,Texas, of 11 counts of using
interstate communicationsto defraud patients. Prosecutors
claimedthat he told would-befatients that thef couldbe cured
of cancer through the use o crystals, herba teas, vitamins,
massage,and injections of an unapproved drug called "tumorex."In March,MexicanauthoritiesdeliveredKellerto U.S.
officialsso prosecutioncould take place.
New "credentials" for health food retailers. The National

NutritionalFoodsAssociation(the primary trade organization
for health food retailers,manufacturers,and distributors)and
BastyrCollege(a naturopathyschool) are jointlysponsoringa
3-step course on retailing, introductory nutrition, and "advanced study" of such topics as herbs, homeopathy, sports
nutrition,and skin care. In an interview reported in Natural
A's executivedirector said that the
FoodsMerchandiser,NNF
knowledgeimparted to store managers and employees "can
onlylead to greater publicconfidenceand a more professional
industry."Natural Foods Merchandiseralso reported that
NNFAand its regional chapters contribute $100,000 to the
program.

~

More evidence against "clinical ecology." A study of 26
"environmentalillness"patients found that their prevalenceof
majorpsychiatricdisorderswas more than twiceas high as that
264:3166--3170,1990].Reprintsare
of a controlgroup UAMA
availablefrom Donald W. Black, M.D.,Dept. of Psychiatry,
Universityof IowaCollegeof Medicine,500 NewtonRoad,Iowa
City,IA52242.

USDAhotline. The U.S.Departmentof Agriculture'sMeatand

P~ultryHotline(8~0-535-4555from 10 a.m.to 4 p.m.EST)deals
with proper handlingof meat and poultry.Lastyear its 14home
economistsfielded 80,000 questions from consumers.
AIDS food safety advice. The FDA,in cooperation with the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control, has produced a 15-minute
vi~eotape,entitledEatingDefensively,:
Foo~Safetyfor Persons
with AIDS. It covers foods to avoid, nsks of contracting
foodborne diseases,correct methods of food preparation and
handling,and food safety adviceto followin kitchens,grocery
stores, restaurants, and foreign countries.Copiesare available
for $8.95 from the NationalAIDSInformation Clearinghouse,
P.O.Box6003, Rockville,MD20850. Oncepurchased,the tape
maybe reproducedwithout charge.Free brochureson the same
subjectare availableon request.

In-case-you-missed-it department. Accordingto an ad in
Horoscopemagazine,"your astrologicalsign can predetermine
health and well-being!"Fortunately, Astrological Vitamins
"specificallyformulated" to be "compatible with your own
individual astrological sign" are now available so you can
"protect yourself from your own health weaknesses!"The ad
explainsthat "many astrologers believe Aries may have poor
eyesightand vitaminA helps maintain normal vision,.and that
"Taurusis prone to throat problems and vitamin C may help
increase resistance to colds." The cost is $22.95 for a 30-day
supply (or $39.90 for a 2-month supply) plus a free crystal
pendant for "luck,health, and long life.''

"No cholesterol" labeling attacked. The FDAhas ordered
three manufacturersof vegetable oil products to stop making
"no cholesterol"claimson their labels.The cited productshad
displayedsuch a claim together with a picture of a heart or
electrocardiogram.The FDA stated that this is misleading
becauseit suggeststhat the productby itselfcan benefitgeneral
health but fails to reveal that (1) other dietary factors and
overallweightcontrol are necessaryto achievea healthyheart,
and (2) the product is high in fat and that excessfat in the diet
is a general health risk.

"Fast food" guidebook. Dietitians at Riverside Methodist
Hospitalshave developed Food FactsFast FoodsPocketEdition, a 50-pageguide to informed choicesinvolving480 lunch
and dinner items at 16 leading fast-foodchains.For each item
the bookletcharts total calories;caloriesfrom fat; gramsof fat,
carbohydrate,and protein; grams of saturated fat; milligrams
of cholesterol;milligramsof sodium, and exchange values.A
brief introduction explains how to make choices compatible
with the 1990 U.S.DietaryGuidelines.Singlecopies are $3.75
each; bulk orders (6 or more copies) are $3.25 each from Gail
Crosser,NutritionServices,RiversideMethodistHospitals,3535
OlentangyRiver Road,Columbus,OH43214.
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Nutrition education for medical students. The H.J.Heinz ~

New group hopes to protect nonstandard practi~ioners.

CompanyFoundationhas given $243,130 to the preventive
medicine department of Rush MedicalCollege(Chicago)to
develop a computerizednutrition curriculumfor medicalstudents. The program will focus on how nutrition relates to
disease and how physicianscan guide patients to healthful
diets.

A dentist opposed to the use of mercury-amalgam
fillingshas

formedwhat he callsa "minoritytrade association"calledthe
[nternationalAssociationof Dentistsand Physicians.The purpose of the group, which is open to all types of licensedor
"certified"health care providers,is to set standards for unorthodoxmethods that will be recognizedby insurancecompanies,regulatoryagencies,and the courts.

Vitamins may cause facial eruption. A 53-year-oldwoman

who began taking dietary supplementson advice of a health
foodstore developedacnerosacearesistantto standardmedical
treatment.The supplementsincluded100mg of vitaminB6and
100 µg of vitamin B12daily. Her symptomsclearedup within
3 weeks after stoppingsupplementation,returned after taking
half the previous dose, and promptly cleared up when she
stoppedthe vitaminsagain [Cutis48:119--120,August1991].

Notable quote. "Instead of putting their energy into coming

up with a repeatable experimentas free as possibleof methodologicalflaws,fringe scientistsusuallyexpend it in creating
a blastof hot air and ad hominemattackson their critics....Much
of fringeresearchis the dilemmaof a man in a boat who rows
fromone side:No matter how long or how hard he works,he
neversucceedsin doinganythingexceptgoingin circles,never
realizingthat it isn't his dedication of his strength but his
methodthat is flawed.Untilfringe researchputs both oars in
the water, it is doomed to remain where it has alwaysbeen:
spinningaimlesslyon the shoresof science.~tephenPeterson,

Fish inspection increased. The FDAhas launcheda special

inspectionof the nation's 4,100 seafoodprocessingplants and
other seafoodestablishments.lt plans to completethe process
within a year to evaluate the qualityof seafoodhandling.The
agencyalso announcedthat it is increasingits efforts against
''shellfishbootleggers,"who harvest and sell shellfishillegally
from contaminatedwaters. Annual consumption of seafood
reachednearly 16 pounds per person in 1989, an increaseof
nearly 60% over the past decade. The NationalAcademyof
Sciencessaid that despite increased consumption,reported
casesof seafood-borneillnesseshave not increased.

SkepticalInquirer,Summer 1989.
Vitamin politics. AmericanDruggisthas reported that the

NationalAssociationof RetailDruggists'chieflobbyistis upset
withInner Circle,a Republicangroupwhosememberscontribute at least $1,000per year to help elect a Republicanmajority
in the Senate. In May 1991, Inner Circlememberswere informedof new memberservices,includingdiscountson drugs
throughaJ. C.PennyCo.Inc.mail-ordersubsidiaryand cut-rate
vitaminsand other health productsfrom BronsonPharmaceuticals.Accordingto the article,NARD'slobbyistis irate about
the glowingterms with which these benefitswere described.
NARDhas also expressed concern that the FDAhas advised
consumersto seek lower prices through a discountmail-order
pharmacy,such as the one operated by the AmericanAssociation of RetiredPersons.
Nutri/System sued again.Newsdayhas reportedthat 18New
Yo~kState resi~entshave sued Nutri/System,claimingthat its
weight-lossregimenwas responsiblefor damagingtheir gallbladder,w~ich had to be removed.The suits charge that the
companyfailedto warn peoplethat rapidweight-losscan cause
cholesterol-saturated
bile to accumulateas gallstones.Nutri-System has denied any wrongdoingin more than 500 similar
lawsuitsfiled throughoutthe country.
Unsaf~ recipe recalled. Gourmetmagazinehas notifiedits
subscribersthat a cookierecipein itsJuly 1991issuecontained
an unsafe ingr~dient.Instead of 1/4 teaspoon of wintergreen
extract,the recipe called for 1/4 teaspoonof wintergreenoil,
a substancethat can cause allergicreactions.

~ modifies it cholesterol campaign. The AMA
Campaign
Ag~mstChol~sterolh~ a new name and logo.The campaign,
whichbeganm 1988,1scosponsoredby a pharmaceuticalfirm
and severalfood companies.Its new name is the AMACholesterol EducationProgram.Its logo no longer includesthe AMA
seal,and its messagesstate that the AMAendorsesno products.
Thesechangeswere made in responseto FDAconcernsthat the
campaign might constitute an endorsement or an implied
health clain1for the products.

Ped_iat~icians blast _f~>0dads. The AmericanAcademyof

Pediatricswants telev1s1on
food advertisingaimed at children
stopped.I~ an updated policystatement,the Academycharged
that t_heprimarygo~lof children'stelevisionis to sell products
t~ c~tldren.Accordmgto the Academy,youngchildrencannot
d1stmguishbetween programs and commercialsand don't
un~erstandthat commercialsare designedto sell products.The
policystatement also noted: "Televisionshows promote toys.
The same toys are used to promote cereals and other foods.
Commercialsfor the cereals, named after the toys, indirectly
promotethe toy and the toy-basedprogramas well as the cereal
and other related products."
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QUACKERY AND THE FDA:
A COMPLICATED STORY
Stephen Barrett, M.D.

The U.S.Foodand Drug Administration(FDAJ
triesto ensurethat all productsmarketedfor the
preventionor treatmentof diseaseare safe and
effective.How
muchcanitprotectus.fromquackery?

productlabels,whichwouldmaketheproductseasytargetsfor
regulatory action. Instead, the claims are spread separately
through books, magazinearticles,and radio and televisiontalk
shows,allofwhichare protectedby the doctrinesoffree speech
and freedom of the press.
Cautiousmanufacturersrelyon these mediaoutletsto
inform prospective customers what the ingredients in their
productsarefor.However,manymanufacturersprovidehealthfoodretailerswithliteratureand other infonnationto be distributed in the relativeprivacyof their stores. In May 1985,following an extensive undercover investigation,ConsumerReports
listed 42 companies whose literature contained illegalclaims
that variousproductswere effectiveagainst cancer,atherosclerosis, prostate trouble, sexual dysfunction,high blood pressure, and manyother aihnents.The articlealsochided the FDA
for not doing enough to police the marketplace.
Insteadofacknowledgingthe seriousness ofthe problem, FDAofficialsattempted to downplayits significance.In a
prepared statement, they claimed that "many of the products
mentionedinthearticlewereknowntotheFDAandwereunder
investigation,coveredby the OTCdrug review,or alreadyacted
upon .... Those new to the agency will be scheduled for
coveragein the fu lure."
This statement was deliberatelydeceptive.It was true
that manyofthe products were "knownto the FDA" However,
an FDApress officertold me that 25 of the 42 CfJmpanies
were
not "known to the FDA"- despite the fact that I had mailed
informationabout eight of them lo the FDA's Health Fraud
Branch as wellas to its Commissionerand chief enforcement
officersix months before the articlewas published.Onlyten of
the rest had been subjectedto enforcementaction-in onecase
23 years previously-and several of these had continued to
break the law despite what the FDA had done. Four other
companies were said to be "under investigation."The FDA
neverasked forthe evidencecollectedby ConsumerReportsand
stopped only a few of the violationsthe article had revealed.

In 1979,at the request of an FDA official,I obtained
evidencethat a vitaminconcoctionwasbeing illegallymarketed
as a remedy for high blood pressure, stroke, arthritis, atherosclerosis,glaucoma,angina, high cholesterol,and poor blood
circulation.A fewweeks later, an FDA inspector came to my
office,filledout papers for me to sign,·tookthe evidence,and
reimbursedme for expenses.To my great surprise, however,
noprosecutiontook place.In fact,the productis stillsoldtoday.
This experience provided my first clue that something was
wrongwiththe FDA'senforcementpolicytowardhealthfrauds.
Overthe years, Congressionaloversightcommitteesand FDA
advisorypanelshave reached the same conclusion.Americans
havefar less protectionfrom quackery than they realize.
Organized Quackeiy: Drugs in "Disguise"

Ineffectiveproducts marketed for the treatment of
diseasecan hann or even kill people by divertingthem from
effectivetreatment For this reason, the Federal Food, Drug,
and CosmeticAct prohibits the marketing of health products
that have not been proven effectiveas well as safe for their
intendedpurpose.This law-which is primarilyenforcedbythe
FDA-applies not only to prescription drugs but also to vitamins,minerals,amino acids, and any other nutrients that are
claimedto be effectiveagainst any disease.
Despitethisfact,manufacturersalignedwiththe health
food industry are marketing hundreds of unproven "dietary
supplements"intended to be used against disease. The intendeduses-such as "forstrengthening the immunesystem"
or "for preventing cataracts"-are almost never printed on
41
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Further Evidence ofWealmess

The FDA'simpacton the marketplacecan be judged
by observingthe number of illegal supplementproductssold,
how long they remain on the market, and how long the FDA
takes to act after it becomes aware ofviolations.
ThemostefficientFDAenforcementaction
Ihaveever
seen was taken in 1986 against UnitedSciencesof America,a
multilevelcompanywhichclaimedthat its nutritionalproducts
wouldhelppreventcancerand heart disease.Usingvideotaped
endorsementsfrom prominentscientists (someofwhomlater
chargedthat the endorsementswereused withouttheirpermi~
sion),the companyquicklybuiltsales to severalmilliondollars
per month. However,within six months after learningof the
illegalclaims,the FDAsent a singleletterorderingthecompany
to stop making them. The resultant scandal plus action by
severalstate attorney~generalquicklydrovethe companyout
ofbusiness.
Unfortunately,this degree ofregulatorysuccessis not
common.The followingexamplesare more typical.
• In 1983, a manufacturerof fish oilcapsulesdistrilr
uted a bookletstating that fish oilswere effectivein preventing
heart disease.Althoughthisclaimwasbased on a welldesigned
scientificexperiment,the evidence was far from sufficientto
justifyself-medication
bythe generalpublic.Actingon a tipfrom
me,the FDAordered the companyto recallthe booklet,which
itdid.However,theFDAtookfiveyearsto stopothercompanies
frommakingsimilarclaimsinads. Bythattimetotalfishoilsales
were close to $100milliona year and their intended use was
finnly establishedin the public'smind.
• During the 1980s the amino acid lAryptophanwas
marketed as an aid for insomnia weight reduction,premenstrual syndrome, and several other problems.These claims
wereillegal.In 1989lAryptophanwas implicatedinan outbreak
of eosinophilia-myalgia
syndrome, a rare disorder characterizedby muscle and joint pain,weakness,swellingof the arms
and legs, fever and skin rash. More than 1500 cases were
reported,includingat least28 deaths and manycases ofsevere
disability.Althoughthe problemwas c.ausedby a contaminant
in the manufacturingprocess, the FDAmight have prevented
the outbreakby stoppingthe illegalclaimsbeforel.rtryptophan
becameestablishedin the marketplace.
• SinceAIDSbecameahouseholdword,manycompanieshavemarketednutritionalproductssaidto "strengthenthe
immunesystem."Allofthese productsare fakes.Morethantwo
years after the product category had established its market
niche,theFDAstoppedsomecompaniesfrommarketingthem.
But others continueto do so.
• Marketing of Cal-Ban3000, a guar gum product
claimedfalselyto produceautomaticweightloss,beganin 1986
andcontinueddespiteactionby the PostalServiceandthe Iowa
AttorneyGeneral.The FDA which could have ordered the
marketingstopped,said it wouldnot do so because guar gum
was still under review as an ingredient in over-the-counter
(OTC)dietproducts.The FDAstated that as longas guar gum
did not present a health haz.ard,it could be marketed at the

manufacturer'sdiscretion.The OTCreviewprocess had begun Al\
in the early 1970sand had no completiondate targeted. Early
last year, at a Congressionalhearing, an IowaAssistantAttorney Generalaccusedthe FDA ofgiving pwveyors of dietfraud
"fullreign"to violatethe lawfor almost30years,with "resulting
consumer losses ... in the billions of dollars." Pressed by
Congressionalstaffmembers, the FDA announced that guar
gum would be banned along with more than 100 unproved
ingredientsused in OTCdiet products. {Theban will is scheduled to take effectin February 1992.)Meanwhile,it turned out
that Cal-Banwas not safe because when placedin water,guar
gum tablets swellto severaltimes their originalsize and have
the consistencyofputty.In 1989,the FDAwas notifiedthat two
Cal-Banusers had suffered serious esophageal obstruction.
However,it did not order the marketing stopped until a year
later. By that time at least 17cases of esophagealobstruction,
includingone death, had been reported.
• More than 100 companies are marketingvitamin
andaminoacidconcoctionssaidto increasestaminaandenduranceand helpbuildbig muscles.Allofthese productsarefakes.
Lack of FDA action has enabled these so-called"ergogenic
aids"to growto a $100 milliona year rip-off.An FDAofficialhas
told me that since the products appear to be physicallyhannless, they are likelyto remain "low-priority"
for regulation.
• In 1986,whileworkingon an articleabouthomeop&
thy for ConsumerReports,I spent more than twohours withthe
FDA'stop enforcementofficial,Joseph Hile, AssociateCom· ~
missionerof RegulatoryAffairs.During the interviewI asked
him to examinea homeopathichome remedy kit and tell me
whether itslabelingwas legal.The kit includedproductscalled
HepaticDysfunctionand Glandularfor Men. Afterexamining
the kit, he began pacingthe floorand said he couldn'tanswer
my questionbecause the situationwith homeopathicproducts
was extremelycomplic.ated-and if he said the labelingwas
illegal, he wouldbe obligedto take action.Afterthe interview
ended,I showedthe kitto a memberofthe FDA'sHealthFraud
Branch who said, "Sure it's illegal. Product labels must be
written entirely in English.These are not." No enforcement
actionwas taken. Hundreds of homeopathicremedies stillare
marketedfor the treatment of health problemsfor whichthey
have no proveneffectiveness.
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Many Pressing Issues

Ask any FDA officialwhy the agency has not been
moreeffectiveagainsthealthfraudsand youwillget essentially
the sameanswer:"We'dliketo devotemore attentionto health
fraudsbut the FDA's limitedresources are not sufficientto do
everythingthat needs to be done." I believethis statement is
true but incomplete.
The FDAis responsiblefor ensuring that our food is
safeand wholesome;that cosmetics are safe; that drugs and
therapeuticdevicesare safe and effective;and that all of these
productsare honestlyand informativelylabeled.These tasks
are enormous.About25¢ out of every consumer dollar in the
UnitedStates is spent on FDA.regulatedproducts-produced
or distributedby close to 90,000companies.The problem of
health frauds has had to compete for attentionwith the AIDS
epidemic,the high cost of pharmaceuticalresearch and development,criminaltamperingwith foods and drugs, concerns
aboutthe safetyand efficacyofgeneric drugs, questionsabout
foodsafety,and many other pressing issues.
In 1983,as part ofan extensive4-ye.arinvestigationof
fraudsagainsttheelderly,the lateCongressmanClaudePepper
askedfederalagencieswhat they were doing about quackery.
The FDAreplied that $1.8 million(0.5%)of its $362.7million
budget had been allocatedfor 1983,but this included educational activitiesand publicationsin addition to enforcement
_,,. actions.
In May 1991,a prominent FDAadvisorycommittee
concludedthat, despite a $682 million budget and approximately 8400 full-timeemployees, the FDA was no longer
capableof fulfillingits statutory obligations.Although public
healthhad notyet been significantlythreatened,the committee
noted,"Inthe past decade ... Congress has relentlesslyadded
new responsibilitieswithoutprovidingthe resources to carry
them out. Many sources, the report also noted, "depictedan
agencythat is overextended,underfunded, and shackled by
bureaucraticconstraints."
In 1990the FDA'senforcementstaffincluded ne.arly
l(XX)investigators,complianceofficers,laboratorypersonnel,
and attorneys. During a typical ye.ar,the investigatorsvisit
about 20,000companies within the United States and 400
abroad,reviewabout 1½ millionimportedgoods, and conduct
100,CXX>
examinationsat the wharves.In addition,agencyscientistsanalyze75,000productsampleseach ye.ar.These activities
typicallyresult in 25,000import detentions and 17,000other
regulatoryactions ranging from simple warnings to product
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recallsand court actions [FDAConsumer 25(1):7,1991].The
vastmajorityinvolvesafetyviolationsrather than quackclaims.

Uncertain Priority
In 1984,Frank A Young,M.D., Ph.D., became FDA
Commissionerand announcedthatfightinghe.althfraudwould
have a high priority.Under his administration,the FDAestablished its Health Fraud Branch, cosponsored national and
regionalhealth fraudconferences,and distributedinformation
packetsto almost20,(X)()
newspapers,magazines,and radioand
televisionstations, urging them to reject fraudulent ads. Although educational activities like these are important, they
have littleor no deterrent effect on lawbreakers.
When the FDAdetects illegalmarketing,it can issue
a warningletter,initiatea seizure,seek an injunction,or initiate
criminalprosecution.During my interviewwith Joseph HileI
askedwhycriminalprosecutions-with their potentialthreatof
a prison sentenc.e--were not used more often in food supplement cases. He replied that the Justice Departmentwouldnot
process them, so there was no point aiming in that direction.
When I asked why he didn't make this problem publicso that
criticismfocusedon the FDA (bythe ConsumerReportsarticle,
forexample)couldbe redirected towardthe responsibleparty,
he said that it wasn't his place to do this.
· A few months after my meeting with Mr. Hile, he
retired and was replaced by John A Taylor, who attacked the
problemofhealth frauds much more aggressively.He initiated
many important seizures that stopped manufacturers from
making illegaltherapeuticclaimsfortheirproducts.Mr.Taylor,
whoretired in 1989,is nowa consultantto a prominentlawfirm
in Washington, D.C. He credits the aggressiveness of his
enforcementpolicyto "a change of philosophyfrom the top"
initiatedby CommissionerYoung.In a candid interview,Mr.
Taylor agreed that more criminal prosecutions are needed
becausecompaniesmay regard lesser enforcementactionsas
part of "businessas usual."But he noted that criminalactions
are time-consumingand require more levelsofreviewas wellas
actionby the Justice Department
Mr.Tayloradmittedthat "duringthee.arly1980s,there
was a widespread perception that the Justice Department
would not take our cases-and we didn't keep testing the
Department by bringing new cases." Cases were presented
during his administration,"but in busy jurisdictions-where
drug traffickingis a problem, for example--those involving
dietarysupplementswouldgo to the bottom of the pile."
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PresidentsReaganand Bush, has tended to minimizegovern- ~
ment regulation.The food and drug industries--which are
huge-are certainly not interestedin seeing the FDAget more
Duringthe past decade I have spent countlesshours
power.Sortingout the issuesinvolvedrequiresa Congressional
studying the illegal marketing of supplement products and
talking with FDA regulatory officialsin an attempt to underinvestigation.
• The FDA does not have an efficientor systematic
standwhatiswrongandwhatcanbe doneto remedyit Hereare
method
of
informingthe public about its regulatory actions.
myconclusions:
• Healthfoodindustrymanufacturersarewellfunded, Althoughthe FDA Press Officeissues news releases, most
wellorganized,and wellinformed.They wiltcontinueto make regulatoryactionsare not reported,and detailsofthese actions
iltegalclairnsfortheirproductsaslongastheycangetawaywith are oftendifficultfor reporters to obtain.I believethis problem
can be correctedwith existingFDAresources.
making them.
• Regulatoryactionsduringthe past decadehavehad
• The FDA maintains statistics on the number of
littledeterrent effecton the health foodindustrybecausethey regulatoryactions(suchas seizures)it has approved.However,
rarelyhave interferedwith profitability.
it does not maintain statistics on the number of violations
• The only way to reduce profitabilityis to combine detected,the percentageofthese againstwhichactionactually
rapiddetection,rapidenforcementaction,severepenalties,and
is carriedout, and whether the actionis effective.Thus neither
increasedpubliceducation.
the agencynor anyoneelse is unableto quantitateits degreeof
• The FDA does not appear to have a systematic effectivenessin the marketplace.
programof detectingviolationsby health foodindustrymanu• Manypeoplewithinthe FDAcare a great dealabout
facturers. I believe this can be done with existing agency healthfraudsand feetfrustratedthat theycannotdo moreabout
resources.
this problem.
• The time betweendetectionof an illegalpromotion
and regulatoryaction typicallyis not short enough to prevent
violatorsfrom making substantialprofits.One reason for this The Bottom line
has been excessive bureaucracy within the FDA Commissioner DavidA Kessler, M.D.,J.D., who assumed officethis
The onlywayto clean up the health food industryis a
year,has alreadystreamlinedenforcementprocessesbyreduc- policythat detersviolations.The InternalRevenueServicehas ~
ing the levelsof reviewneeded to take action.
madeitclearthat cheatingon incometax can cost peopledearly
• The FDAclassifiesworthlessyet harmless articles and land them in jail. The FDA should make it clear that
promotedto improvehealth, athletic abilityor appearanceas
cheatingon productlabelsor accompanyingliteraturecan cost
"economicfrauds."This categoryofproductsisconsideredlow justasdearly.Cheatingbysupplementmanufacturersise.asyto
priorityand is virtuallyunregulated.This is unconscionable.
detectbecauseptibticdisclosureisneededtoattractcustomers.
• Warning letters and injunctionsinflictno financial I believethere are manyways the FDAcould achievegreater
penaltyexcept what a violatorpays its lawyers.Seizuresare
efficiencyin its regulationof health frauds.
rarely largeenough to drive a violatorout of business. Many
CommissionerKessler has voiced great interest in
companiesregard defendingagainstthese actionsas part ofthe
attacking this problem. Congressmen Henry Waxman and
cost of doing business. This situation can be corrected by John Dingellhaveintroducedlegislation(H .R 2597,latermodipassage of a law enabling the FDAto initiateor assess large fied to become H.R 3642) to give the FDA more clout The
financialpenaltiesagainstviolators.
current version enables the Secretary of Health and Human
• Criminalprosecutions,whichcan result in financial Services,followingan opportunityfor an informalhearing,to
penalties and/ or prison sentences, could exert a deterrent stopthe marketingofanyfood,drug or cosmeticconsideredto
effectonthe healthfoodindustryif enoughofthemwerecarried havereasonableprobabilityof causing serious adverse health
out However,there havebeenveryfewofthem. 0 knowofonly consequences or de.ath.The bill would also enable the FDA
two between 1963and 1990.)
Commissionerassess penalties (subjectto court review)ofup
• The reason for the small number of criminalpros- to $250,000for individualsand $1,000,000for companiesfor
ecutionsisnotclear.FDAofficialsareat leastpartlyresponsible. each violationof the Food,Drug, and CosmeticAct. (Jv1ultiple
So is the Justice Department.As far as I can tell, negotiations violationswouldhavea$5,000,000limit)If theseprovisionsare
betweenthe two agenciesare considereddelicateby the FDA enacted, consumer protectionwill get a much-neededboost.
and have never been publiclyrevealed. However,Congres- The health foodindustry knowsthis and has generated many
sionaloversightcommitteesare nowaware of this problem.
letters and petitionsopposingthis legislation.
• It is not clear whether the Justice Departmentand
the criminalcourt system can handle enough health-fraud
Dr. Barrett. a practicingpsychiatristand consumer advocate,edits Nutrition 4'
cases to make a difference.The general levelof lawlessnessin
Forum Newsletter and is co-author/editor of 27 books including Health,
-,
thiscountryis so great that the criminal courts maynot be able Schemes,and Scams (Consumer Retx>rtsBooks, 1990].In 1984he received
to handlemore cases. Moreover,JusticeDepartmentpriorities the FDACommissioner'sSpecialCitationAwardfor PublicServicein fighting
nutritionquackery.
are stronglyinfluencedby the Administration-which,under
A ComplicatedSituation
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BENEFITS AND RISKS OF VEGETARIAN DIETS
Susan Dingott, M.S., RD.
Johanna Dwyer,Sc.D., R.D.
The eating patterns and health practices of vegetariansare as diverseas those of nonvegetarians(omnivores).
Table 1 shows how vegetarians differ in the types of animal
foodsthey eat.Vegetariansalso vary in their attitudes towards
supplementation,conventionalmedicine,and manyother matters that mayaffecttheir health.Thus there are hundreds if not
thousandsof ways to be vegetarian.
To be safe from a nutritional standpoint, any eating
pattern,vegetarianor otherwise,must providebalance,variety,
and moderation.It must meet specialnutrient needs that arise
during infancy,adolescence, pregnancy, lactation,and other
stagesof life.It must accommodatespecialtherapeuticconsiderations that individualswith certain health problems may
require. It should also reduce risks of diet-relateddiseases.
Considerableagreement exists among experts about
the dietary patterns that lower chronic disease risks. The
AmericanHeart Association,American Cancer Society, NationalCholesterolEducationProgram,and Committeeon Diet
and Health of the NationalResearch Councilall recommend
that adults reduce fat consumptionto 30Xiof calories,with no
morethan 10%ofralories as saturated fat. Some vegetarians-especiallythose who eat no animalfoodsat all-achieve these
recommendedintakes better than most omnivores [AmJ Clin
Nutr48:712-738,
1988].However,vegan diets may fallshort in
certainnutrients unless they are carefullyplanned.
Table 2 summarizes some of the positiveaspects of
vegetarianeating.Butill-plannedvegetariandietspose substantialrisks (see Table 3). Problems most commonlyoccur with
vegandietsbecauseveganseliminateall animalfoodsand may
alsoavoidfoodsthat are processed or not "organicallygrown."
Vegans often refuse to use supplements and may eschew
conventionalmediral care as well [AmJ ClinNutr 48:811-818,
1988].
One danger ofvegan diets is insufficientenergy intake
(calories),especiallyduring infancy and early childhood. If

energyneedsarenotmet, bodyproteinswillbe brokendownfor
energy, and this creates additional problems [Ann Rev Nut
11:61-92,1991].Therefore, adequate energy intake should be
the foremost considerationin vegan dietary planning.
Lowproteindigestibilityand qualityare other(X)tential
risks. Protein qualitydepends on both digestibilityand amino
acid composition.The digestibility of protein in the usual
Americanmixed diet is good, probably 95%to 96%.But plant
protein foods high in fiber or other inhibitors may have
digestibilitiesas lowas 80Xi[WorldHealth OrganizationTechnical Report 724, 1985]. The digestibility of one vegetable
protein in one child's vegan diet was found to be only86%[Am
J ClinNutr 48:868-87
4, 1988].Lowprotein qualityis rarelyseen
inAmericanvegetariandiets,exceptamongvegansor fruitarians
who eat small amounts of a single plant food (such as rice or
fruit)as a staple.Singleplant protein foodsusuallyare lowerin
protein qualitythan most animal proteins because they lack
significantamounts of various essential amino acids. Table 4
indicatesthe limitingamino acids (the essential amino acids
present in shortest supply) in foods commonlyconsumed by
vegetarians.
Plant foods low in particular amino acids can be combined with plant or animal foods containingthem to providea
mixturecontainingall the essential amino acids.These combinations of "complementary"proteins compensate for the limitedamounts ofamino acids in the proteins of individualplants.
Table4 shows,forexample,howlegumes (whichare lowin two
essential amino acids) can be combined with grains (which
containampleamounts ofthese twobut are lowinthree others)
to supplya mixture adequate to meet body needs.
It is not necessary to eat complementaryproteins at
everymeal;it sufficesto eat them overthe course of a day.Both
body protein breakdown and amino acids from recently ingested proteinsprovidea general body poolofaminoacidsthat
can temporarilyfillany gaps.

TABLE 1. TYPES OF VEGETARIAN DIETS

Type

Prohibited Foods

Typical Health Practices

Vegan

Meat, fish, poultry, eggs,
dairy products

Vegans tend to be physically active, avoid drugs and tobacco
products, and rely on unconventional rather than conventional
health care. Exceptions include macrobiotics who often smoke
cigarettes and Rastafarianswho smoke marijuana.

Meat, fish, poultry, eggs
Lactovegetarian
Lacto-ovo-vegetarian Meat, fish, poultry
Meat, but may include small
Semivegetarian
amounts of fish and poultry
in the diet

Varies from group to group. Some use vitamin and mineral
products; others do not. More likely than omnivores to be
physicallyactive and not smoke or use alcohol. Links to
conventionalhealth care system tend to be stronger than those
of vegans.
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concern for vegans. Small amounts of animal foods, such as
milk and eggs, increase the bioavailabilityof iron from plant ~
foodseaten at the meal.Plantsources ofiron includedriedfigs,
To assure adequacywith respect to energy and other
prunes
and raisins,pumpkinseeds, sesame seeds, and soybean
nutrients,vegetariansshould followthese simpleprinciples:
• Includefoodsthatarecalorically
and nutrientdense. nuts.Iron-fortifiedcereals alsoare excellentsources ofiron.To
Cookedlegumes, whole-grainbreads, enriched cere.als,nuts, ensure that iron intake is satisfactory,eat good sources of
vitaminC, such as tomato,broccoli,melon,or orange or other
and nut spreads (such as peanut, cashew or tahinibutter) are
concentratedsources of calories,protein,vitamins,and mina-- citrusjuiceateachmeal.Thesefoodsenhanceabsorptionofthe
iron in legumes and grains by making it more soluble.
als.
Low-fator skim milk,or milkproducts,such as yogurt
• Choose
foodsthat provideenoughiron,calcium,and
zinc. Since their diets contain no animal foods, which are and cheese are excellent sources of calcium for lactoparticularlyrich in these minerals, this should be a special (ovo)vegetarians.Vegans can get calciumfrom foods such as

Practical1ips

TABLE 2. POSSIBLE BENEFITSOF VEGETARIAN EATING

Characteristic

Comments/Possible Mechanisms

Leanness

Vegetarians tend to be more physicallyactive than nonvegetarians [AmJ Public Health
79:1283-1288,1989]. Higher intakes of dietary fiber may decrease absorption of food by 2-3%and
contribute to a feeling of fullness.

Lowerblood
pressure

Vegans, who consume a diet very low in fat, tend to have blood pressures 10-15 mm Hg lower
than nonvegetarians of similar age and gender. Much of this effect appears to be related to body
weight rather than other dietary variables [AmJ Clin Nutr 48:79fr800,1989].

Lowerserum
cholesterol

Total blood cholesterol levels are lower in vegans than in lactovegetarians or nonvegetarians.
Whol~fat milk products and eggs tend to raise serum blood lipids due to their saturated fat and
cholesterol content. Vegetarians often use non-fator lowfatmilk, and vegans use no milk or eggs
at all [AmJ Clin Nutr 48:712-738,1988].

Less colon cancer?

Diets high in animal foods may increase the incidence of colon cancer by increasing the fecal
concentration of various carcinogens [Nature 294:453-456,1981,Br J Cancer 28:94,1973].A high
intake of animal fat may increase the risk of colon cancer [N Engl J Med 323:1664-1672,1990].It
also is possible that carcinogens are produced by cooking meat at very high temperatures.
~--··-

TABLE 3. POSSIBLERISKS OF VEGETARIAN EATING

Risk

Comments

Osteoporosis

There is little evidence that a vegetarian diet causes or cures osteoporosis. One recent study of
290 postmenopausal women found no differences in the measurements of bone mineralization
between nonvegetarians and lacto-ovo-vegetarians[Am J Clin Nutr 50:517-523,1989].

Rickets

Vegan children who have limited sun exposure may be at risk of developing rickets secondary to
vitamin D deficiency.One study found very low intakes of calcium and vitamin D among
macrobiotic infants. Only one received a daily supplement of vitamin D, and 15 (28%)were found
to have rickets [Am J Clin Nutr 47:89-92,1988].Another study found low serum concentrations of
vitamin D among lactating macrobioticwomen in Boston [Obstet Gynecol 70:870-874,1987].

Iron-deficiency
anemia

In one recent study, low serum ferritin levels (a sensitive measure of iron storage status) were
found in 5%of male and 27%of female lacto-ovo-vegetarians,and mean ferritin levels of omnivores I
were significantlyhigher than those of vegetarians [AmJ Clin Nutr 45:785-789,1987].

Macrocyticanemia

Signs of vitamin B-12deficiencyhave been observed in some breast-fed infants of women who are .
strict vegetarians [AmJ Clin Nutr 47:89-921988].

Emaciationor
slowed growth

Excessive leanness and/ or slowgrowth have been noted among vegan and vegetarian infants and
young children after weaning [AmJ Clin Nutr 47:89-921988].

d

-
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-
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TABLE 4. PROTEIN COMPLEMENTATION
Proteins low in certain amino acids can be combined with others
containing them to form complete amino acid mixtures.

#i-

Food Group

Limiting Amino Acids

Combine With

Examples

Legumes (beans, peas, lentils)

Tryptophan, methionine

Grains
Nuts/seeds

Lentil soup with cornbread
Peanut-sesame seed mix

Grains (wheat, rice, oats, barley,
corn, rye)

Lysine, isoleucine,
threonine

Legumes
Dairy

Kidney beans and rice
Whole-grain cereal with milk

Nuts/seeds (almond, cashew, filbert,
pumpkin, sesame, sunflower, walnut)

Lysine, isoleucine

Legumes

Kidney bean soup with
sesame seeds

Animalfoods

Not as limited

Any of above

Vegetables with yogurt
dressing

tofu, kale, broccoli, sunflower seeds, dried figs, tortillas, calcium-fortifiedTotalbreakfast cereal (48 mg/1 oz serving), or
CitrusHill Plus Calciumorange juice (160 mg/6 oz serving).
VitaminD is also needed to increase the efficiencyof calcium
absorption.Fortifiedmilk, and milk products can providevitamin D, but vegans who lack adequate exposure to sunlight (or
whouse sunscreens) may need to take a vitaminD supplement.
I..acto-ovo-vegetarians
can get zincfrom egg products.
Driedbeans,peas, lentils,nuts and seeds are good plantsources
of zinc. However, the zinc in fruits and vegetables is less
bioavailablethan tne zinc from animal sources. Vegans and
lacto-vegetariansmay prefer to use yeast-leavenedwhole-grain
products to increase the bioavailabilityof the zinc in whole
grains by inactivatingzinc inhibitors.
• Limitfoods that are high in phytates (wholegrains,
bran, and soy products) and oxalates (spinach, rhubarb, and
chocolate),since phytates can inhibit the absorption of iron,
calcium,and zinc.

Vegetarians with special health problems may need
experthelp.TheDietManual,lncludingaVegetan"anMealPlan
recentlypublished by the Seventh-dayAdventistDieteticAssociation, P.O. Box 75, Loma Linda, CA 92354, is an excellent
reference for health professionals.
Vegetarianismbased on sound nutritionprinciplescan
be a healthful choice, but neither vegetarians nor omnivores
have a monopolyon hea1thfuleating. Vegetarians are just as
diverse in their health status as are nonvegetarians. Similar
health benefits can be gained from both well-selectedomnivorous and vegetarian diets.

Ms. Dingottisa staffnutritionistat NewEnglandMemoria1Hospital,Stoneham,
Massachusetts. Dr. Dwyer is director of the Frances Stern Nutrition Center,
New EnglanciMedical Center Hospitals, and professor of medicine (nutrition) and community health at Tufts University Medical School.This article
was prepared with partial support from grants MCJ8241and MCJ9120from
the MCH Service, U.S. Dept of Hea1thand Human Services.

BE WARY OF MAIL-ORDER HEALTH PRODUCTS!
A study of magazines,tabloid newspapers,direct-mail
catalogs, television infomercials, multilevel companies, and
other channels througn which health-relatedmail-orderproductsaremarketedhasconcluded thatalmostnoneofthemwork
as advertised.The study was conducted by Dr. Stephen Barrett
with partial support from the Dick Goldensohn Fund. a New
YorkCity-basedfoundationinterested in economic justice.
The study included a survey of one issue each of 463
magazinesin nationalcirculationduring the summer of 1990.
Dubiousads appeared in 56 out of 423 (13%)general audience
magazinesand 23 out of40 (58%)health and fitness magazines.
Inthegeneralmagazines,about50companiesadvertisedabout
70dubiousproducts.In hea1th-foodpublications,15companies
advertised24 dubious products. In fitness and bodybuilding
magazines,26companiesadvertised more than 60products.All
but one product (a sweat-reducing device) were misrepre-

sented. Tabloid newspapers (Globe,National Examiner,Sun,
NationalEnquirer,and WeeklyWorldNews),which Dr. Barrett
surveyedfor several months, contained several misleadingads
per issue.
Abookletdescribing Dr. Barrett's study is availablefor
$3.85from the American Council on Science and Health, 1995
Broadway, 16th Floor, New York, NY 10023. The booklet
advisesthat no mail-orderproduct can cause effortless weight
loss; erase scars, wrinkles or "cellulite"; selectively reduce
one part of the body; increase bust or penis size; prevent or
cure hair loss; increase stamina, endurance, strength, or
muscle mass; prevent aging; prolong life; prevent senility;
increase memory; or increase sexual stimulation or pleasure.
Nor can musical tapes with "subliminal" messages do anything more for physical or mental well-beingthan listening to
ordinary music.
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BRIEFS
Nutrition Forum changes publisher. Dr. StephenBarrett,
whohas editedNutritionForumsinceits inception,is nowalso
its publisher.The newsletterwas publishedby the GeorgeF.
StickleyCo.fromOctober1984throughDecember1988andby
the BJ. LippincottCo. from January 1989through October
1991.Publicationwill continuebimonthlyforat leastthree more
ye.ars.Alistofbackissuescanbeobtainedbysendingastamped
sell-addressedenvelopetoP .0. Box1747,Allentown,PA18105.
Court lmocks chelation therapy. A federal court judge in
Georgiahas dismisseda bizarreclaimassertedby a womanwho
suffereda strokefollowingsurgery in 1989forpartialblockage
of her left carotid artery. The woman had charged that her
neurosurgeonhad committedmalpracticeby failingto inform
her that chelationtherapywas a possiblealternative.Georgia's
informedconsent lawrequires physicians,beforeperforming
surgery,to informtheir patients of the risks and of "practical
alternatives... generallyrecognizedand acceptedby reasonablyprudentphysicians."The judge ruled that the plaintiffhad
failedto provethat this standard had been violated.(Thecase
wasnot dismissedbecauseother allegationsofmalpracticeare
still pending.) Chelation therapy is a series of intravenous
infusionscontainingan artificialaminoacid (EDTA)and variousother substances.Proponentsclaimchelationis an alternative to surgery because it can remove atheroscleroticplaque
fromthe body's arteries. In 1985,an AmericanHeart Associationtask forceconcludedthat there is no scientificevidenceto
demonstrateany benefit

Laetrilefollow-up study. Tiu-eenaturopathsfrom Oregon
havepublishedthe results oftheir studyofcancerpatientsthey
interviewed in 1983-84at the clinic operated by Ernesto
Contreras,Sr., in Tijuana,Mexico.Accordingto their letter in
theDecember1991TownsendLetterferDoctors,
theywereable
to follow22 late-stagecancer patientswith a historyof conventionaltreatment Alldied of their cancer withintwoye.ars,and
no patientappearedto substantiallyoutliveexpectednorms.
Garlicpromotionrecalled.lichtwer PharmaU.S.,whichhad
publicizedscientificfindingsthat garlictabletscan lowerblood
cholesterollevels,has notifiedhealth-foodretailersto return its
previouslydistributed infonnation.The notice, dated August
1991,states: "In response to numerous requests for specific
infonnationaboutKWAl, we havein the past sent you material
discussinggarlicand research concerningit We wouldliketo
darify that such research is still ongoing, and there is no
scientificconsensus in the U.S.at this time as to garlic'seffect
on human functions.... In view of the unresolvedresearch
statusofthe infonnationconveyedin materialspreviouslysent
to you, and in light of legal questionsraised by the FDA,it is
criticalthat these materialsnot be distributedor displayed,or
discussedwith your customers. We request that you return
immediatelyto us any previous materialswe have sent you
whichcouldbe consideredtoconveyspecificclaimsforKWAI."

Bill seeks to tighten health claims on food labels. H.R
1662,the Nutrition Advertising CoordinationAct of 19CJ1,
wouldamend the Federal Trade CommissionAct to require
foodadvertisingto meet the requirementsapplicableto nutritionallabelingof food.In addition,advertisingthat characterires the levelof fat,saturatedfat,cholesterol,and/ or fiberin a
food product would also have to discloserelevantlevel(s) of
totalfa~saturatedfat,and/ or cholesterol.(Adsfor"high-fiber"
products,for example,would have to say how much fat the
productscontain.)The purposeofthis billis to requirethe FTC
to abide by the regulationsthe FDAis developingfor health
claimson foodlabels.
Consumer attitudes. A poll of 1,(XX}
adults age 25 or older
suggeststhat Americanscan be placedintothree groups.The
"I'm AlreadyDoing It" group (26%)considers nutritionand
dieteticsimportantand tends to cook from scratch, purchase
lowfator fat-freeproducts, and read nutritioninformationon
foodlabels.However,individualsin this group are more likely
to have misconceptionsabout diet, includingthe belief that
there are "good"and "bad"foods.The "Don'tBotherMe"group
(36%)feelsthat dietand nutritionare "notmuch ofan issue."In
this group, 83%reali7..e
they aren't doing all they can to eat
healthfullybut show no interest in changingeatinghabits.The
"I KnowI ShouldBut.." group (38%)thinks nutritionis fairly ~
important,but fewer than half feel they are doing as much as they should to maintaina balanced diet. When asked which
foodsconsumersshouldchooseto improvetheir diet,40%said
vegetablesand 'ffl said fruits.The survey'scosponsorswere
the NationalCenter for Nutritionand Dietetics,KraftFoods,
and GoodHousekeeping
magazine.

Nutrition hotline. The National Center for Nutritionand
Dietetics(NCND),witha $450,(XX}
supportinggrant fromKraft
GeneralFoods,has begun operatinga consumerhotline (800366-1655).
Callerscan speakwitha registereddietitian,listento
three recorded nutrition messages, or leave their name and
addressfor a free brochure.Dietitianswill be available9 a.mto
4p.m.CST,MondaysthroughFridays.The recordedmessages
will be available24 hours a day.NCNDis the publiceducation
initiativeof the American DieteticAssociationand the ADA
Foundation.
Notable quote: "Why did a largevitaminmanufacturerrecently buy 80,000copies of NutritionNews?Why? Because
NutritionNewssellsproduct.It can helpyou sell moreproduct
too.Yourcustomerswant to knowwhat your productscan do
forthem.Each monthwe publishan attractive,topicalnewsletter geared specificallyto informthem and motivatethem to buy
those products."-Ad for NutritionNews,a 4-pagenewsletter ..._
that health food stores can purchase and distribute free to
customers.The newslettermakesclaimsfor the ingredientsin
supplement products that wouId be illegal to state on the
productlabels.
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LIFE AFTER BYPASS:
MY PERSONAL WAR AGAINST CHOLESTEROL
Stephen Barrett, M.D.

W'hentheAMA announcedits Waron Cholesterol,
I plannedmerelyto writeaboutit. But todayI am
...
fightingin thefront lines.Here'swhathappened
A fewyears ago, I began gathering informationabout
diet, cholesteroland heart disease. I read a myriad of journal
articles,attended seminars conducted by experts, and talked
extensivelywithprofessionalfriends,severalofwhomhad been
battlingtheir owncholesterollevelsfor manyyears. Mygoalat
the timewas to learn enough to edit articles on the subjectfor
NutritionForum.Never did it cross my mind that cholesterol
controlwouldbecome a life-and-deathissue for me.
But it did. One morning in February 1989I experienceda mildburningsensationin the upper part ofmy chest. It
lastedonlya minutebut returned severalmoretimes duringthe
next few days. At first it didn't appear related to exertion; it
seemedto come and go by itself.But by the third day, I began
toworrythat it mightbe anginapectoris-a signalthat myheart
musclewas not getting enough oxygento meet its needs.
On the other hand, I also began to worry that I was
being ridiculous. How could somebody like me develop
blockage in his coronary arteries? There was no history of
prematureheart disease in my family.I have never smoked. I
didn't have high blood pressure or diabetes. I was not overweight. I exercised regularly for fitness. And my general
health was so good that I hadn't missed a day's work for
illnessin more than 30years.True, my bloodcholesterollevel
was close to 240, but with no other risk factor in the picture,
I was not a likelycandidatefor heart disease.
After discussionwith my wife (a familypractitioner)
and a brieftelephoneconsultation.witha localcardiologist,we
scheduledan appointmentfor a stress test that afternoon.By
the middleof the test, the verdict was clear. I did have angina
and-since its frequencykept increasing-my risk ofa sudden
heart attackwas very high.
Within minutes, I went by wheelchair to the emergencyroomat the LehighValleyHospitalCenter, where I was

hookedtoacontinuousrardiac monitorand givenan anticoagulant by slowintravenousdrip. About two hours later, I entered
the intensiverare unit where the monitoringand medication
were continued. On the followingday I undeiwent coronary
angiography,a procedure in which a catheter was inserted into
an artery in my arm and threaded into the area where the
coronaryarteries enter the heart. Then a specialdye visibleby
x-ray was injected so that blood flow through my coronary
arteries could be seen and evaluated.Minuteslater, the verdict
again was clear. I had 95%blockage of one artery and 50%
blockageof two others. The recommended treatment: bypass
surgery.
Successful Opemtion

Bypasssurgery is an amazingtechnologicalfeat.The
heart normally receives its blood supply from the coronary
arteries,whichconnectfromtheaorta(themainarteryemerging
from the heart) to the heart muscle. If these become clogged
near their origin but are open beyond that point, normalblood
flowcan be restored through graftsthat run fromthe aortato the
unblockedportions of the coronary arteries.
The grafts are obtained from the patient's mammary
artery (whichsuppliesa portionof the chest wallbut is notvital
to the area) and/ or saphenous veins,whichserve the lowerpart
ofeach leg. Duringthe operation,the patient'sheart is stopped
so that the grafts can be sewn in place while circulation is
maintained through a heart-lung machine. In my case, the
surgeons used the mammaryartery and a portion ofveinfrom
one leg.
My operationwent well. I awoke six hours later with
painat the operativesite that required narcotics to control,but
by the next day,this discomfortwas easilycontrolledby a non•
narcoticpain-reliever.My recovery continued smoothly,and I
was discharged in one week.
During the next few weeks, I had to walk slowly
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because anemiadue to bloodloss caused myheart to beat fast
andhardwitheven minimalexertion.This problemresolvedas
mybodyreplacedthe lost red bloodcells.For about a month,I
had some soreness of the chest, which was aggravatedby
movementsthat stretchedthe chest muscles.I wasabletowork
part-timein myhome-officetwoweeksafterleavingthe hospital
and resumed full-timework after ten weeks. I had no anginal
pain, and a treadmill test showed that the operation had restored normal blood supply to my heart. Of course, the key
questionwas-and stillis-how to minimi7..e
the odds that my
coronarybloodvessels willagain become blocked.
Risk Factors

The material that clogs coronary arteries is a fatty,
fibrous, cholesterol-ladendeposit called plaque. Over long
periodsof time, plaque build-upgraduallythickens the artery
wallsand narrowsthe channelinside,a conditioncalledatherosclerosis.If enough plaque accumulatesto impedethe flowof
bloodthrough the coronaryarteries, inadequatebloodsupply
to the heart can cause chest pain (angina)or a heart attack
Medicalscientistshave identifiedten "riskfactors"for
coronaryheartd isease:cigarettesmoking,highbloodpressure,
highbloodcholesterollevel,obesity,diabetes,lackofexercise,
stress, a familyhistory of coronaryheart disease,being male,
and increasingage. Risk factors are cumulative:the more an
individualhas, the greater the danger ofhavinga heart attack
In my case, the culprit appears to have been a high blood
cholesterollevel.
Cholesterol Regulation

Within the bloodstream, cholesterol travels in fat/
proteinpackagescalledlipoproteins.Low-densitylipoproteins
(LDL)tend to cause atherosclerosis, while high-densityli-poproteins a-IDL) tend to protect against it by helping to
removecholesterolfromthe artery walls.Thus the lowerthe
levelofLDLandthe higherthe levelofHDL,thesmallertherisk
ofcoronaryheart disease.
Blood cholesterol levels are determined partly by
heredity and partly by diet.. Cholesterolregulationis accomplishedmainlythrough the actionof the liver.When the dietis
high in fat-particularly saturated fat-the liverbecomes less
able to removecholesterolfrom the blood. Conversely,when
the diet is low in fat, removalof cholesterolfrom the blood is
facilitated.Solubledietaryfiber also playsa role in cholesterol
regulationby absorbingbileacidssecreted by the liverintothe
intestine.When the diet is high in fiber, these compounds
(whichthe livermakesfromcholesterol)are transporteddown
the intestinaltract and excreted.When the diet is lowin fiber,
they are reabsorbed and add to the body's cholesterolpool.
Obesityand exercise levelalso playa role in cholesterolregulation.The presenceofexcessivebodyfattends to raisethe level
of LDL,and strenuous exercise may raise HDL

Dietary Modification

The cornerstoneofbloodcholesterolcontrolforpeople
at risk is dietarytherapy.The primarygoal is to maintainillL
below 130milligramsper 100millilitersof blood.This usually
occurswhentotalcholesterolstaysbelow200,buteven200can
be a problemforindividualswhose HDLis less than 40.During
the 20 years before my surgery, my total cholesterolvalues
averagedjust below240and my LDLwas close to 160.Today
these valuesare considered"borderlinehigh," but at the time
most of my cholesteroldeterminationswere made, my levels
were not considered high enough to require vigorousaction,
suchas drug therapy.Iwasconcernedenoughto maintaina diet
that was lowerin fatthan that ofthe averageAmerican,but this
turned out to be insufficientto protect me.
Mostexperts recommendlimitingdietaryfatto 30%of
calories,and if that is not effective,cuttingit to 20%of calories.
They alsorecommendlimitingsaturatedfatand dietarycholesterol. Since my diet had probablybeen close to 25%fat, my
advisorssuspectedthat loweringit to 20%wouldnot havemuch
effect Moreover,datafromrecent experimentssuggestedthat
a 10%-fatdiet may stop or even reverse the progression of
coronaryatherosclerosis.
Aftermuch deliberation,I decidedto aim for a dietuy
level of 1~ fat, with as little saturated fat and Lholesterolas
possible,and to increase my intake of solublefiber.Weighing
each portionof foodand calculatingits contents is verytedious
and cannot be done with certain foods.So one of my advisors
suggested a simplemethod:count the grams of fat consumed
and limitthe number to 20 per day. Moderatelyactivepeople
typicallybum offabout 15 caloriesper pound per day. Soat a
weightof 150,I wouldtequ ire about2,250calories.Fatcontains
9 caloriesper gram. So a 20-gram-per-day
diet wouldbe about
9%fat Countingfat calorieswith the help of foodcomposition
tables is fairlysimple.
The foods highest in saturated fat includered meats,
butter, and whole-milkproducts.The food highest in cholesterol is egg yolks.Since my operationI have eaten onlya few
smallservingsoflean red meat and havenot had an egg yolkor
a single portion of any whole milk product. To reduce my
saturatedfatintake,I gaveup a fewof myfavoritefoods---mosl
notablypiua, icecre.am,cream cheese, and pastries.Insteadof
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high-fatpastries, I eat Entenmann's nonfat baked goods or
home-bakedlow-fatcakes. Instead of ice cream, I consume
nonfatfro.zenyogurt. To further reduce my total fat intake, I
stoppedusing margarine and salad dressings that contain fat
andreducedmyportionsizesofchicken,fishandpeanutbutter.
The foodshighest in solublefiberincludeoat bran, oat
mea],many varieties of beans, and several fruits. My dietary
programincludesseveralportionsof fiber-richfoodseach day.
I begin each daywitha large bowlof oatmeal (madefrom a cup
of dryoats) and includea bran muffineither for lunch or for a
mid-morningsnack. On most days I also eat a banana and at
leastone other piece of fruit
Mylunch menu includessuch items as nonfatyogurt,
a sardine sandwich (one sardine and some low-fatcottage
cheese on a bagel).My typicalafternoonsnack is an apple or a
handfulof nonfatpretzels. Most of my dinners include a large
bowlofsaladwithten or more ingredients,toppedwitha nonfat
dressing-usually Mother'sCreamyItalian.Other dinneritems
includechicken or turkey (once a week), fish (once or twicea
week),a bean soupor other bean dish,grains such as couscous,
bulguror quinoa,and severalvegetables.Fortunately,mywife
is an excellentand inventivecook and has developedsomevery
tastylow-fatdishes. My favoriteis spaghettiwith a sauce made
fromtomatosauce, cauliflower,sauteed onions,water-packed
tuna fish,and mashed chick peas.
Manypeoplehave asked me whether I miss the foods
I gaveup.The answer is no. I think of them as poisonsand have
completelydetached myself from them. In addition, I have
foundenough tasty low-fatand nonfatfoods to satisfyme.
Exercise Program
Since exercise c.an help lower total cholesterol and
raise HDL,I decided to increase the amount and intensityof
what I did. I have never been sedentary, and had exercised
regularly,swimmingtwicea week for manyyears.Twomonths
afterthe operation,I bought a treadmilland began myprogram
at home. A few weeks later, I entered the fonnal cardiac
rehabilitationprogramat the hospitalwhere my operationhad
takenplace.There, three times a week, I engaged in a series of
exerciseswhile wearing a devicethat transmitted my electroc.ardiogramto a screen that was observedby a speciallytrained
nurse. That way, if an exercise provokes an abnormal heart
rhythmor any sign of strain, it can be stopped before damage
occurs.Overa 3-monthperiod,my exerciseswere increasedin
durationand intensityto maintaina pulse rate high enough to
strengthenmy heart and make it beat more efficiently.
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After the program ended, I continued to exercise on
my treadmill,three times a week at 3.4 miles per hour at an
elevationofabout8 degrees, whichgave me a pulse of 144beats
per minute.To be sure my pulse didn't get too high I wear a
devicethat transmits to a watch on the handbar whi~hgives a
continuousreadout of mypulse. Over the followingyear, as my
heart became better trained, it became necessary to raise the
elevationto 16 degrees and my speed to five miles an hour to
maintainmytargetpulse.Atthatpointasportsmedicinespecialist
advisedthat carryinghand weightswouldenable me to achieve
the same effect while walking more slowly. Using 3-pound
weights,I nowwalk3.5milesan hour with 16degreeselevation.
To give my legs an occasionalbreak, I use a stationarybicycle
and a rowing machine for part of each 45-minutesession. My
resting pulse-62 beforethe operation-is nowin the low50s.
While exercising, I watch television or play a movie or a
quackery-relatedtape on my VCR
Increasing exercise and lowering dietary fat content
oftenresults inweight loss.Myweight dropped from 157to140
duringthefirstsixmonthsaftersurgeryandhasremainedclose
to 140since that time.
Cholester<~ILevels Improve Dramatically

Within a month after changing my diet, my total
cholesterol level 'dropped below 200, and my illL dropped
below 130.Unfortunately,my HDL level became undesirably
low.When it remained lowfor severalmonths, I decidedto see
whether niacin might raise it When a small dose showed
promise,I gradually increased the dosage to about 2 grams a
day.Theresultswerestartling:myHDLmorethandoubledand
myI.DLfellwellbelow100,a levelatwhich atherosclerosismay
bereversed. Meanwhile,researchers have been accumulating
more datawhich suggests that a 10%.fatdietplusniacincan not
onlystop the progression ofatherosclerosisbut mayreverse it
I don't know if it is necessary to stay on a diet as strict as mine
to achievegood results. But I see no harm in continuingit.

CautionNeeded!
A program like mine should neverbeattemptedwithout close medical supervision.Any restrictive diet should be
checked by a professionalto besure it is nutritionallyadequate.
Moreover,large amounts of fiber can decrease the absorption
ofminerals.In myc.ase,bloodtests showedthat myironstorage
levels were slowly decreasing. Since I _couldn'tincrease the
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mineralcontentof my dietwithoutsubstantiallyincreasingits froman accidentalinjury.So I am not using aspirin.
fatcontent,I decidedto take a broad-spectrummineralsuppleBenefits Apparent
ment.
High-fiberdietspose anotherpossibleproblem.If the
As myexercise progressed,my enduranceincreased
fiber contentof the diet is raised too quickly,cramps,bloating
tremendously.
Abouta year after the operation,I entered the
and diarrhea can result Thus any increase should be done
"Channel
Swim"
at my localcommunitycenter,.acontestthat
slowlyover a periodof weeks.
required
20
miles
of swimming,which I did in twenty72-lap
Niacinalso poses hazards. Large amounts can prosegments.
I
not
only
wonthe over-55bracketbut brokethe pool
duceburningand flushingof the skin and can irritateandeven
record
for
this
age
group
by more than two hours.
damagethe liver.For these reasons, niacinshould never be
few
months
later,
I had a thalliumstress test This
A
takenwithoutclosemedicalsupervision.TI1edosageshouldbe
procedure
is
like
an
ordinary
treadmilltest but ends with an
increasedgraduallyto minimizeside effects,and tests should
thallium
into a vein in the arm. Then a
injection
of
radioactive
be doneperiodically(monthlyat first)to be sure the liveris not
computerized
the distributionof the thalx-ray
machine
maps
being injured.Regularniacinis much saferthan the sustainedlium
in
the
patient's
heart
muscle
so its blood supplycan be
releasevariety.I haveoccasionalperiodsofflushinganditching
evaluated.
I
am
pleased
to
report
th·at
I passed
the testwithflying
of the skin, but don't consider them a problem. Taking the
colors.
Sometimes
I
feel
like
I
can
jump
over
tallbuildingsin a
niacinaftermealstends to minimizetheir occurrence.
Severalstudieshave foundthat smalldoses of aspirin singlebound.
mayreduce the likelihoodof heart attacks.I found,however,
that even as littleas a baby aspirin (80 mg) every three days Dr. Barrett, who practices psychiatry in Allentown, Pennsylvania.is cosharplyreduced the abilityof my bloodto clot.A lowerdose author/editor of 2B books, including Health Schemes,Scams, and Frauds
might work, but since my cholesterollevelsare so wellcon- IConsumerReportsBooks,1990Iand the collegetextbookConsumerHealthtrolled,I see no reason to run anyrisk ofuncontrolledbleeding A Guideto JntelligenlDecisions(limes Mirror/Mosby, 1989).
PROGRESSREPORT
Status
Avg.Before Surgery
10$-FatDiet

Niacinbegun 9/9/89

Total Cholesterol
238

IDL

HDL

TotaVHDL Ratio

Weight

Niacin (mg)

1968-1989

153

46

5.09

144 • 157

-

4/18/89

184

117

38

4.80

151

5/27/89

175

111

38

4.60

148

7/7/89
8/10/89

203
187

139
126

41
39

5.00
4.79

146
144

9/15/89
10/17/89

185

120

45

4.11

142

188

116

47

4.00

140

Date

300 • 600
7fJJ SR•
1200 SR•

11/17/89

156

88

61

2.56

141

12/18/89

198

52

3.81

140

7fJJ

l/15/90

184

123
109

57

3.23

140

1000

1200
1500

2/16/90

185

103

62

2.98

140

3/19/90

165

87

58

2.84

140

4/18/90

189

102

71.

2.66

139

1525

5/17/90
6/18/90

189

106
84

3.00
2.48

139

166

63
67

140

1825
1975

7/16/90

176

60

2.93

140

1975

8/20/90

176

94
00

58

3.03

140

1975

10/12/90

181

88

72

2.51

140

1975

11/15/90

171

79

69

1/14/91

179

83

78

2.48
2.29

141
140

2225
2225

3/15/91

177
156

78

2.24
2.04

142

2225

65

79
76

142

2225

87
98
83

l.97
l.89
2.02

142
142
141

2225
2225
2125

72

2.62

142

2125

5/16/91

171

7/16/91
9/16/91
11/18/91

185
168

70
73
71

1/16/92

188

101

•Perio~ic.testing enables ?1eto evaluate my program and guard against liver toxicity.In November 1989 blood
tests md1catedthat sustained-release (SR)niacinmight be irritating my liver, so I switched to ordinary ~iacin.
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FALSE CLAIMS BARRED FOR DIET PROGRAM

~

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has charged
Nu-DayEnterprises,Inc., of Gig Harbor, Washington,and its
owner,JeffreyS. Bland,Ph.D., with falselyclaimingthat their
diet program could cause weight loss by changing the user's
metabolism.
The Nu-DayDiet Program, which cost $59.95for a 2week supply, contains a meal-replacementformula; Nu-Day
Herbulk(said to be a "natural appetite suppressant" that provides fiber and "cleanses the digestive system"); an instructionalbooklet;and an audiocassetteansweringquestionsabout
the program.It has been promotedwith a 30-minutetelevision
programentitled ilte Perfect Diet,"which offered "amazing
true stories of people like yourselflosing 20, 30, 50 pounds or
more,safely,quicklyand naturally."The FTCcharged that the
followingstatements,includedin the televisionad, couldnotbe
substantiated:
• ilte Nu-Dayprogram allowsus to ... tune up that
heat-producingmachineryso that the fat is not stored fora rainy
daythat nevercomes. Rather,it's lost as body he.at-and that is
what we call efficientmetabolism.So really, we're inducing
efficientmetabolism."
• "Arevolutionarynew concept in weight loss.A diet
thatactuallyraises your metabolism,causingyour bodyto burn
offexcess fat, quickly,safelyand naturally."
• "In the cell we have differentlittleorganelles,these
are these littlethings like the nucleus of the cell in the center,
which is like the brain of the cell.These little pink units are
calledmitochondria-and they're likethe lungs or spark plugs
ofthe cell.They bum up the energy.... Asa person tends to age
... these mitochondriatake a siesta, they go to sleep and they
don't effectivelyconvert food to energy anymore. We tend to
storethatenergyas fatfora rainydaythat nevercomes.Soreally
whatthe Nu-Dayprogram [does] is to try to help activatethose
mitochondria.... Get them back to the pointwhere they will
convertefficientlyfoodand energy and burn offthat fat."

• "Wellin excess of 100,000clinic,altrials have been
evaluated with people that have been on this diet, and the
responses that we are getting here are remarkable."
On May 22, 1991,without admittingwrongdoing,Dr.
Bland signed a consent agreement to pay $30,000for redress
and to refrainfrom makingunsubstantiatedclaimsthat the NuDay program, or any similar program or product, can:
• Alter human metabolismso that the body willburn
more calories ... followingthe program or eating the food
products
• Alter human metabolism so that weight lost while
followingthe program or eating the food products will not
return when caloric intake increases
• Alter mitochondriaso the body's cellsconvertmore
food into energy
• Prevent the body's metabolismfrom slowingdown
to the levelthat it wouldre.achonanyotherdiet involvingsimilar
caloricintake.
The FTC also charged that format of the television
commercialcontainingthese claimswas deceptive.Althoughit
appeared to be an independent consumer news program that
used interviewsto report on its discoveryof the Nu-DayDiet,it
actually was a paid ad. The consent order requires future
programsof 15minutes or longer to displaymessages identifying them as paid ads for products they are selling.
Dr. Bland,identifiedduring the programas "oneofthe
nation's le.adingnutritional biochemists," is the he.a]thfood
industry'smostprolificinterpreter of nutrition-relatedscientific
developments [NF 3:33--37].His interpretations consistently
favorthe use of supplements.Aformerbiochemistryprofessor,
he appears frequentlyat trade shows, writes and edits books,
produces audio and video tapes, and conducts seminars for
health professionals.He also has been a research associateat
the Linus Pauling Institute of Medicine and has directed its
nutrient analysislaboratory.

BOGUS "NUTRITIONIST" SUED

,._

IllinoisAttorneyGeneral
RolandW.Burrishas charged
a Deratur, Illinois,womanwith practicingmedicinewithouta
licenseand makingclaimsthat lacka legitimatemedical basis.
According to the complaint, Ina June Organ sold herbs,
vitaminsand homeopathic remedies through her shop and
offereddiagnosticserviceswith a devicecal1edan INTI~RRO.
The suit alleges that she represented to customers that the
devicecould pinpoint many medical problems. She was also
purportedto use iridology(readingthe irisofthe eye) to identify
"weaknesses"in body systems. Illinois authorities became
concernedbecause Ms. Organ had been treating foster childrenwithelixirsthat have a high alcoholcontent The children,
saidtobe hyperactive,were claimedby her to be sufferingfrom
foodallergiesthat couldbe diagnosedwith the INTERRO.The
AttorneyGeneral is seeking civilpenalties and an injunction

barring Ms. Organ from engaging in practices that seek to
tre.at,cure, or mitigatehuman ailments.
Editor's note:The INTERRO is galvanometer connected to a computer. One wire from the computer goes to a
brass cylindercoveredby moistgauze that the patientholds in
one hand. A second wire is connected to a probe that the
practitionertouches to the patient's other hand or foot.To use
the device,the practitionerprobes pointson the patient'shands
and feetand interpretsnumbersonthecomputer'sscreen. (The
less the electricalresistance, the higher the score.) This completes a low-voltagecircuitand causes a band to rise on a scale
on the computer screen. Several years ago I examined an
INTERROand found that the main factor influencingthe
reading on the screen is how hard the probe is pressed against
the patient's body.
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HEALTH FOOD STORE PROBE YIELDS
POOR ADVICE PLUS DOUBLETALK
Julia M. Haidet
It is illegalfor health-foodretailersto diagnosehealth
problemsand prescribe products to treat them. But several
studieshave shownthat they do so anyway.
• In 1983,investigatorsfromthe AmericanCouncilon
Scienceand Healthmade 105inquiriesat stores in NewYork,
New Jersey, and Connecticut Asked about eye symptoms
characteristicofglaucoma,17outof24suggesteda widevariety
ofproductsfor a person not seen;none recognizedthat urgent
medicalcare was needed. Asked over the telephone about
sudden,unexplained15-poundweightlossinonemonth'stime,
9 out of 17 recommendedproducts sold in their store; only7
suggestedmedicalevaluation.Seven out of 10 stores carried
"starchblockers"despite an FDAban. Nine out of 10recommendedbonemealand dolomite,productsconsideredha?.ardousbecauseofcontaminationwithlead.Ninestorescontacted
madefalseclaimsofeffectivenessfo,·bee pollen,and 10stores

did so for RNAThe investigatorsconcludedthat mosthealth
foodstoreclerksgiveadvicethatisirrational,
unsafe,andillegal.
• In 1987,a registered dietitianposed five similar
questionsto 10healthfoodstoreproprietorsineastemPennsy~
vania and concludedthat fewer than half the answers were
correct {NF5:1-3,1988].
• In 1989,volunteersofthe ConsumerHealthEducation Council(CHEC)telephoned41 health-foodstores in the
Houstonarea and askedto speakwiththe personwhoprovided
nutritionaladvice.The callersexplainedthat theyhad a brother
with AIDS who was seeking something that was effective
againstthe HIVvirus.All41retailersofferedproductstheysaid
couldbenefitthebrother'simmune&ystem,
improvethewoman's
immunityand protect her against harm from the HIVvirus.
Thirty said they carried products that wouldcure AIDS[NF
7:16,1990].

Store

"Frequent headaches"

"Kidney Stone"

'Thirsty/tired/ dizzy"

A

Could be a sugar imbalance; stay away from
sugar and eat more complex foods like
vegetables and fruits. Should also see a
doctor to find exact cause and then call back.

Lack of potassium is likely to be the cause.
Grind up skins of boiled potatoes,.mix with
water and drink; this can help prevent
kidney stones.

Should see a physician. If you know what the
problem is, you may be able to take some
herbs that may help prevent the symptoms.
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Could be tension, allergies, diet Should see a
doctor.

ShouId make an appointment to see the
store's wellness counselor. Diel; fluid
intake and social habits need to be
evaluated.

Could be due to stress, change in weather,
or low iron levels. Iron supplement; folic
acids and 8-12 could help you feel better in
3-4 days. These supplements can also help
with forgetfulness. Don't drink coffee with
the iron supplements or they won't work.

C

Should try massage therapy which works for
stress headaches. Should try to find out
cause.

Should read an herb book from the library.
There are different causes for different
people. Some herbs can help dissolve
stones.

Cannot make any recommendations over the
phone. Must come in by appointment to 611
out questionnaire about health. Also
mentioned that they cannot prescribe or
diagnose.

D

Many different possible reasons. Should try
herbs and homeopathic remedies; taken over
time.some herbs could prevent headaches.
Feverfew and wood bettany are two herbs
that could help.

Drink fresh-squeezed lemon juice in water.
Stay away from large amounts of calcium
supplements, especially inorganic ones
(dolomite and calcium carbonate). Stay
away from meat and dairy products. Get a
water purifier if you have hard water.
Larger countertop models are better.

Could be related to changes in the diet
Could be an overgrowth of yeast in the
system. Should get a book on the subject
and see the whole picture. Certain nutrients
can help with the lack of energy. Should see
a homeopathic doctor for an analysis.

E

Try feverfew herb. Allergies to chocolate,
Coca-Colacould be cause. Also could be
stress, lack of exercise, liver malfunction,or
constipation.

Diet causes them Should drink a mixture
of apple juice, lemon juice and olive oil. Too
little sodium can precipitate stones. Should
avoid the amino acid L-cystine. Gingko
should be taken to help prevent stones.
Limit calcium and dairy products, antacids,
salt; animal protein, and foods containing
oxalic acid. Could be a B-6deficiency.
Existing stones can be dissolved by eating
more citrus foods andpotatoes. Vitamin A
should be decreased. Should also take
magnesium. B--6andcalcium together.

Might be a sugar problem. Should come in
and see the iridologist who would probably
suggest taking certain herbs and making
changes in my diet
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Last year, as part of a project for a college course in
consumerhealth,I telephonedten health foodstores in Northeast Ohio and described three problems:
1. "I suffer from frequent headaches, sometimes migraines.Do you have anything that could help prevent these?
Couldit bea nutritionaldeficiency?"
2. "Irecentlyhad a kidneystone and wastold I have an
80%chance of getting another one in the future. Is there
anythingI can do to help prevent this from happening?
3. 'Tm thirsty all the time and lack energy-except
right after I eat-and sometimes feel dizzy. What do you
recommend?"
Everyone I contacted offered advice, most of which
wasrelatedto productscanied in their store. None ofthe advice
was appropriate.Even the few who recommended seeing a
doctor suggested that dietary change or a nutrition-related
productwouldbe appropriate.
Five of those questioned about headaches suggested
herbal remedies. Three suggested that an allergy might be
involved,two suggested that a vitamin or mineral deficiency
mightbeinvolved,and two thought a dietaryimbalancemight
be the cause.Three, in additionto giving their nutrition-related
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advice,suggested seeing a physician.Onlyone gave no advice
related to health food stores or their products; that person
advisedtrying massage therapy for headaches.
To prevent kidney stones, five salespeople boosted
herbs, three said diet was involved,two recommendedvitamin
or mineral supplementation, one advised seeing the store's
"wellnesscounselor,"and one expressed confidencethat something could be done to prevent them. None suggested discussing the matter with a physician.
For "thirst, fatigue and dizziness" (which could be
symptoms of a serious health problem), four thought dietary
changes might help, three suggested herbs, and three suggested vitamin or mineral supplements. Six recommended
consultationswith a medical doctor (2), homeopathic doctor
(1), nutritionist(2), or iridologist (1). Two suggested comingto
the store to completea written questionnaireso they couldgive
further advice.
Ms. Haidet, a 1991 graduate of Kent State University, is a program associate
for the American School Health Association. Her investigation was supervised by William M. London, Ed.D., assistant professor of health education at
Kent State and president of the Ohio Council Against Health Fraud.

Store

"Frequent Headaches"

"Kidney Stone"

"Thirsty/fired/Dizzy"

F

Could be an allergy to certain foods. Try
fcverfew capsules or yerbamate herb;
these could help prevent the headaches.

Hard to tell what cause is. A lot of vitamin C
can cause kidney stones. Quite sure there are
some things that can be done to prevent them

Not a doctor, so couldn't recommend. But I
should look at my diet Sometimes too much
sugar and not enough sleep can produce a
hypoglycemic reaction. I should come in and
taJce a written test that would take about an
hour and a half and then see a nutrition
consultant for an hour. Symptoms could be a
gland problem (thyroid, adrenal). It could be
related to low blood pressure or a problem
with the pancreas.

G

Could be a niacin or 8-vitamin
deficiency.

Magnesium supplements can help to prevent
kidney stones.

Probably should see a doctor. May not be
getting enough vitamins and minerals. Should
taJce a multivitamin which could help with the
energy problem A "'Woman's Formula" with
extra iron is recommended.

H

Niacin (200 mg, 3 times per day) can
provide relief by dilating the blood
vessels. Lecithin may help, as well as
feverfew, Migrelief, and a
calcium-magnesium combination. A
combination of rosemary, peppermint,
and wormwood may also help. Taking
any of these over time could also help
prevent headaches.

"Stone--free" herbal mixture with gravel root
can help prevent stones.

Said he doesn't have a •piece of paper" so he
couldn't say what the problem is, but B
vitamins can give energy and ginseng can
help with energy. Should check a book like
the "Nutritional Outline for the Professional"
which suggests herbs for treatment It would
also be good to see a nutritionist

I

Herbal formulas can help prevent, such
as feverfew and white willow.

Avoid dairy products, drink extra water,
decrease salt Take "Stone--free" {made of
cleansing herbs) on a regular basis to help
prevent stones.

Should get a physical from a doctor and then
call the health food store back and work from
there.

J

Should see an osteopath or chiropractor
to make sure it is not a musculoskeletal
problem Could be a lack of calcium or
B-vitamin.

Diet is the main cause of stones. Coffee and tea
aggravate them. Drink cranberry juice, which
helps flush the kidneys and can help to
dissolve stones if they are not too bad already.
There are also some herbal remedies which
should be taken with a lot of water.

Diet is probably the cause. I should visit the
store so I can find out for sure whether it is a
deficiency or toxicity.
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Nutritionistlicensing update. As of November19'31,dietitianshavegainedpassage oflawsto regulate nutritionistsin 27
states,Puerto Ricoand the Districtof Columbia.Some makeit
illegalfor unqualifiedpersons to call themselvesdietitiansor
nutritionists,while others definenutritionpracticeand who is
eligibleto do it
Anti-herbicidebill introduced.U.S.SenatorPatrickLeahy
(D-VO,who spearheadedthe U.S.OrganicFoods Production
Actof 1990[NF8:25-29),has introducedlegislationto ban the
federalgovernmentfromfundingresearch intoherbicide-resistant plants and transfer those funds to research into "sustainable"methods ofweed control.
FDA electronic bulletin board. The FDA's ElectronicBulletin BoardServicecan nowbe accessed free-of.chargethrough

a toll-freenumber,using a modemand a computer.Its information includes news releases, enforcementreports, FDA Consumermagazine,FDA FederalRegistersummaries,congressionaltestimony,and speeches.Auser guideforthe systemcan
be obtainedby callingthe agency'sParklawnComputerCenter
at 301-443--7318

Newfoodsafetyguide. A QuickConsumerGuideto SafeFood
Handling,producedby the USDAFood Safetyand Inspection
Service,covers shopping,storage, meal preparation,cooking,
microwaving,serving, and handling leftovers,with emphasis
on meat and poultry products. For a free copy, write to the
ConsumerInformationCenter, 574--X,
Pueblo,CO 81009.
FDA ad complaint line. The FDA has set up a toll-free

number (800-238-7332)
for physicians,pharmacists, nurses,
veterinarians,and other health professionalsto use when they
haveconcerns about the advertising,marketingor promoting
ofFDA-regulatedmedicalproducts.The linewillbe answered
by staff in the FDA Office of Health Affairsduring normal
businesshours.
FDA labelingproposal. On November'Zl, 19'31,as required
by the NutritionLabelingand EducationActof 1990,the FDA
announcedits proposed rules for food labelingand nutrient
content [FederalRegister56:60365-60878,
19'31].The lengthy
report includes the scientific data supporting the proposed
rules. The next issue of NutritionForumwill cover them in
detail.

Recyclingclaims withdrawn.AdvertisingWeekhas reported
that Tetra Pak, Inc., and Combiblock,Inc., the nation's two
largestproducersofjuicedrinkcontainers,haveagreedto stop
advertising that their packages are "as easy to recycle as
newspapers."The containers have six layers of paperboard,
plasticand aluminum.The ads were challengedby ten state
attorneysgeneral who noted that the layersmust be separated
and that few recyclingfacilitiescan recycleasepticpackaging.

Tobacco promotion in retail stores. A 1987swvey of 61
supennarkets,grocerystores,conveniencestores and phannacies in Buffalo,N.Y.,found that 41 (67%)displayedtobacco
postersand 53 (87%)displayedother promotionalitems.Forty
owners or managers said they had received monetaryincentivesto displaytobaccoads. Only.14saidthat theyhad displayed
antitobaccoinformation,but3.1said they wouldbewillingtodo
so [PublicHealthReports9:570-575,19'31].
New health magazine. The AmericanMedicalAssociation
and GoodHousekeeping
haveannouncedplansto collaborateon
a magazinecalledliving Well.The new magazinewillpreview
as a sectionin the March 1992issue of GoodHousekeeping
and
willappear as a stand-alonemagazineon newsstandsin midMarch.
Surplus food distribution. The U.S.GeneralServicesAdministration(GSA)plansto release more than 100millionpounds
offoodleftoverfromthe PersianGulfWar.Accordingto a report
in VegetarianTimesmagazine,most of the foodwillbe channeled through Second Harves~ a Chicago-basedagencythat
providesfoodto 180foodbanksserving42,CXX)
agenciesnationwide.The food-worth morethan $200million-includes fresh
and froren items,canned goods,packaged foods,and military
rations.
Poppy seeds cause positive drug test. A researcher at the
Universityof Michiganhas reported that eating poppyseeds
canproducepositiveurine tests for opiatedrugs.Afterencountering a womanwho tested positiveafter eatinga lemonpoppy
seed muffin,he ate one himselfand foundmorphineinhisurine
an hour later DAMA
266:3130-3131,19'31).
Nutri/System suit update. Nubi/System has settled law-

suits filed by 199 former south Florida customers who had
charged that the weight-lossprogram caused them to develop
gallbladderproblems.The terms of the settlement were not
publiclydisclosed.Nationwide,about700suitshavebeen filed.
What Hmvard doctors do. The HarvardHeartLetterhas

reported on the health and nutrition habits of fi/2 Harvard
MedicalSchoolclinicalfacultymembers who respondedto a
swvey conductedby the newsletter.The responses included:
trying to controlweight (74%);wouldliketo loseten poundsor
more (39%);eat redmeat less than once a week egg intakeless
than one a week (55%);intentionallymaintaina high intakeof
soluble fiber (59%);take aspirin regularly to protect against
cardiovasculardisease (25%);and take beta-carotenesupple-

mentor maintainhigh dietaryintake(Bm'>).The percentages
reportingother supplementuse were:vitaminC (13%);calcium
(l(R);fishoil(2%);andvitaminor mineralother thancalciumor
beta-carotene(23%).The editor c.alledthe 23%figure "surprisinglyhigh ... giventhe evidencethat these itemsprovidelittle
or no benefitfor healthypeople consuminga balanceddiet."
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PROPOSED LABELING RULES STIR CONTROVERSY
Stephen Barrett, M.D.

Whilemostconsumersand nutritionprofessionals
are
lookingforwardto more infonnativefood labels,the
supplementindustryisfightingto preventreform.

are closer than the U.S.RDAsto most people's actual requirements UAm DieteticAssoc 92:361,1992].
• DailyReferenceValues (DRVs)would be set up to
provide a similar basis to compare total fat saturated and
In the mid 1980s,controversyerupted about whether
unsaturated fat cholesterol, carbohydrates, dietary fiber, sofoodlabelsshouldbe permittedto make health claims,such as
diumand potassium.These food componentsare importantto
"helpspreventcancer"or"helpslowercholesterol."
Asconsum- healthbut were not addressed by the RDAreport. Labelswould
ers became more attentive to food choices. there also was
indicatethe percentages of RDIs and DRVsin each seiving of
considerablepublic pressure for clearer and more complete the food.
nutritioninfonnation.During 1990,the FDA began issuing
• Labelsmust declarethe totalnumber ofcalories,the
regulationsthat addressed these problems. Soon afterward, number derivedfrom fat; the total amount of fat saturated fat
passageof the NutritionLabelingand EducationAct [NLEA] and cholesterol;total carbohydrates, complex carbohydrates,
strengthened FDA's authority and required new rules, cur- and sugars; dietary fiber; protein; sodium;vitamins A and C;
rentlyscheduledto take effecton May8, 1993.
calcium;and iron.
• Labeling of dietary supplements of vitamins and
Proposed Rules
mineralsthat are not in the form ofordinaryfoodwouldhaveto
identifythe quantityand the percentage of RDI for all vitamins,
The U.S. Department of Agriculture regulates the
minerals, and other food components present in significant
labelingofmostmeatproducts,poultryproducts,andeggs.The amounts.
FDAregulatesthe labelingofalmostallother foods.In Novem• Setvingand portionsires for 131foodc:ategories,23
ber 1991the two agencies proposed regulationsthat included meat categories,and 22 poultry categories would have to be
the following[FederalRegister56:60302-60878,
1991]:
based on the amount offoodcustomarilyconsumed per eating
• Labelingwouldbe extended to almostall packaged occasionby an average person over the age of 4. The units of
measurement must appear in common household and metric
foods.
• Retailerswere urged to voluntarilyinformcustom- measurements,such as 1 cup (240milliliters).
ers about the nutrient content of commonly purchased raw
• Health claimswould be permitted onlyif supported
fruits,vegetables,and fish (20foodsiri'eachcategory).ByMay byvalidand substantialscientificinfonnation.Claimswouldbe
1993,if fewerthan~ ofstores are displayingthe information, permitted regarding (a) sodium and high blood pressure, (b)
calciumand osteoporosis, (c) dietary fats and cancer, or (4)
regulationswill be writtento make the displaymandatory.
• The U.S. RecommendedDaily Allowances(U.S. dietaryfats and heart disease. Claimswould not be permitted
RDAs),wouldbe replaced with U.S. ReferenceDailyIntakes
regarding (a) zinc and immune functions, (b) antioxidantvitaminsand cancer, (c) fish oilsand heart disease,or (d) folicacid
(RD Is) that wouldenable consumers to compare the nutrient
contentof many foods.RDIs would be establishedfor protein, and neuraltube defects.The FDAis stillstudyingpossibilityof
13vitaminsand 13minerals,based mainlyon the 1989Recom- permittingclaimsrelating fiber to cardiovasculardise.aseand
mendedDietaryAllowancespublished by the NationalAcad- cancer.The attorneysgeneral of 33 states have asked the FDA
emy of Sciences.Most RDIvalues are lower than their corre- to pennit health-relatedclaims only through the use of FDAspondingU.S.RDAvalues,which means that the percentages approvedmodel claims.
ofvitaminsand mineralson most foodlabelswillgenerallybe
• Many descriptiveterms would have to conformto
new definitions(see table on next page).
higherthan they are now.This is a good ideabecause the RDIs
9
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PROPOSED DEFINITIONS FOR FOOD LABELS

Term

Definition Proposed in Federal Register, November 26, 1991

Free

An amount that is nutritionally trivial and unlikely to have a physiological consequence.

Calorie free

Fewer than 5 calories per serving

Sugar free

Less than 0.5 grams per serving

Sodium free or
salt free

Less than 5 mg per serving. A claim made for a food normally free of or low in a nutrient must indicate that the
situation exists for all similar foods. For example: "spinach: a low-sodium food:

Low

Low enough to allow frequent consumption without exceeding the dietary guidelines

Low sodium

Less than 140 mg per serving and per 100 grams of food (a little less than half a cup)

Vcry low sodium

Less than 35 mg per serving and per 100 grams of food

Low calorie

Less than 40 mg per serving and per 100 grams of food

Reduced sodium*

Contains no more than half the sodium of the comparison food

Reduced calories*

Contains 1/3 fewer calories than the referenced food

Light (or lite)

Contains 1/3 fewer calories than the referenced food, with a minimum reduction of more than 40 calories per
reference amount and serving size. Products deriving more than half their calories from fat must have their fat
content reduced by 500ior more with a minimum reduction of more than 3 grams per serving. Other use of
"light" must specify if it refers to look, taste or odor. For example, •Light in color."

Less*

Contains at least 25%less of a nutrient than the referenced food

More

Contains at least 10%more of a desirable nutrient than does a comparable food

High

Contains 20%or more of the RDA or DRY

Source of

Contains 10-19% of the RDI or ORV

Fat free

Less than 0.5 grams of fat per reference amount and serving size, and no added ingredient that is a fat or oil

Low fat

3 grams or less of fat per reference amount, per serving size and per 100 grams of product

(Percent) fat free

Only for foods that meet the FDA definition of low fat

Reduced fat*

Reduced fat content by 50%or more, with a minimum reduction of more than 3 grams per reference amount and
per serving size

Low in saturated
fat

1 gram or less per serving, with not more than 15%of calories from saturated fat

Reduced
saturated fat*

No more than 50%of the saturated fat of the reference food. Foods with at least 25%reduction may use the tenn
"less: When these tnns are used, the label must indicate the percentage reduction and the amount of
saturated fat in the reference food. The reduction must be at least 1 gram.

Cholesterol free

Less than 2 mg of cholesterol and 2 grams or less of saturated fat JM!rserving

Low in cholesterol

20 mg or less per serving and per 100 grams of food, and 2 grams or less of saturated fat per serving

Reduced
cholesterol*

500'ior less of cholesterol per serving than its comparison food. The label of a food containing more than 11.5
grams of total fat per serving or per 100 grams of the food must disclose that fact

Less fat*

At least 25%less fat, with a minimum reduction of more than 3 grams per reference amount and per serving size

Fresh

Can only be linked to raw food, food that has not been frozen, processed, or preserved

Freshly

May be used with a verb such as "prepared," 11baked" or "roasted· if the food is recently made and has not been
fro:ren or heat-processed or preserved

Lean

Meat or poultry product with less than 10.5 grams of fat, less than 3.5 grams of saturated fat, and less than 94.5
milligrams cholesterol per 100 grams

Extra lean

Meat or poultry product with less than 4.9 grams of fat, less than 1.8 grams of saturated fat and less than 94.5
milligrams cholesterol per 100 grams

*Analternativeproposal for the terms ..reduced," "less; or "fewer"has been drafted but not yet pub1ished.Under this proposal, the terms would be equivalent
and permissibleprovidedthey indicatethe identityof the comparisonfoodand the percentageby which the nutrient has been reduced. Foods claimedto contain
fewer calories must contain at least 40 fewer calories per serving than the referenced food.
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Special Rules for Supplements

Shortly before the Nutrition Libeling and Education
Actwas passed, the health food industry succeeded in exempting "dietarysupplements ofvitamins,minerals, herbs or other
similarnutrients" from certain provisions applicableto foods.
Inste.ad,the law said, there should be separate standards
established by the Secretary of Health and Human Services.
The industzy,which attributed its success to the efforts of
Senator Orrin Hatch {R-UO, hoped that the standards for
supplementswould be more lenient than those for foods.
In response to the law, FDA Commissioner David
Kessler,M.D.,J.D.,setup a 12-personFDADietarySupplement
Task Force chaired by Gary Dykstra, FDA Deputy Associate
Commissionerfor RegulatoryAffairs.On August29, 1991,the
task force held a hearing to explore how dietary supplements
shouldbedefined,what goals the FDA should have in regulatingthemarketplace,whether supplements shouldberegulated
differentlyfrom foods and drugs, and whether additionallaws
are needed for the FDA to do the job.
Mr.Dykstraopenedthehearingwithastatementfrom
CommissionerKessler. Although supplements can add to the
nutrientcontent of the diet or provide substances not found in
the foods normallyconsumed, the statement noted, "dietary
supplements do not look like foods. They are capsules and
tablets.Moreover,the desire to take the products often arises
from a belief that dietary supplements can have drug-like
effects."Noting that attempts by the FDA to regulate supplement products have had only limited success, Dr. Kessler
suggested that "a completely new look at how supplements
should beregulated is necessary.~He asked the task force to
considerthe best way for the agency to protect the public and
to recommendwhateverlegislativechanges may benecessary
to accomplishthis.
The 35 people who testified at the hearing included
prominentnutrition scientists, supplement industry representatives, consumer advocates, opponents of FDA regulation,
writers aligned with the health food industry, and victims of
supplement toxicity. Each was given up to 10 minutes, but
questionsfrom task force members were permitted after the 5minutemark.
• IrwinH. Rosenberg, M.D.,professor of medicineat
TuftsUniversity,was the first person to testify.Dr. Rosenberg
is chairman of the Food and Nutrition Board of the National
AcademyofSciencesand president ofthe AmericanInstitute of
Nutrition,the most prominent professional organization of
nutritionscientists. More than a decade ago, the FDAVrtamin
and Mineral OTC Panel, which he chaired, had anticipated
manyof the issues the FT'Ctask force is now examining.The
panel's report [Federal Register, March 16, 1973], said Dr.
Rosenberg,"wasthe first, and as far as I know, onlysubstan~e
studyof its kind ... and is stillperhaps the most comprehenstve
statementon safety,effectiveness,and fair labelingofvitamins
and minerals.... even though excessive timidityat that time in
FDA leadership caused that report to be withdrawn without
further publiccomment or hearing."
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In linewith the 1979report, Dr. Rosenberg said that
the FDAshould establish a category of nonprescriptiondietary
supplementsthat are neither foods nor drugs. "Issues of safety
andeffectivenessremove [these] productsfromthecategoryof
foods.They are not apples or oranges or bouilloncubes. People
diefrominappropriateuse ofvitaminsand minerals.Soa special
category is needed," he stated. "We consider title statements
such as 'high' or 'super potency' to be label claims ... which
require substantiation," he added. "More potent for what? A
higher dose is not necessarily effective. We questioned the
accuracy,also, of the designation 'natural.' since that designation impliesan advantage which ... has not been proved."
• WilliamR Pendergast, an attomeyrepresentingthe
AmericanHerbal Products Association,said:
Dietary supplements should be given their commonsense definition, namely anything that is marketed to
supplement the diet. This would include products containingvitamins and minerals, herbal products, and any
other ingredient in tablet, capsule, or powder form, or
any form other than that of a conventional food, marketed for the purpose of supplementing the diet in one
fashion or another.
When a panelist noted that the law defines a drug as
anything intended to prevent, mitigate, cure, or treat disease,
Mr. Pendergast replied that application of the law should
depend upon the language used in a particularclaim."If you said
that 'if you take this product it will prevent cancer,' then that
properlywouldbe a drug; However,'if you take this product,the
likelihoodof cancer may be decreased because of its antioxidant properties,' for example, that would not be a drug."
• Anthony Iannarone, representing Hoffmann-La
Roche, said that the issue of vitamin safety has been exaggerated. "Frequent generalities that vitamins can be toxic are not
helpfuland are actuallymisleadingin the absence ofspecifics,"
he stated. "Safetyofvitaminsand mineral~basicallyinvolvesthe
purity of the materials and levels of constituent ingredients.
However,neither government agencies nor industry, including
the supplement industry, should be protecting people from
their own stupidity."
• Michael Culbert, board chairman ofthe Committee
for Freedom of Choice in Medicine, characterized the FDA's
refusal to permit resumption of the sale of L-tryptophan as:
Power-madbureaucratic satrapy running wildin an orgy
of probably civil rights violations through what we can
only describe as thug-like,Nazi-likepolice tactics which
seem clearlyaimed at eliminatingthe health food,dietary
supplements, and related industries. We do not need
protectionfrom L-tryptophan.We need protection from
the government in general, and the FDA in particular.
Culbert's organi7..ation,
which began during the 1970sas the
Committee for Freedom of Choice in Cancer Therapy, is the
politicalann of several interlocking corporations that are promoting and/or marketing questionable remedies for cancer
and other serious diseases.
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• SaulKent,presidentof the life ExtensionFoundation suggestedthat the FDAis so biasedagainstsupplements
that a law should be passed
to transfer its powerto regulate
them to the U.S.DepartmentofAgriculture.
The LifeExtensionFoundationsellssupplementproductsand memberships.Regu1armembership,whichcosts $50
per year,providesproduct~scount~,a dir~ory ?f_"lif~
extension"doctors,a directoryof innovativemedicalclinics, a copy
of The Physicians Guide to life_Extension~,
and ~o
monthlynewsletters,life &tensionReportand life Extension
News.Afewmonthsago the Foundationannouncedthe fonnationofHealthIssues CoopeiativeAssociation,
whichwilllobby
for "healthfreedom"issues. Among other things, it plans to
introducelegislationto reduce the FDA's authority,to file
lawsuitschallengingthe agency'scontroloverhealthcare,and
to introducea health-carerights amendmentto the U.S.Constitution.
TheFDAhasbeenawareoftheFoundation'sactivities
for several years. In 1987,FDA officialsand U.S. marshals
seizedlarge quantitiesof products marketedby the Foundation,includingBHT (promotedfor herpes and AIDS),DMSO
(forarthritis and bursitis), CoenzymeQ 10 (for cardiovascular
disorders and longevity),and Cognitex(to enhance mental
function).In November1991,a 28-countindicbnentwasfiledin
the SouthernDistrictCourt of F1oridachargingKent and the
company'svice president with importing and selling unapprovednewdrugsand misbrandedprescriptiondrugs.Accordingto an FDAreport,the products,whichwere importedfrom
Europeandlabeledas nutritionalsupplements,werepromoted
for cancer,AIDS,herpes, senility,heart and lung disease,and
other illnesses.
• BonnieLiebman,representingthe Center for Science in the PublicInterest (CSPD,began her presentationby
handingbottles of Runners Edge, ExerciseEdge, CeUGuard,
AgelessBeauty,]etStress,and EnergyExtraEnzymesto the task
forcechainnan.
"It is time for the FDA to start take supplements
seriously,"she said. there is no question but that many
supplementsare frauds.Butin itsfervortosquelchthe irresponsibleuse of supplements,the FDAhas failedto recognizethat
somesegmentsof the populationmayneed supplements,and
manyconsumersmayreasonablywishto take supplements..
. . Giventhis reality,consumersneed the FDAto helpseparate
the good from the bad supplementsrather than the blanket
adviceto avoidthem all."Ms. Liebmanproposedthat the FDA
ensurethat supplementsare safe (orinfonnconsumersthatthe
safetyhas not been determined)and can be absorbedas their
labelsuggests.Shealso saidthat labelsshouldinformconsumers of possiblehazards and benefitsand should not mislead
consumers. She took particular issue with claims that are
impliedin productnames:
Name claimsrange from the familiarStresstabs,to the
less familiarproductssuch as DiarrheaBe Gone,Clear
Thinking,... Livawx Tab, V,sionAid, Lung CareTab,
MasculineDrive Tab. .. andMental WisdomTab,which

Iwouldhavebroughtforthispanelbutldidn'twanttopay
the money.It is ludicrousfor the FDAto crack downon
unsubstantiatedhealthclaimswhileignoringtheseproducts. Curbingname claimswouldalso reduce the number of deceptiveproductson the market.
•Dr.Thomas W.Richey,testifyingforLeder1e(which
marketsStresstabs),ignored Ms. liebman's attack.He urged
that supplementmanufacturersbe givenwidelatitudeinchoosing their ingredients."Itis clearfromthe co_ngressional
record
on the Proxmire Amendmentthat dietary supplementsare
foods... shouldbedefinedas broadlyas possible,and should
includevitamins,mineralsand other similar nutritionalsubstances,"Dr. Richeystated.When asked by a panelisthowthe
FDA could decide what substances can be included in the
"similarnutritionalsubstances"c.ategory,he replied,'1 don't
have any guidance there other than for what the intent of
Congresswas... that if itwasto be used to supplementthe diet
in a nutritionalfashion,that it wouldincludethings other than
vitaminsand minerals."When asked whether anythingcould
be excluded by that definition,Dr. Richeyreplied "Drugs,"
whichgeneratedlaughterfromthe audience.
• NormaHart,Ph.D.,a formerschooIpsychologistfor
NewYorkCitypublicschools,describedhow her healthhad
been destroyedby a single dose of L-tryptophan,fromwhich
she developedeosinophilia-mya)gia
syndrome. "H I had my
way,"she said,itwouIdbe inlarge windowsofhealthfoodstores
... and on the labelsomethingequivalentto iake at yourown
risk, We don't know yet,' or these substances would be ...
prescriptiondrugs so that there couldbe medical
consideration
of the need in a givenperson and of the contraindic.ations."
• AbbeyMeyers, executivedirector of the National
Organizationfor RareDisorders(NORD),urged that the FDA
"eliminatetheveryrealpublichealthriskc.ausedbythe unregulatedand unsupervisedmanufacturing,marketing,and saleof
dietary supplementsand other health food products making
unprovenmedicalclaims."Shewasparticularlyconcernedthat
carnitinepromotedby the health foodindustryis not effective
againstcarni~ deficiencydiseases.She noted:
People do not take dietary supplementsbecause they
taste good.Their onlyvalue is their perceivedmedical
use.The questionis why it takes dead bodiesbeforethe
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FDAtakesenforcementactionagainstthem. Willit take
peopledying from liver damage because of sustainedrelease niacinbefore the agency acts to protect people
fromseekingtoreducetheircholesterollevel?Willittake
chronic fatigue syndrome patients dying from acute
renal failurebeforeyou ban germanium?... Will it take
more dead bodies or merely seriously ill carnitine-defi..
dent infantswho nearly die before they are taken off
· health-foodversions of Lcamitine and put on Carnitor,
the prescriptionproduct?
She also noted that although supplement products
mightbe founduseful for the treatment of rare disorders, no
legitimatedrug makerwillundertakethe necessaryresearch to
gain FDAapprovalunless health food manufacturersare preventedfromundercuttingtheir market with unregulatedproducts.
• EvaTameling,an attorneyfrom Chicago,described
howshe had formeda parent support group calledAssistance
forBabiesand Childrenwith CarnitineDeficiency(ABCD)to
helpparentsand the medicalcommunitybecomeaware ofthe
rarebut seriousproblemofcarnitine deficiency.She notedthat
althoughthe prescriptiondrug Carnitoriseffectiveagainstthis
problem,the health food product Lcamitine is not and can
resultin unnecessarysufferingand even death.
• J.B. Cordaro,president of the Councilfor Responsible Nutrition (CRN)used his opportunityto repeat CRN's
claimthat fewpeopleobtain1M ofthe RDAsofevery nutrient
fromdietalone. (CRNis a 64-membertrade associationrepresentingmajorsupplementmanufacturersanddistributors.CRN
misinterpretssUJVey
findingsto suggestthat vitaminshortages
are widespread and should be remedied by using supplements.)
• RobertE. Olson,M.D.,Ph.D.,professorofmedicine
at State Universityof New York at Stony Brook, refuted Mr.
Cordaro'stestimonyby pointingout that not meetingthe RDAs
isnotthesamethingas nutritionaldeficiencybecausethe RDAs
are deliberatelyset much higher than the average person
needs. Dr. Olson said that supplements may be needed by
infants,womenwhoare pregnantor breast-feeding,andcertain
peoplewithunusuallifestylesor diets (suchas vegetarians),but
that healthyadult men and nonpregnant nonlactatingwomen
do not need vitaminsupplements.Dr. Olsonchaired an Americ.anMedicalAssociationpanel which recommended that the
ingredientssupplementsbe limitedto 50-150X>ofRDAamounts
UAMA257:1929-1936,
1987]. He said that supplements intendedforthe treatmentofdietarydeficiencydiseasesand a few

....
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oth_erresponsive diseases are therapeutic agents, many of
which exceed 10 times the RDAand constitute a hazard for
consumers.He recommended that the ProxmireAmendment
be repealed so that the FDA could "consider limiting the
distributionof therapeutic preparations,which are drugs, to
the prescriptionroute only."
• John H. Renner, M.D., of Kansas City, Missouri,
testifiedon behalfofthe NationalCouncilAgainstHealthFraud
as well as his own Consumer Health InformationResearch
Institute. He recommended that dietary supplements be divided into three groups:
1. Supplements of essential nutrients. These should include
vitaminsand essential mineralsbut not free amino acids.
2. Foodsupplementsand herbal products withknownpharma-

cologicalactivity. These should be required to have full,
dosage-specificlabelinformation,includinga warningabout
excessivedosage.
3.Foodsupplementsand herbalswithno knownpharmacolog1.
cal activity.These should be labeled with a disclaimerthat
they are not effective for any health purpose, including
purposes described in literature in health food stores or
catalogsused to market the products.
I submitteda similarproposalin a letter to the FDA I
believethat use of the term "dietary supplements"should be
restricted to products composed of one or more essential
nutrientsthat may be usefullyadded to the diet Under such a
rule, vitamins and minerals would qualify as ingredients of
dietary supplements. Single amino acids, even the essential
ones,wouldnotbe dietarysupplementsbec.auseisolatedamino
aciddeficienciesdo not occur.My proposalalso wouldbar use
of the word "dietarysupplement"for herbal products and the
large number of nutrient concoctions whose real purpose is
intended to be therapeutic.The health food industry appears
worriedthat the FDASupplementTask Force willrecommend
a policyof this type.
Organizingfor Protest
On February 21·23,1992,about 30 supplementindustry leaders attended an "emergency meeting" in San Ynez,

California,to discuss events threatening.the industry. The
meetingwas sponsored by the Dietary SupplementCoalition
(DSC),a group formed three years ago to defend the health
food industry and individualcompanies against product sei-
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claimsthat the proposed FDAregulations would result in one
millionlost jobs, cause health food stores to close, and make
vitaminsavailableonly by prescription.
The health foodindustry knows how to generate huge
amounts of communicationto government officials.A similar
campaignbegun 20 years ago led to passage of the Proxmire
Amendment The situationarose after the FDA proposedthat
food products be labeled so that ingredients, nutrient content
and other informationwouldbe displayedin a standardfonnat
These provisions became regulations with little controversy
and are still used today. But the FDA proposal also said that
labelingcould neither state nor imply that a ba1anceddiet of
ordinary foods cannot supply adequate amounts of nutrients
[FDAConsumer 7(7):10-16,1973].
Becausethisstruckattheheartofhealthfoodindustry
mythologyabout "'nutritioninsurance,"the industryresponded
with lawsuits and a massive letter-writingcampaignasking
Congress to completely remove FDA jurisdiction over food
supplements.This activitywas orchestrated by the National
Health Federation (NHF), a militantlobbyinggroup, many of
whose leaders had been in legal difficultyfor questionable
health promotions. Crying, "'Fight for your freedom to take
vitamins!"NHF organired its members and alliesinto unprecedented politicalactivity.Articleafterarticle urging support of
the anti-FDAbill appeared in health food industry publkations
and chiropracticjournals, and retailers urged their customers
to join the fray.The issue also triggered the fonnation of the
Council for Responsible Nutrition to represent the political
interests of major supplement manufacturers.At a Congressionalhearing, several representatives reported that they had
received more mailabout vitaminsthan about Watergate.
In 1976,as a result of this pressure, Congress passed
the Proxmire Amendment to the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act. Though not as restrictive as NHFs original
proposal, this law prevents the FDA from regulating food
supplements unless they are inherently dangerous or are
marketed with illegaltherapeutic claims. One FDA Commissioner called the amendment "a charlatan's dream." But the
impact on the FDA was greater than the wording of the Jaw
itself.The apparent politicalpower of the health food industry
Another "VitaminWar"?
made many FDAofficialswonder how farthe agency couldgo
in regulating supplement promotions that remained illegal.
The health food industry is already generating pro- CommissionerKessler appears to have no such fears. Under
Foodshas published a I-page "ConsumerBulletin" his leadership, the FDA has greatly increased the scope and
tests. W'hole
vigor of its enforcement activities.
forretailersto reproduce and distributeto their customers.The
During the current controversy, the Proxmire
bulletinurges customers to complainto Congressthat the FDA
proposals on dietary supplements are too restrictive.Natural Amendment has been mentioned repeatedly by both sides.
Consumer protection advocates want it repealed. The health
FoodsMerchandiserhas said that "if 5,000 stores across the
country each submitted 200 letters, Congress would receive foodindustrywants it used (and strengthened, if necessary) to
opposegreater FDAregulation.It remains to be seen whether
one millionletters from their voting constituents.Think they
Congress can ignore the industry's campaign and do what is
would listen? I'd bet on it" Enzymatic Therapy, which has
marketed many products with illegaltherapeutic claims [NF needed to protect the public.
7:41-44,1990], has mailed flyers containing form letters to
Dr. Barrett, a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate. edits Nutrition
thousands of independenthealth food stores for distributionto
Forum Newsletter and is co-author/editor of 28 books including Health
customers. Health StoreNews has publisheda special issue
Schemes,Scams, a,cdFrauds (Consumer Reports Books, 1990). In 1984he
containing24 formletters addressed to "strategicsenators and
received the FDA Commissioner's Special Citation Award for Public Service
representatives."The issue, availableto retailers for $15/100, in fighting nutrition quackery.

zures [NF 6:16, 1989].The participants included manufacturers, retailers, trade association leaders, lobbyists, industry
advisors,and editors of "health-food"industry trade and consumer publications.The agenda included: 1) the FDA'spendingrulesfor foodlabeling;2) proposedlegislationto strengthen
the FDA;3) unfavorablerecommendationsexpected fromthe
FDATask Force on DietarySupplements;and 4) forthcoming
Congressionalhearings onvariousaspects ofhealth fraudsand
quackery.
"Whatwe he.ardwas that it was do or dietime,"saidthe
March editorialin HealthFoodsBusiness,"The enormityofthe
situation shocked those present into creating a New World
Orderfor our industry.... The issues facingthe industryin the
next few months are a result of converging movements in
Congress and in the Food and Drug Administrationthat by
coincidenceor design are gathering momentum, much like a
tornado about to strike." The outcome of the meeting was
formationofthe NutritionalHealthAllianceto enable manufacturers, suppliers,distributors,retailers, consumers, and other
supplementindustry alliesto coordinate their efforts.
The Council for ResponsibleNutrition also plans to
appe.altoCongressand callpublicattentionto its viewpointthat
the FDA wants to go too far in regulating the supplement
industry.For this purpose, CRN has formed the Coalitionfor
Sound Nutrition Policy and raised over $500,000to fund its
efforts.
Two pendingbillsworrythe health foodindustry.One
is H.R 2597/S. 2135,which would increase the FDA's enforcement powers as well as penalties for violatingthe Food, Drug,
and CosmeticAct The other is H.R 1662,which wouldamend
the FederalTrade CommissionActto make it illegalto advertise
nutritionalor therapeutic claimsthat wouldnot be permissible
onproductlabels.SupplementcompaniesfearthattheFDAwill
ban or greatly restrict sales of individualamino acids, herbal
concentrates, and vitamin and mineral supplements whose
potencyis much abovethe amount found in regular foods.The
industry also fears that the RDI system will decrease supplementsalesby increasingpeople'sperceptionthat the foodsthey
consume contain adequate amounts of nutrients.

..
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BRIEFS
"Quackbusters" settle libel claims. In an out-okourt settl~

ment, VegetarianTimeshas paid a total of $11,000to Stephen
Barrett, M.D.,WilliamT.Jarvis,Ph.D.,andJohnRenner, Ph.D.,
and the NationalCouncilAgainstHealth Fraud. The situation
arose after the August issue of the magazine published "'The
HealthFraud Cops,"a lengthy cover stmy that asked whether
"quackbusters" are consumer advocates or "medical
McCarthyites."The article contained many statements that
were false, misleading and/ or defamatory and attempted to
portraythe trio as closed-mindedindividualswho are unwilling
to consider promising "nutritional"methods. The settlement
agreementincludedpublicationof a detailed rebuttal, written
byDr.Barrett, in the March 1992issue. Dr.VictorHerbert,who
alsowasimproperlycritici1,edin the article,appears likelyto file
suit against the magazine and several people quoted in the
article.

Dubious 'Weight-controlingredients banned. An FDAban

on 111 over-the-counter(OTC) diet pill ingredients became
effectiveon February 10, 1992.The ingredients includearginine,caffeine,kelp,guar gum, lecithin,papayaenzymes,phenylalanine,tryptophan,and vitaminB5.These substancescan still
be marketed as "nutritionalsupplements" without claims for
weight control. Although an 1979 FDA advisory committee
reportconcludedthat the bannedproductshad not been proven
effective,the agency failedto propose a ban untilprodded by a
Congressional hearing conducted in 1990 by Congressman
RonWyden [NF 7:22-23,1990].
Fibre Trim blasted. In 1989the FTCcharged that Schering

Corporationhad marketed Fibre Trim with unsubstantiated
claims that it is effectivefor weight loss, weight control and
weightmaintenance.In September 1991an FTCadministrative
lawjudge ruled that there was no scientificevidenceto substanHealthfoodstore sales. HealthFoodsBusine.ss
estimatesthat
tiate such claims.FibreTrim is composed of naturalfiber from
37.8%of sales in health food stores last year were for vitamins citrus and grain compressed into tablets. The recommended
and other supplements.Based on its annual survey,the maga- daily dosage contains about 4 grams of fiber. Ads said the
zineestimatedthat 7,300stores grossed $1.46billionfor these
product could providea feeling of fullnessand could "takethe
products,down5.4%from1990.Total salesforallproductswere
edge offhunger." A company document estimated that 7<J¾J
of
$3.88billion (up 3.2%),including$653 millionfor herbs and FibreTrim's 1986 sales were to consumers "lookingfor the
herbal teas (up 39.8%)and $109millionfor books (up 14.7%). magicpill"and who "wanta product that willdo the work."The
Storeswithunder 3,000square feet ofsellingspace (87%oftotal judge ordered Schering to refrain from making unsubstantistores) averaged$310,000,while those over 3,000square feet
ated claimsthat FibreTrim (a) is a rich source of.fiber,(b) could
averaged$2.43million.Homeopathicremedies accounted for provideany health benefitassociatedwith the intakeoffiber,or
6.8%of the "vitamins/supplements"category.
(c) could provide any appetit~suppressant, weight-loss,or
weight-controlbenefit.
Organic certification" inches closer. U.S. Secretary of
AgricultureEdwardMadiganhas announcedthe appointment Walter Hudson dies. Walter Hudson, once listed in the
of 14members of the Organic Standards CertificationBoard,
GuinnessBook of WorldRecordsas the world's heaviest man,
mandatedby the U.S.OrganicFoods ProductionActof 1990to
died of heart failureat the age of 46. His reported weight at the
establishstandards for the processingof foods to be marketed time of death was 1,125pounds. In 1987 he made headlines
as "organic."
when started on a meal-replacementprogram supervised by
comedian-turned-weight-loss-guruDick Gregory. Although
Data on weight-loss programs. The ConsumerGuide to
Hudsonlostweightrapidlyfora fewmonths, he regaineditafter
Weight-Loss
Programsprovides detailed descriptions of many he resumed eating food.
weight-lossproductsand programs.The 90-pagebook is available for $23.45from Marketdata Enterprises, P.O. Box 36-N, Passive exercise claims attacked. The FTC has charged
Lynbrook,NY 11563.
SlenderYou,Inc.,withmaking falseand unsubstantiatedweightlossclaimsfor the continuouspassivemotionexercise tables it
Increased HDL screening advocated. In February a Na- manufacturesand sells to health and fitness centers. Under a
tionalInstitutes of Health consensus developmentpanel con- consent agreement, the company is prohibited from making
cludedthat all healthyAmericanshavingtheir totalcholesterol such claims in the future.
checked also should be screened for HDL cholesterol.The
panelalso recommended HDLand triglyceridescreening for New book about fermented milk products. The Encyclopeindividualswithdesirable(under-200)levelsoftotalcholesterol dia of Fennented FreshMilk Productsprovides a wealth of
whoare knownto havecoronaryheart disease or who havetwo
informationabouttraditionalandnontraditionalfennentedmilk,
cream, buttermilk and whey products, including yogurt, aciormoreriskfactorsforit To increaseprecisionwhen treatment
dophilusand bifidusproducts, fermented baby foods,"sweet"
decisionsare involved,at least two (and preferably three)
samplesshould be taken at least one week apart. Individuals milk,acidifiedmilk,and manyother products.NutritionForum's
withHDLbelow35mg/dlshouldattempttoraisetheirlevelsby senior associate editor Manfred Kroger, Ph.D., is one of the
losing weight, stopping smoking, exercising, and eating a
threecoauthors.The400-pagebookisavailablefor$94.95from
Van Nostrand Reinhold,P.O. Box 688,F1orence,KY41042.
lowfatdiet.
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Diet and arthritis.A Norwegianresearch team has reported
that a smallgroup ofrheumatoidarthritispatientstreatedwith
dietary methods for 13 months had fewer symptoms than a
controlgroup of peoplewho ate nonnally.Duringthe first7-10
days, the treatment group consumed a low<.alorieliquiddiet
withnewfoodsadded individuallyinan attemptto identifyfoods
that might cause arthritis symptoms to worsen. Then these
patientsfolloweda vegetariandiet that eliminateddairyproducts, eggs, refined sugar, citrus fruits, and gluten-containing
foods.(Glutenis a proteinfoundinwheat,oats,rye and barley.)
The controlgroupate intheir usualway.Patientswhoappeared
helped by the diet relapsed when they resumed their nonnal
eatinghabits [The Lancet338:899-902,
1991].TuftsUniversity
Diet& NutritionLetterhas cautionedthat (1) the experimental
diet can lead to nutritionalshortfallsthat require professional
monitoring,(2)the resultswerebased ontheexperienceofonly
17individuals,and (3)a much larger samplewouldbe required
for confinnation.
Notable quote. Vitaminsactually play a minor role in our
overallhealth.Together with most mineralsthey make up the
micronutn·en'ts
of the diet, while fats, proteins and carbohydrates are the primary macronuhients.As the names imply,
macronutrientshave a far greater influenceon health than do
micronutrients-both for better and for worse.-Lahey Clinic
Newsletter,December1991.

Candy cigarettes seductive?Two studies have exploredthe

influenceof candy and bubble gum cigarettes on the attitude
and behaviorofchildrentoward smoking [Pediatrics89:27-32,
1992].One study found that young children in focus groups
playedwithcandycigarettesand imitatedadultsmokingbehavior. The other study found that children who repeatedlybuy
candycigarettesare more likelythan nonbuyersto experiment
with smoking.Noting that "parents and publichealth professionals would not sanction toy marijuanajoints or crack cocaine," the researchers recommended that candy cigarette
productsbe eliminatedas part ofour society'seffortsto prevent
childrenfrom starting to smoke.
Raw milk creamed again. The C.alifomia
CourtofAppealhas

uphelda 1989lowercourtverdictorderingSteuve'sNaturaland
Alta-DenaCertifiedDairy productsto placea warninglabelon
their raw milk products. The appeals court concluded that,
contraryto the claimsmade inAlta-Dena'sadvertisements,raw
certifiedmilk (1) can containhighly dangerousorganisms,(2)
is less safethan pasteurizedmilk,(3)does not possesssuperior
health and nutritionalbenefits,and (4) is not producedunder
the strictesthealth standards in the industry.The appealcourt
also upheld the trial court's assessment of civil penalties
($23,000),restitution ($100,000),and payment of more than
$1.5millionin fees to the attorneys representing Consumers
Union,whichhad initiatedthe lawsuit

DECEPTION FOUND AT COMMERCIAL WEIGHT-LOSS CLINICS
On April 30, 1991,a sales representativefrom a diet
center in New York Citytold a 5'8"womanwho weighed 130
poundsthat she was 5 pounds overweightand could affordto
Jose7 pounds.This ran counter to the adviceof the woman's
personalphysicianwhoconfinnedthat she alreadyhad an ideal
weightand did not need to lose more. Moreover,the 7-pound
losswouldhaveput her severalpoundsbeneaththe idealtarget
weight listed on the sales representative's own chart. The
programwouldcost $710with maintenance,which amounted
to $100per pound.When the womanfailedto signup, the sales
representativepressed her repeatedlyand offeredher reduced
paymentsas an incentive.
On May 8, 1991,a 51811 man who weighed 178pounds
was told at another center that he should lose 18 pounds. No
measurementsotherthan weightwere taken.The manworked
out regularlyand was very muscular. He had a low body fat
content and did not need to lose weight On the same day, at
another center, another man who was 5'9" and weighed 142
poundswas urged to sign up for a programto lose 8 poundsin
2weeks.
These experiences were reported by agents of the
NewYorkCityDepartmentof ConsumerAffairswho c.alledor
visited14weight-losscenters last year.The study concluded:
• Few ofthe centers gave advancewarningor openly
discussedthe safetyrisks of their program,or of rapid weight

loss in general,even when directlyasked about possibleproblems.One representativesaid her center's programwas "absolutelysafe" even though the health history form prospective
clientshad to sign containeda warning about health risks.
• Some centers attempted to sell their services to
peoplewho didn't need them, includingthe underweight.
• Somecenters were engaged more in quackerythan
medicine. One clinic representative advised that fillingthe
stomachwith certain foods would speed up metabolism.Another said her clinic'smaintenanceprogram would "closeup
the body'sfat cells."
• Some centers engaged in high-pressuresalestactics.
The Departmenthas proposedregu]ationsthat would
require weight-losscenters to (a) displaya large sign stating
that rapidweightlo~ (morethan 11/2 to 2 poundsa week)may
cause serious health problems, th)adviseconsultationwitha
physician,(3) indicatethat only permanent lifestylechanges
can promotelong-termweightloss, and (4) infonn customers
that infonnation on dropout rates and staff qualificationsis
availableon request
..
The report, WeightyIssues:Dangersand Deceptions
of
theWeightLossIndustry,is availablefor$5.00fromthe CommunicationsDivision,NewYorkCityDept ofConsumerAffairs,42
Broadway,NewYork,NY 10004.
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THE SHADY BUSINESS OF NATURE'S SUNSHINE
Jack Raso, M.S. RD.

Nature'sSunshinedistributors
are usingdubiousdiagnostictestsandPrescribing
herbsand otherProducts
for
a largevarietyofhealthProblems.
Manyofthe.sePeople
appearto becommittingtheftbydeception
andpracticing
medicinewithouta license.

flyersconcerning products, payment plans, discounts for new
distributors,and group insurance.The policiesand procedures
manualcontainsa 15-point"Codeof Ethics,"which includes:"I
will not make any false or therapeutic claims concerning any
NSP product" and "I will service a minimum of ten retail
customers each month." Distributors also receive a 1-year
subscriptionto NSP's monthly magazine, SunshineHorizons.
The SystemsGuide,published in 1988,containsabout
80 pages. About half of the book describes various body systems and the products NSP relates to them. For each system,
there are "key,""primary,"and"complementary"products.Key
products combine ingredients to "providecomprehensivenutritional support" for the body system. Primary products are
combinations"designed to provide more specializedsupport
forthe particularsystem."Complementaryproducts are singleingredient items "for individualswho want to round out the
systems approach to holistic health."
The circulatorysystem's "key"product is Mega-Chel,
whichcontains 12vitamins,9 chelated minerals,choline,inositol, PABA,bioflavonoids,fish oils, adrenal substance, thymus
substance, and spleen substance. The "primary" circulatory
products include CoQ-10Plus;BugleweedI.iqu,"d
Herb;Capsicum,Garlic& Parsley;and herbal mixtures (BP-X,GC-X,GGC,
A TC,HS-IIand 1-XJthat contain from 3 to 14 ingredients.The
"complementary"products includebutchers's broomroot,capsicum, garlic, hawthorn berries, liquid chlorophyll magnesium, omega-3fattyacids, and yellowdock root Each of these
products is said to provide"nutritionalsupport" for the circulatory system. Products for other body systems are listed in the
table on page 19.

Multilevelmarketing (alsocallednetworkmarketing)
isa fonn ofdirect sales in which "independent"distributorssell
products,typicallyto their friends and acquaintances.Distributorscanbuyproducts~holesale," sellthem "retail" and recruit
otherdistributorswho can do the same.When enough distributors have been enrolled into a recruiter's "downline,"the recniiter is eligibleto collecta percentage of their sales.
Nature's Sunshine Products, Inc. (NSP), of Spanish
Fork, Utah,has been training its distributors to use iridology,
"muscle-testing,"
and "bodytyping"to market hundreds of the
company'sproducts.Accordingto its literature,NSP has grown
froma "kitchentable enterprise" in 1972into an international
businesswith annualsales exceeding $60 millionand distributors in all 50 states, Canada, England, Australia, and New
Zealand.The business began with herbs but has expanded into
vitaminsand other nutritionalsupplements,homeopathicremedies,skin -care products, hair-careproducts, water treatment
systems, cooking utensils, and a weight-loss plan. Over the
years, more than 250,000people have signed on as "independent"distributors.

The DistributorKit

Becomingan NSP distributor is simple and requires
no prior training in either health or nutrition. All it takes is
submissionof a 1-pageapplicationwith a $35 fee.
Body Hype
NSP's distributor kit consists of a looseleaf binder
labeled "The People-To-PeopleHealth Business" and a wireSince1989,NSPhasbeenmarketingGlanDiet,amealreplacement program based mainly on the the book, Dr.
bound book calledA SystemsGuideto Natural Health.The
looseleafbindercontainsacongratulatoryformletter,a product AbravanelsBodyTypeandlifetime NutritionPlan,by ElliotB.
catalog,amanualofpoliciesandprocedures,fourdifferentprice Abravanel,M.D.,and his wife ElizabethKing.The book mainlists,distributorapplications,order fonns, a receipt book, and
tains that there is a "dominantgland" at the root ofeveryweight
17
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problem and that weight can be controlled by soothing the
errantglandand moderatingitscravings.The bookadvisesthat
the correctiveplan be tailoredto the individual's"bodytype,"
whichis determinedby examining the person's shape,bodyfat
distribution,food cravings, sleep patterns, and various.other
characteristics.Women can be classifiedas "thyroid,""pituitary," "adrenal."and "gonadal"type, while men can be classifiedas "thyroid,""pituitary,"or "adrenal."The personalitytraits
describedfor each type resemblethose ofa typicalhoroscope.
Accordingto NSPliterature,the objectofthe GlanDiet
Programis "to bring balance to out-of-balancesystems."Two
types of me.akeplacementpowders are availablefor this purpose. One,formulatedforthyroidand pituitarytypes, "contains
a higher concentrationofproteinthan carbohydratesbecause
carbohydratestend to stimulatethepituitaryandthyroidglands,
whileproteintends to stimulatethe adrenalsand gonads."The
other powder, said to have a higher ratio of carbohydrateto
protein,is formulatedfor adrenal and gonadaltypes. To help
distributorsdesignthe correct program,NSPprovides"aconvenientbodytype questionnaire... basedsolelyuponshapeand
build."For each type there also are "foodsto eat or avoid"and
variousherbal teas and supplementproducts.All dieters are
advisedto begin with a "two-to-threeday cleanse,"engage in
aerobicexercise,and aim foran overallcaloriecount of 1.200/
day forwomen or 1,400/dayfor men. Obviously,most people
whoexerciseand restrictcaloriesto suchlevelswill loseweight
whether or not they use NSP products.

T-Type (Thyroid)
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is your

Body-Type?

Each of us is biochemically unique. Therefore, no single
diet program will meet every individual's needs.
Recent research now shows there are 4 distinct body types
- 4 txpes of metabolism. Your body shape is determined
by which of the major glands (thyroid, adrenal, pituitary,
gonadal) is most dominant in your system. This dominant
gland determines which foods you crave and where fat appears on your body.
Nature's Sunshine Products now offers a fascinating new
wei9ht con~rol program that works with your body to
achieve maximum results. The ClanDlet Program features
meal replacement beverages and vitamin/herb formulas
specially designed for your body type.

"Homeopathic"Products
Homeopathyis based on the idea that greatlydiluted
substancescanexertpowerfultherapeuticeffectson the body.
This idea is utter nonsense,but the FDApermitshomeopathic
products to be marketed without proof that they work as
claimed [NF4:1-6,1987].
NSPmarketsabout 50homeopathicproducts,mostof
which are named after a disease
or symptom.The product
Candida,for example, is said to be a "natural homeopathic
medicinefor the reliefof the itching,burning and other symptoms associatedwith Candidayeast infections."The product
Parasitesis for "minor intestinal symptoms associated with
parasites such as bloating, abdominal pain, flatulence and
diarrhea."Goutis for "minorpain, heat, redness, and swelling
associatedwithgouty inflammationofthe joints."Incontinence
is for "occasionalminor bladder incontinence (mvoluntary
is "to assist in the reduction
urination)in adults."Depressaquel
of minor feelings of melancholy,apathy and listlessness by
lifting the moodand mentaloutlook."And so on. Each product
containsvery smallamounts of about ten ingredients.
AnNSPmanualdepictsthe labelofeach homeopathic
producton a separatepage,followedby long listsof symptoms
said to be associatedwith each ingredient.For example,Gout
containsa 1:100,000
dilutionofpoisonivy,whichis "associated"
with~rheumaticandgoutyconditionswhich
worsenincold,wet
weather,improvewithmovement"The manualalsolists"nutritionai support companionproducts" for many of the homeopathicproducts.This setupenablesNSPto suggesttherapeutic
uses ·for herbal products and supplements without making
explicitclaimsfor them.
FDAregulatoryguidelinesstatethat "nonprescription
homeopathies may be sold only for self-limitingconditions
recogni?.ableby consumers" and that their labeling "must
adequatelyinstructconsumers in the product's safeuse."Candidiasis,parasites,depression,gout, incontinence,and several
otherconditionsforwhichNSPmarketsproductsdo notappear
to meet these criteria.
Distnoutor Training

NSP sponsors many meetings and courses at which
distributorscanreceivetraining.
• Distributor School is a two-dayprogram given at
variouslocationsthroughout the U.S.and open to all distributors and manage.rs.In 1988NSP launched the program and
announced:

e( _____
__....J
Find out about GlanDlet

todayl

Advertising slick for GlanDiet (1990)

DistributorSchoolwillbe built around the new catalog, "A Systems Guide to Natural Health."Students
will learn [NSP's] philosophyof naturalhealth, plus
they will be taken on a tour of the body, system by
system.For each systemthey learn the basicsofwhat
that body does and what happens when it starts to
break down.Attendeeswill come awayactuallylmowing the key productsto use for each ofthese systems.
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Thus they will have a working knowledgeof which
nutritionalsupplementsto choose to feed the various
systems of the body.
In additio~ there willbea carefullyconstructed
business and motivationsession that will teach distributorshowthey can supporttheir owngood health
habits by sharing their new-foundknowledge with
others.
NSP's DistributorSchoolkit providesspecificguidelines for staying within the law and proposes "legal"ways to
promoteNSP supplements,such as discussingthe "historical
uses"of herbs and how herbs, "as foods,"contributeto health.
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Ac.cordingto the kit, the company will pay up to $2,000per
c.alendaryear to help defray the expense of any lawsuitsfiled
againstanactivedistributorormanagerongroundsofprescribing or diagnosing.
• ManagerSchoolwas a 5-dayprogram givenseveral
times a year at the company'shome office.Its purpose was to
train people "to re.allybe Natural Health Counselors."The
program included"in-depthtraining in iridology,muscle-testingand nutritionalsupplements."However,"businessandlegal
infonnationwill be woven into the fabric of how to actually
practicenaturalhealth consultingproperly."The programalso
includedrole-playingofcounselingsessions.The course materials included iridologyand muscle-testingcharts. Managers

NSP's "SYSTEMS APPROACH" TO NATURAL PRODUCTS

Body
System

Key Products

Qaims for Key Product

Primary Products

Circulatory

Mega-Chel

Improves vascular and heart muscle
tone, improves circulation
throughout the body; lowers LDL

Co-QlO Plus, herbal
combinations

Butcher's broom root,
garlic, capsicum.
hawthome berries

Digestive

Food enzyme
digestive aid
Protein digestive
aid (HCl)

Enhances utilization of food, supports
weakened pancreas
For people who need help digesting
protein or are on a high-protein diet

Herbal combinations

Fennel, ginger,
safflowers

Intestinal

Bowel Build

Nutritionally enhances digestion and
provides dietary fiber, promotes
cleansing of toxic intestinal buildup

Psyllium hulls, herbal
combinations

Acidophilus, aloe vera,
cascara, single herbs,
liquid chlorophyll

Nervous

Nutri-Calm

Provides the nutrition the body needs
to cope with a busy modern world

Herbal combinations;
some contain valerian

Blackcurrant oil,
evening primrose oil,
lecithin, single herbs

Glandular

Master Gland
Formula

Strengthens the thyroid, adrenals, and
pancreas

Herbal combinations

Chromium, vitaminC,
kelp, single herbs

Immune

Immune
Maintenance
Formula

Counters the effects of poor foods,
pollution, and other things harmful to

Target Immune Formula,
germanium. herbal
combinations

Barley juice, pau d'arco,
vitamins, single herbs

Respiratory

AIJ Formula

Removes trapped toxins from mucous
linings of respiratory system

Herbal combinations

Single herbs

Structural

SKI.Formula
Target Endurance
Formula

Maintains strong and healthy bones
Nutritionally feeds the body's muscles

Herbal combinations,
trace mineral product,
massage lotion

Aloe vera, comfrey,
other single herbs

Urinary

URY

Nutritionally supports the urinary
system; helps cleanse blood and
resist infection

Multivitamin/ mineral
product, potassium,
herbal combinations,

Vitamins, single herbs

Skin and
Hair

External: Herbal
Trim

Works from the outside in to break up
and rid the body of toxins and
impurities
Nutritionally supports the structure
and function of the skin from within

Herbal salve, ointment,
and skin conditioner
Chlorofresh

Tea tree oil, pau d'arco
lotion, horsetail, aloe
vera gel, vitamin C,
sage

Internal: HSN•W

us

Complementary
Products

Sources: Sunshine Horizons, May 1989, A Systems Guide to Natural Jlealth, (1988), and current NSP Distributor School manual.
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were encouragedto hold regular meetingsto explainthe body advisesdistributors:
systems and key products to new distributor~Late last year,
Teach don't prescribe and diagnose....
ManagerSchoolwasconvertedintoa 2-dayaffaircalledNatural
I~ste.adof diagnosing,ask questions.Be particuHealthand Business School
.
larlycarefulwhen using iridologyand ?1uscle-testing~
• A ProfessionalismSymposiumis offeredfollowmg
For instance,don"t say "Youhave a SlilUS prob~m.
the company'snational conventioneach year. This meeting
Rather,ask them, "Doyou have sinus problems? Let
featuresspeakers onhealth andbusinesstopicsandworkshops
them diagnose themselves. You can also teach by
on muscle-testing,advancediridology,Chineseherbology,and
talking to them in the third perso?·
For ~Pk:, you
newNSPproducts.
might say, "Peoplewith lymphaticrosaries typ~
• Othereducationalopportunitiesare offeredthrough
have trouble with their sinuses." Or you can cite
area herb conferences, lectures at the national convention,
authorities:"Dr.BernardJensen says that this particuconferencesfor leadingdistributors,and regionalconferences
lar eye sign is associatedwith sinus congestion."
for distributors who wish to focus on selling NSP's water
Alwaysmake cle.arthat the infonnationyou are
treatmentsystem.
providingis only educationalin nature and that the
decisionas to whattheywill do must be leftup to them.
. . . Practicesayingthingscorrectlywithfamilyand
Dubious Diagnostic Tests
friendsso that the correct things to say and do are so
ingrainedin you that you never have to worry about
Iridologyand muscle-testingare used as the basis for
getting "trapped"into practicingmedicinewithouta
prescribingNSPproducts.Iridologyis basedon the notionthat
license,even when dealingwith strangers.
~e
the body's health status can be determinedby_examining
iris (the colored portion of the eye surroundmg the pupil).
Despitethe doubletalk,this approachappears illegal.
Iridologistsclaimto diagnose"imbalances"that can be treated Courtshavelongruledthatonecannotescaperesponsibilityfor
withvitamins,minerals,herbs, and similarproducts.In lridol- practicingmedicinewithoutalicenseormarketingunapproved
ogySimplified(1980), whichis on NSP'ssuggestedreadinglist,
drug productsby callingthem somethingelse. In addition,the
chiropractorBernard Jensen wrote: "Byknowingin advance
use of false statements to sell products constitutes theft by
one'sweaktissues and organs,as can be revealedby iridology,
deception.
it is possibleto supplyneeded nutrients and thereby prevent
unnecessaryillnessand disease from occurring."
NSPs muscle-testingis a variationof "appliedkines~
DistributorSchool
ology(AK),"an elaboratepseudoscienceconcoctedduringthe
1960sby a chiropractor.AK is based on the notionthat every
In the spring ofthis year, I contactedNSP'sManager
organ dysfunctionis accompaniedby a specificmuscleweakServiceDepartmentand expressed an interest in becominga
ness,whichenables health problemsto be diagnosedthrough
distributor.I was referredto a potentialsponsorwholivedin my
muscle-testingprocedures. AK practitioners-most of whom
neighborhood.When I telephoned,his son explainedthathis
are chiropractors-also claim that nutritionaldeficiencies,alfatherhad to seea "patient,"whereuponI askedwhetherfather
lergies, and other adversereactionsto foodsubstancescan be
was a doctor.The son replied that he was an iridologist
detectedby placingsubstancesin the mouthso that the patient
On April 4, 1992,I attended NSP's DistributorSchool
salivates."Good"substancessupposedlymakespecificmuscles
at a hotel in Uniondale,New York.The tuitionwas $35.Ftftytest stronger,whereas "bad"substances cause specificweakeight peoplewere registered for the program.The Distributor
nesses.The recommended"treatment"includesdietarymeaSchoolPreparatory
Worilbook,
whicheach ofus received,states
sures and foodsupplements.Controlledstudieshavefoundno
the school'sgoal:'lo providean activeunderstandingofNatudifferencein response to test substances and placebos.
During my investigationof Nature's Sunshine,I was
unableto find out the precise manner in which itsdistributors
use iridologyand muscle-testingto markettheirwares.Regarde 1992,is publishedby
NutritionForum 0SSN 074S-8165),
less ofthe details, under state laws, a commercialinteractionin
StephenBarrett.M.D. Allarticlesandadvertising
inserts arefully
which a person attempts to discover a health problem and
endorsedbyDr. Barrett.
recommend a product to solve it constitutes the practice of
Individual
subscriptions
in the United StatesandCanada are
$35for 1 year (sixissues),$6.5for 2 years,and $95for3 years,
medicine.
PA18105.
payableto NutritionForum,P.O.Box1747,Allentown,
NSPiswellawareofthis fact Its literatureand training
Institutional
and
other
multireader
subscriptions
are
$45for 1
sessionswamdistributorsnotto"diagnose"or"prescribe."The
year,
$80
for
2
years,
and
$115
for
3
years.
Overseas
subscriptions
distributorapplicationformrequires an acknowledgementthat
(viaairmail) are $45for1year,$85for2years,and$125for3years.
NSP'sproducts "are not intendedfor and are not to be sold as
Backissuesare$6 e.ach.
a cure, ameliorantor palliativefor any disease or aihnent,and
Allcorrespondence
shouldbe sentto StephenBarrett, M.D.,
that such products are sold solely and only for nutritional
P.O.Box1747,Allentown,
PA18105.
Telephone215-437-1795.
purposes."An article in the February 1989SunshineHorizons
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ral Healthwhich ran be used to improve health and ran be
shared withfamilyand friends."
? "Th~ program ~ with the presentation of 'Why
Herbs., a VIdeopromotingherbal supplementationingeneral.
~hortlyafterward,MollyWright,our "trainer,"said she wanted
to talkaboutwhere health begins."
She asked where it begins,
and told us to feel free to answer her questions.A distributor
responded:"On the cellularlevel."
"'Themillions and millions and billions of cells" of
whichthe bodyis composed,said Molly,havefivebasicneeds:
oxygen,water,nutrients,properelimination,andeventemperature.Werancontrol "acertainamount"ofthese needs,she said,
and"whatwecan control,it'sour businesstotryto control."She
describedherbs and vitaminsas "a great nutritionalsource,"
particularly"whenweeat foodsthat don'thaveallthe nutritional
value."Thenshe referredtoAlexisCarrel (1873-1944),aFrenchAmeriran surgeon who received the 1912 Nobel Prire for
Medicine.Carrel developedmethods for keeping tissues and
alsociteshis
organsaliveinvitroforlongperiods.The Workbook
work and states: "Under proper conditions,cells ran live for-

ever."
"Hyou'veever been to a nutritionclass in the medical
university,"Mollysaid,"the nutritionspecialistwillsaythat you
reallydon'tneedvitaminsand herbs because if youeat the right
foods... you1lgettherightnutrientsyouneed.Butweran'ttrust
allthefoodswe'reeating.... Weran'talwaysrelyonthequality.
... The quality of the nutrients ... is certainlyimportant."This
"Jackof nutrients,"according to Molly,causes a "weakening
condition"of the body. "Anotherwaythat the body gets sick,"
she said,is "toxicbuildup."This, she claimed,is caused by "a
stressfulenvironmentand improperelimination."
"Whenthe body is tryingto accumulateits nutrients,"
Mollyelucidated,"if it's clogged with toxins, then... even if
you'regivingitalltherightthings, it's not goingto he ableto use
them as it should because of this toxic condition."If the body
isn'table to "eliminateproperly,"she added, "those toxins are
goingto build,and so we need to assist it in cleaning."She also
referredto Chineseyin-yangphilosophy.
"Nature'sSpring"

Next, Mollydiscussed tap water. "Most of the water
thatis suppliedto your home is not used fordrinking,"she said.
"'11tesolutionthen wouldbe to cleanjust the water that you're
goingto drink.Andsincethe cityran 't do that forus at this time,
we need to be aware of how we ran best do that."
Mollythen informedus that the solutionto tap water
safety is Nature'sSpringII, an NSP water treatment system
retailingfor $520. In a video presentation that followed,the
narrator described it as "an easy-to-usecountertop unit designedto helpensure that the wateryou drinkis the waynature
intendedit to be."A distributorin my row informedMollythat
she'd had her tap watertested and that "the results were really
shocking."She saidthe samplehad containedfecalmatter and
had been "very toxic,very high in metals,very high in lead."I
later observedthis distributor washing down some pills with
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what she said was "Nature'sSpring"water. She had brought a
galloncontainerof it with her.
"The differencein the taste-that's kind of interesting,"saidMolly."It doesto me taste a lotbetter becauserm used
toitnow.ButwhenwefirstboughtourNature'sSpn'ngunit,Iput
tap water and then the Nature'sSpn·ngcleanwater
~e feR:1lar
m twodifferentcups, and I had my husband taste it to seewhich
one he likedbetter; and he picked the one that was regu]ar tap
water."Later Mollysaid:
You're always washing things for your body. What
about washing the water for the inside of your body?
That's the importantplace to start. ...
Whatever'sput into that water, whatever's in the
environmentcan be absorbed in that water, from the
rainfall,whatever's in the sky.... Insecticides,pesticides... even the things that are used to treat the water
are harmfulfor you.
NSP's brochure for its water-treatmentdevicesstates
that distributors are independent of the company and "not
authorired to make any representations on behalf of Nature's
Sunshine."The brochure also states:
Nothingin this materialor in any statement concerning Nature's Sunshine, or in any statement attributed
to Nature's Sunshine, is intended to make any of the
followingrepresentations, claims, or statements: (1)
That your water supplycontains,or may contain,any
contaminentor contamination (or any health-related
physical,chemical,biological,or radiologicalsubstance
or matter); (2)That scientificcertainty exists regarding the relationshipbetween acute or chronic illness
and water supply.
Prescribing vs. Recommending

Aftera break, Mollyconducted a discussionof NSP's
herbal supplements.She referred to chemist Mark Pedersen,
whomshe identifiedas NSP'sdirector ofresearch and development Twopaperbackswrittenand publishedby Pedersen sold
for about $12each at the school:NutritionalHerbology(19'Jl)
and NutritionalHerbology,VolumeIL-Herbal Combinations
(1990).
The back cover of the first volume states that Nutrithe nutritionalprofileor'label'for106
tionalHerbology"provides
commonlyused herbs and natural foods. It is ironic that avid
'label readers' are only provided nutritional profiles of processed foods, while the most desirable foods, natural herbs,
foods and food supplements are never sold with nutritional
information,until now."Moreover, the book "combinesa detailedhistoryand use ofeach herb with the nutritionalprofileto
explainand interpretmanyhistoricaluses ofherbsasfoodsand
medicines."Actually,Pedersen goes further in his book,listing:
herb constituentsof littleor no nutritionalimport,the "'definite
actions"and "probableactions"of each herb, and instructions
on preparationand dosage.
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VolumeII categorizesherbalcombinationsaccording
to the physiologicalsystem-circulatory, digestiv~glandular,
etc.-for which they are purportedto be therapeutic.They are
furtherclassifiedaccordingto whether they are recommended
for"excessconditions"or for "deficientconditions."The book
includesa "MedicalIndex" of diseases and symptoms.
MollycitedPedersenasresponsibleformanyofNSP's
herbal combinationproducts. She expounded:
Hehaswrittenbookstogive... informationonNatw-e's
SunshineProducts.AndNature'sSunshinecannotsell
these books, even though they're perfect for our use,
because we're a manufacturingcompanyand realize
the conflictbetween a manufacturingcompanyand a
publishing company. The FDA recognires that as
conflict of interest, [and so] we can't publish the
informationthat you really want to know about the
products.... Wecan'tlooklikewe'represcribingactual
productsthat we're manufacturing.So that's why we
havesuch a healthyeducationprogram,and everyone
is into selflearning .
Mollythereupon announced that the books could be bought
fromher and brieflydescribedthe first volume."Whenyou put
these herbs together in certain combinations,"she claimed,
"theyactuallygo in and target and help with whatever'sgoing
on."
Based on Pedersen's empiricalclassificationsystem,
the DistributorSchoolliteraturelists four categories of herbs:
1) aromatic("stimulateaction,speed things up");2) mucilaginous ("soothe, lubricate, absorb water/toxins, slow things
down");3) bitter ("loosen,soften,relax,dissolve,liquefy");and
4) astringent ("contra~ tighten,tense, tonify,solidifytissue").
Mollycited severalherbs, includingaloevera and slipperyelm,
as mucilaginous."A mucilageherb has a coolingdowneffect,"
she toldus. "It has a soothingeffect" She claimedthat aloevera
"hascoolingpropertiesin it"and wouldhavea coolingeffecton
"the in:Oammation
in the body or whateverneeds to be cooled
downin the body.""If you haveanythinghot before [ingesting]
slipperyelm," she stated, "then you willfeelthat coolingdown
goingon."She said that saponins,present in bitter herbs, may
bethought of as soap, since they "clean out the dirty."
.BowelBuild,oneofNSPs
"keyproducts,"isa combinationofvitamins,minerals,herbs, and digestiveenzymes. NSP's
catalogdescn"besit as "foodforthe gastrointestinaltract itself."
Molly said it was a good example of a synergistic product,
having both •1axatwe-type
herbs in it to help cleanse" and
"building-type
herbs in it to help strengthen the... system."She
askediftheywould"canceleach other out,"and then explained
that "the herbs work not like a chemicalor a drug that's going
to actuallychange something.They're just going to either...
supportor cleansethe system somehowso that it givesyouthe
right benefit" The herbs willdo 'what's needed,"she claimed,
but won'thaveany bad effecton the rest of the system.
The "systems approach"was Molly'snext topic.She
beganwiththe digestivesystem.'1nis," she said,..iswhereyou
shouldstart when you're thinkingabouthealth.... Cleansingis

very importantbecause... if you wantto giveyourseHnutrients
that your body needs and there are toxins blockingthe way tor
those nutrientsto be used, then you need to clean those toxms
out of the way first so that you can use those nutrients."

~

"NothingIllegal or Weird"
"If you are working with your medical doctor on

somethingthat you have a specificproblem with," she told a
questioner,"I'm not advocatingthat you stop doing that But
you canuse your judgment and your education.... The drugs
are going to probably cause the herbs to not work like they
should."Later,she stated: "Somedrugs will wipe out the effects
ofyour herbs." AlthoughMollyadviseddistributorswhowere
not licensedhealth professionalsagainst prescribing or diagnosing,she did suggest an alternative:
If somebodycomesto you... or if youknowsomebody
who has friends with, like,a diabeticproblem ... use
your knowledgeabout the product that wouldsupport
somebodywith a diabeticcondition.And you recommend to them that that's whatyou woulddo if you had
that type of conditionin the body....
You're giving a referral, basically,just like you
wouldrecommenda moviethat you saw,or a playthat
you sawand that you enjoyed.You'retellingthem ...
about the experience that you had with this produ~
and that's why it wouldwork.Andif you don't knowof
[any]experience,you can do some research into the
historicaluses, and they need to rely on the historical

~·

uses.
The "Herbal Hour"-a home meeting designed to
generate sales-is described in printed material I obtainedat
the school.It includesa "script"and definesherbs as "littleunits
and
ofconcentratedenergy that nourishand energirethebody
providemissingnutrientsthat supplythe raw materialsthat we
so desperatelyneed to allowthe bodyto do itsjob."The Herbal
Hour instructionsadvise:
Tell your group that you are not there to prescribe or
diagnose,that you are not a doctor so it is not legal for
youto go beyondsharinginformationwithyourfriends
and neighbors.We like to explain,however,that it is
their legalright to prescribe for themselves,so if they
choose to use the informationfor themselves, they
may do so.
When a distributorasked the differencebetweenprescribing and recommending, Molly replied: "Prescribing is
actuallysaying:1f you have a cold ... you need to take this
commoncoldproductthat Nature'sSunshinesells."'Butsaying
"If I had a cold, I wouldtake this because I know it he]psclean
the mucus out of my system, and that will make the cold go
away"would merely be recommending, she said. it's just a
matter of semantics,"she added.Then she proposed a similar
alternativeto diagnosis:

.,..._
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Somebody comes in, they're sneezing and running at
the nose. If you say- "Oh, you have a cold. Here's a
product for you."-that's diagnosing. You're telling
them they have a cold, and you're not a doctor to tell
them that [But you could] say: From what it looks like
... you know ... you' re having some respiratory troubles,
and these are good respiratory disease products . . .
probably the ones that you're thinking of."
Nevertheless, one distributor raised the question of lawsuits.
She conceded that there had been cases involvingdistributors
who "would not watch how they're recommending products."
But she added: 'It's not something you need to beconcerned
with... if you're just recommending the product and selling
them .... We're not doing anything illegal or really weird."

The Name Game
Next, Molly discussed NSP's "key products." She
asked if anyone had had good results using any of the
products for gastric ulcers. One distributor stated she advises people against drinking water with meals because it
interferes with the action of hydrochloric acid and digestive
enzymes. She said that drinking water with meals had been
described to her as "the work of the devil." Another distributor concurred. "But," she added, "there are medical-nutritional doctors who say that's nonsense."
"It just shows you," Molly rejoined, "the different
type of training that they have." The distributor countered
that the doctor to whom she had alluded was a "natural
doctor"-a "nutritional" doctor. Molly responded that in
nutrition schools, "nutritional philosophy is taught right
along with the medical philosophy." Such schools, she
claimed, teach that "if you do certain things in a certain way,
then you don't need to be aware of any of these other things."
"A lot of these products you 11just take the rest of
your life," said Molly, "because [of] the imbalance of your
body, or you may have an inherently weakened state that you
have to work with always." She indicated that the names of
the herbal combination products refer to the conditions or
organs they are designed to treat. For example, "U" stands
for "ulcer"; "UC3-J,"for "ulcers, colitis, Crohn's disease, and
celiac disease"; AG-Cand AG-X,for "anti-gas"; and BLG-Xfor
"bile, liver, and gallbladder." The letter "C," if it follows the
hyphen, designates that the product is based on a traditional
Chinese formula. Other letters following the hyphen refer to
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the designers of the formulas. For example, "A" refers to
Paavo Airola (a naturopath) and "X" to Dr. John Christopher
(an herbalist).

"Herbal Cleansing"
Molly claimed that, ideally, people should have three
bowel movements daily, and she declared that "everyone has
a certain degree of parasites." She asked us how" optimal and
proper elimination" can be supported. One distributor suggested "LBS II," a "lower bowel stimulant" composed of nine
herbs including cascara sagrada (a laxative). Another re-vealed that she'd neglected to tell one of her clients to ingest
ample fluids with the herbal supplements he had been taking
to "cleanse" himself. "Totally unbeknownst to me," she explained, "he was not drinking any water. He prided himself on
being able to get by with only two glasses of fluid a day .... And
so he had horrendous stomach pains, and it wasn't until we
went through everything [that we realized what the problem
was]-and then he just went 'Oh, you mean you have to drink
water?'" The audience laughed. "Horrible stomach pains,"
she emphasized. "I mean horrible .... I was just amazed that
he didn't put that together at all... and I didn't even ask."
Another distributor acknowledged that she hadn't
felt well during an herbal "cleanse." Molly attributed this
feeling to the excretion of toxins. "A lot of times when toxins
are coming out of the body," she explained, "you experience
the symptoms. That's the body's way of healing itself. So if
you get a flu-likesymptom with that cleanse, don't bealarmed."
Molly referred to this reaction as a "healingcrisis."

The Bottom Line
Nature's Sunshine is marketing hundreds of dubious products intended for the treatment of health problems.
Its distributors are using unscientific methods as a basis for
recommending products. The company also provides an
extensive framework of false, misleading, and unproven
statements with which to promote the products. I believe
that, despite its .elaborate system of disclaimers, NSP is
breaking the law and encouraging its distributors to do
likewise.
Mr. Raso,a registered dietitian,livesin NewYorkCityand is preparing a book
on "paranormai-·nutrition.
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BRIEFS
Anthology updated. The DushkinPublishingGroup,Sluice Genetically-engineered produce approved. The Bush adfruits,
ministrationhas agreedto permitgenetically-engineered
Dock,Guilford,CT 06437,has publishedNutrition92/93,its
vegetables,
a·nd
grains
to
be
sold
without
government
testing
if
fifth annual sourcebookof nutritionarticles.Edited by CharlotteCooke-Fuller,
Ph.D.,oITowsonStateUniversity,withhelp their new propertiescan be foundin plantspeoplealreadyeat
from Dr. Stephen Barrett, the book contains 67 significant The new policyis intended to treat foods developedthrough
articlesfrom magazines,newslettersand scientificjournals. biotechnologythe same way as all other foods:the degree of
Singlecopiesare availablefor$10.95plus$2/ orderforpostage oversightwill depend on the characteristicsof the foodrather
than the method by which it is produced.The first product
fromLVCAHF,Inc.,P.O. Box 174-7,Allentown,
PA 18105.
anticipatedis a tomato that has beenaltered to remove the
EMSassociatedwithlysine. Eosinophilia-myalgia
syndrome enzyme that makes vine-ripenedtomatoes spoil Currently,
has been reported in a 33-year-old
womanwho tookan arrayof tomatoesare pickedgreen, sprayedwith a gas to ripen them,
and then shipped.Calgene'snew F1avrSavrtomatoes,which
productsthat includedlysineand homeopathicremedies,but
didnotincludeL-tryptophan(NJMed89:285-286,
1992].Lysine can be pickedwhen red and juicyand shipped thousandsof
mileswithoutspoiling, are expectedto reach supermarketsin
use is suspectedin at least three other cases. Reprintsof the
reportare availablefrom MichaelPatmas,M.D.,174-9Hooper late 1993.About30companiesare developingdozensofcrops,
includingtomatoes,melons,potatoes,celery,carrots,and cuAve.,Toms River,NJ 08753.
cumbers. Other products being researched include a lowHigh-techAIDS ripoff.The New York City Departmentof cholesterolpig,cholesterol-freecanoJaoil,and a cotton plant
ConsumerAffairshas concludedthat manyprivatehome-care that packs its ownweed-killer.Biotechnologyopponentshave
suppliershave beenengaging in "bedsiderobbery."The big- threatenedthat unlessthe FDAconductsa formalrulemaking
gestproblemis the provisionoftotalparenteralnutrition(IPN),
procedure,they will initiatelegalactionto preventgenetically
engineeredproductsfrom being sold.
a liquidproteinand fatsupplementfedintravenouslythrougha
surgicallyimplantedcatheterto AIDSpatientswhosedigestive
systemnolongerfunctionsnormally.The Department'sreport, VitaminA and liver damage. Researcherswho reviewed4-1
"Makinga Killing on AIDS,"cites instanceswhere insurance cases ofvitaminAtoxicityhaveconcludedthat totalcumulative
companiesand governmentagencies have been billedmore intakewasaaiticalfactor.Onepersontooksixyearstodevelop
IU, but those on higher
than $15,(XX)
a month for treatment that costs much less to cirrhosis on a daily dosage of 25,(XX)
deliver.Onlythree out of twelvecompaniesrespondedto the
dosesdevelopedcirrhosissooner [Gastroenterologyl00:17011991].
Department'squestionnaireabout prices for their services. 17(1.J,
Severalpatientsreportedthat buyingsuppliesthrougha pharmacy and administeringlPN themselves could more than Primrose oil seizure upheld. A U.S.Court of Appealshas
halvetheir home-carecosts. The report is availablefor $5.00 uphelda lowercourt summaryjudgmentagainstEfamoLUd.,
fromthe CommunicationsDivision,New York City Dept of a companyheadquarteredinNovaScotia,Canada EfamoLUd.,
ConsumerAffairs,42 Broadway,NewYork,NY10004.
istheleadingmarketerofeveningprimroseoil(EPO)products
soldthroughoutthe UnitedStates.In 1979theFDAhad notified
Diet and behavior. Informationpresented at a 1991sym.»
Efamolrepresentatives
that EPOcouldnotbeimported
intothe
siumondietandbehaviorhas beenpublishedina 92-pagebook. United States unless the company sought and obtainedapThe symposiumwas sponsored by the NationalCenter for provalbyfiling an appropriatefoodadditivepetitionor newdrug
Nutritionand Dieteticswith fundingfromThe Sugar&socia- application.Although
Efamolsaidthat itwouldnotexportthe oil
tion.The topicsinclude:(1) consumers'foodhabitsand safety to the U.S., it continued to ship it in bulk to Califomia for
concerns, (2) nubition and cognitiveperformance,(3) food encapsulation.The capsuleswouldthen be shippedto distribuadditivesand behavior,(4-)nutritivesweetenersand behavior, tors who wouldmarket them as dietarysupplementsthrough
and (5)high-intensitysweetenersand behavior.Copiesofthe
health food stores or by mail,.order.In 1989,at the FDA's
bookran be purchasedfor $2.00fromThe SugarAssociation, request,a U.S.marshalseired 45drums ofEPOen routeto the
110115thSt, N.W.,Suite 600,Washington,DC2<XXl5.
companyinCalifomia.
TheFDAhadevidencethatEfamoLUd.,
was spreadingtherapeuticclaimsthrough press conferences,
Information on new food labels.The FoodLabelEducation newsreleases,news bulletinsto distributors,and manyother
Project (FlEP), a consortium of indusby, government,and
channels of communication.One piece of evidence was a
professionaland consumergroups, is developingeducational videotapeof Efamol'spresident telling a gathering of health
materialsto explainthe labels resultingfrom the FDA'spro- foodretailersexactly how to prescribe EPO for premenstrual
posedfoodlabelingrules [NF9(1):1-5].For informationabout syndrome.AlthoughEfamol,Inc.,could have been charged
FI.EPand itsforthcomingmaterials,writeto:ReginaHildwine, with marketingan unapprovednew drug, the FDA felt that
IndustryAnalyst,NationalFood ProcessorsAssociation,1401 treating it as a "food additive,.would make the court case
NewYorkAve.,N.W.,Washington,DC 20005.
simpler.
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CHIROPRACTORS AND NUTRITION:
THE "SUPPLEMENT UNDERGROUND"
Stephen Barrett, M.D.

Typical Chiropractic Beliefs

Many companiesmarket supplement concoctionsto
chiropractorswith claims that would be illegal on
productlabels.Althoughthis marketingchannelposes
considerabledanger to consumers,government enforcementagendeshave beenreluctantto exploreit
About 50 companies market supplements through
chiropracticoffices,where they typicallyare sold for at least
twicetheirwholesalecost.Manyoftheseproductsareintended
forthe treatment ofdisease even though they are unprovenand
lack FDA approval for this use. Since it is illegal to place an
unproven therapeutic claim on a product label, claims of this
type are conveyedseparatelythrough product literaturedistributed at chiropractic meetings, company-sponsoredseminars,
and by mail.
The percentage of chiropractors engaging in unscientificnutritionpracticesis unknown,but several reports suggest
that it is substantial. In 1988,74%of about 2400chiropractors
who responded in a survey by the leadingchiropracticnewspaper reported using nutritional supplements in their practices.
Notlongafterward,researchers fromSan] oseState University's
Departmentof Nutrition and Food Science mailed a survey to
438 members of the San Francisco Bay Area Chiropractic
Society.Ofthe lOOwhoresponded, 60%saidthat they routinely
provide nutrition informationto their patients, 38%said they
provideit on request, 60%claimed that they treat patients for
nutritionaldeficiencies,1~ said they use hair analysis,and 9%
indicated that they use "applied kinesiology" for nutritional
assessmentUournalofthe AmericanDieteticAssociation
89:939943, 1989].Neither hair analysis nor applied kinesiologyare
validfor nutritionalassessment of patients.
In 1989,a spokesperson for Douglas Laboratories (a
companythat sells nutritionalproducts only to chiropractors)
st.atedthat "roughly 65%of all chiropractors are dispensing
nutritionalproducts, and more ofthem are doing it every day."

,.
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Chiropractic is based upon the belief that most ai~
ments are the result of spinal problems. The "discovery"of
chiropracticwas announced in 1895by Daniel DavidPalmer,a
grocer and "magnetic healer" who practiced in Davenport,
Iowa. Palmer believed that he had restored the hearing of a
partiaUydeaf janitor by "adjusting"a bump on his spine. Not
long afterward he decided that the basic cause of disease is
"nerve interference"caused by misaligned spinalbones which
could be adjusted back into place by hand.
Today's 45,000+chiropractors can be dividedinto two
main types: "straights" and "mixers." Straights tend to cling
strictlyto Palmer's basic doctrine that most disease is caused by
misalignedvertebrae ("subluxations")that can becorrected by
spinaladjustment.Mixers acknowledgethatgenns, hormones,
and other factors play a role in disease, but they tend to regard
mechanicaldisturbances ofthe nervous system as the underlying cause (through lowered resistance). In addition to spinal
manipulation,mixers may use nutritionalmethods and various
types of physiotherapy (heat, cold, traction,exercise, massage,
and ultrasound). About 300 chiropractors belong to the NationalAssociationfor ChiropracticMedicine,a reformistgroup
that has renounced Palmer's basic theories. Its members limit
their practiceto musculoskeletalproblemsand havedenounced
the unscientificmethods used by other chiropractors.
Althoughsome aspects ofscientificnutritionare taught
in chiropracticschools,many ideas that chiropractorsabsorb-in school and afterwards-are as unscientific as their basic
theory of disease. Chiropractors who give nutritional advice
typically recommend vitamin supplements that are unnecessary or are not appropriate for treatment of the patient's health
problem. Some chiropractors have charged tJ1ousandsof dollars for treatment programs involvingdiagnostic evaluations,
vitamins, adjustments, and massage over a period of several
months.
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ACACouncilon Nutrition
The AmericanChiropra~ticAssociation'sCouncilon Nutrition,
which was founded in 1974,holds symposiums and seminars
and publishesa quarterlyjournal (NutritionalPerspectives)
and
a monthly newsletter. The journal states that the council is
"dedicatedto the health of mankind on the premise that proper
nutritionis a major factor in promoting and maintaininggood
health and preventing disease." During the past year, the
journalhas contained editorials,letters to the editor, abstracts
ofscientificreports, and reprints fromFDAConsumerand other
publications.Recent issues have contained 28 to 32 pages, of
which about 35%are ads by supplement manufacturers.The
titlepage states that ads "are initiallyscreened" by a committee
of the council,but that neither the council or its personnel are
responsiblefor the advertising and that publicationof the ads
does not implyapprovalor endorsement by the journal or the
council.
Recent issues of the council's newsletter have supported the (bogus) idea that mercury-amalgamfillings are
dangerous and opposed pending legislationto strengthen the
FDA One issue was accompaniedby a form letter asking the
FDAto liftits ban on Ltryptophan supplements.
· The Councilon Nutritionalso appoints the American
Chiropractic Board of Nutrition, which sets standards and
administersa certifyingexaminationfor chiropractors.To become certified,chiropractors must take 300hours of approved
courses and pass an examinationin basic and clinicalnutrition.
Accordingto the council'scorrespondence secretary,42 ofthe
council's300 members are certified.To maintaincertification
status, the chiropractor must submit evidence each year of
active involvementin chiropractic education at an approved
college or must submit detailed case histories or a paper on
nutrition for publication. However, the past four issues of
NutritionalPerspectives
contain no reports of cases or research
studies invo~g chiropractic nutrition.
In 1991,the AmericanChiropracticAssociationpassed
the followingresolution,which was co-authoredby the executivedirector of the ACACouncilon Nutrition:
The ACA'sCouncilholds the positionthat it is appropriate for a doctor of chiropractic to recommend the
use ofvitamins,minerals,and food supplementsto the
extent that this is not in conflictwith state statutes and
regulations.A nutritionalassessment should be made
of the patient prior to the use of nutritional supplements. The recommendation of nutritional supplements should include a nutritionalassessment of the
patient.The practitioner shall record the rationalefor
the supplements in the patient's charts. The doctor
should attempt to determine that the products being
recommended are not experimental.
A similar resolution was passed regarding weightcontrol programs. Commenting on these resolutions, the
newsletter'seditor said:

Save and memorize these resolutions!Their importance cannot be overstated. Before these resolutions
were passed, there was no official"opinion"or direction by the ACAregarding this area. With these resolutions,we have, for the first time, something in writing; a part of the American Chiropractic &sociation
that saysYESWE CANuse nutrition.... Nowwe have
the cloutand the backingofthe AmericanChiropractic
Associationbehind us.

-~
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Marketing Strategies

Under federal law, "'drugs"are defined as any articles
(except devices) "intended for use in the diagnosis, cure,
mitigation,treabnent, or prevention of disease" and "articles
(other than food) intended to affectthe structure or functionof
the body."Alldrugs must be labeled with adequate directions
for their intendeduses. Drugs not generally recognizedas safe
and effectiveby experts are "new"drugs. It is a federalcrime to
market a "new" drug in interstate commerce without FDA
approvalor without adequate directions for use. To gain FDA
approvalsubstantial evidence must be presented to the FDA
that the product is safe and effectivefor its intended use.
Chiropractic suppliers are marketing thousands of
unapprovednutritionalproducts intended for the treatment of
disease.The manufacturers seldom advertise openlywhat the
products are for. Some companies make therapeutic claims ~
through seminars, exhibits at chiropractic conventions, and .._ .J
materialprovidedby"independent"regionaldistributors.Some
companiesprovidetheir own product literature,which may or
may not providecomplete directions for use. Some companies
providecopies of articles from the popular press or health food
magazines that mention or promote substances contained in
their products. A fewcompanies distribute elaborate manuals
listingthe diseases their products can supposedlytreat Other
companies stress qualityor price advantage and let the chiropractors figure out for themselves what the products are for.
Many products are simply named after an organ (e.g., Oraor
Brain), bodily function (AnabolicMegaPak,Gluco-Stabif),
Pack).Other products
health problem (ArthEase,Candidaforte
are given code names or numbers that the company explains
elsewhere.
Regionaldistributors,who may handle the productsof
one company or several, may mail informationor visit chiropractic offices in much the same way that drug "detailers"
attempt to educate physicians.Howeverthe informationdelivered by legitimate drug company representatives is strictly
regulated by the FDAand must be completeand based on well
designed scientifictests. The informationdelivered to chiropractors has neither of these characteristics and is transmitted
through channels that are intended to be hidden fromthe FDA
Several chiropractors and naturopaths have written
manuals suggesting specific products for large numbers of .,
diseases.Those that I have collectedwithin the past fewyears
containadisclaimerthatnothingshould beconstruedasaclaim
or representation that any of the products mentioned consti-
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lutes or is intended for use as a cure, palliativeor ameliorative market supplement products through chiropractors. The table
forany ofthe conditions noted. One ofthe books, TheUnautho- below illustrates some of the claims that I believe are false,
rizedGuideto NutritionalProducts& Their Uses,by David misleading, or otherwise illegal.
Williams,D.C., states that its informationwas "compiledfrom
specificrecommendations made by various manufacturers."
Althoughit advises readers to use the book as a guide, with the
The Bottom line
help of a physician,it also tells how to order the products from
It is clear that the entire communication system bea mail-orderdiscount house.
In December 1991TheChiropractic
journal(a newspa• tween supplement manufacturers and their chiropracticclients
per distributedfree-okharge to chiropractors) pubIished an ad
is set up with the hope of "distancing" illegalclaims fromtheir
from Physiologies,of Boulder, Colorado,which said:
product labels.Although some chiropractors may give rational
nutrition advice to their patients, their journals contain littleor
Are you ignoring a major income source? Spend 5
no discussion of how such advice is given, or should be given.
seconds per patient and increase your gross profits
Although I am aware of several cases in which patients were
$53,000or more per year. According to national
seriously harmed by vitamin megadoses prescribed by chirostudies.over 50%ofthe populationcould benefitfrom
practors, I have seen no case reports in chiropracticjournalsor
some type of nutritional support therapy. Of those
warnings that high doses can be toxic. Worst of all, however,
individualswho use supplements, the average purdespite the many problems described in this article, no promichase is 1.5supplements per visit That means ifyou
nent chiropractor or chiropractic organization has openlysugsee an average of30patients per day,you willhave the
gested that there is anything wrong with the way chiropractors
opportunity to provide 15 of them with nutritional
"practice nutrition."
supplements. Our studies show your average profit
margin per patient equals $13.75... = $53,625gross
profitper year.
Stephen Barrett, M.D., a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, edits
_ During the past two years I have collected catalogs
and/or other product literature from about 50 companies that

Nutrition Forum Newsletter and is co-author/editor of 31 books, including

HealthSchemes,Scams,and FraudsIConsumer Reports Books, 19~ ). He has
been investigating the chiropractic marketplace for more than 20 years.

DUBIOUS PROMOTIONS TO CHIROPRACTORS
Company

Products

Claims in Catalogs or Product Literature

Body Gold
LaJolla, CA

Super Fat Burner
Formula

Accelerates fat loss and enhances muscle definition

Essco lloid Co.
Cedarburg, WI

Immune life

Promotes thymosin, trophic hormones, natural killer cells, interferon, and
T--cells

Futurcb iotics
Brattleboro, Vf

Hypoglycil
Pressure Lo

The perfect product for people who feel tired and unwell
Brings together the minerals, vitamins, herbs, and other key factors that
address a major health concern

Health Concerns
Alameda, CA

Astra Essence

Promotes longevity useful in our society where many show signs of premature
aging or kidney deficiency from fast-paced lifestyles

Metagenics
Laguna Hilks, CA

Parasidal

Destroys parasites

Nova Nutritional Products
Inglewood,CA

Stress Buster

Contains ... vital nutrients that will help you fight the 11burn-0ut" of stress

Rainbow Light Nutritional
Systems
Santa Cruz, CA

Adrenogen
The Mind System

For glandular systems overtaxed by stress or stimulants
Specifically formulated to help fuel the brain's production of mental energy

Standard Vitamins Company
La Canada, CA

Cardio-Care

Nutrition for a healthy heart - supplies all the nutrients known to benefit the
heart and circulatory system

Universal Laboratories
New Brunswick, NJ

Orchic Test
Infusion

Increases testosterone production to promote muscle mass and strength gains
in both men and women
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CHIROPRACTIC NUTRITION: AN INSIDER'S VIEW
Ira Milner,RD., obtainedthe followinginformationduringtwo
telephoneinterviewswith DonaldHurni,D.C.,presidentofthe
AmericanChiropracicAssociation'sCouncilon Nutrition:

Howdoyoufeel aboutchiropractors
who
sellsupplement:;
out of theiroffice?
That's up to the discretionof the practitioner.I don't have
anethicalproblemwiththat.Again,anythingin the hands ofthe
wrongperson can be misused.We sell some supplementsout
of our office.It makes it convenientfor the patient We try to
competewith whatever is fair and equitableprices.
Whatis considered
legitimateand whatis considered
by the council.Forexample,the use
illegitimate
ofsuchthingsas ... beepollenand dietary
supplement:;.
U'hatareyourfeelingsaboutthose?
The officialstance is this:That a person needs a properand
completenutritionalworkup. Upon the findings of that nutritionalanalysis,supplementationcan be utilizedthat has been
shownto be effectivefor their particular situation.There are
things that have reams and reruns of informationpublishedin
the scientificliterature.Eveningprimroseoil (EPO)-thereare
thousandsof citations.... Bee pollen ... may be very effective
for certain things, and the scientificvalidationmay be much
less. And they talk about some other supplementsthat might
haveeven less. So, it's up to the doctor's discretion,but experimentalnutritionis not encouraged. If you knowwhat I mean.
Youmeanuseofsubstancesthathave
notbeenshownto beeffective?
Yes,but you know that's a gray area.
Howdoyou detennineeffectiveness?
Again,speakingfor the Council,allwe can state is just try
to keep everything above-board.... Don't go too far out on a
limb,and use what is effective.Now,there are things that have
showntheir effectivenessthat haven't been tested in clinical
trialsjust because they're new, if you know what I'm saying.
Howhavetheybeenshownw beeffectiveif their
effectiveness
has not beenshownin clinicaltrials?
Let me see what can I think of that we use in our practice.
... We tellpeopleto drinkginger tea forcoldsand flusand stuff
like that because I know it's very helpfuland it helps clear up
your sinuses.... The Councilwants to promote proper nutritionaltherapies that have some backbone ... that have some
clinicaltrials,but I don't know any nutritionistthat doesn't use
things like the ginger, that don't have a few of these items in
their armamentariumthat haven't had massiveclinicaltrials.
Areyou awareof any chiropractors
doinganythingthat
youor thecouncilfeel is unscientificor unproven?
There are all sorts ofpeopleout there both in the chiropracticprofession,in health foodstores, and in the medicalprofession, that use dubious diagnostictechniques.... I have had
patientscome ... who have been put on a vitaminregimenjust

,

from a hair analysis.And that's not enough informationgathered to put someoneon a prograin unless they are on a vitamin,
likevitaminC to specificallychelate out one ofthe heavymetals
thatmightshowuponahairanalysis.Therearealsopeoplewho
will putpeopleon nutritionalprograinsbased on muscle-testing
alone,which,at best, is educated guesswork That information
... shouldalwaysbe backedup withsome sort ofother standardizedtestingprotocol.Unfortunately,what is taught in seminars
sometimes is bastardized.You know once people [return] to
their office,they can do anythingthey want What is taught in
seminarsis notalwayswhat comes out ofa practitioner'soffice.

Do chiropracwrs
as a wholeprescn"be
a lot ofsupplements?
Not necessarily.It depends on how your practice leans.I
personally have a strong background in nutrition, and my
practice is geared that way so we make recommendations.
Some chiropractors never make recommendationsfor nutrients; theywill deal strictlywith the spine and nothingelse.And
somewill recommendonlyone or two specifictypes of supplementsfordiskproblems.... Soitvaries,itgoes the wholegamut
from nothing ... to putting people on a whole program.
Wheredo chiropractors
learnaboutor
howw prescribe
supplement:;?
In schooland in postgraduatework The Councilon NutritionandAmericanChiropracticBoardofNutritionputona300hour postgraduateeducationseminar .... Exceptwhen you're
in school,everythingelse is done on a seminar type of basis.

~
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About.fiftyorso mail-ordercompaniessupplya
wholerangeofproductsto chiropractors
. ... u-'here
do theylearnhoww usetheseproducts?
Allthose companiesoffersupportbecause sometimesthey
haveuniqueformulations.However,all of the usage shouldbe
based on physiology.What is the supplement doing,how is it
doingit, does this patient need this.... So you alwaysfall back
onto basic physiology and biochemistryas to how this works
. .. and is it the appropriatesupplementfor this person.
So a chiropracwr
maycalloneof thesecompaniesand
speakw someonetherethatcangiveadviceabout
how muchto useof a certainsupplementor whether
it'sindicatedin a particu/a,r
situationor not?
Right,just like a medicaldoctor does with drugs. Yourely
onthe informationyou are getting from the drug companyto be
correct and reliable,then using your knowledgeof physiology
and basic biochemistryyou hope to apply that to the person.
[Editor'snote:Medical doctors rarely need to contact drug
companiesto find out what their products are used for. That
informationis readily availablein product literature, medical
journals,textbooks,and other scientificpublications.]
Dothesecompanie;s
everofferseminarsto
chiropracwrs
w helpusetheirproducts?
Youknow I don't believethat is legal You cannot make a
medicalclaimfor a supplement.

.,
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BOOK REVIEWS
Title:StraightTalk AboutWeight Control (1991)
Authors:Lynn]. Bennion,M.D.,EdwinL Bierman, M.D.,and
James M. Ferguson, M.D.
Publisher:
Consumers Union,Mt. Vernon,N.Y.
Price:$15.95softcover
Reviewedby:LisaT. Harris, RD.

Title:Your Guide to Good Nutrition (1991)
Authors:Fredrick]. Stare, M.D.,VrrginiaAronson,M.S.,RD.,
and Stephen Barrett M.D.
Publisher.Prometheus Books, Buffalo,N.Y.
Price:$13.95,softcover
Reviewedby:Manfred Kroger, Ph.D.

lnree prominentphysicians and the editors of ConsumerReportshave produced a comprehensivework about the current
stateofknowledgeonweightcontrol.The book is nota dietplan
but presents essential informationfor those who hope to succeed in long-termweight management.Its informationis accurateandhighlyreadable.Itprovidesdetailedexplanationsofthe
definition,measurement,causes and treatment of obesity.
The authors, all experts in the field of weight control,
also discuss the prevalence of obesity in this country, health
problems related to the condition (social costs as well as
physicaland psychological),and the benefits ofweight loss. A
short food program, dubbed "healthy, low-caloriemenus," is
included(approximatelyl,600caloriesperday).In addition,the
book is full of sobering statistics, touching anecdotes, and
pertinentresearch findings,both historicaland recent.
. StraightTalkAbout WeightControlgives readers the
factsneededto makeinformedchoices.The sectiononpros and
cons of various weight-controlmethods should be especially
useful to dieters. The discussion includes everything from
exerciseto behaviorchange, fromjawwiring to gastric bypass,
and from commercialweight-lossprograms to conventional
dietarycounseling.Readersc.anuse this informationto evaluate
strategiesaccordingto their particularweight-lossprofileand
needs. The overriding emphasis, however, is on reducing
caloricintake,increasingenergy output,and maintainingpositiveeating habits.
People looking for a new miracle diet plan may be
disappointed,but those who take their weight controlseriously
shouldfindthe book a valuablereference. It may be especially
helpfulto dieters who are "successful"with many diets but
invariablyregainthe lost weight.The book gives readers frank
informationto preparethem forthe permanentchanges needed
to maintainweightloss.It is alsoan excellentreferenceforthose
who counselpatientswith regards to weight control.
StraightTalkAboutWeightControlmay not become a
best seller.But for consumers who are ready to take controlof
their eating and exercise habits, it may help save time, money,
and frustration.

Amongthe many books offeringnutritionadvice,a large number are unsound, some even dangerously so, and manyare far
too technicalfor the average reader. This practicaland easy-toread 213-pagepaperback is just right for the average person
who doesn't have a doctor's degree and is intelligentenough to
stay awayfrom all those tracts devoid of merit.
The book is essentiallya question-and-answerdisplay
of more than 300 subjects arranged in 13 chapters. These
include nutrition basics and a balanced diet; how to evaluate
nutritioninformation;vitaminand mineralsupplements;"health
foods" and related products; "junk foods" and "fast foods";
additives;practicalweight control; balanced vegetariandiets;
the truth about sugar, "fluidfacts";tips for teenagers; and diet
in relation to heart disease and c.ancer.There is also a very
useful 11-pageglossary of terms and concepts. One figureand
13 tables provide condensed overviews;and, as is customary
with books of this genre, the Recommended Dietary Allowances (of 1989)are found in an appendix.
The authors of this guide together have authored
morethan twodozenbooksonvarioussubjectsallrelatedtothis
one. Dr. Stare,a respected Harvard Universitynutritionprofessor, is known worldwide for his research and writing. Ms.
Aronson!a registered dietitian,is co-authorof The WhiteHouse
Dr.Barrettisanationallyrenownedauthoron
FamilyCoo.Mook.
health subjects as well as a consumer advocatewho, in 1984,
receivedan FDAaward for his pubtic service in fightingnutrition quackery.
The book is indeed easy to understand and can be
used, via its 12-page index, as a reference as much as an
enlightening,educationaltextbook Asa matter of fact,it would
be an excellentchoice as a school or universityclassroomtext.
All topics covered reflect the mainstream thinking of current
health professionals.The data presented are from conventionallyaccepted and reliablesources. And the recommendations,
wherevermade,are in harmonywith the majornutritionguidelines and scientific health advice presented to the public in
recent years.

Lisa Harris, RD., is a nutritionist and freelance writer in San Bernardino,
California. For several years, she edited and published of CurrentDietReview.

Nutrition Forum readers c.an obtain copies of the book for $15.00 postpaid

Dr. Kroger is Professor ofFood Science at The Pennsylvania State University.
from LVCAHF, Inc., P.O. Box 1747, Allentown, PA 18105.
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"ERGOGENIC AIDS" CHALLENGED
About100companies are marketing "supplements"of
vitamins,minerals,amino acids, and various other ingredients
with falseclaims that they ran help build muscles and improve
athleticperformance. In May, the New York City Department
of Consumer Affairsissued "Notices of Violation"to six such
companiesandchallengedthe FDAto clean upthemarketplace
nationwide.
Investigatorsfrom the Department found that manufacturers they contacted for informationabout their products
were unable to provide a single published report from a scientificjournal to back the claims that their products did any of
these things.Calling the bodybuildingsupplementindustry"an
economichoaxwithunhealthyconsequences,"the department
warned consumers to beware of tenns like "fat burner," "fat
fighter,""fat metabolizer,""energy enhancer,"" performance
booster,""strength booster,""anabolicoptimizer,"and "genetic

optimizer."The Department calculated that a supplementprogram recommended in the leading bodybuilding magazine
(Muscle& Fitness)would cost more than $11 per day.
The companies cited for "deceiving or misleading
consumers by falsely representing and/ or exaggerating the
benefits,qualitiesor effects"of their products were: Metabolic
Nutrition,Inc., Miami,Fla. (Opti..Cenetics);
Cybernetics,Lakewood NJ. (Cyberblast,
Cybertrim,Cybergain,Vortex);Universal
NutritionalSystems, New Brunswick,NJ. (HotSauce);Champion Nutrition, Concord, Calif. <Metabolol);
ROM Research,
Baltimore(Ultra Pro); and Mega-ProInternational,St George,
Utah (AnabolicMuscleStuff,Meg-amino1500,SmilaxSpray).
A 32-page report, Magic Muscle Pills!!:Health and
FitnessQuackeryin NutritionalSupplements,is availablefor $5
from the NYCDept. of Consumer Affairs,42 Broadway,New
York, NY 10004.

HEALTH FOOD INDUSTRY STEPS UP ANTI-FDA CAMPAIGN
The campaign to weaken the FDA envisioned by the
NutritionalHealth Alliance [NF 9:1-5,1992]has gone into full
swing. At a trade show in April, alliance leaders pledged to
generate one millionletters to Congress withinsix months and
raised$500,CXX)
to launch the campaign."HealthFreedom Kits"
containingform letters, sample press releases, and other campaign materials have been distributed to many health food
stores throughout the UnitedStates. Most trade and consumer
"health-food"publirations have published ads urging their
readers to "fight for your family's right to choose safe and
beneficialnutritionalsupplements."The ads claim that if current FDAand Congre~ional actions are passed and enforced,
500:,of all nutritional supplements will no longer be available
within the next 12 to 18 months and the FDA will become
"empoweredwith police powers and the ability to levy heavy
civilpenalties that will be used indiscriminatelyagainst dietary
supplementsand force most health foodstores out ofbusiness."
The health foodindustry fears that the FDAintends to
promu]gate labeling regulations that will sharply curtail its
freedom to market products. The industry also fears that
Congresswill enact new lawsgivingthe FDAgreater efficiency
and power to enforce its regulations. NHA's campaign is intended to block both of these possibilitiesand to weaken the
agency's current enforcement power.
In line with these goals, Senator Orrin Hatch [R-lIT]
has introduced the Health Freedom Act of 1992.The billwould
amend the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to define the term
dietarysupplement as "an article that includes,and is intended
tosupplementthedietwith: (A) a vitamin;(8) a mineral,(C);an
herb; or (D) another similar nutritionalsubstance, includinga
concentrate or extract of ... (A), (B), or (C)."The bill would
prevent the FDAfrom regulating the dosage of any substance

for which no therapeutic claims are made, but would permit
therapeutic claims based on "scientificevidence,whether published or unpublished, that provides a reasonable basis."The
FDAwouldbe preventedfrom regulatingclaimsbefore they are
made, and manufacturerswould be permitted to seek immediate court reviewof FDAwarning letters. Accordingto an article
in Whole Foods, an industry group called the Utah Natural
Products Alliance (UNPA)-which includes several manufacturers of herbal products-worked with Senator Hatch to
developS. 2835.
Under current laws, it is illegal for manufacturers to
make therapeutic claims that are not recognized by the scientificcommunity,and the FDA ran quickly squelch claimsthat
violate this standard. Senator Hatch's proposal would enable
manufacturers to call anything they please a "supplement,"
make false claims based on a poorly designed study, and tie up
the FDA in court while continuing their dubious promotions.
For practical purposes, consumer protection against health
food industry deception would end.

Nutrition Forum (ISSN 0748-8165), © 1992, is published by
Stephen Barrett, M.D. All articles and advertising inserts are fully
endorsed by Dr. Barrett
Individual subscriptions in the United States and Canada are
$35 for 1 year (six issues), $65 for 2 years, and $95 for 3 years,
payable to Nutrition Forum, P.O. Box 1747,Allentown, PA 18105.
Institutional and other multircadcr subscriptions are $45 for 1
year, $80for 2 years, and $115 for 3 years. Overseas subscriptions
(viaairmail) are $45 for 1ye.ar,$85 for 2 years, and $125 for 3 years. ,
1
Back issues are $6 each.
All correspondence should be sent to Stephen Barrett, M.D., !
P.O. Box 1747, Allentown, PA 181~5~T~l~~~one 215437-1795. I
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BRIEFS
Offbeatliteratureavailable.The Lehigh ValleyCommittee
Against Health Fraud wishes to dispose of more than 100
duplicatecopies of health-foodmagazines, chiropracticjournals, and other sources of nutrition misinformation.Nutrition
Forumreaders can obtain five assorted items for $7 or ten
assorted items for $13 from LVCAHF,Inc., P.O. Box 1747,
Allentown,PA 18105.(Satisfactionnot guaranteed.)
Food safety booklet. The U.S.DepartmentofAgriculturehas
published How to Keep Your Food Safe , a 20-page booklet
designedto teach peoplewith lower-levelreading skillshow to
safelycare for food.The bookletwillbe distributedthrough the
WIC Program, the agency's supplementaryfood distribution
programfor low-incomewomen and children. A free copycan
be obtainedby writing to USDNFSIS, Public AwarenessOffice,Room1165South Bldg.,Washington,DC 20250.
Food slogans attacked. The National Consumers League
(NCL),a Washington-basedconsumer protection organization,has urged the FDAand USDAto ban the term "healthy"
from food labels. A recent NCLrsponsoredsurvey of 1,000
consumers foundthat 59¾,said that they would be inclinedto
choose one product over another simply because the word
"healthy"appears on the label.Two out of three also said that
when they see the word "healthy"on a label, they expect the
productto be lowin sodium,fat, saturated fat,and cholesterol.
At a recent press conference, NCI president Linda Golodner
caJleduse of the word a "shameless manipulation"and "a
marketingtool,nota guide forthe health-consciousconsumer."
NCIwouldalso like "wholesome"and "nutritious"prohibited
on foodlabels.
Misleading infomercial stopped. The Postal Service has
obtained a cease-and-desistorder baning the promoters of
Oncorfromfalselyrepresenting that it, or any other product,is
safeand effectivefor treating male impotenceor lack of sexual
desire. The product, said to be a homeopathic medication
containingAvenasativa,had been promoted with a 28-minute
televisionprogram set up like a regularlyscheduled talkshow
with commercialbreaks. The program failed to disclose that
participantsintroducedas "impartialhealth professionalsindependent from the distributor of the product" actually were
closelytied to Oncor'spromoters.In addition,one ofthe supposedly satisfiedconsumers who appeared as a "guest" on the
programwas closelyrelated to a promoter.

Salt and high blood pressure. A comprehensivereviewhas
concludedthat the relationshipbetween sodium chlorideand
high blood pressure is too complex and has not been studied
enough to justify population-widerecommendations.The reviewersbelievethat although lower NaClintake may improve
bloodpressure in some persons, there is no evidencethat this
will decrease the occurrence of cardiovasculardisease in the
general population.The reviewers also noted that lowering
NaClintake may have long-termmetabolicrisks that have not
been fully identified [American Journal of Hypertension
5(Suppl):1-44,1992).
Iron poisoning in infants. An analysisof 3.8 millioncases of
poisoning among children has concluded that iron was the
single most common cause of accidental death by ingestion
[Pediatrics89:999-1006,
1992].Iron supplements,either as iron
tablets or as an ingredient in prenatal vitamins,were responsible for 30%of accidentalpoisoningdeaths reported between
1983 and 1990.In 1991,eleven children died followingiron
supplementingestion.
Conrad LeBeau enjoined. On March 10,1992,a U.S.District
Judge ordered Vital Health Products, Ud., and its president,
Conrad Le Beau, to stop selling hydrogen peroxide products,
licoriceroot tea, mineralwater, or any other productclaimedto
prevent, cure, mitigate or treat human disease, unless the
producthas been granted FDAapproval.CallingLeBeaua "selfstyled authority" on the products he promoted, the judge
concludedthat a permanent injunctionwas necessarybecause
LeBeauhad continuedto market his products despiteprevious
regulatoryactions by the FDA In 1988the agency had warned
LeBeauto stop marketingAloe VeraOxygelwith claimsthat it
was effective against arthritis, cancer and AIDS. When he
persisted, the FDA initiateda seizure of a number of vialsand
negotiatedan agreement under which they were confiscated.
Although LeBeau subsequently shipped his products and literature from separate locations,the judge ruled that the literature was stillpart of the products' labeling.LeBeauacted as his
ownattorney during most of the proceedings.He claimedthat
the FDAwasviolatinghis 9th Amendmentrights,but the judge
dismissed this claim. During 1990 LeBeau marketed a "9th
Amendment Legal Defense Kit," which he said could help
sellers and "alternative"practitioners"legallyuse testimonials
and make truthful claims about your products and services
withoutgovernment interference,approvalor censorship."
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"'Boiler room" vitamin scam stopped. Three peoplewho
operateda telemarketingscheme in Tampa, Florida,during a
six-monthperiodin 1988havebeen sentencedto prisonformail
fraud and related activities.Their company,AmericanHealth
Systems,used postcards to solicittelephonecallsandthenused
a high-pressuresales pitch and deceptivetactics to attempt to
sell vitaminsto the respondents. Over 3,000 individualsand
banks were reported to have lost $1 millionin this scheme.
SandorWeiss received a 135-monthsentence after a 2-week
trial, whiletwo other defendants,Dawn Dodson and DaveH.
Zion,received 10-monthsentences after pleadingguilty.

Dental delicensure upheld. A state appellate court has ,
upheldthe NewYorkStateBoardofRegents'decisionto revoke
the dental license of Joel Berger, D.D.S.,on nine counts of
professionalmisconduct.The board's action followeda complaintthat Dr. Berger had removed mercury-amalgamfillings
froma woman'steeth after tellingher the mercurywas poisoning her. An appealto a higher court is expected.

Notable quote. "Historically,the fieldof nutritionhas focused
on manifestationsof specific deficiencydiseases. . . . More
recently,there has been increasingrecognitionofthe potential
role of nutritionin preventing many important illneses.Such
What vitamins do pharmacists recommend? Each year, illnesses include heart disease and stroke, several forms of
AmericanDruggistmagazineasks pharmacistswhich nonpre- cancer, diabetes, osteoporosis, and renal disease. It may be
morerealistic,however,to think of nutritionas a usefuladjunct
scription (OTC)products they recommend most often.This
year,responses were receivedfrom 283 chain pharmacists (a indelayingormitigatingthesedisordersratherthanpreventing
20.2%reply rate) and 297 independent pharmacists (an 18% them entirely.Furthermore, proper nutritionis o.flittlevalueif
replyrate). Bothgroups reported that abouthalfthe customers the individualcontinuesto smoke,drinkexcessively,or engage
who buy vitamin products ask for advice. For multivitamins, inan immoderateor unsafelifestyle."-Rich~rdS. Rivlin,M.D.
chain pharmacists said they recommend Centrum(55%),geDAMA
268:382-383,
1992]
neric/privatelabel (31.3%),or TheragranM (8.8%),whileindependents recommended generic/private label (35.8%),Cen- Unconventional research? A recentlypassed lawdirectsthe
trum (29.2%),TheragranM (14.6%),or SuperPlenamins (5.8%). NationalInstitutesofHealth (NIH)to establishan officeto "fully
led with 35.2%of chain investigate and validate" unconventionalmedical practices.
Amongchildren'svitamins,Poly-Vi-Sol
The law,whichprovidesfundingof$2 million,also directsNIH
pharmacistsand 47%of independentsrecommendingthem.
to establish an advisorypanel to recommend research to test
New newsletter. The Diet Busine$$ Bulletin, a quarterly the "mostpromising"of such practices.The 16-memberpanel ,
newsletterwill track marketingand businessaspectsofthe diet containsa few prominentresearch scientists but is composed
industry. Subscription information can be obtained from mainlyof unscientificpractitionersand promoters.The panel
MarketdataEnterprises,181S. FranklinAve.,Suite608,Valley met on June 17 and 18 to discuss research methodologyand
hear testimonyfrom "alternative"practitioners.
Stream,NY 11581.

USDA PYRAMID RELEASED
The U.S. Department of .Agriculturehas issued a
pyramidto replace the familiarpie chart used since 1946to
promotethe concept of a balanced diet The pyramid,which
cost almost$1 millionto develop,is intendedto implementthe
U.S. Dietary Guidelines.Whereas the pie chart gave equal
space to all food groups, the pyramidgives more space to the
groups (grains, vegetables and fruits) for which the largest
numbers of portions are recommended. Except for the milk
group,the number of recommended servingsdepends on the
individual'sestimated caloric intake,with the lower numbers
for peopleconsuming1,600caloriesdailyand the higher ones
for those consuming2,800calories.USDA FoodGuidePyramid,a 32-pagebooklet,providesdetaileddietaryinstructions;
informationon the fat, salt, and "added sugar" content of
commonfoods;and tables for rating one's diet. Copiesof the
booklet[HG249]are $1 each from the ConsumerInformation
Center, Pueblo, CO 81009.Editor1snote:The emphasis on
"addedsugar"appearsunwarranted.Mostpeoplewhomeetthe
guidelinesfornumber ofservingsand overallfatcontentdo not
haveto worry about how much sugar they consume.
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CAN MEGADOSES OF VITAMIN C
HELP AGAINST COLDS?
Charles W. Marshall, Ph.D..
Few things have stirred the imaginationand hopes of another, are they related?"
the publicin mattersofnutritionor vexednutritionscientistsas
A scientific"fact"is determined by analyzingthe remuchas LinusPauling's1970book, Vitamin CandtheCommon sults of all the experimentsthat bear on that particularfact In
Cold.The book'smainclaimis that taking 1gram (1,000mg) of the case of vitaminC, there are two key questions.F"trstdoes
vitaminCdailywillreducetheincidenceofcoldsby45%formost vitamin C prevent colds? And second, does it reduce their
people,butthatsomepersonsmightneedmuchlarger amounts. severity?Before discussing experiments on these questions,
It recommendsthat if symptomsof a cold do start, you should however,we should note that not all experimentsare created
take 500or 1,000mg everyhour for severalhours-or 4 to 10 equal. To bevalid,an experimentmust bewelldesigned,and its
gramsdailyif symptomsdon't disappearwithsmalleramounts. data must be honestlycollectedand InterpretedwithgoodtechWithout question, publicationof this book, combined with niquesofstatisticalanalysis.One hallmarkofa goodexperiment
Pauling'sreputation as a Nobel Pr-ire-winningscientist:,has
is that others can repeat it and get the same results.
madevitaminCa best seller.When his theorywasannounced,
Experimentalstudiesofthe possiblevalueofvitaminC
in the preventionofinfectionshave been conductedby medical
millionsof Americansrushed to try it for themselves.The
second editionof the book, issued in 1976 as VitaminC, the investigatorsever since preparations of the pure crystalline
CommonColdand the Flu, suggests even higher dosages.
vitaminbecame commerciallyavailableduring the 1930s.By
1982,about thirty of these were reported and the majorityof
Paulinghas also suggested that most people need a
dailyvitaminCintakeof2,300mg or morefor"optimum"health medical scientists had concluded that supplementationwith
andto meetstresses,includinginfections.InHowt.oliveumger vitamin C does not prevent colds and, at best, may slightly
and FeelBetter (1986)he states that individualbiochemical reduce the symptomsof a cold.Two subsequent reports have
variabilityis so great that optimumintakemay beas high as 250 not altered these conclusions.
mg to 20 grams or more per day.
LinusPaulingremains ste.adfastin his beliefthat the
Many concerned persons have wondered whether scientificcommunityis wrong--basing his ide.ason the same
Pauling'sadvice is prudent and millionshave experimented experiments but interpreting their results differently.Moreuponthemselvesto see if they ran tell.Paulinghimselfreport- over,he suggeststhe followingwayto determineone's correct
vitaminC dosage:"If youare taking 1gramper day,andfindthat
edly takes 12,000mg daily and raises it to 40,000mg when
symptomsofa coldappear!Paulingpresumablyhas adaptedto
you have developed two or three colds during the winter
such dosage, but most people would suffer chronic diarrhea season, it wou1dbe wise to try taking a larger dailyquantity."
Presumably,if you havefewercoldsthan expected, youshould
and the risk of kidney stones.
believethat vitaminC has been responsiblefor the decrease.
Unfortunately,in the real world,scientificfactscannot
be determinedthat simply.Considerthe followingquestions:
How Scientific Facts Are Determined
1.Is itpossiblethat youactuallyhad a differentnumber
The "scientificcommunity"consists of thousands of of colds than you recall?This wouldbe faultydata collection.
scientiststhroughoutthe world,most of whom operate under
2. Is it possiblethat you wouldhave had onlyone cold
this
year
anyway?If so, what happenedto you wouldbe a mere
a strict set of rules known as the scientificmethod. Simply
c0incidence.
stated, this is a system of logicalsteps designed to separate
3. Is it possiblethat you had a very mildcold but wish
cause-and-effectfrom coincidence.This methodis used to
so stronglyfor a favorableresult that you didn't count it?If so,
answer such questions as: "If you do a particular thing, will
this wouldbe an effectof bias.
something else take place?" and 1o1Iftwo things followone
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Scientificexperiments must be designedto overcome
these possiblesources oferror. The problem of faultymemory
can be overcome by keeping close track of the individuals
involvedin an experiment The problem of coincidencecan be
overcomeby using large numbers ofpeopleand followingthem
for significantlengths oftime.The problemofbias,however,is
farmorecomplicated.Useofthedouble-blindmethodiscritical,
but as you will see, experiments with vitaminC have encountered some very curious results when subjects were able to
figureout whether they were getting the vitaminor the placebo
duringexperiments intended to be double-blind.
Sofar,at least30experimentshavetestedthe abilityof
vitaminC to protectagainstcolds in1argegroups ofpeople.Fwe
reviewarticles by biomedical scientists have found Pauling's
claimsunsupported,except for slight reduction in severity,in
most of those trials that were scientificallyproperlydesigned
and executed. Now let's examine the evidence.

1be Anderson Trials

In 1972,Dr. Terence Anderson and colle.aguesat the
UniversityoITorontopublishedtheresultsofa3-monthdoubleblindstudy of 818volunteersaged 10to 65.Halfreceived1,<XX)
mg ofvitaminC dailybefore colds and 4,CXX)
mg per day during
the first3 days of a cold,whilethe other half received "equivalent"placebos.This studywas designed to test Pauling'sclaims
that ingestionof 1,CXX)
mg of vitaminC dailywouldreduce the
frequencyof colds by 45%and the total days of illness by 00%.
These claims were certainly not supported by the study's
outcome. In the vitamin group, 74%had one or more colds
durlngthestudyperiod,while82'Kioftheplacebogrouphadone
or morecolds.The difference,which amountedto" one-tenthof
a cold per person," was judged by Dr. Anderson to be "of no
practicalimportance."The severity,as measured by days confinedindoors,averaged1.36days for the vitamingroup and 1$1
days for the placebo group-a 3<R differencethat Anderson
decided to explore further. At the end of this trial,before the
double-blindcodewasopened,allvoluntee-swereaskedwhether
InoculationTrials
they had experienced any unusual feelings of well-being[euOne way to test whether high-dosagevitaminC pre- phoria] during the trial.Nineteen percent of both groups said
vents colds is to inoculatethe throats of volunteers with cold yes-an interestingexample of the placebo effect
In 1974,the Anderson team reported on a larger trial
viruses.Two studies of this type foundthat everyonegot colds
whetherthey tookvitaminC or not Dr.Walkerand co-workers to see what results wouldbe obtainedwith differentamountsof
in 1967and Drs. Schwartz,Hornick and associates in 1972-73 vitamin C. Some 3,500 volunteers were divided into eight
mg of groups, six ofwhich receivedvarious dailydosages ofvitamin
gavehalfof their volunteers a placeboand the rest 3,CXX)
vitaminC dailyforseveraldays beforeinsertinglivecoldviruses C while the others received placebos for three months. No
directlyintotheirnoses;andthencontinued3,CXX>mgofvitamin differenceintheincidenceofcoldswasfoundamongthegroups
C (or placebo) for seven more days. Allof the volunteersgot
taking no vitamin C, 250 mg, 1,000 mg or 2,000 mg daily.A
colds,which were of equal severity.
possibleslightreduction in severityof symptomswas foundin
the vitaminC groups, but volunteerstaking dosages of4,<XX)
or
8,CXX)
per daywhen a coldbegan did no better than those taking
only250mg per day.
Pretreatment with Vitamin C Trials
The third Andersontrial,reported in 1975, covered16
Anotherwayto test vitaminC is to see whathappensto matched weeks and used 488volunteers (ages 14to 67), with one-third
groups over a period of time. Two teams of investigatorshave receivinga pillofvitaminC as its sodium and calciumsalts, and
donethismorethanonce, onete.amledby Dr.JohnL Coulehan one-thirdgiven vitamin C in slow-releasecapsules, and oneand the other by Dr. Terence Anderson.
third getting a placebo.The vitaminC dosage was 500mg once
Dr. Coulehan's first study was done on 641 Navajo aweek (equivalenttoabout70mgdaily)before colds,butl,500
Indianchildren,half ofwhom received a placebowhilethe rest
mg the firstdayofa coldfollowedby 1,000mg on the secondand
mg of vitaminC daily.A complicatedsystem of
received1,CXX)
third days.Noreductionin the incidenceofcoldswas obseived,
judgingthe severity of he.ad,throat and chest symptomswas
used. The Coulehan team reported in 1974 that the vitaminC
group had less severe colds, but other scientistswho reviewed
Nutrition Forum (ISSN 074&8165), © 1992, is published by
the study criticized the method of judging the severity of
Stephen
Barrett, M.D. All articles and advertising inserts are fully
symptoms.
endorsed by Dr. Barrett.
So in 1976 the Coulehan te.amrepeated their study
Individual subscriptions in the United States and Canada are
with 868 Navajochildren but used a better system of scoring
$35 for 1 year (six issues), $65 for 2 years, and $95for 3 years,
severity.The childrenreceivingvitaminC averaged0.38colds
payable to Nutrition Forum, P.O. Box 1747,Allentown, PA 18105.
per personwhilethe placebogroup averaged0.37.The average
Institutional and other multireader subscriptions are $45 for 1
durationof the colds was 5.5 days in the vitamingroup and 5.8
year, $80for 2 years, and $115 for 3 years. Overseas subscriptions
in the placebogroup. Thus, in this test, vitaminC neither pre(viaairmail) are$45for 1year,$85 for2years,and$125for3years.
Back issues are $6 each.
ventedcoldsnorshortenedtheir duration.In 1979,Dr.Coulehan
All correspondence should be sent to Stephen Barrett, M.D.,
publishedhis analysisofvitaminC versus the commoncoldand
P.O. Box 1747, Allentown, PA 18105. Telephone 215437-1795.
concludedthat extra vitaminC is not worth taking.
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but those taking vitaminC averagedless time at home (1.62vs.
1.12days indoors).Do you think that a half-day'sless confinement is of practic.alsignificance?
Taken together, the Anderson studies suggest that
extra vitaminC may slightlyreduce the severity of colds, but
that it is not necessary to take the high dosages suggested by
Paulingto achievethis result Nor is there anythingto be gained
by taking vitaminsupplementsyear-roundin the hope of preventingcolds.
Other Studies
In 1975,Carson and co-workerstold of treating companyemployeeswith 1,000mg of vitaminC or a placebodaily
duringcolds.The number of colds per person, the durationof
colds and their severity were the same in both vitamin and
placebogroups.
In 1975, Karlowski and associates at the National
InstitutesofHealthreportedtreatingvolunteersas follows:25%
receivedplacebos;25%took 3,000mg ofvitaminC dailybefore
coldsbut placebosduringcolds;25%were givenplacebosdaily
beforecoldsand 3,000mg of vitaminC dailyduring colds;and
25%got 3,000mg dailybefore colds and 6,000mg dailyduring
colds.
The experimentwas supposed to be double-blind,but
the doctorshad failedto make the placebotaste the same as the
vitaminC pills as is done in most trials. A5a result, half of the
volunteerscorrectlyguessed which pillthey were getting and
thereforebecame unblinded.When the results were tabulated
with all volunteers lumped together, the average number of
coldsper person was 1.27colds for the vitamingroup and 1.41
forthe placebogroup.But amongthose whoremainedblinded,
no differencesin the incidence or severity were found.This
fascinatingresult shows how many peoplewho think they are
taking a positivestep (such as taking a vitamin)may report a
favorableresult even when none reallyexists!
TwoTrials with Identical Twins
In 1977, Miller and colleagues treated 44 pairs of
identicaltwins for 5 months as follows.One twin in each pair
receiveda vitaminC capsulewhilethe other got a placebo.The
dailyvitaminC dosages before and during colds ranged from
500 for younger children to 1,500 mg for older ones. The
investigatorsnoted "nosignificantoverallbenefiton coldsym~
toms"as reported bythe children's mothers, but the responses
varied among the subgroups when the children were divided
accordingto sex and age. After the data were analyzed,four
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mothers admitted tasting the capsules in an attempt to figure
outwhichtwinwasgetting the vitaminC!Thus it ispossiblethat
the ratings of these mothers and possibly others were influenced by guessing which twin was getting the vitaminC.
Adouble-blindAustraliantrialwith 95pairs ofidentical
twinswas reported in 1981.One of each pair took 1,000mg of
vitaminC for 100days while the other received a placebo.The
vitaminC group had slightlymore colds but a shorter duration
of colds (5 days instead of 6).
In 1977,Tyrell and co-workersreported treating 743
men and 758 women for 5 months as follows.Half received
placebopills daily.The others took vitaminC but onlyduring
colds at dosages of 4,000mg on the first and second days of a
cold and 200 mg on the third day. There was no benefitfrom
taking vitaminC.The incidenceand duration ofcoldswere the
same for both men and women in the vitamin and placebo
groups. Men in both groups missed an average of halfa day's
work while women missed about a day
An 8-weektrial with 764 U.S. Marine recruits carried
out byPittand Costriniwas reported in 197RHalfofthe recruits
received 2,000 mg of vitamin C daily, while the others took
placebopillson the same schedule. No benefitfromvitaminC
was found. Ninety percent of both groups got colds, and no
differencein severilyor duration of colds was found.
In a 1984study Dr. M. H. Briggs 26 gave half of 528
volunteers 1,000mg vitaminC dailyand the other half a daily
placebofor three months. In the vitaminC group 47%gotcolds,
of the placebogroup. Severityof symptomslasled an
and 46"%
averageof3.1daysforthe vitaminCgroupand 3.3daysforthose
getting placebos. Briggs concluded: No prevention and no
benefit.
In 1990Dr. ElliotDickand coworkerssummaril.edthe
methodsand results oftheir three double-blindcontrolledtrials
to test methods of transmission of viruses, by contaminated
:fingersor inhaling viruses in the air, and to test the protective
effectof vitaminC. They used 24 volunteers (8 donors and 16
recipients).The recipientswere non-smokingmen who tested
negativeforantibodiesto the RVl6 type coldvirus.Halfofthese
were pretreated for 3.5weeks with 2,000mg of vitaminC daily
(4x 500mg), and the other eight were givenfourplacebosdaily.
The eight donors were infectedwith RV16cold virus by direct
inoculation into the nose and then were housed with the
recipients 24 hours a day for a 7-day interaction period. All
donors developedcolds first and then all 16 of the recipients.
The vitaminC or placebopillswere continuedduring the week
ofinteractionand for the followingtwoweeks.Duringthe 7-day
inleractionperiod the men were supervised and slept,ate and
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playedcard~in the same room. Allgot colds, but the authors
claimthat the vitaminC group sufferedsignificantlyless"'symptoms and signs" such as coughs and mucus production.
Do Added BioftavonoidsHelp?

In 1979,Dr. I.M. Baird and co-workersreported a 10weekexperimentwith350yolunteers (ages 17to 25) whowere
dividedinto three groups. One-third of them, as the placebo
group, received a daily "'supplement"of a synthetic orange
drinkcontainingno vitaminC.A second group got a synthetic
orangedrinkcontaining80 mg ofsyntheticvitaminC.The third
group was given enough pure orangejuice dailyto provide80
mg of naturalvitaminC plus bioflavonoids.The incidenceof
coldswas the same for allthree groups. BothvitaminC groups
had slightlyless severe coldsthanthe placebogroup.Thus the
syntheticvitaminC wasas effectiveas the naturalvitaminCand
the presence of bioflavonoidshad no apparenteffect

no reduction in duration or severity, five trials showed no
preventionand only slight, statisticallynon.significantlessening of severity,and the other fivetrials reported no prevention
and a smallbut significantreductionofdurationofthe colds.Dr.
Truswellcoocluded:"'Itis now fairlyclear that for preventing
colds,vitaminChas no worthwhileeffect,"but there is "'alittle
more evidencefor a smalltherapeuticeffect."However,as Dr.
T.W. Anderson's second trial in 1974 revealed, 250 mg of
vitaminper day reduced severityas much as did 1,000mg or
4,000mg.
In his 1992reviewentitled, "'VitaminC and the Common Cold,"Dr.Hani Hemilaconcluded:"'VitaminChas consistently decreased the duration of cold episodes and severityof
symptoms."YetDr.Truswellfound no reductionin severityin
17 of 'l:ltrialreports he analyred.
And finally,let us note that Dr. RichardCutler at the
NationalInstituteon Aging and Dr.RS. Sohalclaimthere is
evidencethat an excess supplyof antioxidantslikevitaminsC
and E from outside the body (exogenous) suppresses the
body's own unique endogenous (from within) antioxidants
such as catalaseand superoxidedismutase.

Antihistamine Effect of Vitamin C

Histamine in varying amounts is almost always released in the tissues of the respiratorytract by an allergic-like
responseto the stress of commoncold infections.Perhapsthe
first clue that animals and humans might use vitamin C to
combat stress that involveshistamine release c.amein 1940
fromthe research team led by the co-discovererof vitaminC,
Dr. CharlesGlen King of ColumbiaUniversity.
Dr. King's group showed that stressing rats with
certain drugs stimulatedtheir bodies to synthesizeextra vitaminC. Later,evidencewas presented to supportthe beliefthat
animals,such as the rat, who can make their own supply of
vitaminC, react to histamineby producingextra vitaminC.
In 1974, twoother research teamsfoundthat ratsgiven
vitaminC alongwithhistamine-releasingdrugs had a reduction
in stress symptomsand reduced histamine in the urine.They
concludedthat vitaminC can act like an anti-histaminedrug.
Howevermanyphysidansbelievethatreducinginfection-caused
inflammation(nature's defense reaction) slowsrecovery.
Two Recent Reviews

Two comprehensive reviews covering just about all of the
published reports about testing vitamin C against colds in
humansare those ofDr A StewartTruswellofthe Universityof
Sydney,Australia,and Dr.Hani He~ InstituteofBiotechnology, Universityof Helsinki. In 1986 Dr. Truswell concisely
summarizedthe results of 'l:l trials conducted since 1970.Of
these, fivewere treabnent trials withvitamin C or a placebo
givenonlyat the onset of a cold and for onlyseveraldays--all
of which found no benefit The other 22 were double-blind
controlledtrials giving dailyvitaminC or placebobefore and
duringcolds.Ofthese twelvetrials showed no preventionand

Oveniew
Doesit make sense to supplementwithvitaminC?Uso, should
it be done·daily or only at the first sign of a cold or other
infection?And what dosage should be used?
The many studies done in the last thirty years clearly
prove that dailyvitamin C supplements, whether 100 mg or
5,000mg, do not prevent colds and provide,but only for some
people,onlya slightreductionin durationand severityofcolds.
Dr. Thomas Chalmers, a prominent medical educator and
researcher, concludedin 1975:"'I,who have colds as oftenand
as severe as those of any man, do not consider the very minor
potentialbenefitthat might result from ta1cingvitaminC three
times a day for lifeworth either the effortor the risk, no matter
how slight the latter might be."
If you chooseto supplementwhen a coldstrikes,there
is no reason to take more than250mg per day, as shownin the
1974 Andersonstudy. This amount is easily obtainedfromthe
age-old "remedy," fruit juices. Supplementationwith larger
amountsofvitaminC has not been shownto be more effective,
and it maycause diarrhea or have other adverse effects.
What about other infections?It is known that the
body's pool of vitamin C in the blood plasma and white cells
declinesrapidlythe first day or two in the presence of stresses
such as severe infections,bums or surgery. Some doctors
believethat under these circumstances,a supplement of 250
mg, but nevermore than 500mg, per dayfora fewdaysmay aid
in recovery.
Dr. Marshall,a retired biochemist, is author of Vilami,asand MiMrals:Help
or Harm?,which won the American Medical Writers Associationawan:lfor
the best book of 1983for the general public.The book can be obtained for$14
LVACHF,Inc., P.O. Box 1747,Allentown,PA 18105.
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THE FDA VERSUS JONATHAN WRIGHT

On May 6, 1992,FDA and local enforcement officials raided the Tahoma Clinic in Kent, Washington, a few
miles southeast of Seattle.The clinic's proprietor, Jonathan
V. Wright M.D., claims he is being picked on unfairly.
Governmentdocuments, however, suggest otherwise.
Dr.Wright,a graduate ofHarvardUniversityand the
Universityof MichiganMedical School, began practicing in
Kent in 1973.In Dr. Wright'sBook of Nutritional Therapy
[RodalePress, 1979], he labels his approach "nutritional
biochemistry"and describes how he treats a wide range of
health problems with vitamins, minerals, other "natural"
substances, and/or dietary measures. He ·and Alan Gaby,
M.D., of Baltimore,give seminars on "Nutritionas Therapy,"
whichpresent their theories in detail.In 1985,Dr.Wright cofoundedand became president ofthe AmericanQuackAssociation(asupport networkfor "holistic"practitioners),which
no longer appears to be active.
Dr. Wright's dispute with the FDA surfaced in July
1991when law enforcementofficersseized 103 bottles of Ltryptophanfrom the For YourHealth Pharmacy,locatednear
the Tahoma clinic.The FDAhad banned the marketingof Ltryptophan followingan outbreak of eosinophilia-myalgia
syndrome,the tallyfor which is now 1511serious cases, with
38 deaths UAMA268:1826,1992]. In August 1991,Wright
filedsuit, asserting that the outbreak was due to a contaminant and that his tryptophan was safe and therefore legal to
dispense.The suit also asked the court to return the product
and bar the FDA from "unreasonably interfering" with his
abilityto exercise clinicaljudgment in treating patients.
On May 4, 1992,a U.S. Magistrate issued warrants
authorizingcriminalsearches at the Tahoma Clinicand the
adjacentpharmacy.The warrants were based on affidavits
froman FDAinvestigatorwho concluded that the clinichad
been "receiving,using, and dispensing several unapproved
and misbrandedforeign-manufacturedinjectabledrug products"and that the pharmacyhad been dispensing them. The
affidavitsalso state:
• In August 1991,FDAinvestigatorsobserved mold
in some glass vials at the pharmacy and were informedthat
the products had been made at a laboratory adjacent to Dr.
Wright'sclinic.Further investigationindicatedthat Dr.Wright
and the pharmacy proprietor were co-ownersof the laboratory and clinicand that a clandestine manufacturingfacility
was being constructed in a vacant business next to the pharmacy.When FDA investigators went to the laboratory, Dr.
Wrightwould not permit them to conduct a full inspection.
• During the next few months, illegallymarketed
productswere identifiedby inspecting trash from the clinic
and pharmacy.
• In December 1991,an FDAinspector posed as a
patientand wasdiagnosedwithan Interro device.The woman
whooperatedthe deviceprobed one ofthe inspector's fingers
whileselecting items on the screen that were said to repre-

sent substances to which he might be allergic. The woman
explainedthat the height ofa verticalbar that appearedonthe
Interro's screen when she probed his finger would indicate
whether or not he was sensitiveto the item being tested. After
the test was completed, a printer produced a list of foods,
chemicals,and other substances, with numericalvaluescorresponding to readings on the screen. Then he was given
homeopathicmedicines,instructions for using them, and an
articlesayingthat they woulddramaticallyrelievehis allergic
symptoms.[The Interro is a computerizedgalvanometerthat
measures changes in the skin's electrical resistance and
depictsthem on its monitor.The harder the prqbe is pressed
against the patient's finger, the less the skin resistance and
the higher the reading on the screen. The FDA Center for
Devicesand RadiologicHealth has said the Interro is "adulterated and misbranded"and can have no legal medicaluse.]
• In February 1992, the Tahoma Clinic posted a
notice claiming that state-licensed physicians are "exempt
from the restrictions and regulations of the federal Foodand
Drug Administrationas a matter of federal law."The notice
also stated that "no employee, agent or inspector of the FDA
shall be permitted on these premises."
On May 6th, FDA agents accompanied local police
officers,who broke downthe front door ofthe Tahoma clinic.
Dr. Wright and his supporters claim that the search party
entered with guns drawn and terrorized the clinic staff.
Federal officialsstate that the police broke down the door
because the clinic staff had refused to open it when they
knocked, a gun was drawn because the officers suspected
that those inside might be hostile, but the gun was never
pointed at anyone and was reholstered as soon as the area
was deemed safe. The authorities seized products, patient
files, computer records, and Interro devices from the clinic
and additional materials from the pharmacy. Two weeks
later, the state pharmacy board summarily suspended the
pharmacy's license, an action taken only when the board
feels that public health may be endangered.
The health food industry is attempting to arouse
public sympathy and fire up its own troops by claimingthat
the authorities used excessive force-that Dr. Wright "had
committedno crime but was only providinghis patientswith
nutritionalsupplements and non-toxic,natural therapeutics."
Dr. Wright's supporters have generated extensive press
coverageof their version of the controversyand have started
a legaldefense fund.The NutritionalHealthAlliance,a group
campaigningto weaken FDAjurisdiction over vitamins [NF
9:9-14, 1992],has given $50,000to the fund.
In August 1992, Dr. Wright consented to the destructionof the L-tryptophanthat had been seizedand agreed
to pay at least $850to cover court costs and fees associated
with the action. But he filed another suit seeking to bar the
FDAfrom regulating what he does. For Your Health is now
operating as a health food store.
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BRIEFS
"Fountain of youth" ring indicted. On March 16, federal
authoritiesannouncedcriminalchargesagainstDavidHalpern,
ofPebbleBeach,California,and his mother,sister,and brotherin-lawwith illegallyimportingmore than 15 tons of products
promoted for the treatment of more than 100 diseases and
conditions.The products, whose market value exceeded $5
million,included procaine derivativessuch as GerovitalH3,
"sexualtonics"containingyohimbineand methyltestosterone,
and injectableanimaltissues used for "celltherapy."Theproducts had been imported for sale to wholesalers,health food
stores,gymnasiums,chiropractors,and individualconsumers.
Fluoridation update. The U.S.Centers for Disease Control
estimatesthat morethan 135millionAmericanshaveaccessto
publicwater suppliesthat are fluoridatedeither naturally(9.3
million)or artificially(125.9million).
Bodybuildingsupplement survey.A surveyof 12 popular
healthand bodybuildingmagazines(oneissueeach) has found
ads for 89 brands and 311 products with a total of 235unique
ingredientsUAMA268:1008-1011,1992].The most frequent
ingredientswere aminoacids and herbs Amongthe 221products for which an effectwas claimed,59 were said to produce
musclegrowth,'Zl were said to increasetestosteronelevels,17
weresaidto enhance energy, 15weresaidto reduce fat,and 12
were said to reduce fat The researchers advise doctors to
routinelyaskpatientswhethertheyaretakingsupplementsand
to report possible adverse or side effects to public health
authorities.Reprintsofthereportcan beobtainedfromRosanne
M.Philen,MD., DivisionofEnvironmentalHa7.ardsand
Health
Effects(F28), NationalCenter for EnvironmentalHealth and
InjuryControi CentersforDiseaseControl,1600ClintonRoad,
N.E.,Atlanta,GA30333.

Militaryweight standards.The InstituteofMedicine0OM),
an affiliateof the NationalAc.ademyof Sciences,has issued a
reportsuggesting that the U.S.Armychange its currentweight
andphysicalperiormancestandardsforrecruitmentand retention.Currentstandardsbasethepermittedamountofweighton
an individual'sheightwithouttaking muscularityintoaccount
Thus,someextremelymuscularindividualsmightnotmeetthe
standards even though they are fit and healthy.The report
noted that the standards are based on norms for white males
and may discriminateagainst women and certain racial and
ethnic groups. The report also suggested that perlormance
tests be revised to reflect the load-carryingwork of combat
soldiersratherthantheabilitytorun anddopush-upsandsit-ups.
Exercise and breast milk. A study of infantswho given
samplesof breast milkcollectedbeforeand after exercise has

Motherjailed for babyfood tampering. A South Carolina
womanwho put more than 460 pieces of glass in a jar of baby
foodandthen fedseveralspoonfulsto her 13-month-old
son has
been sentencedto 33 months in jail followedby three years of
supervisedprobation.The womanhad brought the childto an
emergencyroom,claimingthat she had discovered.glassintwo
jars of baby food and in her son's mouth. However,federal
investigatorsfound that the jars had come fromlots produced
six months apart and thus could not have had the glass enter
them during the manufacturingprocess. When the irwestigators indicatedthey were "prettysure this was a case oftampering,"the womanconfessedthat she had hoped to get money
fromboth the manufacturerand the grocerystore.Prosecution
was brought under the federalAnti-TamperingAct
Notable quote: "Unfortunately,some ·membersof the chiropractic profession have been engaging in what amounts to
'crimeand wickedconduct'in their practicesbyjumpingon the
bandwagonofgetting all they can from the insuranceindustry
whilethe 'getting ' is good.They have been playinga numhers
game ofgetting as many patientvisitsand as manydollarsper
visitby whatevermeans they (and oftentheir practiceconsultants)candevise.... Somemembersofour professionhavebeen
engaging in outright fraud with too many examinationsand
inflatedofficefees-which includeinappropriateandworthless ,...
therapies and x-ray procedures--that sometimes amount to
$1,CXX>forthefirstvisitbeforethey'vedoneanythingatallforthe
patient!"[Today'sChiropracticJan/Feb 1992,7-9]
Tryptophan suit settled. A suit by a man from Kansaswho
becamequadriplegicaftertaking1.rtryptophanhas been settled
out of court The settlement amount was not disclosed,but
probablyis severalmilliondollars.

FDA stops illegal claims. Swanson Health Products, of
Fargo,North Dakota,has agreed to stop sellingfourproducts
it had been marketing with unsubstantiated claims for the
preventionor treatment of serious diseases [FDA Consumer
26(1):41-42,
1992].The products are HeartFoodand Cardioli[e
(claimedto preventheart attacks),CataRx (promotedas a cure
forcataracts),and GymnemaSylvestre(claimedto blockabsorption of sugar into the body). Swanson's also agreed to stop
making therapeuticclaimsfor Willard'sWater(promotedas an
infectionfighter) and Co-EnzymeQ10 and Acidophilus(promotedas digestiveaids).Swansonis oneofthecounby's largest
mail-orderdiscounters of products sold through health food
stores. Its monthlynewspaper-stylecatalog (HealthShopper)
typicallyranges from76to 96pagesper issue.It consistsmainly

ofarticlesaboutproductsmadeby othermanufactw-ers.
Most

articlesare accompaniedby displayads, Some articlesappear
found that the milk produced after exercise containedmore to be writtenbyan officialofthe manufacturingcompany,some
1acticacid and was less accepted [Pediatrics 89:-1245-1247, are reprintsofarticlesfromother sources,and others are inthe
19'J2].The authors suggest that mothers consider nursing formatof an "interview"conductedby Swanson.Most articles
beforethey exercise rather than soon afterward.
containclaimsthat wouldbe illegal on product labels.
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Growthof breast-fed infants.A study comparing 46 breastfedand 41 formula-fedinfantshas found that both groups grew
similarlyin height but the breast-fed infants tended to weigh
lessat the end of 18 months, indicatingthat they were leaner
[Pediatrics89:1035--1041,
1992].The researchers noted that
when the growth of breast-fedinfants was plotted on standard
growth charts, they appeared to be "faltering" after a few
monthseventhough theyactuallywere healthyand thriving.To
avoidcausingunnecessaryworryamong parents, the researchers recommended that their data be used to update growth
charts for breast-fedinfants.
Weight-lossbrochure. The FDA,FfC, and NationalAssociationofAttorneysGeneralhaveproduced a brochure describing
howto spot phonyweight-losspromotions.A free copy of "The
Facts About Weight Loss Products and Programs can be
obtainedby writingto FDAConsumerAffairsand Information,
5600Fishers Lane, HFCll0, Rockville,MD 20857.
Weight-loss guidelines. The Michigan Health Council has

,,.._

publishedthe conclusionsof a task force appointedin 1987to
establishguidelinesforweight-lossprograms in Michigan.The
48-pagereport covers risk-assessment, program staffing,full
disclosureto prospectiveclients,selectionofweight-lossgoals,
nutrition recommendations, exercise, and psychologicalapproaches. The task force recommended against the use of
appetite-suppressantdrugs and, in most cases, the use of
fonnulaproducts.A free copy ofToward SafeWeight Losscan
be obtainedby writing to DellaJones, Center for HealthPromotion,MichiganDept. of Health, 3423 N. Logan/Martin lllther
King, Jr., Blvd.,Lansing,MI 48909.
Quackerycalendar.The AmericanMedicalAssociationhas
publisheda 12x 18-inchcalendar featuringpictures of ads and
productlabels from the AMA'shistoricalcollection.The postpaid price is $13.45 for AMA members and $16.45 for
nonmenbers, plus sales tax in some states. Copies can be
ordered by calling 1-800-621-8335.
[Order #OP310892]

~
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FDA pesticide report. The FDA's annual pesticide residue
studyhasfoundthat66.8%ofl8,214fruits,vegetables,andother
domestic or imported foods, had no detectable pesticide res~
dues, 31.6%had residues below the maximum federal limits,
and only 1.5%contained violativelevels. The agency's annual
Total Diet Studyfound that dietary intakes of pesticidesfor all
population groups were well within international and EPA
standards.Copiesofthe report, "ResidueMonitoring-1991"are
availablefrom Norma Yess, FDA, HFF-420,200 C St., S.W.,
Washington,DC 20204.
Dental quackery report. DubiousDental Care,a 12-page
report published by the American Council on Science and
Health,is nowavailablefor $2.00fromLVCAHF,Inc.,P.O.Box
1747,Allentown,PA 18105.The report covers a wide varietyof
controversialand quack procedures.

Vitaminhype. The National Nutritional Foods Association
{NNFA), is using Time magazine's April 6, 1992, cover story,
ilae New Scoop on Vitamins,"as the centerpiece for a public
relationscampaign.The cover is headlined "The RealPowerof
Vitamins- New research shows they may help fight cancer,
heart disease, and the ravages of aging." The article itself
providesa confusing look at research tidbits and speculations
about vitamins,garnished by hedged statements by its author.
NNFA sent a copy to all members of Congress as part of its
campaign to prevent implementation of proposed FDA food
labeling regulations. Multiple copies were also distributed to
health foodstores for distributionto their customers. (NNFA is
the major trade organization of health food manufacturers,
retailers, and distributors.)
~-----QUESTION

BO~
..---------.

Q. I've received several elaborate mailing pieces for a

newsletter called Health and Healing, edited by Julian
Whitaker,M.D.Canyou shed any light on this publication?

A. The newsletter is marketed by PhillipsPublishingCo.,
of Potomac, Maryland, which also publishes a reputable
health-related newsletter and several others on financial
Delaney Clause critici7.ed. The Council for Agricultural
matters.Onepromotionalpieceisa20-page"specialsuppleTechnology(CASOhas issued a 24-pagereport statingthat the
ment called "Wellness Today," which claims that Dr.
DelaneyClause is "hopelesslyobsolete" and should be abanWhitaker
"is quicklybecoming America's#1 advocateofa
doned.The controversialclause, part of the 1958Amendment
more
intelligent
approach to health care." Dr. Whitaker
to the Food, Drug, and CosmeticAct, states that "no additive
espouses
many
questionable
methods and appears antagoshallbe deemed to be safe if found to induce cancer ... in man
nistic
to
manytypesofconventional
medicaltreatment The
or animals."When the law was passed, about 50 carcinogens
newsletter's
associate
editor
isJ
ane
Heimlich,M .D.,author
were known and could be easily regulated. Since that time,
of
»'hat
Your
Doctor
Won't
TeU
You,
a book advocatingthe
thousands more were identified and advances in analytic.al
gamut
of
unproven
and
unscientific
approaches to health
methods have enabled detection of amounts that have littleor
care.
The
newsletter
has
recommend
a very-low-fatdietfor
no biologicalor toxicologicalsignificance.CAST and other
combatting
heart
disease,
nutritional
supplements for a
prominentscientificgroups believethat the FDAshouldbe able
wide
variety
of
unproven
purposes,
and
chelationtherapy.
to utilizea "de minimis"policy.(The term conies froma judicial
Several
articles
have
attacked
"FDA
tyranny
and criticizd
doctrine,de minimisnon curatler,which means "the lawdoes
the
medical
establishment's
negative
views
toward
"alternotconcernitselfwithtrifles.")Thereport,FoodSafety:lnterPrenative
medicine."
Recent
ads
state
that
the
circulation
is
tationo/Risk,can be obtainedfor$8.00fromCAST,137LynnSt.,
300,000.
Ames,IA50010.
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BOOK REVIEW
Title:Earl Mindell'sHerb Bible (1992).
Author:Earl Mindell,RPh.
Publisher.Fireside Books/Simon& Schuster,NewYork
Pn"ce:
$13.00
Reviewedby:Varro E. Tyler,Ph.D.

F.arlMindell,co-founderofGreatEarthVitaminStores,
Mindell's
hasaddedanotherbiblicalworkto hiscollection(.Earl
VitaminBible,EarlMindell'sVitaminBible/orKids,and Earl
Mindell'sPiUBible).This newvolumebears the samerelationship to authentic herbal informationthat tales of the Old and
NewTestaments simplifiedfor children have to the Revised
StandardVmion. Yet even that analogy does not applyperfectly;because biblicalstories retold for juvenilesare usually
faithfulto the original.Titls herbal is characterizedby numerous sins of commissionand omission,as well as by a large
number of weasel words like "possiblebenefits,""mayhelp,"
"often used," "long used," "have relied on," "touted as," "is
believed."Such constant equivocationshould cause a careful
reader to questionthe validityof any of the information.PharmacistMindellstatesthat he oweshis lifelonginterestin herbs
toa collegecoursecalledPhannacognosy101.Phannacognosy
isthe scienceofmedicinesfromnaturalsources.Asa professor
in that discipline,I must say it is unfortunatethat he did notgo
on to Pharmacognosy102.
Followingan introductory chapter, the author presents brief monographs on herbs and their uses, which he
classifiedintodifferentchapters onthe basisoftheir popularity,
traditionaluse, geographic origin, recommendedavailability,
femaleand male specialties,preventiveapplication,cosmetic
employment,and fragrance.
Contrary to Mindell's assertions, no substantialevidence supportsthe use of alfalfatablets to relieverheumatoid
arthritis;dandelion(partunspecified)does nothelpridthe body
of excess salt; the effectivenessof echin~ as an immune
enhanceris not tied to its abilityto cause a tingling sensationon
the tongue; no proof exists that ginseng increases estrogen
levels in human beings; silymarinis not "a flavonoid"but a
mixtureof flavolignans;two average-siredcapsules of white
willowbark will not containa therapeuticallyeffectivedose of
salicin;there is no reason to believethat yucc.awill relievejoint
pain due to arthritis and rheumatism. His frequent failure to
identifythe part of the plantintroducesmany more errors. For
example,in the "GinkgoTree" monographhe refers to ginkgo
as an "ancientremedy."While this is true for theftuit of that
plant,it does not accuratelydescribe the leaf extractthat has
come into such wide usage recently.
Errors of omi~on are nearly as frequent An authoritativework would have noted the effectof capsaicinon substanceP and the factthat italleviatespainonlyafterlongusage.
The toxicityof nordihydroguaireticacid in chaparral is not
mentioned;nor is the irritanteffectofjuniper oilon the kidneys.
The effectivenessof nettle root in the treabnent of benign

prostatichypertrophy is not discussed. Recent findings concerning the potentialtoxicityofskullcap are overlooked.Noth•
ing is said about the need to maintainan alkalineurine if wva
ursi is to be an effectivetre.atmentfor bladder and kidney
ailments.Borageis recommendedwithoutreservation,in spite
of its content of hepatotoxicpyrrolizidinealkaloids.
Proper nomenclature is especiallyimportant in an
herbal guide to identifywith certaintythe source of the therapeutic agent under discussion. But he errs still further by
misidentifyingcascara sagrada as Californiabuckthom and
citing obsolete botanical origins, such as Ca,yophyllum
aromaticusfor clove,AnnoraciaJapathijiJlia
for horseradish,
and Cardus[sic] marianus for milk thistle. The relatively
is the only source listed for
unimportant Smilax officinalis,
sarsaparilla.Ephedrasinicais not a source of Monnon tea, nor
doesthe lattercontainephedrineandpseudoephedrine.Chaste
tree is said to derive from Verbenaceae[sic] species, a family
composedofabout 750 differentspeciesin some 70 genera In
factit is obtainedfromonlya singlespecies,Vite%
agnus-castus
L Hawthornis not spelledwith afinaJ "e."
SomeofMindell'scommentswouldbe amusingif they
were not so woefullyinaccurate.The claim that goldenseal,a
nativeof North America,was discoveredby the aboriginesof
northernAustraliadenies credit to the AmericanIndianswho .,..
utiliredit extensivelybeforetransmittingtheir knowledgeofit
to the early-daysettleIS.Afternotingthatguaranaseeds contain
up to 5 percent caffeine,he states that the plant is "reputed"to
increasementalalertness and fightfatigue.This is an instance
where the ever-presentqualifiercouldhave been omitted.The
author's statementthat manyherbs support the so-calledDoctrine of Signatures (plantparts resembling a particular organ
cure diseases of that organ) is without foundation.For every
herb that appears to support this venerable myth, there are
manythat do not
This elementarysynopsisofherbal medicineisflawed
stillfurtherby the inclusionof many unprovenand inaccurate
assertionsregardingthe usefulnessofthe plantsdiscussed.As
a salestoolforhe.althfoodstores, it undoubtedlywill dowell.As
"bible,"it fails miserably.Why do you suppose a majorpublisher is willing to put its imprint on such a book?
Dr. Tyler is professor of pharmacognosy at Purdue University and author of
11atHo11esl
Herl,al[Haworth, 1992). an evaluation of popular herbs.

INFORMATION WANTED
If you find any newsworthy item. such as a published article or
news report. orhavea personalexperience that might interestour
readers, please send it to Stephen Barrett, M.D., P.O. Box 1747,
Allentown,PA 18105.We are especially interested in receiving
information about enforcement actions by state agencies and
lawsuitsby victims of quackery.
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SHOULD HERBAL REMEDIES REMAIN
IN FDA REGULATORY LIMBO?
Varro E. Tyler Ph.D.

~

Phytomedicines are broadly defined as crude vegetable drugs (herbs) and the extracts and tinctures made from
them. They generally are prepared from one of some 13,000
speciesthat have been used for at least a century as traditional
medicines by people in various cultures around the world.
Severalhundred of these are not obscure plants with ambiguous uses whose existence is known only to ethnobotanists.
Rather,they are well-knownor classic drugs, once commonly
used, some of which have already reentered the materia
medicaas the result of modern investigations.It is the group
that is certainly the most likely to yield additional significant
drugs if subjected to further scrutiny.
Over the years, more than 600 botaniral items have
received officialrecognition in the various editions of The
UnitedStatesPhannacopeia.
Most have nowbeen deleted from
that volume.It should beemphasized, however, that most did
notlosetheir officialstatus because tests provedthem unsafeor
ineffective.They were dropped because newer drugs appeared
safer,morepotent,or, in some cases, more profitableto market
The vast majorityof the abandoned botanicals were not thoroughlyexamined using modern standards. If they had been, I
believethat some might still have a practical niche in modern
medicalpractice.
This article discusses ten phytomedicines that have
been researched in Western Europe in recent years but are
availablein the United States only as crude herbs for making
teas or as finished products sold as "foods" or "nutritional
supplements."I believethat these herbs have utilityor potential
utilityas drugs and that some are eminently worthy of further
investigation.

U.S. Regulatmy limbo
.,,._

The laws and regulations governing the sale of
phytomedicinesin Western Europe and the United States are
complex and vary considerably from country to country. In
some countries, many phytomedicines are prescription-only
41

drugs. In others, they are over-the-counterdrugs sold only in
pharmacies;in stillothers, they are sold in so-c.alleddrug stores
(not pharmacies) or health food stores. Worldwide,they are
recommended by herbologists, chiropractors, naturopaths,
acupuncturists, and various other "alternative" practitioners
and "healers," many of whom are not appropriatelytrained to
diagnose and treat the gamut of disease.
In Germany, approvalof herbal drugs is based on the
results of clinicaland pharmacologiral studies; in other European countries, such as France and the United Kingdom,the
traditional use of herbal drugs is generally considered as
sufficientproof of the product's efficacy and safety. Even in
Germany,however, where signifirant evidence is required for
approvalof a new phytomedicine,the required amount needed
is much less than it wouldbe in the United States.The German
standard has been characterized as providing"reasonablecertainty"rather than "absolute proof" of safety and efficacy.
Much ofthe research on phytomedicinalsin Germany
is conducted in-houseby pharmaceutic.alcompanies,but much
is also carried out under grants and contracts by institutes
(departments)of the universities. There is considerable concern at these ac:ademicinstitutions that, as the date for European economic unity approaches, this sort of support will be
lost. Bureaucrats tend to reduce things to the lowest common
denominator,and Germans fear that lax regulations in Britain
and France, which allow the sale of phytomedicinalswithout
substantialtesting, will prevail throughout all of the countries
involved.If phytomedicinals ran be sold without the need for
evaluation,research funds devoted to this purpose are sure to
dry up, and progress in the fieldwill be severely limited.
In this country, no deviation from the most rigid
criteria for determining drug safety and efficacyis permitted,
longin use. Itwas clearlythe intent of
even for phytomedicines
the UnitedStates Congress to "grandfather"from such requirements all drugs marketed prior to 1962. Because the vast
majorityofherbs nowin use here were at one time officialin The
UnitedStatesPhannacopeiaor The NationalFonnularyand
therefore fall into that category, it may seem unusual that they
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are not presently viewed in this way by the Food and Drug
Administration(FDA). However,that agency,by a cleverinterpretationofadministrativelaw,simplyruledthat pre-1962drugs
couldcontinueto be soldbut wouldbe consideredmisbranded
if any therapeutic claims, not proven by post-1962standards,
were made on the label.
This placed phytomedicinesin the United States in
regulatorylimbobetweendrugs and foods.Althoughmost are
basicallydrugs by almost any definitionappliedto them, they
couldnotlegallybesoldas such unless manymillionsofdollars
werespentto provethem safeand effective.Sineeexclusivityof
sales rights could not be assured through the patent mechanismfordrugs alreadyused for centuries or even millennia,no
manufacturer was willing to hazard such an investment
Phytomedicinescontinued to be marketed under the guise of
foodsor nutritionalsupplements,withouttherapeuticclaimson
their labels. No legal standards of quality exist or are now
enforced,and, with some herbal products (particularlythose
with raw expensiveingredients),consumers have less than a
50%chance that the contents and potencyare accuratelydisclosed on the label.
But the most serious effectofthe FDAregulationson
pre-1962drugs has been to discourageresearch inthiscountry,
particularlyinthepharmacologicandtherapeuticareasbutalso
in the area ofchemistry,on the classicphytomedicines.Among
the most recent drugs of plant originmarketed in this country
arethecatharanthusalkaloidsvinblastine
andvinaistine,which
were discoveredabout 30 years ago and are nowapprovedfor
use as chemotherapeuticagents for treating cancer.There is
somehope that taxoLnowderivedfrom scarce yewtrees, may
eventuallybe marketed as an anticancer agent, but first a
reliablesynthetic or cell-cultureproduction method must be
developed so it can be mass-produced.Still, a 30-yeargap
betweennew natural plant drugs is much too long.
Consequently,research in the fieldhas shiftedto other
countries, especially Germany, where phytomedicinalsare
popular.In 1989,the estimated market for phytomedicinalsin
Western Europe was 22 billionU.S. dollars,with 7CR,of this
figure in Germany alone. These estimates, compiledby the
EuropeanScientificCooperativefor Phytotherapy,are viewed
by manypeople as quite conservative.
The second reason why Germanyleads the worldin
phytomedicinalresearch is that oncea producthas beenproven
safe, only reasonable certainty of its efficacyis required to
market it there. In 1978, Germany's Federal Health Agency
establishedC.ornmission
E to evaluatesome 1,400 herbaldrugs
correspondingto 600-700differentplant species.Evaluations
are based on data from the published literature, information
suppliedby practicingphysicians,reports frompatients,pharmacologicalinvestigations,and limited clinic.alstudies. This
processhas resulted in a series ofmonographsthat assess the
safetyand utilityofeach drug and summarizewhat is probably
the best informationavailabletodayon the compositionand use
of many phytomedicinals.This has encouraged even small
phannaceutic.almanufacturers-and there are many in Germany-to sponsor appropriateresearch in the hope that the

data obtainedwillfacilitatea favorableevaluationby Commission E.
Ginkgo

Withoutquestion,a concentratedextract ofthe leaves
ofGinkgobilobaL, an ornamentaltree that is trulya livingfossil,
is the most importantphytomedicinalagent to be marketedin
the last decade.Its popularitymay be judged by the 5.4 million
prescriptionswritten for it in Germanyin 1988,more than for
any other pharmaceuticaJ.In addition,it is availableinWestern
Europe as an over-the-counterdrug. Ginkgo biloba extract
(GBE) is preparedby extractingthe dried green leaveswithan
acetone-watermixtureunderpartialvacuum;thesolventisthen
removedand the extract adjustedto the desired potency.
GBE appears to be effectiveagainst ailmentsassociatedwithdecreasedcerebralbloodflow,particularlyingeriatric
patients. Such conditions,includingmemory loss, headache,
tinnitus,and depression,respond to the vasodilationand improved blood flow induced by GBE in both the arteries and
capillaries.There is alsoevidencethat the extractis an effective
free.radic,al
scavenger.Sideeffectsare usuallyminimalbut may
includerestlessness, diarrhea, nausea, and vomiting.
In the United States, GBE is marketed as a "food
supplement"withnotherapeuticclaimson productlabels.Asis
customarywith phytomedicinalshere, cataloguesand books
make therapeuticclaims for GBE that are mostlypure hyperbole [see NF 8:23-24]. Assertionsthat GBE offers significant
protectionagainst strokes or the developmentof Alzheimer's
disease or that it will reverse the aging process, produce
increasedlongevity,or enhance intelligenceare, for example,
quite unproven.

Echinacea
Echinacea (also called cone flower) was introduced
intomedicinein 1871by a patent medicinevendor in Nebraska
who learned of its valueas a "bloodpurifier"from the Indians.
Originally,the rhizome and root of two varieties were exterr
sivelyemployed here, usually as a tincture (hydroalcoholic
solution),as anti-infectiveagents. In 1920,it was the largestsellingofthe 239plant-derivedpreparationsmarketedto physiciansbythe finn ofLloydBrothersin Cincinnati.However,with
the developmentofsulfa drugs and other antimicrobialagents,
the use ofechinaceadeclinedrapidly,and the drug wasdropped
from officialstatus in The NationalFonnularyin 1950.Meanwhile, Dr. Gerhard Madaus had introduced the plant into
Germany.
Asearlyas 1939,itwas observedthatvariousinfectious
diseasesrespondedfavorablyto echinaceatherapy despitethe
fact that the phytomedicinaldid not act directlyon the diseaseproducingpathogen.The search for the identityof the active
principlesof echinaceahas led to the publicationof more than
200 paperssince 1940,with most of the chemical research
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conductedin Germany.A1thoughitwas postulatedin 1941that
constituentsin the plant seemed to stimulatethe body's own
healingpowers, serious research on echinacea's nonspecific
immunostimulantpropertiesdid notbegin until 1971.Intensive
research, particularlyduring the last decade, has found that
echinaceastimulatesthe activityofvarioustypesofphagocytes,
inhibits hyaluronidase, increases fibroblasts and properdin
levels,and may cause increased production of interferon.All
these activitiescould result in enhanced resistance to disease.
About 150 conventional (non-homeopathic)phyter
medicinalscontaining echinacea are currently marketed in
Germany.Preparations intended for external use (ointments,
lotions,creams) are employed for the treatment of wounds,
bums, and variousinflammatoryconditions.Oral preparations
(tinctures,extracts) are used to increase immunityand appear
to be most usefulin preventingor moderatingthe symptomsof
coldsor flu.Injectablepreparationsare also available.CommissionE has approveduse ofthe drug in its variousforms.No side
effectswith localor oral administrationhave been reported.
Chamomile

Chamomile,particularlythe Germanvariety,consists
oftheclriedflowerheadsofMatricariarecutitaL In 1987,itwas
designatedas the medicinalplant of the year in Europe, where
it is used in scores of phytomedicinalsmarketed for treating
everythingfrom gastrointestinalspasms to skin irritations.In
the U.S.,it is knownprimarilyas a pleasant-tastingtea. Chamer
mileis perhaps the best exampleof the widechasm separating
medicinalpracticein Western Europe and the UnitedStates.
Europeansutilizechamomileinternallyand externally
forits an~inflammatory,antispasmodic,antibacterial,and mild
sedativeproperties.CommissionE has declared it effectivefor
all of these actions except as a sedative. Many varieties of
chamomileextracts, tinctures, ointments,and teas are sold in
Europe.The drug is an ancient one, and the literature dealing
withitis extensive.A 1986reviewofthe literatureon chamomile
and its near relative,Romanchamomile,listed 220references.
Contraindicationsto the use of chamomile are not
known.Side effects may include allergic reactions, and some
authors place great emphasis on this potential hazard. However, only five such cases were reported in the literature
between1887and1982.Consideringthatanestimated1million
cups ofchamomiletea are consumed dailyworldwide,this is a
very lowincidence.
Fevetfew

Feverfew,the leaves of Tanacetumparthenium(L)
SchultzBip.,has been used as a folkremedy for the treatment
of headache and related conditions for some 2,000 years.
Duringthe 1980s,it gained popularityas the result of British
studieswhich foundthat doses of about 60 mg of freeze.dried
powderedleaves could significantlydecrease the frequency
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and severityof migraineheadaches and the nausea and vomiting that may accompanythem.
The active principles of feverfew are sesquiterpene
lactones,of which parthenolide is the predominantone. Regulatoryagencies in various countries have proposed standards
ranging from not less than 0.1 to not less than 0.2%of
parthenolides in whole, dried feverfewleaf. Where standardized dried leaf preparations are not available,many people
consume the fresh leaves, chewing them before swallowing.
This can cause ulcerationand, more commonly,inflammation
of the mouth and tongue, oftenwith swellingof the lips.These
conditionssubsidewhen administrationis stopped.Nochronic
toxicitytests havebeen carried out withfeverfew,but noserious
side effectshave been observed, even in long-termusers.
In the United States, feverfewis marketed as a "food
supplement"in compressed tablets or capsules containing300
to380mgoftheherb.Therecommendeddosageisuptosixper
day.This is many times the effectivedailydose of high-quality
preparations,but perhaps this large excess is used as a "safety
factor" to assure some activitywith low-qualityproducts. A
recent study in Canada showed that no commercialfeverfew
product in North Americacontained even halfof the minimum
parthenolideconcentration (0.2%)required for effectiveness.

Valerian
Who could imaginethat a plantwith mildbut effective
tranquilizingand sedative properties could have been widely
used in medicine for a millennium;further, that today in Germany alone more than 100 phytomedicinalscontainingit are
marketed; and, most amazing of all, that the active principles
responsiblefor its therapeutic effectsremain unidentified!The
existence of such a plant epitomizesthe failureof modern-day
scientists to coordinate the chemical and pharmacologic:al
testingofclassicalplantdrugs.The drug is valerian,the rootand
L Other species possess simirhizomeof Valerianaoffi.cinalis
lar activityand are similarlyused.
Over the years, valerian's depressant effects on the
central nervous system (CNS) have been attributed to its
volatileoiland especiallyto twocomponents,valerenicacidand
valeranone. More recently, it was believed that a mixture of
compoundsknownas the valepotriateswas responsible.Butin
1988,investigatorspublished the results of an extensivestudy
inratswhich indicatedthat, whilethecrudedrugwaseffective,
these principleswere not. Here the matter stands. All that is
certain at this time is that rhiwmes and roots that are fresh or
have been recently dried at a temperature below40°C exhibit
the most effectiveCNS.depressantactivity.
Commission E considers valerian an effectivetreatment for restlessness and sleep disturbances resulting from
nervousconditions.In the UnitedStates,the drug is availableas
a coarse powder for making tea, an encapsulated powder,and
a tincture, all of which are marketed as "food supplements."
There have been no reports of side effects or toxicityin either
animalsor humans.
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Milk Thistle

About 20 years ago, scientists succeeded in isolating
from the milk thistle, Silybummarianum(L) Gaertn.,a crude
mixture designated silymarin,whose components were later
identified.Studies on small animalshave shown that silymarin
protects the liver against a variety of toxins includingthose of
the deadlyamanita. Human trials have also been encouraging
with respect to hepatitis and cirrhosis of various origins.Both
types of studies suggest that silymarinshields intact livercells
or cells not yet irreversibly damaged by acting on cell membranes to prevent entry oftoxicsubstances. Proteinsynthesisis
also stimulated,thereby acceleratingthe regenerationprocess
and the production of liver cells. As a result of these findings,
CommissionE has endorsed the use of milkthistle fruits as a
supportive treabnent for inflammatory liver conditions and
cirrhosis.
Silymarinis very poorly soluble in water, so aqueous
preparations (teas) of the fruit are ineffective.Silymarinis also
fromthe gastrointestinaltract, sothe
poorlyabsorbed (20--S(YX,)
drug is best administered parenterally. Oral use requires a
concentratedproduct. Milkthistle is currently marketed in this
country as a "foodsupplement"in capsules containing200mg
each ofaconcentratedextract representing 140mg ofsilymarin.
Toxic effectshave not been reported.

against excessiveexposure to sunlight. St. John's wort is available in this country both in capsules and as a fluid extract.
Naturally,these are sold only as "food supplements," not as
drugs.

Saw Palmetto
Commission E has approved several plants that can
help peoplewith benign prostatichypertrophy (BPH).Perhaps
themostpopularoftheseissawpalmetto (alsocalledsabal),the
fruitofSerenoarepens(Bartr.) Small.Extracts ofthe fruitshave
anti-androgenicproperties. The beneficial effects include increased urinary flow,reduced residual urine, increased ease in
commencingurination,and decreased frequency of urination.
The chemicalconstituentsresponsible forth is activityhave not
been identified, but they occur in the fraction extracted by
nonpolarsolvents.
Anumberofphytomedicinalscontainingsawpalmetto
extract are marketed in Europe. In this country, onlythe crude
drugisavailableincutorpowderedformforuseasateabecause
all OTC drug preparations used to treat BPH were banned by
the FDAin 1990.Since the active constituents of saw palmetto
are not water-soluhie,little or no benefitcan result from the use
of any water-basedpreparation.

St John's Wort

Hawthorn

Onlya portionofthe potentialofeven well-knowndrug
plants has been examined. A case in point is St John's wort,
HypericumperforatumL, the leavesand tops ofwhichhavelong
been used internallyas a diuretic and treatment for menstrual
disorders and externally, usually in an oil base, for wound
healing. More recently, the plant has gained considerable
reputationin Europe as an effectivetreatment for nervousness,
sleep disturbances, and, particuJar]y,depression.At first,such
activitywas attributed to hypericin, a naphthodianthronepigment,but itis nowbelievedthatvariousflavonoidsandxanthones
play a significantrole in its antidepressant action.These compounds function as monoamine oxidase inhibitors.Tests on
smallanimalsand preliminarytests in humans have confirmed
the activity,and Commission E has approved the use of St
John's wort forthe treatment ofpsychoticdisturbances,depression, anxiety, and nervous unrest.
The most important property of this ancient plant is
perhaps still to be realired. In 1988,investigatorsshowed that
hypericinand pseudohypericinshowed dramaticantiretroviral
activityand lowtoxicityat effectivedoses. Phase I clinicaltrials
ofhypericinare nowu ndeiwayat NewYorkUniversityMedical
Center,and it appears that St John's wort may eventuallyyield
a usefultreatment forretroviral-induceddiseases such as AIDS.
Hypericinis known to induce photosensitivityin livestock.While this is not ordinarilya problem in humans taking
normaldosesoftheherb,fair-skinnedconsumersareamtioned

The leaves and flowers or fruits of the hawthorn,
Crataeguslaevigata(Poir.) DC. and related species, constitute
one ofthe most widelyused heart remedies in Germanytoday.
Hawthornapparently brings about its beneficialeffectsin two
ways. First, it dilates (widens) blood vessels, particularlythe
coronary arteries, thus improving circulation. In addition, it
exerts a positiveinotropic(strengthening)effectdirectlyon the
heart muscle.
These beneficialeffectsdevelopslowlyovera periodof
days or even weeks.Toxic elfectsare uncommon,even at large
doses. The drug thus provides a useful treatment for certain
milderformsofheart disease.Such usage has been approvedby
the CommissionE, and scores of phytomedicinalscontaining
hawthorn are marketed in Western Europe. The principal
active constituents in hawthorn are simple flavonoids and
oligomericprocyanidins.To assure potency,product standardizationis based on oligomericprocyanidincontent
Hawthornwas selected as the 1990medicinalplantof
the year by the Union of German Druggists. an Germany,
druggists sell herbal teas and variousproprietaryproducts,but
they are not pharmacists.) Although hawthorn is availablein
this country as a "foodsupplement,"both in tablet form and as
a powdered herb, I believe it is unsuitable for self-treatment It
might,however,find a useful role in medical practiceif competent physicians were permitted to prescribe it. Physicians in
Gennany recommend use of standardized hawthorn prepara-
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tions in mild c.ases of coronary artery disease and angina
pectoris,particularlyin the elderly,where a gentle,long-lasting
actionwithoutside effectsis desired.

Melissa

.,,.

Melissa (also called lemon balm) is a drug derived
fromthe leavesofMelissaofficinalisL, a volatiJe.oikontaining
herb that was selected medicinalplant of the year in Europe in
1988.The plant is familiarto beekeepers all over the world
because the odor of its essential oil resembles that of the
pheromone (sex-attractorhormone) produced by bees which
consequentlyfind the plant very attractive.
Melissais littleknown in this country, but its volatile
oilis widelyused throughout Western Europe as a sedative,a
spasmolytic,and an antibacterialagent. The sedativeaction is
attributed largely to citronellal,with other terpenes such as
citronellol,geraniol, caryophyllene,linalool,citral, limonene,
and eugenolcontributingto the effect.Some ofthese constituents are responsiblefor the plant's antispasmodicand antibacterialproperties.
CommissionE has approved melissa only as a calmativeandacarminative,but acre.amcontainingthe plantextract
is widely marketed as a local treatment for cold sores and
relatedconditionsc.ausedby the herpes simplexvirus.Here the
activityis attributed to a complex mixture of tannins that is
containedin the plant to the extent of about 5%.Tests indic.ate
that the ointmentcan not onlyreduce the time required to heal
herpes lesions,but can also extend the inteivalbetweenrecurrent episodes.

What'sthe Bottom Line?
Western Europe's experience with useful
phytomedicinesseems to have had relativelylittle impact on
herbalmedicineinthe U.S.InGermany,at least,phytomedicine
seems to become ever more scientificwith proven product
safetyand effic.acya desired goal.Here, herbal medicineis not
onlystifledby regulatory disinterest but is debased, even by
some knowledgeablepeople, to the status of unconventional
medicine,alongwith homeopathy,crystalpower, Qigong,and
numerousother examples of the power of the placeboeffect.
Rationalherbal therapyisasconventionalasthe use of
plantagoseed (psyllium)for constipation.This plantproduct is
an officialdrug in the current edition of The UnitedStates
Phannacopeia.
Yeta combinationofadverse educ.ational,regulatory,and financialcircumstances conspires to keep useful
phytomedicinesout oftheAmeric.anhealth-caresystem.If this
continuesunchanged, herbalism in this country will also r~
mainunchanged-a medievalsystem in which drugs,not even
calleddrugs, are separated by the AtlanticOcean from their
modern,scientificcounterparts in Western Europe.
I believe that the FDA should regu]ate herbs and
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phytomedicinesas drugs, not foodsor foodsupplements.However,in evaluatingtheir safetyand effica:y,specialconsideration
should be givento their long history of use and the voluminous
scientificand clinic.alliterature that has accumulated about
them in recent years in developedEuropean nations.Perhaps
the simplestprocedure would be to adopt the published standards of CommissionE herbal monographs. This would not
onlyresult in the rapid establishment ofappropriatestandards;
it would also result in considerable saving of time and money
thatwouldotherwisebe required toduplicatetheCommission's
findings.
Such an actionwould benefitconsumers in twoways.
First, herbal products could be labeled with accurate information about their benefitsand risks-infonnation that is unavailable under current FDA policy. Second, requiring product
literature to conform to the monographs would undercut the
exaggerated claims now made by herbal marketers.
I once thought that public opinion would force our
government to change its outlook on phytomedicinalsin a
relativelyshort period of time. This prediction now seems
faulty,probably,in large measure, because outrageous claims
by manyherbal advocateshave caused the governmentto view
all things associatedwith herbs as nonscientificand therefore
unworthy of consideration. Considering most of the herbal
literature availablein this counuy, it is not difficultto see how
this impressionwould be gained. I also thought that the best
way to differentiate between rational herbalism and faulty
herbalismwas to labelthe latter "paraherbalism"[see NF6:4144, 1989]. I now believe it is more appropriate to refer to
rationallyused herbs or their extracts as phytomedicinesand
the practice of using such products as phytomedicine.This
terminologymightremoveor lessen the stigmanowassociated
with herbalism.
Research on well-knownnatural products is not carried out extensivelyin this countzyin phannaceutical industry
because of the difficultyin obtaining patent protection and
subsequent lack of profitability.But many academic scientists
are littleconcerned about these factors.Someofthe plantdrugs
just discussed present intriguing problems that could be r~
solvedbyacademicscientists,iffundingcouldbe obtainedfrom
appropriategrantingagencies,such as the NationalInstitutesof
Health.&ide from its cancer and AIDSprograms,the NIHhas
been loatheto supportphytomedicalresearch, but perhapsthe
taxolbreakthrough will change this picture, too.
I believethat phytomedicinesc.anproveto be a significant source ofnewdrugsand drug products.That is alreadythe
case in Western Europe. Scientists themselves ne.ed to be
awareofthis so they, in tum, c.ancreate publicawareness.This
will not onlychange the regulatoryphilosophythat nowexists,
but should also lead to increased funding for natural product
research as well.
Dr. Tyler is professor of phannacognosy at Purdue Universityand author of
Tht Ho,ustHerbal,an evaluation of more than 100 popular herbs and related
products.The third (1993)edition is availablefor$20 postpaid fromLVCAHF,
Inc., P.O. Box 1747,Allentown, PA 18105.
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BRIEFS
Much trouble for "clinical ecologist." In April 1991,a jury in
New York City awarded $900,CXX>
to the survivors of Glen
Gerston,a commercialartist who committedsuicideat the age
of29afterseveralyears oftreatment by WarrenM. Levin,M.D.,
a clinicalecologist The amount included$411,CXX>
for punitive
damages,$250,CXX)
for wrongfuldeath, $150,CXX>
for lost e.arnings, $85,000for medical expenses, and $4,000 for funeral
Dangerous message. Health-foodindustrypublicationshave expenses [The New York Jury Verdict Reporter 9(23):1-3,
1991].Testimonyat the trialindicatedthat althoughthe patient
expressedoptimismthat BillClintonwill supportwe.akeningof
the FDA after he takes office.In October he issued a letter was a paranoidschizophrenicwho thought "foodswere out to
get him,"Dr. Levinhad diagnosedhim as a "universalreactor"
statingthat,"Dietarysupplementslikevitamins,minerals,herbs
and advised that, to remain alive, he must live in a "pure"
and other nutritional substances have an important role in
environme~ followa restrictive die~ and take supplements.
preventivehealth.We must protect the rights ofconsumersto
choosedietarysupplementsandinsuretheyaresafeandofhigh Dr. Levinadmittedthat since 1974,when he began practicing
clinicalecology, he had diagnosed every patient he saw as
qualityand that health infonnationabout the supplementsis
sufferingfromenvironmentalillness.In September 1992,after
truthfu1and non-misleading.... However,the FDAmust not be
allowedto infringeon the rights of the millionsof Americans a lengthyinvestigationinvolvingthecareof 13patients,the New
who enhance their daily diet with vitamins or other dietary YorkStateDepartmentof Health Board for ProfessionalMedisupplements.The Health Choices Freedom Act of 1992was cal Conductstated that Dr. Levin"has a litanyof unprovenand
medicallyunnecessary tests that he runs on virtually all paintroducedby CongressmanBillRichardsonof NewMexico.
. . one of the strongest congressional supporters of my cam• tients.He uses these tests-whatever their results maybe-to
paign for President,and I look forwardto workingcloselywith
convincehis patientsthat his unconventionalkindsoftreatment
him and the nutritionalsupplementcommunityon this impor- are necessary.,,The Board found him guilty of "gross negliRichardson bill,like gence,""fraudulentpractice,,,and "moralunfitness"and recom- ..._
tant issue." Editor'snote:Congressman
SenatorBatch'sHealthFreedomAct {NF 9:30, 1992},would. mended that his license be revoked. "Clinicalecology is a ~
makeit virtuallyimpossible
for theFDAto regulateclaimsmade pseudosciencebased on claimsthat "overloading"the immune
for vitamins,minerals,herbs,andanythingelsetheindustrycalls systemcauses multiplecommon symptoms.

Correction.The last issue of NutritionForum described a
study of advertisingfor nutritionalsupplementsin health and
bodybuildingmagazines.The note said that among the 221
productsforwhichan effectwasclaimed,12weresaidto reduce
fat.It shouIdhavesaidthat these productswere saidto increase
strength.

s

a "supplement."
Popular supplements. HealthFoodsBusinesshas asked 15
leadingmanufacturersto identifytheirtop-sellingsupplements.
The "topten,"listedinthe magazine'sAugust1992issues,were:
multivitamins,vitaminC, vitaminE, calcium,B-complex,Betacarotene,zinc,calcium/magnesium,multiminerals,potassium,
and iron. One company official said that multivitamin/
multimineralproducts"obviouslydrivethe industry."Another
manufacturer,referring to vitamin C, Vitamin E, and betacarotene,said that "the fieldofantioxidantsis on the threshold
of exploding."

Critical vitaminreport The New York City Deparbnent of
Consumer Affairs has published a 57-pagereport advising
vitamin-takershowto avoidoverpricedand worthlessvitamins.
The Deparbnent also charged four companieswith violating
city law by making "preposterous claims" for products. One
companyhad claimedthat its vitaminC product could inhibit
the AIDS virus. Three others were attacked because their
names (Memory,SupremeVitalHair, and Manpower)could
mislead consumers into believing that the products could
enhance memory, hair growth, or male strength or virility.
Copiesof the report, Hypeand Hope:TheCostof Vitamins,are
availablefor$3fromthe DepartmentofConsumerAffairs(Attn;
Publications),42 Broadway,NewYork,NY 10004.

"Natural"poultry?Several producers have launcheda pefi.
tion camp.,ignto persuade the U.S.DeparbnentofAgriculture
to define more narrowly the term "natural" when used in
labeling fresh meat and poultry products. Their goal is to
restrict the tenn to animals that have been raised since birth
withoutantibioticsor growth-producinghormones.According
current regulations
to a report inNaturalFoodsMerchandiser,
permituse ofthe term foranyfresh meat or poultryproductthat
containsno artificialingredientsand has undergone onlyminimal processing. The issue may also be addressed when
"organic"standards are proposed as required by a federallaw
passed two years ago [NF 8:25-29,1991].

Nutrition Forum (ISSN 0748-8165), © 1992, is published b;1
Stephen Barrett, M.D. All articles and advertising inserts are
fully endorsed by Dr. Barrell
Subscriptions must be for a full calendar year. Individual
subscriptions in the United States and Canada are $35 for 1
year (six issues), payableto Nutrition Forum, P.O. Box 1747,
Allentown, PA 18105. Institutional and other multireader sub~
scriptions are $50 for 1 year. Overseas subscriptions (via
airmail) are $50 for 1 year. Back issues are $6 each.
All correspondence should be sent to Stephen Barrett, M.D.,
P.O. Box 1747,Allentown, PA 18105.Telephone 215-437-1795.
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Supplementlabelingrules blocked. On December2,Health
and Human ServicesSecretary Louis Sullivanproposed final
regulations that provide for consistent, scientificallybased
labelingforallprocessedfoods.However,the proposedregulations did not cover the labeling of dietary supplements. An
amendmentpassed during the closing days of the 1992Congressional session prevents the FDA from proposing new
regulationsfor dietary supplementsuntil the end of 1993.The
amendment,engineered by Senator Orrin Hatch {R-Ul), also
delayspossible implementationof new standards (RDis) for
vitaminand mineralcontents.
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Fluoridationand hip factures. A study of patients in Utah
whowere65yearsofageorolderhasfoundthatthosewholived
in a fluoridatedcommunityhad a slightly higher incidenceof
hip fractures UAMA268:74&748,19921.An accompanying
editorial,titled"Please'pass the roach poisonagain,"'notedthat
other studies have shown the opposite and that many other
factorsare involvedin the developmentofhip fracturesandthat
the study does not provide reason to curtailfluoridationprograms. UAMA268:781-782,
1992].

Modem alchemy?Termites, ruminants, and/ or the microorganisms they harbor produce enzymes that turn cellulose,the
Antiquackeryblockbuster.The AmericanMedicalAssocia- woodyfractionof plant materials,into glucose. Researchersat
tionhas publisheda 370-pageguide to contemporaryliterature USDA'sNorthern RegionalResearch Center in Peoria,Illinois,
on "alternative"health methods, which it definesas "methods are studying the role of three relevant enzymes (xylanase,
that are not based on established scientificknowledge."The
xylosidase,and arabinosidase)and the bacterium (Bacteroides
HealthMethods,summa- ovatus)that produces them in the human large intestine.The
book,Reader'sGuideto "Alternative"
rizesthe contentsof morethan lOOObooks,journalarticles,and researchers hope to finda wayto turn dietaryfiberintoa caloreother reports published mainlybetween 1980and 1992.It also
producingsubstance.
lists organizationsthat promote "alternative"methods and
organizationsand publicationsthat are skepticalofthese meth- Caffeine withdrawalsymptoms. A study of 62 normaladults
ods.The book's introductionnotes that the word "alternative" whose mean daily intake of intake of caffeinewas 235mg (the
has two possible me.anings:"Correctlyemployed, it refers to
amount in 2.5 cups of coffee) found that 52%of them had
methods that have equal value for a particular purpose. (An
moderate or severe headaches and 8 to 11%had symptomsof
examplewouldbe two antibioticscapableof killinga particular depressionor anxietywhen they abruptlyswitchedto acaffeineorganism.)When appliedto unproven met.hods,however,the
free diet [New England Journal of Medicine 327:1109-1114.
term can be misleadingbecause met.hodsthat are unsafe or
1992).A copy of the report can be obtained from RolandR
ineffectiveare notreasonablealternativesto proventreatment." Griffiths,Ph.D.,Dept of Psychiatiy,Johns HopkinsUniversity
The introductionalso states: "Our handling of information School of Medicine, 5500 Nathan Shock Drive, Suite 3000,
contrastsstarklywiththat ofthe general media.Duringthepast
Baltimore,MD 21224.
fewye.ars,manyarticlesand broadcastsaddressed to the public
havegivenwhat we believeis a very distorted viewof 'alterna- Report on amino acid safety. The Federation of American
tive'health-caremethods.Most ofthese reports are marked by
Societiesfor ExperimentalBiology(FASEB)has issued a 324-a completeabsence of criticalthinking and merely echo the
page report on the safety of amino acids used as dietary
views of proponents and their satisfied clients." The book, supplements.The FDA commissioned the report because of
whichlistsfor$34.95,isavailablefor$32postpaidfromLVCAHF/the epidemicofeosinophilia-myalgia
syndromeepidemicamong
NF,P.O. Box 1747-N,Allentown,PA 18105.
peoplewho took L-tryptophan.The report concludes that: (1)
single-or multiple-ingredientrapsules, tablets,and liquidprodPoultlyirradiationapproved.The U.S.DepartmentofAgri- ucts are used primarilyfor pharmacologicalpurposes or enhancementofphysiologicalfunctionsrather than fornutritional
culture has approved the irradiation of poultiy, which can
greatlyreduce the danger of Salmonellacontamination.How- purposes; (2) little scientificliterature exists on most amino
acidsingestedforthese purposes; (3) no scientificrationalehas
ever, largepoultiy producers have expressed no interest in
been presented to justifythe taking ofamino acid supplements
irradiatingtheir products. Part of their reluctance is due to
by healthy individuals,(4) safety levels for amino acid suppleprotestsfrom individualsopposedto irradiation,but some of it
stems from reluctance to admit that there is anything now
mentusecannot beestablished at this time,and (5)a systematic
wrongwiththeir products.The December 1992issue ofAmeri- approachto safety testing is needed. Copies of the report are
canHealthcontainsan outstandingarticleexplodingthe propa- availablefor $40from FASEB,9650RockvillePike, Bethesda,
MD 20814.
ganda of irradiationopponents.
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HEARING EXAMINES L-TRYPTOPHAN REGULATION
OnJuly 18,1991,the HumanResourcesand Intergov•
ernmentalRelationsSubcommitteeof the House of Represen·
tatives'Committeeon GovernmentOperationsheld a hearing
on the regulatory history of Uryptophan. The testifiers included scientificexperts, regulatory officials,and victimsof
eosinophilia-myalgia
~ndrome (EMS),a previouslyrare disease that erupted among L-tryptophanusers in 1989.L-tryptophan, an essential amino acid, was marketed as a "dietary
supplement"for many years before the FDA banned it in
responseto the EMS outbreak.
One of the experts was RichardJ. Wurtman,M.D.,
professorofneuroscienceat M.I.T.andHarvardMedicalSchool
the leadingresearcher on aminoacid metabolism.He testified
that, 20 years ago, his laboratorydiscoveredthat tryptophan
levels normallycontrol the productionof serotonin,a brain
chemic.alinvolvedin sleep,mood,and appetite.He saidthat, at
the time, he thought that tryptophan might become a legitimate drug that could help people sleep, diminishpain, and
controlmoodand appetite.
"Nobodyargues about whether tryptophanworks,"
Dr.Wurtmancontinued."The reason 15millionpeopletook it
is that when presented in pure form-which it wasn'tin EMS
patients-it is an effectivecompound.... I had assumed that
pharmaceutic.al
companiesmighttakethis discoveryandinvest
the $10or $20million,whateverit took then, to do appropriate
safety and efficacy studies." Noting that tryptophan might
eventuallyhave been approvedas a drug, he lamentedthat "it
didn'tworkout that way.... becausetryptophanwasallowedto
be sold as a nutritionalsupplement"
"Buttryptophanin a bottle is not a nutritionalsupplement, Dr. Wortman said. "In protein, it comes with 21 other
aminoacids,and you needall of them in order to utilizethem
and make protein.Pure tryptophanin pillsor in a bottleis not
natural.. . . The body cannot use it to make its own protein.
There is not a single person in Americawho is tryptophanaminoaciddeficienciesdo not occur.People
deficientIsolated
whohavelowbloodtryptophanlevelsalsohavelowbloodlevels
ofotheressentialaminoacidsas well,becausethese peopleare
protein-deficientGivingone amino acid to a protein-deficient
person can make mattersworse."
Dr.Wurtmannoted that since manufacturersdid not
want to invite FDA regulatory action by openly marketing
tryptophanas a drug, they did not listappropriateuse, dosage,
or contraindicationson their labels.'tryptophan was,in every
sense, an accident waiting to happen," he added. He also
describedha1.al'dsa~ted
with other aminoacidsthat are
stillmarketed in health food stores. He believesthat isolated
aminoacids should not be marketableunless they c.anmeet
regulatorystandardsfor prescriptiondrugs.
FDA officialspresented the followingaccount of
tryptophan'sregulatoryhistory.Until 1973,it was includedon
a list of food substances that were generallyregarded as safe
(GRAS)for use as dietary supplements. In 1973,the FDA
revokedthis GRASstatusand statedthatL-tryptophancouldnot

be marketedwithoutapprovalas a foodadditive.Sinceapproval
had not been sought, the agency initiated seizure actions
against two manufacturers.The first case was dismissedbecause L-tryptophanwas accidentallyincluded on a GRASlist
publishedin 1977.The second case was withdrawnbefore a
verdictwasrendered, becausethe FDAbelievedthatthe judge
was inclined to favor the manufacturer.The FDA also felt
constrainedbythe ProxmireAmendment(1976),whichcurbed
its abilityto regulate vitamin dosage. Althoughamino acids
were notincludedunder this law,the agencytookitspassage as
a signal that Congress did not want supplement products
regulatedwithoutseriousindicationsofdangerto health.Thus,
althoughthe marketingofaminoacidsupplementswasillegal,
the FDAdid nothingfurther untilthe EMSoutbreakoccurred.
Afterthe outbreak occurred, an anonymousperson
sent the FDA a package of ads and product literature that
contained therapeutic (drug) claims for L-tryptophan.FDA
attorneyMaryPendergast,who compileda 21-pageanalysisof
this material,concludedthat at least 26 companieshad made
illegal claims and that many "amino acids"were still sold as
dietarysupplementsinviolationofFDAfoodadditiveand drug
regulations.She alsoconcludedthat the occurrenceofEMSin
children might be related to the marketing of the products
advertisedfor use in sedatingchildren.
Rep. Patsy T. Mink [D-HI],who presided over the
hearing, asked what the FDA was doing about the illegal
promotionsdescribed in the analysis and whether criminal
charges wouldbe filed.She was informedthat the agencyhad
initiated several investigations,but details could not be revealed.Mrs.Minkthen said,"Idon'tlmowwhyan agencyin the
first place has to sit and wait for anonymous infonnation;it
shouldbe out there investigating.But the factis you had some
infonnationtobasesomecorrectiveactiononandl'mjustalittle
amazedthat nothinghas been done."Followinga fewminutes
of additional testimony, she summed up her view of the
proceedings:
I think the hearings. .. make it clear that the L-tryptophan tragedy was indeed an accident waitingto happen.... Throughout the 1980s,the FDApermittedall
aminoacids to be marketed illegallyas dietarysupplements.Manyoftheseproductsmadeillegaldrug claims
that were alsoignoredby the agency.What is perhaps
mostalarmingis that all ofthe aminoacidsthat remain
on the markettodayin supplementformare illegal.We
failto understandhow FDAcan allowthe supplement
industryto flauntfederallaw.
The U.S.GovernmentPrintingOfficehas publisheda
transcriptof the hearing and the documentssubmittedto the
subcommittee.A limitedsupplyis availablefrom the subcommitteestaff(202-225-2548).
Copiesmayalsobe purchasedfrom
the Superintendentof Documents, Washington, DC 20402.
(Ask for "FDA's Regulation of the Dietary Supplement
L-Tryptophan,"
ISBN0-16-03830-9.)
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"ALTERNATIVE" THERAPY
BUZZWORD FOR THE '90s
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
The AmericanHeritageDictionarydefines"buzzword"
as "a usually important-soundingword or phrase connected
with a specializedfield that is used primarily to impress laymen" Promoters of quackery are very adept at using slogans
and buzzwords.During the 1970s,they popularizedthe word
"natural"as a magicsales slogan."Natural"foodsare claimedto
be safer and/ or more nutritious than other foods. Despite the
falsity of this claim, "natural" products typically command
higher prices than their "unnatural"counterparts.
Duringthe '80s,theword "holistic"gained widespread
use. "Holistic"practitionersimplythat their approach is special
because it treats the "whole patient" and not just the disease.
However,good physicians have always paid attention to patients' socialand emotional concerns as well as their physical
problems.Mostpractitionerswhocallthemselves"holistic"are
engaged in unscientific methods. For this reason, scientific
practitionersshould not embrace it.
Today's leading buzzword is "alternative."Correctly
employed,the word refers to methods that have equal valuefor
a particular purpose. (An example would be two antibiotics
capable of killing a particular organism.) When applied to
unproven methods, however, the term can be misleadingbecause methods that are unsafe or ineffectiveare not reasonable
alternativesto proven treatment For this reason, I place the
word "alternative"inquotationmarkswhenitreferstomethods
that are not based on established scientificknowledge.
Many "alternative"approaches are rooted in vitalism,
the concept that bodilyfunctions are due to a vitalprincipleor
"lifeforce" distinctfrom the physical forces explainableby the
laws of physics and chemistry. Nonscientifichealth systems
based on this philosophy maintain that diseases should be
treated by "stimulatingthe body's abilityto heal itselr rather
than by "treating symptoms."Homeopaths,for example,claim
that illness is due to a disturbance of the body's "vitalforce,"
whichthey can correct with special remedies, while acupuncturists claimthat disease is due to imbalance in the flowof "life
energy" (Ch'ior Qt), which they can balanceby twirlingneedles
in the skin. Many chiropractors claim to assist the body's

"Innate Intelligence"by adjusting the patient's spine. Naturopaths speak of "VisMedicatrixNaturae."Ayurvedicphysicians
refer to "prana."And so on.
Although vitalists often pretend to be scientific,they
reallyreject the scientificmethod with its basic assumptionsof
material reality, mechanisms of cause and effect,and provability. Their proponents regard personal experience, subjective
judgment and emotionalsatisfactionas preferableto objectivity
and hard evidence.
Misleading Publicity

During the past year the news media have publicired
"alternative" methods in ways that will cause great public
confusion. Most of these reports have contained little critical
thinking and have featured the views of proponents and their
satisfiedclients. Time,Newsweek,andU.S.News&WorldReport
have published feature articles stating that "alternative"methods havebecomeincreasinglypopular."GoodMorningAmerica"
and "CBSThis Morning" have aired snippets for a week, and
CBS's "48 Hours" has aired a I-hour show. And Cable News
Networkand the AssociatedPress have propagated the conclusions of a New EnglandJournalof Medicinearticle (discussed
below) without any indicationthat the study was flawed.
Many of these reports exaggerated the significanceof
the newly opened National Institutes of Health Officefor the
Study of Unconventional Medical Practices (now called the
Officeof AlternativeMedicine). Time, for example, stated that
"the NIH program is supported by an odd allianceof NewAge
believers and old-schoolquackbusters. Both sides want to sort
out once and for all what works." The article was titled, "New
Age Meets Hippocrates: Medicine gets serious about unconventionaltherapy."
Taken together, these reports have suggested that
"alternative"methods have become increasingly accepted by
the public,even though (as I had pointed out to several reporters) no validdata exist to enable comparison ofpast and present
utilizationof most"alternative"practices. Many ofthese reports
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have lumped approaches (such as biofeedback and a low-fat
diet) that probably have real value with nonsensical methods
(such as homeopathy) and concluded (incorrectly)that "alternatives"are moving into the scientificmainstream. Some reports decry the high cost of medical care and suggest that
"alternatives"may prove to be less expensive.

applicablein a number of situations and that mind/body techniques posevirtuallyno physicalor emotionalrisks-as longas ~
they are not used in placeofconventionalmedicine.This advice
strikes me as simplistic.Although some activities,such as selfhelp groups, can offervaluableemotional support, other mind/
body techniques are the bailiwick of charlatans. The book
thanks the Fetzer Institute for cooperating and supporting its
planningand development,but no mention of this role accomBehind the Sc.enes
panies the ConsumerReportsarticle.
During the past few months, the Fetzer Institute has
From February 22 through February 24, the Public
emerged as a majorplayerin the unfoldingmess.The Institute, BroadcastingSystemwill air a 5-partseries called"Healingand
the Mind,"narrated by BillMoyers.The topics includeChinese
locatedin Kalamazoo,Michigan,is described in its brochure as
medicine (featuringDr. Eisenberg), "the relationshipbetween
"a nonprofiteducational organizationthat promotes research
intohealth care methods that utilirethe principlesofmind-body the immune system and our emotions," group therapy and
phenomena."Since 1991,the Institute has publishedAdvances meditation,"the art of healing,"and treatment at Commonweal,
('1be Journalof Mind-Bo~yHe.alth"),which was originally a "retreatcenter forpeople with cancer."The series was funded
by the Fetzer Instituteand four other sources. Anarticlein USA
publishedby the Institute for the Advancementof Health.This
Todayhas noted that Eisenberg, an instructor at Haivard
lattergroup, which ceased operations on Januruy 1, 1991,was
heavilypromoted by the late Nonnan Cousins, a prominent MedicalSchool,was the principalconsultant for the series and
is a Fellow of the Fetzer Institute. The article states that he
editorwho claimed to have he.aledhis spine and his heart with
unconventionalmethods.
hopes to create a teaching center" dedicated to the rigid assessIn January 1993,the NewEnglandJournalofMedicine mentofunconventionaltherapies"with "alot ofpoliticalsupport
published"UnconventionalMedicine in the United States,"an
and a lotofmoneyto fund and implement "When asked howour
articleby DavidEisenberg, M.D.,andfivecollaborators[NEJM already overburdened health~caresystem can afford to study
328:246-252,1993].The article, supported by a contract with
unconventionalmethods, he replied, "Howcan we not spend
millionsof dollars to understand which are safe, effectiveand
the Fetzer Institute, was based on a telephone surveyconcemingtheuse of16types of~unconventionaltherapy"among 1,539 could save money?"
David Zimmerman, editor/publisher of Probe,has ..,
individuals.The authors concluded:
prepared 2-part report on the Fetzer Institute. In a recent
One in three respondents (34%)reported using at least
conversation, he said, "It isn't often that the New England
oneunconventionaltherapyinthepastye.ar,andathird
journal,Consumers Union,and PBScan get snookered by the
of these saw providers for unconventionaltherapy ...
In 1990 Americans made an estimated 425 million
___
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION __
_
visits to providers of unconventional therapy. This
number exceeds the number of visits to all U.S. priReader'sGuideto "Alternative"
HealthMethods($30.00),
mary care physicians (388 million).Expenditures ...
written
by
two
AMA
Library
officials,
Stephen Barrett, M.D.,
amounted to approximately$13.7billion.
and NCAHFpresidentWilliam}aivis, Ph.D.,cites and analyzes
Although the report was widelycited in the media as
more than 1,000reports on "unproven, disproven, controverevidenceof increasing publicinterest in "alternativemethods," sial, fraudulent, quack, and/ or otherwise questionable apthe study's design was extremely poor. The authors define proaches to solving health problems." Each major topic includes an overviewby the authors.
"unconventionaltherapies" as "medicalinterventionnot taught
widely at U.S. medical schools or generally availableat U.S.
A Consumer'sGuideto ''AlternativeMedicine"($18.00),
hospitals." However, the categories they selected included written by Kurt Butler and edited by Stephen Barrett, M.D.,is
some approaches that are medically appropriate (self-help a treasure-troveof infonnation on dubious products and pracgroups, for example) and some that may or may not be appro- ~ces. Two chapters confront leading "dietgurus" and "experts
priate, depending on the circumstances (relaxationtherapy, to be wary of." Another deals with chiropractic, which the
biofeedback,hypnosis, massage, and commercialweight-loss author callsa "cancerofthe health-caresystem."Anotherblasts
of the visits were for "relaxation tech- acupuncture,naturopathy,ayurveda,multilevelmarketers,and
clinics). About 3<1X>
niques,"11%for commercialweight-lossclinics,and 5%for self- other "wanna-bes"Another attacks scores of modem "snakehelp groups. In light ofthese facts,.the estimated expense total
oil"products.Achapteron "tabloidjoumalism"summarizesthe
author's 2-yearstudy ofTV talk shows, in which he recorded or
is meaningl~.
The February issue of ConsumerReportscontainsa 9- obtaineda transcriptofahnostevery one that promoteddubious
page articletitled,"CanYour Mind He.alYourBody,"~d to be
health ideas. The final chapter provides novel ideas for ..,
"largely adapted from the book Mind/BodyMedicine,just
antiquackeryactivities.Orders should be sent to LVCAHF-NF,
publishedby Consumer ReportsBooks."The articleconcludes P.O. Box 1747,Allentown,PA 18105,adding $2.00for the first
book and 50¢ for each additionalbook for postage.
that enough is known about "mind/body medicine"to make it
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samefolks."(Hisreportscanbeobtainedfor$5fromProbe,Box
1321,CathedralStation,New York, NY 10025.)
The NIH Debacle

In 1991,at the urging offormer CongressmanBerkley
Bedell,Senator Tom Harkin {D-1.A)secured passage of a law
orderingNIH to foster research into unconventionalpractices
and allocating$2 million per year for two years. In various
interviews,Bedell acknowledgedthat he had undergone unconventionaltreatment "to replenish nitrogen"for a suspected
recurrence of prostate cancer.
Early in 1992, NIH appointed a 20-person ad hoc
advisorypanel that included him, Dr. Eisenberg, and leading
advocatesofacupuncture,energy medicine,homeopathy,Ayurvedicmedicine,and severaltypes of "alternative"cancer therapies.A fewqualifiedresearchers were placed on the panel,but
they had little influenceover subsequent events. In June, the
panelmetfortwodaystodiscussresearchprinciplesandtohear
testimonyfrom more than fifty assorted practitioners.
In additionto promotingtheir ownapproachto health
care, many panelists and testifiers praised NIH for its "openness" and commentedto the press that the event "legitimized"
unconventionalmedicine itself. Panel members were considered "professionalservicecontractors" and did not have to file
conflict-of-interest
statements or pro~se to refrainfromusing
their advisorystatus in advertisingtheir products and services.
Although several "quackbusters," including me, were interviewedfor possibleappointmentto the panel,we were neither
selectednor notifiedabout the meeting.When a listofpanelists
was faxed to me by a reporter, I predicted that many would
trumpet their appointment as evidence that whatever they
promote is valid.That is preciselywhat happened.
Panelistswere assigned to committees,which made
recommendationsat a meeting in September.These included:
(1)collectingand disseminatingresearch literature on unconventionalpractices; (2) making the NIH officea permanent
entity with authority to issue grants and peer-reviewcommittees that includeexperts in the therapies under consideration;
(3) introducing mediral and nursing students to alternative
therapieswhilein schoot and (4)a moratoriumon legalactions
and other sanctionsagainst physicianswho practiceaspects of
alternativemedicineunder considerationat NIH.Press reports
indicatethat the NIH officeis considering proposals to fund
studiesof severalmethods. It remains to be seen whether such
studieswillbe fundedand will yieldusefulresults. Evenif useful
research is conducted, however, its benefit is unlikelyto outweighthe publicitybonanza given to quack methods.
Quackery vs. Science

..

"Alternative"practitionerstypicallyuse anecdotesand
testimonialsto promote their practices. When someone feels
better afterhavingused a product or procedure, it is naturalto
creditwhateverwas done. This can be misleading,however,
because most ailments resolve themselves and those that
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persist can have variable symptoms. Even serious conditions
can have sufficientday-to-dayvariationto enable quack methods to gain large followings.In addition, talcingaction often
produces temporary relief of symptoms (a placebo effect).
Peoplewho are not aware ofthese factstend to giveundeserved
credit to "alternative"methods.
When challengedabout the lack of scientificevidence
supportingwhatevertheyespouse, promotersofquackeryoffer
variousresponses.They mayclaimthat scientificreports (whose
meaning they distort) do back them up. They may claimthat
research isn't necessary because they have seen withtheir own
eyes that their methods are effective.They mayclaimthatfunds
are not availableforthem to performresearch. Sometimesthey
claimthat the scientificestablishment is unwillingto test their
methods or even to look at their data. They may claim that
scientificjournals are unwilling to consider their research
because it poses a threat to the establishment. Each of these
claims involvesdeception. Preliminazyresearch does not require funding or even take much effort.The principalingredients are carefulcliniral observations,detailedrecord-keeping,
and long-tennfollow-up"tokeep score."Proponentsof"alternative" methods almost never do any of these things.
Under the rules of science and consumer protection,
no procedure is presumed safe or effectiveuntil reasonably
demonstratedto be so. NationalCouncilAgainstHealthFraud
president WilliamT. Jarvis, Ph.D., has noted that proponents
shouldcarry the burden ofproofbecause "noagencycouldtest
all ofthe theories that people dream up." Actually,most proponents who clamor for research do so as a ploy to arouse public
sympathy-the lastthing they wantis a scientifictest that could
provethem wrong. Should scientificstudies be performedand
come out negative,proponents invariablyclaimthat the studies
were conducted improperlyor that the evaluatorswere biased.
It is often suggested that people seek "alternatives"
because doctors are brusque, and that if doctors were more
attentive, their patients would not turn to quacks. Doctors
sometimes pay insufficientattention to the emotionalneeds of
their patients.Butb1amingthemedicalprofessionforquackery's
success wouldbe like blaming astronomers for the popularity
of astrology.Some people's needs exceed what ethic.al,scientifichealth care can provide.And many types of quackeryhave
nothing to do with doctor-patientrelationships.The mainreasonforquackery's success is itsabilityto seducepeoplewhoare
unsuspecting or desperate. The massive publicity given to
"alternatives"willdo exactly that.
In December, I expressed several of these pointsin a
livelydebate with a naturopath,a homeopath,and a "nutritional
doctor" on a "Donahue" show entitled "Can AlternativeMedicine Replace Doctors?"Transcripts are availablefor $3 from
Journal Graphics, 1535 Grant St, Denver, CO 80203.Videotapes ($28.90)can be ordered by calling 1-800-367-84336.
Stephen Barrett, M.D., a practicing psychiatrist and consumer advocate, edits

NutritionForvm Newsletterand is co-author/editor of 32 books on health
topics. He is a board member of the National Council Against Health Fraud
and has been investigating the health marketplace for more than 20 years.
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MINI-GLOSSARY OF "ALTERNATIVE" METHODS
Except/orbiofeedback,
noneof theitemsin thislisthasa
rationaleor underlyingtheorythat is consistentwith
acceptedscientific
beliefs.
Biofeedback
hasprovenefficacy
butis alsopromotedwithdubiousclaims.
Acupressure (shiatsu): A techniqu~ that uses finger pres-sure instead of needles at "acupuncturepoints."
Acupuncture: A system oftreatment purportedto balancethe

body's"lifeforce"by insertingneedles (or using other formsof
stimulation)at variouspoints where imaginary horizontaland
verticallines ("meridians")meet on the surface of the body.
These points are said to represent various internal organs
(some of which are nonexistent).Although acupuncture can
sometimesrelievepain,there is no evidencethat itcan influence
the course of any organic disease.

Anthroposophicalmedicine: A set ofpracticesbased on the
occultphilosophyof RudolphSteiner (1861-1925) and said to
relatehumankindto the naturalenvironment,withemphasison
· color,rhythm, and spirituality.Its practitionersfrequentlyprescribe homeopathicremedies, herbs, study of musicalinstruments, social service projects, prayer, and meditation.The
remediesare claimedto restore balanceeither by strengtheningthe therapeutic"ethericbody"or by moderatingthe animalistic"astralbody."
Appliedkinesiology:Apseudosciencebased onthe beliefthat
every organ dysfunctionis accompaniedby a specificmuscle
weaknessthat can be diagnosedbyvarioustests. (Note:kinesiology,which is the study of the mechanics and anatomy of
motion,is a legitimatescience.)
Ayurvedicmedicine:A set ofpracticespromotedby transcen(meaning"life
dentalmeditation(fM) organi.7.ations.Ayurveda
knowledge")is saidto be based ona traditionalIndianapproach
that includesmeditation,purificationprocedures,rejuvenation
therapies,herbal and mineral preparations,exercises and dietaryadvicebased on "Ayurvedicbody type."

Biofeedback:Atechniquethat can helppeoplelearnto control
certainbodyfunctions.The patientis connectedto a devicethat
continuouslysignalsthe heartbeat,skintemperature,degree of
musclecontraction,or other mechanism.In scientifichands,
biofeedbackhas achieveda measure of respectabilityfor helpingpatientscontrolpain, anxiety,phobias,high bloodpressure,
sleep disorders, and some stomach and intestinal disorders.
Somespecializedtechniques havebeen used to treat abnormal
heart rhythms, epilepsy,Tourette's syndrome, fecal incontinence,and Parkinson'sdisease. However,claimsthat biofeedback fosters "personalgrowth," "self-understanding,""stabili1.ationof the autonomicsystem,"or the like are simplisticand
unproven.

Cellulartherapy:Injections of animalcells into the human
body, claimedby various proponents to cure disease, rejuvenate or "revitalize"the body, and prolong life.The cells are
commonlyobtained from freshly slaughtered sheep fetuses,
but other animalscan be used. The method is also called"cell
therapy"and "live-celltherapy."
Chelationtherapy:A series of intravenousadministrationsof
a syntheticaminoacid (EDTA)plus various other substances.
Proponents claim that chelation can reverse atherosclerosis
and is effectiveagainst many other diseases. However,there is
no scientificevidencethat this is so.
Chinese medicine: A collection of practices that includes
acupuncture,the use of herbs and dietary procedures, pulse
diagnosis,and other procedures. (Pulse diagnosissupposedly
involvessix pulses at each wrist that correspond to twelve
internalspheres of bodilyfunction.)

Chiropractic:
Abroadspectrum ofpracticesrelatedto the false
premise that spinal misalignments ("subluxations")are the
cause, or underlyingcause, of most ailments.Manychiropractors prescribe and sell supplementconcoctionsin their offices
[NF 9:25-28, 1992]. Chiropractic has received considerable
favorablepublicitysince a RANDCorporationstudyconcluded
that spinalmanipulationmaybe appropriateforcertaincases of
low-backpain. However,most of the research upon whichthis
conclusionwas based was done under medicalsupervisionand
does not reflectwhattakes placein a typicalchiropracticoffice.

~

Clinicalecology:A pseudosciencebased on the premise that
multiplecommonsymptomsare triggered by hypersensitivity
to common foods and chemicals.Also called "environmental
medicine"by its proponents.
Colonic irrigation:A "high colonic" enema performed by
passinga rubber tube into the rectum for a distanceof up to 20
or 30 inches. Warm water is pumped in and out through the
tube, a few pints at a time, typicallyusing 20 or more gallons.
·Somepractitionersadd herbs, coffee,or other substancestothe
water.The procedure is said to "detoxify"the body,though no
"toxins"haveeverbeen specifiedor scientificallydemonstrated.
Nutrition Forum (ISSN 074S-8165),© 1993, is published by
Stephen Barrett. M.D. Allarticles and advertisinginserts are fully
endorsed by Dr. Barrett.
Individualsubscriptions in the United States and Canada are
$35forone year(sixissues),payabletoNutrition Forum,P.O.Box
1747,Allentown,PA 18105.Institutional and other multireader
subscriptions are $50for one year. Overseas subscriptions (via
airmail) are $50 for 1 year. Back issues are $6each.
Allcorrespondence should be sent to Stephen Barrett, M.D.,
P.O. Box 1747,Allentown,PA 18105.Telephone 215437-1795.
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Complementarymedicine: A term used by unscientificpractitionerswho claimto integrateboth "alternative"and conventionalmethods into their practice.
Energymedicine: Anumbrellaterm forvariouspracticessaid
to be based on the practitioner'sability to view or sense an
individual's"energyfield"or"ethericbody."Somepractitioners
claim to rely on psychic ability, while others use "electrodiagnostic"devices.
"Holistic"approach:A sloganused to suggest that a practitioner treats the "wholeperson,"with due attentionto emotional
factorsas wellas the person's lifestyle.Most practitionerswho
callthemselves"holistic"use unscientificmethods for diagnosis and treatment.
Homeopathy:A pseudosciencebased on the idea that symptoms can be cured by taking infinitesimalamounts of substancesthat, in larger amounts,can produce similarsymptoms
in healthy people. Homeopathictheory states that the more
dilutethe remedy,the more powerfulit is. (Someare saidto be
so dilutethat no moleculeof the originalsubstance remains.)
lridology:A pseudosciencebased on the idea that each area of
the body is represented by a corresponding area in the iris
(pupil)of the eye. Practitionersclaim to diagnose nutritional
imbalancesthat can be treated with vitamins,minerals,herbs,
and similarproducts.
Macrobioticdiet: A semi-vegetariandietclaimedby its proponents to improvehealth and prolong life.Proponents suggest
thatthe dietis effectivein preventingand treatingcancer,AIDS,
and other serious diseases. There is no evidence to support

these claims.Someversions of the macrobioticdiet contain
adequateamounts of nutrients,but others do not.
Mentalimagery:Aprocedureinwhichdetailedmentalimages
are used in an attempt to control a situation. For example,
cancerpatientsmayimaginethattheirwhitebloodcellsarelittle
knights in white armor attacking their tumors, which they
pictureas blackdragons. NewAge devotees may imaginethat
they have spirit guides and work to put as much detail as
possibleinto the fantasizedimage.
Metabolic therapy: A loosely defined treatment program
based on the idea that cancer, arthritis, and other chronic
illnessesresultfromadisturbanceofthebody'sabilitytoprotect
itself.Thei:rogramisclaimedto detoxifythe bodyandstrengthen
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the immunesystem. Its components,whichvaryfrompractitioner to practitioner, may include megadoses of vitamins,oral
enzymes,pangamicacid,coffeeenemas,a low-proteindiet,and
laetrile (forcancer).
Natural hygiene: A form of naturopathy that emphasizes
fasting, strict vegetarianism, and food-combining,a dietary
practiceb~sed on the incorrect notionthat certain foodcombinations can cause or correct ill health. Natural hygienists
oppose immunizationand food irradiationand eschew most
formsof medicaltreatment.
Naturopathy:A system of treatment based on the beliefthat
the·cause of disease is violationof nature's laws.Naturopaths
believethat diseasesare the body'seffortto purifyitself,andthat
cures result from enhancing the body's ability to heal itself.
Naturopathictreatments can include "naturalfood"diets,vitamins,herbs, tissue minerals,cell salts, manipulation,massage,
exercise,diathermy,colonicenemas, acupuncture,and homeopathy. Like some chiropractors, many naturopaths believe
that virtuallyall diseases are withinthe scope of their practice.
Nutripathy:A pseudosciencein which treatmentwith supplements and other measures is related to a formuladevisedby
Cary Reams.Proponents claimthat the formula,derivedfrom
the results ofnonstandardurine and salivatests, revealsenergy
inputand energy use within the body. Reams,a self~professed
biophysicist,was prosecuted for practicingmedicinewithouta
license during the 1970s.
Orthomolecular therapy:A treatment approachthat supposedly providesthe correct amounts of nutritionally"right"molecules normallyfound in the body. Its practitionersprescribe
largedosesofvitamins,minerals,andvariousothersubstances.
It is sometimes referred to as megavitaminor meganutrient
therapy.
Reflexology:Pseudoscience based on beliefsthat each body
part is represented on the hands and feet and that pressingon
the hands and feet can have therapeuticeffectsin other parts of
the body.Alsocalled "zone therapy."
Therapeutic touch: A system in which the hands are used to
"directhuman energies to help or heal someone who is ill."
Proponentsclaimthat healers can detect and correct "energy
imbalances"by stroking the body or placingtheir hands above
the afflictedpart. Healingsupposedlycan result froma transfer
of "excess energy" from healer to patient.
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NUTRITION MISINFORMATION IN THE DENTAL OFFICE
John E. Dodes, D.D.S.
Dental problems are among the most common ailments in the United States, accounting for over $34billionin
dental bills in 1990.Most dentists work in solo or very small
group practiceswhere they are not exposed to the professional
review and criticism of their colleagues. This situation, plus
economicpressures and the poor education in scientificmethodologyand clinicalnutritionaffordedto most dentists, has led
to the dissemination of dubious, erroneous, and fa~ nutrition
infonnationin many dental offices.
Dentistry has a long history of dentists promoting
nutritionfaddism.Weston Price, D.D.S.,was the primary purveyor of pseudonutrition in dentistry. His book Nutritionand
PhysicalDegenerationalleged-that tooth decay was a tragic
expressionof our "modem degeneration,"which he referred to
as "race dec.ay."Price blamed soil depletion,white flour,sugar,
and pasteurired milk.
RoyalLee, a nonpracticingdentist who marketed vitamin products, opposed fluoridation, and promoted nutrition
misinformation.In 1962,Leeand his company were convicted
of misbranding 115 specialdietary products by making false
claimsfor the treatment of more than 500 diseases and conditions. Leereceived a one-yearsuspended prison term and was
fined $7,000.In 1963,a prominent FDA officialsaid Leewas
"probablythe 1argest publisher of unreliable and false nutritional information in the world." Although Lee died in 1967,
manyofthe products are stillmarketed and prescribed inappropriatelyby dentists (and chiropractors).
Melvin Page, DD.S., is the father of the phrase "ba~
ancing body chemistry." Page stated that dental caries is an
"outstandingexample of systemic chemical imbalances."His
book.Degenerah·on-Regeneration,
claims that there "is but one
disease: inefficientbody chemistry." Page's discredited ide.as
have been followedby many dentists, including Hal Huggins,
D.D.S.,of ColoradoSprings, Colorado.In his videotaped"tour"
ofthe Huggins DiagnosticCenter, Hugginsrecommends using
hair analysis as the basis for prescribing supplements to "balance bodychemistry."However,hair analysisis not a validbasis
for determining the body's nutritional state.
Huggins is also the le,adingadvocate of the disproven
allegationsthat the mercury in "silver"fillingscauses a host of
diseases, from arthritis to multiple sclerosis.This allegationis
false because this mercury is strongly bound to the other
materials in the amalgam and is not released in significant
amounts.
Huggins prescribes specialdiets and "detoxifying"
supplements before and following the removal of a patient's
silverfillings.Replacement with gold or other materials is not
onlycostlyto the patient but can also cause great harm. In order
to replace a filling it is necessary to enlarge the cavityin which
it is placed, which may weaken the tooth or injure the nerve,
causing the tooth to be lost In 1985,a $100,000settlement was
awarded to a 55-year-oldCaliforniawoman whose dentist had

removed her silver fillings after claiming that the fillingswere
a "liability"to her large intestine. In removing the fillings from
five teeth, the dentist caused severenerve damage requiring
root canal therapy for two teeth and extraction of two others.
Another major figure in promoting dubious nutrition
infonnation is Emanuel Cheraskin, M.D., D.D.S. A former
dental school professor, Cheraskin exaggerates the value of
nutrition in health and disease and, in fact, argues that most if
not alldiseases can be prevented and/ or treated with dietalone.
For example, Cheraskin is an advocate of "orthomolecular
psychiatry,"the disproven theory that emotionalproblems are
caused by dietaJydeficiencies.The AmericanPsychiatricAssociationhas disclaimedthis theory. In their books NewHopefer
Diseasesand Psychodietetics,
lncu,-able
Cheraskin and co-author
WilliamRingsdorf, D.D.S., make many scientificallyunsupported claims concerning the value of nutrition in treating and
preventingdiseases, especiallyincurable ones. They claim,for
example,that a diet low in sugar and processed carbohydrates
will demonstrablytighten periodontallyloose teeth in ten days.
Cheraskin and Rjngsdorflecture widely,and both once taught
at the Universityof A1abama'sdental school.
A 1985 article in a dental trade journal was titled
"Nutritioncounseling boosted our practice."The article stated -".
J
"Areyou interested in doubling your net practice income?We
almost did it last year ... we used nutritionalcounseling as the
vehicle." Usually "counseling" is not the only service such
dentists pro'{ide.They also sell unnecessary and overpriced
nutrition supplements, often through the use of discredited
diagnosticmethods such as hair analysis,lingualascorbic acid
testing, applied kinesiology,testing for food allergies,pendulum divining, and other occult practices. Some dentists sell
supplements and herbal preparations as distributors for multilevel "health food"companies.
In 1985 many dentists, myself included, were contacted by Neil Brahe, D.D.S.,a well known practice management "expert." Dr. Brahe was promoting United Sciences of
America (USA) Inc., a multilevelvitaminand food supplement
company. He stated, "Youcan make the·products availableto
your patients ... and they can purchase from the companywith
profitdollarscoming to you."The claims for these supplements
were roundly critici?.edas being unscientific and inaccurate,
especially by Dr. Fredrick J. Stare, M.D., Ph.D., professor
emeritus of the Harvard School of Public Health. In 1987 the
company was successfullyprosecuted by the Attorney Generals of New York, Texas, and California and driven out of
business. But not before many unsuspecting dental patients
were sold its expensive and useless products.
In 1979a dentist who was a food faddis~ told his 40- ~
year-olddiabeticpatien~CartStevens,to stop taking insulinand
l
substitute a "holistic"diet Within threeweeks Carl was dead,
·
but his dentist persuaded Carl's widow that Carl could be
brought back fromthe dead through specialrituals and psychic
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communication.Eight years later Carl Stevens' mummified
remains were discovered in his Illinois home. The dentist,
whosedentallicensehad been revokedfor failureto renew,was
sentencedto 30 months' probation.
Patients with temporomandibularjoint (IMJ) disorders,characterizedby chronicfacialpain and difficultyopening
the mouth,are oftentreatedwitha host ofunscientificmethods
usuallyincludingfood supplementsand vitamins.One author
recommended"rawveal bone" for this condition.
Anumberofdentistsaregivingpatientswithperiodontal disease vitamin preparations, especially vitamin C, even
though studies have shown no benefit And it is not unusual to
hear of patients being sold expensive food supplements and
vitaminsas part of implant treatment or even routine dental
therapy.One reason this occurs is because dentists are poorly
trainedinthe principlesofscientificreasoningand are barraged
by quack courses given at dental conventionsand seminars.
Dental meetings, conventions,and many dentaljournalsdo not screen lecturers and writers for scientificvalidity.In
December1989,forexample,the NewYorkStateDentaljournal
published an article by a dentist on "Health, Nutrition and
Aging,"which includedthe f.ajseclaim that soil depletionand
foodprocessingproduce nutritionallyimpoverishedfood.This,
ofcourse,is untrue. Our soilsare not nutrient-deficient.Evenif
they were, however,the result would not be vitamin-deficient
plants,but smalleryields.And foodproces.5ingoftenincreases
the nutritionalvalueofthe food.This articlecited manydiscredited and unscientific vitamin promoters as references and
should never have been published in a state dental journal.
The 1989 Greater New York Dental Meeting (the
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largest dental convention 1n the world) offereda course by a
physicianwho is a proponent of clinicalecology,a discredited
form of "allergy"treatment During his lecture he advocateda
number of fad nutrition practices. When a reputable professionalassociationoffersa course eligiblefor continuingeducation credit, it is easy to assume that the course is scientifically
valid.The AmericanDentalAssociationhas expressedconcern
aboutdubiousseminars but fearsthat aggressiveactions(such
as "blacklisting"speakers) could trigger expensive lawsuits.
Anotherfactoris that these dubiouscourses can generate large
profitsfor the sponsors.
The media often promote food faddism with inaccurate and misleadingstories.Articlesin Newsweekand Chemical
& EngineeringNewshave greatlydistorted the factson fluoridation, and "60 Minutes" on CBS 1V has aired a horrendous
program attacking the use of silver-fillings.Media that prime
the pump of quackery in this manner help greedy and/or
gullibledentists to pander to patients' health fears.
Concerned dentists and dental educators are seeking
stricter standards for lecturers and authors in major dental
meetingsand journals.They are also urging that dentaleducation be improved by including courses on scientificmethod,
statistics, and the recognition of quackery. Meanwhilethe
publicshould be wary of dentists who preach faddistnonsense
and sell dietary supplements under the guise of "nutrition
counseling."

Dr. Dodes, who practices in Woodhaven, N.Y., is president of the New York
State chapter or the National Council Against Health Fraud.

BRIEFS
Diet and cancer surprise. An 8-yearstudy of 89,494nurses
who were between ages 34 and 59 when the study began has
foundno evidencethat a high intake of dietaryfat increasesthe
incidenceof breast cancer or that a high intake of dietaryfiber
protects against it UAMA268:2037-2044,
19'J2].The authors
note, however,that recommendationsto reduce the intake of
animalfat (saturated fat) still are justified to reduce the incidence of cardiovasculardise.aseand possiblycoloncancer.
Opposition to genetically engineered foods. Leaders ofthe

Pure Food Campaign (PFC), a project of biotechnologycritic
Jeremy Rifkin'sFoundation on EconomicTrends, claim that
decalswiththeir boycottlogoare appearingin restaurants and
retail stores and that 1,500chefs have pledged to refuse to
purchase,prepare,or servegeneticallyengineered foods.PFC's
warningstatements and tacticsresemble those offoodirradiationopponentsand are just as ill-founded.PFC has announced
its intentionto launch an internationalboycottof the Campbell
SoupCompany,which financedthe developmentof the F1avr
Savr tomato [see NF 9:24, 19'J2],unless the company halts
research and marketing of geneticallyengineered t~matoes.

Fewer food stamp vendors. Federal lawsrequire that at least
half of a store's food stamp sales be in staple items for home
consumption, such as bread, milk, meat, and cereals. The
PennsylvaniaFood Advocatehas reported that about 650convenience stores were being dropped from participationin the
FoodStampprogrambecause they sellmore snacksthan staple
food.Manyofthese stores are in inner-cityneighborhoodsthat
no longerhavelarge supermarkets.Lastspringthe U.S.Department of Agriculture began a 2-year review of the 213,000
retailers nationwide who had been accepting food stamps.
About26 ·millionAmericansuse the stamps.
Notable quote: The power over people the Prophet role
providesis awesome.Some doctors consciouslyavoidit They
are right to teach patients self-relianceand discouragedependencybehavior,but in doing so they may failto meet important
emotionalneeds in their patients. Quacks, on the other hand,
revel in, encourage and exploit this power. Egomaniais commonlyfoundamong quacks.They enjoythe adulation... their
pretense of superiority evokes."-William T. Jarvis, Ph.D.,

Bulletinof th.eLouisville(Ky.) MedicalSodety,Feb.1991
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VitaminC and iron overload.VictorHerbert, M.D.,J.D.has
asked the FDA to require that vitamin C supplements be
labeled:"Warning:Do not take this product unless your body
iron status has been assessed by a competent health professional... VrtaminC supplements are dangerous for peoplewith
excess body iron. About 10%of Americans have such excess
because they inherited a gene for it; few know they have it. In
addition, most people receiving frequent blood transfusions
have excess body iron, as do the majorityof people deficientin
either folicacid or vitaminB12. It is importantto recognizethat
weakness, tiredness, and mild anemia can occur with iron
excess just as with iron deficiency."
Dieters exaggerate weightloss.Astudyof82 adultswho had
participatedin communityweight-lossprograms has foundthat
the average (mean) self-reportedweightwas about fivepounds
less than the weight as measured by the researchers Uoumal
of the American Dietetic &sociation 92:1483-1486,1992].
Those who weighed the most tended to have the largest
discrepancies.
Raw milk danger. A survey of 51 state and territorial health

departmentshas tabulated 20 outbreaks of acute diarrhea that
occurred between 1981and 1990,due to drinking unpasteurized (raw) milk during school trips or other organired youth
activities UAMA268:3228-3230].Fourteen occurred among
children in kindergarten through third grade. In the affected
groups, 45%of 1,013who drank the raw milkbecame infected
withCampylobacterorganisms.The authors note that the dairy
industryhas not been able to eradicate the organisms from its
herds and that cows excreting them can appear healthy.Thus
the onlyway to prevent human infectionis to avoidraw milk.
"Organic food" news. The CaliforniaDepartmentofFoodand
Agriculturehas fineda SanFranciscogrocer $500formisrepresenting selling conventionallygrown produce as "organically
grown."This is the first such penaltyissued under the California
Organic Foods Act of 1990.OrganicTimeshas reported that
1991sales for the organic industry totalled $125 billion,a 25%
increase over 1990,and that the number of growers increased
to 3,114,up 38%from 1990.Meanwhile,the NationalOrganic
Standards Board-charged by a 1990 law to develop federal
standards [seeNF 8:25-29,1990]-has had its operatingfunds
slashed from $120,000for fiscal year 1992to $15,600for the
current fiscalyear, despite a request for $780,000.An article in
the Wmter 1993 OrganicFarmer magazine states that the
board'swork willcontinue"mostlyviaphone, fax,and mail,"but
the October 1993implementationdeadlineis "unrealistic,even
with full funding."
CDC changes name. A new lawhas changed the name ofthe

U.S.Centersfor DiseaseControlto the Centersfor Disease
Controland Prevention.Howeverits initialswill remain "CDC,"
because they are so widely recogni?.ed. Headquartered in
Atlanta,with some personnel in the Washington,D.C.,area, the
agency has more than 7,000employees.

Nutri-System update. The Diet Busine$$ Bulletinhas reported that many suits allegingthat Nutri-System'slow-fatdiet ...._.
caused gallstone formationhave been settled out of court with
J
the stipulationthat settlement terms would not be disclosedby
the person suing.Three suits that went to court during the past
18 months were decided in favor of the company.

"Tanning tablets" prohibited.] anet V. Hopper,formerpresident and sole shareholder of AMT Research, Inc., of Greensboro,N.C.,has consented to a permanent injunctionbarringher
from interstate marketing of any product containing
canthaxanthinor any unapprovedfoodadditive.Accordingto a
the comreport in the January-February 1993FDA Consumer,
pany had falsely advertised that its BronzTanand BronzG/o
tablets had government approvalfortanning purposes and that
no harmful side effects were known. Canthaxanthin is Jegally
used in tiny amounts as a food coloring agent for soups, fruit
drinks, salad dressings, catsup, and margarine. Ingestion of
larger amounts can tint the skin orange. Despite a warning by
the FDA,it has been illegallysold in tanning parlors and by mail
as a tablet for skin "tanning." Medical reports have linked
canthaxanthinuse to hepatitis,generalized itching, hives, and
eye problems.The consent decree was based in part on Ms.
Hopper's assurance that her company,had been dissolved.

withdrawal.A controlled double-blind
study of62adultswith caffeineintakes equivalentto 2.5cups of
coffeeper day found that about half experienced moderate or ~
severe headaches and some experienced anxiety,depression,
J
and/ or fatiguewhen their caffeineintake was stopped abruptly
[NewEnglandJournal of Medicine 327:1109--1114,
1992].The
authors concluded that people who consume lowor moderate
amountsofcaffeinemayhave a withdrawalsyndromeaftertheir
dailyconsumptionofcaffeineceases.Reprintsofthe report can
be obtainedfrom RolandR Griffiths,Ph.D.,Dept ofPsychiatry
and BehavioralSciences,Johns Hopkins UniversitySchoolof
Medicine,5510 National Shock Drive,·Suite 3000,Baltimore,
MD 21224.Editor'snote:Althoughnot addressedby thisstudy,
Low-dose caffeine

from onecupofcoffeedailycanproducesevere
abruptwithdrawal
symptomsin someindividuals.Thiscan be avoidedbygradually
taperingintakeovera periodof a weekorso.

Dubious cancer remedy banned. The FDAhas obtainedan
injunction forbidding the distribution of Cancell (also called
Entelev)to patients.The product, originallycalled Entelev,is a
liquid promoted for the treatment of cancer, AIDS,and many
other diseases. It is purported to cure cancer by reducing the
voltage of cancer cells until they become "primitive"and selfdestruct In 1989, the FDA reported that Cancell contained
inositol,nitricacid, sodium sulfite,potassium hydroxide,sulfuric acid, and catechol. Subsequently, its promoters claimed to
be modifyingthe formulationto make it more effective.laboratory tests conducted between 1978and 1991by the National
CancerInstitute found no evidence that Cancellwas effective ~
against cancer.The AmericanCancer Societyhas publisheda
detailedreport advisingagainst its use [CA43:57--62,1993].
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VITAMIN PUSHERS AND FOOD QUACKS
Victor Herbert, M.D.,J.D.
detailedinstructionssend $1 for USDA'sFood GuidePyramid
booklet[Public.ationNo.HG249]to the ConsumerInformation
Center, Pueblo, CO 81009.)This food plan provides for adequate quantitiesof all vitamins,minerals,and proteincomponents. Actually,normalpeopleeatinga balancedvarietyoffoods
are likelyto consume morenutrients than they need. Ofcourse,
health hucksters won't tell you this because their income
depends upon withholdingthat truth. Unlikeresponsiblepractitioners, they do not make their livingby trying to keep you
healthy, but rather by tempting you with false claims.These
claimsraise their personalappearancefees, selltheir booksand
magazinearticles,and sell the products of companiesin which
(unknownto you) they may have a financialinterest.

We stillare in the midst of a vitamincraze. Nutrition
hustlers are cle,aningup by stoking our fears and stroking our
hopes. With their deceptive credentials, th,ey dominate air
wavesand public.ations.Talk show hosts love them because
their fa1sepromises of superhealth draw huge audiences.The
situationnowappearsevenworse than itwas more than twentyfiveyears ago, when FDA Commissioner George P. Larrick
stated:
air.

The most widespreadand expensivetype of quackery
in the United States today is the promotionof vitamin
products,specialdietaryfoods,and foodsupplements.
Millionsofconsumersarebeing misledconcerningthe
need forsuch products.Complic.ating
this problemis a
vastand growing"folklore"or "mythology"ofnutrition
whichis beingbuilt up by pseudoscientificliteraturein
books,pamphletsand periodicals.As a result, millions
ofpeopleare attemptingself-medic.ation
for imaginary
and real illnesses with a multitude of more or less
irrationalfooditems.Food quackerytodayc.anonlybe
comparedto the patent medicinecraze whichreached
its height in the last century.

The Dangers of Excess Vitamins

When on the defensive,quacks are quick to demand,
"Howdo you knowit doesn't help?"Thereply to this is "Howdo
you knowit doesn't harm?"Manysubstancesthat are harmless
in smallor moderatedoses can be harmfuleither in largedoses
or by gradual build-upover many years. Just because a substance (such as a vitamin) is found naturallyin food does not
mean it is harmless in large doses.
When scientistsspeak of"excess"vitamins,they mean
dosages in excess of the "RecommendedDietaryAllowances
OIDAs)"set by the Food and NutritionBoard of the National
Rese.archCouncil,NationalAc.ademyof Sciences.The RDAs
are the "levelsof intakeofessential nutrients considered,inthe
judgment of the Food and Nutrition Board on the basis of
available scientific knowledge, to be adequate to meet the
known nutritional needs of practically all hf>.althypersons."
RDAsshould not be confused with "requirements."They are
more than most people require. They are set not onlyto meet
body needs, but to allowsubstantial storage to coverperiodsof
reduced intake or increased need. Amounts higher than the
RDAsseive no vitamin function in the body.They should be
considered drugsand can be an invitationto trouble.
There are two situations in which the use of vitamins
in excess of the RDAsis legitimate.The first is the treatmentof

"Healthfood" rackets cost Americansbillionsof dollars a year.The majorvictimsof this waste are the elderly,the
pregnant,the sick, and the poor.
The Fundamentals of Good Nutrition

~

Haveyou been brainwashed by vitaminpushers? Do
you believeyou should supplementyour diet with extra nutrients?Do you believethat, "If some is good, more is better"?Do
you believeextra nutrients can't hurt"? Or that they provide
"nutritioninsurance"?If you believe any of these things, you
havebeen misled.
Thefundamentalsofgood nutritionare simple:To get
the amounts and kinds of nutrients your body needs, eat
moderateamounts of foodfromeach of the foodgroups designated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Daily Food
Guide, choosing a wide variety within each category. (For
9
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medicallydiagnoseddeficiencystates-conditions that are rare
except among alcoholics, persons with intestinal malabsorptiondefects,and the poor, especiallythose who are pregnant or
elderly.The other use is in the treatment of certain conditions
in which vitamins are used for their chemical (non-vitamin)
actions.None of these situations is suitable for self-treatment.
How can vitamin pushers and food quacks be identified?The followingbehavior should make you suspicious.
They use anecdotes and testimonials
to support their claims.

We all tend to believe what others tell us about personalexperiences. But separating cause and effectfrom coincidence can be difficult.If people tell youthat productXhas cured
their cancer, arthritis, or whatever, be skeptical.They may not
actuallyhave had the condition.If they did, their recoverymost
likelywouldhave occurred without the help ofproductX. Most
singleepisodes ofdisease recover withjust the passageoftime,
and most chronic ailments have symptom-freeperiods. Establishing medicaltruths requires rareful and repeated investigation-with well-designedexperiments, not reports of coincidences misperceived as cause-and-effect.That's why testimonial evidence is forbidden in scientific articles and usually is
inadmissiblein court.
Never underestimate the extent to which people ran
be fooledby a worthless remedy. During the early 1940s,many
thousands ofpeople became convincedthat "glyoxylide"could
cure rancer. Yet analysis showed it was simplydistilledwater!
Symptomsthat are psychosomatic (bodilyre.actionsto
tension) are often relievedby anything taken with a suggestion
that itwillwork.Trredness and other minoraches and painsmay
respond to any enthusiastically recommended nostrum. For
these problems, even physicians may prescribe a placebo. A
placebois a substance that has no phannacologicaleffecton the
conditionforwhich it is used, but is givento satisfya patientwho
supposes it to be a medicine. Vitamins (such as Biz) are
commonlyused in this way.
Placebos act by suggestion.Unfortunately,some doctors swallowthe advertisinghype or become confused by their
own observationsand "believein vitamins"beyond those supplied by a good diet Thosewho share such false beliefs do so
because they confuse coincidenceor placeboactionwithcause
and effect.Homeopathic believers make the same error.
Talkshow hosts give quacks a boost when they ask
"Whatdo all the vitaminsyou take do for you personally?"Then
thousands or even millionsofviewers are tre.atedto the quack's
talk of improved he.alth,vigor and vitality-with the implicit
point "It did this for me. It will do the same for you." A most
revealingtestimonialexperience was described during a major
network show that hosted several of the world's most prominent promoters of nutritional faddism. While the host was
boasting that his new eating program had cured his "hypoglycemia,"he mentioned inpassingthathewasno longerdrinking
twentyto thirty cups ofcoffeea day. Neither the host nor any of
his "experts" had the good sense to tell their audience how

dangerousitcanbetodrinksomuchcoffee.Nordidanyofthem
recognize that the host's original symptoms were probably
c.ausedby excess caffeine.
They promise quick, dramatic, miraculous cures.

The promises are usuallysubtle or couched in "weasel
words"-so they can deny making them when the feds close in.
Such promises are the quacks' most immoral practice. They
don't seem to care how manypeople they break financiallyor in
spirit-by elation over their claims of quick cure followedby
deep depression when the claims prove false. Nor do quacks
keep count-while they fill their bank accounts-,)f how many
peoplethey lure awayfromeffectivemedicalcare into disability
or death.
They use disc1aimers couched in pseudomedical jargon.

lnst.eadofpromisingtocureyourdisease,somequacks
will promise to "detoxify"your body, "balance" its chemistry,
release its "nerve energy," bring it in harmony with nature,
"stimulate"or "strengthen" your immune system, or "support"
various organs in your body. (Ofcourse they never identifyor
make valid before-and-after measurements of any of these
processes.) These disclaimers serve two purposes. Since it is
impossible to measure the processes they allege, it may be
difficultto prove them wrong. Moreover, if a quack is not a
physician,the use ofnonmedicalterminologymay help to avoid
prosecutionforprad.icingmedicinewithoutalicense-ahhough
it shouldn't.
They display credentials not recognized
by responsible scientists or educators.

The backbone of educational integrity in Americ.ais a
system of accreditation by agencies recognized by the U.S.
Secretary of F..duc.ation
and/ or the Council on Postsecondary
Accreditation."Degrees" from unaccredited schools are rarely
worth the paper they are printed on. In the health field,there is
no such thing as a reliable school that is not accredited. Since
quacks operate outside of the scientificcommunity, they also
tend to form their own "professional"organizations.
In some cases, the only membership requirement is
payment of a fee. My officewall displays fancy "professional
member" certificatesfor Charlie Herbert (a cat) and Sassafras
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Herbert (a dog). Each was acquired simplyby submittingthe
animal'sname,our address, and a check for $50.Don'tassume
that allgroupswith scientific-soundingnames are respectable.
Findout whether their viewsare scientificallybased.
Unfortunately,possession of an accredited degree
doesnotguaranteereliability.Someschoolsthat teach unscientific methods (chiropractic, naturopathy, and acupuncture)
haveachievedaccreditation.Worse yet, a smallpercentage of
individualstrained in reputableinstitutions(suchas medicalor
dental schools or accredited universities) have strayed from
scientificthought.
Somequacks are promotedwith superlativeslike "the
world'sforemost nutritionist"or "America'sleading nutrition
expert."Thereis no lawagainst this tactic,just as there is none
againstcallingoneselfthe"World'sForemostLover."However,
the scientificcommunityrecognizes no such title.
They encourage patients to lend political support
to their treatment methods.

A century ago, before scientific methodology was
generallyaccepted,validnew ideas were hard to evaluateand
were sometimesrejected by a majorityof the medicalcommunity, only to be upheld later. But today, trealments demonstratedas effectiveare welcomedby scientificpractitionersand
do not need a group to crusade for them. Quacksseekpolitical
endorsementbecausetheycan't prove that their methodswork.
Instead,they may seek to legalize their treatment and force
insurancecompaniesto pay for it. Judges and legislatorswho
believeincaveatemptor Oetthe buyerbeware)are naturalallies
forquacks.
They say that most disease is due to faulty diet
and can be treatedwith "nutritional" methods.

This simplyisn't so. Consultyour doctor or anyrecognizedtextbookofmedicine.They willtellyou that althoughdiet
is a factor in some diseases (most notably coronary heart
disease),most diseases have little or nothing to do with diet.
Commonsymptoms like malaise (feelingpoorly), tiredness,
lackofpep,aches (mcludingheadaches) or pains,insomniaand
similarcomplaintsare usuallythe body's reactionto emotional
stress.The persistence of such symptoms is a signal to see a
doctorto be evaluatedfor possible physical illness. It is not a
reason to take vitaminpills.
Some quacks seem to specializein the diagnosisand
treatmentof problemsconsidered rare or even nonexistentby
responsible practitioners. Years ago hypothyroidism and

-
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adrenal insufficiencywere in vogue. Today's "fad"diagnoses
are "hypoglycemia,""mercuryamalgamtoxicity,""candidiasis
hypersensitivity,"and "environmentalillness."Quacksare also
jumping on U1eallergy bandwagon,falselyclaimingthat huge
numbers of Americans are sufferingfrom undiagnosed allergies, "diagnosing"them with worthless tests, and prescribing
worthless "nutritional"treatments.
They recommend a wide variety of substances
similar to those found in your body

The underlying idea-like the wishful thinking of
primitive tribes-is that taking these substances will
strengthen or rejuvenate the corresponding body parts. For
example,according to a health food store brochure:
Rawglandulartherapy, or "cellulartherapy"... seems
almost too simple to be true. It consists of giving in
supplementform (intravenousor oral) those specific
tissues from animals that correspond to the "weakened" areas of the human body. In other words, if a
person has a weak pancreas, give him raw pancreas
substance; if the heart is weak,give raw heart, etc.
Vitamins and other nutrients may be added to the
various preparations to make them more marketable.When
taken by mouth, such concoctionsare no better than placebos.
They usually don't do direct harm, but their allure may steer
people away from competent professionalcare. Injectionsof
raw anima1tissues, however, can cause severe allergic reactions to their proteins. Some preparations have also caused
serious infections.
Proponentsof"tissue salts"allegethat the basiccause
of disease is mineral deficiency-correction of which willenable the body to heal itself.Thus, they claim, one or more of
twelvesaltsare usefu1againsta widevarietyofdiseases,induding appendicitis{rupturedor not), baldness, deafness, insomnia, and worms. Developmentof this method is attributedto a
nineteenth-centuryphysiciannamed W.H. Schuessler.
Enzymesfor oral use are another rip-off.They supposedly aid digestion and "support" many other functionswithin
U1ebody.Thefactis,however,that enzymestaken bymouthare
digested intotheir componentaminoacids by the stomachand
intestines and therefore don't functionas enzymes withinthe
body.Oral pancreaticenzymes have legitimatemedicaluse in
diseases involvingdecreased secretion ofone's ownpancreatic
enzymes.Anyonewho actuallyhas a pancreatic enzyme deficiency probably has a serious underlying disease requiring
competent medicaldiagnosisand treatment.
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When talking about nutrients,
they tell only part of the story.
They tellyou allthe wonderfulthings that vitaminsand
mineralsdo in your body and/ or all the horrible things that can
happen if you don't get enough. But they convenientlyneglect
to tellyou that a balanced diet can provide all the nutrientsyou
need, and that the USDAPyramid Food Guide system makes
balancingyour diet simple. Unfortunately,it is legal to lie in a
publicationor lecture or on a talkshow as long as the claimsare
not connected to selling a specificproduct. Many supplement
manufacturers use subtle approaches. Some simply say "Buy
our productX... Itcontains nutrients that help promotehealthy
eyes (or hair, or whatever organ you happen to be concerned
about)." Others distribute charts saying what each nutrient
does and the signs and symptoms of deficiencydisease. This
encourages supplementationwith the hope ofenhancing body
functionsand/ or avoidingthe troubles described.
Another type offraudulent concealment is the promo,tion of"supplements"and herbal extracts based on incomplete
information.Many health food industry products are marketed
with claims based on faulty extrapolations of animal research
and/or unconfirmed studies on humans. The most notorious
such product was L-tryptophan,an amino acid.For manyyears
it was promoted for insomnia, depression, premenstrual syndromeand ovetweight,even though it had notbeen provensafe
or effectivefor any of these purposes. In 1989,it triggered an
outbreak of eosinophilia-myalgiasyndrome, a rare disorder
characterizedby severe muscle and jointpain,weakness, swelling of the arms and legs, fever, skin rash, and an increase of
eosinophils (certain white blood cells) in the blood. Over the
next year, more than 1,500c.asesand 28 deaths were reported.
The out-break was traced to a manufacturing problem at the
plant of a wholesale supplier.The naked truth is that L-trypto,phan should not have been marketed to the public in the first
place because-like most single-ingredient amino acids-it
had not been proven safe for medicinaluse. In fact,the FDAhad
issued a ban during the mid-1970s,but had not enforced it.

usual. It is true that some snack foods are mainly "naked
calories" (sugars and/ or fats without other nutrients). But it is
not necessary for every morsel of foodwe eat to be loaded wilh
nutrients. No normal person followingthe USDA'sfood group
system is in any danger of vitamin deficiency.
They tell you that if you eat badly,
you'll be OK if you take supplements.
This is the "Nutrition Insurance Gambit" The statement is not only untrue but encourages careless eating habits.
The remedy for eating badly is a well balanced diet If in doubt
about the adequacy of your diet, write down what you eat for
several days and see whether your dailyaverage is in line with
the USDA'sguidelines.If you can't do this yourself,your doctor
or a registered dietitian can do it for you.
They allege that modem processing methods and
storage remove all nutritive value from our food.

It is true that food processing can change the nutrient
content offoods.Butthechangesarenotso drasticas the quack,
who wants you to buy supplements, wouId like you to believe.
While some processing methods destroy some nutrients, others add them. A balanced variety of foods will provide all the
nourishment you need.
Quacks distort and oversimplify.When they say that
millingremoves B-vitamins,they don't bother to tell you that
enrichment puts them back When they tell you that cooking
destroys nutrients, they omit the fact that only a few nutrienls
are sensitive to heat Nor do they tell you t.hat these few
nutrients are easily obtained from a portion of fresh uncooked
fruit,vegetable, or fresh or frozen fruit juice each day.
They claim that fluoridation is dangerous.

Curiously, quacks are not always interested in real
deficiencies. F1uoride is necessary to build decay-resistant
teeth and strong bones. The best way to obtain adequate
They claim that most Americans are poorly nourished.
amounts of this essential nutrient is to augment community
water suppliesso their fluorideconcentration is about one part
fluoridefor every millionparts of water. But quacks are usually
This is an appeal to fear that is not only untrue, but
opposed to water fluoridation,and some advocate water filters
ignores the fact that the main forms of bad nourishment in the
UnitedStatesare undernourishmentamongtherx>verty-stricken thatremovefluoride. ltseemsthatwhen theycannotprofitfrom
and overweightin the populationat large, particularlythe IX)or. something, they may try to make money by opposing it
Poor people can ill afford to waste money on unnecessary
vitaminpills.Their food money should bespent for nourishing They oppose pasteurization of milk.
food. With one exception, food-group diets contain all the
One ofthe strangest aspects ofnutritionquackeryis its
nutrients that people need. The exception involvesthe mineral
embrace of "raw" (unpasteurired) milk. Public health authoriiron.The averageAmericandiet contains barelyenough iron to
meet the needs of infants,fertilewomen, and, especially,preg- ties advocate pasteurization to destroy any disease-producing
bacteriathat may bepresent Health faddists and quacks claim
nant women.This problem can besolved simplyby cooking in
a "Dutch oven"or any iron pot or eating iron-richfoods such as
that it destroys essential nutrients. Although about 10 percent
of the heat-sensitive vitamins (vitamin C and thiamine) are
soy beans, liver, and veal muscle.
destroyedduring pasteurization,milkwould not be a signific.ant
It is falselyalleged that Americans are so addicted to
source ofthese nutrients anyway.Rawmilk,whether "certified"
"junk" foods that an adequate diet is exceptional rather than
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or not,can be a source ofharmfulbacteriathat cause dysentery
andtuberculosis.The FDAhas banned the interstatesale ofraw
milkand raw-milkproductspackagedfor human consumption.
In 1989,a CaliforniaSuperiorCourtjudge ordered the nation's
largestraw milkproducer to stop advertisingthat its raw milk
products are safe and healthier than pasteurired milk and to
labelits productswith a conspicuouswarning.
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They claim you are in danger of being "poisoned"
by ordinary food additives and preservatives.

This is a scare tactic designed to undermine your
confidencein food scientists and government protectionagencies.Quackswant you to think they are out to protectyou.They
hope that if you trust them, you willbuy what they recommend.
The fact is that the tiny amounts of additivesused in foodpose
They claim that soil depletion and the use of
no threat to human health. Some actuallyprotect our health by
"chemical" fertilizers result in less nourishing food.
preventingspoilage,rancidity,and mold growth.
Two examples illustrate how ridiculous quacks can
These claimsare used to promote the sale of so-called get about food additives, especially those found naturallyin
"organicallygrown"foods.If a nutrient is missingfromthe soil, food.Calciumpropionateis used to preserve bread and occurs
naturallyin Swisscheese. Quacks who wouldsteer you toward
a plantjust does not grow. Chemicalfertilizerscounteract the
(higher-priced)bread made without preservativesare careful
effectsof soil depletion.Plant vary in mineralcontent, but this
isnotsignificantinthe Americandiet.Quacksalsoliewhen they
not to tell you that a one-ounceslice of "natural"Swisscheese
containsthe same amount of calciumpropionateused to retard
claimthatplantsgrownwithnaturalfertilizers(suchas manure)
are nutritionallysuperior to those grown with syntheticfertiliz- spoilagein twoone-poundloavesof bread. Similarly,those who
ers. Beforethey can use them, plantsconvert naturalfertili7..ers warn about monosodiumglutamate (MSG) don't tell you that
the wheatgerm they hustle as a "health food"is a majornatural
intothe same chemicalsthat synthetic fertilizerssupply.
source of this substance.
They claim that under stress, and in certain
AJsocurious is their fai]ure to warn that many p]ant
diseases, your need for nutrients is increased.
substances sold in health food stores are potentiallytoxic and
can rause disabilityor death. The April6, 1979,MedicalLetter
Many vitamin manufacturers have advertised that
listed more than thirty such products, most of them used for
"stressrobs the body of vitamins."One companyhas asserted
makingherbal teas.
that, "if you smoke, diet, or happen to be sick, you may be
They claim that "natural" vitamins
robbing your body of vitamins." Another has warned that
are better than "synthetic" ones.
"stresscan depleteyour body ofwater-soluhie vitamins... and
dailyreplacementis necessary."Other products are touted to
fillthe "specialneeds of athletes."
This claimis a flatlie. Each vitaminis a chain ofatoms
While it is true that the need for vitamins may rise
strung together as a molecule.Molecules made in the "factories" of nature are identical to those made in the factoriesof
slightlyunder physicalstress and in certain diseases, this type
chemical companies. Does it makes sense to pay extra for
of advertisingis fraudulent.The average American-stressed
or not-is not in danger of vitamin deficiency.The increased vitaminsextracted from foods when you can get all you need
needs to which the ads refer almostnever rise abovethe RDAs from the foodsthemselves?
and can be met by proper eating. Someone who is really in
They claim that sugar is a deadly poison.
danger of deficiencyas a result of illness would be a very ill
person who needs medical care, probably in a hospital. But
Manyvitaminpushers would have us believethat sugar is "the
these promotions are aimed at average Americans who cerkiller on the breakfast table" and is the underlying rause of
tainlydon't need vitaminsupplementsto survivethe common
cold,a roundofgoIf,or a jogaround the neighborhood!Ath]etes everything from heart.disease to hypoglycemia.The fact is,
however,that when sugar is used in moderation as part of a
get more than enough vitaminswhen they eat the foodneeded
normal,balanceddiet,itisaperfectlysafe source ofcaloriesand
to meet their caloricrequirements.
eating pleasure. In fact, if you ate no sugar, your liver would
Many vitamin pushers suggest that smokers need
make it from protein and fat because your brain needs it.
vitaminC supplements.While it is true that smokers in North
Americahave somewhat lower blood levels of this vitamin,
these levels are still far above deficiencylevels. In America, They recommend that everybody take
cigarettesmokingis the leadingcause of death preventableby vitamins or "health foods" or both.
self-discipline.Rather than seeking false comfort by talcing
Food quacks belittle normal foods and ridicule the
vitaminC, smokers who are concerned about their health
food-groupsystems ofgood nutrition.They maynottellyouthat
shouldstop smoking.Moreover,since doses ofvitaminC high
they earn their livingfrom such pronouncements--via public
enoughto acidifythe urine speed up excretionof nicotine,they
appearancefees,productendorsements, saleofpublications,or
may evencause some smokers to smoke more to avoidsymptomsofnicotinewithdrawal.Suggestionsthat "stressvitamins" financialinterests in vitamincompanies,health food stores, or
organic farms.
are helpfulagainstemotionalstress are also fraudulent.
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The very term "health food"is a deceptiveslogan.All needed. Responsiblequestionnairescompare the individual's
averagedailyconsumptionwiththe recommended numbersof
food is health food in moderation; any food is junk food in
excess.Didyoueverstoptothinkthatyourcomergrocery,fruit
servingsfromeach foodgroup.The safest and best way to get
market, meat market, and supermarket are also health food nutrients is generally from food, not pills. So even if a diet is
stores?They are-and they generallycharge less than stores
deficient,the most prudent action is usuallydiet modification
rather than supplementationwith pills.
that use the slogan.
Many vitamin pushers make misleading claims for
bioflavonoids,rutin, inositol,paraaminobenzoicacid (PABA), They tell you it is easy to lose weight
and other such food substances. These substances are not
needed in the diet, and the FDAforbids nutritionalclaimsfor
Dietquacks wouldlikeyou to believethat specialpills
or foodcombinationscan cause "effortless"weightloss.Butthe
them on product labels.
onlywaylo loseweightis to bum offmore caloriesthan youeat
Bythe way,have you ever wonderedwhypeoplewho
eat lotsof"health foods"stillfeelthey must loadthemselvesup This requires self-discipline:eating less, exercising more, or
preferablydoing both. There are 3,500calories in a pound of
withvitaminsupplements?
body weight To lose one pound a week (a safe amount),you
musteat an averageof500fewercaloriesper daythan youburn
They suggest that hair analysis can be used
up. The most sensible diet for losing weight is one that is
to determine the body's nutritiona1 state.
nutritionallybalancedin carbohydrates,fatsand proteins.Most
"Health food" stores and various unscientificpracti- fad diets "work" by producing temporary weight loss-as a
tionerssuggest this test For $25to $50plus a lock ofyour hair, result ofcalorierestriction.But they are invariablytoo monotoyou can get an elaborate computer printout of vitaminsand
nous and are often too dangerous for long-termuse. Unlessa
mineralsyou supposedlyneed. Hair analysishas limitedvalue dieterdevelopsand maintainsbetter eatingand exercisehabits,
(mainlyin forensic medicine)in the diagnosisof heavy metal weight lost on a diet will soon return.
poisoning,but it is worthless as a screening device to detect
nutritionalproblems. In fact. a deficiencyin the body may be They offer phony "vitamins."
accompaniedby an elevatedhair level.If a hair analysislaboratoryrecommendssupplements,youcan besure that its computWith vitaminsso popular, why not invent some new
ers are programmed to recommend them to everyone.
ones. Ernst T. Krebs, M.D., and his son Ernst T. Krebs, Jr.,
SeveralyearsagoDr.StephenBarrettsent hairsamples inventedtwo of them. In 1949they patented a substance that
fromtwohealthyteenagers under differentassumed names to
they later named pangamate and trade-named"vitaminB-15."
thirteen commercialhair analysis laboratories.The reported The Krebs' also developedthe quack cancer remedy, laetrile,
levelsof most mineralsvaried considerablybetween identical whichwas marketed as "vitaminB-17."
samples sent to the same laboratory and from laboratoryto
To be properlycalleda vitamin,a substancemustbe an
laboratory.The labs alsodisagreedaboutwhatwas"normal"or
organicnutrientthat is necessary in the diet, and deficiencyof
"usual"for many ofthe minerals.Soeven ifhair analysiscould the substance must be shown to cause a specific dise.ase.
be useful in nutritional practice, there's no assurance that
Neither pangamate nor laetrile is a vitamin.Pangamateis not
commerciallaboratoriesperform it accurately.
evena singlesubstance.Differentsellersput differentsynthetic
ingredientsin the bottle.Laetrilecontainssixpercentofcyanide
by weight and has poisonedpeople.
They suggest that a questionnaire can be used
to indicate whether you need dietary supplements.

They warn you not to trust your doctor.

No questionnaire can do this. A few entrepreneurs
have devised lengthy computer-scored questionnaires with
questions about symptomsthat could be present if a vitamin
deficiencyexists. But such symptoms occur much more frequently in conditions unrelated to nutrition. Even when a
deficiencyactuallyexists,the tests don't provideenough.informationto discoverthe cause so that suitabletreatment can be
recommended.That requires a physicalexaminationand a~
propriatelaboratorytests. Manyresponsiblenutritionistsuse a
computerto help evaluatetheir clients' diet.But this is done to
makedietary
recommendations,such as reducingfatcontentor
increasingfibercontent.Supplementsare seldomusefulunless
thepersonisunable (orunwilling)toconsumeanadequatediet
Be wary, too, of brief questionnaires purported to
providea basis for determiningwhether supplementsmay be

Quacks,whowantyou to trust them, suggestthat most
doctors are "butchers"and "poisoners."For the same reason,
quacksalsoclaimthat doctorsare nutritionilliterates.This,too,
is untrue.
The principles of nutrition are those of human biochemistry and physiology,courses required in every medic.al
school.Some medicalschools don't teach a separate required
course labeled "nutrition"because the subject is folded into
other courses, at the points where it is most relevant. For
example, nutrition in growth and development is taught in ""'
pediatrics,nutritionin wound healing is taught in surgery,and
nutrition in pregnancy is covered in obstetrics. In addition,
manymedicalschoolsdo offerseparate instructionin nutrition.
A physician'straining,of course, does not end on the
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day of graduation from medical school or completion of spethe like,could make an enormous fortune. Patients would flock
cialtytraining.The medical profession advocates lifelongeduto such a doctor (as they now do to those whofalselyclaim to
c.ation,and some states require it for license renewal. Physi-- cure such problems), and colleagues would shower the doctor
cians c.anfurther their knowledge of nutrition by reading
And don't
with awards-including the $700,000+Nobel Pri7...e!
medicaJjournals and textbooks, discussing cases with col- forget,doctors get sick,too. Do you believethey wouIdconspire
leagues, and attending continuing education courses. Most
to suppress cures for diseases that also affiictthem and their
doctors knowwhat nutrients c.anand cannot do and ran tell the
loved ones?
differencebetween a real nutritional discovery and a piece of
quack nonsense. Those who are unable to answer questions
The Bottom Line
about dietetics (meal planning) can refer patients to someone
who ran-usually a registered dietitian.
Food quacks benefit only themselves, collectinglarge
Likeall human beings, doctors sometimes make mis- fees forpublicappearances, public.ations,or "consultant"status
takes.However,quacks deliver mistreatment most ofthe time.
to vitamin and health food companies which they sometimes
control. Their victims are not only milked financially(for bilThey claim they are being persecuted by orthodox
lions of dollars each year), but may also suffer serious harm
medicine and that their work is being suppressedl.
fromvitaminoverdosage and from seduction awayfrom proper
medicalcare.
They may also claim that the American MedicalAssoThere is nutritional deficiency in this country, but it is
ciationis against them because their cures would cut into the
found primarilyamong the poor, particularlyamong those who
incomesthat doctors make by keeping people sick. Don't fallfor
are elderly, are pregnant or are small children. TI1esegroups
such nonsense! Reputable physicians are plenty busy. Moreneed improved diets. Their problems will not be solved by the
over, many doctors engaged in prepaid health plans, group
phony panaceas of hucksters, but by better dietary practices.
practice,full-timeteaching,andgovernmentseivicereceivethe
The best way to get vitamins and minerals is in the packages
same salarywhether or not their patients are sick-so keeping
providedby nature: foods that are contained in a balanced and
their patientshealthy reduces their workload,not their income.
varied diet. If humans needed to eat pills for nutrition, pills
claim there is a "controversy" about facts
wouId grow on trees.
,.--..,betweenQuacks
themselves and "the bureaucrats," organized mediTI1e basic rule of good nutrition is moderation in all
cine,or "theestablishment."They clamor for medicalexamina- things. Contraiy to the claim that "It may help," the advice of
tion of their claims, but ignore any evidence that refutes them.
food quacks may harm-both your health and your pocketAny physician who found a vitamin or olher preparabook. They will continue to cheat the American public, howtion that could cure sterility,heart disease, arthritis, cancer, or
ever, until the communications industries develop sufficient
concern for the public interest to attack their quackery instead
ofpromotingit.Andifthemediacannotdevelopadequatesocial
Victor Herbert, M.D., J.D., is professor of medicine at ML Sinai School of
Medicine in New York City and chief of the Hematology and Nutrition
conscience on their own, lhey should be forced to do so by
Laboratoryat the Sinai-affiliatedBronx VA Medical Center. He is a board
stronger laws and more vigorous law enforcement.
member of the NationalCouncil Against Health Fraud and a member of the
I don't mean to imply that everyone who promotes
AmericanCancer Society's Committee on Questionable Methcxls. He has
quack ideas is deliberatelytrying to mislead people.One reason
served on the Focxland NutritionBoard of the NationalAcademyof Sciences
and ils RecommendedDietaryAllowances(RDA)Committee. He has written
why quackery is so difficultto spot is that most people who
more than 650 scientificarticles and received sevcrcllnational awards for his
spread health misinformation hold sincere beliefs. For them
nutrition research. His books include The Mount Sinai School of Medicine
nutrition is not a science but a religion-with quacks as their
Complete&ok of Nutritionand GeneticNutrition:Designi111
a DietBasedon
gurus. But where health is concerned, sincerity is not enough!
YourFamilyMedicalHi.story.

BRIEFS
Health-care reform. The President's Task Force on National
Health Care Reform, chaired by Hillaiy Rodham Clinton, is
interested in receivingsuggestions. Comments should be sent
cl o The White House, Washingt.on,DC 20500.

,-.

FDA Commissioner retained. On Februaiy 26, 1993,David
A Kessler, M.D., J.D., accepted the Clinton Administration's
request to remain as FDA Commissioner. Dr. Kessler, who is
probably the most effective individual ever to hold this post,
was appointed in the fall of 1990.He is highly respected for
increasing FDA efficiencyand implementing tough enforcement policies.

Fl'C strengthening urged. More than 275 consumer advocacy organizations,consumer protection officials,and professors of consumer law and consumer economics have urged
President Clinton to "bring new leadership" to the Federal
Trade Commission. The letter asks the President to appoint
new commissioners from the ranks of state and consumer
protectionofficials,consumer advocacygroups, and consumer
affairsprofessionals.'Ille effort was coordinated by the Center
for Science in the Public Interest (CSP0. CSPIhas accused the
FTC of pursuing "numerous policies, first adopted during the
ReaganAdministration,that delayenforcement actions,narrow
the agency's authority, and reduce the agency's effectiveness."
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Breastfeeding"reassurance."F1oridahaspassedthenation's
first law stating that a woman who nurses in public can't be
prosecuted under any of the state's laws against obscenity,
lewdness,or nudity.

Adverse food reactions vs. true allergies. A Universityof

Toronto research team has compared 22 adults with proven
food allergies with 23 adults who had adverse reactions that
were notconfinnableby allergytesting. UournaloftheAmeri-canDietetic.Association
93:40-44,19'J3].The researchersfound
(1)
those
with
confirmed
reactionswere younger; (2)the
that
Dubious marketing maneuver. The Henkel Corporation,a
confirmed
individuals
tended
to
have specific,immediatereac·
major vitamin E manufacturer, has distributed a brochure
the
unconfirmed
individuals
had nonspecificdetions,
while
containingexcerpts of comments from more than fortyphysilayed
reactions
to
an
average
of
five
times
as
manyfoods;(3)the
cians who had commented in MedicalTribune (a medical
unconfirmed
group
were
more
apt
to
blame
foods not comnewspaper)on their experiencewith megadosesofvitaminE.
allergies;
and
(4) the unconmonly
implicated
in
proven
food
Mostofthe commentshad been sent afterthe editorhad asked
finned
group
had
much
higher
usage
of
food
supplements,
but
readers to share their experiences.This type of poll has no
their
overall
diet
was
more
in
line
with
current
nutrition
recomstatisticalsignificancebecause it is not a random samplingof
opinions and is likely to draw many more responses from mendations.No one in the confirmedgroup reported an ad•
believersthan from nonbelievers.Nevertheless.MedicalTri- verse reaction to white sugar, but nine in the unconfirmed
group did so. The researchers thought that the unconfirmed
bunepublishedthe commentsin its "PhysicianForum"withthe
headlines"Most respondents say vitaminE confers benefits," individualshad been influencedby the popularnewsmediaand
"MDsoverwhelminglyfor vitaminEat 100IU,"and "Doctor's literature related to "clinic.a]ecology." (Clinic.a]ecology is a
groundswellfor vitaminE at megadoses."Henkel'sbrochure pseudosciencebased on the idea that immune-system"overtobecomehypersensitive
to large numbers
also includes headlines and excerpts of several newspaper load"leadsindividuals
articlesthat reported favorablyon vitaminE research. Manyof of common foodsand environmentalchemicals.)
the claimsin the excerpts have littleor no scientificsupportand
Free weight-loss report. "Methods for VoluntaryWeight
wouldnot be legal on product labels.
Lossand Control,"a 20-pagesummaryof findingsofa National
Chaparraldangerous. TI1eFDAhas warned consumers not Institutesof HealthTechnologyAssessment Conferenceheld
last year, can be obtained by calling (301)496-1143.
to take herbal products containing chaparral because it has
been associatedwith acute hepatitis.Chaparralhas been used
inteas,capsules,and tabletpreparationspurportedto "cleanse" Dangerous legislation. Strenuous efforts are underway in
the bloodstream,delayaging,and treat certain skinconditions. NewYork,Maryland,South Dakota,Florida,and North CaroCasesinvolvingjaundice,abdominalpain,and liverand kidney linato gainpassageoflawsto: (1) preventstate licensingboards
from disciplininghealth practitionerswhose methods are not
failurehave been reported.
generally recognized as eilective by the scientific medical
community;and (2) require appointmentof at least one "alterEnzymatic Therapy enjoined. The FDA has obtained a
consent decree of permanent injunction barring Enzymatic native"practitionerto each board. Billsof this type have been
Therapy,Inc., of Green Bay,Wisconsin,from marketingprod- passed in Alaskaand Washington.
ucts with unproven therapeutic claims.The court order also
bars the companyfrom manufacturingor marketing56 listed Notable quote. "You'veseen the articles in The New Yorn
itemsunless newpromotionalmaterialforthem is approvedby
Time,sand elsewhere over the last six months or a year. Now,
the FDA In recent years,the companyhas marketedabout300 does this mark a new day in how the press viewsthe vitamin
formulascontainingvitamins, minerals, herbs, amino acids, supplementindustry or the nutritional supplement industry?
and/ or glandulartissue. For manyofthese products,literature Arewegoing to be friends?Nope,afraidnot. For manyjournaldistributed by the company and lectures given at company- ists the industrystillhas a lousyreputation,rankingjust above
sponsoredseminarshavecontainedunproventherapeuticclaims the tobaccoindustry,and no group couldpossiblysink lowerin
that would not be legal on the product labels. During 1990, health writers' estimationthan the tobaccogroup."-Said in a
seminar attendees were given a 158-page looseleaf manual speech by Anastasia Toufexis in July 1992 at the National
describinghowEnzymaticTherapy products couldbe used to
NutritionalFoods Association(NNFA)annual conventionand
treat more than 80 diseases and conditions.The manual in- trade show in Nashville,Tennessee. Ms. Toufexiswrote Time
cluded "protocols"for using products against AIDS,multiple magazine's April 6, 1992,cover story, '1ne Real Power of
sclerosis,cancer, arthritis, and other serious health problems Vitamins,"which has been widelycirculated by supplement
[NF7:41-44,1990].TheFDAwasalsoconcemedaboutreports promoters. NNFAhas told its members that the article is "a
of serious injuriesand one death followinguse of "nutritional watershed event for the industry .... the most positiveand
supplements"manufacturedby EnzymaticTherapy products powerfulpublicrelationstoolthat the industryhas been ableto
[FDAConsumer'l:1(2):31-32,1993].In 1991,after six ye.arsof use inyears."The group has also sent a copyto allcongressional
investigationand unsuccessfuleffortsto securevoluntarycom- representatives and distributed multiple reprints to NNFA
pliance,the agency initiatedsuit to obtaina broad injunction.
members.
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CONFESSIONS OF A FORMER
WOMEN'S MAGAZINE WRITER
Marilynn Larkin
Writing about "hot" nutrition topics still has impact.
During the decade or so that I wrote for women's magazines, I
received much positive feedback from readers.
In 1989, at the height of oat bran's popularity as a
panacea to lower cholesterol, the president and chief operating
officer of a leading cereal manufacturer estimated that sales of
oat-bran cereals would grow to nearly $600 million annually. I
wrote five oat-bran stories that year for various women's magazines. A year later, when a study called oat bran's healthpromoting properties into question, sales plummeted 50 percent within a week; at that point, I couldn't give away an article
on oat bran.
I also covered other "hot'' nutrition topics. But although they appeared on the nutrition page, these articles
tended to be either "food-of-the-month" stories (the grapefruit
diet, carrot power) or quasi-entertainment pieces that positioned foods as medicine: to fight cancer, strengthen the immune system, lower blood pressure, cut cholesterol, stave off
heart attacks, prevent osteoporosis. reduce stress, or improve
your sex life.
Earning a living this way was quick, easy, and-for a
while at least-fun. I readily recycled material from publication
to publication, since all were prone to hopping on the same
bandwagons. And editors who saw my work in one magazine
often asked me to "do a story like this for ouraudience." It never
dawned on me that I might be misleading the public by promoting "food-as-magic-bullet'' mythology. I labored under the illusion that by carefully executing assignments according to the
editors'parameters,Iwasinforrningthepublicandbeingagood
writer.
What I was really doing was helping to sell magazines
by presenting a lopsided point of view: the world according to
women's magazine editors. Their world (and my assignments)
was shaped primarily by two considerations: providing a "nice
environment'' for advertisers and making sure readers were not
challenged by anything more than simple tips for healthy living.
(The word healthful does not exist in women's magazine
stylesheets.)

Elizabeth Whelan, Sc.D., M.P.H., president of the
American Council on Science and Health, thinks women's
magazines are shirking responsibility by focusing on trivia and
ignoring the devastating effects of cigarette smoking. In a
recent op-ed piece in The New York Times, she said, 'What
advice do the magazines offer on how to stay healthy? Here is
a sampling: Eat lots of broccoli to ward off cancer ... take
vitamins E and C and beta-carotene; eat garlic to fight colds and
flu ... and eat active-culture yogurt to live longer."
Conflicting views are seldom presented in women's
magazines. After all, the "logic" goes, readers might become
confused if they actually have to weigh more than one side of a
story. Instead, editors usually decide in advance what readers
should think, infantilizing readers in the process. This condescending philosophy was a major reason why I decided to get
outofthewholebusinessandintowritingforphysicians.Today,
more than two years after making the transition, I savor the fact
that I am writing for grown-ups.

How Articles Evolve
One reason why trivial and/or incorrect nutrition advice appear so often is the desire to please the magazines'
lifeline: advertisers. Most marketing executives view women's
magazines as "products" or "vehicles" that are part of a "marketing package" for their wares. That's where the "nice environment'' comes in. Before agreeing to buy space, advertisers want
to know what kinds of articles will appear in the magazine-and,
particularly, what copy will appear near the ad. "Negative"
stories-topics that may upset readers or otherwise interfere
with a "feel-good" atmosphere-are routinely rejected. Unfortunately, this means that manuscripts that tell the truth (for
example, that the linkbetween specific foods and specific health
effects is largely hype) seldom get published.
'Women's magazines are controlled by advertisers in
ways that other magazines aren't," Ms.co-founder Gloria Steinem
toldagatheringofwritersfromtheAmericanSocietyofJoumal17
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ists and Authors in 1991.She described how women's magazinesbegan as catalogs,with short storieswoveninbetweenthe
ads. The link between advertisingand editorialhas remained,
she said, creating a situationwherein "85 percent of women's
magazinecopy is really'unmarked advertorial."'A fewmonths
later,co-founderPatriciaCarbinetalkedabout"Advertisingand
Editorial-The Uneasy Coexistence"to a group ofadvertising,
marketing,and publicrelationsprofessionalsattendinga forum
on business ethics. "Advertisersare insisting on concessions
from women's service magazinesthat they wouldn'tinsist on
from Time or Newsweek:'she said. Accordingto Ms. Carbine,
decliningcirculationhas put even greater pressure on women's
publicationsto continuallycross the line between advertising
and editorial.Examplesincludepresenting a certainnumber of
recipes that use soup as an ingredient to satisfya soup advertiser, or refusingto run results of"taste tests" that couldoffend
an advertiserwhose product appears at the bottomofthe heap.
When I wrote regular nutritioncolumnsfor women's
magazines,my topicswere determined in most cases by advertisementsalreadycommissionedorthosethe publicationhoped
to bring in. "[A major cereal manufacturer] is advertisingin
September.Why don't you do a fiber story for that issue?"one
editor suggested. "We'd love to get an ad from [a leading
manufacturerof lowfatdairy products]. We want you to do a
story on foods that are low in fat and high in calcium,"said
another.
MichaelHoyt,associateeditorofColumbiaJournalism
Review}has expressed concern about the blurred boundaries
betweenadvertisingand editorialcontent In the March/April
1990issue, in an article called "When The Walls ComeTumblingDown,"he stated:
From a reader's perspectivethis confluenceof advertising
and editorialis confusing:Where does the sales pitchend?
Where does the editortake over?... Magazinesofallstripes
are suddenly competing to give advertisers something
extra-"value added" in ad-worldlingo---inreturn fortheir
business.Manyofthese extras are perfectlylegitimateand
havelittleor nothingto do with editorialcontent;others fall
intoa gray and foggyarea; stillothers involvethe sellingof
pieces of editorial integrity, from slivers to chunks to
truckloads.
When it comes to nutrition information,the "confusion"Hoyt alludes to is rampant In a recent interview(notfor
a women's magazine)}Richard Rivlin, M.D., of New York
Hospitaltold me: 'The public is enormously confused.They
need a better understanding of the role nutrition plays with
respect to disease. We haven't been doing a very good job of
putting things in perspective."Writing in the Journal of the
AmericanMedicalAssociation,Dr. Rivlinstressed that itis more
realisticto think that good nutritioncan help delaythe onset or
reduce the effects of such illnesses as heart disease, stroke,
cancer, and diabetes-not that nutritioncan prevent or eliminate these disorders entirely. He added that proper nutrition
won'tdo much to protect an individualwho continuesto smoke
cigarettes,drinks excessively,or leads a sedentary lifestyle.

But that type of moderate message seldom makes its
way into magazines where ''food as medicine" themes are
regarded as an essentialeditorialingredient During mytenure
asahealthandnutritionwriter,Iwroteeverythingfromthe"diet
that can saveyourlife"to the "fertilitydiet'' and the "brainpower
diet" I alsowroteabout diets to calmyour kids, boost their I.Q.,
and keep them from becoming overweightadults.
The Ingredients of a "Good" Nutrition Article

The other force that drives the editorial content of
women's magazines is the desire to grab attention to boost
sales.The quickest,surest wayto sell articleideasto a women's
magazineis to come up with a great cover line. Once I learned
this secret, getting assignments was a snap. Whereas some
writerslabored long and hard over query letters, I wouldthink
up titlesand bulletthem on a page,fleshingout the "story''with
oneortwosentences.Examplesinclude:"16GreatFoodFinds,"
"20Hunger-FightingFoods,""6MythsThatKeepYouFat,"and
'What YourSnacks SayAboutYou."At least 75%of the topics
I proposedin this wayended up as assignments.
Ofcourse,the process alsoworked in reverse.Editors
wouldcallme and say,"Wewant such-and-suchstory (naming
a provocativeheadline). You figure out what to put in the
article."Although all this smacks of deception, I did have
scruples.Despitethe jazzy-soundingtitles, in most instancesI
merely repackaged basic nutrition advice into my articles,
slippingin qualifiers C'there's no proof as yet") for spurious
speculationsand liberallypepperingmyarticleswith "may"and
"they speculate."Does this excuse me? Not really.What astounds me in retrospect is how many "experts"were willingto
go alongwith this charade.
Another essential ingredient in good articles is the
voice of authority.As a women's magazine writer, I needed
"experts"to validatemy editor's point of view.Many "experts"
whoregularlyappearinwomen's magazinesare willingto trade
scientificcredibilityfor the opportunityto have their name in
print.Somewouldgive me quotes even when the premiseof a
story made little sense. For example, one women's magazine
editor asked me to do a feature article called "Ten Foods to
Make You Prettier." I balked, saying that unless an "expert"
wouldcorroborate that such a story could include some substance, I wouldn'tdo it I was given the name of an "authority''
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at the school of public health of a major university. She convinced me it could be done and provided me with additional
sources. I not only wrote the article but recycled it to other
women's publications under such titles as "Eat Your Way to
Perlect Skin" and "Beauty Is More Than Skin Deep."
Some "experts'' I had quoted once were only too
pleased to appear in subsequent articles-but not just the spinoffs. In some cases, they "trusted me" to put quotes in their
mouths without even doing another interview or clearing the
information with them. At one point, I had a psychiatrist, a
psychologist, several nutritionists, an eating disorder specialist,
and a dietitian that I could pull out of my hat (by making up
quotes based on past interviews) whenever an editor wanted a
particular viewpoint point substantiated. In other words, I had
"instant sources."
I won't speculate on the reasons why people with
M.D.sand Ph.D.s (the ones most coveted as sources bywomen's
magazines), who presumably know better, permit themselves
to be used in that way. The fact is, many do. Of course, not all
have been manipulated. But I'll bet that mo stare not challenged,
either by the writer who interviews them or by others who are
quoted.

"Hiring"of Writers
A little-publicized, unethical practice that is more common than writers would like to admit can directly affect what
"expert'' information gets into a women's magazine and what
doesn't On several occasions, people from public relations
agencies representing weight-loss centers and other clients
havecalledmewithaproposition.Theywould''hire"metowrite
a nutrition story that quoted their client if I would "place" it in a
women's magazine. Owas never asked to place a piece in a more
"reputable" type of magazine. I guess it was assumed that only
women's magazines, and theirwriters, could be bought) Foran
unscrupulous writer, this is an opportunity to be paid twice for
the same article. I have consistently refused such work, telling
callers that if their client's views were appropriate for something
I am writing, they would be used without charge.
In another typical women's magazine scenario, the
writer is required to skip attribution altogether-the rationale
being that "we want the magazine to be the authority." The
result of this abuse of power is that the magazine gives itself a
free hand to say whatever it wants, merely by having the writer
pepper the article with convenient phrases such as "experts
agree," "scientists have found," and "experts say." What experts? The writer and editor. of course.
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Style over Substance
Another practice that makes it easier for writers to
write for women's magazines than for many other publications-and that has the potential of leaving readers seriously
misinformed-is lack of fact-<:hecking.Although some women's
magazines call sources to check quotes for accuracy and require writers to provide backup material for statistics, many O
would venture to guess most) don't I wrote weekly nutrition
columns for one women's magazine that preferred to be the
authority (in other words, no experts were to be quoted). In
more than a year and a half, no one on the magazine's staff ever
asked where I got my information. Each column was composed
of an article that provided a good headline, a Q&A that I had
made up (including a name and city for the supposed writer),
and a "fast fact'' pertaining to nutrition (for example, that 40%of
consumers eat vanilla ice cream). No one ever asked where my
"fast facts" came from.[Editors note: Fact-<:hecking can improve accuracy, but does not guarantee it. When checkers limit
their contact to people mentioned in the article, errors originating from inaccurate or misleading sources may go undetected.
The only way to ensure accuracy is expert prepublication
review-a process few media outlets utilize.]
In addition to a catchy headline and good sources, the
article must "lay out well" on the page. Typically this means
using sidebars and boxes, with cute little quizzes (''What's Your
Nutrition IQ?": "Are You An Emotional Eater?"), fascinating
facts ("Did You Know ..."), or 2-day "starter menus" for special
diet stories. It's a plus if the article itself can be done up in an
easy-to-swallow format, such as "Your A-Z Guide To Fighting
Fat," Seven Secrets Every Thin Person Knows," or "Nutrition
Myths That Keep You Fat" Editors seem to assume that
straightforward stories won't be read, that readers must be
entertained, and that ''text-heavy" pages will intimidate them.
The women's magazine writer must also understand
an editor's mandate to "work with the art director." In many
cases, this means the writer must include points in the text to
validate the accompanying photos. For example, if the art
director thinks a story on summer fruit would "look great''
accompanied by a photo of bananas, grapefruit, and kiwi fruit,
then the writer must make sure these fruits are mentioned in
the article. Sometimes the photography is planned or even
executed before the article is written.
The power of the art director was carried ad absurdum
in one article I wrote on eating "mini-meals." I had paid a
registered dietitian to plan meals that would meet all the
Recommended Dietary Allowances for adult women. Imagine
my shock when my editor called to demand that a meal be
11
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changedto includethe foodsthat the art directorthought would
"look good on the page." "Luscious strawberries" and "juicy
orange slices"would have to replace raisins and bananas!
The final ingredient in a "good" nutrition story is the
writingstyle.Three tones are permitted:
1. Bouncytwo-year-old:"Don't wait!Start now on our
power-packed,energy-boostingdiet"
2. Concerned parent "Eclairs are tempting, so have
one-very occasionally... If you do have one, make ityour only
indulgencethat day";"If you must use whitesauce, remember:
the thinner the sauce, the thinner you'll stay."
3. Pseudosophisticated "friend":"Of course you can
diet and lose weight You'vedone it before ... and before that
... but each time the pounds you shed creep back, causingyou
to groan with disappointmentwhen you step on the scale.Yet
we all know women whose weight rarely fluctuatesmore than
a pound or two and former fatties who managed to lose weight
and keepit ojffor good ... Now,we bring you the realsecrets
behind their success."
Once a writer has these chatty tones down pat, she
simplyasks which style the editor wants, and bingo! Another
successfulassignment!

No Journalistic Skills Required

agencies I worked for, provided me with "clips"which I then
used to approachlarger publications.Soon editors of women's
magazineswere asking me to write for them on assignment.
Within a year, I had so much magazine work that I stopped
doing publicrelations work altogether.
Aftera number ofyears playingat this kind ofwriting,
Igrew incrediblybored.Women'smagazinesliketo pigeonhole
writers (e.g., "health writer," "travelwriter," "money writer').
Eventhough I managed somewhatto defydefinitionby writing
in all three of these categories, editors who gave me "regular
work" really wanted me to write the same stories issue after
issue, year after year: How to shed five pounds in five days;
Think yourself thin; De-stress yourself; Eat right over the
holidays;Get in shape for summer, How to stick to your diet
whileeating out; Why your food diary is your best friend, etc,
etc. These are women's magazine"staples"-the stories readers presumablywant to read over and over.
Perhaps it's true.·Maybe all those women out there
reallydo want to read that stuff.But if that's the case, at least I
have the satisfactionof knowing I no longer contribute to the
propaganda that feeds such a mindset. And I can't help but
believethat women'smagazinereaders are capableoftakingin
a healthydose ofhard information,meaningfulspeculation,and
controversy-about food, nutrition,health, life-if their favorite magazineswouldonly make the effort,and take the risk, of
presenting them.
This article is based on my experiences in writingfor
more than a dozen women's magazinesand talkingwith fellow
journalists.There is no questionthat some women'smagazines
have more editorial "depth" than others. Those that cater to
"educated" women generally offer less simplistic-sounding
articlesthanthose cateringto ''the secretaryinMiddleAmerica."
And magazineswith bigger editorialbudgets are apt to subject
articlesto more scrutinythan those withsmallbudgets andlittle
money for editorial content Nevertheless, all operate under
pressure from the market forces I have described.

Whatprobablyhelpedmemostinbecomingasuccessfulwomen's magazinewriter was the fact that I had nojournalism trainingwhatsoever.I have never taken a writingcourse in
my life.
In 1980,I went into business for myselfas a freelance
publicrelations person for variousagencies in NewYorkCity.
The skills I acquired made it easy to shift from press kits into
women's magazine writing.These included: (1) the abilityto
writeheadlines and opening paragraphs that were punchyand
attention-grabbing;(2) an unquestioningattitude towards"experts";and (3)the abilityto produce unfailinglyupbeat,inoffensive copy.
Writing press kits for new diet pills, migraine medi- Ms.Larkinis a freelancewriter in NewYorkCity.In 1985,she receiveda firstplaceawardforconsumerjournalismfrom the NationalPress Club.Her most
cines, and blood pressure drugs, for example, required me to
digestcomplexinformationand spewitback in easy-to-swallow, recent work is JVhatYou CanDoAboutAnemia [DellPublishing, 1993].
bite-sizepieces, rarely using words of more than one syllable
and remaining as one-dimensionalas possible (sound familHELP FIGHT QUACKERY
iar?). Snappy headlines and subheads were more important
than hard information-after all,my primaryresponsibilitywas
The National CouncilAgainst Health Fraud (NCAHF)
to help ensure that our materialwasn't hurled immediatelyinto
serves as a clearinghouseon quackery,health fraud,and
the "circularfile."
misinformation.It has more than 1,000members and has
I made my first women's magazine contacts when
chapters in 13states. Membership is open to anyonewho
pitching editors with story ideas that would include whatever
supports the group's beliefs and purposes. Members
clients I happened to be handling at the time. lf the editors
receive a bimonthly newsletter, ready access to printed
wanted more, I would send a press kit or bulleted list of article
informationon hundreds of topics, and discounts on
ideasthat couldbe builtaroundthe client Someofthe "low-end"
antiquackery publications.The cost is $20 for regular
women's magazines willinglytake articles providedby public
membership and $30 for professional membership.
relations firms, which I promptly produced for them. Several
NCAHFs address is P.O. Box 1276, Loma Linda, CA
evengavemebylines--ajoytosomeonestartingoutinthefield.
92354.(f elephone:909-824-4690)
These assignments, paid for by the public relations
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ASSAULT ON FDA CONTINUES
Stephen Barrett, M.D.
The FDA and the supplement industry have been
locked in a struggle for more than 25 years. During the mid1960s,when the FDA attempted to ban various misleading
claims, the industry organized a campaign to weaken the
agency'sjurisdictionover supplement products.The campaign
resulted in passage in 1976of the Proxmire Amendmentto the
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act The amendment, which one
FDAcommissionercalled "a charlatan's dream," prevents the
FDA fromregulatingvitaminsas drugs based on dosage alone.
The FDAis stillfree to regulate supplement products for which
therapeutic claims are made-but most manufacturers keep
claimsofftheir labels and rely on retailers and media outlets to
make the claims for them. The FDA has also attempted to
regulate nonvitamin''supplement'' products, such as evening
primroseoil,black currant oil,coenzymeQ10,and germanium,
on grounds that they are unapproved food additives. Courts
have upheld this theory in some cases but rejected it in others.
In 1990, Congress enacted the Nutritional Labeling
and EducationAct,which required the FDAto adopt sweeping
new regulations for food labeling. Shortly before the Act's
passage, Senator Orrin Hatch {R-U1) engineered an amendment callingfor special consideration of dietary supplements
and "other similar substances" such as various seed oils, enzymes,aminoacids,and herbal tinctures. In 1991,afterthe FDA
convened a Dietary Supplement Task Force, the health-food
industrybecame alarmedthat the task forcewouldrecommend
stopping over-the-<:auntersales of amino acids, herbs, and
other "supplement"products that are reallyintended for therapeutic purposes [NF9:9-14, 1992).
Early in 1992, the supplement industry formed the
NutritionalHealthAllianceto campaignagainstincreasedregulationand to oppose bills to strengthen FDA's abilityto police
the marketplace.In December 1992,bolstered by a vigorous
letter-writingcampaign, Senator Onin Hatch (R-U1) gained
passage ofthe DietarySupplementAct of 1992,which prevents
the FDAfromissuing newregulationsfor supplementsuntilthe
end of 1993.The act also requires the DepartmentofHealth and
HumanServices,the GeneralAccountingOffice,and the Office
ofTechnologyAssessment to produce certain reports that the
industryhopes will support its positionthat "supplementproducts" should be minimallyregulated.
In April 1993,bills titled the Dietary Supplement and
HealthEducationActof 1993were introducedbySenatorHatch
and RepresentativeBill Richardson (D-NM).Hatch's version
(S. 784) defines "dietary supplements" as vitamins, minerals,
herbs, amino acids, and other substances intended "to supplement the diet by increasing the total diet intake." (This definition covers everything the health-foodindustry would like to
callasupplement.)The billwouldalso (1) preventthe FDAfrom
classifyingsuch products as drugs or foodadditives,regulating
their dosage,or making them availableonlyby prescription;(2)
permit manufacturers to make therapeutic claims based on

flimsyevidence; and (3) stall most FDA regulatory actions by
permitting manufacturers who receive a warning letter to protest to the Department of Health and Human Services or seek
court review.Richardson'sversion (H.R 1709)is similarbut not
quite as restrictive. If either bill passes, the FDA's ability to
protectconsumersfromfraudulentlymarketed"nutrition"products willbe severely weakened.
To support these bills,proponents are generating mail
from"healthfood"manufacturers,retailers,and distributors,as
well as from health-food store shoppers, customers of mailorder companies,multileveldistributors, "natural health" practitioners, and bodybuilding and fitness enthusiasts who use
supplements.To fire up their troops, proponents are portraying
the FDAas a Gestapo-likeagency and are urging consumers to
"writeto Congress today or kiss your vitamins goodbye!"The
campaign'sleaders want legislatorsto believethat the outpouring of mail represents a grass-roots effort by consumers who
wish to preserve "freedom of choice." I suspect, however,that
most of the mail will come from individuals who have an
economic stake in the sale of supplements.
The proposed bills would also establish a National
Institutes of Health Office of Dietary Supplements, whose
duties would include coordinating and promoting research on
"the benefits of dietary supplements in maintaininghealth and
preventing chronic disease and other health-related conditions" and advising the FDA on dietary supplement issues.
Establishment of the NIH Officeof Alternative Medicine has
been trumpeted by "alternative"proponents as "government
and scientificrecognition"of their methods [NF 10:1-5,1993].
An NIH Officeof Dietary Supplements would undoubtedly be
abused in the same way by supplement promoters.
In a speech fromthe Senate floor,Hatch stated that the
FDAhas "repeatedlyattempted to impose unnecessarily stringent standards that would leave many if most supplement
companieswith no practicalchoice but to close their doors."As
a result, he claimed, "consumers are left uninformed and the
nation pays millions of dollars for health care that could have
been saved through disease prevention."
Hatch's idea that FDA regulation leaves consumers
uninformedis ludicrous.The supplement industry maintainsa
never-endingflowofinformation
(mostofitmisleading)through
talk shows, books, health-food magazines and newsletters,
public relation firms, oral claims by retailers, and other channels.The idea that its strategies would lower health-care costs
is even more ridiculous.Althoughsome ofits promoters recommend a diet lowin fat and high in fiber,others recommend diets
that are unbalancedor nutritionallyinadequate.Althoughsome
peoplecan benefitfrom taking supplements,virtuallyeveryone
connected with the industry recommends them unnecessarily
and/ or inappropriately.Evenworse, its leaders typicallyoppose
proven public health measures (fluoridation,pasteurizationof
milk, immunization,and food irradiation).
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BRIEFS
Clinical ecology blasted again. "Clinicalecologists"allege
that large numbers of people have immune system derangements that increase their sensitivityto low levels of common
substances and produce multiple symptoms.They label the
conditionthey postulate"multiplechemicalsensitivity(MCS),"
"environmentalillness,"and withseveralother terms notrecognized by the scientific community. The American Medical
AssociationCouncil on ScientificAffairshas concluded that
"until... accurate,reproducible,and well-controlledstudiesare
available... multiplechemicalsensitivityshould not be considered a recognized clinicalsyndrome. Based on reports in the
peer-reviewedscientificliterature . . . (1) there are no wellcontrolledstudies establishinga clear mechanismor causefor
[MCS];and (2) there are no well-controlledstudies providing
. confinnationof the efficacyof the diagnosticand therapeutic
modalitiesrelied on by those who practice clinicalecology"
UAMA268:3465-3467,19921.Reprints can be obtainedfrom
the Councilat 515N. State St, Chicago,IL60610.

Omnitrition sued. A class action suit has been filed against
Omnitrition,a multilevelcompanyaffiliatedwithDurk Pearson
and SandyShaw,authors ofLifeExtension.The suitchargesthat
the company exaggerated the earnings potential of new distributors.
Health food store sales. HealthFoodsBusinessestimatesthat
39.2%of sales in health food stores last year were for vitamins
and other supplements.Based on its annual survey,the magazine estimatedthat 7,500stores grossed $1.48billionfor these
products, up 4.2%from 1991.Total sales for all productswere
$3.79billion(down0.25%),including$633millionfor herbs and
herbal teas (down3.2 %)and $110 millionfor books (up 1%).
Homeopathicremedies accounted for 10.9%of the vitamins/
supplementscategory.

Folic acid and pregnancy. The U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) has recommended that all
women who are capable of becoming pregnant should consume 0.4mg of folicacid per day to reduce the risk of havinga
pregnancy affectedwith spina bifidaor other neural tube defects [JAMA269:1233-1238,1993].CDC's report noted that
because the effectsof higher intakes are not wellknown,care
should be taken to keep total consumptionunder 1 mg per day
because too much folicacid can interfere with early diagnosis
of perniciousanemia in people unable to absorb vitaminB12The estimatedaverageconsumptionoffolicacidisabout0.2mg
per day, but women who select foods consistentwith the U.S.
DietaryGuidelinesand the U.S.Dietary Pyramid are likelyto
consume 0.4 mg or more per day. Dr. VictorHerbert, who for
many years has been recommending folate supplementation
during pregnancy,thinks that the prudent level during pregnancy is probably 0.5 mg/day, with some perived from a
supplement of less than 0.4 mg per day [NutritionToday
27(6):30-33.1992].

Home cholesterol test questioned. Marketing will soon
begin for the Accumeter CholesterolSelf-Test,a test recently
approvedby the FDAfor measuring one's total blood cholesterol level. An American Heart Association officialhas expressed concern that people who find an elevated value may
engage in inappropriateself-treatmentThe proper response is
further testing and interpretationby a physician.
Diet promotions clipped. The attorneys general of Minnesota and Wisconsinsettled charges that MegaThin 100,which
was sold over-the-counterin phannacies, had not been proven
safe and effectivefor weight loss. Accordingto the attorneys
general,the companyfalselyclaimedin newspaperads that the
pillswould inhibit sugar absorptionand would reduce weight
withoutdietingor givingup favoritefoods.A$3,000penaltywas
split betweenthe two states. The Minnesota attorney general
alsosettledacaserequiringMid-AmericaWeightLossCentres,
doing business as Jenny Craig Weight Loss Centres, to make
permanent changes in its advertisingand sales presentation.
The case involvedcharges that Jenny Craig personnel had
made unsubstantiatedclaims that 93%of their customers had
achievedpennanent weight loss. The settlement prohibitsthe
companyfrom misrepresenting its success rates or using the
word"permanent"inthe nameofits maintenanceprogram.The
companyalso paid$30,000intothe state's consumer education
fund.
Vitamin E update. Two large studies have found that supplementationwith 100 IU or more vitamin E is associated with
fewer deaths from heart disease [New England Journal of
Medicine328:1444-1449,1450-1456,1993I.Onestudyinvolved
87,245female nurses followedfor up to eight years; the other
involved39,910men followedfor four years. A similarassociationwasnotfoundwithvitaminC or beta-carotene.Reprintscan
beobtainedfromMeirJ.Stampfer,M.D.,Channingl..aboratory,
180LongwoodAve.,Boston, MA 02115 (for study of women)
and Eric B. Rimm,Sc.D.,Dept of Nutrition,HarvardSchoolof
Public Health, 665 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02115 (for
studyofmen).An accompanyingeditorialby DanielSteinberg,
M.D., Ph.D.,cautionedthat large, long-termdouble-blindclinical bials are needed to provethat vitaminE supplementationis
actuallybeneficial[NEJM328:1487-1489,
1993].Dr. Steinberg
also warned that such supplementationhas not been proved
risk-freeand that "beforewe lend our imprimaturto the widespread use of a stillunprovedtreatment, one that requires the
patientonlyto popa fewpills,we should ask how manypatients
will slackoffon adherence to better-established,but somewhat
onerous, preventivemeasures such as a cholesterol-lowering
diet, regular exercise, and smoking cessation." It has been
postulatedthat vitaminE can help prevent atherosclerosisby
interleringwiththe oxidationoflow-densitylipoproteins(LDL).
Dr. Steinberg expressed hope that, within a few years, questionsaboutvitaminE supplementationwill be settledby studies
now under way.
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Diet survey. The June 1993issue of ConsumerReportssummarizes a survey of 95,000 of its readers who have tried to lose
weight, including about 19,000who had used a commercial diet
program. The survey found that many people lost weight, but
most gained it back within two years. The average respondent
who used a commercial program followed it for about six
months, lost 10to 20 percent of starting weight, gained almost
half of that weight within six months and more than two thirds
after two years. The survey also found that many people who
used commercial programs were notoveiweight Weight Watchers received the highest reader-satisfaction score.
Health food store investigation. Armed with a hidden camera, "Inside Edition" reporters asked retailers at four stores in
New York City what they would recommend for (1) fatigue and
headaches. (2) blurred vision, (3) arthritis, (4) strengthening
the immune system, (5) improving memory, (6) "cleansing the
blood,'' and/ or (7) shortness of breath of a "grandmother who
just had bypass surgery.'' Products were recommended in
response to every question. When asked for something that
could help people with AIDS, one GNC store manager recommended NAC, an amino acid product that he said was one of the
store's top sellers. He also said thatNACwas "supposed to help
block the chemical inhibiting the growth of the virus" and did
not have the toxic side effects of AZI'. When confronted later,
however, he denied recommending the product for AIDS. It is
illegalfor retailers to prescribe or to make unproven therapeutic
claims for their products. During the "Inside Edition" program,
Dr. Stephen Barrett suggested that without illegal prescribing
the "health food" industry might not survive.
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FIC hits bee pollen. The CC Pollen Company, of Phoenix,
Arizona, and its owners (Bruce R Brown, Carol M. Brown, and
Royden Brown) have agreed to pay $200,000to settle charges
that they falsely represented that bee pollen products could
produce weight loss, permanently alleviate allergies, reverse
the aging process, and cure, prevent, or alleviate impotence or
sexual dysfunction. The company and its owners were also
charged with falsely stating that bee pollen products are an
effective antibiotic for humans and cannot result in an allergic
reaction. Under the agreement, the company and its owners
would be prohibited from making all of these claims and would
be required to have scientific evidence to support any other
health-related claims about any other product for human consumption. Some of the false claims were made in "infomercials"
that were misrepresented as news or documentary programs,
even though they were paid ads. During one infomercial,
entitled "'IV Insiders," host V mce Inneo falsely implied that the
program was part of a series of independent investigations. The
program featured an interview "by satellite" with Gary Null, a
New York-based author and talk-show host, who was introduced as "Dr. Gary Null ... theauthority on health and nutrition"
even though he did not have an accredited doctoral degree at
that time. The program also cited an article in Parademagazine
in which President Reagan had attributed his youthfulness to
bee pollen. The products offered during the infomercial were
Bee-Young,Pol/energy(to "restore missing energy"), Roya/jelly
("to keep sexually active at any age''), President'sLunch, and
FirstLady'sLunchBar. Although the consent agreement does
not constitute an admission of wrongdoing, violating it can
trigger a civil penalty of up to $10,000per day.

SHARK CARTILAGE IN THE NEWS
Shark cartilage has been called to public attention by
a "60 Minutes" program focused on the theories of biochemist
William I. lane, Ph.D., author of Sharks Don't Get Cancer.
Narrator Mike Wallace began by calling attention to the book
and stating that lane says that sharks don't get cancer. The
program focused on a Cuban study of twenty-nine "tenninal"
cancer patients who were given shark-cartilage preparations.
Although the program contained many disclaimers, it was
clearly promotional.
Wallace visited the site of the experiment, filmed
several of the patients doing exercise, and said that most of the
patients felt better several weeks after the treatment had begun.
(The fact that "feeling better'' does not indicate whether a
cancer treatment is effective was not mentioned.) Two American cancer specialists then said that the results were intriguing.
One, who aligned with the health-food industry, said that three
of the patients appeared to have improved. The other, who
appeared to be solidly scientific, noted that evaluation was
difficultbecause many of the x-ray films were of poor quality, but
he thought that a few tumors had gotten smaller. (The reasons
why this might not be significant were not mentioned.) After

noting that shark cartilage was sold in health-food stores,
Wallace remarked on the inadvisability of "going to the nearest
health-food store" and was seconded by the radiation therapist
who said it would be foolish to do so unless all else had failed.
About two weeks before the program aired, a leading
manufacturer of shark-cartilage capsules informed health-food
stores about the program and advised stocking up on their
product Following the program, other manufacturers began
marketing shark cartilage products and referring to the program in their advertising. The leading distributor of books to
health-food stores has advertised SharksDon't GetCancerwith
the headline: "As featured on 60 Minutes. Finally, What The
World Has Been Waiting For . . . A Major Cancer Breakthrough.''
Like all animals, sharks do get cancer. Lane's book
actually says so, although it claims that the number is "insignificant" The preface notes that "while ALMOST No Sharks Get
Cancermighthave been a bit more accurate, itwould have been
a rotten title." The Smithsonian Institution's Registryof Tumors
in LowerAnimalsindicates that sharks even get cancers of their
cartilage (chondromas).
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BOOK REVIEWS
Stephen Barrett, M.D.

Title:Family Guide to Natural Medicine (1993)
Editor.Alma E. Guinness
Publisher:
Reader's Digest Association,Pleasantville,NY10570
Price:$30.00Qiardcover)plus$4.00postage/handling.
This beautifullycrafted 416-pagebook was prepared
by an editorial staff of about thirty people, with help from 26
consultants and contributors whom the editors regarded as
experts in their respective fields. It contains more than 300
beautifulcolor photographs and many interesting accounts of
the history of "natural" methods.
The introductionwas written by AndrewWeil,M.D.,
the book's chiefconsultant,whoacknowledgesthatmanyofthe
methods "remain unproved, controversial,even suspect in the
eyes ofconventionaldoctors."He prec:!icts
"ever-wideninginterest in natural and preventive medicine,"and states that in his
clinicalpractice, he is 40 or 50 times as likely to prescribe a
herbal remedy rather than a prescription drug.
The book's first chapter ('"TheRealmof NaturalMedicine") presents the unscientifictheories of Chinese medicine,
Ayurvedicmedicine, homeopathy, "whole-bodyhealing,"chiropractic,naturopathy,visiontherapy, and iridologyas though
they are facts. While noting here and there that "orthodox
physicians"do not accept these theories, the book uses weasel
words and double-talkto weaken criticalcomments.Regarding
iridology,for example, it states that "by and large, orthodox
physicians reject the theory that the iris provides extensive
informationon illness or disease." Iridologistsclaimthat markings in the colored portion of the eye can be used to diagnose
problems throughout the body. The correct viewis that every
scientificphysician familiar with iridology regards it as utter
nonsense, and that when iridologistsare tested under scientific
conditions,·they invariablyflunk the test
Chapters 2 to 4, which cover '"TheMind and Health,"
"Bodywork,"(massage therapies), and ''Movement,"providea
hodge-podgeof useful, possiblyuseful, and unlikely-to-be-useful methods. While there is little doubt that a massage can be
relaxing, for example, there is no reason to believe that acupressure can "free energy blocks." Chapter 5 ("EatingWell")
includestwopages on theying and yang ofmacrobiotics,fifteen
pages of mostly useless informationabout vitaminsand minerals, and all of two paragraphs on low-fateating. Chapter 6
("Herbs") includes tid-bits about herbs plus several pages of
drivel about aromatherapy and Bach Flower Remedies. (The
latter are scented products claimedto cure disease by dissipating "negativefeelings"that blockthe healingprocess.)The final
chapter summarizes the editor's views of "orthodox," "commonsense,"and "naturalmedicine"optionsfor the treatment of
about 50 common ailments.This section intertwines practical
advicewith nonsense.
The stated aim is to examine "alternative"therapies
"under the lens of objectiveinquiry."The book does nothing of
the sort Practices that are fraudulent or quack-and there are

plenty-are not identified as such. Nonsensical theories are
presented with little or no criticism, implying that they are
plausible.Briefdiscussions of "innovationversus quack cures"
and "how to avoid quacks and frauds" give mere lip service to
these topics.The best thing I can say is that the book provides
historicalinformationthat might be usefulto professionalswith
a scholarly interest in quackery. Under expert guidance, it
mightalsobe usefulas a sourcebookforteaching howto dissect
fact from fiction in deceptive writings. It isunfortunate that a
basicallyreliable publisher will henceforth be associated with
misleadingadvice.

Title:Therapeutic Claims in MultipleSclerosis (1992)
Authors:WilliamA Sibley,M.D., and the Therapeutic Claims
Committeeof the InternationalFederation of Multiple
SclerosisSocieties
Publisher:
Demos Publications,Inc., 386 Park Avenue South,
New York, NY 10016
Price:$13.95(softcover),$19.95Qiardcover),plus $4.00
postage/handling
This 212-pageclassic is divided into six sections. The
first sectiondiscusses the nature of multiplesclerosis, how the
diagnosis should be made, and the natural history of the
disease. The second details the difficultiesin evaluatingmethodsfortreatinga diseasewhose coursevaries so much fromone
individualto another. The third discusses promisingnew treatments for the acute stages, while the fourth covers methods
used to prevent worsening of the patient's condition.The fifth
covers symptomatictreatment and general management The
finalsection, "MiscellaneousEmpiricalTreatments," analyzes
56unprovenproducts and/ or regimens.Each analysisincludes
a descriptionof the method, the proponents' rationale,a scientificevaluation,estimate ofrisks and/ or costs, and conclusions.
Nutritionalapproaches are covered in the sections on
general management and empiricaltreatments. Supplementation withpolyunsaturatedfattyacids and fish oils is regarded as
"investigational"because the evidence for which is considered
conflicting.Low-fatdiets are regarded as unproven because
there is no generally accepted rationale for their use and they
have not been tested by properly controlled studies. Similar
conclusionswere reached for allergen-freediets, the Kousmine
Diet,the gluten-free,rawfood (Evers)diet,the McDougallDiet,
the pectin-andfructose-restricteddiet, liquidVLCdiets, and the
sucrose-and tobacco-freediet Megavitaminand megamineral
therapies are regarded as unproven and potentiallyhazardous.
Supplementationwith cerebrosides, aloe vera, or enzymes is
also regarded as unproven.
This book can be of great value to multiple sclerosis
patients (and families) who are uncertain about therapeutic
avenues to pursue. It will also be useful to health professionals
who must advise people about treatment alternatives, both
proven and unproven.
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NEW FOOD LABELING REGULATIONS ISSUED
Stephen Barrett, M.D.

On January 6, the FDA and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) published final regulations that provide for
consistent, scientifically based labeling for almost all processed
foods [Federal Register 58(3):631-691, 2065--2964,1993].The
rules, intended to provide more meaningful information about
the nutritional value of foods, constitute the most extensive food
labeling reform in the country's history.
To arrive at the new rules, the FDA held three public
meetings, reviewed public comments, and produced final rules
in more than 20 separate proceedings. In addition to oral
comments, the agency received more than 40,000 others in
writing, the largest number ever received in response to an FDA
proposed regulation. About 30,000 were form letters from
organized campaigns. The USDA received 1,109 comments,
many of which asked that the FDA and USDA label requirements be harmonized.
Modem nutrition labeling began in 1974 when the two
agencies established voluntary rules and began requiring nutrition information on labels of products that contain added nutrients or that carry nutrition claims. Other than requiring sodium
and pennitting potassium to be added to the voluntarily listed
components, the rules have remained essentially unchanged.
The new rules provide a basic format for the nutrition
panel, which willbe titled "Nutrition Facts." This panel must not
only include the nutrient contents of the product, but must
indicate how the amounts of certain ingredients are related to
typical daily caloric intakes of 2,000 or 2,500 calories. The new
labels must also disclose the amount per serving of saturated
fat, cholesterol, dietary fiber, and other nutrients of health
concern to today's consumers. Other provisions include consistency of serving sizes; definitions for core descriptive terms,
such as "light, ""low fat," and "high fiber''; and provisions for
health claims for prepared foods containing certain nutrients.
To devise serving sizes, foods were grouped into 139 categories
and an amount customarily eaten per occasion was established
for each category and translated into label serving sizes.
The FDA estimates that about 90%of processed food
will cany nutrition information. In addition, uniform point--ofpurchase nutrition information will accompany many fresh

,..
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foods, such as fruits, vegetables, raw fish, meat, and poultry.
Although this is voluntary, it will be mandated if voluntary
compliance is found to be insufficient.
Changing the labels of hundreds of thousands of
products is expected to cost the food industry (and ultimately
consumers) between $1.4 and $2.3 billion over the next 20
years. However, the benefits to public health-measured
in
monetary terms alone-- are estimated to greatly exceed the
costs. These expected benefits include decreased rates of
coronary heart disease, cancer, osteoporosis, obesity, high
blood pressure, and allergic reactions to food.
The proposed rules were spurred primarily by the
Nutrition Labeling and Education Act (NLEA) of 1990, which
requires nutrition labeling for most foods and authorizes FDAapproved health claims on food labels. Although meat and
poultry products, which are regulated by the USDA, were not
covered by NLEA, USDA has issued regulations that are similar
to those of the FDA Manufacturers have until May 1994 to
comply with most of the new requirements, but changes on
some product labels will appear sooner. Both agencies will
conduct an extensive educational campaign to help consumers
get maximum benefit from the new food labels.

"DailyValues"
As part ofits effort to make nutrition information more
practical and easier to understand, the FDA has devised a new
system called Daily Values (DVs). These values combine the
information from two proposed sets of reference values for
nutrients: Daily Reference Values (DRVs) and Reference Daily
Intakes (RDls)-neither of which will appear on the labels
themselves.
DRVs are for nutrients, such as fat and cholesterol, for
which no set of standards previously existed. RDIs are intended
to replace the U.S. RDAs (Recommended Daily Allowances),
which were introduced in 1973 as reference values for vitamins,
minerals, and protein in the labeling of foods and drugs.
The U.S. RDAs (and proposed RDIs) are based on the
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DEFINITIONS OF FOOD LABEL TERMS
----------

!Tenn

Definition Prc:>~sed in Federal Register, January 6, 1993 ____

1

___

-~-

I An amount that is nutritionallytrivialand unlikelyto have a physiologicalconsequence.

Free or without
Calorie free

Fewer than 5 calories per serving.

Sugar free

Less than 0.5 grams per serving of monosaccharides and/or disaccharides.

Sodiumfree or salt
free

Less than 5 mg per serving. A claim made for a food normallyfree of or low in a nutrient must indicate that the situation exists for all
similar foods. For example: "spinach: a low-sodiumfood."labels of foods containing insgnificantamounts of ingredients (such as
baking soda or sodium ascorbate) commonlyunderstood to contain sodium must use an asterisk to refer to a note below the
ingredient list that the amount of added sodium is trivial.

Lowor little

Low enough to allow frequent consumption without exceeding the dietary guidelines. Generally less than 2%of the Daily Value for the
nutrient A claim of "very low"can be made only about sodium.
Less than 140 mg per serving and per 100grams of food (a little less than half a cup).

i Lowsodium

Very low sodium
Less than 40 mg per serving and per 100grams of food. May be used for meal-typeproducts withl20 calories per 100grams of fo~

Lowcalorie

Contains 1/3 fe~e~ calorie~than the referenced food.Products deriving more than haH their calories from fat must have their fat
content reduced by 50%or more with a minimum reduction of more than 3 grams per serving. The percentage of reduction of calories
I and/or fat must be specified immediatelyproximalto the claim. May not be used for foods or nutrients meeting the requirements for a
11 claim. The tenn "light can be used for a salt substitute if it contains at least 50%less sodium than ordinary table salt Other use of
• 111ow
"lighl" must specify if it refers to look, taste or odor, unless the meaning of the tennis obvious and fundamental to the product's
identity. ('Thus,light brown sugar would require no explanation).

Light (or lite)

•
·

,

ILight in sodium

Contains at least 50%less sodium than an appropriatecomparison food.

Less (or fewer).
lower, or reduced

Contains at least 25%less of a nutrient (or calories) than the referenced food. May not be used for foods or nutrients meeting the

More

Contains at least 10%more of a desirable nutrient than does a comparable food.The terms 11fortified,11 "enriched," or "added" may be
used instead under appropriate circumstances.

----

-1

IHi~h,-ri~hin, or
excellent source
[ Contains 10-19%of the RDAor DRY. Can also be described as "contains"or "provides."

~~~urce
• Fat free

----

- i ~s

th~ 0.5 grams of fat per reference amount and serving size, ~d no added ingredient that is a fat or on~The t~rm "fat free11may not
; be used for a food that is inherently free of fat unless there is an accompanyingstatement that all foods of this type are inherently fat
i free. Labels of foods containing insignificantamounts of ingredients (such as nuts) commonly understood to contain fats are permitted
to use an asterisk to refer to a note below the ingredient list that the amount of added fat is trivial.

--

Lowfat

!-----

(Percent) fat free

,Reduced or less fat.
ISaturated fat free
1

ILowin saturated fat
J,

1---------+--i Reduced or less
· saturated fat
Cholesterol free
Lowin cholesterol

t

----

---

~----

----

···········-

Contain 3 grams or less of fat per reference amount, per serving size and per 100grams of product May not be used for foods
inherently low in fat unless accompaniedby a disclaimer that all foods of this type are inherently low in fat May be applied to meal-type
products if the meals also derive 30%or fewer of their calories from fat
----

1

Only for foods that meet the FDAdefinitionof low fat

I Reduced fat content by 25%or more, with at least 3 grams less_perreference amount and per serving siz_e.
___
1

1

_

May be used for all products that are fat free. Labels of products that are not fat free but contain less than 0.5 grams of saturated
per reference amount must disclose the amount of total fat
1 gram or less per serving, with not more than 15%of calories from saturated fat and 1%or less of total fat as trans fatty acids. Labels of
foods containing insignificantamounts of ingredients commonlyunderstood to contain saturated fats must state that the amount of
saturated fat is trivial.Meal-typeproducts must also derive less than 10%of their calories from saturated fat

At least 25%less saturated fat per serving than thereference food. When these terms are used the label must indicate the% reduction and
the amount of saturated fat in the reference food. The reduction must be at least 1 gram.
----------------1 Less than 2 mg of cholesterol and 2 grams or less of saturated fat per serving. Labels of foods containing insignificantamounts of
ingredients commonly understood to contain cholesterol must state that the amount of cholesterol is trivial.
20 mg or less per serving and per 100grams of food,and 2 gramsor less of saturated fat per serving.

Reduced or less
: cholesterol

At least 25%less cholesterol per serving than its comparison food.The label of a food containing more than 13 grams of total fat per
serving or per 100grams of the food must disclose that fact

I Fresh

Can only be linked to raw food, food that has not been frozen, heated, processed, or preserved. {Low-levelirradiation is permissible.)

Freshly

I Lean

Can be used with a verb such as "prepared," "baked" or "roasted" if the food is recently made and has not heat-processed or preserved.
"Freshly frozen" may be used for foods that are quicklyfrozen while fresh.
-----------------------------1
Meat or poultry product with less than 10grams of fat. less than 4 grams of saturated fat. and less than 95 mg cholesterol per 100grams.

iExtra lean

Meat or poultry product with less than 5 grams of fat. less than 2 grams of saturated fat and less than 95 mg cholesterol per 100grams.
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1968 Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs) set by the
NationalAcademyof Sciences. The main reason for the change
in terminology is to avoid confusion due to the similarityof the
terms "RDNand "U.S.RDA"A second reason is that the FDA
believesthat most of the U.S.RDAs are higher than necessary.
Despite the new name, the actual values (except for
protein) will remain the same for the near future. New values
proposed in 1991could not be incorporated into the final rules
because of the Dietary Supplement Act of 1992, passed last
October at the behest of Senator Orrin Hatch (R-lIT) and the
dietary supplement industry.
DRVsfor the energy-producing nutrients (fat, carbohydrate, protein, and fiber) are based on the number of calories
consumed per day. For labeling purposes, 2,000 calories has
been established as the reference for calculatingpercent Daily
Values.This level was chosen, in part, because it approximates
the maintenance calorie requirements of the group most often
targeted for weight reduction: postmenopausal women.Where
space permits, the label will include information in which
selected dailyvalues for both a2,000-and a2,500-caloriediet are
listed; and manufacturers are permitted to list daily values for
other calorie levels.
Regardless of calorie level, the DRVs are based on a
diet containing 60%carbohydrate, 10%protein, 30%fat (including 10%saturated fat), and 11.5grams offiber per 1,000calories.
The DRVsfor cholesterol, sodium, and potassium remain the
same regardless of calorie level.
Pennissible Health Claims
A ''health claim" is defined as any type of communication in labeling that is intended to suggest "a direct beneficial
relationshipbetween the presence or level of any substance in
the food and a health or disease-related condition." Health
claimswillbe permitted only if (1) a food substance is associated
with a disease or health-related condition for which the general
U.S.populationor an identifiedsubgroupisatrisk, (2) the claim
is made in the context of the product's relationship to overall
diet, (3) the claim is supported by publicly availabl: scientific
evidence (including experiments that are well designed and
properly conducted), and (4) there is significant agreement
among qualifiedexperts that the claims are supported by such
evidence. In addition, the claims must be "complete, truthful,
and not misleading."The FDA rejected the idea that "preliminary evidence'' could be used as a basis for asserting a health
claim.
The new rules will pennit accurate claims about the
relationships between calcium and osteoporosis; sodium and
high bloodpressure; dietaryfatand cancer, dietary.saturatedfat
and cholesterol and the risk of coronary heart disease; fibercontainingfoods and cancer; fiber-containingfoods and he~
disease; and foods such as fruits, vegetables, and whole grams
that are high in antioxidant vitamins (includingvitamin C) and
cancer. Government officialsbelieve that this will provide food
companieswith an incentive to improve the nutritional quality
of many types of products.
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For each of the seven approved relationships, the FDA
has documented the supporting evidence and has proposed
model claimsthat contain the elements required to complywith
the new regulations. Manufacturers who wish to use different
wording are permitted to petition the FDA for approval. Although FDA approval is not required before alternative wording is used in the marketplace, claims that are not preapproved
can trigger regulatory action if the FDA determines that they
are false or misleading. The model claims approved in the new
rules are:
FRUITSANDVEGETABLES
AND CANCER

• "Low-fatdiets tich in fruits and vegetables (foodsthat
are low in fat and may contain dietary fiber, vitamin A, and
vitamin C) may reduce the risk of some types of cancer, a
disease associated with many factors. Broccoli is high in vitamins A and C, and is a good source of dietary fiber."
• "Development of cancer depends upon many factors. Eating a diet low in fat and high in fruits and vegetables,
foods that are low in fat and may contain vitamin A, vitamin C,
and dietary fiber, may reduce your risk of some cancers.
Oranges, a food lowin fat, are a good source offiber and vitamin
C."
FIBER-CONTAINING
GRAINPRODUCT'S,
FRUITS,ANDVEGETABLES
AND CANCER

• "Low-fatdiets rich in fiber-containinggrain products,
fruits, and vegetables may reduce the risk of some types of
cancer, a disease associated with many factors."
• ''Development of cancer depends on many factors.
Eating a diet low in fat and high in grain products, fruits, and
vegetables that contain dietary fiber may reduce your risk of
some cancers."
CALCIUM
AND OSfEOPOROSIS

• "Regular exercise and a healthy diet with enough
calcium helps teen and young adult white and Asian women
maintain good bone health and may reduce their risk of osteoporosis later in life."
• [Appropriatefor foods exceptionallyhigh in calcium
and most calciumsupplements]: "Regularexercise and a healthy
diet with enough calcium helps teen and young adult women
and Asian women maintain good bone health and may reduce
their risk of osteoporosis later in life.Adequate calcium intake
is important, but daily intakes above about 2,000 mg are not
likelyto provide additional benefit."
SODIUMAND HYPERTENSION

• "Diets low in sodium may reduce the risk of high
blood pressure, a disease associated with many factors."
• "Development of hypertension or high blood pressure depends on many factors. [This product] can be part of a
low-sodium,low-saltdiet that might reduce the risk ofhypertension or high blood pressure."
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IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF THE NEW LABEL
C:calcium:
i,[Qn;and other essential vitamins
carotene; vitamin
and minerals. If a food is fortified with any of the optional
components, or if a claim is made about any of them, the
pertinent nutrition information then becomes mandatory. No
other types of nutrition components are permitted to appear on
the label. (This prevents manufacturers from calling attention
to food components that lack nutritional significant or require
no special attention from consumers.) Simplified formats are
pennitted for foods that contain insignificant amounts of seven
or more of the mandatory components.

The new "Nutrition Facts" panel will be built around a
new set of dietary components. The mandatory (underlined)
and voluntary components must be placed in the following
order: totalcalories:
calories
fromfat;calories from saturated
fat; total fat saturatedfat stearic acid (on meat and poultry
products); polyunsaturated fat; mono.unsaturated fat; ~
~;
sodium: potassium; totalcarbohydrate:
dietary fiber;
soluble fiber, insoluble fiber. ~;
sugar alcohol (e.g., the
sugarsubstitutesxylitol,mannitol,andsorbitol);othercarbohyvitaminA:.percent of vitamin A present as betadrate; ID:Qlcin:

More consistent serving sizes, in
both household and metric
measures, replace those that used
to be set by the manufacturer.rfne
new values are intended to reflect
the amounts that people actually
eat

•

!Nutrition Facts
Serving Size 1/2cup (114g)
Servings Per Container 4
Amount Per Serving

Calories 260 Calories from Fat 120 •
% Daily Value*

Total Fat 13g
The nutrients required on the
nutritionpanel are those considered most important to the health
of today's consumers, most of
whom need to worry about
getting too much of certain items
(such as fat) rather than too few
(as was the case years ago with
certain vitamins and minerals).

20%
25%

SaturatedFat 5g
Cholesterol 30mg
Sodium 660mg

•

•

10%

DietaryFiber 0g
Sugars 5g

11%
0%

%DailyValue shows how a food

•

fits into the overalldaily diet
Some dailyvalues are
maximums,as with fat, while
others are minimums, as with
carbohydrates.

•

The DailyValues are based on
dailydiets of 2,000and 2,500
calories. Individualsshould adjust
these values to fit their own
calorie intake. (Moderatelyactive
people consume about 15 calories
per day for each pound of body

Protein 5g

Conversionguide can help
consumers learn caloric value of
the nutrients that produce energy
(calories).

•

Calcium 15%

•

Vitamin C 2%
Iron 4%

• Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000
calorie diet. Your daily values may be higher
or lower depending on your calorie needs:
Calories: 2,000
2,500
TatarFat
80g
Lessthan 65g
Sat Fat
25g
Lessthan 20g
Cholesterol Lessthan 300mg
300mg
Sodium
Lessthan 2,400mg 2,400mg
TotalCarbohydrate
300g
375g
Dietary Fiber
25g
30g

•

~
-

28%

Total Carbohydrate 31g

Vitamin A 4%

New mandatory components are
intended to help consumers
wishing to lower the fat content
of their diet However,foods for
children under 2 (except infant
formula)will not carry informa-tion about fat-relatedcomponents
because it is not appropriate to
restrict the fat or cholesterol
intake of infants or toddlers.

Calories per gram:
Fat 9 • Carbohydrate4 • Protein 4

•

weight)

~
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DIETARY
FATAND CANCER

• "Developmentof cancer depends on manyfactors.A
diet low in total fat may reduce the risk of some cancers."
• "Eatinga healthfuldiet lowin fat may help reduce the
risk of some types of cancers. Developmentof cancer is associated with manyfactors,includinga familyhistory ofthe disease,
cigarette smoking and what you eat"
FRUITS,VEGETABLES,
ANDGRAINPRODUCTSIBAT CONTAINFIBER,
PARTICULARLY
SOLUBLEFIBER,AND RISKOF CORONARY
HEARTDISEASE

• "Dietslowin saturated fat and cholesterol and rich in
fruits,vegetables,and grain products that containsome types of
dietary fiber, particularlysoluble fiber, may reduce the risk of
heart disease, a disease associated with many factors."
• "Development of heart disease depends on many
factors. Eating a diet low in saturated fat and cholesterol and
high in fruits,vegetables, and grain products that containfiber
maylowerbloodcholesterollevelsand reduce your risk ofheart
disease."
DIETARY
SATIJRATED
FATANDCHOLESIEROL

AND RISKOF CORONARY
HEARTDISEASE

r

• "Whilemanyfactors affectheart disease, diets lowin
saturated fat and cholesterol may reduce the risk of this disease."
• "Developmentof heart disease depends upon many
factors,but its risk may be reduced by diets low in saturated fat
and cholesterol and healthy lifestyles."
• "Developmentof heart disease depends upon many
factors, including a family history of the disease, high blood
LDLcholesterol, diabetes, high blood pressure, being overweight,cigarette smoking and lack of exercise, and the type of
dietarypattern.A healthfuldiet lowin saturated fat, totalfat and
cholesterol, as part of a healthy lifestyle, may lower blood
cholesterollevels and may reduce the risk of heart disease."
• "Manyfactors,such as a familyhistory ofthe disease,
increased blood and LDL cholesterol levels, high blood pressure, cigarette smoking, diabetes, and being overweight,contribute to developingheart disease. A diet low in saturated fat,
cholesterol, and total fat may help reduce the risk of heart
disease.''
• "Diets low in saturated fat, cholesterol, and total fat
may reduce the risk of heart disease. Heart disease is dependent upon many factors, including diet, a familyhistory of the
disease, elevated blood I.DL cholesterol levels and physical
inactivity."
The FDAhas also acknowledgeda benefitforfolicacid
for women of childbearing age, but has announced that food
labelingto that effectmust awaitfurther study on how to avoid
potentiallyhaz.ardous overuse. Purported relationships that
were considered but rejected include omega-3fatty acids and
coronary heart disease; dietary fiber and cardiovascular disease; antioxidantvitaminsand cancer; dietary fiber and cancer,
and zinc and immune function in the elderly.
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The FDAalso considered whether to attempt to establish definitions for the terms ''natural" and "organic" in food
labeling.It concluded that while a definitionof "natural"might
be useful to consumers, the issue is complicated enough to
require a separate rulemaking procedure-which presently is
beyond the agency's resources and priorities. The FDA also
decided to defer possible consideration of the term "organic"
untilthe AgricultureDepartment has set standards as calledfor
by the Organic Foods Production Act of 1990.
The new rules include an interesting provisionabout
disclaimers.The FDA does not believe that health claims for
food products should be permitted to include statements about
seeking medical advice. The agency is concerned that the
appearanceof such a claimcould mislead consumers to believe
that the product possesses therapeutic value and that some
consumers might be encouraged to use it for self-treatment
rather than seeking appropriate medical attention. The FDA
has also cautioned that whether terms like "healthy," "nutritious"and ''wholesome"are health claimswilldepend upon how
they are used.
The FDA continued its policy that any claim that a
singlefood (as opposed to overall dietary composition) or food
component(such as a vitamin,mineral, or other entity said to be
a dietary supplement) can be used in the prevention, cure,
mitigation,or treatment of a disease or symptom would render
the product subject to regulation as a drug and would not be
appropriate for labeling of a food. However, the regulations
published on January 6, 1993, do not cover the labeling of
dietary supplements. Senator Hatch's Dietary SupplementAct
of 1992forced the FDA to delay supplements regulations for
several more months.
Dietary Supplements

On June 18, the FDA published final regulations for
health claims for dietary supplements [Federal Register
58(116):33690-33751,1993].The basic policywillbe to subject
dietary supplements to the same standards that appliesto food
in finalform. Noting that "a claim linking a nutrient to a specific
disease is typicallyintended to increase intake of the nutrient,"
the FDA expressed its desire to ensure that such increased
intakewouldnot have adverse health consequences that would
negate the claimed benefit
The proposal defines dietary supplement as "a food,
not in conventional food form, that supplies a component to
supplement the diet by increasing total dietary intake of that
component" Herbs and nonessential nutrients would be considered foods when marketed primarily for their taste, aroma,
ornutritivevalue,but wouldbe drugsifintended to be consumed
for a medicinaleffect."Nutritivevalue means "a value in sustaining human existence by such processes as promoting growth,
replacing essential nutrients, or providing energy." Except for
calcium (for osteoporosis), the FDA considers that no other
substance currently satisfies the requirements for making a
valid health claim on the label of a dietary supplement
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As withfoods,dietarysupplementsare to carry a label
headed "NutritionFacts." Under the proposed rules, "serving
size" will be the number of tablets (or capsules, packets,
teaspoonfuls,etc.) per serving recommended by the manufacturer, and the term "U.S.RDA,"which now appears on supplement labels,will be replaced with "%DailyValue."The actual
values (which will be called RDis instead of U.S. RDAs)will
remain the same. However,the FDA has indicatedthat it will
work with the National Academy of Sciences to review the
appropriatenessof these numbers.

Amino Acids Get Special Attention

Alongwith its proposedregulations,the FDAreleased
its Dietary Supplements Task Force report, which contains
twentyrecommendationsrelated to safetyand honest labeling.
These include:(1)the FDAshould use arulemakingprocedure
to determine safe levels of daily intake for each vitamin and
mineral; (2) capsules and tablets of individualamino acids
shouldbe regulated as drugs; (3) other types of "supplements"
should be regulated as food additives,which would mean that
if a substance has no known nutritivevalue,the label must say
so; (4) the FDA should act against misleading"name claims,"
includingbrand names that implytherapeutic benefit;and (5)
the FDA should continue to bring actions against "supplements" that are illegally marketed as drugs (intended for
unproven therapeutic uses). The task force also urged the
agencyto establish and implementan educationalcampaignto
providethe publicwithscientificallyobjectiveinformationabout
the safety,proper use, benefits, and risks of products.
TheFDA'sproposedregulationsechoedthetaskforce's
concern about amino acids: ult is clear that many amino acids
are beingmarketed inviolation... because they are unapproved
foodadditives,and adequate scientificevidenceto ensure their
safe use does not exist, or because they are being marketed for
therapeutic uses." The proposal asked interested parties to
submitdata documentingthat they are safeand that a legitimate
nutritionalreason exists for them to continuebeing marketed
as "foods:'
Attack on FDA Continues

Although the supplement industry pretends otherwise,a largepercentage ofits productshave no legitimateusage
as nutrients and are promoted as therapeutic agents. Since
unproven therapeutic claims are not legal on product labels,
most claimsare promotedthrough advicein health foodstores,
other person-to-personcontacts, and claims made in books,
lectures, articles in magazinesand newsletters,and talk-show
appearances.Claimsthat are not directly involvedin the sales
process are protectedbythe doctrinesoffreedomofspeech and
freedom of the press and are not subject to FDAregulation.In
some cases, however, the FDA can protect consumers from
wasting money on dubious products by making it illegal to
market their ingredients.

The supplement industry has been worried that the
FDAwouldban individualamino acids and variousother types
of productsthat have no legitimatedietary valueto consumers.
For about two years. the industry has been promotinglegislation intended to block the FDA's abilityto remove these products from the marketplace [NF 9:9-14, 30, 37, 1992].Current
proposals,introducedby SenatorHatch and RepresentativeBill
Richardson(D-NM),wouldnot onlyenable worthless products
to be marketed but would permit health claims to be based on
flimsy evidence and would cripple FDA enforcement efforts
[NF 10:21,1993].
Although the real issue is how to protect consumers
frombeing deceived,the supplementindustry and its alliesare
posing it as a controversy over "freedom."To stir up public
support,they have been falselyclaimingthat the FDAwantsto
take away their vitamins.One element of their campaign is a
videotaped60-secondpublic service announcement intended
to dramatizegovernmentinterferencewith people'sfreedomto
take vitamins.The video shows footage from a televisionprogram showing a SWATteam, guns drawn, raiding a private
home to arrest the owner (played by Mel Gibson), who is
located in the kitchen holding a bottle of vitamin C. "It's only
vitamins,"Gibsonprotests as he is handcuffed,"vitaminC,you
know ... like in oranges.'' During the "arrest,"viewersare told:
'The federal government is actually considering classifying
most vitaminsand other supplements as drugs. The FDA has
already conducted raids on doctors' offices and health food
stores. Couldraids on individualsbe next?Protect your right to
vitamins.Call Congress now."
The scenario, of course, is no more realistic than the
claims that the "health food" industry makes for most of its
products. But if enough people respond to the misrepresentations, Congress may give the industry what it wants.
Dr. Barrett, a psychiatrist, medicaleditor, and consumer advocate,is a board
member of the NationalCouncilAgainst Health Fraud. In 1984,he received
the FDACommissioner'sSpecialCitationAwardfor PublicServicein fighting
nutrition quackery. A free copy of the May 1993 FDA Consumer,which is
focused on labeling,can be obtained from FDA, HFE-88,5600Fishers Lane,
Rockville,MD 20857 [order #FDA 93-2262).A 35-page summary of the
labelingregulationscan be obtainedbywriting to the same address. The Task
Forceon DietarySupplementsFinal Report [order #PB-931-92888)can be
obtained by sending $30 plus two self-addressed labels to the National
Technical Information Service, U.S. Department of Commerce, 5285 Port
RoyalRoad,Springfield,VA22161. The complete food and dietary supplement labeling regulations, which occupy 1,262 pages provide a detailed
explanationfor each conclusion the FDA has reached, can be reviewed at
libraries that subscribe to the FederalRegister.
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BRIEFS
New seafood hotline. The FDA has launched a 24-hour tollfree hotline to answer consumer questions about seafood labeling, buying, handling, and storage for home consumption. FDA
seafood specialists will answer questions directly between
Monday through Friday.
10:00A.M. and 2:00 P.M. Eastern T1IT1e,
At other times callers using a touch-tone phone can listen to
recorded messages and order publications. The hotline number, 800-332-4010,can be used in all 50 states and Puerto Rico.
The number for the Washington, D.C., area is 202-205-4314.

RDAs to change?1be Food and Nutrition Board is considering redefining the basis of the Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs). Since their inception, these values have been
based on the amounts needed to prevent deficiency (plus
moderate extra amounts for storage). Although most nutrition
scientists doubt that sufficient data exist, some FNB members
and staff think that the RDAsshould be raised or be based on
"optimal" levels that would help prevent chronic ailments.

Biosphere "experiment'' nears end. On September 26,
Chiropractors and supplements. Paul A Brown, M.D., a
Minnesota physician, telephoned 100 chiropractic offices and
was informed that 78 of them sold vitamin supplements.
Chiropractors who sell supplements typically prescribe them
inappropriately and charge two to three times their cost

New FDA reporting system. The FDA has urged health
professionals to increase their reporting of serious adverse
events that might be associated with medications and devices.
The new initiative, called MEDWatch, is also intended to
encompass problems with vitamins, minerals, herbal products,
infant formulas, medical food products, and weight-loss products. In a plea to physicians, FDA Commissioner David A
Kessler, M.D., J.D., stated that only a fraction of the serious
adverse events encountered are reported UAMA269:27652768, 1993).

Immune-boostingproducts attacked. The New York City
Department of Consumer Affairs has charged four supplement
companies with deceptively promoting products characterized
as "immune boosters." The action was taken under a city
consumer protection law, passed in 1990, which regulates
advertising of products and services claimed or implied to
"boost, enhance, stimulate, assist, cure, strengthen or improve
the body's immune system." Under this law, no such effect can
be claimed without an accurate statement about whether or not
the product or service is effective in preventing HIV infection or
improving the health of an infected individual. The cited products were Immune Protectors (Twin Laboratories, Inc.),
ImmunizerPak Programand Immune Nectar (Nature's Plus),
PrtrlmmuneAnti-Oxidant(Nutritional Life Support Systems),
and Ecomer(a shark liver oil capsule marketed by Scandinavian
Natural Health & Beauty Products, Inc.). In announcing the
actions.Acting Consumer AffairsCommissioner Mark Schrader
called the products "little more than overpriced vitamins, minerals, and herbs."

1993,the crew members ofBiosphere 2 will re-enter the earth's
atmosphere after spending two years inside the glass-and-steel
structure that occupied 3.15 acres in the Arizona desert. About
80%of the food was produced by the crew during the test period,
and the rest was produced and stored before the facility was
sealed. The diet, which contained little meat, produced significant reductions in weight and cholesterol levels. A 105-page
book that describes the crew's food-production experiences
and many of the recipes they developed is available for $15.95
from The Biosphere Press, P.O. Box 689, Oracle, AZ, 85623.

Calcium and osteoporosis update. A study has found that
supplementation with 1,000 mg per day of calcium significantly
reduced bone loss in postmenopausal women (New England
Journal of Medicine 328:460-464, 1993). An accompanying
editorial concluded that despite some conflicting studies, "it
seems prudent to increase the intake of calcium and vitamin D
in most postmenopausal women-calcium to at least 1000 mg
and preferably to 1500 per day, and vitamin D to 400 to 800 IU
daily-without waiting for more information" (NEJM 328:503505, 1993).
Caffeine information source. The National Coffee Association has launched an information service that offers original
research documents, consumer literature, interviews with experts, and a periodic newsletter called CoffeeUpdate.The first
two issues ofthe newsletter provide well-documented responses
to several common concerns about caffeine. However, its discussions of caffeine addiction are misleading. Although the
newsletter correctly mentions that stopping regular consumption of coffee can produce withdrawal symptoms, it attempts to
soft-pedal this by stressing how this problem is minor when
compared to addiction to hard drugs. (Nor does it identify the
symptoms, which can be severe.) Interested persons can contact Coffee Science Source, 79 Madison Avenue, New York, NY
10016 (felephone: 212-213-7153).
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CHOLESTEROL GUIDELINES REVISED
The NationalCholesterolEducationProgram (NCEP)
has released new guidelines that include screening to detect
lowHDL (high-densitylipoprotein)levelsas well as high total
cholesterol levels [JAMA269:3015-3023,1993].The revised
guidelines emphasize increased physical activityand weight
loss as wellas dietary therapy as the initialapproachto treating
high cholesterol levels.
The recommendationforHDLscreening is a response
to growingevidencethat a lowHDLlevelimpartsincreasedrisk
for coronary heart disease (CHD). Under the new guidelines
HDL levelsbelow35 mg/ dL are considered a majorrisk factor.
The other majorrisk factors are: being male (~45years old) or
female (~55or prematurely menopausalwithout estrogen replacement therapy), family history of premature CHD, cigarette smoking, high blood pressure, and diabetes. HDLlevels
of 60 or more, which appear to protect against CHD, are now
considered a ''negative risk factor."
The new guidelines call for measuring total cholesterol and HDL levelsin alladults 20years ofage or olderat least
once every fiveyears. In individualsfree of CHD,total cholesterol levelsless than 200are stillclassifiedas "desirable,"levels
from 200to 239as "borderlinehigh," and levelsof 240or more
as "high."For those with desirable total levels,however,a low
levelof HDL indicatesthat additionalfollow-upprocedures are
advisable.
If screening tests reveal that total cholesterol is too
high or HDLtoo low, a lipoproteinanalysisthat includes LDL
(low-densitylipoproteins)is recommended.As in the previous

guidelines,LDL levels under 130 are considered "desirable,"
levels from 130to 159 are considered ''borderline-highrisk,"
and levelsof 160or more are "high-risk."Treatment and followup recommendationsdepend upon the level of LDL,the munher of risk factors, and the presence or absence of CHD.The
newguidelinescallformoreaggressivetreatmentofLDLlevels
in individualsknown to have CHD or other atherosclerotic
disease.The target levelforthese individuals,formerly130mg/
dL, has been lowered to 100.
Data from the NationalHealth and NutritionSurveys
(NHANES), conductedby the U.S.Centers for DiseaseControl
and Prevention(CDC),indicatethat average bloodcholesterol
levelsforadultsbetweenthe ages of20and 74 have consistently
declinedbetween 1976and1991[JAMA269:3002-3008,
1992].
Based on current NCEP guidelines, the proportion of Americans with high blood cholesterol levelsfell from 26%in 19761980to 20%in 1988-1991,while the proportion of those with
desirablelevelsrose from 44%to 49%.Based on 1990population
data,it is estimatedthat29%(52million)wouldbe candidatesfor
dietarytherapy to lowerthe blood cholesterol levelsand about
7%might ultimatelybe candidates for drug therapy [JAMA
269:3009-3014,1993].
A detailed summary of the new NCEP guidelines as
well as reprints of the two prevalence studies can be obtained
fromJames I. Cleeman,M.D.,NationalCholesterolEducation
Program, NationalHeart, Lung, and Blood Institute, National
Institutes of Health, Bldg. 31, Room·4A-05,Bethesda, MD
20892.

RECENT BOOKS ON NUTRITION AND FITNESS
Mystical Diets: Paranormal, Spiritual, and OccultNutJition Practices. NutritionForum senior associate editor Jack

Raso, M.S., RD., reports on his personal investigationsof
macrobiotics,Edgar Cayce,Anthroposophicmedicine,multilevel marketing (Km and Nature's Sunshine Products), mailorder nutrition, chiropractic, naturopathy, "complementary"
and "alternative"medicine,Gersondiet,NaturalHygiene,Ayurvedicmedicine,and schoolsofferingdubiouscredentials.Hardcover, 1993, 300 pages. Available for $26.00 postpaid from
LVCAHF,Inc., P.O. Box 1747,Allentown,PA 18105.
Genetic NutJition. Artemis Simopolis,M.D.,VictorHerbert,

M.D.,J .D.,and BeverlyJacobson tell howto integrate informationaboutheredity with basic nutritionprinciplesto anive at an
optimal individualdietary program. Suggests what to eat or
avoid if one has a family history of obesity, heart disease,
diabetes, cancer, high blood pressure, alcoholism,food allergies,orvariousuncommongenetic disorders. Hardcover,1993,
335pages.Availablefor $22.00plus $1.50postagefrom Special
Sales Dept, Macmillan Publishing Company, 866 Third Avenue, NewYork, NY 10022;or call 1-800-32~7445.

Walking: A Complete Guide to the Complete Exercise.

CaseyMeyers, a prominentfitnesswriter and walkingenthusiast,has producedan excellentguideforall levelsofparticipation
from beginner to race-walker.Softcover,1992,332pages. Copies can be ordered for $12.00plus $2postage plus state salestax
from RandomHouse, 400 Hahn RoadWestminster, MD 21157
or by calling 1-800-726-0600.
ACSM's fitness Book. Human KineticsPublishers, Inc.,and

four experts from The Pennsylvania State University have
produced an excellent step-by-stepguide to cardiovascular
fitness, muscular strength, endurance, and flexibility.Developed by the AmericanCollegeof Sports Medicine,it includesa
self-assessmenttest, and tells why to exercise, how to achieve
variousfitness levels,and how to choose equipment and facilities. Softcover, 1992, 128 pages, $11.95 ($14.95in Canada).
Human Kinetics has also published ASCM's Health/Fitness
FacilityStandardsand Guidelines,which adviseshow to design
a commercial health/fitness facility.Hardcover, 256 pages,
1992,$36.00 ($45.00in Canada). Copies can be ordered by
calling1-800-747-4457
(or 1-800465-7301
in Canada).
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CHELATION THERAPY:
UNPROVEN CLAIMS AND UNSOUND THEORIES
Saul Green, Ph.D.
Chelation therapy is a series of intravenous infusions
containing a synthetic amino acid (EDTA) and various other
substances. Proponents claim it is effective against atherosclerosis and many other serious health problems. Its use is widespread because patients have been led to believe that it is a valid
alternative to established medical interventions such as coronary bypass surgery. However, there is no scientific evidence
that this is so.
The proponents' viewpoints have been summarized in
four books: TheChelationAnswer:HowtoPreventHardeningof
theArteriesandRejuvenateYourCardiovascular
System(1982),
by Morton Walker, D.P.M., and Garry Gordon, M.D.; Chelation
Therapy:The Key to UncloggingYourArteries(1985), by John
Parks Trowbridge, M.D., and Morton Walker D.P.M.; A TextbookonEDTA ChelationTherapy(1989), by Elmer M. Cranton,
M.D.; and BypassingBypass:The New Techniqueof Chelation
Therapy(2nd edition, 1990), by Elmer Cranton, M.D., and
Arline Brecher. The scientific jargon in these books may create
the false impression that chelation therapy for atherosclerosis,
and a host of other conditions, is scientifically sound. The
authors allege that between 300,000 and 500,000 patients have
safely benefited. However, their evidence consists of anecdotes, testimonials, and poorly designed experiments.
This article identifies the major claims made for chelation and examines each in light of established scientific fact. The
sources used for this review included position papers of professional societies, technical textbooks, research and review articles, newspaper articles, patienttestimonials, medical records,
legal depositions, transcripts of court testimony, privately published books, clinic brochures, and personal correspondence.

Early History

The term chelate, from the Greek chelefor claw, refers
to the "claw-like" structure of the organic chemical
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), first synthesized in
Germany in the 1930s. With this claw, EDTA binds di- and
33

trivalent metallic ions to fonn a stable ring structure. EDTA is
water-soluble and chelates only metallic ions that are russolved
in water. At pH 7.4 (the nonnal pH of blood) the strength with
which EDTA binds dissolved metals, in decreasing order, is:
iron+++(fenic ion), mercury++,copper+, aluminum+++,nickel++,
lead++,cobalt++,zinc++,iron++(ferrous ion), cadmium++,manganese++,magnesium++, and calcium++.
Mercury, lead, and cadmium cannot be metabolized
by the body and, if accumulated, can cause toxic effects by
interfering with various physiological functions. These substances are c.alled ''heavy metals," a term applied to metallic
elements whose specific gravity is about 5.0 or greater, especially those that are poisonous. Except for aluminum, the other
elements in the above list are essential nutrients that are needed
for normal metabolic activity.
After EDTA was found effective in chelating and removingtoxic metals from the blood, some scientists postulated
that hardened arteries could be softened if the calcium in their
walls was removed. The first indication that EDTA treatment
might benefit patients with atherosclerosis came from Clarke,
Clarke, and Mosher, who, in 1956, reported that patients with
occlusive peripheral vascular disease said they felt better after
treatment with EDTA [American Journal of Merucal Science
230:654-666, 1956].
In 1960, Meltzer et al., who had sturued ten patients
with angina pectoris, reported that there was no objective
evidence of improvement in any of them that could be ascribed
to the course of EDTA chelation treatment However, during
the next two months, most of the patients began reporting
unusual improvement in their symptoms. Prompted by these
results, Kitchell et al. studied the effects of chelation on 28
additional patients and reappraised the course of the ten patients used in the original trial [American] oumal of Carruology
11:501-506, 1963]. They found that although 25 of the 38
patients had exhibited improved anginal patterns and half had
shown improvement in electrocardiographic patterns several
months after the treatment had begun, these effects were not
lasting.Atthetimeofthereport,
12ofthe38haddiedandonly
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membranefunction;improvedintracellularorganellefunction;
decreased arterial vasospasm; decreased free radical formation;inhibitionofthe aging process; reversal of atherosclerosis;
decrease in angina;reversal of gangrene; improvementof skin
color, healing of diabetic ulcers. Proponents also claim that
chelation is effective against arthritis; multiple sclerosis;
Parkinson'sdisease; psoriasis;Alzheimer's disease; and problems with vision, hearing, smell, muscle coordination, and
The "Approved" Protocol
sexual potency.None of these claimed benefits has been demonstrated by well-designedclinicaltrials.
The primaryorganizationpromotingchelationtherapy
In a retrospectivestudy of 2,870patients treated with
is the AmericanCollegeofAdvancementinMedicine(ACAM),
NaMgEDTA,
OlszewerandCarter (1989)concludedthatEDTA
which was founded in 1973 as the American Academy for
chelation
therapy
benefited patients with cardiac disease, peMedicalPreventics.Sinceits inception,ACAM'sfocushas been
ripheral
vascular
disease
and cerebrovascular disease. These
the promotionofchelationtherapy.The groupconductscourses,
conclusions
were
not
justified
because the peoplewho received
sponsors the Americanjournal of Advancementof Medicine,
the
treatment
were
not
compared
to people who did not
and administersa "certification"programthat is not recognized
In
1990,
these
authors
carried
out a "double-blind
by the scientificcommunity.The 1992-93editionofEncyclopestudy"
in
which
EDTA
chelation
was
used
to treat ten patients
diaofMedicalOrganizationsandAgenciesstates thatACAMhas
with
peripheral
vascular
disease.
The
authors
claimedthat this
450 members.
was
the
first
such
study.
The
patients'
progress
was evaluated
ACAM'sprotocol for ''the safe and effectiveadminisby
measuring
changes
in
their
blood
pressure
and
their perfortration of EDTA chelation therapy" is included in Cranton's
mance
in
exercise
stress
tests
before,
during,
and
after the
"textbook,"a420--pagespecialissue ofthe journalthat contains
course
of
treatment
The
authors
claimed
that
EDTA
had a
28 articles and a forewordby LlnusPauling.The protocolcalls
significant
impact
on
the
patients'
clinical
status
because
the
for intravenousinfusionof 500to 1,000ml of a solutioncontainremoval
of
calcium,
copper
and
zinc
from
the
vascular
comparting 50 mg EDTA per kilogram of body weight, plus heparin,
ment corrected cholesterol and lipoprotein metabolism;trigmagnesiumchloride, a local anesthetic (to prevent pain at the
gered
a parathyroid response that pulled calcium from the
infusionsite), several B-vitamins,and 4 to 20 grams of vitamin
bones;
decreased platelet aggregation; lessened iron-generC.This solutionis infusedslowlyover3.5to 4 hours, one to three
ated free radical formation; reduced membrane lipid
times a week. The initial recommendation is about 30 such
treatments, with the possibilityof additionalones later. Addi- peroxidation;decreased plaqueformation;and preventedintracellularcalciumaccumulation.
tional vitamins, minerals, and other substances-prescribed
Between 1963and 1985,independent physicianspuborally-"vary according to preferences of both patients and
lished
at
least fifteen separate reports documenting the case
physicians."Lifestyle modification,which includes stress rehistories
of more than seventy patients who had received
duction,caffeineavoidance,alcohollimitation,smokingcessachelation
treatments.
They found no evidence of change in the
tion,exercise,and nutritionalcounseling,is encouragedas part
atherosclerotic
disease
process, no decrease in the size of
of the complete therapeutic program. The number of treatatherosclerotic
plaques,
and
no evidencethat narrowedarteries
ments to achieve"optimaltherapeutic benefit"for patientswith
opened
wider.
symptomaticdisease is said to range from 20 ("minimum"),30
More recently, the results of two randomized, con(usually needed), or 40 ("not uncommon" before benefit is
trolled,
double-blind
clinical trials of chelation therapy were
reported') to as many as 100or more over a period of several
published
in
peer-reviewed
German medicaljoumals.The first
years. "Fullbenefit does not normallyoccur for up to 3 months
was
conducted
by
Curt
Diehm,
M.D., at the University of
after a series is completed,"the protocolstates; -and "followHeidelberg
Medical
Clinic
[Zeit
Deutsch
Herzstiftung.Vol10,
uptreatments maybe givenonce ortwice monthlyforlong-term
July
1986}.
Diehm
studied
45
patients
who
had intermittent
maintenance, to sustain improvement and to prevent recurclaudication,
a
condition
in
which
impaired
circulation
causes
rence of symptoms."The cost, typically$75 to $100 per treatment, is not covered by most insurance companies. Some
chelationists,in an attemptto secure coveragefortheir patients,
Nutrition Forum (ISSN 0748-8165), © 1993, is published by
misstateon their insurance claimsthat they are treating heavyStephen Barrett, M.D. Allarticles and advertising inserts are fully
metal poisoning.
15reported feelingbetter. (This"improvement"was not significant,however,because it was no better than wouldbe expected
with proven methods and because there was no controlgroup
forcomparison.) Kitchellet al. concludedthat EDTAchelation,
as used in this study, was "not a useful clinicaltool in the
treatment of coronary disease."

Unproven Claims

Proponents claim that chelation therapy is effective
againstatherosclerosis,coronary heart disease,and peripheral
vasculardisease. Its supposedbenefitsincludeincreasedcollateral bloodcirculation;decreased bloodviscosity;improvedcell
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the individual to develop pain in the legs upon walking. About
half of the patients were treated with EDTA and the rest
received Bencyclan, a bloodthinning agent. In addition to determining the effect of each agent on the ability to perfonn painfree walking exercises, Diehm measured the progress of the
disease process in each patient during the four-week treatment
period and three months after treatment was stopped. Statistical
evaluation of the results after the blinding code was broken
showed that patients in both groups had equally increased
ability to perform pain-free walking exercises and that treatment with EDTA did not result in any change in the patients'
blood flow, red cell viscosity, red-cell aggregation, or triglyceride and cholesterol levels. Diehm also concluded that the
improvements in walking measurements in both groups were
directly related to his success in convincing them of his strong
interest in their well being and his ability to motivate them to
make an effort to perform greater activity.
In the second trial, R Hopf, a cardiologist at the
University of Frankfurt, tested chelation in patients with coronary heart disease lZeit f. Ka.rdiology, 76, #2, 1987]. In this trial,
16 patients with angiographic evidence of coronary heart disease were randomized and divided into an EDT A-treated and an
untreated group. Before treatment, the treated group averaged
2.1 significantly narrowed coronary arteries, while the untreated group averaged 2.6. Patients were infused with 500 ml
of either the EDTA solution or dilute salt water (a placebo) at
three-day intervals for a total of 20 infusions. On completion of
the trial, patients in both groups said they felt better and
performed weightlifting tests equally well. However, comparison of both groups before and after treatment, using angiography and other tests, indicated no improvement in blood flow
through the patients' coronary arteries and a slight progression
of their atherosclerosis. Hopf concluded that chelation had no
effect on diseased coronary arteries.

Dubious Safety
Proponents also claim that chelation has been demonstrated to be safe. In BypassingBypass,Cran ton declares that six
millionchelation treatments have been given safely over the last
forty years. In his textbook, however, he warns of the seriousness of the possible side effects and advises that prospective
patients be given a complete physical examination and be tested
to rule out hypocalcemia, kidney impairment, allergic conditions (sensitivity to components of the EDTA infusion fluids),
hypoglycemia, blood-clotting problems, congestive heart
failure, liver impainnent, and tuberculosis.
Other observers have reported cases of hypocalcemia
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leading to cardiac arrhythmias and tetany; kidney damage;
decreased blood clotting ability with abnormal bleeding; thrombophlebitis and embolism; hypoglycemia and insulin shock;
severe vasculitis and autoimmune related hemolytic anemia,
dermatitis with pruritus and generalized eczema; and extensive
clumping of platelets in the blood of some patients with atherosclerosis and other chronic diseases.
Animportant theoretical consideration should also be
considered. The trace metal most dramatically lost as a result of
EDTA chelation is zinc. French researchers have found that 24
hours after an infusion of EDTA, the urine of human subjects
contained 15 times the normal amount of zinc [British Journal
of Clinical Phannacology 31:347-349, 1991]. Without replacement, the loss of this much zinc over the months during which
30 to 40 treatments are delivered will increase the potential for
severe impairment of immune function, precancerous cellular
mutations, loss in selective permeability of cell membranes and
altered solubility of pancreatic insulin. Although proponent
literature advises that supplemental zinc be administered to
guard against zinc depletion, studies showing that this
supplementation actually prevents depletion have not been
published in the peer-reviewed scientific literature.

Unsound Theories
Over the past 40 years, proponents have invoked
various biochemical mechanisms to justify their use of EDTA
chelation. Each time critics proved that the mechanism in
vogue was scientifically untenable, a new one was postulated
together with new dogma.
1

• Proposedmechanism#1: The "roterrooter'
hypothesis
(1960s-1970s). Throughout the 1960s chelation proponents
claimed that the structure of arterial plaque depended on the
calcium it contained. They suggested that this calcium was like
the rivets in a steel structure and that removing it would cause
the plaque to disintegrate, widening the affected arteries and
increasing blood flow. This mechanism was compared to ''rotorooter" cleaning of a clogged household water pipe.
Rebuttal:Plaque is an integral part of the artery wall
and not a deposit on its surface. Calcium enters arterial plaque
in the late stages of its enlargement Since EDTA cannot pass
through the artery cell membranes it cannot chelate the calcium there. Chelation proponents have never presented evidence that chelation therapy causes softening of hardened
arteries, removes calcium from arterial plaque or causes the
plaque structure to disintegrate.
Even if a chelating substance could impact on arterial
disease, there is good reason to doubt that EDTA would be an
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effectiveagent Of all the synthetic chelating agents that have
been used to bind metals inthe body, EDTAisprobablythe least
effective.Because it is water-soluble, it cannot penetrate the
lipid-richcell membranes. Because it is nonspecific,it binds the
other divalent and trivalent metal ions in a mixture before it
binds calcium.It is rapidly eliminated from the body, carries all
bound trace metals with it, and can deplete nutritionallyimportant trace metals.

• Proposedmechanism#2:Parathyroid
hormone(PTH)
and plaquedecaldfication(1970s--1980s).By the mid-70sthe
rota-rooterhypothesis had been repudiated. However,because
proponents still believed that the structural integrity of arterial
plaque depended on its calcium content, a new rationale was
needed. In The ChelationAnswer,Walker proposed that when
ionic calcium was removed from serum by EDTAchelation, it
was replaced by calcium from bone. This stimulated the parathyroidgland to secrete PTII, which promoted remineralization
of bone. Walker alleged that the calcium for this bone
remineralizationwas suppliedthrough serum by gradual transfer" of calcium from hardened arterial tissue and plaque.This,
he said, softened the arteries and caused plaqueto disintegrate.
Rebuttal:Every metabolic process in our tissues depends somewhat on calcium for its activity.To ensure human
survival, the neuromuscular system must be protected by
preventing a loss of calcium from the soft tissues. The calcium
in blood plasma is strictly maintained between 9.0 and 11.0mg
per 100ml in order to replenish any calcium that might be lost
fromsofttissues. In adult humans, the principalcalciumstorage
depots are the bones, which contain over 99%{1,300grams) of
the calcium in the body. The rest is contained in the soft tissues
(0.6%,7 grams), plasma (0.03%,350 mg). and extravascular
fluids (0.07%,700 mg). The homeostatic mechanism by which
the plasma calcium level is maintained involvesthe action of
PIH, and 1,25dihydroxyvitaminD3• These hormones regulate
absorption of calcium from the gut, reabsorption in the kidney
tubules, and mobilizationfrom the bone.
The remineralizationofbone uses calciumdrawnfrom
the plasma.A fall in plasma calcium triggers secretion of extra
PTH, increases calcium re absorption in the kidney tubules and
synthesis by kidney tissue of 1,25dihydroxyvitaminD3, which
causes increased calcium absorption from the gut These PTH
actions on the kidney and the gut maintain plasma calcium
levels while bone remineralization takes place.
Calcium in the soft tissues is kept from reaching toxic
concentrations (too high or too low) by an exchange reaction
with divalent ions in the extracellular fluid.There is no normal
physiological mechanism by which the soft tissues supply
calciumfor bone remineralization,and there is no homeostatic
process that can selectivelydirect decalcificationof hardened
arteries while leaving normal tissues untouched.
11

• Proposedmechanism #3: EDTA chelationblocks
productionoffree radicalsinvolvedin a chain of reactionsthat
resultin atherosclerosis.
(1980sto present). By the early 1980s,
the extensive knowledge amassed by scientists about what
"free radicals"were, how they were generated, and what damage they might do in the body allowed Cranton to posit the

"current dogma" in the 1990edition of BypassingBypass.
According to Cranton, free radicals are produced in
the body by toxic metals and by abnormally placed iron and
copper that are released intothe localblood stream when blood
clots in occluded arteries. These metals generate free radicals,
whichoxidizefatty acids to lipidperoxides, which then generate
new free radicals themselves. This chain of oxidation reactions
causes arterial cell-membrane damage and plaque formation.
When EDTAbinds iron, it becomes chemically unreactive and
stops catalyzingthe production ofthe free radicals.Thus, EDTA
chelation curbs the pathological processes that cause atheromas (plaque) by greatly reducing the amount of free radicals
generated in the atherosclerotic blood vessels.
Rebuttal:Ionic iron has two electrons in its outermost
or N shell and 14 electrons in its M shell. This configuration
gives ioniciron the distinct characteristic ofbeing able to accept
three pairs of electrons from other ions. As long as one pair of
these electrons is left unbound, ionic iron remains highly
reactive.
When iron is dissolved in water at a pH of7.0 or more,
its three pairs of electrons willbe bound to three OH groups of
the water. The resulting ferric hydroxide is insoluble and
precipitates.In contrast, when ioniciron is chelated with EDTA,
onlytwo of the three pairs of availableelectrons are bound. The
binding ofjust two ofthe three pairs of electrons allowsthe iron
toexistinphysiologicalsolutions (atpH7) inasolubleyetstable
form.More importantly,since the EDTAonlyforms bonds with
two of the three pairs of electrons, it allowsthe remaining pair
to be fully involved in oxidation reactions that generate free
radicals.Therefore, if EDTA chelates ioniciron, it does not stop
it from generating free radicals. Rather, EDTAchelation keeps
iron dissolved in the blood stream for extended periods and
magnifiesthe extent to which it catalyzes production of tissuedamaging free radicals.
Under normal circumstances most of the iron in the
body is bound to proteins and is not able to generate free
radicals.As a result, the few free radicals that are generated by
ionic iron are fully dealt with by existing antioxidant enzyme
systems. However,when something causes the release of iron
from these protein complexes, the amount of ionic iron is
markedly increased and the potential for free-radical production is exacerbated. High doses of vitamin C increase the
amount of ionic iron in the circulationby promoting its release
from transfenin (the iron-transport protein) and from ferritin
(the iron-storage protein), and by increasing the absorption of
dietary iron from the gut Since EDTA infusion solutions include megadoses of vitamin C, the possibility exists that chelation therapy will increase the formation of free radicals that
cause tissue damaget

• Proposedmechanism#4: Chelationtherapyprevents
mutationsof cellsthat becomean atheroma.Atheromas are
benign tumors that arise from mutated artery cells.Artery cells
mutate when their DNA is damaged by free radicals. When
these cells grow, they become a benign tumor called an atheroma (plaque).
Rebuttal:Arterial atheromas are not derived from
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mutantcells but from events that cause damage and processes
that attempt repair. Low-density lipoproteins (LDL) in the
plasma cross the endothelial cell layer of the artery at a point
where an injuryhas occurred and are deposited in the subendothelial layer. Monocytes are attracted to the injured area and
migrate between the endothelial cells to the subendothelial
layers.These monocytesare converted to macrophages which
engulfthe LDLand become the foam cells or "the fattystreak."
The fibrous plaque-the accumulation of foam cells ruptures
the endothelialcell layer causing platelets to aggregate at the
site. Platelet growth factor is released, stimulating smooth
muscle cell proliferation and the deposition of more I.DL
Smooth muscle cells produce collagen and form a fibrous,
collagen-richcap over the site (plaque).Atthis stage the plaque
contains cholesterol, lipid particles, and the debris from dead
cells . If this cap is dislodged, there is a rapid repetition of the
abovesteps and the plaque enlarges. The atheroma-smooth
muscle cellproliferationresults in an infiltrationinto the intima
of the arterial wall.As the atheroma enlarges, the small blood
vessels surrounding it rupture and bleed, causing calcification
inside the atheroma. As the atheroma continues to enlarge, it
causes narrowing of the artery.
The Phantom Study

In October 1989,chelationtherapy was listed as one of
'The Top Ten Health Frauds" in an article in FDA Consumer.
The articlereported that both the FDAand the AmericanHeart
Associationhave said that there is no scientificevidence that
chelation therapy is effectiveagainst cardiovascular disease.
Three issues later,a letter from a proponentcomplainedthat the
listingwas inappropriate because the FDA had approved the
protocol of a clinical trial that was underway. The letter was
followedby "an apology for the error," which stated that the
editor had not been aware that chelation therapy had been
approved for a study. The editor's note also quoted an FDA
officialwho said that the study should "unequivocallyanswer at
least severalquestions related to the utilityof chelationtherapy
in ... intennittent claudication."
The FDAshould not have backed down because mere
approvalfor a clinical trial is not proof that method works.
Nevertheless,for severalyears, proponents continued to trumpet the existence
of the study as evidence that their claimswere
justified.The study, however,has not been completed.Accordingto proponents,a drug companythat was involvedinfunding
the study changed its mind, leavingthem withoutthe resources
to completeit Even if the study had been completed and had
demonstratedbenefitin patients with intennittent claudication,
it would not have proven that chelation is safe or effectivefor
anything else.
In 1992,a group of cardiovascular surgeons in Denmark published results of a double-blinded,randomized, placebo-controlledstudy of EDTAtreatment for severe intermittent claudication Uournal of Internal Medicine 231:261-267,
1992].A totalof153patientsin two groups received20 infusions
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of EDTA or a placebo for 5 to 9 weeks, in a clinical protocol
duplicatingthe conditionsused byOlszewerand Carter in 1990.
The changes seen in pain-freeand maximal walking distances
were similarfor the EDTA-treatedand the placebo group, and
there were no long-term therapeutic effects noted in 3-month
and 6-month follow-ups.These investigators concluded that
chelationwas not effectiveagainst intermittent claudication.
Summmy and Conclusions

Chelationtherapists state they have administered millionsof EDTAtreatments to hundreds of thousands of patients
over the past 40 years. Protagonist publications contain their
claimsofnumerous clinicalsuccesses and speculationscouched .
in modem scientificterms, seeking to explain how chelation
therapy could work. Since there is no evidence showing the
treatment has modifiedthe disease process, it is clear that the
"benefits''being described are the result of the compassionate
attention paid to the problems of the patient and to the encouragement given them to cope with their symptoms, and/or to
changes in patients' lifestyle,the same ones recommended by
sdentific practitioners
If chelationtherapists practiced in a scientificmanner,
their publicationswould show an interest in obtainingobjective
proof that chelation could alter the progress of the atherosclerosis, that occluded blood vessels could be cleared, that plaque
deposits could be reduced, and that hardened arteries couldbe
"softened." Their data would include carefully documented
case reports with long-tenn follow-up,comparisons of angiograms or ultrasound tests before and after chelation, and data
from autopsies of former patients. But chelationists have published no such data. The few well-designed studies that have
addressed the efficacyof chelation for atherosclerotic diseases
have been carried out by ''establishment" medical scientists.
Without exception, these found no evidence that chelation
worked.
Based on numerous reviews of the world's medical
literature, these same conclusions have been reached by the
FDA,NationalInstitutes of Health, NationalResearch Council,
California Medical Society, American Medical Association,
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, American Heart
Association,American College of Physicians, AmericanAcademy of FamilyPractice, American Societyfor ClinicalPhannacology Therapeutics, American College of Cardiology, and
American Osteopathic Association.
Notwithstandingclaims to the contrary, the chelation
"establishment" is not being victimized by a prejudiced and
arrogant medical orthodoxy, but by its own unwillingnessto
mount a rigorous, placebo-controlled,double-blindclinicaltrial
and stand by the results.

Dr. Green is a biochemist who did cancer research at Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center for 23 years. He consults on scientific methodology
and has a special interest in unproven methods.
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BRIEFS
Trouble for diet guru. On August 10,New YorkState licensing authorities suspended the medical license of Robert C.
Atkins,M.D.,after investigationinto a case in which a 77-yearold breast cancer patient used a hand-held pump to inject
herself with ozone gas. Accordingto press reports, the suspension was triggered by a complaint from an emergency room
physicianwhotreated the womanforleft-sidedweaknesscaused
by a brain embolism (bloodvessel obstruction).In his newsletter (HealthRevelations),Atkins stated that the patient had
merely"suffereda minorreactionthat lefther weak-kneed"and
that she had returned to him for further therapy. On August
17th,a NewYork State Supreme Court judge ruled that Atkins
can resume seeing patients as long as he does not treat them
withozone.Atkins,who also writes books and hosts a radiotalk
show,uses "nutritional"methods to treat the gamut of disease,
prescribes and markets his own line of "targeted nutrition"
products.Anoticeposted at the cashier's cage inthe lobbyofhis
officebuildingstates:"AsofMay18,1993,the receipts/superbills
that you will be receiving will no longer state 'Prescribed
Medicine.' Instead, they will state 'Vitamin/Mineral/Herbal
supplements.'This is due to the fact that the insurance companies are asking us to be more specificthan we have been in the
past ... We recommend that you do not submit the vitaminsto
your insurance carrier for reimbursement It may affectyour
abilityto collect on the rest of your claim."

Irradiation ban extended. A law has been passed in New
York State extending the ban on selling or distributing irradiated food until the end of 1995.
Sharper Image tarnished. The Sharper Image Corporation

and its president, Richard Thalheimer, have signed an FfC
consentagreementnottomakeunsubstantiatedclaimsthatany
U.S.Governmentagency has recognizedEssentialFactorswith
as effectivefor relieving fatigue or producing
Oxy-Energizer
energy. Ads for the product had stated: "Oxy-Energizeris the
first nutritional supplement ever to be granted a US patent.
Supported by over 300 independent clinical trials, this antifatiguefonnulaconsistentlydemonstratedincreases instamina,
endurance, recovery time, and cardiovascular function-results that simply can't be duplicated by any other nutritional
supplement ... Oxy-Energizercontains a trade secret blend of
potassium,magnesium and aspartic acid. Double-blindswimming, running, and aerobics studies consistently show improvements in stamina and endurance for subjects who regularly take these active ingredients. It can help you accomplish
more at the officebecause you're not fighting tiredness. After
work, you have more energy to enjoy sports or a late evening
out" The ad also stated that "fitness authority" Kathy Smith
"gets extra energy" from the product and had used it dailyfor
fiveyears to help maintainher busy pace. A two-month supply
cost about $1.25 per day. During 1990,the company's mailorder catalogclaimeda readership of over 20 million.
Calcium supplementation among adolescent girls. A
double-blind,placeb<>-Controlledstudyof12-year-oldgir]sfound
FBI interested in health frauds. Spurred in part by the
that daily supplementation with 500 mg of calcium citrate
ClintonAdministration'swish to control health-carecosts, the
maleatefor 18months resulted in increases in bone densitythat
the researchers felt might lower their risk of osteoporotic Federal Bureau of Investigationhas expressed interest in hearing from individualswith knowledge of health-related frauds
fracturesinlater life UAMA270:841-844,
1993].Reprintscanbe
obtained from Tom Lloyd,Ph.D., Milton S. Hershey Medical under federaljurisdiction.These include fraudulent insurance
billingand schemes involvinguse of the mail or telephone.
Center, Hershey, PA 17033.

~

Suit over book's advice settled. The suit by MauriceFishman

against Robert E. Kowalskiand Harper & RowPublishers has
been settled with payment of an undisclosed sum. The suit
charges that Fishman had become very illas a result of following advicegiven in an early edition of Kowalski'sbook,The 8Week CholesterolCure. The book had advisedtaking niacinin
high doses but did not indicate the potential risks or the
importanceof medical supervision.
New cholesterol report. The Haroard Health Letter has
issued an excellent 36-pagespecial booklet about the role of
bloodcholesterol in cardiovasculardisease. The report, which
is easy to read but covers the subject matter in depth, includes
basic biochemistry, diagnostic and treatment guidelines,
dietary modification,drug treatment, and research pertaining
to antioxidants. Copies are available for $16 from Harvard
Medical School, Health PublicationsGroup, Dept CHO-Rep,
P.O.Box 380,Boston, MA02117.Multiple-copydiscountrates
are available.

ANTIQUACKERY BLOCKBUSTER PUBLISHED

Prometheus Books has published The Health Robbers:A
CloseLook at Quackeryin America , edited by Stephen
Barrett, M.D., and WtlliamT. Jarvis, Ph.D. The 544-page
book,which lists for $25.95,has more than 20 contributors
and a foreword by Ann Landers. Its 36 chapters cover
chiropractic,homeopathy, naturopathy,acupuncture,faith
healing,vitamin pushers, mail-orderquackery, "fad"diagnoses, oversellingof herbs, cancer and arthritis quackery,
unproven "al1ergies,"dubious dental care, multilevelmarketing, immunoquackery,"organic"foods, weight-control
factsandfads,occultpractices,holistichodgepodge, prominent promoters, why quackery persists, what can be done
about it, and many other topics. Nutrition Forum readers
can obtaina discount by ordering from LVCAHF,P.O.Box
1747,Allentown,PA 18105.The price is $25 postpaid for
Americanorders and US$27postpaidfor Canadianorders.
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"Homeless" claim may be a ploy. Press reports indicate that
many if not all of the people displaying "Homeless. Work for
food" signs near busy intersections are not seeking work but are
begging for money from sympathetic drivers. Many such individuals collect hundreds of dollars a day and are not homeless.
"Nutritional" therapies for cancer. The American Cancer
Society has published a position paper recommending against
use of pau d'arco tea, Hoxsey herbal treatment, macrobiotic
diets, the Gerson diet, Kelley metabolic therapy, Manner metabolic therapy, and megadoses of vitamin C for the treatment of
cancer [CA43:309-319, 1993]. The report concludes: "None of
these approaches is supported by adequate clinical data. Some
involve a diet that is nutritionally inadequate. Some involve
potentially toxic doses of vitamins and/or other substances.
Some are quite expensive. All pose the risk that patients who
use them will abandon effective treatment."
Amalgam fillings judged safe. A U.S. Public Health Service
has issued a 20~page report concluding that mercury in dental
amalgam does not appear to cause adverse health effects in the
vast majority of people who receive them. Although noting that
there was "insufficient scientific evidence to completely rule out
the possibility'' of long-term health risks, the report concluded
that there isno reason to have amalgamfilingsremoved.Asmall
percentage of dentists advocate removal of mercury-amalgam
fillings based on unsubstantiated claims that they cause a large
number of diseases. Consumers Union has concluded that
dentists who engage in this practice should have their license
revoked. The advice for removal often includes dietary supplementation to minimize "toxicity'' allegedly associated with the
removal process. Single copies of the report can be obtained by
writing to PHS Subcommittee on Risk Management, CCEHRP,
HFZ-1,5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857.
Food safety report. The American Council on Science and
Health has published a 36-page booklet, EatingSafely:Avoiding
Foodbomentness,which discusses what consumers, government agencies, and the food industry should do to prevent food
poisoning. The report is available for $3.85 from the American
Council on Science and Health, 1995 Broadway, 2nd Floor, New
York, NY 10023.
Pharmacists flunk student's ''vitamin test" Donna J.
Mitchell, a Kent State University graduate student, recently
visited ten drugstores in three small communities within a 2~
mile radiusofYoungstown, Ohio, stating: "I've been really tired
lately. Is there any vitamin supplement that could help?" Although the correct answer is no, six of the pharmacists recommended a multivitamin and two recommended a B-vitamin.
None of these eight asked whether a doctor had been consulted. The pharmacists who said that a vitamin would not help
suggested getting more sleep. One also recommended seeing
a doctor (correct advice), while the other suggested doing
exercise. The study was supervised by William M. London,
Ed.D., associate professor of health education at Kent State.
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utbs settle charges for billing errors. Three of the nation's
largest medical laboratories, while admitting no wrongdoing,
have agreed to pay large penalties to settle federal charges that
they had falsely billed for blood tests. MetPath and MetWest
agreed to pay $39.8 million after being charged with misleading
doctors into ordering unnecessary tests for iron storage,
cholesterol and glucose as part of a series of screening tests.
(The labs charged Medicare separately for tests that the doctors thought were included in a screening package.) Last year,
National Health Laboratories agreed to refund $111 million to
settle charges that it had submitted similar false claims to
Medicare, Medicaid and CHAMPUS. After the settlement was
announced, CBS.TV's "60 Minutes" demonstrated how five of
its investigators gave blood samples to National Health
Laboratories and found that unnecessary tests were still performed and billed.
Drifting smoke jeopardizes restaurant workers. A literature review has found that the levels of environmental tobacco
smoke (E'IS) in restaurants is 1.6 to 2.0 times higher than in the
offices of other businesses and 1.5 times higher than in residences with at least one smoker. The study also found that the
levels in bars were 3.9 to 6.1 times higher than in offices and 4.4
to 4.5 times higher than in residences. Noting that epidemiological evidence suggests there may be a 5096increase in lungcancer risk among food-service workers that is partly attributable to ETS exposure in the workplace, the study's author
concluded: (1) ETS is a significant occupational hazard forfoodservice workers, and (2) smoking should be prohibited in
restaurants and bars UAMA270:490-493, 1993]. Reprints are
available from Michael Siegel, M.D., Office on Smoking and
Health, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, MS KSO,
4770 Buford Highway, N.E., Atlanta, GA 30341. According to a
press release, Los Angeles-based California Pizza Kitchen,
which has 34 outlets nationwide, was the first national restaurant company to ban smoking in all of its outlets (in July 1991).
Royaljelly defrocked. A federal court has ordered destruction
of quantities of several Regina Royal Jelly products seized in
January 1992from Bee-Alive Inc., of Valley Cottage, N.Y. The
FDA initiated the seizure because labeling (including promotional literature) had falsely represented that the products were
safe and effective for the treatment of disease. In 1989, the
agency had warned the company that promotional material
distributed with ReginaRoyalConcordehad made illegal statements that the product was useful in treating or preventing
chronic Epstein-Barr virus syndrome, gastrointestinal ulcers,
colitis, low blood pressure, arteriosclerosis, nervous breakdowns, infertility, impotence, depression, rheumatoid arthritis,
Alzheimer's disease, anemia, asthma, hemorrhoids, migraine
headaches, and other problems.Although Bee-Alive,Inc., promised to stop distributing literature making these claims, it
continued to advertise that Regina Royal Jelly could help children resist childhood ailments, "offers daytime vitality and
nighttime tranquility," increases mental and physical stamina,
and "seems to improve the immune system."
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FDA DOCUMENTS WIDESPREAD CRIMINAL ACTIVITY
An FDAreport has described howthe "dietarysupplement" industry is engaging in widespread criminalactivityin
the marketingoftheir products.The reportwas releasedonJuly
29 when FDA Commissioner David A Kessler, M.D., J.D.,
testifiedbefore the Subcommitteeon Health and the Environment of the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on
Energyand Commerce,chaired by Rep.HenryAW ax.man(DCA).The hearing was held to gather informationrelated to
dietary supplement regulation.
Billsintroduced by Senator Orrin Hatch (R-U1) and
RepresentativeBillRichardson(D-NM) are intendedtoweaken
FDAregulationby exemptingcertain productsand makingthe
enforcementprocess more cumbersome [NF 10:21,1993].The
billsare being supported by a massive "grass-roots"campaign
by supplementmarketers and by consumers whoare beingtold
that unlessthey act,they will lose the right to purchasevitamins
withouta prescription.At the hearing, Dr. Kessler stated:
"Contrary to what Members of Congress may be
hearing, FDA has no intention of forcing consumers to get a
doctor's prescriptionto obtain vitaminsor minerals.Nor is the
agencyintent on forcing health food stores out of business....
"lbe current debate is about the safety and proper
labelingof these products.... While today's debate is being
shaped by some recent regulatory and Congressional concerns, the fundamentalissue has been with us for decades....
the conflictbetween what marketers want to claim about unprovenremedies and the government'sresponsibilitytoensure
that those claims have a scientificbasis.
'The challengeto all participantsin the dietarysupplement debate ... is to strike the right balance betweenensuring
thesafetyandproperlabelingofalloftheseproductswhileatthe
same time preservingconsumers' freedomof choice.Freedom
ofchoice means littleunless consumers have accurateinformationon safetyand effectivenessin decidingwhetherto purchase
these products."
Withhis testimony,CommissionerKesslerreleased a
ClaimsandDocumented
110-pagereport calledUnsubstantiated
The
HealthHazardsin the DietarySupplementMarketplace.
report has four sections:
• Alistofmore than 500"dietarysupplements"and the
unsubstantiatedclaimsmade for them in companycatalogsand
other product literature.
• Examples of FDA enforcement actions (seizures
and warning letters) taken against 188 dietary supplements
fromNovember1990through June 1993.The report notes:"As
the other sections of this report make clear, this investmentof
resources has failedto stem the tide ofunsubstantiatedclaims."
• A list of oral representations made for specificproducts for high blood pressure, immune system problems,and
cancer, by employees of stores selling dietary supplements.
The list was compiledby FDA personnel in each of the FDA's
21districtofficesthroughout the UnitedStateswhovisitedlocal
health-foodstores, posingas prospectivecustomers.The inves-

tigatorsasked "Whatdo you sell to help high blood pressure?"
"Do you have anything to help fight infection or help my
immune system?" and "Do you have anything that works on
cancer?"Of 129 requests for informationsummarized in this
sectionof the FDAreport, 120resulted in recommendationsof
specific dietary supplements. On six occasions, employees
merely providedreferences from reading materials on dietary
supplements.Storeemployeesdeclinedto make recommendations in only three. In 21 cases, employees made direct use of
Prescription
for NutritionalHealing, a 384-pagebook whose
publisher (AveryPublishing Group, Garden City,N.Y.)promises willincrease their sales.
• Areport ofserious adversereactionsassociatedwith
selected ingredients marketed as dietary supplements. The
report focused on nine herbals (chaparral,comfrey,yohimbe,
lobelia,germander, willowbark, jin bu huan, ma huang, and a
Chinese herbal preparation containingStephaniaand Magnoliaspecies);twoaminoacids (L-tryptophanand phenylalanine);
vitaminA, vitaminBG.niacin,selenium, and germanium.
The report concludes:"lbe history of health quackery
in this century demonstrates that enforcement actions may
cause manufacturersto remove claimsfrom the label-but the
products stay on the market. Even withoutclaims on the label,
sales literature and salespeoplecontinue to make unsubstantiated claims. Moreover, products continue to be bought and
used because of the originalunsubstantiated claims....
'The bottomlineis this:The marketplacehas changed
little over the years despite FDA's efforts. If anything, unsubstantiatedclaims are becoming more exaggerated, mor products of unknowneffectare available,and their use is escalating.
''Whenit comesto dietarysupplements,the positionof
the Food and Drug Administrationis straightforward:Dietary
supplementsshouldbe safe,and anyhealth claimon their labels
or in promotionalliterature should be scientificallyvalid."
Section201(g) (1) of the federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act defines "drug" as any article (except devices) "intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation,treatment, or
preventionof disease" and "articles (other than food) intended
to affectthe structure or functionof the body."FDARegulation
201.126requires labelingto contain adequate directionsfor all
intendeduses. Labelingincludesanywritten,printedor graphic
material that accompanies a product. Intended use is determined by the facts at hand. Drugs not generally recognizedas
safe and effectiveby experts are "new" drugs. Marketing an
unapproved (by FDA) new drug in interstate commerce is a
federal crime. Under state laws,health-foodstore retailers are
not permitted to "diagnose"or to "prescribe" products to customers. Unless they are licensed as a health professionalwhich feware-these activitiesconstitute practicingmedicine
withouta license,which is a crime.
Copiesof CommissionerKessler'stestimony ($5)and
the FDA report ($18) are availablefrom LVCAHF,Inc., P.O.
Box 1747,Allentown,PA 18105.
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"THE REXALL TRADITION"
Joan Benson, M.Ed.
RexallShowcase International (RSI), launched in 1990,
is a direct marketing ("multilevel") company that sells weightcontrol products, dietary supplements, homeopathic remedies,
and water filters. Itisa subsidiaryofRexall Sundown, Inc., ofFt.
Lauderdale, Florida, whose stock was recently listed on the
National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation (NASDAQ) National Market System.
RSI is described to prospects as the newest addition to
f11eRexall Family of Companies, "one of the best known, most
successful corporate families in America." RSI hopes to capitalize on the Rexall name, "the trust that goes with the name, and
the warm fuzzy childhood memories associated with Rexall
Drugstores." According to an RSI brochure, a survey of more
than 30,000 households found that 75%recognized the Rexall
name and that trust in the name was "exceptionally high."
This article is based on an investigation I conducted
during1992asaprojectforahealtheducationclassatKentState
University. The more recent material has been added by Dr.
Stephen Barrett.

what we call today OTC, but in those days they were called
patent medicines .... In 1903 .... the pharmacist was the doctor
in the town .... He worked in concert with the [medical] doctor."
Liggett called his line Rexall Products [short for 'Rx to all.']. As
the Rexall name gained recognition, Szmulewitz continued,
"the items became stronger than the store" and the stores
became Rexall stores. In the mid-1980s, the Rexall name and
distribution rights were purchased by RSI's parent company.
"With that name came a great tradition," Szmulewitz
asserted. ''We asked, 'How do we get back to what Rexall was,
bringing it back to the person, to the independent pharmacist?'
We can't do that But the person-to-person concept will workbringing the Rexall store to somebody's house." Noting that
people typically take only a second to decide whether to buy a
product on the shelf, Szmulewitz said that RSI's story needs to
be told in a different format "Very similar to how the independent pharmacist told it many times. The consumer came in,
'Doc I got something wrong, what do you think? They [pharmacists] spend the time. 'Tell me what's wrong.' This is what you
need. This is what I think will help.'" Szmulewitz continued: "If
we can explain itto someone, ifwe can train them on how to sell
it, train them how to use it, train on what the benefits are, and
have those people explain it to other people, we've now brought
back what always worked in the Rexall concept One person
talking to another."
An article in the March 1, 1982 issue of BusinessWeek
magazine provides a somewhat less glowing perspective. It
states that the Rexall name had once appeared on about 300
company-owned stores and 12,000 franchised outlets (about
20%of the country's drugstores). During the 1970s, however,
Rexall was unable to withstand competition from rivals that built
modem outlets in high-density shopping areas. In 1977, the
chain was sold for $16 million to a group of private investors,
which divested itself of the stores, pared its manufacturing
capacity. and became primarily a distributor of vitamins, health
foods, and plastic products such as toothbrushes. Former
franchisees were permitted to keep using the Rexall name, but
a former company official said this might not promote Rexall
products because some of the stores were "eyesores" that
conveyed a negative public image.

Rexall's Roots
In the video U'hyRexallExpandsto NetworkMarketing
(1990), Rexall Division's Chief Executive Officer Armend
Szmulewitz provides a brief history of Rexall's development:
In 1903, a gentleman named Louis Liggett decided to
do something with the independent pharmacist Those
pharmacists were providing medical care to the individual people. Not the medical care we're used to
today; it was done on an individualized basis. Lou said,
"If I can pool that strength ... I can come up with a
method of taking individual pharmacists and individual markets and bringing them together into a
national organization." It began what came to be known
as "the Rexall concept" In the beginning it was called
United Drug.
According to Szmulewitz, Liggett developed products
that pharmacists "could proudly prescribe on an over-thecounter basis to their patients. That's really the beginning of
41
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Today, although many pharmacies carry Rexallproducts, few still use the Rexallname. Inspectionof twentyrecent
YellowPage directories selected randomly at a public library
found onlythree "Rexall"pharmacies out of about 1,000listed.
Moreover,the lawlimitswhat pharmacistscan do when people
ask them to recommend products.

RSl's Products

RSI'sofferingsinclude the following:
• Weight-control products. RSI's original product,
BiosLifeDiet,wasa powderedmixture ofguar gum and oat fiber
fortifiedwith a fewvitamins and minerals.According to a tw~
page flyer (#CF7157)titled ''The Facts ... Why We Chose the
BiosLifeDiet- What Needs to be Known!!"the product "can
The Sundown Connection
help you lose weight without feelinghungry even if you do not
In 1985, operating control of the Rexall name and followa formal diet In addition it can slash your cholesterol
levelsat the same time!!... Yousimplyeat less foodat each meal
distributionrights were acquired by SundownVitamins,Inc.,a
because of the full feeling you receive from taking the Bios
companyfounded in 1976by Carl DeSantis.DeSantis,whohad
snack prior to meals.... Top medical experts say the benefits
worked in advertising and management for Super X Drug
Stores and Walgreen Drug Stores, has been board chairman, derivedfrom weight loss and loweringcholesterol can greatly
chief executive officer, president, and principal stockholder reduce the risk of deadly heart disease." (The fact sheet also
states that it is "for informationa1purposes only, cannot be
ever since. In April 1993,SundownVitaminschanged its name
reprinted or referenced.") Bios Frnit Bars ($1.65)are said to
to RexallSundown,Inc., shortly before raising$32.9millionby
provide
a high-fiber,low-fatsnack that, combined with a glass
selling2.5millionshares ofits stock to the public.The offering's
of
water,
make you "feelfullso that you can resist the foodsyou
stated purpose was to raise funds to acquire its own vitamin
should
avoid."
RecentlyBiosLifeDietwas replaced by BiosLife
manufacturingfacility.
2,
which
has
a
greater
varietyof fibers and contains a patented
According to its June 18, 1993 prospectus, Rexall
chromium
product
said
to "helpcontrolappetiteand, in particuSundown,Inc., markets approximately740 products through
retailers,mail-orderads and catalogs,and independentdistribu- lar, to help to control sugar cravings."
• ShowcaseNutritionals.These includetwelvesuppletors. Sundown®nutritional products are sold through mass
merchandisers, drugstore chains, and supermarkets. Rexall® ments described in a 1991brochure as "scientificallycorrect,
break-through products" whose "every ingredient has been
nutritionalproducts are sold through independentdrugstores.
Thompson™products are sold in health-foodstores. (Thomp- thoroughly researched and documented in peer-reviewedliterature as havingmerit in augmentingor otherwise stimulating
son NutritionalProducts was founded in 1935and acquiredby
Sundownin 1990.)The mail-ordersales are made through the
the functions of certain organs, tissues and systems in the
company'sSDVVitaminsdivision.Person-t~person sales are
human body." The May/June 1991 issue of RexallShowcase
made through RSI.Rexa11
Sundown also sells OTCdrug prod- InternationalNewsclaimsnutritionalneeds can be customized:
ucts such as cold remedies and ana1gesicsunder the Rexall "Buildingfrom a general nutritiona] base-with a productsuch
trademark.Total sales grew from $24.1millionin fiscal1988to
asPlenamins,DailyEssentialsor TeenEssentials"
-you can add
$93.1millionin fiscal 1993(whichended August 31, 1993).
products such as EssentialBodyguard,EssentialB-Concentrate
Under federal laws,products marketed for preventing or Essential-C
6+6 [avitaminC supplement] "to find a combinaor treatingdisease are "drugs"thatwouldbe illegalto sellunless
tion that suits your diet or lifestyle."Such a program wouldcost
provensafe and effectivefor their intended purposes.Although from 18¢to 96¢per day, depending on the products chosen.
no health claims are made for most products in the Thompson
• Homeopathicproducts. In• Vigor•Olis said to be a
and SDV catalogs, a few are questionable.Thompson's PMS
"natural, effective,invigoratingtonic'' for people troubled by
Formula/orWomen("beneficialinreducingtheseverityofPMS "everyday fatigue, general tired feeling, and exhaustion."
symptoms"), contains 200 mg of vitamin B6,a dose that can
Protect•Olis"indicatedas the initialphase in cleansingthe body
produce neive toxicityif taken for several months. Its CoQ-10 frommanyenvironmentalpollutants."and that it "enhancesthe
"may revitalize the immune system, protect and strengthen
effectivenessand assimilationwhen beginning any nutritive
the heart and cardiovascular system, normalize high blood and homeopathic program." Calmplex•2000"is a solution to
pressure and assist in controllingperiodontaldisease."Its Free everyday stress, simple nervous tension and insomnia."
FormLysine500 MG is claimed to "reduce the severity and
Reliev•Ol lozengesare for "the reliefofcough, cold,and allergy
recurrence of Herpes Simplex viral infectionsand aid in the
symptoms." Metaba-TROL,part of the Bios Life 2 Weight
production of antibodies, hormones, and enzymes." SDV's ManagementProgram, is "toaffectyour mental,emotionaland
catalog includes Memo-Vite;eyetamins;Hair, Skin, and Nails metabolic inclinations to eat at inappropriate times .... a
('The nutrients your body needs for healthy, lustrous hair,
godsend for people who eat because of stress, anxiety or fear,
glowingskin, and strong nails); GinkgoBiloba("mightbe the
for binge eaters and neivous nibblers." Homeopathy is based
answer" for depression, poor circulation, lack of energy,
on the notion that symptoms can be cured by administering
swollenand achy legs, dizziness, ringing in the ears, or occa- extremely small doses of substances that produce similar
sionallyforgettingone's address or phone number); GreenTea symptoms in healthy people ("like cures like"). Although
&tract ("supportfor weight loss diets");and Aloe VeraSoftgels federal law recognizes homeopathic products as drugs, the
("maypossiblyhelp reduce the symptoms of arthritis").
FDAhas not required proof that they are safe or effective.
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SHOWCASE NUTRITIONALS
Product Name

Description*

Ultimate Plenamins
$16.95/130 days

m-in_e_r-al
_ ___;
f-o~u-;l;--a-7 ~N:--o--:b;--e--:tt-:--e-r-t:--h-an_m_a_n_y_o_th-er_m_u_lti-.vt-.ta
A "total-nutrition" family vitamin/;;i -n-er_a_l
with 42 nutrients. Ingredients includ e ginseng, bee
products. but almost twice the price of Centrum and
pollen, PABA and inositol.
triple that of some generic Centrum equivalents.
.

Analysis by Stephen Barrett,

M.D.

.j

Daily Essentials
$8.95/30-120 days

General purpose nutritional supple ment to meet
people's needs at different times in their lives.

Energy Essentials
$9.50/15-60 days

-Provides the nutrients your body needs to help
maximize its natural energy-generat ing abilities.

Contains RDA amounts of most ingredients but extra
vitamin C, vitamin E, and beta-carotene. Vitamin
needs vary little during a person's lifetime.
Falsely implies that a supplement is needed to
provide or increase energy.

Teen Essentials
$8.95/30 days

For the special needs of growing, bu syyoung
people. Contains the vitamins and m inerals vital to
healthy tissue growth, along with a complex of B
vitamins to enhance energy. Also co ntains PABA,
recognized for its effective role in sk·m protection.

Workout Esssentials
$7.95/60 days

Just as your skin needs a moisturize r after being
exposed to the sun, you need Showease Workout
Essentials-a unique combination of vitamins,
minerals and amino acids formulate d to aid in your
own natural muscle recovery proces s. Provides the
nutrients that strenuous exercise de pletes.

There is no scientific evidence that supplements are
needed or can help recovery from exercise.
Strenuous exercise is unlikely to deplete the body of
nutrients. Athletes get more than enough vitamins.
minerals and amino acids when eating enough to
meet their caloric requirements.

Diet Essentials
$7.95/30-120 days

Enhanced to keep your energy level high, even
when your caiorie intake is low.

A severe calorie deficit can contribute to fatigue, but
vitamins and minerals do not supply energy.

Senior Essentials
$7.95/30 days

To help seniors to avoid some of the nutrition
problems that can slow them down when they really
want to keep moving. Contains B-complex vitamins
to aid in the conversion of fats, protei ns and
carbohydrates into energy.

People who eat well do not develop nutrition
problems that can slow them down. Implies that the
product may make users feel energetic.

Essential Bodyguard
$15.95/24-120 days

Because today's stressful lifestyles can deplete the
nutrients your body needs to maintai n a healthy
immune system, you may want to en list the help of
Essential Bodyguard. Contains beta carotene and
vitamins C and E, whose antioxidant properties help
eliminate dangerous toxins in your system ..

This is doubletalk. It is not true that stressful
lifestyles deplete the nutrients needed to maintain a
healthy immune system. Nor is it proven that
antioxidants "help eliminate dangerous toxins" from
your system or that supplementation enhances such
a process.

Essential B
Concentrate
$5.50/100 days

Research shows that nearly all peopl e can benefit by
supplementing their intake of these essential
nutrients. Each tablet supplies a com plex of 100%of
the Recommended Daily Allowance of all essential B
vitamins. Because B vitamins are water-soluble, your
body needs daily replenishment.

Research does not show that nearly everyone can
benefit from supplemention. Even if it did, it would
not make sense to take this product, either alone or
in addition to a more complete multivitamin/mineral
product. B-vitamins do not need to be replenished
daily because the body normally stores at least
several weeks' supply.

Essential Fish Oil
Concentrate
$6.95/30 days

Provides omega-3 fatty acids from fis h liver oils,
which have been shown to have a positive effect on
cholesterol levels.

Fish oils will raise cholesterol levels in some people
and can have other adverse side effects. They are not
suitable for self-medication and would not be part of
most medically supervised cholesterol-control
regimens. Experts recommend that fish oils be
obtained from fish, not supplements.

Essential Enzymes
$9.75/90 tablets

May be helpful if there is a deficienc y of natural
enzymes or when additional enzyme s may be
required. Improper digestive enzym es may be the
cause of bloating, cramps, or other manifestations of
intestinal gas.

Cramps and bloating can have many causes,
including a high-fiber diet. Some require medical
attention. Enzyme deficiency is not a likely cause. If
such a deficiency exists, it should be medically
diagnosed. Laypersons are not qualified to do this.

Teens do not have special needs for supplements.
PABA is used in some skin products that protect
against the sun's rays. It does not benefit the skin
when taken orally.

--···~

-·

*Sources: Showcase Nutritionals brochure, 4/3/91, ShowcaseInternationalNews, May/June 1991, and Newsfrom ShowcaseInternational.Jan/Feb 1992.
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• ClearSourcewater filters.These includecountertop
($169), undercounter ($199), whole house ($895), shower
($129),and portable ($79) units.
The prices mentioned above are "retail."Distributors
pay about 30%less. RSI's total sales to distributors were $7.8
millionfor the six months ending February 28, 1993.
RSI~sSales Tools

Multilevelmarketing (also called direct or network
marketing) is a form of direct sales in which independent
distributorssell products,typicallyin their customers' home or
by telephone. Distributors may profitfrom their own sales and
also from those of people they recruit
RSI recruits through individualcontacts and group
meetings,usingtestimonialsand high-techmaterialsas recruiting tools. My distributor's kit, which cost $43, contained a
manual; a copy of the company's magazineNewsfrom Rexall
ShowcaseInternational;a videocalled"GoodWealthtoAll";two
audiotapes- "QuickStart"and 'The RightChoice";credit and
insurance applications; order forms; and brochures on the
company'sproducts and compensationplan.
• Newsfrom ShowcaseInternationalreports on conferences, successfuldistributors,and newproductsand sales aids.
It answers questions about products and containstestimonials,
some of which were presented at an RSIconference.
• "Good Wealth to All" features cheerful, attractive
people using RSI's products. It gives the history of Rexall,
concentratingon the name-recognitionfactor.The testimonials
include one by former astronaut Edward Mitchell,the sixth
man to land on the moon and nowan RSIdistributor.The video
includes shots of an Apollo rocket lifting off and shots of
laboratoriesthat convey a scientificimage.
• "QuickStart'' was made in 1991by RSI'sdirector of
training.It is his personal testimonialto success inthe business.
It provides an overview of network marketing, the reasons
peopleshould get involved,and how to succeed ifyou have the
requisite qualities.
• 'The Right Choice" tells why various distributors
decidedto get involvedwith network marketingand RSI.It also
includes a sales pitch for RSfs products.
I also acquired numerous photocopiedhandouts,two
more videotapes,and eight more audiotapes.
• The audiotapes"Youandthe BiosLifeDietPlan"and
"ElectronicJoumal,Volume3" are conversationsbetween Dr.
Allan Bruckheim and Edward Nessel, RSI vice president for
communications.They discuss Bruckheim's career and the
advantages of the Bios Life Diet over other diet programs.
Bruckheimsaidhe joinedRexallso he couldmake "morehouse
calls"through tapes such as this and through the distributor
network. He said he wants to help more people achievetheir
health goals by communicatinghow to prevent disease.
• "The Westchester Study and the Bios-LifeDiet
Story''and 'The Bios-LifeWeight Management Program"videos are "firesidechats" with Bruckheim,who assures that he is
"arealdoctor"whotakescareof"realpeople."TheWestchester

Studywas describedas an 8-weekdouble-blindstudy donewith
peoplerecruitedthrough newspaperads and flyers at shopping
malls.They had to be at least 20 pounds overweight Those on
the Bios-Lifeprogram had better results than those on another
fiberproduct.Despite this optimisticmessage, RSI'sfact sheet
#CF7157 states: "It is prohibited and fully against Rexall
Showcase International company policyfor any independent
Distributorto make any representation and give any warranty
that Bios LifeDiet willproduce the benefits in the study."
• The "Bios Life Weight Management Program"
video describes both the products and the need to combine
them with exercise, a healthier diet, and certain supplements.
• The photocopied handouts-19 in all-included
articlesfromhealth-foodindustry publications,newspaperand
magazinearticles,scientificreports, and promotionalmaterials
from supplement manufacturers.
For those who are serious about making a success of
the business,RSI'sNewDistributorAssignmentPacket recommended an initial purchase of $1,138.20worth of products,
$91.75worthof sales aids,and three distributor kits for $105.00.
Inspirational Meetings

RSI'smission is "to move products of honesty that will
enhance health and wellness."Its success formula is to share
products that are "emotional,consumable, reasonably priced,
and work" in order to share the opJX)rtunityto become a
EDITOR'S NOTE:

RSI'smedicaladvisor,Allan Bruckheim, M.D.. is associate prer
fessor of family medicine at New York Medical College. He
writes syndicated newspaper columns and has hosted radio
programs through which he has spoken out against quackeryon
many occasions. He has directed a family practice residency
program and headed a committee on drugs and therapeutics
oftheAmericanAcademyofFamily Physicians. In 1990, when
an article about his Westchester Diet Study appeared in the
National Enquirer, I asked why the results had not been
submittedto a medicaljournal. He replied that the data belonged
to the company that had sponsored the study (not RSI).
More recently, I asked how he could be medicaladvisorto
a company marketing homeopathic remedies. He replied that
they are not medicalproducts and that RSIgets its adviceabout
them from another doctor whom they consider an expert on the
subject. He added that many people believe homeopathic products have helped them and that "alternative"methods may well
providebenefits medical science can't explain.
RexallSundown'scommunicationsdirector EdwardNessel
responded to a preview of this article with the followingstatement "Ina perfectworldinwhicheveryoneate healthy,balanced
and nutritiousfoods every day, kept their weight under contro1
and exercised properly. there probably would not be as great a
need or demand for many of our products. Unfortunately,this is
not the case.And RexallIntemational'snatural vitaminand other
nutritionalsupplements can indeed play a helpful role in maintainingproper nutrition."
- StephenBarrett,M.D.
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distributor and teach others to do the same. It offersprospective
distributors a chance to fulfill the American dream of being
their own boss with unlimited earning potential. Most of RSI's
recruiting is done at "Business Opportunity" meetings that are
hosted by local distributors. RSI prefers the attendees to be
"wann market'': family and friends who are there by personal
invitation.InJuly 1992,I attended two meetings ata localmotel.
At the first meeting, the host (Paul) discussed the company's
history, products, and philosophy in glowing terms.
The first products described were RSI's ClearSource
water filters.After predicting that 97%of all medium-and aboveincome families will use some type of filtration device by the
year 2000, Paul stated that RSI's unit will yield water whose
qualityis the same as that of bottled water-for only 2¢ a gallon.
He then described his experiences ·with RSI's homeopathic
products. Paul said he uses In• Vigor•Ol"instead of coffeeinthe
morningbecause "ithelps relieve what stress creates, and that's
fatigue."After asking whether anyone smoked cigarettes or
was exposed to drifting smoke, he touted Protect•Ol for "the
initial phase in cleansing the body from many environmental
pollutants."He then suggested Calmplex•2000as "an effective
solutionto everyday stress, simple nervous tension, and insomnia." Next he touted EnergyEssentials("for people who are
alwayson the go, depleting their bodies of certain nutrients")
and WorkoutEssentials(supported by a testimonial from a
bodybuilder).Then Paul described how the guar gum in the
Bios Life Diet, when mixed with water, skim milk, or juice,
''gentlyexpands in your stomach creating afull feeling.Sowhen
you ... eat the meals you're used to ... you just eat less."
"Because this is a product regulated by the FDA. we
can't make medical claims," he added. "But we can share
experiences. A lot of people who have used the BiosLife Diet
havebeen very successful in loweringtheir blood serum chole~
terol. ... [Guar gum] cleanses the system of all those good, fatty
foods we all eat. ... the LDL cholesterol, which is the bad
cholesterol, the yellow, gooey, sticky stuff that constricts in
arteries and veins and causes strokes and heart attacks.... And
when this fiber expands ... the cholesterol sticks to it and
flushes it through your system."
Finally,Paul outlined the various steps through which
distributors can increase their income by selling products and
recruiting other distributors.
The second meeting, held a week later, featured a
speaker (Roger) who described his business background and
the advantages he saw in affiliatingwith RSI."We're lookingfor
a few exceptional people-people who are self-starters, people
who are willingto take hold of something and run with it, and
make a commitment and follow through to it. This is not a
business forwishers. This is for people who want to get involved
and do," Roger said. Paul added that those who worked 20 or
more hours a week could expect to earn between $30 and $60
per hour. He reviewed several RSI products but spent most of
the time stressing financial opportunity. This time, when di~
cussing RSI'swater-treatment system, Paul cited a BostonGlobe
article which said that there are 20,000 new cases of cancer
every year related to chlorine in the water.
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On September 12, 1992, I attended a day-long RSI
RegionalDistrict Conference and Quick Start Training Session
for distributors, held at a hotel in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. About
forty well-dressed people attended, mostly men in their midthirties to mid-forties.The principal speaker was Lou Prescott,
RSI'spresident and chief executive officer.The points he made
included:
• Document what happens when using the BiosLife
Diet,so the company can accumulate "solid anecdotal data."
• Americans eat so much junk food we have about 75%
... deficient in one way or another with essential nutrients. Of
course, different people, different lifestyles, demand different
nutritional needs. Rexall, which has "the largest deposit of
research of information on nutritional supplements and its
impact on the human body of any company in the world," did
research and came up with optimum formulations for different
lifestyles.'The American public has been ahead of the medical
community in believing they needed nutritional supplements.
Now, a good portion of the medical community is coming on
board."
• Protect•QI "goes into the cells and cleanses the cells
of toxins." When cells are attacked by toxins, they "cannot
operate at optimum levels. So whatever you put into the body
can not be conve11edwith optimum efficiency.... This product
cleanses the body." It is "designed to take for the rest ofyour life
because we live in a toxic environment."
Prescott's remarks were followed by those of a dozen
distributors who talked about their success in making money
and/or using RSI products. Rexall Sundown's prospectus indicates that Prescott is no longer with the company but will
receive severance pay of $372,970.
In 1992, a class-action suit was filed against RSI,
Prescott, and DeSantis by Patrick). Hines, a former distributor,
who charged that RSI was an illegal pyramid scheme and that
the profitpotential of becoming a distributor has been exaggerated. The suit papers state: "Ofthe hundreds of individualswho
Hines knew as participating in RSI, almost all are inactive and
have sustained the loss of most or all of their investment and
have sustained additionaleconomic loss."The prospectus states
that the suit is "without merit."
The Rexall Tradition?

RSI's brochures and meetings contain many references to scientific breakthroughs, space-age technology, and
research facts and figures. Its sales pitches warn about nutritionaldeficiency,pollution,and the effects of stress. Its products
are promised to provide weight loss without hunger; to meet
special nutritional needs; to relieve insomnia, fatigue, and
everyday stress; and to make you rich and your own boss in the
process. Do you believe that RSI's products are effective for
these purposes? Do you think its distributors are qualified to
detennine who may benefit from them?
Joan Benson obtained her master's degree in health education from Kent
State University in Kent. Ohio.
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BRIEFS
Another BGwarning. Katharina Dalton, a British physician
who operates a clinic for treating premenstrual syndrome,
believesthat nerve toxicityfrom B6 (pyridoxine)supplements
is much more common than it is reported. In a recent letter,she
stated that she lectures frequently and has "yet to meet an
audiencethat does not have a few members who are suffering
neurologicalsymptomswithB6.... Too oftenthe earlysignsare
neglected, and it should be noted that they take at least six
months ... toappear."In 1987,Dr.Daltonreportedonmorethan
100women who had developed such symptoms as twitching,
bone pains, abnormal skin sensations, muscle weakness, and
the feelingofelectricshocks downthe spine [ActaNeurologica
Scandinavia76:8--11,1987].A few years later, Dutch experts
who conducted a literature search identifiedtwelvecontrolled
trials and concluded: (1) most of these were poorlydesigned,
and (2) there was no evidence that B6is effectiveagainst PMS
[British Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology 97:847-852,
1990].
Letter scam stopped. Thousands of restaurateurs have receivedfraudulent letters claimingthat the writer's silk blazer
had been soiledby a waiterwho spilleda drink whilethe writer
was dining at the restaurant The letters, accompaniedby a
phony receipt, requested reimbursement for dry-cleaningexpense of $9.20.Six days after the letters were mailed, postal
officialsbegan blockingdeliveryof responses to the letters sent
by recipients to an address in Florida. More than 1,000letters
enclosing payment were detained and returned to their senders. The scheme's perpetrator was identifiedas a Britishcitizen
namedJohn Walker,who said he had answereda newspaperad
and had been given a plane ticket and several hundred dollars
to set up an officein Floridafor the Health AdviceBureau, an
organizationthat may not exist Floridaofficialssaidthey would
not prosecute Walker because they had their hands full with
cases that were more serious and because no victim had lost
money. However, authorities in Suffolk County, New York,
charged him with scheming to defraud in the first degree,
which is a felony.
libel actions settled. A total of$34,000has been paid out-ofcourt to settle a lawsuitby Dr. VictorHerbert and demands by
Drs. Stephen Barrett, WilliamT. Jarvis, and John H. Renner
against Loren Israelson, a Utah attorney affiliatedwith the
health-foodindustry.The problemarose during a speech at the
April1992Natural Products ExpoWest in which Israelsonsaid
that the four were ''viciousand pathologicaland would stop at
nothing"and that VegetarianTimesmagazinehad publisheda
well-writtenarticle criticizingthem. The speech was tape-recorded and offeredfor sale, alongwithtapes ofother talks at the
The
meeting, through an ad in Natural FoodsMerchandiser.
VegetarianTimes article, to which the four had strenuously
objected [NF 9:15, 1992), led to out-of-courtsettlements in
which they received a total of $21,000.The magazine also
published a lengthy rebuttal letter by Dr. Barrett

FDA approves BST. The FDAhas approved the sale and use
of bovine somatotropin (BSI), a genetically engineered hormonethat increases milkproductionin cows.Use cannot begin
immediately,however, because Congress enacted a 90-day
moratoriumto givethe WhiteHouse OfficeofManagementand
Budget time to study the possible reaction by consumers and
BST's economic impact on the dairy industry. Genetically
engineered BST, which supplements the cow's natural BST,
does not alter the milk or enter the milk supply.Since there is
no detectable difference in milk from treated and untreated
cows,the FDAhas refused to order that products from treated
cows be labeled.BST opponents argue that the drug will drive
small dairy farmers out of business by increasing an already
overabundantsupplyofmilk.Proponentscounterthat increased
production from fewer cows will make the farming industry
more efficient The drug will be marketed under the name
Posilac.
Iron warnings urged. The attorneysgeneral of 32 states have
asked the FDA to require iron supplemented to be labeled:
"Warning-Keep awayfrom children. Containsiron which can
be harmfulor fatalif swallowed."Theyhave also asked the FDA
to requirethat supplementscontaining30 mg or more ofironbe
packaged in child-resistantblister packs and that the manufacture of iron supplementsthat look like candy and have a sweet
coating be discontinued. Since 1986,according to New York
AttorneyGeneral Robert Abrams, more than 40 children ages
9 months to 3 years have died in the United States after
swallowingiron supplements.
Notable quote: "Although some people can benefit from
taking supplements, virtually everyone connected with the

health-foodindustry recommends them unnecessarilyand/ or
inappropriately.In fact,havingobserved the industry for many
years, I consider ita form oforganizedcrime.... I have collected
advertisements and product literature containing false, misleading,and unsubstantiated claimsfor thousands of products
sold through health-foodstores, multilevel(person-to-person)
companies,and the officesof unscientificpractitioners.Every
one of these documents is evidence of violationof federal and
state criminal laws."-Stephen Ba"ett, MD., testimonyat a
Congressional
subcommittee
hearingondietarysupplementregulation,October18, 1993.
Nutrition Forum (ISSN 0748-8165),© 1993, is published by
Stephen Barrett, M.D. Allarticles and advertising inserts are fully
endorsed by Dr. Barrett
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Extraordinaryorange juice. Just Pik'd®is a fresh-squeezed,
fresh-frozenorange juice that tastes similar to freshly squeezed
juice. It differsfrom other frozen or packaged juice because it is
neither pasteurized nor made from concentrate. (Pasteurization prolongs shelf life but deteriorates flavor.) Editor'snote:
1

Althoughjust Pik tf© costsabouttwiceas muchasjuicemadefrom
concentrate,it is well worth the extra cost.Availabilitycan be
determinedby contacting The Fresh juice Companyat 350
NorlhernBlvd., GreatNeck,NY 11021 (516-482-5190).
Diet-pill companies charged. The New York City Department of Consumer Affairshas charged seven over-the-counter
diet-aidmakers with deceptive advertising. Six of the seven ads
appeared in national women's magazines, and one was in a
supplement to the DailyNews.The companies were Hanover
Labs,of Livingston,N,J. (for Lipotrim):Martrim, of Lawrence,
Ks.; Prolab Nutrition, of Berlin, Conn. (for Tight and Firm
capsules);Universal,of New Brunswick, N.J. (Tone'NTighten),
Body by Jay Fitness Enterprises, of Santee, Calif. (FatBurning
System);America's Best Nutritionals, of Destin, Fla. (Trim
Now);and World Wide Marketing, of Hollywood,Calif.(Nutra
Trim).The products were variously claimed to block absorption of calories, help the body bum fat, and/ or guarantee
effortlessweight loss even while continuing to consume a diet
rich in fat and calories.
,,.

NRC report boosts fluoridation. A 197-pageNational Research Council report has concluded that currently allowed
fluoride levels in drinking water do not pose a risk of health
problems.Based on a reviewofavailabledata, the NRCsubcommittee that wrote the report concluded that the Environmental
Protection Agency's ceiling of 4 ppm (parts per million) is
appropriateunless new data show otherwise. Levelsof4 ppm or
above occur only in a few regions of the country where the
natural concentration of fluoride is high. The level in artificially
fluoridated water is about 1 ppm. The report debunks allegations that fluoridationcauses bone fractures, adverse effects on
reproduction, genetic defects, cancer, and several other dis-eases. It also pinpoints areas in which further research wouldbe
desirable. Copies can be obtained for $35 plus $4 shipping by
calling800-624--6262.

Government advertising fraud. The Florida Department of
Citrus has published a booklet that contains several pages of
misleadinginformation about vitamin C. Among other things,
the booklet suggests that vitamin C "may offer remarkable
protection against heart disease" and "can help prevent tuberculosis." (The latter claim is attributed to "Dr. Irwin Stone,"but
does not indicatethatStone' s "Ph.D.degree was from Donsbach
University,an unaccredited correspondence school.)The booklet also claims (falsely)that vitamin C must be ingested daily
-.,._ because it cannotbe stored in the body. The Department, which
is funded by a tax on citrus fruits, has engaged in misleading
advertising for many years. In 1987,for example, its ads suggested the potassium content of grapefruits could help control
high blood pressure [NF 4:56].
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School lunches unbalanced. According to an Associated
Press report, school lunches tend to exceed the percentages of
fat and saturated fat recommended by U.S. government guidelines. The report cited a 1992 survey of 545 schools by
Mathematica Policy Research of Princeton, N.J., which found
that the lunches derived an average of 38%of their calories from
fat, with 15%from saturated fat Agriculture Department officials have expressed concern about this situation. Senator
Patrick Leahy (R-VI) has introduced legislation to require
school lunches to meet the U.S. Dietary Guidelines.
Food composition book revised. The J.B. LippincottCompany has published the 16thedition of Bowesand Churchs Food
ValuesofPorlionsCommonlyUsed,upclatedby Jean Pennington,
Ph.D., RD. This 510-page compendium covers 8,500 generic
and brand-name foods, based on data from industry, trade
associations and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Each
entry includes the amounts per portion of 10vitamins, 9 minerals, fat (by type), cholesterol, carbohydrate, protein and calories. Supplementarytables indicate the amounts of amino acids,
caffeine, gluten, purines, and various other components in
many foods. The first edition was published more than fifty
years ago. Copies can be ordered for $29.95plus $3.50shipping
from J.B. Lippincott Company, 227 East Washington Square,
Philadelphia, PA 19106.
1

"Slimming" herbs cause kidney failure. Belgian researchers have reported 48 cases of kidney failure among women who
had followedan herbal weight-loss regimen at a Belgian medical clinic [Lancet341:387-391,1993).Although the toxic agent
was not precisely identified,it appeared related to the presence
of Stephaniatetrandrain Chinese herbal capsules dispensed at
the clinic. The authors believe that the cases "add support to
the arguments against uncontrolled therapy with herbal
preparations."
liproprotein(a) update. A prospective 5-yearstudy of 14,916
male physicians aged 40 to 84 years has found no association
between Lp(a) levels and the risk of heart attacks UAMA
270:2195-2199,1993).This result conflicts with many previous
studies---most of them retrospective--which suggested that
high Lp(a) increased the odds of having a heart attack and
therefore should be considered a risk factor, particularly in
younger individuals and in others with no predisposing risk
factors. An editorial accompanying this report concludes that
screening a population for high Lp(a) levels is unlikely to be
worthwhile because the cost is high, the association with heartattack risk is unproven, and lowering Lp(a) levels has not been
proven to prevent heart attacks UAMA270:222~2225, 1993).
The editorial notes that Lp(a) or its various subtypes may still
turn out to be clinically significant, so further research is
needed. Lp(a) isa typeoflow-densitylipoprotein (LDL)that has
a strong hereditary component and is influenced little or not at
allby diet or by most cholestero I-loweringdrugs. Reprints ofthe
study can be obtained from Paul M. Ridker, M.D., Brigham and
Women'sHospita1,900CommonwealthAve.,Boston,MA02215.
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UPDATE: HEALTHCLAIMS FOR SUPPLEMENTS
The FDAhas proposed to allowclaimsrelated to folic
acid and birth defects but to ban claims related to five other
nutrient-diseaserelationships[FederalRegister58:53254-53317,
1993].The standard used to evaluate health claims related to
supplements is whether or not there is "significantscientific
agreement'' that a claim is valid.
The folic acid proposals were issued in response to a
Public Health Service recommendation that women of childbearing age should consume at least 0.4 mg offolicacid daily.
One proposalrequires folicacidfortificationofenriched breads
and flours and other cereal grain products. Another would
amend food additiveregulationsto specifyfoodsto whichfolic
acid could be added. The third would permit the labels of
products that are good sources of folic acid to state that daily
consumptionof the vitaminby women of childbearingage may
reduce the risk of neural tube defects in their offspring.The
most commondefects are anencephaly (absenceofmost ofthe
brainand spinalcord) and spina bifida(unperfectclosureofthe
spinal column, which commonly results in neurologicaldefects). In making these proposals, the FDA noted that doses
higher than 1 mg are potentiallydangerous because they can
maskthe anemiaofperniciousanemia (vitaminB12 deficiency),
enabling neurological damage to progress untreated. These
proposalsattempt to minimizethe risk of folicacid deficiency
withoutsignificantlyincreasingthe hazard of maskingthe early
signs of pernicious anemia.
The claims that the FDA proposes to ban are:
• Dietaryfiber and cancer:Although many studies
have showncorrelationsbetween diets high in fiber<ontaining
foods (wholegrains, fruits, and vegetables) and colon cancer,
the diets differin levels of many nutrients and types of dietary
fiber,thus making it difficultto ascribe the observed effectto a
singlenutrient Because a supplementwouldcontainonlyfiber
and there is no evidencethat any specificfiber itselfcaused the
effectsseen in studies involvingfiber-richdiets, an appropriate
basis for authorizing a claim for dietary fiber and cancer does
not exist
• Dietaryfiber and cardiovasculardisease:Although
studies have shown relationships between consumption of
solubledietaryfibers and Qloodcholesterol levels,the studies
have generally been small, short-term, and unable to distinguish the effectsoffiber from those of concomitantweightloss
and changes in other dietary components.In addition,description and measurement of types of dietary fiber have not been
standardized.

• Omega-3fattyacids
andcoronaryheartdisease(CHD):
Althoughingestionof omega-3fatty acids may favorablyinfluence blood cholesterol and triglyceride levels and clotting
characteristicsrelated to platelets,these factors and CHD are
not yet closelyrelated to the risk of CHD. In addition,there is
insufficientevidence that consumption of fish oils alonewill
produce the apparentlybeneficialeffectsfound in studies relating fish consumptionto the incidence of CHD.
• Zinc and immunefunction in the elderly:Although
adequate dietary zinc is known to be essential for nonnal
immunefunction,a specificprotectiverole of zinc supplementationamongelderlypeoplehas not been demonstrated. In fact,
there is some evidencefrom recent studies that high levelsof
zinc intake willsuppress immune function.
• Antioxidantvitaminsand cancer:While populations
with diets rich in fruits and vegetables experience many health
advantages,includinglowerrates of some types of cancers, it is
not possible to specificallydetermine that the two antioxidant
vitamins (beta-caroteneand vitaminC) contained in fruits and
vegetables are responsible for this effect or to rule out the
possibility of significant positive effects from nonmeasured
components in these foods. Nor is there significantscientific
agreementon whether the apparentpositiveeffectsoffruits and
vegetables result from a single or combined effect of beta- .,
carotene and vitamin C and other nutrients with antioxidant
function(suchas selenium),from other nutritivecompounds in
such foods, from nonmeasured components of such diets, or
from displacement of other known risk factors within the
total diet.
On November 1-3, a symposium on antioxidants,
cancer,and heart disease was held at the NationalAcademyof
Sciences.The meeting,initiatedby the FDA,was cosponsored
by the NIH Office of Disease Prevention; National Cancer
Institute; NationalHeart, Lung, and Blood Institute; and U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The meeting's
purpose was to discuss the availableevidence,unmet research
needs, and waysto facilitateresearch to meet these needs. The
FDA will consider the results of this symposium along with
other evidence before making its final decision about the
proposed labelingrule.
Although bills to weaken FDA regulation of dietary
supplements [see NF 10:21,1993] have acquired many cosponsors, Congress adjourned its 1993session without voting
on the bills introduced by Senator Hatch and Representative
Richardson.However.action is expected early in 1994.
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"Out on a Limb"
"Alternative Nutrition" against AIDS
Jack Raso, M.S., RD .

~

Are reputable organizations and champions of
alternative healthcare combining to shepherd registered
dietitians aboard the ''holistic"bandwagon?
On November 4, 1993, I attended a conference
titled"AlternativeNutrition Strategies for HIV/AIDS,"held
in the auditoriumof the American Red Cross in Greater New
York (near Lincoln Center). Besides Red Cross, sponsors
included: Nutritionists in AIDS Care (NIAC), a specialinterffitgroup of the Greater New York DieteticAssociation;
Gay Men's Health Crisis (GMHC);and CicatelliAssociates
Inc., in Manhattan, part of the New YorkNrrgin Islands
AIDSEducationand Training Center. A mailingfrom Cicatelli
Associatesstatro that the goals of the conferencewere: (1) to
inform health professionals about the availabilityand efficacy of "alternative nutrition therapies" for HIV-infected
persons, and (2) to encourage collaborationamong "mainstream nutritionists,"practitioners of "alternativenutrition,"
researchers, and other healthcare providers. A company
representativetold me that over 330 people had registered
for the conference. She stated that the registrants included
physiciansand nurses but that most were registered dietitians.The AmericanDietetic Associationhad approved the
program for continuing education credit. Other attendees
apparently included nondietitian nutritionists, "health
educators,"and PWAs (persons with AIDS).
According to a flyer,the Training Center for Health
Professionals(fCHP) of Cicatelli Associates is a nonprofit
organizationthat gives managerial,instructional,and technical assistance to health and human service providers serving the disadvantaged.The flyer states that Cicatelli Associates has trained more than thirty thousand service providers since 1977 and has had training contracts with many
agencies, including the Department of Health and Human
Services, the New York State Department of Health, the
NewJersey State Departmentof Health, and the Centers for
DiseaseControl (CDC).It further states: "More than merely

dictating the content of our training programs, TCHP
develops industry groups to perform needs assessments.
Our training curriculum is developed only after learning
from providers and other experts which issues need to be
addressed."
"A Very Unusual Situation"

Co-moderatorDena Rakower,M.S., RD., made the
welcomingremarks. She stated:
We're not endorsing any partirular speakersor any
partirular supplement or alta-nativestrategy. What
we are here to discuss, though, is this controversial
subject of alternativestratfgiesfor HIVcare....What
we hope to do is di!Dlssthe varietyof viewpoints.It's
a very unusual situation, I feel, where we have
pullro together people that [are] often feelingvery
polarized... .I think it's a very exciting thing that
we're starting here, and I hope that, more and more,
we can learn from each other and start using these
ideas as we think are appropriate.
Rakower apprised us that Joseph J. Jacobs, M.D.,
M.BA, director of the Officeof AlternativeMedicine of the
NationalInstituresof Health (NIH), had withdra.vnfrom the
conference "at the last minute." Michael Jacobson, Ph.D.,
cofounderand dira:tor of the Center for Science in the Public
Interest (CSPO,in Washington, D.C., took Jacobs' place as
the first leetu rer. CSPIpublishesNutritionActionHealthletter.
Jacobson's subject was the "history of nutrition."He began
with what he called a disclaimer: "I know a little bit about
nutrition.I know less about supplements-vitamins and minerals. I know virtually nothing about herbs. And I knoweven
less about AIDS." He added that he was not a historian.
Nevertheless, he divided his "somewhatpersonal history of
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nutrition" into five "distinct" ages, ranging from the age of
"blissful ignorance," which he said had lasted from prehistoric times until about 1900 C.E. and during which "many
people did pretty well," to the supposedly incipient "age of
other stuff," an "era" characterized by nutritional supplements and non-nutrient food constituents.

"Nutrient Phannaco-Therapy''
The next lecturer was Rax.it J . Jariwalla, Ph.D., a
senior research scientist at the Linus Pauling Institute of
Science and Medicine, in Palo Alto, California . Jariwalla
advocated "nutrient pharmaco -therapy," which a slide defined as the use of specific micronutrients in amoun.ts at
which they exhibit pharrnacologic properties. A slide titled
"Why Vitamin C in AIDS?" offered a threefold rationale for
such use of ascorbic acid : (1) favorable anecdotes and
"preliminary observations, " (2) demonstration of antiviral
effects on both RNA and DNA viruses (In vitro), and (3)
inhibition of a retrovirus (avian sar coma virus) in chicken
cells. Jariwalla's talk mainly concerned the effects of ascorbic acid in large amounts on HIV-infected laboratory cultures . Yet he concluded:
Ascorbate concentrations capable of suppr e ssing HIV in vitro are obtainable in blood and
body fluids by oral supplementation,
and much
higher doses by intravenous
infusion. Ascor bate in combination with thiols [sulfur-containing organic compounds such as N-acetylcysteine]
offers astooishingpossibilitiesfor nu trieo t inteiventioo in HIVinfectioo ... . Coo trolled , larg e-scale clinical trials of ascorbate and thiol efficacy in HIVinfected persons are urgently warranted.

''Won Over''
The next featured speaker was Carol-Jane Rand,
RD ., the GMHC staff nutritionist who had designed the
conference. The title of her talk was: "How Much Ascorbic
Acid Can Humans Absorb? /The Safety of Megadoses. " Rand
stated:
When I first started working at GMHC, it wasn't
ve:y surprising [that] the clients really wanted to
know whethe- they should be taking lots of multivitamins, and basically I was ignorant.. . .I knew
almost nothing about the use of vitamin-mineral
supplements-an
area which ... had never particularly interested me ... .I was something of a dou btiog
Thomas with respect to ascorbate when I first
started at GMHC and rather mentally pooh-poohed
the whole thing ... . [But I] was rather woo over by
reading Dr . Jariwalla's research and talking to some
clients .

Rand cited a particular doctor 's treatment of AIDS
with as much as 200 grams of asrorbate daily-reportedly with
minimal diarrhea. However, she explained:
Since urinary excretion with respect to ascorbate is
kind of a rough ... indicator of how much has actually
gotten into ... the bloodstream , urinary excretion of
ascorbate is used as a flag to see whether ascorbate
has been absorbed. What we are looking at he-e,
unfortunately, is a study on one young man . In fact,
another proviso . . .is [that] almost all the studies
having to do with megadoses, arm the best-controlled
ones, were done with an appallingly small sample of
people; and so, while the results that I'm going to
show tend to sort of confirmeach other, we're .. .talking
about extremely small samples and an extremely
smalt number of researchers , too. It's ... essentialty a
group of about six or seven people that I will be
quoting over and over again-which
is not
because .. .I didn 't wantto use mor e references, but
because .. .it seems like most of the research was
don e by this smalt group, mostly in the late '70s and
'80s.
The work Rand cited included experiments with
rodents and an unpublished study conducted at the Linus
Pauling Institute. Her handout listed as references seventeen published works: two books and fifteen articles. Three
of the articles pertain to experiments with rodents. In the
handout's introduction, Rand stated that, "as an HIV/ AIDS ~
nutritionist," she had -been "exposed to" a body of research
"suggesting"
that vitamin C in very large amounts
"might. .. mitigate" the oxidation products of chronic infection and "dira: tly inhibit " HIV replication. Despite such
iffiness, she concluded in her handout: "Ascorbate plasma
levels which might significantly inhibit HIV appear attainable with doses of approximately 3-6 grams ascorbate per
day." Moreover, at the close of her talk , she recom mended responding to diarrhea merely by reducing the
dose of vitamin C, and ton au sea by switching to a buffered
form.
During the panel discussion that followed, "AIDS nutrition consultant" Amanda Belt, M.S., RD. , opined that the
message of the conference was that nutritionists should be
political activists for supplementation studies.
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"Morethana little Disdain" for Science
After a break , AIDS activist Fred Bingham affirmatively addressed the question: "Are Antioxidants Useful CoTherapies for HIV/ AIDS?" Bingham is the founder and
executive director of DMIR-Direct AIDS Alternative Information Resources-which he described as a "buyers' club"
based in his apartmmt that sells preparations such as vitamin
E, beta-carotene, and N-acetyl-L-cysteine. DAAIR'sautomated
telephone message system provides information on two-hour
"Introduction to DAAIR" classes, specifies the business hours
ofits"members-onlystore,"andoffersitsfreel50-pagemembership packet. (The sidebar on pages 4 and 5 descr ibes the
store and its offerings.)
Bingham mostly read his lecture from his handout.
He stated:
As someone who was diagnosed with AIDS in mid1989, who has since normalized his immune parameta-s and stayed healthy while maintaining a negative viral tit.er utilizing the basic throries and clinical
practices I am abrut to diocuss, and as someone who
has lost all of his closest friends, I find myself understandably frustrated by the slow pace and comm ercial biases of Western empiricism.
Bingham said he had been a gard ener and described his response to the AIDS diagnosis: "I treated myself
like I was this garden gone haywire." Later, during a panel
discussion, he called his AIDS diagnosis "debatable." He
further stated:
Ther e' s a massive, gaping black hole in the research out tha-e ... .I emphasize that this is not because these [antioxidant] compounds are not useful
or that they do not possess strong clinical potentials
for either slowing or stopping the progression of
HIV infection-and I'm a va-y good example of that.
It simply means that no one has yet.. .. [:figured]out
a way to make .. .large sums of money from thffil, or,
worse yet, how to make money without economical1y threatening existing methods that att empt to
control this complex constellation of syndromes we
cal1AIDS. I witnessed in agonizing detail the wasting away of each of my friends as if they were under
massive free-radical assault, much like that seen
under extensive, end-stage chemotherapy ....
I come .. .before you today as a PWA who begrudgingly uses phrases and words such as "possibly

3

may," "potmtially might," "may be," and "might be"
with more than a little disdain for the allegedly impartial and cautious scientific methodology.
Bingham said he uses substances such as glutathione (a sulfur-containing tripeptide coenzyme) and St.
John 's wort (an aromatic herb) intravenously every day.
After he finished his "read-along," a moderator remarked :
"'Thatwas a handful."

Plunging into MurkyWater
Clinical nutritionist Amanda Bell shared Bingham's
topic. She stated:
On one hand, I want to do anything and everything
I can for .. .the patient, and I'm willing to just step
out on a limb. I feel like I need to do whate.ier it takes
to improve quality of life and wellness in this person. And, on the other hand, I want to structure my
recommendations around well researched thmipies
which I can trust as safe and beneficial clinically... .I
obviously don't want to do any harm ....So this is a
great conflict as a nutrition and healthcare provider
out in the field.
Bell introduced her overview of nine "major categories
of natural antioxidants" with the statement: "Antioxidants may
[have] a vital role in the challenging and complex treatment
regimen for persons with HIV infection." She said: "IfI sound
iffy on this, I'm not a researcher." Her handout centered on
glutathione , N-acetylcysteine (NAC),and coenzyme Q 10, but it
also referred to catalases, peroxidases, superoxide dismutase,
vitamin E, flavonoids, and phenolic acids. According to the
handout, a month's supply ofjusttwo preparations, "OTC" NAC
and coenzyme 010, could cost up to $72.
Bell concluded:
To supplement or not to supplement-this is the
question .... You must take into consideration the
cost/bmefit of utilizing some of these compounds. ...
These therapies are available over the counter
and are commonly self-p-escribed. As a result, [as]
persons giving healthcare information, we lose our
ability to prevent megadosing and to be able to
express unknown side effects. And, in fact .. we're not
alwaysawarewhmtha-earetherapruticsuccesses
of
these compounds. But , from my perspective, things
are changing . Efforts to integrate these alternative
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"Herbs Are Your Friends"

thErapieswith more traditionaltreatments and bring
them into our clinical settings are paying off. Our
knowledgeabout antioxidantsand their clinicaleffect
is growingrapidly.More persons with HIV infection
arepresentingto us with extensiveantioxidantuse,and
theyaremoreand more candidabouttheir bmefitsand
their harm. I have personallyhad great sua:esswith a
numberof [HIV-infected]clients in decreasingsubjective sense of fatigue... ova-an extendedpffiod of time
using a mixture of well knownantioxidants.
In conclusion,there is controven;yregardingthe
theory of oxidativestress and oxidativeimbalanceand
if it existsat all.Tha-e is alsouncertaintyregarding its
role in the... progression of HIV infection.Since the
waterremainsmurky,we needto continueooreffortsto
incre.ase
the database,expandresearchstudie,,and promote the patient/healthcare provider alliance. In
essence, what is our primary goal? It is to... [help]
persons with HIVinfection.For thffil,and for us, we
must take a pro-activeposition, because researchers
will possibly be split in the oxidative-stresscontroversy for a very, very long time. And this is time
that people with HIV infection do not have.

----------------Inside

After lunch,acupuncturistLethaHadadi,M.S., gavea
lecturetitled"ChineseHerbal Medicineand HIV."In 1991and
1992,Hadadiwas a columnistfor FreeSpirit("NewYorkCity's
MagazineofPersooalTransformation")ab imonthlythatreportedlyhas about 200,000readers. Therein, she promotednotjust
acupuncture and herbalism but homeopathy and Bachflower
therapy. Hadadi has also conducted walking tours of herb
markets in NewYork City'sChinatownthrough the NewYork
Open Center, a nonprofit"holisticlearning center" in Manhattan.
Hadadi stated:
I'd like to give you a very different experience this
afternoonfrom what we had this morning. I want to
get you expe:ientiallyinvolvedand remind you that
herbs are your friEnds,frimds that you had ever
since you were a kid.... As you ~ome more comfortable with...herbs ..you won't worry about [milligrams], abmt dosage, because you'll remember
that herh, are foods, and foods are for us, to keep us
strong-and it's the strong peoplewho stay around.
Then she asked us to join her in "something unusual"-"a little bit of a mErlitation,a visualization,to bring
home this informationto you on another level,not the intellec-

DAAIR----------------

DAAIR-Dirff:t AIDS Alternative Information Resoora:s-descri bes itself in a flyer as a volunteer-operated,
nonprofit organization "formed to promote self-empowered
healing from HIV disease through the use of natural therapies (particularlynutrients) and minimallytoxic drugs." One
ofits statedpurposes is "to strEngthEnthe Entirephysicaland
mmtal body... particularly by using theraprutic substances
with low toxicities,including nutrients and herbs, which are
traditionallykno.vnto support ova-all bodyfunctionsand the
sustainablemanner."
abilityto fight disease in a biologically
DAAIR's"basic"s.ir,plffilentationregimens, termed "perronal
HIVprotocols,"range in price fromaboot$48a monthto more
than $200a month.
The "DAAIRBuyers' Club Catalog," part of its
mffilbership packet, lists: 23 "main products," including
chlorella-and-al:falfa
tablets; 8 "reduced-priceprotocol" products; and 54 "adj.met products," including "enteric-coated"
adEnosinetripho~hate (ATP), "gradual release" vitamin C
tablets, shark-cartilage capsules and powder, superoxide
dismutase (SOD) tablets, and Sil1rlmmune, a colloid of
silver.The manbership packet as:>includes a sproal form
for ordering imported oral and injectable preparations of
glycyrrhizin,the sweet extract of licorice root (Glycyrrhiza).
Another section, titled "Dietary Guidelines for
People Living with HIV," recommends buying "organic
food as rrruch as I)0&5ible"because "average supermarket

food"is "damagedin a greatmany ways,"and incl.Iding"livefood"
("foodthat stillcontainsenzymes") in the dia:becau~ moots.ich
foodscontainenzymesthat "hepyou to digest them"
On December 1, 1993, NFs co-publisher Zhixin
(David)Xu, M.S., visited DAAIR'sstore, which is locatedin
the living room of a second-story walkup on Manhattan's
East 30th Street. Political flya-s covered the upper half of
a
the apartment door, which was unlocked. Mr. Xu p~
kitchenette before entering the company of se;en individuals, one of whom handed him a manbership packet. The
following conva-sation took place between them
Xu: This is an apartment, right?

DMIR: Well, temporarily, until there's enough money to have a
store ....
Xu (referring to scores of bottles on a large shelving unit): So
these are all the herbs or nutrients?

DMIR: Right...
Xu: So you have different nutrients for different symptoms?

DMIR: Well, yes. It's, it's- That's one way-yes, yes.
Xu: How about if people don't have any symptoms?

DMIR: (referring to membership

packet): Well, you really
should read that. ..Most viral and bacterial infections, over a long
period, take out of the body certain nutrients, which the diet
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tual level...but something.. .deeper and more fundamental."
Afterrequesting that we close our eyes and uncross our legs,
she stated:
Thereare a coopleofconceptsinAsc11medicinethatare
different £nmWestern herbology andWffiternmooicine, that are extremely important. One of them is
heatingandcooling.Heatingyoumightcallinflammatory;coolingyou might callan ti-inflammatory
....
Sonow,withyour eyesclosed,think ofsomething
heating.The most heatingthing I can think of is fire.
We're going to put it below the navel,right around
your navel.And that's a big flame. And I'm going to
close my eyes and join you, too.
And into that flame we might put breathing
that's very gentle, and as we inhale, the flame gets
bigger. And what else are we going to put into
that? Ginger, pepper-warming herbs that are
digestible ... .Just feel that fire .
And now you're in a kitchen. We might move
that fire up towards the liver area and find other
warming herbs, like garlic. That stimulates liver.
We might move higher, up to the lungs. Don't even
take notes now; just visualizethis. Echinacea-very
heating, very drying, very dangerous for people
who have fever ... .It's very stronglyanti-toxin.
As we go, all of this clears our phlegm and puri-

doesn't replace; and so the idea is not to cure by taking nutrients,
but to replace all those things that the body is really kind of
eliminating very quickly in the disease process .
Xu: When you don't have any symptoms really, probably it's not
for you?
DMIR: No. What you should be doing .. .I would think, is taking
a multivitamin and vitamin C, because ... those processes are invisible. So, look [at] your idea of what a multivitamin is. You might
look on the bottle and-I mean, usually people take one pill a day
or two pills a day, but you really want to take much more ....
Xu (refening to a multivitamin on sale): So this is not really for
people with full-blown AIDS?
DMIR: ... .I think everybody should be taking supplements if they
have any level of infection whatsoever .... Everything [here] has
been chosen specially for HIV-related diseases ....
Xu: What are [Chinese herbs] supposed to do?
DMIR: ... .They're all kind of antiviral....
Xu: Do you have anything ... for losing your hair and losing appetite
and losing weight? ... You don't have anything specific?
DMIR: .... It's very dangerous these days for nonprofessionals ...
for people who are not doctors, to say anything .... One can have a
consultation with Fred [Bingham], and he's really studied. He is an
expert, and he11 tell you what he thinks ... .
Now there's a law that anybody who works in a health
food store can be arrested if they tell you ... "Take this 'cause your
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fies our senses. But we also need to cool down.We
can'tstayhotall the time.Imagineaboveyour head the
moon- silver, radiant, purifying.Take it within you.
Put your head down and J:X.It
the coolingessence,thm
oome cooling herbs. Imagine in your lungs honeysuckle.Honeysuckle kills pneumoniagerms, anti-inflammatory. In your liver put Isatis, wild
Isa tis .... [It] kills hepatitis germs.
Other cooling remedies: While we're in the
urinary area, put sarsaparilla... anti-inflammatory,
antiseptic. Bring that cooling energy all the way
down to the bottom of your feet. Now we surround
your mergy with coolingmergy from the moonand
from moling herbs. You're breathing deeply.
You can use this kind of mooitationanytime,
because evm in our workdays,we need this kind of
energy all the time .. .warming, powerful energy
the Chinese might call chi. We just call it energy,
here in the West.
After the meditation session, Hadadi said: "I wonder
how many more thousands of years will be nECessaryof socalled controlledtesting before...herbs will be trusted." She
had provided two handouts. One had six packets of herb
samplesstaplooto it. She categorizedtwoof these herbs-false
ginseng and Astraga/us-as "energy (Qi) building."Hadadi
claimedthat the latter "raises your energy up and sends your
army outto the surface,outto the periphery."Accordingto her

hair's falling out" So it's very difficult See, I don't want to take the
responsibility .... Anyway, I think a lot of these things don't work
like Western medicine: you have this disease, so you take this
antibiotic. It doesn't work that way. It's much more basic. The
whole system has to be healthy, and so therefore you take a lot of
things.
But some things are specific.... All the information that
would be available here [in the membership packet] is for that.. .You
should .. . ask your questions when Fred speaks at one of the
meetings ... . at the Gay [and Lesbian Community] Center ....
Xu: It's very confusing .
DMIR: I know. That's why I say read this [membership packet]
three times, and you'll begin to get it...The concept is to stop the
oxidation and take the antioxidants, which help that, like [vitamins] C
andE .
Xu: [Do antioxidants] slow down the process?
DMIR: Well, yes. [They] slow down the disease process by keeping
the body strong: ... enzymes and vitamins and ... amino acids ...and
herbs ....
Xu: How could I decide what is right for me?
DMIR: It's all in there [the membership packet] .... A basic vitamin
and antioxidants, and .. .if you have indigestion ... then you would
take acidophilus ....
Xu: Sometimes, when you take all these different things, it might do
something bad. Don't you think so?
DMIR: Well, probably not
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other handout: dryness and redness of thetonguemanifestan
excessively rapid metabolism; paleness and µ.iffiness of the
tongue manifest uncle-activity of the endocrine system; and
colds and flu can "penetrate" the surface of the body when
"defensive qi" is weak
Hadadi distinguished between Western medicine
and Chinese herbalism :
Whm you open a W €Stern herb book, it11say an ha-b
is used traditionally to treat something . But that
doesn't address ...either you the reader or. ..your client. It doesn't say that this client of yours needs this
herb now... .
Asian doctors have some ways of looking at the
body and the person that seem very primitive. But,
with an illness like AIDS, you don't need the finetuning diagnosis all the time .... The tongue is the
internal organ of the body we can look at
directly .... And if that's hot, if that's dry, if it's red
and cracked, the internal organs are dehydrated, too.
Sowe need moistening, cooling herbs ....
You can't use a Chinesehe-b like a Weste-n drug.
Sorry .... They're intended as food supplements to
help metabolism, to help nutrition.
She said that the cost of a month's supply of herbal
pills was about $56. Hadadi told us to contact the Institute for
Traditional Medicine, in Portland, Oregon, for detailed literature on Chinese herbalism, and she provided its toll-free
number. The requested mailing I received from the institute
a few days later consisted of nine flyers. One, titled "Food
Therapy-Chinese Style," states: "Diabetes is classified as a
yin deficiency syndrome; spices disperse fluids and can
damage the yin, so they are avoided." It claims that sour
("puckery") foods tend to restrain diarrhea, leukorrhea,
perspiration, productive coughs, sinus drainage, and frequmt urination; that "sweet" foods, including most meats,
aid digestion; that "naturally salty" foods help to reduce
"swellings," including lymphatic swelling, obesity, thyroid
and breast lumps, and "local accumulations"; that bitter
foods are useful against infections, skin diseases, tumors,
and spontaneous bleeding; that spicy foods are helpful in
treating "abdominal pains associated with bloating"; and
that "oily, soft, and slippery" foods are helpful to individuals
whose hair, intestines, lungs, and skin are dry. Another flyer
claims: "At its best, Chinese medicine can cure or help to
cure conditions that have been called incurable."

"Nutrition Specialist''
The next lecturer was Jon D. Kaiser, M.D., a private
practitioner in San Francisco who described acupuncture,
amino acid supplementation, guided imagery, and homeopathy in his handout as "potentially successful treatment in-

terventions." The conference circular billed him as a "nutrition specialist." Kaiser's "comprehensive treatment program
for HIV" consists of three categories: (1) "natural therapies"
such asocupuncture; (2) "psychological/emotional support:,"
including "spiritual growth"; and (3) conventional medicine.
His "supplement schedule" included daily intakeofupto four
multivitamin/mineral tablets, plus up to four grams ofvitamin
C. In part, Kaiser proposed an intake of four to eight grams of
vitamin C for chronic sinusitis, an intake of 25 to 75 milligrams
of Ikomplexvitamins in "time released" form for fatigue, and
acupuncture for peripheral neuropathy.

An Evidence-Based Approach

The last lecturer was William Kassler, M.D., M.P.H.,
M.S., a medical epidemiologist in the Division of STD/HIV
Prevention at the Centers for Disease Control. Unfortunately,
many attendees left the conference shortly after Jon Kaiser's
talk. Kassler upheld an evidence-based approach as crucial to
clinical decision-making. He stated that a "tremendous paradigm shift" is taking place, a charge from opinion-based to
evidence-based clinical practice. He expounded:
An evidence-based approach .. .de-emphasizes intuition, prediction, and unsystematic observations
from clinical experience as sufficient rationale for
guiding our decisions. [It] emphasizes basing clinical decisions on evidence of safety and of
efficacy.... exercising reticence about recommending therapru tic modalities that lack this evidence,
and .. .adopting rigorous methodologic criteria for
evaluating safety and efficacy.The gold standard has
become the double-blind, randomized control trial,
but other rigorous methodologies do exist.
The hallmark ofa rigorous methodology is that [it
is] unbiased [and] reproducible [and] includes
appropriate comparison groups and appropriate clinical outmme measures.
When the evidence does not exist, an evidencebased approach would have us exercise caution in
interpreting the information gained from unsystematic observations and from studies lacking rigorous methodology. That includes the anecdotal and
testimonial claims frequently cited as evidence for
alternative treatmmts ....
An evidence-based approach would have us
recognize the limitations of authority, intuition, experience, opinion, theory , and passionately held
conviction.
In a conference replete with ambiguous or equivocal
messages, garbled facts, and mysticism, Kassler came through
with refreshing clarity.
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Politics of Inclusion?

Laterthat month, I phoned VictorHerbert, M.D.,J.D.
(professorof medicineat Mt SinaiSchoolof Medicine in New
YorkCity),TheAmericanDieteticAssociation (ADA),NIAC,
CDC,and NIH.
Dr. Herbert stated that intake of megadoses of vitamin C can kill AIDS patients by superimposing vitamin-C
hype-osmoticdiarrhea on AIDSsecretorydiarrhea, thus causinghypovolemicshock He further stated that excessiveintake
ofvitaminC increllie, generation of free radicals and impairs
immunefunction. Herbert said he had witnessed only one
suchcase ofhypovolemicshock hit addedthat he does not see
patients in the emergency room. CDC spokesperson Chuck
Fallisinformed me that CDC is not aware of any source of
information on the incidence of vitamin C-induced
hypovolemic shock in AIDS patients. He suggested that I
callNIH.
I did not receive a definitiveresponse to my question
regardinghypovolemicshock when I phoned NIH in Novemagain on December 3, 1993,and spoke with Karen
ber. I callro
Lee, public affairs specialist at NIH's National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases, which Lee describedas the
leading instituteat NIHfor AIDSresearch. Leetoldme that she
personallywas not aware of any source of informationon the
incidence of vitamin C-induced diarrhetic complications.On
December 15, she left a message on my answering device:
"I'vebeen searching around for information .... and oor AIDS
Divisionsuggested that you might call the Linus Pauling
Institute. They are developingthis concept....The researcher
is Dr.Jariwalla."
Despite the lack of data, exacerbation ofdiarrhea due
to ingestionofvitaminC seens a legitimateissue. As a reasonably healthy but misguided nutrition major in the 1980s, I
ordinarilyingested more than 7,500mg of vitamin C daily in
variousforms, at least 500mg at a time and usuallywith food.
Not infrequently, abdominal pangs and explosive diarrhea
ensued. "Buffered" formswere not perceptiblygentler.
I described the "alternativenutrition" conference to
NathanDutko, ADA's Coordinatorof Credentialing,as largely
a combinationof irrelevantopinionsand advocacyof unscientificempiricismand medical mysticism.Dutko calledADA's
reviewof continuingeducation (C.E.)programs "a paper reviewonly."He said that the conference had metADA'scriteria
and that C.E.credit approvaldoes notconstituteendorsement
ofa program.I stated that approvalofa programfor C.E. credit
impliesapproval of the program itself. "That is a common
misconception,"Dutko responded. After I conveyed a fe.v of
the conference's highlights and some background information, he said he didn't know whether ADA would have approvedthe program for credit if such information had been
available during review.I proposed that ADA expand its
criteria for approval.
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OnDecember 2, 1993,I phoned Varro E.Tyler,Ph.D.,
Sc.D.,professor ofpharmacognosyat Purdue University,and
told him about Fred Bingham's purported usage of St. John's
wort.Dr.Tyler responded: "If he's injecting a crude extract of
St.John's wort, he's doing himself more harm than good."
Tyler also stated that two pigments in the herb- hypericin
and pseu dohypericin-are anti-retroviral and that mild
photosensitivity is a possible side effect of injecting them.
On the same day, NIAC'schairperson responded to
mytwotape-ra:ordedrequests for information.On my answering de,rice,she stated that she hadn't been "reallyin charge of
the conference"and would ask two people to contactme.The
next day, I lefta me.sage for her on NIAC'sansweringdevice,
stating that I would rather hffir her assessment of the conference than that of its designer, Carol-Jane Rand. I have not
received a response to this request.
later that day,Rand calledon behalfof NIAC. I asked
her whatshe thought the conference had accomplished.Rand
opined that it had "accorrplishedan enormous amount" and
that it had had "an equal number of proponents and critics."
She stated that the "two major objectives"of the conference
had been"to get a dialogstarted" and to present "ne.v ideas"to
"university-trainednutritionists."Referringto the conclusions
in her handout, I said it was inappropriate for her to have
drawn any conclusionsfrom ins..if:ficient
information.She responded, in part: "Youmay be correct."

The Bottom Line

Will clinical dietitians-mostly unsung team players-become crowdpleasingempirics and mystics?I doubt it.
However, I also doubt that dietitians or their clients will
benefitfrom consortingwith such types. Far be it from me to
derogate educating dietitians and other health professionals
aboutalternativemedicine. But,whilealternativepractitioners
and purveyors of dubious products may clue us into their
philosophies,they do so only promotionally.Laxityon the part
of proscientificorganizations,howeverwell-intentioned,will
invitefurther inroads by nondietitian pseudonutritionists.
But the real bottom line lies beyond the water ing-down of the dietetic profession, the diffusion of responsibility, and the doublespeak of semi-approval:It is one
thing for practitioners to disrussque,tionable methods;it is
another to encourage, albeit tacitly, desperate people to use
them.

Jack Raso is co-editor/publisher

of Nutrition

Forum and author of

MysticalDiets: Paranormal,Spiritual,and OccultNutritionPractices
(Prometheus Books, 199'3)and "Alternative•
Healthcare:A Comprehensive
Guide
(scheduled for pub lication in mid-1994).
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BRIEFS
"Organic"law strengthened Under a new law, producers,
processors, distributors, and retailers in T~as may not
label, advertise, or represent as "organic" any food or fiber
without being certified by the State or by a designated
organic certifying agent. The law defines organic food as
"food produced through organic farming and processed,
packaged, transported, and stored to maintain maximum
nutritional value without the use of artificial preservatives,
coloring or other additives, ionizing radiation, or synthetic
pesticides." Organic farming is defined as "a system of
ecological soil management that relies on building humus
level through crop rotations, recycling organic wastes, and
applying balanced mineral clllendments, or that uses, when
necessary, mochanical, botanical, or biological controls with
minimum adverse effects on health and environmmt." Once
regulations hc:l/eboo1established, the Texas Department of
Agriculture may charge annual certification fees of up to
$5,000 for processors and $2,500 for producers, distributors, retailers, and certifying agents. Violators of the law
could be criminally rrosa::uted or subjected to a civil penalty
of up to $500 per day.

Notable quote. "Unnecessary surgery is the abusive use of
what works and is entirely different from quackery, which is
the use of what does not work. Another big difference is that
quackery is organized. There is no national organization of
'Surgeons Dedicated to Unnecessary Surgery,' but there are
national organizations dedicated to quackery." -Victor
Herbert,MD., December1993American Health
Calories underestimated on food labels. Researchers
who purchased and analyzed samples of various "diet" and
"health" foods found that nearly all of 20 products regionally
distributed or locally prepared had significantly more calories than indicated on their labels UAMA270:1454-1456,
1993]. Nationally distributed foods (20 products tested),
however, had accurate caloric labeling. The researchers
believe that the understatement of calories was not due to
random error md could cause consumers to underestimate
their caloric intake. Reprints of the study can be obtained
from David B. Allison, Ph.D., Obesity Research Center, 411
W. 114th St., Suite 3D, New York, NY 10025.
Mail-order megabucks. Diet Bu.sine$$Bulletin has r~
ported that Susan Powter's Stop the Insanity™ Program
grossed an estimated $50-$60 million in 1993 and $100
million since its inception, netting an estimated $15 million
for her. The program, promoted though infomercials and
other ads, sells for about $80plus shipping. It includes five
audiocassettes, a videotape, a guide to food fat content, a lowfat recipe book, and calipers for monitoring body-fat percentage. Ms. Powder, who says she lost 133 pounds using her
methods, stresses fitness a; a goal and warns against fad diets.

Cb.olesterol-kmeringreduces carotid artecy thickening.
A 4-year doubl~blind study has demonstrated that improving blood cholesterol levels can reduce or stop atheroscl~
rotic changes in the main (carotid) arteries to the head
[Circulation 88:20-28, 1993]. This conclusion was reached
by comparing 24 patimts who received cholesterol-lowering
drugs (cholestipol and niacin) with 22 patients who were
given placebos. The drug recipients had significant declines
in total and LDL cholesterol levels and increases in HDL
cholesterol. Other studies have foond that improved cholesterol levels produced similar effects in the coronary and
femoral arteries. Reprints can be obtained from Wendy J.
Mack, M.D., USC School of Medicine, 2250 Alcazar St., Los
Angeles, CA 90033.
"Fountain of youth" ring sentenced. David Halpa-n, of
Pebble Beach, California, aid his sister and brother-in-law
have received prison sentences for conspiracy and other
felonies involvro. in operating an international bkk market
in unapproved "fountain of youth" drugs. In 1992, the trio
was charged with illegally importing more than 15 tons of
products promotro. for the treatment of more than a hundred
direases and conditions. The products, whose market value
exceeded $5 million, included procaine derivatives such as
Gerovital H3, "sexual tonics" containing yohimbine and
methyltestosterone, and injectable animal tissues used for
"cell therapy." The products had hEmimported for sale to
wholesalers, health food stores, gymnasiums, chiropractors, and individual consumers. Halpern was sentenced to
two years in prison and three years supervised release. The
others were each sentenced to eight months in prison and
three years supervised release.
Food consumption trends. Hoosmold food consumption
data from the 1977-78 and 1987-88 Nationwide Food Consumption Surveys conducted by USDA's Human Nutrition
Information Service show that Americans have been shifting their eating patterns. The overall shift has hem away
from animal products and toward crop products, but the
changes tended to vary with housmold income. For example, whereas wealthier houscllolds generally consumed
more fresh fruits and dark-green vegetables, poor households tended to consume less. The full report, Changesin

Food Consumptionand Expenditures in American Households During the 1980's, #SB-849, can be obtained for $12
plus postage by calling (800) 999-6779 or (703) 8.34-0125.

Rare animals under siege. Many restmrrants in China
serve foods made from endangered species of wild animals.
Many of these foods are popular because of traditional
beliefs that they have great medicinal value. Eating rare and
expensive game is also a popular way to flaunt wealth.
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Progressiveor 1?snegatfe?
Shari LiebermanUp-Close
Part 1
Jack Raso, M.S., RD.

Shari Lieberman is the only dietitian The American
Dietetic Association (ADA) has disciplined for violating its
contemporary ethical standards, which were established in
1985.In 1986,ADA censured her for failing to adhere to two
Standards of Responsibility. In 1987, Dr. Stephen Barrett
asked ADAto determine whether Lieberman was still violating the standards. No formal investigation took place, however, because she resigned her ADA membership after ADA
notified her of Barrett's complaint. In 1989, new charges
were filed, based on alleged misinformation in her column in
the magazine Better Nutrition for Today's Living. Last
January, after a lengthy appeals process, ADA suspended
Lieberman's Registered Dietitian credential for a period of at
least three years for violating Principle 7 of the Code of
Ethics for the Profession of Dietetics. Principle 7 states:
"1ne dietetic practitioner practices dietetics based on scientific principles and current information."

identical ad, which stated: "Stress-including emotional,
environmental, physical, chemical and mental-has a direct
impact on our nutritional requirements . Stress lowers our
body reserves of vitamins and minerals and at the same time
increases our needs ." The latter ad billed Lieberman as a
clinical nutritionist and exercise physiologist; the initials
"CNS" were absent. The March/ April 1994 issue of Newlife
carries the same ad.
"CNS" stands for "Certified Nutrition Specialist," a
"credential" available from the Certification Board for Nutrition Specialists (CBNS) to holders of nutrition-related advanced degrees. Lieberman is the board's secretary. AJanuary 1994 mailing from CBNS (dated Fall 1993) offered
"certification without examination" to applicants with a
master's or doctoral degree and, respectively, 14,000 or
10,000 hours of "qualifying experience ." Such experience
includes consulting, patient care, product development, oral
presentations at "journal clubs," writing a book chapter
(worth 400 "bonus" hours), and other activities.
Lieberman received her doctorate in 1993 from The
Union Institute, an "alternative" school that offers BA., B.S.,
and Ph.D. degrees in customizable fields through "distant
learning" programs. The institute has offices in Cincinnati,
Los Angeles, North Miami Beach, Sacramento, and San
Diego. Graduate school enrollees, called "learners," must
design their own programs, develop them in consultation
with faculty advisors, implement them, establish and chair
their own doctoral committees, and draft their own transcripts. There are no compulsory courses , and faculty members function primarily as "facilitators." The doctoral program necessitates only 35 days of residency: 10 at an entry
colloquium, 15 at school-sponsored seminars, and 10 "peer
days." Peer days are interdisciplinary sessions that do not
strictly entail residency; only learners arrange and attend
them .

FreeSpirit?
On January 20, less than two weeks after the suspension took effect, NF associate editor Zhixin (David) Xu
(pronounced "she"), M.S., called Lieberman to arrange a
consultation. On her answering device, he said he had read
her ad in Free Spirit ("The New York City Magazine of
Personal Transformation"). Lieberman's "directory" listing
in the magazine's December 1993/January 1994 issue included: a close-up of her; the initials "PhD, CNS, RD" after
her name; and, just below these initials, the terms "Clinical
Nutritionist," "Preventive Medicine," and "Progressive Nutrition." Her listing in the February/March 1994 issue included the same IDltia\s.
Lieberman is a "health editor" of another bimonthly,
Newlife("America's HolisticMagazine"),which claims 250,000
readers. Its November/December 1993issue included a nearly
9
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A 1993-1994 introductory booklet describes
The Union Institute's doctoral program:
The Graduate School requires individually tailored
plans of doctoral study that lead to proficiency in
the fields of study. There are no prescribed
courses .... Each plan is designed to continue, capitalize upon, and recognize competency in accord
with the learner's and the committee's definition of
proficiency at the doctoral level.
No credits are counted; rather, an entire program is scrupulously planned and evaluated. Rather
than completing a series of courses, learners move
through a series of stages ....
[R]ecognition may be granted for prior learning that has a demonstrated relationship to the
learner's statement of proficiency at the doctoral
level. Adjunct faculty members ... perform the
evaluation of prior learning. Evaluation may include
criticisms of performances, scored grades on written
examinations, and/or product assessments, done in
collaboration with the learner and core faculty advisors.

In July 1992, I attended a Union Institute entry
colloquium for two days and concluded that the significance of the institute's degrees is questionable. Mystical
Diets (Prometheus Books, 1993)describes my experience.
Lieberman's "project demonstrating excellence"
(PDE),The Union Institute's equivalent ofa dissertation, is
titled "Functional neuromuscular stimulation: A noninvasiveapproachfor objectiveevaluationof musclefatigue
and recovery characteristics." For her PDE, which is some
seventy-five pages long, typed and double-spaced,
Lieberman measured the effects of a high-carbohydrate
drink and a high-fiber drink (placebo) on the performance
of paralyzed leg muscles in five males with spinal injury
lesions.
Liebermanhas adverusedregularlyin bothFreeSpirit
and Newlifefor severalyears. For the latter periodical, she
has also written an advice column, whichwas called"Nutrition Hotline"in 1989and 1990and is now called"Q & A On
NutritionandHealth."Beloware examplesofthe questionable
counsel in this column, with cover dates in parentheses.
• "[Bad breath] could be the result of a de ntal problem or some
digestive disturbance. You could try any or all of the following: a
digestive enzyme, comfrey-pepsin (herbs), chlorophyll, a fiber
supplement and acidofilus [sic]." Ganuary/February 1990) [In
The Honest Herbal (1993), Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D., Sc.D., writes :
"Although comfrey is presently one of the most common herbs
sold to the American public, there is reason to believe that using
it internally is definitely hazardous to the health. All comfrey
species investigated have been found to contain hepatotoxic
pyrrolizidine alkaloids."]
• "I have had excellent clinical results using vitamin B6 along with
niacin [to treat neuropathy] .... Phosphatidyl choline may also help."
(March/ April 1991) [Vitamin B6 in high doses is neurotoxic.]
• "I have found the following to be extremely effective [against
herpes simplex virus type 1]: L-lysine, beta-carotene, and Omega
3 fatty acids (fish oil). The herb Black Walnut has been used with
success by many for this problem." Guly/ August 1991)

• "Taking bromelain internally as well [as applying fresh pineapple to
a scar] may be useful [in diminishing the scar)." (March/ April 1993)
• "Your concerns [about antibiotic therapy) are certainly justified.
This [development of resistant strains) is a major pitfall of constant
antibiotic intervention. The following herbs have been used for
centuries for. .. [nonspecific urethritis] and related problems: uva
ursi , buchu, garlic and raspberry leaf." (September/October 1993)
• "I have found that avoidance of refined sugar products are [sic]
extremely important [for bladder control). Also, acidophilus supplementation may be useful as well." (March/ April 1994, under the
heading "I Gotta Go.")
• "Your concerns [about taking antibiotics for prostatitis) are
valid ... . Saw palmetto is a natural herb used for centuries for
prostatitis. Pygeum africanum is yet another herb which has demonstrated excellent results as well." (March/ April 1994)

The March 1987issue of Wholelife includedan ad that
describedthe "progressivescreeningtools"Liebermanutilized:
(1) "hair analysis,"whereby "hair is used instead of bone to
assess mineralimbalancesand toxic metal accumulation";(2)
iridology,whosebasicpremiseis that "theconditionofallorgans
and systemsin the body is 'mapped'in the iris";(3)"salivatest,"
wherein "salivais crystallizedto find what specificherbs an
individualneeds for the healing process"; (4) "nutritionalblood
interpretation,"whereinbloodis "usedto findnutritionalimbalances"; and (5) "nutritional kinesiology," which involves
"muscletesting"and apparentlyis a variantofa vitalisticsystem
calledappliedkinesiology.
Liebermancontinuesto write an advicecolumn,called
"NutritionHotline,"forBetterNutritionfor Today'sliving.Identical leafletsI received from the Universityof Bridgeport(Connecticut),one in 1992and another recently,list her as a faculty
member in an 18-weekendM.S. program in human nutrition.
Moreover, she has coauthored two books: DesignYour Own
Vitaminand MineralProgram(1987)and The Real Vitamin&
Mineral Book: GoingBeyond the RDA for Optimum Health
(1990).In both books, she stated:
My becoming a ... nutritionist-as well as my writing this
book-came about in a rather roundabout way. Initially,
I wanted to be a medical doctor. I was interested in
science, and I wanted to work with people, to help them.
I thought being a physician would allow me to do this.
However, as a pre-med student, I learned that traditional
Western medicine takes quite a rigid and fragmented approach. It is primarily concerned with treating isolated symptoms and diseases, rather than promoting the health of the
whole person .... [I]tbecameclearto me that nutrition should
be our first line of defense if an illness or condition is not lifethreatening. Compared ... [with) modem Western medicine,
Nutrition Forum (ISSN 0748-8165), © 1994, is published bimonthly by Jack Raso, M.S., RD., and Zhixin (David) Xu, M.S.
Subsctiptio ns for individuals in the United States and Canada
cost $35 for one year (six issues), payable to Nutrition Forum at
P.O. Box 747924, Rego Park, NY 11374. Multireader (e.g.,
institutional) and overseas (airmail) subscriptions cost $50 for
one year. Back issues are available at $6.00 each.
All correspondence should be directed to Jack Raso at the
above address. Phone: 718-275-0414 Fax: 718-997-8227
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the nutritional approach is a safe, nontoxic, effective
alternative.

The Real Vitamin & Mineral Book recommends as
"ODAs" ("Optimum Daily Allowances") for men and
women: 10,000 to 50,000 IUs vitamin A, 25 to 300 mg niacin
or niacinamide (or a combination of both), 25 to 300 mg
vitamin B6, and 500 to 5,000 mg vitamin C. Intake of these
nutrients at levels approaching Lieberman 's maximum "allowances" can have adverse effects.
Preliminaty Information

Xu spoke with Lieberman by phone on Januar y 21.
Lieberman told him:
We'll go over diet and exercise and what ever else you need.
There are several screening tools. One of them is hair
mineral analysis. That will give me an idea of the balance of
calcium, magnesium , [and] zinc [and will tell whether you]
were ... exposed to anything toxic in the environment, like
lead or mercury. It tests for about twenty-two minerals .
I also do an herbal crystal test, wh ere the saliva is
crystalliz ed, and through the patt ern that's form ed, you
could see which herb or plant substances an individual
needs to heal. For exampl e, is th ere an underl ying hor mon al problem? Do I need to work on your immun e
syst em? What areas need to be worked on? And th en
which herb or plant substances would be best suited for
you? ... Everything's sent out.
The fee for the visit is $175, and that includ e s th e
test[s]. The follow-up, two weeks later, is $125. I g et all of
your test results back. You and I sit down. We go over
everything in detail; so when I design your program,
you'll know exactly what you're taking and why.
After that, Igenerallyfollowupone to two months later,
five to six months later. So it's not the kind of thing where
you have to keep coming back to me all th e time ....
I think it's impor tant that you und e rs ta nd exactly what you're taking and why you'r e takin g
it.. .. [The first visit] ... will be about forty -fiv e min utes to an hour .. .. It takes .. .atleast forty-five minut es .

Xu inquired about insurance . Liebermanresponded:
"Well,you know, I'm a Ph.D., and sometimes they do [cover
charges]. It is certainly worth giving ita try . There's nothing
to lose by doing that."
A few days later, Lieberman told Xu not to consume onion or garlic on the day of the appointment.
The First Consultation

In an interview in the January 1993 issue of Health
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FoodsBusiness,Lleberman stated that she saw about thirty
people a week in her private practice and that health food stores
are"sometimestheonlyplacewherepeoplecanfind
[nutrition]
information." However, she cautioned health food retailers
against saying "anything that could be misinterpreted as a
prescription or cure," adding: "It's all in the way you say it."
Xu's first consultation with Lleberman took place on
January 28 in the spacious living room of an apartment in a
luxury high-rise near Manhattan's Washington Square. Born
and raised in mainland China, Xu is 30 years old and reasonably healthy. He is not a health professional. He answered allof
Lieberman's questions honestly except a question regarding
his occupation (he is co-publisher of NF). In the room were a
computer, a shelving unit, a sofa, a large exercise device, and
several tennis trophies . On the shelving unit were a bodybuilding supplement (Hot Stuff) and a liquid ginseng preparation.
Xu noted the latter. Lleberman stated:
I feel much more comfortable using herbs and medicinal
plants than drugs. And, you know, when people-wh en
physicians, when doctor s-become a little arrogant. ..when
you talk about herbs, I say, "Let me ask you a qu estion: You
want to use something that people have been using for four
thousand years, effectively, ordo you wantto use something
that someone's been using for twenty years, with thr ee
pages of side effects?" It's not a trick question, but I think
we're going to go over it with you . It's very funny, actually.

After asking Xu his birth date, she said: "I've had an
office my whole life, and what happened was, one building
closed and another building this; and I just- It was
impossible . ... "
Xu inquired: "You have been always practicing out
of this building?"
"No, no," Lieberman replied. "I've had an office
actually most of the time."
She used scissors to cut about a tablespoonful of
hair from Xu's nape and put the sample in a small bag. Then
she asked his weight.
"I used to weigh 155," Xu responded . "Now it's only
like 140."
When she asked Xu his height, he expressed uncertainty. Lieberman told him to stand and stated: "I'm five-seven
and a half. You're at least as tall as I am. I'm not wearing heels.
We're about the same height. We can go shopping together!"
She also asked Xu his occupation, address, and
phone number and inquired whether he smoked and how
long he had lived in the borough of Queens . Later she asked :
"Is there any past medical history I should know, Davidany illness or surgery , anything you can think of?"
"I used to get colds when I was in Peking, China.. .like
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flus, all the time," Xu responded. "But since I came here-it's
surprising-I never get it anymore."
"It's usually the opposite, do you know that?" said
Lieberman. "Usually people move here and they start getting sick. That's funny ... .You're the first person I've seen in
a long time who felt better living in New York."
In response to her question concerning his family's
medical history, Xu stated that his grandmother had had
high blood pressure and had died of a stroke, that his father
had had cataract surgery, and that his 57-year-old mother
was suffering headaches and unspecified symptoms.
Lieberman inquired: "What are some of the things
you want to work on, David? Is there anything specific? You
talked about the hair loss; that was one thing ."
"My hair, my weight,"said Xu.

"When did the hair loss start?" she asked.
"I think probably it started a year ago," he
replied. "I don't know [if] it's normal or. ..what."
"Not necessarily," said Lieberman. "When did the
weight loss occur? Did that also occur over the year?"
"Yes," Xu replied. "Like, all ... [my] jeans used to be
tight, and now ... [they're] so loose ... [I can't] wear [them]
anymore."
"Are you getting any heart palpitations at all?"
Lieberman asked. "Do you ever feel your heart beating? If
you're laying down at night, do you .. .feel the sensation?"
"No," said Xu.
Lieberman asked: "Have you felt unusually tired, or
have you felt unusually hyper?"
"I think I'm getting more nervous ," Xu replied. "I
don't know why. I used to be very calm, thefirstfewyearsl'm
in this country, and nowadays , it's just-"
"Living in New York, babe," Lieberman explained.
"Youwere very calmand much more easygoing, and now you
findyourselfmore nervous; and that wasn't the problem before."

"Yes," said Xu.
Lieberman stated: "Okay. I think! know what's wrong
with you, by the way; so I want to ask you some more questions."
Xu added : "When I was .. .a high-school/college
student, I used to ... [have] a lot of dreams, nightmares even."
"Yes."
"Nowadays," he continued, " I just could not, no
matter how-"
"You don't," Lieberman interrupted, "or you don't
remem her any of your dreams .You don't even recall dreaming. How long has that been?"
Seven years, Xu answered.
"How is your short-term memory?" asked Lieberman.
"Is there any change in that? Do you forget, if you saw a movie,
what the name of the movie was? Are you forgetting things?"
"I think it's fine," Xu replied.
"Is there any change in your concentration?" she
inquired. "Like, when you read something, do you feel that
you have to read it more than once? Has there been any
change in that at all?"
"No," said Xu.
"Are you sleeping okay?" she asked. "Do you have
any problems falling asleep and staying asleep?"
Xu answered: "I think I could not sleep too much
nowadays. Like, I go to sleep ... one o'clock and I still wake up
at six or seven."
"When you get up at 6:00 AM.," she queried, "are
you kind of wired when you wake up? Are you a little wired
when you wake up in the morning?"
"What do you mean, 'wired'?" he asked.
Lieberman responded: "Almost that nervous kind
of- You feel like, you know, when you get out of bed, that-"
"I feel that I'm not ready to really get out of bed,"
said Xu. "Usually I stay ... [in bed] for thirty minutes or
something. I wait until my alarm goes off."
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Lieberman asked: "Do you urinate frequently? Is
1tnormal? Do you wake up at night to go to the bathroom?
Anything unusual like that?"
"No," said Xu.
"Do you move your bowels every day normally?"
she asked.
"Yes."
"Has there been any change in that at all?" she
queried. "Is it more frequent during the day, or is it just
once a day normally?"
"No change," answered Xu.
"Have you felt unusually tired?" she asked.
"No."
"Have you felt any, you know, the malaise like
you're about to get sick, but you don't-like you feel like
you're getting a flu, but you don't-[for example,] a little
sensation in your throat? Anything like that?"
"No."
"Great," Lieberman responded. "Okay, fine. Is
there any other symptom going on with you? Even if
you think it's not related, is there anything else I
should know? I- I have a feeling what's going on with
you, and I will tell you in a moment ."
Xu replied that he had "sort of" lost his appetite. "I'm not that interested in going to the restaurant ," he said. "And usually I eat so simple at home
now."
Lieberman asked him : "Have you noticed any
change in your sex drive, libido? Is that down?"
"Not really," said Xu.
"It's the same."
"Yes," he stated.
"Okay," said Lieberman. "Is there anything else
you've noticed that's changed?"
Xu responded negatively .

Progressive
Herbal crystallization analysis (HCA)is performed
by having the patient lick a slide, which is sent to a
laboratory for analysis. The lab then issues a report based
on crystal patterns that supposedly indicate organ dysfunctions and herbs that the body needs to remedy them .
The test is reportedly based on the work of Rudolf Steiner,
an occultist who, in the 1920s, developed a system of
identifying botanical specimens by crystallizing the sap
with a copper sulfate solution. Proponents of the test
purport to match the crystal patterns of the saliva with
those of about eight hundred herbs . Neither HCA nor the
theory behind it has the slightest validity.
Hair analysis is performed by obtaining a small
quantity of the patient's hair, usually from the back of the
neck, and sending itto a commercial laboratory.The lab then
issues a computerized report listing supposed deficiencies or
excesses of minerals. Some reports include elaborate specu-
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"A little Bit of an Endocrine-Thyroid Imbalance"
Lieberman stated:
My opinion's that I think it's your- I think- I think you
have a marginal thyroid problem. I'm telling you that just
from what you told me today. When I get the saliva test
back, it will show me; so will the hair. I don't think it's
severe enough that it would show on a blood test, by the
way. I think that on a blood test, it would probably be
normal. But it's just off enough to create- It could create
hair loss, nervousness, loss of appetite, weight loss.
Some people do get palpitations, by the way. You don't,
because I had asked you about that already.
I think that there's a little bit of an endocrinethyroid imbalance we see right now; and when I get
your results back, we can see that for sure.
Let me show you what I would like you to do.
Are you taking any vitamins or minerals now, David?

Xu told her he takes vitamin C in both "time-released" and chewable forms. He said he hates swallowing
pills.
Lieberman responded:
You know what I should do, then? Then I should make
sure that I give you things in capsules. I think you'd have
a much easier time with a capsule than a tablet. These
Americans, we're used to swallowing, like, you know,
twenty-five different pills at one time. But I can give you
capsules, so you' ll have a choice of taking the capsule or
opening itup and putting it in juice. Okay?Thevitamin C
I can give you in a powder. That's easy. Put it in some
juice, and just mix it up and drink it down ....
I'm going to give you a couple things today
really just for the thyroid. I'd like to get your results
back before I do anything else. All right? I don't just
want to give you things by chance .
I'm going to give you a liquid kelp extract. It's like
seaweed, and it contains iodine, which is food for the

Nutrition?
lations about the significance of these values relative to
disease, and some also include suggestions for supplementation. Medical authorities agree that hair analysis is not an
appropriate way to assess the body's nutritional state. It has
limited usefulness as a screening procedure for the diagnosis
of heavy metal poisoning UAMA254:1041-1045,1985).
In 1985, New York Attorney General Robert
Abrams filed suit against a bogus nutritionist and the
laboratories he used for HCA and hair analysis. The HCA
laboratory (Herbal Tracers, Ltd., of Hewlett, N .Y.)agreed to
pay $5,000 for court costs and penalties and to stop representing the test as valid for use in the diagnosis, prevention, or treatment of disease. The hair analysis laboratory
(Doctor's Data, of Chicago) agreed to pay $25,000 and to
stop accepting human hair specimens from residents of
New York State unless it could obtain a permit from the
state department of health.
-Stephen Barrett, M.D.
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thyroid. It's natural. Okay?.. .lt has a little eyedropp er, and
you're gonna do four drops a day.

"Into my eye?" asked Xu.
"No," said Lieberman. "Little juice or a little water.
You're gonna drink it; you're gonna take it orally. Okay? I'm
gonna ask you to do that and-"
Xu interrupted: "So basically this is for preventi.on?
Or do I have a problem? I mean-"
"I think you may have a marginal problem with your
thyroid," Lieberman stated. "I- I think that is what's going
on. Okay? When I get your test results back, it will [tell me
if] that [is so]."
Xu asked: "But I have to start taking this now,
or wait until the test is-?"
Lieberman replied :
Try raking it now. Because it's-it's-it's

safe and it's natural, and I don't- I would want you to start it immediately to
see if there's a ch- I mean, I would like to stop some of this
between now and when I see you. I would be very happy.
So I want you to take the kelp. The vitamin C-I'd like
you to take a thousand milligrams breakfast and dinner .

Xu responded: "I tend to take ... not that much,
because .. .sometimes I'm afraid ifl'm taking, swallowing too
much, it's gonna do more harm than good ."
Lieberman assured him:
No. Would you rather take the vitamin Casa powder?
And then you don't have to swallow a pill. Get a powd er.
It's easy. Just put it in some juice; maybe use a quart er of
a teaspoon. It's very simple.
And-the sleep thing . I don 't want to do anything for
that until I get your results back. Okay .

Xu stated: "Before I decided to see you, I was
thinking : 'Could ...weight loss ... [be] related to my diet?'"
"Yes,yes," answered Lieberman . "Yourthyroid could
be related to your diet and your nutrition. If you're not eating
enough, if there's been a change, you could have created a
little bit of a problem, absolutely-yes ."
"It's Not Medicine"

Next, she addressed Xu's hair loss: "There's one
other thing I want you to do topically. It's something you
have to do with your head . You're going to get-It 's called
cayenne or capsicum."
Xu remarked: "The impression I got from your ad
was ... [that] you are not gonna give me anytl1ing-"
"No," said Lieberman. "I wanna give you-I-"
"I was thinking," Xu continued, "you are going to tell
me: 'Eat more carrots, eat more beef, or eat more what'that kind of advice. It was a little bit surprising that you are
telling me to take vitamins."
"Yeah," responded Lieberman. "I'm gonna go over
the diet with you next. That's notgoingto be enough to make
a change with what you're coming in with. Okay? I don't
know that you need to swallow a lot of things, but-"

"I don't like to take roolicine," said Xu. "That'swhy-"
"It's not medicine," declared Lieberman. "Youcan eat
seaweed if you don't want to take ilie pills. I don't care how
you do it You could- If you want.,you could eat seaweed every
day. You can do that instead . Be my guest. But there's no
other way that I'm gonna get iodine down your throat,
unless you ate seaweed . You can . It's just easier this way."
Xu responded:"It'sjustmyirnpression:I thought ..that's
the reason thatl don'twantto go to... a physician...-because they
are going to try ... to prescribe a drug .. .medicine for me."
Lieberman stated: "I will not prescribe drugs nor
mroicine to you [because]: (a) I'm not a physician [and] (b)
that's not my philosophy . No, I'm a P- I'm a doctor-"
"But these pills I have to take-" Xu interrupted .
"The World OrganicLiquid Kelp," Lieberman explained, "is just seaweed extract. It's seaweed in a bottle;
that's what it is. Okay?Thevitamin C-Thereis noway lean
get this dose of vitamin C [2 grams/ day] down your throat
through food in this country. It's impossible."
"You think so?" asked Xu.
"If you find a way of doing it," she told him, "you'11
win a Nobel Prize. It's impossible ." She further stated :
The cayenne and the capsicum- ... I'm not asking you to
eat it. What I'm asking you to do is to- You're gonna
make a little paste with water, and you're gonna massag e
your scalp with it... .
Let me tell you how to do it, because what that does
is ... it increases blood supply to here [the scalp) . So I
wanna address the hair loss immediately, okay?
This is a hot spice. Okay? It's like hot red peppers ,
where [sic) people put in, like , Indian food. Okay. You'd
bett er be really careful with this , man. You better not
touch your eyes. You have to be very careful. This stuff
burns. Okay? ...
You're gonna buy cayenne capsules. It's just gonna be
the herb. It's gonna be a powder . You're gonna make a paste
with water. ... You're gonna massage your scalp. Okay? Be
careful it doesn't drip in your eyes. You will kill me ....
Massage it, leave it on for twenty minutes, and th en
wash your hair .

Xu stated : "So when I wash my hair, the water's
gonna drop onto my eyes."
"Well, close your eyes," Lieberman advised. "Bend
your head back when you're washing your hair, and just be
very careful when you're washing. I have patients do this all
the time .... You won 't die from it; it just burns. Okay?"
Dietary Advice

Later she stated:
I don't wanna give you anything else until I g et your results
back. Then I can be very specific and say: "Your zinc is low,
your copper's high, your mangan ese is low." I don't know
that today ....
This [advice) I would give you anyway, because I'm
sure that your thyroid is implicated in this, and that is also
why you've lost weight
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Next, Lieberman addressed diet. She told Xu:
"What I'd like you to do is be a little bit careful about what
you're eating." She asked him to describe his "typical"
breakfast , lunch, and dinner. Xu briefly did so. Lieberman
advised him to avoid "processed food," salt, and sugar. She
further stated:
Your ancestors didn't use butter and margarin e , my little
cupcake; nor is milk consumed in China. So I think that
one of my goals with you is to have you eat a little bit more
closely, culturally and genetically, what you ar e accustomed to eating . Okay? In China they normally don't eat
a lot of bread. They certainly don't eat cereal and milk in
the morning ....
Some of this-what I'm thinking of is your thyroidcould have been induced from a change in diet-eating
things that are creating a little bit of an immune reaction .

Xu inquired: "So you mean that the change in diet
could cause some problem?"
"Yes," answered Lieberman. "Absolutely."
"But can I get used to it," asked Xu, "or. .. do I have
to go back to the old way ... ?"
Lieberman responded:
Will you get used to it? I doubt it.. .. I really want you to
avoid butter and oil and margarine. Your ancestors didn 't
eat butter and oil and margarine ....
I've actually had ... patients come here from the Philippines, China, and Japan with lupus or an autoimmune
disorder, and it was absolutely caused by a change in
diet. ... But it's very weird.

Xu stated: "Everybody eats butter, cheese, potato
chips.... So I have to do in Rome as the [Romans do)."
"No, baby," said Lieberman. "It isn't the dietary
pattern that anyone on the planet should ever try to
emulate . And the Chinese population as a whole is a far
healthier population than here. And when you see people
start to get sick in any country that starts to adapt to a
more Westernized way of eating, they start to get heart
disease, cancer, diabetes, high blood pressure."
Xu asked Lieberman why some of his Chinese
friends who had emigrated to the U.S. did not share his
health problems . She stated:
They might be experiencing it in another way .... Maybe
they won't see anything till twenty years down the line, and
bythetim et heyseeit, the shit will have already hitth efa n ....
I would ... like you to try and get a rice cereal or a com
cereal , something that isn't wheat or oats. Once again, these
are not grains that were used in the Chinese cultur e. They
were used in my culture . My ancestors are .from Russ ia, so
we ate all kinds of, like, broccoli and oats and all that kind of
shit. Your ancestors didn't eat that way....
Try rice and corn cereal. You get it at the health food
store . They have thousands of different kinds of great
cereal.

Toward the end of the consultation, which lasted
more than forty-five minutes, Lieberman told Xu:
That [dietary] shift could have done something to your
thyroid a little bit... .I don't think that you have a serious
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m~ical problem, by the way, and ifl did, I would tell you. I
th1~k that you have- I think you have a little something
gomg on that could have been influenced by diet.
The other thing here-and I want you to understand
my philosophy: Given the pollution here-the hormones
the pesticides, everything that we're bombarded with, livin~
here-I just don't believe that all of that can be dealt with
with food. So I'mgonnaaskyou to probably do somedegree
of supplementation. I will keep it to a minimum' cause I don't
think that you need to take a lot of stuff. But, like, antioxidants like beta-<:arotene and [vitamins] C and E-how the
hell am I gonna get that in food?

Lieberman emphatically recommended aerobic exercise such as jogging and stationary-bicycling.
She said: "You could jog in place and listen to music,
David. You know, if the weather's shitty outside, do it
at home."
She gave Xu five items: (1) a business card, (2)
preprinted instructions concerning aerobic exercise, (3)
preprinted dietary instructions, (4) handwritten instructions concerning vitamin C and kelp supplements and the
herbal paste, and (5) a seven-day diet history form. The
dietary instructions included: "Avoid sugar. Use honey,
maple syrup, blackstrap molasses (in moderation) ." The
business card and three instructional items all bore the
initials "CNS" and "RD."
Before paying Lieberman, Xu inquired if she was an
R.D. Her reply was affirmative.
A few days after the session, Xu told me he felt he
had consulted a fortuneteller. "On what basis," he said,
"could she tell me I had a thyroid problem?"
Comments

Several years ago, a prominent adversary of quackery suggested that I investigate Lieberman by visiting
her as a patient. I responded that I was disinclined to ruffle
an entrepreneur in an uphill profession. Lieberman's
apparent independence appealed to me, partly because my
occupational environment was demoralizing. At the time, I
worked as a clinical dietitian in a hospital that served a poor
community. "Crisis medicine" was the order of the day and
patient dietary noncompliance seemed rampant. It was
verboten for registered dietitians to prescribe diets. The
paperwork was redundant and extensive, leaving time only
for thumbnail nutritional counseling. Dietitians used the
neologism "chartologist" to refer to health professionals
who expediently tended to medical records (charts) at the
expense of patient care . Foodservice had dominion over
clinical dietetics and generally straitjacketed or skewed
its aims.
In contrast, I vaguely considered Lieberman a trailblazer of sorts. She appeared to be doing what I had entered
the field to do: educating patients who wanted to learn.
Perhaps naively, I had persevered in the formal study of
nutrition to become a clinician, not a foodservice adjunct.
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But unscientific diagnostics and catchy promotion do
not contribute to the advancement of the dietetic profession,
much less to the welfare of patients. ADA could invigorate the
profession, and thus combat quackery, by creating expressly
for clinical RD.s an educational "corridor" whose endpoint is a
distinctly nutrition-related doctorate-a credential with clout.
Of course, this would not ensure the scientific practice of
dietetics; however, it would almost ensure that practitioners
thus credentialed had the erudition, training, and recognition to
practice intelligently and successfully. What's your opinion?

The next issue will feature an account of David Xu's
return visit to Lieberman.

of Nutrition Forum and author of Mystical Diets: Paranormal, Spiritual, and Occult Nutrition Practices
(Prometheus Books, 1993) and "Alternative• Healthcare:A Comprehensive Guide (Prometheus Books, 1994).
Zhixin (David) Xu is co-publisher and an associate editor of Nutrition
Forum. He holds degrees in management and international business and

Jack Raso is co-editor/publisher

has acted as an interpreter or translator in various settings .

BOOK REVIEW
Title:The Complete Medicinal Herbal (1993)
Author:Penelope Ody
Publisher:Darling Kindersley, Inc ., New York, N.Y.
Price:$29.95 hardcover
Reviewedby:Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D., Sc.D.
This herbal is particularly hazardous because its
appearance lends it undeserved credibility . The colored
illustrations are numerous and extremely well done. Typically, they picture the various parts used of the medicinal
herbs, fresh and dried, together with some of the dosage
forms prepared from them . The book's format is also attractive. This initial visual feast is likely to lure so me readers into
believing that the text is equally useful.Unfortunately, such
is not the case. Much of the information presented as
authoritative is not, errors of commission and omission
abound, and many of the assertions are based on hope or
belief rather than on scientific or clinically proven facts . And
no references are provided that could help careful readers to
determine which is which. Thus, English herbalist Penelope
Ody frustrates the reader's search for herbal truth much as
her namesake, the wife of Odysseus, frustrated her many
suitors.
The book is well organized. A short history of herbal
use in various cultures is followed by illustrated monographs of
some eighty-fiverepresentative plant drugs and a section on the
preparation of various dosage forms. Numerous tables enable
readers to select herbs for self-treatment of various illnesses,
although they are cautioned against such action in the customary small print on the copyright page. The volume concludes
with some miscellaneous considerations and an index. It is well
printed and well bound in Italy.
A few examples will serve to illustrate the text's
unreliability.In May 1979,the Herb Trade Associationurged its
members not to sell pokeroot as a food or beverage because of
its toxic character. Ody not only monographs the herb but
recommends its use for tonsillitis,with the qualifyingstatement
that the fresh root, not the dried, is toxic. She apparently is
unaware of a case in Baltimore in 1938 wherein more than
twenty-five people on six floors of a building were poisoned
when dried pokeroot was milled in the structure. Comfrey root
is recommended for external use with no mention of the need

to restrict application to intact skin. In fact, a poultice is suggested for bleeding hemorrhoids. The occurrence of toxic
pyrrolizidine alkaloids (PAs) in the borage plant is not mentioned. In the coltsfoot monograph, it is claimed that PAs may
no longer be present in a decoction of the plant-which is untrue.
Moving on from the serious to the ridiculous : Placing a pounded cabbage leaf in bra cups for mastitis or
engorged breasts is counseled, apparently with a straight
face. Hops is said to contain a high proportion of estrogena statement that will raise the eyebrows of some pharmaceutical manufacturers who have thought it necessary all these
years to process large quantities of pregnant mare's urine
for such compounds. It is recommended that fresh, not
dried, hops be used for insomnia; yet scientists have shown
that 2-methyl-3-butane-2-ol, a sedative principle, increases in
concentration in the herb for at least two years after drying.
Botanically oriented readers will be disturbed by
the absence of author citations from scientific plant names.
[For example, for the sake of formality, writers would initially refer to Panaxginsengas" PanaxginsengC.A Mey."].R.] The practice of referring to rhizomes or rhizomes and
roots (e.g., ginger, rhubarb, and valerian) simply as "roots"
and the lack of a clear differentiation of aloe gel from the
parenchyma cells, and of aloe latex or juice from the pericyclic tubules, are also disturbing. The designation of the
plants yielding medicinal rhubarb only as Rheumpalmatum
enormously simplifies the numerous species and hybrids of
this taxonomically difficult genus.
In summary, aside from the excellent illustrations,
there appears to be no justification for publishing this book.
Its existence will simply provide more ammunition for critics of phytornedicines seeking evidence that herbalism is
unscientific and that herbs are therefore unworthy of consideration . In fact, some uses of herbs are disreputable, but
others are not. Publishers who market attractively packaged
but scientifically unsound herbals do more harm than they
will ever know.
Dr. Tyler is professor of pharmacognosy at Purdue University and author of
TheHonestHerbal CT-laworth,1993), an evaluation of popular herbs. Copies
can be obtained for $22 postpaid from LVCAHF Books, P.O. Box 1747,
Allentown, PA 18105.
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Books Received
The Ayurvedic Cookbook: A Personalized Guide to Good
Nutrition and Health
ByAmadeaMorningstar with Unnila Desai.Twin Lakes,WI: Lotus Light
Publications, 1991.Soft.cover.Pp. 351. Price $16.95.

Choose to be Healthy: Discover How to Embrace life and live
Fully
BySusan Smith Jones. Berkeley, CA CelestialArts, 1987.Softcover.Pp.
243. Price $10.95.
Comfort to the Sick
ByBrother Aloysius. York Beach, ME: SamuelWeiser, Inc., 1992(herbal
originallypublished in Holland in 1901).Soft.cover.Pp. 434. Price $19.95.
The Complete Book of Chinese Health and Healing: Guarding
the Three Treasures
By DanielReid. Boston: Shambhala Publications, Inc., 1994. Hardcover.
Pp. 484.Price $27.50.

The Family Health Guide to Homeopathy
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Natural Healing with Herbs
By Humbart Santillo. Prescott, Al : Hohm Press, 1984 (10th printing
1993).Softcover.Pp. 370. Price $14.95.
Natural Prescriptions: Dr. Giller's Natural Treatments and
Vitamin Therapies for over 100 Common Ailments
By Robert M. Gillerand Kathy Matthews. New York: Crown Publishers,
Inc., 1994.Hardcover. Pp. 370. Price $25.00.
The Oil That Heals: A Physician's Successes with Castor Oil
Treatments. Expanded and Revised Edition of: Edgar Cayce
and the Palma Christi
ByWilliamA McGarey.VrrginiaBeach,VAARE. Press, 1993.Softcover.
Pp. 232. Price $12.95.
Planetary Herbology: An Integration ofWestem Herbs into the
Traditional Chinese and Ayurvedic Systems
By Michael Tierra Edited and supplemented by David Frawley. Supplemented by Christopher Hobbs.Twin Lakes,WI: LotusLlghtPublications,
1988. Softcover.Pp. 485. Price $17.95.

By Barry Rose. Berkeley, CA Celestial Arts, 1992. Softcover. Pp. 320.
Price$32.95.

Rainforest Remedies: One Hundred Healing Herbs of Belize
By Rosita Arvigo and Michael Balick. Twin Lakes, WI: Lotus Light
Publications, 1993.Softcover. Pp. 221. Price $9.95.

Food Enzymes: The Missing link to Radiant Health/Second
(Expanded) Edition
By Humbart Santillo. Edited by Deborah Kantor. Prescott, Al: Hohm
Press, 1993. Soft.cover.Pp. 66. Price $5.95.

Realities of Nutrition. Completely Revised
By RonaldM. Deutsch and Judi S. Morrill. Palo Alto, CA Bull Publishing
Company, 1993.Softcover.Pp. 594. Price $24.95.

Growing Older, Feeling Better: In Body, Mind & Spirit

The Science and Art of Healing
By Ralph Twentyman. Edinburgh, Great Britain: F1oris Books, 1989.
Softcover.Pp. 317.Price $27.9.5(fromAnthroposophicPress, Hudson, NY).

By Mary Dale Scheller. Palo Alto, CA Bull Publishing Company, 1993.
Soft.cover.Pp. 246. Price $12.95.

The Healer's Manual: A Beginner's Guide to Vibrational
Therapies
ByTedAndrews. St Paul, MN: LlewellynPublications, 1993. Softcover.
Pp. 176. Price $10.00.
Healing Herbs and Health Foods of the Zodiac
ByAda Muir. St Paul, MN: LlewellynPublications, 1993. Softcover. Pp.
176. Price $3.99.
Honeybee Pollen and the New You: The Story of One Man's
Life-Changing Experience with the World's Only Perlect
Food, Honeybee Pollen
By James A Devlin. Prescott, Al: Hohm Press, 1993 (first edition
published 1981). Soft.cover.Pp. 122. Price $10.95.
Intuitive Eating: EveryBody's Natural Guide to Total Health
and lifegiving Vitalitythrough Food
ByHumbart"Smokey"Santillo.Prescott,Al :Hohm Press, 1993. Softcover.
Pp. 411.Price $16.95.
It's Not What You Eat, But What Eats You. Beyond Diet:
Energy Transformation for Better Health
ByJack Schwarz. Berkeley, CA CelestialArts, 1988.Softcover.Pp. 179.
Price $8.95.
Living a Healthy life with Chronic Conditions: Self-Management of Heart Disease, Arthritis, Stroke, Diabetes , Asthma,
Bronchitis, Emphysema & others
By Kate Lorig, Halsted Holman, David Sobel, Diana ~~rent, Virginia
Gonzalez,and Marian Minor. Palo Alto, CA Bull Publishmg Company,
1994.Softcover. Pp. 296. Price $14.95.

Magical Aromatherapy: The Power of Scent
By Scott Cunningham. St Paul, MN: Llewellyn Publications, 1989.
Softcover.Pp. 206. Price $3.95.

Staying Healthy with Nutrition: The Complete Guide to Diet
and Nutritional Medicine
By Elson M. Haas. Berkeley, CA CelestialArts, 1992.Softcover.Pp.1140.
Price $24.95.
Staying Healthy with the Seasons
By Elson M. Haas. Berkeley, CA CelestialArts, 1981.Softcover. Pp. 242.
Price $12.95.
Ten Essential Herbs: Everyone's Handbook to Health
By LalithaThomas. Prescott, Al : Hohm Press , 1992. Softcover. Pp. 322.
Price $11.95.

A TlIIle to Heal: How to Reap the Benefits of Holistic Health
By Daniel Redwood.Virginia Beach, VA ARE . Press, 1993. Soft.cover.
Pp. 251. Price $12.95.

To Your Best Health, Naturally
ByJames A Devlin. Prescott, Al: Hohm Press, 1994. Softcover. Pp. 330.
Price $18.95.
The World's Only Perlect Food Book: The Bee Pollen Bible
By Royden Brown. Prescott, Al: Hohm Press, 1993. Soft.cover.Pp. 502.
Price $19.95.
The Yoga of Herbs: An Ayurvedic Guide to Herbal Medicine
By David Frawley and Vasant Lad.Twin Lakes, WI : Lotus Light Publications, 1992. Softcover. Pp. 248. Price $12.95.

Other Publications Received
Pulse of the Planet#4, 1993: On Wilhelm Reich and Orgonomy
Edited by James DeMeo. El Cerrito, CA Orgone Biophysical Research
Laboratory,Inc., 1993. Soft.cover.Pp. 173. Price $20.00.

Master Dictionary of Food and Wine

Treatment Issues: The Gay Men's Health Crisis Newsletter of
Experimental AIDS Therapies. Compilation Issue: November
1987-January 1991

ByJoyce Rubash. New York:Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1990. Hardcover.
Pp. 372. No price given.

Edited by Kevin Armington. New York: Gay Men's Health Crisis, Inc.,
1991.Softcover.Pp. 193. No price given.
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BRIEFS
More on "Alternative Nutrition" &AIDS (see last issue).
The Winter 1993/94 issue of Treatment Issues,"The Gay
Men's Health Crisis Newsletter of Experimental AIDS
Th er apies," included an article titled "An Alternative Treatment ActivistManifesto," based on the writings of an apparently skeptical proponent who died of AIDS last July. Although the article advocates controlled clinical trials of
"alternative treatments," it states:
Since toxicity studies on most alternative therapies have not
been conducted-and since many alternative treatment
practitioners often recommend these therapies in very high
doses-it must be asserted that they may be toxic. For the
most part, ifa proponen tofa specific alternative therapy has
observed negative side-effects, there has been no mandate,
no regulation, and therefore no institutionalized reason to
disclose such information. Additionally, profit is as big a
motive for the "alternative" medical community as it is for
the conventional pharmaceutical industry.
While some alternative treatment proponents have
no financial investment in proposed th erapies, the emotional investment in the therapy's success is usually
high . Many alternative treatment enthusiasts have a
strong desire to prove conventional West ern medicine
wrong. This sentiment sometim es pr ecludes objective
evaluation .... [N]o study of an alternative treatm ent in
AIDS has been able to stand up to scientific scrutiny .

Amway portrayed as cult. The February 15 edition of the
syndicated, tabloid-style broadcast newsmagazine "American Journal" (A]) featured a blistering report on Amway
Corp., a multilevel marketing company that sells household
products and food supplements . At an introductory meeting
secretly videotaped by A], an Amway senior associate
claimed: "I'm talking to you about a hundred thousand
dollars a year that you can make in your spare time without
giving up what you do during the day." However, a former
independent distributor stated : "Most distributors .. .are not
gonna make money; they're gonna lose money. So what's
gonna keep them involved is constant brainwashing and
manipulation and cult-style tactics." According toA],Amway
tells distributors to listen to instructional audiocassettes
during the day, such as one that states: "We talk about
woman beinginsubmissiontoman, to her husband . 'Course,
that's what God's word says, but a lot of people want to
disagree with it." A] concluded: "[Y]ou have to build a
network of hundreds ofindependent distributors before you
turn a worthwhile profit. ... [T]heir own literature points out
that the average income from selling Amway is only $65 a
month, and that's before expenses."
Insurance to cover Omish program. Mutual of Omaha
has agreed to cover the cost (about $5,000 for one year) of
participating in a program developed by Dean Ornish, M.D.
The program, which several hospitals are planning to replicate, includes smoking cessation, exercise, a near-vegetarian 10%fat diet, group counseling, and relaxation exercises.
Ornish's research suggests that his program can cause
regression of coronary atherosclerosis.

New FDA labeling standards. On December 29, the Food
and Drug Administrationannounced standards to ensure that
the labelingof dietary supplements is truthful and scientifically
valid.The new rules will not affectconsumer access to supplements.Accordingto the newregulations,labelson dietarysupplements must provide the same basic nutritional information
found on the labels of nearly all conventionalfoods [Federal
Register59:350-437,1994].The rules also make dietarysupplements subject to the same standardfor providingdisease-related
informationas Congress had mandated for conventionalfoods.
In addition,they conveyauthorizationofa labelclaimregarding
folic acid and the risk of neural tube birth defects. FDA had
previously approved a label claim regarding calcium and
osteoporosis.The new rules willpermit health claimson labels
if there is significantagreement among scientificexperts that
the claims are valid. FDA Commissioner David A Kessler,
M.D., stated: "This is the standard Congress established for
health claims on labeling of conventional foods. It's a flexible
standard that will keep unsubstantiated claims out of the marketplace."The health claimstandard is scheduled to take effect
in July 1994.Rules on nutrition labeling and nutrient content
claims("high,""low,"etc.)are scheduled to take effecta yearlater.
"Ergogenic aids" debunked. Two pharmacists have produced a comprehensive analysis of 19 "natural" substances
claimed to help build muscles, increase stamina, enhance
energy, or facilitate weight loss [Annals of Pharmacotherapy
27:607-615, 1993]. Claims for these substances were gathered from ads in bodybuilding magazines, product labels,
and fact sheets for health food retailers. The authors concluded: (1) "anabolic" claims for Argentinean bull testes,
boron,cyclofinil,dicobenzide,gamma oryzanol,Menispermum
conadense,plant sterols (diosgenin, smilagenin, hecogenin),
and sawpalmetto berries were unfounded; (2) certain claims
for chromium picolinate, clenbuterol, guarana, inosine, kola
nut, and ma huang have scientific support, but products
containing these substances are marketed in a misleading
manner; (3) claims that yohimbe bark is an anabolic agent
are supported by studies in animals but not humans; and (4)
claims for arginine/ ornithine, carnitine, and Gymnema
sylvestrehave some scientific support [although there is still
little or no proven value for their use by athletes].

Preview
What chance do consumers have of finding a
reliable "nutritionist" through the Yellow Pages? About
40 percent, according to Ira Milner, RD., New York area
network coordinator for the National Council Against
Health Fraud. The council sponsored a multistate survey
ofnutrition practitioners listed in the YellowPages in 1992
and 1993. The "credential" initials sported by dubious
practitioners included: CCN (certified clinical nutritionist), CCT (certified colon therapist), and CNC (certified
nutrition consultant or counselor). Milner, who directed
the survey and performed a 1994 follow-upsponsored by
NutritionForum, willprovide details in the next issue ofNF.
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The Color of Quackery?
Fingering

the Phony

Nutritionists

of the Yellow

Pages

Ira Milner, RD .
Seekers ofresponsible nutrition counselors need to
be especially careful when they let their "fingers do the
walking" through the Yellow Pages. A32-state survey sponsored by the National Council Against Health Fraud (NCAHF)
found that consumers had less than a fifty-fifty chance of
findinga reliable "nutritionist" through the directory. The study
provides a clear indication of the extent of nutritional
pseudomedicine. Multitudinous pseudo-experts, many with
questionable degrees and certificates, have been dispensing
bad advice, much of which leads to expensive and useless
supplementation and invalid or inappropriate diagnostics.

customers to pay hundreds of dollars to him for improper
physical examinations [including breast and pelvic exams],
worthless laboratory tests [hair analysis and herbal crystallization analysis], bogus nutritional advice, and unnecessary vitamin, mineral, and herbal supplements." In a July 1985 issue of
Newsday,one of his patients revealed that she had consulted
him "because he had the biggest ad in the Yellow Pages ."

The 1982-1985

NCAHF Study

In the January /February 1986 issue of its newsletter, NCAHFreported the results of the first study ofnutrition
practitioners listed in the Yellow Pages. Using information
from ads and listings published in the preceding four years,
the council categorized practitioners from 41 areas in 17
states as "clearly spurious," "suspicious," "undeterminable
[sic]," and "apparently qualified." Only 13%of 439 "nutritionists" listed in the Yellow Pages appeared qualified, 24%were
ranked as "clearly spurious," 31%were "suspicious," and31%
were "undeterm inable ." Under the heading "Dietitians," 8%
of the 53 entrants were considered spurious. In a subsection
under the heading "Physicians and Surgeons" titled "Nutrition," 46%of the 24 entrants were also deemed spurious, and
none was categorized as "apparently qualified." Their offerings included acupuncture, chelation therapy, life extension, and orthomolecular medicine.
I decided to broaden the scope of this study . As
coordinator of NCAHF's Task Force on Nutrition Diploma
Mills, I was especially interested in identifying all of the
operational degree mills in the U.S. and in determining
which ones so-called nutritionists patronized most.

''lbe Biggest Ad in the Yellow Pages"
Kurt W. Donsbach, D .C.,who apparently holds several
advanced "degrees" from unaccredited institutions, in 1978
founded his own unaccredited school, Donsbach University
Oaterrenamed tl1e International University for Nutrition Education), a notorious source of "mail-order" degrees. Donsbach
claimed that his "university" had graduated over a thousand
people before it closed. NINE™-The National Institute of
Nutritional Education-issued the title CN™ (Certified Nutritionist) to about 735 people and "educated" 7,000 others between 1980 and 1993, according to the January 1993 issue of
HealthFoodsBusiness.NINE's introductory mailing states that
its program "is designed to supplement professions with nutritional counseling in such fields as chiropractics [sic], counseling, education, herbology, nutrition, medicine, pharmacology,
and psychology.... " (NF co-editor Jack Raso has described
many sources of health-related pseudocredentials in Mystical
Diets and "Alternative"Healthcare:A ComprehensiveGuide,
botll published by Prometlleus Books.)
Donsbach U. alum Gary Pace was an electrical engineer before he turned to a career in nutrition and duped
hundreds of LongIsland, New York, residents . In 1985, New
York State Attorney General Robert Abrams filed a civil suit
against him, accusing him of practicing medicine without a
license, false advertising, and illegal use of educational credentials. Pace's schemes, said Abrams, "induced hundreds of

Study Design
The 1992-1993study differed from the original study in
one important way: In the latter, the ranking of practitioners was
based solely on information in the ad or listing; in the recent
study, volunteers ranked practitioners in their respective areas
on the basis of interviews or familiarity with the practitioners.
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General Results of NCAHF Survey of Nutrition Practitioners in Yellow Pages
SPURIOUS

SUSPICIOUS

RELIRBLE

"Dietitians"

9% (21 of231)*

3% (7 of 231)

84% (194 of 231)

"Nutritionists"

46% (286 of 618)**

12% (73 of 618)

40% (245 of 618)

Physicians***

55% (68 of 124)

13% (16 of 124)

32% (40 of 124)

*. luding General Nutrition Centers (GNCs), Diet Center facilities, Herbalife ?istribut?rs, a Formu-3
I~~~rnational distributor, and a former vitamin company employee who _used hair analysis
**including 68 chiropractors, 37 practitioners who used hair analysis, 22 N.D.s, 17 Ph.D.s, and 5
acupuncturists
***20 of 32 states reporting

Prospective volunteers were contacted in September 1992. State legislative chairpersons with The American
Dietetic Association provided many contacts. The volunteers consisted of registered dietitians, public health nutritionists, dietetic interns, and undergraduate and graduate
nutrition students. Data were collected from 64 areas in 32
states. Volunteers were asked to submit copies of: (1) all
listings under the headings "Dietitians" and "Nutritionists"; (2) all listings under the subheadings "Nutrition" and
"Preventive Medicine" (under "Physicians and Surgeons");
and (3) all corresponding ads . However, I also received
unsolicited listings under other headings , including "Health
& Diet Products," "Health, Fitness & Nutrition Consultants," and "Weight Control Services ." Volunteers ranked
practitioners according to the following criteria.

•

Spurious: The business utilized invalid methods
of treatment , diagnosis , or nutritional assessment
(e .g., applied kinesiology, chelation therapy , hair
analysis, and iridology) or publicized a degree
from an unaccredited school. Spurious businesses
included supplement distributors and multilevelmarketing (MLM) companies such as Herbalife,
Nu Skin, and Sunrider.

•

Suspicious: The practitioner did not comply with
the volunteer's request for information on credentials or methods utilized.

•

Reliable: The practitioner was a registered dietitian (R.D.) or had a nutrition-related degree from
an accredited institution .

• Other: The above categories did not befit the
practitioner or business ; for example, a senior
citizen center or a provider of enteral nutrition
products to healthcare facilities.

Volunteers were asked to contact every business they
did not recognize as reliable and to obtain information about
credentials, methods, and, if possible, advice to clients.

Health Food Stores, Chiropractors, Naturopaths et al.
Consumers had a much better chance (84%)of finding
a responsible nutrition practitioner through listings under the
heading "Dietitians" than through those under the headings
"Nutritionists" (40%)and "Physicians" (33%).Of the 231entrants
listed under "Dietitians,"21 (9%)were judged "spurious."These
included Diet Center facilities, distributors for MLM companies
such as Herbalife, a fake nutri tionist with a bogus doctorate
who practiced iridology, a former vitamin company salesman
who used hair analysis, and numerous General Nutrition
Corporation (GNC) outlets. When a GNC employee was
asked why her store was listed under "Dietitians," she replied: "Because we have the literature in the store to help
people." Spurious "dietitians" were found in eight states . New
York, North Carolina , and California had the highest percentages. For six states, either there was no "Dietitians" heading
or volunteers did not provide the listings under this heading .
A word is in order concerning the debatable categorization of Diet Center facilitiesas "spurious." All of the facilitiesare
franchises. Although the corporate staff includes registered
dietitians, only non-health professionals-typically former clients-counsel dieters, who are required to take a nutritional
Nutrition Forum (ISSN 0748-8165), © 1994, is published bimonthly by Jack Raso, M.S., RD. , and Zhixin (David) Xu, M.S.
Su bscriptionsfor individuals in the United States and Canada
cost $35 for one year (six issues), payable to Nutrition Forum at
P.O. Box 747924, Rego Park, NY 11374. Multireader (e.g.,
institutional) and overseas (airmail) subscriptions cost $50 for
one year . Back issues are available at $6.00 per copy.
All correspondenc e should be dir ected to Jack Raso at the
above address. Phone: 718-275-0414 Fax: 718-997-8227
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supplement. The facilities offer prepackaged cuisine.
Certainly, listing such a business, whatever its merits,
under the heading "Dietitians" is misleading.
Of the 618 entrants listed under the heading "Nutritionists," 358 (58%) were either spurious or suspicious.
Sixty-three percent of ads and boxed listings under this
heading were for bogus nutritionists, many of whom placed
the biggest ads. For thirteen states, at least half of the
listings represented such practitioners. The top five states
were Arkansas (one listing), New Mexico (61%), Arizona
(59%),Nevada (58%),and Florida (55%). New Mexico and
Florida license dietitians and nutritionists.
Of the 286 "spuri ous" nutritionist s, 37 (13%)
used hair analysis.
Sixty-nine chiropractors (11%) were listed under "Nutriti onists ." All were categorized as spurious
excep t one, who employed a registered die titian to do
nutrit ion counseling. Their offerings included supplements (57%), applied kinesiology (19%), hair analysis
(9%), homeopathy (6%), and acupuncture (3%).
Twenty-two of the entrants listed under "Nutritionists" claimed to be naturopaths.

An Alphabet Soup of Empty Credentials and Titles
Under the heading "Nutritionists,"24 listings included
the initials "Ph.D." Of these, 17 referred to bogus doctorates,
representing 6%of those "nutritionists" deemed spurious and
71%ofall "Ph.D."nutritionists. Five of these phony Ph.D.swere
naturopaths, two were chiropractors, and one was an acupuncturist and Doctor of Oriental Medicine (OMD).
Among the aforementioned naturopaths was Robert
H.Sorge,founder and director of the Christian-orientedAbunda
Life Health Hotel & Clinic, in Asbury Park, New Jersey. An
Abunda Life brochure described his educational background :
In 1964he received his doctorate in naturopathic medicine
from the Anglo American Institute Of Drugless Therapy in
Great Britain. And in 1972 he earned his doctorate of
philosophy in naturopathic medicine from the United States
SchoolofNaturopathicMedicineandappliedsciences[sic)[.)
one of the old naturopathic schools licensed around the turn
of the century by aspecialactoft he United States Congress.

According to Bear's Guideto EarningCollegeDegrees
Non-Traditionally(1992), the Anglo-American Institute of
Drugless Therapy is an unaccredited correspo ndence school
that claims more than seven thousand graduates.
Of the 17 phony "Ph .D." nutritionists, three held a
"doctorate " from Donsbach University; two from the Internationa l University for Nutrition Education (formerly
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Donsbach U.), an unaccredited correspondence schoot one
from the American Holistic College of Nutrition, another
unaccredited correspondence school; one from the Clayton
School of Homeopathy; one from Clayton University (originally
called Open University and later called American International
Open University), an unaccredited correspondence school in
St. Louis, Missouri; and one from Ryokan College, an
unaccredited school that offers degrees only in psychology. A
New Orleans chiropractor claimed a Ph.D. degree in kinesiology but did not state the source of this alleged degree. And a
Californiapractitioner claimed, unconvincingly, a Ph.D. degree
in nutrition science from the University of Munich.
The "cr edential" initials sported by dubious
nutrition practitioners included: CCN-certified
clinical nutritionist, CN-certified
nutritionist, CCT-certified colon therapist, RCT-registered
colon therapist, CMT-certified
massage therapist, CNC-certified nutrition consultant, NC-nutrition
counselor,
HMO-homeopathic
medical doctor , NMD-doctor
of
nutrimedicine, and ND-doctor
of naturopathy . Jack
Raso called the Triad Medical Center, in Reno, Nevada,
and was told that a homeopathic medical doctor was "kind
of- sort of the same thing" as a holistic medical doctor.
Anne Murray ofAlbuquerque styled herself"MLD ."
Murray is a graduate of the Vodder School International for
Manual Lymph Drainage, in Walchsee, Austria, and a member of the American Massage Therapy Association. Her
pamphlet states that practitioners of manual lymph drainage
(MLD) "can manually remove the blockages in the [lymph]
system and promote proper lymph flow." Blockages, Murray
claims, "allow toxins and plasma to accumulate[,] interfering with cell nourishment and depressing the immune system." The conditions MLD practitioners treat reportedly
include acne , allergies, chronic fatigue syndrome , colitis,
multiple sclerosis, osteoporosis, Parkinson's disease, "post
tooth extraction," rheum atoid arthritis, and varicose veins.

Physicians on the Fringe
Some M.D.s and D.O.s-for example, SO<:allednutritionally oriented doctors or medical nutritionists-utilize a
variety of pse udoscientific and unsound nutritional and
medical methods. In 20 states, 55%of physicians listed under
the heading "Physicians and Surgeons" were "spurious." Although more commonly listed under the subheadings "Nutrition" and "Preventive Medicine," some fringe physicians were
listed under the subheadings "Allergy," "Holistic Medicine,"
and "Homeopathy ." Twelve percent of them sold supplements in their offices. Their dubious methods included
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chelation therapy (8%), homeopathy (8%),orthomolecular
medicine (5%),acupuncture (4%),clinicalecology (4%),dark
field microscopy (3%),hair analysis (3%),vitamin injections
(3%),ayurveda (1%), and colonic irrigation (1%).

depreciate dietitians. For example, a biochemist told
me: "Dietitians basically manipulate food and menus.
Nutritionists recommend dietary changes and food
supplements." A "CCN" who graduated from the International Universityfor Nutrition Education stated:
Dietitians have been around a long time. They work
in hospitals and do menu planning .... Nutritionists
are more clinical and take a more individualized
[approach] .... [They are] more tailored to the individual,
using vitamins and minerals in therapeutic doses .... [They
take a] more active rather than passive approach .... If you
want a nutritionist, Ithe practitioner] shouldn't be a
member of The American Dietetic Association.

Other Phony Nutritionists

Dubious nutrition practitioners were also listed
under other headings in the YellowPages, including:"Acupuncture," "Health & Diet Products," "Health, Fitness &
Nutrition Consultants," "Herbs," "Holistic Practitioners,"
"WeightControlServices,"and "WellnessPrograms." Many
ofthe listings under these headings were for chiropractors,
homeopaths, naturopaths, health food stores, and MLM
companies, including Aloe Vera International, Herbalife,
Matol Botanical International (purveyors of Km), Nu Skin
International,ShakleeCorporation,and SunriderInternational.

A pharmacist and self-stylednaturopath who graduated from Donsbach University said:
[Consumers] need to know what type of nutritionist
they're interested in .. .. Most R.D.s wouldn't entertain
the idea of being aware that enzyme production decreases around the age of35 .... Dietitians follow hospital
menus .... [Consumers should] look to more unorthodox
nutritionists .. .with other credentials.

Wake-Up Call?

John H. Renner,M.D.,president and medicaldirector
ofthe ConsumerHealthInformationResearchInstitute(CHIRI),
has stated: "It's big news when a fake doctor manages to
practicewithoutvalidcredentials,but thousandsofnutritionists
are practicing with questionable degrees and credentials."
Hundreds of such nutritionistsare listed in the YellowPages.
One volunteerwrote: "Unfortunately,the peoplewho
are spurioushavethe most soothingvoicesand promotethemselvesextremelywell. The dietitiansthat I calleddid not do as
good ofa job promotingthemselves."Onlya relativehandfulof
RD.s are disreputable; most are good bets as sources of
nutrition information.However, in the health marketplace,
clinicalRD.s and other qualified nutrition advisors are up
against a shuffle of dubious practitioners, many of whom

Are clinical dietitians the Rodney Dangerfields of
healthcare?
[Editor's note: It is a considerable marketing advantage to hold a doctorate and/ or to lack ethics. Furthermore, I surmise that, to the public, the Registered Dietitian
credential is a somewhat vague, "generalist" credential in
comparisonwiththe "specialist"quasi-and pseudocredentials
of unscientific nutrition practitioners. Chiropractors and
N.D.s, after all, are "doctors." Perhaps that is primarilywhat
dieters and nutrition buffs in general want to hear.-JR.]
Mr. Milner is an associate editor of NF and the New York area
network coordinator for the National Council Against Health Fraud.

No Sage
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Shari Lieberman Up-Close
Part 2
Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
In our last is&Je,NF associate editor DavidXu and I
prerented a report of his "comprehensiveconsult"with Shari
LlebermanLastJanuary,The AmericanDieteticAssociation
suspendedher RegisteredDietitian(RD.) credentialfor a periodof
threeyears,afterwhichshe mayapplyforreinstatement.Despite
the suspension, Lieberman has called herself an RD .-for
example,in an ad in the April/May1994issueofFreeSpiritand
another in the Spring1994NewlifeExpocatalog.Xu'sfollow-up
visit to her did not take place until March 25. (In the interim,
Liebermanhad traveledto Brazil,and Xuto mainlandChina.)

''1be Testimonial Queen"

At the 1992Conventionand Trade Show of the NationalNutritionalFoodsAssociation(NNF A), Liebermanconducted a "workshop"on "dispensingnutritionalinformation"
during which she named herself "the testimonial queen."
NNFA is a guild of health food retailers . Lieberman stated:
[W]hat you 're going to learn today is how you can get
around-how
you can actually talk with a customer
who comes in t o your store, without being arrested ....
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Part of David Xu' s Hair Analysis Report
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[I) really care about you, and , you know, there's a
limitation to how tightly your hands can be tied .. ..
Now, it's all in thewaythatyou sayit...ltreallyis in the
way that you say it You have to be very aware when you
speak with someone, because- listen: Don't put it past
somebody to send somebody into your store as a setup .... I
don't want you to be paranoid; I only want you to be
prepared. Okay? So, there's a very big difference between
prescribing, diagnosing, and something that you're presenting for educational purposes. It's a big difference.

Lieberman urged owners and employees of health
food stores to build a "reference library" consisting of: (1)
files of articles on numerous supplement ingredients, (2)
books, (3) a rack of handouts from supplement companies,
and (4) a loose-leaf collection of testimonials requested from
customers. She expounded:
If someone has had incredible results using a nutritional
supplementofanysort, ask them to write a testimonial.They
are very, very useful tools. And you all have people coming
into your stores who are taking supplements . Even if they're
referred by a nutritionist or a nutritional physician, you
might wanna have a testimonial from them for the referral to
the person that they're seeing. Testimonials are key, really
key; and I cannot emphasize that to you enough.
When I'm on air, really most of what I do is simply take
testimonials. I have to be careful what I say; so I've had a lot
of experience with this. It's all in the way that you say it...
Any person can share information with another person. You just have to be careful in how you say it. You can
show their testimonial. Okay?
I'm sort'a giving you ways that you can kind'a maneuver through the tide . Okay? [It] really isn't difficult.

"I'm Only Doing Things More on a Preventive Level"

During the first consultation, Lieberman opined
that Xu had "a marginal thyroid problem" - "a little bit of an
endocrine-thyroid imbalance ." She further opined that a
blood test would not indicate this "problem." However, she
stated that the results of two tests, herbal crystallization
analysis (HCA) and hair analysis, would "show" her "for
sure ." The second consultation (or "extended consult")
included the following conversation.
Xu: So where is my result?
Lieberman [explaining 6-page "hair element analysis" report from 0megatech, of Oeveland, Ohio]: Calcium and
magnesium fall within the reference range, but they're a little- I
would say they're low-normal. And we certainly want to make sure
that they don't go down .... But as of now, they're okay ... .They
could be a little bit better , but [it's] not a major ordeal.
The zinc level also looks pretty good; that's for the
immun e system.
Your copper level is low. Copper is a major mineral
that's involv e d in cholesterol regulation . It 's involv ed in the
immune response .. .. So the copper lev el looks like it's a little
bit of a problem. Okay?
Chromium is low for many people .. .. Chromium's
really important for blood sugar control.. ..

Xu: Am I very low? I mean, lower than regular people?
Lieberman: Yes. It's pretty low .... I don't see anything here
that's terrible .... But I would say overall we sort of see a
pattern of you being on the low side of things .

Xu: Okay. Why?
Lieberman: It was probablyasaresultofmovingoutofChina
... [to
America]. I'm sure if you were living at home [i.e., China, where
Xu was born and raised], it would be a little bit different. Okay?...

Xu: So, do I have to do anything, or-?
Lieberman: Yes. Let's talk about it.. .. You're a little low.... So,
what I'd like to do is recommend something in terms of bringing
some of those levels up and also .. .for prevention. Why not?
Xu [referring to a supplement
"checklist" sheet
Lieberman had prepared for him]: So, what you are
saying is also written here , right?
Lieberman: Yes , yes .. .. Let me show you what.. .I'd like to
do .... [Y]ou got the liquid kelp? [She had recommended a
specific kelp preparation as an iodine supplement "for the
thyroid" during the first consultation.]
Xu:No .
Lieberman: You didn't?
Xu:No ... .

Lieberman: Okay. Do you customarily eat seaweed or stuff like
that , or not really?

Xu: Not really, no.
Lieberman: You should get it.. .. Oh, and mostimportant...is the
thing about hair loss. What do you think this [i.e., hair] is made out
of? Minerals. Predominately minerals and some protein.

Xu: Okay. So?
Lieberman: We're gonna give you minerals. I'm gonna get the
protein from food. I'm going to recommend a supplement called
"Optimum Protection." The reason I'm recommending this is because it will give you calcium, magnesium, zinc, &complex, vitamin
A, beta-carotene, vitamin E, selenium, chromium, manganese, zinc.
I'm giving you a chelated copper, two milligrams .. .'cause
your copper level is real low .. ..
The reason I had given you-This
["lo-Dyn (drops)
World Organic"] is liquid kelp , and the reason I had recommended it was specifically for the hair loss, because this is
oftentimes controlled by the thyroid gland. You don't have to have
a thyroid disorder; your thyroid can be maybe [sic] not
functioning ... optimally. A change in living conditions, a change
in environment , a change in your food-there
are many,
many different things that can actually affect that. This
would be the equivalent of eating some seaweed every day ....
I'm only doing things mor e on a preventive level.

"Weird .... Very Weird"
Lieberman [explaining HCA and the results thereof}: I would
relate this [HCA] most closely to acupuncture. If someone goes
through a traditional Chinese acupuncture diagnosis, they willpickup
the same exact things I do with this test It's not medical So this is
basically going to tell me which herbs would be the best for you, and
what do these herbs correspond to. So let's look at each one.
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Exampleof HCA report (1984) from Herbal Tracers, Ltd. (Liebennandid not use this lab.) Practttionersinterpretthe report(left)
by aligningit with the guide (right).The rurmer of x's supposedlyindicateshow much help "corresponding"organsneed.
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Circulation shows up a lot. You have a circulation of
a 60-year-old man . [Xu is 30.] That's inexcusable . I ain't
g iving y ou anything to swallow. You're gonna have to do
som e ex ercis e .... Even if you begged me, I'm not.
The circul ation is a probl em, one of your major on es. Th e
oth er thing that's showing up is the lymphatic/immun e system ....

Xu: Sound pr e tty bad ... ?

Lieberman : Um , it looks like an area to me that needs th e
most amount of work ... .
Small intestines and colon also show up as an area of
focus .... I don't think I need to give you something to swallow for this.
I think you need to clean up your diet a little bil I'd like to do as much
dietary intervention to spare you swallowing a lot of pills.
Nervous system shows up ... . I think tha t exercise
would be gr ea t for you. So would m e ditation.
Dig e stive syst e m shows up as a little bit of a
probl e m .. ..This is relat e d to hair loss, by th e way .. .. Ther e is
som e thing going on hormonally.
Xu: How can you get [indicationsfor] these herbs :frommy [saliva]-?

Lieberman: Wh en that's sent to them, there 's a powder , and
within th e crystal they see lots of other little patt erns they actually
match it to. They have thirty crystals of pure herb .... It has nothing
to do with what you eat. ... It's based on the workofRudolf Steiner,
[according to] ...which ... your body will tell you what it needs.
[Steiner (1861-1925) founded anthroposophy , an arcan e , Chris tianized spinoff of Th eosophy that posits four components of the
hum an orga nism : a physical body , a vegetal "eth eric" body , an
anim alistic "astral" or "soul" body, and an "ego" or "spirit."]

I. General Constitution
2. Respiratory
system
). Endocrine system
'4. Kl dneys
5. Focus
6. Liver
7. Reproductive system
8. Digestive system
9. Nervous system
10. Blood sugar

11. Arteries
12. Abnormal cell

potential
Smal I Intestines
Colon
Bladder
Blood pressure reg.
Lymphatic system
Blood oxygen
Pain
Gall bladder
21, Infection
22. Circulatory system
23 . Hormones

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

24.
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Xu: So I need to eat more parsley? [Parsley is a mild diuretic
and gastric stimulant.]

Lieberman: Parsley. When I send this in, it's not uniform .... There's
lots of different patterns in here, and [under a microscope] they will
look like any one of thirty herbs. So they just match il ... It's weird. It's
very weird .... Weird stuff, kind'a like if one would talk about chi in
acupunctur e. I mean , how does one explain it to an American person?
It'd be like: "Can I measure it? Uh, how do you know-?"
But we're talking about a system that does not involve
modem medicine at all. This is not looking at you to diagnose a
disease. This is looking at you to say : "This area needs to be
worked on, that area needs to be worked on, this area needs to be
worked on, [and] these are the herbs that can ... -•
So , hormonal balance does show up. That is related
to your hair loss , by the way . So I'm- I'm happy that it
showed up, 'cause it's something that I can work on .
The herbal extract that I'm going to give you will of
course contain some parsley, and it will also contain herbs
with similar principles as well.
The liver shows up, too .... That's ... a little on overload, slight
overload. Th ere's nothing wrong with your liver. So I want- I want
you to understand that there 's nothing wrong- .... l'm looking at
things that would be best handled as a preventive thing to do.
As far as the hair loss is concerned, it looks like, hormonally
and with respect to minerals , there could be something going onnothing terminal , but little things here and there. Okay? ...
The reason Ido it [i.e., useHCA),quitefrankly, is: I get blood
tests on people and they [the tests] tell me absolutely nothing. People
corning in who don't feel well-their blood test is fine. [But] it doesn't
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mean there's nothing wrong with them; it means that, on a medical
level, nothing could be detected . I'm delighted; I think it's great ...
These [two items, "LYM" and "PRO," on the supplement
list] are herbal tinctures .... PROwill contain parsley ...damiana [an
alleged aphrodisiac that appears medically useless], which is another
herb .... "PRO"standsfor"prostatereproductivesystem." It'sformen .
That's for hormones . LYM is for the immune system and the lymphatic system. It contains things like echinacea ... It has a number of
herbs in it for that purpose . [It's] totally natural and it's herbal ... .
[During the first consultation, Lieberman had recommended cayenne powder in the form of a topical paste for hair
loss.] [T]he cayenne works great, David. It really works great.. ..

"At this Point in Time ... "
Xu: [Y]ou are .. . a dietitian, right?
Lieberman: Yes.
Xu: A registered dietitian, right?
Lieberman: Yes.... I'm an herbalist , too .... l design herbal products,
with technical support. .. .If I'm gonna give you the [hypothetical]
bottle [of herbal pills] and say that this is gonna cause you to lose
weight, in this country you're making a drug claim. It's all bullshit,
David.... It's a stupid thing, butthat's the way it is....
What I want you to do for me is, I would like you to
call me in about a month. I wanna know how you are and how
you feel, what you're doing, [if] ... you have any questions.
Let me get a sense of where you're at.. .. I probably wouldn't
see you for two months or so ... . l'd repeat the herb crystal
test and I would give you the results on the phone ... .
Are you giving me a check?

Lieberman's receipt and the supplement sheet
bore the initials "R.D ." after her name .
On April 12, Xu went to Hickey Chemists, in Manhattan, to determine the ingredients of the herbal supplements
Lieberman had recommended :PRO, LYM,and Io-Dyn.She had
directed him to this pharmacy , which she had praised during

her NNFA seminar . Xu asked a stock clerkwhere these supplements were. The clerk appeared puzzled and referred Xu to a
man behind the prescription counter. The counterman expressed puzzlement initiallybut in a moment spoke Lieberman's
name. The clerk told Xu that the supplements were out of stock.
On April 14, about a week after the mailing of NFs
March/ April issue, a friend of mine phoned Lieberman as a
potential client. Lieberman described the "two screening
tools" she uses: "hair mineral analysis" and "an herb crystal
test." She stated that these were "completely non-medical"
and "not diagnostic ." She explained: "They just kind of give
me an idea about your biochemistry."
My friend asked Lieberman if she was a dietitian.
She replied:
Um, well, a diet- I- I'm- I'm a nutritionist because
that- It requires a graduate level of education, and I have
both a master's degre e and a Ph.D. in nutrition .... [I] do
have a trai- I do have training as a dietitian as well.

He asked her if she was a registered dietitian . She
responded : "Can I ask you who gave you my phone number?" My friend repeated the question and Lieberman answered: "Um, at this point in time, no, I'm not."

The Bottom Line
Lieberman's approach to nutritional "healing" appears substantially based on mysticism and unscientific
empiricism . She continues to engage in practices that are, in
my opinion, incompatible with the R.D. credential.
Jack Raso is co-editor /publisher of Nutrition Forum and vice president of
th e New York State Chapter of the National Council Against Health Fraud .

BOOK REVIEW
Title: "Alternative" Healthcare: A Comprehensive
Guide (1993)
Author: Jack Raso
Publisher: Prometheus Books, Buffalo , N.Y.
Price: $26.95 hardcover
Reviewed by: John E . Dodes, D.D .S.
What happens to someone who is brought up in a
very religious home, is taught to accept the assertions of
authorities without question, and enters adulthood believing all the health claims he reads or hears in the popular
media? Jack Raso describes just such an odyssey, from
believer to skeptic, in his first book, Mystical Diets
(Prometheus Books, 1993). His new book is a welcome
companion and complement to his first.
Raso has obviously spent a great deal of time analyzing
the fundamental beliefs of alternative healthcare . He concludes
that two distinct philosophic "pillars" underlie these beliefs:
unscientific empiricism, which "esteems knowledge derived
from experience-trial and error-but devalues knowledge

gained by analysis and the systematic organization of information"; and universal skepticism, which "in its extreme
form ... holds that humans cannot know anything-that truth
and falsity are indistinguishable." These two worldviews
lead inexorably to the logical errors and bizarre practices of
alternative healthcare
Thebookisdividedintofourparts.Partl, "Spiritsinthe
Material World," deals with vitalism and other supematuralistic
theories and lists hundreds of related "healing" methods. I
particularly enjoyed Raso's insightful discussion of the muchhyped, but flawed, survey of "unconventional medicine" usage
published in the The New EnglandJournal,of Medicinein
January 1993.Raso points outthatthis study, which claimed that
"unconventional medicine" had an "enormous presence" in the
U.S. healthcare system, was based on a misleading definitionof
the term "unconventional." For example, the researchers labeled commercial weight-loss programs, massage, and selfhelp group therapy "unconventional." Af all events, as Raso
states, "... only 11 percent of the interviewees had reported
consulting a provider of 'unconventional therapy'" and "Allthe
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'unconventional therapy' patients with cancer, diabetes, lung
disease, skin problems, high blood pressure, and urinary
disease had consulted a medical doctor."
Part II, "Spiritual Healing," deals predominantly
with yoga, ayurveda, macrobiotics, and the Edgar Cayce
approach to healing . By "spiritual healing," Raso means
"health-centered systems and methods that affirm the idea of
'lifeafter death' and borrow conspicuously from religious traditions."The three chapters of Part II effectivelylay bare the fuzzy
thinking and economic fraud that "spiritual healing" entails.
In Part III, "Pseudonatural 'Healing ,'" Raso examines naturopathy, homeopathy, and Natural Hygiene
(founded by the inventor of the graham cracker). The
descriptions are succinct and enlightening .
Part N, "Physical Cultism," includes accounts of
Raso's visits to a dozen practitioners of "bodywork" -suggesting valor "above and beyond the call of duty." Bodywork, according to Raso, encompasses "many treatments
that involve touching, manipulation, and/ or exercise of the
body and, in most cases, supposed alignment of the body's
'energy field' or removal of blockages to theflowof'energy."'
Raso's descriptions are priceless. Although I've been involved in the anti-health fraud movement for many years, I
didn't know exactly what happens to people who undergo
do,or the Alexander technique.
rolling,polaritytherapy,jinshin
Raso elucidates these and many other kinds of bodywork.
The final chapter focuses on "mystical chiropractic."

As Raso states, " .. .chiropractors have been among the chief
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Price $12.95.
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1994. Softcov er. Pp. 218. Price $12.95.

innovators and supporters of mystical healing since the inceir
tion of their trade." This is undoubtedly true. Chiropractors
have converged around false allegations against amalgam fillings, antibiotics, fluoridation, and vaccination. Citing research
by Yale anatomy professor Dr. Edmund Crelin, Raso convincingly argues that chiropractic subluxations "do not occur." One
finishes this chapter with a better understanding of why chiropractors are so quick to adopt unscientific methods.
My only criticism of the book is that, because of the
author's desire for comprehensiveness, the text includes
long lists the reader must plow through . The contents of
these lists would have been less daunting had Raso placed
the information in tables or boxes. In any case, this minor
drawback is more than made up for by the superb glossary
and excellent bibliography. Covering 70 pages, the "Glossary of Supematuralistic Methods" is, without a doubt, the
best glossary on alternative healthcare that I have seen . It
runs the gamut from absent healing to zone therapy, including nearly every questionable health method I've ever heard
of and many I hadn't heard of. This makes "Alternative"
Healthcarean indispensable reference book that will have a
prominent place on my desk and, I hope, yours.
Dr. Dodes, who practices in Woodhaven, N.Y., is president of the New
York State Chapter of the National Council Against Health Fraud . Copies
of "Alternative' Healthcare are available at $26 each postpaid (Canada:
$27) from LVCAHF, Inc., P.O. Box 1747, Allentown, PA 18105.

The How To Herb Book: Let's Remedy the Situation
By Velma]. Keith and Mon teen Gordon. Pleasant Grove, UT:
Mayfield Publications, 1984 (10th printing, 1993). Softcover .
Pp. 256. No price given.
The Love-Powered Diet: When Willpower is Not Enough.
A Revolutionary Approach to Healthy Eating and Recovery from Food Addiction
By Victoria Moran. Foreword by Marilyn Diamond. San
Rafael, CA: New World Library, 1992. Softcover. Pp. 310.
Price $12.95.
Natural Healing from Head to Toe: Traditional
Macrobiotic Remedies
By Cornelia Aihara and Herman Aihara, with Carl Ferre.
Garden City Park, NY: Avery Publishing Group Inc., 1994.
Softcover. Pp. 264. Price $14.95.
Reiki: Universal Life Energy
By Bodo J. Baginski and Shalila Sharamon. Mendocino , CA:
LifeRhythm, 1988. Softcover. Pp. 198. Price $12.95.

Audiocassette

Received

Escaping the Prison of the Intellect: A Journey from
Here to Here
By Deepak Chopra. San Rafael, CA: New World Library ,
1992.. Running time: 47:43 . Price $10.95 .
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READERS' FORUM
Need for Nutrition-Specific Doctorate
We began subscribingto NF lastJanuaryand just loveit so far.
In response to your article on Shari Lieberman [last
issue's "Progressiveor Renegade?"],wewantedto letyoulmow
thatwewholeheartedlyagree that there is a need for a doctoral
degreein nutrition(suchas"NutritionD")similartothePharmD
degree availableto pharmacists.It wouldcertainlygiveus the
prestigeand cloutwe are longingfor.
This ideawas expressed in an articlethat appearedin
the journalof TheAmericanDieteticAssociationa while ago
[February1993], but we have not seen or heard anythingabout
it since.Please let us know if you do!
Thanks and keep up the good work.
Joan M. Trimble, RD., C.N.S.D.
ClinicalNutritionManager
Somerset MedicalCenter,Somerville,NJ .

JackRasoresponds:
Thanks for faxing this excellent
article,titled "Educationalempowerment of the clinicaldietitian:A proposed practice doctorate curriculum."The authors
endorsed the developmentof diagnostics-centeredprograms
leading to a "NutritionD"degree. The proposed degree is a
professional (nondissertation)doctorate specificto dietetics
and "alignedacademicallyin rank" with the M.D.degree.The
authors suggested that such a doctorate would engender in
dietitians"a preference for leading rather than assistingother
professionals."The article concludes,in part: "[M]eetingthis
educationalchallenge should move clinical dietitiansto the
forefrontof health/medical nutritionpractice."
DavidXu and I emphasize that this newsletter is a
forum-a participatoryresource-and invitereaders to submit
publishableletters that reinforce or raise questions about articlesor items herein. Involvedsubscribers are an inspiration.
Please share your experiences, insights, opinions,questions,
and concernswith fellowreaders by writing!

BRIEFS
Antioxidant benefits disputed. Researchers have proposed that
supplementation with beta-orrotene (a form of provitamin A) and/ or
alpha-tocopherol (a form of vitamin E) "may have harmful as well as
beneficial effects" [NEJM330:1029-1035, 1994]. Both nutrients are
antioxidants. In a randomized, double-blind study, they followed
29,133 male long-term smokers in Finland for 5 to 8 years. Th e
participants received daily: (1) 20 mg synthetic beta-carote ne, (2) 50
mg synthetic alpha-tocopherol, (3) both supplements, or (4) a placebo. The investigators found that: (1) the antioxidant regim ens had
not prevented lung cancer, (2) the incidence of lung cancer was
higher among participants who had received beta-carotene than
among those who had not, (3) alpha-tocopherol supplementation had
had no effect on the incidence of lung cancer or on mortality due
thereto, (4) the death rate due to hemorrhagic stroke was higher
among participants who had rec eived alpha-tocopherol, and (5) alphatocopherol supplementation appears protective against prostate and
colorectal cancer. The researchers write: "Beta carotene may not be
the active cancer-inhibiting compon ent of the fruits and vegetables
identified as protective in observational studies, or the intake of
beta carotene may be only a nonspec ific marker for lifestyles that
prot ect against cancer.• An editorial in the same issu e stat es th at
the results of the trial "do not disprove the potential benefits of
antioxidant vitamins , but they do provide timely support for skepticism and for a moratorium on unsubstantiated health claims ."
Th e April 14 issue of The New York Times quotes Dr. Gilbert S.
Omenn, dean of the School of Public Health at the University of
Washington: "This study raises a big yellow caution flag."

Chung eyes supplement industry. The April 21 edition of the
CBS broadcast newsmagazine "Eye to Eye with Connie Chung"
featured a segment titled "Vitamin War," which Chung introduc ed
with the statement "Vitamins may be the 'Jaws' of th e '90s. Jus t
when you think it's safe to take them, another wave of research
rocks the boat" The segment depicted the supplement mark etplace as an unregulated, four-billion-dollar industry that us es
scare tactics to stir up protests against regulation.

Health food store sales. Health Foods Business estimates that
38.5% of sales in health food stores last year were for vitamin
supplements and similar products. On the basis of its annual surv ey,
th e magazin e estim ated th at 7,500 stores grossed $1.74 billion for
th ese products, repres enting a 17%incr ease from 1992. Total sale s
for all products were $4.52 billion (up 19%),including $679 million
for herbs and herbal teas (up 7.2%)and $131 million for books (up
19%). Homeopathic "remedies" accounted for 8.9%of the vitamins/
supplements category (abou t 5%fewe r dollars than in 1992) .

FfC nails Nu Skin. Nu Skin Intern ational, Inc., and three of its
distributors have agreed to pay a total of$1,225,000 to settle charges
that they made false and un substan tiated claims for Nu Skin
products and exaggerated potential earnings for distributors. Nu
Skin is a multilevel-marketing company that sells skin care products and dietary suppl ements. Under the agreement, the accused
parties admit no wrongdoing but are prohibited from making
unsubstantiated claims that: (1) Nutn'ol Hair FitnessPreparationor
any substantially similar product can prevent or remedy hair loss
or is as effective or more effective than the prescription drug
minoxidil (Rogaine), (2) Face Lift with Activator or any similar
product can permanently remove wrinkles or is equivalent to or
better than the prescription drug tretinoin (Retin-A), and (3) CellTrexor any similar product will promote the healing of third-degree
burns. Th e agreement also specifies how potential earnings must be
accurately disclosed. Th e money will be available to provide redress
to consumers, with any leftover amount going to the U.S. Treasury .
"Osteoporosis
gene" identified.
Australian researchers
hav e identifi ed a single gene that controls loss of bone mass
and the development of ost eoporosis as humans age [Nature
367(6460):216-217, 1994]. They identified two types of the
gen e in 250 twins whos e bon e density varied according to
th e typ e of gene. The gene sp ecifies the vitamin D-receptor
cod e and thereby controls the buildup and disintegration of
bon e.
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Calcium and osteoporosis. A two-year study has found that
calcium supplementation reduced bone loss in normal postmenopausal women who had an average calcium intake of750 mg per day
[NEJM 328:460-464, 1993]. The study involved 122 normal women
who were at least three years postmenopausal_ Half were given 500
mg calcium twice daily,whiletherestreceived a placebo. The placebo
group lost bone at a rate of about 1%per year, while the calcium group
had half to two thirds this rate of loss. An accompanying editorial
identifies several questions that research has not yet answered. Its
author, however, says there are enough data to recommend that most
postmenopausal women consume at least 1,000 mg and preferably
1,500mgofcalciumperday,aswellas400to800 IUvitamin D [NEJM
328:503-505, 1993]. Decreasing bone loss reduces the incidence of
hip :fractures, which are a serious problem among elderly women.
ADA approves naturopathy-school program. Last summer
ADAapproved a "didactic program in dietetics" at Seattle's Bastyr
University. Completion of such a program is the profession's
minimum academic requirement. Bastyr is an accredited school of
"natural health sciences" that has offered courses in auriculotherapy
(ear acupuncture), electroacupuncture, homeopathy,jin shin,tui na,
and "whole foods." (Jinshin and tui na are vitalistic forms of "bodywork.") ADA approval will remain in effect at least until March 2003.
An item in the April 1994 issue of VegetarianTimes states:
[N]utrition students ... will be able to graduate from a
program with the nutrition community's imprimatur of
respectability: approval by the American Dietetic
Association .... The approval means that the college's
nutrition program is consistent with the "mission and
philosophy" of the ADA, says Beverly Mitchell, administrator of the ADA's department of educ.ation ....
Bastyr's nutrition department chair Joan Popyach [a
registered dietitian with a Ph.D. degree in nutrition] says
that the certification makes her university the only natural health science college to have won the ADA's mark of
approval. According to Suzanne Myer, co-director of
Bastyr's dietetic program, what will set the college's
program apart from other ADA-approved programs is its
emphasis on whole foods and alternative protein sources ....
Though the ADA says its mark of approval is not a
comment on the validity of alternative medicine, Popyach
says she hopes the approval is "a sign of growing respectability [for alternative health care providers] by the
nutrition community and the public at large."
ADA's approval is based on its review of a detailed application. The process did not involve an on-site evaluation of Bastyr's
teachings. In late April, Dr. Stephen Barrett phoned ADA and asked
an officialwhy ADA had approved a program at a school that teaches
"health nonsense." The officialtold Barrett that the application had
metADA's criteria for approval and a that a lawsuit could have resulted
if ADAhad not followed its own rules. Dr. Barrett requested a copy of
the application bu twas told that the evaluation process is confidential.
Ban proposed for lead-soldered cans. FDAhas proposed banning
the use of lead-soldered cans for foods sold in the United States.
American manufacturers stopped using lead-soldered cans in late
1991,but about 10%of imported foods are still packaged in them.

Menu "labeling" proposed. FDA has proposed demanding that
restaurant menus conveying health or nutrient-content claims meet
some of the labeling requirements for grocery store food. The proposal would require a reasonable basis for such claims.
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Behavior not related to sweetener use. A controlled
double-blind
study has found no relationship
between
children's intake of dietary sucrose or aspartame and their
behavior and cognitive function [NEJM330:301-307, 1994].
The study involved 25 normal preschool chi ldren (ages 3 to
5) and 23 school-age children (ages 6 to 10) described by
their parents as sensitive to sugar. During consecutive 3week periods, the children and their families followed diets
high in sugar, aspartame, or saccharin (considered the placebo) . For the children described as sugar-sensitive,
no
difference was found in any of 39 behavioral or cognitive
variables among the three diets. For the preschoolers, only
4 of31 measures differed from one diet to another, but there
was no consistent pattern. The researchers concluded : "Even
when intake exceeds typical dietary levels, neither dietary sucrose
nor aspartame affects children's behavior or cognitive function."
Reprints are available from Mark L. Wolraich, M.D., Child
Development Center, 2100 Pierce Avenue, Nashville, TN 37232.
"TMJ dentist"
found guilty of perjury.
In 1989, the
broadcast newsmagazine "20/20" presented a piece on fraud
committed by dentists treating TMJ (temporomandibular
joint syndrome), a painful jaw disorder. The program included an interview with John Dodes, D.D.S., president of
the New York State Chapter of the National Council Against
Health Fraud. The thrust of the segment was that Owen
Rogal, D.D.S., of Philadelphia, was over-diagnosing and overtreating patients. Rogal claimed that reporter John Stossel
had TMJ, but several other dentists, including Dodes, informed Stossel that his jaws were perfectly normal.
Rogal sued ABC News and Stossel for defamation
and subpoenaed Dr. Dodes for deposition . Rogal lost the
suit, and ABC News and Stossel sued him and his attorney,
M. Mark Mendel, for perjury and professional misconduct,
respectively. On March 29, Judge Joseph I. McGlynn, Jr.,
ruled that both Rogal and Mendel were guilty and set a date
for the imposition of sanctions.
McGlynn stated: "Dr. Rogal's testimony was so thoroughly discredited by these outright contradictions
and
numerous inconsistencies that the jury had little difficulty in
rejecting his claim. Ordinarily an adverse verdict would be a
sufficient sanction. But Dr. Rogal showed such an utter
contempt for the oath that additional sanctions are called for."

Monsanto sues BST critics. Monsanto Chemical Company has
filed suit against two dairy producers, charging that their promotional materials falsely imply that milk from untreated cows is
safer or better than milk from cows treated with bovine
somatotropin (BSD. BST, also called bovine growth hormone
(BGH), is produced naturally in the anterior pituitary gland of
cattle. Injections of BST can boost the milk output of cows by about
15%. Using recombinant DNA technology, scientists have been
able to make it at a price low enough for commercial use. Milk
produced by BST-treated cows is no different from milk produced
by untreated cows, and small amounts are found in all cows' milk_
BST treatment does not increase these levels. Moreover, BST is
digested like any other protein in milk and is not biologically active
when ingested. However, the health food industry and opponents
of biotechnology are spreading false claims that it is dangerous
and is bad for the health of cows. FDA has proposed that labels
claiming that milk was not produced by BST-treated cows must
also state: "No significant difference has been shown between
milk derived from rBST-treated and non-rBST-treated cows."
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New this month from

PROMETHEUS

BOOKS

"Alternative"
Health
tare

A Comprehensive
Guide
Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.

This important new reference book addresses the vast array of treatments and philosophies that postulate supernatural phenomena as
the key to health and disease. Author Jack Raso has combined his
own personal experience with alternative healthcare, in-depth
research on the wide variety of methodologies, and an educational
background in health science and nutrition to simplify the often
confusing field of "alternative" healing techniques. Raso also
includes an account of his own personal odyssey from believer to
skeptic, demonstrating how easily a person raised in a devoutly religious tradition accepts supernatural explanations and mystical
approaches to physical ailments.
Also included are discussions of such techniques as hands-on
healing, Qigong, and faith healing . Raso concludes with a first-hand
account of his many revealing visits to various "alternative" medical practitioners as well as an encyclopedic glossary of "alternative" healthcare terminology that fully explains the formidable jargon so often used by proponents of
"alternative" treatment.
250 pages• ISBN 0-87975-891-3 • Cloth $26.95

T T Also Available from Prometheus Books T T
Mystiral
Diets
Paranormal,
Spiritual,
andOccultNutrition
Practices
Jack Raso, M.S., R.D.
A revealing first-person account of a onetime believer's four-year exploration of "holistic"
healthcare and nutrition esoterica. Chapters cover supematuralistic beliefs, practices, and
systems that tie in with what the author calls "paranormal nutrition," particularly :
Anthroposophy , applied kinesiology, Ayurveda, the Edgar Cayce tradition , chiropractic,
Gerson therapy, macrobiotics, multilevel and mail-order marketing of nutrition products,
Natural Hygiene, naturopathy , nutripathy, "nutritional herbology," "nontraditional" health
education, Theosophy, and vitalistic healthcare. The glossary is a substantial resource in
itself, including descriptions of more than seventy-five "alternative" methods and systems .
291 pages• ISBN 0-87975-761-2 • Cloth $23.95

At better bookstores or order directly from

Prometheus Books
Call toll free (800) 421-0351 (24 hours)• Fax (716) 691 -0137
59 John Glenn Drive• Amherst, NY 14228-2197

Prometheus Books ( 1969-1994)
Celebrating twenty-fiveyears of provocative reading
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Alternative
Healthcare,
Ayurveda,
and N eo-Hinduism
Jack Raso
In Mystical Diets: Paranormal, Spiritual, and
OccultNutrition Practices (1993), I introduced the term

Alternative healthcare is profuse with paranormal nutrition.
It behooves us to examine this milieu, a phantasmagoria
of systems and methods whose only common theme is
distrust of science. To ignore the theoretical underpinnings of alternative medicine is to misunderstand the
dynamics of popular nutrition. Ayurveda provides a
case study .

"paranormal nutrition" (the book's working title) to
categorize the nutritional precepts of systems with
implicit or overt supernatural premises, for example:
anthroposophy, ayurveda, Gerson therapy , macrobiotics,
Natural Hygiene, nutripathy, and nutritional herbology.

Part I: Supernaturalism
A front-page headline in the June 13 issue of The
New York Times read: "As Life's Questions Get Harder,

cult of the wise woman"), "Franz Mezmer [sic]" (propounder
of animal magnetism), and "AncientAcupuncture." Moderator
Kenneth Harvey described herbal medicine, homeopathy, and
hypnosis as "modern techniques based upon ancient wisdom."
He stated: "A lot of thingswe do to make ourselves feel better
is based on natural healing wisdom going back centuries." Host
Olympia Dukakis concluded: "fonight we have seen how five
ordinary people reached back into the past to discover healing
wisdom that eased their modern afflictions .... All of these
alternative treatments, founded upon timeless wisdom, are
available right now in virtually every community in
America .... In the twenty-first century, the new medicine will
combine all known healing techniques: conventional
medicine, alternative medicine , and ancient wisdom."
Ancient wisdom-or
what passes for it-has
long fascinated me. We tend not only to be curious
about ancient products of human endeavor but to yearn
for them. Even stagnant, absurd health methods may
"improve" with great age. In OccultSciencein Medicine, first
published over a century ago, Franz Hartmann, M.D .,
expressed a misguided attitude that is prevalent today:

Magic Casts a Wider Spell." The crux of the article is that
"illusion and delusion in art and commerce are wrapped
around daily life like an impossibly knotted necklace ."
Television and cinema abound with affirmative talk of
supernatural" entities" (e.g., angels) , "places" (e.g., heaven),
and miracles . Magic-any art that purports to sway or
predict courses of events supernaturally-comes
in
countless forms. Many are socially acceptable . Indeed, in
most American circles, at least a veneer of marginal deference
for the "white magic" of major religions is de rigueur. The
April 4 issue of U.S. News & WorldReport presented the
findings of a recent poll on religious beliefs. According to the
article, aptly titled "Spiritual America," about 95 percent of
Americans affirmbelief in God or a "universal spirit" and only
9 percent deny having a religious affiliation. Do religious beliefs
predispose believers to supernaturalistic health methods?

Ancient Wisdom?

There is a certain law of periodicity, according to which
forms disappear and the truths which .they contained
reappear .. .embodied in new forms. Seasons go and come,
civilizationspass away and grow again, exhibiting the same
characteristics possessed by the former, sciences are lost
and rediscovered, and the science of medicine forms no
exception to this general rule. Many valuable treasures of

During prime time onJuly 5, NBC broadcast "Cured!
Secrets of Alternative Healing," a misbegotten special for
which I had been interviewed on camera last September.
This was a tedious collection of mini-docudramas tending to
canonizevitalistic "medicine."The "skits" included "Samuel
Hahnemann" (founder of homeopathy), "Witchcraft" ("the
31
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the past have been buried in forgetfuln ess; many ideas that
shone like luminous stars in the sky of ancient medicine
have disappeared during the revolution of thoug lht, and
begin to rise again on the mental horizon , where they are
christened with new names and stared at in surprise as
something supposed never to have existed befor e .

Consider just a few forms ofborn -again "medicine"
and their postulates: acupuncture (chi and a network of
invisible "channels"), ayurveda (prana),homeopathy ("vital force"), macrobiotics (yin and yang), naturopathy ("life
force"), shiatsu (k1), transcendental meditation ("cosmic
consciousness"), and past-life therapy (reincarnation).

Recourses to supernatural,
paranormal (not
scientifically explainable), or limitless beings or "forces" are
recourses to fantasyland and, therefore, have quiteunpredictable
and fuzzyresults. Supernaturalistictheories-premi _ses involving
immeasurableor indefinable "agents"-hold sway in the realm of
alternative healthcare. The following theories are among the
most important basic beliefs in alternative medicine.

Mind/body dualism: Mind and body are disparate and separable.
Mind/body
interactionism:
Mind and body
are disparate entit ies that affect each other.

Monotheism: There is a perfect, eternal, almighty,
"Body-Mind-Spiritism"
The keystone of alternative healthcare is a notion for
which I have coined the term "body-mind-spiritism."This
refers to a supposed semiautonomy of body and mind, or of
body, mind, and spirit. Proponents tend to blur the distinction
between mind and spirit (soul). Yet an understanding of this
distinction is crucial to the unraveling of many alternative
approaches. The word "mind" refers basicallyto sequences of
thoughts and sensations, a process that occurs continuously
until death. The mind is not a material thing, but a concept
representing the cascade of multitudinous physiological
events that amount to thinking . Thinking is a "two-faced"
activity:subjective and psychological at the macro-level,objective and physiological at the micro-level.Psychological terms
such as apathy, depression,fear, neurosis,and obsession
describe only the macro-level of thinking. All thoughts and
feelings arise from physiological processes that occur in the
central nervous system, especially the brain. The mind is a
macro-level Oarge-scaleor global) property of the brain. The
mind, the brain, and the nerve cells of the brain are analogous, respectively, to water, water molecules, and the
atoms of which water molecules are composed. Uquidity is a
collective,macroscopic property of water molecules at room
temperature. The elements of water-hydrogen and oxygen-bear no resemblance to water. As with liquidity, the
mind is a manifestation of matter at high levels of complexity. The foregoing description is consistent with materialism
and the identity theory of mind/body (also called physicalism)-a naturalistic theory. According to naturalism, nature
consists of all that exists-nothing lies above or beyond it.
Naturalism is the basis of science. Its antithesis is
supernaturalism, according to which there are qrnasi-entities
outside the universe (natural world) that at least occasionally
affect courses of events. Alleged supernatural beings and
forces are, by definition, inherently mysterious--probably
even inherently incomprehensible, since beings and forces
are explicitly definable only in naturalistic terms . Medical
supernaturalists portray the mind either as a refllectionof a
"vital force" or as a function of a "cosmic consciousness ."
Although scientists havenotyetworked out a definitivetheory
of mind, impenetrable or unknown forces or substances will
not figure in any real understanding of the nature of thinking.

omniscient, benevolent being who created and rules
the universe, i.e., God.

Mysticism: All conclusions, beliefs, and opinions
based on analysis, deduction, and/or common experience are illusory . True knowledge is attainable
only through contemplative or intuitive union (or
near-union) with God, a "higher reality," or the
universe, but such knowle dge is indescribable.

Pantheism: "God" and "nature" are synonymous.
[Pantheism, which has an affinity with Eastern mysticism, is both naturalistic and trivial unless the
believer ascribes supernatura l phenomena or a morality to "nature." Unnecessary capitalization of the word
"nature" usually indicates supernaturalistic pantheism.]

Vitalism: An invisible, intangible, unique form
of energy is responsible for all the activities of a
living organism and [according to some vitalists]
can exist independently of the organism. [There
are more than forty synonyms for "life force,"
ranging from the generic (e .g., elan vital) to the
sectarian (e.g., chi, orgone, prana,and soul) and the
obscure (e.g., entelechy and essence).]
The lure of mysticism lies in the desire to validate
subjective experience . The appeal of pantheism lies in
the yearning for connectedness
and in the desire to
legitimize traditional beliefs, which many people misconstrue as "natural laws."The appeal of vitalism-the supreme
sticking point between scientific medicine and alternative healthcare"-lies in its compatibility with humankind's
longing for immortality . Self-confidence, belongingness ,
and supernormality are poten t, highly salable wishes.
Nutrition Forum OSSN 074&3165), © 1994, is published
bimonthly by Jack Raso, M.S., R.D., and Zhixin (David) Xu, M.S.
Subscriptions for individuals in the United States and Canada
cost $35 for one year (six issues) , payable to Nutrition Forum at
P.O. Box 747924, Rego Park, NY 11374. Multireader (e.g.,
institutional) and overseas (airmail) subscriptions cost $50 for
one year. Back issues are available at $6.00 per copy.
All correspondenc e should be directed to Jack Raso at the
above address. Phone: 718-275-0414 Fax : 718-997-8227
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Ayurvedists,occultists, otherparanormalists, and dimestore meta physicians make much ofconsciousnessand fields of
"energy." For example, Sri Swami Rama, founder and "spiritual
head" of the Himalayan International Institute of Yoga Science
and Philosophy, promotes the theory of the koshasOiterally,
"sheaths") as "a
completemodel of
a human being."
According to an
ancient Hindu
treatise,
the
koshas surround
the atman (soul,
or "true self") of
living humans.
Supposedly, the
atman is identical
with Brahman, an
ineffable,eternal,
omnipresent
,
ab solute being .
Union
with
Brahman-Le.,
personal
extinction-is the
supreme goal of
Hinduism. The
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con men, megalomaniacs, and single-minded cranks?
Supernaturalistic
pantheism and the "strong holistic"
worldview, which says that the universe is uninterrupted in substance, implicitly posit the aether (ether),
a hypothetical medium for light disproved in the nineteenth century.
Nevertheless,
modern
paranormalists
cling to the notion of an ethereal connection
between human
minds and "cosmic consciousness." In Physics

koshasinclude:
(1)

and

Psychics

(1990),Dr. Victor
J. Stenger, professor of physics
and astronomy
at the University of Hawaii,
explains
that
the constituents of matter
do not interact
through "invisible fields" but
by exchanging
particles such
as photons. He
writes:

the physical or
material sheath
(human body;
also called the
food sheath),
Ad in a New York City edition of the July 2-8, 1994, issue of TV Guide
which is the
[N]o evidence exists that human consciousness is
outermost covering; (2) the vital or "pranic" sheath, which
connected
in any way to an all-pervading cosmic
animates the body; (3) the mental sheath, which refluid,
through
electromagnetic aural waves or quantum
ceives sensory impressions; (4) the intelligence sheath,
mechanical
particle
waves. To the bestofour knowledge,
the seat of discrimination and volition; and (5) the
the universe is composed of discrete chunks of
sheath of bliss, the innermost and subtlest covering-a
matter that interact locally ....
"pool of boundless joy," according to the Himalayan
[Tl he classical gravitational and electromagnetic
Institute. Besides the koshas, the "subtle anatomy" of
fields of nineteenth-century
physics have become
ayurveda includes: (1) nadis, "canals" (srotas) that
the mathematical tools for describing particle intercarry prana ("cosmic energy") throughout the body;
actions in the twentieth. They have no reality other
than mathematical, though in physics classes they
(2) chakras, "centers of consciousness"
that connect
are normally presented as real entities-contributing
body and soul; and (3) 107 marmas, which are somewhat
greatly
to the confusion that is exploited by
like acupuncture points.
paranormalists
....
Do such timeworn postulates better our understanding of the world, or do they facilitate misunderAlternative healthcare represents an attempt
standings that allay our fears and empower religionists,
to de-secularize medicine and sanitize religion.
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A Religious Undertow

Most opponents of quackery critique alternative
methods in terms of science, the law,and politics.This is well
and good. Typically,however, they are publiclyreticent about
pickingapart the religious undercurrent that fuels the alternative medicine movement. Critics who are religious generally
either play down this undercurrent or review it from a standpoint involvingdenominational beliefs. For example, in Can
You Trust Your Doctor? The Complete Guide to New Age
MedicineandIts Threatto YourFamily (1991),fundamentalist
Christians John F. Ankerberg and John F. Weldon, M.Div.,
Ph.D., D.Min., describe acupuncture as an invitation to
"spiritistic operations," applied kinesiology as adaptable to
"occulticpurposes," crystal healing as an "energy therapy"
whose power source is the "spiritworld,"and homeopathy as
the modem harbinger of "new age healing"whose occasional
effectivenessmay be due to "spiritisticpower." On the other
hand, critics who are atheists or agnostics are disinclined to
risk alienatingcurrent and potentialantiquackery allies.Moreover, ethnic identification can narrow anyone's criticisms.
Apparently,many health professionalstreat rationalism and religiousunbeliefas mere personal optionsrather than
as integral to the scientific perspective. On May 19, I gave a

presentation titled "AlternativeHealthcare and Supernaturalism"ata Purdue University conference on "nutritionfraud."To
say the least, I was not a hit. For example, one evaluationform
respondentexpressed a lack ofappreciationforthe settingforth
ofa "personalbeliefsystem." Another respondent saidI should
have" "my "theologicalbeliefs."Another, a self-proclaimed
Christian,evidentlyfound my "philosophysomewhatoffensive."
If a speaker at such a conference verbalized accord with, say,
secular humanism or communism, it would be justifiableto
charge him with promoting a personal belief system. But
rationalism and religious unbelief are not mere matters of
opinion. Moreover, they are contrary to theology, which is
alwaysand only a matter of opinion. It is no wonder that even
health professionals who are staunchly rational skeptics
beat around the burning bush of medical supernaturalism.
Attacking it head-on threatens neighboring religious beliefs
and upsets those who have internalizedthem. However,having
studied alternative healthcare up close since 1989,I suspect
that to overlook or downgrade its religious undercurrent is a
disservice to the public. Furthermore, I consider the term
"religious skeptic" an oxymoron. Science follows sound
evidence. Religion accommodates experiential evidence and
accepts, rejects, or warps all manner of evidence accordingto
preconceived notions. This is the essence of pseudoscience.
-1-

Part II: Metaphysical
In Metaphysical Delusion (1991), philosophy
professor Fraser Cowley writes:
People profess to believe what they desire to believe
in order to believe it.. ..
Religions provide a sense of what we are, where
we stand, how we ought to live, and of a meaning and
purpose in life. Anxiety may be defined negatively
as the lack of all that. It arises when some established
faith ceases to appease it. But positively it is, I think,
the obscure apprehension of our freedom. Wher e
we stand and the meaning or purpose of our lives
depend on us. That this should not be so is what we
desire and the activities of believing are the expression
of that desire. When anxiety arises, it demands
appeasement, not analysis, and people who lose one
faith commonly seek another.

Hinduism, the extremely complex religioustradition
that predominates in India, has had a profound influence on
alternative healthcare. The main doctrines of Hinduism
include nirvana (union with Brahman), nonviolence,
reincarnation, supernaturalistic pantheism, and yoga.There
are many kinds of yoga. Hatha yoga , a system marked
by various stylized physical postures, is the most popular
form in the West, but other forms are more spiritual; and
the ultimate goal of all traditional modes is union with
Brahman. Gurus, meditation, yoga, chakras, and
"subtle" (nonphysical) bodies are prominentand uncontested
parts of alternative medicine.

Delusion

"Temple of Truth"?

The word "ashram" refers to any base for a
religious community led by a guru (spiritual teacher or
master). Ashrams dot the U.S., but, to my knowledge,
their number is unknown, no doubt partly because
they encompass everything from private houses, storefronts, and urban walkups to extensive retreats and
monastic villages . They are hotbeds of pseudo-healing.
On May 21 and 22, I attended an "open donation weekend" titled "Earth Awakening & Self Renewal" at Anand a
Ashram, one of the major ashrams on the East Coast.
For insight into why people embrace magical methods,
nothing beats mingling with believers.
Part of the Yoga Society of New York, Ananda
Ashram covers more than ninety acres in Harriman, a
village in upstate New York near Monroe. It encompasses
a lake, an islet, and about a dozen buildings, including two
houses for residents, three for guests, and "The Healing
Center." One of my companions informed me that the Yoga
Society has purchased land in California to develop as an
even larger communal complex. Ramamurti S. Mishra, M.D.,
founded the ashram in 1964. He adopted the name
"Brahmananda Sarasvati" in 1984 and is now referred to as
"Shri Brahmananda Sarasvati Udasina" or, affectionately,as
"Guruji."According to the ashram's Summer 1994catalog,
Brahmananda had been a professor of medicine and
surgery in Bombay. It further states:
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During the last years of his life of tireless service to
humanity, Shri Brahmananda's physical health began to
fail progressively. He suffered several heart attacks and,
in 1983, a severe stroke which permanently affected his
speech and the right side of his body .... He accepted his
stroke as his "final enlightenment" .. ..

Brahmananda "left his physical body" last year . In
one of his "meditations," Brahmananda claimed that behind
one's "physical and psychological body" lies a "body of
electricity" whose manifestations include tingling, chills,
thrills, and extreme happiness. In another, he claimed that
humans have five "bodies": material, electrical, mental,
psychosomatic,
and temporospatial.
The Spring 1994
issue of Sanskrit Today included excerpts from a 1993
interview with Brahmananda. The interviewer asked him:
"What is the most important teaching you received from
your teacher?" Brahmananda responded, in part:
Thou Art That .... What role has religion? One pointthey all agree unanimously-that
is that you are not
the body and mind ....
We are not united-but one. Therefore, you cannot
see outside God .... God can lose everything without you.
Because no more would God be absolute.

The weekend schedule atAnanda included agnihotra
(a daily rite ofcontemplation), "crystal meditation," hatha yoga,
homa(a fire-veneration rite), Qigong (so-called Chinese yoga),
satsang(religious discourse), and other activities. The ashram
also offers workshops and lectures on such subjects as
acu-yoga, astrology, ayurveda,hasyayoga("healing through
humor"), and "natural food preparation and balancing."
Businessman Ashok Parmar, his wife Indira Parmar,
M.S.W., C.S.W., and their daughter accompanied me to the
ashram. Mr. and Mrs . Parmar are humanistic Hindus who do
not believe in reincarnation. During the drive to Monroe, Mr.
Parmar described ayurveda as "time-tested." I countered that
this term was misleading-that
time does not actually test
anything and thatmostpeoplewhouseayurvedado
so because
it is part of the tradition into which they have been indoctrinated. I later told him that a putative remedy of apparent
utility in the short term may prove deleterious in the long run;
hence the desirability of elaborate, lengthy experimentation.
We arrived at the ashram on Saturday evening shortly
after mealtime, ate salad and vegetarian patties, and around 7:30
andsatsang.Joan
attended a session incorporatinghoma,meditation,
Suval, who had been Brahmananda's main disciple, presided.
Aa:ording to newspaper clippings exhibited in the dining room
foyer, Mrs. Suval is a former New York City actress who led a
hectic life before she became a "stress therapist." The article
statedthat she had been director of the ashram from 1966to 1971.
The session took place in the multiunit Main House .
There, in just three rooms and a hallway, about fifty pictures
ofBrahmananda were on view. Decked with garland, a large,
framed photo of the guru dominated the "meditation room."
It stood on a very low, cushioned, wooden chair. Also inside
the frame was a small photo of Brahmananda's corpse. A
candle and a magnifying glass lay near the photos. On the
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carpeted floor in front of the chair were two plastic
containers of cookies ("religious dessert"), a vase of cut
flowers, and a plate covered with a paper napkin. Three
chakra diagrams hung on the walls . One described chakras
as "the Vibration Centers of the Individual and the Cosmic
Existence for Spiritual Healing and Self-Realization."
At the fireplace, someone tended a nontraditional
yagnakund-a flaming piece of charcoal with incense in a
metal container. Mr. Parmar explained that, traditionally,
yagnakundsare ritually constructed with bricks and cow dung.
He said that one of the purposes of the homa is to purify the air
and that it symbolizes the five Vedic "elements": earth, sky,
water, sun (light and fire), and air . As we entered the room,
participants sang a Sanskrit song, and naturopath Ramesh
Lahiri, a resident of the ashram, played a harmonium (reed
organ). The music reminded me of a particularly spooky
sequence in the film "Horror Hotel." About thirty people
were present. Most sat on the floor. I found sitting on a pillow
at floor level without back support quite uncomfortable.
After the music stopped, Mrs. Suva! asked us to
"just relax" and said of Brahmananda:
"He is even more
powerful and more with us .... " She spoke in a soothing,
almost hypnotic voice.
About thirteen minutes of silence followed Suval's
preliminary comments. Then the music resumed, now a dirge.
After this interlude, Suval welcomed us and asked how many of
us had "felt happy" during the period of silent meditation. She
said Brahmananda had correctly predicted that more people
would come to the ashram when he was in his "formless form"
than when he was in his "physical form." She requested that
newcomers stand and introduce themselves. Later, Suval said
that the "duty" of Ananda Ashram is to present not only the
teachings of Brahmananda but those of "other masters." She
described Ananda as "a place where all avenues of truth are
open," said that Brahmananda had advised using "Mother
Nature" as the "greatest role model," and read two poems, one
titled "Consciousness." After expounding on these, Suval read
from Brahmananda's 1965 lecture notes:
Theologians have trouble proving the existence of a god
who is separate from us, but this is self-evident Even the
man who denies his self proves it by his own existence.
There is no need to prove the existence of the sun, when we
have its rays before us; no need to prove the existence of
electricity, when we have the shining light of the electric
lamp. Neither is there any need to prove the existence of
God, because you-you are the light radiation of God.
Do you wish to understand this god? If you do,
then try to know and understand your consciousness.
Then what you know about that will also apply to
cosmic consciousness. They are not two, your consciousness and cosmic consciousness . The whole
concept of a separate, individual existence depends only
on superstition, imagination, a phantom understanding ....
To introduce God through his universe is a
detour. Find god-consciousness
by consciousness.

Suvalalsoreadfrom TheNewAlchemyto Turn You On,
by Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh (1931-1990). Originally known as
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Chandra Mohan Jain and later as Osho, Rajneesh promoted
sexual indulgence as a spiritual path. The title "Bhagwan"
means "god-man" or "blessed one"; "Bhagwan Shree" means
"honored lord"; and "Rajneesh" derives from the Sanskrit
word for "king" or "ruler." A self-proclaimed messiah,
Rajneesh owned 85 Rolls-Royces and a Lear jet. (Mr. Parmar
described Rajneesh's lifestyle as a satirical reaction to Hindu
fundamentalism .) Rajneesh died of heart failure at age 58.
Suval invited questions but added: "They should
not be theoretical questions. Are there any questions
from the heart? Practical questions?" She characterized Ananda as "an ashram of self -analysis .... some
kind of magnificent temple of truth, of peace." She said
that Brahmananda was known as "the smiling guru"
and that he had even enjoyed his stroke . Later, a
woman named Krishna played a guitar and sang facing
the guru's picture . The refrain was : "You said you'd
always be around ."
The Parmars and I stayed overnight in Panini
House, named after a Sanskrit grammarian . Therein,
another garlanded photo of Brahmananda stood on a
thronelike wooden chair-a gurugadi, or "master's
throne ." The bedroom doors were not lockable from
the outside. There were small, cardboard instructional
signs in bedrooms, bathrooms, and corridors, such as
one that read: "Please keep the plastic shower curtain
inside the bathtub and remove hair from tub drain."
Mr. Parmar characterized Ananda's philosophy as "a
kind of bhakti yoga" -an approach based on unquestioning faith rather than on the pursuit of knowledge .
(He later added that some of Brahmananda's followers
would take exception to this characterization.)

Freedom? Or Nothing Left to Lose?
On Sunday afternoon, I lent a hand as the Parmars
prepared dinner for residents and visitors. Ananda's cuisine
is lactovegetarian . Mr. Parmar added a small amount of
asafoetida to a mixture. He explained that ayurvedic doctors
use asafoetida as a remedy for gastrointestinal distress, while
ayurvediccooks include it in dishes that contain ingredients
likely to cause such distress (e.g., lentils) . He stated that the
main reason for its inclusion is not flavor but prevention.
Before and during dinnertime , I conversed with
Ramesh 1.ahiri, a lecturer on "living food nutrition" and

"enzymatic food." 1.ahiri said he was a member of the
American Natural Hygiene Society and a graduate of a 41/zyear naturopathy degree program in India. He described his
nutritional philosophy as a hybrid of ayurveda, Natural
Hygiene (the subject of the absurd bestseller Fit for Life),
and the teachings of Gary Null. He claimed he does not
consumeanyheatedfoodsexcept-"once
ina blue moon""thin, watery" soup such as miso. He further claimed that
intestinal flora produces sufficient vitamin B 12 in humans . I
observed as he put the ingredients of his meal into a blender:
apple, banana, raisins, sesame seeds, sunflower sprouts, and
spices . He said he sometimes includes almonds .
1.ahiri was 5'8" tall and weighed between 118 and
120 pounds. "Freedom is the most important thing ," he told
me. I asked him if he thought that the primary health benefit
of consuming only uncooked food was freedom from the
trouble of cooking . "Yes, absolutely," he replied.
On June 13, I phoned the ashram, primarily to
ascertain the age at which the guru had died. The person
who answered the phone said he supposed thatBrahmananda
had been 72, but he referred me to Bharati, a representative,
for an "official"answer. I told Bharati that I was writing an
article on Hinduism and ayurveda for Nutrition Forum,that
I had attended the "Earth Awakening" weekend at the
ashram, that the article deals partly with Ananda Ashram,
and that, as a matter of course, I wanted to learn
Brahmananda's age at death. My simple question precipitated
an interview-but I was the interviewee!Bharati referred me to
Ananda's Summer 1994 catalog for information about the
guru. I told her that the catalog does not mention his age.
Bharati stated: "He was never interested in mentioning that;
so we honor him that way .... He would never talk about his
age." After I told her I would write that Ananda declined to
provide the information, she said that he had died at 70.
She further stated that Ananda was on the Cult Awareness Network's "list." "We're not a religion ," she told me.
"[W]e have a lot of freedom." (On June 24, I called the
national office of the Cult Awareness Network-CANin Chicago. I spoke with Marty Butz . Butz told me that ,
although CAN has files on organizations about which it
receives inquiries, it does not maintain a "list of cults ."
"We don't typically label groups as cults," he said .)
Does the Ananda lifestyle-marked
by faith,
orderliness,
simplism, and sophistry-exemplify
utopianism or reactionary escapism?

Part III: Ayurveda
I have reviewed ayurveda in detail in MysticalDiets
and ''Alternative"
Healthcare:A ComprehensiveGuide(1994).
It is a major wellspring of "paranormal nutrition ." Here,
however, my principal aim is to illuminate the magical
thinking and ritualism that are part and parcel of ayurveda.

and TM

Yoga Has a Sister
Ayurveda,the so-called science of life, is the medical
phase of Hinduism and perhaps the bestmodemexample
of religious "medicine." Promoters applaud it as the
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"most ancient" and "most complete" system of "natural
medicine ." Yoga and ayurveda are separate doctrines with
common sources . An article in the March/ April 1994 issue
of YogaInternationalcalls ayurveda "yoga's sister science."
Whether you can take ayurveda out of Hinduism
is debatable, but you can't take Hinduism out of
ayurveda . Ayurveda is based principally on two texts
regarded as suppleme ;,.:al to the Atharva-veda, the last
of the four fundamental Hindu scriptures (the Vedas).

The Encyclopedia of Eastern Philosophy and Religion
(1989) states that the Atharva-veda is "devoted to the
'knowledge of magic spells'" and "can be seen as the
oldest document of Indian medicine." The Atharva veda features magical formulas, curses , and mystical
hymns . More than a hundred hymns relate to putative
botanical cures for various maladies-including conditions
purportedly due to demons, ghosts, and gods . "Remedies"
and "preventives" include amulets, exorcism, invocations,
and other incantations.
The branches of ayurveda may include the following.
(1) Internal (general) medicine
(2) Su rgery
(3) Ophthalmology and otolaryngology
(4) Toxicology

(5) Psychiatry (e.g., "treatment" of seizures
supposedly due to evil spirits)
(6) Pediatrics or gynecology/ped iatrics
(7) Geriatrics (including yoga therapy)
(8) Sexology (also called "virilisation therapy "
and the "science of aphrodisiacs")
(9) Panchakarma

Only four branches are in considerable use today: internal
medicine, geriatrics , sexology, and panchakanna.
Panchakarma
, whose status as a branch is debatable,
is a set of :five"puri:ficatorysteps" or "elimination therapies":
(1) Emesis therapy: "therapeutic

vomiting"
(2) Purgation therapy: evacuation of the
bowels with a laxative
(3) Errhine therapy (nasal insufflation
therapy): intranasal application of "decongestants" such as medicated oils, powdered
herbs, and ghee (a semifluid clarified butter)
(4) Oily enema therapy
(5) Decoction (watery) enema therapy

Some ayurvedists regard the two types of enema therapy
as one step and bloodletting therapy as the fifth . The
aforementioned Yoga International article concludes:
Recently Pancha Karma practices have been introduced into a major hospital facility for the first tim e.
Through Sharp 's Clinic in San Diego, California, th e
Center for Mind Body Medicine, established by Dr.
Deepak Chopra and Dr . David Simon, offers Pan cha
Karma treatment. The Center hopes to serve as a
model for introducing Ayurveda and, specifically,
Pancha Karma into hospitals throughout the Unit ed
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States. In time this ancient therapy is bound to
become one of the most important "new" healing
methods in an increasingly health-conscious society.

Ayurvedic diagnosis involves examination ofthe eyes,
face, lips, tongue, and nails. Ayurvedists associate parts of the
lips and tongue, for example, with internal organs and
maintain that discolorations, lines, cracks, and irritability in
various areas indicate disorders in "corresponding" organs.

Ayurvedic Nutrition: More than a Matter of '7aste"

Tritwsha,the principal ayurvedic theory, holds that
five mahabhutas (literally, "great elements") constitute the
human body: earth, air, fire, water, and akasha (ether, which
supposedly pervades the universe) . The preponderance of
these "elements" determines various constitutional types, each
prone to ailments due to a deficiency or excess of one or more
elements. The terms "Pitta,""kapha,"and "vata"refer to the
fundamental constitutional types and to their characteristic
.There are ten "body types":pitta,
physiologicalforces (doshas)
kapha,vata,and seven combination types. Each doshais a blend
of two mahabhutas:Pitta of fire and water, kapha of earth and
water, and vata of air and akasha.The thrust of ayurveda is to
balance these three alleged forces. Toward this end, ayurvedic
"remedies" supposedly augment or depress particular doshas,
primarily through their "taste" (rasa).
Food constituents such as vitamins have no place in
ayurvedic nutrition theory, which centers on "constitutional
type," the season of the year, and sensory, macroscopic, and
imaginary food characteristics . Supposedly, how much of
each dosha the body produces depends mainly on dietspecifically, on how much of each rasa one consumes. There
are six rasas:astringent , bitter, pungent, salty, sour, and
sweet. A food's rasa purportedly indicates whether it will
increase or decrease a particular dosha. The sensitivity of
each doshapurportedly varies seasonally; that is, each dosha
is more excitable during particular times of the year. Thus,
ayurveda discourages the consumption of foods considered
likely to increase a doshaprone to excitement.
Ayurveda also posits twenty "attributes" beyond the
rasas-gunas, which likewise affect the doshas. The gunas
include : heavy (e.g., avocado and cheese), light (e.g., ghee
and lettuce), cold (e.g., coconut and milk), hot (e.g., chili,
garlic, and yogurt), oily (e.g ., ghee and soybeans), dry (e.g.,
corn and dark greens), slimy (e.g., okra), soft (e.g., tapioca),
and sharp (e.g., chili). "Heavy" foods, for instance, allegedly
contribute to strength and stability but tire the digestive
system and depress appetite; while "light" foods supposedly
increase digestion and appetite. "Cold" ("cooling") foods
tend to quiet digestion, while "hot" ("heating")foods..-iocluding
honey, red lentils, and yogurt-stimulate the "digestive fire."In
The Ayurvedic Cookbook:A Personalized Guide to Good
Nutrition and Health (1990), Amadea Morningstar writes :
The nature of Ayurveda is commonsensical....
I would recommend experimenting with foods .
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Let yourself notice whatever effects they have on
you, if any .. ..
The concept of heating and cooling foods is
widespread in many cultures. And yet there is much
disagreement betw ee n cultures (and practices of
healing) as to what constitutes the relative attributes
of a given food. For ex ample, Indian Ayurveda considers yogurt heating. In neighboring Tib et, yogurt
is regarded as cool. And this from two cultures
which practice relatively similar forms of natural
medicine, both with good results!. .. Experiment for
yourself, while allowing the experience of the centuries
to guide you.

A booklet published in 1992 by Maharishi Ayur-Veda
Products International, Inc., states: "You can enjoy a balanced
diet naturally, according to your own instincts, rather than
through intellectual or laboratory analysis .... An innate sense of
which foods are best for you is already built into your mind and
body.... [A]s you bring your mind-body type into balance you
will spontaneously be aware of which foods are best for you."
Ayurveda further postulates that foods yield an
"aftertaste"; that the "aftertaste" of some foods is different
from their rasa; and that, therefore, after assimilation,
some foods have an effect (vipaka) different from that
indicated by their rasa. Moreover, the addition of spices
or other seasonings to a food supposedly changes its
"taste" and, thus, its effect on the doshas.
Ayurvedic dieting boils down to intuitive eating
consistent with an elaborate but open-ended system .
This system, which I regard as "nutrimedical" witchcraft,
keeps individual experience on a pedestal and science
at bay. (The January /February 1991 issue of Nutrition
Todayfeatures an excellent article on ayurvedic nutrition .)

Empire of the "Giggling Guru"

"underlying, holistic growth"; other rasayanas- "food
supplements" that "are legendary for enhancing overall wellbeing"; "targeted nutrition" herbal "formulas" that "work
holistically" (e.g., CoughSoothe);and "mind-body" teas and
seasonings. A 1994MAPI "Total Health Catalog" includes a list
of20 approaches that supposedly constitute "a complete system
ofreliable, natural health care," forexample:TM,panchakarma,
ayurvedic dietary programs, "pulse reading" ("to identify any
existing or future imbalance and to indicate the necessary
treatment programs to restore and maintainperfect health"),
Gandharva
-Ved therapy ("the use of melodic sequences of
Vedic sound to restore physiological balance in the individual
and nature as a whole"), Maharish iJYOtish(Hindu astrology),
and Maharishiyagya
(a ceremony that focuses on Hindu deities).
MAPI has recently targeted health food stores
as outlets for its herbal beverage preparations, herbal
supplements, and aromatherapy products (e.g., PittaAroma
Oil- "Cooling and relaxing to help balance Pitta"). With the
slogan "Take a stand for higher profits," it offers displaystands
to retailers, such as one that describes Vata Tea as "calming,"
Pitta Tea as "cooling," and Kapha Tea as "stimulating."
MIU offers accredited bachelor's, master's, and
doctoral degree programs in various fields, including an
MA. program in the "Science of Creative Intelligence"
(SCI).The SCI program features a course titled "The Unified
Field of Natural Law as the Source of All Streams of
Knowledge Il." Another course covers such ayurvedic
approaches as Gandharva-Vedtherapy, jyotish, and yagya.
SCI, which is TM philosophy, posits the "Maharishi Effect."
The gist of this claim is: if the square root of at least one
percent of any population practices TM-Sidhi ("yogic flying")
dedicatedly, quality oflifewillincrease for the entire population.
On June 15, I conversed by phone with Richard
LaMarita, director of New York City's Maharishi AyurVeda
School. He told me that, withinthelastyear, TM centers had
become, "officially and legally," Maharishi AyurVedic (or
Vedic) Universities (or Schools). He said that each state has
at least one school.
One of NLP's purported goals is to eliminate
disease and "culture ideal health and vitality for everyone"
by "bringing life into accord with natural law."

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, sometimes called the
"gigglingguru,"was born in India in 1911. He was a disciple
of Swami Brahmananda Saraswati-also known as Guru
Dev-a leader ofVedantic Hinduism CTndia'smain religion).
Guru Dev died in 1953.From his yogic teachings, the maharishi
(literally, "great seer") reportedly distilled Transcendental
Meditation®, or TM®. In 1958, according to TM· Discovering
Inner Energyand OvercomingStress (1975), he "announced
I Take the First Step
a plan to spread the benefits of TM all over the world." The
guru gained prominence in the West in the 1960s, when he
On May 25, I attended an introductory lecture on
debated the Arch bishop of Canterbury on British television
TM at the Maharishi AyurVeda School. This nonprofit school
and obtained the support of the Beatles .
and another enterprise , the Maharishi Vedic School (also
The maharishi's many organizations include:
called the Maharishi School of Vedic Sciences), share the
Maharishi Ayur-Ved Products International, Inc. (MAP!);
ninth floor of a 12-story office building in Manhattan's Flatiron
Maharishi International University (MIU); Maharishi
District. A brochure I received from the school states:
AyurVedic Universities (or Schools) and Maharishi Vedic
TM is a simple, natural, easily learned mental technique,
Universities (or Schools); and The Natural Law Party (NLP).
practiced for 15 to 20 minutes in the morning and evening,
MAPI, in Lancaster, Massachusetts, sells such
while sitting comfortablywith the eyes dosed. During this
products as: MaharishiAmrit Ka/ashNectarand Maharishi
technique, the individual's awareness settles down and
Amrit Ka/ashAmbrosia,"daily herbal supplements" that are
experiences a unique state of restful alertness-as the body
"time-tested" and, with daily use, allegedly support
becomes deeply relaxed, the mind transcends all mental
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activity to experience the
simp lest form of human
awareness. This is transcenden ta! consciousness.
The TM program, founded
30 years ago by Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi, is a practical
technique. It does not require
adopting any specific beliefs or
lifes tyle. Over three million
people worldwide-of every age,
education, profession, religion,
and background-have learned
TM and enjoyed its benefits.
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Dawn ofa New Era in Health Care: Announcing the Opening of

Maharishi
AyurVedaSchool
Celebrating Knowledge of Natural Law
Vedic Wisdom for Perfect Health and
A Disease- Free Society
Short Courses for Everyone

Maharishi
Ayur Veda School
human phvsiology demonstrates
Transcendental meditathe potential for a mistake-fre e
offers the knowledge to creat e
tors mentally repeat a mantra-a
perfect health and a disease-fre e
life
soc iet y through preventionsupposedly divine term that a
HEALTH PROGRAMS
oriented health education.
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practicing TM, including mitigation of "behavioral rigidity"
and heightening of creativity, abstract reasoning, and
intelligence. Near this poster stood a framed photo of the
maharishi. There were three attendees. The lecturersJanet Hoffman and Alexander Grzesik-were soft-spoken
and sat in armchairs on a low, carpeted platform.
Hoffman, a TM teacher, stated : "The technique
does not involve any kind of philosophy or religion ... .If
you have religious beliefs, TM is not going to interfere
with them .... It ... works because it's-it's based on laws
of nature .... " She portrayed TM as an applied science
and claimed that the practice engenders a particularly
"intense state of wakefulness ... clarity, uh, liveliness of
mind, consciousness ... which transcends that surface
level of mind ... . "
Grzesik expounded:
During TM-even though you're getting deep, profound
rest-you're in a state of wakeful awareness. You know
what's going on; you're not in a trance .... But the deep rest
that you gain during transcendental meditation is such that
it makes-it makes your life more productive; it makes your
life more dynamic and successful, because your thoughts
are much more clearer .... You get the total. .. picture of--0f
life. All your intelligence is open to you .... TM eliminates
stress in the mind and the body .... In fact, it makes the
body/ mind relationship-they both work together-it
makes it more, uh, uh, more intelligent What it does is, it
makes our intelligence more intelligent, and-and it also
increases energy and improves efficiency.

After Grzesik completed her spiel, Hoffman said:
"[T]he individual and society are harmonious if they're
functioning according to natural law." She thereupon
described the so-called Maharishi Effect. I asked her: "What
is the relationship between TM and such methods as the
yagya?"Hoffman claimed: "There is no relationship." However,
she added that yagyas boost TM. She stated: "A yagya is a
performance that works on subtle levels of nature, influencing
the ... functioning oflaws of nature." Hoffman likenedyagyas
to overseas phone calls and to traveling by car or by air.
Research outside the TM community has cast
doubt on the therapeutic usefulness of TM and other
forms of meditation.

The Mind-Field of TM
During my second visit to the AyurVeda School, on
June 2, I noticed a cryptic message on a blackboard that
stood on a tripod in the waiting room: "PERSONAL CHECKINGPLEASE BE SEATED AND WAIT FOR THE CHECKER." There I paged
through two large loose-leaf collections of Maharishirelated articles, press clippings, letters from governmental
officials, and promotional literature. An article published in
50 newspapers over two successive months in 1987 was
titled: "Old is sometimes new again in medicine."
Richard LaMarita gave the preparatory lecture.
There were six attendees. LaMarita stated:

There's a very strong theory that.. .simply states that our
mind does not reside in our head .... This type offinding and
this type ofidea that we know is revolutionary- ... put it into
the context of what the world was like a hundred years
ago.... [W)e're not at the end of knowledge ... and we have a
lot to learn .... And this [i.e., TM] could be something that's
very much on the cutting edge and could be something
commonplace in the next 25 years, if it takes that long.

He claimed that, duringTM , practitioners attain a state
of "unbounded" and "pure" mind . "[W]hat we're doing,
literally," he said, "is taking the mind and drawing it back to
its source ." He described the supposed accomplishment of
this as "the secret of successful activity." He further stated:
TM is a natural technique. It 's a natural technique
simply becaus e it us es the na ture of the mind , and
that is it. It does n't go against the nature of the mind ....
This field within the mind-your
consciousness- ... is a fie ld of creativity and intelligence and
energy . ... So, if the mind was given the opportunity
to go in that direction , it would naturally go there .... ln
TM ... we set up a very simple initia!condition. 0 ne e you
set up that condition, you ju st let go ....
There are many tec hniques of meditation around,
but TM is unique. It's unique because it's simple.

Apparently, the "simple initial condition" to which LaMarita
referred centers on the mantra, which he described as a sound
that does not have a meaning but has a "known effect."
I asked LaMarita if the source of the mind is the brain.
"No," he answered. "That's the hardware of the cosmic
computer."Then I asked him how instructors choose a mantra
for an enrollee. He responded: "There are sets of mantras .... I'm
not going to give you the details ... .It's like a scientific
procedure, almost." The enrollment form described TM as
"the practical aspect of the Science of Creative Intelligence."
LaMarita told us that the "nonrefundable fee" of$1,CXX)"includes
a lifetime of follow-up"and is "really like a membership fee."

Here, There and Everywhere
"The control switch for the body is in the mind,"
declared author Deepak Chopra, M.D ., on Phil Donahue's talk
show several years ago. Chopra is ayurveda's foremost luminary in the U.S. He was born and raised and attended medical
school in India.After graduation, he moved to the United States
and completed residencies in internal medicine and endocrinology. He became a disciple of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi in
1985 and remained so until mid-1993. In a letter to leaders in
the TM movement, dated July 16, 1993,the Maharishi National
Council of the Age of Enlightenment confirmed Chopra's
departure and instructed TM councilors to desist from
promoting Chopra or his works. The letter stated: "This
policy is extremely important for the purity of the teaching."
Uponleavingthemovement,Chopraaffiliatedhimself
with Sharp HealthCare, a large chain of hospitals in SanDiego,
and helped to organize the Sharp Institute for Human Potential
and Mind Body Medicine. InJ une, I received a mailing from the
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An Invitation to Create Health
Learn How To Maximize Your Health and Happiness
by following Steps 1, 2, and 3

Step One:
Fill out the Body Type Questionnaire to the righL It will help you
learn some of the basic characteristics of your body type.
After you answer each of the questions, add the total number of
answers under Vata, Pitta, and Kapha, respectively. The column(s)
with the highest total(s) indicate which of these fundamental principles
of nature, Vata, Pitta, and Kapha, are dominant in your
psychophysiology.
This is a preliminary indication; for a
comprehensive evaluation, please consult a physician trained in
Maharishi Ayur-Veda.

Step Two:
Use MaharishiAyur-VedaTeas, Seasonings,and Aroma Oils to
help restore the proper balance to your diet and physiology.
For a steadying, settling influence use Vata Tea, Seasoning, and
Aroma Oil. These are also recommended for Vata body types and
during Vata season, generally November through February, or
whenever the weather is cold and dry.
To cool and soothe the physiology and emotions use Pitta Tea,
Seasoning and Aroma Oil. These are also recommended for Pitta
body types,andduringPittaseas on, generally July through October,
or whenever the weather is hot.
For a warming, energizing influence use Kapha Tea , Seasoning, and
Aroma Oil. These are also recommended for Kapha body types, and
during K.apha season, generally March through June, or whenever
the weather is cold and wet.

Step Three:
Learn more about Maharishi Ayur-Veda, your individual body
type, and which foods are best for your type.
There are books, tapes, seminars, and courses available on Maharishi
Ayur-Veda. The "Fundamentals of Maharishi Ayur-Veda" is a
comprehensive video tape which features leading physicians
discussing body types, daily routines, diet , exercise, stress
management, oil massage, and much more. ($24.95)
These educational materials are not in1ended to replace standard medical
care. If you have any medical questions, please conlact your physician .
/

Instructions:
Place an X by the one answer which describes you
best, even if 2 or 3 answers seem to apply.
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(See Step One for further instructions.)
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institute offering a program titled "Training in Mind Body
Medicine and Ayurveda." This program, scheduled for August
31 to September 4, is open to "health professionals"-e.g.,
acupuncturists and "body workers" -and laypersons alike.
A statement from his 1992 audiotape "Escaping the
Prison of the Intellect" exemplifies Chopra's metaphysics:
"'The truth is, I'm here, but I am also everywhere else; that
you're there, but you're also here, because here is there, and
there is everywhere, and, of course, everywhere is nowhere,
specifically." The audiotape is subtitled: "A Journey from
Here to Here." But this is getting us nowhere, so to speak.
0, for one, would think twice before asking Chopra for
directions.) On another audiotape, "Sacred Verses, Healing
Sounds" (1994), Chopra contends that "consciousness .. .is
the maker of reality," cites Genesis, and asserts : "Our
essential state as human beings is that we are unconditioned
spirit.. .. [O]ut of the spirit emerges the mind ."
On the evening of January 24, Chopra appeared on
the TV Food Network's "Getting Healthy," a series hosted
by Gayle Gardner (formerly of NBC Sports) and featuring
"nutrition expert" Stephanie Beling, M.D. Chopra stated:
[N]ow the prevailing scientific wisdom says that the
average human potential could be a hundred and twenty
[years of age]. But why are we setting that limitation?
Just because we've set limitations in the past. And
we've always transcended them .... [T]he moment
you start setting up certain ideas that you hold to be
true in your consciousness, they become true for you ....
It's part of our cultural indoctrination, literally.
We become victims ... [of "the collective mind"] ....
I think ... Einstein's equation [E = mc 2] fell short,
with all due respects; because Einstein said energy and
matter are inseparably one . We have to include a third
ingredient, that he did not address: that energy,
matter, and informationare inseparably one-because
every field of energy is simultaneously a field of
information.... Matter and energy are subject to decay,
dissipation,and entropy;but informationkeeps increasing....
We are in that phase of our evolution where
we're becoming aware that we are that privileged
species on earth through which the universe has
chosen to become self-conscious.

THE

Chopra held Dr. Beli ng's wrist for about ten
seconds and pronounced her "a vata body type"-fast and,
"under normal circumstances," enthusiastic, vivacious, and
"funto be with." He held Gardner's wrist for about six seconds
and pronounced her "a combina tion of kapha andpitta"passionate, articulate, courageous, chivalrous, imaginative,
and "very visual." (Utilizing "pulse diagnosis" on Donahue,
Chopra had decided that the h ost was romantic and
charming, quick -tempered when under stress, and prone to
"something like an ulcer" when under "a lot of stress.")
A caller asked Chopra if he "had any specific diet that
M.S. [multiple sclerosis] patients should be following." He
responded: "If I were seeing you, I'd do exactly the same
thing that I did with the two young ladies here :... find out
your body type and then give you an appropriate diet based
on your body type, irrespective of what disease you had."
He described his nutritional philosophy:
You know, in nature , the animals in the forest don't
have the vaguest notion what the USDAis recommending
in 1994.... They follow inner cues, and we have the
same abilities. In fact , we have better abilities .. ..
[Y]ou have the same energy inside you that the
universe has,and that's calledprana.And.the concept exists
that food that is alivehas more prana than food that is dead,
so to speak. So anything that comes in a can or has a label
would probably have very littleprana inside it. But anything
that's fresh and is just out there from nature without having
gone through the process of refrigeration and cold storage
and transportation- You know,that's one of the things that
has not been recognized byWestern science: that there is an
energy component and a vitalityto food that you can't sort
of quantify in terms of calories and protein and
carbohydrate. And yet it may be the most important thing.

Chopra termed food irradiation "frightening";
suggested that human beings are essentially spiritual beings
who occasionally have "human experiences"; claimed that
"the spirit" is a "real force" reachable by meditation; and
asserted that "cynical mistrust" is" one of the risk factors for
accelerated aging ." During an interview for a Forbes
magazine profile (April 11, 1994), Chopra, responding to
skeptical questions, restated the claim about cynical mistrust.

BOTTOM

Many people, even some health professionals,
advocate creating an atmosphere of mutual respect and
"openness" in regard to alternative healthcare. I favor reserving
"respect" for methods with adequate experimental evidence
of safety and efficacy. I also favor restraining opennessthat is, open-mindedness-lest it slip into simple-mindedness.
One should not conclusively judge a health-related
method solely on the basis of theory, context, source , and
the credibility or implausibility of claims for the method.

LINE

However, when scientific findings are lacking or con flicting, theory alone is at leas t a fair guide to a method's
worthiness as a healthcare candidate. Supernaturalistic
theories, such as those of ayurveda, should arouse caution .
Far too often, they inspire the desperate, the misguided,
the delusional, and the greedy.
"Alternativists" ought to call a spade a spade .
Many are pushing religion but calling it medicine,
healthcare, healing, or therapy . Or, worse, freedom.
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In 1992, the Office for the Study of Unconventional Medical
Practices of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) materialized, the result of an October 1991 congressional mandate.
It is now called the Office of Alternative Medicine (OAM).
One of its functions is to allocate grants for research on
alternative methods . According to a summer 1994 issue of
The CancerLetter,Joseph J. Jacobs, M.D., M.B.A, a Yaleeducated pediatrician, decided to quit directorship of the
OAM and spoke of "a conflict with conscience." Among
other things, Jacobs had met with opposition to his approval
of a prospective candidate to the OAM's advisory committee-a member of the American Cancer Society's Committee
on Questionable Methods of Cancer Management. In an
interview in the September 1994 issue of Omni, Jacobs
categorized as alternative medicine "those things not taken
seriouslyby the medical profession." He suggested that he had
been "born into" alternative medicine because his mother, a
Mohawk, had administered herbal remedies to him, practiced Mohawk and Christian prayers, and taken him to faith
healing sessions. Jacobs told interviewer Doug Stewart:

healing, holistic health, holistic (or wholistic) medicine,
innovative medicine, New Age medicine, new medicine,
planet medicine, unconventional medicine, and unconventional therapy. Anthropologist Richard Grossinger, Ph.D.,
in Planet Medicine (1987), described the book 's title as an
umbrella term for all forms of medicine, "prehistoric and
contemporary," unscientific and scientific . The usefulness
of such a definition is doubtful. In a 1992 issue of its newsletter, ANTHA-the Anthroposophical Therapy & Hygiene
Association-apparently equated the neologism extentional
with alternative,comp/ementary,
and unconventional.
In a 1993
issue, ANTHA apparently equated the term "extended
therapeutics" with "complementary medicine." Loose
nomenclature is the law of the land of unscientific healthcare.
In 1991, I began cataloging currently publicized
health -related systems and methods with implicit or overt
supernatural premises. (I outlined six basic supernaturalistic theories important to alternative healthcare in the previous issue of Nutrition Forum.) According to supernaturalism, there are quasi-entities outside the universe (natural
world) that at least occasionally affect courses of events. My
list contains well over three hundred items. Some items on
the list-e.g. , acupuncture, ayurveda, fundamentalist
chiropractic, homeopathy, and naturopathy-are standbys .
Others-----e.g.,macrobiotics, shiatsu, and therapeutic touchare more or less prominent. But many are unfamiliar, including actualism, acuscope therapy, alchemical hypnotherapy,
Bindegewebsmassage,
concept-therapy®, cosmic vibrational
healing, equestrian transformational expression, eutony, jin
shin, kum nye, mahikari, nutripathy, the Orionic healing
system, pigeon remedy, pranic healing, sotai, spagyrics, and
the Zen Alexander technique. Others are neither well known
nor quite unfamiliar, including applied kinesiology,
aromatherapy, Bach flower therapy, dreamwork, inner child
therapy, iridology, Jungian psychology, and reflexology.
More than a hundred of these systems, "modalities," and
pseudodiagnostic methods have alternate names. For example, actualism is also called agni yoga, fire yoga, and
lightwork; rebirthing is also called conscious breathing,
conscious connected breathing, circular breathing, free
breathing, and vivation; and rolling® is also called structural
integration and structural processing .

Demand [for unprov e n treatments] seems to be
coming from people looking for solutions to everyday problems. Those people want results right away.
The tremen dous public demand for information
about alternative therapies is partly a desire for
quick fixes. People want pills to cure th e common
cold and vitamin supplements to pr even t cancer and
coronary artery dis ea se while avoiding doing exercise and following ten-percent fat diets. Those are
the wrong reasons for being interested, but add to
the dema nd nonetheless.

In the words of an article in the June 1994 issue of
thealternativistnewsletter Health Waves,theOAM has been
"torn between conventional NIH methods of research & less
rigorous testing used by many alternative practitioners."
The OAM's 1993budget was only $2 million, its 1994 budget
$3.5 million.Just the same, should taxpayers foot the cost of
testing methods that lack a sound theoretical basis?
Synonyms for unscientific healthcare include:
alternative healing, alternative health, alternative health
care, alternative therapeutics, complementary health care,
complementary medicine, fringe medicine, holistic
43
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Of course, some alternative approaches are not
even quasi-supernaturalistic-for
example, the Bates
method, chelation therapy (also called EDTA chelation
therapy), clinical ecology, colon hydrotherapy (also called
colonic irrigation, colon health care, and colon therapy),
cytotoxictesting, the Feingold diet, Hoxsey therapy (Hoxsey
treatment), live-cellanalysis, orthomolecular medicine, and
ozone therapy. Supernaturalism is therefore not the
bedrock of alternative healthcare. What lies "below"?

The Abyss
Unscientific empiricism and universal skepticism compose the theoretical core of alternative healthcare.
Proponents do not acknowledge this core, which is
less a foundation than an abyss. Moderate empiricism, in the form of meticulous observation, is an
element of the scientific method. So is qualified, constructive skepticism, in the form of methodical doubt
leading to criticism. However, both hardcore empiricism and total skepticism are akin to mysticism-the
stuff of Hinduism and ayurveda.
Unscientific empiricism esteems knowledge
derived from practical activity-trial
and error-and
devalues knowledge gained by analysis and the systematic organization of information. Empirics are
guided primarily by experience rather than by systematically organized knowledge. A diehard empiric
might assert that one has experienced milking a cow
if one has merely had a dream or hallucination in
which one has done so-even if the dreamer or hallucinator has never spent a waking moment near so
much as a cow's carcass! In the January /February 1994issue
of Nutrition Forum, I described an "alternative nutrition" conference at which an acupuncturist lectured
on traditional Chinese medicine and led more than
three hundred and thirty people in meditation. Most
of the attendees were legitimate health professionals,
and The American Dietetic Association had approved
the program for continuing education credit. The acupuncturist said she wanted us to become "experientially
involved" in Chinese herbalism. Accordingly, she
asked us to visualize moving fire and "cooling energy
from the moon" around our bodies, and to imagine
placing various "warming herbs" in the fire and "cooling herbs" in the lunar energy. I experienced only
boredom. (A profile in the January 28, 1994, issue of
New York Newsday stated that this acupuncturist had
been "diagnosed with 'incurable depression' on three
separate occasions.")
A television commercial for an over-the counter analgesic epitomizes the mindset of empirics.
In it, a confident-sounding man says of the product: "I
use it. That's how I know it's better. I use it."
Medical empirics substitute experience for
scientific knowledge in selecting or improvising treatment.

They approve the formulation of hypotheses and the
assiduous, concerted, systematic testing of them only
when the results of theorizing and testing appear to
support what they "know" from personal observation.
Methods that smack of unbridled empiricism include
creative visualization, imagineering, interactive guided
imagery 5 M, Pealeism, Silva mind control, and the
Simonton method. Terms for identical or similar methods include: visualization, visualization therapy, guided
visualization, imagery, guided imagery, guided fantasy,
mental imagery, active imagination, imaging, creative
imaging, dynamic imaging, positive imaging, positive
thinking, positive visualization, directed day-dream,
directed waking dream, wak ing dream therapy, led
meditation, inner guide meditation, initiated symbol
projection, imaginal medicine, and pathworking.
On the August 8, 1994, edition of NBC's "Sunday
Today in New York," a physician-author stated: "Outcome is the measure of success, not whether we can
explain it or not." The word "outcome" means "result"
and connotes finality. However, when believers testify
to the alleged beneficialness of this or that alternative
method, their opinions often proceed from a combination of faith in the method-and/or
practitioner-and
a
sense of well-being. This combination can mask pathology.
The "cure" may be transitory or even backfire.
Universal skepticism, also called systematic or
ideological skepticism, is more insidious and elusive
than empiricism. In its extreme form, it holds that
humans cannot know anything-that
truth and falsity
are indistinguishable. This is absurd because it entails
that humans cannot know whether the claim itself is
true or false. In its other main form, universal skepticism
holds that humans can never be certain about anything.
This doctrine is likewise absurd because it casts doubt
upon itself. Healthy skepticism- the tendency to disbelieve-is often a commendable impetus to learning (represented
by the maxim "Look before you leap"). The danger of
extreme skepticism lies in the belief that attempts to
verify claims or to justify actions are futile.
The universal skeptics of alternative healthcare at
least imply: (1) that nothing yields knowledge, or that
everything is open to doubt or interpretation, and (2) that
therefore, practitioner and patient should discuss what feel~
right and proceed accordingly . Wayward empiricism and
universal skepticism open the door to all manner of
voodooism, hocus-pocus, mumbo-jumbo, and whimsicality.
Nutrition Forum (ISSN 0748-8165), © 1994, is published
bimonthly by Prometheus Books, Journals Division .
Subscriptions for individua ls in the United States and
Canadacost$35 for one year (six issues), payable to Prometheus
Books, Journals Division, at 59 John Glenn Drive, Amherst,
New York 14228--2197. Multireader (e.g., institutional) and
overseas (airmail) subscriptions cost $50 for one year.
Manuscripts and all editorial correspondence should be
directed to: Jack Raso, P.O. Box 740045, Rego Park, N.Y. 11374.
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Carnival of Souls
It is a principle of physics that matter and energy are
interconvertible, equivalent, two forms of the same thing.
Einstein formulated this axiom as "E = mc 2." Yet vitalismalternative healthcare's paramount theory - hinges on the
existence of a nonmaterial, divine, or personalized form of
energy . In reality, energy is an impersonal quality of matter
that enables work. Nonmaterial things "exist" only as
thoughts and are not measurable. Generic terms for the
pseudo-energy of alternative healthcare include: vital force
(forcevitale), vital energy, inner vital energy, vital cosmic
force, vital energy force, vital element, vital principle, vital
spirit, vital life spirit, vital magnetism, vitalistic principle, life
force, life power, universal life force, cosmic life force, vital
life force, vital life force energy, life energy, universal life
energy , cosmic life energy, universal life force energy , internal energy, nerve force, nerve energy, personal energy,
subtle energy, vitality energy, energy of being, the force of
life, and elan vital. In addition to these synonyms, there are
many sectarian terms for the same idea, including: animal
magnetism (mesmerism) , chi or Qi (ancient Chinese tradition), etheronic force (Edgar Cayce) , innate intelligence or
Innate (Daniel David Palmer, the founder ofchiropractic ), ki
Qapanese tradition, Shinto), mana (ancient Hawaiian tradition, Huna), orgone (orgonomy), prana (Hinduism), reiki
(Usui system of natural healing) , vis medicatrix naturae
(naturopathy), and soul or spirit (Christianity).
Other terms for alleged forms of energy rel evant to alternative healthcare include: bio-current,
bioenergy, biomagnetic waves, bioplasma (bioplasmic
energy or psychotronic energy), the ECK, entelechy,
essence, kun dalini (Shakti), life-fields (L-fields, electrodynamic fields, or bioelectric fields) , MariEL, M-fields,
morphogenic fields (morphogenetic fields, morphic fields,
or morphic resonance),
odic force (od or odyle),
paraelectricity, psi-fields, psi plasma, psychic energy (psychic force), seiki,tachyon energy (tachyon field energy) , vis
formativa,and zero-point energy (virtual energy).

Field of Dreams
Thus, alternative healthcare recognizes alleged forms of
energy that are alien to physics. Proponents en soul the mind
and secularize the soul, giving it a scientific face. They claim
that soul-like or godly "energy" is adaptable to the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of disease, the improvement
of health and physical fitness, and the prolongation of life.
And they say that such "energy" and the physical phase of
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the human organism interact through nonphysical entities.
For example, acupuncture is a millennia-old practice based
on the assumption that chi (qi) and the physical body
interact through an elaborate system of channels or pathways inside the body. Meridians-longitudinal lines on the
surface of the body-represent these "pathways ."This word
"meridians" also refers to the alleged pathways themselves.
Acupuncture points-also called acupoints, loci, and tsubosare alleged points of communication between external parts
of the body and internal organ-like entities. Acupoints supposedly exist throughout the skin, but some do not lie along
the meridians and others lack a specific location. Furthermore, although the classic number of acupoints is 365
(correlated with the number of days in a year), some proponents maintain that the number exceeds two thousand.
Acupuncturists insert needles at select points, then rotate
the needles or use them to conduct a weak electric current.
The mainland Chinese invented "acupuncture anesthesia"
(or "acupuncture analgesia") in 1958. Practitioners of another Chinese method , medical Qigong, dispense with
needles and allegedly influence their patients' chi directly.
Chakras-transformative
vortices or "energy centers" -supposedly enable interaction between the body and
prana, which is the Hindu equivalent of chi. They are analogous to the "energy pathways" of acupuncture rather than to
acupoints. Although hypothetically there are only five to
seven major "body chakras, " there is no consensus on the
total number; yogis posit hundreds of minor chakras .
Proponents usually portray chakras as spanning the body
from the head to the base of the spine , but there is really no
consensus on their location, nor on their alleged functions .
Occultists maintain that "subtle energy" envelops
the human body . This "energy" supposedly constitutes several "subtle bodies"--e.g., a "life-body," a "mortal soul," and
a soul-or an entity, sometimes layered, whose appellations
include: astral body, aura, aureole, auric body, auric field,
bioenergy field, biofield, bioplasmic body, bioplasmic force
field, doppelganger, dream body, energy body, etheric body,
etheric double, human atmosphere, human energy field,
human rainbow, sidereal body, spiritual body, star body,
subtle body, subtle organizing energy field, and vital body.
Other such "bodies" include the "mental body" and the
"causa l body."

Feelings
For the moment, let's forget that proponents have not stated
what particles compose the "vital force." (Llghtand other forms
of electromagnetic radiation, for example, consist of photons.)
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Is the "vital force" detectable? The answer depends on
what constitutes detection . In The Energy Within (1992),
martial artist Richard M. Chin, M.D ., O.M.D. ("doctor
of oriental medicine") asserts that one can "actually
feel" the alleged force if one suspends disbelief "long
enough to begin the work to find it." Apparently, the
"right" frame of mind makes "perception" of the socalled vital force unavoidable . Purported signs of the
"vital force" or the like include the following .
•
•

•
•
•
•

chills
the comfort, reassurance, warmth, or rejection one feels upon being touched by another person
extreme happiness
flow (apparent ease or effortlessness of performance)
sudden alertness, clarity, or vigor
thrills

In February 1994, I visited Zili Xu, a Qigong
diplomate born and raised in mainland China . Qigong
(chee-gung,"energy work") is an ancient Chinese system of
"therapy," "prevention," and "life prolongation" that
involves patterned breathing, posture, stylized movements, visualization, and contemplation . I asked Zili if
he could emit chi from his hand . He claimed that he could
but that the practice was debilitating. I told him I did not
believe that chi exists. A moment later, he offered to
demonstrate the purported phenomenon. He indicated that
I should extend my forearm perpendicularly from my
trunk with the palm of my hand open . For a few minutes, he
variously positioned and moved one or both of his hands
around my open palm. He touched my hand only once or
twice, apparently to adjust it. He asked me several times if
I felt anything and I said no. After the "demonstration,"
I stated that I had had a slight sensation in my fingers
but added that it was attributable to my keeping my
hand and arm steady. He stated that he had relieved
back pain with this form of Qigong but said it was very
important for the patient to believe in the method.
How do vitalistic "healers" judge the efficacy of
their "ministrations"? In SpiritualAspectsof theHeatingArts
(1985)-a "holistic healing" anthology compiled by Dora
Kunz, the clairvoyant co-developer of therapeutic touchpsychiatrist Laurence J. Bendit, M.D ., wrote :
Even so dread a state as the schizophrenic breakdown is now seen as at least potentially therapeutic.
As the child with measles develops immunity to that
disease, so the schizophrenic may so change inside
that he emerges from the ordeal not a wreck but a
new man, more integrated to his own deeper nature ,
more spiritualized .
And this applies also to death: physical death
may result from the release of the healing forces
inside a patient. It is not then a tragedy but a triumph
for the healing powers.

If acute illness and death are good signs, obviously
vitalistic "healers" can't go wrong!

The Tangled Web of Healthcare

Exotica

Below I describe supematuralistic methods I became aware
of after I finished my second book, "Alternative"Healthcare:
A ComprehensiveGuide (1994). All have been promoted
within the last five years. Often, it is difficult or impossible to determine where one method ends and another
begins . The small-fry and mom-and-pop methods of the
alternative-medicine marketplace vastly outnumber the
showstoppers. To brush them off is a folly, for their
collective effect is widespread and formidable.
7 keys meditation program: System based on seven
so-call ed spiritual keys "revealed• to David Wheeler.
The "Keys" purportedly can "unlock• one's maximum
potential for "transformation" and healing. During "Initiation," students receive the "Keys" and allegedly access the "Universal Energy" or "Divine Energy" inside
them se lves. Supposedly , this "energy " is transmittable .
Acu-point therapy: Mode of counseling psychology
bas ed partly on acupuncture theory and promoted by
Mitchell J. Rabin , M.A.

Advanced energy healing: Alleged "journey" into
"high er realms" of understand ing whereby one suppos edly conn ects with on e's "divine self. • Taught by Robert
T. J affe, M.D., the method involves meditation and, for
"physic al healing," th e awareness release technique ®.
Agartha personal li fe-balancing program (Agartha
program): 35-day aud iotape program for reducing stress
and promoting "complete health ." Each of the seven
"harmonic" tapes combines sounds purportedly "developed" to alter "energy currents" within specific chakras.
Th e program 's creator, autho r Meredith Lady Young ,
alleg edly has a "non-physical" teacher called "Mentor."
In the booklet titled "The Agartha Program I Use Guide®:
A Personal Life Balancing Program" (Stillpoint Publishing , 1986), Young states the premise of her program:
"All physical matter is really a composite of light waves
and sound frequencies." The booklet claims: "The sound
vibrations produced by the music gently massage the
energy center or 'chakra,' thereby reducing distress and
impro ving the flow of life force through the body. THE
RESULTI NG BENEFIT IS T O ALLOW YOU TO USE YOUR FULL POTENTIAL IN EVERY ASPECT OF YOUR LIFE."

Alpha calm therapy: Combination of guided imagery
and Ericksonian hypnotherapy (a "non-directive" form
of hypnotism).
Amplified energy therapy: Form of "energy healing"
promoted by Richard Gordon. Its premise is that people
can learn to maneuver their "life-force energy" toward
following the body's "innate intelligence.•
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BioEssence
therapy: System developed by Paul
Pitchford. It includes BioEssence bodywork (based on
Zen shiatsu), Bio Essence "release work" (which involves
stylized breathing), diet, herbalism, Qigong, tai chi, and
traditional Chinese "diagnostic" methods.
Chakra and cellular memory healing: System promoted by author and "reiki master" Dr. Ojela Frank. It
involves affirmations, "conscious breathing" (probably
re birthing), counseling, "emotional healing," "energy
self-assessment," and guided imagery, and occasionally
"regression work.• "Regression work" probably refers
to past-life therapy (also called regression therapy),
whose crux is past-life regression.
Chinese dietotherapy: Alleged preventive and therapeutic system that involves: (1) prescribing "medicinal
foods" and mixtures of foods and drugs, and (2) proscribing intake of particular foods. Supposedly, the curative effect of a food or food-drug mixture depends on its
"nature" and "flavor .• The "natures• are: cold, hot, warm,
and cool. The "flavors" are: salty, sour, sweet, bitter, and
pungent. Practitioners purportedly seek to neutralize
illness by prescribing foods and food-drug mixtures
whose "nature" and "flavor" antagonize the "nature" and
"flavor" of the disease.
Connective tissue therapy (CTI): "Spiritual" mode of
bodywork developed by Paul and Nancy Marcus. It allegedly helps to free "stagnant energy.• ("Bodywork" is
a generic term for manual or physical-ex ercise related
"healing.")
Contact reflex analysis"M (CRA): Variant of applied
kinesiology (AK) cofounded by chiropractor Dick A.
Versendaal (of Holland, Michigan). who is its chief
proponent. According to CRA theory , the surface of the
human body has about seventy-five "reflex" points that
serve as windows to numerous conditions. The practitioner pulls downward on the patient's outstretched arm
while he keeps part of his hand on a "refl ex" point.
Versendaal claims that the back of the hand is electronegative, the palm is positive, and the fingers are neutral.
Arm weakness supposedly indicates an incipient or fullblown health problem corresponding to the "reflex•
point. Practitioners prescribe nutritional supplements
for the alleged problems they thus "discover." A massage therapist's ad in the May /June 1994 issue of Newlife
claimed that CRA can help most health problems, including cardiac problems and viral infections. AK is an
elaborate system of pseudodiagnosis and treatment centering on "muscle testing .• Detroit chiropractor George
J. Goodheart, Jr., introduced applied kinesiology as a
diagnostic method in 1964. He theorized that muscle
groups share "energy pathways• with internal organs
anci that, therefore, every organ dysfunction is discoverable in a related muscle. Testing muscles for relative
strength and tone supposedly taps the body's "innate
intelligence" and enables practitioners to detect specific
dysfunctions.
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Core zero balancing (zero balancing): Variant of
acupressure that posits "bone energy," chakras, and an
"energy body." "Acupressure" refers to any treatment
involving the surface stimulation of acupuncture points
either with the hands alone or with hand-held tools. The
word may also refer specifically to shiatsu (see "Whole
health shiatsu," below).
Creative concentration™: Program involving "energy
work" and meditation promoted by Miriam Belov, M.A.
Crystal therapeutics•M: System based on the books
Crystal Therapeutics and Advanced Crystal Therapeutics,
both by Ojela Frank (see "Chakra and cellular memory
healing," above). It involves "energy assessment," crystal healing, energy balancing, guided imagery, and counseling. (The November /December 1989 issue of Newlife
carried an ad for a seven- level training program in crystal therapeutics. In the ad, the title "Rev: preceded
Frank's name.)
Daoyin: Reputed prototype of Qigong. An alleged means
of physical fitness, it involves formal breathing, dozens
of postures, and, supposedly, conscious maneuvering of
chi inside oneself.
Divine will healing: Method promoted by Ram Smith,
a staff member at the Poconos retreat of the Ananda
Church of Self-Realization. It derives from the teachings
of Paramahansa Yogananda (1893-1952). Its main postulate is that people can transmit or project "divine
healing light" by aligning their will with "divine will."
Dr. Lynch's holistic self-health
program: Threemonth path to "total well-being" developed by chiropractor James P.B. Lynch, author of the book of the same
name. Th e cornerstone of the program and lifestyle is a
teaching tool Lynch calls the "holistic triangle," which
consists of: (1) a mental/spiritual "base• of education,
motivation, and self-love; (2) a physical "side," which
focuses on exercise and physical treatment; and (3) a
chemical "side,• which involves "detoxification" ("cleansing") through diet. Lynch postulates that everyone possesses "innate powers" that are usable for self-healing.
A flyer I received in August 1994 from Lynch's office
includes acupressure and "chiropractic adjustments• in
a list titled "Physical," and homeopathy and macrobiotics
in a list titled "Chemical.• It states: "Love is the most
powerful healing force!" In an Old Testament vein (David
versus Goliath), it depicts chiropractors, faith healers,
the health food industry, naturopaths, and "nutritionalists"
as loving, God-trusting wielders of truth.
Ecstasy breathing®: Process created by Valnn Dayne
involving music and breath regenesis®, a variant of
rebirthing . Its alleged purpose is "reconnection" with a
"Power of Life" that is greater than oneself. Rebirthing
is a mode of bodywork in which practitioners induce
clients to hyperventilate and encourage them to reenact
the birth process. It is the crux of primal therapy-the
subject of the 1970 book The Primal Scream.
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Etheric touch: Variant of contact healing (the laying on
of hands) and chakra healing expounded by hypnotist
Ted Andrews in The Healer's Manual : A Beginner's Guide
to Vibrational Therapies (1993). Its basic premise is
that, through the hands , humans can sense "energy
imbalances" and project "vibrations" (augmentable with
"divine force") that boost self -healing . The method does
not entail physical contact.
Feng shui (pronounced "foong shway" or "fung
schway"): Ancient Chinese art of situating or orienting
material structures and towns. Its purported objective is
to "rebalance" and unblock "stagnant" chi. This allegedly enables stability of health.
Five rites of rejuvenation: Set of Tibetan exercises
that allegedly increases the flow of "vital energy" and
enables tapping the "Fountain of Youth .•
Going Home™: Derivative of Hemi-Sync® introduced
in 1994 by The Monroe Institute , in Virginia . The
institute's introductory postcard stated that this 12-audiotape
system offers "extraordinary opportunities" to people
who want to overcome their fear of death. Hemi-Sync is
an audiotape system that allegedly can control pain ,
increase strength, lower blood pressure, reduce appe tite, weaken addictive behavior, hasten recovery from
illness or surgery, enhance recovery of speech and motor skills after a stroke, and control the metabolism of
food by either maximizing or minimizing "the caloric
value retained .• A 1993 institute bulletin stated that
Hemi-Sync2000-an "intensive,"residential form-involves
"training in manipulation of subtle energy fields that
directly effect [sic] the physical body.• (My advice is:
stay home.)
Heartwood massage: "Holistic" system promoted by
the Heartwood Institute, Ltd., in Garberville , California .
It involves Swedish massage, hypnotherapy, and polarity
energy balancing. According to "polarity" theory, the
top and right side of the body have a positive charge, and
the feet and left side have a negative charge . Thus ,
practitioners place their right hand (+) on "negatively
charged" parts of the client's body, and their left hand (-)
on "positively charged• parts.
Herbal crystallization analysis (HCA, herbal identification, herbal tracer test): Pseudodiagnostic method
developed by George Benner, a "Master Herbologist. "
Apparently, Benner's primary inspiration was a method
of botanical identification developed by occultist Rudolf
Steiner in the 1920s. Steiner's method involved crystallizing the sap of botanical specimens with a solution of
copper sulfate. The result was a crystalline fingerprint of
the herb. Benner similarly processed saliva . He decided
that resultant salivary configurations correlated with
the configurations of folkloric botanical prescriptions
for the donors' health problems. The number of specimens of a single herb that match a saliva specimen is
allegedly a barometer of the donor's need for th at herb:
the more matches, the greater the need .

Infantile tuina therapy (infantile tuina): Adaptation
of tui na (literally "push" and "grab; respectively) to
children under or around age five. Tui na, also called
tuina therapy, is an ancient Chinese form of "remedial"
massage that supposedly promotes the circulation of chi
and restores the balance of yin and yang (cosmic poles) .

Light energy implantations:
One of Ojela Frank's
offerings (see "Chakra and cellular memory healing,•
above). It is an adjunct to ch a kra healing in which
chakras are the objects of "implantations.•
Love-powered diet: "Revolutionary" system concocted
by Victoria Moran and based on the Twelve Steps.
Twelve-Step programs purportedly advance recovery
from various addictions and com pulsive behaviors. They
oblige participants to foster a connection with God or an
alleged transpersonal "spiritual energy" or superhuman
"power." Organizations that us e the Twelve Steps include Alcoholics Anonymous , Emotions Anonymous,
Fundamentalists Anon ymous , Overeaters Anonymous,
and Sexaholics Anonymous. In The Love-Powered Diet :
When Willpower Is Not Enough (1992), Moran uses the
terms God, Goddess, Higher Power, Higher Self. Love,
Nature, and Spirit interchangea bly. The first principles
of her syst em add up to: People with eating-related
probl ems (e.g., bingeing) cannot resolve them on their
own; with their permission, however, a "Higher Power"
will "work some wonders" in their lives. Moran advises
writing , praying, and talking casually to God and pro vides anthroposophical, Christian, Hindu, Native American, and Sikh prayers.
Magical
aromatherapy:
Vitalistic
offshoot of
aromatherapy (also called conventional or holistic
aromatherapy) expounded by author Scott Cunningham.
Generic aromatherapy is the use of essential oils from
plants , flowers, or wood resins to affect mood or promote health. Manners of use inc lude sniffing, ingestion,
and application to the skin (usually with massage). The
following attributes distinguish magical aromatherapy .
(1) Self-administration is preferable. (2) Its aims (e.g. ,
love and money) need not relate to health. (3) Visualiza tion of a needed change accompanies inhalation of a
scent. (4) "Bioelectrical energy," which Cunningham
describes as "non-physical" and "natural," merges with
the sc ent and is programmable by visualization.
Micromovementbodywork: Purport edly down-to-earth
form of bodywork that posits "kinesthetic melodies" and
myriad elusive processes that carry the "pulse of life.•
Practitioners supposedly help clients "dance free" of
tension and pain.
Neo-Reichian massage: System based on theories
developed by Wilhelm Reich (1897-1957). the "discoverer" of orgone (a variant of the "vital force"). Practitioners
purport to locate and dissolve "holding patterns" ("body
armoring"). Reich postulated that obstructions to orgone
cause neuroses and most physical disorders. Muscular
contractions ("body armor") in various parts of the body
supposedly manifest such "blockages."
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Neural therapy: Form of "energy medicine" akin to
acupuncture developed in Germany circa 1930 by two
brothers, Ferdinand and Walter Huneke (also spelled
"Huehneke"), both medical doctors. The Hun ekes maintained that injections of local anesthetics into areas of
"energy" disturbance ("interference fields") could bring
relief from pain, immobility, and dysfunction. Injection
sites include acupoints, scars, and the sites of old fractures or past infection. Neural therapy purport e dly energizes "short-circuited" cells and helps the regulation
of "biological energy.• Proponents recommend it for
hundreds of health problems.
N .I.A. technique: Form of exercise that allegedly integrates body, mind, and spirit and "opens" the heart and
mind . "N.I.A." stands for "neural intermuscular action."
Nutrition kinesiology (NK): Alleged means of identifying: (1) health-impairing
(e.g., allergenic) foods and
other substances and (2) "corrective" nutrients. NK
involves "muscle testing"
la applied kinesiology (see
"Contact reflex analysis," above) and "acupoint tests."

a

OMNI-FORCE: Modular home-study program dev elop e d
by Gerard V. Sunner, a psychiatrist, hypnotist, and reputed world-renowned
expert in "Eastern medicine."
The program involves self-hypnosis and acupressure. It
supposedly enables followers to "recharg e" their "energy," "liberate" their alleged sixth sense and possibly
their "sevent h," and direct "healing energy" to any part
of the body . A mailing I received in July 1994 from the
program's publisher , Pierre Pasteur, claims that, with
consistent use of OMNI-FORCE, one will meet dangerous
situations calmly and "do exactly what's necessary to
get out of the situation without any bad consequ ences."
It further claims that, through OMNI-FORCE, one "wi ll
eat exact ly the same quantity that [on e's ] body needs,
without wanting to eat more."

One Brain™: Variant of applied kinesiology (AK) whose
premise is that the human body retains the dischargeable "energy" of "negative" experiences
and beliefs.
Proponents recommend One Brain for addictions, anxiety, compulsions, depression, dyslexia and other lea rning disabilities, low self-esteem, and phobias.
Planetary herbology (planetary herbalism): Integra tive system of medical herbalism forged by Michael
Tierra, C.A., N.D., O.M.D. (respectively, "certified acupuncturist,• "doctor of naturopathy," and "doctor of ori ental medicine"). Tierra dedicated Planetary Herbo/ogy
(Lotus Press, 1988) to "all green, growing, flowering
ones of this beautiful planet, who embody the universal
creative healing energy." Therein, he describes herbs
partly in terms of "energetics"
and the "acupuncture
meridian pathways" the herbs affect. "Energetics" is
based on the concepts of "energies"-e.g.,
"heating,"
"cooling," "slightly warm," and neutral-and
"flavors"
("tastes")-e.g.,
bland (mildly sweet) and salty. These
concepts stem from traditional Chinese medicine and
ayurveda (specifically tridosha), respectively.
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Pointing therapy: Form of acupressure derived from
Chinese martial arts-Chinese
wushu, also called wushu
or kung fu (gongfu). The method involves "pointing"
(poking), pressing, pinching, patting, knocking, and
pounding acupoints, all manually.

Polarity energy balancing massage: System based on
the work of Randolph Stone (1890-1982), a chiropractor
and naturopath. It has four branches: (1) energy balancing bodywork technique, (2) polarity yoga, (3) diet, and
(4) "body/mind/spiritual"
psychology.
Power yoga: Variant of astanga (raj a) yoga-the reputed
prototype of hatha yoga . Like astanga yoga, power yoga
involves a series of postures and, as an accompaniment,
a breathing technique called ujaya (ujjay1). The series
of postures is purportedly designed to effect "therapeutic"
bodily "alignment" and to "release" stress, tightness,
and toxins from the "body-mind.• Ujaya supposedly helps
cellular purification.
Pranic psychotherapy:
"Sub specialty" of pranic healing, which is a set of methods compiled by Dr. Choa Kok
Sui. Pranic healing posits acupoints, chakras, meridians
("bioplasmic channels"), and a three-layered
"energy
body.• Pranic psychotherapy includes four "healing techniques" in addition to those of pranic healing: (1) a
"c leansing technique" for the removal and disintegration of "traumatic psychic energy" and such; (2) an
"advanced form of energizing" for the disintegration of
"etheric parasites" and the repair of external "etheric
webs" that lie in a one-to-one relation behind chakras;
(3) act ivation and inhibition of chakras; and (4) creation
of a "posit ive thought entity" for the patient. Sui, who is
nothing if not imaginative, expounds pranic psychotherapy in his book of the same name (Samuel Weiser, 1993).
Psychogenetic
s: Pseudodiagnostic
method promoted
by Gayatri Rein Reich. It posits decipherable patterns of
"psychological DNA" that are "inherited" by fetuses.
Reich blood test: Pseudodiagnostic
component of
orgonomic medicine, the brainchild of psychoanalyst
Wilhelm Reich (see "Neo-Reichian massage," above).
Reich coined the word "orgone" to refer to his hypothetical fundamental, omnipresent, life-sustaining, intelligent
radiation. The Reich blood test is a purported means of
ascertaining overall "energetic health." Its premise is
that the morphology of erythrocytes indicates the "energetic state" of an organism at the time of their removal.
Supposedly, red blood cells with "bions" (which resemble blue beads) at their center are abnormal. Propone nt s characterize bions as semi-living, bacterium-sized,
vesicular manifestations of orgone and as the building
blocks of cells.
The professional activities of medical orgonomists
include administering
"orgone charged" water and applying th e following devices. The orgone field meter and
th e vacortube contribute to pseudodiagnosis. The meter
allegedly shows the extent and strength of the patient's
"orgone energy field." The vacor tube is an "orgone
charged" glass vacuum tube that supposedly glows under
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the influence of the patient's "orgone energy field." The
"medical dor-buster" purportedly siphons a toxic form
of orgone-"dor"
(an acronym for "deadly orgone")from the patient's body.

Shamanic psychotherapy: Mode of "spiritual healing"
based on shamanism and the doctrine of reincarnation.
It posits "missing soul parts."
Somatic dialogue: Mode of bodywork promoted by
Chuck Ruland. It is a combination of hakomi body centered psychotherapy, postural integration, and core
zero balancing (see above). Hakomi is a spinoff of
Reichian therapy (see "Neo-Reichian massage" and
"Reich blood test; both above) . Postural integration is
a vitalistic form of bodywork. Somatic dialogue posits
physical, emotional, and "energetic" bodies. Treatm ent supposedly results in the "discharge" of "imprints of the past."
Somatic emotional therapy: "Synthesis" of bio ene rgetics, rebirthing (see "Ecstasy breathing," above), and
"somatic therapy" forged by certified social worker J erry
Josepher. Bioenergetics is an offshoot of Re ichian
therapy developed by psychiatrist Alexander Lowen,
who rejected Wilhelm Reich's orgone theory but posit ed
a "life energy; which he termed "bioenergy." (See "Neo Reichian massage" and "Reich blood test," both above.)
Song channeling: Adjunct to rebirthing (see "Ecstasy
breathing," above) promoted by music therapist Scott
Kalechstein . It supposedly helps clients "open deeply"
to healing . Channeling is the purport ed transmission of
information or energy from a nonphysical source through
human beings.
Soul amplification: Series of eleven "healing" sessions
proffered by Ojela Frank (see "Chakra and cellular
memory healing," above). It involves energy balancing,
re birthing, "energy activations," "advanced spiritual initiations," "soul bonding," meditation, and channeling .
Syntonics: Vitalistic "self-help" program creat ed by
author Dr. Robert Kronemeyer. It includes "syntonic
food combining." (The term "food combining" refers to
any dietary practice based on the notion that a meal's
healthfulness depends considerably on the compatibility of its macroscopic components and/ or the sequence
of ingestion. Chief among the systems that include food
combining are ayurveda, macrobiotics, and Natural Hygiene.)
Taido: Variant of reiki that does not entail physical
contact. Both reiki and taido are forms of energy field
work. "Energy field work" refers to any method or combination of methods involving aura analysis and aura
balancing, with or without touch. Taido was developed
in Japan in the I 980s .
Takionic: "Technology" for chi enhancement and "optimal health" promoted by Dr . Yung Chia, who advocates
the integration of spirituality, science, and technology .

Tatwa meditation: Cornerstone of a nameless "holistic"
system of "self-healing" involving astrology. "Spiritual
teacher" Emahmn (sic) of Crestone, Colorado, "discovered"
the system. Tatwas, which supposedly have "healing
that symbolize
powers," are Hindu mandalas-designs
the unity of the soul with the universe.
Vitality fasting and rejuvenation: Program promoted
by Edward Bauman and purportedly
designed to
"cleanse" the body, mind, and spirit. It involves fasting
with juices and broth, "emotional release," and meditation.
Whole health shiatsu: Combination of shiatsu and
dietary treatment expounded by coauthors Shizuko
Yamamoto and Patrick McCar ty. Shiatsu is a threefold
form of massage whose purported goal is to promote
hea lth by increasing the flow of ki in the body. "Ki" is a
Japanese word that signifies both breath and attention
("mental force"). It r efe rs to an alleged original, fundamental , supernatural , governable, creative "energy of
being" concentrated in the abdomen.
Zhan zhuang chi kung (zhan zhuang): Reputedly one
of th e most powerfu l forms of Qigong (chi kung). It
alleg edly boosts immunity an d creates "inner peace.•
Zhenjiu (acu-moxibustion,
acupuncture-moxibustion
therapy, chen-chiou
therapy, China zhenjiuology,
zhenjiulogical therapy): Combination of acupuncture and
moxibustion (also called moxibustion therapy). "Jiu" means
moxibustion in Chinese. In traditional Chinese medicine,
"moxibustion" refers broadly to the placementofhot objects ,
or the burning of objects, on acupoints. This allegedly support s yang, the masculin e cosmic principle.

In my view, the meta-manifestations of alternative
healthcare are: "spiritual healing" (e.g., yoga and ayurveda),
"natural healing" (e.g., naturopathy and homeopathy),
and "h a nds -on healing"
(e.g., acupressure
and
reflexology). By "meta-manifestations," I mean broadest
aspects, or thematic forms. These meta-manifestations
create a mirage of a multisystem that is: (1) "spiritual"
(a buzzword for "supportive of religious beliefs"), (2)
"natural" (read "safe and not altogether unpleasant;
nontechnological
or low-tech"), and (3) "hands-on"
(read "down-home, nontechnological").

"Spiritual

Healing":

Death Be Not Fatal

"Spiritual healing" comprises health-centered systems
and methods that affirm the idea of "life after death"
and borrow conspicuously from religious traditions .
However, the term has divergent meanings . For example, it may refer to faith healing or to spirit healing.
"Faith healing" usually means any form of religious
"healing" wherein a "specialist" (typically a member of
clergy) petitions God in the presence of the patient.
Unbelievers purportedly risk watering down the healing process. Spirit healing is a form of channeling
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whose advocates claim that healing is the work of
divine power or of deceased doctors who have not let
death stand in the way of their practice. As a metamanifestation, "spiritual healing" is based on four assump tions: (1) that the ultimate source of healing is supernatural; (2) that this source is usable dire ctly by the ill
person , through other persons, and/or through intermediary supernatural entities; (3) that death indicates the
beginning of a transition either to an afterworld or to
another incarnation; and (4) that all human beings are
paranormally or supernaturally interconnected. Spiritual
approaches include angelic healing, anthroposophical
medicine, ayurveda, the Edgar Cayce tradition, Christian
evangelical healing, Christian Science, exorcism,
macrobiotics, shamanism, Sufi healing, and Tibetan
medicine.
"Spiritual healing" posits and emphasizes a
bright aspect of illness and thus often provides comfort
in the form of unrealistic hope. The "spiritual healer"
who focuses this hope on "cleansing, " "spiritual reclamation ," and "life after death" may claim that healing
occurred even if the patient died from the "blessed"
and "transformative" illness. Illustrative of th is cla im is
the bumper-sticker message: "Real success is ending
up in heaven." Death bed sentimentality and claims of
postmortem effects beneficial to the patient are outrageous "consolation prizes." "Spiritual healing" traffics
in the false hope of everlasting life and the fear of
personal nonexistence, feeding into an d feeding on
scientific illiteracy and a climate of "pro-paranormal"
credulity.

"Natural Healing": Not Necessarily Naturalistic
In an article in the March/ April 1993 issue of Newlife,
ayurvedist Deepak Chopra, M.D., stated :
Nature is self-sustaining, once we ceas e to int erfer e. The same pulsation of life flows through th e
entire world, emanating from the gods or God. That
unimaginable force created the galaxi es and at the
same time preserves the most fragile mount ain flower .

"Natural healers" and their sympathizers have
romanticized nature out of reality and into "supernature ."
"Natural healing" is a catchall for health-centered systems
and methods purportedly based on "natural laws" (actually
traditional beliefs) . The multiformity of "natural healing"
affords a "safe house" to supernaturalistic system s and
methods, including: absent healing, acupuncture and
acupressure, aikido, anthroposophy, applied kinesiology,
Aston-patterning®, astrology, ayurveda, bioenergetics, the
Edgar Cayce approach , the charismatic movement, fundamentalist chiropractic, Christian Science, cranial osteopathy, dianetics, exorcism, hydropathy and kneipping,
iridology, jin shin do® bodymind acupressure™, jin shin
jyutsu ®, Jungian psychology, the laying on of hands,
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lomi -lomi (also called lomi), macrobiotics, mesmerism,
nature cure, naturopathy, orgonomic medicine, past-life
therapy, polarity therapy, primal therapy, psychic healing,
radiesthesia and radionics , reflexology, reiki, rolfing ®,
shamanism , tai chi, therapeutic touch, Touch for Health,
transcendental meditation ® (fM®), yoga, and "vibrational
medicine" ("vibrational healing"). Vibrational medicine
includes aromatherapy, chakra therapy, color therapy, crystal
therapy, flower essence therapy, gem therapy, homeopathy,
psychic surgery, and toning (a form of music therapy).
Scientists define natural laws as descriptions
(explanations) of relationships between objects, events,
and forces based on meticulous observation and precise reasoning-for
example, the law of gravity. Such
relationships are not inherently directive: they do not
ordain human behaviors. Advocates of alternative
healthcare, however, use the term "natural laws" to
connote a morality of nature. (Many theists hold that
the word "law" implies the existence of a lawgiver.)
In a letter to me dated June 14, 1994, the manager of the Committees on Publication of The First
Church of Christ, Scientist stated: "We do not consider
healing through scientific prayer to be 'supernatural.'
Because Christian Science is based on the Bible and
the teachings of Christ Jesus, we believe th at this
method of 'healthcare' is divinely natural."
The mainstays of "natural healing" are wishful
thinking, superstition, unscientific empiricism, guess work, and enmity toward scientific healthcare. Rituals
and proselytism communicate its "spiritual" basis.

"Hands-On Healing": Touch and Go
Bodywork-the
term is generally interchangeable with
"hands-on healing" and "hands-on health "-involves
touching, manipulating, and/ or exercising the body .
Man y types of bodywork supposedly also involve adjusting
th e body's "energy field" or removing blockages to
"e n ergy." Bodywork encompasses massage therapy, bodycent ered psychotherapy
(also called body-oriented
psychotherapy, body psychotherapy, direct body-contact
psychotherapy, and humanistic body psychotherapy), and
touch therapy. "Touch therapy" and "touch healing" are
generic terms for the laying on of hands and its variants,
including MariEL , OMEGA, reiki, and therapeutic touch .
Energy field work overlaps with bodywork. Supernaturalistic forms of bodywork include actualism bodywork, acupuncture , acu-yoga, AMMA therapy®, aromatherapy,
Bindegewebsrnassage,biodynamic massage, bioenergetics,
body harmony, bodywork tantra, chinei tsang,fundamentalist
chiropractic, core energeti cs, craniosacral therapy, do-in,
Esalen massage, the hakomi method, hatha yoga, Hawaiian
temple bodywork, healing light kung fu, holotropic
br eathwork™, jin shin do ®, jin shin jyutsu®, kum nye,
life impressions bodywork , Iomi-lomi, manual organ
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stimulation therapy (MOST), manna therapy, the metamorphic technique, moxibustion, Ohashiatsu®, ortho-bionomy™,
phoenix® rising yoga therapy, polarity balancing, the
radiance technique®, Radix, rebirthing, reflexology,
Reichian massage, reiki, rolfing®, the Rubenfeld synergy®
method, shiatsu, sotai, Tibetan pulsing , Touch for
Health, Trager psychophysical integration®, and Chinese
Qigong massage-including amma, tui na (faoist healing
acupressure), and dian xue.

The Bottom Line
Practitioners of alternative hea lthcare do not conform to
current scientific standards. Many pay lip service to
science, but some of these hypocrites-and
many proponents who forthrightly pooh-pooh science-talk
up
religion, spiritualism, or occultism as indispensable to
the practice of medicine. Such systems, on the contrary,
contribute nothing to sane healthcare .

BRIEFS
Linus Pauling (1901-1994).
Linus Carl Pauling ,
Ph.D., died of cancer on August 19. Dr. Pauling won
the Nobel Prize for chemistry in 1954, for his research
on the nature of the chemical bond, and the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1962. His books include Vitamin C and
the Common Cold (1970), Vitamin C and Cancer (1979),
and How to Live Longer and Feel Better (1986). Pauling,
who reportedly ingested well over ten grams of vitamin
C daily, proposed that massive doses of the nutrient
could prevent the common cold and might benefit
cancer patients. Research has not borne out these
ideas . In Vitamin C and the Common Cold, he attacked
the health food industry for jargonizing and thereby
misleading consumers. Later, however, he soured toward similar critics after they criticized him, and he
became one of the health food industry's standardbearers .
Pauling's wife died of stomach cancer. In the
May 1985 issue of this newsletter.James Lowell, Ph .D.,
conveyed the observations of Arthur B. Robinson,
Ph.D ., a former Pauling collaborator: Pauling had
claimed that, be·cause he and his wife took ten grams of
vitamin C daily, they never had colds. Actually, Pauling
had come down with the cold "frequently." Pauling had
also claimed that his wife had stopped taking vitamin C
by the time of her cancer diagnosis. Actually, she had
taken teaspoonfuls with orange juice regularly .
GNC expands. General Nutrition Companies, Inc. ,
has paid $62 million to acquire the 204 stores operated
by Nature Food Centres, previously the nation's secondlargest chain of health food stores . About sixty-five
percent of the stores will assume the GNC name. GNCI
predicts that by the end of the year, it will operate 2,100
stores (about twenty-five percent of all U.S. health food
stores).
GNC penalized $2.4 million. The Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) has reached a consent agreement
under which General Nutrition Corporation would pay
$2.4 million to settle charges that it had falsely advertised 41 products, most of which had been packaged by
other manufacturers. Many of the products were phony
ergogenic aids .

Mail-order weight-loss scheme attacked. The Vermont
Attorney General has filed a consumer fraud lawsuit against
Lowensen International Inc., a Canadian company doing
business as the "National Medical Research Institute" (reportedly in Swanton, Vermont) . The lawsuit alleges that
Lowensen had disseminated promotional matter throughout the United States with weight-loss claims endorsed by
"Dr. Alan Lacey, M.D."-the pen name of a nonphysician.
The promotional matter claimed that Panderyl capsules
"normalized dietary thermogenesis" and had enabled one
user to shed 35 pounds in six weeks "while eating normally."
New FTC guidelines for health claims. The 28-page
"Enforcement Policy Statement for Food Advertising"
provides guidelines for labeling similar to those of the
FDA. The FTC will disallow health claims not supported by "significant scientific agreement."
BST report. An excellent 18-page report on "The Efficacy,
Safety and Benefits of Bovine Somatotropin and Porcine
Somatotropin" is available for $3 .85 from the American
Council on Science and Hea lt h, 1995 Broadway, 2nd
Floor, New York, NY 10023 .

NEW ANTIQUACKERY

BOOK

The Vitamin Pushers: How the Health Food Industry
Is Selling America a Bill of Goodsis an investigative
report that convincingly portrays the health food
industry as a form of organized crime. Written by
Stephen Barrett, M.D., and Victor Herbert, M.D.,
J .D., the 548-page book covers propaganda techniques, "nutrition insurance," "stress vitamins,"
the pharmacy connection, so-called ergogenic aids,
dubious diagnostic methods, fad diagnoses, nutrition cultism, the endless parade of gurus, the multilevel-marketing mirage , "chiropractic nutrition,"
homeopathic fakery, nutrition and the media, "vitamin
wars," and compan ies that have marketed illegally.
It includes a glossary of supplements and health
foods. A hundred illustrations bring home the
industry's marketing tactics . Copies are available
to readers of Nutrition Forum at the reduced prices
of $26.00 (U.S.) and $28.30 (Canada). (Regular
prices are $29 and $31 respectively.) Order from:
LVCAHF Books, P.O. Box 1747, Allentown, PA 18105.
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QUESTIONABLE HER_BALPR_OOUCTS
Varro

E. Tyler

Americans are bombarded almost daily with propapackage is probably a misspelling) . The generic name of
ganda concerning the alleged effectiveness of certain herbal
safflower is misspelled . There is no substantial clinical evidence to support the effectiveness of any of the formula's
preparations-"cures" for everything from AIDS to cancer.
identifiable ingredients as hair regrowth stimulants. Even if
Thinking persons must often wonder how much herbalproduct "information" is factual and how much is promothere were, the action of this preparation would be uncertain
tional hyperbole. Many such preparations may be sold legally
because the quantities of the constituents are not declared.
as dietary supplements (foods) in the United States as long
This is a common shortcoming with herbal products .
Without specific information on the
as no indications of therapeutic use apquantities of component herbs, it is
pear on the package label or in accomimpossible to state with certainty
panying literature. Some manufacturwhether the herbs will have any theraers circumvent this restriction by pointpeutic effect. This preparation is espeing to claims made in literature not dicially suspect because the stated names
rectly associated with the "supplement."
of two of the ingredients are taken
Moreover , there are no enforced stanAs reported in the N.Y. Times 1/26/88
from the homeopathic literature (e.g.,
dards of quality for such products sold
Dr. Zhao Zhangguang, Chinese
"Aralia Quinquefolia" instead of Panax
in the United States. Consequently, the
farmer and traditional "Barcf oor
quinquefolius).This raises the question
actual contents of the preparation may
Doc ror," developed a formula of
8 medicinal herb s that creared
of whether at least some of the ingredidiffer from the listed contents. Below I
thicker, fuller and healthier hair
.:,
on men with thinning hair.
ents are present in minute amounts.
discuss some of the products about
Reporter sent to investigate rumors
which readers have inquired.
"He came to sec mc,"Dr. Zhao said. "Of course ·

No Male-Pattern
Baldness in
Zhejiang, China

Putting on Hairs?
Question: Does 101 Formula, manufactured in Beijing by the Zhangguang
Pilatory General Factory, really cure
baldness? The package insert suggests that it can turn Kojaks into
young Beatles. [Editor's note: I
bought a bottle of "101" in Beijing in
September and mailed the box and
insert to Dr. Tyler.-].R.]
Response: This "Hair Regrowth
Liniment" consists of an extract of
nine herbs in aqueous alcohol: angelica, astragalus, ginger, ginseng,
hickory nuts, lavage, safflower, sage,
and an ingredient that could not be
identified (its English name on the

he didn't believe any,hing." The reporter from
Hangzhou, happened to be suffering from thinning
hair. "J gavt him some of my formul a and after
abou t 3 months he began to see hair."
Word spilled out of China . IOI FORMULA
was so popular in Japan , travel agencies organized
trips to China so men could order the product.
A famous Japane se pop-singer said on the radio
that" IOI worked wonders" on his head.

101 FORMULA wins wor1d acclaim
The King of Belgium issued the 10;, award to
101 FORMULA at the Brussels Eurcaka World
Fair in 1987. Other laurel s include the Indu strial
& Commercial Golden Cup in Pari s and in I 989
the Oscar Top Prize at the 16th New Science &
Tech Exposition in Geneva.

Another Wrinkle?
Question: Kombucha, or tea fungus, is
said to eliminate wrinkles, prevent cancer , lower cholesterol, help with allergies, stop infectious diarrhea, recolor
gray hair, and do many other wonderful
things . Could you direct me to unbiased
information about it?

Introducing 101 A
Dr. Zhao has now improved JOI FORMULA.

The new IOI A scored a B4%effective rate in test
conducted on 395 men. It also rated 95% effective
in controlling hair loss.* IOI A is now available
in the U.S. Cos t is $89 for a 2 months supp ly
and includes , hipping and handling. Send your
check or money order 10 Stevens JOI lnt'I, 444
Brickell Ave., #SIG, Miami, FL 33 13 1.
30 day m o ney bad, guawantec

Ad in the December 1991
issue of Longevity
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Response: A beverage native to Asia,
kombucha became popular in Russia,
and from there its use spread to Western Europe and the United States. It is
prepared by inoculating sweetened
black tea with a complex mixture of
yeasts and bacteria, sometimes referred
to collectively as Manchurian mushroom. In addition to small amounts of
alcohol, the drink usually contains about
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3% of acetic acid and additional
quantities of gluconic, lactic, tarThe Origi n al Rene Caisse
taric, and other plant acids. Also
Health Enhancing
usually present are such compounds
Herbal Remedy
as invertase, amylase, and a proAcc laim ed Sin ce 1922
teolytic enzyme.
Inquiries invited from:
Unfortunately,
reliable
• Fine Hea lth Food Stor es
scientific and clinical studies of
Organic .,
• Hea lth Care Pra ctiti one rs
kombucha apparently have not
Non-toxic ,
• Selec ted Pharm acies
Rene Caisse
Drug Free
been published-not
in the En1888-1978
For information contact:
glish-language literature, at least.
EsSIA c® International
Ott awa, Ont. . Canada
Unbiased printed information is,
Te
l: (613) 820-93 11
therefore, not readily available.
Fax: (6 13) 820-8455
Nearly all of the evidence for the
BEWARE of Counterfeits
Resperin Corp. © Copyr ight 1994
efficacy of kombucha is anecdotal,
consisting of testimonials from paAd in the November/December
1994 issue of
tients and physicians who found it
Natural
Health
useful in treating various diseases
or syndromes. Recent studies have
shown that placebos work about 35%of the time and that up
action because : (1) it had not received data proving the
alleged effectiveness of such products, and (2) use of such
to 7CfJJ
of patients claim relief from treatments known to be
products might delay proper medical treatment. In view of
ineffective. In light of these findings, it is obvious that little
confidence should be placed in anecdotal information.
this, I think it strange that Life Force Laboratories, of Marina
As a refreshing drink, kombucha probably has
Del Rey, California, says in their brochure that Prostatawill
merit, but it would be unwise to expect more . It may not be
"protect or restore the health of the prostate gland."
Prostata conta ins pygeum, ginseng, horsetail,
in the best interests of consumers to ingest habitually a
hydrangea, saw palmetto, and zinc . The product literature
drink containing large amounts of plant acids.
does not make known the amounts of these ingredients. Both
pygeum and saw palmetto, if they are present in therapeutic
Pine Solution?
quantities, are probably effective for BPH. Such efficacy is
supported by numerous clinical trials carried out in several
Question: I am looking for information on the herb
European countries. There is no reliable evidence that the
Pycnogenol. Does it really help to lower high bllood presother ingredients are either effective for BPH or harmful.
sure and relieve arthritic pain?
Finally, in one clinical study, 13%ofthepatientsgivenpygeum
developed gastric symptoms.
Response: Commercial Pycnogenol is not an herb but a
concentrate of 85%oligomeric proanthocyanidins extracted
Cancer Remedy?
from the bark of Pinus pin asterSoland. growing imFrance.
Here it is marketed by M.W. International, Inc., of Hillside,
Question: Literature on Essiac® tea, an herbal formula that
New Jersey. The proanthocyanidins (a type ofbioJaavonoid)
originated in Canada, describes it as a "beneficial treatment
in Pycnogenol are active free-radical scavengers. Because
for cancer." What is your opinion?
of their collagen-protecting properties, they are thought to
have some favorable effects, including lessening of capilResponse: Essiac consists of burdock root, Turkish rhulary fragility and improvement of peripheral circulation .
barb, slippery elm, and cress in quantities undisclosed on the
However, substantial clinical evidence to support the use of
label. None of these ingredients has been clinically proven to
Pycnogenol for hypertension or arthritic pain is lacking.
be of value in the treatment of can cer. Rhubarb, if it is present
in a therapeutic amount , would act as a laxative.
OTC Cure for BPH?

ffissIAC,

Question: My husband responded to an advertisement
and received the attached brochure about Prostata.What
do you think about the product?
Response: In 1990, the FDA banned the sale in the U.S. of
all over-the-counter products for treating benign prostatic
hypertrophy (BPH) . The agency said it had taken this

Nutrition Forum (ISSN 0748-8165), © 1994, is published
bimonthly by Prometheus Boo k s, Journals Division.
Subscriptions for individuals in the United States and
Canada cost$35 for one year (six issues), payable to Prometheus
Books, Journals Division, at 59 John Glenn Drive, Amherst,
New York 14228-2197. Multireader (e.g ., institutional) and
overseas (airmail) subscriptions cost $50 for one year.
Manuscripts and all editorial correspondence should be
directed to: Jack Raso, P.O. Box 740045, Rego Park, N.Y. 11374.
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In 1983, Food and Drug Canada examined case
repor ts submitted on 87 cancer patients who had used
the product. Of these , 78 showed no ben e fit, four saw
worsening cancer, and two had die d . Three patients
had stabilized , but they had also received conventional
can ce r therapy . After this review, the Pr eclinical New
Drug Submission for Essiac was revoked. A year later,
the U.S . National Cancer Institute studied Essiac and
conclud e d that it was ineffective against tumors . Still,
it is sold as food in both the United States and Canada .

"Unnatural" (and Unspecified)

Cond itions

Question: Km, manufactured by Mato! Botanical International, purportedly will "enable your body to rid itself of
many unnatural conditions." What are these conditions?
Response: The conditions are not specified in print, and the
label does not make known the amounts of the 14 herbs that
Km contains. So it is impossible to determine whether any of
them is present in a therapeutic amount. If cascara and
dandelion root are present in therapeutic quantities, the
preparation would act as a laxative . The promotional
literature states that the 585
mg. of potassium in one serving
is equivalent to that found in
one banana. Small amounts of
calcium, iron, and iodine are
also present. Available informa t ion compels us to conclude that Km is principally a
potassium supplement.
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youth and a slimmer, healthier body ." Have you any
idea what these herbs can do? Is the product effectiv e
against obesity?

Response: "Epitonin" is a fanciful name for ephedra,
the Chinese herb containing ephedrine . "Weidewinde"
is a misspelling of "Weidenrinde, " the German name
for willow bark. "Fucus vesiculosis" is the scientific
name of a brown alga that yields kelp products. Because
ingredient quantities are not disclosed, it is impossible
to determine whether the product has any significant
physiologic effects .
Some people have advocated the use of kelp to
control obesity, but probably only an iodine deficiency would
warrant such use. Willow bark contains salicin, a compound
converted to salicylic acid in the body. It might act as an
analgesic but would not effect weight loss . Ephedra might
produce a short-term decrease in appetite, but there is no
substantial clinical evidence that it is a safe or effective
facilitator of weight loss in the obese. In any case, it is a
central nervous system stimulant and increases blood
pressure and heart rate . Such side effects make the
indiscriminate use of ephedra products highly inadvisable .

Editor's note: For further information on Km and Mato!,
see my article in the September/Oc tober 1991 issue of NF or
Chapter 10 ofMysticalDiets.-J.R.

"Rite" for Obesity?
Question: I received an advertisement for Lite & Rite, a 100%
herbal product that contains
epitonin , weidewinde, and fucus
vesiculosis. The manufacturer
claims that it is "a virtual elixir
that produces unbounded energy, a feeling and appearance of

Jack Raso in Beijing herbal apothecary,
September
1994.
The drawers in the background
contain herbs. The store's
prepackaged
offerings included Growth Granule and
Oolong An tl-Obeslty
Tea.
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Many other herbal products on the American market are alleged to induce weight loss. None has been found
by the FDA to be effective for this purpose. Most such
products contain diuretics and laxatives; together, these
cause losses of water and fecal matter and, thus, a superficial,

The Nitty-Gritty
A Review

temporary loss of weight Herbs are poor remedies for obesity.
Varro E, Tyler, Ph .D., Sc.D., is professor of pharmacognosy at Purdue
University and author of TheHonestHerbal: A Semibk Guideto theUseof
Herbsalld RelatedRemedies/ThirdEditio1t(1993). Copies are obtainable for
$22 postpaid from LVCAHF Books, P.O . Box 1747, Allentown, PA 18105.

of Nutritional
of The Vitamin

Health

Fraud

Pushers

Jack Raso
Stephen Barrett, M.D., and Victor Herbert, M.D.,
J .D., are standouts in the anti-health-fraud movement, probably the most knowledgeable and effective critics of alternative medicine in the country. Their latest joint literary effort
is The Vitamin Pushers:How the ''HealthFood»Industry is
SellingAmerica a Bill of Goods(Prometheus Books, 1994).
Three books were pivotal during my bumpy conversion from manic pill-popping to nutrition skepticism in the
1980s: (1) Nutrition Cultism: Facts and Fictions, by Dr.
Herbert; (2) the second edition of TheHealthRobbers(1980),
edited by Dr. Barrett; and (3) The New Nuts Among the
Berries (1977), by Ronald Deutsch. Also helpful were John
Fried's The Vitamin Conspiracy(1975)-PrometheusBooks
published the 1984 edition, Vitamin Politics-and Vitamins
and "Health"Foods:The GreatAmerican Hustle (1981), by
Drs. Herbert and Barrett. Nutrition Cultism stands on my
desk, a subtle daily reminder of my former credulity; for
example, regarding so-called vitamin Bis- This was the
subject of a curiosity-provoking cover story in the March 13,
1978, issue of New Yom. Above a shiny tablet, the words
"WONDER DRUG" spanned the cover.
And I believed.
Many people still seek magic bullets, pick-meups, panaceas, and sacraments in the form of food
supplements and charmingly marketed placebos. In
keeping with its complete title, The Vitamin Pushers

pertains less to supplements
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Segment of "medical poll" ad in the
November 1994 issue of Longevlty

promoters of medical irrationalism;
their training schools;
the ploys and sales tactics that promote their methods,
programs, and wares;
their run-ins with authorities; and
the exaltation of their claims and practices by the media.

This hardcover is well over five hundred pages long
and amply illustrated. Although the man in the street is its
apparent target audience, the book contains a wealth of
particulars for seasoned adversaries of health fraud. Below
I paraphrase some of the conclusions and information in the
book.

•

Free Radicals Attacking a Human Cell

of any kind than to:

A sure sign that a treatmen t is ineffective is a political
campaign to legalize it. (P. 35)
Unlike scientists and scientific practitioners, quacks
rarely criticize their own methodology or that of other
quacks. (P. 71)
In 1993, sales of books in health food stores exceeded
$130 million. (P. 80)
"Medical Poll Reveals 8 Out of 10 Doctors Take an
Antioxidant for Good Health ." Or so claims a 1994 ad
from KAL,®Inc., of Woodla nd Hills, California. The ad
cites "1992 Medical Tribune." However, Medical Tribune, a newspaper for physicians, conducted no such
survey. Its editor merely asked doctors to report their
experiences with vitamin E. Eighty percent of the responses were positive. (Pp.141-142) [Thisadisonpage
63 of the November 1994 issue of Longevityand depicts
free radicals as "out-of-control 'pac-men.'"]
"Set-N-Me-Free,"of Portlan d, Oregon, markets an "inchloss program" that allegedly slenderizes people by
"cleansing" them of "toxins that hold cellulite in place."
(P. 164)
In 1989, there was an outbreak of eosinophilia-myalgia
syndrome (EMS) among users of L-tryptophan supplements. EMS is marked by muscular pain (myalgia) and
an increase in eosinophils (a type of white blood cell).
The outbreak was due to specific manufacturing conditions at a Japanese company called Showa Denko K.K.
Although Showa Denko maintained that L-tryptophan
was being marketed as a "dietary supplement," company memos and a brochure represented it as a drug.
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Other documents revealed that, in 1998, the company
had become aware of unidentified impurities in its
L-tryptophan. Then it began using a new strain of
bacteria to produce the amino acid, a bioengineered
modification of previous strains . Showa Denko did not
inform the FDA of the impurities, did not inform the
agency of the modification, did not test the modified
product for safety in humans, and did not increase
filtration to remove the impurities (a measure that would
have slowed production). (Pp. 404-409)
I particularly enjoyed the partial account of a 1992
question-and-answer session between attorney David L.
Suggs and GNC board chairman Jerry D. Horn (pp. 410412), for example:
Suggs: Wouldn't you agree that your company shouldn't sell
pills to people to take unless the pills provide some benefit
and the pills are safe?
Hom: The latter part. We shouldn't sell pills that are not safe.
Suggs: Okay. How about the benefit part?
Hom: Th e bene fit to each individual is up to lhem. We don 't
tell them what kind of groceri es to buy in the grocery store.
Suggs: Well, you weren't selling groceries in your stores,
were you?
Hom: We were selling food. Food products.
Suggs: People weren't taking your products
purposes, were they?

Books,

for food
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Hom: I would say many of th em are . You know, like broccoli.
You might buy broccoli in pill form.

Incidentally, "GNC" stands for both General
Nutrition Corporation and General Nutrition Centers
(the stores). Today, the parent corporation is General
Nutrition Companies, Inc . (GNCI) .
In the second week of October, through CompuServe's "Holistic Health Forum," John Hammell, political
coordinator of The Life Extension Foundation, urged
"forum" members to phone Prometheus Books' toll-free
line for "free" review copies of The Vitamin Pushers,
which he described as a laughable "piece of trash ." On
Octoher 27, Michael Powers, the advertising and promotion
manager at Prometheus, told me that three callers who had
requested review copies had "invented bogus newspapers ."
However, he said he doubted that there had been a
significant number of fraudulent requests.
It is no wonder that healthcare "holists" and their
sympathizers are concerned about this book: (1) Nutritional
alternativism is the main engine of the alternative-medicine
movement, a yawning gateway to healthcare's "Emerald
City." (2) The Vitamin Pushers is the most ur>-to-dateand
comprehensive expose of nutritional alternativism. (3) It is
bound to cause cognitive dissonance in any reader who is
not a rational skeptic or true believer. In the 1980s, I was
such a reader, and I remain grateful to Ors. Barrett and
Herbert.

Lies, & Audiotape

This occasional section lists those books, audiocassettes, and other products received gratis from publishers
ordistributorsthatmeetoneorbothofthefollowingcriteria . (1)
The work or its subject matter interests me. (2)The work deals
with food, nutrition , physical fitness , and/ or alternative
healthcare-authoritatively, propagandistically, inexpertly, or
nonsensically. Comments follow most listings.-].R .
The Alexander Technique: Natural Poise for Health
By Richard Brennan. Rockport, MA:Element Inc., 1991.Softcover.
Pp. 114. Price $8.95.
My book "Alternative"Healthcare: A Comprehensiv
e Guide
dea ls almost exc lusiv e ly with supernaturalislic
and quasisupernaturalistic methods. Methods arguably on the bord erline
between quasi-supernaturalism and naturalism include aroma
behavior conditioning (ABC), firewalking, and three forms of
bodywork: the Alexander technique, Aston-patterning ®,and rolling.
Of all the modes of bodywork I experienced during the development of "Alternative"Healthcare,the Alexand er technique seemed
the most us eful, but it is also the most demanding of clients.
Brennan defines the technique as "a metho d of becoming more
aware of ourselves as we go about our everyda y activities" (p. 2).
Its focus is improvement of posture: maintaining alignment of the
head, neck, and back supposedly leads to optimal overall physical
functioning. Teachers of the technique convey it by manually
pressing on various parts of the student's body and repeatedly
uttering "directions" such as• Allow the neck to be free." I concluded
that it "may, with perseverance, improve posture." On pages 30-31,

Brennan states:• [T)he habitual way of being that so many ofus are
encouraged to fall into from a very early age is bound to affect our
physical, mental and even our spiritual well-being .... [T]he
Alexander Technique not only helps posture and coordination , it
also balances emotions and helps to bring us peace of mind.• It
might also make one excessively conscious of one's carriage.

Alternative Medicine: The Definitive Guide
Compiled by The Burton Goldberg Group. Puyallup, WA Future
Medicine Publishing™,Inc., 1993.Hardcover. Pp. 1,068. Price $59.95.
This propagandistic tome is neither definitive nor much
of a guide. Indeed, it hardly deserves to be called comprehensiv e.
Future Medicine styles itself"The Voice of Alternative Medicine."
In the prefac e, businessman Burton Goldberg states: "Conventional medicine is superb when it comes to surgery, emergency,
and trauma. But there's no question that alternative medicine
works better for just about everything else .... " The chapter titled
"Mind/Body Medicine" quotes Proverbs, prominently and without
comment. On the other hand , the book is a conversation piece, and
anti-health-fraud activists may find the recurrent "Where to Find
Help" and reco mmend ed-reading sections useful.
Alternative Medicine Yellow Pages: The Comprehensive
Guide to the New World of Health
Compiled and edited by Melinda Bonk. Puyallup, WA: Future
Medicine Publishing™, Inc., 1994. Softcover. Price $12.95.
The companion to Alternative Medicine: The Definitive
Guide, this book lists practitioners of alternative healthcare in the
U.S. and Canada. The pages do not have identifying numbers.
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American Heart Association Cookbook/Fifth Edition
By the American Heart Association•M . New York: Ballantine
Books, 1994. Softcover. Pp . 500. Price $6.99.

Ancient Inventions
By Peter James and Nick Thorpe . New York: Ballantine Books,
1994. Hardcover . Pp. 672. Price $29.95.
0 ne of the twelve chapters deals with medicine and
includes a section on acupuncture . Another deals with diet
and drugs . The authors pronounce so-called acupuncture
anesthesia one of the "crowning glories" of the revival of
acupuncture in modern China . They state , incorrectly: "It
played a crucial role in convincing Western scientists beyond
any doubt that acupuncture
works."

Choices: Realistic Alternatives in Cancer Treatment/Second
Revised Edition
By Marion Morra and Eve Potts . New York: Avon Books, 1994.
Softcover. Pp. 921. Price $15.00.
This is an excellent, comprehensive reference book.
Following a chapter on investigational (experimental) cancer
treatments is one on unproven (scientifically footless) methods.
Unproven "remedies" include: Gerson therapy (see MysticalDiets
and NF, Vol. 3, No. 2), Hoxsey treatment (see NF, Vol. 4, No. 12),
immunoaugmentative therapy (IAn, laetrile (see NF, Vol. 5, No.
5), Llvingston-Wheelertherapy, macrobiotic diets (see NF, Vol. 7,
Nos. 2 and 3), metabolic therapy (see NF, Vol. 5 No. 8) , psychic
surgery, shark cartilage treatment (see The Vitamin Pushers),and
the Simonton method (see "Alternative"Healthcare:A Comprehensive Guide). Of the 26 chapters , all except three have a questionand-answer format.

The Consumer's Good Chemical Guide: A Jargon-free
Guide to the Chemicals of Everyday Life
By John Emsley. NewYork:W.H. Freeman and Company Limited ,
1994. Hardcover . Pp . 347. Price $24.95.

Deadly Doctrine: Health, Illness, and Christian God-Talk
By Wendell W. Watters. Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books, 1992.
Hardcover. Pp. 198. Price $24.95.
Dr . Watters is Professor Emeritus in Psychiatry at
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario. His thesis, in a sound
bite, is that Christian indoctrination "may be hazardous to your
health.• The same, according to Watters, goes for Christianity as
a movement. DeadlyDoctrine is readable and insightful, but I have
a quibble: In the introduction, Watters asserts, cryptically:" ... many
of the foods we eat contain additives that are hannful to human
health in a variety of ways.• I consider this, generously, an
exaggeration.
Below are excerpts.
•

•

•

The Complete Vitamin Book
By Carl Lowe. New York: The Berkley Publishing Group , 1994.
Softcover . Pp. 310. Price $5.99.
On pages 11-14, the author relates the story of his
turnarounds regarding vitamin supplements: When he was in his
twenties and thirties , he took vitamin pills , but he later stopped. As
a health writer specializing in nutrition, Lowe believed that eating
a wide variety of fruits and vegetables, consuming meat only in
moderation, exercising reasonably, and maintaining a desirable
weight rendered vitamin supplementation a waste of money.
When he was 42 years old, he began getting chest discomfort
during his daily three-mile runs. At age 43, he underwent two
angioplasties for the same artery.
Lowe states:
Why did this heart problem happ en to me after years of
exercising, eating right, and watching my weight and
cholesterol? Aside from the fact that heart disease runs in
my family, I firmly believe that the fact that I didn't take
extra vitamins-particularly
the antioxidant vitamins C
and E and beta-carotene-influenced
the development of
my disease . ...The conventional medical wisdom claims
that my becoming a victim of heart disease at the age of
forty -three had nothing to do with vitamins . I don't believe
it, because I do know that following all of the approved
methods of preventing heart disease didn't work for me.
On page 25, he states: "The standard position that a
balanced diet will supply all the vitamins that a healthy person
needs does not adequately acknowledge the latest scientific
findings .... Since you can take vitamin supplements at levels that
certainly will do no harm, it's a smart bet to take them and try to
reap the benefits .... [T]he possible good you will be doing yourself
makes vitamins a good bet.• Although this stance is problematic,
the book is largely reliable.

•

•

•

Under the influence of a belief system that promotes ... hostility
and distrust between two "parts" [body and soul) of the indivisible whole human being, it requires almost superhuman effort
for an individual to develop any sense of unity or wholeness.
Without integration of the whole person, there can be no real
self, no self-esteem, and no self-mastery. (P. 38)
The most destructive aspect of both prayer and [mystical
religious) meditation is that they discourage the development
of human-to -human communication skills as well as the formation of human support groups to aid in solving those problems
that can be solved and coping adaptively with those existential
problems that cannot. (P. 70)
For Christians, guilt is a desirable feeling since it is meant to
bring people to Jesus through conversion, confession of sins,
and alms-giving .... [However,) guilt, rather than leading to
behavioral change , in fact may reinforce the maladaptive behavior patterns ....The Christian Church , the House that Guilt
Built , behaves very much like the firms that manufacture body
soaps and deodorants .. .. [T)he true Christian has been brain washed into believing that he was born wicked, that he should
suffer as Christ suffered in order to please God, and that he
should aspire to ah umanly imposs ible level of perfection .... The
church essentially makes people feel guilty for being alive ....
(Pp. 80--85)
Some of the more devastating teachings of Christianity might
play a part in the gen esis of schizophrenia and depressive
disorders . (P. 150)
Being religious is quite definitely not associated with greater
mental health when compared to a scientific , questing approach to life. (P. 157)
Many physicians are either religious themselves or are still
very much affected by the fallout from Christianity's emphasis
on the human-to-god bond over the human-to-human
bond .. .. [The I band-aid brand of medicine allows them to remain at a comfortable distance from their patients and their
human problems ... . [P)atients expect a magic pill to make
them feel better , thus enabling them to avoid confronting
de eper issues in their lives. (P. 169)

Emotional Healing with Homeopathy: A Self-Help Manual
By Peter Chappell. Rockport, MA:Element, Inc., 1994. Softcover .
Pp. 245. Price $13.95.
The book is also subtitled A Practical Guide. Chappell is
Director of Overseas Training for the London College of Classical
Homoeopathy. In Chapter Five, he outlines several "vitally important" homeopathic principl es, including the following.
Like cures )jke: A substance with specific effects in a
healthy person can cure similar symptoms in an unhealthy
person.
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Potentizatjon: The process of repeated dilution and vigorous shaking of harmful substances renders them "medically active" yet "free of side effects .•
The singleremedy: Since there is "one soul in one body,"
there is only "one core problem at any time"; therefore, only
one remedy is necessary "to create a curative action."
The whole picture: "The single remedy is select ed to
cover the whole picture of the person ....every aspect of
their personal situation, from the widest possible aspects
and issues to the smallest and oddest details ... .•
Hierarchy of symptoms: "Mind symptoms" are usually
more important than physical symptoms.
Dynamic vitality: Humans consist of a "soul energy" and
a so-called physical body in which this vibrates . The
"physical body" is actually an "energy pattern"-" 'a vibrational body of energy, vitality .• The soul "sends out messages " to the mind. These messages "activate energetic
feelings and actions of speech, movement, etc."
Direction of cure: Cures involve: (I) the soul, (2) thoughts
and feelings, and (3) physical processes. Usually, "inner
peace" is the first response to a remedy, "better ,energy"
the second, and "physical" cure the last.

The Encyclopedia of Eastern Philosophy and &eligion
By Ingrid Fischer-Schreiber, Franz-Karl Ehrhard, Kurt Friedrichs,
and Michael Diener. Boston: Shambhala Publications, Inc., 1989.
Softcover. Pp. 468. Price $22.50.
The authors state in the introduction that their work
"ventures into an area where, as far as the presentation of the
material to Western readers is concerned, no fixed standards of
form or content have yet been achieved-and
indeed, perhaps
none can be set• Headwords range from alternativist standbys-such as asana , ayurveda , chakra, ch'i, ch'i-kung , maharishi, mantra, meditation, and yoga-to the subtler concepts of alternative
healthcare-e.g., akasha ,Brahman, do,guna, kundali :ni, mandala,
mindfulness, nadi, nirvana , samadhi, and satori . Symbols for the
doctrines that are the book's subject matter-Buddhism,
Hinduism, Taoism , and Zen-correspondingly
precede thie definitions
of terms that have different doctrinal meanings. For example , the
word "samadhi" has one meaning in Hinduism and anoth er in
Buddhism and Zen; the two definitions are separate (preceded by
symbols) , but they share one heading.
In the introduction, the authors seem advocates of mysticism . I imagine that believers will find this book supportive of
their faith and that those critics of supernaturalistic "healing" who
are sticklers for detail will find it enlightening .
The Hruvest Collection: A Vegetarian Cookbook for All
Seasons
By Gardner Merchant. Garden City Park, NY: Avery Publishing
Group, 1994. Softcover. Pp. 106. Price $12.95.
This oversize book is attractive and welll organized.
Each main recipe has an illustrative color photo and does not
exceed one page.
The Healing Cuisine: India's Art of Ayurvedic Cooking
By Harish ]ohari. Rochester, VT: Healing Arts Press, 1994.
Softcover. Pp. 264. Price $16.95.
Health Risks of Weight Loss
By Frances M. Berg. Hettinger, ND: Healthy Weightjournal,
1994. Softcover. Pp. 193. Price $19.95.
Frances M . Berg, M.S., LN ., is editor and publish er of
Healthy Weight journal (formerly Obesity & Health) , an excellent
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bimonthly in its 9th year of publication that covers the gamut of
issues pertaining to human bodyweight According to the journal's
mission statement, Ms. Berg and the members of her advisory
board (including Stephen Barrett, M. D.) are "committed to exposing fraud and deception, to promoting the acceptance of a wider
range of sizes, and to encouraging healthful living.• To order the
book or to subscribe to the journal, call 1-800-633-0023.

Health Through Balance: An Introduction to Tibetan Medicine
By Yeshi Donden . Edited and translated by Jeffrey Hopkins . Cotranslated by Lobsang Rabgay and Alan Wallace. Ithaca, NY:Snow
Lion Publications, 1986. Softcover . Pp. 252. Price $14.95.
At the outset of the first chapter, the author states : "In the
Tibetan system we believe that whether we are physically healthy
or not, basically all of us are sick.•
Heinerman's Encyclopedia of Fruits, Vegetables and Herbs
By John Heinennan. Foreword by Lendon H. Smith, M.D. West
Nyack, NY: Parker Publishing Company, Inc., 1988. Softcover. Pp.
400. Price $10.95.
Hidden Treasure: Discovering the God Within
By Thomas Ehrhardt Virginia Beach, VA:.ARE . Press, 1994.
Hardcover. Pp. 118. Price $14.95.
According to the back matter, Ehrhardt "abandoned a
lifetime of atheism after undergoing a series of conversion experiences" and eventually became a minister . On page 16, he states:
"Religion originally drew its knowledge from a source far higher
than mere human thought. .. [T]he universe is the physical expression of a spiritual reality .. .. Science ... can't really tell us with certainty where the universe comes from-but religion can." If there
is treasure in this eye-catching book , it is hidden indeed . (See the
entry A Physician 's Diary , below.)
How and Why We Age
By Leonard Hayflick. New York: Ballantine Books, 1994. Hardcover. Pp. 377. Price $24.00.
Prof. Hayflick is an award-winning gerontologist and
microbiologist. His name may ring a bell because of the Hayflick
Limit-his finding that normal human embryonic fibroblasts double
in vitro 40 to 60 times (in about two years) . On page 289, Dr.
Hayflick states:
In view of the overwhelming evidence that it will postpone
disease and prolong life, why has there not been a mass
movement to adopt the caloric restriction regimen? Aside
from the fact that dietary restriction has not been proven
conclusively to work in humans, I think the answer is that,
for most people , the quality of their lives is more important than the quantity. I believe that a change in lifestyle ,
especially reducing daily caloric intake to levels of borderline hunger or near starvation, is too high a price for
most people to pay for postponing disease and achieving
greater longevity . Furthermore, we do not know what the
long-term effects of caloric restriction might be on cognition.

The Joy of Health: A Doctor's Guide to Nutrition and
Alternative Medicine
By Zoltan P Rona. St. Paul, MN : Llewellyn Publications , 1994.
Softcover . Pp. 262. Price $12.95.
Not Milk... Nut Milks! 40 of the Most Original Dairy-Free
Milk Recipes Ever!
By Candia Lea Cole. Santa Barbara, CA:.Woodbridge Press Publishing Company, 1992. Softcover. Pp. 125. Price $7.95.
On pages 15--16, the author states: "I found that I had
often naiv e ly savored fo ods in incompatible combinations
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(as many people do) and indulged in th em at times of the year
when they offered unsuitable kinds of fuel for the body's changing
needs .... As I gradually grew more in tune with the kinds of whole
foods that Nature provides in seasonal order for the body to
sustain balance and regenerate itself (versus foods that cause
imbalance and degeneration), a more loving appreciation of my
body and Nature began to take root in me." Ms . Cole is also the
author of Super Smoothies! (see below).

A Physician's Diary: Case Histories of Hope and Healing
with Edgar Cayce's and Other Natural Remedies
By Dana Myatt. Virginia Beach , VA:.ARE. Press, 1994. Softcover .
Pp. 233. Price $13.95.
The author received her N.D. (doctor of naturopathy)
degree from the National College of Naturopathic Medicine, in
Portland, Oregon. ARE. Press is the publishing arm of the Association for Research and Enlightenment, Inc. (ARE.®), the chief
disseminator of the "psychic" teachings of Edgar Cayce. For further
information on ARE. and the Edgar Cayce tradition, see my article in
the January /February 1991 issue of NF, Chapter 5 of MysticalDiets,
or Chapter 7 of "Alternative"Healthcare: A ComprehensiveGuide.

Prank Psychotherapy
By Choa Kok Sui. York Beach, ME: Samuel Weiser, Inc., 1993.
Softcover. Pp. 159. Price $14.95.
According to its cover, this book is "an invaluable contribution to the field of holistic health." Considering the field, this
may be true. Under the heading "Drawing In Ground, Air and Tree
Prana, • Sui tells would-be absorbers of "earth ki" to remove their
shoes, stating that leather and rubber shoes "reduce the drawing
in of prana by 30-50 percent• -a claim he does not reference. (For
a description of pranic psychotherapy and other supematuralistic
methods, see the previous issue of NF.)

The Singing Cure: An Introduction to Voice Movement
Therapy
By Paul Newham . Boston : Shambhala Publications , Inc ., 1994.
Softcover. Pp. 256. Price $15.00.

Staying Young: How to Prevent, Slow or Reverse More Than
60 Signs of Aging
By Tom Monte and the editors of Prevention magazine. Emmaus,
PA:.Rodale Press, Inc ., 1994. Hardcover. Pp. 342 . Price $24.95 .
Thomas J. Monte is the coauthor of Recalled by Life
(1982) and its mainly nuts-and-bolts sequel, Living WellNaturally
(1984). He is the author of The Way of Hope: Michio Kushi's AntiAIDS Program (1989). Recalled by Life and The Way of Hope are
paeans to macrobiotics. The former is dedicated "To the Lamb of
God .... • (Regarding these three books, see Mystical Diets.) On
page 314 of Staying Young, Monte and associates endorse
religious praying as an efficient way of improving health.

Super Smoothies! Taste the Nectar of Life
By Candia Lea Cole. Santa Barbara, CA:.Woodbridge Press Publishing Company, 1993. Softcover. Pp. 192. Price $11.95 .
This is principally a book of recipes for blenderized
combos, almost exclusively of various plant foods (primarily fruits).
The front matter quotes the author: •After a personal history of illhealth that was ineffectively medicated by prescription drugs,
there was nowhere else to turn for help except back to nature" (p.
11). It further states that her recipes honor "creation (the life
essence)." On page 29, Ms. Cole states: "Sometimes in our haste
to appease the appetite, the flavors on our palates all but cause us
to remember what food really is. Flavor, fiber , vitamins and
minerals , yes; but I prefer to consider food also as containing the

seeds of divine intelligence.• Ms. Cole is also the author of Not
Milk ... Nut Milks! (see above) .

Taming the Diet Dragon: Using Language and Imagery for
Weight Control and Body Transformation/Second Edition
By Constance C. Kirk. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn Publications, 1994.
Softcover . Pp. 235. Price $4.99.
In the chapter titled "Imagery : The Power Source," Dr.
Kirk describes imagery as "the most creative force innately available to human beings" (p. 81). She claims that people can learn to
"unleash the power of imagination by transforming images into
positive energy" and to use imagery to "literally change" their
phys iology "in order to ... burn fat fas ter. .. and establish a lower
biological weight naturally" (p. 82).

The 1\velve Stages of Healing: A Network Approach
Wholeness

to

By Donald M. Epstein, with Nathaniel Altman. San Rafael, CA:.Copublished by Amber-Allen Publishing and New World Library ,
1994. Softcover . Pp . 225. Price $12.95.
See the entry "Twelve stages of healing" in this issue's
"Nutrition Nonsense and Healthcare Esoterica."

Audiocassettes Received
Sacred Verses, Healing Sounds. Volume I: Commentary and
Selected Verses from The Bhagavad Gita
By Deepak Chopra . San Rafael , CA-. New World Library, 1994.
Running time: 128 min. Price $16.95.
The Bhagavad Gita is an influential Hindu poetry book of
unknown authorship composed betw een 500 and 200 B.C.E. See
NF, Vol. 11, No. 4.
Understanding
Alternative Medicine
Introduced by Peter Graves . Puyallup , WA-.Future Medicine Publishing™, Inc., 1993. Running time: approx. 94 min. No price given.
The cover states in boldface: "One out of three Americans
uses some sort of alternative medical treatment• Let me lay this myth
of pseudoval idation to rest It traces to a national telephone survey
conducted in 1991 by David M. Eisenberg , M.D., et al. and published
intheJanuary28, 1993,issueofTheNewEnglandfournalofMedicine.
Eisenberg is the primary author of Encounters with Qi: Exploring
ChineseMedicine,first published in 1985. Reportedly, one of the focal
questions to which the researchers had sought answers was: "What
is the extent of use of unconventional therapy in the United States?"
In the abstract , they stated: "One in three respondents (34 percent)
reported using at least one unconventional therapy in the past year,
and a third of these saw provid ersforunconventional therapy.• (If this
is so, only about 11 percent of the respondents visited such
practitioners .) The research ers' working definition of "unconventional therapies" was: "medical interven tions nottaughtwidely at U.S.
medical schools or generally available at U.S. hospitals." The trouble
is, they included as "unconventional": relaxation techniques,
chiropractic, massag e , commercial weight-loss programs, "lifestyle
diets,• self-help groups, biofeedback, and hypnosis . These practices
do not necessarily evoke (or correspond to) the label "alternative .• All
of them have scientific, naturalistic, or nearly naturalistic forms that
are acceptable adjuncts to standard treatment, including: autogenic
training (AT, or autogenics) and au togenic therapy (hypnot ic
relaxation techniques); orthopractic (a system involving massage);
the Pritikin program; Swedish massage; and Weight Watchers.
The researchers stated: "Relaxation techniques, chiropractic,
and massage were the unconventional therapies used most often in
1990." This did not surprise me in the least (For further details, see
Chapter 4 of my book "Alternative"
Healthcare
:A Comprehensive
Guide.)
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Nutrition

Nonsense

f:I Healthcare

This occasional section will contain: (1) brief descriptions of
mystical health-related methods I have not described elsewhere and (2) revisions of such descriptions . References are
within brackets.-/R.
Aura imaging photography (aura imaging): Variant of Kirlian
photography-the basis of Kirlian diagnosis, which supposedly
involves indirect analysis of the human "energy field" ("aura") .
Aura imaging is a purported means of reading the "true character•
of individuals. Itis promoted in the U.S. by Johannes R. Fisslinger,
the German author of Aura Visiottsand Aura ImagittgPhotography.
It "pretty much" hinges on the Aura Camera 3000 , also called the
Aura Image Camera 3000, a computer system that produces
instant photos. The "aura• colors in such photos purportedly
"reflect your emotional-psychological health and spiritual well
being ." A flyer titled "Aura Consciousness" provides examples :
"Red in the heart center may mean courage. The same red seen in
the left Ienergy I field may mean a change to a more energetic life
coming in the near future.• A black-and-white ad features alleged
photos of an aura "before and after a therapy session and healing. •
The camera is the centerpiece of the Aura Imaging System, which
includes a printout device and a video device. ["Pre-Registration
Catalog of Workshops" for the New York, November 18-20 , 1994,
Whole Life Expo, pp. 6 and 8; personal phone conversation on
November 2, 1994, with Paul, representing the Progen Company ,
in Redwood City, California ; mailing from Progen Company postmarked November 2, 1994)
Beyond Therapy"":Variant of dreamwork promoted by psychotherapist Ken Costello, M.A. "Dreamwork" refers to any syst ematic inquiry into or use of dreams for the purported purpose of
healing or self-development The premise of Beyond Therapy is
that everyone is a "Spiritual Being" with a whispering "Inner Self.•
[Display on p. 27 of the November /December issue of NewlifeI
Black Hat tantric Buddhist feng shui: Form offeng shui (see
below) promoted by Nancy SantoPietro, a psychotherapist specializing in the "psycho-spiritual healing process ." According to
her flyer,fe,sg shui "was initially used to site auspicious locations
for ancestral burial plots" in ancient Asia. Mademoiselle quotes
SantoPietro : "When your environment is aligned, your ch'i can
flow and all things are possible." The Black Hat Sect is an "esoteric"
school offeng shui that emphasizes }'7- "the powerful use of blessings." [Ad on page 86 of the October/November 1994 issue of Free
Spirit, flyer received from Nancy SantoPietro, of Brooklyn , New
York, on October 21, 1994; Mademoiselle, November 1994,p. 168)
Feng shui (pronounced "foong shway" or "fung schway"): "A
kind of 'acupuncture for spaces,"' according to Martin Wright Feng
shui is the ancient Chinese art of situating or orienting material
structures and towns to increase the inflow of "good" energy and
restrain "bad" energy . Well-being of the residents allegedly results.
The premise is that all areas, large and small, have a distinctive
"energy" that is guidable by changing the area's configuration (e.g.,
removing an ornament from an apartment, or adding one to a particular corner of a room) . No-noes include clutter, dark corners, gloomy
colors, low ceilings, and sharp, pointed objects. "Feng shui" literally
means "windwater." IGulliver'sMacrecosm,Fall 1994,pp. 16-17.This
magazine/ class schedule , also calledMacrocosmagazine,
is published
by Gulliver's Uving & Learning Center, in New York City.]
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Esoterica

Future life progression: Form of "hypnotherapy" provided by
Chet B. Snow, Ph .D., the author of Mass Dreams of the Future and
a reputed expert on Edgar Cayce (see NF, Vol. 8, No. 1). It is an
alleged means of viewing the life of a future incarnation of oneself.
To accomplish this, one must "step into" space-time. [Edition of the
syndicated newsmagazine "Sightings" broadcast twice on WNYW
(Fox) on October 9, 1994; "Pre-Registration Catalog of Workshops "
for the New York, November 18-20, 1994, Whole Life Expo, p. 13)

Holoenergetic
healing® (holoenergetics®):
Quasipsychotherapeutic form of "energy healing " christened and promoted by Leonard Laskow, M.D., author of Healittg With love
(Harper , 1992). In an interview for Yoga Journal, Laskowdescribed the first of a series of alleged revelatory experiences that
had led to his development of holoenergetics:
It was about two o'clock in the morning [a·t a meditation
retreat], and I was in deep meditation. Suddenly,there was this
incredible presence, and a voice that said, "Yourwork is to heal
withlove."As soonas I heard it,I knewthat it wastellingthe truth.
Th e following ideas underlie Laskow's method. (1) Separation is illusory . (2) Maintenance of this illusion requires "energy ." (3) Often , physical or mental illness or stress is symptomatic of such consumption of "energy." (4) Releasing oneself from
the illusion of separation liberates tremendous -energy .• (5) Healing is the gradual elimination of the illusion of separation.
Holoenergetics comprises four stages: (1) the recognition phase,
wherein the patient purportedly identifies the source of his or her
illness ; (2) the resonance phase, wherein the patient allegedly
come s to terms with the aforesaid source; (3) release, wherein the
patient suppo~edly releases the "disharmonious energetic pattern " associated with the source; and (4) the reformation phase ,
wherein , according to Laskow, the patient replaces the "dysfunctional" pattern with an image symbolizing "the positive life-force
intent.. . the energy that's aligned with the natural order and
harmony of the inherent healing process of the body."
[Flyerreceived in November 1994from Dr. Laskow's office
in Mill Valley, California; Yogajournal , March/ April 1991,pp. 43-49)
Motherhand shiatsu: Form of shiatsu whose main distinction
appears to be that the "giver" and the "receiver" are "equally
clothed" during sessions. [Adon page 67 of the October/November
1994 issue of Free Spirit]

Network spinal analysis (network chiropractic, network
chiropractic spinal analysis, Network): Distinctly vitalistic
form of chiropractic developed by Donald Epstein, D.C. It embraces the following postulates. (1) An innate or "resident• intelligence, defined as inborn wisdom, governs all human biological
proc esses through the nervous system. (2) This "intelligence"
dir ects the "life force" ("vital life energy" or "vital life force"),
which bestirs every cell. (3) Malposition of the spinal cord, nerves,
and vertebrae can cause mechanical tension that may impede the
"vital life force." (4) Mental and chemical stress can cause such
mechanical tension. (5) Removing mechanical impediments to the
"vital life force" heightens the operation of "innate intelligence"
naturally. (6) "The universe and society are intrinsically good." A
1992 Los Angeles Times article quoted Epstein: "[T)he body's
innat e intelligence will never do anything to harm the body .. ..The
body will choose when to rel ease material it doesn 't need, be it
emotionally, physically or chemically. A person may cry, shake,
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sneeze or even vomit" (See "Twelve stages of healing; below.)
[Mailing postmarked November 3, 1994, from the Association for
Network Chiropractic, in Longmont, Colorado . This mailing included: Network ChiropracticAlignment for Growth,Vol. 1, No. 4,
©1993 Innate Intelligence, Inc.; and a reprint of an article in the
April9, 1992,issue of the LosAngelesTimes,titled" A Lighter Touch.")

Open Mind™ programming (Open Mind advanced programming): Use of Open Mind™ "soundtracks; a group of musical
audiocassettes, to (for example) attract love or wealth, maximize
one's creativity, build one's self-esteem, reduce stress, take charge
of illness, overcome shyness, and expand one's "psychic powers."
The tapes reportedly contain "success affirmations.• [Superlife™,
Fall 1994, page 23. This catalog is published by Zygon International, Inc., in Redmond, Washington.)
Osteokinetics®: Nonmassage mode of bodywork involving: (1)
nonmechanical traction and (2) "palpation• of bones, purportedly
by "vital life force energy." It supposedly addresses pain, flexibility
problems, and somatizations of emotionality and "psychology."
[Display on p. 32 of November/December 1994 issue of Newlife]
Passion-for-life psychotherapy: Shamanistic method promoted
by Batya D. Winninger, M.A, C.S.W. It posits "past lives." [Ad on
page 92 of the October/November 1994 issue of Free Spirit]
Self expression therapy: "Holistic" form of "psychotherapy"
promoted by Ralph Gray, C.S.W. It purportedly involves listening
carefully to one's "true inner self," reconnecting thoughts and
feelings , "releasing" physical and emotional "blockages: and
recovering one's "authenticity." [Display on p. 30 of the November/December 1994 issue of Newlife]
Sound energetics: Invention ofHelenaReilly, MA, that purportedly
involvesanalysis of vocal "frequencies" and the use of"personalized"
tones to remove "blockages" and "negative energy patterns." [Ad
on page 57 of the October/November 1994 issue of Free Spirit)
Spirit rel easement therapy: Supposedly complemental method
developed by William Baldwin, author of Spirit Re/easement
Therapy: A Technique Manual/ Second Edition (Human Potential
Foundation Press, 1992). It is a treatment for demonization (possession), which Baldwin terms "spirit attachment" [Re•Source,
Autumn 1994, Vol. 5, No. 3, p. 33. This "resource guide" is
published by the Institute ofNoetic Sciences, in Sausalito, California I
SuperShape psychological conditioning system: Audio
subsidiary to the SuperShape permanent weight control system,
a 4-audiocassette course for weight loss , "body shaping," and

maintenance of "ideal body size." The "conditioning system"
consists of two audiocass ettes whose "soundtracks" allegedly
"implant high self-esteem and 'thin within ' mental conditioning"
into one's "inner mind.• [SuperLife™,Fall 1994, page HS.This catalog
is published by Zygon International, Inc., in Redmond, Washington.]
Thai massage: Mode of bodywork th at borrows from acupressure ,
reflexology, and "passive" yoga therapy (a variant of hatha yoga).
[Fall 1994-Spring 1995 Schedule of Events, Heartwood Institute,
Garberville, California]

Twelve stages of healing: Alleged extraordinary approach to
healing physical, mental, and spiritual ills. In 1983, the method's
"discoverer ,• chiropractor Donald M. Epstein, invented a mode of
chiropractic called network chiropractic. (Anew term for the latter
method is "network spinal analysis" ; see above. It is also called
network chiropractic spinal analysis.) Supposedly , 12 "stages of
consciousness" are common to all humanity. Nearly all ofEpstein's
stages involve both: (1) yoga- or Qigong-like exercises and (2)
declarations. For example , the first stage ("Suffering") involves
declaring : "Right now, I am helpless " and "Nothing works at this
time.• On page 19 of The Twelve Stages of Healing, Epstein states:
"The most appropriate response to Suffering is to stop thinking
about its causes.• (See this issue's "Books, Lies, & Audiotape.•)
The 7th stage involves "declaring": "Oooh," "Ahhh," and
"Whooosh." The 9th stage involves declaring, "I experience my
vital force"; and the 11th stage, "May it be on Earth as it is in
Heaven." [The Twelve Stages of Healing: A Network Approach to
Wholeness(1994); personal phone conversation on November 3,
1994, with representativ e of The Association for Network
Chiropractic, in Longmon t , Colorado; press release from New
World Library, San Rafael, California ]
UltraVit 7-day juice slimming program: "Mild fasting" program involving vegetable juice, sauerkraut juice , and dietary
supplements. By drinking only the U/traVit juices and avoiding
intake of solid foods for one week , one supposedly cleanses one's
digestive tract. Through the program, one allegedly also "selectively burn[s] up damaged and dead cell tissue" and frees amino
acids from "old cells" for recycling into healthy cells. [SuperLife™,
Fall 1994, page 60. This catalog is published by Zygon International, Inc., in Redmond, Washington.]

UN system: Form of chakra healing whereby seminar-trained
individuals purportedly access an "energy" capable of helping in,
for example : activation of the immune system, stabilization of
"planetary influences,• and terrestrial "anchoring" oflight. [Ad on
p. 65 of the October/November issue of Free Spirit]

READERS' FORUM
Doctor of Philosophy ... or Nutrition?

Dear Mr. Raso :
In the recent edition of Forum,Vol. 11, No. 3, May/June 1994,
a questionwas raised regarding availabilityof a doctoraldegree
in nutrition. A number of doctoral degrees in nutrition are
availablein the U.S. A listingofthese programs is availablefrom
severalsources, includingThe AmericanInstitute of Nutrition.
This officepublishes a listing of doctoral programs in nutrition
in the U.S. You may wish to contact: Dr. Richard G. Allison,
Ph.D.,9650RockvillePike, Bethesda, MD 20814.

Especially those doctoral programs in nutrition that
are affiliatedwith medical centers are likely to have more
clinicallyrelated programs. Most doctoral degree programs
provide options as to a dissertation versus other clinically
oriented options. These programs also provide very strong
backgroundcoursesinhealthsciences,thuspreparing graduatesto
be very effectivein the medicalsetting. This would be ideal as
academicpreparationfora strongleadershiproleinclinicaldietetics.
Eleanor A. Young, Ph.D ., R.D., L.D.
Professor, The University of Texas Health Science Center
at San Antonio
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Ms. Kirsch informed me that on January 1,
Thanks for the information. However, you
1994, CORPA became the "successor orgamay have missed the point I tried to make in
nization" to the defunct COPA She further
both the March/ April and May/June issues:
stated that CORPA "has continued the recogniIt is not that clinical RD .s lack sources of
tion process that COPA had done previously."
clinical nutrition-related doctorates; it is that
Note: Healthcare-related professional acno unmistakably nutrition -related doctorate
crediting agencies recognized by both the
(e.g., "NutritionD") is available. It is high
USDE and CORPA include: the American
time that the definition for "clinician" inDental Association, The American Dietetic
cluded clinical dietitians. I would like to see
Association, the American Medical Associainstitutions of higher learning with nutrition-related doctoral programs adopt an open- Emblem of the Chicago tion, the Association of American Medical
National College of
Colleges, the Council on Naturopathic Medidoor policy toward clinical dietitians with a
Naprapathy
cal Education, the American Osteopathic
health-related master's degree. Indeed, I
Association, the American Optometric Assowould like to see them roll out the red carpet to
ciation, the American Physical Therapy Association, the
such dietitians, in the manner of "distant learning" institutions.
American Psychological Association, and others.

"Diploma Mill Bill" -

Kentucky-Fried

Quacks?
Coming to Grips with N aprapathy

Dear Nutrition Forum:
Regarding your article "The Color of Quackery?" [NF, Vol.
11, No. 31, I would like to commend to health professionals
a solution we have found in Kentucky . In 1988 our General
Assembly passed a fraudulent degree act, also called the
diploma mill bill. This act prohibits any person from holding
himself out as a bona fide practitioner in any health profession unless his degree was issued by an institution accredited by a regional or professional accrediting age111cy
recognized by the U.S. Department of Education [USDE] or the
Council on Postsecondary Accreditation [COPA]. Any professional health group or consortium could seek this law. In
our case it was the Kentucky Dietetic Association and the
Attorney General's Health Fraud Task Force .
This bill is difficult to testify against in legislative
committees. Few persons are willing to step forward to defend
their diploma-milldegree. In our case there was no opposition.
Another benefit is that bona fide professionals who
have advertised in the [Yellow Pages] section of another
professional group have been required to remove their ads
from that section and place it in a more appropriate Yellow
Pages category. For example, a physician advertfaing himself as an expert in weight control placed his ad under
"Dietitians. "The attorney general's office informed him that
his ad must henceforth appear in a physician category. This
would also apply if a masseur/masseuse place an ad under
"Physical Therapists," etc .
Formerly, some dietitians had complained to the
Yellow Pages people about a health food store listing under
"Dietitians," but the Yellow Pages will place an ad wherever
anyone wants it, without investigation. Dietetic associations,
which have so recently attained credentials in many states,
have members educated in the legislative process. They
should take the lead in seeking this valuable legislation.
Nancy C. Tullis, RD., C.N., Louisville,. Kentucky
On October 24, I spoke with Tess Kirsch, of the Commission
on Recognition of Postsecondary Accreditation (CORPA).

Dear Mr. Raso :
I am a member of the NCAHF [National Council Against
Health Fraud] and a subscriber to Nutrition Forum....The
purpose of my writing ... is to commend you on your new
book "Alternative"Healthcare,which arrived yesterday; I
have just about finished reading it. Although I am familiar
with some of the material from Forum, I am finding much
that is new. The format allows me to have a huge amount of
information at my fingertips. This will be of value when I
lecture-with the alphabetically arranged reference material, which I can use to deal with questions about some of the
modalities with which I am less familiar ....
I would like to share with you an experience of
[seven or eight years] ago involving a "therapy" that you
didn't include in your book: naprapathy. Our high school
extension program listed a course called "Nutrition for
People on the Go" taught by a naprapath ... .I maintained my
"cool" fairly well until he claimed that Linus Pauling had
received a Nobel Prize for. .. vitamin C research! His approach seemed basically the Natural Hygiene nuttiness with
some applied kinesiology thrown in for good measure. At
one point he asked me if I was a "sugar person" ... .I responded that I do indeed ingest refined sugar. (Have you
ever noticed that, if there is one thing that all the fringe
people are psychotic about, it's sugar?) And he invited me to
participate in an experiment. First, he had me extend an arm
and told me to resist the pressure he applied. Then, when I
was able to move him away, he produced a restaurant-size
packet of sugar and told me to pour half of it under my tongue
without swallowing. To prove the weakening effect of that
evil substance, he had me extend my arm again and resist his
pressure . Naturally, he was stronger than I this time around .
Also, naturally, he changed the fulcrum .... He told tis that he
ingests forty supplements daily (where does he have room
for dinner?), that eating melons along with other types of
fruit was unhealthy ("We don't know why; it just is"), and
that he and other "alternative healers" are more interested
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in philosophy than in science ("If it seems like a good idea,
it probably works").
Since one of the world's only two "colleges" of
naprapathy is in Chicago, I am disappointed that you didn't
include the modality [in "Alternative"Healthcare].I have
been to their headquarters, a dismal, dreary old building on
Chicago's northwest side ... .I find them interesting in a
repugnant sort of way, like viewing a bad accident that you
don't want to look at but can't keep yourself from watching .
Kurt Youngmann, Highland Park, Illinois

MysticalDiets (1993) deals with naprapathy in three places.
"Alternative"Healthcare's working title was "Mystical Healing"-a term I use to refer to the vast assortment of healthrelated systems and methods that posit, or at least point to,
supernatural "phenomena." I did not describe naprapathy in
the latter book because I did not (and do not) discern
supernaturalism either in the system or in related claims.
Comments: Naprapathy is a system of bodywork
that originated with chiropractic professor Dr. Oakley G.
Smith, author of ModernizedChiropractic(1906). The 19871989catalog of the Chicago National College of Naprapathy
quotes Smith, who described his system as originally a
"reaction" to medicinal, osteopathic, and chiropractic principles. According to the 1994-95 catalog, naprapathy: (1) is
a professional healthcare system; (2) is based partly on the
principle that soft connective tissue in a state of contraction
can cause "neurovascular interference," which may cause
"circulatory congestion" and "nerve irritation"; (3) contends
that reducing this "interference" (primarily by hand) paves
the way for optimal homeostasis ; and (4) in practice, includes "noninvasive modalities" such as nutrition counseling. The 36-month program is accredited by the Council of
Colleges of the American Naprapathic Association , which is
not a nationally recognized accrediting agency. Recently,
school representatives told me that the only other school of
naprapathy in the world is in Sweden .
A flyer I received from the school in September
states : "An irregular and stressful lifestyle imposes additional 'silent' nutritional needs that the patient may not be
aware of. Your Naprapath is well qualified to assess and
advise concerning the adequacy of your nutritional intake."
Well qualified? According to the school's current catalog,
only three of the school's "degree" courses deal expressly
with nutrition: "Science of Nutrition and Diet" I and II (SND
501 and SND 601) and "Clinical Nutrition Approach to
Wellness" (NCN 603). Another course, "NaprapathicTherapeutics," includes the topic "diet and exercise counseling."
SND 501 reportedly covers the "basic principles" of human
nutrition. SND 601, a "continuation" of the former course,
reportedly emphasizes current issues in diet and nutrition.
NCN 603 covers the relationship of food and food supplements to health .
(Linus Pauling , who died of prostate cancer in August at 93, received two Nobel Prizes, both unshared: the
first for his research on how atoms coalesce into molecules,

the second for campaigning against nuclear testing. According to the September 5, 1994, issue of People,he did not
become a high school diplomate until after he had won the
Nobel Peace Prize.)

"Religious Connections": Hidden Agenda?
Dear Mr. Raso:
I have enjoyed reading Nutrition Forum for some years now
and wanted to applaud your recent issue about Ayurveda.
You very clearly and correctly identified these questionable
healing practices as rel igious in nature. I have found that
most participants in such practices are unaware of the
religious connections and that many so-called alternative
methods are based entirely on a particular religious philosophy.
As you can see by the enclosed book [TheHidden

Agenda:A Critical View of Alternative Medical Therapies].
written by my wife [registered dietitian Sharon Sneed], who
has a Ph.D. in nutrition, and myself, I have a substantial
interest in the subject. The religious connections of these
practices are by and large either ignored or unknown by the
public. It is shocking to see public institutions and even the
government be unwitting participants in what are in essence
religious rituals.
Those promoting such health cults have clearly
recognized the value ofwhat [meditation researcher] Herbert
Benson [M.D.] calls the "faith factor" in furthering their
cause . It is particularly disturbing to see large, wellrespected health organizations such as Sharp HealthCare in
San Diego embrace such practices. I spoke on this very
subject at a national Family Practice meeting in San Diego
two years ago. Afterwards I was introduced to one of the
medicaldirectorsforSharpandwediscussedChopra'sAyurvedic
scheme. From our discussion and the supporting papers I sent,
they knew very clearly what they were buying into.
While I think it possible we may differ about spiritual matters, I wholeheartedly concur that "many are pushing religion but calling it medicine ." Whether that occurs
within or [outside] of any particular religious belief is
irrelevant. ... [It is] a disservice to both science and soul. If I
can ever be of service in this area, please call.
David L. Sneed, D.O., Austin, Texas
Thanks for your vote of support and for the copy of your
book. The Hidden Agenda (Thomas Nelson Publishers,
1991) is readable, but it implicitly promotes an imagined
alliance of science and Christian ity as the superior alternative to New Age medicine and "Eastern religions." 0 would
prefer New Age eclecticism, which tends toward hedonism,
to Christianity, which tends toward masochism. I'm glad I
need not choose.) "Trouble spots" in your book include the
following. On page 4, you cite "natural foods" as a "scientifically proven beneficial technique." On page 162, you claim
that the Holy Spirit brought a naturopath to the "understanding" that New Age methods are unchristian attempts at
sorcery. On page 217, you state : "God is sovereign and can
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cure." On page 234, you describe prayer as part of the
"antidote"to doctrinally "contaminated" medical practices.
The appendix lists some twenty-eight "alternative health
care practices" and describes them partly in terms of
"spiritual concerns"--e .g., "completely unbiblical," "completely contrary to biblical warning," "a clear violation of
Biblicalwarnings," and "invites demonic influence."
You quote Scripture in several places. Doing so to
fight medical supernaturalism invites the exchange of one
set of irrational beliefs for another, or the muddling of both
sets. It is rather like pitting "vital energy" against the "vital
force."The September/October 1994Bulletin Board of the
NationalCouncilAgainst Health Fraud includes a brief with
the heading: "cHRISTIAN
MINISTRIESFIND QUACKERY
TOUGH
TO
TACKLE."
Accordingthereto, at least two Christian ministries
that have dispraisingly informed their supporters about
"New Age medicine" have more or less backed down because of financial concerns. The brief concludes: "Leaders
have expressed dismay over the stranglehold quack practitioners have on their constituencies."This did not surprise me.
Dr. Sneed, ifyou believe in demons, the HolySpirit,
and the soul, let me assure you that we differenormously on
"spiritual matters." Such beliefs-no matter what the bible
says, seems to say, or supposedly says-conduce to acceptance of vitalism and magic, key ingredients of the alternative-medicineand New Age movements. In The Supernatural, the Occult, and the Bible (Prometheus Books, 1990),
Prof. Gerald A Larue, president of the Committee for the
ScientificExamination of Religion,illustrates biblicalrecognitionofastrology, clairvoyance,levitation,magical healing,
and giants relative to whom the ancient Jews were like
insects. I also recommend DeadlyDoctrine:Health, Illness,
and Christian God-Talk (see this issue's "Books, Lies, &
Audiotape").
I wouldventure to say that blind or inhumane greed
is our mutual target, Dr. Sneed. But I have an additional
target: the organized irrationalism that lulls the desperate
and the disadvantaged, empowers the greedy, and
supernaturalizes evil.
Note: So-called Christian skeptics are the most
ardent "religious skeptics," but the primary objects of their
half-baked skepticism are New Age practices, which they
treat as corrosive to Christianity. Some Christians are pushing religion but calling it skepticism.
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weirdness" is one thing; supporting and sponsoring a program is another. Is it me who's crazy, or the rest of the ADA?
You summed it up beautifully in your article's concluding remarks:" ... the doublespeak of semi-approval:it is
one thing for practitioners to discuss questionable methods;
it is another to encourage, albeit tacitly, desperate people to
use them." The Western Colorado Dietetic Association is
inviting big problems.
Gay! Easter, Denver, Colorado
P.S. I am an RD., too. But the "body snatchers" haven't
gotten me yet!

I became aware of the November 1993"alternativenutrition"
conference when I received a flyer in the mail. I deemed it
more or less unnewsworthy and eventually decided not to
attend. I changed my mind after NF associate editor Ira
Milner, RD ., urged me to go. It seems to me that dietitians,
once notable holdouts and even pariahs to alternativists,are
increasingly coming out in favor of alternative healthcare.
Comments: Ms. Easter is the Denver Dietetic
Association'sConsumer Issues Chairperson. The title of the
prospective seminar to which she alluded is "Exploring
Controversial Therapies in Nutrition." The followinginformation derives from the flyer. The seminar has two sponsors: (1) the Western Colorado Dietetic Associationand (2)
ValleyViewHospital, in Colorado's Glenwood Springs (the
seminar site). Six CEUs "have been applied for with ADA"
The speakers total four: (1) Jackie Nielsen, M.S., RD.,
Colorado's area network coordinator for the National Council Against Health Fraud; (2) Tara Skye Goldin, a
"Naturopathic Physician"; (3) Bing Lee, an" Acupuncturist"
who graduated from the "College ofAcupuncture and Oriental Medicine in San Francisco"; and (4) Brigitte Mars, an
"Herbalist" who owns Unity Herbs, in Boulder. The title of
Mars' talk is "Herbal Nutrition and Healing." Math is not my
forte, but I count three alternativists and one critic.
On October 19, the day I received Ms. Easter's
letter, I phoned ADA, the Colorado Dietetic Association
(CDA),seminar contact Cindy Krisinger, and Ms. Easter, in
that order. I also attempted to call the "College of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine." In the officeof the Commission
on Dietetic Registration (the credentialing agency forADA),
someone who identified herself as Carla told me that the
state of Colorado is responsible for dietetic CEU approvals
for programs within the state. She further said that ADA
The Haunting
does not review Colorado programs for the state but simply
enters such approvals "into the C.E. database system." Carla
Dear Jack Raso,
referred me to the CDA.There, Beth answered the phone
and told me that the CDA "has nothing to do with" the
Thought you might be interested in this flyer I recently
Controversial Therapies seminar. She suggested that I call
received. It brings back memories of your article "Out on a
the
contact whose phone number was on the flyer. So I
Limb" [NF, Vol. 11, No. 1]. Do you suppose the ADA [The
phoned
Cindy Krisinger and asked her if any agency had
American Dietetic Association] is going to award CEUs
authorized
dietetic CEUs for the seminar. Ms. Krisinger
[continuing education units] for this program? It doesn't
stated: "We put this together kind of quick." She said that the
look like a balanced program to me.
It saddens and embarrasses me to see the profession sponsors thus had not yet applied to ADAfor CEUs, but she
of dieteticsgoing in this direction.Awareness of "alternative added that she very much expected approval. Ms. Easter
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told me that she had called the CDA that day and that a
spokeswoman had indicat ed unfamiliarity with the sem inar .
I called the directory assistance line for area code
415 to get the number of the "College of Acupuncture and
Oriental Medicine." Evidently , both the operator and a
supervisor looked for such a listing in San Francisco but did
not find even a "long shot," except for the "United Acupuncturists of California" -whose phone went unanswered.
On the following day, I phoned the American College of Traditional Chinese Medicine, in San Francisco, the
only such institution in San Francisco listed in the 19921993 HolisticHealthDirectory.Victoria answered the phone
and told me she thought that the "College of Acupuncture
and Oriental Medicine" had closed down several years ago.
Next, I turned to AlternativeMedicine: The DefinitiveGuide
(1993)-see this issue 's "Books, Lies, & Audiotape"-and
phoned the number therein for the American Association of
Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine (AAAOM), in Raleigh,
North Carolina . I contacted a management company that
used to represent AAAOM, which is in Pennsylvania. Joy
answeredAAAOM's phone and told methatAAAOM did not
have a listing for the "College of Acupuncture and Oriental
Medicine ." Then , for the third time in two days , I tried to

reach the United Acupuncturists of California, to no avail.
On October 21, Cindy Krisinger stated on my answering device that the "Controversial Therapies" conference had been "approved for six [C.E.] hours with ADA "
Incidentally, Ms . Easter and I also exchanged dim
views of NBC's "The Other Side," a paranormal-promoting
morning talk show that purports to take "an objective look at
psychic phenomena, ESP, ghosts, alternative healing, and
more." The show's name refers to "the other side of everyday existence." Recent editions of the show had focused on
near-death experiences (NDEs) and "miraculous healing"
(including vibrational medicine) . Later topics have included:
angels ("divine bodyguards"), contact with "departed loved
ones," "full moon madness," Ouija, so-called out-of-body
experiences (OBEs or OOBEs) , unearthly aliens "breeding" with humans, "theviolentworld of the poltergeist ," and
"unfriendly ghosts .. .. hauntings ." I have noticed much more
credulity (true or false) than objectivity. The host is Dr. Will
Miller, a licensed psychotherapist and Baptist minister . In
the October 22-28 issue of TV Guide, freelancer Mark
N ollinger called "reality-based programming targeting
unreality" TV's hottest trend. He quoted the executive
producer of "Sightings": "It's 20/20 meets The TwilightZone."

Loose Ends
Jack Raso
With our last issue , Nutrition Forum entered its
10th year of continuous publication. In the 1980s, NFwas my
foremost beacon of skepticism in nutritional matters, amidst
a vast swampland of disinformation and "health porn ." By
"health porn ," I mean titillating misrepresentations of opinions or limited findings as grounds for the general use or
disuse of a method, product, or substance . During the
development of this issue, I told NFs originator, Dr. Stephen
Barrett, that it would be offbeat. He responded that all of the
recent issues were offbeat.
But NF, in my view, has always been offbeat. My
twist has been to foster rational skepticism explicitly and to
explain unscientific dietary and nutritional practices in the
context of medical alternativism-my term for the movement whose goal is to undermine health science .
Below I deal with three letters from nonsubscribers
who expressed discontent with articles of mine published in
NF this year.

Further "Out on a Limb"?
In a letter dated June 14, Robert Dostis , M.S., R.D.,
and Margaret Dziadek, C.S.W., R.D., both with the Gay
Men 's Health Crisis, Inc . (GMHC), stated :
Your article, "Out on a Limb," in the January / February
1994 issue of Nutrition Forum, paints a very distort ed
pictur e of th e "Alte rn ative Nutrition Strat egies for

HIV/ AIDS" conferenc e that the Gay Men's Health Crisis
cosponsored in November 1993.. .. The purpose of
November's conference was to provide a forum for the
exch ange of ideas and experie nces in dealing with HIVrelated nutrition problems. Our aim was to open dialogue
among people with different approach es to the same
problems, without either endo rsement or dismissal, in
an atmosphere of mutual respect and openn ess ....
Despite your disparagement of much that was said
as "advocacy of unscientific empiricism," you apparently
do not object to anecdotal evidence when it's your anecdotal evidence . I refer to your efforts, described at the
end of the article, to find support for your belief that
megadoses of vitamin C could result in hypovolemic
shock. You found interest, but no scientific verification,
yet still express ed belief based on the experienc e of your
own diarrhea and one doctor's report of having witnessed one case of hypovolernic shock ....
The response of those attending has been overwhelmingly favorable , and we are proud to have
opened this door ....

Honestly, I am fed up with pleas for "open dialogue"
in regard to alternative healthcare (see this issue's "Readers '
Forum"). Carol-] ane Rand, RD., the GMH C staff nutritionist
who had designed the conference, phoned me on December
3, 1993, and claimed that the conference had had "an equal
number of proponents and critics ."The main speakers at the
conference numbered eight. I heard very few critical statements from any of these speakers regarding specific
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methods advanced at the conference : acupuncture,
antioxidant "co-therapies, " Chinese herbal medicine , and
nutrient pharmaco-therapy (the use of specific micronutrients ,
e.g ., vitamin C, in amounts at which they exhibit
pharmacologic properties) . Incidentally, the 1993 GMHC
paperback Living with AIDS: A Guide to Resourcesin New
York City/ Third Edition includes a two-page section titled
"Holistic/Alternative Therapy Services." The stated offerings
of the 19 organizations listed include: acupuncture (e.g., at
GMHC), ayurveda, hatha yoga, "holistic psychotherapy,"
homeopathy , "imagery ," "IV vitamin therapies," ozone
therapy , "polarity sessions ," re birthing, "spiritual healing, "
transcendental meditation, and "visualization ."
I have never expressed a belief that "megadoses of
vitamin C could result in hypovolemic shock." I stated:
"Despite the lack of data, exacerbation of diarrhea due to
ingestion of vitamin C seems a legitimate issue." While my
mention of my apparently vitamin C-induced diarrhea was
arguably misplaced, consider that, in making such mention,
I was not promoting a product, a private practice , a store, or
an institute . In other words, I did not (and do not) have a
vested interest in unselling vitamin C supplementation . 0
take dietary supplements , but not megadoses of vitamin C
and not regularly.)
I do not doubt that GMHC's participation in the
conference was based on good intentions . However , in my
opinion, the conference was, as a whole, a disgrace to its
sponsors and something of a disservice to HIV-infected
persons .

In a letter , I asked Mr. Crayhon to specify both the
article to which he had referred and the statements therein
that, in his opinion, evidenced a lack of nutrition knowledge .
In a two-page reply mailed later that month, Mr. Crayhon
stated: "'Your lack of nutrition knowledge shines through in
many areas , notably in your dismissal of higher doses of
vitamins as merely something that 'can have adverse effects.' " He did not specify the article to which he had
referred; and, despite his allusion to "many areas" of knowledge deficit, he specified only one instance that supposedly
demonstrates the alleged deficit.
This newsletter is not a free-for-all arena. At least
three members of the editorial board perform a prepublication
review of each article I write . Nonmembers have also participated in the review process. Way too many publications
provide a platform for true believers, irrationalists, and
exploiters of the wide-eyed. Nutrition Forum, as I see it, is
primarily a forum of and for skeptical health professionals .
In the sense that I consider claims and methods and
develop critiques for publication, I am a judge . If I merely
conveyed claims and described methods uncritically, I would
be a funnel for misinformation and disinformation. In his
reply, Mr . Crayhon stated that he considered me an executioner because (he said) I was trying to undermine the
career of a particular health professional. This was (and is)
not so; but, in any case, such an endeavor does not warrant
calling the attempter an executioner.
Finally, I sometimesuse quotation marks under the
following circumstances.
•

The Executioner's

Song?
•

In a letter dated July 5, Robert Cray hon , host of
a radio show called "The Voice of Wellness ," stated:
"Forum " com e s from the Latin, meaning th e out door meeting place where legal and political busi ness is conducted . As chief writer, publish er and
editor, [sic) your publication can hardly be consid ered an open discussion . You are jury, judg e , and
exe cutioner, with all of the scientific objectivity of a
kangaroo court. Not only is your lack of nutrition
knowledg e evident in your article, your style impli es that anything you put in quot e s is "bad." This
is "fak e " inve stigative journalism of th e worst kind .
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•
•
•

I don't know the meaning (or intended meaning) of
a term.
A term refers to something ill-defined, or the
existence of the referent is unproven, unlikely,
or untestable .
A phrase or statement is ambiguous, outlandish, or
incomprehensible.
A designation is (1) ambiguous, (2) misleading, or
(3) both nonstandard and self-applied .
Without quotation marks, a term would lend
unmerited credibility to a method, system , or
product.
Case closed?

BRIEFS
Cranbeny juice against Ufl. In a double-blind trial, elderly
women who drank cranberry juice daily over a six-month period
had lower bacterial counts and a lower incidence of urinary tract
infection UAMA271:751-754,1994]. The benefits apparently
are unrelated to changes in the acidity ofurine. (The median pH
ofthe cranberry juice group was higher than that of the placebo
group.) The authors cautioned that further research is necessary to determine whether these findings are useful to the
prevention or treatment of urinary tract infections. Reprints are
obtainable from:Jerry Avom, M.D ., Program for the Analysis of

Clinical Strategies, Brigham and Women's Hospital, 221
Longwood Ave., Boston, MA 02115.

Free sample. Readers have phoned to inquire about TheDiet
Busine$$Bulletin, the quarterly newsletter cited in the brief
on Susan Powter [NF, Vol. 11, No. 1]. To obtain a free sample
oftheBulletin, edited and published by John S. LaRosa,
call (516) 791-6579. Mr. LaRosa is president
of
Marketdata Enterprises, Inc., which offers diet industry-related
mailing lists, market research reports, and custom research.
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FfC trims Cybergenics. L&S Research and its founder
and CEO Scott Chinery have agreed to pay $1.45 million to
settle charges that they made numerous false and unsubstantiated claims in the advertising and sale of Cybergenics

Total Body Building System, Cybergenicsfor Hard Gainers,
Cybertrim,Quicktrim, and Mega-Fat Burner Tablet (also
called SuperFat-LossTablet).The ITC had also charged that
"before-and-after" photos used in the ads were deceptive
because they did not reflect the typical or usual experience
of users. The consent agreement prohibits claims that use of
these or similar products can cause more muscle gain or fat
loss than nonuse, unless there is reliable scientific evidence
to support such an assertion. The agreement also bans
unsubstantiated claims that the inclusion of chromium
picolinate in a product or program can cause musclebuilding, weight loss, or a reduction in blood cholesterol.

"Hatch bill" enacted. On October 25, President Clinton
signed the Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act of
1994 (OSHEA), whose spearhead was Republican Utah
senator Orrin Hatch. The law impairs the FDA's ability to
regulate the supplement industry . For example, in matters
of safety, the agency now has the burden of proof. OSHEA
also charges the FDA with developing label standards specific to dietary supplements before 1997, and the Secretary
of Health and Human Services with establishing an Office of
Dietary Supplements with in the National Institutes of Health.
Dr. Stephen Barrett will explore relevant questions in the
next issue of NF.
Health-fraud opponents petition FDA. Forty-two critics
of quackery and pseudoscience have jointly asked the Food
and Drug Administration: (1) to require that all over-thecounter "homeopathic drugs meet the same standards of
safety and effectiveness as nonhomeopathic OTC drugs "
and (2) to issue a warning to the effect that the FDA does not
recognize homeopathic "remedies" as effective. (See the
entry Emotional Healing with Homoeopathy: A Self-Help
Manual in this issue's "Books, Lies, & Audiotape .")
Hypnotists restrained. The Oregon Attorney General has
obtained consent agreements halting schemes by two
hypnotists who had promised high success rates for weight
reduction and smoking cessation. Bob Dean had claimed in
ads that women who attend his seminars typically reduce
their dress size and that men would reduce their waists
by 2-3 inches in only four weeks. Those who attended his
"free" seminar were told that weight-loss success required
buying a series of tapes and following a stringent diet and
lifetime maintenance rules . Bobbie Lee Chaffin, operating
under the names Roberto Di Silva and Doctor Michael
LaSalle,claimed a 96%success rate that was unsubstantiated.
Dean was assessed $500 and ordered to comply with refund
requests from any Oregonian who had purchased tapes
during the previous two years. Chaffin was assessed $2,400.
Neither is permitted to continue doing business in Oregon.

Lieberman's name absent from CBNS mailing. A
mailing received in October from the Certification Board for
Nutrition Specialists (CBNS), source of the credential styled
C.N .S. (Certified Nutrition Specialist), lists Penelope
Edwards, M.P.H., C.N .S., as secretary. A mailing dated Fall
1993had listed Shari Lieberman, Ph.D., C.N.S.,assecretary.
(Lieberman was the subject of two NF articles this
year.) In the 1994 cover letter, CBNS president Stanley
Wallach, M.D., stated that CBNS had grandfathered
more than four hundred nutrition professionals into
Certified Nutrition Specialists. He further stated: "The
C.N .S. credential is the result of several years of study by a
committee convened by the American College of Nutrition.
Once it was decided to create this credential, the committee
was incorporated separately. It is now independent of any
existing board or professional society."
Nutrition Forum gets new publisher. Prometheus Books
Publishers, Inc., Journals Division, has replaced the partnership of Jack Raso and David Xu as publisher of NF, which is
in its tenth year ofcontinuous publication. Paul Kurtz, Ph .D.,
founded Prometheus in 1969. It is the world's preeminent
publisher of books on freethinking and skepticism. Its Consumer Health Library® includes A Consumer's Guide to
"AlternativeMedicine,"Examining Holistic Medicine, The
Faith Healers, The Health Robbers, Vitamin Politics, The
Vitamin Pushers(see review in this issue), and Jack Raso's
MysticalDiets and ''Alternative"Healthcare:A Comprehensive Guide. (To order any of these books or to request a
catalog, call 1-800-421-0351.)The Journals Division is responsible for printing, mailing, and marketing NF, while
Jack Raso continues to function as editor in chief and "desktop publisher ." (Associate editor David Xu has commenced
employment with General Media Publishing Group, which
publish es Longevity, Omni, and Penthouse.)

Sara Lee sees the "lite"? Sara Lee Corporation has agreed
to pay $130,000 to settle charges brought by 13 state attorney generals . The company had designated several of its
sausage products "lite" or "light" despite the products' high
fatcontent. (Forexample,over76%ofthecaloriesinHillshire
Farm's Lite Smoked Sausagecame from fat.) The settlement
also requires Sara Lee to disclose the percentage of fat
reduction for "lite" sausage products and prohibits "percent
fat-free" claims unless the product is low in fat.

Skeptic spotlights alternative healthcare. An article by
Jack Raso heads up the current issue of Skeptic (Vol. 2,
No . 4). Published by the Skeptics Society, a membershipbased organization, Skeptic is an absorbing, well-illustrated
quarterly whose specialty is dissecting claims related to cults,
health, history, and religion . Each issue is about a hundred
pages long and revolves around a theme . The current issue
is available for $8 (which covers shipping and handling)
from : Skeptics Society , 2761 N. Marengo Ave., Altadena,
CA 91001. For further information, call (818) 794-3119.
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PILLS,MAGIC,AND J~Et/GION
AT THE WHOLELIFE ElPO
Jack Raso
New York Whole Life Expo, at the Roosevelt Hotel in midtown Manhattan. As I waited for a friend at the hotel's main
entrance, I spoke with a smoker whose oadge" indicated he
was an exhibitor. He told me he was an old hand at health
expos. The general information section of the official program guide described the three-day affair as "the largest
showcase in the world for holistic health and New Age
awareness, with a commitment to healing ourselves
and healing the planet." According to this section, the
expo included more than a hundred 30-minute lectures,
more than seventy-five
1 ½-hourworkshops , 150
exhibits, a bookstore,
"psychic readings," and
massage sessions . The
"psychic readings" were
available in "The Intuitive Arts Environment,"
where astrologers, clairvoyants, numerologists,
"psychometrists," and
"readers"
of palms,
"runestones," and tarot
cards carried on their
trades. ("Runestones"
are stones, or stony objects, that bear runesm a g i cal characters,
e.g ., ancient Germanic
letters.) In short, the
expo was an "amusement park" for dietarysupplement
poppers
and soul-seekers (who
apparently deal with
their "mortal coil"by taking "natura l" suppleCenterpiece (shown at actual size) of New Frontier cover
ments, meditating, and

Alternative healthcare is but one division of a motley
collection of movements whose central thesis seems to be:
Faith, based on common sense, subjective experience, and/ or
revelation, preempts rational understanding. I call this
accumulation of movements alternativism. Alternativism
includes: semibiblicism (e.g., millennialism), conspiracytheorizing, the Fortean movement, parapsychology,
pseudoscientific historical revisionism , pseudoscientific
multiculturalism, UFO abductionism, unconventiona l
religions , and socioeconomic altemativism . Socioeconomic
alternativism includes
communalism, "natural"
lifestyles,
naturism
(nudism), multilevel
(network) marketing,
and organic farming.
Such movements convergeat dozens of "human
potential" or "personal
growth" fairs around the
countryeveryyear. Most
alternativist movements
manifest a laissez-faire
disposition toward most
antiestablishment movements and religious underdogs; the result is that
all manner of poppycock
and humbug
goes
uncriticized (at least publicly)by insiders at large.

Earth vs. the Flying
Saucers
On November
18, I attended the eighth
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assuming yogic postures). The cover of the N ovember /December 1994 issue of New Frontier, the "Magazine of Transformation," may have captured the spirit,
so to speak, of the event. Complimentary copies of
this issue were available at the expo.
On November 22, I spoke by phone with Michael
C. Luckman, the New York expo's public relations director.
At the expo, Mr. Luckman had lectured on "UFOs as the
New Religion" and conducted a workshop titled "Earth vs.
The Flying Saucers-Only This Time It's for Real." ("Earth
vs. the Flying Saucers" is a 1956 sci-fi flick.) The program
guide stated that his workshop would include reportage of
"unprecedented changes in the world political landscape
that appear to be directly related to coming UFO contact."
Luckman told me that the Whole Life Expo had originated
about ten years ago and that the expos take place annually
in at least eight major cities across the U.S., including Los
Angeles. He referred me to an article about the expo
in the "Metro Section" of the November 20, 1994,
issue of The New York Times. A photo of exhibitors
wearing "head pyramids" accompanied
Douglas
Martin's uncritical article, which started: "Believers in an
afterlife have always operated pretty much on faith . But as
more and more people are revived from what appears to be
death, the view from the other side is becoming clearer."
According to Martin, Paul Andrews, the expo's executive
producer, had had a near-death experience in 1976
that left him cocksure he was a "spiritual entity."

The "Brainy" Naturopath
Karen Purcell, "N.D.," who practices a form of
"naturopathic health care," reportedly of her own invention, in Manhattan, ran the first exhibit we visited.
There, with the help of her husband, she proffered
iridology exams and "herb supplements" marketed by
Nature's Sunshine Products, Inc. (NSP), a multilevel
marketing company [see NF 9:17-23, 1993]. A flyer, a
checklist form, and a questionnaire described Purcell as an
"N.D .," a "Doctor of Naturopathy," and a "One Brain
Facilitator." Another flyer, titled "Optimum Health," appends the initials "B.M." and "M.M." to her name . (On
November 22, Purcell told me that these initials stand for
"Bachelor of Music" and "Master of Music.") A business
card stapled to a Nature's Sunshine leaflet designated
Purcell a "Doctor of Naturopathy," a "Master Herbalist," an
iridologist, and a "'One Brain' Emotional Stress Defusion
[sic] Facilitator." The "Optimum Health" flyer states:
For years health problems prevented Dr. Karen
Purcell from continuing a promising opera tic career and left her frustrated,
stressed and depressed ....
During the 1980's, Dr. Purcell was introduced
to holistic health disciplines. She began applying
these to her life and found them to be quite effective. As her health improved Dr. Purcell began

training in holistic health. She became a Master
Herbalist, an Iridologist, and a Doctor of Naturopathy .
In addition, she has added the ONE BRAIN method of
psychological wellness, and CONTACT REFLEX ANALYSIS
[see NF 11:47, 1994] to her credentials.

However, Purcell matter-of-factly described the
source of her naturopathy "degree" as a "short-lived"
correspondence
school, the Natural Health Academy,
which she said had been in Teaneck (a township of northeast
New Jersey). She added that, to practice naturopathy in
New York State, an N.D. degree was superfluous.

Back to the Future?
Purcell virtually equated One Brain™ with applied
kinesiology. I submitted to a complimentary "kinesiology
test." Facing me as we both stood, "Dr." Purcell gently held
my wrists and moved my arms in unison for several minutes.
While she moved my arms, she articulated ranges of
numbers (e.g., "one to ten, ten to twenty"). During pauses,
she "homed in" on a number, articulating identical numbers
repeatedly. "This is present, past, future," she said as she
began manipulating my arms. She stated:
[It's] very gentle muscle testing .... It's real gentle .... [I]t
just sort of goes by itself. It's, like, very happy to
bring up some of your, you know, past traumas and
hopefully dump them .... When I'm touching you, you
know what I know [I didn't) and I know what you
know . So-hah! Interesting. Inner energy transfer
makes life real interesting, then, doesn't it? Okay. So,
um, we're looking for three priorities ["top three
areas of negative emotional charge," according to
her "Issues Evaluation" form], in ord er of prioritywhat your body is dea ling with that it would like to
have released ....
Nineteen. [The nineteenth item on the afor ementioned form was "Relationship issue ."] Is it nineteen? ls it anything else? Okay. ltcomesup :Arelationship
issue would be [the] number one [priority] thatyour
body is disturbed ab out , and it's-it's
stressful.. ..
[I'll] show you the one's that come up ... somewhere
in your little brain .

"Okay, that's what your conscious is talkin'
about, " Purcell told me, alluding to three items on the
"Issues Evaluation" form . In descending order of alleged
importance, these were : "relationship issue," "unresolved
grief," and "guilt or shame." "If you want to play it further,"

Nutrition Forum (ISSN 0748-8165), © 1995, is published
bimonthly by Prometheus Books , Journals Division.
Subscriptions for individuals in the United States and
Canada cost $35 for one year (six issues), payable to Prometheus
Books, Journals Division, at 59 John Glenn Drive, Amherst,
New York 14228-2197 . Multireader (e.g., institutional)
and overseas (airmail) subscriptions cost $50 for one year.
Manuscripts and all editorial correspondence should be
directed to: Jack Raso, P.O. Box 740045, Rego Park, N.Y. 11374.
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she stated, "you can take this other questionnaire, and
you can go and fill it out; and we have yet to know the
answers . And then we see how much is-is-is
true.
[It's a] truth and lie game, you know?" The 31 items on
her One Brain questionnaire included: "I never seem
to have enough money," "I have high blood pressure," "I
have a serious degenerative illness," and "I often feel very
restless, and I don't know why." Purcell said of One Brain:
"It's totally noninvasive, and it's your body .... I'm not
interjecting any of my own self onto you .... All I'm doing is,
like, steering the ship." Later, she demonstrated patterned
eye movements as an example of a corrective measure,
offered "iris analysis" at a cost of $10 per exam, and claimed
she could trace some problems to a "past life" of individuals.
Purcell was in San Diego when I interviewed her by
phone on November 22. She stated that she often uses herbs
initially and that NSP "has extraordinary quality control."
"When the emotional issues are being addressed," she said,
"then the nutritionals [sic] ... work better , because the
emotional issues are probably what made the person sick in
the first place." Purcell summed up her philosophy: "The
person is a whole person when the mind and the body and
the emotions and the spirit are dealt with effectively ."
Unjuicy "Juice"
Next, I conversed with Jerom e M. Dano, an
independent distributor who ran one ofthe twojuice Plus+n.t
exhibits at the expo . A flyer describes the product as:
"A HOLISTIC APPROACH

NUTRITION

JUICE

TO

AND ENERG Y"

IN A CAPSULE

Another flyer states :
A daily dose of Juice Plus+™ gel caps [i.e., 2 "Orchard Blend" capsules and 2 "Garden Blend" capsules] actually exceeds the benefits of juicing by
providing higher levels of enzym es and keeping
important fiber. It's like eating pounds and pounds
of raw vegetable s and fruits! (Without the hassl e of
shopping, chopping and cleanup!)

According to this :flyer,the "Garden Blend " variety consists
of "cell builders, " including the following vegetables.
•
•

Carrots, which allegedly clean
the walls of blood cells
Barley, which supposedly "rejuvenates nerves"
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•
•
•

Beets, which supposedly remove fat and prevent sterility
Kale, which "contains 40 times
more calcium than milk"
Spinach, which "contains 10
times more calcium than milk"

Stapled to the latter flyer was another, titled
which features a list of 34
"benefits found by people taking Juice PLUS+." These
include the following.

"COMMON SIGNS TO LOOK FOR,"

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General sense of well-being
More energy
Less craving for sweets
Crave fruit, vegetables & salad
Weight loss
Weight gain (if desired)
Loss of inches from waist & hips
Look better
Easier to quit smoking
Easier to start exercise program

The other side of this flyer bears a list of athletes and sport teams "using" Juice Plus. On this list is
"Smokey Santillo." A multicolor leaflet describes "Dr.
Humbart Santillo" as an author, a juice Plus pioneer, a
"leading naturopathic physician," and an "enzyme specialist." The text of another multicolor flyer begins:
Most significantly , each ORCHARD
BLENDand GARDEN
BLEND
capsule contains natural food enzymes .. .. The
natural food enzymes found in fruits and vegetables
re lease th e food components in the food you eat and
make them "bio-available" to you. With these natural food e nzymes, the food you eat is broken down
more effectively so your body can absorb proteins,
complex carbohydrates,
vitamins, minerals , electrolytes and other necessary nutrients .... [I]t would
be nearly impossible to eat the large quantities of
fresh produce each day to obtain all the enzymes
found in JUICEPLUS+™.

A follow-up mailing from Dano postmarked December 5 included a flyer that quoted Santillo: "Aging
correlates perfectly with the enzyme reserve in the
body. However, there are only two ways to preserve
and replenish our enzyme level : by eating raw food and
by taking enzyme supplements ."
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Paperback Writer
I have paged through four of Santillo's 1books,all
paperbacks published by Hohm Press, in Prescott, Arizona:
(1) Food Enzymes: The Missing Link to Radiant Health

(1987), also subtitled The Key to Radiant Health; (2) the
expanded edition of FoodEnzymes (1993), which, according
to the cover, "CONTAINSNEWINFORMATIONONJUICESPWSENZVMEs";
(3) Intuitive Eating (1993), and (4) Natural Healing with
Herbs (1984) [see NF 8:32, 1991]. In the introdluction to
IntuitiveEating, Santillo favorably cites Prof. Arnold Ehret's
MucuslessDiet Healing System.Therein, Ehret, a Christian
naturopath who died in 1922, stated that venereal disease was
easily curable by diet and fasting, that gonorrhea was "simply
an elimination through this natural elimination organ," that
drugsand extreme meat consumption were the principalcauses
ofvenereal disease, and that the "mucusless" diet "efiminated"
masturbation, nocturnal emissions, and prostitutiion.
The cover of the first edition of Food Enzymes appends the initials "B.S., M.H." to Santillo's name . It also
states he holds several "degrees," including: "Doctor of
Naturopathy," "Health Practitioner," "Iridology Certificate
of Merit," "Master Herbalist," and a "Doctor 's degree from
the Concept-Therapy Institute" that he allegedly earned
after eight years of study. In September 1993, I phoned the
Concept-Therapy Institute to inquire about his "Doctor's
degree ." A representative told me that Santillo had received
an "honorary degree" for attending all of the institute's
courses . She emphasized that the "degree '" was an
"honorarycertificate."(For information on concept-1therapy®,
see "Alternative" Healthcare: A Comprehensive Guide.)
On the cover of the second edition of Food
Enzymes, the initials "MH, N .D." (sic) adorn Santillo 's
name; the covers of Intuitive Eating and Natural Healing
with Herbs designate him "N .D."
Santillo has made the following unfounded
claims about food enzymes .
•

•
•

•

[The belief) that enzymes are protein molecules ... .is
incorrect. .. .0 nee we cook food at high temperatures .. .the
enzyme is destroyed .... Although the physical prntein molecule is still present, it has lost its lifeforce. [Fooid
Enzymes,
2nd ed., p. 2, and IntuitiveEating,p. 93]
The difference between live (raw) and dead food is
enzymatic activity . [Food Enzymes, 2nd ed., p. 6]
[T]he enzymes in raw food actually digest 5 to 75
percent of the food itself withoutthe help of the enzymes
secreted by the body. [FoodEnzymes, 2nd ed .,p.11]
[Food enzymes are] something that every person could
use during therapy, or as a health supplement, that
could act as foundation and adjunct to botln medical
and non-medical therapies . [Intuitive Eatiing,p . 91]

On November 25, I called Hohm Press to ascertain
the source of Santillo's apparent N.D. degree . The person
who answered the phone did not declare the organization I
had reached but , upon my asking , said her name was Tina .

Tina asked me to wait a moment and then said that no one
there had the information I wante d. I asked her to convey my
request to "Dr. Santillo." On the morning of November 29,
Tina called and told me that the source of "Smokey's"
naturopathy "degree" is the Anglo-American Institute of
Drugless Therapy. I asked the location of the school, but
Tina said she didn't have any idea about that. I further
inquired if the word "Hohm" in "Hohm Press" was a
euphemism for "home." "Kind of," she replied.
I discuss the Anglo-American
Institute of
Drugless Therapy in the section following the next.

Requiem for an Enzyme
Mr. Dano, the Juice Plus distributor from Huntington, New York, told us :
juice Plus is a good alternative if you're not
eating ... [the recommended number of) servings
each day .... They get the fruits and vegetables when
they're fully ripe, okay? In fact, other people might
be throwing them away by now .... So, you get them
when they're richest; [then) they juice it. Okay? So
they convert it to a juice , and then you go through a
process called flash drying .... It's a process, like, at
60°, which dries it out. When you dry it out, when
you take the liquid and othe r waste products out ,
you take the sugar and the sodium out. That's why
you see so little sugar and sodium-and calories .
There 's like one or two calories per capsule,
okay?... Now you gotta recons titute it with the water .
You don't drink it with coffee or anything hot because
heat kills enzymes. At 49° F, all enzymes are killed.

"Why wouldn't you want to kill the enzymes?" I
asked Dano. He replied: "Enzyme s are an integral , important part of helping the body, the chemical reactions in your
body, break down everything else and get it absorbed." I
inquired whether the enzymes in the product entered the
bloodstream. He had said so during his introduction but now
said he was not "a hundred percent sure." (Why would
anyone without suicidal impulse s want assorted plant enzymes to enter his bloodstream, anyway?) Dano stated that
four Juice Plus capsules were the "equivalent of more than
five servings" of fruits and vegetables. My companion remarked that $50 for a month's supply was a little steep. Dano
responded: "If you buy it by the four-month supply, that's
$1.25 a day. And, for the equivale nt of all of eight pounds of
fruits and vegetables a day, that's cheap." (A daily intake of
eight pounds of fruits and veg etables is not prudent.)
According to a lab report I received from Dano on
December 6, two "Orchard Blend" capsules contained 22
percent more fiber than 8 ounces of fresh squeezed fruit
juice, and two "Garden Blend" capsules contained a little less
than that in 8 ounces of fresh squeezed vegetable juice.
The fiber content of eight poun ds of fruits and vegetables
far exceeds that of four capsules of Juice Plus. To
furnish fiber in rival amounts, each of the four capsules
would have to be too large to swallow whole .
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Abunda Life
At the table designated "Abunda Life Times ," information was available on the Abunda Life Holistic Retreat and
Clinic, in Asbury Park, New Jersey. The establishment is
also known as Abunda Life, the Abunda Life Health Hotel
and Clinic, the Abunda Life Holistic Hotel and Clinic, and the
Abunda Life Holistic Healing Retreat. According to a brochure titled "The Vacation with a Purpose," which I received
several years ago, founder and "Holistic Director" Robert H.
Sorge (pronounced "Sorj") holds a "doctorate of philosophy
in naturopathic medicine from the United States School of
Naturopathic Medicine and applied sciences [sic]." An ad in
the "Profiles" section of the November/December 1989
issue of Newlifemagazine stated that Sorge had graduated
magna cum laude from the "U.S. School of Naturopathy. "
Around that time, I phoned Abunda Life at least twice and
requested information about this supposed school, to no
avail. On May 9, 1994, I spoke by phone with Sandy Voit,
Bastyr University's Dean of Students . Voit said that ,
although he had worked at Bastyr for 12 years, he had
never heard of the U.S. School of Naturopath y. I called
Abunda Life's "wellness clinic" on th e aftern oon of
November 28. Th e woman who answered the phone said that
Sorge was not in the office and offered her assistance. However,
she told me she didn't kno w anythi ng about the school.
The "Vacat ion" brochur e also states that, in 1964,
Sorge "receive d his doctorate in naturopathic medicine
from the Anglo American Institu te Of Drugless Therapy in
Great Bri tain ." Accor di ng to the 11th edition of Bear's
Guide to Earning College Degrees Non-Traditionally(1992),
the Anglo-American Institute of Drugless Therapy is an
unaccred ited corr espo ndence school in Renfrew, Scotland,
founded in 1911.After my call to the clinic, William T. Jarvis,
Ph .D., founder and preside nt of the National Council Against
Health Fraud, told mehe had never heard of the U.S. School
of Naturo pathy . How eve r , h e said he had obtained a
"Doctor of Naturopat hy" degree from the Anglo-American
Institute (then in Bourn emouth , England) in the late 1970s.
It had cost $51. Th e course had con sisted of a loose-leaf
book, ab out 1¼ inches thi ck, tha t co ntained 45 lessons
rang ing from 1 to 7 pages. Among other subjects, the
lessons covered chiropractic, color therap y, iridology, and
naprapathy [see NF 11: 63-64, 1994] . Jarvis 's "th e sis ,"
dat e d January 1977 , is a poetic but simplistic work 2½
pages long and double-spaced. It concludes:
Moth er Earth is aliv e and well and sh e wants u s to
be too. If we' ll just giv e he r-half a chan ce sh e 'll giv e
us eve n mor e than that. Let us th e refor e list en to
her voice and live happy and he althy lives.

After my chat with Dr. Jarvis, I received a call from
Marcus Antonius of Abunda Life, who said of the U.S. School
of Naturopathy : "I think it's in Illinois ." He stated that Sorge
had been at the expo on November 19 and thatAbunda Life
had "gotten a lot of business" as a result of distributing free
literature there . On December 3, I received a 33-page
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brochure from Abunda Life titled "Nutritional Testing
& Personal Health Evaluation." Twenty-four pages include at least one affirmation of God, Jesus Christ, or
the Bible. Page 16 states:
Today they [i.e., the "immoral" people who constitute
th e "Medical Establishment"]
want to claim
Naturopathy, Nutrition, Herbs, Natural Vitamins ,
Colon Hydrotherapy , Massage and Natural Healing
is the practice of medicine . We say clearly, emphatically
and absolutely, it is not and to attempt to stop the
teaching and practice of principles that God has
given us for our health and healing is not only
repressive and immoral, but those who attempt to
prevent this gospel from getting to "we the people"
may be in jeopardy of the plagues and curses of God
soon to come upon the earth . .. . No force can prevent
the gospel of our King.

According to the brochure, the offerings at Abunda Life
include "The Bach Flower Emotional Profile Test," "Basil
[sic] Metabolism," "Cybernetic Command Therapy," foot
reflexology, "Iridology Analysis," and "RadionicScanning ."
Sorge is also editor of The Abundant Life Times, a
bimon th ly magazine that purportedly is "committed to proclaim the Glory of Our Great Creator God" and "distributed
free to healt h minded individuals see king ap alternative to
both establishm ent dru g medicine and th e New Age form of
holism steepe d in Eastern philosoph y."The June 1993 issue
included three ads for the Abunda Life Church , which
shares the hotel's addres s and offers such "services" as
Christi an hypnother apy, Chr istian me ditati on ("C.M."), and
"spiritual healing" (including the laying on of hands).

The Pit and the Pendulum
One exhibit promote d dietary supplemen ts marketed by Kroeg er Herb Prod ucts, in Boulder , Colorado .The
"product guide" states tha t found er Hanna Kroege r was
born in Turkey to Germ an Christian missionar ies, opened
one of the first Amer ican health food stores (New Age
Foods) in 1958, and bega n Kroeger Her b Products in 1978.
According to the gui de, Ms. Kroeger "believes that God can
heal any ailment, at any time, and th at it is up to us to seek
and apply an action that will provide an avenue of healing,
such as nutrition, herbs or spiritual methods." The guide
describes 17 books and booklets by Kroeger, including:
"Alzheimer's Science and God," Cookbookfor ElectroChemical Energies, "The Pendulum, the Bible and Your
Survival," and The Seven Spiritual Causesof Ill Health. The
dozens of supplements described in the guide include :

•

•
•

Bio Pep : "A subtle combination of herbs to stimulate
and balance the aura and rejuvenate in a way unlike
ordinary 'pep ' products ."
Circu Flow: "When unobstruct ed, the blood carries
vital cargo to cells in need and removes wastes."
Female Balance : "Formulated to provide natural
estrogen to women that need hormonal balancing ."
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Spiro Kete: "Helps promote conditions unfavorable to
spiral tailed bacteria."

A woman at the exhibit told us that Circu Flow
is also referred to as "Herbal Chelation" and was formerly called "Our Lord's Formula." In her booklet
"Arteriosclerosis
and Herbal Chelation"
(1984),
Kroeger states:
The word from the Bible comes to me as I write
about how arteriosclerosis can be healed ....
In my life I learned that everything Our Lord
does, works. So, the Herbal Chelation (which I
never claimed it was my formula,) [sic] works. It is
Our Lord's formula.
It was in the rush hour of the day when a man
approached me asking how he could avoid a bypass
operation .... ! had to say "No, I have nothing to
offer." ... "Jesus, help," I murmured and here the
heavens opened. "Take Equisitum, concentrate [sic].
Hawthorne, Aloe Vera gel." I listened and that was
Our Lord's instruction .... Our Lord had given the
formula for him .... Again He in His Mercy reached
down to us mortals to heal us ....

Kroeger concludes:
My advice:
CLEAN YOUR ARTERIES
WITH HERBAL CHELATION

Just "Sei/No"
Free literature at the Seicho-No-Ie exhibit described
this sect as a "supradenominational truth movement" and
wonderful philosophy of life founded in Japan in 1930
by Dr. Masaharu Taniguchi . A glossy flyer titled "You
are a Child of God!" says of him:
(O]ne day, while in deep meditation, he received
the divine inspirations that were to form the basis
for the Truth of Life Movement. After receiving
these inspirations, Dr. Taniguchi began spreading
the teachings to others. Many miraculous healings
took place; people recovered from various diseases,
including cancer and tuberculosis.

The flyer further states: that humans possess
all the "creative powers of God"; that Seicho-No-Ie
incorporates the teachings of Christianity, Buddhism,
and Shinto; that there is no sin and, therefore, no need
for redemption; and that the "physical world" is a
"reflection of the mind."
Women at the exhibit, apparently Japanese,
solicitously asked us to take paper signs bearing such
statements as "Become a Person Who is Loved and a
Person who Loves" and "Discard your critical Nature
and you Liberate your Mind." The "fine print" on each
card states: "Repeat these words 20 times a day to
impress your subconscious mind. Words have power."

YECK! More "Ancient

Wisdom"

"Do you believe in dreams?" a stranger asked me as
I neared the Eckankar exhibit. Recent issues of the
newsletter of the New York Satsang Society, a chartered
affiliate, state: "Eckankar is a religion that teaches there is a
spiritual essence, known as the ECK. that connects each of
us with the Heart of God. We can experience the ECK as
inner Light and Sound." Eckankar: Ancient Wisdomfor
Today (1993) includes the following definitions.

ECK-The Divine, or Holy, Spirit; the Audible
Life Stream; the essence of God which supports and sustains all life; the Life Force.
Light and Sound of God-The
Holy Spirit.
The two aspects through which God appears in
the lower worlds.
Eckankar was founded in 1965 by Kentucky-born
Paul Twitchell (also known as Peddar Zaskq), a former
Scientologist who died in 1971. Harper's Encyclopediaof
Mysticaland ParanormalExperience(1991) states: "In 1944,
while Twitchell was serving aboard a Navy ship ... a Tibetan
master named Rebazar Tarzs appeared to him in his soul
body. Tarzs, who claimed to be about five hundred years old,
The Fringesof Reason
introduced Twitchell to ... ECKANKAR."
(1989), an entertaining, skeptical "field guide" to New Age
beliefs, describes this international religion as:
The Stupidest Cult. A coloring -book occult/ oriental
philosophy in which daydreaming and wishful thinking
become "the ancient science of soul travel." Learn
to project your astral body while driving// Strange
astral-world cosmology reminiscent of 1940s pulp
science fiction. Proof that you can't go broke underestimating the intelligence of the American seeker.

Tales from the "Dark Side"

Seichim reiki (pronounced "SAv-keemRAY-key")
is
a composite of seichim and "traditional" reiki. A leaflet titled
"Living Light Energy" describes seichim as an ancient
Egyptian healing art that was "rediscovered" recently in
New York. Reiki is largely a variant of aura balancing and the
laying on of hands. Another leaflet, titled "Seichim ReikiTh e Unifying Force," distinguishes seichim reiki from
reiki: "Seichim Reiki aligns the complete chakra system
with the seven fold nature of universal life energy.
Traditional Reiki aligns only the upper four chakras
with the three fold nature of universal life energy."
The shadow sound therapy© (SST) exhibit
promoted the work of the method's originator, Jungian
psychoanalyst and "sound healer" ElideM. Solomont, Ph.D.
Solomont is the author of the spiral-bound YouAre WhoYou
Hate (1993), according to which SST is a union of"musicand
talk therapies" whose philosophy is: People who listen to
unfamiliar, unstructured, or inharmonic music face their
own "shadow"; interpreting unconscious images can effect
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healing. In a classified ad in the December 1994/January
1995issue of FreeSpirit, Solomont defined "shadow" as the
"dark side that creates disappointments." On page 2 of her
book, she defines her method as "a variation ,of guided
imagery and music" that "involves listening in a relaxed
state to selected abstract music, in order to elicit mental
imagery, symbols, and deep feelings." She holds that
"the creator" made the first sounds and that sound
gave birth to the earth and human beings.
The Multy-Tranzis a wandlike, plug-in, acoustical
"probe" invented by Brian David Andersen. It allegedly
improves the quality and taste of any liquid,, relieves
headaches and tension in pets and animals, prevents hangover from intake of beer or wine, stimulates andl balances
"chakra and acupuncture systems," and triples the "use" of
any razor. I sampled treated and untreated water and preferred the latter. During a long-distance conversation with
me on December 2, Andersen said he hoped that a batteryoperated version would be available within two months.
Nu Energy Magnetics, of Ontario, Canada,
markets a variety of "bio-magnetic" products, inclluding the
SERENITY "2000" Weigh-Less Earrings. These allegedly
"combine the ancient science of acupressure with
magnetism for a drug-free effective weight loss." A flyer
states that magnets "supply the compatible magnetic
energy which stimulates the body to heal itself."
Is the "therapeutic magnetism" promoted by
Nu Energy passe? Tachyon Energy Research, Inc.
markets Takionic™products, which allegedly combine
Optimum Resonance Materials™ (ORMs) and "tachyon
energy." These "enchanting," "State-of-the-Heart'"products
include Takionic Water, Takionic Insoles, the Takionic
Headband,and the TakionicBelt. A leaflet defines ORMs as
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"special materials that emit photons (light) energy of a
specific (4-16 millimicron) wavelength." This wavelength,
according to the flyer, heightens "receptivity to Tachyon
energy." The leaflet describes tachyons as: "particles that
travel faster than light.. .. TheMostAbundant,Natural Source
ofEnergyin the Universe....associated with ... 'chi.' ...the vital
energy." It claims that "tachyon energy .... helps to promote
greater harmony of spirit, mind and body." The very
existence of tachyons is doubtful.

The Bottom Line
Apparently, the primary business of the Whole Life
Expo is to increase the irrationality on which supplement
"pushers," crackpot gadgeteers, and assorted religionists
feed. Many intelligent people allege that some practices are
worthwhile because they are at least subjectively beneficial-for example, dietary supplementation, hatha yoga, Qigong,
religious observances, and trying to think positively with the
help of pop-psychology books. However, implicit in this
viewpoint is the position that the personal, superficial "end"
justifies the means. Alternativists thus seem to imply that
such practices should arouse no more skepticism than any
art form. To be sure, some alternativist methods-e .g.,
aikido, aromatherapy, hatha yoga, kum nye,Qigong, tai chi,
and Tragerwork-are
viewable as art forms. But, while
people may create watercolors, dance, play a musical instrument, or tend a garden for the sake of their health, they do
not undertake such generic activities on the basis of extravagant claims and/ or seductive theories that are full of holes.
Such claims and theories are the stuff of alternativism-and
define the allure of Whole Life Expos and the like.

Healtl1care Esoterica
Here is another installment of the never-ending story of hard-to-swallow health-related methods.
References are within brackets.-J.R.
Alternative 12 Steps: Nontheistic and purportedly secular
derivative of the Twelve Steps. The Twelve Steps-e.g.,
"[We ] came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves
could restore us to sanity"-are
the variable basis of such
programs as Alcoholics Anonymous. In The Alternative 12 Steps
(1991) , Martha Cleveland, Ph.D., a self-styled atheist/agnostic, and Arlys G., a longtim e atheist, define the Twelve
Steps as "a program for living, a program of action fueled by
spiritua l energy" that suggests "a system of ho listic healing-a practical system of action" integrating "mind, body
and spirit" (p. 5). Three of the authors' "Steps" affirmatively
mention "spiritual resources" or "spiritual e nergy." I 1 ]
Atlantean healing ray training: Instruction in an alleged
prototypal healing system (including "Healing at a Distance"),
provided by Michael E. Morgan. Morgan is a trance channeler
for Yokar, the "Atlantean Scientist-priest." [2]
Biofeedback without machines: "Modality" for relatively
stressless living and for using inner resou rces to discover

one's identity and potential, according to George E. Soroka
in his book of the same name (p. 5). The term "biofeedback"
refers to any method involving electronic devices wherewith
individuals attempt to influence autonomic or muscular activities . Soroka's method joins biofeedback and a form of
counseling that includes transactional analysis (TA).
TA is a system of psychotherapy created by psychiatrist
Eric Berne, M.D. (who died in 1970), and the subject of two
bestsellers that remain in print: Games People Play : The
Psychologyo/Human Relationships (1964) and/'m OK-You're OK
(1967). Fundamental to TA is the hypothesis that "ego
states" -attitudes during transactions and corresponding sets of
behavior patterns-fall into three categories: parental (preceptive or didactic , admonitory), adult (evaluative), and childlike (emotional and creative).
In his book, Soroka states that everyone is "plugged
into the universe at large" (p. 4), that this (alleged) connection is a transcendent source of awesome power (ibid.), and
that biofeedback enables people to begin an exploration of
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"the cosmic energy force" (pp . 155-156). He also suggests that God is immanent in human beings (p. 144). (3,
4, 5, 6]

BodyWisdom (BodyWisdom therapy): Yogic form of
body-oriented
psychotherapy
(see "Alternative"
Healthcare : A Comprehensive Guide) promoted by Margo
G. Steinfeld, M.A. One of its premises is that , as the body
"aligns," physical and emotional blockages and the "life
force" become free [7]
Chi-Therapy™(Gestalt energy work): Apparent mixture of
bioenergetics, Ericksonian hypnotherapy, Gestalt psychotherapy, inner child work, neuro-linguistic programming
(NLP), and tai chi promoted by John Mastro, C.S.W., and
Robin Mastro, M.F.A. (See "Meta-Therapy•M," below.)
• Bioenergetics is an offshoot of Reichian therapy
[see NF 11: 48-50, 1994].
• Gestalt therapy (which shares little with Gestalt
psychology) is the brainchild of psychiatrist Frederick
(Fritz) Perls (1893-1970), who posited five "personality layers." Supposedly, one reaches the '"death
layer" when "blocked feelings" and "psychic energy"
condense and knot, and the "life layer" with the release
of "blocked energies." [4 , 8]
• Inner child work is a form of "psychotherapy" popularized by author and theologian John Bradshaw. Its main
target is shame. [9]
• NLP is a quasi-spiritual "performance psychology" technique whose crux is "NLP modelling"-imitating
the
behavior of high achievers. [ 10]
• Tai chi is an ancient Chinese system of ballet-lik e exe rcises. Practice thereof purportedly facilitates the movement of chi ("life energy") through the body by dissolving blockages both within the body and between the
body and the environment.
Chi-Therapy allegedly softens "frozen or constricted
areas" of one's "energy field." [ 11]
Craniosacral-visceral balancing: Apparent spinoff of craniosacral balancing (see "Alternative" Healthcare : A Comprehensive
Guide) practiced by Barbara Chang of New York City . Its
postulates include the following. (1) One's body is a mirror
of one's soul. (2) "When your Soul -Will is aligned with your
Ego-Will, your inborn intuitive and artistic genius gloriously
expresses its creativity!" (3) "People are extremely tender
inside." Chang recommends the method for asthma, chronic
pain, depression, migraines, whiplash, trauma due to incest ,
and TMJ (temporomandibular joint syndrome). [ 12, 13]
Emotional-kinestheticpsychotherapy (EKP): Mode of bodywork
among whose three foci is "psycho spiritual development.• [ 14]
Hug therapy (therapeutic hugging): Variant of therapeutic touch put forward by Kathleen Keating Schloessinger,
R.N., M.A., in the bestseller The Hug Therapy Book (1983)
and a companion volume. It is a set of "techniques '" based on
the "friendly science" and "art" of "nonsexual" hugging. The
"advanced techniques" include "Zen hugging" and guided
imagery (e.g ., imagining being hugged by a favorite friend
who is a good hugger) . The author posits a "spirit," a "life
energy that heals," and a "place" at everyone's "center"
where unadulterated love is discoverable. (15, 16]
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Intuitive energy healing: Variant of shiatsu practiced by
Linda Moskowitz, who recommends it especially for postpartum and postoperative conditions. [ 17]
Johrei: Supposedly purificatory method that defines the
Johrei Fellowship, a worldwide interfaith association with a
cent er in Manhattan. Purportedly, sessions take about twenty
minutes , do not entail physical contact, and are always free
of charge. Besides the method, the term "Johrei" denotes a
paradisi aca l doctrine and an alleged something that , through
th e focusing of "Divine Light," naturally eases physical and
mental distress. Japanese businessman Mokichi Okada
founded the movement in 1935. Okada allegedly had learned
"God's Divine Plan" for the "New Age" through a series of
divin e revelations . Johrei's principles include the "Law of
Purification," which holds that sickness is simply "Nature's"
way of restoring health, and the "Law of Spiritual Affinity,"
which holds that innum erable "spiritual cords" dominate
human existence. Another principle is that one's health and
material resources are functions of one's "spiritual condition."
[18, 19 , 20]

Jungian past-life therapy: Combination of Jungian psychology and past-life therapy promoted by Roger J. Woolger.
Jungian psychology embraces all quasi-psychological practices based on the theories of psychoanalyst Carl Gustav
Jung (1875-1961), who held that studying the (alleged)
"racial unconscious" could enhance understanding of the
individual unconscious. "Past-life therapy" refers to any mode
of "psychotherapy" centering on alleged previous humanoid
incarnations of individual patients. [21, 22]
Meta-Therapy™: Reputed synthesis of Gestalt psychotherapy and "Tai Chi energy work" originated by John
Mastro, C.S.W. (See "Chi-Therapy•M," above.) [23]
Pesso Boyden System/Psychomotor
(psychomotor
therapy, Pesso system): Form of "group therapy" involving bodywork, founded in 1961 by Albert and Diane Pesso.
The method allegedly permits clients to discharge "energy
held from past events." (14]
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Shandra-chi: Mode of bodywork allegedly developed by
Nancy Deutsch, C.S.W., Mitch Klicka, M.A., and "beings of
light," including "Archangel Michael." The method supposedly
releases the "energies" of stressful events from th e cells of
the human body . (24]
SHEN 5 M (Specific Human Energy Nexus Therapy, SHEN
therapy): Psychological form of so-called touch therapy.
One of its premises is that an "emotional energy field" (also
called the chi field and the biofiela) permeates and surrounds
the "physical body." [ 14]
Somasynthesis: Form of body-oriented psychotherapy (see
"Alternative" Healthcare : A Comprehensive Guide) developed
by chiropractor Clyde W. Ford and based partly on theories
set forth by Carl]ung, Wilhelm Reich, and Roberto Assagioli
(1888-1974), the originator of psycho synthesis. It supposedly
promot es "spiritual health." [ 14]
Taoist healing imagery: Set of Chinese "healing techniques " advanced by Kenneth Cohen in his audiocassette of
th e same name. Th e "techniques" include: Tan Tien Breathing, which supposedly "stimulates the internal rese rvoir of
energy"; Dragon and Tiger Meditation , whose purported
purpose is to increase vitality; Golden Light Solar Meditation,
whereby one allegedly absorbs "life e ne rgy from nature";
and "Spirit Goes on a Distant Journey ." (25 )
1. M. Cleveland and Arlys G. The Alternative 12 Steps: A
Secular Guide to Recovery . Deerfield Beach, Fla.: Health
Communications, 1992.
2. Ads on pages 20 and 25 of Creations, Vol. 8, No. 6.
3. G.E. Soroka. Biofeedback Without Machines : A Stmtegy For
Living. Haworth, N.J.: Biofeedback Without Machin e s, 1994.
4. M. Hunt. The Story of Psychology. New York: Doubleday, 1993.
5. E. Berne. Games People Play : The Psychology of Human
Relationships. New York: Ballantine Books, 1973.
6. T.A. Harris. I'm OK-You're OK. New York: Avon Books, 1973.
7. Classified ad on page 60 of the December 1994/January
1995 issue of Free Spirit .
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8. S. Holroyd. The Arkana Dictionary of New Perspectives.
New York: Viking Penguin, 1989.
9. 1993 mailing from the John Bradshaw Center at Ingleside
Hospital , Rosemead, Cal.
10. J . O'Connor and J. Seymour. Training with NLP : Skills for
San Francisco :
Managers , Trainers and Communicators.
HarperCollins, 1994.
11. Classified ad on page 77 of the Dec ember 1994/January
1995 issue of Free Spirit.
12. Classified ad on page 56 of the October /November 1994
issue of Free Spirit.
13. Classified ad on page 44 of December 1994/January 1995
issue of Free Spin ·t.
14. C.H. Simpkinson, D.A Wengall, and M.JA. Casavant. The
Common Boundary Graduate Education Guide: Holistic Programs
and Resources Integrating Spirituality and Psychology / Second
Edition . Bethesda, Md.: Common Boundary, Inc., 1994.
15. K. Keating. The Hug Therapy Book. Minneapolis :
CompCar e® Publishers, 1983.
16. K. Keating. Hug Therapy 2 : The Wonderful Language of
Hugs. Minneapolis: CompCare® Publishers, 1987.
17. Ad on page 29 of the Octo her /November 1994 issue of To
Your Health.' ("The Magazine of Healing And Hope") .
18. Classified ad on page 98 of the October /November 1994
issue of Free Spirit.
19. Flyer (© 1992) received from the Johrei Fellowship in
New York City on December 7, 1994.
20. A. Jack, ed. The New Age Dictionary. New York: Japan
Publications, 1990.
21. 1994 gift catalog of the New York Open Center Bookstore, p. 3.
22. J .P. Chaplin. Dictionary of Psychology / Second Revised
Edition . New York: Dell Publishing, 1985.
23. Display on pag e 23 of the October/November
1994 issue
of Free Spirit.
24. Classified ad on page 20 of Creations, Vol. 8, No. 6
25. Winter 1995 "Sounds Tru e Catalog" (Boulder, Colorado),
page 13.

Supple1ment Bill Passes
Stephen Barrett
The Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act
O)SHEA)of 1994,purported to "assure consumers access to all
supplements on the market as long as they are not unsafe," was
signed by President Clinton on October 25. Passage capped an
aggressive three-year lobbying campaign by the health food
industry, whose intention had been to cripple FDA
regulation of its products . Senator Orrin Hatch {R-lJD had
championed the bill, an early version of which The New York
Times had described as "The 1993 Snake Oil Protection Act."
Three industry-related groups led the drive for
passage: (1) the Nutritional Health Alliance (NHA), an
umbrella organization formed early in 199:2, which
coordinated a11segments of the supplement industry ; (2)
the National Nutritional Foods Association (NNFA), the
major trade association of supplement manufacturers,
distributors, and retailers; and (3) Citizens for Health (CFH),
a "consumer" group organized by Alexander Schauss.

The most active opposing force was the Center for Science
in the Public Interest (CSP!), a consumer-protection group
concerned with accurate labeling of nutritional products.
To support their legislative agenda, proponents
generated mail and phone calls from manufacturers,
retailers, and distributors of health foods; patrons of health
food stores; customers of mail-order companies; multilevelmarketing distributors; "natural health" practitioners; and
bodybuilding and fitness enthusiasts who use supplements.
Th is outpouring of messages was represented as a grassroots
effort by consumers who wished to preserve "freedom of
choice." Most of the barrage , however, came from
supplement sellers and their confused customers.
To mobilize their troops, NHA and its allies
harped on two themes: (1) ifsellersdon'tact, most of them will
be put out of business; and (2) if consumers don't protest,
the FDA will deprive them of their right to buyvitamins .
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To fire up consumers, the coalition portrayed the FDA as a
Gestapo-like agency and urged supplement users to "write
to Congress today or kiss your vitamins goodbye!" NHA
even claimed , falsely, that "if the FDA has its way, you will
have to go to a doctor for prescriptions for many supplements and then pay $80 for a supplement which presently
costs $10 at a health food store." Many stores set up a
"political action center" that displayed sample letters and
stationery with which customers could write their own
letters . Some stores offered discounts as an incentive to
potential letter-writers . Many held a "blackout day," during
which they exhibited empty shelves, draped "endangered"
products in black and refused to sell them, or conducted
other publicity stunts to reinforce their message. Virtually
every periodical philosophically aligned with the health food
industry published articles and editorials urging readers to
write their legislators on this issue. Hundreds of radio talk
shows, many with supplement companies among their
sponsors, served as vehicles for health food industry
propaganda. Several groups organized fax campaigns
as well. As pressure from constituents mounted, a
majority of Congressional representatives became cosponsors of Hatch's bill or a similar one in the House .
The Senate passed a version of Hatch's bill on
August 13, but Representative Henry Waxman (D-CA)
prevented consideration
by the House until Hatch
agreed to make certain concessions. According to Health
FoodsBusiness, during the final two weeks of the Congres sional session , CFH set up a toll-free number whereby
members could call the Capitol switchboard. According to
Alexander Schauss , House majority leader Richard Gephart
received over ten thousand phone calls on the issue and
"other Congressmen complained that constituents were
jamming their confidential fax machines with letters
imploring them to pass the bill. " Thefinal "compromise"
still favors the supplement industry.

or combination of any of the aforementioned ingredients. Products that meet this definition are excluded
from regulation as a drug or food additive . (Drugs and
food additives require premarket approval.) The 5th
category apparently includes virtually any substance a
manufacturer chooses to call a supplement. This provision is bad because it enables manufacturers to market
large numbers of worthless substances as long as no
direct health claims are made for them. (The claims, of
course, will reach consumers through other channels.)
•

The burden of proving safety is shifted from the
manufacturers to the FDA. The FDA can object
only if a product or ingredient presents a "significant and unreasonable risk of illness or injury" or
poses an imminent safety h azard. DSHEA does not
define "unreasonable risk"; defining it might require
lengthy litigation . Before DSHEA, the FDA could
ban worthless "dietary supplements" by regulating
them as "unapproved food additives ."

•

Third-party literature can be used to promote
supplements to consumers if: (1) they are not false or
misleading; (2) they do not promote a particular
manufacturer or brand; (3) they are presented with
other items on the same subject, so as to provide "a
balanced view of the available scientific information";
and (4) they are physically separated from supplement
products when displayed in a store . In any proceeding to
establish that such material is misleading, the FDA
would bear the burden of proof. The terms "misleading"
and "balanced" are not defined. Even if they were, there
is no provision for enforcing the requirement that the
information meet any standard . Nor does the FDA have
the resources to monitor what takes place in individual
stores. This provision greatly weakens the ability of the
FDA to protect consumers from unsubstantiated
claims used to sell products . In the past, promotional
literature was considered a form of labeling, and
therapeutic claims in such literature would render the
product a "drug" subject to enforcement. If a dispute
arose, it was the manufacturer's obligation to prove
that experts generally considered the product safe
and effective for its intended purposes.

•

A claim may be made for a dietary supplement in the
following forms: (1) a claim of benefit related to a
classical nutrient deficiency that discloses the prevalence
of such disease in the United States, (2) an accurate
description of how a nutrient affects the structure or
function of the human body, and (3) a general description
of well-being resulting from consumption of a dietary
ingredient. The statement must be truthful, not misleading, and accompan ied by a prominently displayed disclaimer : "This statement has not been evaluated by the
Food and Drug Administration. This product is not
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease."

Pandora's Pillbox?
DSHEA defines the term "dietary supplement,"
places the burden of proof of safety on the FDA, sets
standards for the distribution of third-party literature,
allows statements regarding "nutritional support" under
certain circumstances,
gives specifications for label
information on ingredients and nutrients , and requires
good manufacturing practices . It also mandates the
establishment of an advisory commission and an office
within the National Institutes of Health (NIH), both of
which are discussed below . DSHEA's main provisions are:
•

DSHEA defines "dietary supplement" as any product
except tobacco that contains at least one of the following: (1) a vitamin , (2) a mineral, (3) an herb or botanical,
(4) an amino acid, (5) a dietary substance "for use to
supplement the diet by increasing total dietary intake,"
or (6) any concentrate , metabolite , constituent, extract,
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This provision may enable manufacturers to Hood the
market with misleading statements about the function
of nutrients in the body. (For example, a statement
about the role of vitamin A in eye function, even if it is
literally true, would be misleading if it implies that
taking vitamin A supplements improves the vision of
well-nourished persons.) DSHEA requires that manufacturers submit "structure/function" statements to the
FDA within 30 days after first using them for marketing,
but substantiation is not required. The FDA probably
won't have the resources to challenge misleading claims
of this type, and even if misleading claims are
withdrawn, they will have been permitted to influence
consumer purchases for significant periods of time.
DSHEA requires an independent Commitssion on
Dietary Supplement Labels, composed of seven members
with experti se and experience
in the manufacture,
regulation, distribution, and use of dietary supplements. At
leastthree members must be "qualified by scientific training
and experience to evaluate the benefits to health of the use
of dietary supplements." However, members and sitaffof the
Commission must be "without bias in the issue of dietary
supplements ." According to DSHEA, the Commission will
review claims and statements about dietary sup]Plements
and make non binding recommendations for regulating the
claims and statements, including those in marketing
literature. The Commiss ion's report is due in two years, and
subsequent rule-making must be completed within two
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years after the report is made. If it is not, the FDA dietary
supplement regulations published on January 4, 1994, would
be nullified .
DSHEA further calls for the establishment of an
Office of Dietary Supplements within the NIH to: (1) explore
the potential role of dietary supplements in the improvement
of healthcare; (2) promote the scientific study of supplements for maintaining health and preventing chronic disease
and other health-related conditions; (3) advise other federal
agencies; (4) compile a database of scientific research related to dietary supplements and individual nutrients; and
(5) coordinate NIH funding related to research on dietary
supplements. The Act authorizes $5 million for fiscal year
1994to enable the Office to carry out its functions. Proponents
of alternative healthcare have trumpeted the establishment of
the NIH Office of Alternative Medicine as "government and
scientific recognition" of their methods . Undoubtedly, the
NIH supplement office will be abused in the same way by
supplement promoters. And it appears that Senators Hatch
and Tom Harking (D-IA) are planning to promote additional
pro-quackery legislation when Congress reconvenes.
Stephen Barrett, M.D., is the founder of Nutrition Forum and a
board member of the National Council Against Health Fraud. The
drive for OSHEA passage is described in more detail in The
Vitamin Pushers (Prometheus Books, 1994), which was reviewe<l
in the previous issue of NF. A copy of the Act plus the Congressional Research Service's 14-page report on DSHEAare available
for $5 from LVCAHF, P.O. Box 1747, Allentown, PA 18105.

BRIEFS
Alfalfa toxicity suspected. Victor Herbert, M.D.,J.D., has
warned that alfalfa tablets may conta in 1-canavanine, an
amino acid capable of triggering autoimmun e disease in
susceptible individuals [American Journal of Clinical
Nutritio n 60:639-40, 1994].

Altemativist funding schemes proposed. According to a
report in Natural FoodsMerchandiser,a healthcare reform
bill introduced in Vermont would permit people to establish
a tax-deductible personal savings account to cover expenses
not included by typical healthcare plans . These would include
"vita mins and dietary supplements intended to remedy
dietary deficiencies and promote wellness" and "subsc riptions
to publications whose primary purpose is to assist consumers
to make well informed choices regarding their wellness and
health-care ." A proposal on the national level includes
similar medical expense accounts that include coverage of
dietary supplements and "alternative" practitioners .

Iron warning proposed. The FDA has proposed that
oral products containing at least 30 mg iron per dose
bear a warning. Since 1938, more than ll0,0OO i1ncidents
of iron ingestion by children have been reported to
poison control centers, with at least 33 deaths.

Another marketing tool. The mission statement of
Better Nutrition for Today's Living (BNTL) declares:
" [Our] mission is to educate our readers on natural
products carried in retail stores. This education process will
move products off the store shelf via editorials designed to
enhance the appropriateness
and usefulness of health
nutrition
products .... In the end , everybody wins :
Consumers, Retailers, Manufacturers and BNTL." Many
stores purchase copies of the magazine in large quantities
for free distribution to customers. Its articles and editorials
make unsubstantiated claims that would not be legal on
product labels. Manufacturers wishing to capitalize on this
can time their ads with the help of BNTL's editorial calendar,
which indicates when the various categories of supplement
ingredients will be featured. The publisher also recommends using BNTL "as part of your staff training program"
and creating a special display each month with the
products featured in the current issue. A recent mailing
to health food retailers included the assertions: "60.3%
of BNTL readers state that magazine education is their
number one influence on new product purchasing" and
"$91.97 is the average amount each BNTLreader spends
in natural food stores each month ."
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Chelation therapy update. A double-blind study has
demonstrated that chelation therapy has no value in
the treatment of intermittent claudication, a condition
of impaired blood circulation to the legs [Circulation
90:1194-1199, 1994] . The study, conducted in New
Zealand, involved 15 patients who received intravenous
infusions of EDTA (a synthetic amino acid, purportedly
the essential ingredient) plus vitamins, and 17 patients
who received similar infusions without EDTA. The
proportion of patients showing improvement in pain-free
walking was similar in both groups.
FDA pesticide report. In 1993, the FDA checked
5,703 samples of domestic food and 6,463 samples of
imported foods for which there was no reason to suspect
problems and found that 64%of domestic foods and 69%
of imported foods had no pesticide residues and only
1%of both groups foods had violative levels. The agency
also checked pesticide levels in foods in which a problem
was suspected and found violative levels in 17%of 223
domestic samples and in 11% of 362 imported samples.
The FDA's annual Total Diet Study, based on an analysis
of 1,556 food items representing the diets of American
consumers, has concluded that dietary intakes of pesticides
are well within accepted safety standards. Copies of
the report , "Residue Monitoring-1993,"
are available
from: Norma J. Yess, FDA, HFS-308, 200 "C" St., S.W.,
Washington, DC 20204.

Pharmacists attack homeopathy. District 7 of the
National Association of Boards of Pharmacy (NABP),
which includes Alaska, Idaho, Montana , Oregon, and
Washington, has resolved that "homeopathy not become
part of pharmacy's standard of practice until it is proven
scientifically."The resolution was developed in response
to increases in the number of pharmacies (especially
chain pharmacies) that actively sell homeopathic products.
NABP will consider the resolution at its national meeting in May 1995 . The American Pharmaceutical
Association's recently revised code of ethics does not
consider whether it is ethical to sell products that don't
work.
"Primetime" blasts "health" products. A segment
titled "All Natural?" headed up the pre-recorded
Thanksgiving Day edition of ABC's "Primetime Live."
Its message was that some products for sale in health
food stores "may be dangerous, even fatal." The segment
featured an undercover investigation of a health food
trade show in Baltimore. One vendor there cast oxygen
as "vitamin 0 ," the "most vital nutrient." Another stated
that her products, liquid . supplements styled "Herbs
for Kids," do not cause "toxic buildups" and that it is
impossible to overdose on them. The narrator, incidentally,
categorized niacin as a mineral.

rBGH bill introduced. H.R. 4618, introduced by Congressman Bernard Sanders 0-VT), would require: (1)
labeling of all milk and dairy products derived from
cows injected with recombinant bovine growth hormone
(rBGH), (2) government development of a test to detect
synthetic rBGH in milk, and (3) a tax on farmers who
use rBGH to indemnify farmers and communities economically hurt by the hor m one's use. The FDA
does not require labeling of these products because
rBGH does not change the character of the milk but
merely increases the amount of milk produced . H.R.
4618 is being spearheaded by the Pure Food Campaign
("an international boycott of genetically engineered
foods"), a project of Jeremy Rifkin's Foundation on
Economic Trends . Opponents of rBGH are framing
their case as a consumer "right-to-know" issue. However,
Rifkin's real agenda is to stop all forms of biotechnology.
A recent mailing from the Pur e Food Campaign states
that H.R. 4618, "if passed, will mean the end ofrBGH ."
Sugar-hyperactivity claim squashed. The National
Advertising Division (NAD) of the Council of Better
Business Bureaus has upheld a complaint by the Sugar
Association about a television ad for GobbleStix turkey
snacks . The ad had depicted a child bouncing erratically
around a room, off the ceiling, walls, and furniture, as
if he were a pinball. The visual was accompanied by the
sounds of a pinball machine and breaking glass, and
the question: "Too much sugar and junk in your kid 's
snacks?" The Association charged that the ad exploited
the myth that eating sugar causes or contributes to
behavioral disorders in children. After reviewing extensive
scientific documentation, NAD agreed and noted: "The
greater weight of evidence does not support the implied
claim in the commercial that sugary snacks will or even
may induce overly active or disruptive behavior in
otherwise normal children." The manufacturer Gerome
Foods) contended that the ad was intended to be funny
and was not an attack on sugar. But NAD felt that
"since the notion of a 'sugar high' is a common parental
belief...it would not be unreasonable to interpret the
commercial's visual in this way."
Weight cycling downplayed. The National Task Force
on the Prevention and Treatment of Obesity has come
to the following conclusions . (1) There is no convincing
evidence that human weight cycling ("yo-yo dieting")
adversely affects body composition, energy expenditure,
risk factors for cardiovascular disease, or future attempts
to lose weight. (2) Obese persons should not allow
concerns about weight cycling to deter them from
trying to control their body weight UAMA 272:1196-1202,
1994]. Reprints of the report are available from: Susan
Zelitch Yanovski, M.D ., Division of Digestive Diseases
and Nutrition, National Institutes of Health, Building
31, Room 9A23, Bethesda, MD 20892.
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The Fast Track to Nutrition

"Credentials"

Jack Raso
In early 1994, I began mapping out a study of
unconventional sources of nutrition-related "credentials ," especially correspondence courses . I launched
the study on July 17. The American Council on Science
and Health (ACSH) has scheduled publication of my
report thereof for June, in its magazine, Priorities. In
this article, I describe 16 of the 50 "credentialing"
organizations I tried to contact.

left me profoundly dissatisfied. Causes included favoritism
and other forms of unfairness, inefficiency(e.g., busywork and
soporific lectures), and professorial wheeling and dealing.
Such discontent, combined with occupational
burnout (why be a "clerical dietitian" in a revolvingdoor "repair shop" when you can become a "healthcare
holist" and buck, or chuck, the system?), spurred my
seeking a suitable offbeat path to credentials between
early 1989 and late 1992. During this period, I formally
applied to an M.A. degree program in theology and to
I Was a Would-be Herbologist/Natural
10 unconventional didactic programs. I completed the
Hygienist/Naturopath/Theologian/Yogi
admissions process for seven of the unconventional
programs and obtained admission . (Admission to two
of the three programs for which I had not completed
My study of nutrition-related "credentialing"
the admissions process seemed well within reach.)
organizations followed a long personal investigation of
The nine health-related program providers included :
alternative health education . By "alternative health
(1) the California Institute of Integral Studies, in San
education," I mean: (1) indoctrination in alternative
Francisco ("bridging Eastern and Western traditions
healthcare, (2) nontraditional didactic programs that afford
of knowledge ... joining the transpersonal and spiritual
such indoctrination,and (3) nontraditional didactic programs
dimensions of life with comin science-oriented healthcare.
munity service," according
Education is a subject
to its 1988-1990 catalog); (2)
close to my heart, as I love
Emerson College of Herbology
learning but hate red tape
Ud ., a correspondence school
and academic politics. I prize
in Ontario, Canada (see my
my self-orchestrated learning
book Mystical Diets); (3) the
above the entirety of my formal
Himalayan International Ineducation. Originally ah umanistitute of Yoga Science and
ties major, I studied at three
Philosophy, in Honesdale ,
vocational schools before I
Pennsylvania; (4) Lesley Colreturned to college in 1981 to
lege Graduate School (see
become a nutritionist. In 1985,
below); (5) the Life Science
I ent ered graduate school,
Institute (see below); (6) the
where my focus was exercise
National College of Naturophysiology. Though I excelled
pathic Medicine, in Portland,
as a student, overall my experiOregon; (7) The Union InMy potential certificate, depicted in an October 1994 mailing
ences with formal education ,
stitute (see Mystical Diets),
from the Institut e for Educational Therapy (JET)
especially graduate education,
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whose alumni include Shari Lieberman and Gary Null;
(8) the University of Bridgeport, in Connecticut; and
(9) Walden University (see below).
Disillusionment was the principal benefit of
this pursuit. At its beginning, I felt that conventional
healthcare was in need of a spiritual dimension. For
most of the 4-year period, I was at once skeptical of
and hopeful about alternative healthcare, which seemed
to me commonsensical,
humane, patient-centered,
health-minded, nutrition-based, and acceptant of spirituality. Proponents take pains to nurture this image.
In contrast, establishmentarian
healthcare appears
labyrinthine, inhuman, machine-centered,
diseaseminded, drug-based, and dismissive toward spirituality.
To be sure, some of the shortcomings and overkills of
conventional healthcare in the U.S. lie along these lines.
However, I concluded: (1) that conventional healthcare does not need spirituality but more reasonableness
and a better connection with science, and (2) that
alternative health education, on the whole, has a very
poor connection with science. Indeed, some of the
methods into which organizations indoctrinate would-be
practitioners have a plainer connection with religion.
(For examples of such methods, see this issue's
"Healthcare Esoterica.")

Who's Minding the (Academic Department) Store?
Accreditation is an especially thorny matter as
regards alternative health education. Academic accreditation is recognition, by an agency or association, that an
educational institution, university school, academic department, or didactic program meets the reviewing body's
administrative, organizational, and fiscal criteria. The many
"accrediting bodies" or "accrediting groups" in the United
States range from the spurious to the reputable. The U.S.
Secretary of Education and the Commission on Recognition of Postsecondary Accreditation (CORPA), a nongovernmental organization, autonomously "recognize"
(validate) some sources of accreditation; i.e., they accredit
some of the "accreditors." Accreditation by a recognized
entity indicates only relative organizational soundness and
intra-disciplinary programmatic soundness. It nonetheless
at least weeds out fly-by-night and financially shaky
organizations. Thus, absence of recognition by either the
Secretary of Education or CORPA is grounds for suspicion.
However, by no means does accreditation by a recognized
entity import that the teachings of an organization have a
scientific basis. Recognized accrediting entities comprise:
(1) six regional accrediting bodies, which have the authority
to accredit colleges and universities in respective regions
of the U.S.; and (2) a motley group of more than fifty
"national, professional and specialized" accrediting bodies.
The latter group includes accrediting entities for schools
that specialize in and endorse Christianity, Judaism,
chiropractic, naturopathy, and traditional Chinese medicine.

Unconventional
Nutrition Education:
The Good, the Bad, and th e Abysmal
Below are descriptions of some of the organizations
from which my associates and I have received printed
material. Except for comments, the descriptions: (1) merely
convey questionnaire responses and/ or representations
made in promotional literature we received since mid-July
1994, (2) do not cover undergraduate degree programs, and
(3) do not cover programs without a distinct, alleged, or
optional relation to nutrition. In the "comments" sections,
the term "accredited" means "possessing accreditation
by an entity recognized by the U.S. SecretaryofEducation
or CORPA"; and "unaccredited " indicates lack of such
accreditation. An asterisk precedi ng an organization's name
indicates receipt of questionnaire responses from that
organization. Information on prerequisites for admission and requirements for completion of programs is not
exhaustive but includes all important nonfinancial matters.
•
AMERICAN
COLLEGE
OFNATURAL
HEALTH
. Divisions
includeTheClaytonSchoolofNaturalHealing (fCS),founded
in 1980, and The Amer ican Holistic College of Nutrition
(AHCN). TCS and AHCN share a toll-free number, a fax
number, and an address in Birmi ngham, Alabama. Both are
"members" of the World Association of Universities and
Colleges (W.Au.c.), a "global accreditation association"
founded in 1991. TCS offers "home study" programs leading
to the degrees of Doctor of Naturopathy (N.D.), Doctor of
Holistic Health (H.H.D.), and Doctor of Science (D.Sc.).
AHCN's correspondence programs include an M.S./Ph.D.
program and a B.S./M.S./Ph.D. program. Completion of
either Ph.D. program requires a nutrition-related "dissertation" of 7,500 to 10,000 words. Prerequisites for
admission: at most, a high school diploma or equivalent.
Comments:TheAmerican College of Natural Health,
TCS, and AHCNare unaccredited . A mailing from TCS and
AHCNpostmarked November 2, 1994, included an undated
memofromDr.MaxineAsher,presidentoftheWAU.C . (which
recently moved from Gretna, Louisiana, to Las Vegas, Nevada).
It stated: "'The WAU.C. is at this time seeking approval from
numerous ministries abroad as well as from the United States
Office [sic] of Education ... .By the end of 1994, many such
approvals will be secured." OnJanuary 13, Icalled theW.A.U.C.
to inquire if the "Officeof Education" had granted approval. The
woman who answered the phone asked me to convey my
question through Dr. Asher's voice mail. I did so and provided
Nutrition Forum (ISSN 0748-8165), © 1995, is published
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my phone and fax numbers and my address. I have not
received a response from Asher. Later that day, I called
TCS/AHCNand asked the woman who had answered the
phone if the WA.U.C.accredits TCS. She replied that the
association accredits both TCS and AHCN.According to
Bear's Guide to Earning CollegeDegreesNon-Traditionally
(1992),AHCNwas founded in the 1980s.
(ACN)'
•
*AMERICAN
COLLEGEOF NUTRIPATHY
Scottsdale, Arizona. Founded in 1976, ACN offers three
certificateprograms by correspondence, designated "Basic
Nutripathy," "Advanced Nutripathy," and "Nutripathic
Practitioner." These are accredited by the International
Accrediting Commission for Schools, Colleges and TheologicalSeminaries. In late July 1994,the three programs had
1,000enrollees and three faculty members (all full-time).
Comments: ACN is unaccredited. Nutripathy is a
theistic, vitalistic "science of health" that involves "biochemical analysis" of saliva and urine, color therapy
(chromotherapy), food combining, hair analysis, and a
variant of Bach flower therapy. In the tenth edition of
Nutripathy... The Final Solution to Your Health Dilemma
(1978),nutripathy's founder, Gary A Martin, D.N., D.Sc.,
Ph.D., Th .D., defined "chromotherapy" as "the use of color
to applyappropriatehealingvibrationsto weak and damaged
organs." The term "food combining" refers to any dietary
practicewhose premise is that a meal's healthfulnessdepends
considerablyon the compatibilityof its macroscopic components and/ or the sequence of ingestion. Bach flowertherapy
is a quasi-homeopathic system. Martin was the questionnaire respondent for ACN and North American University
(NAU; see below). His title at both organizations is "Exec.
Trustee." ACN and NAU share a toll-free number with
HealthWatchers System®, which markets dietary supplementsby mail.ACNand HealthWatchers also share a P.0. box.

•
AMERICAN
INSTITUTE
OFHOLISTIC
THEOLOGY
(AIHT),
Youngstown, Ohio. Nutrition-related correspondence
programs include Doctor of Divinity (D.D.), Doctor of
Naturology (D.N.), and one of three Ph.D. curriculums in
metaphysics. Prerequisites for admission: at most, a high
school diploma or equivalent. Requirements for completion
of the aforementioned programs : (1) a grade of at least 80%
in all courses and (2) a 20-page dissertation that does
not draw from required reading, on a "metaphysical
topic" of the student's choice.
Comments: The institute is unaccredited. According to the course catalog AIHTmailed to me in November
1994,"Naturology"is a "religious science of health" whose
premise is that "God created humans with certain dietary
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and environmental needs, and placed the fulfillment of
those needs in the natural substances and environment."
*BERNADEAN
UNIVERSITY,
Woodland Hills, California.
•
Founded in 1954-,Bernadean offers programs leading to
certificates, diplomas, and degrees in nutrition, "herbology,"
homeopathy, weight control, and naturopathy (including a
10-courseDoctor of Naturopathyprogram). In late December
1994,Bernadean's nutrition-related programs had 150 enrolleesand 10facultymembers (three ofwhomwere full-time).
Comments: This is an admittedly unaccredited
correspondence school that had originally operated from
. Las Vegas and moved to Van Nuys, California.A 1977court
order had prompted this relocation. The Doctor of Naturopathy program includes courses in acupuncture, "alternative" cancer "therapies," Bach flower therapy, homeopathy,
iridology, and reflexology. The acting dean's response was
sketchy. A poorly photocopied pamphlet I received from the
school circa 1992 offered correspondence courses leading
to designations such as: Alternative Cancer Specialist,
Cancer Researcher, Certified Dietitian, Certified Nutritionist, Certified Homeopath, Homeopathic Physician,
Naturopathic Physician, and Certified Iridologist. Doctoral
degrees available included: Doctor of Homeopathy (H.D.),
Doctor of Iridology (I.D.), Doctor of Naturopathy (N .D.), and
Doctor ofPreventiveMedicine (P.M.D.).For the lowdownon
Bernadean, see The VitaminPushers(PrometheusBooks,1994).
•
CALIFORNIA
COLLEGE
FORHEALTH
SCIENCES
(CCHS),
NationalCity,California. CCHSoffers an "independent study"
program with an emphasis in Community Health Administration and Wellness Promotion. It leads to a Master of
Science degree. CCHS is accredited by the Accrediting
Commission of the Distance Education and Training
Council. Prerequisites for admission: (1) a baccalaureate
from an accredited college or university and (2) completion
of an introductory psychology course. Requirements for
completion of program: completion of 36 graduate semester
credits, at least 27 through CCHS.The two nutrition-related
courses in the program are optional.
Comments: CCHSis accredited. It was founded in
1976 (according to the 1994-95 "Directory of Accredited
Institutions"of the DistanceEducationand Training Councm,
in 1978(accordingto the 1995 HigherEducationDirecwr)@),
or in 1979 (accordingto CollegeDegreesby Mail and the 11th
edition of Bear's Guide to Earning CollegeDegreesNonTraditionally).According to the Graduate Studies CatalogI
received in 1990 or 1991, the required courses included
three nutrition-related courses: a 3-credit course and
two 1-creditcourses. The graduate program seems creditable.
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•
*GREENWICH
UNIVERSTIY,
Hilo, Hawaii. Founded in
1972, Greenwich offers "individualized" correspondence
programs leading to master's and doctoral degrees in all
fields. The university has applied for accreditation to the
Pacific Association of Schools and Colleges. Basic
prerequisites for admission: (1) a written self-description,
and (2) letters of reference from people who know the
applicant well, including at least one from a person
conversant with the applicant's career. Prerequisites for
admission to a master's degree program: a bachelor's
degree. Prerequisites for admission to a doctoral program:
earned bachelor's and master's degrees or: (1) an earned
bachelor's degree, (2) considerable academic and professional experience in the field of the proposed doctorate, and
(3) enrollment in a Greenwich master's degree progr am that largely involves writing a thesis of 4cµj0 pages or
submitting a "comparable" collection of shorter papers.
Requirements for completion of doctoral program: (1) completing "coursework" and (2) completing a dissertation or
"comparable major project." In late] uly 1994,the university
did not have any full-time faculty members.
Comments: The university is admittedly unaccredited and offers "distance education" only. Neither
CORPA nor the U.S. Secretary of Education recognizes the
Pacific Association of Schools and Colleges. See "National
Institute of Nutritional Education," below.

OE'D,Cotati,
•
*INSTITUTE
FOREDUCATIONAL
THERAPY
California. Founded in 1982, IET offers a 550-hour Nutrition
Consultant Training Program, which comprises three certificate programs that students may pursue on-site or by
correspondence: (1) a 150-hour Diet Counselor program,
(2) a 150-hour Nutrition Educator program, and (3) a
250-hour Clinical Nutrition Consultant Program. The institute is accredited by the Council for Private Postsecondary
and Vocational Education, in Sacramento, California. Basic
prerequisites for admission: (1) age of at least 18 years, and
(2) good health. Prerequisites for admission to Nutrition
Educator program: completion of Diet Counselor courses.
Prerequisites for admission to Nutrition Consultant program: completion of Diet Counselor and Nutrition Educator
courses. Requirements for completion of programs : (1)
submitting to a 15-minutetelephone critique by an instructor
after completion of each assignment (i.e., a total of 1½ hours
of oral evaluation), and (2) obtaining a grade of at least 75%
on a written final exam. Additional requirements for
completion of Clinical Nutrition Consultant program: (1) a
"research paper" relevant to at least one case study of a
personal client, and (2) oral presentation of a case history
the student has taken. The description of the required Diet
Counselor course titled "Allergy and Immune Support"
includes the statement: "The use of specific foods, fresh
juice, herbs, broth, and cleansing aids will be introduced as
well as specific programs for cleaning and healing the
organs of elimination." The "required materials" in the
Nutrition Educator program include a "Hair Analysis."

By mid-January 1995, IET h ad given Diet Counselor
certificates to 120 people, Nutrition Educator certificates
to 45, and Nutrition Consultant certificates to 20. Then,
the program had 75 enrollees and eight faculty members
(three of whom were full-time).
Comments: IET is u naccredited. I received
two mailings from IET that included a program catalog,
both in January. The first, postmarked January 13, was
addressed to Nutrition Forum. The second, postmarked
January 19, was addressed t o a relative of mine, who
had signed a check for $4.00 for the catalog. The
catalogs differed.
•
INTERNATIONAL
SOCIETY
OF NATUROPATIIY
(ISN), Los
Altos, California.Founded before 1960,this "fraternal, closed"
society offers correspondence courses leading to master's
and doctoral degrees in nutrition, "natural nutrition,"
nutritional science, and naturopathy. Prerequisites for
admission: membership in ISN. Requirements for completion of programs: (1) 180 credits (master's degree) or 240
credits (doctorate), and (2) a thesis of at least 2,500 words.
Comments: On July 17, 1994, I mailed identical
requests for information to ISN and its "sister college,"
Harmony College of Applied Science, which shares an
address with ISN. I have not received a response from
Harmony. In late 1989, I received a catalog from Harmony
that offered a correspondence curriculum leading to a Ph.D.
degree in nutrition or nutritio nal science. Both ISN and
Harmony are unaccredited.
•
LASALLEUNIVERSITY,Mandeville, Louisiana.
LaSalle offers a Ph.D. program leading to the designation "Certified Holistic Practitioner" (CHP), a Ph.D.
program in nutrition counseling, and a Doctor of
Naturopathy (N.D.) program. The university, "one of the
world's largest Christian Institutions," is accredited by the
Coun~il on Postsecondary Christian Education (COPCE),in
Washmgton, D.C. Prerequisites for admission: "Sixty(60)

units, theequivalentof 50%of thecreditneededfora bachelors
[sic] degree,or the passing of a SpecialAdmissionsExam."
Comments: According to Bear's Guide to Earning
CollegeDegreesNon-Traditionally(1992), this unaccredited
correspondence school was founded in 1986.LaSallealso offers
"external degree" programs at the master's and doctoral levels
in health services management and customizable fields, e.g.,
"Nutrition & Fitness." On an introductory audiocassette I receivedfrom the school before the study began, someone stated:
The extension education outreach ministry offers
theocentric, nonsecular programs to enhance world
solutions .... [Alt LaSalle, we assess and award credit
for the competencies and skills gained through work
and life experience .. .. But the big problem, for some
students, is procrastination. These students want to
get into the program .... But they keep putting it
off.... [P]rocrastination causes more lost opportunities
than anything .... God bless you .
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•
LESLEYCOLLEGE,Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Through its Graduate School, Lesley offers an Independent
Study Degree Program that is "individually designed"
and leads to an M.A. or M.Ed. degree, or to a Certificate
of Advanced Graduate Study (C.A.G.S.), in customizable
fields. Prerequisites for admission to a master's degree
program: a bachelor's degree. Prerequisites for admission
to the C.A.G.S. program: a master's degree. The program
may include apprenticeships, courses, "directed" readings,
fieldwork, lectures, and tutorials, and it requires
completion of a "major" project, such as a thesis or book.
Comments: Founded in 1909, Lesley is accredited
by a regional accrediting body. I obtained admission to its
Independent Study Degree Program in 1990. My faculty
advisor, a registered dietitian, said she planned to include a
naturopath on my three-person faculty team. A brochure I
received in February describes her as a practitioner of
"clinical/holistic" nutrition who "actively pursues" interests
in "cross-cultural healing," dream interpretation, "Focusing"
(see this issue's "Healthcare Esoterica"), and spirituality.
•
*LIFEScrENCE
INsrffiJTE,Inc., Austin, Texas. Founded
in 1976 or 1978, the institute offers a "Certification Course in
Natural Hygiene" through a company called Feeling
Fit .. .for Life!®.This 106-lesson "independent study" program in "health science" leads ultimately to a "Certificate of
Completion as a Natural Hygienist." After successful
completion of the first 54 lessons, students receive a "Certificate of Proficiency." Prerequisites for admission: none.
Requirements for completion of program: taking 20 tests
and submitting them for grading. In late August 1994, the
program had 500 enrollees. In mid-January, the program
had more than five hundred enrollees, over four thousand
graduates, and 17 faculty members (12 of whom were fulltime).InJanuary, program accreditation was "inprocess" (sic).
Comments: Feeling Fit .. .for Life! and the Life
Science Institute responded separately to questionnaire
items, in July 1994 and January 1995 respectively. Natural
Hygiene is a health-centered philosophy of "natural living"
whose ideal diet consists of uncooked, unprocessed foods
from the plant kingdom [see NF 7:33-36, 1990]. "Feeling
Fit" is the latest incarnation of an organization whose
former names, manifestations, and affiliates include:
American College of Health Science (Austin, Texas),
American Health Sciences Institute (Manchaca, Texas),
American Wellness Retreat (Burnet, Texas), College of Life
Science (Austin), Freedom Associates (Austin), Health Enterprises (Austin), Health Excellence (Manchaca), Health
Excellence Systems (Manchaca), Health Watchers' Wellness Network, Life Science (Manchaca), and Life Science
Institute (Austin and Manchaca). The objection of the DA's
officetotheuseoftheword "college" on the school's letterhead
prompted a name change in 1983,to "LifeScience Institute."
In an undated form letter I received in February,
the institute's president stated: that the company would soon
offer the correspondence course as the "Health Facilitator,
Level I certification program"; that the institute's goal was to
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offer Level II by June 1995; and that the institute was also
shooting for an operational degree program by early 1996.In
quasi-personalired letters dated December '2:7,1994,January 5,
1995, and January 17, 1995, the Director of Student Services
stated: "Sections of the course have been translated into
French and are part of the curriculum at the University of Paris
School of Medicine ... to be taught to its medical students."
On May 13, 1986, Harvey Diamond, coauthor of the
bestseller Fitfor Life (1985) and recipient of a Ph.D. degree
from the American College of Health Science, appeared on
ABC News' "Nightline" and stated that the "University of
Paris School of Medicine" had just transcribed the "entire
· course" offered by his alma mater and was "using it for" its
5,500medical students. In a letter to Ira Milner, RD., dated
February 22, 1988, T.C. Fry, today Educational Advisor at
the Life Science Institute, attested to the inclusion of the
course in the medical curriculum of the University of Paris.
However, the director of the University of Paris Medical
School had told Milner, in a letter dated November 19, 1987:
We have never heard of the so-called "American
College of Health Sciences." We have no knowledge
of a publication of our School which would be a
transcription of the "health and nutrition course" of
the so-called "American Coliege of Health Sciences.• ... I
will order an inquiry concerning this problem.

•
NATIONAL
INSTITUTEOF NUTRITIONAL
EDUCATION
(NINE™), Aurora, Colorado. Founded in Florida in 1980,
NINE offers a 180-hour Independent Studies Program that
leads to a certificate and eligibility to apply for certification
as a Certified Nutritionist (CN) n.i. Textbooks include
Alternative Medicine: The Definitive Guide [see NF 11:57,
1994] and The Turning Point. Prerequisites for admission: a
college degree (waived until 1996). Requirements for graduation and certificate (prerequisites for CN certification): (1)
completion of all program courses, (2) a cumulative GPA
(grade point average) of 2.5 (4.0 = "A"), and (3) an average
grade of at least "C+" on exams. Requirements for CN
certification: (1) successful completion of 5 or 6 exams and
(2) one year of experience in "dealing with the public,"
managing people who do so, or holding a health-related
administrative position. The School Director Oames R
Johnson, Ph.D.) can waive CN certification requirements.
"The institute teaches about the values of fasting, detoxification, uses of nutritional supplements above the RDA,
accessory nutrients and the use of herbs and herbal therapies." NINE's graduating class of 1994 comprised 36 people.
Comments: NINE is unaccredited. On page 249 of

The Turning Point: Science, Society,and the Rising Culture
(1983), physicist Fritjof Capra, Ph.D., declared: "Even more
important than the detailed composition of our diet are the
following three requirements: our foods should be natural,
consisting of organic food elements in their natural,
unaltered state; they should be whole, complete and
unfragmented, neither refined nor enriched; and they
should be poisonfree, organically grown, free from
poisonous chemical residues and additives."
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Under the heading "Affiliations" in its 19941995 "Student Catalog," NINE claims an "articulation
agreement" with Regis University, a prestigious Catholic
institution in Denver, Colorado. However, on February
9, in a message on my answering device, Karen Weber,
Assistant to the President of Regis, stated: "Actually,
Regis University never had an articulation agreement
with NINE." She defined "articulation agreement" as
"an agreement between two institutions of higher education, typically one lower division [and] one upper
division, where certain lower-division courses taken at
the lower-division school will apply toward degree requirements at the senior institution."
According to The Vitamin Pushers,NINE's founder
and president, James R. Johnson, claimed a Ph.D. degree
from an unaccredited
organization,
"Occidental
University .. .in St. Louis." Bear's Guide to Earning NonTraditionalCollegeDegrees(1988) stated that "Occidental
University of St. Louis" is the original name of the
International Institute for Advanced Studies. The 11th edition
of Bear'sGuideto EarningDegreesNon-Traditionally(1992)
states that "Occidental University" is the institute's original
name, that the institute was "begun" in St. Louis in
1972, and that it "evolved" into Greenwich University (see
above). The latter edition of Bear's Guide listed both the
International Institute for Advanced Studies and Greenwich
University as operational schools . (According to a 1989
catalog I received from the former organization, it was
founded in Clayton, Missouri, in 1972; the catalog and the
10th edition of Bear'sGuidegave the same Clayton,Missouri,
address.) Bear's CollegeDegreesby Mail (1992) describes
the institute as Greenwich University's "predecessor ."
•
*NORTHAMERICAN
UNNERSI1Y
(NAU), Scottsdale,
Arizona. Founded in 1992, NAU offers three nutritionrelated graduate programs through "off-campus study": (1)
a "wellness science" program leading to an M.S. degree, (2)
a "Doctor of Wellness Science" program leading to a D.Sc.
degree, and (3) a "Doctor of Wellness Science Philosophy"
degree program . The programs are accredited by the
International Accrediting Commission for Schools, Colleges
and Theological Seminaries. Prerequisites for admission: (1) a high school diploma or equivalent, (2) reaching 18
years of age by the end of the third month following
admission, (3) literacy in English, (4) "good moral character,"
and (5) agreement with the "mind-body-spirit" philosophy of NAU. Students may receive credit for preadmission
"education, life experiences, military experiences, etc."
In late July 1994, NAU's nutrition-related programs had
50 enrollees and two faculty members, both full-time.
Comments: NAU is unaccredited . It also offers a
"Bachelor of Wellness Science" (B.S.) degree program,
which is nutrition-related. See "American College of
Nutripathy," above.
•
ST. MARTIN UNNERSITY
(University of St. Martin) .
The university's "External Degree Program" is "administered

from" Reynosa, Republic of Mexico. The "School Mail
Center" is in Ada, Oklahoma . Founded in 1984, St.
Martin is accredited by the InterAmerican Association of
Postsecondary Colleges and Schools . It offers "custom
tailored" degree programs as well as" off-campus"programs
in nutritional science and "holistic health science" that lead
to master's and doctoral degrees . For example, the university
"confers" the degree of "Doctor of Nutrition." Prerequisites
for admission to master's degree programs: (1) a bachelor's
degree (obtainable by correspondence through St. Martin)
and (2) at least 30 "major course hours" (which the applicant
may pursue through St. Martin) . Prerequisites for admission to doctoral programs: (1) a master's degree and (2) at
least 30 "major course hours" at the master's level (which
the applicant may pursue at St. Martin). Requirements for
graduation: (1) a "satisfactory" grade in all required courses,
and (2) a "professiona l thesis. " Duration of programs:
approximately 12-18 months per degree . Courses in the
College of Nutritional Science include : Food Combinations,
Hair Mineral Analysis, Herbology I and II, Macrobiotics,
Natural Dietetics, and Reflexology I. Courses in the College
of Holistic Health Science include : Ayurvedic Therapy,
Enzyme Therapy, Juicing Therapy, Oriental Herbology,
Psyco-Cybernetics (sic),Tissue Cleansing, and Zone Therapy.
Comments: Courses in the College of Health
Science include Chelation Therapy, Homeopathy,
Naprapathy [see NF 11:63-64, 1994], Naturopathy ,
Taichiology (sic), and WALER Therapy. The School of
Holistic Therapy offers a correspondence program leading
to an "Associate of Science Degree in Holistic Science" and
"registration as a Practitioner of Holistic Therapy." There
are no prerequisites for admission. The five courses in
this program are: Collateral Therapy, Herbal Therapy,
Iridology , Meridian Therapy, and Zone Reflexology.
•
WALDENUNNERSITY,
Minneapolis , Minnesota.
Through its Institute for Advanced Studies, Walden offers a
customizable program leading to a Ph.D . degree in health
services. Prerequisites for admission: (1) a master's degree
from an accredited institution or (in exceptional cases)
submission of a "prior learning portfolio," (2) at least 3 years
of relevant professional experience, and (3) attendance
at an admissions/orientation
workshop (A/ow), which
begins on a Friday evening and ends on the afternoon of the
followingSunday. Requirements for completion of program:
(1) fulfillment of a "learning agreement," an individualized
study plan within a Waid en cu r ricular framework; (2)
submission of a dissertation; (3) oral presentation thereof;
(4) attendance at one 3-week summer session or two 2-week
summer sessions; and (5) attendance at one 4-day "regional
intensive" session per 12-month period of enrollment.
Comments: Founded in 1970,Walden is accredited
by a regional accrediting body. I applied to the aforementioned doctoral program in 1992, and I received an
invitation to attend an A/ow. I have not discerned any
cause for concern about the program or the university .
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General Comments
Later this year, NF will feature a detailed report of
my study of nutrition-related "credentialing" organizations.
A few personal remarks probably are in order here. First,
during four years of seeking a suitable nontraditional path to
credentials, my desire for a streamlined application process
and a streamlined didactic program overrode my desire for
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a spiritual dimension. Regrettably, it seems that most
streamlined health-related programs with streamlined
preadmission procedures harbor unscientific teachings.
Second, I believe that a distinctly nutrition-related doctorate
(e.g., NutritionD) would invigorate the profession of
clinical dietetics and thus weaken pseudocredentialism. It
seems to me that, while nutritionist licensing has merit, the
public wants "nutrition doctors," not licensees or registrants.

HEALTHCARE
ESOTERICA
1}))

Here's another batch of mystical alternative "health" methods. References are in boldface within brackets.-J.R.
Alchemia: Form of channeling that allegedly involves
activating "Universal Fifth Dimensional Energy." [1]
Alchemia breathwork: System that allegedly transforms
"karmic situations" and, through "focused use" of the "Breath"
and the "Life Force," frees "suppressed energy ." It involves
alchemia® heart breath, purportedly an initial step toward
discovering "energy blockages." [2]
Alchemical
synergy®: Form of "hypnotherapy"
whose
purported goal is to develop the "optimum potential" ofindividuals by connecting them with their respective "inner master." [1]
Barb3ra Brennan healing science: "Spiritual" system
concocted by Barbara Ann Brennan, author of the bestseller
Hands of Light : A Guide to Healing Through the Human
Energy Field and Light Emerging: The Journey of Personal
Healing, both published by Bantam . Brennan, who holds a
master's degree in atmospheric physics, founded the Barbara
Brennan School of Healing, in East Hampton, New York, in
1982. Her system is a form of so-called energy field work that
involves "Core Star healing" and "Hara healing."* According
to the 1994-1995 Holistic Health Directory & Resource Guide,
"the healer works to clear the client 's [energy] field of
unhealthy and blocked energies, charge depleted areas,
repair distorted patterns, and balance the entire field ." (3, 4]
*"Hara" is a Japanese word that some spiritualists use to
denote the tanden-the
alleged seat of ki (supernatural
"energy") in humans, slightly below the navel.
Barefoot shiatsu massage: Variant of shiatsu practiced by
Viola M . Timbers, R.N., B.A, of New York City (5). During a
phone conversation with me on January 29, Ms. Timbers stated:
[Shiatsu] ... really
is acupuncture
without
needles. But, in barefoot shiatsu, I use my feet a
little bit. I can stand on the back, but I support
my weight on the chair; and I walk on my hands.
I walk on certain partI use my feet on certain
parts of the body. But I also use my palms, my
hands, my palms, my thumb, and my elbows and
knees. I use various parts of my body to apply
pressure to the, uh, what you call the meridians ....
BEYOND MEDICINE: "Multi-dimensional approach" promoted
by Shoshana Margolin, M.A., N.D., D.H .M. It involves "fullspectrum homeopathy," "holographic bio-analysis," "holistic
girth control," and "physical & nutritional re-balancing." One of
its premises is that people are "multi-dimensional Beings." [6]

BodyMind therapy: System taught by The BodyMind
Academy, in Bellevue, Washington.
It comprises: (1)
BodyMind breathwork,
which includes rebirthing;
(2)
Body Mind massage; (3) Body Mind counseling hypnotherapy,
which involves Jungian psychology and neuro-linguistic
programming
(NLP); and (4) BodyMind shiatsu, which
purportedly involves pulse reading. [7]
Ching Lo (meridian therapy): Alleged external stimulation of Qi (chi) and "Blood" in di verse ways, including acupressure, acupuncture,
cupping, moxabustion,
scraping, and
application of" acu-powder," electricity, herbs, or magnets. [8]
Choi kwang do: Modern, noncompetitive
martial art
whose major interests are health, human potential, and
self -defense. Its basis includes "chiropractic
medicine,"
and its teachings encompass hatha yoga, "herbology,"
"holistic" nutrition, and shiatsu . (9, 10]
The Clean-Me-Out Program™: Neo-Christian system of
"self-healing" developed principally by Richard Anderson,
N .D., N .M.D. Two herbal supplements constitute its backbone: Chomper, whose eleven herbs include cascara sagrada
(a laxative) and lobelia (ingestion of which is risky); and
Herbal Nutrition, whose ten herbs include alfalfa, comfrey
(which is poisonous), horsetail (a weak diuretic), and licorice
root. Besides these and other supplements, the program
involves enemas and avoiding intake of meat and dairy
products . In the fourth (second revised) edition of Cleanse &
Purify Thyself (1994), Anderson states that "cooked, frozen,
canned and processed foods ... drain the life force from the
body ." In Chapter 9, he describes a "profound Divine
experience" wherein a female "Divine Being" filled him with
"information ." He states that purification is a "guaranteed
entrance" into heaven and that people who are willing to
purify themselves "shall have the help of God's mightiest
messengers and, if necessary, legions of angelic beings." (11, 12)
Core transformation 8 M (core transformation
process):
Ten-step "self-help" technique pioneered by Connirae Andreas,
Ph.D . (with Tamara Andreas), in Core Transformation:
Reaching the Wellspring Within. It posits an "inner being,"
"inner self," "inner essence," or "core self." In 1994, Advanced
Communication Training, Inc., billed the technique as an
amazing breakthrough
in the fields of neuro-linguistic
programming
(NLP), psychology, and religion that is
"useful with" nail-biting,
trauma, and weight loss. (13)
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Dimensional
clearing: "Process" allegedly designed to
clear the human "energy field" of "external elements"
that are not part of the self, such as "Lost Souls,"
"Thought Forms," and "fragments" of other people. [14]
Energis™: "A profoundly intuitive yet practical 'hands-on'
subtle energy process that gently and naturally stimulates
the electrical systems and magnetic fields of the body,"
according to the Health Optimizing Institute's classified
ad in the 1992-1993 Holistic Health Directory (p. 125). The
institute is in Del Mar, California. The ad referred to "Energis ™
Training & Research." On December 21, 1994, I used the
institute's "800" voice mail to request printed information
about the method . The next day, Gary Houston (or Huston)
stated on my answering device: "That program is shelved or
on the back burner, so to speak, because we're involved in
some other, newer developments in energy medicine .... ! just
don't have anything [i.e., Ii terature on Energis] to pass along.
That Holistic Health Directory, I think, is a couple of years old.
It's a very fast-moving, fast-changing field."
Etheric release: Form of "energy work" whose premise
is that restricting emotional expression can cause malfunctions in one's "physical body." [2]
Focusing (focusing-therapy):
"Natural" stepwise system
of"personal growth" based on the work of psychology professor Eugene (Gene) T. Gendlin, Ph.D., author of Focusing
(1981) and Let the Body Interpret Your Dreams (1986). It
involves dreamwork and inner child work (see "Alternative"
Healthcare :A Comprehensive Guide). The purported effects of
Focusing include: direct contact with the (allegedly palpable)
"wisdom" of one's body (i.e., prenatal "bodily meaning"); the
flowing of"life's energy" in "new ways ofbeing"; discovery of one's
"genuine self'; and an increase in personal "whole[ness]." [15]
Humanistic therapy: Method whose purported goal is to
heal the "inner child." It posits a boundless human spirit. [16]
Human resources chi gong: Form of Qigong (chi gong)
taught by Warner Chen, O.M.D., L.Ac. (licensed acupuncturist),
Ph.D., of New York City. Chen describes chi as a "vital force
or vital energy" similar to electricity. He recommends his
"energy techniques"foralcoholism, allergies, arthritis, asthma,
cancer, depression, diabetes, drug addiction, going bald,
hernias, impotence, insomnia, neuralgia, sciatica, and other
conditions. (See "Marrow cleansing chi gong," below.) [17]
1-Chuan (Da Cheng Chuan): Martial art modernized in the
1940s by Wang Xiang Zhai. Its ancient central practice is
Zhang Zhuang-standing
like a tree and meditating. [18]
Integrated kinesiology: Reportedly dynamic and eclectic
variant of applied kinesiology (see Mystical Diets) taught by
Dr . Craig Rubenstein . It includes the visceral meridian
manipulation
technique (VMM), "a mixture of classic
organ manipulation, meridian therapy and kinesiology." [19]
Integrative yoga therapy: "Wellness" program developed
by Joseph LePage, M.A. It involves guided imagery. [20]
Inter-light kinesiology (agape quest program): "Specialized Kinesiology" system that involves niore than twenty
"modalities," including acupressure, affirmations, "flower
essences," "Muscle Testing," and tuning forks. These "powerfully integrated techniques" allegedly "unlock blockages ." [21]

Kelley/Radix® work (Kelley/Radix
personal growth
work): Brand of Radix taught by Kelley/Radix, an organization
in Vancouver, Washington, founded by Charles R. Kelley, Ph .D.
Kelly, an author and psychologist, developed Radix in the 1960s
and early 1970s. (The 1994 Kelly/Radix Schedule described
"Chuck" and "Erica" as the "two founders" of Radix.) Alternate
names for Radix include "neo-Reichian therapy" and the
"Radix neo-Reichian program of personal growth." Radix
borrows from Reichian therapy, another form of body-oriented
psychotherapy, the concepts of "life energy" and "muscular
armor." It postulates that muscle tension is the mechanism of
volition and an access to one's "life force." In Radix terminology,
"radix" means "life force" or "life energy." Kelley's organization
offers a correspondence course titled "Science and the Life
Force," which includes such topics as "radix= God= ether?" [22]
Kriya massage (kriya bodywork):
Mode of bodywork
that allegedly uses "universal, life-affirming energy." [l]
Life span nutrition (limbic eating): Dietetic philosophy
expounded by its formulator, Majid Ali, M.D., in The Butterfiy
and life SpanNutrition (1992).On page 214, Ali describes enzymes
as the "LIFEFORCE OF FOODS .... the life in foods." He states that
enzymes give "foods in Nature their life" and distinguish "living
organisms from nonliving objects" (p. 214). Ali further states: "I
consider the wisdom of the ancients in matters of human nutrition the bedrockof all strategies for sound nutrition for the life
span" (p. 221). The four "critical aspects" oflife span nutrition
(pp. 256-258) include the following. (1) "We are what we observe." Therefore, one should learn to observe how one responds
to food and vice versa. (2) "Bowel is the most important defense
organ of the body." Therefore, one should understand the
"ecology" of one's bowel. (3) "Injured foods injure tissues."
Fertilizers, pesticides, preservatives, processing, and spoilage
are injurious. (4) "We must respect our food if our food is to
respect us .... The acid test of common sense must be accepted as
the true test of what is right and what is not in nutrition." [23]
Marrow cleansing
chi gong: Form of Qigong (chi
gong) taught by Warner Chen, O .M .D ., L .Ac., Ph.D., of
New York City. (See "Human resources chi gong," above.) [17]
Mentalphysics:
Purported practical, wholistic, futuristic
science and "super yoga" founded in 1927 by Rev. Edwin J.
Dingle, an English journalist a n d publisher who died in
1972. Mentalphysics supposedly brings out the "hidden
meaning" of the Bible and reportedly involves "astral travel,"
aura reading ("aura study"), chanting, jin shin jyutsu (a
variant of shiatsu), meditation (including guided meditation),
pranayama ("deep scientific breathing exercises"), "pranic
therapy" (a variant of channeling), reflexology, shiatsu, and
individualization
of diet according to "chemical type." [24]
Metaphysical
hypnosis
(metaphysical
hypnotism):
"Natural" yet "spiritual" method that , purportedly, involves autohypnosis, speeds healing, and can even effect
"miraculous" healing. Dorothy H. McCrary, Ms.D. ("Doctor of
Metaphysics"),
trains "professionals"
in this form of
"suggestive therapy"in Manhattan. In a mailing postmarked
January 9, "Dr ." McCrary stated: "I am able to take a subject
into any portion of our Universal Creative System .... able to
take a patientinto ... other solar systems .... to his or her Mother
Planet ... [which] will converse with It's [sic] child and give
healing instructions . I have taken subjects back millions of
years before they became humans .... " [25, 26]
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Ortho-bionomy™ (OB): The bodywork field's answer to
homeopathy, according to the Society of Ortho-Bionomy
International.
OB is a "complete system" of "natural
manipulative therapy" and "self-healing" developed by Dr.
Arthur Lincoln Pauls, a British osteopath who introduced it
in the U.S. in 1976. Pauls, who reportedly believes in a "life
force" or "life energy," defines "ortho-bionomy" as "the correct
application of the laws oflife." His system involves touching,
dialogue, and instruction in common movements. Sessions
may also include so-called energy field work. [27, 28]
Pre-cognitive
re-education:
Process that allegedly
releases the "energetic thought forms" of"negativity ." It
posits a "HIGHER SELF"-a "place" of infinite wisdom. [29]
Process acupressure:
Combination of"traditional"
acupressure, "psychological process work," and zero balancing.
Zero balancing is a reportedly adaptable mode of bodywork
founded and named by Fritz Frederick Smith, an acupuncturist,
medical doctor, and osteopath.
Aminah
Raheem, Ph.D., author of Soul Return, developed process
acupressure,
which involves the "body energy" theories of
acupuncture, tai chi, and yoga, and posits "energy systems"
consisting of "meridians" and chakras. [30, 31]
Psychic self-defense:
Five-cassette audiotape program
whose premise is that "negative forces," "negative influences," or "negative thought-forms"-a
usually imperceptible
form of "subtle energy"-are
often the source of addictions,
"bad luck," depression, and other problems. It is a form
of so-called aura balancing. [32]
Psychic shield: Six-cassette
purported complement to
psychic self-defense (see above). It is a form of so-called
chakra balancing . [32]
Reiki-alchemia®: Union of alchemia (see above) and reiki.
Reiki is a variant of the laying on of hands that posits
"Universal Life Force Energy." [1]

Shamanic counseling: Reputed blend of shamanism and
clinical psychology practiced by Leslie Gray, Ph.D. It involves
"power animal retrieval" and prerecorded chanting and
drumming. Gray has described it as "an approach that does
not make that mind/body split." Allegedly, "power animal
retrieval" is the "bringing back" of a "guardian spirit." [38]
Silva mind control (Silva method, Silva mind control
method, Silva mind control system, Silva method of
mind development,
Silva mind control method of
mental dynamics,
Silva mental dynamics): Brainchild
of Jose Silva codeveloped by Burt Goldman. Silva, an
unschooled electronics engineer born in Texas in 1914,
expounded his method with different coauthors in The Silva
Mind Control Method (1978) and The Silva Mind Control
Method of Mental Dynamics (1988), both published by Pocket
Books. Silva mind control is a "positive thinking philosophy"
of meditative "self-help" that purportedly effects alpha rhythm,
a brain wave that occurs in humans during wakeful relaxation .
Proponents have averred that the method enables telepathy.
On page 123 of the latter book, Silva and Goldman stated:
What we know ofas now is the past of the future and
the future of the past . Because there is no now, we
can work wonders when we seek to change the future
by looking to the past .... Through the use of directed,
dynamic thought, thepastcanbechangedbymodifying
your conception of the past.
The "mighty" principles of Silva mind control
("universal rules," "immutable laws of nature") include
the following.
•

•

Rosen method: "Psycho-physical"
system of bodywork
developed in the 1970s by San Francisco physical therapist
Marion Rosen . It purportedly
unlocks the unconscious
and integrates
mind, body, emotions, and spirit. The
method involves "non-intrusive"
touching, verbal interaction, and "experiencing breath as the gateway to awareness ." One of its postulates
is that the body protects
everyone from painful past experiences
by separating
the person from his or her "essential self" ("true self").
Shortness of breath and chronic muscle tension supposedly
manifest this alleged protection. [35, 36, 37]

Mentalism:
"The universe is a mental creation of
God . ... We are aspects of the totality of Creation. As
we are relative to God, so is our universe relative to
us." This principle appears identical with pantheistic
(monistic) idealism.
CorresP-ondence: "'As above, so below; as below, so above. '
As it is on the physical plane, so it is on the mental; as it

Reimprinting
with divine intervention:
"Powerful
therapeutic process" developed by Gerry Schmidt. Supposedly, it involves divine assistance
and healthfully
transforms childhood experiences. [33]
Resonant kinesiology"M (RK): Meditative form of bodywork
pioneered and taught by Susan Gallagher Borg, B.A., author of
Sing Your Body. It involves touching, bodily postures, and vocal
sounds . One ofRK's postulates is: "Our bodies are metaphors for
what we have learned to believe." In an article, Borg stated :
"When a Resonant Kinesiologist works ... s/he relates to the
client in a vibrational
manner that is similar to the
phenomenon of two similar bells hanging near each otherwhen one bell is struck, the other will ring also." [34]
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is on the mental plane, so it is on the spiritual." This
seems comparable to the double-aspect (or dual aspect)
theory of mind, which holds that mind and body are
manifestations of an ultimate process or substance-in
the case of the Silva method, "Creation" or God (the
"Creator").
•

Vibration: According to this principle, "vibration" is the
root of health, illness, success, and failure. "Adjust the
vibrations to the proper level and a healing takes place."

•

Gender: "All things have a masculine and feminine
aspect." According to this principle, gender "manifests"
on physical, mental, and spiritual planes. The masculine
"force" is outgoing, positive, and instigative,
while
the feminine "force" is "incoming," receptive, negative,
and creative.

[39, 40, 41, 42]

SomatoEmotional
Release 8 M: Mode of body-oriented
psychotherapy developed by John E. Upledger, D.O., and
biophysicist Dr. Zvi Kami. One of its postulates is that
emotional trauma can result in the localization of "physical
forces" as devitalizing "dysfunctional areas" ("energy cysts") .
The method also posits spiritual "dysfunctions."
[30]
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Soul-centered
psychology: Afrocentric mode of "psychotherapy" promoted by John Bolling, M.D. Supposedly,
practitioners
use "soul perception" to harmonize "the
archetypal energies of the psyche." [43]
"Tap, tap" system: Part ofa nameless system of"self-help"
expounded by Claude M. Bristol and Harold Sherman in
TNT: The Power Within You, first published in 1954.
The larger system involves positive thinking and posits
telepathy . The authors described "TNT" as a "magnetic
creative power" within people, a combination of a mental image
of anything reasonable that one wants plus faith in oneself
and in God (the "Great Creator") . The "tap, tap system" is
simply repeated visualization of whatever one desires. [44]
Theocentric psychology: Christian system of"psychology"
and psychological
counseling
"therapies,"
including
marriage counseling and "sex therapy." [45]

"Holistic" system of
Transformational
counseling:
"facilitation" taught by the American Association of
Alternative Therapists (ASAT). It encompasses "dream
therapy," parts therapy, progression/regression therapy, and
psycho-neuro integration (PNI). A purported aim of PNI (also
called psychic healing) is the "recharging" and realignment of
"subtle energy centers." Apparently, the chief postulate of
transformational counseling is that beliefs are the "real" cause
of mental, physical, emotional, and "etheric" problems. [46]
Transition
method: Subject of an "incredible" correspondence course offered by The Transition Institute®, in
Conifer, Colorado. The institute's president, reputed former
millionaire Bob Scheinfeld, assembled and christened the
method, which purportedly spawns "daily miracles." One of
its postulates is that a "vast communications network"
interconnects all earthlings; supposedly, this (alleged)
linkage exists in humans at the level of the unconscious. [47]
Unergi© method (Unergi holistic therapy): "Self-care"
system that integrates the Alexander technique [see NF
11:57, 1994), Gestalt therapy [see NF 12:8, 1995), and
Rubenfeld synergy© (see "Alternative" Healthcare: A Comprehensive Guide), a form of body-oriented psychotherapy. It
involves dreamwork, "healing touch," inner child work [see NF
12:8, 1995), and meditation. Apparently, "Holistic Therapist"
Ute Arnold developed the method in or before 1978. [ 48]
Vodou (vodoun, vodun, voudoun, voodoo, voodooism):
Fusion of Roman Catholicism and ancient African polytheism
and ancestor worship, practiced chiefly in Caribbean
countries. Vodou priestess Mama Lola, of New York City,
promotes the religion as "a spiritual tradition ofhealing." [49]
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Don't Worry, Be Happy
Dear Mr. Raso,
I am a registered dietitian working in an outpatient
clinic which provides HIV-primary care . I read Nutrition
Forum ... [because] it provides invaluable information
about health care fraud, a problem often encountered
by the HIV-positive population.
I am distressed that you have opted to bring religion
into the discussion . In the November/December 1994 issue
of NF, you critique three publications which appear to be
primarily addressing religious beliefs . (I did not read these
books.) I believe it is important to keep religion out of the
discussion of health care fraud, because belief systems'
benefits are highly subjective. Crossing the line into questioning faiths, revealing your personal beliefs. threatens to undermine your objectivity. Only in cases where the clear goal of
an organization is to reap profits by marketing highly questionable health products or cures does it seem appropriate .
It's these "fringe" groups ofall religious circles that tend to get
media attention. For most , however, their faiths offer, among
other things, community support, assistance to those in need,
spiritual relief through meditation or prayer, and a sense of
well-being . Our own beliefs, Mr. Raso. are irrelevant to
the original cause for preventing victimization by health
care fraud. Thank you for taking this into consideration .
-Laura F. Wilson, R.D., Haelen Center, New Haven , Conn.
I appreciate your speaking your piece . I assume that the
publications to which you alluded are: (1) Deadly Doctrine:
Health, Illness, and Christian God-Talk , (2) The Encyclopedia of
Eastern Philosophy and Religion, and (3) Hidden Treasure:
Discovering the God Within. I reviewed Deadly Doctrine to
reinforce my response to Dr. Sneed's letter ; the encyclopedia
because, as a critic of alternative healthcare, I have found it
helpful; and Hidden Treasure because it conveys the common
altemativist viewpoint that spirituality is the necessary backdrop and unique generator of materiality . This worldview
fosters believing that if one shapes up spiritually, one will
improve physically . On page 105 of Hidden Treasure, author
Thomas Ehrhardt states : "Many of the 'bad' things that
happen in the world today do so simply because we've lost
contact with God and the spiritual realms .... [O]ur sinking
into material reality has been the cause of many regrettable
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occurrences on the earth .. .. " The book is readable , its
jacket is eye-catching , and its message, which I don't
treasure, is relevant to health fraud.
My no-holds-barred, iconoclastic approach to
health fraud probably rubs many readers the wrong
way. But I will not repudiate it, for there is a dearth of
health -fraud opponents who deal with the religious and
quasi-religious notions that facilitate such victimization .
It's a largely thankless task, but somebody has to do it.
I am a religious nonbeliever. However, religious
unbelief per se does not comprise personal beliefs. It is
a state of not having any religious beliefs. It includes
atheism and unbelief in afterworlds. angels. Satan, etc.
Finally. it is perfectly consistent with science . I very much
doubt that religious unbelief per se impairs objectivity in
matters of science; indeed, I would venture calling it almost
necessary for such objectivity . "Preventing victimization by
health care fraud" may be the "original cause" of many
people who want to maintain blind spots. It is not mine .
By the way, because the word "Haelen" rang a
bell, I called directory assistance on January 23. The
operator told me there was no listing for a "Haelen
Center" in New Haven.-J.R .

Trend or Foe?
Dear Jack.
I am writing about the letter from Gay! Easter [NF
11:65, 1994]... regarding the ... seminar entitled "Exploring
Controversial Therapies in Nutrition, " held in Glenwood
Springs. Colorado [on November 18, 1994]. I would like your
readers to know that the Colorado Dietetic Association
(CDA) did not approve CEUs [continuing education units]for
the entire program. The only portion that was approved was
my presentation . CDA is very careful about its CEU
curriculum , and I am proud of its scrutiny in this area. The
purpose of my talk was to provide a set of guidelines for
evaluating the so-called "Controversial Therapies ." In fact. I
stressed the point rather strongly that desperate people are
prone to exploitation by the practitioners of these therapies.
I hope this clears up any misunderstandings .
-Jackie Nielsen, M.S .. R.D .. Colorado Area Network
Coordinator. National Council Against Health Fraud
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Note: The Western Colorado Dietetic Association {WCDA)
and a hospital were the sponsors of the "Controversial Therapies" seminar . On February 6, I phoned the CDA and spoke
with Beth, a secretary, who stated that the CDA "covers all of
Colorado" and described the WCDA as one of the CDA's
"district" associations . Later that day, I phoned CDA president Rosanne G. Ainscough, who confirmed Beth's statements and added that the CDA does not have jurisdiction
over the "planning of the programs" in "individual districts ."
However, in a letter to Gay! Easter dated November
5, 1994, Ms . Ainscough had stated:
...The fact that CDA approved the program [emphasis
added] for continuing education credit does not constitute an endorsement of the program or any of its
speakers .... We reviewed the objectives of the conference and feel that WCDA is responding to a trend
that ADA [The American Dietetic Association] has
identified that there will be increased use of alternative
medicine in the future and dietitians need to be

informed about these alternatives . We feel there is a
difference between alternative therapies and quackery ....

Quackery and "alternative therapies" are indeed
different; but if the word "quackery" refers to the healthrelated teachings and practices of pretenders to medical
expert1se, alternative healthcare abounds in quackery.
Jackie Nielsen's anti-health fraud efforts are undeniably
praiseworthy. However, the manner of trendiness exhibited
by the WCDA bears scrutiny.
On February 7, I phoned Jackie Nielsen and ADA. I
asked Ms. Nielsen, for how many CEUs had the CDA approved her presentation. She responded that she had requested two . However, less than a month before the seminar,
seminar representative Cindy Krisinger had stated on my
answering device that "Controversial Therapies" had been
"approved for six [continuing education] hours with ADA."
I asked Maggie Walls at ADA if the association
had published a position paper on alternative healthcare .
She replied that there was none. It is overdue .-J.R.

BRIEFS
Food stamp fraud. The U.S. Secret Service estimates that
$2 billion of the $24 billion in food stamps issued annually are
redeemed illegally. According to an Associated Press report,
virtually every city has an underground system for diverting
food stamps, and millions of dollars in illegal profits have
been transferred overseas. Most schemes involve retailers
who buy them for 50 to 70 cents on the dollar and redeem the
stamps for face value or pass them to wholesalers for supplies.
Recipients who sell their stamps typically use the cash to buy
drugs, alcohol, clothing, or other goods not covered by the
food stamp program. States using electronic cards instead of
stamps have discovered conspiracies between recipients
and grocers to empty accounts and split the proceeds.
Instances have also been reported wherein supermarket
cashiers passed debit cards through the electronic scanner
several times and pocketed cash equivalent to the extra amount
debited to the cardholder's account. Some middlemen approach
indigents at shelters to obtain their stamps or debit cards.
Lieberman sues ADA. Shari Lieberman, Ph .D., has sued
The American Dietetic Association (ADA)for defamation. In
January 1994, ADA suspended her R.D. (Registered Dietitian)
credential for three years for not practicing "dietetics based
on scientific principles and current information." Her suit
charges that ADA had no right to use opinions she conveyed
through publications as the basis for its conclusion. Lieberman
is a board member of the American Preventive Medical
Association {APMA), which describes itself as "the public
policy advocate for doctors and other health care practitioners
who use nutritional approaches and other progressive therapies in patient care ." Licensed APMA members can participate in an insurance policy that covers expenses incurred in
defending against administrative actions (such as disciplinary actions by state licensing boards). APMA, Julian M.
Whitaker, M.D. (an APMA officer who edits Health& Healing®

newsletter), Citizens for Healt h (an opponent of FDA
regulation of the supplement marketplace), and the
National Institute of Nutritional Education (see this
issue's "School Daze") have urge d contributing to the Shari
Lieberman Legal Defense Fund . (In the January 1995
supplement to his newsletter, Whitaker called NF associate
editor Ira Milner, RD ., a "disgruntled member" of ADA.)

Choices: Not Choice
(a re-review)

I was off guard . In the November/December 1994
issue of NF, I favorably reviewed the third edition of Choices:
RealisticAlternatives in CancerTreatment(1994). A trusted
associate of mine had voiced approval of the previous edition
of the book and had thus predisposed me to acceptance. In
my mini-review, I called Choices"an excellent, comprehensive reference book." It is not excellent. Chapter 24 includes
a section, titled "Relaxation Techniques," that implicitly
recommends Silva mind control (see this issue's "Healthcare
Esoterica") and the Simonton method (a mode of visualization). Moreover, the section explicitly recommends therapeutic touch . The subsection on therapeutic touch includes
the following paragraph (p . 738).-J.R.
Everybody has the latent ability to use their
own natural energy in healing . The technique is
being taught at many nursing schools around
the country. Scientifically, it is believed that
electron-transfer resonance explains what happens
when hands are used to transfer energy to another
part of the body . Some people unconsciously
are able to focus their natural bioenergy field
and become known as "healers ." But most people
can learn the technique and use it on themselves.
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Jack Raso
1960 s, it was easy to sort the alternative therapies out
into a few well-defined categorie$. Today "paramedical
practitioners" .. .are increasingly being tempted to learn
and practice a variety of methods . Old forms of therapy,
too, are being imported, or revived, or adapted; and so rapid
is the process of transformation that what is intended as a
survey takes on the complexion of a running commentary.

Medical alternativists portray those who continually
pick holes in their methods as conspirators,
exalters of
conventional healthcare, and would-be restrainers of discriminating consumers-in
short, as underinformed and/or
self-serving members in good standing of the Establishment
(or worse, a totalitarian cabal). That many people would buy such
assertions is understandable. I myself often wonder what motivates persevering opponents of alternative healthcare, especially
since the mainstream medical and dietetic communities seem
uninterested in them. For me, fighting medical alternativism
has been a distinctly nonlucrative, mostly joyless activity.
I do it primarily because I abhor prose Iytical irrational ism.
I remember one criticism of my work frequently: In late
1992, a new acquaintance of mine told me he had chronic fatigue
syndrome. A conventional physician, he said, had misdiagnosed
his condition and prescribed a drug that worsened it. He stated
that he had later turned to an herbalist. Since conventional
medicine needed vast reform, he said billerly , opponents of
alternative healthcare were barking up the wrong tree.
The harm lingers from a somewhat similar experience I
had as a 17-year-old in 1972. Its chief orchestrator was a
conventional physician, but I blame the experience on organized
irrationalism. I submit that alternative healthcare is an especially
insidious form thereof and, as such, does pervasive, though
unspectacular, harm. Philosophy professor George Englebretsen
voiced my sentiments pithily in the May/June 1995 issue of
Skeptical Inquirer: "The rationalist often, and understandably,
wants to say that those who live in ignorance deserve the conse quences.But. .. all of us suffer the consequences of willful stupidity."

The major distinctions of alternative healthcare vis-a-vis
science-oriented healthcare include runaway cross-pollination
and a lack of constructive infighting. Since the late 1950s, well
over six hundred health-related methods-i.e.,
freestanding
methods, multimethod systems, component methods, and general
"approaches"-that I consider mystical or supernaturalistic have
been subjects of uncritical public discourse in English (most since
1980). Broadly, mysticism is belief in realities accessible only
through subjective experience. Supernaturalism is belief in
entities, or forces, that are outside of, yet affect, the universe.
The vast majority of the systems and methods of alternative
healthcare are mystical or supernaturalistic. It may be cavalier to
judge methods solely on the basis of the theories that underlie
them, the methods' contexts, their histories, and the credibility
or implausibility of claims for the methods. However, such
information furnishes valuable clues, especially when pertinent
scientific findings are nonexistent, meager, or discrepant.
Describing alternativist methods sometimes seems an
exercise in masochism. My descriptions nearly always arise from
painstaking examination of the writings of proponents. I try hard
not to overinterpret their descriptions . The trouble is, promoters of
particular methods tend to describe them circularly and in (popular) generalities. That they do so is no wonder: Alternative healthcare
is a "melting pot" of religion, occultism, folklore, parapsychology,
pop psychology, pseudoscience, and medical guesswork. It abounds
in theoretical rubbish of the sort that appeals to the scientifically
illiterate, superstitious, more or less God-fearing everyman. In the
sprawling, animistic "enchanted forest" of medical alternativism,
ideas run hog-wild, words nave magical power, illness ("dis-ease")
is an educational opportunity, the impossible is a challenge, wishful
thinking is industry, faith is the ticket, and death is a transition.

Fast Backward?

In the introduction to Natural Medicine, published in
1979 in Britain, author Brian Inglis stated:
My aim has been to trace the development of the theories
and practices of natural medicine from their source in
tribal communities up to the present. . .. In [my book]
FringeMedicine,a journalist's eye view of the scene in the
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According to a recent nationwide poll of college
students, 71 percent believe in ghosts. To believers in ghostsnonentities that ultimately are friendly, since they represent an
afterlife-at least some of the many other nonentities that
altemativists posit (e.g ., chi, kundalini,prana, shakti, Shin-ki,
and Shintsu-Riki) must seem scientifically acceptable.
The altemativist methods I describe below are mystical or supematuralistic and range from the plausible to the
ridiculous.
Acupuncture energetics: Practice of acupuncture with the
purported intention of treating acupuncture points so that they
"resonate" with '" archaic pathways" of the "bodymind." It
involves acupuncture imaging (see below).1
Acupuncture imaging: Component of acupuncture energetics
(see above) according tow hich the practitioner simultaneously
palpates an acupuncture "zone" and describes it to the client in
"energetic" terms. Joint focusing on "affected" zones
supposedly enables channeling of the client's "true healing
intention" to "appropriate" zones, which purportedly effects
"bodymind integration. "1
Ancient Christian magic: Group of spells (e.g., for healing),
recipes, and amulet recommendations conveyed in the book of
the same name. Apparently, the basis of this brand of magic is
"rit ual power. "2
Apitherapy (bee sting therapy): Use of bees to sting persons
who have multiple sclerosis into remission. Supposedly, the
"energetics" of bees and their venom is key to the method.3
Applied kinesiology (AK): System of pseudodiagnosis and
pseudotherapy developed between 1964 and 1973 by Detroit
chiropractor George J. Goodheart, Jr. Its centerpiece is "muscle
testing." According to AK theory, specific muscles and other
specific organs are uniquely interrelated so that the resistance
of a particular muscle to manual pressure indicates the
condition of the associated organ. AK also includes "clinical
nutrition," "dietary management," and "meridian therapy"
(apparently acupuncture) .4, 5, 6, 7
Astrological counseling: "Psycho-spiritual" mode ofpseudopsychotherapy practiced by author and certified social
worker Laurie A. Baum, M.S.W. Its basis is astrology.8
Awareness Release Technique® (A.R.T.): Form of"energy
healing" developed by homeopath Robert T. Jaffe, M.D.,
founder of the School of Energy Mastery, in Sedona, Arizona.
One of its premises is that "psychological issues" alter the
"human energy field" and cause disease . The method seems a
variant of the laying on of hands.9
Bach flower therapy (Bach flower essence method, Bach
flower essence system): Quasi-homeopathic
system of
pseudodiagnosis and pseudotherapy developed in the 1930s by
British physician Edward Bach (1886-1936). Bach put forth his
philosophy in Heal Thyself:An Explanation of the Real Causeand
Cureof Disease, first published in 1931. Therein he described five

"fundamental truths," in sum: (1) Souls, invincible and immortal
sparks of the "Almighty," are the "real," "Higher" selves of
humans. (2) Humanity's purpose is to develop virtues and wipe
out all intrapersonal wrongs . Souls know what circumstances
conduce to the perfection of human nature. (3) One's lifetime is
a minuscule part of one's evolution. (4) When one's "Soul"
and personality are "in harmony," one is healthy and happy.
The straying of the personality from the dictates of the
"Soul" is the "root cause" of disease and unhappiness. (5)
The "C reator of all things" is "Love," and everything of
which humans are conscious manifests the "Creator."
Bach held that disease was essentially beneficial and
that its design was to subject the personality to the "Divine will"
of the "Soul." Supposedly, he "psychically" discovered the
specific "healing" effects of 38 wild0owers. The "life force"
("soul quality" or "energy wavelength") of each of these flowers
allegedly is transferable to water and thence to humans. Each of
the so-called Bach flower remedies is a liquid that supposedly
contains a "soul quality" with an affinity to a human "so ul
quality"; and each vegetable "soul quality" allegedly harmoniz es
its human counterpart with the "Soul." The bases of classical
"diagnosis" are conversation and intuition. Administration of the
"remedies" is usually oral but may beextemal.10, 11,12,13,14,15,16,17
Balanced Health: Offshoot of applied kinesiology (see above)
taught by The Academy of Systematic Kinesiology, in Britain.
"Treatment" may include chakra "corrections."4
Bhramari: Yogic mode of breathing that imitates the sound of the
bumblebee, purportedly affects two important chakras in the meditator, and allegedly soothes the meditator 's nervous system. However, longtime yoga teacher Michael Grady has implied that the
practice may not soothe the nervous systems of bystanders , writing:
"It may disturb others who share your living space. Even if you are
practicing in a separate room behind a closed door, the drone can
cause a spouse or roommate to check on the mysterious 'alarm clock'
or 'motor."' The Sanskrit word "bhramara" means bumblebee.18
Biogram therapy (biogram healing, biogram healing system,
biogram mind-body healing): "Treatment" developed by Dr.
Richard Johnson that involves guided imagery and is the basis of an
audiocassette program. "Biograrn" refers to an alleged something
that communicates directly with the source of a malady to initiate the
healing process on mental and physical levels. The premises of
biogram therapy include the following. (1) One can learn how to use
one's mind to correct any "negative physical conditions" in various
areas of the body. (2) Everyone possesses a "cellular memory," the
experience of one's ancestors in genetic code, which may cause
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otherwise inexplicable difficulties for the individual. (3) One
can develop the ability to "see" inside one's body with one's
mind and the ability to derive information from one's "DNA
archive s" (the "Library of Time"), with which one can "retrain"
ones elf at the cellular leveI.19, 20

BioKinesiology: Offshoot of applied kinesiology (see above)
developed in the mid-1970s by John Barton. Its main premise is
that " stressful emotions" are the basis of most illnesses.
Alleged "correction" involves dietary supplementation .4
Biological Immunity Analysis™ (BIA, Biological Immunity
System™): Companion to nutripathy (see below) developed by
Gary A. Martin, D.N., Ph.D., Th .D., D.Sc. BIA is a "complete
holistic system " whose centerpiece is purported deciphering,
with the Biological Immunity CompuSystem™, of "PhysicalMental-Emotional frequencies" in specimens of urine and
saliva . It allegedly reveals the donor ' s "Soul Pattern" ("th e
pattern inherent in your Soul," "a gift from God").21, 22, 23

Biomagnetic therapy: Pseudotherapeutic
application of
magnets whose apparent main premise is that their north pole
caus es contraction and their south pole dissipates "energy ."24
BioSonic Repatterning™: System that encompasses cymatics
and toning. Cymatics is "the science of wave phenomena."
Cym a tic therapy is an acupressure-like
method wherein
devices send "beneficial"
sound through the skin. Its
purported objective is to reestablish "healthy resonance" in
tissues. Toning is a vocal method that supposedly brings
new " life energy" to "inhibited" or "unbalanced" parts of the
body . BioSonic Repatteming also involves using "bija mantras"
("healing mantras" that purportedly activate "elemental
energy qualities") and tuning forks (to produce "Balance,"
suppo sedly the "natural state" of humans).12, 25, 26, 27, 28
Blue water technique: Mode of meditation in which one
suppo sedly uses one ' s " consciousness" to search one 's body for
the source of hunger or pain . The meditator purportedly localizes
the sourc e and, three times, visualizes blue wat er slowly filling
the area and then draining from it.29
C.A.R .E. (Chakra Armor Release of Emotions): System
promoted by author Raphael Rettner, D.C. Apparently, its main
premise is that emotions are "involved in" four "energy pathways ": acupuncture meridians, chakras, "polarity elements,"
and "armor "-"a muscle spasm due to an unexpre ssed emotion."30

Chi (ki) energy flow: ''Treatment" reportedly invented by Masalo
Nakagawa, Ph .D., the founder of shinkiko (see below). It allegedly
relieves discomfort and pain by improving "energy flow _,,31,32
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Chinese auricular therapy (Chinese auricular acupuncture,
traditional Chinese auricular acu-points therapy, traditional
Chinese auricular acupuncture,
traditional Chinese
auricular therapy): Technique of traditional Chinese
medicine (TCM) whose "channel theory" differs from that of
"body acupuncture ." Its apparent chief postulate is that several
areas and more than a hundred acupuncture points on the
auricle (the outer portion of the ear) interactively relate to
other areas or to diseases. The fetuslike contour of the auricle
inspired the distribution of points thereon. The technique
includes auricular analgesia (also called auricular analgesic
acupuncture and auricular acupuncture analgesia), auricular
magnetic
therapy
(also called
· diagnosis,
auricular
magnetotherapy), auricular massage, auricular moxibustion,
auricular point injection, the auricular point laser-stimulating
method (also called laser needling), bleeding manipulation
(also called bloodletting therapy), and the seed-pressur e
method. Chinese auric.J.Jlartherapy differs from auriculotherapy
(see "Alternative " Health care : A Comprehensive Guide).3~
Christian yoga: "Wholistic modality" promoted by the
Institute of Wholistic Studies (at Our Lady of Lourdes
Wellness Center), in Collingswood, New Jersey. Purportedly ,
it is a blending of body, mind, and spirit, and a process of
"releasing the physical and mental limitations that hinder
access to the Divine."34, 35
Clinical kinesiology: Offshoot of applied kinesiology
(see above) developed largely by Alan Beardall, an American
chiropractor who died in 1988 . One of its premises is that
points on the skull ("cranial diagnostic points") "represent"
different ar e as of the body and thus facilitate finding areas
of dysfunction. Another is that points along the "Central
meridian" represent therapeutic entryways. 4
Colorology: Method promoted by "trans-channel" (sic) Lin
Rivers. It purportedly activates "energy points" in the body
and leads lo a "higher level of mind, body and spirit."36
Colorpuncture ™ (colorpuncture system, Osho esogetic
colorpuncture system): Combination of "Energy Emission
analysis" (Kirlian photography) and a form of color therapy.
German naturopath Peter Mandel, who developed esogetics
(see below), named the system. "Treatment"
involves
application of colored light, with a device that resembles a
penl ight, to "acupuncture receptors" in the skin. According
lo colorpuncture theory , color is "life energy" that carries
"healing information," and acupuncture meridians convey
this information to the cells and organs that need it.37
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Cranial facial balancing: Method promoted by Innes Frey,
of New York City. It purportedly involves stimulation of
"lymph drainage reflexes" and "meridian points" on the face,
neck, and shoulders. Such stimulation supposedly conduces
to the "balance" and "integration" of bodily systems.38
Creative kinesiology: Offshoot of applied kinesiology
(see above) codeveloped circa 1990 by acupuncturist
Haakon Lovell and psychotherapist Carrie Jost. It posits
an "astral body," an "etheric body," chakras, and chi. 4
Deep emotional release bodywork system: Supposedly
revolutionary system taught by "gifted healer" James Hyman. It
apparently comprises Deep Emotional Breathwork, Emotional
Release, and Chi Kung Empowerment,
each of which
purportedly releases "blocked energy" from the body. 8
Directed esoteric toning: Form of toning (see "BioSon ic
Repatterning™,"
above) that posits a "spiritual self,"
chakras, prana, kundalini, clairaudience, and clairvoyance .39
Ehretism: System of "healing" originated by Prof. Arnold
Ehret, who died in 1922 . His books include (!)Definite Cure of
Chronic Constipation, (2) Mucusless Diet Healing System: A
Scientific Method of Eating Your Way to Health (1970), (3)
Rational Fasting : A Scientific Method of Fasting Your Way to
Health (1971; published in German in 1914), and (4) The Story of
My Life, all of which are available from Benedict Lust Publications, in New York (see "Grape cure," below) . The centerpiece
of Ehretism is the mucusl ess diet, which consists of all green
vegetables and all fruit. In an essay titled "My Mucusless Diet
and Naturopathy ," Ehret held that "internal impurity " ("mucus")
was the only disease, and that "unusable food elements," mainly
from "mucus-forming foods," caused it. "Mucus-forming foods,"
according to one of Ehret's articles, include dairy products,
eggs, fats, meat, and all starchy foods. In one of the 25 "lessons"
that constitute the text of Mucusless Diet Healing System, Ehret,
citing Genesis, called fruits and "starchless greenleaf vegetables"
the "natural food of man." (See "Rational fasting," below.)40,41,42
Esogetics: System developed and named by German naturopath
Peter Mandel and practiced at the Mandel Institute, in Bruchsal,
Germany. It reportedly boils down to the "science of bio-energy,"
whose "levels" range from the material to the esoteric. One of the
premisesof esogetics is that colored light transmittedby acupuncture
meridians tends to heal specific forms of disease and dysfunction.37
Flower essence therapy: Enlargement of Bach flower therapy
(see above) pioneered in the 1970s by Richard Katz, who
founded the Flower Essence Society (FES) in 1979. The system
involves purported intake of"flower essences"--:-"subtle liquid
extracts" whose alleged active ingredients are "life forces"
from wildflowers or "pristine" garden blossoms.15, 43, 44
Grape cure (grape diet): Form of "mono diet" promoted by
JohannaBrandt,N.D ., "Ph.N .," authorofTheGrape Cure(© 1928).
Benedict Lust Publications, which has a P.O. box in Manhattan,
published a paperback edition in 1967 and is a distributor of
Brandt's book and similar works. The term "mono diet" refers to any
regimen characterized by the restriction of food intake to one

specific kind of food. The front matter of the softcover edition
of The Grape Cure quotes the aut hor: "My discovery of the
Grape diet is the direct result of Divi ne Illumination." The grape
diet consists of grapes or grape juice. Brandt held that the mind
operated through "magnetism" and that the grape cure
contributed to the purification and buildup of "magnetism."
She recommended it for appendicitis, cancer, diabetes, gout,
pyorrhea, rheumatism, scurvy, "sex problems," tuberculosis,
"unnatural cravings" (as for alcoholic beverages, coffee, tea, and
tobacco), and other conditions. Under the heading "Sex Problems, "
she stated: "By the magical purification of the blood the nerves
are stabilized, self-control is established and our God-given heritage of sense and desire is tr3{1smittedinto divine creative power. "42
Hakomi integrative soma tics: System of bodywork originated
by Pat Ogden. Its basic premise is that body , mind, and
spirit are one continuous "movement. ..45
Harner Method Shamanic Counseling (HMSC): Admixture
of classic shamanism and the work of author Michael Harner,
Ph.D., founder and director of The Foundation for Shamanic
Studies . The purport ed thrust of HMSC is problem-solving by
divination. Suppos edly , practitioners ("ordinary reality HMSC
counselors") serve merely as facilitators, and sacred teachers in
"nonordinary reality" are the "real" counselors.46, 47
Health kinesiology: Offshoot of applied kinesiology (see above)
created by psychologist Dr. Jimmy Scott. It involves the ancient
Chinese theory of the "Five Elements" and posits acupuncture
points, a "meridian system," and "reflex points" for the "Five
Elements" in the area of the navel. "Corrective treatments" may
include crystals, gems, magnets , and homeopathic "remedies."4
HealthWatchers System™: "Specialized application" of
Biological Immunity Analysis™ (see above) to weight management. Its centerpiece is the Health Watchers Analysis™ ,a purported
test of urine and saliva for "the physical and emotional frequency"
of an individual's "Stress Pauern." HealthWatchers System®, a
mail-order house in Scottsdale, Arizona, defines "Stress Pauern" as
"the resistance created by People, Places, Circumstances and
Events attracted to you because they are opposed to your Soul
Pattern"; "Soul Pattern" as "the pattern inherent in your Soul.. . .the
point-of-view from which you are able to see and express life when
you are free from your Stress Pattern"; and "Soul" as "the immortal,
spiritual, moral or emotional nature of a human being ."23, 48
Ho'oponopono: Reputed ancient Hawaiian process whose alleged
main purpose is discovery of the "Divinity" within oneself.
Apparently, this supposedly enables removal of "the internal
cause" of stress. The method purportedly : "releases" problems
and "blocks" that cause "imbalanc e," stress, and "dis-ease" in
"the self'; brings peace and "ba lance" through a physical ,
mental, and spiritual "cleansing" that involves repentance and
"transmutation"; and creates "balance," freedom, love , peace,
and wisdom within individuals (and other social entities) and the
"Universe." According to The Foundation ofl, Inc., in Mamaroneck,
New York, Ho'oponopono "can be used for animate and
inanimate objects" and "on any problem or situation. »49, 50, 51
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Human ecology balancing sciences: Offshoot of applied
kinesiology put together by physicist Steven Rochlitz. It
supposedly involves the "balancing" of "meridian disorganization" and of "energy. "4
Iroquois medical botany: Traditional usage of herbs as
medicines in the culture of the six Native American peoples that
constitute the Iroquois League. According to the Iroquois theory
of disease, symptoms are manifestations of a disturbance of the
"vital principle" within an individual and result from any
of four acts: (1) violating a divine guideline, (2) self-denial, (3)
interacting with entities or events that give off"negative power"
or evil, and (4) offending an individual who has access to "great
knowl edge" regarding the manipulation of "spirit forces."
Iroquois herbal "medicines" include "antighost" plants, "antiwitching remedies," and "cures" for "bad luck" and even death .52
Kinesiology (kinesiologies):Applied kinesiology (see above) and its
offshoots, e.g., Touch for Health (TFH) . (In conventional healthcare, kine siology is the study of muscles and human motion .) 4
Kobayashi technique(s): Allegedly rejuvcne scent syst em of
movements, postures, exercises, and diet promoted by "Master
Heal er" Ken Kobayashi . It purportedly involves using "the"
Shintsu-Riki®- " Healing Ki energy." " El e ments" of the
Kobayashi technique include acupuncture, do-in (a form of acupressure that resembles hatha yoga), shiatsu, and herbal teas.53, 54
Laserpuncture: Technique involving application of a laser
beam to acupuncture points.43
Laura Norman method: Form of reflexology taught at the Laura
Norman & Associates Reflexology Center, in Manhattan. It includes
hand reflexology and foot reflexology and emphasizes the latter.
Laurn Norman, M.S., is the author of Feet First: A Guide to Foot
Reflexology (Simon & Schuster). A 1995 ad for the center defines
"foot reflexology" as "an ancient healing technique that uses steady
pressure to stimulate reflex points on the feet, accel erating the body's
own healing abilities to corresponding organs and glands throughout the body." A Reflexology Center leaflet on display at a health spa
in May 1995 states that reflexology can "cleanse the body of toxins"
and enhance creativity, productivity, and rclationships.55, 56, 57
Lepore technique (Le Pore technique): Variant of applied kinesiology (see above) developed by Donald J. Lepore , N.D., D.N.,
N.M.D . Its centerpiece is the M.R.T. ("Muscle Response Test" or
"Muscle Response Testing") technique (or method), which
allegedly can: (1) pinpoint allergens ("metabolic antagonists"),
(2) "measure" their "nutritional" neutralizers (e.g ., herbs and
homeopathic "remedies"), and (3) "measure" nutrients that
facilitate absorption of the neutralizers. The M.R.T . technique
involves rubbing the thymus, purportedly to activate acupuncture
points, and rubbing "the mastoid gland behind both ears,"
purportedly to relax acupuncture points . The practitioner may
perform it for a sleeping child or an invalid (even a comatose
person) through a surrogate standing near the subject. The Lepore
technique encompasses glandular therapy and two quasihomeopathic systems: Bach flower therapy (see above) and cell
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salt therapy (also called tissue salt therapy). The main premise of
glandular therapy is that intake of glandular substances quickly results
in their nutritive uptake by glands similar to the substances.24, 58

Life care kinesiology (Life Care): Offshoot of applied kinesiology (see above) put together by Richard Beale. It posits
"acupuncture end points" and involves "chakra meditation." 4
Light ray rejuvenation system (light ray system): Mode
of facial that "works positively on the physical, emotional,
mental, and spiritual body." It involves application of an
electric current to facial muscles, purportedly
at the
"EARTH frequency"-"the frequency of psychics and healers."59
Magno-therapy:
Method promoted
Partridge. Apparently,
it allegedly
disease through "body energy."60

by author Dr. Jesse F .
heals many types of

Marma science (Dhanur Veda's science ofmarmas): System of
pseudodiagnosis and pseudotherapy promoted by Joseph Kurian. It
posits 107 marmas in the human body. Marmas are alleged channels
that regulate the flow of information, nutrients, and toxins throughout the body. Supposedly, damage to the "marma system " (e.g.,
from diet or stress) results in susceptibility to disease, and proper
stimulation of marmas enables protection from any environmental
threat. Manna science also posits chakras. It involves Nadi Sutra
Kriya, purported.Iya way of touching marmas to create a "balancing
effect," and the use of special oils, purportedly to unblock marmas .61
Metal and gem therapy: Pseudo therapeutic application of metals,
gems, and gemstones. Its apparent main premise is that different
metals and gemstones affect the body's "electromagnetic field"
differently. For example, emeralds, purportedly, can balancechakras
and can heal and cleanse one's "aura ." Obsidian supposedly can
eliminate "negativity" and draw one's "aura" toward the body.24
Nadi shodhanam (channel purification): Yogic mode of
alleged
breathing that supposedly
cleanses nadis-the
"subtle vessels" of the "physical and subtle bodies." The
purported result is a reduction of nervous tension. 62
Nutripathy: "A religious science of experiencing mental,
financial, physical, social and spiritual health using specific
universal laws," according to Nutripathy ... The Key to Your
Prosperity , Success and Spiritual Fulfillment (1984). Gary A.
Martin, D.N ., Ph.D., Th.D., D.Sc., originated the system in the
late 1970s, allegedly thanks to divine influence. It involves
hair analysis ("mineral analysis from hair") and a variation of
Bach flower therapy (see above). Its premises include the
following. (1) God is in everyone. (2) One's "True Self' is God
("Love"). (3) "Proper nutrition" and realization of one's "true
identity" together make for a perfect life. [See Chapter 12 of
Mystical Diets; NF 12:15, 1995; and NF 4:57--61, 1987.]63, 64
Oki-do (okido, okido way of living): An "organic, natural way
to ultimate health" that draws on "Chinese Chikwando,"
macrobiotics,
tai chi, Tibetan medicine, yoga, and Zen.
"Chinese Chikwando"
supposedly
involves using "chi
energy" for healing. It is not a martial art.31, 32
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Okinawan karate (Shorin Ryu karate): Meditative form of
karate that, purportedly, frees the minds of practitioners, nourishes
their spirits, and strengthens their bodies. "Shorin Ryu" is the
technical name for a style and school of Okinawan karate.65, 66
Optimum Health Balance: Offshoot of applied kinesiology
(see above) developed by Charles Benham. Practitioners place
"remedies" or "supplements" on clients, supposedly to channel
the "energy patterns" of such things.4
Original Ingham Method™ (Ingham method, Ingham method
of foot reflexology, Ingham technique): Form of reflexology
promoted by t~e International Institute of Reflexology®,
in St. Petersburg, Florida. The institute defines "reflexology " as
"a science which deals with the principle that there are reflexes in
the feet relative to each and every organ and all parts of the
body." The Ingham method emerged from the work ofEunice D.
Ingham Stopfel (1879-1974) and her nephew Dwight C. Byer.
Ingham developed a style of foot reflexology she called the
Ingham Reflex Method of Compression Massage. In the 1930s,
she "refined" zone theory (see "Zone therapy," below) by mapping
thefeetwith"organreflexes"(e.g., the"heartreflex"). Allegedly,eachof
theseareasis a conduitto a correspondingpart of the body.56,67,68,69
Professional Kinesiology Practice (PKP, PKP approach): Offshoot of applied k.inesiology(see above) developed after 1985 by
BruceDewe, M.D., and his wife Joan, both of New Zealand. During
a session, the client decides on a goal, and the practitioner performs
"muscle testing" on the client, purportedly to determine if the goal
is appropriate.PKP involves the ancient Chinese theory of the "Five
Elements."Its supposed thrust is to "balance the lifeenergy forces."4
Psycho-kinetic Health (PKH): Offshoot of applied k.inesiology
(see above) developed in Britain. Its main premise is that
practitioners can feel and see "energy blocks" in clients and
remove the "blocks" through "mental effort." PKH also posits
"meridians" and "subtle body energies."4
Rational fasting: Irrational manner of fasting promoted
by Prof. Arnold Ehret in his book of the same name (see
"Ehretism," above) . It includes the "Superior Fast" ("superior
fasting"), an ascetic mode of fasting that purportedly is part of
the key to "the revelation of a superior spiritual world. "41
Raw juice therapy: Purported "Natural" therapy proposed in
Drink Your TroublesAway (1991). It centers on ingestion of juice
extracted fresh, with electric juicers, from fruits and vegetables.
Its supposed intention is to correct "colloidal cell chemical
composition" that has become "unbalanced" because of
"unnatural" habits. Unpleasant reactions to ra~ juice therapy
allegedly indicate that the juices do not "harmonize" with an
unhealthy gastrointestinal condition or with an "acid condition" of
theblood;supposedly,suchreactionsare thussignsofimprovement70
Reflexology workout: Group of procedures that involve massage
of the feet and hands and allegedly enable push-button control of
hormone release. It purportedly is the equivalent of an internal
massage. (See "Laura Norman methcxl" and "Original Ingham
Methcxl™,"both above; and "Zone therapy," below.)71

Rei-so (spiritual diagnosis): Pseudodiagnostic
method
whose apparent main premise is that dead people, in the
form of spirits (interpretable as consciousness, energy, or
vibration), can influence living people who had an intimate
relationship with them. Supposedly, spirits create darkness
in the "auras" of people they are affecting negatively .72
Self expansion therapy: Style of quasipsychotherapy
practiced by certified social worker Ralph Gray, of New York
City. Supposedly, the means whereby one attains "growth" and
"transformation" include: listening carefully to one's "true inner
self," "re-connecting" one's thoughts and feelings, recovering
one' s "authenticity," and releasing physical and emotional
"blockages." (In the November/December 1994 issue of NF, I
incorrectly referred to this methcxlas self expression therapy.)73
Self-help for stress and pain: Offshoot of applied kinesiology
(see above) originated by Elizabeth and Hamilton Barhydt and
described in their book of the same name, published in 1989.4
Shamanic extraction healing (extraction method of healing):
Method that purportedly involves sensing and removing
"localized spiritual illness and pain."47
Shinkiko: Allegedly "the ultimate healing art from Japan," an
"intuitive medical science" founded by Masato Nakagawa, Ph.D.
Similar to Qigong, shinkiko purportedly involves therapeutic application of "Shin-lei"("healing-energy'').Supposedly,shinkiko"therapists"can tap a "limitless universalenergysource." Proponentsrecommend the system for many health problems, includingAIDS, cancer,
cholecystitis, cirrhosis, deafness,glaucoma, hepatitis,and nephritis.74
61-points relaxation exercise (61-points exercise, 61-points,
shavayatra): Meditative mode of exercise whereby one purportedly travels mentally throughout one's body while one is
supine and corpselike. ("Shavayatra" means "traveling through the
corpse.'')The 61 points are specificparts of the body. Supposedly,the
practiceaffectsone's "pranic field"and eliminatesmusculartension.75
Sonopuncture: Techniqu e involving application of ultrasound
to classical acupuncture points.43
Sound energetics ™ : Method invented and practiced by Helena
Reilly, M.A. It involves purpor ted analysis of the voice
and the application of sound at frequencies that allegedly
release "psychological and emotional energies." The principle
of sound energetics is that one's voice is a "reflection and
map" of one's "energetic vibration overalJ."76, 77
Spiritual midwifery: Childbearin g philosophy promoted by
Ina May Ga skin in her book of the same name . It po sits
"spiritual energy" that is " Holy " ; indivision of humanity
(" We are all One"); shakti (divine female "energy"); and Gcxl.
Moreover, it euphemizes contractions as "energy rushes" and
postulates that "a husband and wife form a single energy unit."78
Stress pattern processing 5 M: "Modality" whose centerpiece
is the HealthWatchers Analysis™ (see "HealthWatchers
System™," above). One of its premises is that humans are
"electrically driven" spiritual be ings.23
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Stress Release (Stress Release approach): Offshoot of
applied kinesiology (see above) developed by Dr. Wayne
Topping. It posits a "meridian network."4
Subatomic healing: Form of so-called psychic healing
practiced by medium and "hypno-therapist"
Heshheru
Amenrahetep, who recommends it for AIDS, cancer, mental
confusion, and other hea lth problems.79
Subtle aromatherapy: Form of vibrational heal ing (see
"Vibratio nal medicine ," below) promoted by Patricia Davis in
her book of the same name." Aromatherapy" refers to any
application of essential oils that is purportedly for beauty or
health. Essential oils allegedly can restore "balance" and
" harmony" not only to one's body but also to one's life.
"Subtle aromatherapy" refers to any use of essential oils with
the purported objective of : (1) healing the "physical body"
by affecting the "s ubtle body" ("energetic body"), or (2)
contributing to personal and spiritual growth.so, 81
Taido: "Technique" developed by Toshihisa Hiraki that
uses hands "as empowered by universal energy. "82
Tensegrity: Series of movements promoted by author
Carlos Castaneda, Ph.D., who supposedly learned them
from his teacher, reputed Yaqui sorcerer (brujo) Juan Matus
(Don Juan). The method posits an "energy body." (According
to Castaneda, his teacher was born in 1891. However, the
alleged reality of Castaneda's Don Juan is doubtfut.) 83, 84, 85
Thai massage: Millennia-old, meditative, "sacred" form of bodywork that draws on acupressure, reflexology, shiatsu, and yoga.86
Three in One (Three in One Concepts process, Three in One
approach): Offshoot of applied kinesiology (see above) whose
development began in 1972. Its apparent thrust is to "defuse" the
"negative emotional charge" caused by "negative experiences."
One Brain™ [see NF 12:2-3, 1995] isaderivativeofThr ee inOne. 4
Time Line Therapy™: Branch of neuro-linguistic programming
(NLP) created by Dr. Tad James. Time Line Therapy is a
group of "techniques,"
one of whose pr e mi ses is th at
people sto re their "experience of tim e" on a lin e in space.
Journeying on this so-called timeline to the past a nd future
allegedly charges one's "life-energy " a nd prepares one
for the "i ncredibly powerful magic" of Huna (an esoteric
tradition native to the Hawaiian Islands) .87, 88
Ujjayi (ujjayi breathing): Audible form of pranayama
where by one purportedly develops awareness of one's
"s ubtle body ." The San skrit word "pranayama" refe rs to
any yogic regulation of breathing with the intent of controlling the prana ("cosmic energy" or "vital energy") of
one 's body . Supposedly, ujjayi affects udana (also spelled
"uddana"), a form of prana that is "upward-flowing"
and
purportedly functions as something of an escape hatch for
the soul at death. Proponents recommend ujjayi especially for
insomnia and mental tension . The practice allegedly strengthens
the digestive and nervous systems and eliminates phlegm.89, 90
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Vibrational medicine (vibrational healing, energy medicine,
subtle-energy medicine): "Healing philosophy" whose
main "tenet" is that humans are "dynamic energy systems
["body /mind/spirit" complexes] which reflect evolutionary
patterns of soul growth." Its premises include the following.
(1) Health and illness originate in "subtle energy systems."
(2) These systems coordinate the "life-force"
and the
"physical body ." (3) Emotions, spirituality, and nutritional
and environmental factors affect the "subtle energy systems."
Vibrational medicine embraces acupuncture, aromatherapy (see "Subtle aromatherapy," above), Bach flower
therapy (see above), "chakra rebalancing," channeling,
color breathing, color therapy (chromotherapy), crystal therapy,
distant healing, EA V (Electroacupuncture According to Voll),
flower essence therapy (see above), homeopathy, Kirlian
photography, laserpuncture (see above), the laying on of
hands, mesmerism , moxibustion, orthomolecular medicin e,
past-life regression, psychic surgery, radionics, the Simonton
method, sonopuncture (see above), toning (see "BioSonic
Repatterning™ ," above), Transcendental Meditation® [see NF
11:38-40, 1994], and therapeutic touch [see NF 12:24, 1995].43, 91
Zone therapy (renex zone therapy, renex zone massage):
Variant of acupressure from which the Original Ingham
MethodTM(see above) developed. William H. Fitz-Gerald, born
in Connecticut in 1872, founded zone therapy circa I 913. His
colleague Edwin F. Bowers, M.D., nam ed and codeveloped the
system, whose basic modes are hand reflexology and foot
reflexology. Fitz-Gerald sectioned human anatomy lengthwise
into ten "zones" and taught that "bioelectrical energy " flowed
through them to "reflex points" in the hands and feet. According
to "zone theory," body parts within a particular zone share an
"energy flow" and, ther efo re , any problem in one part of a zone
is modifiable by pressing any other part within the same zone.
Some proponents use the term "zone therapy " as a synonym for
the word "re flexology, " which is generic. For example , in
MassageTechniques(1986), D. Baloti Lawrence stated that reflexology included acupressure and acupuncture_15,67,92,93,94, 95, 96
The Bottom Line
Proponents of alternative hea lthcare clamor for"health
freedom" or "medical freedom." But medical alternativism and
other forms of organiz ed irrational ism conduce not to freedom
but to human enslavement. Inability to make informed choices
renders freedom of choice meaningless . In the healthcar e
marketplace, many choices stem from a combination of wishful
thinking (or desperation), internalized advertising, and a distru st
of establishmentarian
(science-oriented) medicine. I regard
alternative heal thcare as the new opiate of the people. It gives
wrong and conflicting, but seductive, answers to existential
questions that science-oriented healthcare generally sidesteps.
NF coedit0r Jack Raso is the author of Mystical Diets: Paranormal, Spiritual,
and Occult Nutrition Practices (Prometheus
H ealth care: A Comprehensive
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Marketing of Ephedra Products in Health Food Stores
Jennifer E. Pumphrey
The herbal remedy ephedra , al so c alled ma huang ,
consi sts of the green stems of various Ephedra specie s ,
som e o f which contain the bronchodilator
ephedrine and
re lat ed compounds with similar physiological
effects .
Eph edrine increases blood pressure and heart rat e . Side
effect s of large doses include dizziness, headache , insomnia ,
nervousness , palpitations, and vomiting. Ingestion of ephedra
by persons with diabetes, heart disease, hypertension, or
thyroid disease is risky. Most nonprescription
herbal "cold

care" product s contain eph edra or a related herb. Ephedra is
a lso an ingr ed ie nt of products promoted as aids to diet ers
or as "e ne rg y boosters." Some of the names of product s
that li st ephedra as an ingr edient imply that the products
can : accel erat e a change in "shape ," provide a surge of
good health, relieve allergies, or supercharge users.
In late 1994, I visited ten health food stores I had
singled out, with a random number table, from The ClevelandMetropolitan Area Yellow Pages . In each store, I found an
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"energy booster " contammg ephedra, brought it to an
employee, and asked: (I) "Do you think this works?" and
(2) " Is it safe? Does it have any side effects?" Below are
the employees' responses.
1. It's very good. The extra-strength works bett er. There
are no stimulants. It's one hundred percent herbal.
That's why we carry it. You won't find side effects
here, only in the drugstores .

2.

It works well. I use it all the time . It's safe, real safe.
There are no side effects-none.

3.

It's good and safe to use. There are no side effects, because
it's natural and not like a drug. Your body needs it anyways.

4.

It's all herbal; so there are no side effects.

5.

The extra-strength products aren't good to use every
day because you don't want your body to rely on it , but
it has no side effects. The regular-strength is okay to
use every day. No side effects; it won't make you shaky .

6.

[It's) good to use. It has guarana and ma huang in it,
which are stimulants. They get you going but won't
cause jitters. [An 800-mg tablet of guarana contains
approximately 30 mg caffeine .]

7.

It has some caffeine in it, but it's not as strong. It's not
a drug , because it hasn't been taken out of its natural
state. It's better for you.

8.

[It] contains things the body needs. No major side
effects. It has ma huang in it, which is a stimulant; it
acts like caffeine [and] wor k s well.

9.

[It] contains guarana and ma huang, which are powerful
herbs. You should avoid tak ing them if you have high
blood pressure.

10. You shouldn't [use it] if you have high blood pressure . It's
a pow erful stimulant and ca n cause heart palpitations.
In only one store (#10) d id an employee specify a
side effect. Considering (a) the riskiness of ingesting
ephedra, (b) the considerable availability of products that
contain it, and (c) the inadequacy of warnings on "energy
boost ers" (and " diet aids") that contain ephedra, the employees' responses suggest a ne ed for labeling reform .
Ms. Pumphrey, a former health food store employee, is pur suing a doctorate

in

clinical ps ychology. Her findings conc erning ephe dra were part of an
investigation of five herbal ingredients that she performed und er Dr. William M.
London, Associate Professor of Health Educati on

at

Kent State University .

Readers' Forum
Mystical Misplacement
Dear Mr. Raso,
Last August 17, I wrote to Barnes and Nobl e ... to
inform them that they had misclassified your Mystical Diets in
the New Age section. Today, February 13, I got an answer from
them. They have recoded [your book] as regular Health .

-Kurt

Youngmann, Highland Park, Ill .

Around 1989, I spotted a hardcover titled Understanding the
New Age (1988) in the New Age section ofa chain bookstore and
bought it. The book is a panoramic critique of New Age beliefs,
practices, and gurus. But, in my opinion, it did not belong in the
New Age section, since it depicts the movement as harmful. Nor
would it have belonged in the science section, since the clear
stance of its author, religion writer Russell Chandler, M.Div .,
was mainstream Christian . The title Christianly Understanding
the New Age would have more befitted this interesting book,
which should have been in the religion section. The Library of
Congress catalogs books according to subject matter, regardless
of the author's viewpoint. However, this probably has little
effect on their placement in bookstores .-1.R .
Comments: In his August letter to the Customer Relations
Department of Barnes and Noble Bookstores, in New York City,
Mr. Youngmann stated that the computer at the company's
Deerfield, Illinois, store listed Mystical Diets as available in the
New Age section. He further stated that he could not find the book
there and that someone had then directed him to the "Ho listic"
shelves of the store's "Health" section, where he obtained it. He

wrote: "I am surprised that no one has taken the time to check the
contents and subject matter of Mystical Diets beyond the title."
Last year, during a live radio interview concerning my
second book,"Alternative"Healthcare: A ComprehensiveGuide,
a cohost aborted the segment after I explained that I was not an
apologist for alternative medicine- a fact of which he apparently
had been unaware. He insisted that the title of the book was
mi sleading because it suggested approval of alternative
healthcar e! I asked him if he'd had the opportunity to page
through the book, and he responded that of course he had done so!
Incidentally , theF:ebruary2 5, 1995, issue of ScienceNews
included a 4-page advertisement for Science News Books. On its
"bestsellers list" was The Complete MedicinalHerbal,by Penelope
Ody . In his review of the herbal in the March/April 1994 issue
of NF, Varro Tyler, Profe sso r of Pharmacognosy at Purdue
University, concluded: "Aside from the excellent illustrations,
there appears to be no justification for publishing this book."
However, the advertisement's desc ription of the book was
uncritical. On February 27, I phoned the magazine's business
offices and conversed with Madeline, of Science News Books.
Madeline told me that both ScienceNews and Science News Books
are departments of Science Service , and that she had participated in the selection of books . I said I was surprised to find the
herbal in the Science News Books section of the magazine. "Well,
not all of our books are technical- scie nce type of things, and that
would be one of them," she responded. "But you see also there [in
the ad] we have the Leonardo da Vinci T-shirt." "But that's not
pseudoscience," I countered. I added that the mere inclusion of
such a book in this section of Science News suggests approval.
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To Live and Supplement (or Not) in L.A.
Dear Mr. Raso:
I am a subscriber to Nutrition Forum and follow with
interestyour exposes of claims regarding nutritional suppllements .. .. I
am writing to inquire if you know anything about Biometics
International, Inc., [a multilevel marketing company] in Newbury
Park, CA ... .A well-meaning friend sent me a box of. .. Turbo Sport
and Bio Fuel [which purportedly]. .. do all sorts of wondrous things,
such as enhance metabolism, combat fatigue, reduce the:absorption
of bodily fat, etc. It "cured" a baby with Tuberous Sclerosis( ??) ....
The vitamin supplements contain as much as 500%
of the RDA . ... I enclose some of the printed matter that
accompanied the bottles ....
Needless to say, I have no intention of taking the
stuff and am returning it to the sender. ...

-Elaine

S. Hofberg, Los Angeles, Cal.

There is no information on Biometics in my databases . I called the
company on March 1. The woman who answered the phone
requested that I inform her of my name and address, and she said
she would have a distributor call me to arrange a meeting. She
described the company's distributors as "very knowledgeable ." I
told her that, since I didn't know anything about the company's
supplements, a meeting would be "too much, too soon"; and I
asked her if she could send me information . She said she couldn't.
Tuberous sclerosis (TS) is a syndrome that includ es
convul sive seizures and progressive mental disorder. Actually,
an item in the issue of Bio News that you sent me suggests that
ingestion of two Biometics supplements caused " personality
changes" in a 2-year-old girl with TS, "almost immediat ely. "-JR.
Comments: One need not delve into the scientific literature to assess someofBiometics' claims . Modest skepticism will do.
For example, the flyer Ms. Hofberg sent me states, without a
reference, that Bio Fuel "ensures proper cellular nourislhment" and
thus "reduces cravings for foods that are high in sugar and fat." What
distinguishes "proper" from improper "cellular nourishment ," and
how does "proper cellular nourishment" reduce cravings for sugary
and fatty foods? The flyer further states, also without a reference ,
thatlit e-N-Up "reduces the absorption of dietary fat and sugar" and
"may help you feel less hungry." Does the possibility of a decrease
in hunger warrant ingestion of a product that (allegedly) hinders a
fundamental physiological process? If ingestion of the product
guaranteeda decrease in hunger, wouldn't it have side effects, e.g.,
indigestion? The flyer also claims that Get-Go-N"provides a burst
of physical and mental energy" for "mood enhanc ement" and
increases alertness and stamina; and that Power Melt"enhances the
body's natural metabolic process of thermal energy gelfleration,so
that you bum more calories to generate body heat." Aren ' t all these
descriptions more suggestive of drugs than of dietary supplem ents?
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Multilevel marketing (MLM), also called network
marketing, is a form of direct sales in which independent
distributors sell products to various contacts and recruit
persons to sell and recruit. Recruiting a certain number of people
entitles a distributor to a percentage of their sales. In a paper he
prepared for a 1991 conference on religion and capitalism,
David G. Bromley of Virginia Commonwealth University
described MLMorganizations as "quasi-religious." He stated :
For the quasi-religious corporates, personal commitment
and belief in the cause are more important than specific
skills or prior experience .... Once recruited, distributors
form tight-knit networks of true believers who are on a
mission and who seek to enlist others to their cause. Quasireligious corporates usually have charismatic leaders,
minimal bureaucracy, few rules and little hierarchy of
authority. Their allure is the promise to restore a
naturally ordained order of prosperity and unity oflife.
MLM companies
and s implism.

encourage,

and feed on, faith

Food Stamp Fraud Revisited
Dear Mr. Raso,
The March/April 1995 Nutrition Forum cites an Associated Press [AP] report suggesting that "$2 billion of the $24
billion in food stamps issued annually are redeemed illegally." This
figure is much misunderstood , and in the current political climate
surrounding food and nutrition programs, deserves to be explained.
The $2 billion figure quoted does not refer to the street
and retailer trafficking discussed in your brief. .. -it refers to food
stamps overpaid to recipients by local agencies. According to
USDA ' s Inspector General, the Department over-issued $1.8
billion in food stamps in fiscal 1993 (the most recent year for
which figures are available). The Inspector General estimated
that 23 percent of this amount was overpaid because of
recipient fraud . The remainder was the result of worker error.
At a congressional hearing in February (the source of your
AP report, I suspect), officials from the USDA, Secret Service, and
Justice Department could not estimate the extent of street and
retailer trafficking, although they acknowledged it is significant.
As USDA officials have said, rates of over-issuance
and trafficking must be lowered . Improving the integrity
of the Food Stamp Program would allow us to properly
focu s on the very real nutritional benefits that it provides
to 26 million persons, the majority of whom are children .
-Dominic Madigan, Editor, Nutrition Week
(published by the Community Nutrition Institute),
Washington , D.C .
We appr eciate the clarification.-1

.R .

8ri ef s
FTC goes for "Jug-ular." In April, as part of a seulement of
charges by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), Third Option
Laboratories Inc., of Muscle Shoals, Alabama, agreed to pay
$480,000 and to notify customers that it had made false health

claims for its product "Jogging in a Jug," a mixture of apple
juice, grape juice, and vinegar. The company had claimed that
the drink, which sold for $6 to $7 per half-gallon, alleviated
arthritis and heart disease, lowered serum cholesterol, cleaned
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internal organs, and reduced spasms and swelling of the
legs. [Washington Post, April 14, 1995)
Bee aware. A consent order issued in January by the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) prohibits Bee-Sweet,
Inc., of North Carolina, from representing bee pollen
products as a cure or palliative for certain conditions and
ailments, and from "misrepresenting the existence, contents,
validity, results, conclusions, or interpretations of any
test or study." [Federal Register 60: 10861, 1995)
Bone to pick. A consent order issued in January by the
FTC prohibits California's RN Nutrition, which markets
the calcium supplement BoneRestore,
from using the
product's name "in a misleading way." The order a lso
restricts the company's use of testimonial endorsements
that do not typify results. [Federal Register 60:6533, 1995)

JInurnal

Free sample. Probe is a unique monthly newsletter of science
and health edited and published by investigative journalist
David R . Zimmerman, who set up the periodical in 1989 to avoid
censorship. For a free samp le, send a SASE (postage is 55¢) to:
The Probe Newsletter, Inc., Box 1321, Cathedral Station, New
York, NY 10025-1321. You may request a free copy of the April 1
issue, which centers on altemativist incursions into the medical
"heartland." A one-year subscription costs $60. For 13 issues,
please mention this brief and send payment with order.
Gov. -run "natural" clinic. In February, the eleven members of
Seattle's Metropolitan King County Council unanimously
approved a motion to set up the country's first government-run
clinic for "natural medicine." Bastyr University will manage
the center, and staffers will include "alternative-therapy
providers," according to the February 25 edition of the
Seattle Times.
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JACKRASO'S
HUGE SUCCESS POTENTIAL
RELEASED BY BRAIN-WAVE TRAINING
Raso can have a magical
leap in success says Silva Mind
Control graduate, Burt Goldtnan
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Palm Springs,California - BurtGoldman, a man who after
being througha bankruptcy,experienceda "magical"leap in success due to Silva MindControl.He goes on to say that anyonecan
have the same experiencehe did. Here, in his own words,is his
story-
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Pan of mailing received in March from Nightingale-Conant Corporation, in Niles, Illinois. (The section containing th e
head illustration was adapted, after receipt, for NF.) For a description of Silva mind control, see the previous issue of NF.
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In early May, I received
from author
and
antiquackery activist Kurt Butler a photocopy of his and
another review of my 1993 book, Mystical Diets: Paranormal,
Spiritual, and Occult Nutrition Practices. In the March/ April
1995 issue of the Journal of Nutrition Education UNE), registered
dietitian Phyllis Havens' pan preceded Butler's commendatory
piece. She stated:

However, none of my published
writings includes the
word cultist, elitist, or silly. Not even the dust jackets of
my two books bear any of these three words! The terms
"jaded" and "representative
variety"
are also absent
from my published
writings. Butler and I conversed by
phone on the day I received
the photocopy,
and he
proposed writing the following
article.
On May 6, after our conversation,
I mailed a
Editor,"
Laurie J. Chang,
letter to JNE's "Reviews
M.P.H. Therein, I informed
Ms. Chang that Mystical
Diets does not include
the words cultist, elitist, and
silly. On June 19, managing editor Karen Price told me
that JNE would print a correction.
See "Editor's
Note" on page 52. -f.R.

From believer .. .to jaded skeptic, Raso has chosen this
book to be a catharsis of all of his experiences with a
"representative variety" of metaphysical beliefs and
"religious" health practices ... . [He] describes his
encounters with practitioners and the history of their
controversial healing therapies [sic] and diet plans, attacking them all as "unscientific, cultist, elitist, and silly ."

ANTI-SCIENCE
LIBRARIANS
AND BOOK REVIEWERS
Kurt Butler
Rationalist critics of unscientific theories and antiscience scams concerning nutrition and health have always
had rough going . Reporters, talk-show hosts, and publishers
and retailers of books and magazines strongly prefer crackpots, miracle mongers, and supplement pushers. But there
are others in positions of literary influence siding with the
irrationalists. The events I recount in this article illustrate
what I think is a growing problem that educators and
health professionals, especially nutritionists, should address.

Rationalists

with the media. Alas, few media contacts called me, and I
participated in about ten shows-by
phone. In Hawaii,
where I live, talk shows and newspapers ignored the book,
but they have long been quick to interview and promote
every celebrity quack who visits the state. The media seem
interested in unscientific and fringe health practices mostly
from a pandering, sensationalist point of view.
So do book retailers. The big chains make millions of
dollars selling an endless stream of"new and improved" books
on diet and health, most of them worthless and some dangerous.
They generally don't stock skeptical books that could spoil the
party. Imagine a Waldenbooks ad campaign and window
display for a book that exposes a dozen of its recent and
current bestsellers as little more than lucrative hoaxes.
Apparently, small independent bookstores aren't much
better. I wanted to make the Consumer's Guide available to
acquaintances on rural Oahu through such a store. I asked the
owner ifhe would stock the book on consignment-no charge to
him unless he sold it. He glanced through it, lingered for a
moment in the section on chiropractic nutrition fraud, then contemptuously tossed the book to me. "I won't carry a book that
slanders chiropractors," he said. Most of the books in the health
sectionofhisstorewerequestionable,includingtwochiropractictracts.

Need Not Apply

In 1992, Prometheus Books published my Consumer's
Guide to "Alternative Medicine." Based on a quarter-century of
study, it is a compilation critical of scores of supposed
remedies, most nutrition-related and most bogus. Prometheus
sent review copies and a press release to several hundred
newspapers, magazines, electronic news outlets, and talk
shows. I personally mailed and faxed friendly letters to
most of the talk shows and some of the print media, saying
I would be happy to discuss the book or adapt portions of it.
Considering all this effort and expense, I was sure
I could soon chip away at alternative medicine's free ride
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Of course, there is no chance of placing rationalist
books in health food stores. Because rationalist books on
health and nutrition are widely unwelcome, libraries are crucial.

Guide Pronounced
and One-Sided"

"Extremely

Biased

Endorsements, even raves, from such quality periodicals as the American Journal of Health Promotion, Cooking
Light, and the newsletter of the National Council Against
Health Fraud encouraged me. I assumed that the librarians
who acquire books for the thousands of public, private, and
academic libraries across the country would be fair-minded
and ensure the accessibility, if not the visibility, of my work.
I was wrong. In June 1994, Prometheus Books
forwarded to me a copy ofa review in Acad emic Library Book
Reviews (ALBR), a journal published in Lynbrook, New York .
The reviewer, identified only as" JMC," had savaged my
labor oflove and reason as "extremely biased and one-sided"
and rated it "not recommended ." JMC did not cite any
statements in my book to support the allegation of extreme
bias, yet recommended The Encyclopedia of Alternati ve Health
Care (which I had critiqued in my book) for balance. The
encyclopedia is a "love feast" for proponents of dozens of
dubious systems and methods, including ayurveda, Bach
flower therapy, bioenergetics, flower essence therapy,
food combining ala Natural Hygiene, homeopathy, iridology,
macrobiotics, "muscle testing" a la applied kinesiology ,
orthomolecular medicine , past life therapy, polarity therapy,
radiesthesia, Radix, reiki, and shamanism . According to its
cover, the author, Kristin Gottschalk Olsen, holds a master's
degree in "Holistic Health Education" from John F. Kennedy
University. The "General Catalog 1991-1994" of John F.
Kennedy University (JFKU) in Orinda, California, stated:
The Master of Arts in Holistic Health Education is the
only degree program in the United States that combines training in education and communication with
the study of holism , somatic counseling and movement, with an emphasis on how they apply to individual, group and family well-being....Students receive
theoretical grounding in the nature of consciousness,
mind/body/spirit
interaction, and principles of
holism .... Disease is no longer viewed as an externally
imposedprocess to be cured, but as an opportunityto learn
about oneself, one's relationships and one's environment.
(JFKU continues to offer an M .A . program in "Holistic
Health Education," through the Department of Holistic
Health ofits Graduate School for Holistic Studies, formerly the
Graduate School for the Study of Human Consciousness.)
Olsen does not provide references in her encyclo pedia. She merely refers readers to specific alternativist
publications and organizations . She does not refer to any
skeptical writings or organizations.
I fired off an angry letter to the publisher and the editor
of ALER, with a copy of the letter for JMC and a ten-dollar

check for a sample copy of the journal. I hoped to respond
to the review through a published letter to the editor or an
ad. In my letter, I asked for information about JMC's
credentials and for previous ALER reviews of health-related
books . I challenged JMC to specify any false statements or
unsupported conclusions in my book, and to submit my
book, her review, and Olsen's encyclopedia to a panel of
health professionals and academics for a threefold review .

The Plot Thickens
Months passed without a response. I phoned ALBR's
office several times. Each time, an answering machine took my
call, and I provided my name and phone number, but I did not
receive a return call. I mailed a copy ofmy original letter to
ALB Rand phoned the office several more times, to no avail.
Finally, about a year after publication of JMC's review,
I engaged a private investigator in Brooklyn, New York, and
asked him to contactALBR ' s publisher and editor, hand-deliver
a letter from me , and request a reply. The PI sent me his
report in May 1994. In it, he said he had made several
attempts to speak with someone at ALBR by phone, without
success. Then he had followed the address ALBR had given to
Prometheus Books-to a huge commercial warehouse that bore
no indication of the journal. However, Preston Threiber greeted
the investigator there and said he was ALBR's publisher. Threiber
stated that the editor, Hanna Merker, wasn't there and that she
visited about twice a month. He expressed familiarity with my
letter and said he didn ' t have an explanation for Merker's
failure to reply. He refused to provide a list of library subscribers
to the journal. The PI gave Threiber my new letter and a copy of
my first letter . Threiber promised to forward the letters to
Merker and said she would respo n d shortly. She didn't.
The PI obtained a sample copy of the journal and
sent it to me . Inside the back cover is a list of some fifty
reviewers. From this I gathered that JMC was : "Janet M .
Coggan, MLS, University of Florida Health Science Center
Library, Gainesville, a reference librarian with a particular
interest in patient education and consumer health." I sent her a
copy ofmy year-old letter and requested a prompt reply. I also
sent a copy to the director of the library, Faith Meakin, and
inquired about Coggan's credentials. In my supplementary letter
to Coggan, I wagered $1,000 that a panel of at least ten health
professionals and academics who use the library would
disagree with her assessment of my book and would judge
her unqualified to review health-related books for libraries .
Nutrition Forum (ISSN 0748-8165) is published bimonthly
for $35 .00 (individuals in U.S. and Canada) or $50
(institutional, overseas) per yea r by Prometheus Books,
59 John Glenn Drive, Amherst, NY 14228-2197. Secondclass postage pending at Buffalo, NY . POSTMASTER:
Send address changes to Prometheus Books at address
above . Manuscripts and all ed itorial correspondence
should be directed to : Jack Raso, 71-11 60th Avenue ,
Maspeth, NY 11378-2908 .
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Months passed without a response from either
Coggan or Meakin. Finally, on May 2 of this year, I reached
Coggan by phone at her office. I introduced myself and asked
her if she had received my letter. She said yes . I inquired
about her credentials. She responded angrily that she didn't
have to talk to me, and she told me to complain to Hanna
Merker. As I responded, she hung up. An hour later, I faxed her
a letter, in which I stated my belief that people who tell
students, professionals, and academics in the health field
what to read should be qualified in the field. She dido 't respond .
I asked a research firm to perform a computer
search for all ofCoggan's book reviews. The firm couldn't find
any, and told me that book reviewers are not indexed and that
there is no practical way to find all of a given writer's reviews.

Skeptical health professionals should volunteer
their expertise to the acquisition committees of
libraries. They should also donate reliable books.
Librarians should seek their input.
Skeptical health professionals
book reviews.

should offer to write

Editors of health-related journals should inspect the
credentials and previous writings of reviewers, and
should not retain reviewers with a demonstrable
anti-science bias.
.•

The backgrounds of medical librarians who decide
the acquisition of books should include at least
several postsecondary health courses.

•

Librarians should make a concerted effort to limit
acquisition of"health porn" books and to increase
acquisition of pro-science health books.

Recommendations
Ideally, any book review published in a given
periodical should be reviewable in the periodical by the book's
author, primary author, or editor . However, my tribulations
withALBR provide practical lessons for nutritionists, health
educators, and librarians:
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Kurt Butler, M.S., is a former science teacher and the coauthor
of The New Handbook of Health and Preventive Medicine,
published by Prometheus Books .

BACK TO SCHOOL (DAZE]
Jack Raso
This article is a continuation of"School Daze : The
Fast Track to Nutrition ' Credentials'" [NF 12:13-19, 1995].*
Between mid-July 1994 and February 27, 1995, with Nutrition
Forum letterheads and envelopes and first-class postage, I
mailed (1) a one-page itemized request for perusable information and (2) a one-page questionnaire to 50 "credentialing"
organizations with addresses in 23 states. Selection of
organizations was arbitrary. However, all had offered healthcentered or customizable didactic programs within the previous
seven years. By February 26, my associates and I had received
course descriptions from 27 organizations, including questionnaire responses from eleven. Each offered at least one
didactic program that: (1) covered human health and nutrition,
or was adaptable to such a focus; (2) did not involve attendance,
or required short attendance; and (3) culminated in a certificate
(certification), a nondegree diploma, or a graduate degree .

Transitions
The U.S. Postal Service returned inquiries addressed
to eight organizations, but I contacted three of these during

the aforesaid period. Of these eight addressees, the five I
did not contact during the study were: (1) Clayton University,
(2) the International Institute for Advanced Studies, (3)
Nutritionists Institute of America, Inc., (4) Southwest
University, and (5) Westbrook University.
Southwest University is operational. Sometime
between 1989 and 1992, it moved from one suburb of New
Orleans, Louisiana, to another: from Metairie to its present
address, in Kenner. The university's 1989 catalog offered "nonresidential" programs leading to Doctor of Philosophy degrees
in counseling psychology, education, health services administration, and "holistic health sciences." However, the 12th edition
of Bears' Guide to Earning College Degrees Nontraditionally,
published in April, states: "In late 1994, the Board of Regents of
Louisiana attempted to close Southwest University. The
University went to court, where the closing order was quashed,
and the university was subsequently licensed by the Board of
Regents , with Southwest agreeing to stop offering doctorates."
I called Southwest University on May 12, requested printed
material, and received its 1994/9 5 catalog later that month. I
describe the school in the penultimate section of this article.
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When I phoned Clayton University, an unaccredited
correspondence school, in November 1992, a prerecorded
message stated that the school was neither mailing catalogs
nor admitting students "at this time." According to Bears'
Guide, Clayton University appa r ently functions only as a
"transcript service" in the U.S.; and the International Institute
for Advanced Studies is part of Greenwich University , also an
unaccredited correspondence school [see NF 12:16 and 18,
1995]. We also did not receive any response from Somerset
University, another unaccredited correspondence school. The
Guide says of Somerset: "In the past, correspondence has been
sent to a convenience address in Metairie, Louisiana, but now it
appears to be going directly to England, even though the
university cannot legally operate in England."

Fast Tracks ... or Dead Ends?
In this section are descriptions of 12 of the 27
organizations from which we received course literature during
the study. Except for comments, they: (1) merely convey
questionnaire responses and/or representations made in
promotional literature my associates and I received between
mid-July 1994 and February 26, 1995; (2) do not cover
undergraduate degree programs; and (3) do not cover
programs without a distinct, alleged, or optional relation to
nutrition. In the "comments" sections, the term "accredited"
means "possessing accreditation by an entity recognized
by the U.S. Secretary of Education or by the Commission on
Recognition of Postsecondary Accreditation (CORPA)." An asterisk preceding the name of an organization indicates
receipt of questionnaire responses from that organization.

American Academy of Nutrition, Corona del Mar,
California. Founded in 1985, the academy offers The
Comprehensive Nutrition Program, a "guided independent
study" program that, in February 1995, consisted of six
courses. Each course leads to a Certificate of Continuing
Education. The program leads to a diploma. The academy is
accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the Distance
Education and Training Council. Prerequisites for admission:
none. Requirements for completion of program : a grade of
at least "C" ("average'') in all courses . Duration of program :
less than six months to 15 months. One of the faculty
members is a chiropractor and "Certified Applied
Kinesiologist" [see NF 12:26, 1995]. Another is Ann Louise
Gittleman, M.S., C.N .S. (Certified Nutrition Specialist),
authorof severalbooks,includingthe bestsellerBeyondPritikin.
Comments: The academy is accredited . Clinical
dietitian Elaine Marie Kane, R.D ., reviewed Beyond
Pritikin (Bantam Books, 1988), for Current Diet Review. In
the November/December 1988 issue thereof, she stated:
Beyond Pritikin is an attempt to disqualify the
benefits of a low-fat diet and a misrepresentation
of the scientific evidence surrounding the essential
fatty acids .. .. [A] .. .dietary restriction the author
includesis food combining,which is not substantiated

by any scientific literature .. .. The author also claims
that essential fats will control yeast infections.
The facts that the author refers to are taken from
two books, The Missing Diag nosis and The Yeast
Connection ... which contain purely conjectural
information ... . Finally, Gittleman states: "essential fat alleviates 90 percent of PMS tensions and
discomfort." However, curren t clinical data do not
link PMS to any dietary deficiency for fats, vitamins or minerals.

* Ayurveda Holistic Center, Bayville , New York.
Founded in 1991, the center offers a correspondence
program leading to the "cer t ification degree" of
"Ayurvedic Practitioner." Prere quisites for admission to
either program: (1) an ayurvedic consultation; (2) following
the resultant ayurvedic plan; (3) reading Ayurvedic
Healing, The Yoga of Herbs, Yoga Vani, and Ayurveda:
The Science of Self-Healing; and (4) a personal interview.
Requirements for completion of programs: "successful"
completion of homework (which takes 2-4 hours per
week), internships, and final exams. A question in a
"sample chapter" of the course reads : "Which herbs and
spices would you use to heal female reproductive problems?" The chapter also tells students: "Choose 10 cooking
spices and begin to use them medicinally for yourself and
family." On January 14, 1995, all of the center's nutritionrelated programs had 40 enrollees and one faculty member .
Comments: I received two mailings from this
admittedly unaccredited center during the study. According
to a leaflet in the earlier mail ing, the center offered
three programs leading to a "certification degree" : (1) a
correspondence course, (2) a 44-hour on-site program, and
(3) a 14-day off-site program for groups of 5-10 students . I
received a different leaflet with the questionnaire. It did
not include a description of an off-site group program, and
it described two program sections, each of which takes 108
hours and leads to a "Certification Diploma." Students
spend 65 hours per section in classes at the center.
The Ayurvedic Institute, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Founded in 1984 in Santa Fe, New Mexico, the institute
offers a 12-lesson correspondence course leading to a
"certificate of completion ." Lessons include "Diagnosis"
and "Medicinals." Prerequisites for admission: none .
Requirements for completion of program: (1) taking
three written exams and (2) finishing the program
within a period of one year.
Comments: The institute is admittedly unaccredited
and does not offer a degree program. A letter therefrom
dated January 10, 1995, stated: "Our institute does not
offer nutrition related courses." However, three other
components of this mailing listed "Food" as a lesson
in the correspondence course : a catalog, a flyer, and
the "table of contents" from the correspondence course.
They likewise listed "Therap eutics of Indigestion ."
Moreover, according to the "table of contents," three
other lessons cover nutrition-related subjects.
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*Bastyr University (formerly John Bastyr College),
Seattle, Washington. Founded in 1978, Bastyr offers a
7-course Distance Learning Program that leads to a
"Certificate of Completion for the Natural Health and
Nutrition Program." In August 1994, this program had
four faculty members . Courses include "Fundamental
Principles of Chinese Medicine," "Introduction to
Nutrition in Natural Medicine" (which covers "detoxification"), and "Nutrition and the Natural Products Industry"
(which covers the "clinical use" ofnutritional supplements).
Prerequisites for admission: none. Requirements for
completion of program: (1) completion of course assignments and (2) taking a proctored final exam.
Comments: Bastyr is accredited by a regional
accrediting body. Its N.D. program, which requires
residence, is accredited by the Commission on Accreditation of the Council on Naturopathic Medical Education.
Its Didactic Program in Dietetics, which also requires
residence, is approved by the Division of Education
Accreditation/ Approval of The American Dietetic Association . Its M .S. program in Acupuncture and its M.S.
program in Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine are
accredited by the National Accreditation Commission for
Schools and Colleges of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine.
Columbia Pacific University (CPU), San Rafael, California . The School of Health and Human Services
offers a customizable, self-paced "independent study"
program that leads to a Ph.D. or D.Sc. degree. Prerequisites
for admission: a master's degree or "equivalent." Require ments for completion of program: ( 1) completion of
workbooks, (2) earning 48 credits through "coursework"
and "independent learning contracts," and (3) a dissertation .
In an introductory form letter that was part of a mailing
postmarked February 3, CPU's president stated that the
university had more than five thousand students and
provides a "special opportunity" for students to convert
their "professional skills and background" into "academic
credits" toward a degree.
Comments: Founded in 1978, CPU is unaccredited.
Neither NF associate editor David Xu nor I received a
response to our formal request for information, dated July
17, 1994. The "Admissions Bulletin" costs $5. In January
1995, I anonymously asked CPU to send information to a
relative of mine, who received only a leaflet. Catalogs dated
October 1989, January 1993, and January 1994 stated that
the university's "institutional memberships and affiliations"
include the American Holistic Medical Foundation, the
American Holistic Nurses Association, the Association for
Holistic Health, and the Coalition for Alternatives in
Nutrition and Health Care. Incidentally,
William
Harwood, M.A., M.Litt ., author of Mythology's Last Gods
(Prometheus Books, 1992) holds a Ph .D. degree from CPU.
East West School of Herbalism (East West Herb
School), Santa Cruz, California. East West offers two
correspondence courses : (I) a 12-lesson "Home Study
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Course in Herbal Medicine" and (2) "The Professional
Herbalist Course," which includes 36 lessons (12 from
the former course). Lessons range in length from about
fifteen pages to 50 pages. Each lesson includes a test and
projects . Students must complete these and submit
them for grading. On completion of the ''Professional"
course, students have the option of taking a final exam,
successful completion of which entitles them to a
"certificate in Herbal Studies." Those who complete the
"Professional"
course can "diagnose according to
wholistic Oriental healing systems and prescribe herbs .... "
Prerequisites for admission to either course: none.
Comment: The school is unaccredited.
Goddard College, Plainfield, Vermont . Chartered as
Goddard Seminary in 1863 and as a college in 1938,
Goddard offers an "individually designed" off-campus
program in liberal arts studies that leads to an M.A. degree.
Requirements for completion of program: ( 1) attendance
at a 1-week "beginning-of-semester
residency" every
semester, and (2) earning 36 "semester-hour equivalents of
graduate credit." Duration of program: at least 3 semesters.
Comments: Goddard is accredited by a regional
accrediting body . According to its graduate "Interim
Bulletin 1990," completion of the M.A. program requires
creation of a "final product," such as a "formal thesis,"
that represents a "major learning activity."
Hippocrates Health Institute, West Palm Beach,
Florida. Hippocrates offers a ''Health Educator (H.E..)"
program that requires residence for eight consecutive
weeks, includes a workshop in neuro-linguistic program ming, and culminates in "full certification." Students are
" exposed to" such "modalities and disciplines" as
aromatherapy [see NF 12:31, 1995], chiropractic, colon
hydrotherapy, "Cranial Sacral"therapy, "electromagnetics,"
holistic dentistry, iridology, live cell analysis, polarity
balancing, reflexology [see NF 12:29- 31, 1995], and
vibrational healing [see NF 12:31, 1995]. Prerequisites for
admission: (1) an essay, no longer than three ''typed" pages,
that emphasizes why the applicant wants to attend the
program ; and (2) a phone interview. Requirements for
completion of program : (1) completion of all writing
assignments; (2) an "acceptable" attendance record in all
classes; (3) demonstration on exams of mastery of
fundamental Hippocrates concepts; (4) a grade of
"pass" on the midterm and final exams; (5) giving at
least one 15-minute talk on the Hippocrates lifestyle; (6)
reading Food Enzymes : The Missing Link to Vibrant Health
(sic), The Hippocrates Diet and Health Program,
Hippocrates Health Program, Sprouts For The Love of
Everybody, The Wheatgrass Book, and Belief, (7) writing a
"critique," consisting of at least 750 words, of two of the
aforementioned books; and (8) submitting, by the end
of the seventh week, a portfolio including one's resume,
a "pr ivate lifestyle evaluation," and an outline of a
"health/lifestyle course."
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Comments: The Hippocrates system is a variant of
nature cure . Dr. Ann Wigmore (1909-1994) founded this
unaccredited institute in 1957, developed wheatgrass therapy,
and authored Why Suffer? and The Hippocrates Diet and
Health Program (1984). In the latter book, she stated that
enzymes store "life energy" and that this is not measurable
scientifically. "Food Enzymes: The Missing Link to Vibrant
Health" is a misnomer for Food Enzymes: The Missing Link to
Radiant Health, whose author is Humbart "Smokey" Santillo
[see NF 12:4, 1995]. According to a profile of Santillo I
received in 1994 from Hohm Press, he earned a ''Doctor's
degree" from the Concept-Therapy Institute (see "Alternative "
Healthcare: A Comprehensive Guide) and obtained the
"degrees" of: "Doctor ofNaturopathy" (from the AngloAmerican Institute of Drugless Therapy [see NF 12:5, 1995]),
"Health Practitioner" (from Hippocrates Health Institute of
Boston [a defunct branch of the institute]), "Iridology Certificate of Merit," and "Master Herbalist" (from the School of
Natural Healing [see below]) . Brian R. Clement, the institute' s
director, wrote two of the other books on Hippocrates' required
reading list Hippocrates Health Program: A Proven Guide to
Healthful Living (1989) and Belief All There ls (1991). In the
latter, he states: ''Belief can bring you anything that you desire."
On January 17, I phoned the home ofH .E. program
director John Cattone, N .D., and requested information
about H.E . certification. Later that day, on my answering
machine, Cattone confirmed his wife's statement that the
program leads to a "Health Educator certificate." Evidently
thinking I was a potential enrollee, he left two further
messages on my machine, on January 19 and January 26,
asking me to phone him . I did not. On the 19th, he stated :
"We're ... carrying the prices through to .. . the end of
January." A week later, he stated : "The 31st is our deadline
for our 1994 prices to be extended throughout the 1995
season." And on Sunday, February 12, he stated: "I just
wanted to let you know that this is the last three days of our
1994 program prices. On Tuesday the 14th, this Valentine's
Day, the last of our obligations to people ... that have [had]
prices extended to them [ends] on that date, and the 1995
prices will officially go in[to effect] at the end of that day."
*Institute
of Chinese Herbology
(ICH), Oakland,
California. Founded in 1986, ICH offers two "home study"
programs: (1) Comprehensive Practitioner Training (125
hours), which leads to a "Certificate of Completion,"
and (2) Advanced Certified Herbalist Training, which
leads to "full Herbalist Certification." Prerequisites for
admission to the "comprehensive"
program: none.
Prerequisites for admission to the "advanced" program:
completion of the "comprehensive" program. Requirements
for completion of Comprehensive Practitioner Training:
(1) taking all program courses and (2) completing a
"self-administered review assignment." Requirements for
completion of "advanced" training: ( 1) writing 30 case
studies and (2) passing a written "take-home" exam.
Comment: ICH is admittedly unaccredited.

Professional Career Development Institute, Atlanta,
Georgia . Through The School of Fitness and Nutrition,
the institute offers The Professional Fitness and Nutrition
Program, a self-paced, 18-lesson "home study" course
leading to a diploma that symbolizes "professional fitness
and nutrition expertise." Students can proceed from enrollment to graduation in less than a year. The institute is
accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National
Home Study Council. Prerequisites for admission: none.
Comments: Both CORPA and the U.S. Secretary
of Education recognize the Distance Education and
Training Council (DETC, previously called the National
Home Study Council). According to the DETC's 1994-95
"Directory of Accredited ·Institutions," the Professional
Career Development Institute was founded in 1987.
*School of Healing Arts, San Diego, California. Founded in
1984 as the Institute of Health Sciences, the school, now
nonprofit, received its current name in 1990. It is "approved"
by the California Council of Private Post Secondary
Vocational Education (CCPPVE), the Board of Registered
Nurses, and the American Board of Hypnotherapy and
Vocational Rehabilitation. The school offers a 300-hour
"home study" program leading to certification as a
"Nutritional Counselor." Completion thereof generally
takes 4-6 months. Prerequisites for admission: none . Requirements for completion of program: ( 1) a 50-hour "internship"
involving case studies of self-selected "clients," (2) a "thesis,"
and (3) taking a written final exam . Courses include
Herbology, Oriental Health Assessment/Body Psychology,
and Body Chemistry Balancing, which covers ''hair analysis"
and "nutritional interpretation" of blood and urine. In
late January 1995, the program had 50 enrollees and
eight faculty members (only one of whom was full-time).
Comment: The school is admittedly unaccredited .
*The School of Natural Healing (SNH), Springville,
Utah. Founded in 1953, SNH offers a Master ofHerbology
program that comprises: (1) a 41-"course" Herbalist Home
Study program that leads to "The School of Natural
Healing Herbalist Diploma" and the title "Herbalist;" (2) a
Master Herbalist Home Study program, which includes
the aforementioned
program p lus 15 "courses ," and
which leads to eligibility to pu rsue certification, and
(3) a 6-day Master Herbalist Certification Seminar,
which takes place at the school, includes courses titled
"Diagnostics" and "Drug Subst itution," and leads to a
Master of Herbology diploma and the title "Master of
Herbology." Completion of the Master Herbalist pro gram takes 12-14 months if the student studies for one
hour daily. One of the required textbooks in the Master
Herbalist curriculum is Regenerative Diet . Its author,
SNH founder John R. Christopher, N.D., M.H., was an
iridologist who died in 1983. The study guide for this book
includes questions concerning "the difference between live
and dead food" and the "mono-diet." Prerequisites for
admission to the Master of Herbology program: none .
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Requirements for completion of the Master Herbalist
program: ( 1) a grade of at least 70% on exams and (2)
a 5,000-word "master's thesis" on one herb. Requirements for "Master of Herbology" certification: (1)
completion of the Master Herbalist program, (2) attendance at the Master Herbalist Certification Seminar,
(3) completion of all assignments, and (4) a grade of at
least 70% on exams. In August 1994, the school had
1,400 enrollees and nine faculty members (four of
whom were full-time). Over nine hundred people have
received an Herbalist certificate from SNH, and over
two hundred a "Master Herbalist" diploma.
Comments: The school is admittedly unaccredited.
On January 9, I conversed by phone with the assistant
registrar, Dean Morris, who told me that completion
of the 7th level involves reading Regenerative Diet.
He vaguely described the diet as a "mucusless diet
system" [see NF 12:28, 1995] that "works with herbs
as supplements." I gather from the study guide for the
book that "mucusless" means "consisting mostly of
raw (unprocessed, unheated) foods."
A course catalog I received from SNH in late
February states: "Dr. Christopher's message is that
God intended that every man and woman have the
knowledge to properly care for his or her own body."
With this catalog came a required textbook in the
Herbalist Home Study curriculum: Every Woman's
Herbal (1994), which recommends Bach's Rescue
Remedy® [see NF 12:26, 1995] for parturition and for
postpartum shock. The book describes this product as
"a homeopathic preparation made of flower essences."
It also recommends ingestion of comfrey tea for postpartum
perinea! soreness or swelling, jaundice in newborns,
and broken bones. Ingestion of comfrey is risky.

Honorable Mentions?
Below I describe, largely in the manner stated
above, two organizations I did not contact during the study.
Pacific Western University, Honolulu, Hawaii. Founded
in 1977, this "off-campus, non-traditional, alternative
education university" offers self-paced programs leading
to customizable master's and doctoral degrees in various
fields. Its catalog lists 26 faculty members, four of whom
hold doctorates only from Pacific Western University
[see "Comments"]. Prerequisites for admission to
master's degree program: (1) a "legally conferred"
bachelor's degree and (2) "professional experience."
Prerequisites for admission to doctoral program: (1) a
"legally conferred" bachelor's degree, and (2) a "legally
conferred" master's degree, or "the equivalency in
credits/experience." Requirements for completion of
either program: (1) completion ofa "fill-in-the-blanks"
resume ("portfolio guide"); (2) answers (three of which
must comprise 200 words each) to four career-related
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questions; (3) completion of a "Graduate Qualifying
Exercise," usually 12 pages long; and (4) a "Master's
Thesis" or "Project" for a master's degree, or, for a
doctorate, (a) a dissertation or (b) a published book, a set
of published articles, or "equivalent accomplishment,"
plus a "Research Summary." Duration of program:
much less than a year to more than two years. In May
1995, students and almunae/i totaled 17,000.
Comments: The university is admittedly unaccredited. Apparently, the doctorate held by R. Frank
Sutter, Vice President and Director of Admissions,
· also came from Pacific Western.
Southwest University, New Orleans (Kenner), Louisiana.
Southwest offers "non-residential," customizable programs
in various fields. The list of majors in its 1994/95
catalog includes "Holistic Health Sciences." Prerequisites
for admission to master's degree programs: (I) a
bachelor's degree from a "recognized" college or
university, or (2) 180 quarter units (120 semester
hours) from a "recognized" college or university, or
(3) the "equivalency"
thereof. Requirements
for
completion of program: (1) completion of 45 quarter
units above the bachelor's degree, 35 of which must be
completed with Southwest; and (2) a "Master's Thesis" or
completion of additional courses. Duration of program:
one year.
Comments: Founded in 1982 in Phoenix, Arizona
(per Bears' Guide), Southwest is unaccredited. One of
the "Primary Degree Programs" the 1994/95 catalog
describes leads to a bachelor of science degree in
"holistic health sciences." Courses therein include
"Nutrition, Health and Disease" and "Reflexology
Techniques." On May 25, I phoned the university and
asked administrator Reg Sheldrick, Ph.D., if Southwest
could adapt this baccalaureate program to a master's
degree. He responded:

Yeah. Let me tell you this: Back about, maybe, five
or so years ago, we offered a bachelor's, master's,
and doctorate; and it was very, very popular, and a
lot of people enrolled in it. But, over the years, less
and less and less textbooks became available; and
as they discontinued and went out of print and out
of stock and not reprinted, we dropped the doctoral
program; and then about two years ago, half the
books we used in the master's [program] went out.
But ... most of the books we used in the bachelor's
stayed in. And so we kind' a revised that a little bit,
and we said, if anybody was interested in a master's
level, then we could take some of those courses
and maybe expand them just a little bit-just a
little bit more work for the master's-and perhaps
throw in an independent study, in lieu of one
textbook-based course. So our master's requirement in ... all degree programs except the M.B.A. is
35 units, or 7 study courses .... And sometimes, one
of those courses could come from a counseling
psychology program ....
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General Comments
Promotional literature received during the study from
27 organizations, overall, suggests that nutrition-related
pseudocredentialing is rampant. At least 21 (78%) of these
organizations offered correspondence programs. Terms with which
proponents describe such programs include: alternative education,
distance education, distance learning, experience-based
education, extension education, external degree studies,
home study, independent study, guided independent study,
nonresident, non-residential, non-traditional education, and
off-campus study. Degrees available through nutrition-related
correspondence programs included: Doctor of Divinity (D.D.),
Doctor of Holistic Health (H.H.D.), Doctor ofNaturology (D.N.),

H.eade:rs'

Doctor ofNaturopathy (N.D.), Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), and
Doctor of Science (D.Sc.). "D.N.," incidentally, also represents
two other nutrition-related pseudocredentials: the degrees of
"Doctor ofNaprapathy" [see NF 11:63-64, 1994] and "Doctor
ofNutripathy." A Master Herbalist (M.H.) diploma was likewise
available through correspondence. Obtaining a Health Educator
(H.E.) certificate required reside nce for eight consecutive
weeks. The H.E. certificate, the M .H. diploma, and all of
the aforementioned correspondence doctorates were not creditable.
• On May 12, Andrea Case, editor of Priorities, told me she had
rescheduled publication of my report on nutrition-related
"credentialing" organizations for September.

For~

The letters below arrived between my virtual completion (in late April) of the May /June I 995 issue of NF and its publication .-J.R.

Religion and Blue-Green Algae
Dear Mr. Raso,
Congratulations on another fine edition of Nutrition
Forum [Vol. 12, No. 2]. It is enjoyable to see a skeptical,
iconoclastic mind at work. It is interesting that the subject of
religion keeps coming up. Obviously, many people are sensitive
about it. I have always thought that there were parallels between
the acceptance of health-related belief systems and religious
belief systems .... But, there is one important difference: There
are a few people who get into religion for the money, but there
are many people who join health bandwagons for the money.
Look at all the Shaklee, Amway, U sana, and other dealers ... who
sell vitamins, herbs, etc., on multi-level or network marketing
[MLM] plans. These programs are half merchandising and
half pyramid schemes. I believe it's the money that makes
believers out of people.
Many people have urged me to look into blue-green
algae as a supplement for vegetarians because it contains
vitamin B-12 and a host of trace minerals that are assumed
to be lacking in a vegetarian diet. Do you know anything
about the use of algae as a food?
-Ralph Cinque
Dr. Cinque's Health Retreat
Buda, Tex.
I covered the quasi-religiousness
of MLM companies
briefly in the previous issue of NF. Blue-green algae are
photosynthetic microorganisms classifiable as bacteria or
plants. Regarding blue-green algae and vitamin B12, on
May 5, I phoned Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D., Sc.D., professor of
pharmacognosy at Purdue University. He stated:
Probably most of ... [the vitamin B 12 content of bluegreen algae] is due to the fact that the stuff is grown
in .. . lakes ... in Mexico that are contaminated with fecal
matter; and the feces, of course, animal feces, have

considerable B12 in them .... I suspect that's where most
ofit comes from, the stuff not being thoroughly washed
before it's dried, because B 12is not, in any quantity at
least, a normal constituent in plant cells .... I'm not at all
sure it's sanitary in most cases .. .. Spirulina is the biggie,
of course .... Spirulina is a blue- green [alga], but not all
blue-green algae are spirulina .... It tastes like grass .
In The Honest Herbal (1993), Dr. Tyler states:
"Depending on the species, dried spirulina does contain
between 0.5 and 2 µg. (microgram) per gram of vitamin
B 12. However, selective assay procedures suggest that
more than 80% of the 'vitamin B1/ in spirulina is, in fact,
analogues of the vitamin which have no vitamin B12activity
in humans." (The RDA for vitamin B12 for nonpregnant,
nonlactating adults is 2 µg.) In Total Nutrition (1995), Dr. Victor
Herbert states that most of the supposed B12 in spirulina
and tempeh consists of vitamin B 12 analogues, and that
some of these may block metabolism of the vitamin in humans.
On June 15, I conversed by phone with nutritionist
Regina Capobianco, of New York City . In the premier issue
(1995) of Vegetarian Singles News, she had advertised Super
Blue-Green™ algae [see NF 5:17-19, 1988] as an "excellent
source" of vitamin B12.I told Capobianco that my wife and I were
strict vegetarians (untrue) and inquired about vitamin B12.
She replied that the product was "very high" in vitamin
B12, said she had been a vegetarian for ten years, and claimed
that blue-green algae had been her sole source of vitamin B12.
Comments: Ralph C. Cinque is a major proponent of
Natural Hygiene [see NF 12:17, 1995; NF 7:33-36, 1990; and NF
3 :57-59, 1986]. Although his doctoral degree is chiropractic, he
has styled himself a "chiropractic heretic." In a letter to me dated
January 27, 1994, he described alternative medicine as mostly
nonsense and stated, in effect, that Natural Hygiene "should drop
out of the 'alternative' health movement." In another, dated
February 14, 1994, he called religion "a form of mass insanity."
I would like to hear from other proponents of particular
altemativist methods who frown upon alternative healthcare.
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"God, etc."
Dear Jack:
I have been a bit concerned about the tone of your
remarks regarding Dr. David Sneed's book [NF 11:64-65, 1994]
and those directed at religion . However, I feel that your
answer to Laura Wilson, R.D. [NF 12:23, 1995], was very
well done and addressed my concerns as well. As a Christian
agnos .tic who chooses to believe, I have no argument with
your views, but as one who is trying to forge a coalition
against irresponsible health care, I do not want to see us
get sidetracked onto de bates that have no chance of being
resolved, i.e., the existence of God, etc. Having focused
for years on the behavioral aspects of quackery, I agree
with you that it is "religious and quasi-religious notions
that facilitate" much of the victimization associated with
health fraud and quackery. I'm sure .. . you realize that in
order to be effective in this sensitive area, we have to be
very careful with the tone of our language. We need to help
each other with this difficult communications task.
Thanks for your dedication and excellent work.
-William Jarvis, Ph.D.
President , The National Council Against Health Fraud,
Inc . (NCAHF)
Perhaps I came down too hard on Dr. Sneed. I have meant
to be stimulating, not divisive. However, my chief motivation
is a loathing for organized, proselytical irrationalism . I
consider patently religious opposition to alternative
healthcare equivalent to hypocrisy. Nevertheless, an alliance
of agnostics, religious nonbelievers, and religious moderates
against health fraud and quackery seems to me not only
tenable but very desirable. I emphasize "moderates" partly
because faith healing (e.g ., Christian evangelical healing),
more than a dozen other theistic methods, and exorcism
are, when practitioners deliberately distort the truth about
them, forms of health fraud .
The statement "God exists" and its negation are
vacuous. Further, I suppose that beliefin a generic, nondescript
God, per se , is innocuous. I am dismissive toward such
claims. However, statements such as "Without fail, the
angels answer the prayers and calls of all humanity"
(Commune with the Angels : A Heavenly Handbook , p . XI)
are, in my opinion, poisonous. Most theists believe in a
particular supernatural source of edicts (many of which
are unhealthy) and in supernatural causes of earthly events.
As you know, medical alternativists, especially those who
publicly invoke unknowables such as God, play up to such
believers . I myself, between mid-1974 and late 1989, was
an agnostic with alternativist leanings.
Incidentally, on the May 17 edition of"Primetime
Live," alternative-medicine proponent Andrew Weil, M.D .,
author of Natural Health, Natural Medicine (Houghton
Mifflin) and a Natural Health columnist, stated :
I'm willing to entertain any idea, and we bear a lot of
strange ones out there in the world of alternative medicine.
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I'm willing to consider it. But then I have to have proof.
I have to see evidence. But that's different from rejecting
an idea out of band without even seeking to verify it.

Then interviewer Nancy Snyderman, M.D., asked him :
"Do you have to believe in God to be good at this?" Weil
replied: "No. I don't think you have to believe in God. I
think you have to believe , really, in a way, in yourself, and
maybe believe in the miraculous nature of the human
body." He did not say who should pay for the testing of
"strange" claims.
Comments: I conversed by phone with Dr . Jarvis
about his statements above on May 2, the day I received his
letter . I respect him greatly. I urge readers to seek membership
in NCAHF, which publishes an interesting bimonthly newsletter edited by Jarvis. Request applications from: Membership
Chairman, P.O. Box 1276, Loma Linda, CA 92354-1276 .

Like a Prayer?
Dear Mr . Raso:
I had to send you this clipping right away [Julia
Lieblich, "Federally funded prayer study raises hackles,"
Contra Costa Times (Walnut Creek, Ca.), March 6,
1995] .... I'm still laughing.
Love Nutrition Forum.
-Judy Bieser, R.D.
Walnut Creek, Ca .

Comments: The article quoted Annie Laurie Gaylor , editor
of Freethought Today: "Cemeteries are full of people who
prayed to live ." The Freedom From Religion Foundation,
Inc. (FFRF), in Madison, Wisconsin, publishes this monthly
newspaper. On May 8, the FFRF faxed me the "Notice of
Grant Award," the grant application's
synopsis of the
project , and a FFRF press release thereon titled "Nothing
Fails Like Prayer." In the September/October
1994 issue
of NF, I asked: "Should taxpayers foot the cost of testing
methods that lack a sound theoretical basis?" Apparently,
the FFRF's answer is no.
In 1993, through the National Institutes of Health,
the Office of Alternative Medicine awarded $28,797 to
psychiatry professor Scott R. Walker, M.D., and associates
for "Intercessory Prayer : A Pilot Investigation." The purported
aim of this study was "to test the hypothesis that prayers on
behalf of a specific individual, by concerned but uninvolved
believers, can have a significant impact on the recovery of
individuals seeking help for problems related to the use of
psychoactive chemicals." According to the May 1995 issue
of Freethought Today, the grant application said the project
would involve telling clients that "an outside group of individuals may or may not pray by first name for their recovery
from substance abuse and problems associated with it,"
The article Ms. Bieser mailed to me posed the
following questions. What would happen if: (1) a friend or
relative ofa client in the "no-pray-ers" group prays for the
client, (2) Catholic prayers outdo Protestant prayers, (3)
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clients "receive negative prayers," (4) God's answer to a
prayer is no, or (5) clients pray for themselves.
Haelen Words

Dear Jack,
Thank you for pnntmg my letter in Nutrition
Forum, Vol. 12, No. 2. Your comments were noteworthy .
However, I would hardly agree that "religious unbelief' is
"necessary for such objectivity ." For those ofus [who are]
religious believers, nothing is more disturbing than to see
frauds distorting belief systems to benefit their own power
and monetary gains.
In any case, the Haelen Center is located at the
Hospital of St. Raphael.. .[in] New Haven , Ct .
On another issue, what do you think about Ross
Laboratory's marketing campaign for Advera [a high-calorie,
low-fat beverage]? I think it is unethical, and Ross ought to be
ashamed of itself for preying on the fears of HIV(+)
persons . The product is costly [and] tastes lousy (according to
my patients who tried it), and the study Ross reported in
Applied Nutritional Investigation, Vol. 9, No. 6, pp. 507-512,
was innately flawed ... [because it compared] Advera to Ensure,
[which is] considerably lower in calories and protein. Ross has
opted to bypass the health professional and hit the TV and
airwaves , as well as community organizations, to spread
its good news. Needless to say, I do not recommend the product.
-Laura F. Wilson , R.D .
Haelen Center
New Haven, Ct .

I'm glad you wrote me again. However, you have somewhat
distorted my statement, which was: "I very much doubt that
religious unbelief per se impairs objectivity in matters of
science; indeed, I would venture calling it almost necessary
for such objectivity" (italics added). Let me add that, by
"religious unbelief," I meant religious nonbelief, which is not
necessarily disbelief-the conviction that something is untrue.
In my opinion, impairment of objectivity in matters of science
varies with: the particular scientific question; the particular
religion; the degree of belief or disbelief therein, affinity
thereto, or dislike thereof; and, perhaps, the degree of peer
pressure and the degree of persuasiveness of coreligionists .
Before I received your letter on May 13, Drs. Barrett
and Kroger and I had not heard of Advera™ . On May 15, I
phoned the Consumer Relations Department of Ross Products
twice, first as a Nutrition Forum editor and second as a
consumer, and requested printe d material on Advera. I
also phoned, as an editor, a Ross sales representative in
Pennsylvania, and , on his answe ring machine, requested
printed material. Two days later, I received literature on the
beverage from Ross Products Division in Columbus, Ohio, and
from the sales rep. Later that month, Ross Laboratories, in
Columbus, Ohio, mailed a response to the request I had made as
a consumer, under a relative ' s name . These mailings do not
evidence that Ross is "preying on the fears" of persons infected
with HIV. I have tasted vanilla, chocolate, and "orange cream"
Advera, on the rocks. I found only the chocolate variety palatable.
Comments: A leaflet describing the Haelen Center
accompanied Ms. Wilson's letter. I do not discern anything
untoward about the center.

1-lealthcare 1Esot1eri~c:~a
Jack Raso
Will medical alternativists ever run out of ways to
package magic, the universe, and alleged deities and soullike forces?

Something

(in the Way Chi Moves)

Alternative Medicine: Expanding Medical Horizons,
released by the National Institutes of Health last March, defines
"qi": "in Eastern philosophies, the energy that connects and
animates.everything in the universe; includes both individual
qi (personal life force) and universal qi, which are coextensive
through the practice of mind-body disciplines, such as
traditional meditation, aikido, and tai chi." Proponents of
traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) claim that this all~ged
something-whose names include ch 'i, Qi, and lei-has profound physiologic effects. Has anyone nailed down what it is?
In 1988, PBS aired an episode of "Innovation"
titled "East Meets West," in which author Ted J. Kaptchiuk,
O.M .D ., stated :

The question of what is qi is complicated obviously . It
has to do something with the vitality principle that
makes things alive. It also has to do with passing gas .
It has to include what you feel about your parents . It
simultaneously has to include athlete's foot on your toes.

Then David Eisenberg, M.D., author of Encounters
with Qi, said:
To a Chinese clinician .. .qi is not a concept ; it's a physical
entity that can be measured, palpated, pushed, pulled,
sent through needles , elevated, and decreased . And
thus far, there's not a lot of good evidence that it can be
tracked, measured by machines, as we understand machines
these days . The Chinese insist, though, that it is very much
physical and they can feel it; we just can ' t measure it.

Then Kaptchiuk stated:
I don't think it's a real thing-real thing in the sense of
"you'll get it in a machine," or "you'll discover it under a
microscope," or "you'll have a measurement"-because as
soon as you do that, it won't be qi; it will be a scientific
phenomena that doesn ' t include everything that qi is .
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And the Beat Goes On
Below I describe more than three dozen methods
that I consider mystical or supernaturalistic.
Apple diet (apple-cleansing
regimen, apple-diet
cleansing routine, apple-diet regimen, apple-diet
therapy): Alleged purificatory "reducing aid" inspired by
the "readings" of "religious seer" Edgar Cayce (1877-1945).
The three-day regimen, which involves enemas, restricts
food intake to raw apples (especially Delicious and Jonathan,
and peeled unless they are organic), black coffee, and olive
oil. Cayce recommended the diet for numerous ailments,
including anemia, debilitation, and "subluxations." I
Ayurvedic acupuncture: Subject of The
Lost Secrets of Ayurvedic Acupuncture (1994) . The publisher thereof,
Lotus Press, in Twin Lakes, Wisconsin, describes the system as
part of the surgical branch of
ayurveda [see NF 11 :37, 1994].
The basis of ayurvedic acupuncture is the Suchi Veda.2
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"reflex buttons," include about a hundred pinna I
"acupoints." Body Reflexology (1994) defines "reflex
points" as "energy junctions that relay and reinforce
energy along meridian lines of the body, passing energy
toward the organs and the nervous system." The book
states that the palm of the right hand is "positive" and
"stimulates energy," and that the palm of the left hand
is "negative," sedative, and "cleaning. "7
Chakra yoga: Combination of "focused" hatha yoga,
"sounding techniques," and visualization promoted
by Jason Kanter. One of its premises is that each chakra
("vital energy" center) corresponds to a "major aspect" of
the "psyche." The purported design of the method is
to maximize the ability to utilize "vital life
energies" for healing and "integration."8

HoloN

Classical homeopathy: Form of homeopathy [see NF 11:58-59, 1994]
that involves extensive questioning
of the patient by the practitioner,
purportedly to determine the
"single remedy" for that patient. 9
(See ''Homeovitics," below.)

Belly Bean diet: _''Weight loss"
Clearing: Phase of homeovitics
program promoted in 1990 and
(see below) that allegedly activates all "vital pathways" through
1991that involved: (1) consuming
administration of the Detoxosode
three "nutritionally balanced,"
O·S, a flavorless, odorless, watery
low-fat meals daily with a total
HoBoN product that purportedly
caloric value between 1,000 and
contains "complementaries ... blended
2,000; (2) drinking an additional 5 to
in a vitalized potency spectrum. "6, I 0
6 glasses of water daily; (3) snacking
between meals on First Fitness Belly Beans™,
HoBoN logo
Combine spirituality and psychotherapy: Eclectic
a "l 00% all-natural" candy-like "appetite control drug"
"integrative
system" practiced, and apparently developed,
that allegedly contained a "highly potentized homeopathic
by
author
Bernard
Green, Ph.D . It includes "consciousness
appetite control formulation"; and (4) continuing to eat
expansion,"
"nutritional
psychology," psycho synthesis (see
Belly Beans after attainment of"desired weight."3
below), "Simonton techniques," and "Sufi psychology."! I
Beyond Dieting: Subject of the book Beyond Dieting : An
Contemporary homeopathy: Form of homeopathy
Edgar Cayce Program for Permanent Weight Control (out
[see NF 11:58-59, 1994] whose purported "intervention"
of print). A purported way to lose weight, it involves some
is augmentation of all symptoms of a disease through
of the "key ideas" in the "readings" of clairvoyant Edgar
administration of homeopathic preparations.9
Cayce (1877-1945).4 (See "Weight No More," below.)
Biogenic support (homeovitic support): Phase of
homeovitics (see below) whose alleged aim is to minimize
production of free radicals during Clearing (see below) and
homeovitic detoxification (see below). It involves : (1)
administration of the Biosode, a flavorless, odorless,
watery HoBoN product that purportedly contains
"complementaries ... blended in a vitalized potency spectrum"; and (2) dietary "support" and/or supplementation. 5,6

Creative Force Techniques (CFTs): Alleged all-purpose
method promoted by "Mind Imaging expert" Gini
Graham Scott, Ph .D., author of The Empowered Mind:
How to Harness the Creative Force within You (Prentice
Hall). CFTs purportedly can: put one in touch with the
"inner power" of one's subconscious,
focus this
"mighty force" with laserlike precision, and enable
one to "tune into the other person's 'inner essence. •"12

Body reflexology: Form ofreflexology or acupressure
that encompasses pressing, pulling, massaging, and
clamping "reflex points" on the face, tongue, ears, scalp,
nape, hands, crotch, buttocks, shins, and feet. These
so-called reflex points, also termed "reflexes" and

Creative meditation: Subject ofRichard 0. Peterson's
1990 book of the same name. It allegedly uses "vibrational patterns" to effect "attunement," self-guidance,
and self-healing. The last of the seven principles of
this purportedly unique approach to meditation is:
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"Creative meditation is first directed to at-onement [sic]
with God ["Creative Forces"] without expectations of
benefits; the resources of God are then accessible for
self-knowledge, self-guidance, and self-healing."13 , 14

Divine healing from Japan: Form of "hands on healing"
practiced and promoted by Prof . Tadamasa Fukaya, a
Tenrikyo reverend and "Master of Sazuke Healing."
In a lecture, Fukaya stated that human bodies a.re loans
from "God the Parent" and that, therefore, we should treat
them according to the will of "God the Parent" ( e.g .,
by not becoming infatuated and not indulging "carnal
desires") . 15, 16 (See "Tenrikyo," below.)
G-Jo acupressure: "Healing Art of the Orient" promoted
by the G-Jo Institute, which has a P.O . box in Hollywood,
Florida. Certification by the institute as a "Master of
G-J o Acupressure" requires only one weekend of home
study. The institute claims that G-Jo acupre:ssure is
foolproof and that it instantly heals hundreds of"'injuries
& ailments." 17
"Healing the Heart" workshop: "Psychospiritual"
component of a "healing" program run by cardiologist
Stephen Sinatra, M.D., director of the New England
Heart Center, in Manchester, Connecticut. The program
reportedly includes meditation and a "visualization"
wherein patients request guidance from believable
"spiritual powers ." Sinatra has stated that healing
occurs "when people accept their heart disea se as a
way toward growth."18
Homeovitic detoxification: Phase ofhomeovitics (see
below) that allegedly increases the body's "innate
healing energy." 19
Homeovitics (homoeovitics): Form of contemporary
homeopathy (see above) begun in 1979 by Allen Morgan
Kratz, Pharm.D., and promoted by HoBoN, a "pharmaceutical manufacturer" in Naples, Florida . ("HoBoN" stands
for"Homoeovitic [or"Homeovitic"] +Bio+ Nutritionals. ")
A booklet received from the compal\y in 1993 defined
"homoeovitics" as ''the intensification of the body's healing
energies through the use of vitalization." A "Practitioner's
Handbook" received from HoBoN in June 1995 states :
Vitalization increases the vital energy of a substance
by a stepwise series of dilutions with succussions
[vigorous shaking]. This energy can then be transferred
from this vitalized substance to activate a less
energetic one. This transfer of energy is known as
resonance. It occurs when the vitalized substance (vi tic)
is similar or identical (homeo) to the less energetic one.

The crux of homeovitics is administration of
"homeovitic + bio + nutritionals" (or "homeovitic
formulae"). These are HoBoN products that, allegedly,
"function by Homoeovitic bioresonance," add "energy" to
the body, and intensify its "innate healing «!nergy."
Homeovitics encompasses Clearing, homeovitic detoxification, and biogenic support (see above for all).lOI,20, 21

Huicbol shamanism: Form of shamanism promoted
by the Dance of the Deer Foundation, taught by its
director, "shaman healer" Brant Secunda, and practiced
by the Huichols, a tribe of Indians living in central
western Mexico, near Ixtlan.22, 23, 24
IIP Consciousness Development Program: System
developed by Waldo Vierra, M.D., who founded the
International Institute of Projectiology (IIP) in Brazil
in 1988. Kevin de La Tour, coordinator of IIP's U.S.
headquarters,
in New York City, has defined
projectiology as "basically ... the science that studies
the out-of-body experience and other, related paranormal phenomena ." IIP conducts "workshops"
wherein some persons allegedly have experienced "astral
projection." Simone de La Tou r , an IIP seminar leader,
has written: "Many individuals report having realized
significant benefits in the areas of health, life success
and spiritual development." The IIP Consciousness
Development Program purported ly consists of"sys _tematic
training and practice in con trolling and managing
bioenergy and states of consci ousness for the purpose
of improving the quality ofone's life and accelerating
personal development." Allegedly, the program can
prevent and correct illness, promote "natural" sleep,
amplify intellectual capacity, increase "psychic abilities,"
enable discovery of "past life recall capabilities," and
eliminate fear of death.25 , 26, 27
Inner child cards: "Divination system" created by
Isha Lerner and "professional astrologer" MarkLerner,
coauthors of Inner Child Cards : A Journey into Fairy
Tales , Myth, and Nature (1992). The system features
this book and a fairy-tale adaptation of the 78-card
tarot. It purportedly "reawakens the child within by
gently helping us to interact with the most potent
archetypes of the inner world." The book's preface
states: "Each of us is as rich and divine as the cosmic
Creator who guides us. Inner Child Cards is a tribute
to our radiant selves, the starchildren who live within
our hearts .. .. "28, 29
Inner guide work: Hypnotic technique that purportedly
helps people contact their "true inner wisdom ." Allegt!dly,
control of "the process" ultimately passes from the
"hypnotherapist" to "Inner Guides . "30
Kalaripayat: Ayurvedic system promoted by Joseph
Kurian [see NF 12:29, 1995] . It purportedly involves
stimulation of marmas. Allegedly, this restores "full circulation," overpowers "blocks," and eliminates toxins.3 I
(See "Marma healing," below.)

Karuna reiki (formerly called Sai Baba reiki): Form
ofreiki (see Chapter 11 of "Al ternative Healthcare : A
Comprehensive Guid e) named and taught by "Reiki
Master" William Lee Rand. Rand is the author of
Reiki, The Healing Touch; founder of The Center for
Reiki Training, in Southfield, Michigan; and editor in
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chief of Reiki News, a quarterly published by the
Center. Reiki is a variant of the laying on of hands . The
Reiki Handbook (1992) describes it as a "healing art"
whereby "therapists" channel reiki, "universal life energy
power," through their bodies for storage in the solar plexus,
and into "dis-eased" individuals for "rebalancing ."
The Sanskrit word "kar.una" is translatable as "compassionate action." The purported focus of karuna
reiki is development of karuna.32, 33

P.E.E.R. (Primary Emotional Energy Recovery,
P.E.E.R. counseling): An alleged way to "access energy"
by learning how to release "emotions locked up in the
body." It involves bodily movements and exercises .
According to P.E. E.R. theory, when one releases these
"frozen, repressed" emotions, the body "accesses and/or
recovers" the "energy" it was using to "hold down" the
emotions. Dan Jones and John Lee cofounded P.E.E.R.
training. Practitioners are called facilitators. 41

Local healing: "Biofield
healing that uses the
practitioner's hands on the subject's body," according to
Alternative Medicine: Expanding Medical Horizons
(the so-called Chantilly Report), released by the National
Institutes of Health in March 1995. The report defines
"biofield" as "a massless field" that: (1) is not necessarily
electromagnetic, (2) surrounds and permeates living bodies,
(3) affects the body, and (4) possibly is related to qi (chi).

Psycho-pictography:
Subject of the bestseller of the
same name, written by "self-help"
guru Vernon
Howard. Supposedly, it is a way of using the "miracle
power" of one's mind, through mental images, to
decipher spiritual and psychological truths.42

LooyenWork®: Approach to "body therapy" that involves "body reading" and "movement re-education"
and allegedly can increase the "flow" of clients ' "energy ."
"Body reading" purportedly is a "sophisticated" form
of observation that enables practitioners to reach the
root of the client's problem,34
Marma healing (ayurveda marma healing): A purported
complete system for health, longevity , and beauty. Its
bases are : (l) ayurveda, "the science of life"; (2)
Dhanur Veda, "the science of the battlefield "; (3)
Kaya Ka/pa; and (4) marma science [see NF 12:29, 1995] .
The apparent main premise of manna healing is that
blockages in a system of I 07 "energy channels"
(marmas) in the human body: (l) unbalance doshas, the
three (alleged) forces that govern health and longevity , and
(2) thus create physical illness, chronic bodily conditions ,
mental instability, and emotional disorders. Purported
repair of"marma blockages" depends part ly on herbal
preparations.35, 36 (See "Kalaripayat," above .)
Medicine cards: Native American "divinat ion system "
featuring cards that depict "power animals." One of its
purported aims is to teach "the healing medicine of
animals ." Another is to show "the way to heal ing of
the body, emotions, mind, and spirit. "37
Metta Touch™: Apparently, a blend of techn iques from
acupressure, reflexology , shiatsu, Swedish massage , Thai
massage [see NF 12:31, 1995], and yoga . One of it s
purported aims is to "bridge the connection between "
the practitioner , the patient, and the "cosmic life force."3 8
Neuro-bioenergetic treatment: Variant of acupuncture
pioneered by Yee Wing Tong, M .D. It involves intramuscular injections ofNovocain.39
Nsoromma body therapy: Mode of bodywork promoted
by pa inter Vivinne (Narmada) Williams , M .F.A. It
purportedly integrates relaxation, shiatsu, and yoga. 40

Psychosynthesis: "Spiritual psychotherapy" originated in
1910 by Italian psychiatrist Roberto Assagioli, M.D.
(1888-1974), and developed by Johannes Schultz. Its
purported design is to effect the "integration" and
"growth" of the self and to release and direct "psychic
energies" allegedly generated thereby .43, 44, 45, 46, 4 7
Rakta moksha: Ayurvedic form of bloodletting according
to whose theory: "toxemia" is the "basic cause" ofhypertension, "thrombotic elements," and repeated acne, eczema,
herpetic symptoms, hives, leukoderma, and scabies; pitta
("fire plus water ," one of the three ayurvedic "humors") is
a derivative of disintegrated red blood cells in the liver; an
increase of pitta in the blood may cause many disorders; and
extraction of a small amount of venous blood relieves the
"tension" caused by "pittagenic toxins" in the blood.48
Sacred psychology: "Experiential psychology" developed
by psychologist Jean Houston, former president of the
Association for Humanistic Psychology. It posits three
realms of experience: (1) ordinary reality, (2) a "collective
unconscious," and (3) "the realm of God," which
purportedly is immanent in the "High Self . "45
Tenrikyo: Sect founded in 1838 by Japanese housewife
Miki Nakagama (1798-1887), through whom "God the
Parent" allegedly appeared in order to save humankind. It
emphasizes faith healing, teaching, and ''unity oflife ."47, 49
Tibetan re iki: Form ofreiki promoted by Gary Jirauch,
of New York City, and allegedly taught very selectively
at Tibetan ashrams . In a telephone interview on May
13, Jirauch-a "Reiki Master," "Seichim Reiki Master,"
and "ordained minister of spiritual healing"-said
of
Tibetan reiki :
Actually , it's an extension of the traditional reiki
program .... Tibetan reiki basically is a continued
discipline ofreiki to help enhance traditional reiki,
to make it more whole. It goes back into some of
the ancient concepts the Tibetans knew in relation
to healing and purification and enlightenment, and
defines them in a simple way, like, works in a very
simple way like reiki works . It's a variant of reiki
that I practice, and several people across the United
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Zarlen therapy (Zarlen direct channelling): Purported

States are now practicing different forms ofit. It all
gets down into that definition of what you define as
reilci; and "reilci" is a very generic term to use for
anything having to do with this type of energy work.
(See "Karuna reiki," above.)50, 51, 52

Traditional Dhanur Veda diagnosis: Pseudodiagnostic
method whose purported goal is identification
of
"marma blockages." Allegedly, this requires "deep
inner concentration" and can happen by phone and with
minimal conversation.36 (See "Marma healing," above.)

Weight No More (the Weight No More approach to
weight loss; the Weight No More program; the
Body, Mind, and Spirit Diet): Subject of the book
Weight No More: A Weight Loss Program That Can Work
(1990) . The "readings" of clairvoyant Edgar Cayce
(1877-1945) constitute the program's basis . The main
premise of this theistic method is that humans consist
of three "bodies": physica l, mental, and spiritual.
According to the aforementioned
book, tapping into
"the Life Force" in a "positive way" (allowing it to
"flow without hindrance" through the body) is the key
to correcting any physical problem.53, 54 (See "Beyond
Dieting," above .)

very advanced "mental healing" technique "discovered"
by Jonathan Sherwood in 1984 in New Zealand . Dr .
Sherwood is the author of Zar/en Speaks : A New
Beginning and the pamphlet "Zarlen Therapy"(© 1987).
In the latter, he described "Zarlen" as his guide and as
a "past life existence" that he had. He defined "guide"
as "a value of information which carries an identity
with it as to not only when the information was gained
but also how." A flyer from the Queensland Awareness
Centre, in Australia, stated: "When Zarlen first made
contact with Jonathan in 1984, he stated that he had
not had communication with humans for over 25,000
years and that he had returned to assist with a spiritual
transition which the human race was about to pass
through." Zarlen therapy allegedly can "re-pattern the
higher brain functions" so that one is "completely
back in tune ." Application
of the technique takes
about three minutes .55! 56, 57

Zulu Sangoma bones: African "divination method"
promoted by the Ka tush Motivational & Holistic Centre, in
South Africa. The method features herbal "remedies"
and "Sangomas"-alleged
links with instructive ancestral
spirits.58
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Editor's
Some ten years ago, I analyzed about fifty
Library Journal and Publisher's
Weekly reviews
of books on health
and nutrition.
I found a
pattern
of deceit. Bad reviews of good books
suggested that few of the reviewers had expert ise
in the subject matter . Quackery-promoting
books
were never identified as such, even if the reviewer
obviously knew the book was unreliable.
Some

Note
reviews recommended
that libraries
purchase
"controversial"
books because of reader interest.
None recommended
avoidance
because
a book
was misleading or dangerous. I suspect the editors
did not want to print the truth, perhaps because
skeptical
reviewers
were incompetent,
and/ or
because
negative
reviews would offend major
advertisers. -Stepfien (J3arrett

Weird Thing£: A Review
How to Think about Weird Things : Critical
Thinking for a New Age
By Theodore Schick, Jr., and Lewis Vaughn.
Mountain View, CA: Mayfie ld Publishing Company,
1995. Softcover . Pp. 299. Price $18 .95 .
This is a genuine self-help book: both a superb
primer on applied rational skepticism and a comprehensive yet compact refresher for experienced
skeptics . In such a book, one might expect dryness or
preachiness or a lack of evenhandedness
. But notwithstanding its overly chatty, vaguely condescending intro - Weird Things, with quotations in its
margins (e.g., from Annie Besant, the Buddha, Kurt

Butler, Confucius, and Carl Gustav Jung), and boxes
focusing on specific beliefs or claims (e.g ., a
purportedly
astrologically
formulated vitamin
supplement), is fine edutainmen t and invites browsing .
I especially enjoyed the chapter titled "Mystical
Knowing," which lays bare the rock-bottom incompatibility among Christian mysticism, Hinduism, and
Buddhism . (Buddhism comes out looking reasonable .)
The authors state: "Once we admit that only certain
mystical experiences
are revelatory,
we have
abandoned the claim that all mystical experience
yields know ledge." The following chapter centers on
medical altemativism. In sh ort, Weird Things is a
readable antidote to the deluge of pseudoscience. - J.R.

Physicians & Healers: A Psychiatrist's

View

Veva H . Zimmerman
Health practitioners,
including
nurses,
nurse practitioners,
physician
assistants,
and
some alternative
"healers,"
are taught pattern
recognition-which is what computers do. Physicians,
on the contrary,
are trained
in science.
The
reason is that, to serve their patients well , physicians
must cultivate
a neutra l, information-seeking
posture-be
unbiased
observers.
They must be
prepared to collect information
that does not fit
a pattern: disparate
information.
Although
physicians
do not practice as
scientists
(human illness is too complex), they
must approach information as scientists , without
preconceptions.
This is the central skill we try to
teach medical students.
We say :
You must approach
the information
you
gather in the patient's history and medical
examination
without any preconception.
You must listen to patients
in a neutral"
mode, and not rush to judgment.
You may
need to hear the same information
over
and over again, not making any decisions,
until you clearly understand what is going on.

This, of course, drives away some patients,
who want answers now. This is also what makes
alternative
"healers"
so a ppealing.
For them,
personality
is paramount.
They listen intently.
Then they lay on the hand. Neither they nor their
patients need deal with uncertainty.
Patients may not care if, later, this help is
found
worthless.
People
don't
approach
healthcare, especially their own, as an intellectual
problem.
But, sooner or later, th e patterned responses
of the alternative practitioner will fail the patient ,
perhaps fatally. The hope for a correct diagnosis
and for specific medical interventions
lies with a
scientific approach
to the patient and his or her
ills. Only a physician
can p rovide it.

I

Veva H. Zimm erm an, M.D., is a d ea n at the New York
Univ er sity School of Medicine. The article above is an
adapt ati on of one publish ed in the June 1, 1995, issue of
Probe n ews l etter. Read er s' resp on se s are welcom e.
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The American Cancer Society (ACS) defines
questionable methods as "lifestyle practices, clinical
tests, or therapeutic modalities that are promoted for
general use for the prevention, diagnosis, or treatment
of cancer and which are, on the basis of careful review
by scientists and/ or clinicians, not deemed to have real
evidence of value." Under the rules of science (and
appropriate federal laws), proponents who make health
claims bear the burden of proof. It is their responsibility to
conduct suitable studies and report them in sufficient detail
to permit evaluation and confirmation (or disconfirmation)
by others. An ACS committee evaluates methods by asking
three questions: (1) Has the method been objectively
demonstrated in the peer-reviewed scientific literature
to be effective? (2) Has the method shown potential for
benefit that clearly exceeds the potential for harm? (3)
Have objective studies been correctly conducted under
appropriate peer review to answer these questions?
Current questionable methods include corrosive
agents, plant products, special diets and dietary supplements , drugs, correction of "imbalances," biologic
methods, devices, miscellaneous concoctions, psychological approaches , and worthless diagnostic tests . Many
practitioners combine methods to increase marketability.
A 1987 ACS investigation found that 452 (9%) of 5,047
cancer patients identified through a telephone survey
had used questionable methods. Of these, 49%had used
"mind therapies" (hypnosis, mental imagery, psychic
therapy) and 38% had used diets. The dangers of using
questionable treatments include delaying appropriate
treatment, interference with proven treatment, decreased
quality of life, direct physical harm, wasting valuable
time, financial difficulties, and psychological damage.

satisfied customers are proof that their methods work.
However, practitioners almost never keep score or
reveal what percentages of their cases end in failure.
Cancer cures (real and alleged) attributed to questionable
methods usually fall into one or more of five categories:
(1) the patient never had cancer; (2) the patient was cured
or put into remission by proven therapy, but a questionable method was also used and erroneously credited;
(3) the cancer is progressing but is misrepresented as
slowed or cured; (4) the patient has died of cancer (or
·is lost to follow-up) but is pronounced cured; or (5) the
patient had a spontaneous remission (very rare) or
slow-growing cancer, but the method is credited as a cure.
Promoters of questionable methods generally couch
their approach in a veneer of straightforwardness: (1)
cancer is a symptom, not a disease; (2) emotional, dietary,
and other environmental factors cause symptoms; (3) proper
mental attitude, nutrition, and physical activity enable a
biologic and mental defense against cancer; and (4) conventional therapy weakens the body's reserves and affects
symptoms rather than the disease. Proponents portray
questionable methods as natural _andnontoxic, and standard (responsible) methods as very dangerous. They tend
to play on patients' desire for power over the disease
process. Motivators of proponent physicians or scientists may
include adulation from clients, deep-seated preconceptions,
delusional self-importance, financial vested interest, media
attention, and misinterpretation of personal experience.
Recent favorites among questionable methods
include the following .
Cancel/

Cancel/,originally called Entelev,is a liquid claimed
to cure cancer by "lowering the voltage of the cell structure
by about 20%."This allegedly causes cancer cells to "digest"
and be replaced with normalcells.Accompanyingdirections
have warned that bottles of Cancel/should not be allowedto

Cures ... or Lures?

Proponents of questionable methods typically
claim that marketplace demand and testimonials from
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touch each other or be placed near _any electrical
appliance or outlet. Cancel/ has also been promoted
for the treatment of AIDS, Alzheimer's disease,
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Lou Gehrig's disease) ,
multiple sclerosis, "extreme cases" of diabetes and
emphysema, and several other diseases. In 1989, the
FDA reported that Cancel/ contained inositol, nitric
acid, sodium sulfite, potassium hydroxide, sulfuric acid,
and catechol. Subsequently, its promoters professed to be
modifying the formulation to make it more effective .
They have also claimed that Cancell can't be analyzed
because it varies with atmospheric vibrations and keeps
changing its energy. Laboratory tests conducted between
1978and 1991 by the NCI found no evidence that Cancel/
was effective against cancer. The FDA has obtained
an injunction forbidding its distribution to patients .
Essiac

Essiacis an herbal "remedy" that Canadian nurse
Rene M. Caisse (1888--1978)prescribed and promoted for
about fifty years [see NF 11:54-55,1994].Shortly before her
death, she turned over the formula and manufacturing
rights to the Resperin Corporation, a Canadian company
that has provided it to patients under a special agreement with Canadian health officials. Several reports state
that the formula contains burdock, Indian rhubarb, sorrel,
and slippery elm, but there may be additional ingredients.
Essiac® tea, allegedly Caisse's original formulation, is
marketed in the United States. Several animal tests using
samples of Essiac have shown no antitumor activity;
nor did a review of data on 86 patients performed by the
Canadian federal health department during the early 1980s.
Gerson Therapy

Gerson therapy proponents claim that cancer
can be cured only if toxins are eliminated from the body.
They recommend "detoxification" with frequent coffee
enemas and a low-sodium diet that includes more than a
gallon a day ofjuices made from fruits, vegetables , and raw
calf s liver. This method was developed by Max Gerson, a
German -born physician who emigrated to the United
States in 1936 and practiced in New York City until his
death in 1959. Still available at a clinic near Tijuana,
Mexico, Gerson therapy is actively promoted by his
daughter, Charlotte Gerson, through lectures, talk show
appearances, and publications of the Gerson Institute, in
Bonita, California. Gerson protocols have included liverextract injections, ozone enemas, "live cell therapy,"
thyroid tablets, royal jelly capsules, linseed oil, castor-oil
enemas, clay packs, laetrile , and vaccines made from
influenza virus and dead bacteria (Staphylococcus
aureus).
In 1947, the National Cancer Institute (NCI)
reviewed ten cases selected by Dr. Gerson and found his
report unconvincing. That year, a committee appointed by

the New York County Medical Society reviewed records
of 86 patients, examined ten patients, and found no evidence
that the Gerson method had value in treating cancer. An
NCI analysis of Dr. Gerson's bookA CancerTherapy:Results
of Fifty Casesconcluded in 1959 that most of the cases failed
to meet the criteria (such as histologic verification of cancer)
for proper evaluation of a cancer case. A recent review of the
Gerson treatment rationale concluded: (1) the "poisons"
Gerson claimed to be present in processed foods have never
been identified, (2) frequent coffee enemas have never been
shown to mobilize and remove poisons from the liver and
intestines of cancer patients, (3) there is no evidence
that any such poisons are related to the onset of cancer, and
(4) there is no evidence that a "healing" inflammatory
reaction capable of seeking out and killing cancer cells
exists [JAMA268:3224-3227, 1992].
Between 1980 and 1986, at least thirteen patients
treated with Gerson therapy were admitted to San Diego area
hospitals with Campylobacter
fetus sepsis attributable to the
liver-extract injections. None of the patients was cancer-free,
and one died of his malignancy within a week. Five were in a
coma due to low serum sodium, presumably a result of the
"no sodium" Gerson dietary regimen . Gerson personnel
subsequently modified their techniques for handling raw
liver products and biologicals. However, the Gerson
approach still has considerable potential for harm. Deaths
also have been attributed to the coffee enemas administered
in the Tijuana clinic. [See NF 3:9- 12, 1986. It is ironic that
coffee, which contains dozens of naturally occurring
toxicants, is considered benign and curative.-M.K.]
Charlotte Gerson claims that treatment at the
clinic has produced high cure rates for many forms of
cancer. In 1986, however, a Gerson publicist admitted to
me that patients were not monitored after they left the
facility . Although clinic personnel later said they would
follow their patients systematica lly, there is no published
evidence that they have done so. A naturopath who
visited the Gerson Clinic in 1983 tracked 21 patients over a
5-year period (or until death) through annual letters or
phone calls . At the 5-year mark, only one was still alive
(but not cancer-free); the rest had succumbed to cancer .
The Greek Cancer Cure

The main proponent of the Greek cancer cure
(also called Alivizatos therapy ) was microbiologist Dr.
Nutrition Forum (ISSN 0748-8165) is published bimonthly
for $35 .00 (individuals in U.S. and Canada) or $50
(institutional, overseas) per ye ar by Prometheus Books ,
59 John Glenn Drive, Amherst, NY 14228-2197 . Secondclass postage pending at Buffalo, NY . POSTMASTER :
Send address changes to Prom etheus Books at address
above. Manuscripts and all editorial correspondence
should be directed to: Jack Raso, 71-11 60th Avenue,
Maspeth, NY 11378-2908.
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Hariton-Tzannis Alivizatos, of Athens, Greece, who
died in 1991. He claimed to have a blood test that could
determine the type , location, and severity of any cancer .
He also asserted that his "serum" enabled the patient's
immune system to destroy cancer cells , and that it
helped the body rejuvenate parts destroyed by cancer.
Knowledgeable observers believe that the principal
ingredient of the so-called cure was niacin [also called
vitamin PP (pellagra-preventative) in some older publications]. The ACS and the NCI asked Alivizatos several
times for detailed information on his methods, but he
never replied. A Mexican clinic now offers the treatment.
Hoxsey Treatment

Naturopath Harry Hoxsey promo ted an herbal
treatment consisting of a topical paste or powder and
an oral tonic. The external preparations contained corrosive agents such as arsenic sulfide. The tonic, allegedly
individualized, contained potassium iodide and such
herbs as burdock root , cascara, licorice, and pokeroot
(which is nontherapeutic and dangerous). Hoxsey said
that the formulas were developed in 1840 by his greatgrandfather and bequeathed to him by his father while
the latter was dying of cancer.
Clinics offered the Hoxsey treatmen t in the
United States from 1924 until the late 1950s, when
Hoxsey closed his main clinic, in Dallas, because of
repeated clashes with the FDA. Since 1963, it has been
available only at a clinic in Tijuana, Mex ico, operated
by Hoxsey's former chief nurse, Mildred Nelson .
Hoxsey himself had prostate cancer in 1967and underwent
surgery after treating himself unsuccessfully with his
tonic. He died in 1974. Most of the herbs in the tonic
have been tested for antitumor activity in can cer, with
unremarkable results . The NCI examined case repo rts
submi tted by Hoxsey and concluded tha t, because of
their inadequacy , no assessment of the method was
possible . [See NF 4:89-91, 1987.]
"Hyperoxygenation Therapies"

"Hyperoxygenation " therapy, also called biooxidative therapy and oxidative therapy , is based on
the misconception that cancer is caused by oxygen
deficiency and can be cured by exposing cancer cells to
more oxygen than they can tolerate. The most publicized
agen ts are hydrogen peroxide, germanium sesquio xide,
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and ozone. Although these compounds have been the
subject of legitimate research, there is little or no
evidence that they are effective for the treatment of any
serious disease, and each has demonstrated potential for
harm. Germanium products have caused irreversible
kidney damage and death. The FDA has banned their
importation and seized products from several U.S.
manufacturers.
Kelley Metabolic Therapy

In the 1960s, William Donald Kelley, D.D.S .,
developed a program for cancer patients that involved
dietary measures, vitamin and enzyme supplements,
and computerized "metabolic typing." Kelley classified
people as "sympathetic dominant," "parasympathetic
dominant," or metabolically "balanced," and he made
dietary recommendations for each type. He claimed
that his "Protein Metabolism Evaluation Index" could
diagnose cancer before it was clinically apparent and
that his "Kelley Malignancy Index" could detect "the
presence or absence of cancer, the growth rate of the
tumor , the location of the tumor mass, prognosis of the
treatment, age of the tumor and the regulation of medication for treatment."
In 1970, Kelley was convicted of practicing
medicine without a license after witnesses testified
that he had diagnosed lung cancer on the basis of blood
from a patient's finger and prescribed dietary supplements,
enzymes, and a diet as treatment for the cancer . In 1976,
following court appeals, his dental license was suspended
for five years. However, he continued promoting his
methods, through his Dallas-based International Health
Institute, until the mid-1980s . Under the institute's
umbr ella, licensed professionals and "certified metabolic
technicians" throughout the United States would administer a 3,200-itemquestionnaire and send the responses
to Dallas. The resultant computer printout provided a
lengthy report on "metabolic status," plus detailed instructions covering foods, supplements (typically 100-200 pills
per day), "detoxification" techniques, and lifestyle changes .
Reportedly similar treatment is provided today by
NicholasGonzales,M.D ., of New York City. Gonzales claims
to have analyzed Kelley's records and drafted a book about
his findings. The manuscript has not been published, but
experts who evaluated its chapter on 50 cases found no
evidence of benefit. Gonzales says that he offers "10 basic
diets with 90 variations" and typically prescribes coffee
enemas and "up to 150 pills a day in 10 to 12 divided doses."
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Laetrile

Livingston-Wheeler

Therapy

Laetrile, the object of considerable popular attention during the 1970s and early 1980s [see NF 5:3340, 1988], is the trade name for a synthetic relative of
amygdalin, a constituent of the kernels of apricot pits,
apple seeds, bitter almonds, and some other stone
fruits and nuts. Many laetrile promoters have called it
"vitamin B 17" and falsely claimed that cancer is a vitamin-deficiency disease curable with laetrile. Efficacy
claims have varied. First, laetrile was claimed to prevent
and cure cancer. Then it was claimed to "control," not
cure, cancer, and to increase patients' feelings of wellbeing. More recently, laetrile has been claimed to be
effective not by itself, but as a component of "metabolic
therapy" (see below).
Laetrile was first used to treat cancer patients
in the 1950s, in California. According to proponents, it kills
tumor cells but leaves normal cells alone. Although
laetrile has been promoted as safe and effective, clinical
evidence indicates that it is neither. When subjected to
enzymatic breakdown in the body, it forms glucose,
benzaldehyde, and hydrogen cyanide. Some cancer
patients treated with laetrile have suffered nausea,
vomiting, headache, and dizziness, and a few have died
from cyanide poisoning. Laetrile has been tested in at
least twenty animal tumor models and found to have no
benefit either alone or with other substances . Several
case reviews have found no benefit for the treatment of
cancer in humans.
In 1982, in response to political pressure, the Mayo
Clinic and three other U.S. cancer centers, with NCI
sponsorship, began a clinical trial. Laetrile and "metabolic
therapy" were administered as recommended by their
promoters. The patients had advanced cancer for which
there was no proven treatment. Of 178 patients, not one
was cured or stabilized, and none had any lessening of any
cancer-related symptoms. The median survival rate was
about five months from the start of therapy. In those still
alive after seven months, tumor size had increased. Several
patients experienced symptoms of cyanide toxicity or
had blood levels of cyanide approaching the lethal range.
In 1975, a class action suit was filed to stop the
FDA from interfering with the sale and distribution of
laetrile. Early in the case, a federal district court judge
in Oklahoma issued orders allowing cancer patients
with a physician's affidavit that they were "terminal" to
import a six-month supply of laetrile for personal use .
However, in 1979, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that it
is not possible to be certain who is terminal and that,
even if it were possible, both terminally ill patients and
the general public deserve protection from fraudulent
cures. In 1987,after further appeals were denied, the district
judge (a strong proponent of laetrile) yielded to the higher
courts and ended the affidavit system. Now there are few
U.S. sources of laetrile, but several Mexican clinics use it.

Virginia C. Livingston, M.D., who died in 1990,
postulated that cancer is caused by a bacterium she
called Progenitor cryp,tocides,which invades the body
when "immunity is stressed or weakened." According to
Livingston, one could combat this (alleged) bacterium
by strengthening the body's immune system with: (1)
vaccines (usually derived fro m the patient's urine); (2)
"detoxification" with enemas; (3) digestive enzymes; (4) a
vegetarian diet that excluded chicken, eggs, and sugar;
(5) vitamin and mineral supplements; (6) visualization;
and (7) stress reduction. She claimed ·a very high
recovery rate but published no clinical data to support
this. Attempts by scientists to isolate the organism
Livingston posited were not successful. Researchers at
the University of Pennsylvani a Cancer Center compared
78 of its patients with similar patients treated at the
Livingston-Wheeler Clinic. All had advanced cancers for
which there was no proven treatment. As expected, the
study found no difference in the average survival time
of the two groups. However, Livingston-Wheeler patients
reported more appetite problems and pain.
Metabolic Therapy

Practitioners of "meta bolic therapy" profess to
diagnose abnormalities at the cellular level and to
correct them by normalizing the patient's metabolism.
They regard arthritis, cancer , multiple sclerosis, and
other "degenerative" diseases as the result of metabolic
imbalance caused by a buildup of "toxic substances" in
the body. They claim that scientific practitioners merely
treat the symptoms of the disease while they treat the
cause by removing "toxins" and strengthening the immune
system . The "toxins" are neither defined nor objectively measurable. "Metabolic" treatment regimens vary
from practitioner to practitione r and may include coffee
enemas, a "natural food" diet, vitamins, minerals, enzymes,
"glandulars," laetrile, and various other nostrums that
are not legally marketable in the United States. No
scientific study has ever shown that "metabolic therapy"
or any of its components is effective against cancer or
any other serious disease.
The most visible proponent of "metabolic therapy"
was biology professor Harold W. Manner, Ph.D., who
died in 1988 [see NF 1:9-10, 1984; and NF 5:61-67, 1988).
In 1977, Manner announced that he had cured cancer in
mice with injections of laetrile, enzymes, and vitamin A
(Actually, he disintegrated the tumors by injecting them
with digestive enzymes, whic h cannot cure cancer that
has metastasized .) During the early 1980s, Manner left
his teaching position and affiliated himself with a clinic in
Tijuana, Mexico. Although he claimed a 74%success rate in
treating cancer, there is no evidence that he kept track of
patients after they left his clinic, which is still operational.
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Pau d'Arco

Pau d'arco (pronounced "pow darko"), which reportedly comprises a group of trees from two genera
(Tabebuiaand Tecoma),is also called ipe roxo (pronounced
"eepayrosho"), ipes (pronounced "eepays"),lapacho, lapacho
colorado, lapacho morado, and taheebo . Tea products made
from the herb are sold in health food stores and by mail.
Proponents claim that pau d'arco tea is effective against
cancer and many other ailments. Tabebuiawood contains
lapachol, which has been demonstrated to have antitumor
activityin a few animaltumor models. However, no published
study has shown a significant effect on cancer in humans.
Studies during the early 1970s found that lapachol is not as
readily absorbed by humans as by rats, and that anticoagulant effects would accompany plasma levels high
enough to influence tumors. Even low doses can cause
nausea and vomiting and can interfere with blood clotting.
Some researchers believe that lapachol should be studied
further, with vitamin K to inhibit its anticoagulant activity.
[Editor's note: On July 16, I conversed by
phone with Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D., Sc.D ., author of The
Honest Herbal (1993), who stated:

• During the 1980s, Anthony Sattilaro, M.D.,
wrote books and appeared on talk shows promoting
macrobiotics [see NF7: 17-21, 1990] as a cancer cure. In the
bestseller Recalled by Life ( 1982), he described how
he had undergone conventional therapy for prostate
cancer, yet he credited macrobiotics for his improvement.
In Living Well Naturally (1984), he said his doctors
had pronounced him in a state of permanent remission.
He died of prostate cancer in 1989.
• Lawrence Burton, Ph.D., who died in 1992,
offered "immuno-augmentative therapy" (IA T) at his
clinic in the Bahamas . Burton claimed that IA T would
cure cancer patients by influencing an immune defense
system he postulated. In 1979, CBS-TV's "60 Minutes"
gave Burton a tremendous publicity boost when a
prominent physician stated that one of his patients
apparently had recovered miraculously with Burton's
treatment. The patient died twelve days after the broadcast, but "60 Minutes" refused to inform viewers of
this fact. In 1990, oncologist Wallace Sampson, M.D.,
analyzed a booklet of 35 case histories used to promote
Burton's clinic . He concluded that 30 had undergone
standard or near -standard treatment and had had a
significant probability of living as long as was recorded
in the booklet. The other vignettes did not provide
detail sufficient for sound judgment.
• Lucas Boeve, proprietor of a clinic in the
Dominican Republic, has claimed that ozone gas administered at his facility has cured AIDS, Alzheimer's
disease, arthritis, cancer, Parkinson's disease, and
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No one really knows, but the original pau d'arco
products should have been from the genus Tabebuia.
What passes for pau d'arco is supposed to come
from Tabebuia or Tecom a ... but whether it does or
not, who knows? There's no control over these sorts
of things ....
There are other lapachol derivatives in the
bark .... No one has tested them ... but I think they
probably would also be toxic like lapachol at doses
that were effective for anticancer treatment.

"This is a hoax, as far as I'm concerned," Dr.
Tyler concluded.-J.R.]
Revici Cancer Control

Revici Cancer Control, also called lipid therapy
and biologically guided chemotherapy, is based on the
notion that cancer is caused by an imbalance between
constructive ("anabolic") and destructive ("catabolic")
body processes. Its main proponent, Emanuel Revici,
M.D., prescribed caffeine, iron, zinc, and lipid alcohols,
all of which he classified as anabolic; and fatty acids,
magnesium , selenium, and sulfur, all of which he classified

many other diseases. He has also claimed that he
_provided an ozone machine responsible for curing
"Magic" Johnson of AIDS. In 1994, the staff of "Dateline
NBC" investigated all the cancer and AIDS patients in
a list of success stories provided by Boeve. Of 13
cancer patients: 2 had died; 3 could not be found; 2
refused to be interviewed; 3 were alive but still had
cancer; and 3 said they had been helped, but their
doctors said they probably had been cancer-free before
receiving ozone therapy. Of two AIDS patients, one
said he felt well but was still HIV-positive, and the
other had not been retested for HIV . Johnson's representatives said that he had had nothing to do with
Boeve (or ozone therapy) and was still infected with
the virus.
• Stanislaw R. Burzynski, M.D., who operates a
clinic in Houston, Texas, claims his "antineoplastons"
can "normalize" cancer cells and have helped many
people with cancer get well. In 1988, talk-show host
Sally Jesse Raphael presented four "miracles": patients
of Burzynski who she said were cancer-free . The
patients stated that Burzynski had cured them when
conventional methods had failed. In 1992, "Inside
Edition" reported that two of the four patients had died
and that cancer had recurred in another. (The fourth
patient had bladder cancer, which has a good prognosis.)
The widow of one of Raphael's guests stated that her
husband arid five others from the same city had sought
treatment after learning about Burzynski from a television broadcast-and
that all had died of their disease.
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Shark Cartilage Therapy: "Jaws" of the Nineties?
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Natural Foods Mecchand isec published this ad
shortly after the "60 Minutes" promotion of shark
cartilage . It states that "shark cartilage may prove to
be the first momentous step toward preventing and
conquering cancer" -a statement that would be
illegal in marketing a shark-cartilage product .

'

as catabolic. His formulations were based on his interpretation of the specific gravity, pH (acidity), and surface tension
of one-shot samples of the patient's urine. Scientists have
offered to evaluate the Revici method, but they and Revici
couldn't agree on procedures to ensure a valid test. In any
case, his method of urinary interpretation is obviously
invalid: The specific gravity of urine reflects the concentration of dissolved substances and depends largely
on the amount of fluid a person consumes. Its acidity
depends mainly on diet, but varies considerably
throughout the day. Thus, even when these values are
useful for a metabolic determination, information from
a single urine sample would be meaningless. The surface
tension of urine has no scientifically recognized diagnostic
value. Recently, after a long struggle with New York
State licensing authorities, Revici's medical license
was permanently revoked.

Powdered shark cartilage allegedly contains a
protein that inhibits the grow th of new blood vessels
needed for cancer to spread. Although a modest antiangiogenic effect has been observed in laboratory experiments , ingestion of shark cartilage has not been
demonstrated to significantly inhibit angiogenesis in
patients with cancer. Even if direct applications were
effective, oral administration would not work because
the protein would be digested , not absorbed intact.
Nevertheless, in two broadcasts during the spring
of 1993, the TV newsmagazine "60 Minutes" promoted
the claims of biochemist and entrepreneur I. William
Lane, Ph .D., coauthor of Sharks Don't Get Cancer.The
segment highlighted a Cuban study of 29 "terminal"
cancer patients who received shark-cartilage preparations.
Some of the patients were shown exercising, and narrator
Mike Wallace reported that most of them felt better
several weeks after the beginning of treatment. Unmentioned was the fact that "feeling better" does not indicate
whether a cancer treatment is effective. Also unmentioned was that sharks do get cancer, even of their
cartilage. NCI officials subsequently reviewed the Cuban
data and concluded that they were "incomplete and
unimpressive."
Health food industry publicists had a field day
after the broadcast. They began suggesting that sharkcartilage preparations could not only prevent and treat
cancer but were effective agai nst arthritis and several
other health problems. Many supplement manufacturers
market products that sell for $25 to $80 for a one-month
supply. The market leader, Cartilage Technologies, has
been advertising in medical journals and distributing
information packets stating that it is sponsoring an
FDA-approvedPhase II clinical trial that began last year.
[Editor's note: Is it safe to go back into the
health food store? In the October 1994 issue of Alternative
Medicine Digest, editor Betty Kamen, Ph.D., stated:
For serious problems , large quantities of shark cartilage
are imperative. Recommended amounts are about a
gram per two pounds of body weight, so an average
of 100 capsules [per day] would be necessary where
need is critical. Liquid vials make much more sense
than capsules-they work faster and are more potent.
One vial is the equivalent of 80 to 100 grams!

Kamen further stated that shark cartilage was
available from Allergy Research Group, in San Leandro ,
California,and she provided its toll-free number. I phoned
the company on July 14. The woman who answered the
phone said the product was available in frozen vials .
She asked me if I was a doctor. After I told her l was a
chiropractor, someone named Bill took my call. Bill
asked me if I was a "medical professional ," and I said I
was a "Doctor of Chiropractic." "Well, that certainly
counts," he responded. He sta ted that shark cartilage
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was for sale in 7-cc vials, that most patients took 7 cc
per day, that this amount was equivalent to 80 grams of
powder,and that the cost of the product to me would be $290
per unit of 24 vials. That's $12 a day before markup!-].R.]
Vitamin C

The belief that vitamin C is useful against cancer
is largely attributable to Linus Pauling, Ph.D. [see NF 11:52,
1994]. During the mid-1970s, Pauling began alleging that
high doses of vitamin C could prevent and cure cancer.
In 1976 and 1978, he and a Scottish physician, Ewan
Cameron, reported that a group of 100 terminal cancer
patients treated with 10,000 mg of vitamin C daily had
survived three to four times longer than historically
matched patients who had not received vitamin C
supplements. However, Dr. William DeWys, chief of clinical investigations at the NCI, found that the patient groups
were not comparable.The vitaminC patients were Cameron's,
while the other patients were managed by other physicians.
Cameron's patients were started on vitamin C when he
labeled them "untreatable" by other methods, and their

ffEALTHCARE

subsequent survival was compared to the survival of
the "control" patients after the latter patients were
labeled untreatable by their doctors. DeWys found that
Cameron's patients had been labeled untreatable much
earlier in the course of their disease. This means that
they entered the hospital before they were as sick as
the other doctors' patients and, therefore, would naturally
be expected to live longer. Nevertheless, to test whether
Pauling might be correct, the Mayo Clinic conducted
three double-blind studies involvinga total of 367 advancedcancer patients. All three studies found that patients
given 10 grams of vitamin C daily did no better than
those given a placebo. Despite many years of taking
huge daily amounts of vitamin C, both Pauling and his
wife Ava died of cancer-she
in 1981, he in 1994.
~

Stephen Barrett, M.D., a retired psychiatrist, is a board
member of the National Council Against Health Fraud.
His 38 books include The Health Robbers: A Close Look at
Quackery in America and The Vitamin Pushers: How the
"Health Food» Industry Is Selling America a Bill of Goods,
both published by Prometheus Books.

ESOTERICA_

Here's the 7th installment of descriptions of mystical and/ or supernaturalistic alternativist methods.-J.R.

Advanced pranic healing: Subject of a "serious reference work" of the same name, written by chemical engineer and "Master Pranic Healer" Choa Kok Sui. The method
allegedly uses "color pranas" and "chakral" techniques to
effect "very rapid healing." It includes "divine healing."
Sui is also the author of the bestseller Pranic Healing
(1990) and its companion piece, Pranic Psychotherapy
(1993) [see NF 11:49, 1994, and NF 11:60, 1994] . 1
Blood crystallization (diagnostic blood crystallization) :
Pseudodiagnostic method involving the introduction of a
blood sample to a copper chloride solution. "Crystal signs"
of illness in the resultant "blood-crystal picture" allegedly
express the guidance of "a higher functional plane coming
to expression ." "Organ-signs," for example , purportedly
indicate dysfunction of an organ or a bodily system.
Supposedly, each so-called organ-sign reflects a "multilayered organ principle" (which includes "the organ-bound
'soul organ"') and, on "the psychic plane," is the foundation for related "soul qualities." 2
Breathwork: "Working with breath inhalation and exhalation
patterns to achieve physical, emotional , and spiritual
change," according to The New Age Dictionary (1990). 3
Breema : "A form of laying-on-of-hands healing that came
from Afghanistan," according to Sybil Sanders, of Nine
Gates, Inc. (See "Nine Gates Training Program," below.)4 • 5

Healing touch: "A way of moving energy around" manually ,
according to a 1995 edition of "The Other Side ." Therein,
an alleged beneficiary of the method stated: "It feels like
having a complete massage without being touched ." The
method posits an "energy field. " 6
Kum Nye (Kum Nye relaxation): "Holistic" system reportedly based on Tibetan medicine and Buddhist "mind-body
disciplines." It involves breathing exercises, self-massage,
slow movements, and visualization; posits "energy centers"
(e.g., the "head center" and the "heart center") and "energy
blockages" (e.g., "sexual blockages"); and purportedly is usable
as a "healing process." The practice allegedly "vitalizes"
the senses and conduces to alertness and limberness. 7 • 8 • 9
Nine Gates Training Program: "Essential training for daily
life inspired by ancient mystery schools," according to its
provider, Nine Gates, Inc. The program involves Breema
(see above) and reiki (a variant of the laying on of hands). It
posits a soul, "powerful energies of the third eye," and "energy
centers" of the belly, knees, feet, and base of the spine The "belly
center" allegedly stores a "deep serene power" usable for healing.5
Swedish-Esalen: A "light/relaxing" and "nurturing" form
of massage that allegedly reintegrates the body and soul. 10

Wu Ming Qigong: "Unique energy system" and "self-healing
practice" that allegedly helps users connect body, mind,
and spirit. 11
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1995-96 catalog of Samuel Weiser, Inc ., in York Beach,

Maine .
2 A. Selawry. "Functional
Diagnosis Extended Through Blood
Crystallization." Mercury: Journal of the Anthroposophical Therapy
and Hygiene Association (ANTI-IA),No. 10, 1990.
3 A. Jack (ed.). The New Age Dictionary : A Guide to Planetary Family
Consciousness (second edition). New York: Japan Publications, Inc ., 1990.
4 Sybil Sanders, of Nine Gates, Inc., telephone interview, July
11, 1995, Corte Madera, Cal.
5 Mailing postmarked July 8, 1995, from Nine Gates, Inc., in
Corte Madera, California.

6

Edition of "The Other Side" broadcast in New York City on
NBC on June 19, 1995.
7 T . Tulku. Kum Nye Relaxation . Part 2 : Movement Exercises .
Berkeley, Cal.: Dharma Publishing, 1978.
8 1992-1993 class catalog ofNyingma Institute, in Berkeley, California
9 Fall 1991 and Winter 1991 class catalogs of Nyingma Institute of
Colorado (defunct in December 1992), in Boulder, Colorado.
lO Leaflet distributed in 1995 by Latitude Therapies, in Santa
Monica, California.
11 Tao in Your Daily Life (the "Natural Healing" newsletter of
the American Taoist Healing Ce n ter, Inc ., in New York City),
Vol. 1, No . 3, July 1995, p. 8.

Seven Alternativist
Below I describe some nonaccredited

providers of nonstandard

• In 1989, the American Association for Parapsychology
(AAP), in Canoga Park, California, offered "A Complete
Course in Parapsychology. "This correspondence program
led to a certificate of membership and a diploma. It featured
such subjects as radiesthesia ("used in medical diagnosis"),
psychometry (object reading, a form of divination), and
"spiritual healing." In July 1995, AAPwas offering a Doctor of
Metaphysics "external degree" program through the American
International University (AI.U.), a nonaccredited organization
with which it shared a P.O. box. The program led to a Ph.D. degree .
• For its 1991-1992 academic year, the Atlantic Academy of
Classical Homeopathy (AACH),in New York City, offered a
500.hour classroom program that culminated in a "Certificate in
Homeopathy (C.Hom.)." Previously, the academy had offered a
"certification system" leading to a "Certificate in Homeopathic
Therapeutics (CHl)." The academy was founded in 1989. In
August 1995, it had an "Off Campus" C.Hom. program.
• In 1990 and 1991, the California School of Herbal Studies
(CSHS),in Forestville, California, offered an 8-week program on
the West Coast that led to a "Certificate in Therapeutic
Herbalism." The school also offered a correspondence course
titled "Therapeutic Herbalism" (previously "Medical Herbalism")
to "anyone interested in herbal health care." It described this
course as similar to the former and as the cornerstone of
"developing a practice as a medical herbalist." The school was
founded in 1978. In mid-1995, CSHSoffered an on-site "intensive
training program" comprising two semesters: "Foundations of
Herbalism" and "Therapeutic Herbalism." On July 14, 1995, I
called the school, and the woman who answered the phone
told me that the program led to a "certificate of completion."
• For its 1992-1993 academic year, the Institute of Transpersonal Psychology (ITP), in Palo Alto (previously in Menlo
Park), California, offered two "MA" correspondence programs:
(1) the 21-month "Master of Arts in Transpersonal Studies
(MATS)"program and (2) the 27-month Master ofTranspersonal
Psychology (MTP)" program. Transpersonal psychology is a
combination of Eastern mysticism, Jungian psychology,
and psychosynthesis [see NF 12:49, 1995]. ITPwas founded in
1975. By 1994, it attained a "preaccredited status" recognized by

Schools
healthcare

credentials.-J.R.

the U.S. Secretary of Education , and "Candidate for Accreditation" status with CORPA. On July 12, 1995, I phoned ITP,
and someone in the admissions office told me that "hopefully"
the institute would achieve accreditation in 1998.
• In early 1995, The New Seminary, an interfaith "National
Academy of Wisdom" in New York City, offered "The Physician
of the Soul Program," a videotape course whose subjects
included such "spiritual approaches to healing" as: creative
visualization,
"Homeopathic
Healing," hypnotherapy,
"Kabbalistic Healing," "Quantum Healing," rebirthing, reiki (a
variant of the laying on of hands), shamanic healing, shiatsu, and
"Therapeutic Touching" (sic). The course required attendance
at a "one-day Intensive Retreat" and led to certification as a
modern "Physician ofthe Soul."The seminary was founded in 1981.
• In early 1994, the University of Metaphysics , in Los Angeles,
California, offered self-paced, "ALLHOME Sl1JDY" doctoral programs that led, for example, to a Ph.D. degree in "healing" and
degrees in "holistic science" (Hsc.D.®) and "metaphysical science" (Msc.D.®). It advertised that its programs had but one
prerequisite: "a sincere desire to improve the quality of human
life." OnJuly, 7, 1995, I mailed ach eckfor$5totheorganization's
"communications address," in Studio City, California, for a
"detailed Research Report" and "full details" of the "Doctoral
Degree Program." The mailing I received about a week later
included a letter from dean Paul L. Masters, Msc.D., in which he
said a "Student Enrollment Drive" was in progress, enabling
enrollment before August at half the regular tuition. According
to the so-called research report, titled "A Doctoral Career in
Metaphysics" (© 1994): (1) the International Metaphysical
Ministry is the university's parent body; (2) the doctoral program is self-paced, and enrollees can meet degree requirements
in less than a year; (3) upon successful completion of the first six
months of study, enrollees receive the Ministerial Ordination
Diploma, which "gives one the legal right" to "practice spiritual
healing," and the "Practitioners Ordination Diploma," which
"protects one's right legally to practice Spiritual Healing"; and
(4) to those who successfully complete the "Doctoral Degree
Program" and have "Ministerial standing" with the International Metaphysical Ministry, the "university" gives one of three
"Ph.D." degrees: Doctor of Metaphysics, Doctor of Metaphysical
Counseling, and Doctor of New Thought Ministry.
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Reflexology:Scienceor Scam!
Jack Raso
The term "reflexology'' is generic and, in
altemativist circles, broadly refers to any method
whose essence is the stimulation (especially
digital) of areas below the skin (especially of
appendages) to benefit a specific part of the
body not proximate to the stimulated area .
Reflexology, also called reflexology therapy,
is also an alleged means of diagnosis. It is
vitalistic and has ancient roots. Its "reflex
points" (also called reflexes, reflex areas, and
reflex buttons) and "zones" (also called reflex
zones) . are analogous, respectively, to the
"acupoints" and meridians of traditional Chinese
medicine . Forms and variants of reflexology
include auricular reflexology, body reflexology
[seeNF12:47, 1995],chakraenergymassage, the
Laura Norman method [see NF 12:29, 1995], the
metamorphic technique, the Original Ingham
Method™ [see NF 12:30, 1995], the reflexology
workout [see NF 12:30, 1995], vita flex, and
zone therapy [see NF 12:31, 1995]. Proponent
and quasi-proponent identifications of reflexology vary substantially, for example:
• zone therapy
• a de~cendant of zone therapy
• zone therapy, comprising:
(1) macroreflexology, e.g., acupressure and
acupuncture; and
(2) microreflexology, e.g., ear reflexology, foot
reflexology, and hand reflexology
• foot reflexology
• a type of shiatsu that focuses on the hands and
feet
I first experienced foot reflexology in
1993. The practitioner, evidently a teacher of
the Laura Norman method, applied lotion to
my feet before massaging them. She stated
that she generally used lotion even though
the method excluded it. The form of reflexology
she performed during the one-hour session
consisted of manual massage, almost exclusively

of the feet. I rather enjoyed it. The reflexologist
told me I had "some tightness" in my intestines
and remarked that many reflexologists have
no compunctions about rendering diagnoses.
My second reflexology experience, which I
describe below, was very different.
Later that year, the journal Obstetrics &
Gynecology published a report of a doubleblind, randomized, placebo-controlled
study
of reflexology. The authors, Terry Oleson,
Ph.D., and William (Bill) Flocco, founder of
the American Academy of Reflexology, in
Burbank, California,
defined reflexology
therapy as "the application of manual pressure
to reflex points on the ears, hands , and feet
that somatotopically correspond to specific
areas of the body." What somatotopic corre spondence is, is unclear. According to the
report, the objective was to determine whether
reflexology, relative to placebo treatment, could
significantly reduce premenstrual symptoms.
All 35 subjects individually attended one halfhour session per week for eight weeks.
"Trained reflexology therapists" pressed specific
"reflex points" and two specific acupuncture
points of subjects in the "true" group; but, to
subjects in the placebo group, they gave "uneven
tactile stimulation" to areas (on the same
appendages) "not considered appropriate" for
the treatment
of premenstrual
syndrome
(PMS). The researchers concluded that their
findings "support the use of ear, hand, and
foot reflexology for the treatment of PMS."
However, they described the placebo treatment
as "either overly light or very rough," leading
me to suspect that it had been tactually inferior
to the reflexology
performed.
(Enlisting
nonreflexologist
practitioners
of a tactual
method, such as craniosacral balancing or jin
shin do, to treat subjects in the placebo group
would eliminate the difficulty the researchers
said reflexologists had when they pseudo-treated
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The spots on the fool at which Minarek
massages to cure different ailments .
Diagram in copy of Minarik's introductory so-called book
(on display in a health spa on July 30, 1995)
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subjects.) At all events, the study certainly
does not validate any theory of reflexology.
One of the most cockamamie reflexology theories
posits "crystalline deposits" linked to disease:
allegedly, crystals form subcutaneously in the
"relevant" foot zone when a physical disturbance
occurs, and their breakdown relieves the affected
part of the body.
Star Collector?

Brochures distributed between mid-1990
and August 1995 stated that foot reflexologist
"Dr. Richard Minarik, N.D.," of Rego Park,
New York, had treated various celebrities and
talents with foot reflexology, including the
following.

• triple world heavyweight champion
Muhammad Ali
• world heavyweight contender Gerry Cooney
• prizefighter Ken Norto n
• Michael Spinks (one hour before the match
that would make him world heavyweight
champion)
• Jackie Onassis
• President Ronald Reagan
• New York State Governor Mario Cuomo
• talk-show host David Hartman
• radio disc jockey Ted Brown
• Miss Universe Margarette Gardner
• five New York Mets players
• many of the Radio City Music Hall Rockettes
In 1990, the brochure included a photo
of Minarik and Mario Cuomo,. shoulder to
shoulder in front of a gas station. The caption
described Cuomo as looking "very contented
after getting his ailing ba ck cured with a foot
reflexology treatment" from the "famed" foot
reflexologist. However, in August of that year,
Governor Cuomo responded that he "in no
way" endorsed "Mr." Min arik's work and that
Minarik had never treated him. Brochures
distributed between la te 1993 and August
1995 do not mention or depict the former
governor.
I first laid eyes on Minarik on July 29,
1995, when I chanced upon him in a steam
room. This was in a large health spa in
Woodside, New York, that had displayed his
promotional materials for years. I recognized
Minarik from a photo in a copy of a tabloid
clipping I had recently seen at the club . The
man sitting beside him asked about his cellular phone, perched just outside the window
ahead of them. Minarik told the man he was
expecting a call from a patient. Before I left
the club, I obtained his brochure from a display
case .
The cover of the brochure stated:
Foot Reflexology is a science which deals
with the principle that there are reflexes in
the feet relative to ea ch and every organ
and all parts of the body.
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As a person gets older, inorganic calcium
builds up on these nerve endings causing a
shortage of nerve energy back to the corresponding parts of the body. By skillfully
stimulating these reflexes, these inorganic
calcium deposits can be graduallydissolved
enabling renewed nerve energy and blood
circulation to previously sluggish glands,
organs or other parts of the body. Even after
the first treatment, the patient experiences a
profound sense of well-being and euphoria.

for a 45-minute

"treatment" at the "SPECIAL
of $15. Minarik's office,
apparently an apartment, was on the first
floor of a seven-story apartment building in
Rego Park, Queens (a borough of New York
City). The bicycle ride from my home took
less than eight minutes. "Treatment" took
place in a living-room.like space that contained a
central massage table, a couch that afforded
an adjustable massage, a reclinerlike armchair,
two footrests, an exercise machine, an electric
roller apparently designed to massage the
buttocks, a pile of flyers promoting Super Blue
Green Algae [see NF 12:44 & 51, 1995], and
about a dozen celebrity blowups, including
the aforementioned
shot of Minarik and
Cuomo .
Minarik stated that he had been practicing
there for 18 years and that he saw four or five
patients every day. "I've been treating people
for twenty years already," he said. He wore a
white lab jacket throughout the session and
came across as a moderately affable professional.

INTRODUCTORY

These assertions are scientifically footless .
The cover further states that foot reflexology has
"successfully alleviated" anxiety, arthritis, back
pain, bursitis, constipation, depression, fatigue ,
"femaleproblems," glandular disorders , headaches,
intestinal ills, neck stiffness, sciatica, and more
than a half-dozen other health problems.

Footage
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of a Naturopath

That Saturday afternoon,
I phoned
Minarik and made a next-day appointment

DR RICHARD MINARIK

FEE"

OF REGO PARK, QUEENS

IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE HIS INVENTION
of a. sinlple device that can stop any pa.in in the body within
minut ~s . a.nd immediately
relieve nervousness
and depre9sion. ' 'he device is called the Acupresser
and is truly the most exciting
and phenomenal invention in the history of a.lterna.tive
medicine .
a Naturopath
For 33 years. Dr. Minarik.
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physical
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"What kind of problem do you have?"
he inquired. I lied, stating that I had been
diagnosed with high blood pressure a few
years before but didn't have symptoms. I said
that I was "supposed to" take medication but
didn't, and that I treated my condition with
exercise and diet.
"So, high blood pressure, you said?"
asked Minarik.
"Yeah."
"Anything else? Any pains?"
"No."

The first phase of Minarik's "reflexology treatment"
involved
his placing
"acupressers" on my hands and feet: (1) a
plastic device, indistinguishable from a spring
clothespin, on each little toe, (2) a plastic
helmetlike device on each big toe, (3) a plastic
screw-device with Velcro on each foot, and
(4) a "screw-on" plastic clamplike device on
each hand and foot. As I lay in the reclinerlike
armchair, I looked at the blowup of Minarik
and Cuomo and observed: "That's Mario
Cuomo, isn't it?"
"Yeah," said Minarik. "He was one of
my patients."
I told Minarik that years ago I had
applied to the National College of Naturopathic Medicine; then I asked where he had
studied.
"In California," he replied.
"Is the school still there?"
"Uh, no .... "
I asked the name of the school, and he
said: "William Fitzgerald School of Naturopathic
Medicine and Zone Therapy."
Then I lay "adorned" for about twentythree minutes. Minarik spent most of this
time in what sounded like a kitchen. Six
minutes before the end of the period, he
declared that, whatever my blood pressure
had been "before," it was now lower. As he
removed the devices, he asked for how long
had I had a blood-pressure proble~, and I
said ten years.
The next phase involved manual massage of my feet, calves, and shins; the next,

massage of my soles and toes with a vibrator
that had a tapered head, and of the left and
right sides of my feet with the Hitachi Magic
Twin-Head Massager. The following phase involved
my sitting on a footrest with my hands on the
"roller"; the next, getting a massage from the
mechanical couch; and the last, Minarik's
cracking my neck. I somewhat disliked
Minarik's cracking my neck, knuckles, and
toes, especially since he had not stated his
intention beforehand.
Minarik sold me theAcupresser for $40:
junk consisting of four plastic clamplike devices
and a pair of Velcro devices. I asked him why
the Velcro on one device was white and on the
other, black. He said the difference balances
yin and yang.
Minarik stated that he would thenceforth
charge me $30 per visi t . He recommended
two visits weekly for several weeks (purportedly
to break up calcium deposits), followed by
one visit per month.
On August 3, I again happened to meet
the 63-year-old naturopath at the health spa.
He asked me how I felt after the "treatment."
I said "fine," omitting that I thought his treatment was irrelevant. Indeed, the euphoria his
brochure had forecast had missed me with a
vengeance. (The next day, the manager of a
printing office that Minarik has patronized
said he guessed the shop had been producing
these brochures for about ten years.) Although
Minarik had not given me any nutrition advice
(I'd told him I had a degree in nutrition), he
did remark that he took a garlic supplement
daily and tried to eat vegetables four times a
week.
The Bottom

Line

Reflexology is a highly variegated practice
whose theories lack scientific substantiation.
It can be pleasurable or unpleasant, a massage or an invitation to quackery, or just a
waste of time. In my op inion, it's not worth
the trip.
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though not intrinsically harmful, are generally harmful
in this milieu. High-fat foods are, in my opinion, our
dietary archvillain.
Many studies have shown that reducing blood
cholesterol decreases the incidence of heart disease and
mortality therefrom. The National Heart,
Lung , and Blood Institute's National
Cholesterol Education Program recommends that all Americans who are at least
20 years old routinely obtain a cholesterol
determination. It classifies blood-cholesterol
values below 200 mg/ dl as "desirable," and values
above 239 as "high."
This issue's lead article is an adaptation of a more
extensive treatment of food, fat, and heart disease. Dr.
Mirkin's no-nonsense, piscilactovegetarian diet features a
fat allowance of 15 to 20 grams. Americans derive

Editor's note: Since the late 1980s, a trend
among nutrition popularizers has been to dichotomize
food as healthy (anti-disease) and harmful. However,
the beneficialness or harmfulness of ingesting a particular
food depends on: (1) the amount consumed , (2) the
frequency of consumption, and (3) the
eater's health status, genetics, and longterm pattern of food consumption and
physical activity. In any case, talking up
cabbage, carrots, cranberries, garlic, onions,
oats, olive oil, green tea, wine, yogurt, and
certain other foods as nature's "medicinal wonders" tends to obscure, or at least to de-emphasize, the
main problem: In a nation of underactive overeaters, a
land of condensed milk and organic honey, where fasttalking fast food commercials target children and/ or
the disadvantaged , high-fat foods and highly sugared
foods are "getting away with murder." Such foods,

(continued on page 72)

TheSkinny
onLow-Fat
Dieting
Gabe
Mirkin
While foods are classified by the predominant type
(see table), all three occur in all natural food sources
of fat. Below I describe some fats and fat substitutes
relevant to the prevention and treatment of disease.

Simply boosting one's intake of com oil (for its
unsaturated fat), olive oil (for its monounsaturated fat),
and/or fish oil (for its omega-3 fats) cannot prevent heart
attacks. Sensible low-fat diets restrict all types of fat.

• Saturated

Types of Fat

fats

Saturated fats are dietary fats in which hydrogensaturated fatty acids predominate. Meat, eggs, and
tropical oils, such as coconut, palm, and palm kernel oils,
contain saturated fats in large proportions. When caloric
intake exceeds caloric need, saturated fats raise blood
cholesterol more than any other dietary constituent.
However, even with a marked increase in saturated-fat
intake, appropriate caloric restriction lowers blood
cholesterol. Although anything that reduces the
intake of saturates will lower blood cholesterol, the
decrease will be small if the reduction in saturated-fat
intake is due to replacement by other types of fat.

Fats, also called lipids, are chemical compounds
(and mixtures of such) that are not water-soluble but
dissolve in organic (carbon-containing) solvents (e.g.,
chloroform and gasoline). They include oils, phospholipids
(e.g., lecithin), steroids (e.g., cholesterol and vitamin D),
terpenes (e.g., beta-carotene), triglycerides, and waxes
(e.g., beeswax) . Triglycerides, which yield glycerol
(glycerin) and fatty acids, constitute most of the fat in
food and in the body. The main types of dietary fat are
saturated, polyunsaturated, and monounsaturated.
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• Polyunsaturated fats
Polyunsaturated fats are dietary fats whose
predominant fatty acids have spare room for at least
four hydrogen atoms. Vegetable oils are particularly
rich sources of polyunsaturated fats. Substituting
polyunsaturated fats for saturated fats will effect a
small decrease in both LDL-cholesterol (which, in
excess, is atherogenic) and HDL-cholesterol {which
is beneficial). However, merely increasing one's
intake of polyunsaturated fats raises triglycerides;
the liver makes triglycerides when caloric intake
exceeds the body's need. Moreover, consuming
polyunsaturates in large amounts increases the
risk of infections, gallstones, and cancer of the
breast, colon, gallbladder, and uterus.
• Monounsaturated fats
Monounsaturated fats are dietary fats whose
predominant fatty acids have spare positions for
only two hydrogen atoms Almonds and olives are
particularly rich sources of monounsaturated fats.
As with polyunsaturated
fats, substituting
monounsaturated fats for saturated fats conduces
to a small reduction of blood cholesterol. However, unlike substitutive polyunsaturates, substitutive monounsaturates lower LDL- but not HDLcholesterol. Replacing lard and butter with olive
oil is reasonable; replacing them with air is ideal.
• Omega-3 fats
Omega-3 fats are polyunsaturates that occur
mostly in fish oils. They do not lower cholesterol unless
one reduces one's total fat intake. However, they do
prevent the obstructive clotting that tops off a heart
attack. Thus, persons with atherosclerosis or who have
had a heart attack may benefit from increasing their
intake of omega 3's; but plaque-reducing total fat
restriction is more important. Eating fish twice a
week provides the maximum anti-clotting benefit;
benefits do not accrue with greater consumption.
• Tropical oils
Palm oil, palm kernel oil, and coconut oil
contain saturated fats in large proportions. The
main sources of these tropical oils are bakery
products and prepared canned and frozen foods.
The claim that palmitic acid, the principal saturated fat
in tropical oils, does not raise cholesterol is incorrect.
Only in persons with low cholesterol levels who
ingest fewer than 300 mg cholesterol daily does
palmitic acid not cause an increase in cholesterol. 1
With a typical American diet, palmitic acid raises
cholesterol significantly.

• Hydrogenated oils (trans fats)
In response to public pressure, bakery manufacturers markedly decreased their use of tropical
oils. But, since the shelf life of other vegetable oils is
very short, bakers use hydrogenated fats, which
have a much longer shelf life. In addition to cis fatty
acids, which occur naturally, commercially prepared
hydrogenated fats contain trans fatty acids, which do
not occur naturally. The U.S. Department of Agriculture
has shown that they increase HDL-cholesterol as
much as saturated fats do . Worse, they tend to
lower levels of HDL-cholesterol. "Fat free" breads,
such as most brands of pita (pocket bread) and some
bagels, are the bakery products of choice. [Although a
cow's rumen (its first gastric compartment) may contain
hydrogen, undergo pressurization, and hydrogenate
fats, only cis fatty acids result. This is so mainly
because no catalysts (enzymes) that occur naturally
support reactions that produce trans fatty acids.-M .K.]
• Fat substitutes
Fat's contribution to a food's taste is due to its
melty "mouth feel," a quality perceived through the
palate and the tongue. Some synthetics have a feel
similar to that of fat but supply fewer (or no) calories.
Such fat substitutes include the following.

Olestra, which is nonnut r itive, is a sucrose
polyester (SPE),i.e., a "combination" (reaction
product) of sucrose (table sugar) and fatty
acids. Procter & Gamble has trade named
it Olean.
SimP-lesseis a low-calorie protein derivative
of egg white and milk.
Maltodextrin
starch.

is a nutritive

derivative

of

Polxdextrose {also called polyglucose and
modified polydextrose) is a low-calorie derivative of glucose (grape sugar) and sorbitol (a
sweetish derivative of fruit sugar).
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In contrast,
Percentages of Types of Fat in Foods
carrageen an (carrageen in),a soluble-fiber
food stabilizer derived
from seaweed, is not
fatlike but can "juice
up" a lean hamburger.
Lower-calorie
appeasement of the
desire for food is
crucialto losingweight.
Sugar substitutes do
not facilitate weight
loss. 2 · 3 Likewise,
because they lack
"satiety value," artificial fat substitutes
probably do not facilitate weight loss or
reduce cholesterol.
The only noncaloric
food constituent that
conduces to "gastronomic satisfaction" is
and special-interest groups, touting studies that lend a
fiber. Artificial-fat desserts are high in calories and
semblance of distinction to their particular product. Eager .
very low in fiber. However, "fat free" salad dres sings
writers and editors tum such press releases into sloppy, yet
are acceptable because they encourage consumpoften authoritative-sounding, articles. While there are laws
tion of vegetables and fruit salads.
to control advertising claims, news articles and radio and
Simplified,the guiding principle of low-fat dieting
television reports can heap praise without limit on even
is: To lose weight or to lower cholesterol, one's intake of
worthless products. I describe some glamorized foods below.
fat of any kind should not exceed 20 grams per day. The fat
• Chicken
intake of many Americans is closer to I00 grams.
Madison Avenue has cast chicken as a low-fat
food, but no matter how one cooks it, it's not especially
Food Facts and Fat Lies
"heart-healthy." The dark meat contains as much fat as
beef. A cupful of skinless, trimmed dark meat contains
Consuming oat bran, walnuts, or wine does
14 grams of fat. An 8-ounce skinless, trimmed chicken
not prevent heart attacks. Eating bacon, butter, or
breast has 6 grams of fat (nearly a third of my 20-gram
pizza does not cause heart attacks. No single food
limit) and 146 mg cholesterol. Fried chicken has
prevents or causes heart attacks. Nevertheless , many
twice as much fat as beef.
newspaper and magazine articles extol this or that
• Fructose
food as preventive or curative. Usually such articles
stem from manufacturers' efforts to maximize profits.
Glucose (also called dextrose, grape sugar,
and blood sugar) is the form of sugar circulated
As a member of the media, I continually receive
publicity packages from food producers ' associations
throughout the body. Insulin is necessary for its
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entrance into most cells. Insulin also promotes the
conversion of glucose to fat and the storage of fat. Some
health-food fictioneers have claimed that, since fructose
(also called fruit sugar or levulose) can enter cells without
insulin, it's not fattening. This doesn't wash, because the
body converts ingested fructose to glucose either before
it enters the bloodstream or shortly after, in the liver.
Another dubious claim is that, since fructose
is over fifty percent swee t er than sucrose, dieters
can ingest fewer calories without sacrificing sweetness .
However, the relative sweetness of fructose varies
with the food it is sweetening.
In any case, fructose raises blood levels of
triglycerides and uric acid more than sucrose does. 4

• Juices
Infomercials and celebrity spokespersons have
extolled juicers, claiming t hat fresh juices prevent
or cure a host of health problems. Although evidence
suggests that eating fruits and vegetables in large
amounts decreases the risk of cancer or a heart attack,
ingesting juices extracted from fruits and vegetables in
preference to the solids is not healthier than simply
eating the fruits and vegetables. True juices lack
fiber, which helps to lower cholesterol and prevent
constipation and gallbladder disease.

• Lowfat milk
Whole ("regular") milk must contain 3 1/1,percent
fat byweight. Since milk is mostly water (which is caloriefree), 3 1/4 percent of its weight represents half of its
calories. A cup of whole milk contains 8 grams of fat.
Lowfat milk (also termed partly skimmed milk) is
a variation of skim (nonfat) milk. It contains fat in a fixed
proportion of one or two percent. Two-percent lowfat
milk is a high-fat food . Forty percent of its calories come
from fat, and one cup contains 5 grams of fat-25% of
my 20-gram limit . The only type of milk that is truly
low-fat is skim milk, which is less than 0.5 percent
fat and maximally contains I ¼ grams of fat per cup .

• Nuts
According to several newspaper reports, a study
published in the Archives of Internal Medicine showed
that eating nuts prevents heart attacks. The study
showed no such thing.5 The researchers asked 31,000
Seventh-Day Adventists (SDAs) how often they
consumed certain foods. Those who said they ate nuts
more than frve times a week had fewer heart attacks . All
SDAs are vegetarians; many are ovolactovegetarians, but
some are vegans (i.e., do not consume any foods derived
from animals). Vegans (also called pure vegetarians and

total vegetarians) tend to substitute nuts and beans,
which are low in saturated fat, for animal foods. Nuts do
not prevent heart attacks, but excluding eggs and wholemilk dairy products is a protective step. [Furthermore, it
is reasonable to suspect tha t nut-eating SDA vegans
would be more likelythan nonvegan SDAs to follow their
church's proscription of smoking and the intake of
alcoholic beverages, coffee, and certain drugs.-J.R.]

• Oat bran
A study published in the Journalof the American
Medical Association was widely cited to support the
claim that oat bran prevents heart attacks. Subjects
with high cholesterol levels ate I 1h cups of oat bran
daily , and their average cholesterol level decreased
from 223 to 218-an undramatic finding. 6
Oat bran contains soluble fiber, which binds
to bile acids--used by the liver to form cholesterol-in
the intestines and prevents their reabsorption. High
fiber consumption is beneficial to most people. Oat
bran is a good , but decidedly nonspecial, source of
fiber . Of course, eating high-fat oat-bran muffins is
counterproductive.

• Soybeans
Some reports have claimed that soybean products
such as tofu (also called bean curd) lower cholesterol.
They won't without a reduction in fat intake. Soybeans
are low in saturated fat but high in polyunsaturates.
A cup of cooked soybeans contains I 0.3 grams of fat.
Substituting soybean produ cts for meat or chicken
can lower cholesterol a little,7 but incorporating
them into one's die t will raise it. Recently, The New
EnglandJournalof Medicine presented a reconsideration
of data from 38 previousl y inconclusive studies.
The researcher s found tha t ingesting soy protein
lowers choleste r ol-if soy protein replaces animal
pro t ein and one's cholesterol value exceeds 258. 8

• Wine
I have received large publicity packets from the
wine industry citing studies of the low heart-attack rates
among the wine-drinking French. They have not
convinced me that wine prevents heart attacks,
because American and French customs differ in many
other r espects. For exampl e , the French diet has a
much larger proportion of fruits and vegetables.
Researchers in Japan isolated from wine a
chemical (resveratrol) that tends to lower cholesterol
in rats. However, there is no evidence that it does
so in humans. In any case, the chemical is also present in
purple grape juice.9• io, 11Eating grapes is more advisable.
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Nuts and Bolts
Below are the essentials
low-fat diet.

of my high-fiber,

• The goal is to ingest I 5 to 20 grams of fat daily.
Collectively, the dieter counts as I 5 grams daily the
fat in all the following "basic foods."
(I) Fruits (except avocado and coconut)
(2) Vegetables
(3) Beans (except soybeans)
(4) Whole grains
(5) Low-fiber, low-fat foods, the daily number of
servings of which ordinarily should not exceed
five:
(a) "Fat free" dairy products (includingat least eight
ounces of skim milk or sugarless nonfat yogurt
daily)
(b) Seafood (three or four 4-oz servings per week)
(c) Refined grain products containing no more than
one gram of fat per serving (one serving :::: I00
calories)
(cf)Sugars and "fat free" sweets (one serving:::: I00
calories)
(e) "Fat free" condiments, "fat free" mayonnaise, and
noncaloricbeverages
• One may consume ad lib all plant foods except sugars,
sweets, breads, and the following. The diet excludes:
(I) avocado;
(2) coconut;
(3) nuts;
(4) seeds (e.g., peanuts);
(5) soybeans and soybean products (e.g., te mpeh
and tofu); and
(6) margarine, oil, and vegetable shortening.
• One should refrain from consuming all animal foods
except skim milk and sugarless nonfat yogurt.
• One should refrain from consuming high-fat foods
(i.e., foods containing more than 2 grams of fat per
serving), including:
(I) avocado and coconut;
(2) butter, ghee, lard, margarine, mayonnaise (except
"fat free"), salad dressings (except "fat free"),
shortening , and vegetable oils;
(3) bakery products except "fat free" breads ;
(4) crackers and chips;
(5) dairy products except (a) skim milk, (b) sugarless nonfat yogurt, and (c) "fat free" cheeses;
(6) eggs;
(7) fowl and meat (except fish);
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(8) nuts and seeds;
(9) sweets that contain fat; and
(10) most convenience foods.
• In addition to the I5 grams of fat from "basic foods," one
may ingest 5 grams of fat daily from any "basic" source.
• To prevent vitamin D deficiency, one should drink
vitamin O-fortified skim milk and eat fish, or take a
supplement that provides 400 I.U.s of the vitamin.

Misconceptions
Below I address some common misconceptions
about food and dieting.

• Following
a low-fatdiet consistingmostlyof fruits.vegetables.
beans,andgrainswillresultin a proteindeficiency.
Most of the protein Americans ingest comes from
high-fat foods such as beef, chicken, and whole-milk
products. However, all the protein one needs is
obtainable from plants. Beans are the main low-fat
source of plant protein. It is advisable to consume skim
milk and seafood as well. A cup each of skim milk,
breakfast cereal, beans, and corn (or whole grains)
daily supplies plenty of protein. Protein deficiency
is rare in countries with an ample food supply.
Excessive protein intake can cause osteoporosis. 12, 13
• To prevent malnutrition, vegans must combine foods
("complement" proteins) at each meal according to
their amino-acid content.
Nine of the 22 amino acids the human body needs
are termed essential or indispensable because the
body cannot synthesize them. Protein-containing foods
are categorizable as complete, weakly complete,
and incomplete.' • Both complete protein foods
(e.g., meat) and weakly complete protein foods
(e .g., soybeans) contain all the essential amino acids; in
the latter foods, however, the proportion of at least one
essential amino acid is too small to support protein
synthesis in the body. Incomplete protein foods
completely lack at least one essential amino acid. Every
plant food is either weakly complete or incomplete.
But protein completeness, incompleteness,
and complementariness do not have any practical
significance when variety marks one's diet. The
absence of any one of the essential amino acids
from the human body would cause the cessation of
protein synthesis. However, bodily tissues constantly
disassemble proteins and release amino acids into
the bloodstream, whence tissues absorb them for
protein synthesis.
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• Low-fat dieting entails risking a fat deficiency.
The human body requires but cannot synthesize
at least one fatty acid, linoleic acid, which is thus
termed an essential fatty acid (EFA). Deficiency
thereof causes drying and flaking of the skin but is
rare in adults. Moreover, fat carries the fat-soluble
vitamins, A, D, E, and K. However, a daily fat intake
of 20 grams meets or exceeds the body's requirement.
On average, Americans consume 85 to I 00 grams
daily. Unless one is starving, it is well-nigh impossible
to develop a fat deficiency.
• Drinkingwater in large quantities with meals facilitates
weight loss.
Drinking more water with meals than one
usually drinks will not result in a decrease in food
intake, much less weight loss. If one drinks several
glasses of water with meals, it will only distend
one's stomach and make one full for a minute or two.

• One should avoid eating she llfish, which are high in
cholesterol.
In obsolete studies, all of the sterols, including
dehydrocholesterol, in shellfish had contributed to the
finding that shellfish were high in cholesterol. However,
dehydrocholesterol does not raise cholesterol levels.
Newer studies have revealed that shellfish contain
much less cholesterol than researchers had thought. In
any case, shellfish are a good, low-fat source of protein.
All diet-induced changes in one's blood-cholesterol
profile occur within ten days of dietary modification.
Most people can achieve a satisfactory profile with
stringent fat restriction alone .
NF scientific consultant Gabe Mirkin, M.D., is a sports medicine
specialist, a radio host, the autho r of Getting Thin, and the
coauthor of The Sportsmedicine Book and Fat Free, Flavor Full:
Dr. Gabe Mirkin's Guide to Losing Weight and Living Longer
(1995). He publishes The Mirkin Rep ort, a monthly newsletter.
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Arhatic yoga 9 M (arhatic yoga ayatem): Syncretic form of
yoga developed by "Master Pranic Healer" Choa Kok Sui.
Sui is also an exponent ofkriyashakti 9 M (see below), pranic
healing (see Alternative Healthcare: A Comprehensive
Guide), advancedpranichealing
[see NF 12:59, 1995), and
pranicpsychotherapy
[see NF 11 :49, 1994; and NF 11: 60,
1994). The purported design of arhatic yoga is to activate
and align chakras, "safely awaken the 'sacred fires' of the
body," and increase longevity. It posits "golden energy,"
kundalini, and "physical and spiritual bodies ." The Center
for Pranic Healing defines "arhatic" as "a highly integrated
human being equipped with very developed intuition,
advanced mental powers, highly refined emotions and
engaged in a great contribution to the Divine Plan."1
Celtic ma&io: Western European magical tradition. It is a
form of ritual magic that involves numerology and "plant
and herb magic"; allegedly utilizes "planetary and natural
energies" (e.g., "Moon energy"); and supposedly promotes
mental, physical, and spiritual health. Practitioners of
Celtic magic must respect, befriend, and petition the
"powers of the elementals and Elements."2 (See "Norse
magic" and "Wortcunning," both below.)

8Journal of the American Dietetic Association, Vol. 91, No . 7, July
I 991, pp. 820-827.
9New EnglandJournalof Medicine, Vol. 333, No. 5, August 3, 1995.
10New England Journal of Medicine, Vol. 316, 1987, p. 1174.
11Journalof the American MedicalAssociation,Vol. 260, 1988, p. 652.
11World Health Organization Statistical Annual, I 990, p. 40.
13New EnglandJournalof Medicine, Vol. 330, June 1994, pp. 1776--81.
14American Journal of Clinical Nutri tion, Vol. 59 (supplement),
1994 , pp. I 238S-4 IS.
ISK.M. Napier. How Nutrition Works. Emeryville, Cal.: Ziff-Davis
Press, I995.

and/ or supernaturalistic

alternativist

methods.

-

J.R.

Christian
positive
thinking
(CPT): Nee-Christian
approach that embraces Pealeism, possibility thinking,
and positive confession
(see below for all) ,3
Christian psychology:
Any fo r m of quasi-psychology
that involves biblical counseling.a
Dream counseling:
Form of dream work that allegedly
involves "dream telepathy"
and interpreting
"dream
learnings" through "alchemy ."4
Image magick (image magic, sympathetic
magick):
Ancient form of magic whose basic principle is that
"like produces like." Specifically, it is a form of homeopathic magic (also called mime t ic magic) that includes
doll magic. Practitioners
typically use "image dolls"
(e.g., "voodoo dolls")-small
cl a y, cloth, straw, waxen,
or wooden representations
of their targets . Apparently,
image magick extends from black magic to "love magick"
and white magic. For example , practitioners
of white
magic may use "image dolls" to effect healing or to
increase fertility .s, 6 , 7
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Kriyashakti 8 M: "The Art of Materialization,"
taught by
Choa Kok Sui (see "Arhatic yoga;
above). It posits
chakras and "negative psychic energies. " 1
Led meditation:
Form of group meditation
wherein
someone (1) describes
the process of relaxation
and
(2) outlines a situation
that supposedly
may conduce
to meet the iir "inner
to the readiness
of the meditators
guides, " receive "higher wisdom ," or find an answer to
a question of immediate
concern.a
Meta fitneaa: Subject of the paperback
Meta Fitness:
of
Your Thoughts Taking Shape . It is a combination
affirmations, "goal/task" note-writing, "self talk" (probably
and painless physical
"intrapersonal
communication"),
and mental exercises.
Meta fitness allegedly unites
emotional, mental, and physical "energies." According to
meta-fitness
theory, "storing anger from the past" can
cause heaviness
of the thighs.9
Metamorphosis:
An apparent
variant
of reflexology
[see NF 12:61-64, 1995) that involves touching "spinal
reflexes" of the feet, hands, and head. The purported
design of such touching is to free clients' "true nature"
10
by releasing "patterns
blocked" prenatally.
Norse magic: Western European magical tradition. It is a
form of ritual magic that supposedly enlists: (1) 1the Aesir
("Asa-Gods "), whose mythical home is Asgard; (2) "Light"
(helpful) elves; (3) good dwarves; (4) the "rulers of the
Elements "; and (5) dead ancestors. Norse magic allegedly
promotes mental, physical, and spiritual health .11
Pealeism (Norman Vincent Pealeism): The Christian
philosophy of Rev. Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, who died in
1993. It is a descendant of New Thought. Peale authored
the blockbuster
The Power of Positive Thinking and The
Amazing Results of Positive Thinking. The core of Pealeism
is that positive thinking, avoidance of negativism, fervent
praying to a personal God, and visualization
of goals
together make for improvements in health and finances. 12
In the booklet "How To Handle Tough Times," P,eale held
that "the most powerful force in this universe is a positive
thought properly used," and that "Nothing Is Impossible. "13
Personal totem pole proceaa: Form of guided imagery
(see "Alternative" Healthcare: A ComprehensiL•e Guide)
in which people "interact" with imagery that allegedly
arises from chakras
("body energy centers") . 14 (See
"Power animal imagery," below.)
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Polarity reflexology:
Part of polarity
therapy
(see
"Alternative" Healthcare: A Comprehensive Guide), which
draws on acupressure,
ayurveda, craniosacral balancing,
and yoga. Randolph Stone (1890-1981),
a chiropractor,
naturopath,
and osteopath,
developed polarity therapy,
whose names include: Polarity, polarity energy balancing,
polarity
energy balancing
system,
polarity
system,
polarity energy healing, and polarity wellness®. Polarity
reflexology posits (1) "Polarity energy currents" and (2)
"reflex points" on ears, feet, and hands that practitioners
purportedly
use to "tonify" glands and organs.15
Positive confeaaion
(Word-Faith movement,
faith
movement): An alleged means of commanding blessings
from God. 3 , 16
Positive imaging: Part of Pealeism
(see above) that
comprises
allegedly powerful
methods
whereby one
(1) constantly
and intensely
visualizes
one's goal and
(2) prays to reinforce the visualization.17
Poaaibility thinking: Televangelist
Robert Schuller's
mode of positive thinking. It includes possibility thinking meditation
(PTM) and emphasizes
refraining
from
verbalizing
negative emotions.3
Power animal imagery: "Method of exploring ways of
knowing" that involves the personal totem pole process
(see above) developed by E.S. Gallegos.14
Psycho-neuroaligning
(PNA): System promoted
by
hypnotherapist
and "Kinesiologist" Anthony Cimino, N.D.,
Ph.D. Its basic "procedures" include acupressure,
"muscle
testing" [see NF 12:26, 1995), "neuro-communion,"
"nutritional therapy," "past life investigation,"
and reflexology
[see NF 12:61-64, 1995). Practitioners reportedly use PNA
to treat cancer, diabetes,
drug abuse, dyslexia, heart
disease, high blood pressure, and other health problems,18
Sacral/ spinal energy balancing: Form of bodywork
whose apparent
main postulate
is that, when the
"sacrum or 'sacred bone'" and the spine ("the 'tree of
life'") align, the cranium
"opens like a flower. " 4
Wortcunning: The supposedly
knowledgeable
use, in
witchcraft
or Wicca (also called modern witchcraft), of
alleged magical and "secret healing" properties ofherbs.s
(The word "wort" means "plant.") According to Wiccan
theory, the phase and zodiacal position of the moon are
extremely important considerations in the planting ofherbs.19
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of your calories from fat, or 20 grams of fat per
day, to lower cholesterol significantly.
Many physicians st ill . recommend the
AHA... diets because they believe that people
won't put up with severe fat restriction. They
are wrong . You can stick to a low-fat diet easily
if you know how to make the food taste good.
Since August 13, 1995, I have been trying to
limit my fat intake to 20 grams a day and watching my
weight. On most days, my fat intake, which I estimate
from labels, has been below the 20-gram limit (exclusive
of "dark" coffee, prepackaged "fat free" snacks and
bakery products, and low-fat, nongrain produce) . How ever,
about a week after I had adopted the restriction , I ate a
salad with a "lite " dressing to the tune of 38½ grams of
fat. The dressing contained 7 grams of fat per 2-tablespoon
serving-not my idea of "lite."
In the context of an otherwise unrestricted diet, a
20-gram fat restriction does not, in my experience ,
substantially impair palatability . Despite my general
adherence to this restrictio n, my diet has included
Cajun-style chicken, cheese ravioli, pizza with pepperoni and sausage , shrimp marinara with linguini
(buried in a nonfat grated topping) , Swedish meatballs
with pasta, corn with margarine sauce, low-fat "cherry
bars," and "fat free" cheesecake, cupcakes, frozen yogurt,
ice cream, and soft pretzels . There's the rub with Dr.
Mirkin 's diet: all of these foods are no-noes except the
topping and the corn (sans sauce) .-].R.

about 37 percent of their total caloric intake from fat.
To normalize cholesterol levels, the American Heart
Association (AHA) advises deriving : (1) 30 percent of
total caloric intake from fat, (2) 25 percent if the 30%
restriction is ineffective, and (3) 20 percent if the 25%
restriction is ineffective. Research by Dean Ornish,
M.D., suggests that limiting fat intake to 10 percent of
calories is more effective and may remedy atherosclerotic
narrowing of coronary arter ies.
Gabe Mir kin, M.D., is another vigorous proponent of 10%fat dieting . When he was a skinny, 22-yearold med-school student, he learned that his cholesterol
level was over 300. In Fat Free, Flavor Full (1995), he
states:
You should definitely be on a low-fat diet if you
have high blood pressure or are overwe ight; if
you have diabetes, chronic constipation or gall
bladder disease; or if you are at increased risk
for developing a heart attack, diabetes, or cancers
of the prostate, breast, uterus, colon or gall
bladder. You may choose to be on this diet if
you want to do all you can to prevent heart
attacks and certain types of cancer, or just to
look and feel good ....
If you want to lose weight or lower cholesterol without taking drugs, don't depend on
diets that tell you to reduce fat a little [e.g., the
AHA diets]. ... You must get down to 10 percent

21 of newspaper-style
catalog received by mail in
mid-1995 from Self-Help Warehouse, in Ashland, Oregon.
18 Newlife Expo , Vol. 9, No . 44A, Fall 1995, pp. 17 and 21.
19G. Dunwich . Wicca Craft : The Modern Witch's Book of
Herbs , Magick, and Dreams. New York : Carol Publishing
Group , 1995.
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Healthcare Pseudocredentialing
Jack Raso
What becomes a quack most? In the healthcare
field, a quack is anyone who falsely claims medical
skill. Some opponents of health fraud use the word to
denote practitioners ranging from nonprofessionals
bereft of medical skill who profess it, to physicians
who make unfounded claims for methods they employ
or preparations
they administer . Nowadays, few
quacks in the U.S. pretend to be M.D.s or osteopaths.
Providing fraudulent medical degrees is a high-risk
business, and medical licensing procedures are stringent.
Howe ver, practicing and would-be quacks can become
"doctors," or at least diplomates, through a variety of
correspondence courses.
In this article, I convey the nature of credentials,
define credentialism, describe pseudocredentialing and
pseudocredentialism,
summarize several relevant
studies, report on a correspondence
course I took
recently, and list some suspicious characteristics of
providers of alternative
health education.
Credentials and
"Credentials"

licensure) to the controversial
(e.g., naturopathic
licensure).
Credentials encompass (1) achievements and
(2) documents that attest achievements . Many consumers mistake documentary credentials for proof of
skill. Often, they are merely proof of past enrollment
in an academic program, not proof of erudition or
skill. Educational credentials are the professional standard because academic standing is more quantifiable
than knowledge or skill.
The most commanding educational credential, and therefore the most tempting to would-be
misusers, is the doctorate . There are many types of
doctorates, but all are categorizable as "traditional"
(e.g. , a nonhonorary Ph.D. degree), "professional"
(e.g., an M.D. degree), and honorary (e.g., a D.Sc.
degree without academic status). Some types of doctorates in each category are considerably more doubtful than others . For example,
Bears'Guide to Earning College
Degrees~on traditionally(1995)
lists
as controversial
"professional degree titles":
D.Hyp.
(hypnotism),
Graph.D. ("Graphoanalysis"),
and H.M.D . or "M.D .(H .)"
(homeopathy). Many such
degrees
are available
throughout
the United
States .

lll llllll
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The healthcare
marketplace is fraught with
"credentials," some legitimate, some overrated, some
dubious,
and some far
afield of science . A bona fide
credential is any evidence
that one is trustworthy or has authority. However,
since authority does not guarantee trustworthiness,
whether a credential deserves confidence depends
ultimately on whether the tenets that underlie the
credential are worthy of confidence . " Authority-type"
healthcare credentials range from the science-based
(e.g ., podiatric
[chiropodist,
or "foot doctor"]

Another Brick in the Wall

In 1994, I met a lawyer who told me he had
been seeing a "doctor" for nutrition counseling. Because
very few science-oriented
physicians specialize in
this, I asked the practitioner's name . The name was
not that of a physician, nor even that of a legitimate
1

2
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Ph.D. or the like: The practitioner the lawyer had
consulted was a "Doctor of Nutripathy" (D.N .).
Nutripathy [see NF 4:57-61, 1987] is a theistic, vitalistic
"religious science" that involves a variation of Ba,chflower
therapy [see NF 12:26, 1995] and "biochemical ,malysis"
of saliva and urine. I asked the lawyer if he would provide
me with whatever printed material the "nutripath" had
given him, and he sounded agreeable; but, later that
year, he declined. The D .N.'s classified ad in the
January /February 1995 issue of Newlife did not include
the word "nutripath" or "nutripathy" but designated
him a naturopath ("one who uses only safe ,, natural
approaches") . On July 6, 1995, I phoned his offioe as an ad
respondent and asked the man who had answered the
phone what was the source of the D.N .'s (alleged)
naturopathy degree. The staffer replied:
Uh, I'm not exactly sure of that. I can tell you thaithe's
a clinical nutritionist, okay? Which means that hewe look for causes of symptoms and then deal with it
in a natural fashion. Where he- Where he practiced
or where he went to school, I'm not exactly sur ,e.

After I expressed skepticism, the staffer asked me
to wait a second and said he would "check tlhe wall ."
Finally, he responded: "The American College of
Nutripathy" (ACN) [see NF 12:15, 1995]. Founded in
1976, ACN, a nonaccredited* correspondence :school in
Scottsdale, Arizona, is not a school of naturopathy; it
has never offered degrees therein. However, according
to the last three editions of Bears'Guideto EarningCollege
DegreesNon traditionally (1989-1990, 1992, and 1995),
ACN does offer doctorates in nutripathy . Yet, in a
questionnaire he completed for me in July 1994,
nutripathy's founder, Gary A. Martin, indicated that
ACN offered only nondegree certificates . A year
later, on July 6, I called ACN for clarification . I asked to
speak with Martin, but the woman who had ainswered
the phone told me that Martin did not take "incoming
calls." In any event, since 1989, the American College
of Nutripathy has offered more than a dozen kinds of
quasi' doctorates indirectly- through at least three
nonaccredited organizations, one of which sha1res a tollfree number with both the school and a mail -order
house that specializes in dietary supplements .
Apparently, the aforementioned lawyer lost only
money. But there is much more at stake. In the late 1970s,
Kurt W. Donsbach (pronounced" donsbah"), D.C.,,founded
Donsbach University, which offered correspondence
courses leading to bachelor's, master's, and doctoral
degrees in nutrition. Electrical engineer Gary Pace
obtained a Ph.D. degree from this nonaccredited school
before it was renamed, in the late 1980s, the Intemational
University for Nutrition Education (IlJNE). In 1985,Pace's
ad in the Nassau County (New York) Yellow Pages stated
that one could determine one's "true vitamins, minerals,
enzymes & glandular needs" from such tests as "hair &
diet analysis," "herbal saliva," and" computerized urine

& vascular analyzer." That yea r, then New York State
Attorney General Robert Abrams filed a civil suit against
Pace, accusing him of practici n g medicine without a
license, false advertising, and illegal use of educational
credentials. Abrams said that at least 251 clients had
paid Pace an average of $317 in the previous four
years. According to the lawsuit, Pace had massaged
women's feet, had sometimes performed lengthy and/ or
private mammary and vaginal exams, and had routinely
requested a hair specimen (sometimes pubic). Finally, an
injunction prohibited Pace form practicing medicine
unlawfully and from publicizing his doctoral status.
IUNE operates as a nonaccredited "distance
learning" institution in Chula Vista, California. It offers,
for example, programs that lead to a Ph.D. degree in
"Oinical Nutrimedicine and Biological Sciences." Majors
include "nutri-medical dentistry," "nutri-medical eye and
visual health care," "nutri-medical homeopathy," and
"therapeutic nutrimedicine ." Five of the thirteen members
of IUNE's core faculty hold graduate degrees from
Donsbach University and/ or IUNE .

Pseudocredentials

Galore

Published studies conducted since the mid1980s, an annual (the 1995-1996 Holistic Health Directory), and several books -notably the 336-page twelfth
edition of Bears' Guide (see above) and the 200-page
second edition of The CommonBoundaryGraduateEducation
Guide:HolisticProgramsandResourcesIntegratingSpirituality
and Psychology (1994)- suggest that healthcare-related
pseudocredentialing is rampant. Pseudocredentialing
includes: (1) providing certificates, degrees, diplomas, and
titles in a particular field to persons who have not
demonstrated competence, erudition, or expertise in
that field; and (2) providing a paper facade of medical
know-how to persons whose course of study in the
field of the "credential" had inadequate scientific content.
Pseudocredentialism is a byproduct of credentialism,
which is overemphasis on documentary (particularly
educational) credentials as prerequisites to employment or
as augmenters of upward mobility . In the healthcare field,
where competence often is a life-or-death concern,
emphasis on certificates, degrees , and licenses, which
facilitate ruling out unqualified job applicants, usually
does not seem undue. In some cases, however, it does
Nutrition Forum (ISSN 0748-8165) is published bimonthly
for $35 .00 (individuals in U.S. and Canada) or $50
(institutional, overseas) per year by Prometheus Books,
59 John Glenn Drive, Amherst, NY 14228-2197 . Secondclass postage pending at Buffalo, NY. POSTMASTER :
Send address changes to Prometheus Books at address
above . Manuscripts and all editorial correspondence
should be directed to: Jack Raso, 71-11 60th Avenue,
Maspeth, NY 11378-2908.
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seem distorted. For example, between mid-1987 and
1993, I worked in two healthcare facilities where nonR.D. foodservice managers without graduate degrees
had authority over chief dietitians who were R.D.s
with healthcare-related
master's degrees.
While credentialism shortchanges some contributors to society and inappropriately aggrandizes
others, pseudocredentialism tends to cheat all consumers.
It encompasses: (1) the "for-profit" use of "credentials"
obtained from pseudocredentialing organizations and (2)
the misuse of bona fide credentials (e.g., registration with
the Commission on Dietetic Registration) in an area where
these credentials have little or no importance (e.g., medical
diagnosis).
"Credentials" listed uncritically as "professional
titles" in The Common Boundary Graduate Education
Guide include: Acupuncture Physician (Ac. Phys .),
Certified Acupuncturist (C.Ac.), Certified in Classical
Homeopathy (C.C.H.), Diplomate in Homeotherapeutics
[i.e.,homeopathy] (D.Ht.), Doctorof Acupuncture (D.Ac.),
Doctor of Oriental Medicine (D.O.M.), Homeopathic
Medical Doctor (H.M.D.), Licensed Acupuncturist
(L.Ac.), Master of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine
(M.Ac.O.M.), Naturopathic Medical Doctor (N.D. or
N.M.D), Oriental Medical Doctor (O.M.D.), and Registered Acupuncturist (R.Ac.). Because the predominant
forms of most or all of the methods that underlie each of
these" titles" lack scientific substantiation, I consider them
pseudocredentials-signs
of shaky philosophies that
inspire little or no confidence in the scientific community.
Below I describe several relevant studies.
•In early 1986, the National Council Against Health
Fraud (NCAHF) published the findings of its study
of practitioner listings in the Yellow Pages under
the headings "Dietitians" and "Nutritionists" within the
preceding four years. The principal finding of this
study, which covered 41 areas of 17 states, was that
only 13 percent of 439 "nutritionists" appeared qualified.
Furthermore, 46 percent of 24 physicians listed in a
subsection titled "Nutrition" (under the heading
"Physicians and Surgeons") were" clearly spurious,"
and none appeared qualified. Their offerings included
acupuncture,
chelation therapy, life extension,
orthomolecular medicine, and orthomolecular psychology.
•In a comprehensive 1992-1993 Yellow Pages study
sponsored by the NCAHF, Ira Milner, R.D., collected data
from 64 areas of 32 states. The principal finding was that
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consumers had less than a fifty-fifty chance of finding a
reliable "nutritionist" through the directory. Task-force
volunteers consisted of registered dietitians (R.D.s),public
health nutritionists, dietetic interns, and postsecondary
nutrition students. They categorized 21 (9 percent) of the
231 businesses listed under the heading "Dietitians" as
"spurious ." These included Diet Center facilities, health
food stores, multilevel-marketing distributors, a nutritionist with a dubious doctorate who practiced iridology
[see NF 6:4-5, 1989], and a former vitamin company
salesman who used hair analysis [see NF 11:23-24, 1994].
The" credential" initials used by dubious nutrition practitioners included: CCN (Certified Clinical Nutritionist), CN (Certified Nutritionist), CNC
(Certified Nutrition Consultant),
NC (Nutrition
Counselor), NMD (Doctor of "Nutrimedicine"), ND
(Doctor of Naturopathy), OMD (Doctor of Oriental
Medicine), HMD (Homeopathic Medical Doctor),
CCT (Certified Colon Therapist), RCT (Registered
Colon Therapist), CMT (Certified Massage Therapist), and MLD (Manual Lymph Drainage).
In September 1992, I telephoned all businesses
listed under the headings "Dietitians" and "Nutritionists" in the 1992-93 NYNEX Yellow Pages for
Queens, a borough of New York City. Only one of
the 26 businesses listed seemed a reliable source of
nutrition information; at least seven were health
food stores or dietary-supplement
distributors. A
self-styled" certified eating-disorder specialist" told
me he prescribed supplements. When I complained
of tiredl}ess, he declared that tiredness is "the first sign
of illness." A practitioner of "holistic nutrition" also said
he prescribed supplements and stated he had an N.D.
degree "from Puerto Rico." (There were, and are, no
accredited naturopathy
degree programs in P .R.
And any naturopathy degree is a telltale of pseudoscience .) I asked where I could buy the supplements,
and he said he had a "warehouse" in his office.
• In early 1994, the publishers of NUTRITIONFORUM
sponsored afollow-u p to the 1992-1993 Yell ow Pages
study. In the follow-up, Milner decided that 17 of
the 24 self-described Ph.D.s listed under the heading
"Nutritionists" held" phony" Ph.D. degrees. Apparently,
eight of the dubious doctorates came fromnonaccredited
correspondence schools (five from Donsbach University
or the International University for Nutrition Education);
one came from a nonaccredited college that required
attendance; and one came from the "Clayton School
of Homeopathy."
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•Ina spinoff of the 1992-1993 Yellow Pages study, I
examined promotional mailings from diverse providers
of alternative health education, which encompasses:
(1) indoctrination in alternative healthcare (or occult
medicine), in particular methods thereof, or in sectarian
religious "healing"; (2) nontraditionai academic programs that afford such indoctrination; and (3) nontraditional academic programs in science-oriented
healthcare. Between mid-July 1994 and February
27, 1995, using NUTRITIONFORUMletterheads, I
mailed a one-page itemized request for perusable
information and a one-page questionnaire to 50
"credentialing" organizations with addresses in 23
states. Selection of organizations was arbitrary.
However, all had offered health-centered
or
customizable academic ·programs within the previous
seven years . By February 26, my associates and I
received course descriptions from 27 organizations,
including questionnaire responses from eleven. Each
of these organizations offered at least one academic
program that: (1) covered human health and nutrition, or was adaptable to such a focus; (2) did not
involve attendance, or required short attendance;
and (3) culminated in a certificate (certification), a
nondegree diploma, or a graduate degree.
The following findings pertain to the 27 organizations from which we received course descriptions
during the aforementioned period.
• At least 21 (78 percent) offered correspondence
programs . Degrees available through nutrition-related
correspondence programs included: Doctor of
Divinity (D.D.), Doctor of Holistic Health (H.H.D.),
Doctor of Naturology (D.N.), Doctor of Naturopathy
(N.D.), Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), and Doctor of
Science (D.Sc.). ("D.N." also represents two other
nutrition-related pseudocredentials: the degrees of
"Doctor of Naprapathy" [see NF 11: 63-64, 1994] and
"Doctor of Nutripathy" [see above].) A "Master
Herbalist" (M.H.) diploma was likewise available
through correspondence.
Obtaining a "Health
Educator" (H.E.) certificate required attendance at an
institute for eight consecutive weeks. The H.E.
certificate, the M.H. diploma, and all the aforementioned correspondence doctorates were not
trustworthy.
• Twenty of the organizations (74 percent) lacked (anl;i
still lack) accreditation by an entity recognized by the
U.S. Secretary of Education or the Commission on
Recognition of Postsecondary Accreditation {CORP
A).
• Six of the organizations (22 percent) claimed accreditation by entities not recognized by the U.S. Secretary
of Education or CORPA.
Below I contrast two providers of alternative
health education.

The Herbal Healer Academy

Founded in 1988, the Herbal Healer Academy Inc.
(H.H.A.) is nonaccredited. It has a letterbox in Mountain
View, Arizona. I learned of the academy from a composite
altemativist mailing (Health PakTM)I received in October
1995. H.H.A.'s Health Pak card quoted its founder and
director, Marijah McCain, N.D., M.H. ("Master Herbalist"),
"DIHom" (evidently a homeopathic "credential"): "OUR
MEMBERS SAVE THOUSANDS IN DOCTOR BILL.5! SOME
MEMBERS SAVE THEIR LIVES!!!" H.H.A.' s "Special" offer

was "Private" lifetime membership for $5. The mailing I
received the following month for five bucks included a
laminated membership card, a copy of H.H.A.'s Fall '95
newsletter (whose "front-page headline" was " .. .AND GOD
GA VE TI-IEHERBS FOR TI-IEHEALING OF MANKIND"); an
interview with a nonpracticing chiropractor, titled "Essiac:
Nature's Cure for Cancer" [see NF 11:54-55, 1994; and NF
12:54, 1995]; a catalog of such supplements as Pycnogenol®
[see NF 11:54, 1994], shark cartilage [see NF 12:58-59, 1995],
and SuperEnergy(which reportedly contains ma huang [see
NF 12:33-34, 19951); a "Natural Medicine Supply Catalog";
and order forms. The latter catalog offered correspondence
courses leading to certificates in acupuncture, Bach flower
therapy, foot reflexology[see NF 12:61-64, 1995], "herbology,"
and hypnotherapy. The acupuncture course covered
"electrical acupuncture," "electrical acupressure,"
"five element theory," "meridians," "Oriental diagnosis,"
and "Yin/Yang science"; the "herbology" course,
reflexology; and the hypnotherapy course, neuro-linguistic
programming (NLP [see NF 12:8, 19951). The "Natural
Medicine Supply Catalog" also stated that McCain had
diplomas in aromatherapy [seeNF12:31, 1995], homeopathy
[seeNF 11:58-59, 1994], and Touch for Health (an offshoot of
applied kinesiology [see NF 12:26, 19951), and that she had
trained with "an outstanding Brazilian psychic surgeon."
There were no prerequisites for admission to any of
the courses . At least two of them did not have a time
limit for completion.
The main question here is not whether H.H.A.'s
manner of "credentialing"
by correspondence
is
technically sound, nor whether its certificates represent
proficiency. The nuts and bolts of an academic program
are immaterial if its teachings are unfounded. The main
question is: Do the certificates represent science-oriented
learning, or indoctrination in unscientific methods? In
other words, are they credentials or pseudocredentials?
Are students learning facts about methods, absorbing
propaganda, or simply learning little? To all appearances,
H.H.A. wants to attract would-be practitioners of the
methods that are the courses' subjects. Certainly Bach
flower therapy, foot reflexology, and traditional Chinese acupuncture lack scientific support ("Yin/Yang
science" is an oxymoron). Thus I conclude that the
academy is in the business of indoctrination, not
education (which, ideally, is nonpartisan) .
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California College for Health Sciences
The main question regarding California College
for Health Sciences (CCHS), inNationalCity,Califomia,
is different: It is whether the school's manner of
credentialing by correspondence
is sound. In other
words, do its degrees represent proficiency?
CCHS is accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the Distance Education and Training Council, which
is recognized by CORP A and the U.S. Secretary of
Education. Last summer I applied to the school's M.S.
correspondence program in Community Health Administration and Wellness Promotion. (It also offers healthrelated correspondence programs leading to a B.S. degree
or an Associate.) The application procedure was a breeze .
There were only two entrance requirements:
(1) a
baccalaureate from an accredited school and (2) completion of an introductory psychology course. Graduation
requires completion of 36 semester credits, 27 of which the
enrollee must complete at CCHS. The school admitted me
to the program within a month of my applying.
In October, I enrolled in the first course in the
core curriculum: "Ethical Considerations
in Healthcare Delivery." Designed for the course and published by
CCHS, the colloquial, 380-page textbook What Is a Life
despite grammatical
Worth? (1993) is interesting
imperfections, stylistic flaws, and typographical errors.
But it's not especially user-friendly. Earning the selfcontained course's three credits requires only that the
student pass: (1) five" open-book" exams, which consist
of multiple-choice and "true-false" items; and (2) a
"closed-book" final exam, consisting of 100 items
(most multiple-choice, some "true-false"), that must be
stpervised by a "responsible individual" who does not
have a personal or professional" direct involvement"
with the examinee. This is, in effect, an honor system.
Students may take the final exam three times during the
enrollment period (two months per semester credit) .
In November, I phoned the college and inquired
whether my primary candidate for proctorship was eligible. I described her as a medical librarian who (1) worked
at my former place of employment and (2) was a member
of the editorial board of the newsletter I coed it. An official
at CCHStold me that the librarian could be my proctor .
The five "open-book" exams are half the basis of
the final grade. To pass them, one need only search the
textbook sections titled "Study Questions and Answers."
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project is half the basis of the final grade The course
materials, which I received in December, included a 114page booklet titled Developing Self-Esteem:A Guide for
PositiveSuccess(1994). My first assignment, in effect, was
to "attempt" to do all the exercises in the booklet and mail
the" completed" booklet to the school. The exercises, which
are self-inventories,
have no bearing on the final grade.
On page 44, the author declares: "Believing is magic ."
Because it has an easygoing exam system,
requires only one internship (a 3-credit course), and
does not have a thesis requirement, CCHS's M.S. degree
may be more acceptable as an adjunctive credential
than as a" stand-alone" master's degree. Nevertheless,
I like the school's organized, uncomplicated, low-cost,
continuing-education
approach.
For credentialed
health professionals employed in a healthcare facility,
the M.S. program may be worth a try.

Suspicious

Characteristics

Most providers of dubious credentials make
good first impressions, and many have a streamlined
(and therefore inviting) application procedure and
minimal entrance requirements.
These are not signs
of pseudocredentialing
but may put consumers off
guard . To evaluate a "credentialing"
organization,
consumers often must penetrate a veneer of friendliness
and/ or respectability.
Below is a list of characteristics
that are, in my opinion, grounds for caution.

• The organizationdoes not possessaccreditationby an entity

recognizedby the U.S. Secretary of Education or CORPA .
Although the institution of academic accreditation does
not protect consumers against health -related rubbish
and disinformation [see NF 12: 14, 1995], accreditation
by an entity recognized by either of the aforementioned
agencies at least weeds out fly-by-night and financially
shaky organizations.

• The organizationclaims accreditation,but neither the U.S.
Secretaryof Educationnor CORP A recognizestheaccrediting
entity.
• Potentialenrolleesmust pay to receivea coursecatalog.
• Consumer telephonerequestsfor printed informationelicit
requestsfor prerequisiteautobiographicalletters.
• Literaturefrom the organizationdoesnot specify the location
of its headquarters.

"Believing Is Magic"

• The organizationhas changed its address more than twice

Later in November, I enrolled in another course,
titled "Health Psychology." Unlike the ethics course, this
psych course has a final project requirement, which
involves interviewing five patients in a clinic or hospital
regarding their pain . Supervision is not mandatory. The

• Letters,postcards,orphonecallsfrom theorganizationforetell
afee increase.During my 1994-1995 study, one program

within ten years.

director, a naturopath who evidently thought I was a
potential enrollee, spoke of such a deadline in three
messages on my answering machine.
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• The organization makes offers of substantfal tuition
discounts with short time limits . An introductory
mailing from the Univers ity of Metaphysks [see NF
12:60,1995]postmarked July 12, 1995, included a "HalfPrice Tuition offer" expiration-dated July 31, 1995.
In a follow-up mailing, postmarked July 20, 1995,
the university added to this offer a free meditation
course and a "Beautiful Doctoral Graduate Lapel Pin To
Wear Proudly ." (See below.)

• The organization mails unsolicited partial-scholarship
applicationsto potentialenrolleeswho have not requesteda
scholarshipapplication.A mailing from the University of
Metaphysics (see above) postmarked Septemlber 8, 1995,
included an unsolicited scholarship application whose
deadline was September 30, 1995. Persons who were
unemployed, disabled, or retired, or who had a financial
reason for not enrolling, qualified-with prepayment
by September 30, 1995-for a tuition discount of
approximately 90 percent. A "LAST MINUTE SCHOLARSHIP REMINDER" followed.

• Theorganizationoffersa degreewith a nonstandaird
wording.
Examples are "Doctor of Holistic Health" (H.H.D.) and
"Doctor of Naturology" (D.N.).

• The personwho answersthephonefor the organiizationdoes
not immediatelystate its name.

• Prerequisitesfor admission are trivial, very flexible, or
nonexistent.
The Bottom Line
Few providers of alternative health education
deserve the personal consideration of heal th professionals
who desire additional credentials; i.e., few deserve
candidacy as sources of credentials for credentialed
people . Even fewer deserve the personal consideration of
would-behealth professionals.
I think credentialing by correspondence is a
viable, even promising, movement. Alas, it is a movement
dominated by fast-buck artists, charlatans, and propagators of mysticism, pseudoscience, and supernaturalism .
*By "nonaccredited," I mean : "without institutional, departmental, or programmatic accreditation whose source is recognized
by the U.S. Secretary of Education or the Commission on
Recognition of Postsecondary Accreditation (CORPA)." The
U.S. Secretary of Education and CORPA autonomously decide
whether (1) to grant recognition to any functioning or
would-be "accreditor" that expressly wants it, or (2) to
withhold or withdraw it from such an ent ity. In practical
terms, recognition constitutes publicizing acceptance of
such an entity as an accreditor.

Healt lhcare Esoterica
Between Alternative Healthcare: 1l Compre Guide ( 1994) and issues of NUTRITION
FORUMpublished since September 1994, I have
described well over 750 health-related
methods
that I consider mystical or supernaturalistic
. All
the members of this vast smorgasbord share two
characteristics:
( 1) each has a mystical or supernaturalistic
application, theory, significance, or
pedigree; and (2) each has a name that proponents or
uncritical writers have used to denote a method , a
group of methods, a system, or a general "approach."

That is, each name denotes a procedure or a group
of procedures. not merely a c oncept (e.g ., "pyramid
energy" or "pyramid power") . a brand or proprietary
product, a type of object or product (e.g ., Chinese
health balls and "crystal cards"). or a company
(e.g., Imaginetics). My list does not include countless
dubious "health" practices that are nameless or
naturalistic, as well as inconveniently identifiable
methods.
Below are descriptions of more than sixty
mystical/ supematuralistic
methods .-J.R.

Aboukra: Purported ancient Egyptian "he:aling art"
that allegedly strengthens and balances the body's
"natural energy fields• and "meridians.•!

Patterning®.* One of its premises is that bodily
"patterns•-ways
of moving, areas of ease, and areas
of discomfort-reveal
everyone's history of attitude,
injury, and physical activity .3

hensive

Angel Chiropractic Care: "A wholistic approach to
healing and wellness• promoted by Dr. :Steven B.
Angel. It encompasses applied kinesiology [see NF
12:26, 1995], Bach flower therapy [see NF 12:26,
1995], biomagnetic therapy [see NF 12:2:7, 1995] ,
chiropractic techniques, craniosacral therapy,* nutritional counseling, reflexology [see NF 12:61-64,
1995] , andvibrationalmedicine(seeNF
12:31, 1995].2
Aaton Movement: Mode of bodywork el!Cpounded
and promoted by Judith Aston, the founder of Aston-

Astrology: Alleged means of obtaining information
that can provide "individualized insights• regarding
emotional,
professional,
and health matters. 4
(Related methods include astrological counseling
[see NF 12:26, 1995], astrologic medicine ,* and
psychological astrology.*)

Bhuta shuddhi: Technique of kundalini yoga
(see below) whose purported
design is to purify
the "physical and subtle body. •5
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Bi-Digital 0-Ring Teat Molecular Identification
Method (Bi-Digital 0-Ring Teat, 0-Ring technique):
Means of determining internal-organ "representation
areas" on the human tongue. Theoretically, this
enhances tongue acupuncture
and the "tongue
diagnosis"
of traditional
Chinese
medicine. •6
Yoshiaki Omura, M.D., Sc.D., developed the method
in New York City.7 It includes the Direct Bi-Digital
O-Ring Test Method and the Indirect "Bi-Digital
O-Ring Test" (see below for both). Omura has
promoted the method worldwide, and there are
"O-ring societies" in Europe and Japan. 7
Bio-Magnetic Healing™ (Bio-Magnetic Healing
Methodology™, Bio-Magnetic Methodology™, BioMagnetic Touch™): Manual "technique"
that
allegedly helps to heal "recipients" and increases
their quality of life. Practitioners,
who supposedly
are tools of a "greater Force," lightly touch specific
points on recipients,
purportedly
to allow this
"Force" to "reawaken" the healing process.8
Body Centered Therapy: Method whose components
apparently include: (1) "Conscious Communication
Skills," which involve learning the "language of
Microscopic Truth"; (2) "Movement Therapy"; (3) "Preand Perinatal Psychology," which posits "cellular
imprints"
created at conception
and between
conception and birth; and (4) radiance breathwork. •9
Bon shamanic practices: A number of traditional
methods-rituals
and modes of visualization-purportedly used to generate "vital forces" and "heal"
internal and external obstacles to growth. The Tibetan
word "bon" literally means "invocation, recitation."
"Bon" or "Pon" refers to various religious customs in
Tibet that preceded the introduction of Buddhism.
Bon involved worship of spirits and protectional
deities (e.g., the Lord of the Soil). It reportedly
survives in modified form in Nepal.10-13
Breema Bodywork: Purportedly, an ancient healthimprovement method whose design is: ( 1) to "release"
tension; (2) to promote health, vitality, and "inner
harmony"; and (3) to create emotional, physiological,
structural, and "energetic" balance in the practitioner
and "recipient.•14
Direct Bi-Digital 0-Ring Teat Method: Form of the
Bi-Digital O-Ring Test Molecular Identification
Method (see above). The subject holds in one hand:
(1) a slide with a specimen of an internal organ or
tumor, and (2) a rod (e.g., of bamboo). Supposedly,
when the subject places the tip of the rod on ( 1) the
skin above "identical" tissue or (2) the tissue's "organ
representation
area" on the tongue, the subject's
other hand (apparently,
the muscle tone of the
forefinger and thumb) reveals the match. 6

7

Emotional Energetic
Healing (E.E.H., E.E.H.
"Holistic healing• method
Healing methodology):
founded by Mari Angelique Raphael that includes
"hands-on energy work" and "spiritual counseling."
Supposedly, it utilizes "the divine healing energy
of the Angelic Realm,• activates
the client's
"Lightbody," and "clears• past, present, and future
"lifetimes."15
Energy
posit a
system
body is

Integration: Group of "techniques" that
"human energy field," "meridians,• and a
of chakras. One of its premises is that one's
the icon of one's character.16

EnLighten™ Syatema of atreaa management
(EnLighten Systems, EnLightenTM): Variation of
Bach flower therapy [see NF 12:26, 1995]. Purportedly, EnLighten is a "natural" homeopathic system
of liquid Traditional
Flower Remedies® that bypasses physical
causes
and targets
emotions
affected by "stressful situations.• It comprises: ( 1) the
EnLighten Habit Modification System(s); (2) the
EnLighten System for Animals (also called the
EnLighten for Animals™ healing system and the
EnLighten for Animals™ system), which supposedly
improves the disposition of pets; (3) the EnLighten
System for Children with Learning Difficulties;
(4) the EnLighten System for Teenagers, purported
help for overcoming turmoil and peer pressure; and
(5) the EnLighten
Weight Management
System,
which allegedly moderates
emotions that lead to
overeating.17
Er Mei Qi Gong (Er Mei, Er Mei Qi Gong
Therapy, Er Mei Chi Gong Therapy, Er Mei Qi
Gong Therapy External Energy Diagnoaia and
Treatment
system,
Er Mei system): Form of
Qigong therapy* founded in 1227 by a Buddhist
who had been a Taoist priest. Its purported focus is
development of the (alleged) ability to transmit Qi
("vital energy," a "unique substance") to others with
the intention of furthering
their healing and/ or
"spiritual
empowerment."
In practitioners,
it
supposedly develops clairvoyance and precognitive
and telepathic abilities. Er Mei posits "spiritual
channels" and a "third eye." It includes "acu-meridian
energy transmission
bodywork." ("Er Mei" is also
the name of a mountain visited by the system's
founder.)18, 19 (See "Quan Chi Chi Gong," below.)
Essene way of self-healing: Purported means of
tapping alleged psychic and . healing powers of the
universe. It reportedly involves affirmations, "color
therapies,"
exercise, songs, visualizations,
and
communion with the angels of the "Earthly Mother"
and "Heavenly Spirit. "20 (The Essenes, also called
Physicians,
were a Jewish sect that preceded
Christianity.
Their specialty was faith healing.21)
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Healing Heart Meditation: Alleged "Healing tool"
that purportedly
"re-connects"
people with their
"spiritual roots." It includes "guided meditation.•
Apparently, one of its postulates
is that people
are unconditional
love.22

people's lives "spiritually, intellectually, emotionally,
and physically.• Moreover, its arousal purportedly
contributes to the cure of many intractable diseases.
Kundalini
yoga includes
bhuta shuddhi
(see
above), 12, 29-34

Holistic psychiatry:
Form of "psychiatry"
that
may include "energy healing" and homeopathy.23

Lok Hop Ba Fa: Set
usable for self-defense
with chi. Chen Bok, a
system in China over a

Indirect "Bi-Digital 0-Ring Teat": Form of the
Bi-Digital 0-Ring Test Molecular Identification
Method (see above) that involves three individuals:
(1) an examiner, the practitioner who examines the
empty hand of (2) an "intermediary,• a surrogate who
has placed the tip of a metal rod on (3) a patient
(adult, child, or animal). Either the "intermediary" or
the patient holds a slide with a tissue specimen.
Allegedly, the metal rod transmits
the patient's
"electro-magnetic field" to the "intermediary."6
Inner bonding: Stepwise "psychospiritual process"
that allegedly creates "a powerful spiritually connected Inner Adult" capable of healing addictive
behavior and bringing "Love" and "Truth" from a
"Higher Power."24
Integrative
Manual Therapy: Combination
of
allegedly efficient "therapies" that draws on craniosacral therapy* and other "modalities."
Sharon
Weiselfish, Ph.D., developed the method.25
Intuitive Aura Reading: Component of Psychic Magic
(see below) that allegedly enables users to read
"subtle energy fields" surrounding people and places,
and to intuit the "real" emotional, mental, physical,
and spiritual states of anyone they meet.26
Karga puja (karga healing ritual): One of the
shamanic "healing" ceremonies of the Tamangs, a
group of Tibetan Buddhists in Nepal. "Karga" is the
Tamang word for a constellation of planets, and
"puja" is a Nepalese word for "ritual." Karga puja is a
purported remedy for simultaneous "soul loss" and
"spirit possession,» the Tamangs' major categories of
mental illness. The ritual posits evil spirits, "healing
spirits," and "planet divinities.•27
Kinetic Trance-Meditation (KTM): Technique that
supposedly allows one to tap into the unconscious to
access information
and "energy" (e.g., for "selfhealing"*). Teodoro (Teo) Cordova, a hypnotherapist,
developed the method.28
KundaHni yoga (Shakti
Yoga, tantra yoga):
Purported means of activating kundalini (also called
ahamkara and kundalini shakti). This, allegedly, is a
"dormant infinite force," "potential cosmic power," or
"spiritual power" that, in most people, is asleep,
without self-awareness, in a chakra at the coccyx.
Supposedly, when kundalini is awake, it enriches

of movements purportedly
and for massaging organs
Taoist priest, invented the
thousand years ago.35

Lomi work (Lomi approach): System of bodywork
cofounded by "Aikidoist" Richard Strozzi Heckler,
Ph.D. It purportedly
is a "u nique blend of contemplative
disciplines
and the embodiment
of
right action.• Lomi work involves meditation and,
supposedly,
the use of "energy" in the context of
healing.36
Lung Ta: Purportedly ancien t shamanic tradition of
the Nam Chuks, a Tibetan tribe. It apparently involves using the "basic archetypes"
of "healing
deities" to augment the process of healing,37
Multidimensional Cellular Healing™: Apparently,
a group of "down to earth" techniques that enables
"conscious connection to other realities" and involves
"Achieving a State of Holographic Beingness." Author
and "traD.sformational healer" Ken Page created the
method.38
Nichiren Buddhism (Nichiren Shoahu, NS, Nichiren
Shoshu Buddhism, Nichirenism, Nichiren): Mystical
Japanese religion named after Nichiren Daishonin
(1222-1282), founder of nichiren-shu ("School of the
Lotus of the Sun"). Daishonin was a militant Japanese
patriot and, supposedly, an incarnation of an early
disciple of the Buddha. Chanting the Japanese
expression "Namu myoho renge-kyd' (which literally
means "Veneration to the sutra [scriptural discourse]
of the lotus of the good law [i.e, the Lotus Sutra]") is
the core of NS worship. NS chanting allegedly is a
means of gaining anything one wants, notably health,
influence, and material asse t s.39-43
Pleiadian

lightwork:
Subject of The Pleiadian
Workbook: Awakening Your Divine Ka. This, allegedly, is

not merely a paperback, but a transmission of the
"Pleiadian Emissaries of Light" (by inference, "light
beings" from the Pleiades, a cluster of stars in Taurus)through "natural healer" and "psychic" Amorah Quan
Yin-to earth. Pleiadian lightwork purportedly is a
means of opening "ka channels," which supposedly
pull "energy" from an individual's "multidimensional
holographic selves" into the "physical body." According
to Pleiadian theory, alignment
of one's "divine
self' and "physical body" increases one's "vibratory
rate,• restores youthfulness,
quickens "spiritual
evolution," and stimulates
emotional healing.44
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Psychic Magic: Program of ten audiocassettes
that
allegedly fosters clairvoyance,
precognitive
and
telepathic abilities, and the capacity for out-of-body
increases one's
experiences. It also purportedly
"natural" ability to heal oneself, others, pets, and
plants . It includes Intuitive Aura Reading (see above).26
Quan Chi Chi Gong: Form of Qigong therapy
(external Qi healing). Quan Chi Chi Gong purportedly involves a variant of psychokinesis
or
telekinesis. Supposedly, practitioners
transfer chi
(Q~ "energy") stored in their "energy body" into the
patient. The method allegedly is instrumental
in
accelerating
healing,
effectively treating
drug
addiction, and causing weight reduction. 45 (There
are more than a dozen terms for Qigong therapy.*)
Quantum ReleueWork™: "Process" that supposedly
uses the "Higher Self' to perform "vibrational, multidimensional" healing. Its originators are two former
university
professors:
medical
anthropologist
Beatrix Pfleiderer, "DR PHIL," and "consciousness
researcher"
Andrew Terker, Ph.D. According to
Quantum ReleaseWork
theory: (1) culture and
"frozen" emotions suppress one's "true core"; (2)
bodily cells hold emotional
and psychological
"woundings"; (3) "woundings" compress information
in cells; (4) such compression prevents people from
fulfilling their "true" potential; and (5) as people
decompress the information in their cells, they slow
the aging process and access their hidden potential
for bliss, "energy," and creativity.46, 47
Radiant breathing (radiant breathwork): Apparently,
a method for the "release" of unconscious beliefs that
"block" aliveness and for becoming aware of "Deep
Body Memories. "48
Santeria: Subject of the 1987 occult thriller "The
Believers." Likevodou [see NF 12:22, 1995), Santeria
is a combination of Catholicism and ancient African
magic . The word "Santeria" literally means "the
worship of saints." Believers visit Santerian "spiritual
healers" for "medical help" (e.g., to cure cancer). All
Santerian priests and priestesses
are herbalists.
Most of the plants they use supposedly serve as
remedies and as magical ingredients.49, 50, 51
Scientific palmistry: Variation of medical palmistry *
practiced by Nathaniel Altman, author of Medical
Palmistry, Palmistry for Lovers, and The Palmistry
Workbook. Supposedly, it involves "analysis" of the
consistency and flexibility of the client's hands and
reveals "detailed" information
about health and
spirituality. 52

Seitai control technique (seitai technique): Alleged aid to the restoration of a "true" state of perfect
physical and mental health. It is related to Yoshida

taido

means
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(see below). The Japanese
word "seitai"
"true physical and spiritual state.•53

Shamanic midwifery: Apparently Native American
form of midwifery that frames childbearing as a
spiritual quest and potential sacred "initiation" into
a "mystery tradition. "54
SoulWork: A "holistic counseling and educational
process" that includes guided imagery* and "other"
shamanic "processes,• purportedly for "soul access
and retrieval. "22
Spirltualsurgery:Formofspirithealing*andvariation
of spirit surgery* promoted by Lorna Green. Green is
a medium for the "Spiritual Surgeons,• supposed
Christian spirits who work through God. 55
Starlink: Supposedly, an "interdimensional
set" of
"healing" movements derived from the work of the
American Taoist Healing Center* with English "crop
circle energies ."56
TaeUIJu healing meditation
(TaeUIJu, TaeUIJu
meditation, TaeUIJu healing): Mode of meditation
promoted by JeungSanDo, an organization founded
in 1871 by "Supreme Lord" JeungSan SangJeNim, in
Korea. Supposedly, it is a process ofreturning to the
magnanimous "bosom" of the original "Mother,• and
the first step to eternal life. The practice of TaeUIJu
amounts to (1) sitting comfortably and (2) repeatedly,
patiently chanting a "mantra" whose meaning is that
one wants to return to the "Origin of the Universe."
JeungSanDo defines "mantra" as "a set of words that
contain concentrated
ertergy of the universe." The
aforementioned
"Origin" purportedly can cure all
mental and physical illnesses. Allegedly, the "original
healing mantra," called TaeUIJu, protects one from
sudden accidents and helps to fight disease and to
resolve conflicts. 57
T'ai Chi Dao Yin: System of exercises that resembles
hatha yoga and borrows from Taoist Chi Kung*
and Chen style T'ai Chi Chuan (the prototype of
tai chi35). It supposedly
increases
"internal chi
cultivation. •58
Taiji Wuxigong: Form of Qigong. * It is a set of
exercises whose purported
focus is the opening
of the body's (alleged) "middle [energy] channel."
Supposedly,
steady practice of these exercises
"can" conduce to an improvement
of health, an
increase in mental stability, restoration of vitality,
and "possible" activation of "certain" latent abilities. 59
Tamang shamanism: Type of shamanism* practiced
by the Tamangs, a group of Tibetan Buddhists in Nepal.
It borrows from Buddhism and Hinduism and includes
karga puja (see above). Tamang shamans always
impute the disorders they treat to evil spirits.27, 60
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Tao healing energy chant: . Adjunct to TaeUIJu
healing meditation
(see above) that supposedly
structures "TaeUIJu Healing Energy." Up-and-down
vibration of both hands purportedly concentrates
the "Healing Energy" of chanters.57
Taoist energy touch: A "traditional healing art"
taught by Nan Lu (see Chapter 4 of "Alternative"
Healthcare: A Comprehensive Guide) . It purportedly
involves summoning and directing "internal energy"
to alleviate common minor ailments.61

Tattva shuddhi (tattva shuddhi meditation):
Tantric form of meditation that posits chakras and
five elements: air, earth, ether, fire, and water. It
purportedly is adaptable to "self-healing."* "Tattva
shuddhi" means "purification of the elements."62
Ten Jin Do: "Tranformational"
mode of "energy
work" that includes a meditative form of absent
healing* (also called distance healing and distant
healing).63 The "Touch" of Ten Jin Do supposedly is
available anywhere on earth through distance
healing. 64, 65
Thai-style bodywork: Variety of bodywork "therapies"
whose origin is Thailand. Their purported design is to
create "energetic" balance and "wholeness" of body,
mind, and spirit in practitioners and their clients. 66
Thought Therapy: "Self-study process" that posits
a "spiritual-self"
and purportedly
enables us .e of
twelve ("not just five") senses.1
Transformational Breath™: "Powerful catalyst" and
"gift of joy" that borrows from yogic doctrines. One of
its premises is that suppressed emotions limit the
ability "to feel and to be in the present" and tend to
keep the body "under-oxygenated"
and "underenergized. •67
Uighur medicine: Medical tradition of the Uighurs,
the Turkic inhabitants of Xinjiang (Xinjiang Uygur),
an "autonomous region of westernmost China. It is a
combination of ayurveda [see NF 11:36-38, 1994],
traditional Chinese medicine,* and Unani medicine*
(Unani tib'b), an Islamic development.68
Vedic astrology (J'yotish): Ancient system that
allegedly helps to resolve doubts concerning children,
health, "spiritual
growth," and other subjects.
Suggestions regarding donations, gemstones, herbs,
mantras, yantras (mystic "diagrams"), and rituals
are integral to the system.69

•see "Alternative"

Healthcare:

VEGAtest method (Vega in vitro teat method):
Variant of applied ltjnesiology [see NF 12:26, 1995]
developed by Helmet (sic) Schimmel, M.D ., D.D.S., a
German. Purportedly, it is a "bioenergetic evaluation
system" for revealing "disturbance
patterns" in a
patient's "electro-magnetic
acupuncture
system."
The method posits Qi ("inhe r ent human bioenergy")
and features an alleged multipurpose "kinesiologic
muscle test" whereby prac t itioners can learn the
"key toxin" causing bodily problems and select
"proper" homeopathic
"remedies."70 Apparently,
practitioners
use portable instruments
that reportedly measure skin conductivity and allegedly
can help in the location of areas of "energetic
imbalance or weakness."71
Vietnamese
traditional medicine (Vietnamese
medicine): Syncretic medical tradition of Vietnam.
It includes acupuncture,
cupping,* moxibustion, *
and scarification. 68
Waitankung: Ancient Chinese exercise system of
Taoist origin. Supposedly, the Waitankung exercises
allow chi ("inner energy") to fill the body like an
electric current. 72
Weigh Down Workshop: Christian
weight loss
program founded by nutritionist
Gwen Shamblin,
who apparently ascribes it to divine inspiration.
According to a 1995 edition of the television
newsmagazine
"A Current
Affair," Shamblin's
"gospel" is: "Eat what you want, whenever you want,
and ask the lord to help you to stop when you've had
enough, so you leave room for a hefty helping of the
holy spirit." The program includes audiocassettes,
videos, books (e.g., Feasting on the WilloftheFather),
and "revival-like religious rallies."73
WooJangJu power meditat ion (WooJangJu power
chant): Variant of TaeUIJu h ealing meditation (see
above) whose purported design is to protect meditators,
while they are healing, from vengeful spirits.57
Yoshida taido (Yoshida taido technique): "A kind
of keep-fit technique"
apparently
developed by
Toshiro Yoshida. Its apparent main premises are
that (1) all diseases stem from leg disorders, and (2)
maintaining "a good physical balance" and enabling
adequate intake of "natural energy" are the keys to
preserving soundness of body and mind. "Taido"
means "body guidance."
Yoshida taido and the
seitaicontrol
technique (see above) are related.53

A Comprehensive

Guide (Prometheus

Books,

1994).
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Is l1KE OxYGEN
vital nutrient· (see NF 12:12, 1995). One Sickness-One Disease-One
Treatment (1995) recommends Mformulas·such as Liquidlightnlng Oxygen03 for Moxygen deprivation.· (See the entry for
Daniel's
Diet in this issue's installment
of
MHeatthcare Esoterica.") The December 1995/January 1996 issue of To Your Health! CThe Magazine
of Healing and Hope!") included the ad below.

Oxygen. the most abundant element on
earth. is like love: Buying it is riskier than getting it
free. And while some people receive it inattentively, others. it seems. can't get enough .
Something in the Air

About fifteen years ago. I was a supplement
buff reading Rejuvenation. a book in which Mnutrition
Where Do We Drow the Line?
reporter· Linda Clark (then one of my favorite authors)
recommended a liquid supplement called Zell
Vitamins are by definition organic comOxygen. cze11· is a German prefix that means Mceli(Ze/le) .) I eagerly bought at least one bottle of
pounds (they contain carbon). Oxygen is not a
compound and therethe refrigerated yeast
fore not a vitamin . But
preparation in a healthis it a nutrient? Trying
food store. It was unto define Mnutrient·
palatable. An ad i.n an
(or Mfood") is an exerearly 1992 issue of
cise in tautology.
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any substance that
7000, a liquid mineral
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However. according to The Dictionary of Nutrition
and Food Technology(l990). nutrients are "essential
dietary factors such as vitamins. minerals. amino
acids and fats· -substances that: are indispensable.
we ingest. and have significance as part of a diet.
The meanings of words depend on general
usage; and. in particular fields. the definitions of
some words differ from their popular meanings .
Apparently, most dietitians. qualified nutritionists ,
and food scientists do not designate oxygen a
nutrient. Although oxygen is essential for metabolism
in animals and plants . there are reasons for not
considering it a nutrient:
• Oxygen is dietarily ubiquitous: It is a percentage
component of air (as in ice cream) and a
molecular component of carbon dioxide (as
in soda pop). water . and many other food
constituents (e .g ., the essential nutrients lysine.
tryptophan. and vitamins A. B1• B2 , B6 , B12• C , D.
and K). However. oxygen is not in itself a dietary
factor. because : (1) oxygen in the alimentary
canal does not discretely contribute to digestion
or absorption (that is. nascent (atomic) oxygen
(0) . ordinary (diatomic) oxygen (0 2). and triatomic
oxygen (0~ . as such. do not contribute) ; and (2)
oxygen does not contribute to metabolism as a
discrete dietary component.
In short. oxygen is dietarily ubiquitous. yet
oxygen whose source isfood or dietary wate r does
not discretely contribute to digestion , absorption .
or metabolism . (In a related vein. the metallic
element cobalt apparently is essentialto humans
solely because it ispart of cobalamin-vitamin B12.
However . cobalt is not dietarily ubiquitous.)
• Hypoxia (definable as a deficiency of oxygen in
body tissues)and anoxia (which includes severe
hypoxia and histotoxic anoxia (a condition due to
the inability of tissuesto utilize oxygen)) are not
related to the amount of oxygen that enters the
gastrointestinal tract.
• Although 0 2 • like other small molecules. is
absorbable f rom the gastrointestinal tract
(particularly the small intestine). we expel most
of the air we swallow. The proportion of oxygen
in swallowed air that we absorb from the
gastrointestinal tract appears unknown . but it
is probably very small.
• ltisnotusefulforscience -oriented health profes sionals to consider oxygen a nutrient : Dietary
supplements cannot beneficially change oxygen intake . Diet affects oxygen intake only
rarely. as in cases of asthma and/or hypersensitivity to sulfites. The effect in such cases Is
due to the inclusion or exclusion of particularfoods .
not to the amount of oxygen in the diet.

Carbon . which isdietarily ubiquitous. and nitrogen. a constituent of all amino acids , are also essential
to life, but I've never heard or read a description of
either as a nutrient for humans. Perhaps this isbecause
there is no financial reason to describe them as such.
The "O" Zone

Oxymania has increased considerably since I
bought Zell Oxygen circa 1980. SelFoxygenators·
don 't necessarily take supplements. though. Some
introduce an allotype of oxygen-ozone (OJ-into
their colons via the anus. (Ozone yields 0 2 and atomic
oxygen (0) . which is more active chemically than 0 2 .)
Some drink hydrogen peroxide solutions and/or
"therapeutically · ozonized water.
Alternative Medicine: TheDefinffive Guide( 1993)
(see NF 11 :57. 1994) states t hat oxygen therapy
refers to "a wide range of therapies utilizing oxygen in
various forms to promote healing and destroy
pathogens (disease-producing microorganisms and
toxins) in the body. · According to the Guide. the two
main categories of oxygen therapy (also called oxygen therapies) are : (1) oxygenation therapy , which
comp rises methods that purportedly add oxygen to
blood or t issues (e .g., hyperbaric oxygen therapy
(HBOTI);and (2) oxidation therapy , wh ich includes
hydrogen peroxide therapy. (Use of a "pressure
chamber · that fits one perso n or several people
distinguishes HBOT,which has utility in treating burns.
carbon monoxide poisoning, smoke inhalation. and
other conditions.) The Guide suggests that ozone
therapy spans both categories . Expressionsrelated to
oxygen therapy include: oxygen healing therapies.
hyperoxygenation
therapy (or hyperoxygenation
therapies) (see NF 12:55. 1995). oxidative therapy (or
oxida tive therapies). bio-oxidative therapy , and "biooxidative medicine. · Howeve r. all of the oxygen
therapy -related exp ressionsin italics in th is paragraph
are elusive; there is no consensus on their meanings.
The expression "bio-oxidative medicine· ispart
of the name of the International Bio-oxidative Medicine Foundation, in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. On
January 17. a telephone operator told me that
Southwestern Bell did not have a listingfor the founda tion. Later that day , I called the foundation using the
phone number provided by Alternative Medicine : The
Nutrition Forum (ISSN 0748-8165) Is published bimonthly
for $35 .00 (individuals in U.S. and Canada) or $50
(institutional, overseas) per year by Prometheus Books,
59 John Glenn Drive, Amherst, NY 14228-2197 . Secondclass postage paid at Buffalo, NY. POSTMASTER : Send
address changes to Prometheus Books at address
above . Manuscripts and all edi torial correspondence
should be directed to: Jack Raso, 71-11 60th Avenue,
Maspeth, NY 11378-2908 .
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Definitive Guide and the Alternative Medicine Yellow
Pages. The call led to my hearing a "message-only

recording· on what the voice referred to as voice mail.
In a two-part article, Dr. Saul Green vaporizes
the mystique of "oxygenation therapy.· Part I,

Oxygenation

below, deals with hydrogen peroxide therapy
and "glyoxylide: an alleged oxidizer of purported
value in curing cancer. Part II, which will head
the next issue of NF, flattens the "champagne· of
oxygen therapies-ozone
theropy .-J.R.

The rapy: Healing

Part I: "Glyoxylide"
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and Hydrogen

or Hot Air?
Peroxide

Saul Green
The universal fear of life-threatening illnesses such
as cancer and Al DS smoothes the way for entrepreneurs
to swindle the unskeptical and the desperate with th e
promise of a safe and effective treatment. The crescendo
of the rhetoric extolling oxygenation therapy is such tha t
it must seem a medical miracle to the scientifically illiterat e.
The cornerstone of oxygenation therapy is the dogma
that all human diseasesare caused by the absence of oxygen in
body tissues. This anoxia allegedly results in: the production of
"inferior" energy through anaerobic fermentation, incapacity
for oxidative detoxification
of metabolic poisons, and
inability of the immune system to destroy pathogenic bacteri a
and viruses. Purportedly to correct these alleged results ,

oxygenation therapists promote
supposedly, release oxygen into
in vivo . Their claims trace to two
F. Koch 1 ( 1885-1962) and Otto

the use of chemicals that ,
tissue fluids or kill germs
medical doctors: William
Warburg 2 ( 1883-1970).

Roo ts

After he noticed that removal of the parathyroid gland
caused blood clotting, Detroit physician William F. Koch concluded that the cause of cancer was a metabolic defect due to a
single toxin generated by an injury or Irritation. In 1919, he
proposed that the burning of toxins produced as metabolic
byproducts , and by bacteria, normally accompanied carbohydrate metabolism, but that when these
toxins persisted in the blood, they damaged
the toxin-burning system and convert~d a
normally present "harmless germ" into a
OXYGEN SUPPLEMEN
T TM
virulent carcinogen. Koch claimed to have
Imported from New Z••l• nd
invented an "antitoxin to cancer" -a supposed
Genesis1000 is a liquid concentrate formulated to ensure the greates t amount s
mixture of parabenzoquinone (which conof bio-available electrolytes of oxygen.
tains oxygen) and an alleged oxidant he
It's easy to use-just put 10-15 drops in a glass, add wate r and drink!
called glyoxylide (O=C=C=O).
He reVITAMIN "O"-OXYGEN !
portedly injected a millionfold dilution of
Healt1professionals
oowrecognize
1h11
1 lllolllg9 ol oxygencanINd IDI widevariet)
this mixture into patients every six months, to
ol healthproblems,
especialy
flost involving
badlria,lunglandYiruMs
.
"stimulate all the body's oxidation reactions
Your checklist for better health
to cure the cancer and a host of other
ti' Fights stress & pollution
ti' Is recommendedwhere there Is fatigue,
diseases. " 3 Koch never revealed how to
depression,low energy,and poor resistanc»
manufacture glyoxylide.
ti' WIii noc harm friendly intestinal flora
Otto Warburg affirmed that the
ti' Is a powerful free radical scaveng er
ti' Has unique anti-viral, anti-bacterial and anti-fungal propertie s
solution to cancer lay in identifying a bioti' lnaeases endurance, stamina and aerobic capacity
chemical difference between the energyGAIN& MAINTAIN
OPTIMUM
HEALTH & FITNESS
producingsystems of normal cells and those
Safe • Proven • Effective
GENESIS 1000-ASK FOR IT!
of cancer cells. In 1931, he won the Nobel
Available at better Health Food Store s
Prize for his discovery of the oxygen-transferring
11(,at,u~
enzymes in cellular respiration. In 1944 he
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won another, for identifying the enzymes that transfer hydrogen
in metabolism. But his research never showed that normal cells
and cancer cells use oxygen diffenmdy. He did find, however,
that whereas normal cells produced lactic acid only under
conditions such as oxygen depletion or deprivation, cancer cells
produced lactic acid even when plenty of oxygen was present.
From this observation he concluded that energy metabolism
in cancer cells was defective. 4 Moreover, he professed,
erroneously, that cancer cells produced lactic acid because
they could not use oxygen.
Over the next three decades, cancer researchers identified nearly all of the energy-producing metabolic pathways in
normal cells and in cancer cells and learned that the energyproducing systems in both were the same. 5 Nevertheless,
Warburg Insisted until his death In 1970 that "inferior" energy
produced by anaerobic metabolism was the cause of cancer.
Misguided by the conclusions of Koch and Warburg,
proponents of oxygenation therapy claim: (a) that "toxins" in the
environment, In processed foods, and in modem medicines
harm normal mammalian cells; (b) that an oxygen deficiency
results; (c) that this deficiency damages the oxidative
metabolism of normal cells; (d) that normal cells consequently
fall back on anaerobic metabolism; (e) that anaerobic
metabolism produces "inferior" energy; and (f) that the final
stage of this chain of (alleged)
events is cancer. To restore the
effective use of oxygen for
-H .G.
proper digestion and excretion
and for efficient immune function, they say, treatment should include: pure, "all-natur::al,"
poison-free nutrients; vitamin and mineral supplements ; and
substances that replenish tissues with oxygen and thus restore
processes that bum off toxins.

35% hydrogen peroxide solution had been added. Grotz said
that doing this had freed him from pain, and he became
Willhelm's disciple. As they traveled around the United States
spreading their gospel, people began to use hydrogen peroxide
solutions to bathe pets, disinfect aquariums , mist flowers,
oxygenate garden soil, treat livestock, and wash crops. Usually,
however, hydrogen peroxide was promoted as a treatment for
human illness; Willhelm maintained in the · I 980s that hydrogen
peroxide "joyfully relieves" amebias is, angina, arthritis, asthma,
cancer, candidiasis, the common cold, emphysema, gingivitis,
hemorrhoids, herpes, lupus, malaria, moles, multiple sclerosis,
psoriasis, tumors, and warts.

•

A French chemist discovered hydrogen peroxide in
1818. It is present in nature in trace amounts. At solutions of 30
to 35 percent, so-called food grade hydrogen peroxide is so
caustic it can bum skin severely; if one allows it to dry on a
combustible surface, it can start a tire. Hydrogen peroxide
decomposes violently when it is in contact with rough
surfaces or with traces of org anic matter. Heat, light,
agitation, and substances such as carbonates, charcoal,
chlorides, iron, and proteins
accelerate decomposition of
hydrogen peroxide in solution.
Wells
Decomposition of the hydrogen
peroxide in one volume of a
30% hydrogen peroxide solutio n generates I 00 volumes
of oxygen gas.
Some proponents of hydrogen peroxide therapy
(e .g., in books such as Hydrogen Peroxide Therapy: New
Hope for Incurable Disease) have suggested that patients
treat themselves at home by drinking a hydrogen peroxide
solution, taking homemade hydrogen peroxide pills.7 brushing
their teeth with hydrogen peroxide preparations, massaging a
hydrogen peroxide solution (e.g., a gel) into their skin, soaking
in bathwater containing it, or administering it in enemas or
douches . In a 1986 issue of the newsletter Nutrition in
Action, for example, Kurt Donsb ach [see NF :65-68 , 1987;
and NF 11: 19, 1994] gave instructions on preparing "food
grade" hydrogen peroxide for drinking. Donsbach said it
took a week to "clean out" gastric flora, "good" and "bad ."
Although the stomach does not harbor any microbes, he stated:

"EverJ:1aogm~ must h~ve tts a~J:1-~

Hydrogen Peroxide: "God's Given Immune System"?
Among the earliest proponents of the use of hydrogen
peroxide (H20i) as a treatment for "degenerative diseases" like
cancer was Father Richard Willhelm, a Catholic priest. 6
Willhelm said that, working with a microbiologist at the Mayo
Oinic in the I 9-40s,he "learned that bacteria can gnaw at the
joints, cause inflammatory arthritis, give off calcium waste that
cements bones together, lodge in the liver and kidney andform
stones, leave hard deposits on walls of arteries, short-circuit the
energy in the brain, cut off the blood supply to cells, and cause
a loss of oxidative metabolism." From Koch's and Warburg's
work he gathered that "cancer doesn't like oxygen," and
becausehydrogenperoxide gives off oxygen when it decomposes,
he concluded that it should be used to treat diseases caused by
"inadequate oxygen metabolism." Willhelm has referred to
hydrogen peroxide as "God's given immune system." 6
In 1982, Willhelm met Walter Grotz, a retired
employee of the United States Postal Service. When Grotz
complained about his arthritic pain, Willhelm suggested that, for
several weeks, the retiree dr ink daily between I and 7
glasses of pure water to which a few drops of a "food grade"

•

When hydrogen peroxide comes in contact with
virus and streptococcus in your stomach, it liberates
free oxygen. If your stomach feels queasy after
you drink the [hydrogen peroxide] solution, the
peroxide is seeking out and destroying virus and
streptococci. The normal flora, the good ones,
can then be replaced by eating plain yogurt and
health food supplements that contain acidophilus,
bifidus and bulgaricus.
Charles H. Farr M.D., Ph.D., promotes intravenous
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infusion of hydrogen peroxide as "oxidative therapy. " 8 He
has provided a detailed recipe for injectable hydrogen
peroxide 9 and declared:
There is no distinct class of patients that are best
suited for intravenous hydrogen peroxide therapy
because of the wide variety of pathological conditions
that improve from oxidative detoxification, the
oxygenation of hypoxic tissues and the stimulation
of the immune system that an intravenous infusion
of hydrogen peroxide induces. Specific benefits
are seen in patients with peripheral-vascular ,
cerebrovascular
and cardiovascular
diseases ,
arrhythmias, emphysema, asthma, cancer, M.S.,
rheumatoid arthritis, Parkinson's, migraine, cluster
and vascular headaches, allergies and pain. There
may even be a reversal of atherosclerosis due to
the action of the peroxide on the lipid material in
blood vessel walls. 8
Q & A: Missing Ingredients and "Farr-Out" Claims
Below are some questions whose answers shed a
skeptical light on the claims for oxygenation therapy already
conveyed.

• Ghostlike Glyoxylide
Does the alleged molecule Koch termed glyoxylide
exist? "Glyoxylide" has been a subject of investigation or
evaluation by some of the world's most distinguished organic
chemists, from H. Staudinger in 1913 to J.A Berson in I 986.
In 1993, the International Journal of Mass Spectroscopy
and Ion Processes presented a review of the literature on
"glyoxylide." Ther~in, D. Sulzle and associates found that all
efforts to prepare, isolate, or chemically characterize
this alleged compound had failed. Moreover, Sulzle's
inspection of the theoretical chemistry of "glyoxylide" had
shown that the substance described by Koch cannot
exist in nature (it's too unstable). The combination of the
aforementioned finding and W .F. Jenssen 's finding that
Koch's "medicine" did not contain any component identifiable
as glyoxylide or parabenzoquinone 3 leads one to conclude
that "glyoxylide" was a mere figment of Koch's imagination.
• The "Primary Cause of Cancer"?
Does anaerobic metabolism cause cancer? In a 1961
monograph, 5 Aisenberg minutely reviewed published
studies on energy metabolism in normal and tumor
tissues. He came to the following conclusions.
• Most carcinogens

are not respiratory

• Most respiratory

poisons are not carcinogens.

• Oxygen neither prevents

poisons.

nor inhibits cancer growth .

• Tumor cells grow optimally in tissue-culture dishes in
air.
• Tumors grow rapidly in tissues that are well supplied
with oxygenated blood.
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• The absence of oxygen does not stimulate tumor growth in
vitro or in vivo.
• Agents effective against cancer
synthesis, not with fermentative

interfere with DNA
metabolism.

• Tumors do not get a significant amount of their energy from
fermentation.
• Tumors produce energy through oxygen-driven metabolism
of carbohydrates and fats.
Since the mid 1960s, scientists have identified the
processes of cancer initiation, promotion, and progression.
Their findings show that cancer arises from the disruption of
genetic regulation, DNA damage, and the activation of
oncogenes. (Oncogenes are defective genes capable of
transforming normal cells into cells that proliferate
abnormally. Without a trigger, they don't do any harm.)
Evidence of "poisoning" In the respiratory enzyme systems of
tumors does not exist.
Although Warburg did discover scientifically significant
differences in the metabolism of normal and cancer cells,
these differences did not identify the replacement of respiration by fermentation as the "primary cause of cancer." 5

• A Drop in the Bucket
Can the oxidative therapy of Charles H. Farr
oxygenate hypoxic tissues?
At sea level, we normally inhale about 500 milliliters of
air, about 21 percent of which is oxygen. The pressure of this
oxygen is about 160 mm Hg (millimeters of mercury). When
inhaled air reaches the surface of the alveoli (air sacs) of the
lungs, it contacts the air already there, which has a pressure of
I 00 mm Hg. The difference in pressure drives the inhaled
oxygen across the alveolar membrane, into the air sac There,
the difference between the pressure of the newly arrived
oxygen and that of the oxygen in the venous blood that bathes
the alveolar membrane-40
mm Hg-makes the additional
oxygen diffuse into the venous blood. The hemoglobin in red
blood cells (RBCs) takes up the oxygen, and the blood, now
oxygen-rich, returns to the heart, which pumps it into
arteries . When this arterial blood reaches the tissues, the
oxygen carried by the hemoglobin moves into the tissue cells.
The delivery of oxygen to tissues depends on the
capacity of RBC hemoglobin to carry oxygen.Normally, the
hemoglobin leaving the lungs is 98% saturated with oxygen.
Complete saturation is achievable only if: (a) the amount of
oxygen in the inhaled air is about threefold the amount in
normal air, or (b) the subject inhales oxygen exclusively for at
least several hours. The hemoglobin in one liter of blood can
carry about 200 milliliters of oxygen. Tissues take up about 50
milliliters of this. The tissues of a normal, 60-kilogram adult
require deliveryof200 to 250 millilitersofoxygen per minute. 10
Hydrogen peroxide in the amount infused into a patient during
one oxidative-therapy session yields I00 milliliters of oxygen
per day--an insignificant contribution. I I
• A Double-Edged Sword
Is hydrogen peroxide a germicide? Phagocytosis is the
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principal natural mechanism for the removal of bacteria,
fungi, and viruses from the body. Activated phagocytes
(e.g., white blood cells) attach to pathogenic organisms
and parasites and ln&est (phaiocytlze) them. The killing
of such pathogens occurs Inside the phagocytes. There ,
an enzyme generates superoxlde free radicals. Another
enzyme, superoxide dismutase (SOD), fuses these free
radicals into hydrogen peroxide, which turns intracellular
chloride ions into free radicals that kill germs.
Proponents of oxidative therapy say that oxygen and
hydrogen peroxide killanaerobic bacteria, and that they do so
because anaerobic bacteria lack: (a) SOD, which protects
cells against oxidative damage; and (b) the peroxidedestroying enzymes catalase and peroxidase, without
which hydrogen peroxide accumulates to toxic levels. But
evidence of an oxygen intolerance In anaerobic organisms
does not exist. And, though Farr has alluded to a variety of
antibacterial, antiviral, and antiparasitic actions of hydrogen
peroxide, 8 he has admitted that there hasn 't been any
observation of a connection between peroxide-rel ated
germicidal activity and the infusion of hydrogen peroxide in
patients infected with a variety of organisms .9 Inde penden t
investigators have confirmed this, explaining that the lack of a
bactericidal effect of high concentrations of hydrogen pero xide was directly related to the presence in the blood of
catalase. 12 The large amounts of catalase and peroxida se
normally present in the blood preclude s the existenc e of
hydrogen peroxide there for more than a few second s. O ne
must conclude that hydrogen peroxide introduce d into the
human bloodstream does not act as a germicide .
Hydrogen peroxide does participat e in bactericidal
processes within activated phagocytes, but wh en it escap es
from these cells into adjacent extracellular spaces dur ing
inflammatory processes, it becomes a major contributo r to
tissue damage in cases of lung disease, malignant tumo rs,
and hemolytic disorders.
Hydrogen peroxide in pharmacologic concentrations
in the blood can easily cause as much harm as good. 13
• V1Va In Vivo Peroxide?

Can infused hydrogen peroxide increase the level of
oxygen in the blood? The hemoglobin of RBCs in arterial
blood gives up about 25 percent of its oxygen when it passes
through the tissues. Thus, the hemoglobin of venous blood
(the blood leaving the tissues) is oxygen-poor. When a solution of hydrogen peroxide is injected into venous blood , the
hemoglobin takes up the oxygen released by catalase. Ther efore, when this venous blood reac hes the lungs its hemoglob in
contains more oxygen than it otherwise would have contained and requires less airborne oxygen for saturation.
Since arterial blood leaving the lungs is almost fully
saturated with oxygen, it is likewise impossible for the arterial
infusion of hydrogen peroxide to increase the amount of
oxygen carried to the tissues. Johnson and associates 14
created a theoretical model to predict the effects of such an
infusion. Johnson recognized that arterial hemoglobin,

since it was saturated with oxygen, could not take up the
oxygen released from hydrogen peroxide. Only the plasma
could accommodate the released oxygen. But there's a hitch:
Because gaseous oxygen dissolves slowly in plasma,
bubbles of oxygen gas would linger In the blood for as
long as half an hour. Johnson predicted that, under certain
circumstances, these bubbles would cause a gas embolism. He
found that, when the arterial blood of rabbits contained 0.0 I
volumes percent of hydrogen peroxide, bubbles of oxygen gas
caused embolisms that resulted in complete shutdown of
capillary blood flow.
• 02, 0 2 Everywher-e, But. ..

Can oxygen dissolved in plasma relieve anoxia? With
little or no unsaturated hemoglobin, I 00 cc of plasma at I00
millimeters of ambient pressure can hold 0.3 of a milliliter of
oxygen in simple solution . This means that the total amount of
oxygen dissolvable in all the plasma of a 60-kilogram adult is ·
about 20 milliliters. 10 Since there is no physiological
mechanism whereby tissues can extract oxygen dissolved in
plasma, and since tissues require 200 to 250 milliliters of
oxygen per minute , 11 20 milliliters of oxygen dissolved in
plasma is a triviality.
• Possible Adverse Reactio ns

Is ingestion or infusionof hydrogen peroxide safe?At.the
end of his pape r on how to infuse a solution of hydrogen
pero xide, Farr stat ed that, since the ability of the lungs to filter
out microbu bbles is limited, a continuous infusion of hydrogen
peroxidethatresultsinavolumeofO. OI per I OOmillilitersofblood
can cause an arte rialgas embolism andirreversible lung damage.9
lha t such adverse reactions have occurred is clear from reports
in the conventional medical literature. These incidents include:
emphysema following use of a hydrogen peroxide solution as a
mouthwash or gargle; gas embolism and emphysema following
deep wound inigation; gas embolism in the portal circulation;
hemolytic crisis following ingestion of a hydrogen peroxide
solution; neaosis and gangrene following enemas or colonic
lavage with a hydrogen peroxide solution; respiratory arrest;
seizures; shock; stroke and multiple cerebral infarcts; ulcerative
colitis; and venous embolism following irrigation of an anal
fistula and irrigation of surgical wounds.
Reports of adverse clinical incidents are absent from
the literatur e disseminated by proponents of oxygenation
therapy.
Conclusions

(I) "Glyoxylide," an alleged ingredient of William F.
Koch's "antitoxin to cancer ," cannot exist. (2) Neither anoxia
nor anaerobic metabolism cause cancer. (3) Ingesting, infusing,
or injecting hydrogen peroxide solutions cannot oxygenate body
tissues, is risky, and lacks proof of therapeutic or preventive utility.
NF contributing editor Saul Green, Ph.D., is a biochemiat who
conducted cancer research at Memor ial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center For 2 3 years. He is president of ZOL Consultants, Inc., in
New York City, and a board member of the Notional Council
Against Health Fraud.
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Esoterica

Presenting the 10th installment of descriptions of mystical and/or supernaturalistic
alternativist methods . Wonders never cease.-J.R.
Celtic shamanism: Apparent distillation of an ancient tribal tradition, promoted by Geo Cameron , M.A.
It purportedly involves: meditating to cleanse "energy
centers"; chanting to receive a "healing song" and
ente r a "web of light that connects all things"; and
awakening spirits, including an arborescent warrior,
"Fairy Folk," and the "transformative power of the
sacred fire."1
Chi Healing (Fa Chi): Component of Chi Lei (see
below) in which "teachers" (apparently "doctors")
allegedly bring "healing energy from the universe" to
individuals to facilitate healing.2
Chi Lei: Variation of Qigong* and Qigong therapy*
developed by Pang Ming, a physician and "chigong
grandmaster," and practiced at the Wahzhan Zhineng
Chigong Clinic and Training Center, a "medicineless
hospital" in Qinhuagdao, China. This "healing art" has
four components: (1) generation of a strong belief
(shan shin)-e.g.,
by listening to testimonials-that
chi ("life energy") can heal all ailments; (2) Chu
Chong (see below); (3) Chi Healing, also called Fa Chi
(see above); and (4) Lan Gong ("practice"), which
includes methods from Zhineng Chigong (see below).2

Disease-One Treatment (1995), Young holds that mycosis,
or fungal infection, or over-acidification of the body (or
blood), is the only disease.3 He further holds that an
"inverted" way of living and eating, especially excessive
consumption of sugars and animal protein, causes such
over-acidification. Daniel's Diet excludes all foods except
avocados, lemons, limes, tomatoes, vegetables (e.g.,
buckwheat and soybeans), dark-green vegetable juice,
tofu (bean curd), millet, "sprouted" or soaked seeds and
nuts, oils, sea salt, herbal teas (e.g., "Essiac Tea" [see NF
11 :54-55, 1994]), specific dietary supplements (e.g.,
Pycnogenol [see NF 11:54, 1994]), and LiquidLightning
Oxygen -O3 (a "formula" purportedly beneficial for
"oxygen deprivation"). The diet is the namesake of a
Jewish "prophet'' and fortuneteller of the sixth century
B.C.E. According to the Book of Daniel, in the Old
Testament, Daniel refused to consume meat and wine
assigned to him by a Babylonian king, requested vegetables
and water, and, after eating only vegetables for ten days,
appeared healthier and stronger.4 In the aforementioned
1995 book, Young, evidently a theist, states: "In all of
Gods' [sic] creations there is order and purpose."

Dreambody

Work: Mode of bodywork*

[see NF

11:51-52, 1994] developed by American psychotherapist

Chu Chong (Group Healing): Component of Chi Lei
(see above) wherein a "teacher'' (apparently a "doctor'')
allegedly: (1) synchronizes the thinking of a group of
"students" (patients) to obtain chi ("life energy'') from the
"universe," and (2) brings it into a "healing energy field."2

Arnold Mindell, Ph.D., at the Jung Institute in Zurich,
Switzerland. It includes dreamwork. * The purported
design of Dreambody Work is to heal the source of
illness "as it manifests in the unconscious."5

Daniel's Diet: Alleged medical panacea and "higher way
of eating" promoted by microbiologist Robert 0. Young,
Ph.D., author of Colloids of Light & Life, Profiles of
Microscopy, and Sick & Tired. In One Sickness-One

1994] originated in Israel by physicist and
engineer Moshe Feldenkrais, D.Sc. (1904-1984). It is a

Feldenkrais

method:

Mode of bodywork* [see NF

11: 51-52,

form of "movement reeducation" whose alleged results
include "increased levels of vital energy"S ("renewed inner
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vitality''6). The method encompasses: (1) private, one-on-one
instruction, called Functional Integration®, and (2) group
instruction, called Awareness through Movement®.

Intuidve diagnosis: Alleged diagnosis by "accurate
intuition," such as that practiced by Edgar Cayce.* Its
apparent main premise is that the conscious ignores "signals" that surround humans, but that such "information" is
obtainable if one's mind functions as a "super-receiver."7
Kali Yoga: Purported means of opening all of one's
chakras and realizing one's "greatest potential."8

SkyDancing Tantra: Westernized form of tantra*
developed by Margo Anand,* author of the bestseller
The Art of Sexual Magic. An "approach to sexual ecstasy,"
it borrows from bioenergetics, * neuro-linguistic programming,* shamanism,* and tran spersonal psychology*
[see NF 12:60, 1995]. SkyDancing Tantra supposedly
"awakens" vitality and "hidden powers of the brain."13, 14
Soul reading: Variation of psychic healing* practiced by
Irishman Niall Gerrard, a former student of "metamorphic
techniques"15 (probably the metamorphic technique*).

Muld incarnadonal recall and emodonal body
Spirit releasement:
Form of exorcism that purportbalancing: Form of "energetic healing" developed by
edly removes "negative energy" from persons and
author Chris Griscom,
property. Alleged causes
founder of the Light Instiof symptoms suppos tute of Galisteo, in New
everl!:jthLng
on earth were ratLonal, edly clearable with
Mexico. It purportedly
spirit releasement innothing would happen."
uses techniques from
clude curses, ghosts,
-Feodor oostoyevsky
"Windows [or"Window'']
an d Ouija.16
to the Sky acupressure"
to remove "blockages" and to facilitate recall of "multi
StructuralAlignment: Form of bodywork* whose purincarnations."5
ported design is to restore "Bala nce" physically, emo tionally, and "energetically."17 Apparently, Structural
Nine Star Ki: System of"directionology''9 and futuristic
Alignment
supposedly: makes a "new way of being"
astrology based on "Oriental five element theory,"* lO
available
to
clients and precipita tes a feeling of being
Supposedly, it is a "profound science" and the most
supported
by
gravity ("the earth's energy field") .
comprehensive astrological system. Members of the

"tf

macrobiotic* community reportedly use Nine Star Ki to
determine the best directions in which to travel and
which directions to avoid.

Oriental 7-Day Quick Weight-Off Diet: "Unique" plan
originated by the late "mystical philosopher" Norvell,
author of Mind Cosmology, NorveU's Dynamic Mental Laws
for Successful Living, and Universal Secrets of Telecosmic
Power. It includes a "Vitalic Sustaining Diet'' and techniques
for using the "power of 'negative energizer foods."'11
Reiki meditadon: Meditation system that purportedly
involves the "healing power" of reiki. * It allegedly can
bring on clairvoyance and release or transmute "negative
energy."12

Whole System Healthscan: "Healing system" that
includes cranial work.* Related to contact reflex
analysisSM (CRA) [see NF 11:47, 1994], it purportedly
enables doctors to assess nutri tional needs and "biochemical deficiencies" accurately through analysis of
"electrical pathways" and "reflex points."18
Zhineng Chigong: Form of Qigong* practiced at the
Wahzhan Zhineng Chigong Clinic and Training Center,
a "medicineless hospital" in Qinhuagdao, China. It
includes the "Lift Chi Up and Pour Down Method" and
the "Three Centers Merge Standing Method."2
*See ''Alternative" Healthcare: A Comprehensive
(Prometheus Books, 1994).
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Reiaders' Forum
Vegephllla, or Antlcarnlvorlsm?

Dear Jack:
"The Skinny on Low-Fat Dieting" [NF 12:65-70.
1995] states in error that "all SDAs are ve9etarians."
Only half of Seventh-day Adventists are vegetarians.
Unlikesmoking tobacco or ingesting alcohol or pork.
which can get one disfellowshipped (kicked out of
the church). vegetarianism is optional. I am a
nonvegetarian SDA. Only
about one percent of
SDAsare vegans.
John Morgan. Ph.D..
an epidemiologist with the
Adventist Health Study
who is a board member of
the National Council Against
Health Fraud. tells me that
the low incidence
of
colorectal cancer reported (retrospectively) for
SDAs has not held up to prospective study. Metaanalysis of research has revealed a null elffect when
the study was well designed: so it is with the more
reliable data on SDAs. This has not been published
yet. Morgan reported some difficulty getting it
published. I believe there is a lot of wishful thinking

(a form of pathological science) driving the dietdisease literature. I agree wholeheartedly with the
three factors in your editor's note ["The beneficialness
or harmfulness of ingesting a particular food depends on: ( 1) the amount consumed. (2) the
frequency of consumption. and (3) the eater's
health status. genetics. and long-term pattern of
food consumption and physical activity."].
Vegetarianism
is
wrongly named. Vegetarians are defined not by a
love of vegetables. as the
term suggests. but by their
hatred of meat: They are
anticarnivorists. I am a
vegetable enthusiast beca use I believe that vegetables have highly desirable nutritional features.
but these can be obtained
without excluding meat or other animal foods.
Rational. pragmatic vegetarianism and ideological
vegetarianism are very different.
William Jarvis. Ph.D.
Professor of Public Health and Preventive Medicine
Loma Linda UniversitySchools of Public Health and Medicine

Bc,oK R_Ev1Ews
Title: The Complete Book of Dental Remedies:
A Guide to Nutritional and Con,ventional
Dental Care (1996)
Author: Flora Parsa Stay
Publisher: Avery Publishing Group, Garden City Park,
New York
Price: $15.95 softcover
Reviewed by: John E. Dodes
The publisher of this paperback calls it a "reliable
source of information that can help you learn your options
and give you plenty of reasons to smile." I'm not smiling.
The author, Flora Parsa Stay, does not help consumers
distinguish methods of proven safety and efficacy from
discredited or experimental ones. Stay is a dentist who

received her D.D.S. degree some twenty years ago from the
University of California at San Francisco and has attended
a nonaccredited acupuncture college.

Cleaning

Blood at Herbal Teatime

The book has three main sections. Part One,
"Exploring the Essentials," describes: the structures of
the mouth; basics of dental hygiene and ingredients of
mouthwashes
and toothpastes;
diet and nutrition;
homeopathy; herbal therapy; and how to choose a dentist.
Much of the basic information is accurate, but Stay's
descriptions of nonconventional dental "therapies" do not
suggest any doubt that untested and scientifically
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discredited methods work. In her discussion of mouth
structures, she states: "According to Chinese medical
science, the tongue is divided into
certain sections, with each part
pertaining to an organ .... Color, textUre,
size, and shape of the tongue are
taken into consideration as a diagnostic
tool to help determine the organ to be
treated." However, she doesn't say
whether this "science" and "approach to
the diagnosis and treatment of disease"
is useful to patients.
Describing homeopathy, Stay states: "Each
agent is prepared by successive dilutions of the
ingredients ... altemating with ... vigorous shaking ... which
is continued until the resulting medicine contains no
molecules of the original substance." Yet she doesn't
explain how a "medicine" or "therapeutic agent" without
an active ingredient could work; and, with just a few
weak caveats, she recommends homeopathic self"treatment." [See NF 11:58-59, 1994.]
Describing "herbal therapy," she uses imprecise
expressions such as "cleanse the blood" and "warm and
stimulate the body." Again, her warnings are few and
mild. Stay fails to note that most herbal "remedies" are
untested, unregulated, and nonstandardized. Further, she
recommends drinking a tea made from lobelia and other
herbs to relieve jaw pain. In The Honest Herbal (1993),
the eminent pharmacognosist Dr. Varro Tyler states
that crude lobelia "has been thoroughly discredited,
and any use of it ... is definitely not recommended."

The "Price" is Wrong
Stay implicitly approves the discredited notions of
Weston Price, the dentist who wrote Nutrition and
Physical Degeneration (first published in 1939). Price
wrongly concluded that tooth decay was a tragic
consequence of our "modern degeneration," which he
called "race decay." He blamed soil depletion, pasteurized
milk, sugar, and white flour. The sections on vitamins and
minerals are fairly accurate. Stay tacitly endorses the
Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs), and she even
mentions adverse effects of excessive intakes. However,
sh~. sometimes misrepresents the RDAs as average

suggested intakes, daily minima l requirements, daily
requirements, doses, and recommended daily doses. For
example, she states that the "daily requirement'' for folate
for adults is 400 micrograms, which is the RDA for
pregnant females, not all adults .
Part Two, "Common Dental Disorders," features an
alphabetical list of dental problems. Stay's "conventional,"
herbal, homeopathic, and dietary-supplement recommendations follow each problem's definition. This gives
the dangerous impression that the herbal, homeopathic,
and nutritional treatments are as effective and safe as
scientifically tried and true treatments. For example,
Stay's discussion of "mercury toxicity"
is loaded with innuendo and approval
of discredited practices such as hair
analysis and "mercury toxicity'' testing
with vapor-detecting machines. She
cites one such device, the Jerome
analyzer, which is designed for industrial use but misused by many
anti-amalgam dentists. It measures
the amount of mercury in a small
sample of air and then multiplies that number by a factor
of 8,000 to give the amount in a cubic meter of air. This
volume is much larger than that of the human mouth and
leads to inaccurate and, often, frightening readings.
That Dr. Stay does not exhibit a firm position on the
proven safety of silver amalgam fillings suggests a
lack of scientific understanding.
Part Three, "Dental Techniques," deals with
widely accepted methods, such as bonding, root canal
therapy, orthodontics, and periodontal therapy, andpromotionally-with
acupressure, chelation therapy,
and herbal treatments. Again, much of the basic dental
information is accurate and useful, but there is also too
much that is false and misleading,
This could have been a valuable book if the author
had been much more discriminating. Carl Sagan has said
that one should not keep one's mind so open that one's
brain falls out. I fear that Dr. Stay checked her brain at
Avery Publishing Group before she wrote this book.
John E. Dodes, 0.0.S., is president of the New York Chapter of
the National Council Against Health Fraud and coauthor of an
upcoming book (tentatively titled Toofhach•J from St. Martin's
Press.

In the Next Issue:
"Talesfrom the 'O' Zone"

A ProfessionalNatural
Hygienist'sReview of
Chiropractic:
The Victim's Perspective
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Title: Chiropractic:
The Victim,s
Perspective
(1995)
Author: George Magner (edited by Stephen Barrett)
Publisher: Prometheus Books, Amherst, New York
Price: $24.95 hardcover
Reviewed by: Donald E. Paulin

In 1991, George Magner founded Victims of
Chiropractic, which provides information and support
to chiropractic casualties. His book
is a terrific gift of the heart for all
who want to separate reliable, scientific health information from health
hype, propaganda,
and politics.
Magner
tells us exactly
why
chiropractic's infamous subluxation
theory is a fraud. We learn that its
"preventive maintenance" pitch is
just so much offensive twaddle. Ultimately we conclude that magical,
wishful, delusional thinking in many
chiropractors and their patients is
the engine of chiropractic's very existence. In my observation, chiropractors think they're all things to
all people. Their profession smacks
of messianism.
An Act Perhaps
... but Not a Class Act
My own research into
chiropractic began in 1986
after some disturbing experiences with two Orange County,
California, chiropractors. Both
were self-proclaimed fervent
Christians. Myself a Christian,
and then unemployed, I responded to the following classified ad in the Orange
County Register.
Sales
Motivated and experienced salesperson needed for dynamic, grow~t>
ing Health Care Facility. To educate the public on health care,
emphasize prevention and wellness. Must be enthusiastic, positive,
profl and REALLY care about people.
Potential for BIG BUCKS. Call ....
Of course, the uppercase "big
suggest to me a "class" organization,
resume out of curiosity. I had been both
a salesman and felt I had a good general

•

bucks" didn't
but I sent a
a teacher and
knowledge of

health. The position turned out to be that of pitchman
for a chiropractor. The hireling was to set up a table in
shopping malls and at health fairs and offer "health
passes" (allegedly a hundred-dollar value!) to those
who signed up for a free exam. The doc said I would
make $1,000 to $1,300 a week, working only on
weekends! He asked me to undergo the exam, apparently so that I would learn about what I'd be pitching.
I agreed.
Fishy Chiropractors
A series of six interview/preemployment
propaganda
sessions
followed. It was a mind-boggling,
almost mesmeric hustle. I stuck it
out but suspected strongly that the
chiropractor wanted me to become
his patient, not his employee. Finally
I called him a fraud to his face.
Through a large ad in the Yellow
Pages, I contacted another "pious"
chiropractor. I went to his office and
requested advice on how to report
the classified advertiser to the proper
authorities. All this guy had to do
was give me the address of the State
Board of Chiropractic Examiners, but
he hesitated and said he'd think about
it and get back to me. Although his
ad in the Yellow Pages featured a
large Christian fish symbol, I was
taken aback when he said he
wanted to lead me in prayer!
After we prayed, he told me he
was a multilevel-marketing
distributor and invited me to an
"opportunity" meeting. He said
he was forsaking chiropractic
because of experiences like the one I'd had with the
classified advertiser. Yet he stated that the
next time I had a cold, I could come by
and he'd treat me without charge!
Nine days later, I phoned him to
ask again to whom should I
complain about his "predecessor." He (the distributor)
hadn't called me. And he has
never answered my question . I told
him (in a very "un-Christianlike" manner)
that he was full of a certain waste product . He hung up.
High incomes and the title "doctor" lend too
much credibility to both the medical and nonmedical
pronouncements of physicians-the
professionals to
whom many chiropractors misrepresent themselves as

•
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equivalent or superior. Chiropractors have lower in.comes, but because all chiropractors are "doctors,"
and because most practicing chiropractors conduct
themselves as providers of primary care, chiropractors
in general have way too much popular credibility .
Their pronouncements, as Magner makes clear, are

too often pseudomedical , too often ridiculous, and too
often dangerous .
Mr. Paulin, an English teacher, lives in Huntington leach, California,
and hopes lo start a Victims of Chiropractic group in Orange
County this year.
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Oxygenation

Therapy: Healing or Hot Air?

Part 11:Tales from the "O" Zone

Saul Green
Except in cases of topical treatment, evaluation of the effects of
ozone administration rested entirely on statements from patients.
When ozone reacts with the water in red blood cells,
hydrogen peroxide is generated. This aqueous decomposition of
ozone also produces germ-killing free radicals. Researchers
who studied this germicidal activity in vitro found that killing
microorganisms on open surfaces and in water requires a
2-hour exposure to 1200 ppm (parts per million) ozone . 1
Medical (pure, concentrated) ozone must be prepared on-site
because, at room temperature, it has a "half-life" of only 45
minutes under optimal conditions.

One of the lesser come-ons on the cover of the
January 1996 issue of Penthouse-"Ozone Therapy: Why Is Its
Vast Healing Potential Being Kept Secret?"-approaches the
height of presupposition. Nutritionist and "medical reporter"
Gary Null, Ph.D., wrote the corresponding article, titled "Ozone:
A Wide-Spectrum Healer." He states therein:
[W]hile ozone can be used to treat a wide spectrum of
conditions [including AIDS, allergies, arthritis, cancer,
candida infection, bladder infections, gastrointestinal
disorders, hepatitis, herpes, multiple sclerosis, parasitic
conditions, respiratory conditions, other sexually
transmitted diseases, and "wound problems"], it can
also be used prophylactically to combat harmful
viruses, bacteria, and free radicals before degeneration
and disease occur. Additionally, healthy people can
use ozone to rejuvenate cells to stay younger longer.

Ozone and HIV

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV, formerly called
HTLV-111)
is the retrovirus that causes AIDS. Retroviruses are
viruses that contain RNA and produce an enzyme wherewith
viral DNA originates from the RNA Many produce tumors.
There are two strains of HIV: HIV- I and HIV-2, which is
rare in the United States. M.T.F. Carpendale, M.D., has stated
that medical ozone can inactivate extracellular HIV-I in certain
tissue-culture fluids and can inhibit the virus without detriment to tissue-culture cells. He has cited published allegations
t hat ozone benefits AIDS patients but has added: "Further
experimentation and development of methods for use of ozone
as a treatment of ARC/AIDS patients are still needed ."
Another proponent of ozone therapy against AIDS is
writer Ed McCabe, 2 In testimony before Senator Tom Harkin's
Subcommittee of the U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee in
1993, 3 he stated that 644 German ozone therapists had
"successfully " treated 384,775 patients with 5,579,238
doses of ozone "with no ill effects, " and that thousands of
published medical papers contained proof of ozone's effectiveness in vivo. McCabe further asserted : "Numerous U.S.
physicians have converted hundreds of AIDS patients from HIV
seropositive to HIV seronegative status using ozone." And he's

Have conventional health professionals been ignoring--or, worse, suppressing-a miracle cure right under (or
above) their noses?
Whither the Ozone?

Discovered in 1839, triatomic oxygen (0 3) , better
known as ozone, is formed when oxyge n atoms from a
diatomic oxygen molecule (0 2) split by an electric spark or
ultraviolet light combine with 0 2 • Because of the highly reactive
free radicals it generates on decomposition, ozone is among
the most powerful natural oxidants . These free radicals can
destroy very many natural substances. The discovery of inert
plastics enabled medical applications of ozone, and in the late
I 930s German doctors began to use it in experiments on
patients who had a variety of infections and wounds. Experimenters bubbled ozone gas directly into the bloodstream;
withdrew , ozonated, and then replaced blood; applied ozone in
enemas and douches; and pumped ozone into the rectum.
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said that the "medical establishment" is ignoring this
"help ... available to AIDS patients right now."
Is ozone an effective anti-HIV medicine? In 1991,
Wells and associates I reported that gaseous ozone inactivated
HIV-I in a culture medium from which all cells had been
removed. Using increasing concentrations, they showed
that a 1200-ppm dose delivered into the solution for two
hours reduced the number of infectious viruses by about
I0 11 and detectable virions (complete virus particles) by about
85 percent. However, the authors also reported a significant
reduction in infectivity after exposure of the virus to a
flow of nitrogen alone. The protein and plasma in the culture
medium also affected the rate and degree of inactivation of
HIV-Iby ozone. The researchers concluded that, while ozone
had utility in decontaminating commercial blood products,
far more extensive analysis of HIV-l's life cycle was necessary
to define ozone's usefulness as an in vivo anti-retroviral
agent. One of the researchers, Poiesz, wrote in August
1995: "No further in vitro work has been done and to my
knowledge no in vivo work has been done." 4
When Carpendale and Freeberg 5 studied the effect of
ozone at 4 ppm on HIV-I suspensions in vitro, they found that
the serous components of the culture medium degraded the
oz.one rapidly. They theorized that "unknown" oz.one reaction
products caused the (alleged) inactivationof viruses. The cellular
effects of some ozonides (reaction products of ozone and fatty
acids) mimicthose of ozone. But Carpendale has never reported
on the effects of ozonides on HIVin suspension.

Autohemotherapy
Autohemotherapy
involves drawing blood from a
patient, ozonating it, and returning it to the patient .Ozone has been used to treat infections for nearly fiftyyears.
Mostly, treatments were based on impressions from
clinical anecdotes conveyed by German periodicals:
newspapers, popular magazines, and proponent newsletters.
When AIDS became pandemic in the 1980s, the
number of patients aware of autohemotherapy rocketed.
Organizations sprang up and promoted the medical use of
ozone at international meetings. Most papers presented at
these meetings referred to the in vitro germicidal activity of
ozone at high concentrations.
No convincing evidence
was presented that autohemotherapy (with ozone concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 5.0 ppm) had an anti-HIV
effect in AIDS patients.
In 1991, Garber and associates 6 carried out the first
well-controlled clinical study of autohemotherapy for AIDS.
They first tested for safety and found no toxicity after 12
weeks of treatment. In the trial that followed, AIDS patients
were entered into a randomized, placebo-controlled,
double-blind program designed to enable comparison
and evaluation of the effects of unprocessed and ozonated
blood infused over eight weeks. All the subjects had CD4
(T4) cell counts of 200 to 400 per microliter of blood. (A
microliterofblood normally contains 1,000 to 1,300 CD4 cells,

the primary "targets" of HIV. Also called helper cells, CD4
cells are a type of T [thymus-derived) lymphocyte.)
This trial showed that the infusion of patients'
ozonated blood had no significant hematologic, biochemical,
or clinical toxicologic effects in comparison with the controls.
Furthermore,
the investigators
found that autohemotherapy had not altered CD4 cell counts or the levels of
beta-2 macroglobulin, gamma interferon, interleukin-2,
neopterin, and the HIV antigen p-24 (the "p" stands for
"protein"). They concluded that autohemotherapy does not
enhance immune response or reduce the p-24 antigen (an
HIV marker) in HIV-infected patients. Independent investigators7 have replicated these results.
In May 1995, the twelfth World Congress of the
International Ozone Association convened in Lille, France.
Of the 42 papers presented, no ne was presented by an
American and none addressed the treatment of AIDS with
autohemotherapy. In a letter to me dated August 30, I 995,
one of the organizers of the meeting, Prof. V. Bocci, wrote:
My position is based on theoretical grounds that
ozone autohemotherapy may be useful only because
there is no valid alternative. From a practical point
of view I have great difficulty organizing clinical
trials. I have frequendy expressed my deep concern
over the irresponsible, uncontrolled and unscrupulous
information that is being spread around. You must
understand that I am not responsible for what is
being done or said by people in the U.S. Personally,
my interest is in investigating whether properly
performed autohemotherapy can be useful for the
treatment of chronic viral diseases and other pathologies. As of this time there is no evidence of its validity.
Do CD4 cell counts have prognostic significance in
determining whether autohemotherapy
is effective? Upon
HIV-I infection, CD4 cells migrat e to and infect lymphoid
organs. This infection depletes CD4 cells, decreases their
functionality, and, eventually, causes dysfunction of the immune
system . The consequence is a high risk of opportunistic
infections . The utility of CD4 cell counts for evaluating
medicines administered to HIV-positive persons is questionable, because of the lack of standardization in: the frequency
of the count, the timing thereof, and the intervals between
counts. Moreover, the relationsh ip between the numbers
of CD4 cells in peripheral blood and their immune activity
appears weak. This raises the possibility that immune system
dysfunction precedes detection of changes in levels of CD4 cells.
Nutrition Forum (ISSN 07 48-8165) is published bimonthly
for $35.00 (individuals in U.S. and Canada) or $50
(institutional, overseas) per year by Prometheus Books,
59 John Glenn Drive, Amherst, NY 14228-2197. Secondclass postage paid at Buffalo, NY. POSTMASTER: Send
address changes to Prometheus Books at address
above. Manuscripts and all editorial correspondence
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Maspeth, NY 11378-2908.
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In a 1991 review of clinical histories of AIDS
patients treated with ozone, H.S. Fuess! , a leading German AIDS specialist, stated: 8
After observing ozone-treated AIDS patients for long
periods of time, we noted that patients who had just
started on the ozone therapy showed some increases
in CD4 cell counts. But a few weeks later their
CD4 cell counts not only returned to their original
low levels but in many cases went lower as the
clinical picture clearly worsened. Two patients died
before our eyes from opportunistic infections soon
after beginning the ozone therapy . Those of us who
treat HIV-infected patients on a daily basis recognize
that monitoring the changes of the CD4 cell counts
over a short period of time does not accurately
reflect the effect of the treatment or the prognosis of
the patient. After following a number of AIDS patients
that were receiving ozone therapy , I recognized that
increases in the CD4 cell counts could occur in any
patient, at any time. But it did not mean that human
immunodeficiency viruses were being killed or
that the infection was being arrested . In spite of this
knowledge , CD4 cell counts are still the primary
diagnostic and prognostic tools used by ozone
therapists. [my translation from the German]
Autohemotherapy
proponents continually refer
to the widespread use of this treatment in Germany, implying
that it is sanctioned by the German medical establishment .
Dr. Barbara Burkhard of the Medical Office of Patients'
Insurance-Bavaria (Munich, Germany) wrote: 9
Ozone therapy is not approved by the medical
establishment in our country. The National Health
Insurance (Gesetzliche Krankenversicherung) is not
allowed to pay for it. In the book of laws on this
subject (Sozial Gesetzbuch V), the obligations for
insurance institutions are fixed . They are only
required to pay for methods which are in accordance
with generally accepted medical knowledge and
which have made proven contributions in medicine .
Doctors who have contracts with health insurance
companies only get reimbursement for treatments
that are approved by the "Bundesausschu ss der Arzt
und Krankenkassen. " This committee is governed by
social insurance regulations and issues th e rules for
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diagnostic and therapeutic medical methods. In an
Appendix to their book of rules, methods not
approved are listed. Ozone therapy is number 3
on that list.
Where's the Beef?

A mid-August 1995 search of the Medline, Health,
AIDSline and Cancerlit databases back to 1966 generated
references to more than a hundred papers citing adverse
effects of ozone or ozone reaction products on humans or
experimental animals. The search did not generate any
references to papers in peer-reviewed medical journals that
reported beneficial effects of ozone as a treatment for viral
infections.
The claim that autohemotherapy
can cure AIDS is
being disseminated by people with more skill in advertising
than in science or medicine. For example, Ed McCabe (see
above), in testimony before Senator Harkin's Subcommittee
in 1993, did not: (a) define "successfully treated"; (b)
identify any of the "thousands of medical papers" he said
provided evidence of autohemotherapy's
effectiveness;
(c) name the U.S. physicians he said had accomplished
seroconversion in hundreds of AIDS patients; (d) state
how. when or where he had interviewed the 644 German
ozone therapists who had "successfully treated" the
384,775 patients with 5,579,238 ozone treatments; or (e)
say when and from whom he had obtained the patients'
medical records, or what evidence he'd seen in those
charts that autohemotherapy was clinically effective and safe.
The Bottom Line

Not letting facts interfere with marketing, promoters
of oxygenation therapy follow the line that putting oxygengenerating substances into the body will cure disease . But
altemativist claims for oxygenation therapy are on shaky or
nonexistent ground. Scientific evidence that autohemotherapy
benefits HIV-infected persons does not exist .
NF contributing editor Saul Green, Ph.D., is a biochemist who
conducted cancer research at Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center for 23 years. He is president ofZOL Consultants,
Inc., in New York City, and a board member of the National
Council Against Health Fraud .
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This is an important and timely book that especially
should be read by anyone who is either receiving or
contemplating receiving chiropractic treatment. Magner is
a retired agricultural researcher who, in the late '80s,
visited an "upper cervical" chiropractor because of lowerback pain. After his sixth cervical "adjustment," he experienced new pains in his neck and right shoulder and ringing
in his ears (tinnitus). Over the next five months, Magner
received treatment from three other chiropraictors, his
tinnitus worsened, and he developed numbness and tingling
in his left foot. Apparently, he still had these problems when
this book was completed in 1995. Magner is also the founder
of Victims of Chiropractic, a support and information
network concerned with chirop ractic's hazards.

Things that Go Bump in the Night?
After relating the nightmare of his own experience
as a chiropractic patient, Magner summarizes 1the stories
of 20 other chiropractic victims. For most of them, the
consequences of chiropractic treatment-including stroke,
paralysis, coma, and death-were graver than Magner's
problems. Reading that section reminded me of something
more frightening: a study published by the Australian
Chiropractic Association in the late 1980s. It detailed over
100 cases of stroke, paralysis, coma, and other serious
problems that had resulted from chiropractic "adjustments."
Magner provides a rather lively history of the
founding of chiropractic at the turn of the c,entury by
D.D. Palmer, an itinerant "magnetic healer"' in Iowa.
Chiropractic has been mired in conflict and melodrama
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R.EVIEW
from its very beginnings. As every first-semester chiropractic student knows, the first chiropractic patient was
Harvey Lillard . Supposedly, Lillard was "deaf' but
recovered his ability to "hear as before" by receiving the
premier chiropractic adjustment from D.D. Palmer.
Although it often takes weeks and months for chiropractors to resolve common back complaints in their
patients, "The Founder'' allegedly cured deafness in one
treatment-by adjusting the fourth thoracic segment. This
segment has absolutely nothing to do with hearing, but
learned-sounding chiropractors have expounded how
sympathetic nerve reflexes could have traveled up the
cervical chain ganglia affecting the circulation to the ear
and thereby restored hearing . I call this chirobabble.
In the last hundred years, many thousands of chiropractic
patients must have had some degree of hearing impairment. The number of incontrovertible cures should have
famed chiropractic as a treatment for auditory problems.
Another question leaps from the Lillard case: How could a
single "adjustment'' have quickly and safely corrected a
joint displacement that had persisted for 17 years?
Magner quotes Samuel Homola, D.C.:
A displacement in the spine severe enough to
cause a "bump" on the back [as described by
Palmer] would, of necessity, have to be a rather
severe dislocation and, consequently, a quite
crippling injury. In addition, adhesions usually
form around displaced joints after a matter of
weeks, and, over a period of time, muscles,
ligaments, and other tissues shorten to accommodate changes in the joints. Yet, Palmer was supposed
to have made the correction in one treatment!
I cite this because it reminds me of how often chiropractors
have told me that what they really do is ''break adhesions."
Adhesions are made of tough, fibrous connective tissue,
and I dread to think of how much force would be
necessary to "break'' them.
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"Subluxated"

Thinking

Chapter 3 deals with the elusive chiropractic
"subluxation." Magner quotes many definitions of
"subluxation" from various chiropractic sources. The more
definitions one reads, the funnier they sound . Here's my
favorite, which I believe the American Chiropractic
Association (ACA) issued in the 1980s:
Subluxation is an aberrant relationship between
two adjacent articular [joint] structures that may
have functional or pathological sequelae [consequences], causing an alteration in the biomechanical and/or neurophysiological reflections
of those articular structures, their proximal
structures, and/or other body systems that
may be directly or indirectly affected by them.
I don't know if it's possible to cram more gobbledygook
into one sentence.
Magner cites Yale anatomist Edmund S. Crelin's
study of spinal movement in the 1970s, which showed that
nerve impingement does not occur in the spine without
major dislocation or fracture. I was then a student at
Western States Chiropractic College, and I remember the
furor that Crelin's study caused within the chiropractic
community. The ACA president said that the study was
meaningless because it was done on cadavers. Magner
quotes Cretin's response:
In a living person there is a reflex response by the
powerful spinal muscles to fight or resist any
forces that would sublux a vertebra to the
degree that it and/or spinal nerves could be
damaged .. ..Thus, if the impingement on the
nerves could not happen in a dead body , it
definitel y could not happen in a living one.
This response , which makes perfect sense , did not
re ach me at chiropractic college.

Lov e Is Bli nd?
Reading Chapter 5, "Questionable Marketing
Tact ics," reminded me of an experience I h ad several
years ago during a continuing-education
seminar for
license renewal . Ostensibly, the subjec t was "Chiropractic
Pediatrics ," but the seminar actually de alt with how to
steer parents into subjecting their child ren to "adjus tments ." The instructor presented a "patie n t education"
video he had made , in which he initiates his young son
into chiropractic. He shows the boy a chart of the nervou s
system, lays him on a table, and gently performs severa l
perfunctory-looking spinal "adjustments." Then he stands
the boy on the table and asks him: "Do you know why
I gave you those chiropractic adjustments, Son?"
"Why, Dad?" the boy inquires.
"Because I love you."
"I love you, too, Dad."

Then the chiropractor picks his son up, hugs him,
and, eyes closed, starts dancing around the room with him.
In the soundtrack, Michael Jackson sings about saving
children.
At this point, I was queasy, but the roomful of
chiropractors burst into applause. Then the instructor
stepped up to the mike and said: "Are parents going to eat
this up, or what?" Copies of his video were for sale at the
end of the program and, believe me, sales were brisk.
Chapter 6 deals with chiropractic "preventive
maintenance"-treating
well, nonsymptomatic persons on
a regular basis. I receive two chiropractic newspapers (only
because they are sent to me free), and I can tell you that
"maintenance care" is very big. Chiropractic is less about
solving particular spinal problems with manipulation than
about conditioning people to the "adjustment'' experience
and routinizing them to interconnect "adjustments" and
how they feel. In my observation, people who submit to
frequent spinal "adjustments" eventually start waking up
every morning with the thought, "Is my neck in or out?"
Once when I was a practicing chiropractor, a
young man visited me who said he'd gone to 28
chiropractors in the previous month, searching for the
perfect adjustment. I asked him: "Did any of the
chiropractors, upon finding out how many others you had
seen previously in such a short time , suggest that what you
really needed was not another adjustment, but rather,
psychological help to deal with your obsession?" He
answered no . Every single one of them had stepped up to
the plate and taken another crack at this kid's neck. I
assure you he did not receive an "adjustment'' from me.
A Fool's

Pa radise

The chapter titled "Dubious Diagnostic and
Therapeutic Techniques " only scratches the surface of
chiropractic's methodological madness. There are so
many different chiropractic techniques-many
more
than Magner lists-all
allegedly comprehensive-that
I honestly don't know how chiropractors decide which
on es to learn and use . I have often thought that the best
way to revea l chiropractic for what it is would be to send
someone undercover to at least a dozen chiropractors and
record all of their responses. This has been done several
times, and Magner relates three undercover investigations
in whi ch the patients were children. The chiropractic
"diagn oses" were akin to what one would expect from
"psychic" advisors. Magner quotes Prof. Craig Nelson, D.C.
of Northwes tern College of Chiropractic:
[C] hiropractic supports dozens of different
techniques ... .The various chiropractic techniques .... [have] different theoretical bases ....
[M]any .. .are truly distinct and incompatible with
each other .... There is no comparable circumstance in any other health care profession.
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Magner should have added that in no other
healthcare profession do we find so much personality
cultism. Barge, Dejarnette, Epstein, Fefferi, Fuhr,
Gonstead, Goodheart, Merick, Morter, Nimmo, Pettibone,
Pierce, Stillwagon, Thompson, Toftness, Van Rump-these
names, and many others, are familiar to every chiropractor
in America. They are the names of chiropractic gurus with
devoted followings. The word "chiropractic" has become
nothing more than a convenient slogan used by competing
factions of a manual-therapy subculture with different
and conflicting theoretical bases.
This brings me to a very important point about
chiropractic research. Magner does a good job picking
apart the Meade study, the RAND study, and the Manga
report, all of which, according to most chiropractors,
proved the effectiveness and superiority of chiropractic
treatment . However, Magner did not make the following
point clearly enough. Considering what a theoretic mess
chiropractic is, and how much chiropractors contradict
each other in what they say and do, what good is there in
trying to measure chiropractic effects? Here's an analogy:
Imagine a study in which physicians prescribe ,whatever
medicines they deem appropriate without identifying their
prescriptions. Because of the plethora of medicines available and the lack of medicine identification, all this study
could possibly demonstrate is the subjective effect of the
belief that one is taking medicine-the placebo effect.
Unless one precisely identifies and limits the object of
evaluation, a study has no meaning. But this is exactly the
case with chiropractic research. In most instances, no
attempt is made to define or limit the "adjustive" and
ancillary techniques to be evaluated. No one looks into
what the chiropractors actually did, so long as they did
something that was called chiropractic. The results, therefore, are absolutely meaningless, yet chiropractors shout
and jump for joy at their''vindication." It's a fool's paradise.
The chapter titled "Nutrition-Related Nonsense"
brought to mind another experience I had at chiropractic
college. An instructor who loved "muscle testling" a la
applied kinesiology [see NF 11:47, 1994] claimed not only
that he could determine thereby whether a person needed
a particular vitamin, but also that he could find out exactly
how much the person needed and which brand would be
best. A friend of mine and I played a trick on him one day.
We emptied a vitamin capsule and filled it with plain
sucrose. We produced it during class and told the professor
it was vitamin C. Through "muscle testing," he seemingly
determined that a particular student was deficient in
table sugar. The "muscle tester" wasn't happy when he
learned of the prank but of course had an explanation.
Chiropractors always do. [Editor's note: With tongue in
cheek, I'll offer a "spirited" alternativist explanation: The
capsule contained an infinitesimal quantity of vitamin C or
just the "energy" of vitamin C. This increased muscle
strength, indicating need of a homeopathic "dose" of
vitamin C to treat hypervitaminosis C.-J.R]

Just What Chiropractors Need-Another

Fixation?

I think the book's only major shortcoming is that it
does not adequately address the shift underway within
chiropractic toward motion palpation and the fixation
concept. Many chiropractors, realizing the bankruptcy of
the "bone-out-of-place," "kink-in-the-nerve" dogma, have
abandoned the classical subluxatio n theory in favor of the
"motion paradigm." According to this up-and-coming
chiropractic theory, the bone is not "out of place" but,
rather, stuck in place, unable to move throughout its
normal range of motion and thus in need of mobilization .
Although some chiropractors are fighting it kicking and
screaming, this theory is being hailed as the profession's
ticket into the realm of science. Also, the belief that this is
the right direction for chiropractic to take seems to be a
growing within medicine.
I, however, think that this transition is fraught
with danger-to patients. It's a piece of cake for chiropractors to come up with misalignments, but conjuring
fixations is a snap. Usually, fixations are relative. If I
palpate a segment and turn the patient to the right and to
the left, one side may move significantly less than the other,
and I can pronounce the less mobile side "fixated." But the
body is not structurally symmetrical, and there is no reason
to expect it to be functionally symmetrical. Another way to
find "fixations" is to "motion palpate" several successive
vertebral segments. One could declare that the segment
with the shortest range of motion is fixated. But one of
them had to have the least mobility.
Finding chiropractic "fixations" is even more
arbitrary than finding chiropractic "subluxations ."
Typically, it hinges on the intuitions, the feelings, of the
chiropractor, and it might surprise you to know just how
different those feelings can be. Magner did point out that
"most studies have demonstrated marginal-to-poor
interexaminer reliability" for motion palpation, but I would
like to give a specific example. Several years ago, the
Journal

of Manipulative

and Physiologi.cal Therapeutics

(JMPD, a chiropractic publication out of National College,
reported on a study of the reliability of cervical motion
palpation. The report stated: "The palpatory task consisted
of determining whether end-range joint resistance on
lateral flexion was greater on one side of a given cervical
segment when compared to that of the contralateral joint."
In other words, the test involved just one segment and the
principal question was unambiguous: Did it bend better to
the right or to the left? The main finding of the study was
that "interexaminer agreement rates with respect to the
side of greatest fixation were not found to be significantly
different from that expected by chance alone." In other
words, fixation-finding is a crap shoot. The chiropractors
could not agree on whether one segment moved better to
the right or to the left. In light of this, what chance is there
of concordance if the field of observation is expanded to
include the whole spine or the entire body? Other studies
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reported in JMPT and the American Journal of Chiropractic
Medicine have demonstrated
the interexaminer
unreliability of motion palpation. Yet, "life is motion" is
chiropractic 's new battle cry.
There is another problem with the fixation concept: It is difficult to drum up dire consequences from it.
After all, how harmful can a fixation be? As far as I know,
no one has ever died from one. Restricted motion may be
the only significant consequence of a joint fixation.
What is the real correlation between joint fixations and
symptoms? In other words, do people with joint fixations
tend to have more symptoms (such as pain) than those
whose joints are more mobile? To my knowledge, no one
has ever tried to answer that question scientifically. Until
such a study is done, it is only an assumption that joint
fixations are the cause of anyone's pain. Inadequacy of joint
mobility can be troublesome, but whether high-velocity
thrusting is the best way to rectify it is highly questionable.
Rotten

Apple

The last chapter of the book deals with how to
reform chiropractic. Magner advocates the establishment
of chiropractic training programs within universities that

Hea(thcare

teach medicine and dentistry. He proposes a new kind of
degree, "Doctor of Chiropractic Medicine," to represent the
science-oriented chiropractors. He states: (a) that standards should be established for the upgrading of D.C.
degrees to D.C.M. degrees; (b) that D.C.M.s "should be
permitted to utilize prescription drugs appropriate to the
scope of their practices"; and (c) that the plan of Western
States Chiropractic College (my alma mater) to start a
D.C.M. program "appears to be a step in the right direction."
I think that Magner is being a Pollyanna here. I don't think
there is any way to divorce chiropractic from its historical
and philosophical roots. You can't remove subluxation
theory and inanities such as "Innate Intelligence" from
chiropractic and still call it chiropractic. Spinal manipulation has limited therapeutic utility in healthcare and can
be taught and administered in nonchiropractic settings.
The chiropractic apple is rotten to the core with
dogmatism and cultism. I say chuck it.
Dr. Cinque, a nonpracticing chiropractor, directs Dr. Cinque's Health
Retreat (" A Residential Facility for Fasting and Hygienic [Natural
Hygiene) Care"), in Buda, Texas . He is the author of Quil For Good ·
How lo Break a Bad Habif (Monarch Books of Canada, 1 994) and a
founding member and past president of the International Association
of Hygienic Physicians.

Esoterica

Preeeesenting ... the 11th installment of descriptions of mystical and/or supernaturalistic

alternativist methods.-JR.

Biodynamic p.ychology (Biodynamic, therapy):
"Therapeutic approach" developed by Gerda Boyesen, a
clinical psychologist and physiotherapist of Norwegian
birth .1 It is related to bioenergetics.• One of its premises is
that , when bodily fluids do not circulate efficiently or
tissues are not "properly cleansed, " "emotional tensions
or blockages" show up and prevent "bioenergy" from
vitalizing the body.

Bowen technique (Bowen therapeutic technique,
Bowen therapy): Form of bodywork• and vibrational
healing 2 [see NF 12: 31 , 1995] originated by Australian
engineer Tom Bowen (deceased) in the early 1950s,3, 4, 5
developed by Oswald Rentsch (an osteopath 2 ) and
Elaine Rentsch (who holds a diploma in Bach flower
therapy 2 [see NF 12:26, 1995]) in Australia, and
introduced in the United States in 1990. 2 Its theory
affirms the concepts of chi ("universal life energy") 7
and human "energy vortexes." 2
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Do-In (Dao In, Tao-in, Taoht yoga, Taoist hatha
yoga): Ancient system of stretching, bodily postures,
and movements, comparable to hatha yoga. •8 Michio
Kushi• introduced Do-In in the
United States in 1968.9 Its theory
posits "Chi energy flow"8 and the
"energymeridians" ofacupuncture•
and shiatsu. • 9 Although Do-In
is a discipline of"self-healing, "• its
"ultimate goal" is" spiritual harmony
with the universe."9

Gnosis: "The enduring philosophy of the universe .. .. as old as
the world itself," according to
the Gnostic Association of Anthropology and Scientific Studies
(AGEACAC), a bilingual (Spanish/English) organization whose
National Center is in Elmhurst, New York.10 AGEACAC
holds that humans cannot develop their faculties
if they lose "sexual energy" in any way
(e.g., masturbation),
that religious
principles are eternal and universal
truths, that there are no false religions, and that "Cosmic Religion"
vibrates in every atom. Gnosis supposedly permits the "harmonious"
development of "infinite human
possibilities."
Inner Peace Facilitation (inner
peace coun • eling): Philosophy of
spiritual counseling marked by the goal of
increasing
clients' awareness
of "inner
spaciousness ." 11 An "inner peace facilitator"
is anyone committed to discovering and
"melting" obstacles to "the natural radiance
and transforming power of the spirit dwelling
within."

Nvwoti (Cherokee

herbal

medicine):

Native American form of botanical "healing"
that purportedly treats all human components:
emotional, physical, societal , and spiritual. 12

Psychography: Purportedly, a unique, nonhypnotic,
"altered-state"
technique, a form of "regression
therapy" developed by Rev . Dr. Franklin Loehr
(deceased). 14 Psychography supposedly "allows" one to "look
back" between one's lives and over
one's past, present, and future
lives. One of its premises is that
each human has an omniscient
inner "part" that can help to
bring healing to souls .

Rolling Movement Integration
(RMI): Spinoff of Rolfing @•
whose groundwork was laid in
the 1960s and 1970s by rolfer
Dorothy Nolte and Judith Aston,
the dancer who developed AstonPatteming@0 and Aston Movement
[see NF 13:6, 1996].15 RMI somewhat resembles the
Alexander Technique@• [see NF 11:57, 1994];
both involve a "teacher" who gives tactile
and oral guidance to a "student" (in the
Alexander Technique, also called a
pupil). An alleged effect of RMI is the
experience of a "transformation of
energy" -the release (very possibly
"chaotic") of" energy" the body stored.

Spiritual Coun • ellng: As taught
by the National Interfaith Seminary ,
in St. Paul, Minnesota, a ministerial
approach that apparently
embraces
chakra therapy,• inner child work,• and
"Totem Psychology."16
Tai Chi-Chi Kung (taijl qlgong): Alleged
"path to self mastery" that consists mainly of

chi kung• exercises and tai chi .•11 Its purported
key is dynamic balance of "the mind and
body energy." Tai Chi-Chi Kung includes
"Chi Kung Meridian exercises," "Chi meditation," and "Five Element Energy Balancing
exercises." The chi kung exercises supposedly
release very potent "healing energy" in the
body for dramatic health benefits.

Oriental medicine: In general, the use of
acupuncture,•
"Chinese herbal combinations," diet , and "emotional changes" with
the purported aim of eliminating problems
with meridians ("invisible energypathways") . 13

Thai Massage-Reflex Yoga with MettaTouch:
Purported powerful synthesis of acupressure
massage, reflexology [see NF 12: 61-64 , 1995],
and yoga• (see below).18 Allegedly, it stimulates
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meridians (" energy lines"), vitalizes bodies,
and clears" energy blocks" that cause fatigue
and illness. The Thai word "metta" means
"loving kindness."
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•See "Alternative ,,Healthcare:
A Comprehensive
Guide
(Prometheus Books, 1994).
References

Tran1formation-oriented
bodywork
(transformational bodywork): Philosophy
of bodyworP involved in many forms of
"energetic balancing," psychotherapy, spiritual
counseling, and touch therapy [see NF 11:51,
1994].11 Transformation-oriented bodywork descends from Bioenergetic
Analysis (also called bioenergetics• 19), massage, the
personal/spiritual growth movement, and Reichian
therapy." Apparently, the fundamental postulates
of transformation-oriented bodywork include
the following. (1) Constricted muscles
block"energy"in the body. (2) Constriction shows up as pettiness. (3)
The "Highest Ideal" lies in "the
realm of Divinity-the Source
from which we and our planet
derive our life and meaning ."

Windows to the Sky acupreuure
(Window to the Sky acupre11ure):
Apparently, a form of acupressure• 20
whose focus is the neck. The term "windows
to the sky" refers to most of the "acupressure
points" thereon. 21

Yoga: Hodgepodge of dozens of religious
and quasi-religious systems and methods,
many of which are health-related.
The
word "yoga" comes from a Sanskrit term
that literally means "yoke" and, in Hinduism
[see NF 11:34-37, 1994], implies harnessing
oneself to God. 22 However, contextually or
with a qualifier (e.g., cha/era, Chinese,
polarity, Taoist, or Tibetan), the word
"yoga" often seems to mean simply
"religious or quasi-religious practice
or group of practices." For instance ,
according to yoga teacher
Mary
Mickelson of Long Island City, New
York, yoga is a relaxation method that:
increases vitality by oxygenating and energizing nervous plexuses, brings in "cosmic energy," improves sexual response by amplifying
"erotic energy," and cau ses the control of "sexual
energy" for "p sychomental" and spiritual purposes.23
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Readers' Forum
Editor's note: Testimonials are the lifeblood of alternative
healthcare. The word "testimonial" commonly refers to an
individual's commendatory statement of facts and/or opinions.
Antitestimonials, or reverse testimonials, differ from testimonials
only in that their design is not to foster confidence in a person
or thing but to provoke caution . An example is the "Supplement
Junkie" section in Chapter 1 of my 1993 book Mystical Diets.
Testimonials and antitestimonials share a fatal flaw: Despite
appearances, they cannot establish causation. Indeed, they
tend to blur causation. Nevertheless, often a single testimonial
or antitestimonial, upbeat or lurid, can outperform a thousand
icily scientific papers in changing behavior.
I present the following antitestimonial as a human-interest
story and food for thought, not as a blanket condemnation of
veganism.-J .R.
Quicksand
Dear Mr. Raso:
I've been a subscriber to NUTRmoNFORUM
for many years and
applaud all you are doing to throw light on today's problems. I am
particularly pleased that you are exposing pseudocredentials [e.g., in the
March/April 1995,July/August 1995, and January/February 1996 issues
of NF].
Not long ago in NF, you requested written accounts of personal
experiences that might be of interest to your readers. Hence I submit the
following .
Fifty-four years ago, struggling to shake off poor health, I turned
to veganism-a diet of plant foods only, with the promise of excellent
health. Little did I know that horrors would result.
How could I have credited dietary advice inconsistent with what I
had learned studying biochemistry as a chemistry major at Cornell
University? My trust arose from desperation: Two years after the birth of
my second son, I suffered from constant fatigue and an endless cold, but
my family physician couldn't get to the bottom of my problems . Physical
exercise only exhausted me, and practicing relaxation improved my
condition only temporarily.
I called a friend , a cellist with the Cincinnati Symphony , who
seemed somewhat knowledgeable about food. My husband and I didn't
approve of his vegetarian philosophy, but I hadn't tried diet and was ready
fora change. He referred metoachiropractor . Following the chiropractor's
instructions, I enthusiastically ate lots of fresh and dried fruits, vegetables, and nuts. I also ate whole wheat bread, but not much, for in 1942
it was hard to find.
The change in diet worked wonderfully well at first. I had needed
to lose weight, and did. Friends and acquaintances raved about how much
better I looked. What was I to think-except that I'd made an important
discovery? I devoured vegetarian newspapers and numerous books like
Arnold Ehret's Mucusless Diet Healing System [see NF l 2:28, 1995]. Many
such books are still in print.
However, even after a couple of years, I hadn't attained good
health. The chiropractor told me he knew of women in poor health who
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had improved after becoming pregnant. ''They lost a lot
of blood, and that cleansed their systems," he said.
That was all I needed to hear. Having had two
boys, I wanted a girl.
In a year on a vegan diet, my children had not
grown; so I began serving them and my husband eggs,
milk, and cheese. I continued to consume mostly fruits
(fresh and dried) and vegetables (raw and steamed).
Occasionally, and sparingly, I also ate homemade
desserts: bread pudding, cookies, gingerbread, ice
cream, and sponge cake. Otherwise, I avoided consuming foods of animal origin. About five months after I
became pregnant, I resolved to follow an "all raw" diet.
For more than six weeks, I consumed only fresh
fruits, juices, raw vegetables, and nuts. Then I included
cooked vegetables and whole grains in my diet, but I
often abstained from eating them (whenever I felt I had
a cold). Frequently, I ate only at night. I thought that
fasting could cure anything. I gained only l 5 pounds
during my pregnancy. I was gaunt, always tired and
cross, and often faint; my skin was flaky and my throat
always sore.
I gave birth to our daughter at home, without
anesthesia. I used my knowledge of relaxation tech niques to sail through labor. The infant weighed 5 ¾ lbs
and seemed fine. The doctor remarked that she was
"clean."
I maintained records and kept a diary. On the
day of the birth, I consumed only grapefruit juice. The
next day, I ate 7 oranges, 4 grapefruits, 2 peaches, a
cantaloupe, bananas, and many almonds. Later, I ate
in addition raw and steamed vegetables, other nuts,
other fruits, and, occasionally, dark rye bread, not
whole-grain, but the best we could find.
Six days after the birth of my daughter, my head
hurt and I was woozy. Ten days later, I developed hives,
which I'd never had. The itch was maddening, and I
couldn't fall asleep until 4 o'clock the next morning. A
body temperature of 100° F and breast pain shortly
followed. Meanwhile I was trying to nurse the baby.
Poor health with flu-like symptoms persisted.
Worse was to come. I was on a bus, taking my sevenyear-old to a magic show, when I suddenly became
frightened. This was the first of many crippling panic
attacks over several years. They would happen without
warning, even when I was lying on a couch.
I insisted on nursing the baby. Whenever I fell
acutely ill, the chiropractor would tell me to give the
baby fruit juices "If you give her milk, she'll have colds
and sinus trouble all her life," he would say. He
vehementlydiscouraged consumption of dairy products.
When my daughter was about ten months old,
she developed a facial rash. She became steadily
weaker and weighed only 11 pounds at 11 months.
My health was so poor, I couldn't understand what
was happening. Alarmed, I called a pediatrician, who
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immediately put our child in the hospital. After five
weeks, the baby hadn't gained much weight on an
amino acid formula and drugs like phenobarbital.
Over the phone, the doctor said she was dying. We
decided that, if she was going to die, we wanted her
home. It had been frustrating to see her only through
glass walls. We could never touch her.
Our 13-month-old daughter returned from the
hospital with a tremor over her entire body. With
another pediatrician's help, we administered a formula
of condensed milk plus vegetable broth. Improvement
was slow, but eventually the tremor left every part of
her body except her mouth. Later, it disappeared.
The child relearned all that a baby does. She
turned over, sat up, and walked at 18 months. But she
was five years old before she talked, and she never
learned how to read or write.
Epileptic seizures began when she was two.
She was an emotional wreck with vast fear. When
something frightened her, she would bite her arm,
breaking the skin; or her hands would fly to the neck of
her dress and, no matter how tough the material, she
would tear it to shreds. Whenever I picked her up from
her slow-learner class, safety pins were keeping her
dress on. If we picnicked in a park, she would bury her
head and cry: "He's looking at me."
Finally, we knew we could not manage her at
home. When she was l 0, she left Cincinnati for an
institute for retardates, in a black car apparently
designed to hold criminals. She died at the institute
during a seizure when she was 21.
After five years of vegan ism, I found a chiropractor with an M.D. degree. On my second visit, he
came in waving a paper and said: "I don't know why
you are alive. According to your tests, you should be
dead. It must be your maternal instinct keeping you
alive."
I didn't have to be told how poor my health was.
On the trolley I took to his office, I had had an agonizing
loss of breath and forced myself to count telephone
poles to keep from crying out.
This doctor helped me get over my devotion to
vegetarian ethics. He said many animals wouldn't
have any life at all if they hadn't been raised for food.
I recovered on an unrestricted diet that included
fresh fruits, vegetables, nuts, whole grains, meat, fish,
chicken, eggs, dairy products, and organ meats such as
liver, heart, and kidney. The vitamin B12 in the organ
meats undoubtedly helped banish my aberrations.
Now, attheageof82, I travel around the world and climb
mountains 4,000 feet high.
A poor diet during pregnancy can cause many
defects, including epilepsy and mental disturbances.
Our daughter had severe malocclusion and a deficient
chin, both due to a prenatal lack of calcium and
protein.
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Appropriate dietary supplementation and careful selection of foods for nutritional adequacvcan make
veganism safe and even helpful for many adults. But
extremely little is said about its effects in pregnancy. I've
spent the years since our tragedy trying to find out
what went wrong. After age 40, I returned to college
for another four years to study nutrition, and I became
keenly aware of the influence of "never-say-die"
nutritional folklores.
•

Protein. In 1942 I heard that a handful of almonds
contains all the protein one needs. Hardlly. It would
take at least 115 almonds to match the amount of
protein in one 'Whopper" hamburger. Potatoes,too,
were supposed to furnish ample protein. But it
would take ten 4-oz potatoes (providing about
twice as many calories as the Whopper) to match
the amount of protein in one Whopper.

•

Human history. We were nomadic hunter-gatherers
for tens of thousands of years. Our physiology
hasn't had time to change.

•

Anatomy. We are omnivorous. The len9th of our
intestines is midway that of carnivores and that of
herbivores. Twenty of our teeth are carnivorous,
twelve herbivorous.

•

Vitamin 8 12• Recently I heard, as I had years ago,
that to be strong, we should eat grass like a cow.
This shows disregard for the ability of a cow to
make its own 812 in one of its stomachs. I have also
heard claims that there is 8 12 in algae and

I had the pleasure of reading the
prepublication
version of Chiropractic:
The Victim's Perspective, as a consultant.
It is a powerful, comprehensive,
amply
illustrated indictment of a "healing" system
I consider an abomination. Last January, I
asked four very different professionals to
review the ·book for NF: Dr. Cinque, an
eminent Natural Hygienist who has described himself as a "chiropractic heretic"
and nonreligionist;
Don Paulin, a selfdescribed chiropractic
victim and an
avowed Christian (see the previous issue of
NF for his review); and two practicing
chiropractors, one a prospective Catholic
priest, the other a "nutritional consultant"
and bodybuilder.
Dr. Cinque and Mr.
Paulin submitted their reviews in short

fermented soy products. We know now that there
are only analogs of 812 in those foods [seeNF 12:44,
1995]. Moreover, they can cause a 812 deficiency.
•

Teeth. I couldn't understand why I was losing
teeth on a vegan diet. A disturbance of acid-base
balance can destroy teeth. Excessiveconsumption
of fruits and vegetables with an alkaline reaction
can cause as much damage as overconsumption of
acid-forming foods (e.g., fish, meat, and poultry).

•

Zinc. This trace element is difficult to absorb from
plant foods because of their phytate content. Time
after time, animal experiments have shown that
even a small deficiency of zinc in the diet of
pregnant animals will produce birth defects such
as clubfoot and cleft palate.

How many tragedies have silently resulted
from vegetarian irrationalism?
Ruth F. Rosevear, L.D.
Cincinnati, Ohio

I spoke with NF scientific consultantJohn Dodes, D.D.S.,
regarding the dental effects of veganism. It is unlikely
that a vegan diet would significantly change the pH of
saliva. However, excessive consumption of acidic fruits,
particularly those with high concentrations of acetic
acid (e.g., oranges and grapefruits) can, under certain
circumstances, cause dissolution of tooth enamel.
Moreover, periodontal bone loss can result from adherence to very restricted diets deficient in protein.-J.R.

order. The practicing chiropractors
acknowledged their review copies when I ran
into them within a month of my request.
The "nutritional consultant" said he didn't
have time to write the review, but he
implied that he would do so in two
months. The priest-to-be said the book
was interesting. On February 6, he asked to
see an issue of NF, and I mailed two
issues to him. The next day, he said he
feared writing a review that might bring
on violence against him, and he requested
a sit-down, face-to-face collaboration
with me.
I have not received reviews from the
practicing chiropractors. Any chiropractor
game for reviewing the book is welcome to
contact me.- J.R.
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Aboukra-13 :6, 1996
Absent healing (absentee healing, distance healing, distant
healing, remote healing, teleotherapeutics)-AH
Actualism (agni yoga, fire yoga, lightwork)-AH
Actualism bodywork-AH
Acu-ballpressure self-treatment-AH
Acu-meridian energy transmission bodywork-I 3:7, 1996
Acu-point therapy-I I :46, 1994
Acupressure (G-jo)-AH
Acupressure massage-below
Acupuncture (acupuncture therapy)-AH
Acupuncture anesthesia (acupuncture analgesia, anesthetic
acupuncture)-AH
Acupuncture energetics-12:26, 1995
Acupuncture imaging-12:26, 1995
Acuscope therapy (electro-acuscope therapy)-AH
Acu-yoga-AH
Advanced Energy Healing (Robert Jaffe Advanced Energy
Healing)- I I :46, 1994
Advanced pranic healing-12:59, 1995
African holistic health-AH
Agartha Personal Life Balancing Program (Agartha Program)11:46, 1994
Agni Dhatu Therapy© (Agni Dhatu, Samadhi Yoga)-AH
Aikido-AH
Alchemia-12: 19, 1995
Alchemia breathwork-12: 19, 1995

Alchemia® heart breath- I 2: 19, 1995
Alchemical hypnotherapy (alchemical work)-AH
Alchemical synergy®- I 2: 19, 1995
Alexander Technique® (Alexander methocl)-AH
Alpha calm therapy- I I :46, 1994
Alternative 12 steps-AH; 12:7, 1995
Amma (anma, General Massage, Pu Tong An Mo)-AH
AMMATherapy®-AH
Amplified energy therapy- I I :46, 1994
Amulet healing [listed in AH & MD, but description not found]
Ancient Christian magic-12:26, 1995
Angel Chiropractic Care-13:6, 1996
Angelic healing-AH
Annette Martin training-AH
Anthroposophical medicine (anthroposophically-extended
medicine)-AH,
MD
Apitherapy (bee sting therapy)-12:26, 1995
Apple diet (apple-cleansing regimen, apple-diet cleansing
routine, apple-diet regimen, apple-diet therapy)-12:47, 1995
Applied kinesiology (AK, kinesiology)-AH; 12:26, 1995
Archetypal psychology-AH
Arhatic yogaSM(arhatic yoga system)-12:70, 1995
Aroma behavior conditioning (ABC)-AH
Aromatherapy-AH
Aromics TM -AH
Astanga yoga (ashtanga yoga, raja yoga)-AH
Astara's healing science-AH
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Aston Movement-13:6, 1996
Aston-Patterning®-AH
Astrological counseling-12 :26, 1995
Astrologic medicine (astral healing, astrological healing,
astromedicine, medical astrology)-AH
Astrology-13:6, 1996
Atlantean healing ray training-12:7 , 1995
Attuhement-AH
Aura analysis (aura reading, auric diagnosis)-AH
Aura balancing(aura cleansing, aura clearing, aura healing,auric
healing)-AH
Aura imaging photography (aura imaging)-11 :61, 1994
Aurasomatherapy-AH
Auric massage technique-AH
Auricular analgesia (auricular analgesic acupuncture , auricular
acupuncture analgesia)-12:27, 1995
Auricular diagnosis-12 :27, 1995
Auricular magnetic therapy (magnetotherapy)-12:27, 1995
Auricular massage-12:27, 1995
Auricular moxibustion-12:27, 1995
Auricular point injection-12:27, 1995
Auricular point laser-stimulating method (laser needling)12:27, 1995
Auricular reflexology-AH
Auriculotherapy (auricular acupuncture, auricular therapy , ear
acupuncture)-AH
Avatar®-AH
The Awakened Life (The Awakened Life program) [from Dr.
Wayne W. Dyer]-AH
Awareness Release Technique® (AR. T.)-12:26, 1995
Awareness through Movement®-13 :20, 1996
Ayurveda (ayurveda medicine, ayurvedic healing, ayurvedic
healthcare, ayurvedic medicine, ayurvedism,Vedicmedicine)•11:36-38, 1994
Ayurvedic acupuncture-12 :47, 1995
Baby B.E.S.T.-AH
Bachflower therapy (Bach flower essence method, Bachflower
essence system)-AH; 12:26, 1995
Baguazhang{circle walking, pa kua chang)-AH
Balanced Health--12:26, 1995
Balance Therapy-AH
Barbara Brennan healing science-I 2: 19, 1995
Barefoot shiatsu massage- I 2: 19, 1995
BasicCo-centering-below
Behavioral kinesiology (BK)-AH
Belly Bean diet-12:47, 1995
B.E.S.T. (bio energetic synchronization technique, Morter
B.E.S.T.; originally called bio energetics)-AH
Beyond Dieting-12:47, 1995
BEYONDMEDICINE-12 : 19, 1995
Beyond Therap~-11:61,
1994
Bhramari-12 :26, 1995
Bhuta shuddhi-13:6, 1996
Biblicalcounseling (nouthetic counseling)-AH
Bi-Digital O-Ring Test Molecular Identification Method
(Bi-DigitalO-Ring Test, O-Ring technique)-13 :7, 1996

Bindegewebsmassage (bindegewebsmassage system, connective
tissue massage)-AH
Bio-chromatic chakra alignment-AH
Biodynamic massage [probably biodynamic psychology]-AH
Biodynamic psychology (Biodynamic therapy)-13:31, 1996
Bioenergetics(BioenergeticAnalysis)-AH; 11:50, 1994; 13:31,1996
Bioenergetic therapy [part of bioenergetics]
Bioenergy (bioenergy healing)-AH
BioEssence bodywork- I I :47, 1994
BioEssence therapy-I I :47, 1994
Biofeedback without machines-12:7, 1995
Biogenic support (homeovitic support)-12:47, 1995
Biogram therapy-12:26-27,
1995
Biol<inesiology-12:27, 1995
Biological Immunity Analysis® (BIA, Biological Immunity
System'")-12:27,
1995
Bio-Magnetic Healing {Bio-Magnetic Healing Methodology,'"
Bio-MagneticMethodology, Bio-MagneticTouch '")-13:7, 1996
Biomagnetics (biomagnetic medicine)-AH
Biomagnetic therapy-12:27, 1995
Bioplasmic healing-AH
Biorhythm-AH
BioSonicRepatterning -12:27, 1995
Biosonics-AH
Black Hat Tantric Buddhist Feng Shui (Black Hat Sect Feng
Shui)-11 :61, 1994
Bleeding manipulation (bloodletting therapy)-12:27, 1995
Bloodcrystallization(diagnosticblood crystallization)-12:59, 1995
Blue water technique-12:27, 1995
Body acupuncture-12:27, 1995; below
Body Centered Therapy-13:7, 1996
Body harmony-AH
Body integration-AH
BodyMind breathwork-12 : 19, 1995
Bodymind centering-AH
BodyMind counseling hypnotherapy-I 2: 19, 1995
BodyMindshiatsu- I2: 19. I 995
BodyMindtherapy- I 2: 19, 1995
Body reflexology-12:47, 1995
BodyWisdom (BodyWisdom therapy)-12:8, 1995
Bodywork plus-AH
Bodywork Tantra-AH
Bone Marrow Nei Kung (Iron Shirt Chi Kung 111)-AH
Bon shamanic practices- I 3:7, 1996
Bowen technique (Bowen therapeutic technique, Bowen
therapy)-13 :31, 1996
Breathwork-12 :59, 1995
TM

TM
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Breema-12:5 9, 1995
Breema Bodywork-13 :7, 1996
BRETH("Breath Releasing Energy for Transformation and
Healing" or "Breath Releasing Energy for Transformation and
Happiness")-AH
Bubble of light technique (bubble of light meditation)-AH
Bu-hang[a form of cupping]
C.AR.E. (Chakra Armor Release of Emotions)-12 :27, 1995
Cayce approach to health and healing•--8 : 1---4,1991
Cayce diet-below
Cayce/Reilly massage (Cayce/Reilly approach to massage,
Cayce/Reilly method, Cayce/Reilly technique)-AH
Celestial Training-below
Cellular theta breath (cellular theta breath technique)-AH
Celtic magic-12 :70, 1995
Celtic shamanism-13 : 19, 1996
Chakra and cellular memory healing-I I :46, 1994
Chakra breathing-AH
Chakra energy massage-AH
Chakra healing (chakra balancing, chakra energy balancing,
chakra therapy, chakra work)-AH
Chakra innertuning therapy-AH
Chakral pranic healing-below
Chakra yoga-12:47 , 1995
ChanMi gong-AH
Channeling (mediumship)-AH
Chen style (Chen style Tai Chi, Chen style Tai Chi Chuan)-AH
Chi Healing (Fa Chi)-13: 19, 1996
Chi (ki) energy flow-12:27, 1995
Chi Kung Empowerment-12 :28, 1995
Chikung meditation (Chi kung meditations)-AH
Chi Lel"'-13:19 , 1996 [misspelled "Chi Lei"]
Chi Nei Tsang (internal Organ Chi Massage, healing light
massage , organ chi transformation, Organ Chi Transfor mation Massage, Taoist chi nei tsang , Taoist healing light
technique)-AH
Chinese auricular therapy (Chinese auricular acupuncture ,
traditional Chinese auricular acu-points therapy, t raditional
Chinese auricular acupuncture, traditional Chinese auricular
therapy)-12 :27, 1995
Chinese Chikwando-12:29, 1995
Chinese dietotherapy-11 :47, 1994
Chinese hand analysis-AH
Chinese herbal medicine--below
Chinese medicine (traditional Chinese medicine, TCM)AH; below
Chinese Qigong massage (An Mo, Chinese massage , Qigong
massage)-below
Chinese system of food cures-AH
Ching Lo-12 : 19, 1995
Chirognomy (cheirognomy)-AH
Chiself-massage (Tao rejuvenation-chi self-massage)-AH
Chi-Therapy (Gestalt energy work)-12 :8, 1995
Chi Weight Lifting-below
Choi kwang do-12: 19, 1995
ChristianevangelicalhealingUistedinAH, but description not found]
TM
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Christian meditation (C.M.)-12 :5, 1995
Christian positive thinking (CPT)-12:70, 1995
Christian psychology-I 2: 70, 1995
Christian Science-AH
[Correction: Mary Baker Eddy was
born in 1821.]; 11:51, 1994
Christian yoga-12:27, 1995
Chu Chong (Group Healing)- I 3: 19, 1996
Clairvoyant diagnosis (psychic diagnosis)-AH
Clean-Me-Out Program -12: 19, 1995
Clearing-12:47, 1995
Classical homeopathy-12:47,
1995
Oinical Kinesiology-12 :27, 1995
Co-Centering-AH; below
Color breathing-AH
Color meditation (CM, color magick)-AH
Colorology-12:27 , 1995
Color pranic healing (pranic color healing)-below
Color projection-AH
Color psychology-AH
Colorpuncture
(colorpuncture
system, Osho esogetic
colorpuncture system)-12:27, 1995
Color synergy-AH
Color therapy (chromopathy, chromotherapy, color healing)-AH
Combine spirituality and psychotherapy-12:4 7, 1995
Concept-Therapy® (Concept-Therapy technique)-AH
Connective tissue therapy (CTT)-11 :47 , 1994
Contact healing (laying on of hands)-AH; 12:5, 1995
Contact reflex analysisSM(CRA)-11 :47, 1994
Contemporary homeopathy-12:47 , 1995
Core energetics (core energetic therapy)-AH
Core transformationSM ( core transformation process)- I2: 19, 1995
Core zero balancing (zero balancing)-11 :47 , 1994
Cosmic energy chi kung (cosmic energy chi kung, cosmic healing
chi kung)-AH
Cosmic vibrational healing-AH
A Coursein Miracles-AH
Cranial facial balancing-12:28, 1995
Craniosacral therapy (cranial osteopathy, cranial technique,
cranial work, craniopathy, craniosacral balancing, craniosacral
work)-AH
Cran iosacral-visceral balancing (craniosacral-visceral whole body
balancing)-12 :8, 1995
Creative concentration
I I :4 7, I 994
Creative Force Techniques (CFTs)-12 :47 , 1995
Creative Kinesiology-12 :28, 1995
Creative meditation-12:4 7---48, 1995
Creative visualization-AH [Terrns for identicalor similarmethods
include: active imagination, creative imaging,directed day-dream,
directed waking dream, dynamic imaging, guided fantasy, guided
imagery, guided visualization,imagery, imaginalmedicine, imaging,
initiatedsymbol projection, inner guide meditation, led meditation,
magickal visualization, mental imagery, pathworking, positive
imaging, positive thinking, positive visualization, visualization,
visualization therapy, and waking dream therapy.]
TM
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Crystal therapeutics5""-I I :47, 1994
Crystal therapy (crystal healing , crystal work, crystal therapeutics)-AH
Cupping-AH
Cymatics (cymatic medicine, cymatic therapy)-AH
Daniel's Diet-13:19, 1996
Daoyin-11:47, 1994
Dayan Qigong (wild goose breathing exercise)-AH
Deep Emotional Breathwork-12 :28, 1995
Deep Emotional Release Bodywork System (Deep Emotional
CellularReleaseBodywork, DeepEmotionalReleaseBodywork)12:28, 1995
De la Warr system-AH
Depossession (releasement)-AH
Diamondapproach (Diamond approach to inner realization}-AH
Diamond method-AH
Dianetics-AH
Dian xue (Cavity Press Massage, Dian Xue An Mo)-AH
Dimensional clearing-12 :20, 1995
Direct Bi-Digital O-Ring Test Method-13:7, 1996
Directed esoterictoning-12:28,
1995
Direct moxabustion--below
Distant pranic healing-below
Divine healing from Japan-12 :48 , 1995
Divine will healing-I I :47, 1994
Do-In (Dao In, Tao-in , Taoist yoga, Taoist hatha yoga)-AH ;
13:32, 1996
Dreambody Work-I 3: 19, 1996
Dream counseling-12:70, 1995
Dreamwork (dreamworking)-AH
Dr. Lynch's holistic self-health program-I I :47, 1994
Ear reflexology-12 :61, 1995
Ecstasy breathing®-11 :47, 1994
Ehretism--12 :28, 1995
18 Lohan Tiger/Dragon Qigong-AH
Electroacupuncture (electrical acupuncture)-AH
Electroacupuncture According to Voll (EAV)-AH
Electrodiagnosis(bioelectric testing , electrodermal screening)AH; 4:~. 1987
Electro-homeopathy-AH
Electromagnetic healing-AH
Electromedicine-AH
EmBodyment-AH
EmotionalEnergetic Healing(E.E.H.
, E.E.H
. Healingmethodology)13:7, 1996
Emotional-kinesthetic psychotherapy (EKP)-12:8, 1995
Emotional Release-12 :28, 1995
Empyrean® rebirthing-AH
Endo-nasal therapy-AH
Energis"'-12:20, 1995
Energy balancing-AH
Energy field work-AH
Energy lntegration-13:7, 1996
Enlighten Habit Modification Systems (Enlighten Habit
Modification System)-13:7,
1996

EnUghten System for Children with Learning Difficulties13:7, 1996
EnUghten System forTeenagers-13:7,
1996
Enlighten"' Systems of stress management (Enlighten
Systems , Enlighten "')-13:7 , 1996
EnUghten Weight Management System--13:7 , 1996
Enneagram system (enneagram)-AH
Equestrian transformational expression-AH
Er Mei Qi Gong (Er Mei, Er Mei Chi Gong Therapy, Er Mei Qi
GongTherapy, Er MeiQi Gong Therapy ExternalEnergy Diagnosis
and Treatment system, Er Mei system}-AH ; 13:7, 1996
Esalen massage-AH
Esogetics-12 :28, 1995
Esoteric Buddhism Uisted in AH, but not described byJack Raso]
Esoteric healing (seven ray techniques)-AH
Essene way of self-healing-13 :7, 1996
Etheric release-12:20, 1995
Etheric surgery-AH
Etheric touch-I I :48, 1994
Eutony (eutony therapy , Gerda Alexander method)-AH
Exorcism-AH
Expanded Co-centering-below
Face Modelling-AH
Facial Rejuvenation®-AH
Faith healing-AH
Feldenkrais method (Feldenkrais technique)-13: 19-20 , 1996
Fengshui-1 I :48, 1994; I I :61 , 1994
Ferreri Technique ["Applied Kinesiology (Ferreri Technique)"
(AK/F)]-AH
Firewalking-AH
Fitfor Lifeprogram-below
FITONICS"'-below
Five rites of rejuvenation- I I :48, 1994
Flower essence therapy-AH; 12:28, 1995
Focusing (Focusing Process, Focusing Therapy)-12:20, 1995
Foot analysis (Grinberg method)-AH
Foot reflexology-AH; 12:29, 1995; 12:62-63, 1995
Fountain of Youth Qigong (Fountain ofYouth)-below
Functional lntegration®-13 :20, 1996
Fusion meditations-AH
Future life progression- I I :61 , 1994
Gem therapy-AH
Gerson therapy (Gerson dietary regime [GDR] , Gerson
method, Gerson treatment)-AH;
MD; 3:9-12, 1986
Gestalt therapy-12:8, 1995
G-Jo acupressure-12 :48, 1995
Gnosis-13 :32, 1996
Going Home Tu - I I :48, 1994
Grape cure (grape diet)-12 :28, 1995
Graphochromopathy-AH
Graphotherapy-AH
HaelanWork Tu -below
Hakomi (hakomi body-centered psychotherapy, hakomi method,
Hakomi Method of Body/MindTherapy, Hakomi Therapy}-AH
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Hakomi Integrative Somatics (formerly Hakomi ek>dywork)12:28, 1995
Hand reflexology-12 :29, 1995
Harmonics-AH
Harner Method Shamanic Counseling (HMSC}--12:28, 1995
Hatha yoga-AH
Hawaiian temple bodywork (/omi ha'a mauli o/a)--AH
Healing Heart Meditation---13:8, 1996
Healing light kung fu (Five Finger Kung Fu, h«~alinghands
kung fu)-AH
Healing Love (healing love meditation, seminal and ovarian
kung fu)-AH
HealingTao (Healing Tao System, Healing Tao Warm Current
Meditation, international healing Tao system)-AH
"Healing the Heart" workshop-12:48,
1995
Healingtouch-12:59, 1995
Health Kinesiology-12:28, 1995
HealthWatchers Analysis'"-12:28, 1995
HealthWatchers System'" -12:28, 1995
Heartwood massage- I I :48, 1994
Hellerwork-AH
Hemi-sync™-AH
Hippocrates diet (Living Foods Lifestyle®}--AH
Hippocrates health program-AH
Herbal crystallization analysis (HCA, herbal id1entification,
herbal tracer test}- I I :48, 1994
Holistic dentistry (holistic general dentistry}--AH
Holistic gynecology-AH
Holistic nursing-AH
Holistic palpate energy therapy-AH
Holistic psychiatry-13 :8, 1996
Holistic reiki-AH
Holoenergetic healing® (holoenergetics®)-11 :6,I, 1994
Holotropic Breathwork ™ (Grof breathwork, holonomic
breathwork , holonomic therapy, holotropic bre:ath therapy,
holotropic therapy}--AH
Homeoacupuncture--AH
Homeopathy (homeopathic medicine, homeotheirapeutics)AH; 4: 1-6, 1987
Homeovitic detoxification---12:48, 1995
Homeovitics-AH; 12:48, 1995
Homuncular acupuncture--AH
Ho'oponopono-12:28,
1995
Hug therapy (therapeutic hugging}--12:8 , 1995
Huichol shamanism---12:48, 1995
Human ecology balancing sciences-12:29 , 1995
Human energetic assessment and restorative technic
(HEART)-AH
Humanistic therapy-12:20, 1995
Human resources chi gong-12:20, 1995
Hydrochromopathy-AH
Hydropathy (water cure)-AH
Hypnoaesthetics '" Disted in AH, but description not found]
1-Chuan(Da Cheng Chuan)-12:20, 1995
Identity process-AH
11P Consciousness Development Program---12 :48 , 1995
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Image magick (image magic,sympatheticmagick}--12 :70, 1995
lmagineering-AH
Indirect "Bi-Digital O-Ring Test" -13:8, 1996
Indirect moxabustion--below
Infantile tuina therapy (infantile tuina}--1 I :48, 1994
Inner bonding-AH; 13:8, 1996
Inner child cards-12:48, 1995
Inner child work (inner child therapy)-AH; 12:8, 1995
Inner guide work-12:48, 1995
Inner Peace Facilitation (inner peace counseling}--13:32, 1996
Inner self healing process-AH
Inner Smile--AH
Integral counseling psychology-AH
Integrated kinesiology-12:20, 1995
Integrative acupressure--AH
Integrative Manual Therapy-13:8, 1996
Integrative therapy-AH
Integrative yoga therapy-12:20, 1995
Interactive guided imagery5M-AH
Intercessory prayer-AH; 12:45-46, 1995
Inter-light kinesiology (agape quest program)-12:20, 1995
Intuitive Aura Reading-13:8, 1996
Intuitive diagnosis-13:20, 1996
Intuitive energy healing-12 :8, 1995
lnvocative pranic healing (invocative healing)-below
lridology (iridiagnosis, irido-diagnosis)-AH
Iron Shirt Chi Kung-AH
Iroquois medical botany-12:29, 1995
Iyengar Yoga (Iyengar style yoga)-AH

Jin Shin Do® (Jin Shin Do® Bodymind Acupressure "')-AH
Jin Shin Jyutsu® (also spelled "jitsu")-AH
Jin shinn (jin shin}--below
Johrei-12 :8, 1995
Josephing-AH
Jungian past-life therapy-12:8, 1995
Jungian psychology-AH; 12:19, 1995

Kalaripayat-12 :48, 1995
Kahuna healing-AH
KaliYoga-13 :20, 1996
Karga puja (karga healing ritual)-13:8, 1996
Karuna reiki (formerly called Sai Baba reiki}--12:48-49, 1995
Kelley/Radix® work-12:20, 1995
Ki breathing-AH
Kinesiology (kinesiologies}--12:29, 1995
Kinetic Trance-Meditation (KTM}--13:8 , 1996
Kirliandiagnosis (Kirlian technique}--AH
Ki-shiatsu®/oriental bodywork (ki-shiatsu/oriental bodywork
therapy, shiatsu oriental bodywork)-AH
Kneipping(Kneipp cure, Kneipp therapies, Kneipptherapie)----AH
Kobayashi technique (Kobayashi techniques)-12:29, 1995
Kofutu Absent Healing (part of the Kofutu System of Spiritual
Healing and Development]
Kofutu Personal Energy Matrix Healing [part of the Kofutu
System of Spiritual Healing and Development]
Kofutu System of Spiritual Healing and Development-AH
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Kofutu Touch Healing [part of the Kofutu System of Spiritual
Healing and Development]
Kripalu bodywork-AH
Kripaluyoga-AH
Kriya massage-12 :20, 1995
KriyashaktiSM-12:71 , 1995
Kriyayoga-AH
Kulkarninaturopathy-AH
Kum Nye (Kum Nye relaxation)-AH; 12:59, 1995
Kundaliniyoga (Shakti Yoga, tantra yoga)-13 :8, 1996
Lama yoga-AH
Lane system of multilayer bioenergy analysis and nutrition
(Lane system of 3-dimensional bioenergy analysis and
nutritional healing)-AH
Laserpuncture-12:29 , 1995
L'Chaim yoga-AH
Lemonade diet (lemon cleansing, master cleanser)-AH
Laura Norman method-AH ; 12:29, 1995; 12:61, 1995
Led meditation- I 2:71, 1995
Lepore technique (LePore technique)-AH; 12:29, 1995
LeShan psychic training-AH
Ufe Care Kinesiology (Ufe Care)-12 :29, 1995
Ufe energy analysis-AH
Ufe force balancing-AH
Life impressions bodywork-AH
Life span nutrition (limbic eating)-12:20 , 1995
Light energy implantations-I I :48, 1994
Ught ray rejuvenation system (light ray system)-12 :29, 1995
Lightwork-AH
LivingHealth life-style-below
LivingHealth program-below
Local healing- I 2:49, 1995
Lok Hop Ba Fa-13:8, 1996
Lomi-lomi (Lomi Lomi Nui)-AH
Lomi work (Lomi approach)-13 :8, 1996
LooyenWork®-12:49, 1995
Love-powered diet- I I :48, 1994
LungTa-13 :8, 1996
Macrobiotics•-? : 17-21, 1990
Magicalaromatherapy- I I :48, 1994
Magicaldiet (magical diets)-AH
Magicalherbalism-AH
Magnet therapy (biomagnetics,
biomagnetic therapy,
biomagnetism, electro -biomagnetics therapy, magnetic
energy therapy, magnetic healing , magnetic therapy,
magnetotherapy)-AH
Magnetic healing-AH
Magno-therapy-12 :29, 1995
MaharishiAyur-Ved (formerly called Maharishi Ayur-Veda)
Mahikari-AH
Makko-ho-AH
Manifesting (conscious manifestation, manifestation)-AH
Manual organ stimulation therapy (MOST)-AH
MariEL-AH
Marma healing (ayurveda marma healing)-12:49 , 1995

Marma science (Dhanur Veda's science of marmas)-12 :29, 1995
Marma therapy (ayurvedic lymphatic massage, ayurved ic
massage)-AH
Marrow cleansing chi gong-12:20 , 1995
Medical graphology (grapho-diagnostics )-AH
Medical palmistry-AH
Medicine cards-12 :49, 1995
MediPatch TMhealthcare system (MediPat~h ™ system)-AH
Mentalphysics-12 :20, 1995
Mesmerism (magnetic healing)-AH
Meta fitness- I 2:71 , 1995
Metal and gem therapy-12:29 , 1995
Metamorphic technique (metamorphosis ; originally called
prenatal therapy)-AH
Metamorphosis [probably the metamorphic technique]12:71 , 1995
Metaphysical hypnosis (metaphysical hypnotism)-12 :20, 1995
Meta-Therapy TM_l2:8, 1995
Metta Touch TM
-12 :49, 1995
Microcosmic Orbit Meditation-AH
Micromovement bodywork-I I :48, 1994
Middle pillar meditation (middle pillar technique)-AH
Mindtonic training-below
Morter HealthSystem-AH
Motherhand shiatsu- I I :61, 1994
Motivational Proceessing©-below
Moxabustion-AH
Moxibustion (moxibustion therapy)-AH
Mucusless diet-AH
Mucusless diet healing system-AH
Multidimensional Cellular Healing TM
-13:8, 1996
Multi incarnational recall and emotional body balancing13:20, 1996
Nadi shodhanam (channel purification)-12 :29, 1995
Nadi Sutro Kriyo-12 :2 9, 1995
Natural Hygiene•-3 :57-59, 1986; 7:33-36, 1990
Nature cure (nature care)-AH
Naturology-12 : 15, 1995
Naturopathy (naturology, naturopathic health care, naturopathic
medicine)-AH; 12:2, 1995
Neo-Reichian massage- I I :48, 1994
Network Spinal Analysis (Network, Network Chiropractic,
Network Chiropractic spinal analysis)-! I :61, 1994
Neural therapy-11 :49, 1994
Neural Organization Technique (NOT)-AH
Neuro-bioenergetic treatment-12:49,
1995
New age shiatsu-AH
N.I.A technique-I I :49, 1994
Nichiren Buddhism (Nichirenism , Nichiren Shoshu [NS],
Nichiren Shoshu Buddhism)-AH ; 13:8, 1996
Nine Gates Training Program-12 :59, 1995
Nine Star Ki-13:20 , 1996
Non-Contact Therapeutic Touch (NCTT)-below
Norse magic- I 2:71 , 1995
Nsoromma body therapy-12 :49, 1995
Numbers Diet TMQean Simpson's Numbers Diet)-AH
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Numerology-AH
Nutripathy-AH; MD; 4:57-61, 1987; 12:29, 1995
Nutritional herbology-AH, MD
Nutrition kinesiology (NK)-1 I :49, 1994
Nvwoti (Cherokee herbal medicine)-13:32, I 996
Ohashiatsu®-AH
Oki-do (okido, okido way of living)-AH; 12:29, 1995
Okinawan karate (Shorin Ryu karate)-12:30, 1995
OMEGA-AH
OMNI-FORCE-I I :49, 1994
One Brain"'-11:49, 1994; 12:2-3, 1995
Open Mind"' programming (Open Mind advanced programming)-! I :61, 1994
Optimum Health Balance-12:30, 1995
Organic process therapy (OPT)-AH
Organismic psychotherapy-AH
Orgone therapy (medical orgonomy, orgonomic medicine
therapy)-AH
Oriental body and facial diagnosis-below
Oriental massage (amma massage) [probably amma]-below
Oriental medicine-13:32, 1996
Oriental 7-Day Quick Weight-Off Diet-13:20, 1996
Original Ingham Method"' (Ingham method, Ingham method
of foot reflexology, Ingham technique)-AH; 12:30, 1995
Orionic healing system-AH
Ortho-Bionomy"' (OB)-AH; 12:21, 1995
Osteokinetics®-1 I :61, 1994
I I:37, 1994
Paneurhythmy-below
Passion-for-lifepsychotherapy- I I:61 , 1994
Past-lifetherapy (past life regression therapy [PLRl], past lives
therapy, regression therapy, transformational therapy)-AH
Pathwork-AH
Pealeism (Norman Vincent Pealeism)-AH; 12:71, 1995
P.E.E.R. (Primary Emotional Energy Recovery, P.E.E.R.
counseling)-12:49,
1995
Pendular diagnosis (radiesthetic diagnosis)-AH
Pentecostal faith healing [not described by Jack Raso]
Periosteal acupuncture-AH
Personal prayer-AH
Personal totem pole process- I 2:71, 1995
Pesso Boyden Systern/Psychornotor (psychornotor therapy,
Pesso system)-12:8, 1995
Petitionary prayer-AH
Phoenix rising yoga therapy-AH
Phrenology (head-reading)-AH
Phreno-mesmerism (phreno-magnetism, phrenopathy)-AH
Physiognomy-AH
Physio-SpiritualEtheric Body healing91(PSEBSM)-below
Pigeon remedy (pigeon therapy)-AH
Planetary herbology (planetary herbalism)-! I :49, 1994
Plant alchemy (spagyrics)-AH
Pleiadianlightwork- 13:8, 1996
Pointingtherapy- I I :49, 1994
Panchakarma-AH;
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Polarity balancing (Polarity, polarity energy balancing, polarity
energy balancing system, polarity energy healing, polarity
system, polarity therapy, polarity wellness®)-AH
Polarity energy balancing massage-AH; 11:49, 1994
Polarity reflexology-12:71, 1995
Polarity testing-AH
Polarity yoga (polarity exercise)-AH; 11:49, 1994
Positive confession (Word-Faith movement, faith rnovernent)12:7 I, 1995
Positive imaging-12:71, 1995
Possibilitythinking- I 2:71, 1995
Possibilitythinking meditation (PTM)-12: 71, 1995
Postural integration-AH
Power animal imagery- I 2:71, 1995
Poweryoga-11:49, 1994
Prakrtika cikitsa (naturopathy)-AH
Pranayama-AH; 12:31, 1995
Pranic healing (bioplasmic healing, radiatory healing)-AH
Pranic psychotherapy-AH; 11:49, 1994; 11:60, 1994
Prank therapy-12:20, 1995
Prayer (metaphysical healing)-AH; 12:45--46, 1995
Pre- and Perinatal Psychology-13:7, 1996
Pre-cognitive re-education--12:21, 1995
Primal therapy (primal scream therapy)-AH
Primordial Sound Meditation-below
Process acupressure-12:21, 1995
Process psychology (process oriented psychology, ProcessOriented Psychotherapy, Process Work)-AH
Professional Kinesiology Practice (PKP, PKP approach)12:30, 1995
Progression/regression therapy-AH
Psionic medicine (psionics)-AH
Psychic dentistry-AH
Psychic healing (psi healing, psychic therapy)-AH
Psychic Magic-13:9, 1996
Psychic Self-Defense-12:21, 1995
Psychic Shield- I2:21 , 1995
Psychic surgery-AH
Psychogenetics-11 :49, 1994
Psychography-13:32, 1996
Psycho-kinetic Health (PKH)-12:30, 1995
Psychologicalastrology (astro-psychology)-AH
Psychology of evil [from M. Scott Peck, M.D.]-AH
Psychometric analysis (short for "psychometric analysis of
human character and mentality")-AH
Psychometry (object reading)-AH
Psycho-neuroaligning (PNA)-12:71, 1995
Psycho-neuro integration (PNI, psychic healing)-AH
Psycho-pictography-12:49, 1995
Psycho-regression--AH
Psychospiritual holistic healing-AH
Psychospiritual therapy-AH
Psychosynthesis (psychosynthesis therapy)-AH; 12:49, 1995
Reiki5M
Psycho-Therapeutic Reiki5M (Psycho-therapeutic
healing)-below
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Qigong (Qi Gong, internal Qigong ; also spelled "chi gong," "chi
gung," and "chi kung")-AH
Qi Gong Meridian Therapy (QGMT}--AH
Qigong therapy (buqi, buqi therapy, external Qigong healing,
external Qi healing, medical Qigong, Qi Ari Mo, Qigong healing,
Qi healing, Qi Massage, wai Qi liao fa, wai Qi zhi liao}-AH
Quan Chi Chi Gong-13 :9, 1996
Quantum ReleaseWork ...- I 3:9, 1996
Radiance breathwork-AH
Radiance movement therapy-AH
Radiance prenatal process-AH
The Radiance Technique® (TRT, The Official Reiki Program® ,
Real Reiki®)-AH
Radiant breathing (radiant breathwork)-13 :9, 1996
Radiant Healing Massage Method®---below
Radiesthesia (medical dowsing, medical radiesthesia}-AH
Radionic diagnosis (radionic analysis)-AH
Radionic photography-AH
Radionics (psionics)-AH
Radionic therapy (radionic healing, radionic treatment)-AH
Radix... (neo-Reichian therapy)-AH
Rainbow diet-AH
Rakta moksha-12:49 , 1995
Rational fasting-12:30, 1995
Raw juice therapy-12:30,
1995
Ray methods of healing-AH
Rebirthing (circular breathing, conscious breathing, conscious
connected breathing, free breathing, vivation)-AH; 12: 19, 1995
Reflexology-AH ; 12:61-64 , 1995
Reflexology workout-12 :30, 1995
Reflexotherapy-AH
Regression therapy (hypnotic regression therapy)-below
Reich Blood Test-11:49-50,
1994
Reichiantherapy (psychiatric orgone therapy, Reichianbodywork
therapy, Reichianmassage; called vegetal therapy in Europe)-AH
Reiki (reiki healing, reiki therapy, Usui shiki ryoho, Usui shiko
ryoho, Usui system of natural healing; formerly called /eiki}-AH
Reiki-alchemia®-12 :21, 1995
Reiki meditation--13 :20, 1996
Reiki Plus® (Reiki Plus Natural Healing, Reiki Plus System of
Natural Healing)-AH
Reimprinting with divine intervention-12
:21 , 1995
Rei-so (spiritual diagnosis}-AH; 12:30, 1995
Remote diagnosis-AH
Resonant kinesiology5"1-l2 :2 I, 1995
Rhythmajik-AH
Rhythmical Massage-below
Rolfing® (structural integration, structural processing)-AH
RolfingMovement Integrat ion (RMl)-13 :32, 1996
Rosen method-12:21,
1995
Rubenfeld Synergy® Method (Rubenfeld Synergy)-AH
Sacral/spinal energy balancing- I 2:71, 1995
Sacred psychology-12 :49, 1995
Santerfa-13 :9, 1996
Seed-pressure method-12:27,
1995

Schuessler [also spelled "Schussler"] biochemic system of
~dicine (biochemic medicine, biochemic system of medicine,
tissue salts therapy)-AH
Scientific palmistry-13:9, 1996
Sclerology-AH
Scrying (crystal ball, crystal gazing, crystalomancy}-AH
Seichim-AH
Seichim reiki-AH ; 12:6, 1995
Seicho-No-le-12:6 , 1995
Seiki-jutsu-AH
1996
Seitai control technique (seitai technique)-13:9,
Self-applied health enhancement methods (SAHEM}-AH
Self expansion therapy-12:30,
1995 [incorrectly listed as
"self expression therapy " in I I :62, 1994]
Self-healing (direct healing}-AH
Self-Helpfor Stress and Pain (Self-Help Approach}-12:30, 1995
7 keys meditation program-I I :46, 1994
Sexual Energy Massage-below
Shadow sound therapy©-12:6,
1995
Shamanic counseling-12:21, 1995
Shamanic extraction healing (extraction method of healing)12:30, 1995
Shamanic midwifery- I ) :9, 1996
Shamanic psychotherapy-11:50,
1994
Shamanism (shamanic healing, shamani~tic medicine}-AH
Shaman stone healing-below
Shandra-chi-12 :9, 1995
SHEN5M (Specific Human Energy Nexus Therapy, SHEN
therapy}-12 :9, 1995
Shiatsu (schiatsu, shiatsu therapy, shiatzu)-AH
Shiatsu massage-AH
Shinkiko (true ki energy flow}-12:30 , 1995
Siddha (Siddha medicine}-AH
Silva mind control (Silva mental dynamics , Silva method , Silva
method of mind development, Silva mind control method , Silva
mind control method of mental dynamics, Silva mind control
system)-AH ; 12:21, 1995; 12:36, 1995
Simonton method-AH
Six Healing Sounds-AH
61-points relaxation exercise (61-points exercise, 61-points ,
shavayatra}-12:30 , 1995
SkyDancing Tantra-13 :20, 1996
Soaring crane Qigong (crane style chi gong}-AH
Somasynthesis-12:9 , 1995
Somatic dialogue-11:50 , 1994
SomatoEmotional ReleaseSM-12 :21, 1995
Somatic emotional therapy- I I :50, 1994
Song channeling- I I :50, 1994
Sonopuncture-12:30,
1995
Sotai (sotai therapy, sotai treatment}-AH
Soul amplification-I I :50, 1994
Soul-centered psychology-! 2:22 , 1995
Soul part integration-AH
Soul reading-13:20 , 1996
Soul retrieval-AH
SoulWork-13 :9, 1996
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Sound energetics"' - I I :62, 1994; 12:30, 1995
SpinalAttunement5"1Technique (SA~elow
Spinalbalancing-AH
Spirit healing (spiritual healing)-AH
Spirit releasement-13:20, 1996
Spirit releasement therapy- I I :62, 1994
Spirit surgery-AH
SpiritualCounseling-13 :32, 1996
Spiritualmidwifery-12:30, 1995
Spiritualpsychology-AH
Spiritualsurgery-13:9, 1996
Starlink-13:9, 1996
Stress pattern processing5"1-l 2:30, 1995
Stress Release (Stress Release approach)-12:31, 1995
Structural Alignment-13:20, 1996
Subatomic healing-12:31, 1995
Subtle aromatherapy-12:31 , 1995
Sufihealing-AH
Suggestivetherapy (suggestive therapeutics, suggestive therapy
work)-AH
Suggestivetherapy zone procedure (concept-therapy adjusting
technique, health zone analysis, zone testing, zone therapy
diagnosis)-AH
Superior Fast (superior fasting)-12:30, 1995
SuperShape psychological conditioning system- I I:62, 1994
Swedish-Esalen-12:59, 1995
Synergyhypnosis-AH
Syntonics-11 :50, 1994
Systematic nutritional muscle testing (SNMT}-AH
TaeUIJuhealing meditation (TaeUIJu,TaeUIJu healing, TaeUIJu
meditation)-13:9, 1996
Tai chi (tai chi chuan, TaiJi, taiji chuan, TaiJiJuan, taiji quan)AH; 12:8, 1995
Tai Chi-Chi Kung-13:32, 1996
Tai Chi Dao Yin-13:9, 1996
Taido-11:50, 1994; 12:31. 1995
TaijiWuxigong-13:9, 1996
Tamang shamanism-13:9, 1996
Tanden breathing [component of lei breathing]-AH
Tantra-AH
Tantsu [component of Bodywork Tantra]-AH
Tao healing energy chant-13: I0, 1996
Taoist energy touch-I 3: 10, 1996
Taoist five element nutrition (Taoist healing diet)-AH
Taoist healing imagery-12:9, 1995
Taoist Qigong (Daoist chi kung, Taoist Chi Kung)-AH
"Tap, Tap" system-12:22, 1995
Tattva shuddhi (tattva shuddhi meditation)-! 3: I 0, 1996
Tatwa meditation- I I :50, 1994
Telediagnosis (distant biological detection)-AH
TenJin Do-13:10, 1996
Tenrikyo-12:49, 1995
Tensegrity-12:31, 1995
Thai massage-I I :62, 1994; 12:31, 1995
Thai Massage-ReflexYoga with MettaTouch-13:32-33, 1996
Thai-style bodywork- I 3: I0, 1996
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Theocentric psychology-12:22, 1995
Theo therapy-AH
Therapeutic eurythmy (curative eurythmy; also spelled
"eurhythmy")-AH
Therapeutic shiatsu [description not found]
Therapeutic Touch (TT)-AH
Thought Therapy-13: I0, 1996
Three in One (Three in One Concepts process, Three in One
approach)-12:31, 1995
Tibetan medicine (Emchi)-AH
Tibetan Pulsing Healing (Tibetan Pulsing)-AH
Tibetan reiki-12:49-50, 1995
Time Line Therapy"' (TLT)-12:31, 1995
TM-Sidhi (Transcendental Meditation Sidhi program, yogic
flying)-MD
Tongue diagnosis-below
Toning-AH; 12:27, 1995; 12:28, 1995
Touch for Health (TFH)-AH
Traditional acupuncture-below
Traditional DhanurVeda diagnosis-12:50, 1995
Trager (Trager approach, Tragering, Trager psychophysical
integration®, T ragerwork)-AH
Trager mentastics (Mentastics®)-AH
T ranee channeling-AH
Transcendental Meditation® (TM®)•-11:38-40, 1994
Transformation[from Dr. Wayne W. Dyer]-AH
T ransformational Breath •M-13: I0, 1996
Transformational counseling-12:22, 1995
Transformational bodywork-AH
Transformation-oriented
bodywork (transformational
1996
bodywork)-13:33,
Transition method-12:22, 1995
Transpersonal hypnotherapy [listed in AH, but description
not found]
Transpersonal
psychology (transpersonal
counseling,
transpersonal counseling psychology)-AH
Triggers Mind Programming System (Triggers, Triggers
System)-AH
Tui na (Push Grab Massage, Tui Na An Mo)-AH
Twelve stages of healing-I I :62, 1994
Twelve Steps-AH
Uighur medicine--13:10, 1996
Ujjayi(ujjayibreathing)-12:31, 1995
UltraVit 7-day juice slimming program-I I :62, 1994
Unani (Unani medicine, Unani tibb)-AH
Unergi© method (Unergf holistic therapy)-12:22, 1995
UN systemSM-11:62, 1994
Urine therapy (amaroli, auto-urine-therapy, shivambu kalpa,
uropathy)-AH
Vedic astrology Uyotish)-13: 10, 1996
VEGAtestmethod (Vega in vitro test method)-13: I0, 1996
Vibrational medicine (energy medicine, subde-energy medicine,
vibrational healing)-! I:49, 1994; 11:51, 1994; 12:20, 1995;
12:31, 1995; 13:6, 1996; 13:31, 1996
Vietnamese traditional medicine (Vietnamese medicine)13: I 0, 1996
TM

TM
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Visceralmeridian manipulationtechnique (VMM)-12:20, 1995
Vita flex (reflex system)-AH
Vitality fastingand rejuvenation- I I :50, 1994
Vivianomethod-AH
Vodou(vodoun,vodun,voodoo, voodooism,voudoun)-12:22,
1995
Waitankung-13: I 0, 1996
Warriorobics---AH
Watsu (water shiatsu)[component of Bodywork Tantra]-AH
Weigh Down Workshop-I 3: I 0, 1996
Weight No More (Body, Mind, and Spirit Diet; Weight No
More approach to weight loss; Weight No More program)12:50, 1995
White tantra-AH
Whole health shiatsu-11:50, 1994
Whole person bodywork-AH
Whole SystemHealthscan-I3:20, 1996
Wicca (modern witchcraft)-12:71, 1995
Windows to the Sky acupressure (Window to the Sky
acupressure)-13 :33, 1996
Wise woman healing (wisewoman healing ways, wisewoman
ways)-AH
Witchcraft-AH

Hea( thcare
Acupressure massage: Acupressure• [see NF 11 :47,
1994] in the form of a massage (An Mo) . Apparently, it is
the equivalent of amma.* Acupressure
massage
purportedly is usable to promote the flow of Qi (chi)
through the "meridian sys t em." Yet, supposedly,
everything in the universe is composed of Oi.1
Body acupuncture: Apparently, "ordinary" acupuncture:
any form of acupuncture whose "channel theory" is
that of traditional Chinese medicine• and whose scope
is the entire human body (e.g., not just the ears) .2
Cayce diet: Diet that stems from the "readings " of
Edgar Cayce .• One of its "concepts" is that emphasizing
in one's diet fruits and vegetables that are "locallygrown" promotes acclimation and helps to align bodily
"energies" with environmental "energies."3
Celestial Training: Program that includes Awareness
Release Technique® [see NF 12:26, 1995].4
Chakral pranlc healing: Component of advanced pranic
healing [see NF 12:59, 1995] .5
Chinese herbal medicine: A "major pillar" of Chinese
medicine (see below). Its theory holds that herbs 'can
influence the "Yin and Yang energy patterns" of the body.1
Chinese medicine: "Holistic" system of "medical analysis,
interpretation and treatment" whose "basic foundation"
consists of acupuncture meridian theory, "Five Phase
Theory ,"* "herbology," nutrition, and yin/yang theory.*6

Woojanglupower meditation(Woojangjupowerchant)-I3: I 0,
1996

Wortcunning-12:7I, 1995
Wu Ming Qigong-12:59, 1995
Yantra yoga (Tibetan yantra yoga,yantra Tibetan yoga)-AH
Yoga-AH; 13:33, 1996
Yogaof perfect sight-AH
Yogatherapy-AH
Yoshidataido (Yoshidataido technique)-I3: 10, 1996
Zarlen therapy (Zarlen direct channelling)-AH; 12:50, 1995
Zazen-below
Zen Alexandertechnique-AH
Zen shiatsu-AH
Zen-touchT"-AH
Zhan zhuang chi kung (zhanzhuang)-1 I :50, 1994
Zhenjiu (acu-moxibustion,
acupuncture-moxibustion
therapy, chen-chiou therapy, China zhenjiuology,
zhenjiulogical therapy)-1 I :50, 1994
Zhineng Chigong-13:20, 1996
Zone therapy (reflex zone therapy, reflex zone massage)-AH;
12:31, 1995
Zulu Sangomabones-12 :50, 1995

Esoterica
Chinese Qlgong massage (An Mo, Chinese massage,
Qlgong massage): Component of traditional Chinese
medicine that emphasizes the "proper level," quality of
"circulation," and alleged preventive uses of Qi, "the
energy circulating in human or animal bodies." The
categories of Chinese Qigong massage are: (1) Pu Tong
An Mo* (General Massage), (2) Tui Na An Mo* (Push
Grab Massage), (3) Dian Xue An Mo* (Cavity Press
Massage), and (4) Qi An Mo* (Qi Massage).?
Chi Weight Lifting: Component of Bone Marrow Nei
Kung• that purportedly can rejuvenate bone marrow by
supplying the body with abundant "Ching Chi ," an
alleged combination of sex hormones and "sexual
energy." It involves genitally lifting weights attached
to the penis and scrotum or to the vagina .a
Co-Centering: Component of Bodywork Tantra.* It
supposedly "connects" one's alleged three "basic
centers": body, heart, and mind . Co-Centering includes
Basic Co-Centering and Expanded Co-centering.9
Color pranlc healing (pranlc color healing): Component
of advanced pranic healing [see NF 12 :59, 1995] . Its
theory posits "color pranas ." In the "visualization
approach ," the "pranic healer" visualizes prana (ki ,
"vital energy") of an appropriate color emanating from
his or her "hand chakra ."5
Direct moxabustion: Form of moxabustion• that requires placing small cones of "moxa" (a dried herb) on
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specific acupuncture points and burning them almost to
the skin.1
Distant pranlc healing: Form of distant healing (absent
healing*) propounded by Choa Kok Sui.*5
FITONICS™: Purportedly revolutionary "natural health
and weight-loss program" promoted by Marilyn Diamond*
(coauthor of the bestseller Fit for Life [see NF 3:57-59,
1986]) and clinical hypnotherapist Donald Burton
Schnell, M.S., coauthors of Fitonics for Life (Avon Books,
1996).10 It apparently encompasses "enzyme nutrition"
[see NF 12:3-4, 1995), "khanda (swee t ness of life)
meditation," Mindtonic training, and the "spine-based
Bodytonic routine for toning and flexibility." Mindtonic
training supposedly allows union of one's conscious
mind and one's "subconscious spiritual core."
HaelanWorkr"": "Complementary healing therapy" that
purportedly blends "centering
prayer ," "healing dialogue,"
Holotropic Breathwork,* meditation, and Therapeutic Touch.*11
Indirect moxabustlon: Form of
moxabustion* that requires burning "moxa" (a dried herb) not in
contact with skin. Forms of indirect
moxabustion include: burning
moxa cones on a slice of garlic
or ginger, or on a layer of salt;
manipulating burning moxa sticks
over the "affected" area; burning
pieces of moxa sticks on needles
inserted into acupuncture points;
and burning moxa on a grill in a
box over the "affected" area .1
lnvocatlve
pranlc healing
(lnvocatlve healing): Form of
pranic healing* in which "mighty
invisible spiritual beings" or
"healing angels" supposedly control the "healing energy" and the
"bioplasmic body" of patients.5
Jin shlnn (jln shin): Form of
bodywork* whose modes are jin
shin do* and jin shin jitsu.*12
Motional Processing©: Form of bodywork* developed
by Alice Rutkowski, Ph.D., R.M.T. ("registered movement
therapist"). Its purported design is "to get us out of our
heads and into the memories housed in the body ."
Motional Processing supposedly is appropriate for
"those seeking to unlock their bodies to access more
life energy."13
Non-Contact Therapeutic Touch (NCTT): Variation of
TherapeuticTouch* (TT) that does not involve touching .
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In the early 1980s, NCTT replaced TT in the TT
community. Apparently, "Therapeutic Touch" and "TT"
now refer primarily to NCTT.14
Orienta! body and facial diagnosis: "Ancient art of
health evaluation" taught by author Steven Acuff.
One of its principles is that "life energy" is balance or
imbalance of "the polarity between" yin and yang.15
Orienta! massage (amma massage): Form of massage
that emphasizes alleged acupuncture meridians
whereby the body's "vital energy force" is channeled.16
Paneurhythmy: Purportedly sacred "circle dance" created
by Beinsa Douno, a Bulgarian mystic of the early 20th
century.17 It supposedly has "individual and universal
healing properties" and nourishes the "auric field."*
Physlo-Splrltual

Etherlc Body heallngsM (PSEB 5 M):
One of several Reiki Plus* "healing
modalities" allegedly co-created
by God and Reverend David G.
Jarrell. It purportedly "balances"
the "biomagnetic energy" surrounding the "physical body."18
Primordial Sound Meditation:
Ancient form of "mantra (or sound)
meditation" revived by Deepak
Chopra, M.D.* [see NF 11 :4041, 1994] . It purportedly involves
selection of a mantra ("primordial
sounds") based on the date, time,
and place of the prospective
meditator's birth.19
Psycho-Therapeutic
Relkl 5 M
(Psycho-therapeutic
Relkl 5 M
healing): One of several Reiki
Plus• "healing modalities" allegedly
co-created by God and Reverend
David G. Jarrell. Its purported
design is to release "the memories retained in the bodies and
conscious and soul memory."18

Radiant
Healing
Massage
Method®: Combination of massage techniques that allegedly
was developed because all massage methods are not
equally able to "unlock" one's "healing potential."20
Regression therapy (hypnotic regression therapy):
Method that allegedly evokes memories of, symbols of,
and/or fantasies about adolescent, childhood, in utero,
and "past-life" events.21
Sexual Energy Massage: The "primary practice" of Bone
Marrow Nei Kung.* It involves simultaneous digi~al massage of one's genitals and "meditative breathing." The
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purported purpose of Sexual Energy Massage is to
release "Ching Chi"from the genitals for dissemination
in the body and absorption by the bones.a "Ching Chi" is
an alleged combination of sex hormones and "sexual
energy" that can regenerate bone marrow .

Tongue diagnosis: Form of pseudodiagnosis whose
theory posits Qi (pronounced "chee") [see NF 12:46,

Shaman stone healing: "Therapy" practiced by Anju T.

practiced in the context of traditional Chinese medicine."24

Myodo, an "empathic healing channel."22 It integrates
hand reflexology, "psychic palmistry ," and "spiritual
healing" [see NF 11 :50-51, 1994] .

Zazen: Ancient form of meditation

Splnal Attunement

5M

Technique (SAT 5 M): One of

several Reiki Plus* "healing modalities" allegedly cocreated by God and Reverend David G. Jarrell .18

1995] .23 Allegedly, 0~ often called "energy ," "lifeforce ," and "vitality"-is
that which defines life .

Tradltlonal acupuncture: Form of acupuncture * usually
that purportedly
enables touching the "source of life." Apparently, Zazen
supposedly also helps to "awaken" jariki , '1he spiritual
energy necessary to be of true service ."25
*See "Alternative " Healthcare : A Comprehensive Guide
(Prometheus Books , 1994) .
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Addendum
Flt for Life program: Variation of the pseudo-d ietetics of
Natural Hygiene developed by Harvey and Marilyn
Diamond . [H . Diamond and M. Diamond . Fit for Life. New
York: Warner Books , Inc., 1985 .]

Fountain of Youth Qlgong (Fountain of Youth):
Purported ancient secret to increasing "original Qi
Energy " ("the Primordial Qi" ) . It allegedly restores
youth. [Display, Newlife (special expo edition), Vol.
10, No . 48 , April 1996 , p . 34.]

Living Health life-style : Apparently,

a long-term
variation of the Living Health program (see below) .

Living Health program: Apparently , the two-week
program expounded and recommended by Harvey
and Marilyn Diamond in Fit for Life II : Living Health
(Warner Books, 1987). Its philosophy posits an "inner
voice" in everyone that knows what is right.
Rhythmical Massage: "Approach to massage " developed
by physician and anthroposophist
lta Wegman . According to its theory , effleurage (light manual rubbing) in
the form of the figure "8" strengthens the "etheric (life)
body ." [E. Bristol, "Rhythmical Massage: A New Approach ,"
LILIPOH, Vol. 1, No . 4 , Winter/Spr ing 1996 , p. 6.]
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SHADOW,
SUBSTANCE,
andTHE
ZONE
AREVIEW
James J . Kenney
In his bestseller, The Zone: A Revolutionary Life
Plan to Put Your Body in Total Balance for Permanent
Weight Loss, published last year by Harpe rCollins , Barry
Sears , Ph.D ., says he is "firmly convinced" that certain lowfat, low-protein, high-carbohydrate diets (by implication, all
such diets) "can actually be dangerous," that they "can
actually help bring on the diseases they're supposed to
prevent. .. .[b]ecause they violate the basic biochemical laws
required to enter the Zone" (p. xvi).

The book ' s dust cover gives the appearance that its
title is "Enter the Zone" and describes the work as a "dietary
road map." Yet "the Zone" is not a place; at least, it's not a
"place" in the usual sense of the word . Is it a distinct
physiological or psychological state? According to the book's
index , "Zone" is defined on pages 1-3 and on page 7. The
word is not defined on page 7, however. I gleaned the
following phrases from pages xvi and 1-3.
" . . .that state of optimal good health, physical performance , and mental alertness . .. " (p. xvi)

•

" . .. that mysterious but very real state in which your body and
mind work together at their ultimate best. ... In the Zone,
the mind is relaxed, yet alert and exquisitely focused.
Meanwhil e, the body is fluid, strong, and apparently indefatigable. It's almost euph~ric . There are no distract.ions,
and time seems to slow down to a graceful waltz. " (p. I)

•

"[T]here's nothing mystical about the Zone. The Zone is a
real metabolic state thal can be reached by everyone , and
maintained indefinitely on a lifelong basis." (p. 2)

"The Zone is beyond wellness. The Zone is about optima l
health ." (p. 2)

•

"The truth is that every Lime you open your rnouth to eat,
you.'re applying for a passporL to the Zone." (p. 3)

Is this "the truth," or is it an attempt at euphemizing
mysticism? Another author, Phil Scott, defines "the Zone" as
"the level of peak performance at which an athlete feels
capable of doing anything, effortlessly and efficicntly." 1
Scott equates the Zone and "runner's high." 2 Whereas Scars
claims that the "only ... route to reach the Zone at will" is
dietary (p. 3), Scott states that the "secret" to "ge t[ting] to tJ1e
Zone with consistency" is respiratory 3 (spec ifically, a routine
characterized by "Ayurvedic breathing" and a series of yoga
postures).
The concept of "the Zone" is comparable to that of
"flow," the subject of a much more scholarly work, Prof.
Mihaly Csikszentmihaly's Flow: The Psychology of Optimal
Experience. Therein, Dr . Csikszentmihaly defines "now" as
"the way people describe t11eirslate of mind when consciousness is harmoniously ordered, and they want lo pursue whatever they are doing for its own sake." 4 He suggests that an
"almost infinite range" of activities "produce flow," and he
states that some-including
art, games, hobbies, and sportsdo so consistently. 5
My point is that "the Zone" is, at best, ill-defined,
and, at worst, a fantasy with a host of roadmaps and gums
showing the "path" from which we have "strayed" (p. 104).

Twilight Zone ?

•

•

Danger Zone ?
The Zone is a confusing blend or science and nonsense . As its popularity has soared, its claims about the
dangers of high-carbohydrate diets have become a source of
consternation for people following the Pritikin Eating Plan,
which emphasizes a diet composed primarily of h ighcarbohydrate foods. The chief po tent ial danger of Scars'
book is the suggestion, based on little more than anecdotes,

"Simply put, [the Zone isJ the metabolic stale in which
the body works at peak efficiency ... .In the Zone, problems don't go away, but their solutions become more
obvious .... ln the Zone [weight lossl is painless, almost
automatic." (p. 2)
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that the "Zone-favorable diet" (herein referred to as "the
strategy for promoting, and profiting from, his flawed thesis than
Zone diet") has powerful effects on many major diseases.
Kaczynski apparently had. Clearly, writing books with wacky
However, there is no credible research to support the use of
ideas about nutrition is about as American as apple pie. Mailing
the Zone diet to treat any disease. Furthermore, Sears conbombs to maim and kill people is not nearly as acceptable. The
tends that other diets - diets of proven efficacy-are dangeralleged Unabomber appears to have a grudge against nearly all
ous! If people abandon such diets, and medical treatments
of modern society, whereas Sears' grudge appears aimed
with good track records, to adopt Sears' untested and highly
primarily at Pritikinesque "low-fat radicals" (p. 11). According to
speculative approach, the likely result will be needless deaths
Sears, anyone who supports a high-carbohydrate diet for Ameri- cans cannot be trusted. This includes Consumer Reports magaand suffering.
Using a variation of bait and switch, HarperCollins
zine and the National Research Council's Committee on Diet and
Health (p. 10).
repeats on the back of the dust cover a claim made by Sears on
page 11: "Eating fat doesn't make you fat." But, on page 87,
Sears states: "[R]emember, a Zone-favorable diet is a low-fat
diet." Indeed----<lespite statements such as "[Y]ou may have
Number Mun ching ?
trouble eating all the food required to reach the Zone" (p. 97)the Zone diet is simply a thinly disguised calorie-restricted,
Let's take a closer look at Sears' central thesis: He
tightly portion-controlled diet.
claims that a diet with a caloric makeup of 40 percent carbohyAlthough Sears states that when one has reached
drate, 30 percent protein, and 30 percent fat (or simply 40/30/30)
one's ideal weight or percentage of body fat, one must
is the secret to good health , optimal athletic performance , and
consume more calories, he claims that all these extra calories
longevity. One who wants to maintain one's current weight may
must come from fat in order for one to stay in "the Zone." For
change this makeup to 25/19/56.
most people, that prescription translates into a diet with 45-o0
In Chapter 9, Sears correctly points out that grains were
percent of calories from fat. This means that unless one is
not part of our ancestral diet. He then implies that human beings
actively losing weight, one will be on a very high-fat diet for
are not genetically adapted to eating grains. This is naive. Grains
the rest of one's life. The appeal of this book stems in part
are rich in starch, a form of carbohydrate that was certainly a
from the marketing of the Zone diet as a scientific breakthrough
major part of our ancestral diet. Starchy vegetables like beets,
that enables eating fatty foods without gaining weight. In fact,
cassava root, potatoes, squashes, and yams have long been part of
high-fat diets have been shown to promote weight gain. For
human and prehuman primate diets. Our pancreas and salivaiy
example, a high-fat diet (in which fat provided 59 percent of
glands produce the starch-digesting enzyme amylase. Amylase
the calories) was shown to increase ad-lib caloric intake by 40
works quite well on starch from grains, beans, and starchy vegpercent over a two-week period, relative to a diet in which fat
etables alike, even though only starchy vegetables were a major
provided only 20 percent of the calories. 6
part of our ancient ancestral diet. Tuna was not part of our
There is reason to believe that diets very low in carl>o- ancestral diet either, but that doesn't mean we aren't genetica!Jy
hydrate (less than 40-50 grams per day) may reduce caloric
designed to eat it. Furthermore, it's extremely implausible that
intake because of the metabolic effects of the ketosis they
our ancestors ate three small meals and two snacks daily, and that
produce. However, even at Sears' most restrictive carbohyeach meal and snack had a 40/30/30 makeup. Indeed, it's hard to
drate level, his diet is not deficient enough to trigger ketosis . It
think of a single food item likely to have constituted a meal for
should not be confused with ketogenic diets, such as Atkins',
our ancestors that approaches this caloric makeup. It's even
Stillman's, and the ketogenic diet recommended more recently,
harder to believe that Sears' diet is the "evolutionary diet," the
by the Eades, in Protein Power (Bantam Books, 1996).
"genetically correct" diet for all humankind (p. 104).
It may be hard to believe that someone with a
Yet Sears doesn't stop there: He contends that his
40/30/30 diet is the key to "living in the nearly euphoric
doctorate in biochemistry from Indiana University could
come up with the unlikely thesis that diets high in carbohymetabolic state called the Zone" ((p. 8). Forget for the moment
drates, rather than fat, are the main cause of heart disease and
that ''the Zone" is ill-defined. Has anyone done any scientific
obesity. Of course, as Ted Kaczynski, the suspected
research that supports the notion of an evolutionaiy adaptation to
"Unabomber," has demonstrated, some veiy bright people with
a caloric makeup of 40/30/30? Nope! I gather from the book that
doctorates from excellent schools can concoct some pretty lame
Nutrition and Health Forum (ISSN 0748-8165) is published
theories. This is particularly true when one ventures too far
bimonthly for $35.00 (individuals in U.S. and Canada) or $50
from one's area of expertise. Despite Kaczynski 's brilliance in
(mstitutional,overseas) per year by Prometheus Books, 59 John
mathematics, his ideas about psychology, sociology, and ecolGlenn Drive, Amherst, NY 14228----2197.
Second-class postage
ogy are rather naive. Likewise, Sears' extensive training in
paid at Buffalo, NY. POSTMASTERSend address changes to
biochemistry has not prevented him from making some rather
Prometheus Books at address above. Manuscripts and all editonaive statements about clinical nutrition and sports nutrition .
rial correspondence should be directed to: Jack Raso, 71-1160th
But let's give Sears credit for having a much better
Avenue, Maspeth, NY 11378-2908.
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the only support for this claim consists of fossil evidence and
anthropological studies suggesting that Paleolithic humans
consumed about 3000 calories a day in a 45/34/22 ratio. 7 However, the report of these findings also included an estimate of
the sodium content of this Paleolithic diet: 690 mg- much less
than a Zone dieter would consume if he or she followed the
recipes in Sears' book.
In the Preface (p. xv), Sears states that cancer drugs
function in "a Zone .... known as the therapeutic zone." In a
sense, this is true: Too low a concentration results in insufficient destruction of cancer cells, and too high a concentration in
the destruction of too many normal cells. However, no scientific
evidence suggests that this pharmacologic range or "zone" has
any relationship to the "flow"-like "Zone" posited by Sears.
Nevertheless, he speculates: (a) that an "eicosanoid
Zone" combines "properties" of the "Zone" of cancer drugs
and that of optimum athletic performance (p. xv), and (b) that
the ratio of caloric nutrients in the diet determines whether one
gets into this supposed "eicosanoid Zone." There are a few holes
in this theory. For example, no scientific evidence, or rationale,
connects the '<flow"-like "Zone" and the "therapeutic zone" of
drugs.
Then there is a problem with Sears' claim that a
specific proportion ofmacronutrients (carbohydrate, protein,
and fat) can put one in the "eicosanoid Zone ." Eicosanoids are
hormonelike substances derived from polyunsaturated fatty
acids such as arachidonic acid. While diet does affect eicosanoid
levels, the effect depends primarily on which types of fat one
consumes. So why does Sears stress the ratio ofmacronutrients?
Hard to say. A cynic might contend that the 40/30/30 ratio he
pedestals is just a marketing ploy for BioZone "nutrition bars,"
which Sears developed. Was The Zone designed as a marketing
tool for this product? One can get 14little BioZone bars for $35,
plus $5 for shipping and handling, by calling the toll-free
number in the book (p. 213). That's a week's supply if one
follows the "Spartacus Quick Start Plan" from Envion International. This company is part of Surfactant Technologies, Inc.,
of which Sears is an owner .
(Reportedly, before he left Balance Foods, Inc., Sears
helped to develop that company's "nutiitional food bar,"
Balance. A June press release claimed: "Balance combines
nutrients in the clinically proven 40-30-30 ratio of carbohydrates, protein, and dietary fat; a nutriti<mal concept that helps
the body access body fat for energy, and maintain steady blood
sugar levels.')
Has Sears done any research to see if his 40/30/30
diet really does alter eicosanoid levels? Nope. On August 22,
EDITORIAL

1995, on a KSRO radio show with Dr. John McDougall, he
admitted that he'd never even looked at eicosanoid levels in
people following his dietary advice . Have any studies demon strated that changes in macronutrient ratios affect eicosanoid
levels? Limited research suggests some effects, but their
relationship to health is unclear. Furthermore, there is absolutely
no credible support for the claim that changing the proportion
of carbohydrate, protein, and fat in one's diet affects athletic
performance by altering eicosanoid levels.
Despite the holes in his thesis, and the complete lack
of data from controlled scientific studies to substantiate the
macronutrient/eicosanoid
relationship he posits, Sears claims
that his Zone diet is the ticket to feeling great, preventing or
eliminating many diseases, and optimizing athletic performance. That's good marketing, but bad science.

Trimming the Fat
Okay, so the Zone diet's theoretical basis is shaky.
Perhaps Sears and the rest ofus don't understand yet how the
diet works. After all, if the diet could do just ten percent of what
Sears says it can, it would be a breakthrough even if its theo,y
posited the tooth fairy. Sears claims or suggests (p. xvi) that his
diet: can help prevent, or even help reverse, heart disease;
prevents cancer; has a "positive impact" on a "host of other
diseases"; helps one to live a longer and more satisfying life;
keeps one perfonning at one's "absolute best"; and can help one
lose weight permanently . The dust cover suggests that one can
use it to reset one's genetic code and fight cancer, depression,
diabetes, PMS, and symptoms of HIV infection and multiple
sclerosis. The trouble is, no one has done any credible research to
determine whether any of these claims and hints deserve even a
whit of confidence.
The claim, on the back of the book's cover, that apple
juice, orange juice, bananas, raisins, carrots, lima beans, rice,
bagels, bread, d1y cereal, pasta, popcorn, and ketchup "could be
dangerous to your health" is meaningless except as a come-on .
The real danger is his "guess" (p. 153) that people who follow
very low-fat, high-camohydrate diets, such as those advocated
by Dean Omish and Pritikin Longevity Centers, "will ultimately have more heart attacks, strokes, and a higher cardiovascular death rate" than those who do not. This seems absurd, since
Omish showed that most people following his program experienced regression or reversal of their atherosclerosis. 8 A thero~clerotic lesions (which clog arteries) are the underlying cause
of most cardiovascular deaths, yet Sears is suggesting that a diet
BOARD
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with the proven ability to counteract such lesions increases
cardiovascular mortality.
Of course, Sears is correct in pointing out that we
don't know how Omish's patients will fare in the end. However,
many years ago, Lester Morrison, M.D., conducted a study of
diet and heart disease that involved 100 people. Their average
age at the start of the study (in the late 1940s) was 62, and all of
them had had at least one heart attack before that time. Morrison
put half of them on a very low-fat, low-cholesterol diet similar
to diets later formulated by Omish, Nathan Pritikin, and others.
The other fifty subjects continued eating as usual. After twelve
years, 31 of the 50 low-fat dieters had died. Even though the
study took place before the introduction of bypass surgery and
effective cholesterol-lowering drugs, and befoie the American
Heart Association's advocacy of fat-and-cholesterol restriction,
a 38-percent survival rate is not great.
Do the fates of the other fifty subjects bear out Sears'
"guess" that low-fat, high-carbohydrate dieters "will ultimately
have more heart attacks, strokes, and a higher cardiovascular
death rate"? Their diets were much higher in fat and cholesterol, and much lower in carbohydrate, than the experimental
diet. After twelve years, all of them had died, most from cardiovascular disease .9

Lose Weight Now. Ask Mc How.
Morrison's study is also instructive regarding the effect
of a high-carbohydrate diet on weight. The subjects on the
low-fat, high-carbohydrate diet lost an average of about 25 lbs
and remained lighter for 12 years. This makes me wonder why
Sears claims that "eating fat doesn't make you fat" (p. I I). Most
scientific researchers have found that increasing dietary fat
increases caloric intake and promotes weight gain. That's why
most people in China are slim, and so many Americans are
overweight. Americans derive about a third of their calories
from fat- which is awfully close to the percentage that Sears
recommends. Lauren Lissner, Ph.D., found that adding fat to
foods caused both a spontaneous increase in caloric intake and
weight gain in human subjects who lost weight when they
consumed the same foods prepared so as to make them much
lower in fat. 10
Sears makes much of the modest decrease in the
percentage of calories Americans derive from fat and the
increasing incidence of obesity in America. In fact, the reason
Americans are getting fatter relates more to a decrease in
activity and smoking than to dietary changes. It's true that
Americans are deriving a smaller percentage of calories from fat
today than they were five or ten years ago. However, this is
more attributable to an increase in refined-carbohydrate intake
than to a decrease in fat consumption. In 1995, the average daily
intake of fat by Americans was 74.2 grams in 1995-up slightly
from 71.8 grams in 1990.
Consider that adding three tablespoons of "fat free"
chocolate syrup to a glass of whole milk decreases the percent -

age of fat-derived calories from 50 percent to 30 percent, but it
doesn't decrease the amount of fat in the drink or make the
drink less "fattening." To imply that Americans are getting fatter
because they are ingesting less fat demonstrates a lack of
understanding ofnutrition and weight control. Sears also claims
(p. 59): "[Y]ou can bum body fat. .. by watching TV .... " A
statement on the back of the dust cover is stronger: "You can
bum more fat watching TV than by exercising." Let's face it: If
watching television and eating high-fat foods were the key to
permanent weight loss, Americans would be thin and the
Chinese would be fat.
Rest assured that you'll lose weight if you follow the
dictates in Chapter 8 of The Zone. How could someone who
apparently lacks understanding of nutrition and weight control
devise a diet that can effect weight loss? It's easy! The reason
you would lose weight on the Zone diet has nothing to do with
insulin levels or eicosanoid levels, as Sears suggests, and everything to do with caloric restriction. Most women who calculate
how much protein, carbohydrate , and fat they may consume
daily according to the diet would wind up with a daily caloric
value between 800 and 1400 . Of course, calorie-restricted diets
diets whose daily caloric value is significantly lower than that of
the dieter's ad-lib intake - slow one's metabolism and leave
one hungry and craving high-fat and/or high-sugar foods. They
also can impair athletic performance by decreasing glycogen
synthesis in muscles.

Whence Carhophobia?
Sears bases much of his criticism of high-carbohydrate
diets on research that demonstrated some adverse metabolic
effects of a diet higher in carbohydrate compared to one
higher in monounsaturated fat. Most of this research was
conducted by Gerald Reaven, M.D., Ph.D ., at Stanford University. These adverse effects include hyperinsulinemia,
hypertriglyceridemia,
and a decrease in HDL-cholesterol.
However, as we shall see, the protocols ofReaven's studies
make their findings largely irrelevant to free-living subjects
(who rarely can adhere for long to a prescribed caloric level).
Perhaps we should not be too hard on Sears for failing to see the
design flaws in Reaven's research. Other researchers, plus a
disturbing number of health professionals, have also failed to
perceive the clinical irrelevance ofReaven's short -term studies.
All the studies that have shown adverse effects of a
diet higher in carbohydrate relative to a diet higher in
monounsaturated fat have had similar design flaws. The most
important flaw has been inappropriate control of caloric intake
and/or body weight. Although the findings of these studies
have scientific value, they have been misinterpreted or
overinterpreted in terms of clinical application.
Studies of human popt1lations have linked the develop ment of obesity and/or NIDDM (non-insulin dependent diabete s
mellitus) with diets high in fat and refined carbohy drates, 11,12.13,14 particularly when a low level of physical activity
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accompanies such a diet. There seems to be little doubt that
adopting a Western lifestyle with its rich diet and sedentariness
has a tendency to result in obesity and/or NIDDM in genetically
predisposed members of the population. The unanswered
question is: Are processed, particularly refined, carbohydrates
more conducive than fat to obesity? Most studies suggest that fat
is worse, but few researchers would propose that "fat free"
products like Snack Wells and Entenmann 's are key to quick and
permanent weight loss.
In 1988, Antonio Garg, M.D., and associates concluded
that partial replacement of complex digestible carbohydrates
with monounsaturated fatty acids may, in non-insulin dependent diabetics, improve both glycemic (blood sugar level)
control and levels of triglycerides and HDL-cholesterol. 15In a
letter to the editor, 16my associates and I pointed out that Garg's
findings were largely the result of a faulty experimental design:
The high-fat diet and the high-carbohydrate diet were isocaloric
(at the same caloric level). We cited studies clearly demonstrating that most people reduce caloric intake and lose weight
when carbohydrate replaces fat in their diets.
Although they have never successfully refuted this
criticism, Reaven, Scott Grundy, M.D., and their associates have
continued to publish research with protocols that are similarly
flawed and limit the clinical relevance of the research. Yet this
research is fueling a growing anti-carbohydrate backlash.
Most recently, the Reaven and Garg groups collaborated
on a study published in the Journal of the American Medical
Association. The researchers concluded that, "in NlDDM
patients, high-carbohydrate
diets compared with high
monounsaturated-fat diets caused persistent deterioration of
glycemic control and exaggeration ofhyperinsulinemia, as well
as increased plasma triglyceride and [VLDL-cholesterol] levels."17This is what Sears claims. I sent a letter to the editor that
challenged the clinical relevance of the study (in sum, the diets
were isocaloric), but the editor decided not to publish it. My
letter reportedly was forwarded to Garg, from whom I have not
received a response.

Stay Hungry?
The findings of researchers at the Pritikin Longevity
Center in Santa Monica, California, contrast markedly with
those of Garg and associates . The Pri tikin researchers found both
improvement in glycemic control and a decrease in insulin and
triglyceride levels in patients on a diet very low in fat and high in
fiber. 18,19However, in the two Pritikin studies, the caloric intake
of the subjects was ad-lib, they were discouraged from going
hungry , and they began an exercise program. What does Sears
say in his book about published research that refutes one of the
main tenets of the Zone diet? Nothing .
The vast majority of people-perhaps
because of a
body-weight "set point" (a hypothetical physiological predisposition to "settling" at a particular weight)-cannot
spontaneously control their caloric intake over the long term. 20

However, it has been shown repeatedly that both a decrease in
caloric intake and weight loss result when people follow
calorically unrestricted, high-carbohydrate diets relative to diets
higher in fat. 21·22·23·24 Moreover, when the same amount of
weight was lost on a calorically unrestricted, high-carbohydrate
diet, relative to a calorie-restricted diet higher in fat, the highcarbohydrate dieters reported less hunger, more gustatory
enjoyment, and a higher quality oflife. 25
A recent study conducted by Alice Lichtenstein, Ph.D.,
and associates compared the metabolic effects of: (a) a moderatefat diet (29% of calories from fat), (b) a low-fat diet (15% of
calories from fat) isocaloric with the moderate-fat diet, and (c)
the same low-fat diet consumed ad lib. The moderate-fat diet
was advantageous only when the caloric intake was the same as
that occurring with the low-fat diet. 26 In this study, the more
favorable blood-lipid changes due to the low-fat diet, relative to
a diet higher in monounsaturated fat, occurred when caloric
intake was ad-lib, even though the ratio of polyunsaturated to
saturated fats (P/S ratio) was significantly lower with the lowfat diet (0.51) than with the moderate-fat diet (1. 62). Presumably, if the P/S ratios had been similar, the low-fat diet would
have been yet more advantageous than the moderate-fat diet. 27
The most striking finding of Lichtenstein's study was
the significantly lower postprandial level of serum triglycerides
with the ad-lib low-fat diet, relative to the moderate-fat diet.
Triglyceride levels, both fasting and postprandial, were much
higher in subjects who followed the low-fat diet that was
isocaloric with the moderate-fat diet. This study and a follow-up
study from the same group 28 clearly refute the claim that highcarbohydrate diets elevate serum triglycerides relative to diets
higher in fat. High-carbohydrate diets do so only when caloric
intake is not ad-lib . Since Sears bases his thesis that highcarbohydrate diets cause an increase in insulin levels primarily
on Reaven's work, these studies likewise refute the theoretical
basis of the Zone diet. Unfo1tunately, the media paid little
attention to them.
Perhaps the main advantage of a diet very high in
complex carbohydrates (relative to one higher in unsaturated
fatty acids) is that, under most circumstances, calorie for
calorie, dietary carbohydrates cause more satiety than dietary
fat. Since few people can lose weight and then maintain their
lower body weight by spontaneo us caloric restriction, a diet
higher in complex carbohydrates, compared to one higher in
monounsaturated fatty ac ids, "isuseful in that it generally leads to
a decrease in caloric intake and a loss of excess body fat,
especially in people with central adiposity (a high waste-tohip ratio) and hyp erinsulinemia.

The Right Stuff
But let's give credit where credit is due. There is some
reality in Sears' claim that different high-carbohydrate foods
have different metabolic effects. Work by Reaven and other
researchers does indicate that a focus on the percentage of
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calories derived from fat is too narrow. Apparently, the
metabolic effects of individual high-carbohydrate foods differ
just as the blood-lipid effects of some types of fat are worse
than those of other types . For example, there is reason to believe
that different high-carbohydrate foods (or even different foods
high in complex carbohydrates) have different satiety values
and different effects on the levels of sugar and insulin in the
blood. A recent study suggested that obesity is maintained not
only by a diet high in fat but also by one high in refined sugar
and low in fiber. 29 In general, it appears that those highcarbohydrate foods that cause the greatest insulin response are
less likely to conduce to satiety and more likely to increase
caloric intake. 30,31,32 A plausible explanation for these apparent
effects is that insulin promotes fat storage and decreases fat
oxidation. 33 So there is a point to minding the types of carbohydrate one ingests, and Sears' thesis is not 100% wirong.
That doesn't mean his thesis is sound. After all, even
Kaczynski's published anti-technology "manifesto" was not
completely off base. If Sears had limited himself to pointing
out that "fat free" bakery products aren't great diet aids, his
book may have been socially beneficial. But, in Kaczynski
style, he started off with some legitimate concerns about too
much of the wrong type of high-carbohydrate foods and- with
his coauthor, professional writer Bill Lawren -- wove those
concerns into a self-styled manifesto 34 that is sometimes selfcontradictory and irrational.
If the main advantages of a high-carbohydrate diet
over a high-monounsaturated fat diet are a decrease in caloric
intake and a loss of body fat, it seems wise to encourage the
consumption of high-carbohydrate foods with a high satiety
value. A recent study clearly demonstrated that less-processed
starchy foods caused lower glycernic and insulin responses than
more-processed starchy foods .35 Even if those hjgh-carbohydrate foods that caused a lower insulin response did not have a
higher satiety value and did not conduce more to weight loss,
they would be preferable for persons with insulin resistance
(Reaven 's Syndrome X), because higher insulin llevels appear
to figure independently in the etiology ofatherosclerosis. 36,37,38
Another potential advantage of high-carbohydrate
diets over the diet higher in monounsaturated fat advocated by
Sears is a decrease in clotting factor VII . Diets higher in
rnonounsaturated fatty acids and lower in carbohydrate are
likely to conduce to an increase in clotting factor VII, which has
been associated with an increased risk of thrombosis. 39 Often,
persons with extensive atherosclerosis are at high risk of
forming blood clots (thrombi) in diseased parts of their arteries.
Even a single high-fat meal can cause an increase in clotting
factor VII and in the tendency to form blood clots, which can
block an artery and trigger a heart attack or stroke. Researchers
have also shown that increasing dietary protein tends to increase
clotting factor VII. 40 Sears does not mention 1this potential
problem in his book.
High-carbohydrate diets have other advantages over
diets higher in monounsaturated fat. However, to some extent,

these advantages depend on the types of h igh -carbohydrate
foods consumed. Unfortunately, we do not know enough about
the particular metabolic effects of different high-carbohydrate
foods to prioritize them comprehensively.
Pro bably one important characteristic of starchy foods
is how they affect insulin levels. In general, the more rapidly
insulin is released in response to ingestion of a high-carbohydrate food, or the greater the amount released, the less desirable
that food would be for one who wants to lose weight, improve
blood-lipid conditions, and/or improve blood-sugar regulation
inNIDDM. 41
Clinically it appears that foods capable of triggering
hyper -insulinem ia are likely to be more of a problem for Type
II diabetics (who cannot produce enough insulin to prevent
abnormal blood-sugar elevations) and/or persons trying to lose
body fat (perhaps because insulin promotes oxidation of
carbohydrate rather than of fat). High -carbohydrate foods that
cause a greater insulin response would seem to be most
detrimental to persons wi th insulin resistance, partly because
hyperinsulinemia is very probably an independent factor for
the progression of atherosclerosis .42

Refined Tastes
However, Sears overemphasizes avoidance of highcarbohydrate foods that cause the greatest rise in blood-sugar
and insulin levels. Other factors are important as well. Many
foods rich in complex carbohydrates - such as beans, brown
rice, com, hot whole-grain cereals, potatoes, and whole -wheat
pasta- furnish about 500 to 650 kcal per pound. But the most
calorie-dense grain products-such as breads, crackers, and dry
cereals- furnish about 1250 to 1750 kcal per pound . In many
people, consumption of those high-carbohydrate foods that are
more calorie-dense apparently leads to greater calo ric intake
and/or insulin output than consumption of those that are less
calorie-dense. The human stomach can hold about 2- 3 lbs of
food; and increasing the amount of carbohydrate one consumes
at one sitting increases the overall insulin resp onse. Therefore , it
is easier to overeat calorie-dense foods than it is to overeat
foods of low caloric density. Breads, dry cereals, and crackers
(even whole -grain crackers) are more likely to exaggerate an
insu lin response than hot cereals, pasta, potatoes, and rice .
"Fat free" chips and pretzels have a very high caloric
density, about 1600- 1700 kcal/lb. "Fat free" cakes, cookies,
pastries, and muffins furnish 1400-1800 kcal/lb and presumably
trigger marked hyperinsulinernia and/or excessive calo1ic intake
in many people . Persons w ith insulin resistance (Syndrome X)
who consume such high-carbohydrate foods ad lib may incur
particularly adverse metabolic effects. So here, again, Sears'
reasoning (apparently inspired by some of Reaven's studies) is
fairly close to reality.
Generally it appears that foods of high caloric density
are more conducive to an increase in caloric intake and/or a
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decrease in meal frequency than foods oflow caloric density .
This effect seems at least partially independent of that of
dietary fat 43 When the ratio of fat to carbohydrate is changed
covertly but the caloric density of diets is maintained, much of
the apparent benefit of decreasing the proportion of fat-derived
calories disappears. 44 •45 Both an increase in caloric intake and a
decrease in meal frequency are likely to increase overall insulin
secretion. And the injection of extra insulin both into animals
and into humans is associated with weight gain.
The protective effects of consuming starchy foods of
relatively low caloric density may be partly due to the tendency
to consume fewer calories per sitting when the caloric density
of the meal is lower. Consuming meals oflowercaloric density
may lead to consuming a greater number of meals or to grazing
(eating only snacks throughout the day). Grazing , even without
a change in the types or quantity of carbohydrate consumed , has
been shown to decrease insulin production and insulin resistance and to affect blood -lipid conditions favorably.% As Sears
stresses eating small meals , I again give him credit for being
reasonable some of the time.
Altering starch structure, or altering or disrupting the
cell walls that surround starch granules, increases the caloric
density of starchy foods. It also may increase the rate of
digestion and absorption. Generally, this results in a highe r
glycemic index (the blood-sugar response value of a food
relative to that of glucose) and a higher insulin index (the
relative insulin response value of a food). Such elevations would
likely be disadvantageous, particularly for persons with
NIDDM and/or Syndrome X and central adiposity . In contras t,
there is reason to believe that less processed form s of the same
foods (which have a lower glycemic index and/or insulin index)
may help to moderate the adverse effects of high-carbohydrate
diets on blood-lipid conditions. 47 ,48 (For example, whole-wheat
berries have a lower glycemic index and/or insulin index than
whole-wheat crackers.) Processing that disrupts the botanical
structure of the food usually increases the rate at which the
carbohydrate is digested and absorbed. 49 ,50 Generally , the more
rapid the absorption of a food high in complex carbohydrates, the
greater the glycemic and insul in response. 51 Insulin elevations
have been shown not only to promote fat storage and decrease
fat oxidation, but also to decrease the satiety effect of dietary
fat.33
Refining wheat and other flours entails the removal of
dietary fibers. The consumption of soluble fibers with starch
and/or sugar generally lowers the glycemic and/or insulin
index.52 Soluble fiber has been shown to decrease ad-lib caloric
intake.53 ,54 There is also evidence that soluble fibers may both
reduce ad-lib caloric intake and conduce to weight loss (and/or
inhibit weight gain) .55 The evidence that insoluble fibers reduce
insulin response and/or facilitate we ight loss is inconsi stent. A

finding of one study w as that intact wheat benies had a much
lower insulin index than whole wheat bread, but it is not clear
whether the greater insulin response to the bread was due to the
effect of processing on its fiber or to the type of starch.
Refining high-carbohydrate foods not only removes
most of the dietary fiber but also can increase caloric density. It
should come as no surprise that the diets of obese persons have
been found to be both higher in fat and refined sugar and lower
in fiber than the diets of thin people. 56
Compared to processed, particularly refined, high-carbohydrate foods, most whole grains and starchy vegetables are
rich in nutrients. This is another reason to emphasize relatively
unprocessed high-carbohydrate foods. It is especially important
for persons attempting to lose weight to consume highcarbohydrate foods that have both a high nutrient density and a
low caloric density.

End Zone
This review of The 'Zone provides much more useful
information than the book itself. Yet my criticisms herein are
jus t the tip of the iceberg. Some of the recipes in The Zone violate
its dietary dogma. For example , a computer analysis of the
recipe for"Breakfast Burritos" (p. 92) revealed that 46.5 percent,
rather than 30 percent , of the dish's calories come from fat. It is
also high in saturated fat and cholesterol. Furthermore, many of
the recipes are high in salt.
Y ou may ask about all those people with serious
diseases that, according to the book ; improved on Sears' diet. This
is merely anecdotal. And , in The Zone, Sears contradicts himself,
garbles facts, and often exaggerates.
What about those Zone-dieting athletes winning gold
medals? Please, these athletes were world-class before they ever
heard of Sears and his BioZone bars. I don ' t doubt that some
athletes can perform better on a diet higher in fat and protein.
For example, heavyweight Olympic weightlifters, professional
football lineman, and sumo wrestlers stand to gain from such a
diet. Their average life expectancy is nearly 20 years lower than
the overall average .
Athletes and co uch potatoes alike usually have good
days and bad days whose goodness and badness are unrelated to
the particular day's food intake. And it seems reaso nable to
assume that it takes more than dieting la Sears to experience a
"flow" state or to "Enter the Zone."
I suggest a detour.

a

NF contributing editor James J. Kenney, Ph.D., R.D., is a nutritionist
at the Pritikin Longevity Center in Santa Monica, California, and vicepresident of The National Council Agains t Health Fraud .
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Editor's Note
NUTRITIONFORUM has been renamed NUTRITIONAND HEALTH FORUM. The new name
represents the somewhat different direction the newsletter has taken since I became coeditor in early 1994.
For years, I have had a "bee in my bonnet": unnaturalistic healthcare, the subject of NF's now defunct "Healthcare Esoterica" series. Producing the related index in the previous issue of NF enabled me to
complete The Dictionary of Metaphysical Healthcare, a compilation of about 1,100 descriptions of mystical
and supematuralistic methods related to health. This book, edited by NHF's Dr. Kroger and published
by The National Council Against Health Fraud, is available-in printed form and in an expanded diskette
version-through LVCAHF, Inc.: (610) 437-1795.
Update: Bio7,one bars, to which Dr. Kenney refers in this issue, are passe. On September 11, I
received a mailing from Barry Sears that included a leaflet from Eicotech Foods and Nutrition Products
(whose address matches that which The 7,one gives for Surfactant Technologies) . The leaflet portrays the
"EicoZone Meal Replacement Bar" as "the easiest, most convenient and delicious way to enter the Zone."
Later that day, I phoned the toll-free number in the book. In a prerecorded message, Scars described the
EicoZone Bar as "similar to the prototype bar mentioned in my book, but now far more technically
advanced." Mastering the 7,one, a sequel, will become available early next year-JR.
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Vegetarianism has taken on a "political correctness"
comparable to the respectability it had in the last century, when
many social and scientific progressives advocated it. Today,
crusaders extol meatless eating not only as healthful but also
as a solution to world hunger and as a safeguard of "Mother
Earth." The Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine
(PCRM) aggressively attacks the use of animal foods and has
proposed its own food-groups model, which excludes all animal
products. Several scientific conferences have focused on
vegetarian health. And nutrition policymakers have urgently
recommended that people eat more fruits and vegetables.
I disclaimed vegetarianism after many years of observance. Although the arguments in favor of it appear compelling,
I have learned to be suspicious, and to search for hidden
agendas, when I evaluate claims of the benefits of vegetarianism.
Vegetarianism is riddled with delusional thinking from which
even scientists and medical professionals are not immune.
Don't get me wrong: I know that meatless diets can be
healthful, even desirable, for some people. For example: (a)
Men with an iron-loading gene are better off without red meat,
because it contains heme iron, which is highly absorbable and
can increase their risk of heart disease . (b) Because vegetarian
diets are likely to contain less saturated fat than nonvegetarian
diets, they may be preferable for persons with familial
hypercholesterolernia. (c) Vegetables contain phytochernicals
that appear protective against colorectal cancer. (d) Homocysteinemia (elevated plasma homocysteine) approximately
doubles the risk of coronary artery disease. Several congenital
and nutritional disorders, including deficiencies of vitamins B6
and B 12 and folic acid, can cause this condition. Since folic acid
occurs mostly in vegetables, low intakes of the vitamin are less
likely among vegetarians than among nonvegetarians. (e) Some
people find that being a vegetarian helps to control their weight.
Vegetarianism tends to facilitate weight control because it is a
form of food restriction; and in our overfed society, food restriction is a plus unless it entails a deficit of some essential nutrient.
However, one need not eliminate meat from one's diet
for any of the foregoing reasons . Apparently, it is ample consumption of fruits and vegetables, not the exclusion of meat,
that makes vegetarianism healthful.

word for those who disfavor or protest the consumption of
animal foods. The neologism anticarnivorist better characterizes the majority of those who call themselves vegetarians. I
call myself a "vegetable enthusiast," because I strong ly encourage eating lots of vegetables, including legumes, whole
grains, and fruits. I believe that these foods are desirable not
only because of their high nutrient density and low caloric
density, but also because of aesthetic and gustatory factors.
Being a vegetable enthusiast doesn't entail rejecting the use of
meat or animal products.
Most people who categorize vegetarians identify at
least five different kinds, based on which types of animal food
they consume: Semivegetarians consume dairy products, eggs,
fish, and chicken ; pesco-vegetarians consume dairy products,
eggs, and fish; lacto-ovo-vegetarians, dairy products and eggs;
ova-vegetarians, eggs; and vegans, no animal foods except
honey. From a behavioral standpoint, I categorize vegetarians as
either pragmatic or ideologic. A pragmati c vegetarian is one
whose dietary behavior stems from objective health considerations (e.g., hypercholesterolemia orobesity). Pragmatic vegetarians are rational, rather than emotional , in their approach to
making lifestyle decisions . In contrast, vegetarianism is a
"matter of principle" for ideologic vegetarians; its appropriateness is a given .
One can spot ideologic vegetarians by their exaggerations of the benefits of vegetarianism, their lack of skepticism,
and their failure to recognize (or their glossing over of) the
potential risks even of extreme vegetarian diets . Ideologic vegetarians make a pretense ofbeing scientific , but they approach
the subject of vegetarianism more like lawyers than scientists.
Promoters of vegetarianism gather data selectively and gear their
arguments toward discrediting information that is contrary to
their dogma. This approach to defending a position is suitable for
a debate, but it cannot engender scientific understanding.
Because of the influence ofmy Seventh-day Adventist
(SDA) environment, I practiced vegetarianism for many years.
My wife and I even tried to give up consuming all animal
products, but this didn't work. We sometimes qiuse aloud about
the morning we put soymilk on our breakfast cereal. We ended
up eating the cereal with a fork because we found the mixture
repulsive. We had another unforgettable experience when we
ate with a group of vegetarian hippies in the Oregon woods . We
were there at their request to advise them on vegetarian eating.
They had already prepared the worst-looking vegetarian stew I
have ever seen or tasted. It consisted of raw peanuts and a

Dog Day Afternoon?
The term "vegetarian" is misleading , for it is not a
name for people who favor vegetable consumption, but a code
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variety of half-cooked vegetables. After eating it, I had heartburn for hours.
Digestive distress is legendary among SDAs. The
heroic attempts by the faithful to chow down on exjperimental
meat substitutes were, to me, a major tip-off that health was
not the thrust of their vegetarianism.
Reasons for adopting vegetarianism can be very
personal. Some years ago I shared a podium for several days
with a vegetarian. It became clear from our informal conversations that he was not religious; so I asked him why he
had opted for vegetarianism. He told me a touching story about
having been a lonely boy whose closest companion was his
pet dog. He said that, one day, as he peered into the dog's eyes,
he had come to see the animal as a fellow being. Soon he had
applied this view to all animals, and since he could not bear
the thought of eating his dog, he could no longer eat other
animals.

North by Northwest
Darla Erhardt, R.D ., M.P.H., listed five vegetarian
postulates : (1) All forms oflife are sacred, and all creatures have
a right to live out their natural lives. (2) It is anatomically clear
that God did not design humans to eat meat. (3) Slaughter is
repugnant and degrading. (4) Raising animals for meat is
inefficient and misuses available land. (5) Animal flesh is
unhealthful because it contains toxins, virulent bacteria, uric
acid, impure fluids, and the wrong kinds of nutrients. 1
I find all of these axioms flawed:
(1) The belief that all life is sacred can lead to
absurdities such as allowing mosquitoes to spread malaria, or
vipers to run loose on one's premises. Inherent in the idea
that all life is sacred is the supposition that all fonns of life
have equal value. The natural world reveals hierarchies in the
food chain, the dominance of certain species over others .
And most creatures in the wild die (usually the victim of a
predator) long before they have reached the genetic limit on
their longevity.
(2) The multifarious dietary practices of human
populations belie the notion that humans are designed to be
vegetarians rather than omnivor es. For example, Australian
aborigines consume insect larvae and reptiles, Eskimos eat raw
meat, and traditional Hindus are vegetarians.
The first SDA physician, John Harvey Kellogg
(1852 - 1943), was a vegetarian zealot. Alonzo Balker, Ph .D.,
his former private secretary, told me of an incident that
occurred circa 1939: Kellogg awakened him in the middle of
the night and ordered him to board the morning train for
Cleveland. There, Weston Price, D.D.S. [see NF 13:22, 1996],
who had just returned from the mysterious high north, was to
give a report on Eskimo dietary habits. When Bakenetumed,
he informed Kellogg of Price's finding that Eskimos ate raw
meat almost exclusively (esldmo literally means "raw meat
eater") . Kellogg accused Price oflying.

Perhaps Kellogg disbelieved Price partly because it
was widely known that the 1898 Yukon gold rushers had
suffered extensively from scurvy. People generally believed
that Eskimos derived their vitamin C from berries the snow had
preserved. In fact, Eskimos derive vitamin C from the raw meat
of animals who synthesize ascorbic acid. If they had cooked
their meat, they would have developed scurvy like the gold
rushers . (WhenlvisitedNorthwestTerritories,
Cana da, in 1973,
a Franciscan monk who raised beautiful vegetables in a greenhouse in Pelly Bay told me that the Inuits [North American
Eskimos] didn't like their taste and wouldn't eat them.)
(3) Whether something is repugnant is highly individual. Hindus who will not eat animal foods readily drink their
own urine for the sake of health . And what is repugnant - for
example, chores such as changing a baby's diaper or caring for
sick people--is not necessarily wrong. Whether such activities
are degrading is a matter of opinion. That most prey are eaten
while they are still alive testifies to the heartlessness of nature
compared to slaughterhouses, where death is generally quick and
painless.
(4) The idea that animal-raising is an inefficient way
to produce food is half-baked. Animals pull their weight when
it comes to land-use and food-production efficiency: They graze
on lands unsuitable for crop-growing, eat those portions of
plants that are considered inedible (e .g., com stalks and husks),
and provide byproducts and services that ease human burdens. 2
Many nomadic populations survive on lands that lack farming
potential by feeding on animals whose nourishment is coarse
vegetation humans can't digest.
(5) The postulate that toxins render meat unfit as food
also lacks merit. Plants also contain naturally occurring toxicants,
many of which are far more deadly than those of animal flesh. 3
Vegetarian evangelists who revel in portraying animal foods as
unhealthful disregard the fact that those societies that consume
the most animal products enjoy record longevity. They also
overlook the reality that the animals they brand as diseased are
herbivores whose diet consists entirely of raw vegetation. These
animals develop many diseases "despite" becoming vegans after
weaning.

ldcologic V cgctarianism
Much of my professional life has been spent studying
health fraud, quackery, and related misinformation, and their
impact on people's lives. Aware that one's personal philosophy can be a powerful determinant of health, I have tried to
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understand the psychosocial dynamics of the suffering and
death that people impose on themselves and their children. I
have been struck by how often vegetarianism has been a part
of such situations, and I have discerned a recurrent sequence
of behaviors: First, the concerned person eliminates reportedly
unhealthful foods from his or her diet, beginning with foods that
society considers "bad for you" (e.g., sugar, coffee, and white
bread). Next, if concerns about food safety grow to neurotic
proportions , the person scrutinizes labels and worries about
ingredients indicated by terms he doesn't understand. Then he
may patronize health food stores, where clerks and publications
can feed his phobias. He may treat modern foods as poisonous .
Finally, if he deems vegetarianism not restrictive enough, the
"health foodist" may turn to veganism [see NF 13:34-36 , 1996].
In my opinion, it is at this point that vegetarianism becomes
hazardous , especially for children.
The case of Sonja and Khachadour Atikian illustrates
what can happen to those seduced by ideologic vegetarianism .
The Atikians were ernigres from Lebanon who-because
of
unrelenting media barrages focusing on environmental pollution , diet , and health - became overly concerned about the
safety and healthfulness of modern foods. Sonja Atikian began
shopping at health food stores instead of supermarkets . Gerhardt
Hanswille, a self-styled herbalist from Germany , taught classes
in the rear of a health food store she patronized. Although
Hanswille was not licensed to practice medicine, he saw 40 to
45 "pat ients" day . He treated Ms. Atikian for a sore knee, and
she took some of his courses. HanswiJie taught that: (a) people
should not kill animals, nor consume animal products; (b) God
intended cow's milk to be food for calves, not human babies;
(c) eating eggs deprives hens of fulfilling their divinely
intended role as mothers; (d) people should not poison themselves or the earth with the unnatural products of modern
living ; (e) using herbs both as food and as medicine is God ' s
way ; and (f) the medicines of doctors are poisons. "Choose
whom you will believe," said Hanswille, "me or the doctors .
You can't have it both ways."
Ms . Atikian chose poorly. Except for eating fish
occasionally, she followed the herbalist's advice during pregnancy . She delivered a healthy 8.2-lb girl named Loreie.
Hanswille convinced the Atikians that the newborn would
become a superbaby if they gave her a vegetarian diet of raw,
organic foods . He dissuaded them from having the infant
immunized and from continuing to see a pediatrician. And he
induced them to rely on him for healthcare advice .
Four and a half months after her birth, Loreie's weight
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was still at the 75th percentile, but when she was 11 months old,
breast-feeding - her sole source of animal food- discontinued .
Fed only fruits, vegetables, and rice, she eventually stopped
growing, slept more and more, and had more and more
infections. As the baby's health spiraled downward, Hanswille
assured the parents that her decline was merely "the poisons
coming out of her body" and that she would eventually
become the superbaby they desired . In 1987, l 7-month-0ld
Loreie died of bronchial pneumonia complicated by severe
malnutrition . She weighed 111/ 4 lbs. The Atikians were charged
with failing to provide their daughter with the "necessaries of
life." Their defense was that they had truly believed they had
been providing the "necessaries of life" when they followed
Hanswille's advice. The judge acquitted them after the discovery that the prosecution had failed to provide important
information supporting the couple's story .
Let's run through some other examples of ideologic
vegetarian extremism:
• It caused mental and growth retardation in two boys underfed from birth to ages 3 and 5. Their mother had become a
vegetarian, later eliminated sugar and dairy products from
her diet, and eventually adopted a macrobiotic diet. 4
• Ten cases of nutritional rickets were reported among infants
(most of whom were breast-fed) of strict-vegetarian mothers
who had not sought medical counsel during pregnancy but
had obtained advice from health food stores .5
• Scurvy and rickets occurred in two boys, 11/ 2 and2 1/ 2 years
old, whose parents were adherents of the Zen Macrobiotic
diet[see NF 7: 17- 21, 1990]. 6
• A 36 -year-old former college professor who was a follower
of the Temple Beautiful diet died of malnutrition attempting to become a "breatharian" - one who supposedly feeds
on air alone. First he became a vegetarian, then a fruitarian,
then a "liquidarian" (consuming juices only), and finally, a
would-be breatharian .7
• A 2-month-old boy died because his mother, following the
invalid recommendation for colic in Adelle Davis ' s l et 's
Have Healthy Children , overdosed him with potassium .8 In
a television interview, the mother said that, as she became
increasingly estranged toward conventional medicine , she
had adopted vegetarianism and then veganism.
• A 24-year-old woman who was head of San Jose State
University's student art program died after taking an extract
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of pennyroyal to induce an abortion . She was described as
"a strict vegetarian who was involved in holistic medicine.''9

become eager followers of teachers with devil inspired ideas. These teachers will tell lies with straight
faces and do it so often that their consciences won't
even bother them. They will say that it is wrong to be
married and wrong to eat meat, even though God
gave these things to well-taught Christians to enjoy
and be thankful for. For everything God made is good,
and we may eat it gladly if we are thankful for it.
( I Timothy 4:1-4, Living Bible)

A review of the literature includes reports of cases in
which vegetarian zealotry played a role in harm to a child. 10
For the ideologist, vegetarianism is a hygienic religion.
It enables believers to practice self -denial. As a religion,
vegetarianism attracts the guilt- ridden . It attracts masochists
because it gives guilt a boost. And it seduces the unskeptical by
causing guilt and/or by instilling false guilt. Guilt leads to selfdenial, even asceticism. The belief that salvation is attainable by
eschewing worldly pleasures marked the asceticism of early
Christian zealots . Similarly, health neurotics with medical
problems seem to believe that the more they restrict their
alimentary pleasures, the more their health will improve.
Fasting, austere diets, enemas, and the ingestion of bitter herbs
are consistent with the psychological needs of health neurotics ,
many of whom shun those voices of conventional medicine
and public health that might disenchant them .
Of course , I don 't blame ideologic vegetarianism
per se entirely for tragedies such as those outlined above . Mental
or emotional disorders apparently figure in many instances. In
such cases, extremism is more to blame. However, this doesn 't
take ideologic vegetarianism off the hook, for it is a potential
fuel for, and a potential igniter of, psychological problems.

SDA Church pioneer Ellen G. White (1827 - 1915)
was a proponent of vegetarianism even though she did not
practice it herself . Like the Grahamites of her time, she taught
that gradually the earth would become more corrupted , diseases and calamities worse, and the food-particularly animal
foods - unsafe. In 1902 she wrote that the time might come
when the use of milk should be discontinued. Although White
was an advocate of science and chiefly responsible for making
SDA healthcare a science-based enterprise , clearly she did not
anticipate twentieth-century advances in public health and
medical science . Despite the record longevity now enjoyed by
people in the developed nations, vegetarian zealots within the
church caught up in the doomsday hysteria of the 1990s have
decided that the time has come to give up all animal foods and
are fervidly preaching veganism.

Eating by the Book?

East of Eden

SDA vegetarianism is rooted in the Bible, according to
which for food God gave humans "all plants that bear seed
everywhere on earth, and every tree bearing fruit that yields
seed" (Genesis 1:29). Meat is said to have become a part of the
human diet after the Flood, when all plant life had been
destroyed: "Every creature that lives and moves shall be food
for you" (Genesis 9 :3). Adventists are taught that the introduction of meat into the human diet at that time decreased the
human life span from the more than 900 years of the first
humans to today's "three-score and ten."
However, the Bible warns against confusing dietary
practices with moral behavior:

It is now widely recognized that it is possible to
provide all essential nutrients except vitamin B 12 without using
animal foods. It is noteworthy , however, that it is possible to
provide all essential nutrients with a diet composed only of
meat. Personal dietary appropriateness - including the value
of a diet as a source of essential nutrients and its value as a
preventative-for oneself and one ' s significant others is the
foremost dietary consideration of pragmatic vegetarians . In
contrast, the overriding dietary consideration of ideologic vegetarians varies with the particular ideology. Typically, their
motivation is a blend of physical , psychosocial, societal, and
moral, often religious, concerns .
A continual problem for SDAs who espouse the
"back to Eden" ideology is the absence of a non-animal food
source of vitamin B 12. A Registered Dietitian, a vegetarian
who wrote a column for a church periodical , asked me if I
thought vegans could derive vitamin B 12 from organic vegetables that were unwashed before ingestion . I opined that it
would be better to eat animal foods than fecal residues . She
agreed.
A perennial assumption among vegetarians is that
vegetarianism increases longevity. In the last century,
Grahamites--devotees of the Christian "hygienic" philosophy
of Sylvester Graham (1794-1851 )- taught that adherence to
the Garden of Eden lifestyle would eventuate in humankind 's
reclamation of the potential for superlongevity , such as that

For the kingdom of God is not food and drink but
righteousness and peace. (Romans 14: 17)
Let no one pass judgment on you in questions of food
and drink. (Colossians 2: 16)
One believes he may eat anything, while the weak
man eats only vegetables, let not him who eats despise
him who abstains, and let not him who abstains pass
judgment on him who eats. (Romans 14:2-4)
It also seems to condemn vegetarianism:

The Holy Spirit tells us clearly that in the last times
some in the church will turn away from Christ and
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ascribed to Adam (930 years) or Methuselah (969 years). I
discussed this matter 25 years ago with an SDA physician who
was dean of the Loma Linda University (LLU) School of Health.
Although he admitted that lifelong SDA vegetarians had not
exhibited spectacular longevity, he professed that longevity
of the antediluvian sort might become possible over several
generations of vegetarianism. SDA periodicals publicize centenarians and often attribute their longevity to the SDA lifestyle.
However, of 1200 people who reached the century mark
between 1932 and 1952, only four were vegetarians. 11 I
continue to ask: Where on Earth is there an exceptionally
longevous population of vegetarians? Hindus have practiced
vegetarianism for many generations but have not set longevity
records.
At best, the whole of scientific data from nutritionrelated research supports vegetarianism only tentatively. The
incidence of colorectal cancer among nonvegetarian Mormons
is lower than that of SDAs. 12 A review of populations at low
risk for cancer showed that World War I veterans who never
smoked had the lowest risk of all. 13 As data accumulate,
optimism that diet is a significant factor in cancer appears to be
diminishing. An analysis of 13 case-control studies of colorectal
cancer and dietary fiber showed that, for the studies with the
best research methods, risk estimates for dietary fiber and
colorectal cancer were closer to zero. 14 A pooled analysis of
studies of fat intake and the risk of breast cancer that included
SDA data showed no association .15
A meatless diet can facilitate weight control because
it is a form of food restriction. But one need not eliminate meat
to maintain a healthy weight, and there are many overweight
vegetarians. Surely prudence and selectivity overshadow mere
abstinence from animal products.
In an interview on the school's Christian radio station
in the mid- l 970s, an LLU nutrition graduate student (who was
not an SDA) claimed that vegetarianism produced superior
intellects. To make her case, she stated:
Linus Pauling says that vitamin C improves intelligence . Vegetarians get more vitamin C in their diets
than meat-eaters. The probable reason why George
Bernard Shaw and Leo Tolstoy were brilliant was
because they were vegetarians.
The interviewer agreed, extolling the health and intellect of
vegetarians. That Adolf Hitler was a vegetarian went unmentioned during the interview. Also unmentioned was that Jesus
Christ, Mohammed, and other eminent moralists were not
vegetarians. Animal behavioral scientists have noted that, to
survive, meat-eating predators must outsmart their vegetarian
prey. However, I believe that all such theories break down
because of the difficulty of defining intelligence .
Among the claims of vegetarian superiority that
SDAs have made again and again is that most beasts of burden
are herbivorous . They note that meat-eating predators such as
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wolves and lions have tremendous speed but lack endurance.
However, Arctic sled dogs that run the 1200-mile Ididarod
cover more than a hundred miles per day- a feat no horse, mule
or ox can accomplish.
The idea that vegetarians have superior physical
endurance was reinforced in 1974 when a group of male
vegetarian runners called "the vegetarian seven" set a 24-hour
distance record. This inspired an undergraduate dietetics
major to seek me out as a coach for a group of seven female
vegetarian long-distance runners . I asked her what their
motivations were- something every coach needs to know. She
said they wanted to demonstrate the superiority of a vegetarian
diet. I asked who would be representing the meat-eaters. She
said that, because the event would not be a standard competition,
no one would represent the meat-eaters . I revealed to her that
three of the male runners had not been vegetarians until training
for the record-setting event but merely had pledged to become
so. I also told her: that genetic factors, principally the capacity
for oxygen uptake, determine distance-running ability; that
whether a diet is vegetarian is inconsequential to distancerunning ability; and that a 24-hour run is a perilous way to try
proving vegetarian superiority . "What will you do," I inquired,
"if seven meat-eating, beer-drinking atheists who are worldclass runners decide to beat your record?" She got the point. And
although she became an accomplished amateur runner, she
didn't use her success to propagandize for vegetarianism.
John Harvey Kellogg sought to prove that vegetarians
were physically superior by fielding a Battle Creek College
football team, which he personally coached. According to a
former player, "Brother" Wright, whenever Kellogg's players
lost, he railed at them for cheating on their diets and held them
captive until one would say he had broken training rules and
eaten meat. Wright stated that sometimes a player would
eventually lie that he had eaten meat just to get the team
released . He described Kellogg's efforts as "a crusade to prove
the superiority of vegetarianism." Ellen G. White's condemnation of this approach to proving SDA superiority led to a policy
restricting interscholastic sports by Adventist schools .

Odorless Doo-doo?
The John Harvey Kellogg character in the film Road to
Wellville stated that his feces had no more odor than that of
"freshly baked biscuits." One evening I offered a ride home
from the university to an elderly colleague , an avid vegetarian.
Upon entering my car, he declared: "When I drink carrot juice,
my bowel movements have no odor." Before I could respond,
he said : "Rabbits eat lots of carrots, and their feces have no
odor." The thought of someone running around sniffing little
piles of rabbit doo-doo almost made me laugh , but I didn't
want to be disrespectful. His idea that rabbits eat many carrots
intrigued me. I had raised them in my boyhood and discovered
that, despite the passion for carrots shown by Bugs Bunny, real
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bunnies are not particularly fond of carrots . Furthermore, wild
rabbits seldom would have an opportunity to eat carrots .
Luckily the ride was short .
The late Pulitzer Prize-winning anthropologist Ernest
Becker argued that defecation is most closely associated with
humankind's animality and mortality . 16 During a Bible class
at an SDA school, I was taught that people did not defecate in
the Garden of Eden but utilized the food they ingested in its
entirety. Apparently, foul odors did not befit Paradise. (Perhaps
the persistence of the miasmatic theory of disease-the theory
that diseases are due to foul-smelling emanations from the
earth- well into the nineteenth century, when SDA beliefs
were developed, reinforced the idea ofa poopless Paradise.)
I was also taught that roughage became part of the human diet
after the Fall. Allegedly, this broadening of the diet to include
"the herb of the field" (Genesis 3:18, King James version)
occurred because humans were now under the "death sentence" caused by original sin. Whether this reportedly was a
voluntary dietary cliange or part of the curse of being ousted
from Paradise is debatable. Some versions of the Bible imply
that "the herb of the field" merely meant "wild foods" (New
English Version), not a new source of food .

Heavy "PET Aing"
In the last century , the pacifist movement was vegetarian because of the belief that meat-eating animals were fierce
and vegetarian animals were docile. The British poet Percy
Bysshe Shelley claimed that the French revolution had been
bloody and the English revolution bloodless because the French
ate more meat than the English. 17 Such invalid notions have
been discredited, but not abandoned . Some boxers still eat
raw meat or drink blood before a fight to increase their aggressiveness.
People who fancy themselves morally superior often
have a mission to convert human ity to their worldview . The
most violent ideologic vegetarians are the animal-rights activists, who have destroyed animal research facilities and threatened researchers' lives. Animal-rights groups such as People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) consider animals on
par with humans . On April 24, 1996, PET A's Ingrid Newkirk
appeared on the television newsmagazine Day & Date opposing
sport fishing. She began her argument by seeking commiseration for suffocating fish. Then she said that fish were unhealthful food because they contained mercury and other
environmental contaminants . The solution, according to
Newkirk , was vegetarianism . Her opponent, a TV talk-show
host, pressed her into acknowledging the PET A creed. The
talk-show host described an on-air encounter she had had
with another PET A representative . A scenario had been
presented in which the representative's daughter needed a
vital organ from a beloved household pet in order to survive.
The ethical question had been whether the child's life was

worth more than the pet's. The PETA representative had held
that the child had no more value than the pet. Newkirk did not
contest the assertion that PET A considers the life of a child no
more valuable than that of a pet.
When an LLU medical team transplanted a baboon 's
heart into an infant whose pseudonym was "Baby Fae,"
animal-rights activists picketed the medical center . They seemed
disillusioned with SD As, who have no qualms about prioritizing humans over animals . In October 1992, after a pig's liver had
been transplanted into a 30-year-old woman to enable her to
survive until a human liver was secured, a representative of
PCRM engaged in a televised debate with one of the physicians
who had performed the transplant. The representative lamented
that the pig's consent had not been obtained.
PCRM appears to be largely a personal forum for its
leader, Neal Barnard, M.D ., and is said to be substantially funded
by PETA. (In fiscal year 1994, donations and grants to PCRM
reportedly totaled more than a million dollars .18) Barnard extols
the longevity value of vegetarianism . He has claimed: "It's not
genetics or fate that gives people long, healthy lives and cuts
other people short; for those who want to take care of themselves, it all comes down to diet." The surgeon argued that pigs
were killed daily for meat, including their livers. The PCRM
doctor retorted that the consumption of animal fat (which is
highly saturated) was responsible for most deaths in modem
society . He cited a study conducted by Colin Campbell in China.
Campbell had focused on the relative morbidity for certain
diseases without pointing out that life expectancy in China (66
years) is lower that that in the United States (75 years) .19
Because they consider themselves morally superior,
many vegetarians exhibit no reservations against using mindcontrol techniques or terrorism to actualize their agenda. Mind
control includes using information selectively to "educate"
people about the alleged superiority of vegetarianism . It may
also include traumatizing people emotionally to condition them
against the use of animal foods. Early in my teaching experience, I attended a meeting of SDA secondary school health
teachers where many said that they converted students to
vegetarianism by taking them on field trips to slaughterhouses
to witness the bloodshed. This strategy offended me even though
I was a practicing vegetarian at the time . Having studied for years
how people have been manipulated by cults and quacks, it is
now clear to me that the slaughterhouse tactic is a form of mind
control-that it is as unethical as discouraging little girls from
having sex by inducing them to watch a difficult childbirth.
Terrorism involves trying to coerce people to behave
in ways the perpetrators desire. In December 1994, to keep
people from having turkey for Christmas dinner , self-described
animal-rights terrorists claimed they had injected rat poison
into supermarket turkeys in Vancouver, British Columbia. The
scare caused the destruction of more than $1 million in turkeys .
Apparently, the activists had not foreseen the ensuing slaughter
of turkeys as replacements.
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Disclosure
.
Research into vegetarianism by vegetarians alway s
involves at least unconscious bias. All humans have entrenched ~eli~fs - beliefs whose rootedness makes doing
related sc1ent1fic research unwise. Kenneth J. Rothman
Dr.P.H., referred to SDAs in a recent discussion of conflicts of
interest in research :
We might expect conflict of interest concerns to be
raised, for example, about Seventh Day Adventists
who are studying the health effects of the comparatively abstemious lifestyle of their fellow Adventists.
Whereas policies at [the Journal of the Ameri can
Medical Association] and The New England Journal of
Medicine emphasize financial conflicts , &ience asks
authors to divulge "any relationships that they believe
could be construed as causing a conflict of interest,
whether or not the individual believes that is actually
so." In other words, to comply with disclosure policies at Science, authors might need to disclose to editors
their religion and sexual orientation along with their
financial portfolio. 20
Although Rothman argues for letting work standing
on its own merit rather than judging cynically any possible
connection to a funding source, his example makes the point
that motivations more powerful than money can distort data.
Science fraud can be extremely difficult to detect , because the
perpetrators control the information. Mark Twain observed :
"Figures don 't lie, but liars figure!"
I don 't believe that all research done by vegetarians is
untrustworthy. My experience with the ongoing Seventh-day
Adventi st Health Study (SDAHS) , a series of studies conducted
from LLU School of Public Health , has been largely pos itive .
Its chiefresearcher , the late Roland Phillips, M.D., Dr .P.H ., was
an outstanding scientist in whose objectivity I had the utmost
confidence. He recognized the problem of the influence of
social expectations on SDAs responding to questions about
their lifestyle . Adventist groupthink makes it likely that SDAs
will underreport activities disfavored by the church community
(e.g., meat-eat ing , coffee drinking , and imbibing) and over report those that are approved (e.g., dining meatlessly and exercising). Phillips seemed to feel that the benefits of vegetarianism
per se were limited, and that one must take account of heredity ,
socioeconomic status, and the total SDA lifestyle . Abstinen ce
from tobacco , access to state-of-the-art healthcare, and strong
social support probably are responsible for mo st of the health
benefits SDAs enjoy. The main problem with SDA vegetarian
science is how the scientific information is used . To paraphrase
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an old Pennsylvania Dutch saying: Among SDA s, when the
news about vegetarianism and health is good, "we hear it ever"·
when the news is not good, "we hear it never."
'
I have received numerous reports from SDA health
professionals , and have personal knowledge of other cases in
which church members' overconfidence in vegetarian/sm
prevented them from obtaining effective medical care. Some
reports have involved true believers in vegetariani sm who
were m~mbe:-' of physicians' families . Some denied symptoms ,
and therr derual kept them from seeking effective interventi on
in time . Others rejected medical care for "natural remedies" that
emphasized diet. The attitudes evidenced are consistent with
those identified in cancer patients who had turned to quackery
because they believed they had brought the di sease upon
themselves and could cure it by "natural" practices .21 The SDA
Church has bent over backward to document the benefits of the
SDA lifestyle and to persuade members to adopt vegetarian
diets. I would like to see the church seek earnestly to expose the
harm that its vegetarian teachings have caused its members.
Alas , there's the rub with ideologic vegetarianism : Objectivity
always takes a back seat to proselytism .
The data suggest that most SDAs are reasonable in
their approach to vegetarianism . In the 1970s, the SDAHS
revealed that only one percent were vegans .22 This may change
as vegetarianism becomes more popular in the general population. SDAs tend to be overachievers . Ifwe regard something
as "good," we strive to adopt it completely . If we consider
something "bad," we avoid it completely. SDA vegetarian
evangelists have become more aggressi ve in recent y ears
because of the widespread belief in the SDA community that
doomsday is nigh.
I recall an SDA church leader's reply to the question of
whether he ate meat: "I eat just enough to keep me from
becoming a fanatic!" Thi s impre sses me as good advice for
body, mind, and society .

One Less "Ism"
I gave up vegetarianism because I found that commitment thereto meant surrendering the objectivity that is
essential to the personal and profe ss ional integrity of a scientist.
A s a health educator, I feel I have an obligation to ende avor to
stick to wh atever unvarnished facts scientific research unco vers . I can support pragmatic ve ge tariani sm , but I believe that
cru sading vegetarian ideologues ar e a danger to them selve s
and to society .
William T. Jarvis, Ph.D., is a professor of public health and preventive
medicine at Loma Linda Universi ty and founder and pres ident of The
National Council Against Health Fraud.
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Dear Mr. Raso,
I would like to comment on the letter from Ruth
Rosevear that appeared in the May/June 1996 issue of NF. I am
very sorry about the tragedy of her daughter's lifelong impairment and untimely death, and I have no doubt that it resulted
from Ms. Rosevear's inadequate vegan diet during pregnancy. I
believe that it takes careful planning to make an all-plant diet
adequate during pregnancy, and there would certainly be a need
to supplement with vitamin B12,and perhaps also with vitamin D,
calcium, iron, and zinc . It seems that virtually all obstetricians
today require their pregnant patients to take a prenatal vitamin/mineral supplement (whether or not they are vegetarian). I
don't know what the practice was in 1942, but consider that
vitamin B 12 was not even discovered until 1951. Therefore, in
1942, it was impossible to make any vegan diet adequate during
pregnancy.
There certainly are vegan women today who have given
birth to normal, healthy babies. Much documentation exists
pertaining to a vegan community in Tennessee called ''The Fann ."
Medical records have demonstrated not only normal births, but
also normal, healthy development for these vegan children, and
normal percentiles for height and weight and other variables. At
The Farm, they make ample use of highly digestible soy protein
products, whole grains, and vegetables, and they supplement with
vitamin B12.However, I am still of the opinion that if a woman is
not fully adapted to a vegan diet, it is unwise for her to switch to
it radically at the time of pregnancy.
But the most important thing I have to say is that there
is ample evidence that low-fat vegan diets have benefited
nonpregnant adults who have suffered from hypertension,
cardiovascular disease, rheumatoid arthritis, gout, adult-onset
diabetes, and a host of other chronic diseases . It would be a shame ,
as you suggested, if Ms . Rosevear's letter fostered "a blank et
condemnation of veganism."
Ralph C. Cinque, D.C.
Buda, Texas
While I do not regard voluntary veganism as condemnable across
the board, I do consider it an unnecessary extreme . The Farm, by
the way, gave us spiritual midwifery [see NF 12:30, 1995].-JR .
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CANCER
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therapy. 5 Researchers recognized early that angiogenesis
occurs only infrequently in normal tissues and that, because
normal tissues contain natural inhibitors of angiogenesis,
the process concludes after a bed of capillaries has formed .
(Angiogenesis normally takes place, for example, during
chronic inflammation, wound healing, ovulation, and replacement of intestinal and retinal cells.) In contrast, tumor
angiogenesis is not self-limiting: it continues until the tumor
is removed or the host dies. 6
Numerous
ag e nts trigg e r
angiogenesis. Besides tumor cells, biorh eumatoid arthritis, psoriasis, enteritis
logical sources of such substances include
(inflammation of the intestinal tract),
activated phagocytes ( cells that can encertain eye diseases (e.g., diabetic
gulf bacteria and foreign particles), white
retinopathy), Kaposi's sarcoma, and canblood cells, endothelial cells (cells that
cer of the breast, cervix, uterus, ovary,
line particular bodily cavities), and improstat e, kidney, liver, and central nermune system cells in tissue that adjoins a
vous system.
wound or tumor. 7
Proponents allege that shark carSolid tumors require angiogentilag e works by inhibiting the formation
esis
for
growth
because of th eir high denof blood vessels.
9
THE CONTINUIIIIGSTORYOF:
8
sity ( 10 - 10 cells per cubic centimeter);
SHARKCARTILAGETHERAPY
tumor cells that grow separately from
Angiogencsis
DR, I. WILUAMLANE
one another (as in leukemia) do not. 8
LU\IDACOMAC
Since angiogenesis is not unique
The continual emergence of cells
to
tumors,
each
of
its
steps
represents an opportunity to
in a tumor - cells that are different from their parent cells
stop tumor growth by interrupting the process. An inhibitor
and that therefore may be resistant to conventional cancer

Shark cartilage has displaced laetrile [see NF 12:56,
1995] as the cancer pseudocure of choice. Reportedly, more
than 25,000 people a year buy shark-cartilage pills and
powders at health food stores. 1 The most influential
propon ent of so-called shark cartilage therapy is entrepreneur I. William Lane, Ph.D., the coauthor of two books:
SharksDon't Get Cancer(1992) and Sharks Still Don't Get Cancer:
The Continuin9 Story efShark Cartila9e Therapy (1996). Lane
claims or suggests that shark cartilage
therapy is effective against osteoarthritis,

therapy - is the main impediment to successful treatment
of advanced cancer . A potential effective approach to cancer
is to alter the micro environmental processes on which
tumor growth depends.
Research conducted by Judah Folkman, M.D ., in
the early 1960s showed that the growth of some solid
tumors depends on the formation of blood vess els around
the tumor .2 ,3 The term for this complex process is
an9io9enesis.Folkman' s work revealed that tumors produce
substances that trigger angiogenesis in adjacent tissues and
cause the new blood vessels to converge on and enter the
tumor .4 Folkman hypothesized that inhibition of any step
in angiogenesis could be the basis for a mode of cancer

might:
prevent the formation, releas e, or transmission of the
angiogenic signal;
arrest

the process

by which

the signal triggers

angiogenesis;
restrain synthesis of proteins
essential to blood vessels;
prevent attachment

that are structurally

of new blood vessels to normal

tissues; or
prevent entry of new blood vessels into cancerous
tissues.
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By in vitro experiments, researchers have identified a number of substances that inhibit on e or more of
these steps. Most of these substances have been isolated,
purified, and chemically characterized (vitamin 03 analogs
and sulfated chitin derivatives, for example).9,10,11
Three are being tested clinically as treatments for AIDSrelated Kaposi's sarcoma.12

Angiogenesis

Inhibitors in Cartilage

Scientists recognized in 1945 that tumors induce
angiogenesis, 1~ but three decades passed before they identified the mechanisms. In 1973 Robert Eisenstein and
associates presented the first experimental evidence that
cartilage contains inhibitors of angiogenesis . 14 Eisenstein
found that, after extraction with the metabolite guanidine,
cartilage-which
normally does not contain blood vessels-lost its ability to prevent invasion by blood vessels.
Eventually researchers learned that cartilage contained
certain bioactive enzyme inhibitors . 15, 16 In 1975
Folkman and a colleague found evidence for the presence
of an inhibitor of tumor-induced angiogenesis in cartilage
from newborn calves . 17 Subsequently, Robert Langer
and associates isolated and partially purified an inhibitor
from calf cartilage 18 and showed that, after injection into
the area around tumors in mice or rabbits, it stopped
tumor growth. 19
The scarcity of available cartilage from bony
mammals, however, limited the scope of scientific study;
thus many researchers considered using shark cartilage
instead. Consequently, Langer and a colleague discovered
that shark cartilage contains an antiangiogenic agent. 20
Despite numerous _confirmations of their finding, however, the identity of the inhibitor, the site of inhibition, and
clinical proof of its efficacy against cancer in humans have
not been reported in the scientific literature.

Shark-Infested Waters?
Alas, sharks rush in where scientists fear to tread .
The titles of Lane's two books are misnomers: Sharks do
get cancer. Lane himself admits this, but soft-pedals it, in
both books. Various forms of cancer in sharks have been
reported. 21,22,23 Indeed, researchers have observed that
chondrosarcoma---cancer of the cartilage - is common to
all species of shark.

Lane's conclusion that shark cartilage powder can
stop tumor growth in humans did not arise from his own
research but from th e scientific work of others. With a
professional background in poultry nutrition and the production of fish meal, Lane spent thre e years developing a
process for powdering shark cartilage. He persuaded Belgian
researcher Dr. Ghanem Atassi to feed it to mice with
melanomas (malignant tumors). 1 Atassi found that, while
some tumors briefly shrunk, their growth resumed and the
host mice consequently died. His attempt to rep eat these
results failed, and Atassi decided not to publish his work .
This, however, did not daunt Lane, who sought
human experimentation. He found two controversial alternative-medicine clinics in Tijuana, Mexico, willing to test his
shark-cartilage powder on their cancer patients. The first was
the Ernesto Contreras Hospital, which treats cancer with
laetrile, coffee enemas, and injections of live embryonic
sheep cells; the second was the Hoxsey Clinic, where patients
are fed herbal potions and rubbed with herbal salves.24
Enemas of a suspension of Lane's shark-cartilage powd er
were given daily to cancer patients at the clinics; and after
some weeks Lane proclaimed the treatment greatly successful. There has been no independent confirmation of this claim.
In 1992 Lane took his shark-cartilage powder to a
Cuban hospital, where doctors agreed to treat 29 allegedly
terminal cancer patients in a 16-week clinical trial. This tim e,
the "spectacular successes" Lane ascribed to shark cartilage
therapy caught the attention of Mike Wallace and the "scientists" at CBS's "60 Minutes." 1 The broadcast newsmagazin e
dramatized the testimonials of patients who had undergone
shark cartilage therapy at the Cuban clinic and thus ignit ed
the shark cartilage craze.

Where's the Evidence?
Medical scientists have determined that the cartilage
of calves, cows, and sharks contains an inhibitor of angiogenesis. What evidence is there that ingestion or rectal application of shark cartilage benefits cancer patients?
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There is none!
Catherine Doldl interviewed researchers whose
work Lane cites. Each refuted Lane's claims. Langer said
be has never seen evidence that Lane's shark-cartilage pow der acts against cancer in humans. Folkman stated that,
because the Mexican and Cuban trials were neither controll ed nor peer-supervised,

they were not trustworthy.

He also noted that gastric acid destroys the antiangiogenic
proteins in cart ilage; that they are too larg e to pass through
the intestinal wall into the bloodstream; and that their
concentrations in cartilage are so low, a patient would have
to consume many pounds of it daily to affect the tumor.
The "60 Minutes" public-health fiasco prompted a
number of independent

reviews of the medical records of

3

Health was also unimpressed. Its then director, Jo seph J.
Jacobs, M.D., M.B.A., stated: "It is our view that Lane's
claims are unproven, and since there is no demonstrated
merit to the use of shark cartilag e in the treatment of cancer
we do not recommend it."25
Finally, the chief of oncology at the Costa Rican
Nationa l Children's Hospital stated: "The use of shark
cartilage for treatment of cancer is a farce that spells
disast er for th e shark population in the sea off Costa
Rica." 26
If the trials of shark cartilage ind ee d yielded "spectacular" results, why aren't conventional hospitals in
Belgium, Costa Rica, Cuba, and Mexico routinely using
Lane's powder?

the patients treated in Cuba. Investigators for the National
Cancer Institute found that the records were incomplete and
the results unimpressive. Consequently, th e institute decided not to initiate clinical tr ials of shark cartilage. 24 The

Hard to Stomach

Office of Alternative Medicine of the National Institutes of

processes throughout

Swallowed food is the object of various degr adative
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benefits of shark carti lage . It's the subj ect of seve ral
i:.x.ciring Go od News:
new books as well as popular TV news progr ams.
Sharks Don't Get Cancer
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· -··.
For centuries th e Chinese have
~ ·· ·
been awar e of the benefits of shark cart ilage, a nd
·:i have been cons um ing it as shark fin so up.
·
The shark is ce11aini, e,ne of the most remar kat ·if:
, 'I · 1 •
creatures on ihe face of our planet. The shark appear s
'
· '·
to be the only anim al with a natural immun ity to can1
:
•
· cer and practically every disease known to man .
..,:,,.When wounded it heal s quickly; it even has five sets
· of teeth and can form new ones if needed. Th e shar k
is also the only animal with a skeleto n compo sed
entirely of cartilag e: a tough , bon e-like tis sue that
accounts for eight percent of its total weight.
~
Scientists now believe ii is the shark's cartilage
skeleton which is responsible
for this supe r
.

~

immunity.
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Rese arch ers wo rldwide are investigating the
sha rk's natur al resis t2:ncr to disease . There has been
an explosi on oi mea!c~l 1L5earch or, ~hark cart ilage 'f
amazing ability .
Whal ma kE-S~:" ,: , t.,.-,11
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lype of cart ilage ·
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Now Alive & Alert introduce s an exc iting new
product to satisfy consume rs rapid ly growin g
appetite for shark car til age : New Adv anc ed Shar k
Cc1rtilage capsu les .
t..live & Alert Advanced Shark Ca rtilage i~
the purest, highest qua lity sour ce of carti lage availab le; Alive & Alert ADVANCED SHARK CARTILAGE capsules provide 800 mg of 100 % pur e
shark carti lage .

Clinical

Uses :

The c urr ent medical liter atur e cont ains much scientific evidence that shark cartilag e is a treme ndousl y
effec tive trealment in many dege ner2fr :e 2.nd inflamma tory cond itions. Amazingly , we lc,o~. to one c'
ea rth 's oldest c reatu res to provide the means l o treai
many of our deva stat ing and enigmatic diseases .

SHARK CARTILAGE
50 Cap su les
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Is It Safe to Go Back into the Health Food Store?
normally are broken down into amino acids and small
peptides. Undigested protein does not pass through the
How can desperate cancer patients and other conintestinal wall into the bloodstream. But what would happen
sumers determine which brands of shark cartilage are uncon if it did? Since all the protein in our food comes from other
taminated? They can't! The Food and Drug Administration
species (shark species, for example) , the presence of undiregulates dietary supplements only minimally . Evidence of
gested protein in the bloodstream would immediately
(a) high-quality raw material; (b) product purity, sterilit y,
cause an immune response. Our immune system would
potency; and (c) lack of side effects is not required.
identify the protein as foreign and react as if it signified an
The expression "all natural" is used to promote the
infection; antibodies would be produced, killer cells would
be activated, and the eater would thenceforth be "allershark cartilage sold in health food stores . It impli es "nongic" to that protein. A later exposure could trigger anaphy lactic
shock, a sometimes fatal reaction .
A scientifically
critical
reading of many of Lane's writings- two books, a patent, numer ous letters published in various
magazines, articles in newspapers
and alternative -medicine periodicals, promotional mailings, etc.raises more questions than answers .
For example, despite his claim that
he has done extensive research since
198 3, the list of references he offers
SHARKS
DON'T
GET CANCER
does not indicate publication of his
In 1983, two researchers al MIT published a_
study showing that shark cartilage contains a
work in any peer-reviewed sciensubstance that significantly inhibits the deve~
tific journal. Surely Lane recognizes
opmenl of blood veHels thot nourish solid
tumors , thereby limiting tumor growth .
the importance of peer review, since
Working independently, researchers at
Harvard found that ii one could inhibit the
he' cl "had the good fortune to be
development of a new blood network, one
could prevent the development of tumor exposed to the thinking of two Nobel
based cancers and metastas is.
27
Laureates."
Tying together these two important findings,
author Dr. I. William lone traces further the
If Lane's work were pubpioneer work performed in this area ond
recounts his own involvement in the search
lished in a peer-reviewed scientific
for a truly effective treatment of tumor-based
cancers . As events and research continue
journal, we might learn, just for
lo unfold , shark cartilage may prove lo
example: (a) when, where, and how
be the first momentous step toward
preventing and conquering cancer .
he identified the antiangiogenic
Sharks Don't Get Cancer is the
story of this amazing breakthrough.
proteins in shark cartilage; (b) how
he determined that shark cartilage
T 7 68 QUALITY PAPfRUCIC
contains four such proteins; (c) how
Avery
Publish•~
uoup
he obtained proof of their absorbability; (d) how he established effective doses for patients with different types of cancer; and (e) how
r,1A!l. PHOtlf 0~ FAX YOURORDERTO:
he discovered that absorbed shark
NUTRI-BOOKS'
-~• Box 5793 • Denver, CO 80217
proteins do more good than harm.

Asfeatured
on60Minutes

Finally, What The World

Has Been Waiting For...
A Major Cancer Breal~through

$11.95

TooImportant to Ignore.

_

For orders over SSOnet. Phone toll-free: 800-279-2048

FAX: 1-800-279•9196

Ad that appeared in Natural FoodsMerchandisershortly after tbe "60 Minutes" broadcast
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toxic." However, many natural substances are poisonous. In

41. Folkman, "Angiogenesisin the Biologyof Endothelial Cells." E.A.

any case, the shark-cartilage

5

products in health food stores

are anything but "all natural ." Their manufacture
using chemicals for extraction,
tion . And supplement

purification,

manufacturers

involves

and concentra-

need not test for con -

taminant s . They need not even test for shark cartilage!
The "recommended"

daily intake of shark cartilage

is about 60 grams. A patient following this recommendation
by taking pills must take 80 per day, at a cost of about $40!

The Bottom Line

If sound evidence exists that shark cartilag e can
arr est the growth of malignant tumors in humans, it has not
com e to light. Shark cartilage th erapy can cost as much as
$1 ,200 a month. Wheth er ingesting shark cartilag e can hav e
adverse effects has not been determined.

Even desperat e

consum ers can't afford not to ask: "Why should I believ e th e
claims of promoters?"

NHF contributing editor Saul Green, Ph.D., is a biochemist who
conduct ed cancer research at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center for 23 years. He is president ofZOL Consultants, Inc., in
New York City.
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FOLIC
ACID
AND
HOMOCYSTEINE
Stephen
Risk factors for heart attacks and strokes includ e
her edi t ary predisposition,

maleness,

rett e smoking, high blood pressure,

advanced age, cigaobesity (especially ex-

Barrett
During th e past few years, researchers hav e link ed
high blood levels of th e amino acid homocystein e to an
increas ed risk of premature

coronary

artery diseas e and

cess abdominal fat), lack of physical activity, and abnormal

stroke , even among people with normal cholesterol levels.

blood cholesterol levels. The more risk factors a person has,

Appar ently, abnormal

the gr eater th e likelihood

that person

disease. Modifying controllable
smoking, for exampl e-can
heart attack.

will dev elop heart

risk factors - giving up

decrease the probability

of a

homocysteine

levels contribute

to

atheroscl erosis in at least thr ee ways: (a) direct damage by
homocyst eine to the lining of arteries , (b) interference
clotting factors, and (c) oxidation
t eins (LDL).

of low-density

with

lipopro -
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Suspicions about the connection between homocysteine and cardiovascular disease arose some 25 years
ago with the observation that people with homocystinuria,
a rare inherited disease, were prone to develop severe
cardiovascular disease during their teens and twenties. In
homocystinuria, absence of the enzyme essential to the
metabolism of another amino acid, homocystine, causes the
accumulation of homocysteine in the bloodstream and its
excretion in the urine.
Recent studies suggest that high blood homo cysteine levels are as important as high blood cholesterol
levels and can affect health independently. About 10 to 20
percent of cases of coronary heart disease have been linked
to high homocysteine levels. Both hereditary and dietary
factors may be involved.
Homocystinuria is transmitted by a recessive gene
that approximately one person in a hundred carries. Thos e
who have inherited the defective gene from both parents
have very high plasma homocyst eine levels. Those who have
inherited it from only one parent do not develop
homocystinuria but often have moderately high plasma
levels of homocysteine. Abnormal concentrations also
occur among people whose diets provide inadequate
amounts of folic acid, vitamin B6 , or vitamin B12• But
whatever the cause of abnormal levels, supplementation
with one or more of these vitamins can lower plasma
homocysteine.

Folic acid supplementation
alone can low er
elevated homocysteine in most people. Th e usual dose of
folic acid is 1 mg per day. If this is not effective, additional
supplementation with vitamin B6 and/ or B12 is advisable . .
The regimen should be lifelong.
Lowering serum homocysteine has been proven to
decrease the risk of adverse cardiovascular events among
people with homocystinuria.
Research ers have not yet determined whether
lowering moderately elevated blood homocysteine decreases the incidenc e of heart attacks or strokes, but most
experts believe that scientific studies will prove it does so.
Screening for elevated homo cysteine is advisable for people
with coronary artery disease that is disproportionat e to their
risk factors and for people with a family history of prematur e
atherosclerosis. (Some physicians recommend such screening for all patients with atherosclerosis .) Levels above 10
µmol/liter warrant treatm ent. The effect of supplementation usually becomes apparent within a month. Th e lab test
costs about $40.
Since folic acid is nontoxic, using it to treat elevated
homocysteine seems prud ent. Treatment should be supervised by a well-informed physician.
Stephen Barrett, M .D ., a ret ired psychiatrist, coauthored the
college textbook Consumer /-/eahh : A Guide to Intelli9ent Decisions
(Brown & Benchmark, 1997). His website URL is: http: //
www .quackwatch .com.

BRIEFS
BST labeling law overturned. A federal appeals court
has invalidated a 1994 Vermont law that required special
labeling of dairy products made from milk produced by
cows treated with the hormone BST (bovine somatotropin).
The court ruled that the law-the only one of its kind in
the United States-was unjustified because it implied, incorrectly, that such dairy products were less safe.
Calcium label claim nixed. The FDA has declined to
authorize the proposed food label claim that calcium intake
can decrease the risk of high blood pressure. The agency
concluded that the available evidence lacks consistency.
CANnot. On October 30, 1996, an attorney affiliated with
the Church of Scientology bought the name , logo, and

telephone number of the Cult Awar eness Network (CAN)
from a bankruptcy trust ee for $20,000. CAN's phon e num ber is operational und er this attorney's management. For
two decades the lawsuit-plagued original CAN, a nonprofit
organization, had been this country's largest secular group
focusing on providing th e public with information on cults.
What CAN does now is debatable. In February 1997 David
J. Bardin (of the Arent, Fox law firm, in Washington, D.C.),
representing the original CAN, filed an appeal on the bankruptcy sale with the U.S. District Court in Chicago.

Chromium and chromosomes . Tefts University Diet &_
Nutr ition Letter has pre sent ed a compreh ensive report on
chromium picolinate. [Tufts University Diet & Nutrition
Letter 14(8):4--6, 1996.] According to the report: (a) claims
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that chro mium picolinate supplements can h elp build
muscles are unsubstantiated; (b) chromium supplements
may prove useful for people with diabetes who have
insufficient chrom ium in their diet, but no long-range tests
have been done to determine whether taking them is safe;
and (c) rese archers who mixed chromium concoctions with
hamster cells found that chromium picolinat e was more
detrime ntal to chromosomes
than chromium alon e,
picolinat e alone, or another chromium compound.

Dia l an R.D. The National Center for N utrition and
Dietetics now offers an R.D. -s taffed telephone service
(1-900-225-5267) for consumers seeking individualiz ed answers to que stio ns about food and nutTition . Once connect ed to a dietitian, callers are charg ed $1.95 for the first
minut e and 95 cents for each subsequent minut e. Calls are
expected to average about four minut es. The center's tollfree number (1-800-366-1655) continues to provide recorded information and referrals to dietitians nationwid e .

Dictionary expanded. The second (1997) edi tion of Jack
Raso's Dictionary ef Metaphysical Healthcar e: Alternative
Healthcare, Paranormal Healin9, and Related Methods (The
Georgia Council Against Health Fraud), edited by Manfred
Kroger, Ph.D., is an oversize, 166-page catalog of medical
weird ness. It features succinct, largel y nonjudgmental
descriptions of more than 1,150 unnaturalistic (mystical
and / or sup ernaturalistic) health-related methods plus an
extensive glossary and bibliography. Author Marvin J .
Schissel, D.D.S., vice president of the New York Chapter of
The National Council Against Health Fraud, described the
first edition as "a relentl ess account of superstitious 'unreason' that is so far removed from scientific knowledge , it is
closer to vaud eville than to science." And, in Skeptical Briefs,
Gary P. Posner, M.D., wrote: "Should you ever develop an
inexplicable desire to undergo a round of 'marma therapy'
(or perhaps 'Marma Chikitsa' for the more adventurou s),
this is an excellent reference to turn to, not simply for its
concise yet authoritative definitions, but also for its topicby-topic bibliography." Copies of the 1997 edition are
available for $21.50 each postpaid from LVCAHF, Inc.,
P.O . Box 1747, Allentown, PA 18105 .

Ensure ads curbed. Abbott Laboratories has agreed to
settle ITC charges that it made false and unsubstantiated
claims in an extensive national advertising campaign that
promot ed the supplemental beverage Ensure to healthy ,
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active adults . Several of Abbott's advertisements featured
people who looked active and healthy, some of whom also
appear ed thirty- or forty-something. The ads include statements such as "Ensure is r eco mmended numb er one by
doctors as a source of complete balanced nutrition ." The
ITC alleged that Abbott had r eprese nt ed without adequate
substantiation that many doctors recommend Ensure as a
meal suppl ement and replacement for healthy adults,
including those in their thirties and forties. An FTC official
stated that beverag e products like Ensure may benefit
people with a medical condition that makes eating difficult,
or people who consume them occasionally in lieu of a meal.
But the ads' implication that physicians recommend Ensure
to healthy, active people so that th ey can stay that way is
ind efensible.

"Flight path" examined. Several speakers at a 1995 New
York Academy of Sciences symposium warned that the
alternative-m edic in e mov ement is part of a ubiquitous backtracking from science and rationalism. One speaker criticized the stance that scientific mod es of testing are inadequate for evaluating alternativist methods. Anoth er lament ed that money is wasted on investigating useless m ethods while many worthy proj ects lack funds. The proc eedings of this symposium, The Fli9ht from Science and Reason
(1996), are available for $95 plus a shipping charge from
th e Academy (1-800-843-6927).

Health claims on restaurant menus. The FDA has
publish ed a final rul e concerning nutrition claims on restaurant menus. Unlike food manufactur ers, who must bas e
their nutrient -co ntent figures on laboratory analyses,
r esta urat eurs may base them on information from nutrient
databas es, cookbooks, r ecipe analyses, or any other "reasonable" source. They may also highlight foods that conform to recognized dieta ry guidelines.
Homeopathy

against warts . The difference between

placebos and som e homeopathic pr eparations is academic.
Supposedly high-potency
homeopathic
preparations
contain little or none of th e so-called basic remedy. Th e
conclusion of a double-blind, randomized trial reported in
the British journal Dermatology was that homeopathic
preparations and placebos were about equally useful (or
useless) against warts . The trial involved sixty subjects, all
children.
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Prioritie s. Jack Raso has become Director of Publications
Law enforcement on the ''web." The Federal Commufor the American Council on Science and Health and editornications Commission (FCC), the Federal Trade Commisin-chief of its quarterly magazine, Priorities. His e-mail adsion (FTC), the Securities and Exchange Commjssion, and
dress is: raso@acsh.org.
70 state and local law enforcement officials from 24 states
have notified operators of over 500 websites ("viisited" durTextbook updated. The sixth (1997) edition of Consumer
ing a single day!) that they may be promoting illegal
Health: A Guideto lntelli9ent Decisions(Brown & Benchmark)
pyramid schemes in violation of state and federal laws .
is a detailed 624-page, well-illustrated, exMany were promoting financial schemes such
haustively referenced college text that covers
as simple chain letters, but some were multiCONSUMER
all manner of health-related strategies for
level companies selling "miracle products."
HEALTH
consumers. Its 26 chapters include : "Frauds
The FTC now posts news releases to its website
HUID! 10 ,flltcl,Liill DlCb MII
and Quackery"; "Advertising and Other Mar(http :/ /www.ftc.gov) at 10 A .M. every day.
keting Practices"; "Mental Health Care"; "DenMeanwhile, a Minnesota court has ruled that
tal Care"; "'Alt ernative' Methods"; "Nutrition
state authorities can regulate out-of-state adFads, Fallacies, and Scams"; "Exercise Convertisers who seek business with Minnesotans
cepts, Products, and Services"; "Skin care and
through the Internet.
Beauty Aids"; and "Health Devices." All of the
authors (Stephen Barrett, M.D., William T.
New nutrition anthology.
Dushkin/
Jarvis, Ph.D . , Manfred Kroger, Ph .D., and
McGraw-Hill has published Nutrition 97 /98,
William M . London, Ed.D., M.P.H .) and one
its ninth annual compendium of nutrition
articles. Edited by Charlotte Cooke-Fuller,
of the three associate editors Uack Raso) are
members of NHF' s editorial board. Copies are
Ph.D ., ofTowson State University, with help
available for $50 each postpaid from LVCAHF, Inc. , P.O.
from Stephen Barrett, M .D., the book features 59 signifiBox 1747, Allentown, PA 18105.
cant articles from newspapers, magazines, newsletter s, and
scientific journals. Copies are available for $15 each, plus
$2.50p erorderforpostagefrom
LVCAHF, Inc . , P.O. Box
Zinc against colds. A study published last year has
sharply boosted sales of zinc gluconate lozenges for treat1747, Allentown, PA 18105 .
ing colds. The study compared 50 patients who used the
Oxymoron? The only nonmedical services for which
lozenges with 50 who took a placebo. The zinc dose was
13. 3 mg every two hours with an average of six per day.
Medicare and Medicaid lawfully pay are those that are related
to medical care-except
in facilities operated or certified
"Blinding" was deficient, however, as th e zinc lozenges
by The First Church of Christ, Scientist. Mary (Morse) Baker
tasted more astringent than the placebos . The zinc-treated
patients had fewer cold symptoms but a higher incidence of
Eddy (1821-1910) founded Christian Science in 1879. The
bad taste, mouth irritation, and nausea. Complete symptom
church's basic principle is: mind is the only reaHty; illness,
pain, and death are illusory. Christian Science "practitioners"
resolution (as reported by the patients) took 4.4 days for the
zinc group and 7 .6 days for the control group. [Archives of
engage in so-called absent healing-specifically,
alleged
Internal Medicine 125 :81, 1996.] The Medical Letterreviewed
treatment by prayer of patients not in the practitioners'
seven other studies and found that only three had shown
vicinity. Christian Scientists generally choose "Christianly
positive results . It stated: "Treatment with large doses of zinc
scientific prayer" over medical treatment. Although Chrismight decrease the symptoms and shorten the duration of
tian Science caregivers do not provide any medical treatthe common cold, but properly blinded confirmatory studment, they have received millions of dollars in Medicare and
ies are needed. The long-t erm safety of taking zinc in doses
Medicaid reimbursements. In a letter to the U . S. Senate's
higher than the Recommended Dietary Allowances has not
legal counsel released on January 25, 1997, Attorney Genbeen established." [Medical Letter 39:9 - 10, 1997.] The zinc
eral Janet Reno stated that this unique coverage violates the
RD As for adults are 15 mg (men) and 12 mg (women) .
Constitutional principle of separation of church and state .
8A AAUJ • I AR\11\ • 11;AOGlA• LONDON

BILLTOLEGALIZE
QUACKERY
TheAccess
to Treatment
Act(H.R.746),
reintroduced
by Rep. PeterDeFazio
(D-Ore.},
is claimedto permithealthcarepractitioners
to provide"anymedicaltreatment
thattheindividualdesires"
that doesnot violatelicensinglaws.
Practitioners
mayprovidethetreatment
if: (a)it isnotknown
to bedirectlyharmful, (b)thepatient
is givenwrittennotice
thatthetreatment
is notgovernment
approved,and (c) writteninformation
is
provided
aboutthe nature
, anticipated
benefits
, andforeseeable
sideeffectsof
thetreatment.
Theactwouldalsorequire
thatdangerous
outcomes
bereported
to
theSecretary
of Health
andHuman
Servicesandthatbeneficial
outcomes
be
reported
to theNIHOfficeof Alternative
Medicine.
Although
couched
asaneffort
to preserve
patientfreedom,
the bill's
realpurpose
is to preventgovernment
interference
withunscientific
practitioners.Theallegedsafeguards
fail to protectpatients
frompractit
ionerswhomisrepresent
worthless
methods
as beneficial(asmost"alternative
" practitioners
do). By March20, H.R. 746 had43
cosponsorsManyof its proponents
spearheaded
passage
of the 1993DietarySupplement
HealthandEducation
Act, whichhas greatlyweakened
the
FDA
's abilityto regulatefalseclaims
madefor dietarysupplements
and
herbs.In manystatesvigorousefforts
arealsobeingmadeto obtainlawsthat
wouldpreventlicensingboardsfrom
disciplining
"alternative
" practitioners.
QUACKERY
PROMOTION
TheHerbResearch
Foundation
(HRF)
,
whose
stated
missionis to "disseminate
accurate
, responsible
scientific
informationon herbsandherbalresearch,"
includesseveralunreliable
booksin its
otherwise
valuable
catalog
. Dr. Stephen
Barrett
hasasked
HRFexecutive
director
MarkBlumenthal
to "purgethecatalog
of booksthatcontainhighlyirresponsibleor quackadvice,"includingoneto
whichBlumenthal
himselfwrotethe
foreword.
Sofar, thereis no indication
thathewill doSO.
[continued
onpage14]

Exposing Multiple Chemical Sensitivity
Why this diagnosis is spuriousand why it persists
by

Stephen Barrett,

0

he expre ss ion "multipl e chemical
sensitivity " ("MCS ") is used to describe peopl e with numerou s troubling
symptom s attributed to environmental
factors . Many such peopl e are seeking
speci al accommodation s, applying for
disability benefits , and filing lawsuits
claimin g that exposure to common foods
and chemicals has mad e them ill. Their
efforts are supported by a small
cadre of phy sician s who use
que stionabl e diagno stic and
treatment method s. Criti cs
char ge that thes e approache s are bogus and
that MCS is not a valid
diagnosi s.

MD

expanded to encompass a wide range of
environmental chemicals . Ov er the ensuing years, the condition he postulated has
been called allergic toxemia , cerebral allergy, chemical sensitivity, ecologic illness , environmental illness (El), immune
system dysregulation , multiple chemjcal
sensitivity , total allergy syndrome , total
envirnnmental allergy , total immune disorder syndrome, toxic res ponse
syndrome , 20th century disea se, universal aller gy, and
many other name s that
sugge s t a variety of
causative
factors.
These label s are also
intertwined with Gulf
War syndrome , sick
building syndrome ,
toxic carp et syndrome, and other po1iticall y controversial
diagnoses .
The complaint s associated with these labels include depression;
irrit ability ; mood swings; inability to concentrate or think
clearly ; poor memory ; fatigue;
drowsiness; diarrhea ; constipation ; dizziness; mental exhaustion (also called
" brain fog " or "brain fag"); lightheadedness; sneezing , runny , or stuffy nose ;
wheezing ; itching eyes and nose ; skin
rashe s; headache ; chest pain; muscle and
joint pain ; urinary frequency; pounding
heart; muscle incoordination; swelling of
various parts of the body; upset stomach ;

William J.
Rea, MD, who says
he has treated more
than 20,000
environnzentally ill
WhatIs MCS?
patients, states that
The concepts underlying MCS were dethey "may manif est
veloped by allergist
Theron G. Randolph , any symptom in the
MD (1906 - 1995), who
textbook of
asserted that patients had
medicine.''
become ill from expo sure to
substance s at closes far below
the levels normally con sidered safe.
ln the 1940s, he declared that allergies
cause fatigu e, irritability, behavior problems , depres sion , confusion , and nervous
tension in children.
In the 1950s , Randolph suggested
that human failur e to adapt to modemday synthetic chemical s had resulted in a
new form of sensitivity to these substances. His concern with foods then
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tingling of the fingers and toes ; and psychotic experiences associated with schizophrenia. William J. Rea, MD, who
says he ha s trea ted more than
20,000
environmentally ill paPublisher
tients,
states
that they "may
PAULKURTZ
mani fest any symptom in the
Editor
textbook of medicine."
LEWIS
VAUGHN
MCS prop onents suggest that the immune sysConsulting
Editor
tem is like a barrel that
STEPHEN
BARRETT
, MD
continually fills with
chemicals until it overSeniorAssociate
Editors
flow
s and symptom s
MANFRED
KROGER
, PHO
appear.
Som e also say
MICHAEL
K.BOTTS,
Eso.
that a single seriou s
EditorialBoard
episode of infect ion ,
WILLIAM
T.JARVIS
, PHO
stress, or chem ical exposure can trigger "imJOHNH.RENNER
, MD
mun e system dysreguIRAMILNER
, RD
lation." Potential stresGRACE
POWERS
MONACO,
Eso.
sors include practically
KURT
BUTLER
, MS
everyt
hing that mod ern
JOHANNA
DWYER,
ScD
hum
ans
enco unter, such as
SAULGREEN
, PHO
urban air, diesel exhaust,
JAMES
J. KENNEY
, PHO
, RD
tobacco smoke, fresh paint
MARILYN
LARKIN
or tar, organic solvents and
WILLIAM
M. LONDON
, EDD
, MPH
pest icides , cer tai n plastics,
JAMES
A. LOWELL
, PHO
newspr int, pe1fumes and co lognes ,
WALLACE
SAMPSON,
MD
medicatio ns, gas used fo r cooki ng and
VARRO
E. TYLER
, PHO, ScD
heating, building materials, permanent
JOHN
E. DODES
, DDS
press and synthetic fab rics, household
VICTOR
HERBERT
, MD, JD
cleaning product s, rubbin g alcoh ol, feltGABE
MIRKIN,
MD
tip pens, cedar closets, tap water, and
eve n electro magnetic forces .
CopyEditor
There is no known mec hanism
MARY
A.READ
whereby low leve ls of chemicals or
chemicals of widely varied structure can
Production
Editor
interact adversely with numero us organ
BRUCE
CARLE
syste ms. Moreover, if the "to tal bod y
load" concept were valid , the "sum" of
NUTR
ITIONFORUM
(ISSN1093-4545)
, © 1997
sma ll amounts of many unrelated chemiPrometheus
Book
s, is published
bimonthly
cals (as well as infections and psychologfor$35.00 (individuals
in U.S.andCanada)
ical stresses) would have the same effec ts
, overseas)
peryearby
or $50 (institutional
as massive doses of single chem icalsPrometheus
Books
, 59 John GlennDrive,
Amherst,NY 14228-2197.Second-class which is not true. Like drugs , chemicals
have specific effec ts whose deve lopment
postage
paidat Buffalo
, NY.POSTMASTER
:
and seve rity depend on the amounts to
Sendaddress
changes
to Prom
etheus Books
which individuals are expose d.
attheaddress
above.
Subscription
informaMost phy sic ians who diagnose and
tion: (800)421-0351,(716)691-0133; fax
treat MCS identify themselves as "clini(716)691-0137.Backissues$7.00. Manuscriptsand all editorialcorrespondence cal eco logists" or "specialists in environmental medicin e." About 400 of them beNutrishouldbedirected
to Lewi
s Vaughn,
long to the American Academy of Envition Forum, PO. Box 664, Amherst,NY
ronm ental Medicine (AAE M , which
14226-0664
.
Rand olph founded in 1965 as the Society
for Clinical Ecology , is compo sed mainly

of medic al and osteopathic physicians.
Clinical eco logi sts also play a signific ant
role in the American Academy of Otolaryn gic Allergy [AAOA] , which
R andolph helped fo und in
1941).
Clinical eco logy is not
a recognized medic al specialty . Environmental
medicine is a componen t of the spec ialty of
preventive medi cine
(p ublic hea lth ), but
the theori es and practices of clinical ecology are not. Critics of
clinical
ecol ogy
charge that: (1) MCS
ha s
never
been
clearly defi ned, (2) no
sc ientifi ca lly plau sible
mec hani sm ha s been
propo sed for it, (3) no
dia gno stic tes ts have
bee n sub stanti ate d, and
(4) not a single case has
been scientifi cally validat ed.
Many prominent sc ient ific
panels have conclud ed that clinical eco logy and its associated concepts are-at best- speculative and unprove n.

MCS has
never been
clearly defined,
no scientifically
plausible
mechanism has
been proposed
for it, no
diagnostic tests
have been
substantiated,
and not a single
case has been
scientifically
validated.
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DubiousDiagnosis
andTreatment
Ronald E. Gots, MD , PhD , who has reviewed the medica l records of more than
a hundr ed MCS patients , desc ribes MCS
as "a label given to people who do not
feel well fo r a var iety of reasons and who
share the com mon belief that chemical
sensitivities are to blame." He further
states: "It defies classification as a disease. It has no consistent charac teristics,
no uniform cause, no objective or measurabl e feat ures. It exists because a patient believes it does and a doctor validates that belief. "
The fac t that MCS has not been
meaningfully defi ned doe s not deter
clinical eco logis ts from diag no sing ittypica lly in all or nearly all of their
patient s . Their diagnostic eva luation
usually includ es an "eco lo gical oriented
histo ry," a ph ysical exa min ation , and
lab orato ry tes ts. Th e hi sto ry-takin g
procedure
may includ e a len gthy

quest ionn aire that emph as izes dietary
habits and ex pos ure to environm ental
chemica ls. The nat ure and purpo se of the
physica l exa mination is unclear beca use
no combin ation of phy sica l findin gs can
esta blish the diagnosis. Standard allergy
test res ults are often norm a l.
The test clinic al eco logists consider
most important is called "provo ca tionneutrali zation. " Durin g this pro cedur e,
the patient is asked to report any symptoms that deve lop after various concentrations of suspected substances are administered under the tongue or injected into
the skin. If sympt oms occ ur, the tes t is
considered positive and various conce ntrations are given until a dose is found
that "ne utrali zes" the symptom s. Various
chem ica l, hormones, food extracts, and
othe r natural substances may be prescribed as " neutralizing" age nts.
"Ne utra lizat ion " superficially resembles the desensitization proc ess used by
allergists. However, allerg ists test and
treat with substances that produce measurable allergic respo nses, whereas
clinical eco logists base their jud gments on subjec tive respo nses.
Elimin ation and rotation
diets may be used with the
hope of identifying problematic foods. Single-foo d
cha llenges may also be
used. In severe cases,
Rea's
patients
may
spend severa l weeks in
an environmental care
unit (ECU) intended to
remove them from exposure to airborne pollut ants and sy nth et ic
substances. After fasting for seve ral days,
these patients are give n
" organically
grow n"
foods and grad ually ex posed to env ironm en tal
substances to see which
ones ca use sy mptom s to
recur.
Many clinica l eco logists
use tests related to immun e function or expos ure to spec ific chemicals. Samples of blood , urine , fa t, and
hair may be examined for various environmental chemic als. Other blood tests
may assess immuno globulin s, other

immun e compl exes, lympho cyte co unts,
and "a ntip ollutant enzyme" leve ls. Some
of these tests lack an acce pted protoc ol
and hav e not bee n standardi zed, and none
has been demonstrat ed to have a consistent pattern of altera tion in MCS pati ents.
Some trea tments are based on blood
tests that ca n detect chem icals in concentrations of parts per billion . This enables
leve ls too low to be clinically signifi ca nt
to be misinterpreted as ev idence of unusual and harmful chemica l expos ure. If
any " toxin" leve l is interpr eted as abnorma l, the patient wil1 be adv ised that
"de tox ifi cat ion" or " purifi ca tion " ca n
was h the undesirab le chemica ls from the
body. The regimens ma y includ e exe rcise ,
sa una treatments, showers , massage ,
herbal wraps , megav itamin therapy (usually including severa l gra ms of niacin per
day), self-admini stered "desensitization"
inject ions, and the use of water and air
purifiers.
The provocation-neutralization
test
has been conclusively debunked by a
study perform ed in the ear ly 1980s
by resea rchers at the U niv ersity
of Ca liforni a. The tests took
place in the off ices of clinica l eco log ists who had
been treating the patients.
During three-hour sessions, the patients received three injec tions
of suspecte d foo d ex trac ts and nine of normal sa line. Sixteen
patients we re tested
once, and two were
tested twice. In nonblind ed tes ts, these
patients had co nsistently repo rted symptom s when expose d to
foo d ext racts and no
symptom s when give n
saline inject ion s. Under
double-blind co ndition s,
how eve r, they develop ed
sympt oms with 16 of 60
foo d-extract inject ion s (27%)
and 44 of the 180 (24%) sa ltwater injecti ons. The sy mptom s
e licited by both types of inj ec tion s
were identical and included itchin g of the
nose, watery or burnin g eyes, plug ged
ears, a feeling of fulln ess in the ea rs,

One woman
wore a
protective
mask while
shopping and
another
woman hung
her mail on a
clothesline for
weeks before
reading it, to
allow the
"toxins" in
the ink to
dissipate.
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Whenit comesto nutrition
andhealthinformation,theWorldWideWebis a combination minefieldand library. Is thata solid
pieceof nutritionreporting
-or a pseudofactreadyto explode
on contact?
Thiscolumnhelpsyoufigureout whichis which.
Following
is a list of someof thebest(most
reliable,useful)sitesandsome of theworst
(most unreliable,deceptive
, weird, and
worthless).
Ratings
andcommentary
areby
Internet
-savvyJohnH. Renner,
MD, presidentoftheConsumer
HealthInformation
Research
Institute.
B E S T

http://www.mayo.ivi.com/
The Mayo
sitewill amaze
and please
youwitha great
varietyof nutritionandhealthinforma
tion.
Checkout the "Diet& NutritionResource
Center."
http://www.blonz.com.blonz/
A siteby
nutritionistEd Blonz
, PhD
, a syndicated
writeranda compute
r wizard.
Becareful-at
thissite,nutritioninfocouldbefun.
http://www.reutershealth.com/
This is
ReutersHealthInform
ationServices-one
of
the mostreliable
andup-to-date
ofall theonline sources
of health information
. For both
professionals
andconsume
rs.
W O R S T
http://www.divafarm.com/noni/This
site givesyoumusicand testimonials
and
disclaimers stating thatthis is notmedical
advice. It also has good lawyers,good
graph
ics, andgood(bad?)marketing
for a
newhealthfoodremedy
calledNoniJuice.
This "mirac
le" is supposedto be just the
thingfora hostofproblems,everything from
tuberculosisto menstrual
cramps.
http://www.
generation.
net/-lord/ This
siteclaims to haveanherbal
cureforAIDS.I
triedto follow up on thisone, buttheygot
nervous
onthe phone.
http://www.alternativemedicine.com/
This is the online version of Alternative
Medicine
Digest.It hassomevery strange
health information
. SostrangethatI amofferinga prizeforthebestin-depth
review
of
this sitebya nutritionprofessional,
skepti
c,
scientist, orinvestigativereporter.I willjudge
all submissionsbyJuly. Yourprizeis a surprise A niceone.Wemayevenpublish
some
of thecomment
s in Nutrition
Forum
. If your
review
is goodenough,
I mayaskyoutohelp
mereview
otherwebpages
. Plea
sesendyour
reviewbye-mailto drreener@msn.com.
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ringing ears, dry mouth , scratchy throat,
an odd taste in the mouth, tiredness , headache, nausea, dizziness, abdominal
discomfort, tingling of the face or
scalp, tightness or pressure in
the head, dis01ientation , difficulty breathing, depression,
chills, coughing , nervousness, intestinal gas or
rumbling , and aching
legs. The result s clearly
demon stra ted that the
patient s'
symptoms
were placebo reaction s. The study also
tested the claim that
"neutralizing" doses of
offending
allergens
can relieve the patient's symptoms. All
seve n patients
who
were "treated " during
the
experiment
had
equivalent respon ses to
ex tracts and saline (N ew
England Journ al of Medicine, 323:429-33, 1990).
Allergist John C. Seiner ,
MD , and psychologist
Herman
Staudenmayer, PhD, of Denver , Colorado, have treated MCS p at ient s for
more than 17 years . Like Rea, they used
an environmental chamber for tes ting
sensitivity to airborne chemicals. However, they reject clinical ecology theories
and practices. Using well-designed double-blind tests , they have demonstrated
that "universal reactors" may develop
multiple symptoms in response to the
testing proce ss without being allergic to
any of the individual substances administered.
One of their reports describ es how
they used an environmental chamber to
evaluate 20 patients with multiple symptoms attributed to chemical hyper sensitivity. During the test s, the patient s were exposed to measured amounts of purified
air, compressed gasses, and air containing
specific chemical concentrations, without
knowing which situation was which.
None of the pati ents demonstrated a response pattern implicating the chemicals
supposedly responsible for their symptoms. Eighteen reported no symptoms at
least once when the suspect chemical was

pre sent. Fifteen reported symptoms at
least once when the suspect chemical was
absent. In other words, patients reacted to their feelings and beliefs about the test , rather than
to the substance in question
(Regulatory
Tox icolog y
and Pharm aco logy, 18:

Instead of
testing their
claims with
well-designed
research, MCS
advocates are
promoting them
through
publications,
talk shows,
support groups ,
lawsuits , and
political
.
maneuvering.
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44-53, 1993).

The treatment clinical ecologists offer is
as questionable
as
theiL diagnoses. One
observer ha s commented that the variety of treatments they
pre sc ribe
"see ms
limited only by their
ima gi nation and resourcefulness ." The
usual approach emphasizes avoidance of
susp ec ted substances
and involve s Iifesty le
change s that ca n range
from minor to exte nsive .
Generally , pati ents are instructed to modify their diet
and to avoid such substances as
scented shampoos ; aftershave products ;
deodorants ; cigarette smoke; automobile
exhaust fum es; and clothing, furniture ,
and carpets that contain synthetic fibers.
Extreme restrict ions can involve wearing
a charcoal-filter ma sk, using a portable
oxygen device , stay ing at home for
month s, or avoiding physical co ntact with
family member s. Many patient s are advised to tak e vitamins, min era ls, and
other dietary supplement s. "Neutralization thera py," based on· the res ults of
provocative tests, can involve administration of chemical extracts under the tongue
or by injection.
MCS patient s typically portray themselves as immunologic crippl es in a hostile world of dangerous foods and chemicals. In many cases , their life becom es
centered around their illnes s. Various
companies cater to these beliefs by offering such items as "organic" foods; odorfree per sonal products ; special clothing ,
hou sehold products, and buildin g materials; and even specially outfitted travel
trailers. A recen t article in R eason
described how one woman wore a
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prot ec tive ma sk while shopping and another woman hung her mail on a clothesline for weeks before reading it, to allow
the "toxins" in the ink to dissipate .

CaseStudies
Many experts have studied MCS patient s
and concluded that their basic problem is
psychologic rather than phy sical. The
best current data sugges t that certain psychologic factors predispose individuals
to develop sy mptoms and to seek out
someone who will provide a "physical "
explanation of their symptoms . Many of
the se patients suffer from "so matization
disorder ," an emotional problem characterized by persistent symptoms that cannot be fully explained by any known
medical condition, yet are severe enou gh
to require medical treatment or cause alteration s in life style . Some are paranoids
who are prone to beli eve that their problems have outside causes. Other s suffer
from depre ss ion , panic disorder , agoraphobia , or other anxiety states that induce bodily react ion s to stress . Many patient s are relieved when a clinical ecologist offers what they think they need and
encoura ges them to participate actively
in their care . However , the treatment they
receive may do them far more harm than
good.
In 1986, Abba I. Terr, MD , an allergist affiliated with Stanford University
Medica l Center , repo11ed on 50 patients

If youfindanynewsor information
that
maybeof interest
to ourreaders-such
aspub!ishedarticles
, newsreports,
press
releases
, or relevantpersonalexperience-pleasesendit to us. Mall it to
LewisVaughn
, Nutrition
Forum
, P.O
. Box
664,Amherst
, NY14226-0664
. We'reespeciallyinterested
in receiving
information aboutenforcement
actionsby state
agencies
, lawsuits
byvictimsofquackery,
and health-fraud
newsthat mayhave
beenoverlooked
bythenational
media.

who had been treated by clinical ecologists for an average of two years. Each of
these patients had made a workers' compensat ion claim for industrial illn ess.
Their treatments included dietary changes
(74% of the patients) , food or chemical
extracts (62%), an antifungal drug (24 %),
and oxyge n given with a portable apparatus ( 14%). Fo urteen of the patients had
been advise d to reloc ate to a rural area,
and a few were given vita min and mineral
supplement s, gam ma globulin , interf ero n,
female hormones , and/o r oral urin e. Despite trea tment, 26 patients reported no
lessening of sympt oms, 22 felt worse, and
only 2 had imp roved (Archives of Int erna l
Med icine, 46 :145-49, 1986).
In 1989, Terr reported similar observations on 90 patients , includin g 40 cov ered in the previous report. He also note d
that 32 of the 90 patients had bee n diagnosed as suffe ring from "C anclidiasis hypersensitivity "-a fad diagnosis co nsidered "speculative and unproven " by the
American Acade my of Allergy and Im munology (Journal of Occupational
Medicine , 31 :257-61, 1989).
Psych iatrist Donald W. Black , MD ,
and colleag ues at the University of Iowa
College of Medicine have desc ribed how
the misdiagnosi s involved can produ ce
psyc ho soc ial, financial , occupational,
and psycho logica l co mpli ca tion s. The
psychosoc ial co mpli catio ns usuall y ste m
from recommendations to avo id co ntact
with offe ndin g age nts. As a result , patie nts becom e socially const rict ed or
recl usive. The financial cost can be enormous; for exa mple , a patient may be instructed to add a "safe" room to his
house, or rebuild his house acco rdin g to
EI principles . Relocating can be enormously expe nsive, particularly if it involves quitting one 's job or movin g lon g
distance s to seek a pollutant-free environment. Occ upat ional com pli cat ion s ca n
arise when a person is adv ised to quit a
job or stop working , clue to pres um ed exposure on the job.
Drs. Se iner and Staudenmayer have
concluded that most peo ple sa id to be
"universal reac tors" develop multipl e
symptoms in res pon se to the testing
process without being allergic to any of
the individual substanc es administered.

[continued
onpage16}

Update on Jeffrey Bland

O

effrey S. Bland , PhD , of Gig Harbor ,
Washington , has been one of the
hea lth-food industry's most prolific interpreter s of nutrition-r elated scientific deve lop ments. His interpre tations consistently
favor the use of supp leme nts. A fo rmer
chemis try profes sor, he has appea red frequently at trade shows , writte n and edited
publications , produced audio- and videotapes , and conducted semin ars for hea lth
p rofessiona ls. He has also been a resea rch
assoc iate at the L inus Pauling Institute of
Medicin e and has directed its nutri ent
m1alys is laboratory . Des pite gove rnm ent
reg ulatory efforts, he has persisted in making unsubstanti ated claims for products he
has mm·keted.
In 1991 , the FTC charged
that Bland and two of his corporation s (Hea lthComm and
Nu-Day Enterp rises) had
fa lsely claimed that their
diet program cou ld cause
weight loss by turning
up the body 's "heat-producing machinery" so
that fat is lost as body
heat instead of bei ng
stored. Th e Nu-D ay
Diet Program , which
cos t abo ut $30 per week,
incl uded instructiona l material s, a meal-replacement
formul a, and a fiber-co ntaining formul a said to be a " natural appe tite suppr essant. " T he
Nu-Day program was pro moted with a
30- minut e television program entit led
"The Perfect Diet ," which offered "amazing true storie s of people like yo urself losing 20 , 30, 50 pounds or more , sa fely,
quickly and naturally." Although the television program appeared to be an indepe ndent consumer news show that used interviews to repo11on its discove ry of the NuDay Diet, it was actually a paid ad. The
program identified Bland as "one of the
nation 's lead ing nutrit iona l biochemist s."
The case was settled with a conse nt agreement in which Bland agreed to pay
$30,000 for redress and to refrain from
makin g the claims that had been challenged. The consent order also req uires

future pro grani s of 15 minut es or longer to
display messages iden tifying them as paid
ads for the product s offe red.
In 1995, the FTC charged Bland and
his compa nies with vio latin g the co nsent
order by making un substa ntiated weightloss claims for severa l products . In addition, their Ultra Clear dietary program
had been fa lsely claimed to reduce the incidence and seve rity of sympt oms assoc iated with gas troint est inal problems , inflamm atory or immunolo gic problems ,
fa tigue, foo d allergies, mercury expos ure,
kidney disor ders, and rh eumato id arthri tis. The settlement agreeme nt included a
$45 ,000 civ il pena lty.
Last yem·, Natural Foods Merchandiser repor ted that HealthComm had acquired a minority
interest in Keats Publishing
of New Ca naa n, Co nnectic ut, and that Bland
had joined its bom·clof directors. Keats is probably America 's most prolific publisher of unsc ient ifi c information
abo ut healt h, nutTition,
and "alternative" health
methods. Estab lished in
197 1, it has issued more
than 400 books, of which
ove r 200 are still in print. It
also publishe s ove r 100
"Good Health Guides ," most of
which promote the types of products sold throu gh health-food sto res.
During the past severa l months,
Bland has invit ed practitioners to j oin him
on the Fun ction al Medicine Section of
Comp uServe 's Nat ura l Medicine Fo rum ,
whi ch HealthComm cospo nsors . Brochur es acco mp anying the invitation claim
that the com p any's UltraC /ear Plus "provides nutritional support for patholog ical
or imb alanced cletoxif iers and may be suitab le for patients with " chroni c fat igue syndrom e, chem ical and environm ental sens itivit y, alcohol and chemical dependency,
food allergy, "management of endo- and
exo toxicity ," and arthral gia and myal gia.
The se claims are apparently illegal and
NF
have been reported to the FTC.

Despite
government
regulatory
efforts, he has
persisted in
making
unsubstantiated
clai,ns for
products
he has
marketed.
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ANTIAMALGAMIST
DELICENSED
In November
andDecember
1995,the
Colorado
StateBoardof DentalExaminersheld12 daysof hearings
related
to
complaints
brought
against
HalA. Huggins,DDS,theleading
proponent
of unsubstantiated
claimsthatmercury-amalgamfillingsaredangerous.
Duringthe
proceedings
theadministrative
lawjudge
concluded:
(1) Hugginshaddiagnosed
"mercury
toxicity
" in all patientswho
consulted
himin his office,evensome
withoutmercury
fillings;(2)hehadalso
recommended
extraction
of all teeththat
hadhadrootcanaltherapy
; and(3) his
treatments
were"a sham
, illusoryand
withoutscientificbasis
." In February
1996,anadministrative
lawjudgeissued
a 71-pagereportrecommending
that
Huggins
's licensebe revoked.
Huggins
didnotappeal
, andhislicense
wassubsequently
revoked.
Copies
of thejudge
's
reportare availablefor $10 ($12 in
Canada)
fromLVCAHF
, P.O. Box1747,
Allentown,
PA18105.
DENTISTRY'S
CREDIBILITY
CHALLENGED
A reporter
whovisited50 dentists
in 28
statesfoundthat theirfees, examinations, and recommendations
varied
widely(Reader's
Digest
, February
1997,
pp.50-56).Thevisitscostfrom$20to
$141. Thereporterbroughtalonghis
ownx-rayfilmsandtoldthedentists
he
hadampleinsurance
coverage.
Only21
of the 50 dentistsconducted
cancer
screeningas recommended
by the
American
DentalAssociation
, andonly
14 did the recommended
periodontal
screening.Beforeembarkingon the
study,thereporter
waschecked
byfour
dentists
whoagreed
thathehadonlyone
immediate
problem(onemolarneeded
fillingor a crown)
, andthatworkonanothertoothmightbeadvisable.
Only12
of the dentistsagreedwith this appraisal
, and15failedto notea problem
with the molar.Onedentistrecommended
crowningall of the reporter
's
teeth
, at a costof $13,440.
Otherestimatesrangedfrom$500to $29,850.
Thereporter
alsovisiteda dentalschool
clinic where the student and a
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department
chairman
independently
recommended
cappingbothteeth
, which
wouldcost$460.Whenasked
howconsumerscan protectthemselves
from
overtreatment
andovercharging
, anADA
advisorsuggested
seeking
a secondor
thirdopinionso theycanhavecomfort
withthepractitioner's
recommendations
,
particularly
if thereis a lotofworkto be
done.Thereporterreplied:"I got 50
opinions,
andI amnotcomforted
."

NORDICTRACK
MISREPRESENTATION
STOPPED
In 1996
, the FTCsettledcharges
that
NordicTrack,
Inc.,hadmadeunreasonableclaimsthat70%to 80%of those
whohadpurchased
NordicTrack
crosscountryskiexercisers
hadlostanaverageof17pounds
andthat80% ofthose
whohadlostweighthadmaintained
all
theirweightlossforat leasta year.The
FTCcomplaint
statedthatthesefigures
wereflawedbecause
theydid nottake
dietary
habitsintoaccount
andreflected
onlytheexperience
of highlymotivated
purchasers
whohadintegrated
themachineinto their regularexerciseprogram
. Thecompany
pledged
nottomake
similarclaimsin thefutureunlessthey
werebacked
by well-designed
studies.
Thecaseis unusualbecause
, unlike
most itemsmarketed
with misleading
claims
, NordicTrack
's products
arewell
designedand are readilymarketable
withoutexaggeration
NEWPRO-SCIENCE
FORCE
Thenewlyformed
Council
forMediaIntegrityintends
to challenge
themediato
doa better
jobofdebunking
pseudoscientificideas.
Sponsored
bytheCommittee for the ScientificInvestigation
of
Claimsof the Paranormal
(CSICOP),
councilleadersexpressed
particular
concern
thatthemajornetworks
broadcastnumerous
specials
andtalkshows
that misrepresent
pseudoscience
and
fringescience
as genuine
science
. The
councilplansto monitor
suchprograms
andto attempt
to persuade
producers,
directors
, writers,
andthegeneral
public
to leave
roomfortheappreciation
ofscientificmethods
of inquiry
.
MALPRACTICE
VERDICT
Ajuryin NewYorkCityhasawarded
$2.5
millioninactual
damages
and$150,000
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in punitivedamages
to a formerpatient
of Nicholas
Gonzales,
MD.Thewoman
testifiedthat shehad beendiagnosed
withanearlystageof uterinecancerin
1991andunderwent
a hysterectomy.
Insteadof followingthroughwith medically recommended
radiationand
chemotherapy
, sheconsulted
Gonzales
whodiscouraged
herfromfollowingher
cancer
specialist's
advice.Based
on his
interpretation
of a hair test,Gonzales
prescribed
upto 150dietary
supplement
piIls a dayplusfrequent
coffeeenemas
.
Laterhe claimedthat the cancerwas
curedeventhoughit wasprogressing.
It
eventually
damaged
herspineandleft
herblind.According
to anarticlein the
NewYorkDailyNews
, this is thefirst
timepunitivedamages
wereawarded
in
a malpractice
casein NewYorkState.In
1994,afterinvestigating
sixothercases
,
NewYorkStatelicensing
authorities
had
concluded
: (1) Gonzales
's "alternative
protocol"
didnotentitlehimto analternativestandard
ofcare
; (2)hehadfailed
to correctlyinterpret
signsandsymptomsof disease
progression
; (3)hehad
treatedthe patientsincompetently
; and
(4) his record-keeping
wasinadequate.
Hewasplacedon probation
for three
yearswitha stipulation
thatheundergo
retraining
andhisworkbesupervised
by
theOfficeof Professional
Conduct.

OUTSTANDING
NEWSLETTER
HealthNews
, a monthlynewsletter
from
thepublishers
oftheNewEngland
Journalof Medicine
, provides
timelyanalysesof newresearch
andcontroversial
issues
. Manyof its articlesarequackery-related.
Subscriptions
($29)canbe
orderedthroughLVCAHF
, P.O. Box
1747,Allentown,
PA18105.
"CHIROPRACTIC
EDUCATION"
TheFoundation
for Chiropractic
EducationandResearch
(FCER)
, whichfunds
a largepercentage
of chiropractic
research
, is alsooneof the profession
's
mostprolificsources
of misinformation.
Itsbiweekly
Alternative
& Natural
MedicineLetterattacksthemedicalprofession, opposes
immunization,
citesunreliable information
sources
, and promotesunsubstantiated
usesof dietary
supplements
, herbs,homeopathic
products,and"alternative
" treatments. NF

Is It Right to Promote
Unproven Treatments?
by Lewis Vaughn

~ hat

do you say to promoter s of unproven nutritional treatment s who
declare, "Why shou ldn 't I encourage people to try chelated minerals or shark cart ilage or mega doses of vitamin X? It can't
hurt, and it might help. " You could ju st as
eas ily hear such a statement from a journalist, talk- show host , magazine ecLitor, or
hea lth practitioner as you co uld from the
pres ident of a health-product s company .
The bas ic que stion here is whether it's
ethica l to recommend or promote any unproven treatment-one
that has little or
no scientific evidence supporting its efficacy. Most nutritionists, physician s, and
other professionals would probably say
no, but they rarely offer any justification
for such an answer.
Generally, medical sc ientists and
hea lth officials oppose the promotion of
unprov en treatments, sometimes warnin g
that there isn ' t yet enough evidence to
recommend the treatment s to the public.
Promoter s of unprov en treatment s
strongly disagree and sometimes ridicul e
officia ls for being "overly cautious" or
"too conserva tive." Their mo st plausibl e
argument s usually involve an appea l to
the relative costs and benefits of a treatment. "What 's the harm? " they may ask.
"If the treatment itself is harmles s, why
shouldn 't suffering people be given a
chance to try it? There may be no stro ng
evidence that it works , but if it doe s, the
benefits to many people would be substantial. The cos ts to people-in term s of
potential physical harm-are low. So on
balance, it's best to urge people to try it;
the poss ible benefits outweigh the po ssible costs." Promoter s may believe that

W

Co ndensed from How to Think about Weird
Things: Crit ical Thinkin g for a New Age by
Theodor e Schick Jr. and Lewi s Vaughn
(Mountain View, Ca lif.: Mayfield Publishing
Company, 1995). Reprinted by pem1is sion of
the publi sher.

this argument is especially strong if the
treatment has some prelimin ary ev idence
in its favor or if the monetary outlay for
the treatment is low.
But is this really a good arg ument?
Many on both sides in the debate would
probably agree that weighing costs and
benefits is a valid way to judge the issue.
(This approach is based on the fundam ental ethica l insight that we ought to do
what's likely to benefit peopl e and avoid
doing what's likely to harm them. ) So the
question reduces to whether promoting
unprov en treatm ents is likely to result in a
net benefit to people. Does the promoter 's
argume nt show that his promoting leads
to such benefit ? Actua lly, this argume nt
fails. It fails becau se it's too simp listic,
negl ect ing to take into account important
factors in the cost-benefit equation.

But wha t 's the probability that any
unproven remedy will be effective? The
evidence relating to the remedy can't tell
us; by definition, it's too weak to help us
figure probabilities. We can, howev er,
make a reasonable assumption. Scienti sts
know that the chances of new hypotheses
being conect are very low simply because
it's far easier to be wrong than to be right.
For the same reason , the lik elihood of
new health claims turning out to be true is
also low. Historically, most healt h hypotheses , when adequate ly tested , have
been found to be false. In drug testing , for
examp le, scientists may begin with thousands of substances proposed as medicines, some with preliminary evidence in
their favor. In the encl, after assess ing
them all, only a meager handful are
proven effective in humans. Some promoters mi sjudge the cost-benefit of recommend ing a tre atment because they either overestimate the probability of its effectiveness or don ' t consider the factor at
all. They see m to assume that the odds of
any proposed remedy being effective are
close to fifty-fifty , especia lly if there 's
so me pre limin ary evide nce in its favor.
This assumption is fa lse .
When we plug realistic probabilities into our moral equation , the wisdom of promoting unproven treatments
becomes suspect. Even if
an unproven treatment
has considerable possible benefit s, is harmless, and costs little , it
may be no bargain. In
genera l, given the realistic probabiliti es ,
the
most
likely
prospect is that the
treatment will be ineffective . So, in fact , the
octets are excellent that
people who buy the treatment wil l waste their time
and money. The likely cost out weighs the unlikely benefits. Promoting the treatment is not likely to result
in a net benefit for people, but net harm .
The possible benefit of a ten-dollar "cancer -fighting" rock may be great, but the
low probability of its working makes buying it a bad deal. Promoting it would be
unethical.

Scientists
One such factor is probaknow that the
bility. Few people would
jud ge a lTeatment solely
chances of new
on the magnitude of its
hypotheses
proposed benefit or
hann . Most would want
being correct
to take into account the
probability that the proare very low
pos ed effec ts would
simply because
happen. Someone may
c laim that rubbing a
it's far easier to
stone on your belly will
cure cancer. The alleged
be wrong than
be nefit is enormous-but
to be right .
the likelihood of receiving this
SlimChances

benefit is almost nil. If someone
wanted to sell you such a "cancercuring " stone for ten dollar s, wou ld you
buy it? Probably not. The propo sed benefit
is great but not likely to happen . The cost,
though , is a sure thing: if you want the
stone, you ' ll have to pay the price. So on
balance, the likely cost, though sma ll, outweighs the unlikely benefits, though great.
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HiddenCosts
Clearly, the higher the cost of an unproven treatment, the less likely that promoting it will result in a net benefit. But
there's more to the cost of an unproven
treatment than many promoters realize.
The monetary cost can vary tremendously and may not be low at all. (Many
unconventional treatments cost hundreds
or even thousands of dollars.) Other costs
include the direct physical harm that a
treatment can cause (nearly all treatments-drugs, surgery, herbs, vitamins ,
and others-cause
some side effects).
There 's also an indirect cost: A few people (maybe many people) may take the
promoter seriously and stop, postpone, or
refuse a proven therapy to try the unproven one-a gamble that sometimes
has tragic consequences. Then there's the
very real emotional pain that false hope
can often bring. In these ways, even a
harmless therapy can cause harm . All
these costs must be factored into the costbenefit equation. Usually, they just make
the promoter's argument weaker.
Now, it's possible that people could
apply the cost-benefit approach in their
own life and rightly conclude that they
should try an unproven remedy. They
could calculate that any possible benefit ,
though very unlikely, is well worth the
cost because no other treatment is possible or because they consider the cost inconsequential .
Promoters, however, aren't privy to
such personal information about those
who try unproven remedies. Promoters
can only weigh the probable impact of
their actions on other people. If they do
so honestly, they'll have to conclude that,
generally, promoting unproven treatments does more harm than good .
NF

Wewantto knowwhatyou think...
aboutimportant
developments
in nutrition misinformation
andquackery
and
aboutpreviousarticlesin Nutrition
Forum.
Wealsoinvitequestions
ontopics relevant
to NF;wehopeto answer
selected
questions
in upcoming
issues
.
Sendyourletters
to NFReaders'
Forum,
P.O.
Box664,Amherst,
NY14226-0664.
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They have also found that once patients
understand that this can happen, psychotherapy may cure them.
A court case illustrates what can happen when the patient's true problem goes
untreated. In 1991, a jury in New York
City awarded $489,000 in actual damages
and $411,000 in punitive damages to the
estate of a man who committed suicide at
age 29 after several years of treatment by
a clinical ecologist in New York City. Testimony at the trial indicated that the patient was a paranoid schizophrenic who
thought "foods were out to get him. " This
type of mental problem may respond well
to antipsychotic medication . However ,
the testimony indicates that the doctor
had diagnosed the man as a "universal reactor " and advised that, to remain alive ,
he must live in a "pure" environment, follow a restrictive diet, and take dietary
supplements . The doctor admitted that
since 1974, when he began practicing
clinical ecology, he had diagnosed every
patient he saw as environmentally ill.

MCSin Court
Many claims and lawsuits have been filed
to collect workers' compensation and Social Security Disability. Even when the
ruling body does not recognize MCS as a
disease, it may disregard causation and
award benefits to a plaintiff considered
disabled by a somatization disorder or
other psychological impairment.
Many lawsuits have been based on
allegations that chemical exposures cause
disease by injuring the immune system .
This notion is supported by a network of
clinical ecologists and others who misinterpret laboratory data to support claims
that virtually any symptom can be caused
by expo sure to almost anything. They testify that the immune system can become
overactive (leading to numerous symptoms) or suppressed (leaving the individual at risk for infection , cancer, rheumatoid arthritis , and other diseases). Some
cases involve people who are not physically ill but are afraid that low-dose exposure to environmental chemicals has affected their immune system and may
make them susceptible to cancer or other
diseases in the future.
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Legitimate cases exist where exposure to large or cumulative amounts of
toxic chemicals has injured people. But in
many of the cases described above , serious immune disorders are being alleged
merely because laboratory testing has detected traces of a chemical in the body or
has found a minor deviation from "normal" in some measure of immune function. Fortunately, a 1993 U.S. Supreme
Court decision has strengthened the ability of judges to exclude unscientific testimony.

Conclusion
"Multiple chemical sensitivity " is not a
legitimate diagnosis. It is a phenomenon
in which people misinterpret irritant or
stres s responses as "allergies" or "toxicities " and alter their behavior abnormally. Instead of testing their claims
with well-designed research , its advocates are promoting them through publications, talk shows, support groups, lawsuits , and political maneuvering. Many
are also part of a network of questionable legal actions alleging injuries by environmental chemicals.
Many people diagnosed with MCS
suffer greatly and are very difficult to
treat. Well-designed investigations suggest that most of them have a psychosomatic disorder in which they react to
stress by developing multiple symptoms.
If this is true-and I believe it is-clinical
ecology patients run the risks of misdiagnosis , mistreatment , financial exploitation , and/or delay of proper medical and
psychiatric care. In addition , insurance
companies , employers , other taxpayers ,
and ultimately all citizens are being burdened by dubious claims for disability
and damages. To protect the public , state
licensing boards should scrutinize the activities of clinical ecologists and decide
whether the overall quality of their care is
sufficient for them to remain in medical
practice.
NF

Dr. Barr ett, a retired psychiatrist, is a
board member of the National Council
Against Health Fraud. This article is condensed from a forthcoming 60-page report that can be ordered for $8 from LVCAH F, Inc ., P.O. Box 1747 , All entown , PA
18105.

SHARK
CARTILAGE
FLUNKS
TEST
A studypresented
in May1997at the
American
Society
of ClinicalOncology
's
annualmeetingfoundsharkcartilage
ineffective
againstadvanced
cancerin
adult
s witha life expectancyof at least
12weeks.
Thestudyfollowed
58people
whowereprescribed
a dailyoraldose
of sharkcartilage
astheironlyformof
anticancertreatment
. After 12 weeks
noneachieved
a complete
or partialrespon
se to thesharkcartiIagetreatment.
Onlytenshowed
no progre
ssionoftheir
cancer, andonlytwohada quantifiable
improv
ementin qualityof life. Theresearchers concluded
: "Sharkcartilage
was inactive
in patients
withadvanced
stage
s of cancer
, specifically
in breast
,
colon, lung, andprostate
cancer.
" The
study was spon
sored by the Cancer
TreatmentResearchFoundation
, Cartilage Technologi
es (a manufacturer)
,
andCancer
Treatment
Centers
of America. Last December
, Cartilage
Technologies announced
thatit wouldsupport
no
additional
researchon sharkcartilage
as a cancer
remedy
.
BARIATRIC
SURGERY
CENTER
Twoformerco-owners
of Cancer
TreatmentCenters
of America(CTCA)are
nowadvertising
their Michigan-based
Bariatric Treatment
Centers(BTC)as
"the leadingcenterspecializing
exclusively in treatingclinicallysevere
obesitywithsurgery
." A detailed
investiga
tive reportcanbe obtained
fromKen
Garber
, AnnArborObserver
, 201Catherine, AnnArbor
, Ml48104
, or bye-mailinga reque
st to ken@aaobserver.com
.
GNCSUED
Charle
s DeMarco
, ofAlamonte
Springs
,
Florida
, has filed suit again
st General
Nutrition Corporation
. Thesuit papers
statethatin Augu
st 1996DeMarco
had
telephoned
a GNCstoreforadvice
about
fatigu
e,weakness
, andyellowskincolor.
Subsequently
, he wasadvisedby the
store's"general
headnutritionist"
thathe
hadjaundice
andwasreferred
to a book
[continued
onpage221

Don't Buy Phony 'Ergogenic Aids'
The real story vs. a mountain of hype
by Stephen Barrett, MD
ore than a hundred companies are
marketing phony "ergogenic aids,"
combinations of various vitamins , minerals,
amino acids, and other "dietary supplements" claimed to build muscles and/or enhance athletic performance. In 1991, researchers from the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention surveyed 12 popu lar health and bodybuilding magazines (one
issue each) and found ads for 89 brands and
311 products with a total of 235 unique ingredients. Health Foods Business estimates that in 1996, total sales of
such products through healthfood stores exceeded $204
million. They are also sold
through pharmacies and
superstores.

Bob Hoffman (1899- 1985) and later by Joe
Weider ( 1923- ), both of whom published
magazines that catered to bodybuild ers and
weightlifters. They asse,ted that athletes
have special protein needs, that protein supplements have special muscle-building and
hea lth-giving powers, and that the most efficient way to get enough protein is by
using supplements. The scientific facts are
otherwise. Mu scle-buildin g is not caused
by eating extra protein. It is stimulated by
increase d mu sc ular work. Once
basic protein needs have been
met, the small additional
amount needed during intense training is eas ily
obtainable from a balanced diet. Few Americans fail to consume
adequate amounts of
protein.
Hoffman
marketed supplement products and bod ybuildin g
equipment
through his
York Barbell Company of
York , Pennsy lvania . A prolifi c
writer, he publi shed two magazines and
more than 30 books on fitne ss and nutrition . For many years , York Barbell's nutritional product s were promoted with false
and misleading claim s. In 1960, the company was chm·ged with misbrandin g its Energo l Gem1 Oil Concentrate beca use literature accompanying the oil claimed falsely
that it co uld prevent or treat more than 120
di seases
and conditions , includin g

Hoffman and
Weider asserted
that protein
supplements
have special
TheStartof
'Ergogenic'
Myths
muscle-building
The notion that massive
amounts of protein are nec- and health-giving
essary during trainin g have
powers.
evolved from the ancient beliefs
that great strength could be obtained
by eating the raw meat of lions, tigers , or
other animals that displayed great fighting
strength. Today, althou gh few athletes consume raw meat , the idea that "you are what
you eat" is still widely promot ed by foo d
faddists.
Durin g the early 1900s, when muscles
were discovered to contain protein , athletes
and coac hes mistakenly concluded that
protein was the principal component. (Actually, it is water.) The se protein beliefs
were fmther reinforced during the 1930s by
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Why Nutrition
Forum?

®

here should be no need for this new sletter. No need for a pub lication that devotes itse lf entir ely to eva luating and reportin g
on unfound ed claim s in popu lar nutrition .
Magazines, newspapers, and TV news pro gram s should cover this beat ju st fine.
But they don 't. ln fact, many of them are
res ponsible for the ma ss ive pro liferati on o f
nutriti on m isinform ation .
[n print and on TV, prelimin ary studies
often somehow become proof that a nutriti onal
therapy works. In the fan tasy wor ld of media
hype, personal testimon y validates a remedy as
we ll as any scientific research eve r co uld- and
does so without a lot of technical mumb o
jumb o. Here, hea lth gurus and nutr itional entre preneurs get to say the soothing words that
everyone wants to hear without the annoyances
of nutritional naysayers and scientif ic ev idence .
Th ere should be no need for th is news letter in today's nutrition al mark etplace . In a
perfect world , the FDA , the FTC , the U.S .
Pos tal Serv ice , and con sumer common sense
would mak e it imposs ible for anyo ne to make
a buc k promoting unpro ven trea tments. Th e
real world jol ts me as I sift throu gh report s of
smart, educat ed people wh o have bee n harm ed
by a nutrition or health cla im too goo d to be

true, wishfu l thinki ng taking its toll with
hardly a di sse nting voi ce to be found.
Wh at is need ed- and what NF offer s-i s
the rati onal, sc ientific assessment of nutritional claims and product s that are affe cting
peo ple's lives.
People who promot e unprov en treatments
are frequently sing le-mind ed- they offer only
one explanation for a certain set of facts even
thou gh there are several other possible (better)
explanations. For example , peop le may report
fee ling better after trying a remedy not because
the remedy work s-but becau se of natural variations in their co ndition , because of hidden factors (like changes in diet , exercise, medication s,
sleep habit s, etc.), and beca use of the placebo effect. Preliminary research may appear to suppo11
a particu lar thera py, but there may be better explanations for the results- like smal l sample
size, invalid control gro up (or no contro l group),
or publi cation bias. So to get the whole story on
a health claim or on a line of resea rch, you need
to con ider the alternativ e explanations. This infonn ation is prec isely what is so scarce these
days-and what Nutririo11Forum provides. Thi s
newsletter is not the only sourc e for this information , but it is a maj or source and, in the field
of nutriti on, I think the best source.
As Edit or, I intend to keep it that way.
With the he lp of som e of the mo st dedicat ed
nutriti onal and medi cal experts in the nat ion , I
wi ll insure that Nutrition Forum continu es to
offer dietitian s, nutritioni sts, doctor s, and gen-

eralce,d, rnthis" " comj!

lty1f-Lewis Vaughn

GINKGO
COMPLICATION
REPORTED
Temporary
episodes
ofblurred
visionhavebeenreported
ina 70-year-old
manwhohadbeen
Journalof Medicine
taking two tabletsa dayof Ginkobafor oneweek(NewEngland
336:1108,1997)
. Physicalexamination
revealed
a smallareaof bleeding
intotheiris of the
eye(thecolored
portionsurrounding
thepupil}.Ginkoba
, anextract
oftheginkgobilobatree,
is marketed
asa "dietary
supplement
" to improve
mental
alertness.Oneof itschemical
components
(ginkgolide
B)caninterf
erewithbloodclottingbyinhibiting theactionof platelets
.
Othercases
of abnormal
bleeding
havebeenreported
. Forthreeyearsfollowing
surgery
, the
patienthadbeentakingaspirin,whichhassimilaranticoagulant
action
. Nofurtherbleeding
occurred
afterhestopped
takingGinkoba
butcontinued
totakeaspirin.Thecaseshouldwarn
people
tempted
to combine
aspirin(proven
to reduce
theincidence
of heartattacks)
withvitaminE,garlic
, andginkgobiloba,eachofwhichcanexert a significant
anticoagulant
effect.
HOMOCYSTEINE
RISK-FACTOR
UPDATE
A Dutchstudyhas compared
131patient
s withsevere
blockages
intwocoronary
arter
ies, 88
patients withmoderate
blockage
of onecoronary
artery, andanothe
r groupof healt
hy individualswithoutheartdisease.
The researchers
founda linearrelation
shipbetween
bloodhomocysteine
levelsandseverityof thecoronary
blockage
s: Forevery10%elevation
of homocysteine
, therewasnear
ly thesamerisein theriskof developing
severe
coronary
hear
t
disease
(Arteriosclerosis
, Thrombosis
, andVascular
Biology17:989-95,1997)
.
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epilepsy, gallstone s, and arthriti s. In 1961,
15 other York Barb ell products were seized
as misbranded. In 1968, a larger number of
produ cts came under attack by the government for similar reaso ns. In 1972 , the FDA
seized three types of York Barb ell protein
supplement s, charging that they were misbranded with false and misleadin g bod ybuilding claims. In 1974, the comp any was
again charged with misbrandin g Energol
and protein supplements. The oil had been
claimed to be a spec ial source of vigor and
energy. False bodybuilding claims had
been made for the protein supplements.
Despite his many brushes with the
law, Hoffman achieved considera ble professional prominen ce . During hi s athletic caree r, first as an oarsman and
then as a weightlifter, he received ove r 600 trophie s, certifi ca tes, and awards. He
was the Olympic weightlifting coac h from 1936 to
1968 and was a founding
memb er of the President 's Co uncil on Physical Fitness and Sport s.
Weider began bodybuildin g as a teena ger and
was 16 when he launched a
news letter
caJled
Your
Physique . A few years later, he
started a compan y that sold bodybuildin g equipm ent and instructional book lets through the mail. In 1946, Joe's broth er
Ben join ed the business , and they set up the
Internati onal Federation of Bodybuilder s,
which promotes the spo1t worldwide and
sponsors com petition s. According to press
reports, their busine ss empir e now grosses
over $500 million am1ually.

Weider Health & Fitness is the dominant play er in the sport s-suppl ement marketplace. It publi shes seven magazi nes,
se lls bodybuildin g equipm ent , bro adca sts
"M uscle Ma gaz ine" on ESPN, and sponsors many athletic and aero bic eve nts
throughout the year·. The magaz ines ar·e
Muscle & Fitness, Shap e, Flex, Li ving Fit,
Men's Fitness , Prim e Health & Fitness ,
and Sen ior Golfer. Th e suppl ements includ e Anabolic Mega-Pak, Dyna mic Life
Esse nce, Dynamic Sup er Stress-End, Dynami c Pow er Source, Dyn amic Drivin g
Force, Dynamic Fat Burners, Dynami c
Liv er Co nce ntrat e Energizer , Dyn amic
Su stained Enduran ce, Dynami c Re cupe,
D y nami c Body Shaper, and Dynamic
Muscle Builder. None of these produ cts
appears ca pab le of doing what its narn e
sugges ts, and none co ntains any
nutri ents not read ily obtainable from a balanced diet.
In I 984, th e FTC
charg ed that ads for Anaboli c Mega-Pak
(co ntainin g amino ac id s,
min erals, vi tam ins, and
herb s) and D ynami c
Life Esse nce (an amino
ac id product ) had bee n
mi slea din g. The
FTC
co mplaint was se ttl ed in
1985 when Weider and the
company ag reed not to falsely
c laim that these produ cts ca n help
build mu scles or are effect ive substitut es
for anabolic stero ids. They a lso agreed to
pay a n:iinimum of $400 ,000 in refund s or
(if refunds did not reach thi s figure) to
fund researc h on the relationship of nutri tion to mu sc le deve lopm ent. Although the
forbidden claim s no longe r appea r in We ider ads, simil ar messages appear in arti -

None of these
products
appears
capable of
doing what its
name
suggests.

Hotbutrisky?
Creatine
hasbeendescribed
asthe "hottest"ergogenic
supplem
ent of thedecad
e. It is popularbecause
it can increase
endurance
andspeedrecoveryfromstrenuou
s activities,which
of users
canenhancestrengthtrainingfor certainsports. Howev
er,a significantpercentage
experiencecramps
, musclespasms,andpulledmuscles.Scientificstudieshaveshownthat
depletionof creatinestoresmaybeassociated
withthe onsetof musclefatigue andthatsupplementation
can increa
se musclecreatinelevelsaftera fewdays.Theincrease
wasgreatest
amongvegetarians
whowerefoundto havethe lowest stores.It is not knownwhetherpeople withadequate
dietaryintaketo beginwith run the greate
st risk of troublewith supplements. TheNCAACommittee
on Competitive
Safeguards
andMedicalAspect
s of Sportshas
urgedthatresearch
bedoneto determine
whetherlong-termuse is safeandwhethercertain
individualsmightbepredispo
sed to negativesideeffects.
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Looking
for nutrition
andhealthinformation
ontheWorldWideWeb?Beware:
You're
enteringa vastlibrarysprinkled
with booby
traps.Isthatasolidpieceofnutrition
reporting-or a pseudofact
readyto explode
on
contact?
Thiscolumnhelpsyoufigureout
whichiswhich.Following
isa listofsomeof
the best(mostreliable,useful)sitesand
someof theworst(mostunreliable
, deceptive,weird
, andworthless)
. Ratings
andcommentary
areby InternetsavvyJohnH. Ren
ner,MD, president
of theConsumer
Health
Information
Res
earchInstitute.

BES T
http://www.dietitian-online
.screen.
ie/
ClinicalNutrition
Onlinecananswer
almost
anydietaryquestion
youcanask. Oneofthe
mostnourishing
siteson theInternet.
This
siteis fordietitians
aswellasthepublic
.
http://www.ncahf.org/
Site of the NationalCouncilAgainstHealth Fraud-the
placeto surfto forinformation
aboutquackeryandfraudulent
claims.
http://www.fsci.umn.edu/
The Departmentof FoodScience
at theUniversity
of
Minnesota.
Thisisasuperscientific
sitewith
a goodinternal
search
capability.
Norecipe
forgopher
meatwasfound.
http://vm
.cfsan.fda.gov/Thi
s istheCenterfor FoodSafety
andAppliedNutrition
at
theFDA.A shortaddress
witha longlistof
resources
and very accurateinformation.
Oneof thefinestnutrition
sitesontheInternet.Better
markit.
W O R ST
http://utopia.knoware.nl/users/cvdk/
urinetherapy/index.html
This site has
everything
youwanted
to know(anddidnot
wantto know)abouturinetherapy.
It demonstrates
howfarafieldalternative
medicine
has
evolved.
Fromthissite,youcangetthedetails
ofthenextworldconference
onurinetherapy
.
http://www.
alternativemedicine.
com/
Thissite is theonlineversionof Alternative
in thelastinMedicine
Digest,mentioned
stallment
ofWebWatch.
It hassuchstrange
healthinformation
thatI amoffering
a prize
forthebestin-depth
review
of thissitebya
nutritionprofessional,
skeptic
, scientist
, or
investigative
reporter
. I willjudgeallsubmissionsbyJuly.Yourprizeis oneyou'regoing
to like.Wemayevenpublishsomeof the
comments
in Nutrition
Forum.
If yourreview
isgoodenough
, I mayaskyoutohelpmereviewotherwebpages.
Please
sendyourreviewbye-mailto drrenner@msn.com.
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cle s in the magaz in es and are impli ed by
endorsement s and pictur es of mu sc ular
athl etes as we ll as by names of the products themselves. Fal se and mi slea din g
claim s have also appeared in a series of
18 bookl ets publi shed in 199 0 by Weider
Health & Fitn ess and m arketed
throu gh GNC stor es.

goge nic aids."
Some m anufac tur ers make no claim s
in their ads but impl y them in produ ct
name s. M any use pictur es of athl etes to
co nvey their messages . So me m ake ex pli cit cla ims in their ads or produ ct literatur e, whil e oth ers use simpl e
puffe ry. Several have publi shed
charts suggest in g whi ch products are goo d fo r spec ific
purp oses. So me eve n market produ cts fo r spec ific
sports.

False and
misleading
Dur ing the 1970s , in addition to pro tein suppl eclaims have
ments and ass ort ed vitaalso appeared
min s, the main pro dJustthe Facts
ucts touted to athl etes
in a series of
Athletes who eat a balwe re whea t ge rm oi l
18 booklets
ance d diet don 't need
and bee pollen (fal se ly
ex tra prot ein or vit aclaimed to boo st enpublished in
min s. In The Compl ete
ergy and endu ra nce).
1990 by Weider
Sp orts Med icine Book
In the earl y 1980s, Weifo r Women , sports medder Health & Fitn ess inHealth &
icin e spec ia list G abe
trodu ce d
an
Fitness and
Mir kin , MD , and gyn e"Olympi an s" lfoe sa id to
co log ist Mo na Shango ld,
hav e bee n deve loped by
marketed
wo rkin g
cl ose ly
w ith
M D , ex pl ain why: "Yo u
through GNC don
" Ol ympi ans and nutr ition al
't need mu ch ex tra prot ein
resea rchers." Mos t we re suseven to enlarge yo ur mu scles.
stores.

TheMarketGrows

tained-release vitamin co ncoc tions
that includ ed an ex oti c ingredient or
two . As pubEc interes t in fitn ess grew,
severa l dru g comp anies bega n fa lse ly
claimjn g that multi vitamin or " stress "
suppl ements we re ju st what ac tive peo ple
needed.
L(fe Extensio n, by Dur k Pearso n and
Sandy Sh aw, was publi shed in 1982 and
was followed by appeara nces by the authors on hundr eds of radi o and telev ision
talk shows . Th e boo k claimed that suppl ements of certain amin o ac ids would ca use
the bo dy to re lease gro wt h hom1 one ,
which wo uld produce mu scle growth and
fat loss with Ettie or no effo rt . Th ese
claims we re base d on fa ulty ex trapolations
of experiment s in whj ch animal s were
given large doses of these amin o ac ids by
injection. Swallo wing ami no ac ids does
not cause human s to release growt h hormone. But the mass ive publi city garn ered
by Pearson and Sh aw inspire d the healthfood indu stry to marke t hundr eds of new
produ cts fo r athletes and wo uld-b e dieters.
Man y of these produ cts are faJsely claim ed
to be " natw-al stero ids" or "s teroid substitutes." In the ensuin g years, sco res of other
useless ingreilients have bee n added to "e r-

-
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Fo r exa mpl e, I pound of mu scle
co ntains only about JOO gra ms of protein, since it is co mp ose d of more than
72 % water . So if you are gainin g l pound
of mu scle ever y week in an exce llent
strength trainin g progra m , yo u are addin g
only about 100 gra ms of prot ein eac h
week , or about 15 gra ms of protein eac h
day. Two cups of com and bea ns will mee t
thj s need- fa r less than yo u wo uld ex pect.
In addit ion, req uirements for only fo ur vitamin s increase with exe rcise: thi anun ,
niac in, riboflav in, and pantothenic acid .
Th ese vitamin s are used up minim a.Uy in
the break dow n of car bohydrates and , to a
small deg ree , protein for energy. But yo u
w ill find them abund antly in foo d. Furtherm ore, deficiencies of these vitamin s
have neve r bee n reported in athletes."
W hat about other prod ucts? Th e mos t
th orou gh in ves tiga tion has bee n co ndu cted by D av id Li ghtsey, MD , an exercise ph ys iolog ist and nutriti onist who co ordin ates the Na tional Co uncil Aga inst
H ea lth Fra ud's Task Force on Ergoge nic
Aid s. Durin g the past seve ral years, he
has telephoned mor e than lOOco mp anies
that market "e rgoge nic aids." In a rece nt
interview, Li ghtsey told me : " In eac h
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case , I to ld a co mpan y re pr ese ntative that
I had bee n aske d to colle ct data on the
co mp any 's produ ct(s) and iss ue a fo rm al
report. After they desc rib ed the allege d
benefit s, I wo uld ask how data supportin g
these cla im s we re co llec ted. As my ques tions beca me more spec ific, their responses beca me more vag ue. Some sa id
they could not be more spec ific bec au se
they did not w ish to revea l trade sec rets.
" I end ed eac h int ervi ew with a requ est for writt en doc um entation. Fewe r
than half se nt anythin g. M ost of the stud ies they se nt we re poorly des igned and
pro ve d nothin g . Th e few th at we re well
des igned did not support produ ct claim s
bu t were taken out of contex t.
" Some comp anies claim ed that one
tea m or anoth er was using their produ cts.
in eac h such case , I contacted the team
manage ment and learn ed that although one
or more playe rs used the comp any 's prod ucts, the man age ment had neither endor sed
the produ cts nor enco urage d their use."
Li ght sey believes there are two rea son s why m any athl etes believe th at var iou s produ cts have helped them : ( I) use of
the produ ct of ten coi ncides w ith natura l
imp rove ment du e to trainin g, an d (2) increase d se lf-co nfidenc e or a pla ce bo effec t in spir es grea ter perfo rm ance . Any
such " psyc hologic al benefi t," however,
should be weig hed aga inst the dangers of
mi s info rm atio n, was ted money , mi splace d fa ith , and adve rse phys ica l effec ts-b oth know n and unkn ow n- that

If youfindanynewsor information
that
maybeof interestto ourreaders-such
aspublish
ed articles,newsreports
, press
relea
ses, or relevantpersonal experience-pleasesendit to us. Mail it to
Lewi
s Vaughn
, Nutrition
Forum
, P.O. Box
664,Amherst
, NY14226-0664
. We'reespeciallyintere
sted in receivinginformation abou
t enforcementaction
s by state
agencie
s, lawsuits byvictimsofquackery
,
and heal
th-fraud news that mayhave
beenoverlooked
bythenational
media
.

can res ult from megado ses of nutrient s.
Moreover, how many peo ple who are involved in fitne ss programs or recreational
sports need a placebo for inspiration?

Weight-Loss Herbs: A Review
by Varro E. Tyler

LackofAction
Lillie government effort has been made to
protect consumers from wasting mon ey on
"s ports nutrient" product s. The FTC took
the action noted above against Weider
Health & Fitne ss, the market leader . 1n
1986 , tl1e agency acted against A. H .
Robin s and its subsidiary , the Viobin Corporation, which had bee n making false
claims for wheat genn oi l products for
more than J 5 years. Th e case was se ttled
with a consent agreement prohibiting represe ntation s that the oil cou ld help consumers improve endurance,
stamina ,
vigor, or other aspects of athletic fitne ss, or
that its active ingredient " octacosanol" is
related in any way to body reaction time ,
oxyge n uptake , oxygen debt, or at11Jetic
perforn1ance.
In 1992, the New York City Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA) published a report called " Magic Muscle Pills!
Health and Fitness Qu ackery in Nutrition
Supplements." DCA investigator s found
tlial ma nufacturers they contacted for information abo ut their products were unable to provid e a single published report
from a scientific journal to back the cla ims
drnt their product s could benefit athletes.
Along with its report , DCA iss ued
"Notices of Viol ation " to six companies
whose produ cts it had inves tigated. It also
warned consumers to beware of tenn s
like 'fa t burn er," "fat fighter," "fat metabolizer ," "e nergy enhancer," " pe1formance boo ster," "s trength booster ," "e rgoge nic aid ," "anabolic optimizer," and
"ge netic optimizer." Calling the bod ybuildin g suppl ement industry " an economic hoax with unh ea lth y consequences ," DCA officials urged the FDA
and FTC to sto p the " blatantly drug-lik e
claims " and fa lse advertis ing used to promote these product s.
In 1994 , the FTC reached a consent
agreement und er which General Nutrition , Inc., paid $2.4 million to se ttle
charges that it had fal se ly advertised 41
products, mo st of which had been pack-

[continued
onpage24}

O

he l_arg e headlin e " 12 Top Herb s for
We ight Lo ss" promin entl y po s itioned on page l of the March 1997 iss ue
of Natural Pharma cy prov ed irres istible .
The ai1icle that follow ed turn ed out to
be an adaptation from the book Feeling

Light-th e Holistic Solution to Permanent
Weight Loss and Wellness by herbalist S.
Kat zman and hoLis tic hea lth profe ss ional
W. Shankin-Cohen , in collaborat ion with
M . Mai·shall (Avo n Book s, 1997). Believing that herbs of any kind are minimally
effective-if
at all- in promoting weight
loss, I read the article to see if there might
be so mething I had overlooked .

Mo st of them have some laxative or diuretic
action wh.ich promotes the temporary loss of
water from d1e body, providin g a passing illusion of weight loss. The protracted use of
stimulant laxatives, such as aloe juice a11d
ye llow dock , and of diuretics (buc hu,
cleavers ) may lead to hypokalemia , i.e., potassium depletion , which can result in cai·diac iJTegularities ai1d even respiratory ai·rest. Therefore , d1eir long-tenn use sugges ted in the article- "Herb s that aid in
e nt feaelimination sho uld become a pen11ai1
ture of one's daily diet"- is ju st plain bad
advice. The inclusion of sassafras bai-k, a
bann ed carcinogen, in an article advocating
daily use of such herbs is incomprehen sible.

A DozenErrors
Here are the authors ' selec tions of "weight
loss herbs" followed by my comm ents.
Aloe juice: Not to be co nfu sed with
aloe ge l, the jui ce or latex is such a pot ent
sti mul ant laxa tive that man y authoriti es
no long er recommend its use.
Burlock: Sa id to have diuretic properties. None of its purport ed effec ts has
bee n co nfirm ed by clini ca l tes ting .
Chickweed: There is no acceptable
evidence that it possesses thera peutic value.
Dandelion: The leaves hav e a slight
diur etic action; the root is a laxative.
Sassafras bark: Lon g prohibit ed
from use as a flavo r or food additive by
the FDA beca use it contains safrol e, a
prov en ca rcino ge n in small ai1imals.
Yellow dock: Thi s is another st imulant laxative .
Buchu: An old-tim e diur et ic. On ce a
very popular propri etary dru g.
Cleavers: Anotl1er diur etic .
Flax: P1imarily a bulk laxative .
Horsetail: Has a feeb le diureti c effect.
Marshmallow: A soothin g demulcent (mild pain reliever of mucou s tiss ue)
due to its mu cilage ; used both externa lly
and internally .
Alfalfa: There is no scientific or clinical evidenc e to support ai1y sig nificant
therapeutic act ivit y of this herb.
None of the herbs in this deceptive
dozen has any proven effect on weight loss.
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WithoutReason
The author s do wai11 against the use of
prepai·ations that conta in ep hedra and
guarana (a caffeine- ,i ch seed). Now this is
goo d advice becau se clu·onic use of such
preparations may cause seve re side effects
in patients with hyperten sion, djab etes, or
thyroid condition s. Ho wever, they go on to
caut ion agau1st d1e use of yohimb e or damiana. This is an intere sting warning since
neither of the se herbs has any fo lkloric reputation as a promot er of weight loss . Instead , d1ey are said to act as aplu·odisiacs.
Th at attribut ion is undeserved for
damiana , an essentially inactive herb. Yohimb e, on the od1er hand , may be marginaLly useful in the treatment of psychogenic
impotence. However , its use is precluded by
undes irable side effects at therapeutic doses.
Thes e iJ1clude nervous excitation, sleeplessness, hype11ension, and tachycardia. What
occasioned the mention-even
negatively-o f these allege d aphrodis iacs in a book
or a11article on possible weight-lo ss herbs?
Of course , they ai·e ju st as effective for
that purpose as the dozen herb s advocated
in the ai1icle, whi ch is to say, not at aU! NF

Dr. Tyler is a Board member of Nutrition
Forum ; a Distin guished Prof essor Emeritus of Phanna cognosy, Purdu e University ; and the author of The Honest
Herbal , a classi c in the fi eld.
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[continued
frompage17}

containing
adviceonwhatsupplements
andherbsmightbeuseful.
Aftertendays
hebecame
gravelyill andrequired
two
hospitaladmissions
plus a stayin a
nursing
center.
Thesuitalleges
that,asa
resultof a delayin gettingappropriate
treatment
, DeMarco
has becomedisabledby "aweakened
condition,
a lisp,
carelessness
, forgetfulness
, anda limp."
According
toanarticlein FDAHotline(a
now-defunct
newsletter
philosophically
alignedwiththe health-food
industry}
,
thestoremanager
hasstatedthatDeMarco'saccountis falseandthat no
"prescribing"
tookplace
.
NEWANTIOUACKERY
FORCE
Dr.Stephen
Barrettintends
to helpimprovethequality of healthinformation
ontheInternet.
HisOuackwatch
website
is growingrapidly
. Hehopesto recruit
hundreds
of professionals
to evaluate
websitesand respondto individual
quest
ions. The projectwill be done
undertheauspicesof Ouackwatch
, Inc.,
anonprofit
corporation
thatwasfounded
in 1969astheLehighValleyCommittee
AgainstHealthFraudandwasrecently
renamed
. Experts
withwebaccess
who
wishtodonate
a fewhourspermonthto
http://www.
theproject
shouldexplore
quackwatch.com
andcontact
Dr.Barrettbye-mai
I.
'HARMFUL
VEGETABLES'
CLAIM
DEBUNKED
Datafroma prospective
studyof 549
pregnant
womenshowno relationship
between
theintake
ofvarious
vegetables,
theoccurrence
ofvomitingearlyin pregnancy
, and the incidence
of adverse
(American
Journal
pregnancy
outcomes
of Obstetricsand Gynecology
176:
179-81
, 1997).Theanalysi
s, performed
byresearchers
attheUniversity
of Minnesota
, refutedthe notionthat eating
broccoli
, cabbage
, cauliflower
, garlic,
andspinachmightcausemiscarriages
or birthdefects
, asclaimed
in thebook
Protecting
YourBaby-To-Be
: Preventing
BirthDetects
in theFirstThree
Months
of Pregnancy

G
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FISHOILADVISORY
TheAmerican
Heart
Association
hasupdatedits recommendat
ion thatfish be
consumed
as an excellent
sourceof
omega-3
fattyacidsanda goodprotein
source
thatis lowinsaturated
fat.Several
studies
haveshown
thatpeople
whoeat
fishhavefewerheartattacks
anda lower
overall
mortality
. TheAssociation's
nutritioncommittee
doesnotrecommend
taking fish-o
il capsuleseitherto prevent
coronary
artery
disease
orprevent
reclog
gingofarterie
s thathavebeenopened
by
balloon
angioplasty.
Thecommittee
recommends
supplements
onlyfor patients
withhighlevelsoftriglycer
idesthatcannotbelowered
bydrugtreatment
andwho
areat risk for pancreatiti
s andremain
undermedical
supervision.
A long-term
studyof2107menshowed
thatthose
who
wereincludingfish in theirdietwhen
studied
in 1957subsequently
hada lower
deathratefromcoronary
heartdisease
(New EnglandJournalof Medicine
336:1046-53
, 1997)
.
FREEHYDRAZINE
SULFATE
REPORT
Inthemid-1970s,
hydrazine
sulfate
was
proposed
for treatingthe progressive
weightlossanddebilitation
characteristic ofadvanced
cancer.
Based
onanimal
dataandpreliminary
humanstudies
, it
hasalsobeenclaimed
to causetumor
regression
andsubjective
improvement
in patients.
However
, threerecenttrials
sponsored
bytheNational
Cancer
Institute(NCI)demonstrated
no benefitattributableto hydrazinesulfate.The
largestof the threefoundthat nerve
damage
occurred
moreoftenandthat
qualityof lifewassignificantly
worse in
thehydrazine
sulfategroup
. Afterthese
studie
s were published
, proponents
claimed
thattheywereflawedbecause
patients
werepermitted
to inge
st tranquilizers
, barbiturates
, oralcohol
, which
allegedly
wouldnullifytheeffectof hydrazine
sulfate
. TheNCIrejectedthese
concerns
, andan inve
stigationby the
UnitedState
s General
Accounting
Office
(GAO)foundno difference
in survival
times between
the patientswho had
takenthesedrugsandthosewhohad
not.Fora freecopyof theGAOreport,
calI (202)512- 6000andrequest
Docu
mentNo. HEHS-95-141.
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ALCOHOL
COUNTERADVERTISING
TheNational
CouncilonAlcohol
Abuse,
Mothers
AgainstDrunkDriving,and22
othergroupshavepetitioned
theFederal
Communications
Commission
to requirestations
thatbroadcast
adsforalcoholicbeverages
to provide
significant
amounts
offreetimeforwarnings
about
thehealthandsafetyrisksof exce
ssive
drinking. An Associated
Pressstory
statesthatabout2,000radioandtelevision stationsair about$750million
worthofbeerandwineadsannually
. The
petitionersare worriedthat alcoholic
beverage
adswill increase
sharplybecause
, last year
, the liquor industry
abandoned
its long-held
voluntary
ban
on broadcast
advertising
. ABC
, CBS
,
NBC
, andFoxhavesaidtheywon't acceptIiquorads, butsometelevision
outletshavebegunairingthem.
HEALTH-FOOD
STORESALES
HealthFoodsBusiness
estimates
that
39.9%ofsalesin health
-foodstoreslast
yearwereforvitaminsandothersupplements
. Basedon its annualsurvey
, the
magazine
estimated
that 9,789stores
grossed
$3.05billionfortheseproducts
,
up 38%from1995. Totalsalesfor a))
products
were$7.74billion(up27%),
including$1.5 billion for herbsand
herbalteas(up62%)and$267million
torbooks(up44%).Homeopathic
remediesaccounted
for 12.1% of the vitamins/supplements
category
.
IRONOVERLOAD
SCREENING
TheU.S. Centers
for Disease
Control
and Prevention(CDC)recommends
thatadultsbe screened
for hereditary
hemochroma
tosis, a genetic
disorder
in
whichincreased
ironabsorption
in the
gastrointestinal
tractcauses
ironto accumulate
in thebodyandcauses
arthritis, cirrhosis
, diabetes,impotence
,
heartfailure
, andotherproblems
. The
screening
canbedonewitha transferrin saturation
test,whichcostsabout
$2. Therecessive
genefor hereditary
hemochromatosis
was discovered
in
1996. About10% of Americans
carry
the gene
, andabout1.5 millionhave
the disease(Morbidityand Mortality
WeeklyReport45:991-93, 1996)
. A
genetestis available
but costsabout

$200. FormalCDCguidelines
areexpected withinthenext year
.
MCTOILFLUNKS
TEST
Health
-food storesselloil derivedfrom
medium-chaintriglyc
erides (MCT
s) as
analternative
to oliveorcanola
oil.It allegedly provide
s athletes
withanenergy
boos
t withou
t raisingtheirserumcholesterollevel. However
, researchers
at
the University of Texashavedemonstratedthat the bodyconverts MCTsinto
long-chaintriglyc
erides, whichdoraise
LDL cholesterol level
s (Southwestern
News, University of TexasSouthwe
stern
Medical Center, Jan2, 1997).
PASSIVE
SMOKING
RISK
A prospective ten-yea
r stud
y hasfound
that female nonsmoke
rs whohadbeen
regularly exposed to cigarette
smokeby
co-wo
rkers or companion
s hada 91%
higher incidence of heartattack or death
thannurseswho were not subjectedto
smoke
. The proje
ct involved 32,046
nurses,ages 36 to 61, who hadnotbeen
diagnosed withcoronaryheart disease
when the study beganin 1982. More
heart attacks occurredwithregular
exposurethan withoccasionalexposure
. The
data providestrongevidencethatpassive
smokingis a majorcontributorto heart
95:2374- 79, 1997).
diseas
e (Circulation
SUNRIDER
PRESIDENT
INDICTED
OnJanuar
y 7, 1997, the Wall Street
Journalreported that Sunriderlnternational's president TeiFu Chen andhis
wifehad been indicted for conspiracy,
taxevasion, andsmuggling
. Sunrider
is
a multilevel compan
y that markets
herbalprodu
cts.Thearticlesaidthatthe
Chens had (1) underr
eportedtheir
1987-90 income by morethan$125
million, (2) used foreigncompanie
s
theycontrolled to overcharge
Sunrider
for ingredient
s so the companycould
understate itsprofits, (3) wiredmillions
of dollar
s to pay the inflatedcharge
s,
but "recycled
" the moneyto purchase
U.S.real estateandChinese
antique
s,
and(4)filed falselylowcustomsdeclaration
s to reduce the importdutyon
dozens ofartworks.

'Wild Yam Cream'
Jfhreatens Women's Health
by

Timothy Gorski,

any wome n are being encouraged to
buy and use "Wi ld Yam Cream,"
which is said to offer relief from premenstrual and menopa usal symptoms. The
preparat ion is made by a company ca lled
"NATURAL efx" and is promoted with
mater ials that include testimonials, the
recomm endation of a "Dr. Betty Kamen,"
and citat ions of the med ica l litera ture purported to support the claim s being made.
Acco rding to this promotional litera ture, "Ho rmonal Imbalance!!! " and "Es tro gen Dominance " cause "C ramp s, Migra ines, B !oat, Breast Tenderness, Hot
Fla shes , Ca n' t Lose Weight , Lack of En ergy, Depress ion-Mood Swings, Fibroid
Tumor s, Endomet riosis- Inf ert ility, Family Hi story Fema le-Re lated Ca nce r,
Foggy Th inking, Perimenopause , [and]
Losing Height. " These conditi ons are said
to be effec tively treated by the ap plication
of the product twice daily. Also claimed is
that the cream "E nhances libid o, Improv es energy, stamjna and endu rance,
Stimul ates the body's own production of
estrogen,
proge sterone , testos tero ne,
[and] other hormo nes," and that " Women
report [an] overa ll fee ling of well being
and eu phoria." In addition, it 's asse rted
that "sy nthet ic prog estins have serious
side effe cts" whereas "natural proges terone has none " and that the only reaso n
that the fo rmer is used is that it can be
patented. F inally, eve n men are claimed
to benefit from the produ ct, which is said
" to help balance testostero ne with no
femini z ing effects ."
T here is, of co urse, reaso n to suppose that hormones play a part in seve ral
of the co nditi ons mentioned. Fo r some of
these co nd itions, thou gh, this role remains uncertain or unlikely. It is certainl y
unw anranted to say that "Es trogen Dominance'' is the cause of all the disorders
mentioned and that a progestero ne product can preve nt, alleviate, or cure them .
In pr eme nstrual syndrom e, for exa mp le,
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MD, F.A.C.O.G.

doub le-blind contro lled trial s have
demonstrated that proge stero ne supplementation is no better than a placebo.
Also blat antly false is the claim that synthetic proges tins are dan gero us whereas
natural progesterone is harml ess. Progestero ne in any form may cause side effects.
In addition , the major synthetic prog esti n
no w in use (med roxyproges tero ne) has
bee n off patent for some time. It is generally preferred over pro ges tero ne-w hich
is also produced synthetically - beca use it
is mu ch better absorbed when taken
orally.
The mor e blatant ly erron eo us claim
is that the Mexican yam (Dioscorea vil/osa) from which the crea m is suppo sedly
made is a so urce of pro gestero ne. It is not.
In fac t, the main honnon ally active substances present in the plant would proba bly be estrogenic . Extracts of D. vi/Losa
do have signifi cant amounts of the substanc e diosgenin. Th e plant is therefore
very useful beca use in the lab-not in the
hum an bod y-dio sge run can be used to
sy nthesize stero id hormon es includin g
progesterone. Indeed, it was this discov ery that led to the first commercially
avai lable ora l contra cep tives. The proges-

Herbalmarketer
s wantto havetheircake
andeatit too. Whileclaimingthattheir
product
s arepotent, they alsodemand
completefreedom
to market them.Each
"natur
al" productis either(a) no better
thana placeboor (b)exerts a pharma
cologic effect. Productsno better than
placebosshouldbe bannedas fraud
s.
Thosethatarepotent
shouldberegulated
as drugs andcarryadequate
instru
ctions
fortheir intended
uses.Thisisespe
cially
truefor hormones
andotherproducts
that canaffectmanybodysystem
s.
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terone listed among the ingredients in
Wild Yam Cream may very well have
been derived in this way via the test tube
from naturally occurring dio sgenin . But
that , of course, isn't mentioned in the
product literatur e.
Also left unm entioned is the fact
that , once introduced into the body by
any effective mean s (including tran sdermally ), the pro ges tero ne molecul e can be
metaboliz ed into a wide va1iety of other
compound s including estrogen s, andro gens, and eve n corticosteroids . Ind eed, all
of these vital hormone s are the product s
of the continuou s produ ction of prog estero ne and its physiolo gic conversion into
these hormone s in the ovaries, testes, and
adrenal gland s. Part of the usefulne ss of
synthetic pro gestins, on the other hand , is
that they are not subject to these bio chemical tran sfo nn ation s but are able to
exe rt their des ired effec ts until meta bolized and excreted.
Thus, not only is there little reaso n to
suppose that Wild Yam Cream would be
helpful for the medica l co ndition s for
which it is being prom ote d, but it is
doubtful that it ever could be as useful as
synthetic pro ges tin .
The great est danger posed by this
product and its decep tive promotion is
that it will lea d man y menop ausa l women
to forego or even disco ntinu e indi ca ted
hormon e repla ce ment therapy (HRT ),
which has enormou s prov en value in alleviating hot fla shes, vaginal atrophy , and
other symptoms ; reducing bon e loss; and
preve ntin g atherosclerosis. Thi s is es pecially tragic since so many women already have troubl e maintainin g a co nsistent HRT regim en. Th e last thin g American women need is anoth er unproven
"natural alternative " promot ed by a campaign of deceit at the expense of their life
and health .
Be side s all the se concerns, Wild
Yam Cream costs mor e. A month 's supply of it costs about $27. A month 's supply of the HRT presc ription dru gs PremarinO and EstraceO cos ts $ 12 and $ 18,
respectively . NF

Dr. Gorski practi ces obstet rics and gynecology in Arlington, Te.xas, and is president of the Dallas-Fort Worth Council
Against Health Fraud.
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[continued
frompage21}
aged by other manufa cturer s. Th e product s included Weider 's Super Fat Burner s,
eleven other "muscle builder s," and fiv e
other phony "e rgogenic aids. " No action
was taken against the other manufacturers. Th e FTC's staff is well aware that the
"s port s nutrition " mark etpla ce needs
cleanin g up , but it lacks the reso urce s to
pur sue the majority of offenders. A Trade
Re gulation Rul e that wo uld gove rn the
entire industry could mak e enforcem ent
mor e efficie nt, but the age ncy ha s expresse d no interes t in this approach.
Th e FDA has the legal ti ght to ban
claims that the products stimul ate hormon e activity or alter the bod y's metabolism. (C laims of thi s type enable the
age ncy to classify them as drug s and ban
unapproved uses.) In 1994 , David Light-

LEGAL
DEJA
VU
I was interested to read the "Briefs" article
(March/ April , 1997) detailing the Access to
Treatment Act reintroduc ed to the Hou se of
Repre sentatives by Mr. Defa zio (D-Or egon). The details of this bill were staitlin gly
familiai· to me, as I reco gnize d the similarity to House Bill 1255 introduced in to the
South Dakota State Legislature this year.
During this legislative session, I had
the pleasure of testifying against HB 1255
before the Hou se Health and Hum an Services Committee and am happy to note that
the bill was defeated in committee. In assisting the committee, I included info1mation
on repmtabl e diseases as outlined by South
Dakota law and provided a copy of the relevant Code of Federal Regulations (FDA 2 1
CFR Part 50 Subpart B). Additional testimony against HB 1255 was provided by the
Director of the State Board of Nursing.
Desp ite this year 's legislative success wit h HB 1255, I sus pect that similat·
(or more sophisticat ed) legis latio n will
surfac e in the upcomin g 1998 sess ion. I
am virtually certain that South Dakota is
not and shall not be the only state faced
with legislation of thi s nature.
With this in mind , I am makin g
available to interested parties a copy of
the outline I deve loped for testif ying before the committ ee (members of the co m-
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sey and I petitioned the FDA to ban all ingredients in the se products that had not
bee n proven safe and effective for their
intend ed use and to issue a public warning that the FDA does not reco gnize them
as effective. The agency replied that our
petition "did not contain scientific evidence that the claim s desc ribed in the petition were such that products are ... unappr _oved new dru gs" and that it "did not
provid e sc ientific evidence that would
allow the FDA to evaluate the val idity of
the claims. " NF

Dr. Barrett is board chairma n of Quackwatch, Inc., and a board member of the
Na tiona l Coun cil Against Health Fraud.
His best-known book is The Vitamin
Pu shers: How the " Hea lth Food" Indu stry
Is Sellin g Ame rica a Bill of Good s
(Prometheus , 1994).
mitt ee co mm ented that it was very helpful
in achieving defeat of the bill ). For
copies, call (605) 341-8828.
Michael P. Elston , MD
Area Network Coordi nator,
State of South Dakota
National Cou nci l Against Hea lth Fraud, Inc.

THEINDEX,PLEASE
Now that we ' ve a new Editor , retrieve d
nam e, and re- iterate d roots, perhaps you
can aga in publi sh a year ly subject index.
I 've found this invaluabl e in researc hing
info and for fueling my debat es. Please
re-in stitut e the index !
John B. Fenger, MD
Phoe nix, AZ

Editor: We will ind eed agai n provide a
subjec t index to our readers. Look for it i.n
the November/December iss ue. NF

Wewanttoknowwhatyouthink. . . about
important
developments
in nutrition
misinformation
andquackery
andaboutpreForum.
Wealso
viousarticles
in Nutrition
invitequestions
ontopicsrelevant
to NF;
wehopeto answer
selected
questions
in
upcoming
issues.Sendyourlettersto
Readers'
Forum,P.O
. Box664, Amherst
,
NY 14226-0664;
pleaseincludeyour
daytime
telephone
number.

PHARMACISTS
EMBRACING
HERBS
Health-food
tradepublications
reportthat
the percentage
of pharmacies
carrying
herbal
products
isgrowing
rapidly
. Theincrease
isattributed
togreater
consumer
interestandto decreased
profitsonconventional drug
s (dueto managed
care)
. The
percentageof pharmacy
schoolsoffering
courses inpharmacognosy
(thescience
of
plantmedicine)
hasalsoincreased.
SUPPLEMENTS
ANDHEALTHFOOD-STORE
CUSTOMERS
In a recentstudy
, consecutive
healthfood-storecustomersreportedtaking
of the
5.9 products
perperson(Journal
AmericanBoardof FamilyPractice
10:265-71, 1997). The participants
wererecruited
duringa 3-week
periodat
twostoresin Milwaukee
suburban
areas.
Ofthe194customers
whowereaskedto
be interviewed
laterby telephone
, 136
(70.1%) completedthe interview
process
. Theparticipants
reported
takinga totalof 805supplement
products.
Most (84.3%) considered
themselves
healthybut tooksupplements
for preventive
purposes.
Theresttookproducts
to treat perceivedhealth problems.
Nearly
80%based
theiruseontheirown
investigation
ratherthanthatof a health
professional.
About10% of the customersweretaking potentiallytoxic
megadoses
of vitamins
A or B6.
THE$20 MILLIONDUCK
Occillococcinum,
a homeopathic
product
"forthereliefof coldsandflu-likesymptoms
," is reportedly
madeby incubating
smallamounts
of a freshlykilledduck
's
liverandheartfor40 days.Theresultant
solution
isthenfiltered,
freeze-dried,
rehydrated
, diluted
1:100repeatedly
, andused
to impregnate
sugargranules
. After200
serialdilutions
, thelikelihood
of a single
molecule
of duckheartor liverremaining
wouldbe1 in 100211°. Thenumber
100200
vastlyexceeds
theestimated
numberof
molecules
in theuniverse
. InitsFebruary
17, 1997issue
, U.S
. News& WorldReportnoted
thatin1996onlyoneduckwas
needed
tomanufacture
theproduct,
which
hadtotalsalesof$20million.
[continued
onpage30}

The 'Dietary Supplement' Mess
Commission Report Issued
by Stephen Barrett, MD
n the earl y I 990 s, Congress began
con sidering two bill s to greatly
strengthen the ability of fed eral agen cies
to combat health fraud s. One wo uld have
incre ased the FDA' s enfor ce ment power s
as we ll as the penaltie s for violating the
Food , Drug , and Cosmetic Act. The other
would have amended the Federal Trade
Commis sion Act to mak e it illegal to advertise nutritional or therap eutic claims
that wou ld not be permi ssibl e on supplement labels. During the same period , the
FDA wa s con sidering tighter regulation s
for these label s.
Alarmed by the se developments , the health-food industry and its allie s urged
Congress to "preserve
the consum er 's freedom
to choose dietary supplements. " To whip up

Supp lement s and dire cted the Pres ident
to appoint a Commis sion on Dietary Supplement Labels to recommend ways to
implement the act. The Commi ssion 's
recommendations were released on June
24 , 1997. (See "Recommendation s from
the Dietary Supplement Commission. ")

Expanded
Definition
The Food, Drug , and Co smetic Act defines "drug " as any article (except devices) "intended for use in the diagno sis,
cure , mitigation , treatment, or prevention
of disease " and "articles (other
than food ) intended to affect
the structure or function of
the body. " These word s
permit the FDA to stop
the marketing of products with unsubstanti-

//:

The end result
was a law that

greatly weakened the FDA's
ability to protect
consumers.

their troop s, industry
leader s warned retailer s
that they would be put out
of busine ss . Consumer s
were told that unless they took
action , the FDA would take away
their right to buy vitamin s. Thes e claims ,
although bogu s, generated an avalanche
of communications to Congress.
The end resu lt was a law that greatly
weakened the FDA's ability to prot ect
con sumer s. Cal led the Dietary Supplement Health and Education
Act
(DSHEA ) of I 994, it defined "dietary
supplement s" as a separate regulatory
category and liberalized what information cou ld be distributed by thei1· seller s.
It also created an NIH Office of Dietary
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ated "drug " claims on
their labels.
To evade the law 's
intent, the supplement industry is organized to ensure
that the public learns of "medicinal "
uses that are not stated on product labe ls.
This is done mainly by promoting the ingredients of the products in books , magazines , newsletters , booklets , lectur es,
radio and television broadcasts , and oral
claim s made by retailer s.
DSHEA worsened this situ ation by
increasing the amount of misinformation
that can be directly transmitted
to
prospective customers . It also expanded
the types of products that could be marketed as "supp lements. " The most logical
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definition of "dietary supp lement" would
be somet hing that supp lies one or more
essentia l nutrients missing from the diet.
DSHEA went far beyond this to include
vitamins; minerals ; herbs or other botanicals ; amino acids; other dietary substance s to supp leme nt the diet by increasing dietary intake; and any concentrate,
metabolite , constituent, extract , or comb ination of any such ingredient s. Although
many such products (particularly herbs)
are marketed for their alleged preventive
or therapeutic effects, DSHEA has made
it difficult or impossible for the FDA to
regulate them as drugs. Since its passage ,
even hormone s, such as DHEA and melatonin , are being hawked as supplements.
DSHEA also prohibits the FDA from banning dubiou s supp leme nt ingredients as
"unapproved food additives." The FDA
considered this strategy more efficient
than taking action agai nst individual manufact urers who made illegal drug claims.
Since DSHEA's passage , the only way to
banish an ingredient is to prove it is unsafe. Ingredients that are useless but
harmless are protected.

'Nutritional
Support'Statements

DSHEA allows dietary supplements to
bear "statements of support" that: (1)
claim a benefit related to classical nutrient deficiency disease , (2) describe how
ingredients affect the struct ure or function
of the human body, (3) characterize the
documented mechanism by which the inCopyEditor
gred ients act to maintain structure or
MARY
A.READ
function , or (4) describe general wellbeing from consumpti on of the ingrediProduction
Editor
ents. The statement "ca lcium builds
BRUCE
CARLE
strong bones and teeth " is said to be a
NUTRITION
FORUM
(ISSN1093-4545)
, © 1997
classic examp le of an allowable strucPrometheus
Books
, is published
bimonthly
ture/function statement for a food. What
in U.S.andCanada)
for$35.00(individuals
constitutes an allow able statement for a
overseas)
peryearby
or $50 (institutional,
supplement has not been specified either
Prometheus
Books,59 JohnGlennDrive,
by law or by regulation.
. Second-class
Amherst
, NY 14228-2197
To be legal, a "nutr itional support"
postage
paidat Buffalo,
NY.POSTMASTER:
statement
must not be a "drug" claim . In
Sendaddresschanges
to Prometheus
Books
other
words
, it should not suggest that the
at theaddress
above
. Subscription
informaproduct or ingredient is intended for pretion: (800)421-0351,(716)691-0133; fax
vention or treatment of disease .
(716) 691-0137
. Backissues$7.00. Manuscriptsand all editorialcorrespondence
The Dietary Supplement Commisshouldbedirected
to LewisVaughn
, Nutrision expressed concern that "so me state tion Forum
, P.O
. Box 664, Amher
st, NY
ment s of nutritional support are in fact
14226-0664
ore-maiI tofivaughn@aol.com
.
akin to drug claims." Some members be-
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lieve that claims related to organs (such as
"supports the eyes" or "supports the cardiovascular system") are really drug
claims and that OSHEA has created a
loophole for such claim s. Some members
are particularly concerned about statements that mention an acute effect on the
structure or function of a major system
(such as "reduces heart rate ") .
Actually , few statements about the
biochemical or physiologic propetties of
nutrients have practical value for consumers. By definition , every essential nuttient is import ant to proper body function. Simple statements about nutrient
function are more likely to be misleading
than helpful. A statemen t such as "vitamin
A is esse ntial to good eye function" could
suggest: (1) people need to take special
steps to be sure they get enough, (2) extra
vitamin A may enhance eyesig ht, and (3)
common eye problems may be caused by
vitamin A deficiency or remedied by taking suppl ements. To be completely truthful , a "nutritional support" sta tement
about vitamin A would have to counter all
three misconceptions and indicate that
people eating sensi bly don ' t need to
worry about whether their vitamin A intake is adequate. In other words, truthful
statements about nutri ent supplements
would have to indicate who doesn't need
them . No vitamin manufacturer has ever
done this or ever will.
Since herbs a.re not nutrient s, the
concept of "nutritional support" statements for herbs is absurd. The Dietary

If youfindanynewsor information
that
maybeof interest
to ourreaders-such
aspublished
articles,
newsreports
, press
releases
, or relevantpersonalexperience--please
sendit to us. Mail it to
LewisVaughn
, NutritionForum
, P.O. Box
664,Amherst
, NY14226-0664
. We're
especiallyinterested
in receiving
information aboutenforcement
actionsby state
agencies
, lawsuits
byvictimsofquackery
,
and health-fraud
newsthat may have
beenoverlooked
bythenational
media.

Supplement Commission noted: "Many
botanical s now are being marketed with
statements of nutritional support that suggest only indirectly the type of therapeutic use that is traditional for the product.
. .. Most Commi ss ioners believe direct
therapeuti c statem ents . . . may be more
informati ve." The Commission's report
urges the FDA to deve lop a review
proce ss that could enabl e herbs that have
substantiated thera peutic use to be marketed as over-the-counter drug s.
A rece nt ad in Veggie Life magazin e
illustrates the absurdities that DSHEA ha s
spawned. The headline state s: "IT PROTECTS YOUR HEART THE WAY
FORT KNOX PROTECTS GOLD ." The
body of the ad states: "MaxiLIFE Cardio
Protector nutritionally supports healthy
cardiova scular function on a whole new
level of potenc y.* That 's because it's no
ordinary formula, but a nutritional all-star
team of cardioprotective agents." The asteri sk refers to the disclaimer that
DSHEA requires with "s upport " statements: "Thi s statement has not been eva luated by the Food and Drug Administration. The product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease ."
The Fort Knox analogy, which suggests
complete cardioprotection , is printed in
half-inch type. Th e disclaimer is in 4point type, which is barely visible.
Under some circumstances, some ingredients in Cardio Protec tor might help
protect a person 's heart. Its B vitamins , for
example, could lower elevated blood homocysteine levels, which are a risk factor
for coronary artery disease . However ,
there is no reason for people whose homocysteine level is normal to use this product.
The dozen or so other ingredients have little or no proven value for cardioprotection.
People really interested in protecting their
heart should fo!Jow an individually designed program based on risk-factor analysis. For these reasons , I believe that Cardio
Protector has no rational use. Its manufac-

turer , Twin Laboratories of Ronkonkema,
New York, also markets Prostate Protector
and Brain Protector.
Under DSHEA , manufactur ers who
make statements of "nutritional supp ort"
must hav e substantiation that such statements are truthful and not misleadin g .
The law also req uires that the Secretary of
Health and Human Services be notifi ed
no later than 30 days after the first marketin g of a suppl ement for which the
statem ent is being mad e. The law does
not define substantiation .

Publications
Connected
to Sales
Hi storically , the FDA has considered literature used directly in con nec tion with
the sale of a product to be "labeling" for
the produ ct. DSHEA exe mpt s publi ca tion s from " labeling" if they: ( l ) are not
false or misleading , (2) do not promote a
particular manu fac turer or brand , (3) present a "balan ced" view of pertinent scientific information, and (4) are phys ica lly
separated from the item s discussed. However, since most "dietary suppl ement s"
are either useless, irration ally formulated,
and/or overpriced, the suppl ement indu stry has little reaso n to provid e literatur e
that is not misleadin g.
The Dietary Supplement Co mmi ssion co nclud ed that the criteria listed
abov e would be difficult to apply, parti cularl y the requir ement for balance. "Ba lance " is diffi cult or impo ssibl e to define ,
and standards, if they are developed ,
would be diffi cult to enforce. Moreover,
no federal age ncy has the reso urces to
regulat e what indi vidual retailers do in
their store s.

FurtherWeakening
Proposed
The Nutrition Labeling and Education Act
of 1990 prohibit s misleadin g health claim s
on food s. It require s such claims to be sup-

[continued
onpage29}

NOTABLE
QUOTE
"Thewords'quack'and'quackery
' areneverusedbythe'alternative
-complementary
medicinecrowd
. Whynot?Because
theyeschew
skepticism.
It'stoobad.. .. People
understand
thewords'quack
' and'quackery
' butareconfused
by psychobabble
termslike'alternative,'
'complementary,'
and'integrative'
thatarebeingusedto sugar-coat
quackmedicine
."
-NCAHFBulletinBoard,
May-August
1997
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Looking
for nutrition
andhealthinformation
ontheWorldWideWeb?
Beware
: You're
enteringa vastlibrarysprinkled
with booby
traps
. Isthatasolidpieceof nutrition
reporting-or a pseudofact
readyto explode
on
contact?
Thiscolumnhelpsyoufigureout
whichiswhich.Following
isa listofsomeof
the best(mostreliable,useful)sitesand
someof theworst(mostunreliable,
deceptive,weird,andworthless).
Ratings
andcommentary
areby Internet-savvy
JohnH. Renner, MD, president
of theConsumer
Health
InformationResearchInstitute(e-mail
:
drrenner@msn.com).
B E S T
http ://arbo rco m. com/frame/
arborframe2
.htmThisistheArborNutrition
Guide-oneofthemostcomplete
andwell-indexed
nutrition
sitesontheInternet.
It hasalmosteverything
on it andis funto explore.
Somelinkages
areaboutweirdsubjects.
http://www
.faseb.org/asns/Siteof the
American
Societyfor Nutritional
Sciences
(founded
in 1928astheAmerican
Institute
of
Nutrition)
andhomeof thenewJournalof
Nutrition
Online.
http://www.nal.usda.gov
/fnic/TheFood
andNutritionInformation
Center(FNIC)is
oneof several
information
centers
attheNationalAgricultural
Library
(NAL),
Agricultural
Research
Service
(ARS),UnitedStatesDepartment
ofAgriculture
(USDA)
.
W O R ST
http://members.aol.com/mankindrf/
A sitethatpromotes
a
home/downs.htm
nutritional
treatment
for Down
's Syndrome
.
Thetreatment
is called"NUTRIVENE-D
TargetedNutritionalIntervention
for Down
's
Syndrome."
Where
is theevidence?
http://www.garynu11.com/index.asp
GaryNull'sNatural
Livingsite-"exploring
thenatureandpoliticsof medicine,
health,
nutrition,
andtheenvironment."
Somereally
strangematerialherefor a nutritionpage
evenif weknowitsalternative
logic.
http://luff.latrobe.edu.au/-botbml/
If you arecuriousabout
cyanotox.html
SuperBlueGreenAlgaeandtheproblems
anddebates
surrounding
it, youshouldlook
atthiswebsite
.

D E B ATA B LE
http://www.chromium.edu/index.html
TheChromium
Information
Bureau,
a websitethatcauses
greatdebate.
Whatdo you
think?Youtellme:accurate
or not;evidence
orhype?
Aninteresting
pagewithgoodlinks.
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Major Recommendations from the
Dietary Supplement Commission
Safety
• Safety of supplement products must
be assured.
• The FDA, the supplement industry, scientific groups, and consumer groups
should work together to expand and
improve postmarketing surveillance,
including adverse reporting systems.
• Product information should include
approp1iate warnings.
• The FDA should take swift enforcement action to address safety issues,
such as those posed by ephedra-containing products. The agency should be
given additional resources to do this.

HealthClaims
• The approval process for health
claims should be the same for dietary
supplements and conventional foods.
• The standard of "significant scientific
agreement" is appropriate but should
not require unanimous or near unanimous support.
• To determine whether significant scientific agreement exists for particular
claims, the FDA should obtain broad
input and use appropriate outside expert panels.

Statements
of Nutritional
Support
• Statements of nutritional support
should provide useful information
about the product 's intended use.
• Statements of nutritional support
should be supported by scientifically
valid evidence substantiating that the
statements are truthful and not misleading
• Structure/function statements should
not suggest disease prevention or
treatment.
• Statements that mention a body system, organ, or function affected by a
supplement using such terms as
"stimulate," "maintain, " "support ,"
"regulate ," or "promote" can be appropriate when the statements do not
suggest disease prevention or treat-
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ment or use for a serious health condition beyond the ability of the conswner to evaluate.
• Statements should not be made for
products to "restore" normal or "correct'' abnormal function where the abnormality implies the presence of disease. (For example, a claim to "restore" nom1alblood pressure when the
abnormality implies hype1tension.)
• Statements of nutritional support are
not to be drug claims. They should
not refer to specific diseases, disorders, or classes of diseases and should
not use such drug-related terms as
"diagnose," "treat," "prevent," "cure "
or "mitigate."

Substantiation
of Nutritional
Support
Statements
• The Dietary Supplement Health and
Education Act (DSHEA) requires
manufacturers marketing supplements labeled for "nutritional support" to notify the Secretary of Health
and Human Services within 30 days
after marketing of a product bearing
such a statement. To satisfy this requirement, the notice should include:
(1) the identity of the ingredient(s) for
which the statement is made, (2) the
product's intended use, including recommended dosage, (3) appropriate
contraindications or warnings, (4) a
b1ief summary of the evidence and
conclusions about safety and effectiveness of the stated dosage, and (5)
a consumer version of the evidence
on which any claim is made.
• OSHEA requires manufacturers marketing supplements labeled for "nutritional support" to have substantiation.
To satisfy that requirement, the manufacturer 's substantiation files should
contain: (1) a copy of the notification
letter, (2) key evidence, including an
interpretive summary by a qualified
individual , (3) the identity and quantity of the pertinent dietary ingredients, (4) evidence substantiating the
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ingredient's safety, (5) assurance that
good manufacturing practices were
followed, and (6) the qualifications of
the individual(s) who reviewed the
evidence for safety and effectiveness.
A consumer version of the evidence
should be made available to the public for each product bearing a statement of nutritional support. This version should not state or imply use for
preventing or treating disease.

Publications
Connected
to Sales
• Articles provided to consumers must
be balanced and truthful. The FDA
should promptly issue warnings or
undertake enforcement action if it becomes aware of violations.
• The FDA should monitor practices in
this area and issue guidelines as
needed.

Botanical
Products
• The FDA should establish an OTC review panel to review botanical products intended for preventive or therapeutic use.
• For products unable to meet FDA review requirements, creation of an alternative approval system should be
considered.

Assessment
of Consumer
Education
• Research should be done to determine
whether consumers want and can use
infonuation required by existing FDA
regulations, OSHEA requirements,
and Dietary Supplement Commission
recommendations. This would include statements of nutritional support as well as point-of-sale literature.

ExpertEvaluation
• The dietary supplement industry
should consider establishing an expert advisory committee to provide
scientific review of label statements
and claims and guidance on safety
and appropriate labeling. Such a committee might be supported by one or
more trade associations or might be
established as an independent entity
funded by grants and/or fees for services. NF

[continued
frompage27}
ported by "significant scientific agreement" and be cleared by the FDA before
use in the marketplace . Section 618 of the
FDA Modernization and Accountability
Act (S. 830) would eliminate preclea.rance
and enable claims to be based on statements by any federal agency, even if the
agency's position is counter to the prevailing scientific view or fails to take overall
diet into account. (Currently, for example ,
even though some agencies have recommended eating a low-fat diet, the FDA does
not pennit health claims to be made for
low-fat foods that are very high in sodium.)
The Food and Nutrition Labeling Group , a
21-member coalition of prominent professional and consumer organizations, has
vigorously objected to Section 618.

TheBottomLine
The FDA has never had enough resource s
to cope with the enmmous amount of deception in the supplement and healthfood marketplace . DSHEA has made the
problem worse. If l were FDA Commissioner, I would drop any pret ense of
being able to protect the public. Instead , I
would announc e that unles s Congress
provides an adequate law, the FDA cannot protect the public from the deceptiv e
marketing of what DSHEA calls "dietary
supplements." NF
Stephen Barrett, MD, a retired psychiatrist,
is a board member of the National Council
Against Health Fraud and webmast er of
Qu.ackwatc h (http://www.quackwatch.
com), a guide to quackery, health frauds,
and intelligent decision making.

Wewantto knowwhatyou think.. .
aboutimportant
developments
in nutrition misinformation
andquackery
and
aboutpreviousarticlesin Nutrition
Forum.
Wealsoinvitequestions
ontopics relevant
to NF; wehopeto answer
selected
questions
in upcoming
issues
.
Sendyour lettersto Readers
' Forum,
P.O.Box664,Amherst
, NY14226-0664
or e-mailto tivaughn@aol.com;
please
include
yourdaytime
telephone
number.

Sex Herbs: As Good as
Love Potion Number 9?
by Varro E. Tyler

(1ii\ f aJI the come-o ns in the fie ld of ad~ vertisi ng,

sex is by far the most appealing and the most widely used.
Whether the commodity being touted is
automobiles, cosmetics , or clothin g, the
promi se of enhanced sexual appeal and
activity is allurin g. And for some consumers, the most irresistibl e hustle of all
is the dream of better sex through herbs.
But at the hear t of these herbal
dreams , is there anything real ?

renders the product suitable for female s,
but ju st how that takes place is also not
explained.
Fo lklore attributes to cereal oats the
prop ertie s of a mild seda tive or sleep-promotin g agent. How ever, the p1inciples responsible for thi s activity are absent , or
pre sent in minimal quantity , in green oats.
Although several herbal products cont aining it are cmTently mru·keted in the United
States, there is no credible publi shed evidence supportin g the utility of green
oats as an aphrodisiac.
The German Commission
E (an agency sirnilru· to the
U .S. FDA that investig ates
herb al claims) failed to approv e the use of green
oats for any purpo se, includin g sex ual di sor der s. That body found
no document ation of its
effectiveness and recommended against its
use.
The rationale of
including saw palmetto
along with green oats
in an aphrodisiac for
women is elusive. Numerou s clinical studies
have shown saw palmetto to be beneficial in
the trea tm ent of benign
prostati c hyperpla sia in
males. It probably function s
there by severa l differ ent
mechanjsms including inhibition
of an enzyme that converts testostero ne to the more active dihydrote stosterone (antiandrogenic effect), and by its
anti-inflammatory action.
There apperu·s to be absolutely no
correlation between the se activities and
the inclu sion of the product in one designed to stimulate the female libido . Ac-

ff

GREEN
OATSGLORY

Although
several herbal
products
containing it
are currently
marketed in the
United States,
there is no
credible
published
evidence
supporting the
utility of green
oats as an
aphrodisiac.

Here's an her bal product
presently advertised in local
news papers with the promise that it " .. . can Put the
Sizzle Back in Your Love
Life. "
Wowl
That
sounds great. What is
this magic potion ?
The fine print indicates that it is a
" ... uniqu e formulation of Avena sativa, a
biologically standru·dized gree n oats extract
that prov es to be a powerful sex ual enhancer
and rejuvenator. "
Re searc hers are said
to hav e fo und (no reference given) that it stimulate s the sex centers of the
brain
by
freeing
up
"trapp ed" testosterone. Ju st
how the extract was standa rdized is not exp lained.
A modification of the original
man 's formula is intended to increase sex ual des ire in women. It contai ns added
saw palmetto, which is claimed to increase the potency tenfold . It also costs
$5.00 more than the men 's formula for a
30-day supply-tot al: $44 .95 plus $6.00
shipping and handling . Presumably , the
addition of the saw palmetto somehow
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SODIUMCLAIMDISPUTED
Since1993,theFDAhaspermitted
food
labelsto carrya healthclaimthatdiets
lowinsodium
mayreduce
theriskofhigh
bloodpressure
. Based
on newfindings
,
16 scientists
havechallenged
the idea
thatuniversal
dietarysodiumrestriction
(Nutrition
Reviews
should
beencouraged
55:172-75
, 1997)
. Theirreportwasappended
to theSaltlnstitute
's 1996petitionasking
theFDAtorevoke
permission
fortheclaim.Thearticle
andthe65-page
petition
areavailable
fromtheSaltInstitute,700NorthFairfa
x Street,
Suite600,
Alexandria,
VA22314.
NEWREPORTS:
FIBER,FACTS,
ANDFEAR
TheAmer
icanCouncilon Science
and
Health
haspublished
twoexcellent
booklets:"Dietary
Fiber
" and"FactsVersus
Fears:
A Review
of the20 Greatest
Un-

founded
Health
Scares
of Recent
Times.
"
Thelatterreport
includes
scares
related
to
cranberries,
DDT
, cyclamates,
DES
inbeef,
nitrites,
saccharin,
hairdyes,LoveCanal,
asbestos
in hairdryers
, coffee,
EDB,
Alar
,
Perrier
water
, dental
amalgam,
andcellular
phones
. Thebooklets
areavailable
for
$3.85eachfromACSH
, 1995Broadway
,
2ndFloor
, NewYork,NY10023-5860
.
FLUORIDATION
UNDER
ATTACK
A groupmisnamed
"Citizens
for Safe
Drinking
Water
" is circulating
petitions
to
gather
500,000signatures
byOctober
to
placeaninitiative
prohibiting
fluoridation
in California
ontheJune1998statewide
ballot.If passed
, the measure
would
amend
California
'sHealth
andSafety
Code
byinserting
thewords
: "Nofluoride
orfluorine-containing
substance
maybeadded
to publicwatersystems.
All laws to the
contrary
arehereby
repealed.
" Thereferen
dumattempt
isa response
toamandatory
statewide
fluoridation
lawenacted
in1995
.
Fluoridation
reduces
theincidence
ofcavities20% to40%inchildren
and15%to
35%inadults
. More
than135millionpeo-

New Journal Will Scrutinize
'Alternative Medicine'
he public , the media , and even
so me phy sician s see m enthralled by
the unexamined promi ses of "a lternativ e"
or unconventional treatments. Yet the re
has been no scie ntific journal dedicated
exc lusive ly to carefully scrutinizing the
onslaught of dubious claims. Until now .
The Scientific Review of Alternative
Medi cine will be launched soon to fill the
void. It 's a peer-reviewed medical journal
whose aim is to provide objective, scientific assessments of the treatments, methods, and hypothe ses of unconventional
medicine. The Editor is Nutrition Forum
editorial board member Wallac e Sampso n, MD , clinical profes sor of medicin e at
Stanford University; the Executive Editor
is Nutrition Forum Editor Lewis Vaughn.
Prom etheus Books publishes the journ al,
and it has been endorsed by the Council
for Scientific Medicine, a group of phy sicians , sc ientist s, and others concerned
about the lack of critical sc rutiny of "alternative" medicine.

-
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To affir m its support for sc ientifi c
medicine and this new journal , the Council drafted a sta te ment , which says in part:
We believe that the need for objective,
scientific critiques of the claims of "a lternative" or nonconventional medicine has
never been greater. This conclu sion
seems inescapable because ...
• There is a general lack of readily available, reliable information about the efficacy of such treatments. This impairs
people's free choice and increases risks
to their health. The potential harm is incalculable but appears to be growing.
The trend is abetted by those who promote unproven treatments, especially
those who are na'ive, greedy, or unscrupulous.
• The media all too often dote on controversial and false claims but unfortunately provide few careful, critical examinations of them, usually preferring
to titillate, pander, or entertain.
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pieintheUnited
States
areserved
byfluoridated
water,
andanadditional
10million
haveprotective
levelsof naturally-occurringfluoride
intheirwater.
NEWANTIOUACKERY
FORCE
TheCommittee
fortheScientific
Investigationof Claimsof the Paranormal
(CSICOP)
hasset up a MediaStock
Fundto provideleverage
in responding
to irresponsible
reporting
of pseudosc
ientificclaims.Theprincipal
targets
are
Westinghouse
(CBS)
, General
Electric
(NBC)
, NewsCorp
(Fox),TimeWarner
(WB,Turne
r Broadcasting)
, andDisney
(ABC).Incomefromthe fundwill be
usedto fundtheactivities
of CSICOP's
Council
forMediaIntegrity,
a network
of
expertscommitted
to monitoringthe
media
, criticizing
unbalanced
presentations,andusingshareholder
resolutions
to attackproblems
. Donations
to the
fund can be sent to P.O. Box 703,
Amherst
, NY14226
. CSICOP
is alsointerested
in hearingfromshareholders
willingto perm
it CSICOP
tovoteastheir
NF
proxyatshareholder
meetings.
• Several new journal s devoted exclusively to "alternative" medicine have
appeared recently, but they merely advocate unconventional treatments and
rarely assess them objectively.
• Both the public and some medical professionals seem unaware that credible,
scientific assessments of many "alternative" medicine claims already exist
-and that new evaluations based on
available information are possible.
We therefore welcome the founding
of the Scientific Review of Alternative
Medicine-the first peer-reviewed journal dedicated entirely to the scientific, rational evaluation of unconventional
health claims.
The journal will be issued twice a
year (with the first is sue appearing in Septe mber 1997 ) but frequency may increa se
late r. A subscription is $5 0 for individual s
and $9 0 for institutions. Thos e who want
to subscribe can call (800) 421-035 I or
send their credit ca.rd number via fax
(716-691-0137) or e-mail (PBooks6205@
aol.com), or mail to SRAM, Prometheu s
Books , 59 John Glenn Drive , Amher st,
NY 14228-2197. NF

[continued
frompage29}
cording to the adve rtisem ent, testosterone
has been show n to be respon sible for
stimulatin g sexual activity in both men
and women. Assuming this to be true (it
is support ed by much less evidence in
women than in men), the addition of saw
palmetto with its antiandro ge nic properties might be expected to inhibit , not increase, female sex ual passion.
No refe rences to pharmacological or
cli11ical studies of the effectiveness of the
male and female products are contained
in the advertisement.
It does point out that they have been
feat ured on " ln side Edition ," "Hard
Copy," "Geraldo ," and "Leeza ." Instead
of using the age-old ploy of testimonials ,
efficacy is based upon statements from a
New York sex co unselor , a 77-year-o ld
retired colo nel, a doct or, and an osteopathic physician .

IMPOTENT
APHRODISIACS
Green oats is ju st one of many purported
aphrodi siacs on the American mark et
who se activities remain unproven. A
more common one is damiana , the leaves
of the Mexican shrnb Turnera d!tfuse var.
aph.rodisia ca. This herb has neve r been
tested clinica lly, and its purport ed sex ual
activity has been expo sed as an ancient
herb,ll hoax. Muira puama wood obtained
from Ptychopetalum speci es has likewise
never been prov en to be effec tive. Sarsaparilla from Smilax species has been promoted as an aphrodi siac , in the belief that
the sarsapoge nin co ntained in it could be
convetted to testo stero ne in the human
body. Not true.
Of all the herbal aphrodisiacs,
yohimbe, the bark of Paus inysta lia j oh.imbe, is both the most promi sing and the
most disappointing .
It does co ntain the activ e principl e
yo himbine which, as a presc ription dru g,
is used in treating erectil e dysfunction in
males. However, the risk/benefit ratio of
yohimb e is unacce ptabl y high; its use
can res ult in hyperten sion, tachycardia ,
sleep less ness , anxiety, nausea, and numero us other und es irabl e side effec ts.
As a result , Commission E failed to approve yohimbe, and its use must be discouraged. NF

Ephedra Rules Proposed
uring the past two years, the FDA has
collected over a hundred supplem ent
products labe led as containing an ephedtine
alkaloid source such as ma huan g. Some
product s contained ephed1ine ,llkaloids as a
single ingredient , but most had between 6
and 20 other ingredients, such as vitamins,
minerals, amino acids, and other botanicals.
Many were prom oted for weight loss,
bodyb uilding, energy boosting, increasing
mental concenb·ation, enhancing sexual sensations, or produ cing euphoria, or as alternatives to illicit
street drugs.
On Jun e 4 , the FDA proposed sbi ct rules for marketing of "dietar y supplements"
containing ephedr ine alkaloid s (Fede ral Register

other stimulant s such as caffe ine or
yo himbine .
• Claims may not be made that long-term
use is effective for weight loss or bodybuilding.
• Product labe ls must state: "Do not use
this product for more than 7 day s."
• Label s of produ cts for short-term use
must warn that "taking more than the
reco mmended serving may result in
heart attack, strok e, seizure , or
death. "
• Labels mu st caution against
use by pregnant or nursing
women, or by peopl e with
heart disease, thyroid disease, diabetes, high blood
pressure, psychiabic conditions, glaucoma, difficulty
in urinatin g, prostat e enlargeme nt, and seizure disorder.

more of ephed,in e alkaloid per
serving.
• Labels may not suggest usage that
wou ld res ult in an intake of 8 mg or
more in a 6-hour period or a total daily
intake of 24 mg or more.
• Products ca nn ot include sources of

1995 FDA rule to reclass ify
ep hedrin e as unsu itable for ove r-thecounter use may soo n becom e final.
Federal Regi ster documents can be
accessed (or downl oaded using Adobe
Acrobat) from http://www.access.gpo.
gov/su_docs/aces /aa ces002.html. NF

The agency
acted in
response to
more than 800
instances of
62:30677-30724 , 1997).
The agency acted in readverse
spo nse to more than 800 inreactions
stances of adve rse reactions
The proposed rules do
(includin g some deaths) re(including
not apply to ephedrineported since between 1993
containing product s that
some deaths)
and 1996. The proposal's
a.r e now marketed as drug s.
Appendix describes 53 sereported since Ephedrine is an approved invere reactio ns. The propo sed
between 1993 gredient in oral bronchodilareg ulations include:
tors used to treat mild cases of
• No produ ct can contain 8 mg or and 1996. asthma. However , a proposed

NEWSFLASH:SOMETHING NUTRITIONALLY STRANGE
OnJune9, 1997,the Sacramento
Beereported(withaccompanying
Associated
Pressphoto)thatin Hyderabad,
India,anestimated
halfmillionpeoplehadrecently
shownupatthehouseof HarinathGaudto receive
a cureforasthma:
a livesardine
containing
anherbal
paste(tobepopped
intothemouthonthespot)."Thefish-andherbmedicine,
" thereportsaid, "is givenfreeto patients
oncea yearon anastrologically
favorable
dayinJune,andpatients
areadvised
to begina strict45-daydiet.
Theformulareputedly
wasgivento theGaudfamilybya saint152yearsago."
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\Book ,Reviews\
Analysis
andRatings
How accurate and useful is the nutrition
information in that book ? Would a reputable reviewer recommend the book to
professionals and consume rs ? These are
the two questions that Nutrition Forum
book reviews are intended to answe1: So
the reviews not only offer analyses but
also rate each book as either RECOMMENDED, NOT RECOMMENDED , or
RECOMMENDED
WITH RESERVATIONS, depending on the book's factual
accuracy, reliance on scientific research
methods, and usefuln ess to readers. Readers who would like to see specific books
reviewed may send their suggestions (or
copies of books) to Nutrition Forum Book
Reviews , P.O. Box 664 , Amh erst, NY
14226-0664.

Another
Arthritis
'Miracle'onThinEvidence
ManfredKroger
The Arthritis Cure by Jason Theodosakis ,
Brenda Adderly , and Barry Fox (New
York: St. Martin 's Press , 1997), 201 pp .,
$22.95 (hardback).
Like dozens of other books promising
simple cures of complicated and perplexing diseases , this book will most likely
end up as a remaindered publi sher 's venture and also be available for a quarter at
neighborhood book sales. And years from
now, arthritis will still be with us along
with cancer, depression , and the common
cold. My guess is that most professionals
wi!J agree.
Actually, this book is a concise, readable, and quite valuable review of an ageold disease , including its related conditions affecting the joints. The book's emphasis, however , is on osteoarthritis, not
the psoriatic , gouty, or rheumatoid types .
The book 's subtitle is "The Medical Miracle that Can Halt , Reverse , and May

e

even Cure Osteoarthritis. " The book 's cause they are commonly available to
preventing and healing regimens are de- everyone .
It is well known that both glutailed in seven- and nine-point chapters,
respectively. To prevent osteoarthritis , do cosamine and chondroitin sulfate are
made by the body and are involved in carthe following : (1) Eat a healthful , jointbuilding diet , (2) Maintain your ideal tilage manufa cture, repaiJ', and mainteweight, (3) Exercise regularly, (4) Prevent nance . Osteo art hriti s results when the
injuries , (5) Insure proper recovery if you bone-protecting layer of joint cartilage is
are injured, (6) Optimize your biome- drying out , degenerating , or injured. The
chanics to counteract stress to your joints , book 's thesis and simple premise is that
and (7) Consider use of glucosamine and by eati ng glucosamine and chondroitin
chondroitin sulfates proph ylactica lly. And sulfate , cartilage will benefit. No eviwhat is touted as the nine-step Arthritis dence is provided as to the mode of action , the metabolic mechanism , by
Cure program (in reality aimed
which this is to occur. Howonly at osteoarthritis) is as folever, throughout the book
lows: (I) Have a thorough
the reader is assured that
consultation with a physithis "may" occur. And
cian , (2) Take glucosathere 's the rub . All those
mine and chondroitin sul"may ' s" and the disfates to repair damaged
claimer in front of the
joints , (3) Improve your
book (to protect pubbiomechanics to counterlisher and authors against
act stress to your joints ,
litigation) indicate, may(4) Exercise regularly , (5)
Eat a healthful , joint-preservbe, that even its authors are
not all too certain about the efing diet, (6) Maintain your ideal
body weight, (7) Fight depression , (8)
ficacy of the "miracle cure ."
Use traditional medicine as necessary ,
It would cost about $2 per day to treat
and (9) Maintain a positive attitude.
yourself ; that 's $700 per year. With 16
It 's the italicized statements above million Americans suffering from osthat shift this fact-ba sed, easy-to-read
teoarthritis , and millions of others trying
medical monograph into the category of to prevent it, this looks like a lucrative posales literature , al tern ati ve healing prac- tential market indeed . Both glucosamine
tices, possibly even quack treatment.
and chondroitin sulfate are nontoxic , and
The authors may not have any finan- no side effects have been reported . So
cial stake in the sale of glucosamine and what's the harm to someone who can afchondroitin sulfates whatsoever , but they ford the treatment? None, except the feelare certainly sold on these chemicals , and ing of having been duped if no effect is
sincerely believe in the thin evidence of experienced. And the few studies cited are
their effectiveness. The senior author
not too persuasive on the point of effeceven provides positive case histories of tiveness. But , fortunately, the authors ashis own patients.
sure us that more studies are underway to
The major argument is that in Europe prove once and for all that these two mirthese two substances are successfully
acle food supplements are actually doing
being used as nutritional supplements
what is claimed in this book. A rational
against osteoarthritis, and 14 references
per son should wait that long and use curare provided to scientific studies since the rent therapeutic methods and the more relate ] 970s. But none of these studies was liable advice of the authors-and contemgood enough to be noticed by arthritis ex- plate how something that is swallowed
perts worldwide to embrace glucosan1ine and totally dige sted will reappear in the
and chondroitin sulfates as the "miracles " blood to augment the body 's own gluthey are now made out to be. So the cosamine and chondroitin sulfate. NF
book's author s attack the American medical and drug establishments as "failing to
see the light" and not pursuing any finanRECOMMENDED
cial gains in these miracle substances be-
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This book shifts
into the category
of sales literature,
possibly even
quack
treatment.

WITH RESERVATIONS
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HIGH-DOSE
ANTIOXIDANTS
FLUNK
TEST
A six-month, double-blind
clinical trial
hasfound that patients who under
went
ballooncorona
ry angiopla
sty hadless
arterial recloggingwithprobucoltreatmen
t thanthey didwithantioxidantsupplements
givenalone or combined with
the drug(NewEngland
Journalof Medicine337:365-72, 1997). Morethan 200
patientscompletedthe study without
protocol violations. After their surgery,
patients in the antioxidantgroup
s rene, 500
ceived30,000 IU of beta-carote
mg ofvitamin
C, and700 IUof vitaminE
twicedaily All of the patients received
aspirin, which is known
to reducethe incidenceof reclogging. The rates of repeated angioplasty were 11% in the
ed
probucol
group, 16.2%in thecombin
treatmen
t group,24.4% in themultivitamin group, and26.6% in the placebo
group.Probucol, which canlower LDLcholesterollevels
, also has antioxidant
prop
erties.However, it is nolongermarketed
inthe UnitedStatesbecause it lowers thelevelofHDLcholes
terol that protects against atherosclerosis.
FTCHITSSUPPLEMEN
T
MARKETER
Nu Skin International, Inc., a multilevel
marketer
of skin-careprodu
cts andnutritional suppleme
nts, has agreed to pay a
$1.5 millioncivil penaltytosettle Fed
eral
TradeCommiss
ion (FTC)action against
claimsmade
for fiveprodu
ctscontaining
chromiumpicolinate and L-carnitine
.
TheFTCchargedthatthecompanycould
notproduceadequatesubstantiation
and
therefore had violat
ed a 1994FTCorder
requiring it to haveadequat
e substantia, which
tionfor itsclaims. The1994order
, concarried a penalty
of $1.225million
cerned unsubstantiatedclaimsfor a
baldnessproduct
, awrinklelotion,anda
burncream. Inthecurrent
case,theFTC
challeng
ed claim
s that "Metabotrim
,"
"OverDrive,""GlycoBar
," "AppealLite,"
and"Breakbar
" couldreduce
fat, increase
metaboli
sm, andpreserve
or buildmuscle. For exampl
e, the ingredients
in
Metabotrim
wereclaimed
to havebeen
[continued
onpage37}

H"ardFacts on Colloidal Minerals
Cure-all or crushed rocks?
by

Beth Fontenot, MS, RD

ilffl\olloidal minera l suppl ements are the
~

curre nt craze in "alternative" nutrition, pro mjsing to cure what ails yo u- and
to confuse co nsumers. T hey are sim ply extra-small mineral particles
suspe nded in a solution, and they
are being prom oted as the cure
for acne, anemia, brittl e nails,
birth defec ts, cance r, constipation, de press ion, diabetes ,
go iter, gray ing hair, ha ir
loss, hyperact ivity, imp otence, infe rtilit y, memory
loss, PMS , and w rinkles.
Co llo idal minera ls are

f

mountains, he discove red a depos it of minera ls that was later determin ed to be the remains of a prehistori c rain fores t. He ereated a " mira cle tonic" by extrac ting
the min erals from the spring and
passe d it among his friends who
reportedly ex perienced remark able res ults. Ma ny manufact urers tout their product as co ming fr om thi s "ori gin al
source," but simil ar deposits
are sa id to be fo und in a few
,I'.
other areas of the world .
Co llo idal
min erals,
which have been described

They are

b •

ezng
pro,noted as
the cure fior

so ld large ly by multi -leve l
marke tin g
· co mp anies
und er such names as
C lark 's Min era l Formula ,
M inera l To dd y, Minera l
So luti ons, and Mi croMin s. Th ey sell fo r up to
$50 fo r a month's suppl y.
Th e fac t that these produ cts
are so ld by multil eve l mat·ketin g co mp anies should
make one skeptica l, and the
num erou s claims made by the
mai·keters are dubi ous at best.

acne, anemza,
b, h d
zrt eJects,
cancer,
Constipation,
depression,
diabetes,
goiter,
hyperactivity,

by so me as " mud " or
"crushed rocks," are sold as
elixir s, capsules, and oral
sprays. Th e mineral content
vaiies by produ ct, but the
ingredient lists all read like

the Pe1iodic Table of Elements: aluminum , arsenic,
cadmium , lead, lithium , platinum , silver, titanium , as we ll
as an asso rtment of other less
fa miliar minerals.
Th e promoter s maint ain
that our so il is so depleted that
the food we ea t is lacking in the
min era ls our bodi es need, and furtherm ore, we abso rb onl y about 5%
of the min eral s we do ge t fr om food . A
multitud e of di sea ses and medic al conditions, as we ll as death s, are du e to min eral
defici enc ies , they sa y.
Th e promotional material s decl are
that co lloid al mineral s have a natural negative charge that enhance s their absorp-

impotence,
infertility,
J

me,nory loss,
PMS, and
wrinkles.

TheSalies Pitch
Th e story belund co lloidal minera ls goes
like this: In 1925, a Paiute Indi an led an
ailing U tah rancher, Th omas Clark, to a
lege ndai-y sp1ing know n for its hea ling
power s. Soo n after drinkin g from the
sprin g, Cl ark was hea led of his ailm ent. As
C lai·k foll owe d the spring back into the
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tion as well as the transport and availability of other nutrients. Toxins and heavy
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humans. Very little is known abo ut the
need for cadmium , cobalt , lead, lithium ,
tin, and vanadium. At this time, the evidence that these are esse ntial is weak.
Minerals play a cr itical role in the
maint enan ce of health as well as in the
management of some disease states. The
fact that minerals are requ ired only in
small amounts and that they can be toxic
in excess raises substant ial concern about
the indiscrimin ate use of supplem ents.
Th ere are mechanisms in the body that
regulate the absorption and exc retion of
excessive amount s of the essential minerals ; however , there does not appear to be
such a mechanism for regulating the absorp tion and exc retion of nonessential
minerals. Th ere also exists the potential
for adverse mineral interaction s and imbalances to occur in the bod y when minera l supplements are used haphazardly.
Th e bottom line is that a health y diet
that provid es a wide variety of food s from
both plant and animal sources is the
safes t, least expen sive, and most practi cal
way to ensure an adequate intake of the
minerals required by the human body.
The claims for colloidal minera ls are ju st
too hard to swallow. NF

Beth Fontenot is a nutrition consultant
and fre elance nutrition writer in Lake
Charles, LA. She serves on the adjunct
fa culty at both McNeese Stat e University
in Lake Char les and Lamar University in
Orange, TX.

11you find anynewsor information
that
maybe of interestto our readers-such
aspublished
articles
, newsreports,press
releases
, or relevantpersonalexperience--pleasesend it to us. Mail it to
LewisVaughn
, NutritionForum
, P.O. Box
664, Amherst
, NY14226-0664
. We'reespeciallyinterestedin receivinginformation aboutenforcement
actionsby state
agencies,
lawsuitsbyvictimsof quackery
,
and health-fraudnews that may have
beenoverlooked
by thenationalmedia
.

An Herb to ForgetCat's Claw
by Varro E. Tyler
/Li7\ here's a jok e prese ntly mak ing the pentacyc lic (5-rin g) oxindo le alka lo ids,
~ rounds about the woman who , not inc ludin g ptero podin e , spec iophyllin e ,
realiz ing that the herb ca t's claw was so and mitraph ylline. Tests in small animals
named for its long curvin g thorn s, refu sed have shown that these co mpound s proto take it beca use she was a vegetarian . duced a number of effec ts which resulted
Now sc ience has co me up with a far bet- in a ge neral strengthenin g of the immun e
ter reaso n for caution in consuming this system. In other words, they help ed the
ancient fo lklor ic remedy derived from the anima ls resist disease. Other animal tes ts
trop ical vine Uncaria tome ntosa.
show ed acut e toxic ity to be low, and muCommonly refe 1Ted to by its Spani sh tagenic activity was not detecte d .
name u.fzade gato , the herb has bee n
Th e constituents of the other
chemoty pe of U. tomentosa are
popularized in the Un ited States
quite different. It contain s the
in rece nt years by South
tetracyc lic (4-rin g) ox indole
American immi gra nts. Sevalkaloids rhynchophylline
era l books in the Spanish
Recent studie,
and isorhynchophy 11ine,
language recommend it
reveal a big
which counteract the imfor a wide variety of
diseases
and sy nproblem with cat's munomodulatin g action
of the pentacyclic alkadrome s rangin g from
claw-there are
loid s found in th e
arthritis, cance r, and
other vari ety. They
AIDS to hemor kinds of
also exer t nega tiv e
rhoid s, ac ne , and
chron otropi c and inoPM S. The ev idence
tropi
c activities , slowof its util ity is anecthat are
ing and decreasing the
dotal. No substantial
indistinguishable
force of the heartbeat.
clinical studies of the
In
addition , they have a
efficacy of cat's claw
one fro,n another
seda
tive effect wh ich in
for any condition have
except
by
che,nical
high
doses
depre sses resever been publi shed in
pee r-reviewed medical
anafysis, and one piration and produ ces
ataxia (lack of mu scular cojo urnals.
Call } zurt you ordination).
Obviously , none of these
TroubleSigns
activities is des irabl e, and the tetraRecent studie s have shown that there is a
cyclic chemotype of cat 's claw when
significant problem associated with the mixed with the pentacyclic variety-as is
consumption of the plant that has been often the case in comm ercial sample scollected at random in the Peruvian junwill simpl y neutraliz e what ever beneficial
gle . lt turns out that there are two kind s of effect the latter may have on the conUncaria tomentosa that are distinguish- sum er's immun e system . Th e admixture
able one from another only on the basi s of is apparent ly not detectabl e by eithe r
their chemical constituents. Such plants
macroscopi c or microscopic exa min ation
which look alike but differ mark ed ly in of the herb ; it is readily observed by simtheir compo sition are referred to as ple chromatographic techniques (HPLC
chemot ypes (chemical type s) or chemoor TLC ). Yet these analytica l procedur es
vars (chemical varieti es).
are not routinely carried out on cat's claw
The root of one chemotype of U. to- product s in the Ameri can market.
mentosa contains quantitie s of seve ral
Becau se the two variet ies are not

two
Uncaria tomentosa
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Lookingfor nutritionandhealthinformation
onthe WorldWide Web
? Beware:
You're entering a vastlibrarysprinkledwith booby
traps Is thata solid pieceof nutritionreporting-or a pseudofact
readyto explode
on
contact
? This columnhelps youfigureout
whichis which.Followingisa listofsomeof
the best(mostreliable, useful) sites and
some of theworst(judgedunreliable
, weird
,
or worthless)
. Ratingsand comme
ntary are
byInternet-savvy
JohnH.Renner,
MD, presidentof the ConsumerHealthInformation
Resea
rch Institute (e-ma
il: drrenner@
msn.com
).
B E S T
http://www.hnrc.tufts.edu
This is the
online presence
of theJeanMayerU.S.Department
of AgricultureHuman
Nutrition
ResearchCenteron Agingat TuftsUniversity
.
This site includesinfoonthehuman
studies
program,
medicalandscientific resources
,
semina
rs andconfe
rences, scientific publications,
nutrition
resources,
andmuchmore
.
http://vm.cfsan.fda. gov/label.html
Wantto know just abouteverything
about
foodlabeling? This is theplaceto go-the
FDA'sonlineCenter
forFoodSafety
andAppliedNutrition
, FoodLabelingsection.
Lots
of background
infoandarticleson labeling
history,law, andresearch
aswell astips on
usingfoodlabelsto prevent
ortreatdiseases
likediabetes
andhypertension.
http://www
. niaid.nih.gov/factsheets/
allergyr.htmThis is theNational
Institute
of Allergy and InfectiousDiseases
' "Fact
Sheet."
It'sa listof resources
forpatients
livingwithallergies,including allergyhotlines
,
informationsourcesand network
s, and
NIAID
-supported
cente
rs (for treatment
, education,andreferrals).
http://odphp.osophs.dhhs.gov/
Online
site of theU.S. Offic
e of DiseasePrevention
andHealthPromo
tion. A goodplaceto goto
access
publication
s online, including
Dietary
Guidelin
esforAmericans,
Fourth
Edition.
W O R ST
http://www1.mhv.net/-donn/conq.
html
This is a multilevel
sales pagefor Hea
lth
Vision,anindependent
distributor
of PrimeQuestProducts
andsponsor of theDiet &
Weight Loss/FitnessHom
e Page
. Featuresa
weight
-lossandperfo
rmance
supplement
allegedly
based
onsecretresearch
doneinthe
formerSoviet Union
. Thesite is loadedwith
weirdreferenc
es, testimonials, before-andafterpictures,
andlots of unusualadvice.
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readily separated at the point of collection, it is difficult to prevent contamin ation of the potentially useful pentacyclic
variety with at least some of the negativeacting tetracyc lic one. Consequently, on
practical gro unds it is recommended that
the content of the latter type oxindole alkaloid s be limited to less than 0.02%.

The Gerson Diet
and Coffee Enemas
by Saul Green

~ he use of diets and coffee enemas to
DoesIt Work?

~ treat

The jury is still out on the effectiveness of
any type of cat's claw in stimulating the
activity of the human immune system. We
simply won't know its utility with any degree of accuracy until clinical trials have
been conducted on a substantial number of
subjects and the results published in peerreviewed medical journ als.
In the meantime, those wishing to
use cat's claw are best advised to restrict
consumpti on to products certified to be
free (or at least not containin g more than
0.02%) of tetracyclic oxindole alkaloids
as de termin ed by suitabl e analytica l
methods. Possibly at some futur e date,
specific botanica l characteristics will be
found that will enable the two chemical
varieties of Uncaria tomen tosa to be distinguished in the field. That would grea tly
simplify collection of the proper variety.
Until such time, the only assurance of
possible immun omodul atory efficacy of
cat 's claw is to use product s that have
been identified unequivocally by suitable
laboratory procedures. NF

Dr. Tyler is a Board Member ~f'N utrition
Forum ; a Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Pharmacognosy, Purdue University; and the auth or of Th e Honest
Herbal , a class ic in the fi eld.

Wewantto knowwhatyouthink. .. about
important
developmen
ts in nutritionmisinformation
andquac
keryandaboutpreWealso
vious article
s in NutritionForum.
invitequestions
ontopicsrelevant
to NF;
wehopeto answer
selected
quest
ionsin
upcomingissues
. Sendyour lettersto
Readers
' Forum
, P.O.Box 664, Amherst
,
NY14226-0664
ore-mailto fivaughn@
aol.com; pleaseincludeyour daytime
telephone
number.
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cancer is based on the teac hings of Max Gerson, a German MD who
practiced about 75 years ago when the biology of cancer was virtually unkno wn.
He believed that cancer was a degenerative disease that developed when aerobi c
energy metabolism in the liver and intestine was converted to anaerobi c metabolism by "poisons" fro m processe d foods.

AnOldIdea
The idea that purges could rid the body of
its "co rrupt humors" has been pract iced
by "healers" since the fifth century. Proponents promoting coffee enemas still believe that "an unpoisoned body" po ssesses reserves that can recognize and destroy cance r. Gerson 's treatment require s
patients to have a prolonged period of
detoxifica tion with coffee enemas and to
adhere, for life if possible, to a diet of
jui ces from raw fruits, vegetables, and
calf liver, all produ ced without pesticides
or fertilizers and prepared without sugar,
starch, salt, or artificial coloring.
Proponents of the Gerson treatment
allege that normal ce lls depend on oxyge n
and oxidizing enzymes to maintain aerobic metabolism. When this syste m is poisoned by "toxins" in processe d foo ds, it
falls back into anaerobic metabolism, produces inferior energy, and becomes cancer. Detox ification is accompli shed with
enemas containin g coffee because coffee
stimul ates liver bile produ ction and activates an enzyme , glutathi one-S-t ra nsferase, which neutralizes the free radicals
in the blood. The coffee enema causes the
toxin-l aden bile to be flushed out of the
gallbladd er into the intestines and throu gh
the colon to be excreted. Gerson has
stated that fo r a patient to be "healed," the
patient' s body must be detoxified. After
Exce rpted from " Pseudosc ience in Alte rn ative Med icine," Skepti cal Inquirer, Sep t/Oc t l997 . Reprinted
by perm ission.
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detoxificat ion, he says , the esse ntial organs will destroy the cancer by an inflammatory allergic reac tion. Healing is activated by the special diet of natural nontoxic foo ds that includ e " ionize d minerals
of the potass ium group , jui ces of green
leaves and raw calv es liver, thyro id extract , and iodine."'

Litanyof Errors
Over the last 30 years the scientific literature has shown that: carcinogens are not
respira tory poisons; most respiratory poisons are not carc inogens; oxyge n does not
inhibit the growt h of cancer cells either in
vitro or in vivo; the absence of oxygen
does not indu ce or acc elerate cancer
grow th; effec tive antican cer dru gs are the
ones that affect DNA synthesis and not
fem1entation; energy from fermentation is
not inferior by any meas ure; tumors increase oxidative metabolis m of fats and
car bohydrates to ga in energy; and there is
no eviden ce of the "poiso ning" of aerobic
metabolism in tumor cells.2
The hepatology litera ture does not
show that bile is a vehicle for toxin removal. A prim ary function of bile is to
move metabolites from the liver to body
tissues. To conserve bile and to ensure
that the metabolites it carries are not lost
durin g trans it throu gh the intestine, more
than 95% of the bile entering the intestine
is reabsorbed and return ed to the liver before it reaches the colon. If Gerson's postulate were true, toxins carr ied in the bile
would not be excre ted but would recirculate throu gh the body endlessly.3
Coffee does not stimulate bile production; it causes release of bile from the
gallbladder. Bile does not contain glutathione, and glutathion e is not a precursor for bile fonnation .•
In the short term , the action of an
enema causes an insignifican t loss of bile
from the intestine. But the amount of bile
lost from frequent enem as over a period

of months is apprecia ble. Under such circumstances , seve re nut ritional co nsequences associated with malab sorption
can and do result.'
The pathogenesis of inflammation
and its role in the immun e system have
been defined in studies showing that inflammation suppresses fat metabolism and
cellular oxidations, and increases the rate
of glycolysis, tissue wasting, septic shock,
and hemorrhagic necrosis in all cells, normal and malignant. Proponents of the Gerson treatment have never shown that there
is a "healing" inflammatory process that
focuses specifically on tumor cells.
Finally, Gerson proponents have never
identified the "poisons" in processed foods
and have never shown them to be present in
voided enema fluids or that an all-natural
diet of the juices of raw fruits, vegetables,
and calf liver can stimulate any kind of
"healing." All the evidence in the scientific
literature today indicates that mutagenesis,
and not the interference with oxidative metabolism, is the cause of cancer.6 NF
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"scientific
ally shownto establishand
maintain
propermetaboli
c rate
s assist
ing the bodyin burningfat whilepreservingleanmuscle mass."
ADASARENOWDAIS
TheInstitute
of Medicine
hasbegunissuinga series of reports
onDietary
ReferenceIntakes
(DRls),
whichwill update
andexpand
theRecommended
Dietary
Allowances (RDA
s) set by theNational
Academyof Science
s since1941.The
first reportreviews
calcium
, phosphorus, magne
sium, vitaminD, andfluoride,all of whichare relatedto bone
health
. Its keyadviceis thatAmericans
andCanadian
s at risk for osteoporo
sis
shouldconsume between
1,000 and
1,300 milligram
s of calciumper day.
Thereportcanbepurcha
sedbycalling
(800)624-6242
; or sending$39to the
Nation
al Academy
Press, 201Constitution Ave,N.W.
, Washington
, DC20418
;
or orderingit at a discount online
(http://www.nap.edu/low).
Thefull
text canalso be readonline.Nutriti
on
Forumwill carrya detailed
summary
in
thenext issue.
FTCSETTLES
WITHPROMINENT
ADAGENCY
InJuly, theFTCannounced
a propo
sed
agreement
settlingcharges thatJ. Walter
Thomp
sonUSA
, Inc., engaged
indeceptive advertising
practices
. Theads involvedvariationsof theclaimthat9 out
of 10JennyCraigclient
s wouldrecommendtheprogram
to a friend
. TheFTC
allegedthatthead agencyhadfalsely
claimedthat competent
research
had
supported
theclaims.OneFTCcommissionernotedthattheadagency
hadcontinuedto baseclaim
s ona flawedstudy
"evenafterit hadreceived
contradictory
results
froma morereliable
studythatit
had commi
ssioned
." Thecase representsthefourthtimethatJ. W.ThompsonhassettledFTCcharges
thatit had
misrepresented
surveyor test result
s in
advertising
forvarious
clients
. Thecase
is significant
because
advertising
agenciesarenotusuallyheldresponsible
for
theirdeceptive
creations
.
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MOONBOOSTS
NATUROPATHY
TheUniversity
ofBridgeport
has launched
a naturopathy
college
, the fourthsuch
schoolin the UnitedStates. Theuniversity, ownedby the Rev
. Sun Myung
Moon
's Unification
Church
, openedits
chiropra
ctic collegein 1991.Alternati
ve
andComplementary
Ther
apies(anoffbeat
journal)statesthatthenewcollege,
the
Professors' World PeaceAcademy
(PWPA)
, received
a $30milliongrant"to
exploreeleven
newarea
s, including
alternativemedicine
." Naturopathic
methods
and modalitie
s include"naturalfood
s"
diets
, vitamins,herbs,tissueminerals
,
cellsalts, manipulation
, massage
, exercise, diathermy
, coloni
c enema
s,
acupuncture
, naturalchildbirth,homeopathy
, and minorsurgery.Although
naturopaths
claimthattheirapproach
is
preventive
as well as therapeutic
, they
tendto oppo
se immunization.
PWPA
,
founded
byRev.
Moon,is described
onits
websiteas"a tax-exemptnon-profit
education
al organization
founded
to support
theacademic
community
's roleinthepursuitofworldpeace.
"
ATTORNEY
SUES
AROMATHERAPY
COMPANY
SanDiegoattorney
MorseMehrban
has
fileda civil lawsuitagainst
AromaVera
,
Inc.,aleading
manufacturer
ofaromatherapy supplie
s and otherpersonal-care
products
. Thesuitcharge
s thatthecompanyviolatedCalifornia
's Business and
Profe
ssions Codeby adverti
sing more
than70false claimsaboutvariou
s products.Mehrban
disputes
thattheproducts
canpromote
health
andwell-being
, rela
x
thebody
, relax themind,enhance
mood
,
purifytheair, neutralize
effects
ofairpollution, relievefatigue
, tonethe body,
nourish
theskin, promote
circulation
, alleviatefeminine
cramp
s, or do variou
s
otherthingsclaimedby the company
.
Proponents
describearomatherapy
as
"thetherapeutic
useoftheessentialoilsof
plants
." Theydescribetheoilsas highly
[continued
onpage38}

QuotableQuote
"Advertising,
notscience
, is thelifeblood
of 'alternative
' treatments
."-Saul Green
,
PhD,Skeptical
Inquirer,
Sept/Oct
1997
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CONSUMER
PROTECTION
BOOKLET
The 12-pagebooklet"Who Cares
:
Sourcesof Information
AboutHealth
CareProducts
andServices"
provides
simpletipsabouthearing
aids,prescription-drug
switching
, nursing
homes
, alternativemedicines
, cataractsurgery,
arthritis
cures
, direct-mail
schemes
, and
abusive
caregivers.
Freecopiesareobtainable
fromtheFTCPublicReference
Branch,
Room130,6thSt.andPennsylvania Ave., N.W.
, Washington
, DC
20850
.

[continued
frompage37]
concentrated
substances
extracted
from
flowers,
leaves
, stalks,fruits,androots
,
andalsodistilled
fromresins.
Proponents
allege
thattheoilscontain
hormones
, vitamins,antibiotics
, andantiseptics
and
represent
the "life force
," "spirit," or
"soul" of theplant.Theoilsareusually
administered
in smallquantities
through
inhalation
, massage,
or otherskinapplications
. Mehrban
's suitseeksrestitution
forconsumers
, cessation
ofthese
claims
,
andpayment
of reasonable
attorney
fees
andcosts.Earlier
thisyearhefiledasimilaroneagainst
acolontherapist.

'ALTERNATIVE
MEDICINE'
CLAIMS
DEBUNKED
TheSept/Oct
1997issueofSkeptical
Inquirermagazine
examines
claimsfor
sharkcartilage
, homeopathy
, andfour
otheraspects
of "alternative
medicine.
"
Singlecopiescost$7.50. An introductory(six-issue)
subscription
canbeobtainedfor$16.95 bycalling(800)6341610
.

OSTEOPOROSIS
REPORT
Harvard
Publications
Group
haspublished
anexcellent
38-page
booklet
covering
osteoporosis
risk factors
, consequences,
prevention,
treatment,
andscreening.
It is
available
for$16fromDept.
OST
, P.O. Box
380,Boston
, MA02117
.

HERBAL
ECSTASY
WARNING
In a settlement
withthe Federal
Trade
Commission
(FTC)
, the company
that
makesHerbalEcstasy
, an herbalstimulant,hasagreed
to placeawarning
onits
labelaboutthesafety
andpotential
health
risksofthis"natural
herbal
high."TheFTC
alleged
thatGlobal
WorldMedia
Corporationandits owner,
SeanShayan
, advertisedtheproduct
as "100%natural
and
absolutely
safe
" despite
evidence
ofhealth
risksandthedeath
ofa college
student
in
Florida.
Theagreement
alsostatesthat
safety
claimsin futureadsmustbesubstantiated
byscientific
evidence
. Inaddition, thecompany
hasagreed
to quitadvertising
Ecstasy
andothersimilarproductsin mediawithpredominantly
young
audiences
. (Adsappeared
onNickelodeon
andMTVin somelocalcablemarkets.)
Ephedra
is themainingredient
in Herbal
Ecstasy
. It is a stimulant
thataffects
both
thecentral
nervous
system
andtheheart
.
TheFDAhascitedatleast800injuries
and
17deaths
linked
totheherbal
stimulant.

• Diet is the principal cause of hyperactivity.

How to Spot a 'Quacky' Web Site
by Stephen Barrett, MD

FalseStatements
about
'Alternative'
Methods
Untrustworthy promoters say that . ..
• Acupuncture is effective against a long
list of diseases.
• Chelation therapy is an effective substitute for bypass surgery.
• Chuopractic treatment is effective
against a large number of diseases .
• Herbs are generally superior to prescription drugs.
• Homeopathic products are effective
remedies.
• Spines should be checked and adjusted
regularly by a chiropractor.

/1i?\ he best way to avoid being quacked
~ is to reject quackery's promoters.
Each bulleted item below is an indicator
that a web site is not a trustworthy information source because whoever selects
the material is not trustworthy. Someone
is deemed untrustworthy if they engage in
deception (as defined below) or make
false statements about nutrition, "alternative" methods, or dental care. (These criteria also work for other sources of information such as books , magazines, and
even health professionals.)

use, or (3) failure to provide advice indicating who should not use the products .
During the past 25 years, I have never
encountered a seller who did not do at
least one of these three things.
• Any site used to market or promote
homeopathic products . No such products have been proven effective.
• Any site that generally promotes "alternative" methods. There are more than a
thousand "alternative" methods. The
vast majority are Worthless.

GeneralIndicators

Untrustworthy promoters say that . ..

Untrustworthy promoters say that . ..

•
•
•
•

• Fluoridation is dangerous .
• Mercury-amalgam ("silver ") fillings
should be removed because they make
people sick.
• All teeth with root canals should be removed because they make people
sick . NF

• Any site used to market herbs or dietary
supplements. Although some of these
sites are useful, I do not believe it is possible to run a profitable business selling
such products without some form of deception. Deception includes: (1) lack of
full disclosure of the facts, (2) promotion
or sale of products that lack a rational
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FalseStatements
aboutNutrition FalseDentalCareStatements
Everyone should take vitamins.
Vitamins are effective against stress .
Taking vitamins gives people more energy.
Organic foods are safer and/or more nutritious than ordinary foods.
• Losing weight is easy.
• Special djets can cure cancer.
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/Book Reviews

I

Analysis
andRatings
How accurate and useji,d is the nutrition
information in that book ? Would a reputable reviewer recommen d the book to
professionals and consume rs ? These are
rhe two questions that Nutrition Forum
book reviews are intended to answer. So
the reviews not only offer analyses but
also rate each book as either RECOMMENDED , NOT RECOMMENDED , or
RECOMMEND ED WITH RESERVATIONS , depending on the book's factual
accuracy, reliance on scient!fic research
methods , and usefulness to readers. Readers who would like to see specific books
reviewed may send their suggestions (or
copies of books) to Nutrition Forum Book
Reviews , P.O. Box 664 , Amherst , NY
14226-0664 .

therapy with patentable "synthetic" sex
horm ones.
The intention of this book is to populari ze an altern ative therapy , namely " natural born1one repla cement. " And it does
an intensive job. However , very, very little
evidence is provided that a swi tch might
be better. So Lhe book is aimed mainly at
discrediting conventional ERT as practiced now, but specifically the allegedly
ignorant memb ers of the American Medica l Association who the authors say
should know better and not prescribe
"sy nth etic s" when "natur al" chemicals
are avai labl e (now extracted as highly
proce ssed and chemically converted substances from wild yams). The authors also
portra y th e ethi ca l dru g indu stry as
mon ey- hun gry and critici ze it for semching for and mass-producin g medicines
that are "safe and effec tive" (a req uir ement under federal law).
The Food and Drug Administration
receiv es bri ckbats also beca use it requir es
a lengthy and expensive approval process .
So expensive, say the authors, that natur al
horm one adherents have not (yet) done
the researc h to mak e a New Drug Application. What I, as an editor of the Journa l
ol Food Science, find particulmly noteworthy is the allegation that "t he Journal
of the American Medical Association, the
New England Journal of Medicine, and
other top-of-the-line medical journals me
completely in the dark about the use of
natural hormones. Their use isn't taught
in any medical school or by any ph,urnaceutical company, the other so urce for
nearly all conventional phy sician s. With
no multinational drug indu stry to pay the
enormous costs, the large definitive studies that might demon strnte the efficacy
and safety of natural hormone s will li.kely
neve r be clone." So here it is, a rigoro us
evaluation of those wild yam chemicals
ha s not been conducted and, therefore ,
there is no reliable information about their
safe use and effectiveness. Yet the authors
want to vigorously promote them.
But when one believes in a concept,
as the authors do, it' s only natural to embrace it and to push it. Th e booklet is
praiseworthy in that it use s lay language
to teach female endocrinology, especially
the menopausal phase . But instead of presenting clear evidence, with actual cita-

HypeandHormones
ManfredKroger
Natural Hormone Replacement
by
Jonathan V. Wri ght, MD, and John Morgenthaler (Petaluma, CA: Smart Publications, 1997) , 128 pp., $9.95 (paperback)
On July 2, 1997 , USA Today reported the
results of its CNN/Gallup poll on estrogen
therapy for women. More than half of age s
30-49 surveyed said they would use estrogen replacement therapy (ERT) when
menopausal. And about 41 % of women
18-29 years old and over 65 said they
would consider ERT. In the 50-64 age
group only one-third would consider it.
One can easily calculate the tremendous mark et that exists for hormone replacement. It is so big that ours could be
called the Age of Hormone Replacement.
Most women do want to escape from the
discomforts of "Menopause Hell," and
now they can and do so with the products
of American drug manufacturers. Provera® and Premarin ® have become muchused terms among American women. Thi s
estrogen therapy is done under the guidance of physicians and is called "co nventional hormone therapy " or replacement
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tions instead of allusions to "Japanese scienti sts or evidence accumul ated in Europe ," the authors attack the dominant
therapy which they wish to eradicate.
However, the I 0-pag e chapter called
" Hormone Replacement
and Cancer"
does Iist 13 references.
So the thread throughout the book is
a harangue against synthetic honnone replacement. Premarin ® and Provera ® are
portrayed as cont1ibutors to various ailments, whereas natural horn1one repl acement comes out with flying colors (and
only skimpy traceable evidence) not only
with regard to menopause symptoms, but
especially osteoporo sis, heart dise ase,
cancer, and senility. More than that, the
book unab ashedly cla ims and promis es
for natural ERT such major achievements
as better sex drive; prevention of senjlity
and Alzheimer's disease; improved sleep,
mood, and memory ; prevention and
restoration of bone loss; protection against
hemt disease and stroke; reduced risk of
cancer and depression ; and improvement
of cholesterol levels . Of co urse , "the other
stuff " doesn't do all that.
Incidentally, the currently and freely
available DHEA and melatonin are also
prai sed as wonder drugs similar to estrone , es tradiol , and estriol obt ained from
the Mexican wild yarn.
The book is a broadside against the
es tabli shment and for alternative (natural)
Jiving. It will appeal to folks who have
embraced the elimination/minimization
of drug s; learned how to se lf-pres cribe vitamins , miner als, and botanical remedie s;
harnes sed the natural energies contained
in homeopathic remedie s; and who use
acupuncture, massage , chiropractic, and
osteopathy. Almost par enthetically , in an
afterword , the authors rant against the
evils of modern life: food additives, pesticide residue s, impure drinking water, and
water fluoridation/chlorination
. Also,
with one stroke, the authors would eliminate all sweetness from the supermmkets,
sugar, and artificial sugar substitutes.
As sc ientific literature this book is
embarrassingly shallow; as sales literature
it is dowmight insulting to the questioning and critical consumer. If nah1ral hormone replacement is to ever become more
widely accepted, its proponents should
come forth with a better marketing
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scheme than this book and less of a discreditation of the "other side."
The book will not appeal to scientists
and the majority of health professionals.
It is obviously aimed at the mass market.
There must be millions of people who
will buy this book and even seek out practitioners of NHR . After all, the front cover
promises, for women over 45 , to "live
longer, achieve vibrant health , enhance
your sex life, and look and feel years
younger." Insights into any one of those
ought to be worth the price of the book .
Look for your copy at the next charity
book sale where people donate the things
they don't consider valuable.
Editor 's Note : Wright cofo unded the now
defunct American Quack Asso ciation and
has served as board chairman and president of the National Health Federation , a
group that has opposed government regulation of quackery.

NOT RECOMMENDED

HerbalAssertions
VarroE. Tyler
Ask the Doctor: Herbs and Supplements
for Better Health by DerTick M. DeSilva
Jr., MD (Loveland , CO: Interweave Press ,
1997), 160 pp. , $12.95 (paperback)
This slin1volume, w1itten in a rather inefficient question-and-answer format, suggests
remedies, many of them herbal , for a wide
variety of common diseases and afflictions.
Unfortunately, none of the assertions regarding the efficacy of the proposed remedies is referenced, so the only authority for
them is the author, the physician-host of a
popular syndicated radio show.
Here are just a few of Dr. DeSilva 's
assertions I wou ld like to see documented: kava counteracts lethargy in depressed patients (p. 13); aloe vera gel is a
stool softener (pp. 24 , 138); cayenne pepper and prickly ash stimulate circulation
of the blood (p. 49); motherwort regulates
heartbeat (p. 52); horse chestnut is the
same as the Ohio buckeye (p. 55); goldenseal boosts the immune system (pp. 73 ,
I 5 l); garlic has a strong antivira l action
(p. 90); shark cartilage has anti-inflammatory properties (p. I 07); dong quai

-

quickly relieves PMS symptoms (p. 116);
burdock root purifies the blood (p. 122);
wild yam has estrogenic activity (p. 125);
and wild yam and damiana will help sustain penile erection (p. 13 I).
Then there are some curious omissions in the book: the tannin complex
from balm is not mentioned as a well-researched and effective treatment for cold
sores. Chastebeny is not discussed as the
premier herbal treatment for premenstrual
syndrome . Siberian ginseng (eleuthero) ,
ginkgo biloba, and blue cohosh are all
recommended as treatm ents for the symptoms of menopause , but none of these
herbs has ever been proven to relieve
them. Considerat ion of black cohosh , the
best proven herbal treatment, is entire ly
lacking.
Several of the author 's pet themes
recur with amazing frequency throughout
the book. The acidophilus bacillus is repeated ly recommended in connec tion with
a wide variety of afflictions. The need to
drink pure water is also a constant theme .
I certainly agree with his judgment that
bottled water provides no assurance of
quality . Cayenne pepper (capsicum) is
proposed again and again for many conditions, but no mention is made of the use of
capsaicin ointment to relieve arthritis pain.
The herb is said both to raise and to lower
blood pressure. Again , references here
would be most welcome.
I have a personal antipathy towards
reference books that are not well i11dexed.
This one certainly is not. The so-caJled
index is really an expanded table of con tents simply listing the condition s and diseases discu ssed. Not a single treatment ,
herb , or drug is listed in it.
The book is well printed with useful
co lored illustrations and an attractively
designed paper cover. It is interesting to
read, but for the reasons stated above , I
can only rate it:

NOT RECOMMENDED

Studying
Studies
ManfredKroger
Studies Show: A Popular Guide to Understanding Scientific Studies by John
H. Pennick (Amherst , NY: Prometheus
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Books , 1997) , 240 pp. , $17 .95 (paperback)
Almost daily we hear about this or that
study telling us about health risks, human
behavior , environmental pollution, social
trends, the benefits of nutrients or supplements, and much more. The decisions of
consumers , professional s, and public policy makers are great ly influenced by these
" news flashes. " Original reports are
lru·gely incomprehensible to lay readers
because they are addressed to research
peers. The re t of us receive filtered , popularized , interpreted , simplified , condensed versions. That is good, but also
reason for concern in that we now must
also critically exan1ine the secondary report which may or may not be accurate .
Most studies suffer from scientific jargon
and the intricacies of the subject itself,
and research finding s are invariably given
various "mysterious " statistical examinations. These make the results meaningful.
However, if and when data manipulation
is misapplied , the conclusion of a study
will become meaningless . John H. Fenn.ick is a professional statistics analyst and
just the right person to give us a clear,
even humorous, introduction to statistics
and steer us cleru· of such pitfalls . If you
ru·e a willing student , his book can enhance your critical thinking as well as
help you make sense of science news reports. Your level of numeracy will rise and
benefit you ever after.
In a lighthearted, conversational way,
he takes us not only through the statistics
vocabulary (average , samp ling, con-elation , confidence level, variable , vru·iance,
distribution , standard deviation , null hypothesis , probability, linear regression
analysis , etc.) , but also into the realm of
statistical gan1esmanship , risk analysis,
and decision making based on data, facts,
and scientific evidence (as opposed to
emotions , wishful thinking , political expediency , or whatever other human
frailty). An educated citizen must know
about numbers and their meanings. The
statistically challenged person will always
be subject to fraud , trickery , and exploitation. This book is like a roadmap guiding
you through the news of science and technology.

RECOMMENDED

SCIENTISTS
WANTTO
ABOLISH
THEOAM
Prominent scientists are callingfor the
abolishment
of theNIHOffice of Alterna
tiveMedicine (OAM
), sayingthat theofficeis tarnishing the goodnam
e of the
NIHandthatthe OAMpromotestheories
thatareincom
patiblewiththethe lawsof
physicsIn responseto the introduction
of H.R.1055 by Rep. Peter DeFazio, a
bill thatwould increasefundingto the
OAMand elevateit to the status of an
NIHcenter, scientists are calling for
fundingto be drastically cut or eliminated entirely.The scientists oppo
se the
OAMbeca
usetheybelievethat it is not
scientific in its approach to alternativ
e
medicine. They maintainthat the OAM
shou
ld beheld to standards of scientific
exce
llenceandpeerreviewandpointout
that the OAM is not planning or conducting anyobjectivestudiesofalternativetherapies.Robert Parkof the Ameri
canPhysica
l Societysays,"The OAMis
providingcove
r formedical quackery of
eve
ry sort." He contend
s that alternative
medici
ne is a "hodg
e-podge of totally
unrelated techniques"andthatthetherapiesshouldbe rese
archedbyappropri
ate institutesandcenters withintheNIH.
GINKGO
BILOBA
DOESWELLIN TEST
A well-designed 52-wee
k clinical trial
hasfound that a Ginkgobiloba extract
helpedsome patients withmildto mod,
erate dementi
a (JAMA278:1327-1332
1997
). The studyfollow
ed morethan
200 patients, half of whomreceived
a
fixeddoseof EGb761
, a Ginkgoextract
usedin Europ
e.Theauthorsconcluded:
(a)EGbwas safeandappears capableof
stabilizingand, in a substantial
number
of cases
, improving
thecognitiveperformance
andthe socialfunctioning
of dementedpatient
s for6 month
s to 1 year;
and (b) the trial does not indicate
whether benefits would be sustained.
Rep
rints canbe obtained
fromDr.Pierre
L. LeBars.NewYorkInstituteforMedical
Res
earch, 150WhitePlain
s Rd., Tarrytown
, NY 10591
.
[continuedon page 45}

Doing the DRis
A no-nonsense guide to the nation s
new nutritiona l yardsticks
by Stephen Barrett, MD
he Dietary Refe re nce Int akes
(DRis) are nutr ient-based refe rence
values fo r use in planning and assess ing
diets and for other purposes. T hey are intended to replace the Reco mm ended Dietary Allowa nces (RDAs) that have been
published since 194 1 by the Na tional
Acade my of Sc iences. They are being de termi ned by the Standin g Com mittee on the Scientific Eva luation
of D ietary Refere nce In takes
of the Foo d and N utrition
Board, Institute of Me dicin e (IOM), Nat ional
Aca demy of Sciences ,
with help fro m Hea lth
Ca nada. The TOM is a
pri vate, nonprofi t organization that prov ides
hea lth po licy adv ice
under a co ngress iona l
charter grant ed to the
Nat iona l Aca demy of
Sciences.
The DRJs will be released in a series of se ven repo rts. The first repo rt, published
in August 1997 , cove rs nutrients re lated
to bone hea lth (ca lc ium , phos phoru s,
m agnesium , vitamin D, and fluoride).
Sub sequent volumes will consider: (1)
fo late and other B vitamin s; (2) antiox idants (e.g ., vitamin s C and E, se lenium );
(3) macro nutri ents (protei n, fa t, carbohydra tes); (4) trace elements (e.g ., iro n,
zinc); (5) elec trolytes and water; and (6)
oth er foo d components (e.g., fiber, phytoes troge ns). The firs t repo rt was fun ded
by the FDA, the US DA Agricultural Re-

sea rch Service, and the National Heart,
Lung, and Bl ood Institut e. Th e IOM
hopes that a]] of the reports will be release d by the yea r 2000 .

A NewApproach
Th e RD As have served as the benchmark
of nutritional adequacy in the U nited
States. M ore than 20 years ago,
they were defi ned as: "T he lev els of intake of esse ntial nutrients that, on the bas is of
scientifi c know ledge, are
jud ged by the Foo d and
Nutriti on Boar d to be adequat e to meet the
known nutrient needs of
pra ct ica lly all hea lth y
perso ns."
Sc ientific knowledge
about the roles of nutrients has expa nded dram atically since the RD As were
firs t publi shed. Many studi es
have exa mi ned relatio nships betwee n diet and chron ic disease .
Th e Food and Nutriti on Board has responded to these developm ents by changing its basic appro ac h to settin g nutrient
reference values.
Th e DRi s reflect a shift in emph asis
from preve ntin g defic iency to dec reas ing
the risk of chro nic disease throu gh nutrition . Th e RDA s were bas ed on the
amount s needed to pro tec t aga inst defic iency diseas es. Wh ere adequate scientific data exis t, the DRl s will include levels that ca n help prevent cardi ovas cul ar

The DR/s
reflect a shift in
emphasis from
preventing
deficiency to
decreasing the
risk of chronic
disease through
nutrition.
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disease, osteoporosis, certain cancers, and
oth er disea ses that are diet-related . Instead of a single category, the DRl s will
encompa ss at least four :
from@ PrometheusBooks
1. Estim ated Average Requir ement
(EAR): Th e intak e that meets the estiPublisher
mated nutrient need of 50% of the indiPAUL
KURTZ
vidu als in a specific group . Thi s figure
Editor
will be used as the basis for developin g
LEWIS
VAUGHN
the RDA and can be used by nutriti on policy-make rs to evalu ate the adequa cy of
Consulting
Editor
nutri ent intakes for popul ation group s.
STEPHEN
BARRETT
, MD
2. Re co mm end ed
Dietary
AlSeniorAssociate
Editors
low
ance
(RDA):
The
intake
that
mee
ts
the
MANFRED
KROGER
, PHO
nutri ent need of almost all (97 to 98%) of
MICHAEL
K. BOTTS
, Esn.
the health y individu als in a spec ific age
Associate
Editors
and gender group . The RDA should be
GREGORY
L. SMITH
used in guidin g indi vidu als to achieve adBETH
FONTENOT
equate nutrient intak e aimed at decreasing
EditorialBoard
the risk of clu·onic disease . It is based on
KURT
BUTLER
, MS
estim ating an average requir ement plu s
JOHNE.DODES,
DDS
an increase to acco unt for the variation
JOHANNA
DWYER
, ScD
within a particular group. The amount of
SAULGREEN
, PHO
VICTOR
HERBERT
, MD, JD
scientific evidence available allowed the
WILLI
AM T JARVIS
, PHO
DRI co mmittee to ca lculate RDA s for
JAMES
J. KENNEY
, PHO
, RD
ph osphorus and magnesium . If indi vidual
MARILYNN
LARKIN
varia tion in requir ements is well defined,
WILLIAM
M. LONDON
, EoD
, MPH
the RDA is set at 2 standard deviations
JAMES
A. LOWELL,
PHO
IRAMILNER
, RD
above the EA R, which means it should be
GABE
MIRKIN
, MD
high enough to mee t the needs of at least
GRACE
POWERS
MONACO
, Esn.
97-9 8% of the populati on. If sufficient
JOHNH. RENNER
, MD
dat a are not ava ilable, the RDA is set at
, MD
WALL
ACESAMPSON
1.2 x EAR.
VARRO
E. TYLER
, PHO, Seo
3. Adequate Intak e (AI): When sufCopyEditor
fici ent scientific evidence is not available
MARY
A. READ
to estim ate an average requir ement, AdeProduction
Editor
quate Intakes (Al s) will be set. These are
BRUCE
CARLE
deti ved though experimental or obser vation al data that show a mea n intak e which
app ears to sustain a desired indi cator of
health , such as calcium retention in bon e.
Nummo
NFORUM
(ISSN1093-4545
), © 1997
Th
e Al s should be used as a goa l for indiPrometheu
s Books,
is publishedbimonthlyfor
vidu
al intake where no RDA s ex ist. Th e
$35.00 (individuals
in U.S. andCanada)
or
DRI
co mmittee set Al s for calcium , vita$50 (institutional
, overseas) peryear byProD,
and fluoride.
mjn
metheusBooks
, 59 John GlennDrive,
4 . Tol era ble U pper Int ake Leve l
Amherst
, NY 14228-2197.Second-cla
ss
postagepaidat Buffalo
, NY.POSTMASTER
:
(UL ): The maximum intake by an indiSendaddres
s change
s to Prometheus
Books
vidual that is unlik ely to po se risks of adat theaddre
ss above
. Subscriptioninform
averse health effects in almost all health y
(716)691--0133
; fax
tion: (800)421--0351,
individu als in a specified group. The UL
(716)691--0137.
Backissues$7.00.Manuis not intend ed to be a reco mmended level
scriptsandalleditorial
correspondence
should
of intake, and there is no established benbedirected
toLewis
Vaughn
, Nutrit
ionForum
,
efit fo r indi vidual s to consume nutri ents
, NY14226--0664
oreP.O
. Box664, Amherst
at levels abov e the RDA or AI. Th e term
mailtofivaughn@aol.com.
"tolerable upper intake level" was cho sen
to avoid implying a possible beneficial ef-
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feet. For mo st nutrient s, it refers to total
intake from food , fortified food , and supplement s.

WhatTheyMean
Th e DRl s are intend ed to apply to the
health y general popul ation . RDA s and
Al s are dietary intake value s that should
minimi ze the risk of developin g a condition or sign that is associated with that nutrient in question and that has a negative
function al outc ome . Th ey refe r to avera ge
daily intake over one or more weeks.
Th ey should not neces sarily be expected
to replet e individual s who are already
malnouri shed and may not be adequate
fo r disease states m arked by incre ased requir ements.
Indi vidual s known to have diseases
that greatly increase requir ements, or who
have increased sensitivity to developing
adverse effe cts associated with higher intakes, should be guid ed by qualified medical and nutriti on per sonn el.
Th e committ ee ca utioned that nutrient intak e less than the RD A does not necessar ily mean that a given individual is
not ge ttin g enough of that nutri ent.
Hea lthy indi vidu als who meet the AI have
a low risk of inadequ ate intak e . Howe ver,
an intak e well below the RDA or AI
would be a reaso n to assess the indi vidual's nutrition al status throu gh laboratory
test ing or clinical examination . The IOM

[continued
on page44]
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11you find anynewsor information
that
maybe of interestto our readers-such
aspublished
articles
, newsreports
, press
releases, or relevantpersonal experience-please send it to us. Mail it to
Forum
, P.O.Box
LewisVaughn
, Nutrition
664, Amherst
, NY14226-0664
. We'reespeciallyinterestedin receivinginformation aboutenforcement
actions by state
agencies
, lawsuitsbyvictims of quackery
,
and health-fraudnews that may have
beenoverlooked
by thenationalmedia
.

Why Nutritionis t Licensing
Is Impor tant
uring the past 60 years, perhaps 50
individu als w ithout valid credentials
have pretended to be medical doc tors and
actually managed for a tim e to practice. It
is unlikely that anyo ne has eve r bee n exposed as a fake dentist, podi atrist, optometrist, or eve n chiroprac tor. But in nutriti on, nonacc redit ed co rres pond ence
schools and other organi zations hav e issued thousands of "deg ree s" and ce rtificates that sugges t that the recipient
is a qualified exper t in nutrition. These doc um ents are
prom oted as though they are
equi valent in mea ning to
esta blished crede ntialswhich they are not.
The most prominen t
n o n a cc red i ted scho ol
was Donsbach University
of Huntin gton Beac h, California, whose president,
Kurt Donsbach, D.C., has
been involved in doze ns of
questionable health and nutrition ventu res. Most "textbooks"
required for the school's basic curriculum were book s written for the general
public by promoters of dub ious nutrition
practices. A typical "degree" progra m too k
less than a year to complete . Graduat es typically referred to themse lves as " nutriti on
consultants," a term also used by some reputable nutritionists. T he school cease d operations in 1987 , but some of its "graduates" are still in practice.
Bernadea n University, of Van N uys ,
Ca liforni a, offe red "nutri tio ni st" and
"cancer resea rcher" certifi ca tes , "mas ter 's
degrees," and "Ph .D . deg rees" in acupun cture, reflexo logy , irid ology , natur opathy, homeopathy, and nutrition. Di etitian Virg inia Aron son too k the "nutritionist" course and reported that she go t high
grades on all tes ts wh ether she put dow n
correct answers or not. In 1982, Bernadean was ordered to cease operati ons because it was not authori zed by the stat e.
However, it is still functi oning . Bern adea n's most promin ent alumnu s is "Dr."

Ri chard Pass wate r, author of Sup ernutr ition and sev eral other book s.
"N utr ition co nsult ants" wh o w ish to
acquir e add itional "credentials" ca n j oin
the A merica n Assoc iation of Nutri tional
Co nsult ants, w hi ch issues ce rtifi ca tes
suitab le fo r fra min g and pu blishes a di rec tory and a mo nthly newspa per. Its
"profess io na l mem bershi p" appli cat io n
as ks only fo r the ap pl ica nt's name and
addr ess plu s $5 0. Severa l invest igator s, includin g Stephen Ba rrett , MD , ha ve e nro lled
house ho ld pe ts as professional me mbers.
In respo nse to the
flaun tin g of dubi ous crede ntials, dietiti ans hav e
ga ined passage of laws to
reg ul ate nu triti o nists in
38 sta tes and the D istrict
of Co lumbi a. So me make
it illega l fo r unqu alifie d
perso ns to call themselves
d ie titi a ns or nutriti oni sts,
w hil e oth ers de fin e nutriti on
prac tice and who is e ligible to pra ctice. T he most basic requir ement fo r Iice nsure is co mpl etion of acc redit ed train ing. O ppo nents c lai m that bills of thi s
type are mot ivat ed by greed and an int ention to creat e a monopo ly for one schoo l
of thought. T he rea l iss ues, howeve r, is
publi c protection .
It is un fair to expec t peop le to check
the credentials of every practitioner they
enco unter. Rather, it should be gove rnment' s ro le to se t lice nsing standards and
to preve nt indi vidu als wh o don' t m eet the
standards from representing themse lves as
equi valent to those wh o do. Lice nsing
do es not offe r co mplete protect ion again st
all forms of nutriti on pra ct ice condu cted
priv ately bet wee n co nsentin g adult s. (It
does not, for exa mple, protect peo ple from
the poo r advice offe red by many chiropractors, ac upun cturi sts, naturo path s, and
health- foo d retail ers.) But it can deter untra ined ind ividual s from wid ely advertising that they are experts. NF

A dietitian
who took one
course received
high grades
on all tests
whether she put
down correct
answers
or not.
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TheWorldWideWebis atreas
uretroveofinformation
butloadedwithboobytraps.The
sites listedbelowincludesomeof thebest
(mostreliable
, useful)andworst(unreliable,
deceptive,
butin somecasesstill usefulfor
viewingquackconcepts
in the raw) This
month's
ratingsarebyStephen
Barrett,
MD,
board chairmanof Ouackwatch
, Inc.
(http://www.quackwatch
.com), whichis
working
hardto improve
thequalityof health
information
ontheWeb.Listedbeloware, in
ouropinion
, someofthebestandworstsites
ontheNet.
B ES T
http://www.cyberdiet.com/
Cyberdiet
,
hostedby Timi Gustafson
, RD,contains
a
wealth of information
aswell as interactive
toolsforassessing
andplanningdietandexerciseprograms.
Youcanuseit to calculate
yourBMIandyourtargetheartrate,andto
viewnutrient
contents
astheywould appear
onthelabelsof hundreds
offoods.Startwith
the"GuidedTour
."
http ://www. ad a. org/consu mer/
fluoride/fl-menu.htmlThe American
DentalAssociat
ion's gateway
to dozensot
well-written
articles aboutfluoridation.
http://www.intellihealth
.com/ Johns
Hopkins
's information
siteconta
insawealth
of
information
andanswers
individua
l questions
W O R ST

http://www.newhope.com/nhnm.html
NewHopeNaturalMedia
's gateway
to the
contents of its health-food
industrytradeand
consumer
magazines
, severalof whichcan
bereadin theirentiretyonline.The siteprovidesahugeamount
of information
aboutindustrytrends
, politicalmaneuvering
, claims
madeforsupplement
s andherbs, retail
ereducation,andthe industry'sinterpretation
of
nutritionresearch.
http://www.prevention.
com/heaIing/
oncall/Prevention
magazine's
"Doctoron
CalI" provides
largelyunsubstantiated
advice
froma naturopath
abouttakingsupplement
and herbalproductsPreventioris
unsubstantiated
advice
onusing vitamins
andminerals for healthproblems
can be accessed
throughthe "vitami
n dispenser"
pageat
http://www.
prevention.
com/heaIing/
vitamin/.A disclaimer
statesthatthesite is
"intended
to heighten
awa
reness
ofhealth
information
anddoesnotsuggest
diagnosis
or
treatment."
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[continued
frompage 421
expects futur e public ations to provid e
more detail ed advic e on how the DRl s
should be interpr eted and used.

RevisedValues
In many cases, various levels of intake can
have different benefit s. One level may be
related to the risk of defici ency, for example, while another level can influence the
risk of chroni c disease for that nutrient. For
this reason, "nutrient adequacy" should be
expressed in term s of "Adequat e for
what?" For this reason, the DRl s are far
more elaborate than the RDA s and cann ot
be expressed in a simple table of values.
• Calcium recomm endations were
set at leve ls assoc iated with maximum retention of body calcium because bones
that are calcium-rich are known to be less
susceptible to fractur es. Th e other fact ors
known to affect bone retention of calcium
and risk of osteoporo sis includ e high rates
of growth in childr en durin g specific peri ods, hormonal statu s, exercise, geneti cs,
and other diet compon ents. Th e new report advi ses Americ ans and Canadian s at
risk for osteoporo sis to consume betw ee n
1000 and 1300 milligram s of calcium per
day. These values (Ai s) are higher than
the 1989 RDA s, which ranged from 800
to 1200. Th e adult UL for calcium is 2.5
gram s per day.
• Pho sphoru s, import ant for bone
and soft tissue growth , is so prevalent in
various food s that near starvation or a
metabolic disorder is requir ed to produ ce
deficiency. Different from former RD As,
phosphoru s value s in the report are not
derived in relation to calcium . The valu es
recommend ed are considered sufficient to
support normal bon e growth and metabolism at variou s ages . Th e new RDAs are
about 12% lower than the 1989 RDA s.

• Magnesium works with many enzy mes to reg ulate body temperatur e,
allo w nerves and muscles to contr act, and
synth esize protein s. Although some researcher s have argued that magnesium
recommend ation s should be based on relation ships with the risk of cardiovascular
disease, the report does not find enough
data available at this time to do so. Th e
levels recommended , althou gh somew hat
higher, do not differ substantially from
the 1989 RDA s but are higher than current Ca nadian recomm endations.
• Vitamin D used by the body comes
mostly throu gh exposure to the sun. Vitamin D deficiency can exacerbate osteoporo sis and oth er bone probl ems in
adult s. Dietary intake of vitamin D is unnecessa ry for people who spend adequate
amount s of time in the sun. Th e levels
recommend ed in the report are estimated
to provide enough vitamin D even for indi vidual s with limited sun expo sure. Th e
Al s of l 0 microgra ms from age 51 to 70
and 15 micrograms ove r age 70 are higher
than their 1989 count erparts. The adult
UL for vitamin Di s 50 micrograms (2000
TTJ) per day.
• Flu oride is found naturall y in
some community water systems and is
added to water in other areas to reduce
dental decay. The leve ls recomm ended in
the DRi s have been shown to reduce too th
deca y without causing marked fluoro sis, a
discoloration of the teeth that could occur
in childr en who use dental produ cts with
fluorid e in addition to fluorid ated water.
The Al s for fluorid e are similar to the corre spondin g valu es (ESADDl s) in th e
1989 report. Th e American Dental Association, the American Academ y of Pediat1ics, and the Canadian Paediatri c Society reco mmend that children livin g in
nonfluorid ated communiti es take fluoride
suppl ements because the required amount
is unlikely to be provided by food. Th e

amount s recommended for infant s and
children have been lower ed durin g the
past few years because of concern about
fluoro sis, a cosmetic defe ct that most
commonl y involves whit e patches that are
barely visible on the teeth .
Ex cept for fluoride , the great est disparity betwe en recommend ed values and
curr ent dietary patt erns is in ca lcium ,
which comes primaril y from dairy prod uct s. Surv eys indic ate that many do not
con sume the amount of calcium reco mmended in the report. Calcium intake can
be increased by con sumin g more low-fat
or nonfat dairy produ cts or fortifi ed food
produ cts or by takin g suppl ement s. Th e
report state s that talcing supplem ents
may be appropri ate for tho se at high risk
of health probl ems due to low calcium
int ake .
Th e report also states: (a) unfortifi ed
foo ds are advantageous for meeting the
RDA s and Al s because they provid e other
food compon ents for whi ch RDA s and
Al s may not be determined ; (b) food fortification can incr ease or m aintain nutrient intakes without major chan ges in food
habit s; and (c) nutri ent suppl ementation
may be desirable for some people.
Th e full report- Dietaiy Ref erence
Intakes: Calcium, Phosphorus, Magnesiiun, Vitamin D, and Fluoride-c an be
pur chased by callin g (800) 624-6 242;
sendin g $39 to the National Academy
Press, 201 Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DC 2041 8; or orderin g it at a discount online (http://www.nap.edu ). The
full text can also be read onlin e, although
the process is cumb ersome. NF

Stephen Barrett, MD, is coauthor/editor
of Consumer Health: A Guid e to Intelligent Decisions (McGraw-Hill, 1997) and
42 other health-related books. His web
site is http://www.quackwatch.com ; his
e-mail is sbinfo @qu ackwatch.com
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FDAWARNS
CONSUMERS
ABOUT
SKIN-CAP
TheFDAhasissued
awarning
regarding
theproduct"Skin-Cap."It is primarily
usedfor thetreatment
of psoriasis
and
containsprescription-strength
corticosteroids
thatmayproduce
seriousside
effects.
Those
whoareusingtheproduct
areadvised
toseetheirphysician
immediately.
Anabrupthaltto theuseof the
product
couldcause
psoriasis
toworsen
or leadto a seriousflare-upof thediseasethatcouldbe life-threatening
. An
FDAanalysis
hasshownthatSkin-Cap
con_ta1ns
prescription
level
s of a potent
topicalsteroid,clobetasol
propionate.
Thisstero
id hasmanypotentially
harmfulsideeffects
, including
dilutionoftiny
bloodvessels,
stretchmarks,andthinning skin. Long-termuse or large
amounts
of thedrugcancausehyper
tension
, diabetes
, osteoporosis
, andbehavioral
changes.
It canalsosuppress
thebody's
abilityto produce
itsowncorticosteroids.
Skin-Cap
is imported
from
Spainandis soldasa nonprescription
spray
, shampoo
, or creamfor psoriasis
andotherskin disorders.
TheFDAhas
alsotakenstepsto detainimportsofthe
product
atall borderentries.
META-ANALYSIS
QUESTIONED
According
to a recentreportin theNew
England
Journalof Medicine(NEJM
337;536-542), meta-analysis-the
practiceof combiningseveralsmall
medical
studies
intoa singlelargestudy
-may leadto inaccurate
scienceand
inappropriate
conclusions.
Large,randomized
controlled
studiesareconsideredthegoldstandard
in evaluating
the
effectiveness
of clinicalinterventions
.
Meta-analysis
hasbecomepopularin
recentyearsto helpstudymedicalissueswhentherehasnotbeenonelarge,
well-controlled
studyon an issue.Dr.
Jacques
LeLorier
andothersfromthe
Universityof Montrealidentified12
largerandomized,
controlledstudies
and19 earliermeta-analyses
whichaddressed
thesamequestions
. Theydetermined
thatmeta-analyses
failedto come
to thesameconclusions
as the larger
studies,
whicharepresumed
to bemore

accurate
..Responding
to thestudyin an
editorial
1nthejournal,
JohnC.BailarIll
of theUniversity
of Chicago
notedthat
some
times even two meta-analyses
usingthesamedataarriveatincompatible or contradictory
conclusions.
He
statedthatfrequent
andseriousproblemswithmeta-analyses
makeit difficult
to trusttheoverall"bestestimates"
that
themethod
oftenproduces.

DOCTOR
SUSPENDED
FOLLOWING
ALOEDEATHS
TheVirginiaBoardofMedicine
hassuspended
themedical
license
of Donald
L.
MacNay
, MD, whosepractices
theboard
described
as"asubstant
ialdanger
tothe
publichealthandsafety."
According
to
AmericanMedical News, MacNay
charg_ed
$12,000totreatcancer
patients
with intravenous
injection
s of an aloebasedproduct.
Theboard'sactionwas
triggered
bythedeaths
of at leastthree
patients
heallegedly
treated.
GERBER
SETTLEMENT
HOAX
Notices
havebeensweeping
thecountry
that"Gerber
BabyFoodlosta class-aclionsuitagainstthem.Gerber
hadbeen
marketing
theirbabyfoodas'all natural'
when
, in fact,it wasfoundto contain
preservatives.
In thesettlement,
Gerber
Foodisnowresponsible
forgivingevery
child bornbetween
1985and1997 a
$500 savings bond.... To obtainthe
bond
, senda copyof thechild'sbirth
certificate
andSocialSecuritynumber
to .. ." Thousands
of peoplehaverespondedby sendinginformation
to a
now-closed
post officebox in Minneapolis
. Postalofficialsdescribe
this
noticeasa hoaxattributable
to anInternet-based
prankster.
A class-action
suit
involvingotherinfantformulamakers
wassettledin 1996,butGerber
wasnot
a partyto thesuit.TheCouncilof Better
BusinessBureaus
warnsthatpersonal
informationsuch as SocialSecurity
number
shouldnot begivento people
whodonothavea legitimate
reason
to
haveit.
AAFPADOPTS
NEWCMEPOLICY
In January1997 the Commission
on
ContinuingMedicalEducation
of the
American
Academy
ofFamilyPhysicians
resolved
nottoapprove
continuing
edu-
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cationcourses
thatespouse
theories
and
tech~iques
notgenerally
accepted
bythe
medicalcommunity
. If a courseor programincludesinformation
about"complementary".
or "alternative
" practices,
thesponsoring
organization
mustattest
that"theproposed
program
will neither
promote
. . . nor. . . teachphysicians
howto usea particular
typeof complementary/alternative
practice
."

NEWACSHREPORTS
TheAmerican
Councilon Science
and
, NewYork,NY
Health
, 1995 Broadway
10023,haspublished
excellent
booklets
coveringvegetarianism
and colorectal
cancer.
Thevegetarianism
bookletconcludes:"Somescientific
studiesindicate
that vegetarians
havelowerrisks of
chronicdiseases
thando meat-eaters
.
However
, someof theapparent
benefits
... maybeattributable
to aspects
ofthe
vegetarian
dietotherthantheabsence
of
meat,or to nondietary
aspects
oftypical
vegetarian
lifestyles.
It is notnecessary
to ... become
a vegetarian
to enjoythe
benefits
ofa healthy
diet."Thecolorectal
reportincludesmythsaboutdiet and
cancer.
Thereports
are$5 each.
LAXATIVE
INGREDIENT
BANNED
TheFDAintends
to banphenolphthalein
asaningredient
in over-the-counter
laxatives.Theagencyreported
thatanimal
studieshavefoundthat, in highdoses,
phenolphthalein
candamage
a genethat
suppresses
tumorsand causevarious
cancers
in laboratory
ratsandmice.NovartisConsumer
Health,
whichmarkets
Ex-Lax
, announced
thatit wouldrecall
its currentsupplyand,within60 days,
wouldsella reformulated
productcontainingsenna.
CHOLESTEROL-LOWERING
INSTRUCTIONS
TheNational
Cholesterol
Education
Programhaspublished
anexcellent
booklet
called"LiveHealthier
, LiveLonger
: LoweringCholesterol
for the Personwith
HeartDisease
" (order#3805).A copy
canbeobtained
for$3 bycalling(301)
251-1222or bywritingtotheNHLBIInformationCenter
, P.O.Box 30105
Bethesda
, MD 20824. Multipledis~
countsareavailable
. NF
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The Sour Truth about
Apple Cider Vinegar
by

Beth Fontenot, MS,

A

pple cider vinegar is an old folk
claimed to be benefici al in
treating a long list of ailments. Proponents say that it can cur e artluitis , guard
against osteoporosis, lower blood pressure and cho lesterol , pre vent cancer , destroy infection , ass ist in digestion and
weight contro l, maintain memory, and
protect the mind from aging.
Vinegar is said to have been used for
medical ailment s for at least 10,000
years . The Babylonians fir st
converted wine into vinegar
in 5000 BCE using date
palm s, grapes, and figs,
and believed vinegar
had exceptional healing propertie s. Hippocrate s is sa id to
have used vinegar as
an antibiotic. Samurai
warriors supposedly
used a vinegar tonic for
strength and power.
During the U.S . Civil
War, so ldiers used vinegar
to prevent gastric upset and
as a treatment for various ailment s including pneumonia and
scurvy . It was used to treat wounds during
World War I.
The name vinegar comes from a
French word mea ning "so ur wine ." It is
produced by the action of yeast and bacteria on grains or fruit juices. Vinegars
take their name from the material used to
make the vinegar , i.e., apple cider vinegar
comes from apples, wine vinegar comes
from grapes.
Apple cider vinegar is mad e by
crushing apples and squeezing out the liquid. Sugar and yeast are added to the liquid to start the fermentation proce ss,
which turns the sugars into alcohol. In a
second fermentation process , the alcoho l
is converted by acetic acid-forming bacteria into vinegar. Acetic acid gives vinegar
its sour taste .

W remedy

RD

"Mot her of vinegar " is a term used to
refer to the mass of scum that forms on top
of cider when alcohol turns into vinegar ,
or to the cloudy substance that so metimes
develop s in stored vinegar. It is actually
bacteria and yeas t ce lls that have died.

FolkClaims
In 1958 Dr. D. C. Jarvis, a "noted Vermont
country doctor," wrote a book entitled
Folk Medicine in which he extolled the virtues of vinegar.
He claimed that Vermonters
knew how to cure migraine
h eadac h es, di a betes ,
chronic fatigue , artlmtis ,
and a variety of other
ailments . They used
apple cider vinegar.
Among Dr. Jarv is's many tenet s
about apple cider vinegar was his advice to
preg nant
women
to
drink an apple cider vinegar toni c daily to ass ure that
the infant is born with "an excellent chemical patt ern wit h
which to meet its new environment. " He
reco mmended the same tonic for those
suffering from arthriti s. Beli ev ing that
apple cider vinegar would destroy bacteria in the dige stive tract , he advised tho se
with GI problem s to consume a tonic
with eac h mea l. He also declared that the
regular consumption of an apple cider
vinegar tonic would make body fat disappear becau se the vinegar would cause the
fat to be burn ed instead of stored.
His book quickly so ld 500 ,000 copies
and is still in print. Apple cider vinegar is
still promoted as one of tl1e chief "natural " remedies for arthritis.
Those who believe that app le cider
vinegar ha s miraculou s prop erties attribute its powers to an abundance of nutrient s in the liquid . One company's sales

Jarvis claimed
that Vermonters
knew how to
. .
cure migraine
headaches,
diabetes, chronic
fatigue, arthritis,
and more-they
used apple cider
vinegar.

G
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pitch states , "Each golden drop is a natural storehouse of vitamins and minerals." Mark ete rs point to the trace minerals, bacteria , and enzymes present in their
product a the ingredients that give apple
cider vinegar its curative characte1istics.
Another company suggests that their
apple cider vinegar is superior becau se it
contains pectin , beta-caroten e, and pota ssium in addition to enzymes and amino
acids. Apple cider vinegar is also said to
contain an abu ndance of comp lex carbohydrates and diet ary fiber . Dr. Jarvi s be1ieved that the healing properties of app le
cider vinegar were due in large part to its
rich pota ssium content.
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SomeNewTwists
Apple cider vinegar is sold today by "health
food" companies and others who claim it
has remedial properties . The claims are
similar to those in the past, but some have
taken on a modern twist based on more recent medical research.
Marketers contend that the betacarotene in apple cider vinegar destroys
free radicals in the body whic h are involved in the aging and mutation of tissues and in destroying the immune system. Apple cider vinegar's beta-carotene
is sai d to be in a " natural , easy to dig es t
form."
Its use as a remedy for arthritis is
based on the notion that acid crysta ls
hard en in the joint s and tissues which
cause the joints to become stiff and the
tis sues to harden. These acid crystals also
cause the body to age prematurely, so the
ads state. Apple cider vinegar is supposed
to put these acid crystals in solution so
they can be flushed from the body.
Producers also claim that apple cider
vinegar can lower cholestero l and blood
press ure . These assertions are based on
the assumption that people naturally crave
acids when eating animal protein s in
order to lesse n the thickening influen ce of
"heavy proteins and fat. " App le cider
vinegar supposedly thins the blood so it
can circu late more free ly. Thick blood ,
they say, puts a strain on the heart and up
goes the blood pre ssure . Another source
states that the pectin present in apple cider
vinegar works its way through the dige stive system , binding to cholestero l and removing it from the body.

Apple cider vinega r is also available
in tab let fo rm. One brand is merchandised as a "diges tive aid for vegetaria ns."
The manufacturer of thi s product alleges
that the tabl ets he lp acidify the stomach
and help diges t protein . Ano ther tab let,
which contain s app le cider vinegar as one
of its co mpon ents , is sold as a fib er suppleme nt and suppo sedly assists in weight
loss. Still other co mp anies add herbs to
their apple cider vinegar "so peopl e see
relief from even more ailments."
T he rubbery mass of goo ca lled the
"mother of vinega r" is reput ed to ha ve
magica l hea ling prop erti es as we ll. Nibbling on a bit of thi s moldy slime eve ry
day is purported to pre vent most infectious diseases and keep germs and parasites from invadin g the body .
One compa ny' s advertisement for organic , raw, unfilt ered , unh ea ted , unpasteurized app le cider vinegar is parti cularly
alarming. T his co mpany 's ad maintain s
that "there is nothin g in this wonderful
natural apple cider vinegar that can in any
way harm yo ur bod y !" Apparently, they
have never heard of the danger of £. coli
0157 :H7 in unpa steutizecl fruit juices .
Normally vinegar is too ac idic to suppor t
bacte ria . However, should the acidity
weaken (pH reac hing 4.6 or higher), then
pathogens will survive and grow.

defic iency was the root ca use of many
health probl ems. He claimed that the potion had cured his arthritis and heart disease , and it co uld reduce the risk of cance r in the interna l organs . McWi lliams
mark ete d his product thr ough the media ,
receiving ex tensive coverage in sma ll
co mmunit y newspap ers and broadcast outlets. He reported ly so ld

Jogging
in a Jug

TheRealStory

store house of nutrients . A nutrition al
anal ys is of one table spoon (more than the
on e or two teaspoon s suggested to make a
toni c) revea ls that the golden liquid contain s less than a gram of carbohydrate ;
minu sc ule amo unt s of calci um , iron, magnes ium , sodium , co pper , man gane se,
and phosphorus ; and a mere I 5
mg of pot ass ium . The fiber , vitamin , and amino acid content is zero .
As for the prese nce of
any beneficial enzymes in
apple cider vinegar or the
" mother ," food scie ntists
doubt that any co uld
thr ive in the acid en vironment of the vinegar .
Assuming any were present, though , they would
be destroye d in the acid
of the stomach when consum ed and be of no use to
the body .
Th e Art hritis Fou ndatio n
ca lls vinegar a harml ess , but
unproven , arthritis remedy. It
point s o ut that arthritis symptoms
co me and go, and that a pe rson using an
unprov en rem edy may think a remedy
wo rked simply beca use they used it at a
tim e when symptoms wer e go ing into natural re miss io n. Su ch is undoubtedly the
case for many of the "c ures" co nnected to
vinegar. NF

ln 1985 , Jack McWilli ams, an Alab ama
farmer, co ncocte d a potion he ca lled "Jog ging in a Jug." It consisted of apple cider
vinegar combined with a variety of fruit
juic es to give it a more appea ling taste .
Acet ic ac id, claimed McWi lliams,
was lacki ng in the modern diet, and thi s

T here is no scientifi c ev idence that apple
cider vinega r has any medi cinal prop erties . Whi le the folksy anecdo tes from
those who c laim to have benefited from
appl e cider vinega r tonics may be amusin g
to read, they are simpl y that-a necdote s.
Apple cider vinegar is any thing but a

Beth Fonteno t is a nutrition consultant
and freelance nutrition writer in lak e
Charles, LA. She serves on the adjunct
faculty at both McN eese State University
in Lake Charles and Lamar University in
Orange, TX.

A DUCKQUESTION
Your interesting brie f on the homeopathic
rem edy occi llococci nurn (July/Augu st
1997) raises an intri guin g ethic al que stion : If he or she suffers from one of the
illnesses for which occi llococc inum [derived from duck's liver and heart] is reputed to be effec tive , can a strict vegeta rian use the preparation in good conscience? Th e answer obvious ly hinge s on

Mc Williams

$9 million wo rth of his potion
in one year.
T he FDA , how eve r,
did not look kind ly on Mr.
M cW illi a ms 's
vi nega r
produ ct and its advertised
claims . The federa l governm ent seized the product in 1994 due to the unproven hea lth claims.
In 1995 , thousands of
bottles of the potion were
ordered destroyed because
the product was considered
an unapproved new drug due
to the claim s made by the produc er.
Subseq uently,
Mr.
McWilliams 's company, Third Option Laboratories , Inc., paid the Federal
Tracie Commission a $480,000 fine to sett le
charges of false advertising. "Jogging in a
Jug" is still on the market today with a new
label that meets FDA guidelines.

claimed that his
apple cider
potion had cured
his arthritis and
heart disease,
and it could
reduce the risk
of cancer in the
internal
organs.

the question whether the substance he or
she actuall y inge sts co ntains a " memory "
of the origin al du ck, for surely it co ntains
non e of the unfortunat e crea ture's mol ecules!
La wrence S. Lerner

fo und the art icle to be acc urate and noninflammatory . As you may know , I bave
bee n making the same poi nts about shark
carti lage fo r a number of years.
Ala n R. Gaby , MD
Seatt le, WA

Dept. of Physics a1JdA stronomy
Cal iforni a State Uni ver sity, Long Beach

KUDOSFORSHARKREPORT
I just wanted to congratulate you for publishin g the art icle on shark cartila ge by
Saul Green (Ja nuary/February 1997) . I
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Sendyourlettersto Readers
' Forum
, P.O.
Box 664,AmherstNY14226-0664
oremailto fivaughn@
aol.com
; plea
se includeyourdaytime
telephone
number
.
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jBook Reviews]
Analysis
andRatings
How accurate and useful is the nutrition info nnation in that book? Would a reputable
reviewer recommend the book to professionals and consumers? These are the two
questions that Nu trition Forum book reviews are intended to answe,: So the reviews not only offer analyses but also rate
each book as either RE COMMENDED,
NOT REC OMMENDED, or REC OMMENDED WITH RESE RVATIONS, depending on the book's f actual accu racy, reliance on scientific research methods, and
usefulness to readers. Readers who would
like to see sp ecific books reviewed may
send their suggestions (or copies of books)
to Nutrition Forum Book Reviews, PO. Box
664, Amherst, NY 14226-0664.

other supermarket items and the way we eat
them are bl,un ed for numerous ills that afflict us. If people would only prepare and
drink a flui d, made over severa l days, of
watered wheat grains, with slight fermentation, their vital life force would be restored
and the body reju venated. Hence Ann Wigmore's choice of the name Reju velac for the
gra in water she so fervently advocated.
Thu s, a welJ-mean ing kjtchen experimenter attempts to beco me a nutriti onal authority and asserts unsubstantiated claims,
new theor ies , and repeated co nfl.1sions.
Eve n the interes ting recipes can' t bail out a
book like tl1is. Anti technology believe rs,
however , will gob ble up both blended
foo ds and the claims made fo r them.
It is tota lly unfo unded to say that foo d
enzymes are important nut:Iie nts and that
their lack induces vario us types of ill health.
Also astounding is the elevation of chlorophyll to nutrient status. The authors' animosity towa rd cook ing and mode rn foo d
process ing and the complete omission of
any substantial data or sources makes this
book another curiosity item on the shelves
of alternative eating/lifestyle libra1i es.
The book's key idea is that foo d enzymes effec t the best type of digestion and
optimal nutrient absorption. In the opinion
of the authors, their followers should produce feces of no nutriti onal co ntents,
whereas the rest of us exc rete large amount s
of unabsorbed nutrients. Wh ere is the study
comparing hum an feces that nu ght back up
the naive claims displayed here?

LoveandSpeculation
ManfredKroger
The Blending Book: Maximi zing Nature's Nutrient s by Ann Wi gmore and
Lee Patterson (Gard en City Park, NY:
Avery Publi shin g Gro up , 1997), 146 pp .,
$8.9 5 (paperb ack)
Th ere a.re two maj or parts to thj s paperback : 75 pages of rec ipes and 42 pages of
physi olo gy tex tbook infor mation (interlace d with stran ge statement s that are totally new to tradi tionally train ed nutri tionists and dietiti ans).
Ann Wigmore, who died in February
1994, was prob ably as nice a lady as my
grandmoth er who also work ed in the garden and kjtchen a great dea l. Unfo rtun ately,
I had to relearn all that my gra ndm other
taught me about nutriti on. I'm afrrud the
same thing could probably be said about
many people who read this book . It's
mainly autobio graphica l, espousing much
love; it also prese nts the views of self-educated health "professi onal s" and a subtle diatribe aga inst eve rything that doesn't fit
into the authors' world view.
Like au books of trus type, there are
many restrictions and conun ands. Only orgaruc, living plan t foods are allowe d. All
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NOT RECOMMENDED

StressLore
ManfredKroger
Stress and Natural Healing by Christo pher Hobb s, L.A c. (Love land , CO : Int erweave Press, Inc., 1997), 240 pp ., $ 16.9 5
(paperback)
With so much persuas ive emph as is on natura l heaEng these days in the media and in
health-foo d stores, it is actually refre srung
to read a book that is well writt en and quit e
comprehensive. The author , a fo urth- generation herbalist, has probabl y read aU the
herbal books avrulable to him . His m any
references to Tra ditional Chin ese Medicine
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give away "where he is co ming from." I
foun d the book quite readable and hist01ica lly
info rm ative - " vita l
esse nce ,"
"y in/yang," ''diges tive tonics to supp o11the
body's vital energy" are among the strange
co ncep ts for the nonitut iated, aU steeped in
folk lore, taught by wo rd of mouth , never
prope rly identifi ed and meas ured, and
large ly ignored by mod ern medicine.
Th e book cove rs four areas relating to
life with reduced su·ess: wholeso me diet,
herbal medicin es , vital energy, and visualization and meditation. Fo r the lay reader
the boo k is a very goo d textbook review of
all aspects of stress. But when the name of
the wo rld 's mos t fore mos t stress researc her, Hans Selye, is misspelled, one
wo nders what other en ors there may be.
The author never shows an antago1ustic stance toward modern medical u·eatment, as so man y books on "natural healing" do. He sin1ply contras ts for each of the
many stress conilitions what a doctor will
do and what a natural healer will do.
Th ere are many good tables bsting presc np t1on and ove r-th e-co unt er dru gs
aga inst stress symptom s, and a 43-page
chapter, "The Herbal," desc ribing in detail
19 plant sources that have been reco mm ended in stress t:J·eatment. For most herbs
there is no experimental recor d of safety
and efficacy , ju st the lore of ilie centuries
with only occasional supp ort from the literature of science. It also see ms that much of
the herbal information in this book has been
filtered somewhat. Shouldn 't a discussion
of catnip also state iliat tl1e Food and Dm g
Admini su·ation class ifies cattup as an herbal
of "undefined safety." All the herbs listed
are home to hundr eds of potent chemjca ls,
and eve n a nonchemoph obe ought to question whether physiological potency occasionally crosses the threshold of toxico logical potency, as the author points out for cat'fei ne, alcohol, tobacco, and ephedrine.
Thi s book is not reco mmended as a
source of guidance on how to treat su·ess-related iHness. It gives the reader very little
help i.n deciding wruch ilierapies are scientifically supported. But it iS a well-documented
catalog of "alternative" treattne nt methods
for a conunon category of ills. As such, it offers interesting insights into how nonconventional practitioners think and work. NF

RECOMMENDED WITH
RESERVATIONS

ANOTHERSUPPL
EMENTSCAM
Former
pediatrician
Lendon
Smith,MD,
ispromoting
theLifeBalances
Program,
whichhe describes
as ' a monitoring
method
thatclearlyshowsif oneis nutrient-deficient,
oralkaline
, orskewed
in
orenzyme
somemetabolic
, chemical,
department."
Purchasers
completea
questionnaire
and unde
rgo standard
bloodteststhatinclude
achemistry
profileandcomplete
bloodcount.Thetest
resultsarethenfed into a computer
,
whichissues
a report
stating
whichsupplements
are needed.
The products
,
whicharemarke
ted bytheInterna
tional
HealthFoundation
(IHF)of Portland
,
Oregon
, include20 bottlesof vitamins
andminerals
, 6 dropper
bottles
of minerals,andanelectrolyte
solution. Smith
claims
thatsniffingthebottled
nutrients
enables
the userto determine
current
Hestates:
"Thesweeter
or
bodyneeds.
moredelightful
thesmell,themoreit is
needed
. Ifthecontents
smellrepugnant,
it is notto betakenat thatparticular
time."Theinitialcostof the"complete
program"
is $688plusshipping
. During
the.1970s,
Smithreceivedmassivepublicityasa guestofJohnny
Carson,Phil
Donahue,
andseveral
othernationally
broadcast
progra
ms. Howev
er, hefaded
fromthe limelightafterbeingkepton
probation
bytheOregon
medic
al board
from1973throug
h 1981
, andhepermanentlysurrender
edhis license
in 1987
rather
thanfaceboard
actiononcharg
es
ofinsurancefraud.
1
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MEATIRRADIATION
APPROVED
TheFDAhasapproved
irradiation of
meatproducts
for controlli
ng diseasecausing
microorganisms.
Theapproval
appliesto freshandfrozenredmeats
suchasbeef,lamb,
andpork.Theagency
haspreviously
approved
irradia
tion of
(1)poultry
tocontrol
pathogens,
(2)pork
forcontrol
ofthehookworm
parasite,
(3)
fruits,vege
tables,andgrainsto control
insects,
and(4)spices,
season
ings,and
dryenzymes
usedin foodprocessing
to
controlmicro
organisms.
The approval
camein resp
onseto a 1994 petitionby

{continued
on pageSJ

The Unethical Behavior
of Pharmaci sts
How to market dubious supplements
and unproven remedies
by Stephen Barrett, MD
ost pharmacists who work in retail Although OTC drugs are generally effecpharmacies have a serious potential tive, nearly all pharmacies still carry irraconflict of interest. On the one hand, they tional supplements, and many stock dubiare professionals , expected to be knowl- ous herbal and homeopathic products as
edgeab le about drugs and to dispense well. Chain drugstores are more likely to
them in a responsible and ethical manner. do so than individually owned stores.
On the other hand, their income
depends on the sale of prodMarketing Ploys
ucts. Before the FDA's OTC
Nearly all
Pharmacy schools appear to
(Over-the-Counter) Drug
Review drove most of the
harmacies still teach the facts needed to
P
advise people that "nutriineffective ingredients
carry irrational
tion ins u ran Ce,, is
out of OTC drug prodrarely
needed , that
ucts, few pharmacists
ements,
"stress"
supplements
are
protested or attempted
and many stock
a scam, and that doses
to protect their customers from wasting
dubious
above the RDAs are seldom appropriate. Yet
money on products that
herbal and
pharmacists throughwere ineffective, unnecout America seem conessary, or irrationally
homeopathic
tent to sell supplements to
formulated.
people who don't need
During
the midproducts
them. Their professional jour1980s, two dietitians examas well.
nals rarely contain articles critiined the labels of vitamin
cizing the fraud involved, and their
products at five pharmacie s, three
groceries, and three health-food stores in trade publications talk mainly about vitaNew Haven, CT. Products were consid- min promotion. In fact, most pharmacy
ered appropriate if they con tained be- trade publications carry articles urging
tween 50% and 200% of the U.S. RDAs pharmacists to compete with health-food
and no more than I 00% of others for ret ailers by using similar propaganda
techniques!
which Estimated Safe and Adequate
Many pharmacies display posters or
Daily Dietary Intakes exist. Only 16 out
flyers telling what vitamins do in the body.
of 105 (15%) of the multivitamin/mineral
produc ts met these criteria (Journal of the Some also list the problems that occur
with nutrient deficiencies. These items are
American Dietetic Association 87:341obviously intended to promote sales by in343, 1987).
Today the situation appears worse. ducing customers to think that (a) if a little

suppl
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is good, more is better, and/or (b) if they show that 9 out of 10 Americans don't get
have any of the symptoms listed, a vitamin all the nutrients they need from what they
might be the answer to their problem.
eat, and, in fact, are missing out on imporMany vitamin promoters suggest that tant vitamins and minerals."
from@ PrometheusBooks
being busy, skipping meals, or "eating on
This statement was based on an
the run" places people at risk for dianalysis of data collected between
Publisher
etary deficiency. According to this
~
1976 and 1980 from the Second
PAUL
KURTZ
fl.....
National Health and Nutrition
notion, busy people don't take
Editor
~e time to consume_nourish- JI'asked directlv Examination Survey. The
LEWIS
VAUGHN
'J
survey found that only 9%
mg food. These claims are J
misleading because prepar- for advice, most
of the participants remem Consulting
Editor
STEPHEN
BARRETT,
MD
pharmacists
bered consuming the _reci~g or eating a bal~ced
d1et takes no more time
om.mended five portions
SeniorAssociate
Editors
will
answer
to
of fruits and vegetables
than
preparing
or
eating
MANFRED
KROGER,
PHO
MICHAEL
K.BOTTS,
Esa.
the best o"
on the day cov~red by the
an unbalanced diet.
BETH
FONTENOT
'.I
survey (Amencan JourMajor vitamin man~
ufacturers and trade assotheir ability.
nal of Public Health
Associate
Editor
ciations play a significant
However, many 80:1443- 1449, 1990).
GREGORY
L.SMITH
This does not mean that
role in spreading rnisinforEditorialBoard
mation. Durin g the early
are poorly
people who reported less
KURT
BUTLER,
MS
d
were deficient in vitamins or
1980s, for example, Hoff• ,I'.
JOHN
E.DODES,
DDS
lnJ
Orme
.
minerals.
Dietary surveys that
mann-La
Roche
advertised
that
JOHANNA
DWYER,
Seo
"busy"
people
should
take
supplemeasure
nutrient
intake for a single
SAUL
GREEN,
PHO
VICTOR
HERBERT.
MD,JD
ments. An article in a pharmacy trade pub- day or even a few days are not suitable for
WILLIAM
T.JARVIS,
PHO
lication later revealed that these ads were determining the overall quality of an indiJAMES
J. KENNEY,
PHO,
RD
intended to influence pharmacists (who vidual 's diet. Adequate nutrient intake can
MARILYNN
LARKIN
advise many customers) as well as the gen- be achieved with fewer than the "recomWILLIAM
M.LONDON,
EoD,MPH
eral
public. During the same period, until mended" number of portions of fruits and
PHO
JAMES
A.LOWELL,
IRAMILNER,
RD
stopped by the New York State Attorney vegetables. Furthermore, Americans are
GABE
MIRKIN,
MD
General, Lederle Laboratories marketed eating more fruits and vegetables than
GRACE
POWERS
MONACO,
Esa.
Stresstabs with misleading claims that they did 20 years ago. CRN used the same
JOHN
H.RENNER,
MD
"stress robs the body of nutrients."
faulty reasoning to justify its original
WALLACE
SAMPSON,
MD
In 1989, the Council for Responsible campaign.
VARRO
E.TYLER,
PHO,
ScD
Nutrition (CRN), a nutritional supplement
CRN has produced two brochures that
CopyEditor
industry association that mainly represents the National Association of Chain Drug
MARY
A.READ
large manufacturers, began advertising that Stores distributed to retail pharmacies. One
Production
Editor
virtually everyone has a "vitamin gap." contains a chart of "the health benefits of viBRUCE
CARLE
During the mid-l 980s, market research had tamins and minerals" and subtly suggests
found that most Americans felt they were that many people don't get enough. Both
getting adequate nutrition from their diet. refer to research developments and speculaCRN's "Vitamin Gap" campaign was de- tions that higher-than-RDA levels of various
NummoN
FORUM
(ISSN
1093-4545),
© 1998
signed to convince people that supplements nutrients might help prevent disease. Both
Prometheus
Books,
ispublished
bimonthly
for
were still needed. First it falsely suggested state that "appropriate use of nutritional
$35.00(individuals
in U.S.andCanada)
or
that vitamins could help against stress. supplements should be part of a healthy
$50(institutional,
overseas)
peryearbyProThen it falsely suggested that most Ameri- lifestyle," but neither provides the informametheusBooks,59 John GlennDrive,
cans were not getting enough in their diet.
tion an individual would need to judge
Amherst,NY 14228-2197.Periodicals
postage
paid·at Buffalo,
NY.POSTMASTER
:
Lederle used the "vitamin gap" theme whether supplementation makes sense.
Sendaddress
changes
to Prometheus
Books
in a Centrum ad in the June 1997 Journal Both are posted to CRN's Web site
at theaddress
above.
Subscription
informaof the American Dietetic Association. Cen- (http://www.crnusa.org/Con sumer.htm ).
tion:(800)421-0351,(716)691-0133;fax
trum is a sensibly formulated multivita(716)691-0137.Backissues
$7.00.Manumin/multimineral product that costs about
scripts
andalleditorial
correspondence
should
Reports
10¢ per day. However, the ad suggested Investigative
Nutrition
Forum,
bedirected
to Lewis
Vaughn,
that the majority of Americans are not get- If asked directly for advice, most pharmaP.O.
Box664,Amherst.
NY14226---0664
oreting the nutrients they need in their diet and cists will answer to the best of their abilmailtofivaughn@aol.com
.
should use Centrum to bridge the alleged ity. However, many are poorly informed.
"gaps." According to the ad: "Statistics
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onpage41
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The Hypin g of DHEA

Thesiteslistedbelow
include
someofthebest
(most
reliable
, useful)
andworst
(unreliable,
deceptive)
sources
ontheWebfornutrition
and
health
informatio
n.Thismonth's
ratings
areby
chaiITTJan
ofQuackStephen
Barrett,
MD,board
quackwatch.com).
watch,
Inc.(http://WWw.

Long on claims, short on evidence
by Beth Fontenot, MS, RD

O

t's in magazines, on store shelves, in aging, sickness, and death. Researcher s
the news, on talk shows, on the In- have found that DHEA levels decrease
ternet, and in books. Promoters promis e during illnesses such as lupus , rheumatoid
youth and health to all who partake of it.
arthritis, and major depressive disorder,
It is DHEA, short for dehydroepi- and that levels are higher in men than in
andro terone, a major steroid hormone se- women at all ages.
creted by the adrenal glands. Many beSynthetic forms of DHEA have not
lieve that this hormone holds the key to been approved by the FDA though they
aging, weight loss, memory loss, and a ~ are available in Europe and are the verhost of other diseases and disor~.,.,
sions used in most of the physioders. No one knows exactly what
The
logic studies. The DHEA made
DHEA does or how it works,
by vitamin and pharmaceutical
yet many are being lured by advertisements companies is produced in a
the claims made for this "su- fior D HEA are labora tory by . ex tract ing
perhormon e" long before
sterol s from d10scorea , a
all the evidence is in.
filled with
Mexican yam.
Hormones are power"researchOddly
enou gh,
ful chemicals that act as
DHEA is marketed as a
backed claims" dietary supplement even
messengers in the body
and affect the biochemithat quote one
though it is not found in
cal reactions within cells.
any food. Once sold in
Estrogen and testosterone
prominent
health-food stores as a
are two hormones that
researcher a'ter nonprescription weighthave been studied for
"'.I•
loss aid, DHEA was remany years and are rouanother and
moved from the market by

tinelyusedfor treatingvarious conditions, but the role
of other hormones-like
DHEA- remains a mystery.

fi

ti
requen y
misrepresent
their

the FDA in 1985 because

the subs tanc e had never
been reviewed for safety and
effectiveness . Encouraged by
the loose wording of the DiJindings. etary Supplement Health and EdDHEABasics
ucation Act of 1994, DHEA is now
DHEA is made from cholesterol , and it
marketed as a "dietary supplem ent" and
is a substrate for the production of estro- allowed to be sold over the counter.
gen and testosterone. When it is metabolized in the liver, a sulfate is added, and it
Claims
travels through the body in the form of Exaggerated
DHEA-sulfate (DHEAS). It is produced DHEA is alleged to reverse the aging
only in primate s and a few nonprimate process and remedy almost any bodily ill.
species; however, only in humans and The merchandiser s have taken prelimiapes do DHEA levels change over the nary research (mostly done on rodent s)
course of life. DHEA levels are very high and exaggerated the claims to create an
before birth, drop to nearly none after enterprise fueled, at least in part, by our
birth, rise sharply at puberty, reach their culture 's worship of youth and the hope of
peak during the twentie s, and then gradu- reversing the consequenc es of aging. The
ally drop by about 2% each year to negli- advertisements for DHEA are filled with
gible levels in old age. Some suggest that "research-back ed claims" that quote one
the drop in DHEA levels is the cause of

[continued
onpage61
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B ES T
The Instituteof FoodTechno
logistssite
(http://
www.ift.org) is oriented
primarily
for its members
, butits newsreleases
and
"Communica
tor's Alert"newslette
r areuseful
to others
. Onetimelyitem is the backgrounder
onIFT's
Scientific
Status
Summary
"Irradia
tionofFood,"
whichwaspublishedin
theJanuary
1998issueof FoodTechnology.
Largeamounts
of quackery
-related
information areavailable
at the National
Council
AgainstHealthFraud(http://www.ncahf.
org)andHealth
CareReality
Check
(http://
www.hcr
c.org) maintained bytheGeorgia
Council
Against
Health
Fraud.
Newsworthy
government
documents
canbe
accessed
atthefollowing
URLs:
Federal
Register
andCongressional
Record
(http://www.access
.gpo.gov/su_docs/
aces/aaces0
02.html); federal
legislation
,
(http://thomas.loc.gov/
pastandpending
[Note:ThisURLcontains
no "www"]);FDA
.gov/foi/
warningletters(http://www.fda
warning
.him).

WORST
TheGerson
diet,falselyclaimed
to beeffectiveagainst
cancer
and"otherdegenerative
diseases,"
is described
andiscovered
indetail on the GersonInstitutesite (http://
www.ge
rson.com).Theprogram
allegedly
"workscloselywithnature
to helpthesick
bodyto riditselfofdisease
through
thesupportiveeffectsof simplefoods,juices,and
non-toxicmedication."
A Gersonfacility
opened
in Arizona
in 1997.
SEARCH

TIPS

Thelnfoseek
search
engine(http://www
. inforlocating
health
foseek
.com) is excellent
andnutrition
information
becauseits narrow
theseresults"
button
enables
search
ingwithin
the resultsof previoussearches.
When
searching
forawordstring,suchasthename
of anorganization,
placing
hyphens
between
thewords
willsearch
forthatexact
phrase
and
willbringupfewerirrelevant
URLs.
Theresultantlistcanbenarrowed
bysearchingwithin
thoseresults
withpartofthe nameor a key
wordyouexpect
to be onthesite.
0
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[continued
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WhatHappened
to Ethics?

In 1985, reporters from Consumer Reports magazine visited 30 drugstore s in
Pennsylvania, Missouri , and California.
The reporters complained of feeling tired or
nervous, and asked whether a vitamin product might help. Seventeen were sold a vitamin product, and one was sold an amino
acid preparation. Only 9 of the 30 pharmacists suggested that a doctor be consulted
(Consumer Reports 51:170-175, 1986).
In 1987, two pharmacy school professors sent a questionnaire to 1000 pharmacists in the Detroit metropolitan area
and received 197 responses. Among the
116 who identified their five most-common reasons for recomm ending vitamins
or minerals , 66 (56%) listed fatigue and
57 (49%) listed stress (Journal of Clinical
Phannacy and Therapeutics 15:141-146,
1990). Neither reason is valid. In response
to a question about homeopathy, 27 .4%
said it was "useful," 18.3% judged it "useless," and 54.3% "didn't know" (Journal
of Clinical Phannacy and Therapeutics
15:131-139, 1990).

Merlin Nelson, MD, Pharm.D., coauthor
of the above-mentioned survey, has asked
pharmacists why they promote and sell
food supplements to healthy individuals
who don't need them. He concluded: ''The
most common reason is greed. Advertising
creates a demand that the pharmacist can
supply and make a profit. 'If I don't sell
them, they'll just go to my competition
down the street,' is a common response.
Pharmacists are apparently more interested
in a sale than in the patient's welfare . ...
"Rather than just recommending a
multivitamin to patients concerned about
obtaining enough vitamins in their diet,
pharmaci sts should offer sound nutritional
advice or provide referrals to experts in nutrition such as registered dietitians" (American Pha1macy NS28(10) 34-36, 1988).
Phannacist s are also the only recognized health professionals who sell tobacco products, which cause more death
and years of lost life than any other consumer product. Although some pharmacists have stopped, the majority do not
consider tobacco sales unethical. Nelson
is one of only a handful of pharmac ists

MakingUpfor LostRevenues
Pharmacy
tradepublicat
ions, suchasNatural
Pharmacist
suggest
that

"natural
products"
offeropportunities
to make
upforprescription
drug

11
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Stephen Barrett, MD, is a retired psychiatrist who resides in Allentown, Pennsylvania. His 44 books include The Vitamin
Pushers: How the "Health Food" Industry
Is Selling America a Bill of Goods.

• DrugDepletion
Software
telling"whatsupp
lements
patientsneedto
replace
vitalnutrients
thataredepletedbymanyof theprescription
drugstheyaretaking."
(I donotbelieve
therearemanysituations
in

revenues
lostasa resultof managed
careandothercost-containment •
programs.
Onepharmacy
supplier
aligned
withthistrendis TheJAG
Groupof San Clemente
, California.Accordingto its Website
naturalprod(http://www.jagen
terprises
.com/servmain.htm),
uctsofferprofitmargins
greater
thanthose
forprescription
drugs."
JAG's
comprehensive
program
features:
• Product
linesthattypically
produce
a 100%markup
ormore.
• A three-day
seminar
coveringtheimportance
ofwellness"andhow
to "usenatural
products
to prevent
and/orimprove
chronic
disease
states."
• WellStore
Software
designed
asasales
andmarketing
toolto:(1)capturecustomer
information,
including
e-mailaddress,
(2)categorize
products
to market
directly
to customer
needs,
(3)provide
thank-you
notes
to encourage
loyalty,
(4)provide
product
information
to printfor
customers,
and(5)trackpatient-health
histories
to create
fee-for
-servicerevenue.
• Pharmacist
Plus
™Software
withcauses,
signs,andsymptoms
of223
common
ailments
andspecific
dietary,
homeopathic,
andherbal
recommendations
. (I believe
thatproviding
suchinformation
to customers
wouldbeoutside
thescopeof pharmacy
practice
andwould
constitute
theillegalpractice
ofmedic
ineandwouldviolate
statelaws
against
theftbydeception.
Furthermore,
homeopathic
products
have
noproven
effectiveness
.)

who have criticized the misleading promotions of supplement manufacturers. As
far as I can tell, no professional pharmacy
organization has ever done so.
The American Pharmaceutical Association's code of ethics does not state that
pharmacists have a duty to prevent dubious products from lining their shelves.
Five states have laws declaring it illegal
for pharmacists to sell ineffective products, but these laws have never been applied to the sale of OTC products .
I believe that pharmacists have as
much of an ethical duty to discourage use
of inappropriate products as physicians do
to advise against unnecessary surgery or
medical care. Very few phannacists do so.
Pharmacy journal editors ignore this problem. Hospital-based phannacists generally
exhibit a higher standard of practice, but
very few of them are speaking out about the
problems described in this article. NF
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which
thisis important.)
Nutritional
Analysis
Software
(anelectronic
nutritionist)
to allowthe
pharmacist
to charge
a feefor provid
ingconsultations
to patientsincluding
assessment
of "nutritional
needs
thatbestfit yourpatient's
gender,
age,lifestyle,
analysis
offoodintake
andiden
tification
ofnutritionaldeficiencies"
and"recommendations
for optimum
nutrient
levels
tomaintain
goodhealth."
(I donotbelieve
anysoftware
cando
this.)
A TVcommercial,
radiospots,newspaper
andyellowpage
ads,doctorletters,
andacolumn
thatcanbepublished
under
thepharmacist's
ownname.
A personalized
Internet
Webpage,
whichaddsthepharmacist
toa list
of"comple
men
taryandnatural
healthcare
practitioners
worldwide"
so
that"whensomeone
searches
for a naturalhealth
carepractitioner
,
theywillfindyou."(I donotbelieve
thatpharmacists
arequalified
or
legally
permitted
to be"natural
healthcare
pract
itioners.")
Anin~store
displayunitdesigned
to letcustomers
seea variety
of
products,
books,
andservices
in oneplace.
Answers
toquestions
needed
"when
acustomer
isstanding
infrontof
you"orwhen"youwanttoknowabout
anewfadorproduct
yourcustomer
justasked
youabout."
"Thebestexperts
in thefieldsof pharmacy,
natural
products,
and
complementary
medicine
available"
bypickingupthephoneor accessing
theInternet-SB
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[continued
frompage1]
lsomedix
Inc.,whichoperates
anirradiationfacilityin NewJersey
.
IRRADIATION
LABELING
CHANGED
Before
November
1997when
theFDAReformActwaspassed,
irradiated
foodsin
the UnitedStateswererequired
to be
clearly
labeled
witha green
radura
symbolandthephrase
"Treated
byIrradiation"
or "Treated
withRadiation
." Thenewact
callsfortheirradiation
statement
tobe.no
moreprominent
thantheproduct
ingred
ientlist.Irradiation
benefits
consumers
by
killingmostof thepathogens
{diseasecausing
germs)
thatmaybepresent.
The
change
wasmade
because
prominent
labelingmaymislead
people
intothinking
thatirrad
iatedfoodsarerisky(asfalsely
claimed
bythehealth-food
industry
and
its allies)
industry
. Somehealth-food
members
seethesituation
asanopportunitytoboostsales
ofnonirradiated
meats
bypersuading
consumers
thatirradiated
meats
areinferior
.
OBESITY
AND
BREAST
CANCER
RISK
Researchers
whofollowedmorethan
95,000women
for 16yearshavecon-

cluded
thatavo
idingweight
gainduring
adultyearsmaycontr
ibuteimportantly
to theprevention
of breastcancer
after
menopause,
particularly
amongwomen
whodo notusepostmenopausal
hormonetherapy
(JAMA278:140.7
- 1411
,
1997)
. Copiesofthisreport
areavailable
fromWalterC. Willett,MD,Channing
•
Laboratory
, Boston,
MA02115
:
RIFEOPERATOR
SUED
Theattorneys
general
·ofWisconsin
and
Minnesota
have
filedsuittostopShelvie
Rettman
of PriorLake,Minnesota
, from
represe
_
ntingthatshecancurecancer.
Rettman
doesnoth.avea medical
license
in eitherstate.Herapproach
includes
treatments
witha devicecalledtheRife
Frequency
Generator,
a special
diet,dietarysupplements,
footreflexology
, and
a regimen
of baths
. TheRifedevicear
legedly
generates
radiowaves
withpreciselythe samefrequency
as alleged
cancer-causing
bacteria,
shattering
them

in thesamemanner
as a crystalglass
breaksin response
to thevoiceof an
operasinger
. TheAmerican
Cancer
So~
cietyhas notedthat althoughsound
waves
canproduce
vibrations
thatbreak
glass,radiowaves
lacksufficient
energy
to destroy
bacteria
(CA-A·Cancer
JournalforClinicians44
:115-127
, 1994)
.
NEWANTIFLUORIDATION
GROUP
Thenewly
formed
Global
Alliance
Against
Fluoridation
(GAAF),
based
-in NewYork
to coordinate
nationwide
and
City,hopes
the
worldwide
efforts
. Consue
lo Reyes,
group'scoordinator,
statesthat it was
formed
inresponse
totheAmerican
DentalAssociation
's driveto achieve
nationwidefluoridation
through
federal
legislationbytheyear2000
. Fluoridation
opponentshavenothadaneffective
national
presence
sineetheearly 1980s
.
ORGANIC
CANDY
FLAP
NaturalFoodsMerchandiser
has reportedthata six-year-old
boyin Col-:oradoSprings,Colorado
, rece
ived a
half-day schoolsuspension
aftersharing organiclemontart cand
ies with
schoolmates
. According
.tothe article,
schoolofficialsassumed
thebrownish
candies
weredrugsandcalledthefire
department
and ambulancerescue
teams.
Theparents
werealsoadvised
to
fortests
.
taketheboyto thehospital
HEALTH
CLAIMSURFDAY
.In October
1997,FTCofficials joined
withpublichealth
andconsumer
protec
tionandinformation
agenc
ies-fromt_
he
UnitedStates
, Canada
, andMexicoto.
"surf''..theIRternet
falseor
forpotentially
deceptive
adve
rtisingclaimsconcern
ing
treatments
for heartdisease
, cancer
,
AIDS,diabetes,
arthritis
l andmultiple
sclerosis.
Withinafewhours, thesurfers
identified
morethan400Websitesand
manyUsenetnewsgroups
using such
promotions.
Theagency
thensenthundredsof e-ma
il messages
pointingout
thatadvertisers
musthaveevfdence
to
backuptheirclaims.
FTCstaffmembers
planto revisitthe sitesto determine
whether
changes
weremade
.
CAMPANA
ALERTA
TheFTChasannounced
settlements
with
fourcompanies
pitching
falseandunsubstantiated
claimsto Spanish~speaking
populations
intheUnited
States
andMex-
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ico. Onecompany
falselyclaimed
that
unodegato(cat'sclaw)canstrengthen
theimmune
system
, reduce
abnormal
inflammation,
cureacne,
andhavenotoxic
effects
. Another
company
falsely
claimed
thatits SuperFormula
Reductora
would
controlandregulate
metabolism
, reduce
appetite,
burnor dissolve
fat,andcause
weight
loss.Thethirdcompany
made
unsubstantiated
claims
forits"bioactive
cellulitecream"
andweight-loss
tablets
. The
fourthrepresented
thatitsdietary
supplementVenoflas
wouldremove
dangerous
clogsin thecirculatory
system
andtreat
thesymptoms
ofvaricose
veinsandhemorrhoids.
Theactions
werepartof CampanaAlerta,a jointactionby theFTC,
FDA,sevenstateattorneys
general,
and
the Mexican
government.
Theagencies
have
alsojoinedforces
foraneducational
campaign
.
NUTRI/SYSTEM
CRITICIZED
FORPROMOTING
'PHEN-PRO'
Eli Lilly andCo., whichmanufactures
theantidepressive
drugProzac,
hasnotifiedNutri-System
Weight
LossCenters
thatit doesnotendorse
theblending
of
Prozac
andphentermine
(phen
-pro)asa
weight
-loss agent.Nutri/System
has
beenusingthecombination
for a year
but beganpromotingit heavilyafter
stopping
theuseof phen
-fen(dexfenflu
ramine
plusfenfluramine)
atits450centers.Nutri/System
claimsthereis a researchbasisfor usingphen
- pro, but
Lillywarned
thattheFDAhasnotauthorizedProzac
for weightcontrolandthat
Nutri/System's
commercial
references
to
theantidepressant
violate
trademark
law.
GLUCOSAMINE
SULFATE
CRITIQUED
TheMedicalLetterfor Doctors,
which
provides
top-quality
evaluations
of drug
products
, has concludedthat glucosamine
appears
to besafeandmight
beeffective
fortreatment
of osteoarthritis (MedicalLetter39:91-92, 1997).
However,
it cautions
: "Mostpublished
trials. .. lastedonlyfourto eightweeks
andMedical
Letter
consultants
findthem
unconvincing.
As with other'dietary
supplements
,' the purityof the glucosamine
products
soldin pharmacies
,
healthfoodstoresandsupermarkets
in
the USAis unknown
." TheArthritis
Foundation
hascalledfor morerigorouslycontrolled
studies
. NF
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[continued
frompage3)
prominent researcher after another and
frequently misreprese nt their findings .
The claims for DHEA are numerous:
it boosts the immune system, prevents
cancer, melts away body fat, preve nts
heart disease , enhances the libido, slows
the aging process , prevents osteoporosis ,
treats Alzheimer 's Disease, helps depression, lessens the symptoms of menopa use
and PMS, controls diabetes, slows the
progression of AIDS, and provides relief
from lupus.
Advertised as the "anti-aging miracle
of the 21st century,'' DHEA is available in
tablet, capsule, cream, ointment, drop, rollon, gum, and sublingual lozenge form. It
may also be purchased in combination
with various herbs, vitamins, and minerals
"for greater effectiveness and absorption."
The recommended daily dosage of
DHEA varies widely among companies.
Suggestions vary from 3 to 2000 mg per
day. Some of the advertisements recommend that consumers have their DHEA
level tested before beginn ing supplementation in order to determine the proper
dosage, but because the product is readily
avai lable without a prescription , it's
doubtful that many consumers will spend
the $70 to $75 it would cost to have a
blood test performed.
Extrac ts of ground dioscorea are sold
in pill form as "natural DHEA" or a
"DHEA precursor." These extracts are
widely advertised in magazines and newspapers, on the Internet, and are sold in
health-food stores. These products are not
required to meet any government standards for quality or purity, and they do not
convert to DHEA in the body as they are
advertised to do.
Some DHE A sellers have devised
creative marketing schemes. One company sells a "DHEA Home Test Kit" so
consumers can collect a saliva sample,
mail it to a laboratory, and receive a report
which will suppose dly help them determine the level of suppleme ntation their
body needs. Another compa ny offers a
"DHEA Symptom Survey Form" on the
Internet with a list of symp toms ranging
from moodiness to heartburn to high
blood pressure . Twenty or more symptoms, they say, means you are likely to
have a DHEA deficie ncy due to stress .

•
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WeakEvidence
DHEA was first studied in 1934, and
thousands of studies have been performed
on it since. However, very few of these
studies have involved human subjects .
Most involved rodents that were fed daily
doses of DHEA. These experiments
showed that DHEA could increase life
span, improve immunity, facilitate weigh t
loss, and have positive influences on illnesses such as diabetes, cancer, and heart
disease. However, rats and mice produce
only minuscule amounts of the DHEA
that humans produce, and scientists are
well aware of the fact that what works in
rodents won't necessarily hold true in humans.
The current interest in DHEA began
three years ago after a three-month study
of DHEA supplementation in humans
showed an increase in perceived physical
and psychological well-being and mood
among a group of 30 men and women.
The researchers went on to study the effects of a higher dose of supplemental

DHEA in a six-month study, with an even
smaller sample size, to determine if a
greater dose for a longer period of time
would have a more sjgnificant effect. That
study showed an increase in lean body
mass in both sexes, some increase in muscle strength, and improved immune function. Despite claims to the contrary, no increase in libido was reported in these
studies. These studies consisted of only
small groups of people; long-term studies
on larger populations are needed to confirm these results.
Several studies have suggested that
there may be an association between low
DHEA levels and heart disease in men,
but not women. Other studies have produced contradictory results regarding the
role of DHEA in heart disease, and the
data from more than one study by the
same researcher have produced conflicting results.
In short-term studies, DHEA appeared to improve the functioning of the
immune system by elevating the number

If you care about
scientific medicine,
you can't afford to miss
a single issue
of this journal.
The Scientific Review of Alternative Medicine (SRAM ) is the only peer,
reviewed medical journal dedicated exclusively to carefully assessing the
claims, treatments, and hypotheses of unconventional medicine. Using sci....
entific and rational criteria, reputab le scientists and physicians review avail,
able evidence for claims, critique published studies, present origina l research,
and discuss the methods and principles of valid research .
Subscribe today! Get a one ,year subscription (2 issues) for $50 (for individ,
uals in the U.S. and Canada) or $90 (for institutions and overseas, postage
included) .
3 easy ways to sub scribe to SRAM •..
1. Call (800) 42 1--0351 for credit card orders.

2. E--mail your order and credit card nu mber to pbooks 6 205@ aol.com.
3. Send your check (made out to P romet heus Books) to SRAM ,
Prome theus Books , 59 John Glenn Dr., Am h erst, N Y 14228--21 97.
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of natural killer cells (T cells and B cells).
Preliminary research also suggests that
DHEA may improve the ability of
the elderly to deve lop antibodies
to the influenza vaccine when
it is given along with the vac~,,,.
cine. In addition, DHEA
supplementation appears to
enhance the ability of T
cells to produce inter-

t

steroid hormone, DHEA has the possibility
to produce a wide range of side effects
throughout the body.
Research has shown that too
much DHEA lowers cortisol levels in the body. In women,
DHEA has been shown to
produce acne, increase facial
hair, and cause breast tendemess. Because it can be
converted in the body to
potent androgens such as
testosterone , it has the potential to masculinize
women. In men, it could
stimulate the growth of
prostate cancer, and in
women it could increase
the risk of breast or ovarian
cancer. There is some evidence that taking DHEA for
even a short period of time
may lead to liver damage.
Many researc hers have
spoken out against supplementation with DHEA, citing concerns
about the lack of research information
and the potential for harmful side effects.
All of the media hype combined with its
easy accessibility lead to concerns that
selJing such a potent chemical in healthfood stores and by mail order may be a
disaster waiting to happen.

ff.lany
researchers have

spoken out
feron and interleukin-2,
against
strong antitumor and antiviral chemical
subsupplementation
stances in the body.
with D HEA ,
Long-term studies are
needed in order to clarciting Concerns
ify DHEA's role in the
about the lack of
immune system.
Other human
reresearch inf orsearch with DHEA sugmation and the
gests that it may improve
insulin sensitivity in diabetpotential for
ics and maintain bone minharmful side
eral density after menopause.
effects.
The most promising use for
D HEA appears to be related to its
role in the treatment of systemic lupus
erythematosus , an autoimmune disease.
However, all of these studies have been
conducted on small groups of people, and
until more research is done, the results are
considered preliminary.
There is no evidence at this time that

DHEAcanpreventcancer.Claimsregarding DHEA's role in cancer prevention are
based on studies done only in rodents.
Cancer cells can take years to become tumors, and the longest studies done on humans have lasted only six months.
DHEA's role in weight loss is conjecture based on the possibility that DHEA
can improve insulin sensitivi ty. Studies in
humans have failed to show any beneficial
effect of DHEA on body composition or
energy expenditure.
In short, the studies that have been
performed on DHEA and humans to date
are preliminary, inconclusive, or contradietary .

AtWhatRisk?
DHEA research also provides little solid information on the possible adverse effects of
long-term administration. These may take
years to become evident. As a powerfu l

In addition, the NIA has solicited and
is in the process of reviewing grant proposals for studies on the use of DHEA in
humans that will attempt to determine the
exact mechanisms by which DHEA
works in the body and to confirm the results of some of the small-scale studies
that have already been performed.
Other ongoing studies sponsored by
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) include DHEA's effects on patients with
Alzheimer's Disease , systemic lupus erythematosus, and its possible role in the
prevent ion of cancer.
Large-scale, randomized, placebocontrolled clinical studies on DHEA are
needed before there are answers to the
many unanswered
questions
about
DHEA. Until the questions are answered,
supplementation is a risky business.
In the meantime, many of the alleged
benefits of DHEA can be achieved with
lifestyle changes. Eating a low-fat diet
and participating in regular exercise can
facilitate weight loss, increase lean body
mass, reduce the risk of heart disease, diabet es, cancer, and osteoporosis, and
ward off many of the problems associated
with aging. Fortunately, the evidence for
this approach is in. NF

Beth Fontenot is a nutrition consultant
and freelance nutrition writer in Lake

Dr. FernandLabrie,a leadingDHEA Charles, I.A. She serves on the adjunct
researcher at the Laval University CHUL
Research Center in Quebec , Canada,
states, "We are very much worried
. . . about the free availability of this drug,
which, in fact, should be given exclusively following prescription by a physician who needs to adjust the dose according to the individual blood levels for each
subject."

TheOutlook
According to Dr. Frank Bellino, Endocrino logy Program Administrator of
the National Inst itute on Aging, the NIA
is current ly sponsoring various studies related to DHEA and its role in bone loss in
women, atherosclerosis , and immunity.
Several studies aimed at better understanding the process by which DHEA levels in blood decrease over the life span of
humans are also underway at this time.
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faculty at both McNeese State University
in Lake Charles and Lamar University in
Orange, TX.

If youfindanynewsor informationthat
readers~such
maybeof interest
to· our
aspublished
articles,
-reports,
press
releases,
or relevant persona
l experi:..
ence-pleasesendit to us. Mail it to
P.O.Box
LewisVaughn
, NutritionForum,
664,Amherst.
NY14226-0664
. We're
especially interested
in receivin,g
infotmationabout
.enforcement
·actionsby state
agenc
ies,lawsuits
byvictims
ofqua-ckery,
and health-fraud newsthat mayhav~
bythenationai
·media
.
beenoverlooked

r{e~s
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IBook Reviews I
Analysis
andRatings
How accurate and useful is the nutrition information in that book? Would a reputable
reviewer recommend the book to professionals and consumers? These are the two
questions that Nutrition Forum book reviews are intended to answer. So the reviews not only offer analyses but also rate
each book as either RECOMMENDED,
NOT RECOMMENDED, or RECOMMENDED WITH RESERVATIONS , depending on the book's factual accuracy, reliance on scientific research methods, and
usefulness to readers. Readers who would
like to see specific books reviewed may
send their suggestions (or copies of books)
to Nutrition Forum Book Reviews, P.0. Box
664, Amherst, NY 14226-0664.

MeatMadness
ManfredKroger
Slaughterhouse: The Shocking Story of
Greed, Neglect, and Inhumane Treatment Inside the U.S. Meat Industry by
Gail A. Eisnitz (Amherst , NY: Prometheus Books, 1997), 311 pp., $25.95
(hardback).
Ninety years ago Upton Sinclair's novel
The Jungle was aimed at Americans '
hearts-it wanted people to feel for the
exploited immigrant workers in the meat
industry. But the book hit readers in the
stomach instead with its graphic details of
unsanitary and inhumane conditions . That
book was largely responsib le for the
country 's first meat inspection law. Now
comes Gail Eisnitz, an untiring worker for
the Humane Farming Association, an excellent writer-reporter, a thorough and
persistent investigator, and spokesperson
for animals faced with cruelty, especia lly
during the last 10 minutes of life. She deserves as much credit as Sinclair (who
was finally honored by the White House
shortly before his death for his work's impact on national affairs).
However, what Eisnitz attempts to
accomplish is not the creation of a new

•
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law, but the enforcement of an existing
one, the 1958 federal Humane Slaughter
Act. In harrowing detail and in the words
of numerous line workers (usually with a
chip on their shoulders) the actual, unbelievably horrifying conditions in several
slaughterhouses are described .
The act is simply not enforced. Those
responsible for it or answering to it look
the other way and are desensitized because
they are literally forced by line speeds and
fear of job loss to disassemble living creatures by any means possible. It is a riveting
account, not for the faint of heart.
The book is an indictment of an entire industry: detached government regulators, profit-conscious managers, illegal
practices , conditions harmful for man and
beast alike-all condoned by a nai"vepublic enjoying a steady supply of affordable
meat products. This industry has the highest accident rate, and its workers include
recent immigrants, school dropouts, disgruntled social misfits, prison inmates
working under a release program , and
some truly sadistic, despicable characters.
Gail Eisnitz has done a great service
with this expose. It remains to be acted
upon now. I say this despite the book's
very one-sided presentation and the author's zealotry. Her accounts desperately
need to be counterbalanced by the industry's good side, if that is possible.

RECOMMENDED

thing; (3) Dr. Piver's commentary on this
patient 's path through these three years;
and (4) much information on ovarian cancer in easy-to-read language. Readers will
experience both emotional and rational
per spectives. A cancer patient 's desperate
search for answers is displayed, especially those regard ing prevention, and an
expert 's state-of-the-art explanations are
detailed . It is refreshing to see that socalled alternative therapies are fairly criticized and not blindly endorsed.
Dr. Piver is a cancer surgeon. He
writes knowledgeably and compassionately about ovarian cancer, of which there
are 30 types which kill 12,000 women in
the United States every year. Twice as
many are diagnosed to have this cancer. It
is for these women and their families that
this book was written and for all others
who may want to learn about prevent ive
measures. NF

RECOMMENDED

The text of a recent IA Times ad sent in
by NF reader Elaine S. Hofberg :

Looking
beyond
traditional
cares?
Sea
rchingforsomething
moreholisticthan
oriental
therap
ies?
Wishing
to break
freefromspiritual
andcultural
abuse?
ForthefirsttimeintheU.S.!

Compassion
andSense
ManfredKroger
Gilda's Disease: Sharing Personal Experiences alld a Medical Perspectfre on
Ovarian Cancer by M. Steven Piver with
Gene Wilder (Amhers t, NY: Prometheus
Books, 1996), 184 pp., $22.95 (hardback).
Here are four books in one: ( 1) film star
Gene Wilder 's touching account of his
wife's battle with cancer from 1986 to
1989; (2) Gilda Radner's family history ,
career highlights (remember Roseanne
Roseannadanna of "Sa turday Night Live"
in the '70s?), and excerpts from her bestselling autobiography, It's Always Some-
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DRUIDICMEDICINE
Where
state-of-the-art
American
scientists
learn
fromthemostancient
spirituality
intheWorld
When
foremost
doctors
in California
team
together
withthemostfamous
spiritual
leader
in Europe
WhythelastLinealDruidonEarth
hascometo
theUnited
States
to helppeople
recover
their
trueNative
identity
andEthnic
memory
Endorsed
byThousands
in Europe
(EXPERIENCED)
[sic] Health,
Theonlycarethatintegrate
Spirituality
andEcology
asOne.
(GREEN
SPIR
ITUALITY
& HEALTH}
Morecommitted
to Mother
Earth
thananyother
Indigenous
tradition
(EURO-ABORIGINE
HERITAGE)
byappointment
only

NEWBILLINTENDS
TOOUTlAW
CONSUMER
PROTECTION
TheHealth
FreeSpeech
Act,introduced
byRep.RonPaul(R-TX),
wouldamend
theFederal
FoodlDrug,andCosmetic
thewords"otherthan
Actby inserting
food" into its definitionof the term
"drug.
" Theamended
definition
would
read"articles
(except
devices)
, otherthan
food,intended
forusein thediagnosis,
cure,mitigation,
treatment,
orprevention
ofdisease
inman."
Thebill'sproponents
believe
thatthiswouldexempt
notonly
foodsbutalsoherbs
anddietary
supplements.
Thebill'sintention
is to makeit
impossible
for the FDAto regulate
claims
made
foranyproduct
thataseller
labels
asa dietary
supplement.
'NUTRITION
COUNSELOR
'
DISCIPLINED
JaneWinterbottom
Donigan,
79, a licensed
nutrition
counselor
whoownsa
health-food
storeinBocaRaton,
Florida,
hassigned
aconsent
agreement
tosettle
anadministrative
complaint
thatshewas
"guiltyof committing
anactof. .. misconduct
in thepractice
of dietetics
and
nutrition."
Thecomplaint
statesthatin
1995,Donigan
wasconsulted
bya 77year-oldwomanwho complained
of
numbness
andtingling
of herleftarm,
arthritisin herrighthip acidstomach,
incontinence,
mitralvalveprolapse
, rectalpains,neckandlowbackpain,bladder infection
, low energy,intermittent
nausea,
frequentheadaches,
memory
loss,sinusproblems,
andpoorcirculationofthelegs.Without
communicating
withthewoman's
doctor,Donigan
recommended
thatshetake400 mg of
ginkgo
bilobaperday,anamount
higher
thanthe recommended
dosage(150
mg).Fourdayslater,thewomanwas
hospitalizedwith a severestroke
.
Donigan
doesnothaveaccredited
nutritioncredentials
butwasIicensed
after
beinggrandfathered
by virtueof her
"professional
experience."
Although
ginkgohasanticoagulant
properties,
a
connection
between
theginkgoandthe
strokecannotbe established
because
thestroke
couldhaveoccurred
anyway.
1

[continued
onpage13]
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The Truth about
Organic 'Certification'
Does it help ensure safer foodsor just costlier ones?
by Stephen Barrett, MD

a\

f you as a consumer have a desire to
purchase a fake or a fraud of one
kind or another, should your government
guarantee your right to do so? More than
that, is your government obligated to
prosecute one who, knowing of your
propensity for fraud, tricks you into
buying the genuine in place of
buying the fake? Remember•
ing that 'your government'
is all the rest of us, is it
/
right for you to take our
time and money to underwrite such ridiculous
exercises as making sure
you are cheated when
you want to be cheated?
And must we penalize
•
the man who breaks his
promise to cheat you?"
These astute questio ns
were raised in 1972 by Dick
Beele r, editor of Animal
Health and Nutrition, who was
concerned about laws being adopted
in Cal iforni a and Oregon to certify "organic" foods. Those laws signaled the beginning of efforts that culmin ated in 1990
with passage of the U.S. Organic Foods
Production Act, which ordered the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) to set
certification standa rds. A]though the
USDA had opposed passage of the act,
the Alar scare plus a campaign by environmental, consumer, and farm groups
per suaded Congress to include it in the
1990 Farm Bill (NF 8:25-29 , 1991 ).

V

,ff

As directed by the law, the secretary
of agricu lture established a Nationa l Organic Standards Board to help develop a
list of substances permissible in organic
production and handling and to advise the
secretary on other aspects of implementing
a Nationa l Organic Program. In 1992,
the secretary appointed 15 people,
8 of whom were industry members. The board held 12 fullboard meetings and 5 joint
• •
commit tee meetings and received additional input
through public hearing s
and written subm issions
from interested persons. It
presented its recommendations to the secretary in
1994 and issued 30 subsequent adden da.

Studies have
ound that
the pesticide

levels in

foods
designated
organlC Were
similar to
those that
were not.
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TheCurrentMarketplace

Total retail sales of the organic industry have reportedly risen from $ 1
billion in 1990 to $3.5 billion in 1996.
"Cer tified" organ ic cropland production
expanded from 473, 000 acres to 667,000
acres betwee n I 992 and 1994 and is expected to reach two million acres by the
year 2000. Despite this rapid growth, the
organic indu stry represents a very small
percentage of total agricultural production and sales.
The most common concept of "organically grown" food was articulated in
1972 by Robert Rod ale, editor of Organic
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Gardening and Farming magazine, at a
public hearing: "Food grown without pesticides; grown without artificial fertilizers;
grown in soil whose humus content is increased by the additions of organic matter ;
grown in soil whose mineral content is increased by the application of natural mineral fe11ilizers; has not been treated with
preservatives, hormone s, antibiotics, etc."
However, in 1980, a team of scientists appointed by the USDA concluded that there
was no universally accepted definition of
"organic farming." Their report stated:
The organic movement represents
a spectrum of practices, attitudes,
and philosophies. On the one
hand are those organic practitioners who would not use chemical
fertilizers or pesticides under any
circumstances. These producers
hold rigidly to their purist philosophy. At the other end of the spectrum, organic farmers espouse a
more flexible approach. While
striving to avoid the use of chemical fertilizers and pesticide s,
these practitioners do not rule
them out entirely. Instead, when
absolutely necessary, some fertilizers and also herbicides are very
selectively and sparingly used as a
second line of defense. Nevertheless, these farmers, too, consider
themselves to be organic farmers.
Today, approximately 4,000 farmers
and 600 handlers are certified by 33 private or 11 state agencie s. Each certifying
agency has its own standards and identifying marks. No industrywide agreement
exists about which substance s should be
permitted or prohibited for organic production and handling.

TheProposed
Rule
On December 16, 1997, the USDA Agricultural Marketing Service propo sed rules
for a National Organic Program (Federal
Register 62:65850-65967, 1997). The
proposa l includes: ( l) national standards
for production and handling, (2) a National List of approved synthetic substances, (3) a certification program, (4) a
program for accrediting certifiers, (5) la-

beling requirements , (6) enforcement provisions, and (7) rules for importing equivalent products. A new USDA seal will be
the only permis sible marker.

The propose d rule defines organic
farming and handling as:
A system that is designed and
managed to produce agricultural
products by the use of methods
and substances that maintain the
integrity of organic agricultural
products until they reach the consumer. This is accomplished by
using, where possible, cultural,
biological and mechanical methods, as opposed to using substances, to fulfill any specific
function within the system so as
to: maintain long-tenn soil fertility; increase soil biological activity; ensure effective pest management; recycle wastes to return nutrients to the land; provide
attentive care for farm animals;
and handle the agricultural products without the use of extraneous
synthetic additives or processing
in accordance with the Act and
the regulations in this part.
The weed and pest-control methods
to which this refers include crop rotation,
hand cultivation, mulchi ng, soil enrichment, and encouragi ng beneficial predators and microorgan isms. If these methods are not sufficient, various listed
chemicals can be used. (The list does not
include cytotoxic chemicals that are carbon-based.) The proposal does not call for
monitoring specific indicators of soil and
water quality, but leaves the selection of
monitoring activities to the producer in
consultation with the certifying agent.
For rai sing animals , antibiotics are
not perm itted as growth stimu lants but are
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The Creatine Craze
Such ergogenic promise-but at what price?
by

Beth Fontenot,

MS, RD

A
\:J

During quick bursts of activity, creaach year athletes spend more than
one hundred million dollars on tine plays a role in energy production.
dietary supplements in the hope of im- When muscles contract , adenosine triproving their physical appearance and phosph ate (ATP) is used to fuel the moveathletic performance. Today 's most popu- ment. ATP provides energy by relea sing
lar ergogenic aid is creatine . Its use is one of its phosphate molecule s, and then
prevalent in high school, college , and pro- it becomes another compound called
fessional athletic programs , and some adenosine diphosphate (ADP) . A muscle
Olympic contenders have used it. More has only enough ATP stored to perform
than one hundred companies sell a crea- high -intensity muscle contractions for
tine product. You can buy creatine in about IO seconds. For the energy system
gyms, in local "health-food' ' stores, on to continue, more ATP must be produced .
the Internet , and in General Nutrition
Creatine phosphate gives its phosphate
Stores across the country. But
molecule up to ADP to create
more ATP. The ability to recreatine is not for everyone ,
generate ATP, then, depends
and those who decide to
take it should know the
on the supply of creatine
Creatine
risks.
phosphate in the muscles .

supplementation:
No one knows
WhyCreatine
the long-term
Creatine was introduced as
a potential ergogenic aid in
effects.

1993, and since then its use has
grown dramatically. The National

BEST

MedicineNet
(http://www.medicinenet.
com/)provides
articles,
writtenbyexperts,
onhundreds
of health-related
topics.
TheNational
Osteoporosis
Foundation
Web
site(http://www.nof.org)tellshowtopreventandtreatosteoporosis.
TheAmerican
Dental
Association
hasextensiveinformation
on fluoridation
at http:
//
www.ada.org/consu
mer/fIuoride/flmenu
.html
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PromiseandReality

Creatine is claimed to increase energy, increase muscular strength, produce greater
and faster muscle gains , improve

CollegiateAthletic Association (NCAA) endurance,delay fatigue, and aid in burnStudy of Substance Use and Abuse Habits
of College Student-Athletes showed that
13.3% of those surveyed reported using
creatine.
Creatine is an organic compound
made by the liver, kidney s, and pancreas
from the amino acids glycine , methionine, and arginine. From these sites of synthesis, creatine is transported to the skeletal muscles. Creatine exists in two forms
in muscle: as free creatine and as creatine
phosphate, which makes up two-thirds of
the total creatine in the body.
In addition to being synthesized by
the body, creatine also comes from the
consumption of meat and fish products .
There is no Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) for creatine , but 1 to 2
grams per day is what researchers have
estimated as the daily requirement. Typically, about one gram per day is made by
the body, and one gram per day is consumed in the diet.

NutritionForumratesthe factualaccuracy
andusefulness
of Internet
sitescontaining
nutritionand healthinformation
. This
month's
ratings
arebyStephen
Barrett,
MD,
boardchairman
ofQuackwatch
, Inc.(http://
www.qua
ckwatch.com),whichis workinghardto improve
thequalityof healthinformation
ontheWeb
.

ing fat. It is sold in a variety of forms:
pills, powder s, capsules , liquids, fruitchew candy, and a "jus t-add-water " single-serv ing form. Some products combine creatine with other substances like
citrate or dextrose , or with various vitamins, minerals, and amino acids. The
marketers claim that these additives provide greater benefit to the athlete.
In the early 1990s researchers started
to look at the impact of creatine supplementation on exercise performance. Since
then, research has suggested that creatine
may have a future as an ergogenic aid. In
several studies, subj ects taking creatine
have demonstrated significant improvement in short bouts of activities that require both power and strength such as
sprinting , knee extensions , and benchpress exercises .
According to current theory, creatine

The International
HealthFoundation
site
(http://www.ihf.com/people
.html) marketsLife Balance
products
(http://www
.
lbwic.com/) saidto be"based
onindividualbodychemis
try." Theprogram's coreisa
20-bottle
vitaminregimen
whosedosage
is
determined
by smellingthe bottles.("The
sweeter
or moredelightfulthe smell,the
moreit is needed.
If thecontents
smellrepugnant,
it is notto betaken
atthatparticulartime.") The"snifftest"is a brainchild
of
LendonSmith,MD,who retiredin 1987
ratherthanfacecharges
of insurance
fraud
brought
bytheOregon
Boa
rd of Medical Examiners
.
OxfordHealthCare(http://www.oxhp.
com)describes
thecompany
's "comprehensivealternative
medicine
program"
andits
catalogof herbalproducts
, supplements,
homeopathic
products,
andpublications.
TheVitaminAdvisorlink of AskDr.Weil
(http://cgi. pathfinder.com/drwei 1/)
leadsto a questionnaire,
which,whencompleted,
provides
Andrew
Weil,MD's''personalized
formula
ofmyreco
mmended
vitamins,
supplements
andtonics."
Thesitealsolinks
toanonlinestorewhere
thegullible
canpurchase
therecommended
items.
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permitted to counter infections . The rules
permit up to 20% of animal feed to be obtained from nonorganic sources. This was
done because some nutrients (such as
trace minerals) are not always available
organically. Irradiation, which can reduce
or eliminate certain pests, kill diseasecausing bacteria, and prolong food shelflife, is permitt ed during processing. Genetic engineering is also permissible.
In an accompanying news release,
USDA Secretary Dan Glickman stated:
What is organic? Generally, it is
agriculture produced through a
natural as opposed to synthetic
process. The natural portion of
the definition is fairly obvious,
but process is an equally critical
distinction. When we certify organic, we are certifying not just a
product but the farming and handling practic es that yield it.
When you buy a certified organic tomato, for instance, you
are buying the product of an organic farm. And, consumers are
willing to fork over a little more
for that tomato. They've shown
that they will pay a premi um for
organic food. National standards
are our way of ensuring that consumers get what they pay for.

If youfindanynewsor information
that
maybeof interest
to ourreaders-such
aspublished
articles,
newsreports,
press
releases,
or relevantpersonalexperience-please
sendit to us. Mail it to
Lewis
Vaughn,
Nutrition
Forum,
P.O.Box
664,Amherst,
NY14226-0664.
We're
especially
interested
in receiving
informationaboutenforcement
actionsby state
agencies,
lawsuits
byvictims
ofquackery
,
and health-fraud
newsthat mayhave
beenoverlooked
bythenational
media.
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MoreNutritious?
The USDA proposal applies to all types of
agricultural products and all aspects of
their production and handling, ranging
from soil fertility management to the
packaging and labeling of the final product. The document is intended to address
production methods rather than the physical qualities of the products themselves. In
fact, it states: "No distinctions should be
made between organica lly and non-organically produced products in terms of quality, appearance, or safety." In other words,
no claim should be made that the foods
themselves are better-or even different!
Organic foods are certainly not more
nutritious. The nutrient content of plants is
determined primarily by heredity. Mineral
content may be affected by the mineral content of the soil, but this has no significance
in the overall diet. If essential nutrients are
missing from the soil, the plant will not
grow. If plants grow, that means the essential nutrients are present. Experiments conducted for many years have found no difference in the nutrient content of organically grown crops and those grown under
standard agricultural conditions.

Safer?
"Organic" proponents suggest that their
foods are safer because they have lower

pesticides. Traces were detected in 77%
of conventional foods and 25% of organically labeled foods, but only one sample
of each exceeded the federal limit (Consumer Reports 63[1]:12-18, 1998).
Pesticide s can locate on the surface of
foods as well as beneath the surface. The
amounts that washing can remove depends on their location, the amount and
temperature of the rinse water, and
whether detergent is used. Most people
rinse their fruits and vegetables with plain
water before eating them. Consumer Reports stated that it did not do so because
the FDA tests unwashed products. The
amount of pesticide removed by simple
rinsing has not been scientifical1y studied
but is probably small. Consumer Reports
missed a golden opportunity to assess this.
Do pesticides found in conventional
foods pose a health threat? Does the difference in pesticide content warrant buying "orga nic" foods? Consumer Reports
equivocates: "For consumers in general,
the unsettling truth is that no one really
knows what a lifetime of consuming the
tiny quantities in foods might do to a person. The effect, if any, is likely to be small
for most individuals-but may be significant for the population at large." But the
editors also advise, "No one should avoid
fruits and vegetables for fear of pesticides; the health benefits of these foods

levelsof pesticideresjdues. However,the overwhelmany possiblerisk."
pesticide levels in our food supply are not
high. To protect consumers, the FDA sets
tolerance levels in foods and conducts frequent "market basket" studies wherein
foods from regions throughout the United
States are purchased and analyzed. The
agency has found that about two-thirds of
the fruits and vegetables have no detectable pesticides and only about I % of
domestic and 3% of imported foods had violative levels. Its annual Total Diet Study
has found that dietary intakes of pesticides
for all population groups are well within
international and EPA standards.
Studies conducted since the early
1970s have found that the pesticide levels
in foods designated organic were similar
to those that were not. In 1997, Consumer
Reports purchased about a thousand
pounds of tomatoes, peaches, green bell
peppers, and apples in five cities and
tested them for more than 300 synthetic
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NF Senior Associate Editor Manfred
Kroger, Ph.D., Professor of Food Science
at Penn sylvania State University, puts the
matter more bluntly: "Scientific agriculture has prov ided Americans with the
safest and most abundant food supply in
the world. Agricultural chemicals are
needed to maintain this supply. The risk
from pes icide residue , if any, is minuscule, is not worth worrying about, and
does not warrant paying higher prices."

Tastier?
Taste is determined primarily by freshness. In the early 1990s, Israeli researchers made 460 assessments of 9 different fruits and vegetables and found no
significan t difference in quality between
"organic" and conventionally grown
samples (American Journal of Alternative Agriculture 7:129-136, 1992). The

Consumer Reports study found no consistent differences in appearance, flavor,
or texture.
Organically produced ("free-rang e")
poultry are said to be raised in an environment where they are free to roam. To
use this term, handlers must sign an affidavit saying that the chickens are provided with access to the outdoors . A recent taste test conduct ed by Consumer
Reports rated two brands of free-range
chicken as average among nine brands
tested. Its March 1998 issue stated that
few chickens choose to roam and that one
manager said that free-ranging probably
detracts from taste because it decreases
the quality of the bird's food intake (Consumer Reports 63[3]:12-18, 1998).

OrganicProponents Object
Health-food-industry trade and consumer
publications indicate widesprea d dissa tisfaction with the proposed rules. The Organic Farmers Marketing Assoc iation
(http://www.ota .com) states:
The definition of organic as written in the proposed national or-

ganic standards lacks the holistic
approach central to organic practices. The proposed rules take a
reductionist approach to organic
food production that eliminate s
key concepts such as the health
of the agro-ecosystem and biodiversity on the farm.
Indu stry sources state that the USDA
has received more than 4,000 comments
on the propo sed rules. One distributors
associat ion official wrote that if the rules
are implemented , his members would
seek to buy its agricultural products from
foreign sources. Others have complained
that the propos ed fees are too high .
Most objections pertain to the provisions that permit irradiation, genetic engineering, and the use of sewage sludge as fertilizer.Other objections include permitted use
of amino acids as growth promoters, antibiotics (when necessary to save the animal's
life), synthetic animal drugs, food additives,
and animal feed from nonorganic sources.
Certificat ion agencie s with "higher
standard s" have objected that they are
prohibited from stating this on their labels. Some poultry farmers have objected

1747
, Allentown,
PA18105.
Thepricefor

NCAHF
members
is $25.90($26
.80
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However,
Doniganfailedto comply with
Florida's
licensing
law,whichsetsdocumentationstandardsand mandates
medical
consultation
or referralunder
certaincircumstances.
The consent
agreement
requiresherto paya $500
fine,take10hoursofcontinuing
educationcourses,
andadhere
to the standardsrequired
bythelaw.
NEWANTIQUACK
ERYBOOK
Chemical
Sensitivity:
TheTruth
About
Environmental
Illness
takesa closelookat
themythsandfactsrelated
to multiple
chemical
sensitivity,
candidiasis
hypersensitivity
, sickbuildingsyndrome,
the
Feingold
Diet,GulfWarsyndrome,
and
falseclaims
ofmercury-amalgam
toxicity.
Thebookis writtenby Stephe
n Barrett,
MD,andRonald
Gots,MD,Ph.D.
Copies
canbeordered
fromtheNational
Council
Against
Health
Fraud
(NCAHF),
P.O.
Box

Canada)
, postage
included.
Thenonmem($29.40
Canada)
.
berpriceis$28.50
CAMPAIGN AGAINST
FRAUDBY E-MAIL
TheFTCandU.S.PostalService
have
notified
morethan1,000junke-mailers
thattheagencies
aremonitoringunsolicitede-mailfor fraudulent
schemes
andarekeeping
trackofschemers.
Junk
e-mailcanbe sentfor reviewto the
FTC's
e-mailbox
: uce@ftc.gov.
HOMOCYSTEINEANDB VITAMINS
A recentstudythat followed80,000
women
for14years
foundthattheincidence
ofheart
attacks
waslowest
among
thosewhousedmultivitamins
orhadthe
highest
intake
offolicacidandB6 fromdi- 364,
etarysources(JAMA279:359
These
dataparallel
thefinding
that
1998).
elevated
homocysteine
levels
areassociatedwitha higher
incidence
ofheart
disease.
Theresearchers
measured
folicacid
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to provisio ns enabling intermingling of
free-range poultry and other pou ltry.

TheBottomLine
Organic certification, no matter what the
rules, will not protect consumers. Foods certified as "organic" will neither be safer nor
more nutritious than "regular" foods. They
will just cost more and may lessen consumer
confidence in the safety of "ordinary" foods.
(Copies of the proposed rule can be purchased for $8 from the Federal Register by
calling [202] 512-1800 . Additional information can be accessed through the National
Organic Program Web page at http://www.
ams.usda. gov/nop. Comments on the proposed rule can be sent from the Web site or
mailed to: Eileen S. Stommes, Deputy Administrator, USDA-AMS-TM-NOP, Room
4007-So., Ag Stop 0275, P.O. Box 96456,
Washington, DC 20090. Comments will
eventually be posted on the Web page.) NF
Stephen Barrett, MD, a retired psychiatrist
who resides in Allentown, Pennsylvania, is
a board member of the National Council
Against Health Fraud and board chairman
of Quackwatch, Inc.

bloodlevelsbutdidnotmeasure
homotheyascysteine
or B12levels.Rather,
sumedthatlowfolic acidlevelswere
caused
byinadequate
dietary
intake.
VictorHerbert,MD,a leading
expert
onB12
metabolism,
haspoin
tedoutthatthelow
folicacidlevelsamong
theexperimental
subjects
couldhavebeencaused
bydecreased
B12
absorption
related
to getting
older.
Because
folatecanprevent
theearly
signsofB,2deficiency
whileneurologica
l
damage
takesplace,Herbert
haspetitioned
theFDAtoordertheaddition
ofvitoanyfolate
fortification
orsuptaminB,2
plement
(American
Journalof Clinical
65:572-573
, 1997).
Nutrition
NEWMILKLABELING
Thelabelsof fat-reduced
milkproducts
arenowrequired
to followthesamerequirements
asthoseof otherreduced-fat
products.
AsofJanuary
1,1998,
2%milk
mustbecalled"reduced
tar or "lessfat"
ratherthan"lowfat";1% milkcanbe
called
"lowfat"or"littlefat";andskimcan
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retainits nameor be called''fat-free,"
"zero-fat,"
or"no-fat"
milk.Inallcases,
the
nutrients
provided
(otherthanfat)mustbe
atleastequal
to thosein full-fatmilkbeforefortification
withvitamins
AandD.
DONSBACH
FACES
PRISON
OnNovember
24,KurtW.Donsbach,
D.C.,
wassentenced
to a yearinfederal
prison
byafederal
judgeinSanDiego.
lastyear
Donsbach
piedguiltytosmuggling
unapproved
drugsintotheU.S.andnotpaying
income
taxonthemoney
hemade
from
sellingthem.In a pleabargain
withthe
U.S.attorney's
office,heforfeited
about
$165,000
andpaidanadditional
$150,000
in backtaxes.
Donsbach
is scheduled
to
report
toprison
onApril27,1998,
buthis
attorney
hassaidthatsentence
maybe
modified
afterDonsbach
testifies
ina trial
scheduled
forthisyearinTexas.
Inrecent
years,
Donsbach
hasadministered
aMexicanclinicthatoffers
dubious
treatments
forcancer
andother
serious
diseases.
Beforethat,heoperated
several
supplement
companies
anda nonaccredited
correspondence
school
thatissued
hundreds
of
dubious
nutrition
"degrees."
WEBSITERATING
SYSTEMS

QUESTIONED
TwoCanadian
researchers
examined
47
systems
usedto rateWebsitesproviding healthinformation
on the Internet
andfoundthatonly14 of thesedescribed
theirratingcriteria,
only5 providedinstructions
for their use,and
noneprovided
informationon whether
theyhadbeen
validated.
Theresearchers
concluded:
"Manyincompletely
developedinstruments
to evaluate
healthinformation
existontheInternet.
It is unclear,
however,
whether
theyshould
exist
in thefirstplace,whether
theymeasure
whattheyclaimto measure,
or whether
theyleadto moregoodthanharm"
(JAMA
279:611-614,
1998).
OFFBEAT
LITERATURE
AVAILABLE
Quackwatch
hasmorethan200surplus
copies
ofhealth-food
magazines,
chiropractic
journals,
vitamin
catalogues,
and
othersources
of misinformation.
Send
$1Ofor1Oassorted
itemsor$15for20
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assorted
itemsto Quackwatch,
POBox
1747,Allentown,
PA18105.
Ifyouprefer
oneormoreoftheabove
categories,
indicate
thatwithyourorder.
Otherwise,
a
variedmixture
will beprovided
. (Satisfaction
notguaranteed.)
ALCOHOL
IN
GINSENG
PRODUCTS
TheTreasury
Department's
Bureau
ofAlcohol,Tobacco
andFirearms
iswarning
consumers
thatginseng
products
soldat
health-food
andconvenience
stores
may
Of55
contain
upto 34percent
alcohol.
different
products
testedbytheagency,
onlyseven
contained
noalcohol.
Some
products
wereasmuchasone-third
alcohol.Ginseng
is a bittersweet
rootthat
is purported
to curethecommon
cold
andfailingmemory,
among
otherthings.
TheBATF
hasasked
theU.S.Customs
Service
to detainginseng
products
determined
to bealcoholic
beverages
and
is alsoworking
to recalltheproducts
.

anda healthy
body.TheDHHS
program
www.
has an Internetsite (http://
anda brochure
outlinwhymilk.com),
ing the NIHprogramis available
at

http://wWW.nih.gov/nichd.
NEWBLOOD
PRESSURE
GUIDELI
NES
TheNational
Heart,
Lung,andBloodInstitute
ofNIHhasreleased
newguidelines
forthetreatment
ofhighbloodpressure
.
Theguidelines
containnewtreatment
strategies
andspecific
recommendations
fordruguseinthetreatment
ofhypertension.Themajoremphasis
is onlifestyle
changes,
including
dietary
modifications.
Thereportencourages
increasing
fruit
andvegetable
consumption,
usinglowfatdairyfoods,reducing
saturated
and
totalfatintake,
reducing
sodiumintake,
and maintaining
adequate
potassium.
Weight
lossis reco
mmended
in addition
to limitingalcohol
intake
andincreasi
ng
physicalactivity
. Copiesof the new
w.
guidelines
areavailable
at http://ww

nhlbi.nih.gov/nhbli.htm
.

NEWRULES
ONWEIGHT
LOSS
IN ATHLETES
Following
the deathsof threecollege
wrestlers
lastyear,theNational
CollegiateAthleticAssociation
(NCAA)
has
made
changes
in itsrulesthatdealwith
howathletes
"makeweight."Effective
January
13,thenewrulesprohibitthe
use of diuretics,rubbersuits, and

PSYLLIUM
CLAIMS
APPROVED
BYFDA
TheFDAhasruledthatcertainfoods
containing
solublefiberfrompsyllium
seedhusk(PSH)
canclaimthattheymay
reduce
theriskofcoronary
heartdisease
(CHO)
whencomb
inedwitha dietlowin

saunas
asmeans
ofachieving
theproper

saturated
fatandcholesterol.
Thisaction

weight.In addition
, a seven-pound
weightallowance
wasaddedin each
weight
class.
TheNCAA
Wrest
lingCommitteeandCommittee
on Competitive
Safeguards
and MedicalAspectsof
Sports
willfurtherexamine
theissueof
changingweight-lossbehaviorin
wrestlingand consid
er more rule
changes
at the WrestlingCommittee
meeting
scheduled
forApril.

is anamendment
to theFDAregulation
published
last yearwhichalloweda
health
claimontheassociation
between
solublefiberfromwholeoatsanda reducedriskof CHO.TheFDAevaluated
placebo
-controlled
studiesthattested
theintake
of10.2grams
ofPSH(about
7
grams
ofsoluble
fiber)perdayaspartof
a low-saturated-fa
t andlow-cholesterol
dietontotal-andLDL-cholesterol
levels.Thestudies
showed
thatPSHconsistentlylowered
theselevels.Foods
thatcarrythis claimmustprovideat
least1.7 gramsof solublefiberfrom
PSHper serving.In addition
, some
foodscarrying
thePSHhealth
claimwill
berequired
to havea statement
onthe
labeladvising
consumers
to consume
adequate
amounts
ofliquidsincecertain
foodscontaining
PSHmaybedifficult
to
swallow.
Thisnewhealth
claimis in response
to a petition
thatwassubmitted
bytheKellogg
Company
. NF

AGENCIES
ENCOURAGE
CALCIUM
INTAKE
TheDepartment
of Health
andHuman
Services
(DHHS)
andtheNIHNational
Institute
ofChildHealth
andHuman
Development
havebothimplemented
a campaignto increase
calcium
consumption.
TheDHHSprogram
is entitled"Crash
Course
onCalcium"
whiletheNIHcampaign
iscalled
"MilkMatters."
Bothtarget
youngpeople
andemphasize
theimportance
ofcalcium
forstrong
bonebuilding
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supplementation increases the bioav,tilability of creatine phosphate in the skeletal
muscle cells . This increase is believed to
enhance muscle performance by allowing
faster resynthesis or ATP to provide energy
for brief, high-intensity activities, and by
buffering Lhe intracellular hydrogen ions
that are associated with lactate prod uction
and muscle fatigue. So it's thought that
creatine 's ergogenic effect may be to increase the force of muscular contraction
and prolong anaerobic exercise .
Studies also show that creatin e supplementation may lead to an increase in
body mass. The reported increas e has
ranged from 0.8 to I .8 kg, with some reports of a 3-kg gai n. It is unclea r whetl1er
the weight gain is due to increas ed muscle
mass or water retention.
Though the amount of creatine phos phate in muscle may be increas ed significantly with supplementation , there are factors that seem to affect the absorption of
creatine ingested as a supplement. One
such factor is the presuppl ementation
level of the individual. Athletes with low
to normal creatine leve ls, such as vege tarians. show a greate r increase in creatine
stores after supplementation, and they are
more likely to benefit. Some research suggests that there may be an upper limit of
creatine storage in human muscle. If this is
correct, supplementation will be beneficial
only to those whose creat ine leve ls are
below the maximum storage level.
Dietary factors may also influence the
absorption of creal ine. Some swdie s have
suggested that caffeine consumption may
decrease the benefits of creati ne supplementation. Other studies show that crea tine stores were increased sign ificantly
when creatine ingestion was followed by
carbohydrate consumption since the uptake of creatine by the muscl es is believed
to be enhanc ed in the presen ce of insulin.
Research indicates that 20 to 25 grams
of creatine per day increases the creatine
colllent in muscle by 1.0% to 30%. So proponents of supplementation say that the
dosage required to increase creatine stores
to their maximum level is about 20 grams
per day !"o r 5 to 6 days (dividing the dose
into 4 doses of 5 grams). After this "loading
phase" of supplementation, 3 to 5 grams per
day is supposed to be the maintenance dose.

teena gers, women, older adults, or individual s with varying levels of fitness.
Creatin e supplementation should especiall y be discouraged among teena ge athletes since supplementation has not been
studied in this populati on. and its effect
on growth and deve lop ment are completely unknown . The NCAA has urged
that all athletes view with extreme caution
the prospect of laking creatine .
Currently, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Food and Drug
Administration m·e investigating whether
the deaths of three college wrestlers last
NoAcross-the-Board
Help
Research suggests that only athletes who year may have been related to the use of diparticipate in activities that are intermittent etary supplement s. At least one of the
or whose sport requires a large body mass wrestlers was know n to be using creatine.
may benefit from creatine supplementaAs with many other all eged ertion. Such activit ies include powerlit"ting. goge nic aids. crealine seems so promi sing
bodybuilding, football, and track-and-field to so many-but the promi se rests on a
events such as shot-put ,rnd javelin.
pile of unknown s, which in turn may hide
Despite clai111sto the contrary , there dang ers that no coach. athlete, or parent
is no evidence that creatine supplementashould ever acc ept. NF
tion can enhance endurance-exercise performance, such as long-di stance running
Beth Fontenot is c, nutrition consu/tanr and
or swimming . In fact, the weight gain as- .fi"eelance11utritio11wrirer in Lake Charles,
soci ated with supplementation may actu- LA. She serves on the (l(/j1111ctfaculr
y m both
ally have an adverse effect on such en- McNeese State U11iversiNin Lake Charles
durance activities .
ond Lt.1111w·
U11i1
·e1:y/ty in Orange, TX.
The International Olympic Committee does not include crea tine on its !isl of
Subscribeto
banned substanc es, Because creati ne is a
The
Scientific
Reviewof
dietary comp onent. it wou ld be difficult to
determine who might be takin g creatine
AlternativeMedicine
supplement s and who might be eating
It is the on ly peer-reviewed medical
Iurge amounts or mea t.
journal dedicated exclusively to
carefully assessing the claim s, treatments, and h ypot he ses of unconIs It Safe?
Athletes taking creatine have reported musvent iona l medicine .
cle cramps. pulls. and tears. as well as stomGet a one-year subscription (2 isach distress. Far more worTisome is the LIil sues) for $50 (for individu als in the
certainty of how much is too much. Some
U.S . and Ccmada) or $90 (for .instihealth professionals are concerned that contutions and overseas, postage insuming more than 30 grams per month
cluded) . 3 easy ways to subscribe:
could lead to fat accumulation in the liver.
In addition. all of the studies that have
1. Call (800) 421-0351 for credit
been clone to date have looked at creatine
card orders.
use for a short period of time, generally
2. E-mail your order and credit
about a month. No one knows the effects of
card number to pbooks6205@
long-term creatinc supplementation. The
aol.com .
NCAA is currently reviewing proposals for
3 . Send your check (made out to
research on the short- and long-term effects
Prometheus Books) to SRAM,
of creatine supplementation.
Prometheus Books, 59 John
The resea rch to dale has been perGlenn Dr., Amherst,
NY
formed primar ily on col lege-age. athletic
14228-2197.
male s. am.I lhe results may not apply to

Many athletes believe that '"ii"a little
is good. more must be better," and they
take more than the 111
aintenance dose of
creatine. But no one really know s what
such large doses will do in the body. Some
health professionals worry that these
doses may lead to dehydration or that very
high doses may not be exc reted by the kidneys. ln any case. since there seems 10 be
a s,tluration limit for creatine in the muscles, oversupplementation is pointl ess.
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Analysis
andRatings
NF reviews rate each book as either RECOMMEND ED, NOT RECOMMENDED, or
RECOMMENDED
WITH RESERVATIONS, depending on the books factual accuracy, reliance on scientific research methods, and usefulness to readers. Readers who
would like to see specific books reviewed
may send their suggestions (or copies of
books) to Nutrition Forum Book Reviews,
P.0. Box 664, Amherst, NY / 4226-0664.

Scaring
theScared
ManfredKroger
How I Conquered Cancer: A Naturopathic Alternative by Eric Gardiner
(Houston, TX: Emerald Ink Publishing,
1997), 118 pp., $9 .95 (paperback).
This book's back cover advises, "If you
have prostate cancer, or if you are an
American male 30 years old or older, you
must read this book. An entire industry out
there wants to take out your prostate. You
don't have to play their game. Keep your
prostate, your bladder control, your dignity. The other game in town is called
Naturopathic Medicine and you owe it to
yourself to find out about it." This argument sounds suspiciously like those we
some times here from well-meaning
friends: "Yes, you could have your damaged car repaired by an established dealership garage, but instead why not take it to
an alley shop owned by a friend's friend
who is said to have put a few clunker s back
on the road?" Actually, this book seems
just as anecdotal-and about as reliableas most third.hand car-repair advice.
It's another book by an aging male
who for a lifetime has recklessly abused
his body and health, is suddenly confronted with the "big C," sets out to hastily
live the rest of his life as he should have all
along, and then wittily and with an upbeat
voice touchingly instructs the rest of the
world with his newfound insights.
When diagnosed with prostate cancer,
Mr. Gardiner began seeing the medical establishment as "the enemy." He also in-

•

dieted others as contributors to his condition and to human misery in generalnamely, the pharmaceutical and food-processing industries, conventional agriculture, and all air, water, soil, and food
polluters. On his enemies list are all these
things he believes are linked to cancer:
meat, metal in your mouth, aluminum in
your kitchen, "poisonous" consumer products, parasites in your intestine, unfiltered
air and water, "nonorganic" food, alcohol,
tobacco, stress, and lack of exercise.
There is some good common sense
here and some good advice from the "orthodox" literature. But when this information is diluted with the mishmash of
sometimes conflicting naturopathic pronouncements, a thoughtful reader must
conclude that this book is uneven and
studded with sheer drivel. The author's
naturopathy is a dangerous disregard for
medical science, a blind trust in unproven
remedies and questionable practices, and
a declaration of war against the scientific
method and most of what is praised as
achievements in science and technology.
Worst of all are the recommendations
for hopelessly scared cancer victims to use
numerous regimens, products, and devices
that have generally not been shown in tests
to be safe and effective. Almost as bad are
the many rigid, irrational do's and dont's.
We need sensible, sane, and truly
helpfu l books for those confronted with
the threat of cancer. This volume is not
one of them.

I NOT RECOMMENDED

HerbalMoods
VarroE. Tyler
St. John's Wort: The Mood Enhancing
Herb by Christopher Hobbs (Loveland,
CO: Botanica Press, 1997), 176 pp.,
$12.95 (paperback).

NUTRITIONFORUM

St. John's wort (hypericum) is a popular
herb with antidepressant properties. A reliable book offering the latest scientific information on this botanical is much needed.
But, although this volume presents much of
the latest findings on the herb in a useful
fashion, it also contains some extraneous
information and opinions that may be confusing to the lay reader.
About one-third of the book (chapters
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2 and 3) is devoted to a discussion of the
symptoms of depression and related syndromes and their treatment by various drug
and nondrug regimens. This is useful background; the trouble comes in discussions of
the herb itself.
In the remaining Chapters ( I and 4)
devoted to the herb, the author repeatedly
discusses its potential for inhibiting monoamine oxidase (MAO), even providing on
page 37 a table of tyramine-rich foods and
beverages to be avoided while consuming
it. Yet, a few pages later (p. 39), it is correctly noted that the MAO activity of St.
John's wort is insignificant even in large
doses.
The likelihood of developing photosensitivity after consuming the herb is mentioned several times throughout the book,
including the table on page 148. However,
no such case has been reported in the medical literature in a patient consuming normal therapeutic doses of hypericum.
Hobbs's well-known antipathy toward standardization of phytomedicines is
displayed once again on pages 22-23. Instead of the "mass -produced" standardized
extracts, he recommends the use of handmade tinctures, the quality of which, in his
opinion, can easily be determined. "Simply check the color and taste." But pharmacists know that the color and taste of a
liquid preparation do not necessarily indicate the quantity of active principles present. They are also aware that most active
principles are organic compounds which
are almost always far less stable in solution than in a dry state. In spite of these
drawbacks, the author provides on pages
27-28 detailed instructions for preparing a
homemade tincture for internal consumption from the plant. Such preparations may
be satisfactory, but the preparers will never
know for certain unless they follow the author's example and send a sample to an analytical laborato ry for a high-performance
liquid chromatographic (HPLC) analysis.
Obviously, the author did not depend just
on color and taste to determine the quality
of his preparation.
Nevertheless, if read selectively and
critically, the volume can provide much
useful informat ion on one of the most
popular herbs of this decade. NF
RECOMMENDED

WITH RESERVATIONS

HERBA
L CRITIQUES
TheU.S.Pharmaco
peiahascriticizedthe
useof comfrey,
valerian,andginger.
Its
expert
advisory
panelhasconcluded
that
comfrey
is carc
inogenic
andcancause
liverdamage;
thatthereis insuff
icientevidencethatvalerianis usefulfor the
short-te
rm treatment
of insomnia; and
thatthereis insufficient
evidence
that
ginger
canprevent
nausea
andvomiting.
However
, thepanelrecomme
ndedthat
valerian
andgingerbe studiedfurther.
Patient
educatio
n leaflets
onthese
topics
canbe viewedon the USPWebsite
htt p://w ww. usp. org / did /
phs
mgraphs/botanic
a. Full monogra
are$25pertopicfromUSP's
Document
Disclosure
Dept.,12601Twinbrook
Parkway,
Rockville
, MD20852.
FORMER
PHYSICIANINDICTED
Donald
L.MacNay
, formerly
anorthope
dicsurgeon
in Manassas
, Virginia, has
beenindictedfor allegedly
defrauding
cancer
patients
hetreated
intravenously
with an unapproved
aloeveradrug.
MacNay's
medical
license
wasrevoked
in February
1998bytheVirginiaBoard
of Medic
ine, whichcitedfraud,unprofessio
nal conduct
, andgrossmalpractice.Fourpatients
hetreatedlast year
diedshortly
afterreceiving
hisaloether-

apy.MacNay
is alsocharg
ed withimproperly
supply
ingnarcotic
drugsto an
assistant.
ST. JOHN'S WORTDOSAGE
PROBLEMATIC
A GoodHousekeeping
Institute
analysis
of six widelyavailab
le St.John'swort
supplemen
t capsu
lesandfourliquidextracts
revealed
alackofconsistency
ofthe
suspected
activeingredients
, hyperici
n
andpseudohypericin
. Thestudyfound:
(a)a 17-folddifference
between
thecapsulescontaining
thesmallest
amount
of
hypericin and thosecontainingthe
largest
amount,
based
onman
ufacturer
's
maximum
recommended
dosage,
(b) a
13-folddifference
in pseudohypericin
in
thecapsu
les,and(c)a 7-to-8-fold
differentialfromthehighesttothelowest
levelsofliquidextracts.
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Homeopathy
Much ado about little or nothing
by

Stephen Barrett , MD

omeopath ic "remedies" enjoy a (similar) and pathos (suffering or disunique status in the health market- ease).
place: They are the only category of
Hahnemann and his early followers
quack product s legally marketable as conducted "proving s" in which they addrugs. This situation exists for two rea- ministered herbs , minerals , and other
sons. First, the 1938 Federal Food, Drug, substances to healthy people , including
and Cosmetic Act, which was shepherded themselves, and kept detailed records of
through Congr ess by a hom eopathic what they observed. Later these records
physician who was a senator, recogn izes were compiled into lengthy reference
as drugs all substances included in
books called materia medica, which
the Hom eopathi c Pharma cowere and still are used to match a
peia of the United States.
patien t's symptom s with a
Second, the FDA has not
"corresponding" drug.
Hahnemann declared
held hom eopathic prodThe basis for
ucts to the same stanthat diseases represent a
inclusion
disturbance in the body's
dards as other drugs.
ability to heal itself and
in the
that only a small stimulus
Homeopathic
Basic Misbeliefs
is needed to begin the
Homeopathy dates back
healing process. He also
Pharmacopeia
to the late 1700s when
claimed that chronic disis not modern eases
Samue l Hahnem a nn
were manifestations
(1755-1843 ), a German
of a suppresse d itch (psora),
scientific
physician, began formulata kind of miasma or evil sprit.
testing.
ing its basic principles. HahAt first he used small doses of
nemann was ju stifiabl y disaccepted medicat ions. But later he
tressed about bloodletting, leeching,
used enormous dilutions and theorized
purging, and other medical procedures of that the smaller the dose, the more powhis day that did far more harm than good. erful the effect-a notion often referred
Thinking that these treatments were in- to as the "law of infinitesimals ." That, of
tended to "balance the body 's 'humors'
course, is just the opposite of the dose-reby opposite effects," he developed his sponse rela tionship that pharmacologists
"law of similars"-a notion that symp- have demonstrated.
toms of disease can be cured by exThe basis for inclusion in the Hometremely small amounts of substances that opathi c Pharmacopeia is not modern sciprodu ce similar symptom s in healthy entific testing , but homeopathic "provpeople when administer ed in large ings," many of which took place during
amounts. The word "homeopath y" is de- the 1800s and early 1900s. These provrived from the Greek words homoios ings had little consistency because meth-
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ods varied greatly from practitioner to The "Sulfur Type" likes to be indepenpractitioner . Some used a single dose; dent. And so on.
others dosed as often as three times a day
for months; and potencies ranged from
from@ Prometheus
Books
the undiluted original substance to dilu- The'Remedies'
ArePlacebos
tions so high that not one molecule of the Homeopathic products are made from
original substance was likely to remain. minerals, botanical substances, and several
Publisher
The book's current (ninth) edition de- other sources. If the original substance is
PAUL
KURTZ
scribes how more than a thousa nd sub- soluble, one part is diluted with either nine
stances are prepared for homeopath ic
or ninety-nine parts of distilled water
Editor
use. It does not identify the sympand/or alcohol and shaken vigorLEWIS
VAUGHN
toms or diseases for which
ously (succussed); if insoluble, it
homeopathic
products
should
is finely ground and pulverized
Consult
ingEditor
be used; that is decided by
The fact that in similar proportions with
STEPHEN
BARRm,MD
the practitioner (or manuhomeonathic powdered lactose (milk
SeniorAssociate
Editors
facturer). The fact that sub.r
sugar). One part of the diMANFRED
KROGER,
PHO
products
luted medicine is then furstances
listed
in
the
MICHAEL
K.BOTTS,
Eso.
Homeopathic Pharma[l
ther diluted, and the
BETH
FONT
ENOT,
MS,RD
copeia are legally recogare ega
process is repeated until
EditorialBoard
recognized
as
the desired concentration
nized as "drugs" does not
KURT
BUTLER,
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''d
,,
d
is reached. Dilutions of I
mean
that
either
the
law
JOHN
E.DODES,
DDS
rugs oes
or the FDA recognizes
to 10 are designated by
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DWYER,
Seo
SAUL
GREEN,
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not mean that
the Roman numeral X (lX
them as effective.
MD,JD
VICTOR
HERBERT,
the
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A
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Because homeopathic
T.JARVIS,
PHO
WILLIAM
remedies were actually less
•
1/1,000,000). Similarly, diJ. KENNEY,
PHO,
RD
JAMES
dangerous
than
those
of
recognizes
lutions
of 1 to 100 are desMARI
LYNN LARKIN
th
ignated
by the Roman nunineteenth-century
medical
WILLIAM
M.LONDON,
EoD,MPH
orthodoxy, many medical
em QS
meral C (lC = 1/100, 3C =
JAMES
A.LOWELL, PHO
RD
IRAMILNER,
practitioners began using them.
effective . lll,000,000, and so on). Most
GABE
MIRKIN,
MD
At the tum of the twentieth cenremed ies today range from 6X to
GRACE
POWERS
MONACO,
Eso.
tury,
homeopathy
had
about
14,000
30X,
but products of 30C or more are
JOHN
H.RENNER,
MD
practitioners
and
22
schools
in
the
United
marketed.
WALLACE
SAMPSON,
MD
VARRO
E.TYLER,
PHO,
ScD
States. But as medical science and medical
A 30X dilution means that the origieducation advanced, homeopathy declined nal substance has been diluted 1030 times.
Cop
y Editor
sharply in America, where its schools ei- Assuming that a cubic centimeter of
MARY
A.READ
ther closed or converted to modem meth- water contains 15 drops, this number is
Production
Editor
ods. The last pure homeopathic school in greater than the number of drops of water
BRUCE
CARLE
this country closed during the 1920s.
that would fill a container more than 50
Many homeopaths maintain that cer- times the size of the Earth. Imagine plactain people have a special affinity to a ing a drop of red dye into such a container
particular remedy (their "constitutional so that it disperses evenly. Homeopath y's
remedy") and will respond to it for a vari- "law of infinitesimals" is the equivalent
NUTRITION
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1093-4545),
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ety of ailments. Such remedies can be of saying that any drop of water subsePrometheus
Books,
ispublished
bimonthly
for
$35.00(individualsin U.S.andCanada)
or
prescribed according to the person's
quently removed from that container will
$50(institutional,
overseas)
peryearbyPro"constitutional type"-named
after the possess an essence of redness. Robert L.
metheusBooks,59 John GlennDrive,
corresponding remedy in a manner re- Park, PhD, a prominent physicist who is
. Periodicals
Amherst,NY 14228-2197
sembling astrologic typing. The "Ignatia executive director of the American Physipostage
paidat Buffalo,
NY.POSTMASTER: Type," for example, is said to be nervous cal Society, has noted that since the least
Sendaddress
changes
to Prome
theusBooks
and often tearful, and to dislike tobacco amount of a substance in a solution is one
at theaddress
above.
Subscription
informasmoke. The typical "Pulsatilla" is a young molecule, a 30C solution would have to
tion:(800)421--0351,(716)691--0133;
fax
woman, with blonde or light-brown hair, have at least one molecule of the original
(716)691--0137.
Backissues
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should
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Can Nutrition Cure ADHD ?
The facts about diets and dietary supp lements
by Beth Fonten ot, Ms, RD
ew medical conditions lend themselves to more unproven claims, distortions of the truth, and controvers ial
therapies than does Attention-Deficit/Hy peractivity Disorder (ADHD). Numerous
dietary interventions and nutritional supplements have been claimed to ease or
cure ADHD. Unfortunately, the promise
of a quick solution or a cure that doesn't
involve the use of drugs is often irresistible for vulnerable, well-meaning parents, even if that "solution" has no scientific basis or is outright quackery.
The American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistics Manual
(DSM-IV) lists three categories of ADHD:
( 1) predominantly inattentive type, (2) predominantly hyperac tive-impulsive type,
and (3) combined type. Specific criteria
must be met for the diagnosis of each type.
In most cases, the cause of the condition is
unknown, but it is believed that ADHD
may be the result of organic, genetic, and
psychosocial factors.
Standard therapy for ADHD involves
the use of stimulant medications such as
Ritalin or Dexedrine , behavioral management, and/or special educat ion . Various
"natural" treatments have also been proposed, including defined diets, elimina tion diets, dietary supplements, megavitamin therapy, and herbal therapy .

SalicylatesandSugar
Benjamin Feingold, MD, was the first person to implicate diet as the primary cause
of hyperactivity and advocate the use of a
defined diet. The Feingold Diet, popularized in the 1970s, was based on the idea
that hyperactivity in children was caused
by salicylates (found naturally in some
fruits and vegetables) and artificial colorings and flavorings in the food supply. The
diet required that all of these substances be
removed from a child's diet. Dr. Feingold
estimated that 50% of his hyperactive patients responded favorably to this diet.
But there was a problem with Dr.
Feingold's research. It was based on un-

controlled trials of children he had treated.
Controlled double-blind chalJenge studies
have not supported Dr. Feingold 's claims.
In addition, his diet is very difficult to follow since many foods that a child typically eats contain some type of additive,
though the diet itself is not harmfu l. Neverthele ss, many families follow the diet,
and Feingold Association s are still active
in some parts of the country.
Another food that has been implicated
as a cause of ADHD in most children is
sugar. However, there is no good evidence
to support this claim. A meta-analysis in the
Journal of the Am erican Medical Association (JAMA: 1617-1621 , November 2229, 1995) examined 16 articles reporting on
23 separate studies on the relationship between sugar and the behavior and cognition
of children. The authors found that sugar
did not affect the behavior or cognitive performance of children.
Many parents firmly believe that an
excess of sugary foods causes hyperactivity
or inattentive behavior in their children. In
fact, avoiding sugar is one of the more popular pieces of advice that parents with
ADHD children receive. Questions remain
as to why the results of controlled studies
differ from the impression of parents. It
may be that popular folklore or publicity
proposing a link between sugar and behavior may encourage parents to expect adverse behavior and selectively focus on it.
In addition, high-sugar foods are commonly consumed at parties and gatherings
where children tend to get excited, and parents may connect the intake of sugar with
"hyperactive" behavior.

Dubious
Products
A search on the Internet for nutritiona l
treatments for ADHD uncovers numerous
supplements claimed to relieve the symptoms of ADHD , improve a child's attentiveness, or control a child's behavior.
These products cover the supplement
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Nutrition Forumrate
s thefactualaccuracy
anduseful
nessof Internetsites containi
ng
nutritionand health information.This
month's
ratings
arebyStephen
Barrett,
MD,
boardchairman
of Quackwatch,
Inc.(http://
www.quackwatch
.com}, whichis workinghardto improve
thequalityof healthinformation
ontheWeb.
BEST

TheJournal
of theAmerican
Medical
Association(JAMA)
hasbegun
publishi
ng a "PatientPage"thatinterprets
information
from
oneor moreoftheoriginalresearch
articles
running
in eachissue.
Thematerial
willalso
identify
Websitesandtoll-freenumbers
for
obtain
ing additio
nal information
. Starting
withtheApril22-29edition,
thepage
willbe
publishedatthebackof eachissueandon
the AMA'sWebsite http://ww
w.amapages
assn.or
g/consumer.htm
. Although
arecopyrighted,
JAMAandtheAMAareencouraging
physicians
to photocopy
anddistributethemforeduca
tionalpurposes.
At http://cpmcnet.co1umb
ia.edu/texts/
gcps/
, Columbia
University
offerstheU.S.
Preventive
Services
TaskForce's
landmark
1996reportonthescientific
basisandcosteffect
iveness
ofdietary
counseling
andother
interventions
for morethan80 potentially
preventab
le diseases
andconditions.
WO RS T

A Pennsy
lvaniachiropractor
operates
Vitamin
Counsel
, http://www.vitamincounsel.
com,which
offers
a "cus
tomizednutrition
program"
based
onthecompany's
interpretatio
nof
a urinalysis
andotherdata.Theinitialcostis
about
$100fora urinetestkit,aquestionnaire,
and a month'ssupplyof an "intestinal
cleanser."
Thetestprocedure
is alleged
to revealwhether
youaregiving
yourbodytheright
nutrients
inthe rightamount
s andwhetherthe
nutrients
arebeingproperly
absorbed
or you
are"justmaking
expens
iveurine."
The''customsupplements"
cost$44.75
permonth.
Homeotrea
t (http://www.homeotreat.
bya Czech
chiropractor
, offers
com), operated
onlineconsultation
basedon current
symptoms,medical
history,
and128homeopathyrelated
questions.
Theproprietor
claimsthat
homeopathy
hascured
orrelieved
more
thana
hund
reddiseasesandconditions
andalso offerslong
-termprevent
ive benefits.
Thecosts
forhisservices
are$55fortheinitialconsultation,$35forfollow
-upcon
sulta
tions,and$9
tor theprescri
bed "remedy
."
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pathic products resemble vaccines because both provide a small stimulus that
triggers an immune response. This comparison is not valid. The amounts of active
ingredients in vaccines are much greater
and can be measured. Moreover, immunizations produce antibodies whose concentration in the blood can be measured,
but high-dilution homeopathic products
produce no measurable response.

Occillococcinum, a 200C product "for
the relief of colds and flu-like symptoms,"
involves "dilutions" that are even more farfetched. Its "active ingredient" is prepared
by incubating small amounts of a freshly
killed duck's liver and heart for 40 days.
The resultant solution is then filtered,
freeze-dried, rehydrated , repeatedly diluted, and impregnated into sugar granules.
If a single molecule of the duck's heart or
liver were to survive the dilution, its con- 'Electrodi
agnosis'
centration would be 1 in 100200• This huge Some physicians, dentists, and cruropracnumber, which has 400 zeroes, is vastly tors use "electrodiagnostic" devices to
greater than the estimated number of mol- help select the homeopathic remedies
ecules in the universe (about one googoJ, they prescribe. These practitioners claim
which is a 1 followed by 100 zeroes). U.S. they can determine the cause of any disNews & World Report has noted that only ease by detecting the "energy imbalance "
one duck per year is needed to manufac- causing the problem. Some also claim
ture the product, which had total sales of that the devices can detect whether some$20 million in 1996. The magazine
one is allergic or sensitive to foods, vidubbed that unlucky bird "the
tamins, and/or other substances.
$20-million duck."
The procedure, called elecActually, the laws of
troacupuncture according to
chemistry state that there is No homeonathic V~ll (EAV), electrodiagno.r
sis, or electrodermal
a limit to the dilution that
screening, was begun durproduct
has
been
can be made without losing the 1970s by Reinhold
ing the original substance
proven
effective
Voll,
MD, a West German
altogether. This limit,
physician
who developed
for any
called Avogadro's number,
the
original
device. Subsecorresponds to homeotherapeutic
quent
models
include the
pathic potencies of 12C or
4
Dennatron
,
Vegatest,
Interro ,
purpose .
24X (1 part in 102). Hahneand Omega AcuBase.
mann himself realized that there
Proponents claim that these
is virtually no chance that even one
molecule of original substance would re- devices measure disturbances in the flow
main after extreme dilutions. But he be- of He]ectro-magnetic energy" along the
lieved that the vigorous shaking or pulver- body 's "acupuncture meridians." Actuizing with each step of dilution leaves be- ally, they are fancy galvanometers that
hind a "spirit-like" essence-"no longer measure electrica l resistance of the paperceptible to the senses"-which cures by tient's skin when touched by a probe.
reviving the body's "vital force." This no- Each device conta ins a low-voltage
tion is unsubstantiated. Moreover, if it source. One wire from the device goes to
were true, every substance encountered by a brass cylinder covered by moist gauze,
a molecule of water might imprint an which the patient holds in one hand. A
''essence" that could exert powetful (and second wire is connected to a probe,
unpredictable) medicinal effects when in- which the operator touches to "acupuncgested by a person. Dr. Park has noted that ture points" on the patient 's foot or other
to expect to get even one molecule of the hand. This completes a circuit, and the de"medicinal" substance allegedly present in vice registers the flow of current. The in30X pills, it would be necessary to take formation is then relayed to a gauge that
some two billion of them, which would provides a numerical readout. The size of
total about a thousand tons of lactose plus the number depends on how hard the
whatever impurities the lactose contained. probe is pressed against the patient's skin.
Many proponents claim that homeo- Recent versions, such as the Interro, make
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sounds and provide the readout on a computer screen. The treatmen t selected depends on the scope of the practitioner's
practice and may include acupuncture, dietary change , and/or vitamin supplements, as well as homeopathic products.
Regulatory agencies have seized several
types of "electrodiagnostic" devices but
have not made a systematic effort to drive
them from the marketplace.

Unimp
ressive 'Research'
Since many homeopathic remedies contain
no detectable amount of active ingredient, it
is impossible to test whether they contain
what their label says. Unlike most potent
drugs, they have not been proven effective
against disease by double-blind clinical testing. In fact, the vast majority of homeopathic products have never even been tested.
Homeopathy's favorite article is probably a 1994 report claiming that homeopathic
treatment had been demonstrated to be effective against mild cases of diarrhea
among Nicaraguan children (Pediatrics
93:719-725, 1994). The claim was based on
findings that, on certain days, the "treated"
group had fewer loose stools than the
placebo group. However, the data were not
properly interpreted. In a rebuttal article,
Wallace Sampson, :MD, and William London, EdD, noted that the data were oddly
grouped and contained errors and inconsistencies (Pediatrics 96:961-964, 1995).
In December 1996, a lengthy report
was published by the Homeopathic Medicines Research Group (HMRG), an expert
panel convened by the Commission of the
European Communities. The HMRG included homeopathic physician-researchers and expe11s in clinical research, clinical pharmacology, biostatistics , and clinical epidemiology. Its aim was to evaluate
published and unpublished reports of controlled trials of homeopathic treatment.
After examining 184 reports, the panelists
concluded: (]) only 17 were designed and
reported well enough to be worth considering; (2) in some of these trials, homeopathic approaches may have exerted a
greater effect than a placebo or no treatment; and (3) the number of participants
in these 17 trials was too small to draw
any conclusions about the effectiveness of
homeopathic treatment for any specific

-.
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condition. Simply put: Most homeopathic
research is worthless, and no homeo pathic product has been proven effective
for any therapeutic purpose . The National
Council Against Health Fraud has warned
that "the sectarian nature of homeopathy
raises serious questions about the trust worthiness of home opathic researchers ."
Proponents trumpet the few "positive"
studies as proof that "homeopathy works ."
Even if their resul ts can be consistently reproduced (which seems unlikely) , the most
that the study of a sing le remedy for a single disease could prove is th,lt the remedy
is effective against that disease . It would
not validate homeopathy's basic theories
or prove that homeopathic treatment is
useful for other diseases .
Placebo effects can be powerful, of
course, but the potential benefit of relieving
symptoms with placebos should be weighed
against the hann that can result from relying
upon-and wasting money on-ineffective
products. Spontaneous remission is also a
factor in homeopathy's popularity . I believe
that most people who credit a homeopathic
product for their recovery would have fared
equally well without it.
Homeopathic practitioners claim to

provide care that is safer, gentler, more
"natural," and less expensive than conventional care-and more concerned with prevention. The fact is, however, that homeopathic treatments prevent nothing and
many homeopathic leaders preach against
immunization. Equally bad, a report on the
National Center for Homeopathy's 1997
Conference descri bed how a homeopathic
physician had suggested using homeopathic products to help prevent and treat
coronary artery disease . According to the
article , the speaker recommended various
30C and 200C products as alternatives to
aspirin or cholesterol-lowering
drugs
(Homeopathy Today 17(8):3, 1997).

GreaterRegulation
Is Needed
If the FDA required homeopathic remedies
to be proven effective in order lo remain
marketable-the
standard it applies to
other categories of dru gs-homeopathy
would face extinction in the United States .
However, there is no indication that the
agency is considering this. FDA officials
regard homeopathy as relatively benign
(compared, for example, to unsubstanti ated products marketed for cancer and

Dubious
Marketing

-

America 's most blatant homeopathic marketer appears to be Biological Homeopathic Industries (BHI) of Albuquerque, New Mexico, which, in 1983, sent a 123page catalog to 200,000 physicians nationwide. lts products included BHI Anticancer Stimulating, BHI Antivirus, BHI Stroke, and 50 other types of tablets
claimed to be effective against serious diseases.
In I 984, the FDA forced BHI to stop distributing several of the products and
to tone down its claims for others. However, BHI has continued to make illegal
claims. Its l 991 Physicians ' Reference ("fo r use only by health care profession als") inappropriately recommended products for heart failure, syphilis, kidney
failure , bluJTed vision , and many other serious conditions . The cornpan/s publishing arm issues the quarterly Biological Therapy : Journal rd'Natural Medicine,
which regularl y contains articles whose authors make questionable claims. An article in the April 1992 issue, for example, .listed "indications'' for using BHI and
Heel products (distributed by BHI) for more than 50 conditions-including
cancer, angina pectoris, and paralysis. And the October 1993 issue, devoted to the
homeopathic treatment of children, includes an article recommending products for
acute bacterial infections of the ear and tonsils. The article is described as selections from Heel seminars given in several ci ties by a Nevada homeopath who also
served as medical editor of BiologicC1ITherapy. In 1993, Heel published a 503page hardcover book describing how to use its products to treat about 450 conditions. Twelve pages of the book cover "Neoplasia and neoplastic phases of disease." (" Neoplasm" is a medical term for tumor.) In March 1998, during an osteop athic convention in Las Vegas, Nevada, a Heel exhibitor distributed copies of
the book when asked for detailed information on how to use Heel products.
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AIDS) and believe that other problems
should get enforcement priority. FDA
guidelines issued in 1988 permit manufacturers to sell nonprescription homeopathie s
for "self-limiting conditions recognizable
by consumers," provided that their labeling
"adeq uately instructs consumers in the
product 's safe use ." But if a product does n't work, the only truly adequate instruction for use is to avoid it.
In August 1994, 42 critics of quackery and pseudoscience
petitioned the
FDA to initiate a rulemaking procedure to
require that all over-the-counter (OTC)
homeopathic drugs meet the same standards of safety and effectiveness as nonhomeopathic OTC drugs. The petition
also asked the FDA to warn the public
that although the agency has permitted
homeopathic products to be sold. it does
not recognize them as effec tive. The FDA
has not yet ruled on the petition. On
March 3, 1998 , at a symposium sponsored
by Good Housekeeping magazine, forme r
FDA Commissioner David A. Kessler ,
MD, JD. acknowledged that homeopathi c
products do not work but that he did not
attempt to ban them because he felt thal
Congress would not support a ban .
The Federal Trade Commission could
take effective action against homeopathic
manufacnirers that make false claims in
their ads. Since no homeopathic product
now advertised has been proven effective.
and since few if any have even been reliably
tested, it is hard to imagine how therapeutic
claims for them could stand up in court.
However. the FTC has shown no inclination
to regulate homeopathic advertising.
If the FDA and FTC attack homeopathy too vigorously, its proponenls might
even persuade a lobby-susceptible Congress to rescue them. Regardless of this
risk , federal agencies should not permit
worthless products to be marketed with
c laims that they are effective . Nor should
they continue to tolerate the presence of
quack '·elec trodia gnos tic" devices in the
marketplace. NF
D,: Barrell, a retired psvchimris t, is board
chairman (JQuocl-cwmch , Inc.. and a board
member of" the National Council Against
Heallh Fraud. His 44 books include The
Health Robbers: A Close Look at Quackery
in America (Prometheus , 1993).

[continued
frompage191
spectrum : antioxida nts, amino acids,
herbs, vitamins , mineral s, and an array of
other dietary supp lements , some with
questionable ingredients .
One such product that is highly promoted for the treatment of ADHD is
"Pyc -nogeno l," a commercial mixture of
biofla vonoids that appears to exhibit antioxidative activity in animal studies. Bioflavonoids are naturally avai lable from
vegetables, and are found in the white
matter inside the peel of citrus fruits. The
impact of large amounts of bioflavonoid s
on the human body is unknown , as is their
usefulness.
Adverti sement s for ''Pycnogenol "
state that it is a patented extract from the
bark of the French Maritime Pine Tree,
and it is described as "the most potent, natural antioxidant compound ever discovered ." According to its promoter s, "Pycnogenol " is important to brain function because it protect s the brain cells from
compound s that circ ulate in the blood.
There is no evidence that Pycnogeno l is effective to use, and reports of its beneficial
effects on ADHD are strictly anecdotal .
Still another product which claims to be
beneficial for children with ADHD is ''beCALM' d." This product is sold by Technology Services Team, a multilevel marketing
company. It is supposed to increase the production of neurotransmitters which will supposedly allow the brain to function better.
The ad on the Internet states that beCALM' d
is a patented "precise combination of amino
acids, vitamins, and minerals."
The ingredients of beCAL M ' d include
1-glutamine , ct-pheny lalanine, calc ium ,
magnesium, chromium, folic acid, and vitamins A and B 6• The promoter s for this
product claim that in order to get enough of
the right combination of these nutrients for
the brain to function properly, one would
need to consume "several pounds of fish,
whole milk, cheese, and 2 or 3 pounds of
turkey per day." In fact, the nutrient ingredients in beCALM' d are all available in adequate amounts in a balanced diet with normal portion sizes, and there is no known
magic combination of nutrients that will
make the brain work better.
Vaxa International , a "homeo pathic
nutraceutica l company," has its version of
a defined diet for ADHD on the Internet.
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The diet requir es eliminating many foods
including dairy product s, all yellow foods
(like corn and squa sh), and fruit juice s.
The compan y claims that a hig h-protein
shake for breakfast made with coffee and
a protein powder is needed "to feed the
brain. " The ADHD program also encourages the use of colloidal mineral s (see Nutrition Forum, September/Octobe r, 1997)
and one or more of its three supplementa l
product s, depending on which symptom s
of ADHD need to be treated.
One of these supplements is "Attend"-claimed to be a "brain fertilizer." It
is composed of amino acids, essential fatty
acids, lipid complexes, homeopathic medicines, hormone precursors , and precursor s
to neurotransmitters . Vaxa's "Extress " is a
suppleme nt purported to be helpful with
temper probl ems becau se it con tains
branched-chain amino acids. There is no
scientific evidence that any of these products are effective .
There are also various herbal therapies
that are supposed to treat ADHD. Gingko
biloba, capsicum , veratrum
album,
eleuthrero (Siberian ginseng), and evening
primro se oil are just some of the botanicals
that are advertised as beneficial for treating
the symptom s of ADIB). But there is no
evidence that any herb is beneficial in the
treatment of ADHD. Without adequate testing, quality controls, and standardization of
the active principles in herbs, parents just
can't be sure of what they are purcha sing
and what they are giving their children.
Megavitamin therapy has also been
proposed for the managem ent of ADHD.
Megavitamin therapy is defined as using
one or more vitamins in doses at least 10
times the recomm ended dietary allowance .
Some studies have reported benefit from
megavitamin therapy for the management
of ADHD , but these were poorly designed
and lacked appropriate controls .
A study publi shed in Ad vances in
Neurolo gy (58 :303-310, 1992) was designed to detennine whether megavitamin
thera py could have a positive effect on
children with ADHD. Fort y-one children
part icipated in the randomized , controlled
trial, which monitored phys ical, behavioral, and biochemical parameters . The
study concl uded that megavi tamin therapy was ineffectiv e in the management of
ADHD and posed a danger because of the
pot ential for hepatotoxicit y.
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AdvicefromtheExperts
The American Academy of Pediatric s has
concluded that special diets and supplements do not relieve the symptoms of
ADHD and warns that food modification
alone should not be used as treatment for
ADHD.
A stateme nt from a Nat ional Institutes
of Health Consensus Confere nce said that
defined diets should not be universally used
in the treatment of childhood hyperacti vity,
and a defined diet should not be initiated
until a child and his family have been fully
and appropriately evaluated and all traditional therapeutic option s considered.
Some of the best advice for parents
and profe ssionals on the issue of nutrition
and ADHD appeared in an article published
in the Journal of Child Neurolog y (10
Suppl 1:S96-100, January 1995). The author says that profe ssionals should be informed about contro versial treatments proposed for children with learning disabilities
so that they can educate parents on the facts
about these treatments. The author also advises parents of children with learning disabilities not to accept controversi al treatments without question and not to put their
children through unproven treatments that
are unlike ly to help. NF
A Cautionary Note
Because the Feingold Diet does no
physical harm, it might appear to be
helpful in some instances . However,
the potential benefits should be
weighed against the potential harm
of ( 1) teaching children that their behavior and school perfonnance are
related to what they eat rather than
what they feel, (2) undermining
their self-esteem by implanting notions that they are unhealthy and
fragile, (3) creating situations in
which their eating behavior or fear
of chemical s are regarded as peculiar by other children , and (4) depriving them of the opportunity to
receive appropriate professional
- Steph en Barrett, MD
help.

Beth Fontenot is a nutrition consultant and
freelance nutrition writer in Lake Charles,
LA. She serves on the adjunc tfaculty at McNeese State University in Lake Charles, TX.
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DUBIOUS
VITAMIN
PROMOTION
TheVitaminShoppe,whichoperat
esa
discount
mail-order
business
and30retail stores,has purchase
d exclusive
rightsto advertise
on TimeInc.New
Media's"Ask Dr. Weil" Web site
(www.drweil.com)beginningin
April.Userswhocomplete
Weil's"Vitamin Advisor"questionnaire
will get
"personalized"
advice
andcanclickona
linkto theVitaminShoppe's
Website
wheretheycan purchase
the recommended
products.Completion
of the
questionnaire
invariably
results
inmultiple recommendations
for vitaminand
herbalproducts
. Timeexecutives
estimatethatWeil'ssite drawsabout1.2
millionpageviewsperweek,equivalent
to severalhundredthousand
visitors
everyweek.
Advertising
Agereports
that
the ad rightsinvolveda seven
-figure
amount.
IMPOTENCE
SCAM
A newdrugfor thetreatment
of impotencewasapproved
lastMarchby the
FoodandDrugAdministration
, but a
copycat
herbalconcoction
is beingtargeted
tomen.Viagra,
thenewly
approved
drug,is marketed
PharmaceutibyPfizer
calsandisthefirstoralmedicine
forimpotence.
Adsfor Vaegra
, "a proprietary
blendof pharmaceutical-grade
ingred
ients
" according
to its flyer,wereapparentlysenttoa largenumber
ofoldermen
around
thecountry
andtoutsthesame
claims
asthosemade
forViagra.
Theadvertisement
for Vaegra
contains
quotationsandresearch
citations
, butthose
quoted
denyanyknowledge
oftheproduct Pfizer
hasfiledsuitagainst
Vaegra's
distributors
, Ame
ricanUrologica
l Clinic,
andhasbeengranted
a temporary
order
restraining
the clinic from usingthe
look-alikename.
Companies
thatmarket
products
withnoproven
effectoftenuse
a name
similarto thatof a proven
drug.
At $89.00a bottle,Vaegra
couldbean
expensive
spelling
lesson
.
ACSHMAGAZINE
SURVEY
TheAmerican
Councilon Science
and
Health
hasevaluated
thequalityofnutri-

tionarticles
published
in popular
magazinesduring1995and1996.Thestudy
covered
eightrandomly
selected
articles
fromeachof 21 magazines.
Fournutritionandfood-science
experts
ratedeach
articleforaccuracy,
styleofpresen
tation,
andvalidityof recommendations.
ConsumerReports
, BetterHomes& Gartopped
dens,andGoodHousekeeping
thelist.Thefull reportcanbeobtained
for $5 fromthe American
Councilon
Science
andHealth,
199Broadway,
2nd
Floor,NewYork,NY10023.

body,detoxify the bloods
tream,and
allowusersto live withoutachesand
pains;(2) DailyHarvest
Vitaminshad
beenclaimed
to reduce
theriskof degenera
tive diseases
, removeforeign
chemicals,relieveconstipation,
and
causeweightloss;and(3) Natural
Hair
had
· beenclaimedto reverse
Shampoo
baldnessandincrease
hairgrowth
. The
agreement
requires the companies
to
payfull refunds
to consumers
whoordered these productsand to pay
$150,000to theparticipating
statesfor
investigative
costsandattorneys
fees.

VITAMIN
ANGEL
ALLIANCE
In1994,Nutritech/ALL
ONEPEOPLE,
of
Belgrade
, Maine,
joinedforceswithDirectReliefInternational
to create
theVitaminAngelAlliance
to fightblindness
andmalnu
tritionin children
around
the
world.DirectReliefannually
distributes
over$28millionin medicalsupplies,
pharmaceuticals
, andnutritional productsto over70 countr
ies.Thealliance
intends
to promote
awareness
andraise
contributions
of vitaminsupplements
withinthenatural
-foodsindustry
fordistributionby DirectRelief
. Sofar,it has
collected
anddistribu
tedmorethansix
milliondoses.
BREASTFEEDING
RIGHTS
Since1993,at least14states
andmany
citiesandcountieshavepassedlaws
protect
ingtherightto breastfeed
infants
in public
. ThestatesincludeCalifornia,
Connecticut,
Delaware,
Florida,Illinois,
Michigan
! Nevada,
NewJersey,New
Utah,VirYork,NorthCarolina
, Texas,
ginia,andWisconsin.

NEWDRl'S
TheInstitute
of Medicine
hasreleased
a
lengthyreporton its recommen
ded intakesofBvitamins.
Thereportnotes
that
although
mostAmericans
andCanadiansgetenough
vitaminB1
2 in theirfood,
between
10%and30%of olderadults
havelosttheirabilityto adequately
absorbthenaturally
occurringformof B1
2
foundinfood.Forthisreason,
thereport
says,peopleover50 shouldmeetmost
of theirrecommended
intakewithsyntheticB12 fromfortifiedfoodsor vitamin
supplements.
Thefull report-Dieta
ry
Reference
Intakes:
Thiamin
, Riboflav
in,
Niacin,Vitamin86, Fa/ate,812, Pantothenic
Acid,Biotin,andCho/ine-f,an
be purchased
by calling(800)6246242;sending
$44totheNational
AcademyPress,
201Constitution
Ave,N.W.,
Washington,
DC20418;or orderin
g it at
a discountonline(http://www.nap
.
edu).Thefull textcanalsobereadonline,although
the processis cumbe
rsome.

TELEMARKETING/INFOMERCIAL
CASESETTLED
Theattorneys
general
of Arizona,California, Illinois, Massachusetts,
New
York,Pennsylvania,
Vermon
t, andWisconsinhaveannounced
anAssurance
of
Voluntary
Compliance
withTalkAmerica, Inc. (a nationaltelemarketer)
and
Nature'sPureBodyInstitute
, Inc. (a
manufacturer).
Both companieshad
beencharged
withmaking
unsuppo
rted
claimsfor threeproductsduringinfomercials
andtelephone
salespitches:
(1)Purifast
30hadbeenalleged
to prevent cancer,removewastefrom the

VITAMIN E IS POPULAR
A nationwide
survey
conducted
byDecisionAnalysts
, Inc., of Arlington,Texas,
foundthatvitaminE is nowthesecond
mostpopularsinglevitaminsupplement
aftervitaminC.Thesurveyreported
that
nearlyone-thirdof U.S. adultstakevitaminEasadietary
supplemen
t. Thesurveyreported
thatthe useof vitaminE
wasparticu
larlystrongamongwomen,
with 25% of womensurveyedstating
thattheytakethevitamin
. In addition,
among
adultsaged45to 54,nearly
36%
takeit andin the over-age-55
group,
44%takethevitamin.NF
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IBook

Reviews

I

Analysis
andRatings
NF reviews rate each book as either RE:COMMENDED, NOT RECOMMENDED, or
RECOMMENDED
WITH RESERVATIONS, depending on the books factual accuracy, reliance on scientific research methods, and usefulness to readers. Readers who
would like to see specific books reviewed
may send their suggestions (or copies of
books) to Nutrition Forum Book Reviews,
P.O. Box 664, Amherst, NY 14226-0664.

Honest
Ergogenics
Joseph
P. Cannon
The Ergogenics Edge by Melvin
Williams, PhD (Champaign, IL: Human
Kinetics Publishers, 1998), 316 pp.,
$17.95, ISBN 0-88011-545-9 (paperback).
Dr. Melvin Williams , professor of Exercise Science, Physical Education and
Recreation at Old Dominion University,
is one of the country's' foremost authorities on ergogenic
substa nces. Dr.
Williams has combined his more than 30
years of research experience into the Ergogenics Edge, a book devoted to the subject of sports performance-enhancing substances.
Early chapters of the book cover the
basics such as factors that limit sports performance. They offer a very easy-to-understand yet comprehensive overview of
energy systems, muscle-fiber types, and
their interactions during exercise. Other
topics include how sport psychology can
help enhance one's exercise performance
and how to evaluate the claims made for
an ergogenic substance (including the
perils of relying on testimonials).
The real beauty of this book is its
coverage of over 60 ergogenic substances.
These range from various over-thecounter vitamins, minerals, and amino
acids to illegal substances such as steroids
and cocaine. Few stones are left unturned.
Besides the more conspicuous-and
dubious - of ergogenic aids, such as
chromium picolinate , DHEA, and antioxidants, Dr. Williams also covers more
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low-profile aids such as nasal-airway expanders and oxygen supplementation.
Very good synopses of relevant literature
are included for creatine and beta hydroxy
methyl butyrate (HMB) , two of the new
kids on the block that everyone seems to
be talking about these days. Each substance is listed alphabetically for easy access, and each entry includes classification and usage of the compound, an explanation of how it's supposed to work,
the effectiveness of the substance, safety
issues associated with its use, legal and
ethical issues, and recommendationswhich basically gives the bottom line on
whether or not the substance should be
used. All recommendation s for (or
against) use are made solely on the basis
of available scientific literature.
Reference s for those who wish to
pursue matters further, are listed at the
back of the book and are organized according to chapter. Most references are
very recent, having been published within
the past five years, with many others published within the past year
The Ergogenics Edge is a rare find
these days: it's unbiased, easy to understand, comprehensive, and up to date.

I RECOMMENDED
HerbalFake
Varro
E. Tyle
r
Essiac: A Native Herbal Cancer Remedy
by C. Olsen (Pagosa Springs , CO: Kali
Press, 1996), 122 pp., no price given,
ISBN 0-9628882-5- 7 (paperback).
Most readers, with the possible exception
of those who have spent the last decade or
so in Antarctica, will be familiar with Essiac, the most visible of America's unproven herbal remedies for cancer. The
formula was popularized by Canadian
nurse Rene Caisse, who is said to have
obtained it indirectly from an Ojibwa
medicine man in 1922. Christening the
mixture with her own name spelled backwards, nurse Caisse treated cancer patients with it until short ly before her death
in 1978. Since then, the product has continued to be widely promoted and used by
some alternative health-care practitioners.
This volume details the history of the
remedy provides a number of testimoni-
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als regarding its purported efficacy, gives
a formula for it as well as its mode of
preparation and use, and then throws in a
few space fillers, such as an illustrated description of the five Tibetan rites to normalize hormone production in the body.
No mention is made of the tests conducted in 1983 by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) that found that Essiac lacked
any significant antitumor activity.
Basically , Essiac is a tea consisting
principally of burdock root (Arctium
spp.), with lesser amounts of sheep sorrel
(Rumex acetosella), slippery elm bark
( Ulmus fulva), and Turkey rhubarb root
(Rheum scutatus?). Actually, the book defines Turkey rhubarb as Rheum palmatum, a type of Chinese rhubarb often
transshipped through Turkish ports. Just
how this nonnative laxative herb could
have been used in an ancient Ojibwa formula is not explained .
The book repeatedly notes that each
of the herbs in Essiac has been used as a
food. This assertion apparently confuses
the root of rhubarb species containing anthraquinone derivatives that act as laxatives with the petioles of common rhapontic rhubarb that are edible. As for slippery
elm bark with its tough ligni:fied fibers, it
can scarcely be regarded as a food.
In attempting to explain the presumed beneficial effects of Essiac ingredients, the book notes that sheep sorrel
contains alkaloids that may play a part in
the cytotoxic activity. Yet in his authoritative work on the distribution of alkaloids ,
Raffauf has indicated that the species
gave negative tests for such compound s.
Another puzzling statement refers to
the Essiac formula having been handed
over to the Resperin Corporation in 1977
by Rene Caisse who insisted "the formula
not be disclosed and is still under lock and
key today." That being the case, what assurance is there that the Essiac recipe
given in the book is at all authentic?
Aside from anecdotal informationtestimonials by users-there is nothing to
support the assertion that Essiac is an effective cure for cancer. Persons interested
in the history and development of unproven cancer remedies, such as krebiozen, laetrile, and the like, will find this
book of interest. NF

NOT RECOMMENDED

NEWSUPP
LEMENT
REGULATIONS
On April 291the FDAproposed
new
rulesforstatemen
ts abouttheeffects
of
dietarysupplement
productson body
structure
andfunction(Federal
Reg
ister
63:23624-23632
, 1998).Theruleswere
drafted
to complywiththeDietary
Supplementand HealthEducation
Act of
1994,whichwasintended
toweaken
the
agenctsauthority.
Theproposed
rules
include:
(1)Disease
claimsarenotpermitted;(2) Disease
is definedas j'any
deviation
from,impairment
of. or interruptionof thenormalstructure
or function of anypart,organ,or system(or
combination
thereofof thebodythatis
manifested
bya characteristic
setof one
or moresignsorsymptoms
"; (3)"Signs
or symptoms
" includelaboratoryor
clinicalassessments
thatarecharacter
isticof a disease
, suchas an elevated
cholesterol
fraction
, ur1cacid,or blood
sugar,andcharacteristic
signsof diseaselsuchaselevated
bloodpressure;
(4)A claimthata product
helpsprotect
againsta disease(e.g.,"reduces
the
') is a pisease
stiffness
of arthritis'
claim;
(5)A product
name
thatimpliesaneffect
) "Hepatocure"would
ona disease
, e.Q~
constitute
a disease
claim,but names
suchas "Cardioheal
th" or "HeartTabs"
wouldnot;and(6) suggestions
thata
disease
or
product
helpsfighta specific
typeofdisease
bystimulating
thebodis
defenses
wouldbedisease
claims,but
generalclaimssuchas "supportsthe
immune
system"
wouldnot.Thefulltext
of theproposed
regulations
is available
onlineathttp://www.fda.gov
(search
for"dietary
supplementsThedeadline
forpubliccomments
is August
27.
0

) .

COURTTHWARTSFDABAN
TheFDAhas
.determined
thatCholestin,
a product
promoted
asa dietary
supplementintended
to affectcholesterol
levels, is notadietary
supplement,
butisan
unapproved
drugunderthetermsof the
Federal
Food,Drug,andCosmetics
Act.
Cholesti
n contains
lovastatin,
theactive
ingredient
in Mevacor,
a prescription
drugusedto modifycholesterol
levels.
Theproductis manufactured
by Phar[continuedonpage30]

Nutritional Supplements
for Down Syndrome
What happens when hope meets hype
by Len Leshin, MD
~ own syndrome is a genetic disorde r

\:I

caused by the presence of a third
21 st chromo some. It occurs once in every
600 to 700 births, making it the most
common genetic disorder. Its common
features include poor muscle tone, short
stature , a small nose with flat nasal
bridg e, small skin folds on the inner corner of the eyes (epicanth al folds) , dry
skin, immune- system suppre ssion, developmental delays , speech difficul ties, and mental retardation .
Even before Down
syndrome was found to be
caused by a genetic ab-

associates reported that supplement ary vitamins and mineral s and thyroid hormone
improved IQ scores and caused "physical
changes toward normal" among children
with various types of mental deficiency,
with the best results in three children with
Down syndrome. Howeve r, the study was
neither controlled nor blinded , and seven
different studies during the next decade
showed no positive results from Harrell's
mixture . Harrell's formula gained
notoriety because it was discussed in a scientific journal.
Haps Caps, another
mixture of vitamins , min-

No double-

normality,

nutritional

blind study

therapies were proposed,
usually focusing on one
or two items . Mixtures
that included vitamins ,
hormon es, and enzyme s
were advocated in the 1960s
by Haboud , a German physician; however, other investigators
found no beneficial effect. At about the
same time, Henry Turkel , MD, in the
United States claimed that a mixture of 48
different ingredients could improve intelligence and the appearance of children
with Down syndrome . No double -blind
study was ever performed with Turkel's
formula. Dr. Turkel administered his formula to children with Down syndrome for
almost 40 years; if there had been some
benefit , we should have had such evidence by now. Yet no such group of children or adults has been identified to date.
In the 1980s, Ruth Harrell, MD, and

erals, and enzymes that hit

the marketplace dur ing
the 1980s, is frequently
given with thyroid hormone. No study of Haps
Caps has been published.
Haps Caps is promoted
through traveling clinics run by
Jack Warner, MD, of California .
In recent years, two formulas have
become even more popular because of TV
shows, Internet promotion, and seminars.
In 1995, ABC-TV's Day One promoted a
formula created by Dixie Lawrence
Tafoya, owner/operator of an adoption
agency that specializes in finding homes
for disabled children. Lawrence initially
based her formula on Turkel' s original
mixture but modified it for her own
daughter. The TV program described how
Lawrence had adopted a girl with Down
syndrome and had "tapped into medical
databases , scoured libraries , called re-

was ever
performed
with Turkel's
formula.
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search departments, talked to anyone who high enough to be toxic are still occasionknew anything about the biochemistry of ally promoted.
Mine rals. Several studies have
Down syndrome." The result was a formula based on Turkel's original mixture shown that zinc and selenium serum levbut containing many more ingredients. els are decreased among children with
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Doing the DRis, Part II
The second DR/ report covers
B-vitamins and choline
he National Research Council has ents in their diet. The report notes, howreleased the second of its series of ever, that between l 0% and 30% of older
seven reports on Dietary Reference In- adults have lost the ability to adequate ly
takes (DRis) . The first DRI report, pub- absorb the B 12 in their food. Therefore,
lished last year, discussed five nutrients people over age 50 should meet most of
related to bone health (see NF, Nov./Dec . their recommended intake with fortified
1997). This report covers the B-vitamins foods or vitamin supplements .
and choline. Except for folate and
In recent years, much research has
choline, the recommended intakes have centered on the roles that B-vitamins may
not changed substantially since the 10th play in reducing the risk of cardiovascular
edition of NRC's Recommended Dietary disease, cancers, and various mental disorders. Although promising, the research is
Allowance s was published in 1989.
As of January 1, 1998, U.S. food man- not yet solid enough to justify recommenufacturers are required to add folic acid to dations for nutrient intake, the report says.
Therefore , rather than setting inenriched bread, rolls, and buns; all entake levels to reduce the risk of
riched flour including bromated and
self-rising flours; enriched corn
these diseases, the DRI comgrits and com meals; enriched
mittee based its recommen dations on values shown to
farina and rice; and all enExcept for
riched macaroni and noodle
guard against anemia or
folate and
other conditions that can
products inc luding vegdevelop when these vitaetable macaroni, vegetable
choline, the
noodle, and nonfat milk
mins are lacking.
recommended
macaroni products. In adConsumption of folate and vitamin B6 can
dition, breakfast cereals
intakes have not reduce elevated levels of
have added folic acid up to
changed
400 mcg per serving.
homocysteine
in the
This report stresses that
blood, and some studies
substantially
adults need 400 micrograms
have linked lower homoper day of folate, a level that since the 10th cysteine concentrations with
many Americans were not
a decreased risk of cardiovasedition. cular
meeting before folate fortification
disease. But it is not yet
began. To reduce the risk of spina bisettled whether increasing folate or
fida and other neural-tube defects, women B6 intake leads directly to less vascular
capable of becoming pregnant should ob- and heart disease. Likewise, data showing
tain the recommended amount from forti- that increased folate may protect against
fied foods, vitamin supplements, or a com- colorectal cancer do not provide conclubination of the two, the report says. This is sive evidence of a benefit, the report says.
in addition to the naturally occurring folate
The report lists an Adequate Intake
level for choline, which is a departure
they obtain from a varied diet.
Whether these women can rely to- from the previously issued Recommended
tally on the folate in food is uncertain, Dietary Allowances. Choline is not genersince research has involved giving only ally considered a vitamin for humans, but
additional amounts of folic acid.
recent research has shown that healthy
The report recommends individual in- males fed a choline-deficient diet develtakes for thiamin, riboflavin, niacin, vita- oped liver damage. Concluding that suffimins B 6 and B 12, pantothenic acid, biotin, cient human data are not available to
and choline. Most Americans and Canadians have adequate amounts of these nutri{continued
onpage31J
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MD,boardchairman
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of thetreatments
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"alternative
medicine."
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ansresearch.com
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byinserting
disease
names,
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seven
productssaidto beusefulin preventing
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nowofferInternet
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tionsthatrequire
no telephone
lineanddownload
up to 50
timesas fast as ordinarymodems.
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monthly
costis about$40.
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in 1999. However, it is not clear that cystathione beta-synthase levels are elevated
in Down syndrome. One study showed increased amounts, but two others did not.
Another amino acid being promoted
is tryptophan, which the body uses to synthesize serotonin. Decreased serum levels
of serotonin have been found among people with Down syn drome . Howeve r, it is
not yet possible to study serotonin levels
in the brain, so it is not known whether
the brain serotonin levels are also low.
Oral admin istration of 5-hydroxytryptophan, a compound the body uses to make
serotonin, has produced no apparent
benefits.
Antioxidants. It has been known for
many years that one of the genes overexpressed in Down syndrome is the one producing superoxide dismutase (SOD).
This enzyme converts oxygen
radicals, which are normal byproducts of cell metabolism,
to hydrogen peroxide and
water. Glutathione peroxidase then converts the hydrogen peroxide to water
and oxygen. One theory
states that if there is more
SOD withou
a corresponding increase in glutathion e peroxidase,
then
more hydrogen peroxide will
be available to cause peroxidative
damage to the cell. Experiments with
cell cultures and postmortem tests seem to
show that this oxidative damage might
cause premature aging, damage leading to
senile dementia of the Alzheimer's type,
and the early loss of brain cells seen in infants with Down syndrome. The theory
claims that antioxidant supplements may
prevent and even reverse damage by peroxidation. Howe ver, no evidence of this
oxidative damage has been found in living humans with Down syndrome, and
the possibility of adverse effects from
long-term use of large amounts of antioxidants has received little attention.
Digestive enzymes. Parents are
being told that their children with Down
syndrome lack certain digestive enzymes,
making it harder for them to get needed
nutrients from the diet. There is no evi-

dence that people with Down syndrome
are deficient in any pancreatic or intestinal enzyme. In fact, most children with
Down syndrome have trouble with constipation, whereas people deficient in digestive enzymes tend to have loose stools.
There does seem to be an increase in
celiac disease (a disorder of malabsorption of wheat gluten) in Down syndrome,
but enzymes do not help in this condition.
Docosahexaenoic acid (DHA). This
omega-3 fatty acid is an important constituent of cell membranes, especially in the
retina and brain. Typically, DHA is synthesized in the body from other fatty acids in
the diet. Studies have indicated that premature infants may not be able to synthesize
enough on their own, so infant formulas for
premature babies should be fortified with
DHA. Because breast milk contains DHA,
the World Health Organization and several
other organizations have asked the FDA
to include it in regular infant formulas in the U.S. (DHA is already a component in infant
formula in several European
countries .) Promoters of
DHA for older children
with Down syndrome
claim that its use will improve eye and neurologic
development. No research
indicates that children with
Down syndrome lack DHA,

The use of
DHA entails
some risks. Too
much can actually suppress
the immune

system.
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cannot make enough, or can

benefit from DHA supplements.
Further, studies have shown that the critical period for supplementing DHA in
preterm infants is the first two months of
life, and little benefit beyond that should be
expected. Likewise, the promotion of the
use of other fatty acids has no proven benefit for children with Down syndrome. The
use of DHA entails some risks. Too much
can actually suppress the immune system,
which is already impaired in people with
Down syndrome.
Choline. Studies have shown that as
children with Down syndrome age, there
is a loss of neurons that produce the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. It is presumed
that this loss may cause difficulties with
memory and cognitive function. Choline
is promoted for increasing myelinization
of neurons and for increasing levels of the
neurotransmitter acetylcholine . However,
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there is no evidence that oral choline supplements do either of these things in people with Down syndrome.
Piracetam. Another product mentioned on the ABC TV show profiling
Dixie Lawrence was piracetam. Piracetam
was developed in the 1970s and has been
studied as a possible treatment for several
diseases, including Alzheimer's di 'ease,
sickle-cell anemia, dyslexia, and a movement disorder called myoclonus. One study
seemed to show cognitive improvement in
children with Down syndrome given piracetam, but the study was not blinded or controlled by placebo. No other study on this
topic has been published , though introductory studies are currently taking place.
Piracetam has orphan drug status for myoclonus, but it is not FDA-approved for
treating Down syndrome.
DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide). The
Sierra Clinic, located in Mexico, is treating children with muscular injections of
amino acids and DMSO in an attempt to
improve cognition and motor skills. One
study supports such use, but the study was
not blinded and has not been confirmed
by any other researcher. One study on oral
DMSO in children with Down syndrome
found no benefit.

AdverseEffects
When use of supplementary nutrients
began, many of the vitamins were in
megadose quantities . However, in response to criticism of the danger of toxicity, most regimens are now within RDA
ranges. Vitamins A and E continue
slightly above the RDA in several supplements. There is still concern as to infants
who are nur ing or taking formula and
being given these products getting too
much vitamin A and a heavy protein load.
Infonnation on side effects is not
being collected systematically. However,
at a meeting in late 1997 of the Down
Syndrome Medical Interest Group, doctors caring for these children reported instances of diarrhea, hyperactivity, and insomnia. Another notable effect has been
loss of appetite, related to the fact that
these supplements are not usually palatable. Parents often hide them in food and
drink. A few children have stopped eating,
apparently suspicious that the supplement

was in all their food. Orange skin coloring
(carotenemia) was occasionally reported
before vitamin-A levels in these supplements were decreased.

Questionable
Promotions
Supplement products have become a
source of much debate and controversy in
the Down syndrome community , largely
because of the ways they are promoted.
Here are some examples.
Stating speculations as fact. Supplement promoters commonly claim that "infants with Down syndrome become retarded largely because of the overexpres sion of .. superoxide dismutase . and that
supplements can compensate for this . Some
promoters append a long list of scientific
articles to their promotional piece s. implying that they all support what the promoter
has written. Generally, however, many of
the studies have little to do with nutritional
supplementation. and of those that do, the
vast majority actually conclude th8t supplementation is not benefic ial. Such lists ca n
be very misleading to the parent with no
medical background or a physician who
lacks the time to investigate the actual articles or even read the abstracts ..
Dubious claims of benefits . The
claims range from the mild, such as an increase in growth rate and decrease in rate
of infections , to the extreme of normalizing such items as cogni tion, muscle tone ,
sleep habits, speech, visual acuity. and
even facial features. The S ieITa Clinic
even claims on its Web site that its treatment ·'turns the Down syndrome patient
into a normal healthy individual."
Targeted nutrition. The NuTriVene-D program is said to be specifically
designed for indiv iduals with Down syndrome-to enable better absorption of nutrients and provide "essential nutrients that
are typically deficient." International Nutrition and the Trisomy 21 Research Institute refer to NuTr iVene-D as 'Targe ted
Nutrition Intervention" ('TNI"). However,
they do not recommend testing vitamin
and minera l levels before use of the product is begun (and do not recommend
amino-acid testing at all). No definiti ve research has been published showing cons istent nutrient deficienc ies among children
with Down syndrome. When asked why
the supplement is called "targeted" if no

blood tests are do ne to determine whether
deficiency ex ists before it is used , proponents reply that the stock formula fits the
needs of approximately 85% of all children with Down syndrome and that adjustments can be made later. NuTriVene -D is
also promoted for use by children with
other "c hromosomal dele tions or mu tations, and other abnormalities .'·
Use of anecdotaJ evidence. Many
parents report that their child improved
after starting supplements . Storie s of increased health. normal growth. children
acting ·'brighter .. or "more with it'' are
abundant and can be very alluring to the
interested parent or doctor. However,
such testimonial s have been shown to be
affected strongly by the parent's bias . Curiously . two studies in the 1980s using
Harrell's formula showed that parents of
the children taking the placebo were more
likely to claim their child had shown improvement than were the parents of children taking the actual formula.

Misrepresenting the nature of Down
syndrome. Some promotional literatu re refers to Down syndrome as a ·'progressive,
metabolic. degenerative disease that if left
untreated, would lead to poor health, mental
retardation,
and ultimately premature
death." Researchers and clinicians who
have worked with adults with Down syndrome for ye,u-s, if not decades, dispute this
statement, as do current parents of adul ts
with Down syndrome. The outlook for people with Down syndrome is not bleak , and
each generation has had a healthier. longe r
life span. There is no evidence that any nutritional supplemen t enhances the prognosis. This , tactic preys on parents of infants
and young children with Down syndrome
who are vulnerable to the suggestio n that
they might be bad or neglectful p,u-ents if
they don't give their children these products .

TheBottomLine
While a few vocal doctors have championed the idea that dietary supplements
can help children with Down syndrome ,
most doctors who take care of these children on a day-to-day basis do not recommend supplements. In 1996. the American
College of Medical Genetics stated that it
knew of no sc ientific evidence tha t treatment with piracetam or amino-acid supplements can improve the mental func -
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tioning of people with Down syndrome.
In 1997, the National Down Syndrome
Society cautioned parents that:
The adminisLration of the vitamin related
therapies---e.g .. the vitamin/mineral/amino
acid/hormone/enzyme c.:ombinaLion-has
not been shown to be of benelil in a controlled trial. that Lherationale advanced for
these therapies is unproven. and that Lhe
previous use of these therapies has not produced any scientifically validated significant results. Moreover. the long-tenn el~
feels of chronic administratio n of many or
the ingredients in these preparations are
unknown . Despite the large sums of money
which concerned parenls have ~pent Cor
such treatments in the hope that the conditions of their child with Down syndrome
would be beltered, there is no evidence that
any such benefit has been produced.

Despite all this, an estimated 5,000
children with Down syndrome have been
placed on one of the~e supplements. The
number still taking them is unknown, but
interest in these treatments remains high .
Told that the nutritional therapies can ' t
hurt and might help , many parents decide
that the therapies are "worth a try .'' A lso.
with so much reseurch in Down sy ndrome
focusing on prenatal testing or presenile
dementia, many parents feel abandoned
by the medical establishment. For these
parents . the supplement promote rs seem
to be the only ones interested in "ending
the implications of Down syndrome ." as
one newsletter puts it.
No matter how alluring the theor ies
are, or how convincing the anecdotal evidence may seem, it's imponant to remem ber that these theorie s have not bee n
proven , past expe1ience with similar claim~
have been proven unhelpful, and the currently promoted formulas have not bee n
scientifically proven safe or effective ,
Refe rences and Web sites related to
this article can be accessed from http://

www.quackwatch.com/OJ
RelatedTopics/down.html.

Quackery
NF

D1: Leshin is a pediatrician

in Corpus
Christ i. Texas. He is a member of the
Down Syndrome Medica l Interest Group
and is the.father cif'a young boy with Down
syndrome. His Web site http://www.
davlin.net/users/lleshin deals with medical malters relevant to this condition.
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manex,
Inc.,of SimiValley,California,
whichextracts
themainingredient
from
red-yeast
-rice powderimportedfrom
China
. TheFDAbelieves
thatCholestin
is nota dietary
supplement
because
lovastatin
wasnot"marketed
asa dietary
supp
lementor food"before
theagency
approved
Mevacor
asa drug.However,
a
federal
courtjudgehasruledotherwise
andissued
a temporary
restraining
order
preventing
the FDAfromstopping
the
importation
ofredyeastrice.
BREATHASURE
CLAIMS
ATTACKED
TheWarner-Lambert
Company
, which
manufactures
Certs breath mints,
Clarets
mintsandgum,Dentyne
gum,
andListerine
antiseptic
mouthwash
, is
suingin federal
courtto stopBreathA
sureInc.,of Calabasas
, California
, from
continuing
toclaimor implythatits"in,"
ternal breathfreshenerproducts
BreathAsure
andBreathAsure-D,
getrid
of badbreath
for hoursandgiveusers
clean,
freshbreath,
evenaftertheyconsumeonions,
garlic,orotherfoodscontainingaromatic
substances
. Claimsof
thistypehavebeenmade
onproduct
labels;in radio,television
, andmagazine
ads;and on the Internetat http://
www
.breathasure
.com
. Since1994,
theCouncil
of Better
Business
Bureau
's
National
Advertising
Division
hasinvestigatedtwiceandconcluded
thatsuch
claimswereunsubstantiated.
Theactive
ingredie
ntsinBreathAs
urearesaidto be
parsleyseed and sunfloweroils.
BreathAsure-D,
alsosaidto aiddigestion, containstheseingredients
plus
ginger,
chamomile,
and truelicorice."
Warner
-Lambert
's suitcharges
that"takingBreathAsure
capsules
withwateris
nomoreeffective
in fightingbadbreath
thandrinking
wateralone."
11

MAJOR
ST.JOHN'SWORTSTUDY
FUNDED
St.John's
wort(Hypericum
perforatum)
iswidely
claimed
tobeeffective
asanantidepressant.
Themecha
nismofactionis
unknown
; andtheactiveingredie
nt, if
any,hasnotbeenascertained.
Extracts
standardized
for hypericin
(oneof the
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herb's
constituents)
havebeenfoundto
beabouttwiceaseffective
asa placebo
.
A few studieshavefoundhypericin
somewhat
moreeffective
thanastandard
antidepressive
drug.However
, noneof
these
studies
lasted
more
thansixweeks,
whichis notlongenough
to determine
howlongtheherbwouldbeeffective
or
to detect
anylong-term
adverse
effects
(BritishMedical
Journal313:253-258
,
1996).In addition
, someof thestudies
(BMJ313:241werenotwelldesigned
242,1996)
. TheNIHOffice
ofAlternative
Medicine
hasfunded
a three-year,
$4.3millionclinicaltrialto compare
theeffectsof hypericum
, a placebo
, anda
standard
antidepressant
onpatients
who
arefollowed
foruptosixmonths.
PROPOSEDORGANIC
RULES
CHANGED
OnMay8,Agriculture
Department
Secretary
DanGlickman
announced
thatthe
USDA
will reviseits proposed
national
organicstandards
to eliminate
provisionsthatwouldhavepermitted
"orby human
ganicfood"to befertilized
waste
orto contain
irradiated
or genetically engineered
materials
. Natural
FoodsMerchandiser
hasreported
that
thechange
wastriggered
bymorethan
200,000
protest
messages
fromtheorganicindustryandconsumers.
CONTAMINATED
GINSENG
Pharmaprint,
Inc., recently
notifiedthe
Food
andDrugAdministratio
n ofitsdiscoveryof residues
of quintozene
, an
agricultural
-cropfungicide,
in a shipmentof rawginseng
root.Thepresence
ofthefungicide
ranged
from3 partsper
million(PPM)to 12 PPMin random
samples
of theshipment.
Therawginsengroothadbeenshipped
fromHauser
Chemical
Research,
Inc.,in Boulder,
Colorado.
Hauseris one of several
sources
ofginseng
forAmerican
supple
mentmakers.
Pharmaprint
rejected
the
shipment
of ginseng
fromHauser
and
notified
theFDAbecause
ofconcern
that
thecontamination
couldaffect
otherginsengprod
uctsonthemarket.
HERBAL
PRODUCT
SETTLEMENT
Thefamilyofastudent
whodiedfroman
overdoseof UltimateXphoria
, an
ephedrine
-contai
ning herbalproduct,
hassettled
withthemanufacturers
ofthe
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product
for $2.5million.Neither
company,Ame
ricanSupplement
Technolgies,Inc.,nor Alternative
HealthResearch,
Inc., wouldcomment.Thestudent,PeterSchlendorf
, wason spring
breakin Panama
Cityin 1996whenhe
died.A monthlater,bothFloridaand
NewYorkbanned
thesaleoftheproduct
as well as otherproduc
ts containing
ephedrine.
TheFDAhasissued
a warningabouttheuseofephedrine.
FTCACTION
AGAINST
SUPPLEM
ENTMAKER
ANDADAGENCY
Themaker
andadagency
fortwodietary
supplements
haveagreed
to settleFederalTrade
Commission
charges
thatthey
madefalseandunsubstantiated
health
claims.TheFTCalleged
thatBogdana
Corporation
promoted
two products,
Cholestaway
andFloraSource
, ascures
orpreventives
foravariety
ofserious
diseases
andhealth
conditions
even
though
theydidnothavea reasonable
basisfor
anyof theclaimsat thetimetheywere
made
. In a separate
complaint,
theFTC
allegedthatWestern
DirectMarketing
Group,
Inc., kneworshouldhaveknown
thattheclaims
fortheproducts
weredeceptive
. TheFTCsettlement
withthese
twocompanies
contains
various
reportingprovisions
thatwillassist
theFTCin
monitoring
the companies
' compliance
withtheprovisions
oftheagreement.
TEENDIESAFTER
TAKING
'RIPPEDFUEL'
An herbalsupplement
calledRipped
Fuel,toutedto boostathleticperformance,
mayhavebeeninvolved
in the
deathof a 15-year-old
girl whocollapsedat a soccergamein California.
Thecoroner
's reportsaidthatthecause
of deathwasBland-White-Garland
syndrome,
a congenital
heartdefect;
however,thesuppleme
nt mayhaveaggravated
thegirl'sheart
condition.
Herheart
condition
wasdiscovered
bymedical
examiners
fromBoston
wherea 23-yearold athlete
suffered
fatalheartdamage
linkedto Ripped
Fuelin 1996.Ripped
Fuelcontains ma huang,a form of
ephedri
ne,andisavailable
insupermarketsandhealth
-foodstores.
Twinlab,
the
company
that produces
RippedFuel,
maintains
thattheirproduct
wasnota
factorinthegirl'sdeath.NF
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determine whether choline is essential in
the human diet, the report advises that this
question be given high research priority.

UpperLimits
The committee set the tolerable upper intake level for vitamin B6 at 100 milligrams
per day for adults. Intakes above this
amount could cause sensory neuropathy, a
nerve disorder that can lead to pain, numbness, and weakness in the limbs. Likewise,
adults with vitamin B 12 deficiency who take
excess folic acid place themselves at greater
risk of progressive, crippling neurologic
damage. For folic acid, the committee set
the tolerable upper intake level for adults at
1,000micrograms ( 1 milligram) per day.
Individuals who consume too much
niacin have been shown to feel a flush,
wann sensation, itching, and other symptoms. The committee set the tolerable upper
intake level for niacin at 35 milligrams per
day. Some individuals who take high-dose,
over-the-counter niacin supplements may
exceed this amount regularly.
The report lists an Adequate Intake
level for choline, which is a departure
from the previously issued Recommended Dietary Allowances. However,
choline has not been established as an essential nutrient for humans, and the
American diet contains enough that deficiency has not been reported outside of
unusual experimental conditions.
Because the committee was unable
to identify studies conducted on the adverse effects of taking large doses of the
other B-vitamins, it did not set upper limits for thiamin, riboflavin, vitamin B 12,
pantothenic acid, and biotin.

ForFurtherInformation
The full report-Dietary Reference Intakes for Thiamin, Riboflavin, Niacin, Vitamin B6 , Folate, Vitamin B 12 , Pantothenic
Acid, Biotin, and Choline-will soon be
available in both hardcover ($34.95) and
softcover ($24.95) versions. It can be purchased by calling (800) 624-6242; sending payment to the National Academy
Press, 201 Constitution Ave, NW, Washington, DC 20418; or ordering at a discount online (http ://www.nap . edu). The
full text can also be read online although
the process is cumbersome . NF

any food made with refined sugar or
flour, and they okay eating foods like butter, bacon, eggs, and sausage. They say
that fruit eaten in combination with other
foods is harmful because it overstimulates
AnalysisandRatings
insulin secretion, which, they say, will
NF reviews rate each book as either REC- make you fat.
OMMENDED, NOT RECOMMENDED,
The truth is that weight gain occurs
or RECOMMENDED WITH RESERVA- when foods are eaten in excess and not beTIONS, depending on the books factual ac- cause of eating "wrong" foods, "bad"
curacy, reliance on scientific research meth- foods, or wrong combinations of food. Carods, and usefulness to readers. Readers who bohydrates can be stored as fat, but only if
would like to see specific books reviewed they are eaten in excess. Anything you eat
may send their suggestions (or copies of in excess of what your body needs is stored
books) to Nutrition Forum Book Reviews, as fat. Carbohydrates are no more fattening
P.O. Box 664, Amherst, NY 14226-0664.
than any other foods. In fact, excess carbohydrate in the diet is less efficient at producing body fat than excess fat in the diet.
Insulin is not a "bad guy." It is
needed
to move sugar from your bloodBethFontenot
stream into the cells of your body where it
Sugar Busters! Cut Sugar to Trim Fat by
is used to fuel all of your activities. As for
H. Leighton Steward, Morrison C.
losing weight, what matters is caloriesBethea, MD, Sam S. Andrews, MD, and
not carbohydrates and insulin.
Luis A. Balfart, MD (New York: BallanYou'll probably lose a few pounds if
tine Books, 1998), 268 pp., $22.00, ISBN
you follow the Sugar Busters diet. But
0-345-42558-8, hardcover.
what you are losing is body water or musThree physicians and a business executive
cle mass from depriving yourself of carhave come up with the newest version of bohydrates. When you restrict your intake
the "carbohydrates-are-bad-for-you'' diet of carbohydrates, your body loses its
and have written a book that is selling like stored sugar (glycogen) along with the
hotcakes (oops ... those aren't allowed on water in the stores. This causes a rapid
the diet). The main idea behind this so- weight loss when you first begin the diet.
called Sugar Busters diet is that sugar is If carbohydrates are restricted too se"toxic" and that certain foods like bread, verely, your body makes another fuel
rice, potatoes, and bananas are bad for you source for itself-ketones. The excretion
because they have a high glycemic index. of excess ketones also causes water loss.
The glycemic index is a way of classifying
In addition, if adequate sugar is not availfoods based on how much they raise your able to your body, your muscle mass is
blood sugar when you eat them. When broken down to get to amino acids that
your blood sugar rises, the body produces
can be converted to sugar. This again reinsulin, a hormone that lowers bl ood sults in the loss of water stored in body
sugar. The creators of this diet claim that proteins and of muscle mass.
insulin is the "bad guy" because when you
The Sugar Busters diet ridicules eseat from their list of forbidden foods tablished eating guidelines promoted by
(foods with a high glycemic index), in- the American Dietetic Association, the
sulin will cause sugar to be stored as fat.
American Heart Association, and other
While there may be a grain of truth to health organizations. An analysis of the
the authors' theory, they have exaggerated
suggested meal plan in the book using
it, insisting in effect that eating a baked usual portion sizes shows that anywhere
potato is like eating a potato skin filled from 40 to 50% of the calories come from
with sugar. Yes, carbohydrates are broken fat, and much of that is saturated fat. This
down to sugar by the body. Yes, insulin exceeds the AHA's recommendation that
does promote fat storage, but only when less than 30% of calories should come
more carbohydrate is eaten than the body from fat with very limited amounts of satcan use. The authors slam foods such as urated fat. The authors' suggestion to
bananas, raisins, carrots, beets, corn, and limit certain grain foods, fruits, and veg-
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etables contradicts the guidelines of the
USDA's Food Guide Pyramid.
A joint report issued last year by the
Food and Agriculture Orgaruzation (FAO)
and the World Health Organization
(WHO) emphasized the importance of
carbohydrates in the diet and stated that a
high intake of carbohydrates can reduce
the risk of obesity and protect against
other nutrition-related diseases. The report
also declared that there is no evidence that
sugars and starches promote obesity.
In short, the book is filled with inaccurate nutrition information, and the authors' claims (and success stories) are not
supported by scientific data. The whole
idea of the glycernic index is controversial at best. The Sugar Busters diet is
nothing new. It's just a recycled version of
the same old low-carbohydrate diet that's
been around for years. If it really worked,
would it have to be repackaged, renamed,
and resold every few years?

I NOT RECOMMENDED
Primitive Nutriti
on
BeckyChase
Traditional Foods Are Your Best Medicine: Improving Health and Longevity
with Native Nutrition by Ronald F.
Schmid, ND (Rochester, Vermont: Healing Arts Press, 1997), 270 pp., $14.95,
ISBN0-89281-735-6,softcover.
Using anthropological data and some biological speculation, Ronald Schmid hopes
to convince the reader that our biology requires us to eat a natural-food s diet similar to that of ancient cultures . By eating
these "traditional" foods, he says, we can
avoid arthritis, cancer, heart disease, allergies, and even headaches.
Our genetic structure has not
changed significantly over the last 10,000
years, yet Schmid contends that the introduction of refined foods and an imbalance
of animal-to-plant foods in the last century have changed our bodies. Schmid
tells us that in addition to causing degenerative diseases previously seldom seen,
the modem diet has lengthened the gastrointestinal tract, causing problems with
meat digestion . The diet has created
changes in the formation of the dental
arch and the skull that are respons ible for
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dental problems and mental illness. It is
even supposed to be responsible for genetic diseases like Down syndrome.
Much of the "evidence" presented
comes from work performed earlier in this
century by Weston Price, a dentist, and
Francis M. Pottenger, a physician. Though
the chapters on native diets are interesting
and Schmid raises valid concerns with the
modem diet, he fails at making a clear and
valid argument. The core assertion-that
the modern diet has changed our biologyis simply speculation backed only by suggestive or inconclusive evidence.
The types of foods available to us
today obviously differ from those available centuries ago. Schmid 's answer to
that problem is to eat a natural-foods diet
similar to modem-day hunter-gatherers
that still exist in isolated pockets around
the world. According to Schmid, that diet
should consist primarily of two food
groups, animal foods and vegetables. Animal foods should be from naturally raised
animals and include meat, organ meats,
and seafood eaten lightly cooked or raw.
Also, raw dairy products, such as milk,
cheese, yogurt, and a little butter, can be
included. Vegetables should be eaten
mostly raw, especially raw greens, along
with other lightly cooked vegetables. But
this particular mix of food groups in the
suggested proportions conflicts with the
recommendations of the Food Guide Pyramid. And there is no solid scientific evi-

dence that eating organic foods is more
healthful than eating regular foods. In addition, though Schmid alludes to foodsafety concerns, he gives only a cursory
look at the issue of eating raw animal
foods.
While the importance of omega-3
fats is covered thorough ly and accurately,
other issues important to the author's argument are glossed over, such as specifics
about the low nutrient density of refined
foods. Many statements are simply wrong
or unsubstantiated by references in the
bibliography. For example, he claims that
lamb fat is rich in EPA. According to nutrient analysis data, EPA appears in only
small quantities in lamb, compared to
fish, and only in the organ meats. He suggests the use of cod-liver oil as a reasonable alternative to eating fish, but then
raises safety concerns without adequately
addressing them. This curious mix of accurate and erroneous nutrition information, contradict ions, and unsubstantiated
assertions will leave the astute reader confused about specific recommendations.
The nutritional advice given in this
book would be expensive and difficult for
most people to follow. There are few
practical guidelines that address implementation of the ideas or that demonstrate
how to ensure nutritional adequacy and
balance. NF

NOT RECOMMENDED

Finally.
Science meets
alternative medicine.
The Scientific Review of Alternative
Medicine ( SRAM) is the only peer--re-viewed medical journal dedicated exclusively
to carefully assessing the claims, treatments,
and hypotheses of unconventional medicine.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY! Get a one--year subscription (2 issues) for
$50 (for individuals in the U.S. and Canada) or $90 (for institu-tions and overseas, postage included). Call (800) 421-0351 for
credit card orders, or send your check (made out to Prometheus

Books) to SRAM, Prometheus Books, 59 John Glenn Dr.,
Amher t, NY 14228-2197.
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RAWMILKANDDISEASE
OUTBREAKS
Inareport
published
intheAugust
1998
issueof the AmericanJournal of
dataonraw
PublicHealth,surveillance
milk-associated
disease
outbreaks
inthe
U.S.from1973through
1992werereviewed
. In early1995,whenthedata
werecollected
, 28 statespermitted
intrastate
saleof rawmilk.In all of these
states,
thevolume
of rawmilksoldrepresented
lessthan1% of thetotalof all
pasteurized
and unpaste
urized milk
sold. There
were46reported outbreaks
1,733cases thatwerereported
involving
in 21 states.Fortyof the outbreaks
(87%)occurredin stateswhereintrastate
saleof rawmilkwaslegal.For
morethanhalfthecases
andoutbreaks
,
Campylobacter
wasthe pathogen
implicated
. Thenumber
ofreported
outbrea
ks
was0.14in
per10millionperson-years
states
whereintrastate
sale·of rawmilk
waslegaland0.03 in states
whereintrastate
salewasillegal.(AmJ Public
88:1219-1221,
1998)
Health
GARLIC
FAILURE
Arecent
report(JAMA279:1900-1902
,
theeffect
ofgarlicther1998)examined
apyon serumcholesterol
levels
. In a
double
-blind, placebo-controlled
study
of25patients
withmoderately
highcholesterol,
somepatients
received
garlic
oilandsomereceived
a placebo
. Later
in
thestudy,
allofthepatients
received
the
placebo
fora period
oftimeandthenalI
weregiventhegarlicoil foranother
period.Theresultsof thestudyshowed
thatthegarlicoilpreparations
hadnoinfluence
oncholesterol
levels
.
FDARECALLS
HERBALSEDAT
IVE
SleepingBuddha,
a dietary
supplement
promoted
as a treatment
for insomnia
andrestlessness,
hasbeenrecalled
after
the FDAdetermined
thatthe product
contained
a prescription
-strength
sedativenotlistedonthelabel.Theingredient,estazolam
, canhaveserious
sideef-
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Pyruvate: Just the Facts
Why there's less than meets the eye
by Joseph P. Cannon

A
V

very year a new batch of weight-loss ble for practically all of the studies on
products is touted to melt off excess pyruvate and also holds the U .S-.patent
pounds and increase muscle mass with on "Pyruvate +," a form of pyruvate sold
minimal effort. This year is no different. through Med Pro Industrie s.
The vast majority of studies done on
One thing that's new, however, is that one
pyruvate
have in reality been mixtures of
new weight-loss product actually has scipyruvate
and dihydroxyacetone, another
entific studies published in reputable jourthree-carbon
metabolite formed
nals that are alleged to back up its
during glycolysis. Dihydroxyclaims . The product is called
acetone is also found in overpyruvate.
the-counter pyruvate formuAs promoted in healthTo date,
lations but is rarely menfood stores and in radio
tioned on the labels.
commercials, scientific eviStanko
dence is supposed to show
responsible
that pyruvate can:

is

• Enhance weight loss by
37% over dieting alone
• Enhance fat loss by 48%
over dieting alone
• Decrease appetite
• Increase muscle endurance
• Inhibit the regaining of fat
once dieting stops
• Increase metabolism

Scienceand
for practically
Wishfu
l Thinking
all of the
How well, though, does
scientific research supstudies on
port the claims made for
pyruvate and
pyru vate?
#1: Enhances
also holds the weightClaim
loss. There are few
U.S. patent on studies on pyruvate and its
"Pyruvate +.,, effects on weight loss. Those

Pyruvate (also known as pyruvic
acid) is a three-carbon compound generated as the end product of glycolysis, one
of the body's energy-generating pathways. During the early 1980s, research
showed that pyruvate could prevent fatty
buildup in rat livers from chronic alcohol
use. It was probably these studies that inspired University of Pittsburgh researcher
Ronald Stanko to investigate whether
pyruvat e might also work as a weightloss product. To date, Stanko is responsi-
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that have been done suggest
that pyruvate works under laboratory conditions, but its effect is
not very impre ssive. In one study, for example, obese women (defined as weighing over 200 pounds) added 30 grams of
pyruvate to a I 000-calorie/day liquid diet
for 2 1 days. This resulted in 37% more
weight loss and 48% more fat loss compared to control subj ects who were on the
1000-cal orie/da y diet only (American
Journal of Clinical Nutrition 56:630635, 1992).
These figures seem impressive until

NUTRITION FORUM
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one looks at the actual pounds of weight
and fat lost. Specifically, the 37% enhancement in weight loss amounts to an
average of only 3.5 pounds difference between the group taking the pyruvate and
from @ Prometheus Books
the one not taking it. With respect to the
48% increase in fat loss, this too is misleading because only 3.2 pounds more fat
Publisher
were lost in those consuming pyruvate .
PAULKURTZ
In a second study, obese women were
placed on a 500-ca lorie/day diet for 21
Edito
r
days, with some of the women supLEWIS
VAUGHN
plementing with 16 grams of
pyruvate and 12 grams of diCon
sultingEditor
STEPHENBARRITT,MD
hydroxyacetone (American
Journal of Clinical NutriSeniorAssociate
Editors
tion 55:771-776, 1992).
MANFR
EDKROGER,
PHD
Again, women suppleMICHAEL
K.BOTTS,
Esa.
BETHFONTENOT,
MS,RD
men ting with pyru vate
did lose sig nificant ly
EditorialBoard
more fat and weight than
KURT
BUTLER,
MS
those not supplementing,
JOH
NE.DODES,
DDS
JOHANNA
DWYER,
ScD
but those using pyruvate
PHD
SAULGREEN,
lost an average of only 1.98
VICTOR
HER
BERT,MD,JD
pounds
more weight and 1.76
WILLIAM
T.JARV
IS,PHD
pounds
more fat. It' s importa nt
JAMESJ. KENNEY
, PHO,
RD
to note that these weight-loss studMARI
LYNN LARKIN
WILLIAM
M.LONDON,
E•D,MPH
ies took place under controlled laboratory
JAMES
A. LOWELL,
PHD
conditions. No published peer-reviewed
RD
IRAMILNER,
study to date has ever been conducte d in
GABEMIRKIN,MD
real-life situations where calorie intake is
GRACE
POWERS
MONACO,
Esa.
not strictly controlled.
JOHN
H.RENNER,
MD
WALLACESAMPSO
N, MD
Claim #2: Decreases appetite. This
VARR
OE.TYLER,
PHO,
ScD
claim is based on only one study- a study
that was performed not on humans but on
CopyEditor
laboratory rats. In this investigation, laboA.READ
MARY
ratory rats were allowed to eat as much
Production
Editor
food as they wanted. At the end of the
BRUCECARLE
study, researchers found that the rats that
received pyruvate and dihydroxyacetone
consume d less food than rats not receiving the supplements (Journal of Clinical
NumlT/ON
FORUM
(ISSN1093-4545), © 1998
Nutrition 53:847-853, 1991). To date,
Prometheus
Books,
ispublished
bimonthly
for
however , such a study has never been per$35.00(individuals
in U.S.andCanada)
or
formed on humans.
$50(institutional,
overseas)
peryearbyProClaim #3: Increases muscle enmetheusBooks, 59 John GlennDrive,
durance. There is only one published
Amherst,NY 14228-2197. Periodicals
peer-reviewed study suggest ing that pyrupostage
paidat Buffalo,
NY.POSTMASTER:
vate can increase muscle endurance-and
Sendaddress
changes
to Prometheus
Books
the
only published study done on men
at theaddress
above.
Subscripti
on informa(Journal
of App lied Physiology 68[1]:
tion:(800)421-0351,(716)691-0133;fax
119-124,
1990). This is the study that is
(716)691-0137.Backissues$7.00.Manumost
quoted
to peop le interested in inscriptsand all editorialcorrespondence
Nutrition
should
bedirected
toLewis
Vaughn,
creasing their exercise ability. The study
Forum,
P.O.Box664,Amherst,
NY 14226showed that a mixture of 25 grams of
.
0664ore-mailtofivaughn@aol.com
pyruvate and 75 grams of dihydroxyace -

tone taken for 7 days increased triceps endurance by 20%.
Of course, until other studies are
done, this study should be considered preliminary. What's more, this study did not
look at traditional aerobic conditioning
like jogging or bicycling but rather at how
long the triceps muscle (on the back of the
upper arm) took to totally exhaust itself.
Muscles other than the trice ps as well as
those undergo ing differe nt types of exercise might react differen tly, so it's
unknown how these results
might trans late over to exercising individuals. This
prob lem is even mentioned
in the study in light of the
fact that one of the participants had a reduced triceps endurance capacity
followi ng ingest ion of
pyruvate. Therefore, individuals looking to pyruvate to enhance their exercise ability should save their
money until more research is
conducted in this area.
Claim #4: Inhibiting the regaining
of fat once dieting stops. Every body
knows that when one stops dieting and
goes back to old eating habits, that weight
slowly creeps back. Anything that could
slow this process would certrunly appeal
to dieters who fall off the wagon. But the
claim that pyruvate can suppress appetite
is based on only one published peer-reviewed study (International Journal of
Obesity 20:925-93 0, 1996).
In this investigatio n, obese women
(average weight 228 pou nds) went on a
310-ca lorie/day diet for 21 days. Following this, they then went on a three-day
high-ca lorie diet to purp osely regrun the
weight. Some women used a mixture of
15 grams of pyruvate and 75 grams of dihydroxyacetone
during the die ting
process . After the study, it was found that
those women who didn't receive any
pyruva te regained an average of 6.38
pounds of weight, while women who used
pyruva te regaine d an average of 3.96
pounds of weight. This amounts to only a
2.42-pound
difference between the
groups. With respect to the rega ining of
fat, women not using pyruvate regaine d

There is only
one published
peer-reviewed
study suggesting
that pyruvate
.
can increase
muscle
endurance.
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Juicing for Fun and Profit
Taking a good thing too far
by Therese Walsh

O

hey say you can't have too much of
a good thing, but as many marketers
are proving, you can make too much out
of a good thing- if that thing is juicing .
Juicing is the consumption of juices from
raw fruits and vegetables. Ever since Jay
"The Juiceman" Kordich started promoting juicing years ago on telev ision, it has
become a trendy alternative to eating the
real McCoy. And while juicing itself isn ' t
inherently bad, the claims being made by
advocates and companies selling juice extractors are often misleading at best and
dangerous at worst.

the body of a well-balanced diet on a
long-term basis can be very risky.

'DriedJuice'

Even more dubious are the many claims
made for dried-juice products. Touted as
the effortless way to meet the recommended quota of fruits and vegetables per
day (because popping a pill is easier than
peeling a banana), these products raise a
host of critical questions. The most basic
question is: Are there good scientific studies that back up any of the claims? But also:
Has research shown that the nutrient content of whole fruits and vegetables
Overselling
Juice
~
is fully maintained through profl..,..
cessing? Are there side effects?
Kordich himself claims that
juices contain _active enzymes Kordich 's worst Unfortunately, there appears
that, by breaking food down
to be no solid research to
in the digest ive system,
offense Comes answer these questions.
spare our bodies_' own en- fronz pronzoting
One company, Juice
zymes from havmg to put
•
Plus, has published a
forth the effort. But the
the ideastudy in the Journal of
fact is, orally ingested enwithout
the American Nutraceu zymes will not signifi tical Association , but
this rare piece of recantly aid digestion and
have no enzymatic activity
juice by itself
search is fatally flawed.
in the human body.
This study looked at the
Kordich ' s worst ofmay be able to effect of Juice Plus prodfense, however, comes from
cure medical ucts or placebo on the body
promoting the idea- witho ut
compos ition of 96 subjects .
The study authors hypothe evidence-that juice by itself conditions.
may be able to cure medical consized that subjects in the experi ditions including heart disease, impomental group (who were fed two
tence, and anxiety. The danger is that fruit and two vegetable capsules before
some nai've people will believe his claims meals, along with an undefined amount of
and forego or abandon proven medical "nu tritiona lly enhanced pro tein drink
treatments to rely instead on an almost mix" and two fiber chrom ium-laced
exclusively juice diet.
wafers) would, by trial's end, have less fat
Naturopath Michael T. Murray, ND, mass and more lean muscle mass than
makes unsubstantiated claims that spe- their control group (who were given
cific juices can combat cancer, arthritis , placebo capsules at unidentified times
kidney stones, and aging. In his book The during the study).
Complete Book of Juicing , Murray recThe researchers report that this is exommends a true juice fast, just as a few actly what happened. But there are other
other proponents of juicing do. Nutrition possible explanations for these results. It
experts, however , point out that although
brief fasts may not be harmfu l, depriving
[continued
onpage38)

evidence-that
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Thismonth's
ratings
arebyStephen
Barrett,
MD, boardchairman
of Quackwatch
, Inc.
(http://www.quackwatch.com)
, whichis
working
hardto improve
thequalityofhealth
information
ontheWeb
.
B ES T

TheAgricultural
Research
Service's
Nutrient
Data Laborato
ry http://www.nal.usda
.
gov/fnic/foodcomp/Data/index.htm
l offersinformationon6,000foodsin 22food
categories.
Foodcomposition data -can be
access
edby searchingfor individual foods
or downloading bycatego
ry.
TheAmeri
canCouncilonScience
and Health
http:
//www.acsh
.org maintains
a large
site,full ofexcellent
report
s thatcanbepurchased
by mailor downl
oadedfor reading
withAdobe
Acrobat.
WO HST

The AcuminCorporationhttp://www.
acumins.comoffersa Personal
Nutrition
Program
base
d on responses
toonlinequestionnaires for menand women. The "personal formulas"cost a minimum of
$39.95/m
onth plus shipping. Above-RDA
amounts ofmanynutrientsarerecommen
ded
regardlessoftheanswers
selected
. Menwho
merely
check"Yes"for "Areyou concerne
d
aboutheartdiseaseor have your parents
or
siblings
hadheartdisease?"
raisetherecom-

mended
leve
lsof11vitamins
atanadditiona
l
costof $1Opermonth.The company
offers
hairanalysis
"tohelpyoudetermine
howwell
yourbodyis absorb
ingthenutrients
in your
vitamins."
Acumin
isalsoseeking
"Partners"
to market
fromtheirownWebsiteandreceivereferral
fees whenvisitorsplaceorders.
Renewli
fe http://www.renewlife
.com
markets"intestinal
cleansing
" products
to
treat"leaky
gutsyndrom
e," anallege
d conditioninwhichthediges
tivetract is "ove
rcome
withparas
ites,Candida,andtoxins." Product
information
and a free half-houraudiotape
canbeordered
bye-mail,orthe tapecanbe
audited
onlineusingRealPlayer
software.
REPORTING
HEALTH
FRAUD

Seea health
claimontheInternet
thatlooks
a littlesuspicious?
Fraudulent
or dubious
healthproducts
foundontheInternet
canbe
reported
to theFoodandDrugAdm
inistra
tionby e-mailat otcfra
ud@cder.fda.gov
orbycalling1-301-594
-0070.
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an average of 3.96 pounds of fat while
those using the pyruvate regained an average of 1.76 pounds of fat. Again, this
amounts to only a 2.2-pound difference
between them.
Claim #5: Increases metabolism.
Much hype surrounds the claim that pyruvate can increase one's metabolism and
therefore help one lose weight. Unfortunately there is no solid evidence to support this claim. Earlier studies in rats did
show that pyruvate increased resting metabolism (the number of calories used at
rest), but these results have never been
confinned in human studies. In fact, in the
most recently published pyruvate study,
the group of people who did not receive
pyruvate had a higher resting metabolism
at the end of the study than those who did
receive the pyruvate. Therefore, the idea
that pyruvate enhances human metabolism remains speculative at best.
With respect to side effects, the literature to date seems to show that pyruvate
is relatively safe with the most noticeable
problems being occasional diarrhea, loose
or softened stools, and a rumbling sound
in the gut which is caused by gas passing
through the intestines. At the present time,
nobody is sure of the physiological mechanism of action of the pyruvate/dihy droxyacetone mixture and how it relates
to weight loss or any other reported claim.
All of the published peer-reviewed
studies done to date except one have been
either conducted on obese women on very
restrictive diets or on laboratory rats.
Therefore, results obtained from these populations may not indicate what would be
gained from humans under more real-life
situations where food intake is not strictly
controlled. Also, the subjects in the studies
consumed very large amounts of pyruvate
and dihydroxyacetone, far in excess of the
dose of 3 to 5 grams per day recommended
in over-the-counter products. To date, no
published peer-reviewed research exists
showing that the 3- to 5-gram dose will
produce the same effects as the higher
dosages used in the studies.

Popu
lar Hype
One prominent false claim that one is likely
to encounter is "pyruvate is backed up by
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25 years of extensive scientific research"
(J.B. Roufs, Muscle and Fitness, December 1996). While it's true that research on
pyruvate does appear in prestigious scientific journals , the fact is that there were no
studies on pyruvate and weight loss published before 1986 or after I 996. That's
only IO years, not 25. Furthennore, if one
were to look just at the human studies using
pyruvate, then this number is even further
reduced to only six years.
Some people selling pyruvate give
out free audiotapes that boast of pyruvate's supposed amazing abilities. In one
of these tapes, the person se11ingpyruvate
(who is identified as a physician) states
that when you are using pyruvate, "You
are in the fat-burning mode--even when
you are not exercising ." This is very interesting because when you are resting,
you are already in the "fat-burning
mode." At rest, approximately 70% of the
calories you derive energy from are coming from fat with the remaining 30% coming from carbohydrates (sugars).
Some people claim that pyruvate is
an antioxidant. As is mentioned in a recent review of pyruvate in Medicine and
Science in Sport and Exercis e (30:
837-843 , 1998), some evidence hints that
pyruvate might act as an antioxidant. But
only three studies show that pyruvate acts

as an antioxid ant-and these studies were
conducted not on humans but on rodent
hearts. More research is necessary to detennine the efficacy of pyruvate 's antioxidant action in humans.
Claims that pyruvate aids in cardiac
function are prevalent. But there is absolutely no published peer-reviewed evidence that either pyruvate or dihydroxyacetone aids the heart in pumping blood
more effectively. In fact, those studies
that did record pyruvate 's effect on heart
functions found no change after use.
Therefore, if you have any cardiac abnormalitie s, pyru vate is not the answer to
your problems. You are best served by
following medical advice.
Pyruv ate is also supposed to build
muscle. There is no published peer-reviewed scientific evidence showing that
pyruvate can build muscle tissue. In the
only study of exercise and pyruvate ever
conducted, no mention was made regarding pyruvate having any effect on muscular strength or hypertrophy. This claim
seems to be specifically targeting those
individuals interested in weight lifting
and bodybuilding. NF
Joesph P. Cannon is an exercise physiologist and an NSCA -certified personal
trainer.

Finally.
Science meets
alternative medicine.
The Scientific Review of Alterna-tive Medicine (SRAM) is the only
peer--reviewed medica l journal dedi-cated exclusively to carefully assessing
the claims, treatments, and hypotheses of unconven-tional medicine.
SUBSCRIBE TODAY! Get a one--year subscription (2 issues)
for $50 (for individuals in the U.S. and Canada) or $90 (for
institution s and overseas, postage included). Call (800)
421--0351 for credit card orders, or send your check (made
out to Prometheus Books) to SRAM, Prometheus Books,
59 John Glenn Dr., Amherst, NY 14228--2197.
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fects,including
thepossibility
of fetal
damage
if pregnant
women
takethesupplemen
t. In addition,
it posesa riskto
thosewho drive,operate
heavy
machinery,ortakeothersedative
drugsordrink
alcohol
inaddition
tothesupplement.
BRITISH
BATTLE
OVER
B6 DOSAGE
Britishnutrition
authorities
recomme
nd
dailyintakes
of pyridoxine(vitam
in Bs)
of 1.2mgforadultwomen
and1.4mg
foradultmen,amounts
easilyobtai
nable
fromfood.In July 1997
, the United
Kingdom
Ministryof Agriculture,
Fisheries,andFood(MAFF)
announced
its
intention
to restrict
salesofdietary
supplements
containing
morethan10mgof
products
wouldconB6• Higher-level
tinueto beavailable--through
pharmacies(10-49mgperday)orbyprescriw
)-but shouldcarry
tion(50mgormore
awarning
label.
According
toHealth
Foods
Business,
responded
all 13,000U.K.pharmacies
to the proposal
by withdra
wing such
products
, supermarkets
followed suit,
buthealth-food
storescontin
ue to sell
them.MAFF
states
thatitsproposal
was
based
onanimal
studies
plusreports
of
nerve
toxicityin humans
takingaslittle
as 50 mg per day over periodsof
months
oryears.
Opponents
claimthatthereportwas
based
ona single1987studythatwas
seriously
flawed.BritishandAmerican
manufacturers
andtradegroupshave
banded
together
to oppose
therestrictions,whichtheyfearcouldbefollowed
byotherEuropean
countries
andbeexpanded
to coverothernutrients.
GNC
andNTBY(Nature
's Bounty)
eachcontributed
$150,000
to BritishConsumers
for HealthChoice,
a "consumer
advocacygroup"fightingtherestrictions
. In
June1998,a Britishparliamentary
selectcommitt
ee recomme
ndeda voluntarylimitof 100mg.Thecontroversy
canbefollowed
bysearching
for "pyridoxine
" on MAFF's
Website (http://
www.maff.gov.uk).

WEIGHT-LOSS
DEVICE
IS HOT
A Miami-based
compa
ny, TV Store
Corp./Body
Fitness,Inc., is conducting
a voluntary
recallofaweight-loss
product.Theproduct,
whichissoldunder
the
name"Moulding
BodyElectr
ical Body
Belts"or "Personal
Electro
-Sauna,
" resemblesa heatingpad and can be
wrapped
aroundthe waist,thighs,or
arms
. It hascaused
skinburnsandfires.
TheFDAhasalerted
consumers
to the
recallandstatesthattheyareactively
monitoring
thesituation.
MOSTPOPULAR
SUPPLEMENTS
NBTY,
lnc.,avitamin
, minera
l, andnutritionalsupplement
manufacturer
in Bohemia,NY,hasreleased
its consumertracking
reportof thetenmostpopular
supplements
in theUnitedStates.
The
reportwascompiled
fromdatasupplied
by NTBY's
retailchain,Vitamin
World,
Puritan's
Pridecatalogues,
andNature's
Bountyproduc
ts. Thetop nutritional
supplements
purchased
by Americans
are:(1) vitaminE, (2) vitaminC with
rosehips,(3) St.John'swort,(4)calcium/magnesium,
(5) echinacea
, (6)
ultralecithin,
(7)zinc,(8)Ecomplex,
(9)
gingkobiloba,
and(10)cranberry
caps
.
SUPPLEME
NT/HERBUSE
INCREASING
Hartman
& NewHope
, the marketresearch
divisionofNewHopeCommunications
(publisher
ofthetrademagazine
Natural
Foods
Merchandiser)
, hasasked
43,000headsof Amer
icanhouseholds
abouttheir useof vitamin
, mineral,
and
herbal
products.
ItsDecember
1997surveyfoundthat68%reported
usingat
leastonesuchproduct
withintheprevioussix months
andthat31% of users
tooksevenor moresupplements
regularly,averaging
morethan12perhousehold.Themagazine's
June1998issue
pegs1997natural-food-store
salesat
$3.34billionfor vitamins
andsupple
ments,
$1.45billionfor bulkherbsand
herbalproduct
s, and$781millionfor
ayurvedic
andhomeopathic
products
.

VIAGRAIMITATO
R STOPPED
OnApril24, Missou
ri Attorney
General
Jay Nixonobtaineda temporary
restraining
order(TRO)
against
theAmericanUrological
Clinic,adirect-mail
marketerof an impotence
treatment
called
Vaegra
(VAY-gra)
, a namesimilarto the
well-public
izednewprescr
iptiondrug
for impotence
. Thecompany
's solicitationsincluded
a Newsweekarticle
onViagra
's success
withoutmakingit clear
thatitsproduct
wasnotViagra.
A75-day
supplycost $83.95
. The company's
brochure
hadstated
thatVaegra
wasdeveloped
afteryears
:ofscientific
research
at theclinic.However
, thefacilitywas
nothingmorethana Mailboxes
, Etc.
dropboxin Kansas
City.TheMissouri
TROprevents
theAmerica
n Urological
Clinicfromadvertising,marketi
ng, or
sellingits products
in Missou
ri orfrom
retrieving
mailsentto its Kansas
City
dropbox.
A fewdaysearlier,
Pfizerlnc.,
whichmakes
Viagra,
obtained
a federal
TROagainsttheclinic.
NUTRITION
LITERATURE
GUIDE
TheGoodNutrition
Reading
List,publishedannually
bytheAmerican
Dietetic
Association
, is a consumer
guideto
booksandnews
lettersthatprovide
scientifically
soundinformation
. Toobtain
a copy,send$3.50andaself-address
ed
stamped
4 x 9 envelope
toADAF
-GNRL
,
P.O.Box77-6034,
Chicago
, IL 606786034
.
UNFOUNDED
HEALTH SCAR
ES
TheAmerican
Councilon Science
and
Health
hasrevised
andexpanded
itsexcellentbookletFactsVersus
Fears
:A
Reviewof the GreatestUnfounded
Health
Scares
ofRecent
Times.
The52pagereportincludes
scaresrelated
to
cranberries
, DDT,cyclamates
, DESin
beef,nitrites,
saccharin
, hairdyes,Love
Canal,asbestos
in hairdryers,coffee,
EDB,Alar,Perrierwater,dentalamalgam,cellularphones,
commun
ity water
fluoridation
, foodirradiation,
andbovine
somatotropin
(BST).
Copies
are$5each
fromACSH,
1995Broadway,
2ndFloor,
NewYork,NY10023.

[continued
onpage38]
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[continued
frompage351
is little wonder that the experimental
group lost fat mass-the
researchers
CHOLESTAWAY
ADSATTACKED
filled the experimental group up with proBogdana
Corporation,
a Beverly
Hills,
tein drinks and fiber wafers before their
California,
company
, and its officers
meals! And the extra attention bestowed
haveagreed
to settleFTCcharges
that
upon that group could have made them
theymadefalseand unsubstantiated more aware of not only their diet, but
health
claims
forCholestaway
andFlora
their exercise habits. Any increase in exSource.
Cholestaway
, a chewable
tablet
ercise in this group could easily have reorwafermade
ofcalcium
carbonate
and
sulted in increased lean muscle mass. The
otheringredients
, wasclaimed
to lower
researchers apparently did not control for
serumcholes
terolandbloodpressure such a possibility.
andcause
weightloss.FloraSource
,a
In addition , the study's design makes
powdered
combination
of bacteria
in a
it impossible to attribute the results to any
baseof ricestarch,wasadvertised
for
experimental component. What do the retreating
or preventing
AIDS,chronic
fasearchers wish us to believe is the key
tiguesyndrome
, andotherseriousillhere?
The mystery nutritional drink mix,
nesses
andhealthproblems
by replacthe
Juice
Plus cap ules, or the chromiuming"natural"
intestinal
floraandboostlaced
wafers?
The manufacturers of Juice
ingthebody's
immune
system.
TheFTC
Plus
capsules
,
who coincidentally also
alsocharged
thattheadvertisi
ngagency
manufacture
the
wafers and the drink mix
thathadcreated
television
infomercials
-and
who
funded
the study-would
for Cholestaway
knewor shouldhave
likely
have
us
purchase
all of the above.
known
thattheclaims
forit weredecepJuice Plus has also paid a journal
tive.Thesettlements
prohibitBogdana
andtheagency
frommakingefficacy, called the American Medical Review to
publish results of their so-called bioavailperformance
, or safetyclaimsfor any
food,drug,ordietary
supplement
unless
ability studies. But this research too is seritheyhavecompetent
andreliable
scienously flawed.
tificevidence
to backtheclaims.
Juice Plus capsules and many other
dehydrated juice capsule products, includGENETIC
ENGINEERING
ing those from AIM and Juice For Life, are
ATTACKED
promoted as having enzymes that aid in diA coalition
of scientists,
religious
leadgestion. These claims are just as false for
ers!andconsumers
is suingtheFDAto
juice capsules as for whole juice. Even the
obtainmandatorysafety
testingandlaclaim that juice capsules contain much the
engineered same nutritional value as the actual juice is
belingof all genetically
foods.Thesuitalleges
thatcurrent
FDA
unsubstantiated. It is odd that few, if any,
policy,whichpermitsat least36 such
labels for juice capsules list the amount of
foodsto be marketed
, violatesthe
vitamins, minerals, and fiber that the capagency
's legalmandate
to protect
public
sules
are supposed to contain.
health
andprovide
consumers
withrele-

[continued
frompage37]

vantinformation
aboutthefoodsthey
eat.It alsocharges
thatthepolicyviolatesreligious
freedom.
Thesuitwasorganized
bytheAlliance
forBio-Integrity
of IowaCity,Iowa,andtheWashington,
DC-based
International
Center
forTechnologyAssessment,
nonprofitgroups
"dedicated
to theprotection
of human
health
andtheenvironment
through
sustainableandsafetechnologies
." The
FDAdoesnotrequire
safety
testingbecauseit regards
genetically
engineered
foodsto beassafeastheirnatural
counterparts
. NF
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identify how Noni affects the physiology
of living things. Laboratory research with
mice has shown that Noni can inhibit the
growth of cancer cells. Although this may
be an interesting preliminary finding, it is a
long way from proven usefulness in treating or preventing human cancer. We don't
know how Noni inhibits cancer cells,
whether it is toxic to normal human cells in
much the same way that chemotherapeutic
agents are, or what other effects it may
have. Many substances that have looked
promising in animal studies have proved a
bitter disappointment in human research.
Ralph Heinicke , a researcher at the
University of Hawaii, claims to have identified the active substance in Noni. He
claims this substance, proxeronine-a
precursor to the alkaloid xeronine-is responsible for increased cellular function
and improved uptake of vitamins and minerals. Although his findings are preliminary at best, Heinicke has been recommending Noni for a variety of ills, including high blood pressure, depression, and
arthritis. Multilevel marke ting companies
have latched onto Heinicke 's claims, citing him whenever they tout their Noni.
Morinda Corporation has, until recently, been the sole seller of Noni juice,
but now Nature 's Rx, Inc., is selling Noni
juice capsules. Both these companies have
made unsubstantiated claims regarding
Noni's effectiveness in the treatment of infections, asthma, and diabetes-conditions
that should be dealt with by a medical professional. Nature 's Rx, Inc., even claims
that Noni-containing an essentially untested, biologically active, volatile oil-is
indicated for pregnancy and childbirth. NF

Therese Walsh is a freelance health journalist in Binghamton, NY.

NoniJuice
Recently, multileve l marketers have been
promoting a juice product called Noni.
Noni juice comes from the plant Marinda
citrifolia, a tropical variety found in Polynesia. Used for hundreds of years by native folk, the juice is said to have special
healing powers.
There has been some research conducted with Noni, which shows that it contains a volatile oil that is biologically active. The research, however, has yet to
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Ifyoufindanynewsorinformation
thatmaybe
of interest
to ourreaders
-such aspublished
articles,
newsreports,
pressreleases,
or relevantpersonal
experience--please
sendit to
Nutrition
Forum,
us.Mailit to LewisVaughn,
P.O.Box664,Amherst,
NY14226
-0664.We're
especially
interested
in receiving
information
aboutenforcement
actionsby stateagencies
,
lawsuitsby victimsof quackery
, andhealthfraudnewsthatmayhavebeenoverlooked
by
thenational
media
.

Cranberry Juice and UTls
Maybe Grandma was right
by Beth Fontenot, MS, RD
~ enerations of women have regarded

\:.Jdrinking cranberry juice as a simple
preventive or treatment for urinary tract
infections (UTls). Is this just another dubious folk remedy, or has science shown
that this bit of medical folklore has some
merit?

CranberryScience

ers found that women given 10 ounces of
cranberry juice every day for 6 months
were half as likely to develop a urinary
tract infection as women who consumed a
placebo beverage. The study also suggested that cranberry juice reduced preexisting bacteria in the urinary tract as well
as the occurrence of new bacteria, and
that the effects were unrelated to the acidity of the women's urine. The researchers
concluded that prevalent beliefs about the
effects of cranberry juice on the urinary
tract may have microbiologic justifica tion .

About 75 years ago scientists determined
that eating large amounts of cranberries
could cause urine to become more acid.
They speculated that this could prevent or
treat recurrent UTis since bacteria favor
an alkaline medium for growth. Subsequently, commercial cranberry juice
cocktails became a popular "cure" for
women suffering from recurrent UTis,
The researchers
and anecdotal evidence seemed to support
the notion. It was years later that scientists
concluded that
found that the increase in urine acidity
prevalent beliefs
after drinking cranberry juice was small
and transient, but this finding did not
about the effects of
seem to sway those who believed in the
cranberry juice on
benefits of the beverage.
More recent studies have suggested
the urinary tract ,nay
that cranberry juice's alleged effectivehave microbiologic
ness against bacteria is not in its ability to
acidify the urine, but in its ability to prejustifications.
vent bacteria from sticking to the lining of
the urinary tract where they can multiply
and cause infection. Two anti-adhesion
factors have been isolated from cranberry Popa Pill Instead?
juice, fructose and another polymeric • Cranberry pills and capsules are sold in
compound of unknown nature. Several health-food stores and pharmacies. One
fruit juices have been tested, but only brand is marketed as a convenient way to
cranberry and blueberry juice contain the get the benefits of cranberry juice "without the unnecessary, and nutritionally
latter inhibitor.
harmful, calories." The pills are purported
Recently a randomized, doubleblind, placebo-controlled study of 153 el- not only to prevent or treat UTis, but also
derly women was undertaken to deter- to treat kidney stones and act as a "urine
mine whether the regular consumption of deodorizer" for those troubled by urinary
cranberry juice did indeed have an effect incontinence.
A Good Housekeeping Institute study
on the incidence of UTis (Journal of the
of cranberry pills, however, found that
American Medical Association 271 :75 l754, 1994). This population was chosen they vary greatly in the amount of cranberry concentrate they contain, in the
because the condition is particularly
prevalent in older women. The research- number of pills recommended per day,

{:
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and in their price . The manufacturers base
their claims about the pills' effectiveness
against UTis on studies using cranberry
juice. But there is no scientific evidence
that cranberry pills are effective. Nor is
there evidence that cranberry pills prevent
kidney stones or "deodorize" the urine.
Jerry Avorn, MD, of Brigham and
Women's Hospital and Harvard Medical
School, was a researcher in the JAMA
study. He doubts the effectiveness of
cranberry pills or capsules. Avorn told the
Good Housekeeping Institute, "We don't
know if the active component in cranberries survives the extraction process, or, if
it does, if it's present in an amount that
would help."

TheBottomLine
So is cranberry juice effective against urinary tract infections? The answer seems
to be probably. NF Edit orial Board member Varro Tyler, PhD, a top expert on the
medicinal use of plants, says that an "appropriate cranberry product" does seem to
be useful in the prevention and treatme nt
of UTis. He thinks that consuming about
3 ounces daily of cranberry juice cocktail
(which is about 33% cranberry juice) may
work as a preventive, while 12 to 32
ounces daily may be useful as treatment
for a UTI. He cautions, however, that
cranberry juice may be a useful addition
to standard antibiotic therapy but should
never be used in place of such therapy.
More research is needed before we're
certain of cranberry juice's anti-UTI effects in older women. And more studies
will be necessary to determine if cranberry juice is effective at all in younger
women. Another question that needs to be
answered: Does cranberry juice taken
along with antibiotics offer any benefit
over either antibiotics or cranberry juice
alone? In any case, it seems clear that for
an otherwise healthy individual, drinking
moderate amounts of cranberry juice
can't do any harm and might even do
some good. NF

Beth Fontenot is a nutrition consultant
and freelance nutrition writer in Lake
Charles, I.A, where she also serves on the
adjunct faculty at McNeese State University.
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IBook Review s I
Analysis andRatings
How accurate and useful is the nutrition infomzation in that book? Would a reputable
reviewer recommend the book to prof essionals and consumers? These are the two
questions that Nutrition Forum book reviews are intended to answer. So the reviews not only offer analyses but also rate
each book as either RECOMMENDED ,
NOT RECOMMENDED, or RECOMMENDED WITH RESERVATIONS , depending on the book :S-factual accuracy, reliance on scientific research methods, and
usefulness to readers. Readers who would
like to see specific books reviewed may
send their suggestions (or copies of books)
to Nutrition Forum Book Reviews, P.O. Box
664, Amherst, NY 14226-0664.

Phtyochemical
Feast
Lisa Waldron
Martin,

MA, RD

Eat to Heal: The Phytochemical Diet and
Nutrition Plan by Kristine M. Napier ,
MPH, RD, LD (Warner Books, 1998),
282 pp., $5.99, ISBN 0-446-60475-5 ,
softcover.

This information-packed book is aimed
toward a general audience, but nutritionists will find much of it worthwhile. Dietitians unfamiliar with the explosion of
research being done on phytochemicals
will certainly feel more informed after
reading this book, and others will learn
enough little-known food facts to make
the effort worthwhile.
The book is organized in four sections to give more than one way to access
information: by specific phytochemical,
by plant foods, by diseases , and by
recipes . If readers are searching for information on lycopene, tomatoes , prostate
cancer, or recipes containing vegetables,
they merely look for those headings .
Although a general audience would
find nothing lacking in this volume ,
health professionals may wish the author
had annotated her sources rather than just
describing studies and quoting researchers. The author is an experienced nutrition
writer and mentions studies that are well
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known or from reputable institutions.
Readers, however, have to remember not
to draw conclusions based on a single
study.
The primary usefulness of this book
to nutrition professional s lies in its reviewing of the latest findings in the field.
The book also engenders a greater appreciation of the disease-preventing potential
of all types of plant foods including herbs
and spices, whole grains, and even fruits
and vegetables formerly thought of as nutritional lightweights , such as apples and
onions. The author acknowledges that although most phytochemical research is
still at the laboratory stage, the results so
far correlate well with epidemiological
studies. Some epidemiological finding s
have practical implications, such as the
data showing that once-a-week soybean
or tofu eaters have a significantly decreased risk of rectal cancer.
Some buying, preparing, and menu
ideas may be elementary to experienced
cooks, but useful information and ideas
are there, especially on lesser-known
foods. The recipes which comprise about
one-third of the book are all low fat. They
are especially helpful if looking for ideas
on using more uncommon plant foods.

I RECOMMENDED
RealMedicine
?
ManfredKroger
Rediscovering Real Medicine by Jean
Elmiger (Boston, MA: Element Books,
Inc., 1998), 281 pp., $14.95, ISBN 186204-199- 7, softcover.

If Nutrition Forum were a periodical not
devoted to mainstream science, if its contents were not hinged on medical majority
consensus thinking and steeped in the tradition of the scientific method to arrive at
the truth-then this book could be recommended as a contribution to the literature
of homeopathy.
Its subtitle is "The New Horizons of
Homeopathy." The author sounds so sincere, so devoted, and so superior to us all,
who could dislike him? He is not unlike my
uneducated grandmother, may she rest in
peace, who also distrusted all of orthodox
(allopathic) medicine and sought refuge
and healing powers in nature, in herself, in
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the mysterious. In short, in the unproven.
She too was fearful of inoculations and the
evils you might meet in a hospital.
Elmiger 's contempt for his fellow
medical practitioners is immense and begins after his traditional European medical
studies. His search for a new way of healing and preventing disease is so bizarre
and unfathomable to a rational mind, it
can only be relegated to the fringes of the
medical arts. Neverthe less, his literary
skills (this book is a translation of the
1985 French version), his devotion to patients, his learning and powers of persuasion are genuine. And therein lies the danger for gullible, ordinary people.
The author touts the book as a "revolutionary new approach to health"-then
launches into an incomprehensible selfmade theory of what constitutes health
and disease. Much is taken from ayurvedic, Chinese, and astrological medicines,
and, of course, he is totally sold on homeopathy and ridicules all those poor souls
who are not. To believe what you read in
these pages, you must have ultimate faith
in the supernatura l, in a construct of unproven and unprovable bioenergetic phenomena, and actually step back in time
into premodern views of the body and the
forces within. In short, the book teaches
metaphy sical mysticism and require s the
reader to engage in "four-dimensional
reasoning." Edgar Cayce is among
Elmiger's role models, as are Hahnemann
and other "pioneers " who brought us live
sheep-cell therapy, biological catalysis/
diathesis, the use of oligo-elements, the
obsession with the spinal column,
blocked energy circuits, Hering 's law,
Voll's electro-acupuncture machine, nosodes, and other such concepts grounded
in mostly wishful thinking. NF

NOT RECOMMENDED

GIVETHEGIFTOF
FACTUAL
NUTRITION
Givea Nutrition
Forum
subscript
ionto a friend.
CalI 800-421-0351
to orderbycreditcard.

MARKMCGWIRE
AS
ROLEMODE
L
Alongwithhomeruns,baseball
hero
MarkMcGwire
is delivering
mixedmessages.
Ononehand,heis involve
d in
discourag
ingyouths
fromusingchewin
·g
tobacco.
SinceJuly,theAllianceof the
Ame
ricanDental
Association
hasdistributedthousands
ofposters
andhundreds
ofthousands
oftrading
cardscontaining
hispicture
andthewarni
ng, "Don'tuse
spittobacco
, it'spoison." Ontheother
hand
, revelation
of his useof "dietary
supplements
" said to containansalesof this
dros
tenedione
hascaused
product
to soar.Androstenedione
is a
steroid
hormone
thatcanraisethebody's
leveloftestosterone.
InAugust,
a panel
of baseba
ll officialswasappoin
ted to
consider
whether
androstenedi
one use
should
bebanned
, asit isinmostsports,
hereandabroad.
TheEndocrineSocie
ty
haswarned
thatthepurity,
effectiveness
for athletes, andsafetyof commercially
marketed
products
areunknown
.
SUPPLEMENT
CLAIMS
PROHIBITED
TheFDAhasrejected
thefirst set of
health
claims
submitted
byadietary
supplement
manufacturer
(Weider
Nutrition
International)
underprovisions
of the
FDAModernization
Actof1997.AccordFoods
Merchandiser,the
ingto Natural
(1)vitamin
Aand
prohibited
claims
were:
beta
-carotene
mayreducethe risk in
adults
ofatherosclerosis,
coronar
y heart
diseas
e,certain
skincancer
; (2)vitamins
CandEmayreduce
theriskin adultsof
atherosclerosis,
coronary
heartdisease,
certain
cancers,
cataracts
; (3)8-complex
vitamins
mayreduce
theriskinadultsof
cardiovascu
lar disease
by lowe
ringelevated
cholestero
l levels;
(4)chromium
in
adultsmayreduce
the risk of hyperglycem
ia (highbloodsugar)
andtheeffectsofglucose
intolerance;
(5)omega
-3
fattyacidsin adultsmayreduce
therisk
of card
iovascular
disease
; (6) zinc in
adults
mayincrease
thebody
's-ability
to
fightinfection
andhealwounds;(7)garlic in adultsmayreduce
serumcholesterolandtheriskof cardiovascular
dis-

[continued
onpage46]

Fad Diagnoses
An epidemic of nonsense in nutrition
and 'fringe' medicine
by Stephen Barrett, MD

O

he American Heritage Dictionary
defines "fad" as "a fashion that is
taken up with great enthusiasm for a brief
period of time; a craze." A small percentage of physicians and large percentages
of chiropractors, naturopaths , and bogus
"nutritionists" are labeling patients with
diagnoses not recognized by the scientific
community. The diagnoses are, in fact,
fads-with no scientific backing at all.
More than a dozen such briefly popular
labels have been promoted during the
past 50 years. Some refer to actual disease (which the patients do not have),
whereas others are not recognized by the
scientific community (see box). Some un-

amalgam toxicity," and "cavitational osteopathosis." The first six of these are legitimate conditions that unscientific practitioners overdiagnose. The rest are figments of pseudoscientific imagination.
Only a small percentage of people
troubled by fatigue have chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS). According to criteria
developed by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, CFS should
never be diagnosed unless fatigue persists
or recurs for at least six months and is se-

FadDiagnoses

scientificpractitionersapplyone or more

ScientificallyRecognizedbut

of these labels to nearly every patient
they see. In many cases, they use nonstandard laboratory tests to "diagnose"
them and recommend "dietary supplements'' to treat them.
Years ago, many people who were
tired or nervous were said to have
'' adrenal insufficiency." The vast majority
of these people were not only misdiagnosed but were also treated with adrenal
gland extract, a substance that the FDA
later banned because it was too weak to
treat the actual disease. ''Low thyroid"
(hypothyroidism) was likewise unjustifiably diagnosed in many cases of fatigue
or obesity. Today's "fad" diagnoses used
to explain various common symptoms are
chronic fatigue syndrome, hypoglycem ia,
food allergies , Lyme disease, parasites,
"multiple chemical sensitivity," "candidiasis hypersensit ivity," "Wilson's syndrome," "leaky gut syndrome," "mercury

Inapp ropriately Diagn osed:
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Adrenal insufficiency
Chronic fatigue syndrome
Food al ergies and sensitivities
Hypoglycemia
Hypothyroidism
Lyme disease
Parasites
Not Scientifically Defin ed
or Recog nized:
Candidiasis hypersensitivi ty
("yeast allergy")
Cavitational osteopathosis
Leaky gut syndrome
Mercury-amalgam toxicity
Multiple chemical sensitivity
Wilson's syndrome
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Does Garlic Lower Cholesterol?
New studies tell the tale
by Beth Fontenot , MS, RD
espite the long-he ld belief that garlic can lower blood cholestero l levels, it turns out that this odoriferous herb
may not have cholesterol-busting properties after all. There have been numerous
studies published on the health benefits of
garlic, and many of those have looked at
whether garlic can reduce elevated cholesterol levels. The results have been contradictory, and the findings of two new
studies raise even more doubts.

Garlic101
Garlic is a member of the lily family. Its
active compound, allicin, is what gives
garlic its distinctive odor and is the component believed to be respons ible for its
purported health benefits. These supposed
benefits include not only lowering cholesterol levels, but also preventing cancer ,
lowering blood pressure, acting as an antibiotic, and preventing blood clots.
The results of early studies on garlic
seemed to show that it lowered cholesterol levels. Undoubtedly, this belief
helped to drive consumer interest in it.
Americans spent $71 million on garlic
supplements in 1997, makin g it one of the
most popular herbal supplements.
In the early 1990s, two meta-analyses
of the research on garlic were published
suggesting that garlic lowered cho lesterol
an average of 9% to 12% in people with
high cholesterol levels (Ann of Intern Med
1993 Oct 1:119 (7 Pt 1): 599-605; JR Coll
Physicians Lond 1994 Jan-Feb; 28( l ):3945). However , the reliability of these
analy ses has been questioned by researchers because of the poor design of
some of the underlying studies and the
possibility of publication bias. Some of the
studies were not placebo-controlled , some
did not control for the effects of diet, and
some did not use standardized laboratory
measurements. A later meta-analysis (JR
Coll Physicians Land 1996 Jul-Aug;30
(4):329-34) found that garlic was less effective in reducing total cholesterol than
had been suggested by other analyses.

NewEvidence
Subsequently a randomized placebo-controlled study of 50 people with high
serum cho lestero l levels was published
(Arch Intern Med 158: 1189-1194, 1998).
The participants took either three tablets
of dried, powdered garlic (the equivalen t
of one clove of fresh garlic) or placebo
pills for four months. The study participants also followed a low-fat eating plan
for two months before the study as well as
during the study. The researchers concluded that garlic powder pills had the
same effect on blood cholest erol levels as
the placebo pills did-absolutely none.
Another study published about the
same time supported the same conclusion
(JAMA 279: 1900-1902, 1998). It was a
double -blind , randomized , placebo-controlled, crossover study consisting of 25
participants. The subjects took garlic oil
capsule s, a form of garlic thought to be
more potent than powdered garlic. They
took the capsules (equivalent to about two
cloves of fresh garlic) for four months
and then took a placebo pill for four
months. The researchers found that garlic
had no effect on blood chole sterol levels
or on cholest erol metaboli sm and concluded that there is no evidence to recommend garlic supplement s for lowering
cholestero l levels.
Two concerns have been expressed
about using garlic to lower cholesterol.
One is that garlic has anticoagulant activity
that could cause a problem , particularly in
people who are also taking anticoagulants
like vitamin E, ginkgo biloba, aspirin, and
fish oil. The second concern is that people
might depend on garlic supplements to
lower one's cholestero l instead of following proven method s, such as dietary and
lifestyle changes or the use of cholestero llowering medication s, which could have
serious health consequence s. NF
Beth Fontenot is a nutrition consultant
and freelance nutrition writer in Lake
Charles , LA.
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Candidiasis
Hypersensitivity
"Can didiasis hypersensitivity" is another
bogus diagnosis whose symptoms are said
to be multiple and include fatigue, depression, inability to concentrate, hyperactivity, headaches, skin problems (includi ng
hives), abdominal pain and bloating, constipation , diarrhea, respiratory symptoms,
and problems of the urinary and reproductive organs. The main promoter of
"cand idiasis hypersensitivity" has been
William G. Crook, MD, of Jackson, Tennessee, who wrote and published The
Yeast Connection. According to Crook,
"If a careful checkup doesn't reveal the
cause for your symptoms, and your medical history [as described in his book] is
typical, it's possible or even probable that
your health problems are yeast-connected." To correct these alleged problems, he recommends allergenic extracts,
antifungal drugs, vitamin and mineral
supplements, and diets that avoid refined
carbohydrates, processed foods, and (initially) fruits and milk.
The AAAAI regards the concept of
candidiasis hypersensitivity as "speculative and unproven" and notes that everyone has some of its supposed symptoms
from time to time. The Academy has
warned that some patients who take the
inappropriately pre scribed antifungal
drugs will suffer side effects and that
overuse of these drugs could lead to the
development of resistant germs that endanger everyone .

to be reliable, and some studies have found
it to be highly unreliable.
Another test claimed to locate "hidden allergies" is the ELISA/ ACT, which
involves culturing the patient's lymphocytes and seeing how they react to up to
300 foods, minerals, preservatives, and
other environmental ubstances. After the
test is completed, the practitioner recommends dietary modification and supplements. Similar claims are made for
ALCAT testing, which is done in a different way. Although these tests can assess
the levels of certain immune responses ,
these are not necessarily related to allergy
and have nothing whatsoever to do with a
person' s need for upplements. Moreover,
many of the symptom listed in brochures
from the labs performing them are unrelated to allergy and are not appropriately
treated with supplement products.
The correct way to assess a suspected
food allergy or intolerance is to begin
with a careful record of food intake and
symptoms over a period of several weeks.
If significant symptom s occur, the next
step should be to see whether avoiding
suspected foods for several weeks prevents possible allergy-related symptoms
from recurring . If so, the suspec ted foods
could be reintroduced one at a time to see
whether symptoms can be reproduced.
However, if the symptoms include hives,
vomiting , swollen throat, wheezing , or
other difficulty in breathing, continued
self-testing could be dangerou s, so an allergist should be consulted.

Mismanagement
of LymeDisease
'HiddenAllergies'
Many dubious practitioners claim that food
allergies may be responsible for virtually
any symptom a person can have. In support
of this claim- which is false-they administer tests purported to identify offending
foods. The most notorious such test is cytotoxic testing. This test is performed by
observing what happens to a patient's
white blood cells when they are placed on
microscope slides containing dried food
extracts. The test results are then used to
explain the patient's symptoms and to design a "personalized diet program" that includes vitamin and minerals-sold by
those administering the test. Controlled
studies have never shown cytoto xic testing

CD
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Lyme disease is caused by a spiral-shaped
bacterium (spirochete) that enters the skin
at the site of a tick bite. The disease typically begins with a rash, often accompanied by fever, malaise , fatigue , and muscle
and joint pains. The characteristic skin lesion where the bite occurs is a flat or
raised red area that expands, often with
clearing at the center, to a diameter of up
to 20 inches. However, it does not always
occur, which can make the diagnosis more
difficult, especially when the patient is not
aware of having been bitten by a tick.
Other early signs can include small skin
lesions, facial nerve paralysis , lymphocytic meningitis, and heart-rhythm disturbances. When diagnosed early, the disease
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is easily cured with a few weeks of antibiotic therapy. However, if untreated or inadequately treated, neurologic, cardiac , or
joint abnormalities may follow.
The diagnosis of Lyme disease
should be based primarily on an evaluation of the patient's symptoms and the
probability of exposure to the Lyme spirochete. Laboratory evaluat ion is appropriate for patients who have the arthritic ,
neurologic , or cardiac symptoms associated with Lyme disease, but it is not warranted in patients who have nonspecific
symptoms , such as those of chronic fatigue syndrome. A true-positive test result
consists of a positive enzyme- linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) or immunofluorescent assay followed by a positive
Western blot. However , positive tests, by
themselves , do not provide sufficient
basis for diagnosing Lyme disease. The
diagnosis should be based on the overall
picture, including history and physi cal
finding s. Negative antibody testing after
the first few weeks strongly suggests that
the patient does not have the disease.

Howto CreateandPromote
a NewFadDisease
• Pick any symptoms-the more common
the better.
• Pick any disease-real
or invented.
(Real diseases have more potential for
confusion because their existence can't
be denied .)
• Assign lots of symptoms to the disease.
• Say that millions of undiagnosed people
suffer from it.
• Pick a few treatments. Including supplements will enable health-food stores and
chiroprac tors to get in on the action.
• Promote your theories through books
and talk shows .
• Don't compete with other fad diseases.
Say that yours predisposes people to the
rest or vice versa.
• Claim that the medical establishment ,
the drug companie s, and the chemical
industry are against you.
• State that the medical profession is
afraid of your competition or trying to
protect its turf.
• If challenged to prove your claims, say
that you lack the money for research ,
that you are too busy getting sick people
well, and that your clinical results speak
for themselves .

-

Some practitioners are inappropriately
diagnosing Lyme disease and administering inappropriate treatments such as malariotherapy, hyperbaric oxygen therapy, colloidal silver. dietary supplements, herbs.
and long-term antibiotic therapy. Intravenous antibiotic therapy. when given appropriately, should not last more than a
month. It should not be given unless oral
antibiotic therapy has failed and persistent
active infection has been demonstrated by
culture. biopsy, or other bacteriologic technique. Physicians who use these treatments
or who diagnose large numbers of patients
with Lyme disease who live in areas where
the disease is not endemic should be considered suspect.

psychological testing. If his license is reinstated. he wou ld also be required to lake
courses in endocrinology. the scientific
method, and medical ethics. As far as I
know. Wilson has not resumed practice.
However. he still operates a toll-free telephone hotline (800-621-7006) that dispenses information about his theories and
publications . In September 1997. Richard
A. Marschall. ND, a naturopath licensed in
the state of Washington . was charged with
unprofessiona l conduct for alleged ly diagnosing and treating between 75 and I00
patients for Wi Ison's syndrome solely via
telephone, mail, or through the Internet.

Parasites and'LeakyGut'
'Wilson'sSyndrome'

-

"Wilson 's syndrome" entered the health
marketplace in 1990. when E. Denis Wilson. MD. of Longwood. Florida. coined
its name. Its supposed manifestations include fatigue. headaches. PMS. hair loss.
irritability. fluid retention. depression, decreased memory. luw sex drive. unhealthy
nails. easy weight gain . and about 60
other symptoms. However. Wilson claims
that his "syndrome·· can cause "virtually
every symptom known to mnn." He also
claims that it is ..the most common of all
chronic .. ailments and probably takes a
greater toll on society than any other medical condition. Wilson claims to have discovered a type of abnormally low thyroid
function in which routine blood tests of
thyroid arc often normal. He states that
the condition is "especially brought on by
stress .. and can pcr~i. t after the stress has
passed. He claim;, that the main diagnostic sign is a body temperature that averages below 98.6 v F (oral). and that the diagnusis is confirmed if the patient responds to treatment with a "special
thyroid hormone treatment." (Note: Although "Wilson's syndrome" is a bogus
diagnosis. there is a Wilson·s disease. a
rare condition caused by a defect in the
body's ability lo metabolize copper.)
In 1991. a 50-year-olcl woman died
after excessive amounts of thyroid hormone prescribed by Wilson had caused
rapid heartbeat that led to a heart attack. In
1992, the Florida Board of Medicine fined
Wilson $ I0.000. suspended his license for
six months. and ordered him to undergo

Another diagnos is popular among supplement promoters is "parasites. " which may
be "treated .. with laxatives and other " intestinal cleansers ... colon ic irrigation.
plant enzymes . dietary measures . and
homeopathic remedies. Yet another ,
"leaky gut syndrome, .. is described by
proponents ;is a condition in which the intestinal lining becomes irritated and
porous so that unwanted food particles.
"toxins:· bacteria . parasites. and "Candida .. enter the bloodstream and result in
"n weakened immune system . digestive
disorders , and eventuall y chronic and autoimmune disease ... Treatment orthis alleged condition can include di etary
changes (such as not eating protein and
starch at the same meal): "cleansing .. with
herbal products: "reestablishing good balance" of intestinal bacteria : and supplement concoctions claimed to strengthen
and repair the intestinal lining.

Inappropriate
DentalCare
A small but vocal group oi' dentists. physicians . <111d ,·arious other "holistic" advocates claim that mercury-amalgam ("silver") l'illings are toxic and cause a wide
range of health problems including multiple sclerosis. arthritis. headaches, Parkinson's disease. and emotional stress. They
rccl1111111end
that merrnry fillings be replaced with either gold or plastic ones and
that vitamin supp lements be taken to prevent trouble during and al'ter the process.
Scicntil'ic testing has shown that the
amount of mcrcLll')'absorbed from fillings
is only a tiny fraction of the average daily
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intake from food and is insignificant. The
American Denta l Association considers the
unnecessary removal of silver amalgam
fillings "improper and unethical." In 1996,
the leading antiamalgamist. Hal A. Huggins, DDS, of Colorado Springs, Colorado,
had his licensed revoked. During the revocation proceedings, the administrative law
judge concluded: ( I l Huggins had diagnosed ··mercury toxicity' ' in all patients
who consulted him in his office. even some
without mercury fillings; (2) he had also
recommended extraction of all teeth that
had had root canal therapy; and (3) Huggins·s treatments were ;·a sham, illusory
and without scientific basis ...
Some dentists maintain that facial
pain, heart disease. arthritis. and various
other health problems are caused by infected "cavitations" (within the jaw bones)
that arc not detectable on X-ray examination or treatable with antibiotics . Calling
this condition "cavitatiornil osteopathosis: ·
advocntcs claim they can cure the patient
by locating and scraping out the affected
tissues. They may also remove all rootcanal-treated teeth and most or the vital
teeth close to the area where they say an infection exists. There is no scientific evidence to support this asserLion or the diagnostic and treatment methods based on it.

TheBottom Line
I believe that the licenses of practitioners
engaged in the above uctivities should be
revoked and that the inappropriatc products involved should be removed from the
marketpluce. NF

D,: Borrelr. o rerired psy chiotrisr 11·/w ri'side s in Al!e11to11
-11.
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o/ rhe Narional Council
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ease;and(8) calciumcons
ump
tion by
adultsandadolescents
increases
bone
densityandmaydecreas
e the risk of
fractures
. Although
someofthesenutrientsmayhelpprevent
disease,theproposedclaimswereeitherfalse,simplistic ortoobroad.
TheFDAModernizatio
n
Actrequires
thathealth
claimsbebased
on authoritative
government
agency
statements
andenable
thepublicto understand
thenutrie
nt's significance
inthe
context
ofatotaldailydiet.TheFDAapparently
concluded
thattheclaimslacked
sufficien
t authoritative
supportbecause
theywerebasedon research
thatwas
preliminary
rather
thanconclusive.
DHEAMAYINCREASE
CANCER
RISK
Marshall
Goldberg,
MD,anendocrinologistandmedicalresearcher
at Jefferson MedicalCollegein Philadelphia,
saysthatthepopularhormone
supplementDHEAmayincrease
the risk of
prostate
cancer.
Researchers
at McGill
University
in Montreal
reported
earlier
thisyearthatmenwithelevated
levelsof
IGF-1were4½timesmorelikelyto decancerthanmenwith
velopprostate
lowerlevels.
(IGFis a growth
factorthat
helpstoregulate
cellturnover
.) Dr.Gold-

media.In response,
theNational
Heart,
Lung,andBloodInstitute
(NHLBI)
issued
a statem
ent announcingan upcoming
workshop
toreview
thelatest
findings
on
sodiumandhypertension
andto determinefutureresearch
needs.
TheNHLBI
continuesto supporttherecommendationof various
healthorganizations
that
sodium
intake
should
belimited
to2,400
mg.a day.Moreinformation
abouthigh
bloodpressure
canbefoundat http://

www.nhlbi.nih.gov/nhlbi/
FDAINFOON
DIETARY
SUPPLEMENTS
TheSeptember-October
issueof FDA
Consumer
Magazine
contained
anarticle entitled"AnFDAGuideto Dieta
ry
Supplements
" aswellasa listofdietary
supplements,
whichhavebeenassociatedwith illnessesand injuries
. The
magazine
is available
on the Internet
,
andthearticlecanbe readat http://

www. Ida. gov/fd a c/f eatu res/
1998/598_guid/html

GINKGO
REPORT
TheMedical
Letterhasconcluded:
Extractsof Ginkgobilobamightimprove
mental
function
withsomepatients
with
dementia,
butavailable
datasuggest
that
thebenefits,
if any,aremodest.
InaGermanpostmarketing
surveillance
study,
thedrugappeared
to besafe,butserious
bleedinghas beenreported
.. .. The
purityandpotency
of ginkgoextracts
soldin theUSAareunknown
(Medical
40:63-64,
1998).
Letter

FOODCONTAMINANTS
IN JUICES
ANDALFALFA
SPROUTS
TheFDAhasissued
warnings
aboutpotentially
dangerous
foodcontaminants
in
fruitandvegetable
juicesandin rawalfalfasprouts.
Designed
toalertthepublic
about
theriskofmicrobial
contamination
in untreated
juices,warning
statements
arenowrequired
at placeswhereunprocessed
fruitandvegetable
juicesare
sold. It is estimated
thatuntreated
juices
cause16,000to 48,000casesof foodborneillnesseachyear.Inaddition
, the
FDAhasissued
aninterim
advisory
that
people
whoareathighriskfortoodborne
illnessshouldavoideatingrawalfalfa
sprouts
. Threesalmonella
andE. coli
outbreaks
occurred
in Californ
ia recently
and60people
wereaffected.
TheInternationalSprout
Growers
Association
istakingstepstoaddress
theproblem
bypursuingwaysto treatseedsbefore
germination
andgrowth.
Those
athighrisktor
foodborne
illnesses
include
children
, the
elderly,andpeoplewithcompromised
immune
systems.

NHLBIISSUES
STATEMENT
ON
SODIUMANDHYPERTENSION
Thecontroversy
surrounding
sodium's
effecton bloodpressurehas raised
questions
amongscientists
andin the

NEJMCALLS
FOR
TESTING
OFHERBS
In an editorialin the September
17,
1998,issueoftheNewEngland
Journal
of Medicine(NEJM339:839-841,

berghasstudied
theeffect
ofDHEA
on
hispatients
fornearly
10yearsandsays
thatdosesassmallas25 mg.perday
canraiseIGF-1levelssignificantly
.
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1998),Ors.MarciaAngellandJerome
Kassirer
callfor rigorous
scientific
testingofalternative
treatments
, particu
larly
herbal
therapies.
Theystate,"There
cannotbetwokindsof med
icine-conventional and alternative.
Thereis only
medicinethat has beenadequately
testedandmed
icinethathasnot,medicinethatworksandmedicine
thatmayor
maynotwork."Theissuecarried
several
reports
ontherisksinvolved
withusing
herbalremedies.
Theeditorialcanbe
foundontheNEJMWebsiteat http://

www.nejm.org
FEDERAL
OBESITY
GUIDELINES
TheNational
Heart,
Lung,andBloodInstitute(NHLBI)
haspublishedguideli
nes
for assessing
overweight
andobesity
and principlesfor safeand effective
weightloss.Theguidelines
recommend
basingassessments
on body mass
index(BMI),waistcircumference,
and
riskfactorsforobesity-related
diseases.
About97millionAmericans
(55%ofthe
adultpopulation)
fit thereport's
criteria
toroverweight
orobesity.
The228-page
report,titled"ClinicalGuidelines
onthe
Identification,
Evaluation
, andTreatment
of Overweight
andObesityin Adults"
can be obtained by contacting
NHLBIIC@dgsys.com
or visiting its
Websitehttp://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/

nhlbi/nhlbi.htm
FOODSAFETY
COUNCIL
CREATED
OnAugust
25,President
Clintonissued
anexecutive
orderestablishing
aneightmemberPresident's
Councilon Food
Safety(FederalRegister63:4566145662,1998).TheCouncil's
mission
is
to develop
acomprehensive
plan"toimprovethe safetyof the food supply
throughscience
-basedregulation
and
well-coordinated
inspect
ion, enforcement,research
, and educationprograms."
Themembers
include
theSecretaries
of Agriculture,
Commerce,
and
Health
andHuman
Services;
theDirector
oftheOffice
ofManagement
andBudget
;
theAdministrato
r of theEnvironmental
Protection
Agency;
theAssistant
to the
President
tor Domestic
Policy;theDirectorof the NationalPartnership
for
Reinventing
Government;
andtheAssistantto the President
for Science
and
Technol
ogy/Director
oftheOffice
ofScienceandTechnology
Policy.

NEWWARNING
LABELS
NewFDAregulations
require
unpasteurizedappleciderproducts
to carrya
warning
stating"Thisproduct
maycontainharmful
bacteria
thatcancause
seriousillnessin children,
theelderly,
and
persons
with weakened
immunesystems."All otherunprocessed
packaged
fruitandvegetable
juicesmustcarrya
warning
labelor sign,butbythefall of
1999,labels
willberequired.
LOSANGELES
FLUORIDATES
LosAngeles,
whichfor decades
has
beentheonlylargeAmerican
citywithoutfluoridation
, hasbegun
tofluoridate
itswater.
Fluoridation
forapproximately
80%of thecity's3.6millionresidents
wasinitiated
onSeptember
23.Therest
will receive
it nextyearwhenadditional
facilities
arebuilt.
REGULATORY
ACTION
AGAINST
TAHITIAN
NONI
OnAugust
26,1998,theAttorneys
Generalof Arizona,
California,
NewJersey,
andTexas
announced
a multistate
settlementwith Marinda,
Inc.,a multilevel
company
headquartered
inLinden,
Utah.
TheAGshadcharged
thatMarinda
had
madeunsubstantiated
claimsin con-

A NA T IONA L CONFERENCE

UnitedStates.
Its newOne-A-Day
Specialized
Supplements
are"ColdSeason,"
"Energy,"
"BoneStrength
," "Tension
&
Mood,""Memoryand Concentration
,"
Cholesterol Health," "Meno
pause
Health,"
and"Prostate
Health."
Theproductsinclude
herbs,
vitamins,
andminerals allegedlyblended
to address
commonhealth
problems.
However
, manyof
theingredients
havenoproven
valuefor
theusage
impliedbytheirproduct
name.
AmericanHomeProductshas announced
thatit willaddsixherbal
productsto itspopular
Centrum
line.

sumertestimonialsandotherpromotionalmaterial
thatits "Ta
hitianNoni"
juicecouldtreat,cure,or prevent
diabetes,depression,
hemorrhoids
, arthritis,andmanyotherdiseases
andconditions.Ina consent
agreement,
Marinda
agreed
to pay$100,000
in investigative
costs,to issuerefunds
onrequest,
and
to refrain
frommaking
claimsthatNoni
cancure,treat,or prevent
anydisease
unless
theclaimsaresubstantiated
and
theproduct
is approved
andcleared
for
thoseusesbytheFDA.
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FATADDED
TOCOOKIES
Faced
withsagging
sales,
Nabisco
hasreformulated
its nonfatSnackWell
lineby
adding
fat.Oneadvertising
strategy,
based
onsurvey
andfocusgroupdata,
willbeto
link the newtastewithself-fulfillment,
self-worth,
andfeeling
good.
According
to
Promo
magazine,
oneadwill statethat
"snacking
shouldn't
bejustabout
feeding
yourself,
but,in somesmallway,about
feeding
yourself-esteem."

NEWEFFORTS
AGAINST
TELEMARKETING
FRAUD
Morethan80members
oftheAmerican
Association
of Retired
Persons
(AARP)
joinedtelephone
company
andlaw-enforcement
officialsin educating
3,100
consumers
aboutfraudulent
telemarketingtactics.Thephonenumbers
of the
peoplecalledwereobtained
fromlists
usedbyfraudulent
telemarketers.
AARP
is alsopromoting
modellegislation
to
requiretelemarketers
to be registered
andbonded
andto prohibitpickups
of
moneyby couriers,a procedure
intendedto bypasspostallaws.Several
states
havepassed
lawsofthistype.NF

ONE
-A-DAYHERBAL
PRODUCTS
Bayer
Corporation's
Consumer
CareDivisionhasbecome
thefirstmajoroverthe-counter
drugmanufacturer
to introducea lineof herbalformulas
in the
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Book Reviews I

Analysis
andRatings
How accurate and useful is the nutrition infonnation in that book? Would a reputable
reviewer recommend the book to profes sionals and consumers? These are the two
questions that Nutrition Forum book reviews are intended to answer. So the reviews not only offer analyses but also rate
each book as either RECOMMENDED,
NOT RECOMMENDED , or RECOMMENDED WITH RESERVATIONS , depending on the book's factual accuracy, reliance on scientific research methods, and
usefulness to readers. Readers who would
like to see specific books reviewed may
send their suggestions (or copies of books)
toNutritionForumBookReviews, P.O. Box
664, Amherst, NY 14226-0664.

spective with a discuss ion of the relevant
scientific facts. The last chapter of the
book explai ns how to assess nutrition informatio n and describes the elements of a
legit imate scientific study.
Inclu ded in this volume are reviews
of several popular nutri tion and weightloss books. These reviews provide the
reader with an exce llent overview of the
nutrition "myth- information " (authors '
term) that consumers confro nt every day.
Written from a scientific perspective
yet in simple and clear lang uage with an
occasiona l touch of humor, the book is
good reading for both lay and professional readers . It would make a good adjunct to a nu trition text for a universitylevel nutrition course.

I RECOMMENDED
Anticancer
Eating
LaurelKlayman
, Ro,Lo

'Myth-1nformation'
Detector
BethFontenot
, MS, RO
Fad-Free Nutrition by Fred rick J. Stare,
MD, and Elizabeth Whelan , ScD, MPH
(Alameda, CA: Hunter House Publishers ,
1998), 302 pp., $24.95 hard cover, $14.95
paperback. ISBN 0-89793-237-4.
Whether you are a health profe ssional trying to keep up with the latest developments in nutrition or you are a consumer
needing to sort out nutrition facts from
myths, Fad-Free Nutrition deserves a
place on your books helf. The authors address a variety of nutrition topics including diet ary supplements, food myths ,
weight loss quackery, fat substitutes, nutrition and disease states , and irradiation
of food. Each topic is put in proper per-

A Perfec t 10: Phyto "New-trients"
Against Cancers by Laura Pawlak (Biomed General Corp., 1998), 241 pp., $25
softcover (available only from Biomed ,
[510] 450-1650).
This book is about preventing cancer
through a diet rich in plant chemicals
(what the author calls "phyto-newt rients"). There has been an explosion of recent scientific evidence uncovering the
presence of hundreds of such potentia lly
healthful substances. The author, who is a
registered dietitian with a doctorate in
bioch emistry, calls this burgeoning field
"New-trition." She explains that the developmen t of cancer is a mult istep
process and that there are phyto-newtrients that can act as "missiles , speedbump s, and imposters" to interfere with
the steps that lead to cancer.
The main message then is anything

but new or radical: eat more fruits, vegetables, grai ns, and legumes to decrease
the risk of cancer and other chronic diseases. But the author is a cheerleade r for
the message, and her motivatio nal style is
likely to enco urage many to, at the very
least, eat more vegetables. The author's
enthusiasm, howeve r, can also be a drawback when it gives the impression that
following the recommenda tions in the
book can guarantee a cancer-free life.
People need to keep in mind that there is
still much for scientists to learn about nutrition and cancer prevention .
The recomme ndations in the book
are not advocated as a treatment for already existing cancer. Also, supposing
that some readers might be inclined to circumvent healthy eating by taking pills,
the author repeatedly points out the reasons why foods are better sources for
most nutrients than supp lements are.
Ten foods are highlighte d in a "starter
plan." Each of the ten has a "runner-up" in
case the reader dislikes one of the ten. The
idea is to make it easy for anyone to incorporate more plant foods into his or her diet.
Unfortuna tely, flax oil and green tea
are incl uded in the starter plan. It is premature to recommend consumption of
these for cancer prevention . Though neither are likely to be harmful in the
amounts recommended (except to the
pocketbook-a bottle of flax oil in some
health-food stores is $12), a more prudent
course of action would be to await further
study to confirm their efficacy.
A Peifect 10 includes an extensive
bibliography of well-respected jo urnals
and news letters. The book might be of
par ticular interest to someone who wants
to take a proactive role in preve ntion. NF

RECOMMENDED
WITH RESERVATIONS
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NIH-ODSAWARDS
GRANTS
TO
STUDYSUPPLEMENTS
TheNational
Institutes
of Health's
Office
of Dietary
Supplements
(NIH-ODS)
has
announced
thatit willfundfournewresearch
prqjects
thatwillexamine
dietary
supplements
andtheirpotential
rolein
healthpromotion
anddisease
prevention.Thefourstudies
are:(1)A project
atBrown
University
to evaluate
thepossiblerelationship
between
lowdietary
intakeof theaminoacidtryptophan,
a
precursor
ofserotonin,
andthesusceptibilitytoproblems
associated
withalcoholabuse
inatribeofruralNative
Americans,
(2)a studyconducted
attheHarvard UniversitySchool of Dental
Medicine
on the relationship
between
poordental
health
andheart
disease,
the
hypothesis
beingthat poordentition
mayleadto a decreased
intakeof fiber
andphytochemicals
whichmaybeimportantin hearthealth,(3) a studyat
Florida
StateUniversity
to examine
the
actions
ofzincandcopper
andtheirrelationship
to neuropathologic
diseases
of agingsuchas Alzheimer
's disease
andstroke,
and(4)a project
attheBaylorCollege
ofMed
icinein Houston
, TX,
to studytheroleof metallothionein,
an
enzyme
thatregulates
zinclevels
inbody
tissues.
ST. JOHN
'S WORTQUESTIONED
Astudy
commissioned
bytheLosAngefoundthatoutoftenbrands
of
lesTimes
St.John'sWortexamined
, threeproductshadabouthalfthepotency
shown
onthelabel,andfourproducts
hadless
than90percent
ofthepotency
shown
on
thelabel.Thestudyexamined
1O pills
fromeachofthreecontainers
of onelot
Identified
byonly
ofeach
of1oproducts.
acode,
thebrandnames
wereunknown
to thelaboratory.
Fiveindependent
expertsreviewed
theresearch
procedures
andfoundthestudyto besound.
CONFERENCE
ONZINC
The Officeof DietarySupplements
(ODS)
attheNational
Institutes
ofHealth
(NIH)recently
heldaconference
entitled

[continued
onpage61

Debunking the Detoxification Theory
Truth over toxicity
by Therese Walsh
t:\

etoxification is an amazingly popu-

\:l larhealth fad. There are books written about it, seminars given on it, centers
dedicated to it, and an overwhelming
amount of information about it on the Internet. It's based on the notion that we
take in so many toxic substances through
food, drink, and air that our bodies become toxic, and the only road to true
health is through banishing these poisons.
Curiously, the poisons have yet to be
identified. But this has not stopped people from creating and promoting programs to get rid of the invisible toxins. Here's how proponents say
that the unidentified and invisible can be eliminated .

Fasting

days to weeks. Detox proponents, including Haas, often advocate one or more
weeks, though medical profes sionals say
that long-term fasting (more than a few
days) can be dangerous because that's
when the body begin s, essentially, to "eat
itself ." Zealots have even suggested that
short-term fasting is safe for those with
kidney failure, Iiver disease, pregnant/
nursing women, and even infants.
Proponents claim that fasting allows
the body, especially the liver, to "rest,"
shifting its emphasi s from dealing with
daily toxic intake to cleanin g up past
toxic "stores" that will eventually cause illness. Unfortu -

nately, the body doesn't
know the differenc e between "fasting" and "starving." The body is never at
rest during a fast, but
works feverishly to prevent starvation and death.
The liver is especially taxed
during a fast, converting fat
into energy for the body to use.
And during a lengthy fast, the liver
is working overtime dealing with dangerous by-product s from muscle and tissue
breakdown as the body searches for protein stores.
According to Haas, fasting also "increases the process of elimination and the
release of toxins from the colon, kidneys
and bladder, lungs and sinuses, and skin."
This toxic download is supposed to be so
powerful that it can cure and prevent illness as well as forestall the aging process.
Some medical conditions that might sig-

Curiously, the
poisons [of
detox theory]
have yet to be
identified.

The idea that fasting can
cleanse your body of toxins is thousands of years
old. Current-day detoxifiers
rarely advocate a true fast (no
food or liquid) for any length of
time because it can quickly become life-threatening. Most recommend
a water or juice fast, or a modified food
fast including only some fruits, vegetables, juices , and teas. Some, like the
detoxification guru Elson M. Haas, MD,
author of the book Detox Diet: A How-To
Guide fo r Cleansing the Body of Toxic
Substances, recommend drinking 8-12
glasses a day of a concoction of maple
syrup, lemon ju ice, and water for the duration of the fast.
Fasts can last anywhere from a few
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nal the need for a detoxifying fast, according to Haas and others, are frequent
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Haas and others argue that one of the
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long since been disproved . But some fanatics persist, claiming that a "slow" or
''unclean" colon will cause everything
from a cold to coronary artery disease. In
fact, many claim that 90-99% of all illness begins in the colon.
Colon zealots insist that we need to
excrete as often as we intake-at least
three times a day for most people. They
claim that defecating less often than that
will result in "anc ient meals encrusted on
your colon walls," poi soni ng the
body and pr eve ntin g nutrients
from being absorbed. The
long er these meals are allowed to accumu late , the
more likely they are to cause
illness, so they must be
cleaned away regularly.
These
claims
are
bogus , with no scientific
basis
whatever.
With
today's technology, we can
tOXlC
see inside the colon, and no
such toxic buildup has ever
been documented.
People who buy into
these claims soon find themselves in a world of enemas,
colonic irrigation , and "high
colonies ," on a quest to remove the
"ancient meals" or forestall any new toxic
buildup. Some proponents even claim that
the intestines are filled with parasites that
should be flushed from the body. While
an enema irrigates only the rectum with a
small amount of water, a colonic flushes
the colon with many pints via a tube inserted into the rectum. A "high colonic " is
even more extreme , flooding the colon
with 20 or more gallons of water and usually via machine .
Througho ut detoxification
Elson
Haas recommends enemas every other
day and a colonic as often as three times.
This sort of behavior is completely unnecessary and is possibly dangerous .
Colonic irrigation is not well regulatedanyone can market the procedure. Pain,
severe cramping, infection , perforated
bowels, heart failure, and even death have
been reported due to colonies. Neither enemas nor colonies "de toxify" the body,
and they are not needed to maintain
health.

With today's
technology,

damag e. This is, of course,
wishful thinking and complet ely without scientific
basis.
People who fast commonly experience irritab ility, nausea,
weakness,
headaches, and lightheadSUC
edness. (One fasting enthusiast claimed that you should
not feel hungry, "but may feel
a desire to have food in your
mouth.")
Some experience
nightmares , low blood pressure,
fainting , and vomiting . Detoxification
advocates claim that these negative symptoms are a sign that poisons are being released into the bloodstream. The real
causes of these symptoms , however, are
well understood . Lightheadedness , for example, is caused by decreased blood flow
to the brain, and nausea can be caused by
hunger or fasting-ind uced hormonal
changes .
Haas and others speak of fast ing as
an opportunity for enlightenment, claiming that it brings about more emo tional
and mental clarity . But studies have
shown that cognitive abilities decrease
during a period of fast.

we can see
inside the
colon, and no
h
•
buildup has
ever been

documented.

'InternalCleansing
'
The notion that putrefaction of the stool
causes disease dates back to ancient
Egypt. The belief was that fecal matter
would be absorbed into the body, thereby
poisoning it and causing illness. (As with
fasting , the invasive poison s are never
identified or measured.) This idea has

[continued
onpage41
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Nutrition and Fibrocystic
Breast Disease
Is there a connection ?
by Beth Fontenot, MS, RD

'"1 omen

diagnosed with fibrocys tic
breast disease (FBD) and experiencing its uncomforta ble symptoms may
find themse lves bom barded with all manner of nutritional advice: No coffee. No
cola. No chocolate. Take evening primrose oil. Take flaxseed oil. Take vitamin
E. Take vitamin A. Don't take vitamin A.
Drink an herbal tea. Avoid herbal teas.
Take natural hormones . Limit fat and
sodium. Take iodine. Take vitamin B6 • Eat
raw foods. Try some coenzyme Q l 0. Rub
evening primrose oil on your breasts!
What's a woman to believe?
FBD is essent ially the prese nce of
benign breast lumps (cysts). They can
often be felt in the breast and can fluctuate with the menstrua l cycle. The condition may become progressive ly worse
until menopause. Pain and swelling are
the most common compla ints, and the
discomfort increases as menstruatio n approaches. The symptoms usual ly subside
once menstruation begins. It is estimated
that 30% of America n women have FBD.
Relatively few women with FBD develop
breast cancer.
The cause of FBD is unknow n but is
believed to be related to hormonal stimulation. In particu lar, excess ive amounts of
estrogen, the main female hormone, and
prolactin, the milk-re lease hormo ne, have
been implicated. Dietary factors have also
been traditionally thought to be a factor.
The most common advice give n to
women is to avoid caffeine and to take
supplemental vitamin E.

1081) sugges ted that vitamin E was beneficial in the treatme nt of FBD, and studies
that followed appeare d to confirm that belief. However, since then several betterdesigned studies have cast doubt on vitamin E's ability to provi de relief for
women with FBD.
In a double-blind, randomized,
placebo-contro lled trial of 128 women,
published in 1985, researchers concluded
that vitamin E had no effect on FBD (Obstet Gynecol 1985 Jan; 65[1]:104-106).
Later that year, another study of 73 women
confinned those findings (Surgery 1985
Apr; 97[4]:490-494). More recently, a double-blind, place bo-controlled crossover
study of 105 randomly selected patients
with FBD also indicated that vitamin E was
not beneficial in the treatment of FBD
(Surgery 1990 May; 107[5]:549- 551).
Despite these findings, vitamin E is
still common ly recommen ded for treating
FBD. Some health professionals recommend doses as high as 1,500 IU a day. But
at high doses, vitamin E can interfere with
blood clotting. This could increase the risk
of excessive bleedi ng and could be especially dangerous in people who are taking
anticoagulant drugs or herbs that act as a
blood thinner (like Ginkgo biloba).
Some women with FBD do report favorable results when taking vitamin E.
But in the studies cited above, many who
took a placebo also reported favorab le results. The bottom line? It is unlikely that
vitamin E is an effective treatment for
FBD .

Is Ethe Key?

CaffeineandMore

Early research on the effectiveness of vitamin E against FBD seemed promis ing,
but clinical trials in the past few years
have not backed up the origina l optimism.
In the 1960s a study publ ished in the New
England Journal of Medicine (272: I 080-

Avoiding caffeine or, more specifically,
foods containing methylxanthines also
seems to be standard advice for a woman
with FBD. (Methylxan thine-containi ng

W
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Thismonth's
ratingsarebyStephenBarrett,
M.D.,boardchairman
of Quackwatch,
Inc.
(http://Www.quackwatch
.com), which is
working
hardto improve
thequality
of heal
th
information
on theWeb.Healsooperates
Chiro
base (http://www.chirobase
.org),
a newsitedevoted
to chiropractic
history,
theories,
and curre
nt practices.
BE S T

TheUSDAFoodand Nutritio
n Information
Center
offers
comprehensive
information
about
the Food Guide Pyra
mid at http://Www
.
nal.usda.gov/fnic/Fpyr/pyram
id.html
Forinforma
tiononhealthclaimsallowed
on
food labels, checkout http:
//vm.cfsan.
fda.gov/-dms/fdhclm
.htmI
WORST
Wilson Syndrome
Foundatio
n (http://Www
.
wilsonssyndrome
.com)elaboratestheno~
tionsof E.DenisWilson,M.D.,originator
of
"Wils
on's Syndrome"
(seeNF15:45,
1998).
Dynamite Marketing (http://www.dynamitemarketing.com
) develo
ps andformulatesvitaminand mineral productsfor horses,
dogs,cats,andhumans.
Theclaimsmade
for
animalproducts
aresimilarto thosethatthe
health-food
industry
makes
forhumans.
RitaNewman,
RNC(http://alt.medmarket.
com/members/analyze/analyze.html
),
offers"a compre
hensivesymptomatology
questionnaire
thatdetects
your body's
actua
l

symp
toms-sub
tlewarning
signs
of nutritional
deficiencies
andotherhealth
imbala
nceswhich
may haveevolvedovermany weeksoryears."
WorldAssoci
ation of Universitie
s andColleges(http:
//www.web-hed
.com/wauc
/)
is an "accreditation"
age
ncythat is not recognized
bytheU.S.Secretary
of Education
.
Two of its clientsoffervariousnutrition-related"creden
tials" throughhomestudy:
Clayton
College
of Natural
Health
(Birmingham,Alabama
, http://www
.ccnh.edu/)
andColumbus
University(Metairie,
Indiana,
http://Www.columbusu.com
/).
TheNewHope Clinic,in Tijuana,Mexico
(http://newhopeclin
ic.com/)
offers
BioResonanc
e Tumor
Therapy
forcanc
er and
training
to become
a "certified"
therapist."
Its
treatment
is claimed
to curecancer
by"reactivating"
a suppressed
gene
.
World Health Products(http://www.
worldhealthproductsinc
.com) distributes various
"alterna
tif" products
, incl dinga
disc claimedto reshape
the bodywhen
passed
overit.
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Herba
l Remedies
andMore
Multilevel marketers have found their
detoxification niche with herbal remedies,
claiming their own special brand of magic
for cleating out the poisons coursing
through our bodies. Some claim that their
herbal formulas can fight mold and expel
worms from the intestines. Fasting folks
can pop a few pills with their juice to add
a new dimension of clean ("Milk Thistle
Complex" and "Liver Complex ," for example). To prevent a colon layered with
decade-old waste, people can try other
pills, like "Colon Helper," "UnDo," and
"Ultra Flush Internal Cleanser." Companies that are touting these kinds of herbal
potions include AIM, Beneficial International, Inc., and Ancient Power Inc.
In reality, many of the herbal supplements contain cascara sagrada, a powerful
herbal laxative that should not be used regularly. Its laxative effect is so intense that
nerve cells in the colon can be damaged,
resulting in a dulled urge to defecate and
leading to constipation and dependence.

[continued
frompage3]
foods include coffee, tea, caffeinated soft
drinks, and chocolate.) This advice was
apparently based on one uncontrolled
clinical study. According to several more
recent studies, however, caffeine may not
be the culprit after all.
A case-control dietary study published in the late 1970s included 854
women diagnosed with FBD. The researchers found no association between
coffee or methylxanthine consumption
and FBD (JAMA 1985 Apr 26; 253[16]:
2388-23 92). At least two subsequent
studies agreed with these findings (Surgery 1986 May;99[5]:576-58 l ; Surgery
1987 Jun;l01[6]:720-730). So the best
available evidence suggests that cutting
out caffeine won't help with FBD.
Vitamin A has also been suggested as
a treatment for FBD. In a single study, 12
women who were treated with 150,000 IU
of vitamin A daily for three months
showed improvement in symptoms, leading the researchers to conclude that vita-

0

not be taken without the guidance of a
physician.
It's unfortunate that some detoxification zealots promote its use for cancer patients. There is even a report of a center in
Tijuana, Mexico, supported by U.S. promoters, that treats cancer patients with
detoxification therapy in lieu of real medical treatment. Some in the United States,
like Rich Anderson, author of the book
Cleanse and Purify Thyself: The CleanM
e-Out Program- A Method of SelfOther OddClaims
According to detoxification advocates , Healing, tiptoe around the cancer claim
there are a few other ways to rid yourself while making their intent perfectly clear:
of "toxins." You can sweat them out "The medical world claims no cure for
through exercise, scrape them off your cancer and, what's more, no one else
skin with a brush, wash them off your skin (does) either. It's against the law----even
in the bath (pure water only), and even for those who know the cure. Therefore, I
bounce them out on a mini-trampoline!
hereby announce that I do not claim the
Haas believes that "niacin-sa una" 'clean-me-out-program ' will cure cancer.
therapy shows promise. It entails taking Should you find your cancer disappearing
mega-doses of niacin up to 2-3 grams a when you use this system, I will not accept
day while sweating out "toxins" in a responsibility." And neither will he accept
sauna. This level of niacin could be valu- responsibility when it doesn't work. NF
able for cholesterol control. However, it
can cause nausea, flushing and burning of Therese Walsh is a freelance health jourthe skin, and liver dysfunction and should nalist in Binghamton, NY.

Elson Haas has claimed that: elderberry detoxifies the blood, sarsaparilla
root detoxifies the lymph system, Oregon
grape root detoxifies the skin, goldenseal
root detoxifies the kidney, and black walnut hulls remove parasites from the intestinal tract. These vague claims are undefined, untested, unsubstantiated, and
unbelievable.

min A may be effective for FBD (Prev
Med 1984 Sept;l3[5]:549-554). But the
study was too small to support any such

the female hormones estrogen and prolactin also decrease. A reduction in these
hormones is linked to a decreased risk of

conclusion.In addition, that amountof vi- developingcancer,but the relationshipto
tamin A is 30 times the Daily Value, and
women of chj ldbearing age should limit
their intake of vitamin A to 100% of the
Daily Value or about 5,000 IU due to the
potential for birth defects.
Evening primrose oil has received
some attention as an FBD treatment. A
British study of 200 women was conducted to evaluate its effectiveness. This
randomized, double-blind trial showed a
slightly lower-but not significant-incidence of cyst formation in the group
given evening primrose oil (Ann N Y Acad
Sci 1990;586:288- 294). Other studies are
needed before we can conclude that
evening primrose is any help.
Some believe that a low-fat diet may
help to prevent or treat FBD. Studies indicate that the risk of developing FBD rises
with an increased intake of fats, particularly saturated fats. When dietary fat is reduced to 20% of calories, blood levels of
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FBD is not certain.
While there is much published research and an abundance of anecdotal evidence, there seems to be little solid information about the relationship between
diet and FBD.
There is no scientific evidence that
any dietary manipulation or supplementation is effective as a preventive or treatment for FBD. Until more is known, it
seems prudent for women with FBD to
follow a low-fat , nutrient-dense diet. NF
Beth Fontenot is a freelance nutrition
writer and the Nutrition Coordinator on
the faculty of the Louisiana State University Medical Center-Shreveport Family
Practice Residency Program at Lake
Charles Memorial Hospital in Lake
Charles, IA.

---

herbal product , it would be necessary to
know what it contains , whether it is safe,
and whether it has been demonstrated to
be as good or better than pharmaceutical
What we don ~tknow is scary
products available for the same purpose.
For most herbal products this information
by Stephen Barrett, MD
is incomplete or unavailable. Even worse,
most published information about herbs is
unreliable . Varro E. Tyler, Ph.D., former
n 1997, health-food-store patrons be useful as therapeutic agents, but others dean of the Purdue University School of
spent over a billion dollars for cap- could well prove toxic.
Pharmacy and a leading authority on
sules, tablets, bulk herbs, and herbal teas.
In the United States, herbs intended pharmacognosy (the science of medicines
Although many of these items are con- for preventive or therapeutic use would be from natural sources), has observed:
sumed for their flavor, most are probably regulated as drugs under federal laws. To
More misinformation about the
used for supposed medicinal qualities . evade the law, these products are mar- safety and efficacy of herbs is reaching
Sales by multilevel distributors and phar- keted as "foods" or "dietary supplements " the public curren tly than at any previous
macies amount to hundreds of millions without health claims on their labels. time, includ ing the tum-of-the-century
more for products that are obvious ly in- Since herbs are not regulated as drugs, no heyday of patent medicines. The literature
tended for self-medication . Herbs are also legal standards exist for their processing , promoting herbs inclu des pamph lets ,
marketed by naturopath s, acupuncturists, harvesting , or packaging. In many cases, magazine articles, and books ranging in
iridologists, chiropractors , and unlicensed particularly for products with expensive quality from cheaply printed flyers to
herbalists, many of whom prescribe them raw ingredients, contents and potency are elaborately produced studies in fine bindfor the entire gamut of health problem s. not accurately disclosed on the label. ings with attractive illustrations. PractiMany products marked as herbs con- cally all of these writings recommend
Many such practitioner s are not qualitain no useful ingredients , and large numbers of herbs for treatment
fied to make appropriate medical
some even lack the principal in- based on hearsay, folklore, and tradition .
diagnoses or to determine how
gredient for which people buy The only criterion that seems to be
the product s they prescribe
The fact
them. Some manufacturer s avoided in these publications is scientific
compare to proven drugs.
Herbal advocates like
that an herb are trying to deve}op indus- evidence. Some writings are so compretrywide quality-as surance hensive and indiscriminate that they seem
to point out that about half
is known to
standards , but possible so- to recommend everything for anything .
of today's medicines were
lutions are a long way off.
derived from plants. (Digibe toxic does
Even deadly poisonous herbs are someThe Dietary Supple - times touted as remedies, based on some
talis, for example , was
not ensure its ment Health and Education outdated report or a misunderstanding of
originally derived from
Act of 1994 included herbal the facts. Particularly insidious is the
leaves of the foxglove
removal
products
in its definition of myth that there is something almost magplant. ) This statement is
from
the
"dietary
supplements,"
even ical about herbal drugs that prevents
true but misleading. Drug
though
herbs
have
little
or
no them, in their natural state, from harming
products contain specified marketplace.
nutritional
value.
(The
bill
was
amounts of active ingredients.
people.
spearheaded by the health-food
Two of Tyler's books (TheHonest Herbal
Herbs in their natural state can
industry in order to weaken FDA and Herbs of Clwice) summarize what is
vary greatly from batch to batch
and often contain chemicals that cause regulation of its products.) Herbal or known about many commonly used herbs.
other botanical ingredients include However, with safe and effective medicines
side effects but provide no benefit.
When potent natural substance s are processed or unprocessed plant parts available, treatment with herbs rarely makes
discovered, drug companies try to isolate (bark, leaves, flowers, fruits, and stems) sense, and many of the conditions for which
and synthesize the active chemical in as well as extracts and essential oils. They herbs are recommended are not suitable for
order to provide a reliable supply. They are available as teas, powders, tablets, self-treatment.The recententry of drug compaalso attempt to make derivatives that are capsules , and elixirs, and may be mar- nies into the herbal marketplacemay lead to
more potent, more predictable , and have keted as single substances or combined standardization,but the best strategy for the
fewer side effects. In the case of digitalis, with other herbs, vitamin s, minerals , consumeris stillcaveat emptor. NF
derivatives provide a spectrum of speed amino acids, or nonnutrient ingredients .
Dr. Barrett, a retired psychiatrist, is board
and duration of action. Digitalis leaf is al- The fact that an herb is known to be toxic
chairman of Quackwatch, Inc., and a
most never used today because its effects does not ensure its removal from the marboard member of the National Council
are less predictable . Many herbs contain ketplace. When the FDA concludes that
Against Health Fraud.
hundreds or even thousands of chemicals an herb is dangerous , it usually issues a
that have not been completely catalogued. warning rather than a ban.
To make a rational decision about an
Some of these chemicals may turn out to

The Herbal Minefield
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"Zinc:WhatRoleMightSupp
lements
Play.
" Leading
experts
in zincresearch
spokeat theconference
onthecurrent
stateof knowledge
regarding
zincnutritionandonpotential
rolesforzincsupplements
. Based
on datafromtheNationalHealth
andNutrition
Examination
Study(NHANES
Ill), onlyabouthalfof
Americansreceivean "adequate"
amount
ofzinc,reported
Ronette
Briefel
oftheNational
Center
forHealth
Statistics. Whilemanynutritionexperts
believethatAmericans
maynotbegetting
enough
zincin theirdiets,estimates
of
dailyzincrequ
irements
cannot
bemade
untilfurther
studies
areconducted
.
LACKOFNUTRACEUTICAL
REGULATION
Speakers
atthe10thNutraceutical
Conference
inNewYorkconcluded
thatmore
regulation
ofthenutraceutical
industry
is
needed
dueto anincreased
demand
by
consume
rs for nutritional
andbotanica
l
L Defelice
, chairman
products
. Stephen
oftheFoundation
fo.rInnovation
in Medicine(FIM),
sponsor
oftheevent,
toldthe
attendees,
''Theconsumer
deconference
mandfornutraceuticals
is wayahead
of
regulatio
ns andwayaheadof doctors'
11

awareness
ofthese
products
. Dr.Felice
noted
thataboutone-third
ofAmericans
currently
takevitamin
E,about100mil, and60
liontakedietarysupplements
milliontakeherbalremed
iesandbotanicals
. Heexpressed
concern
thatthese
supplements
mayincrease
thetoxicity
of
prescription
drugs
orinterfere
withtheefficacy
ofprescription
drugs
taken
byconsumers.
Dr. Felice
encouraged
Congress
toenact
theNutraceutical
Research
& Education
Act(NREA)
toexpedite
theestablishment
ofarese
arch-oriented
nutraceuticalindustry
.
FTCCREATES
GUIDEFOR
SUPPLEMENT
ADVERTISERS
TheFederal
Trade
Comm
ission(FTC)
has
created
a guideto helpdietary
supplementmanufacturers
ensure
thattheirads
aretruthful.
Theguide
describes
thebasic
principles
ofthelawandaddresses
such

•
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products
as vitamins
, minerals
, herbs,
hormones,
andamino
acids
. "AGuide
for
theDietary
Supplement
Industry"
isavail:www.ftc.gov/opa
/
ableonlineat http

andselenium
. Theproposal
canbeaccessedat http://www.nap.edu by
searching
theNationalAcademy
Press's
"Reading
Room"
for"antioxidants
."

1998/9811/dietary.htm.
SOYPROTEIN
RULEPROPOSED
TheFDAis proposing
to permitsoy
products
tobemarketed
withclaims
that
soyprotein
included
in a dietlowin fat
mayreduce
theriskof coronaryheart
disease(Federal
Register
63:62977
63015,
1998)
. Based
ona review
ofapproximately
40studies,
theagency
tentativelyconcluded
thata minimum
level
ofapprox
imately
25gofsoyprotein
per
daycanhavea clinically
significanteffectontotalandLDL-cholesterol
levels
withoutlowering
HDL-cholesterol
lev~
Journal
of Mediels. TheNewEngland
a meta-analysis
wHh
cine published
similarconclusions
in 1995(333
:276282).Thefulltextof theproposed
FDA
rule is availableonline at http://

www.fda.gov/ohrm
s/dockets/98fr/
111098a.txt.
FRAUDULENT
LABELING
UNCOVERED
Weider
Nutrition
Group,
whichmarkets
manyproducts
forathletes
, hassettled
a
class-action
lawsuitallegingthatthe
companymisrepresented
the fat,
sodium,
vitam
in,andmineral
content
of
several"SteelBar"nutritionproduc
ts
thatit distributed
. Thesuitcharged,
for
examp
le, thatin 1995,coconut
barlabelsstated
thattheproduct
contained4
gramsoffat,eventhough
thecompany
knewthatindependent
laboratory
tests
hadfoundfourtimesthatamount.
The
settlement
calledfor buyers
to receive
$1foreverybarpurchased
between
December
20, 1994andApril24,1998,
withanindividualmaximum
of$5anda
collective
maximum
of$750
,000.
ANTIOXIDANT
DRIPROPOSAL
ANNOUNCED
TheInstitution
of Medicine
hasproposed
a definition
andwillcons
iderestablishingantioxidant-re
latedDietary
Reference
Intakesfor beta-carotene
,
othercarotenoids,
vitamin
C,vitaminE,

JANUARY
/ FEBRUARY1999

GARCINIA
CAMBOGIA
INEFFECTI
VE
A studyhasfoundthattaking1,500
mg/day
of hydroxycitric
acid(theactive
ingredientin the herbalcompou_nd
Garcinia
cambogia)
didnotproduce
significantweightor fat lossbeyond
that
observed
withpfacebo
. Thestudyfollowed135 obeseparticipants
, 84 of
whomcompleted
12weeks
oftreatment.
All followeda low-calorie
, high-fiber
dietandlost a significant
amountof
weight.However,
thehydroxycitric
acid
groupdid no betterthanthe placebo
1998
;280:1596-1600).
group(JAMA
SAWPALMETTO
DESERVES
FURTHER
STUDY
A meta-ana
lysishasexaminedwhether
sawpalmettoextract
maybehelpfulfor
menwithsymptomatic
benignprostatic
hyperplasia
(BPH).Theauthorsevaluated18randomized
controlled
trialsinvolving
2,939patients
. Thestudies
were
mostlyshort
-termandvariedconsider
ablyin design,products
use
_d, andreportsof outcomes
. Theauthorsconcludedthatfurtherresearch
shouldbe
donewithstandardized
preparations
to
determine
long-term effectiveness
and
abilityto preventBPHcomplications
(JAMA1998
;280:1604-1609)
.
CHILDNUTRITION
GUIDE
TheAmerican
Councilon Science
and
Health
haspublished
a46-page
booklet
,
Growing
Healthy
Kids:A Parents'
Guide
Thebookto InfantandChildNutrition.
let can be readonline(http://www.
for $5 fromthe
csh.org) or ordered
councilat 1995Broadway
, 2nd Floor
,
NewYork,NY10023.
FDAPOLICYUPHELD
TheU.S.Supreme
Courthasrejected
an
attack
against
theFDA's
policyofrequiring"significantscientific agreement"
to
substantiate
healthclaimson supple
-

mentlabels.
A suitchalleng
ing theFDA
hadbeenfiledbythe NutritionalHealth
Alliance,
a groupof manufacturers,retailers,
andconsu
mer
s.Thelawsuit
contendedthat the labeling restriction
amounts
toanunlawful
priorrestraintof
truthfulcommercia
l speec
h. However,a
federal
judgein NewYorkandthe2nd
U.S.CircuitCourtof Appea
ls hadupheldtheregulations.

proachincludedtreatments
witha Rife
Frequency
Gene
rator,a special
diet,dietary
supplemen
ts,footreflexology,
anda
regimen
of baths.TheRifedeviceis
claimedto generate
radiowavesthat
shatter"cancer-causing
bacteria."
The
judgeprohibited
Rett
mann fromprovidinghealth-care
services
orproducts)
oruponrequest
to injured
deredrefunds
cons
umers,andimposed
civilpenalties
fees
of $50,000 plusthe state's attorney
andcosts.
However,
refunds
areuncertain
because
Rettmann
filedforbankruptcy
.

BOGUS
DEVICE
OPERATOR
ORDERED
TOSTOP
Theattorney
general
of Minnes
ota has
obtained
a judgment
againstShelvie
Rettmann
of PriorLake,Minneso
ta, an
unlicensed
individu
al whofalselyrepre~
sented
thatshecould
curecancer.
Herap-

A

NATIONAL

COURT
HALTS
BREATHASURE
CLAIMS
TheWarner-Lambert
Company,
which
manufactures
Certs
breath
mints,Clarets

CO N F ERE NCE

FOR

ME D I CAL

AND

NUTRITIO

mintsandgum,Dentyne
gum,andListerineantiseptic
mouthwash,
hasobtained
a
federal court orderto stopBreathAsure
lnc.,of Calabasas,California,fromcontinuingtoclaimor implythatitsinternal
breathfreshenerproducts,
BreathAsure
andBreat
hAsure0, getridof bad breath
for hoursandgiveusers clean,fresh
breath,
evenaftertheyconsume
onions,
garlic,
orother
foodscontaining
aromatic
subst
ances. Warner-Lambert had
charged
that taking
BreathAsure
capsu
les
withwater
is nomoreeffective
infighting
badbreath
thandrinking
water
alone.
Followingthecourtruling,BreathAsu
re removedinformati
on about its products
from its Web site (http://www.
breathasure
.com). NF
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!Book Reviews I
Analysis
andRatings
The following reviews not only offer
analyses but also rate each book as either
RECOMMENDED , NOT
RECOM MENDED , or RECOMMENDED WITH
RESERVATIONS , depending on the
book's factual accuracy, reliance on scientific research methods , and usefulness
to readers. Readers who would like to see
specific books reviewed may send their
suggestions (or copies of books) to Nutrition Forum Book Review s, P.O. Box 664,
Amherst, NY 14226-0664.

Reviewsby
ManfredKroger
, PHD

nized, and laid out for efficient perusal.
But it is heavily tainted by the author 's
unwarranted fears of, among other things ,
processed foods, additives, nonorganically grown produce and animal products ,
environmental contaminants , and technology in general.
Furthermore, the author does not endorse the currently accepted Food Guide
Pyramid promoted by nutrition professionals. Instead, she proposes her own
"new pyramid '' based on the three
macronutrients . The authoritative tone in
making recommendation s is reminiscent
of earlier discredited diet gurus.
This volume may be welcome by the
nutritionally illiterate who want to be told
exactly what to eat. But a critical reader
will find it objectionable, mostly because
of all the contradictions and the confusing,
detailed dogma instead of clear and rational science. What looked so nice turned
out to be so unpalatable in many parts.

nal relationship or physicochemical mode
of action to link specific allergies with the
therapies and techniques touted in this
booklet. The first 55 pages describe allergies adequately , how they affect people,
and what the conventiona l treatments are.
It's the second half of the book that has no
scientific/ rational basis and slips into fantasy, faith, and wishful thinking.

I NOT RECOMMENDED
A Dangerous
Way
Cancer: Your Guide to Complementary
Therapies, Alternative Techniques, Conventional Treatments by Philip Baron
(Rockport, MA: Eleme nt Books, Inc.,
1998), 136 pp., $5.95 paperback, ISBN 185230-799-4.

Another in the "Natural Way" series, this
slender booklet steers the reader away
from conventional mainstream medical
practice. It is "approved by the British and
The Complete Illustrated Guide to NutriNOT RECOMMENDED
American Holistic Medical Associations."
tional Healing . .. The Use of Diet, VitaIt actually does a fairly good job in the first
mins, Minerals, and Herbs for Optimum
half explaining to the lay reader what canHealth by Denise Mortimore (Boston,
cer is and what the many causes may be.
MA: Element Books Inc., 1998), 256 pp., Allergies: Your Guide to Complementary
But even here, among the good, some out$24.95 paperback, ISBN 1-86204-176-8.
Therapies, Alternative Techniques, Conlandish statements appear. For example, to
The author is a "nutritional therapist" who ventional Treatments by Moira Crawford "eat against cancer" you must reduce sugar
lectures, teaches adult education courses, (Boston , MA: Element Books , Inc., intake and eat .organic foods as much as
and runs a "thriving business" in England. 1997), 134 pp., $5.95 paperback , ISBN 1- possible . Also, modem food-packaging
Organized ''nutritional therap y" stands 86204-114-8.
materials are suspect and must be avoided.
outside the traditional dietetic/nutri- As with the other booklets in this series enThe second half of the paperback is a
tional/medical establishment. It is truly an titled "The Natural Way," the intent is ob- subtle condemnation of modem medical
alternative healing discipline, and the 90 viously to promote and popularize "natural practices in cancer treatment and a persissources listed under "Bibliography" and therapies." These alternative, and often tent argument for "natural approaches,"
"Further Reading" point to that fact. The old, therapies most certainly stand outside namely, the "gentle aJtematives" in canbook is a melange of discussions of human current medical practice. And scientific cer therapy. Many approaches are disphysiology (quite accurately depicted), support. For allergies and intolerances, the cussed , accompanied by the (false) claim
human illnesses (relatively well described, following are recommended and described that they are effective cancer fighters:
but often with alleged causes not backed as major therapies: acupuncture, acupres- acupuncture/acupressure, aromatherapy ,
by science thrown in), food composition sure, shiatsu, Chinese herbal remedies, Ayurvedic medicine , homeopathy, herbal(according to standard compendia), herbal- herbal medicines, homeopathy, hydrother- ism, massage , naturopathy/h ydrotherapy ,
ism (as dealt with by current and old apy, osteopathy, cranial osteopathy/cran- nutritional therapy, reflexology , yoga, tai
herbals and herbalists), nutritional recom- iosacral therapy, massage , reflexology , chi, hypnotherapy, faith healing , meditamendations (heavily laced with claims arom~therapy, and buteyko (a method of tion/relaxation , psychotherapy , visualizabased on unproven assumptions), and breathing alleged to have been kept secret tion or imagery, counseling, and art,
practical dietary advice with many recipes within the Soviet "evil empire" and only music, and drama therapies .
and food combinations (presumably devel- revealed after its demise).
The information provided is largely
oped by the author and gleaned from the
Most of these therapies are aimed at promotio nal for the emerging profession
literature such as the Feingold diet, detoxi- stress relief since stress is one of the of natural therapists and a broadside
fication diet, and hypoallergenic diet).
symptoms (as well as a causative agent) against science-based medical approaches
The book is extremely handsome : in this multifactorial and often complex in cancer research and treatment. NF
colorful, excitingly illustrated, well orga- condition called allergy. There is no ratio-

Alternative
Nutrition?

I

AllergicFantasies

NOT RECOMMENDED
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FTCATTACKS
CHELATION
THERAPY
Chelation
therapy
is a seriesof intraplus
venous
administrations
ofanEDTA
variousothersubstances
. Proponents
claimthatchelation
canreverse
atherosclerosis
, is an effective
alternativeto
bypass
surgery,
andworks
against
many
otherdiseases
. EDTA
chelation
(usinga
different
protocol)is usefulin some
cases
of leadpoisoning
. However,
there
is noscientific evidence
thatchelation
therapy
modifies
anydisease
process
.
The primaryorganization
to which
chelationists
belongis the American
College
. for Advancemen
t in Medicine
(ACAM)
, whichwasfounded
in 1973as
theAssociation
forChelation
Therapists
.
In 1998,theFTCcharged
thatACAM's
·hadmade
false
Websiteanda brochure
orunsubstantiated
claimsthatchelation
therapy
: (a)isasafe,effective
, andrelativelyinexpensive
treatment
to restore
bloodflowin victimsofatheroscleros
is
without
surgery;
(b)canreverse
symptomsof hardening
of thearteries;
(c)
promotes
health
bycorrecting
themajor
unde
rlying causeof arterialblockage;
(d)improves
bloodflowthroughout
the
entirevascular
system;
and(e)claims
that"everysinglestudyof the useof
chelation
therapyfor atherosclerosis
, without
which
..haseverbeenpublished
except
ion, hasdescribed
an improvementin bloodflowandsymptoms.
" In
December
1998,the FTCannounced
thatit hadsecured
a consent
agreeme
nt
barring
ACAM
frommaking
unsubstantiatedadvert
isingclaimsthatchelation
therapy
waseffective
against
atherosclerosisoranyotherdisease
ofthecirculatorysystem
.

The Roaring Mouse
A tribute to the FTC .
by Stephen Barrett, MD

he Federal Trade Com mis sion ,
among its many function s, has primary j urisdiction over the advertising of
foods , nonprescription drug s, cosmetic s,
devices , and servi ces that are mark eted in
inter state comm erce . It administer s a
powerful law and has been enforcing it
vigorou sly during the past few years . In
fact, it has addre ssed more health-related
fra uds during the past two years than in all
previou s years combined .
The FfC has broad powe rs to investigate complaint s. If it conclud es that the
law has been violated , it may attempt to
obtain voluntar y complianc e by entering
into a consent order with the violator.
Signer s of a consent order need not admit
that they have violated the law, but they
must agree to stop the practices described
in an accompan ying compl aint. If a consent agreement cannot be reached , the
FfC may issue an admin istrative complaint that leads to an adjudi cation by an
FfC Admini strative Law Judge . If a problem is considered serious enough , the FfC
can seek a federal court order (injun ction)
to stop the improp er pract ices. In egregious fraud cases, it can ask the Justice
IOCCONSIDERS
Department to file criminal actions.
CREATINE
A FOOD
TheInternational
OlympicCommittee
Cea e- and-d esis t orders obtained by
(IOC)hasdecided
thatcreatine
will not
the FTC usual1y remain in effect for 20
beadded
to its bann
ed-substance
list.
years . The penalties for viol ating them
Theheadof theIOCmedical
commiscan include prison sentences, corrective
sion,Prince
Alexandre
deMerode
, said
adverti sing , and fines of up to $ I 1,000 per
thatcreatine
is considered
afood,andit
day. FfC actions can also result in restitucouldnotbecompared
to testosterone tion to consumers and/or a dis gorgement
oranabolic
steroids,
soit shouldnotbe
of profit s. In cases where the offendin g
prohib
ited. ManyNationalOlympic
party is willing to settle without a fight,
the settlem enti s negotiated and the con[continued
onpage141
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sent agreement and complaint may be announced simultaneousl y. In fiscal year
1997, the FTC Consumer Protection Bureau announced 46 consent agreement s, of
which 31 were related to health claims
(Table I gives several examples ).

NewStrategies
Although the FTC has a very effectiv e
law, it can take legal action against only a
small perc entag e of the violations it detects. Durin g the 1980s, it averaged about
five health -related cases per year. After
Bill Clinton took office, the number increased sharply. In June 1997, at a health fraud confe rence co spon sored by the
FTC, a staff attorney indicated that the
agency ' s consum er-protection bureau had
adopted new strategies for targ eted enforcement actions , public education , and
warning s to entrepren eurs.
Much of this activity involve s the Internet. The FTC operate s Consumer Sentinel, a comput e riz ed con sumer-fraud
database that provide s secure online acce ss to consumer complaint s for over 150
law -enforcement organizations across the
United States and Canada. The compla ints concern telemarketing and directmail problems , as well as Internet fraud.
The dat abase contains over 200 ,000 complaint s and is growing rapidly . In June
1998, the FTC announc ed that it had
brou ght 35 Internet-related enforc ement
actions. The agency 's online complaint
form is at http ://www.ftc.gov/bcp/

conline/fraud.htm.
The FTC has actively sought Internet
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companies and trade groups to join as
partners in disseminating consumer-protection information to consumers on1ine.
As a result, the Interactive Services Association, a leading online trade association,
and companies such as AT&T, NetCom,
America Online, Circuit City, Compaq ,
Micron, Borders, and American Express
have helped circulate public-service announcements over the Internet, cautioning consumers to avoid particular scams
and "hot linking" consumers to the commission's Web site where they can find
"Cybershopping" guides, "safe surfing"
tips, and other helpful information.
Another creative activity is the posting of "teaser sites" that mimic pyramid
schemes, scholarship scams, deceptive
travel programs, false weight-loss claims,
and fraudulent vending opportunitiestypical frauds that have been practiced on
consumers through direct mail, telemarketing, and other means. The teaser sites are
registered with major search engines so
that they may be encountered by consumers about to become ensnared by plausible but untrue come-ons. Instead of being
swindled, of course, visitors are warned
about the deceptive nature of the scams.

CopyEditor

MARY
A.READ

Internet'SurfDays
'
Since December 1996, the FTC has conducted nine "Surf Days" aimed at provid-

inginformationto entrepreneurs
whomay

be violating the law. For the first, staff atProduction
Editor
torneys and investigators were joined by
BRUCE
CARLE
scores of others from federal, state, and
local agencies. Over a three-hour period,
this ad hoc task force located over 500
Web sites or newsgroup messages promotNUTRITION
FORUM
(ISSN
1093-4545),
© 1999
ing apparent pyramid schemes. The FfC
Prometheus
Books,
ispublished
bimonthly
for
staff e-mailed a warning message to the
$35.00 (individuals
in U.S.andCanada)
or
individuals or companies that had posted
$50(institutional,
overseas)
peryearbyProthese solicitations, explaining that pyrametheusBooks,59 John.G.lenn Drive,
mid schemes violate federal and state laws
ls
Amherst,NY 14228-2197. Periodica
and providing a link back to the FfC Web
postage
paidat Buffalo,
NY.POSTMASTER
:
site
for more information. A month later,
Sendaddress
changes
to Prometheus
Books
the investigative staff checked and found
at theaddress
above.
Subscription
informathat a substantial number had disappeared
, (716)691--0133;
fax
tion:.(800)421--0351
or been improved.
(716)691--0137
. Backissues$7.00.ManuIn November 1997, the FTC conscriptsand all editorialcorrespondenc
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should
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cies, 18 state attorney general's offices,
many nonprofit health organizations, and
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consumer-pro tection and information
agencies from the United States, Canada,
and Mexico . The participants surfed the
Internet for potentially false or deceptive
advertising claims related to preventing or
treating heart disease, cancer, AIDS, diabetes, arthritis, and multiple sclerosis, and
sent hundreds of e-mail messages to Web
site advertisers pointing out that they must
have evidence to back up their claims. In
November 1998, the process was repeated
by an international coalition of 80 government and private agencies and organizations from 25 countries whose participants
issued more than 1,200 warnings.

NewAdvertising
Guidelines
The 1994 Dietary Supplement Health and
Education Act (DSHEA) permits manufacturers to make "structure /function"
claims as long as their products are not
falsely promoted for cure, mitigation,
treatment, or prevention of disease. Manufacturer s have responded by making
hundreds of questionable claims that they
previously were afraid to make. In December 1998, the FTC issued Dietary
Supplements : An Advertising Guide for
Industry, a detailed docum ent to clarify
the need for substantiation. The guide describes the steps the FTC uses to make its
analyses and provides a roadmap for others who wish to do the same.

Todeterminewhetheran ad complies
with FTC law, the first step is to identify
all express and implied claims that the ad
conveys to consumers. Once the c1aims
are identified , the scientific evidence can
be assessed to determine whether they are
adequately supported . Advertisers must
make sure that whatever they say expressly is accurate. Often, however, an ad
conveys other claims beyond those expressly stated. Advertisers cannot suggest
claims that they could not make directly.
When identifying claims, advertisers
should consider the ad as a whole, assessing the "net impression " conveyed by all
elements of the ad, including the text,
product name, and depictions .
For example, if an ad claims that
"university studies prove" that a mineral
supplement can improve athletic performance, the advertiser should have

[continued
onpage12]

Why Health Profes sionals
Become Quacks

Thismonth's
evaluations
arebyStephen
Barrett,MD,boardchairman
of Ouackwatch,
Inc.
(http://Www.
quackwat
ch.com), whichis
workinghardto improve
thequalityof health
information
on the Web.He alsooperates
(http://www.chirobas
e.org),a
~hirobase
sitedevoted
to chiropractic
history,
theor
ies,
andcurrent
practices
.

Looking beneath the layers
.by William ..
T. Jarvis, PHD
t is especial ly disappointing when an
individual trained in the health sciences turns to promoting quackery. Friends
and colleagues often wonder how this can
happen. Some reasons appear to be:
Boredom. Daily practice can become humdrum. Pseudoscientific ideas
can be exciting. The late Carl Sagan believed that the qualities that make pse udoscience appealing are the same that make
scientific enterprises so fascinating. He
said, ''I make a distincti on between those
who perpetuate and promote border line
belief systems and those who accept
them. The latter are often taken by the
novelty of the system s and the feel ing of
insight and grandeur they provide." Sagan
lamented the fact that so many are willing
to settle for pseudoscience when true science offers so much to those willing to
work at it.
Low professiona l estee m. Nonphysicians who don't believe their professions are sufficiently appreciate d sometimes compensate by making extravagant
claims. Dental renegades have said, "All
diseases can be seen in a patient's mouth ."
Fringe podiatrists may claim to be able to
judge health entirely by examining the
feet. Iridologists point to the eye, chiropractors the spine, auriculothera pists the
ear, some registered nurses an alleged
"human energy field," and so on.
Even physic ians are not immune from
raising their personal status by pretension.
By claiming to cure cancer or to reverse
heart disease without bypass surgery, general physicians can elevate themselves
above the highly trained specialists in oncology or cardiology. By claiming to heal
diseases that doctors cannot, faith healers
advance above phys icians on the socialstatus chart (physicians are norma lly at the
top of the chart while preachers have been
slipping in modern times). Psyc hologists,
physicians, actors, or others who become

health gurus often become darlings of the
popular press.
Paranormal tendencies. Many
health systems are act ually hygienic religions with deeply held, emotionally significant beliefs about the nature of rea lity,
salvat ion, and proper lifesty les.
Vegetarianism , ch iropractic , naturopa thy, homeopathy, energy medicine,
therape utic touch, crystal healing , and
many more are rooted in vitalism, which
has been defined as "a doctrine that the
functions of a living organism are due to
a vital princip le ('life force') distinct from
physicoc hemical forces" and "the theory
that biological activities are directed by a
supernatural force." Vitalists are not just
nonscien tific ; they are antiscientific because they abhor the reductionism, materialism, and mechanis tic causal processes
of science. They prefer subjective experience to objective testing and place intuitiveness above reason and logic. Vitalism
is linked to the concept of an immorta l
human soul, which also connects it to religious ideologies.
Paranoid mental state. Some people are prone to see ing conspiracie s
everywhere. Such peop le may readily believe that fluoridation is a conspiracy to
poison America, that AIDS was invented
and spread to destroy Africans or homosex uals, and that organ ized medicine is
withholding the cure for cancer.
Though individuals who complain
about conspiracies directed toward themselves are likely to be regarded as mentally ill, those who perceive conspiracies
as directed agai nst a nation, cult ure, or
way of life may seem more rational. Perceiving that their poli tical passions are
unselfish and patriotic intens ifies their
feel ings of righteous ness and moral indignation. Many such people belong to the
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"university studies" that document the
benefit as well as evidence that the studies
are methodologically sound. And if advertisement for a vitamin supplement claims
that 90% of cardiologists regularly take
the product, the advertiser should have adequate support for both the percentage and
the imJ?liedrepresentation that taking the
product is beneficial for the heart.
A statement about a product's effect
on a normal "structure or function" of the
body may also imply that the product is
beneficial for treatment. If elements of the
ad imply that the product provides a dis-

ease benefit, the advertiser must be able to
substantiate the implied claim even if the
ad contains no express reference to disease. Thus if an ad for "Arthricure" shows
an arthritic woman using a walker before
taking the products and dancing afterward, the manufacturers should be able to
substantiate the implied claims that the
product can cure or mitigate arthritis.
The FfC typically requires claims
about the efficacy or safety of dietary supplements to be supported with "competent
and reliable scientific evidence." Anecdotal evidence about the individual experience of consumers is not sufficient to substantiate claims. Even if those experiences

are genuine, they may be attributable to a placebo effect or factors unrelated to the supplement. Individual experiences are not a substitute for scientific
research. Ads that include testimonials
should be backed by adequate substantiation that the testimonial experience represents what consumers will generally
achieve when using the product. Vague
disclaimer s like "results may vary" are
likely to be insufficient. Whenever an expert or consumer endorser is used, the advertiser should disclose any material connection between the endorser and the advertiser of the product that consumers
would not reasonably expect.

Nutrition-Related
FTCConsent
Agreements
SettledDuringFiscalYear1997
• Abbott Laboratories, Inc., settled allegations related to its promotion of Ensure for healthy, active adults. The FTC alleged that Abbott represented
without adequate substantiation that many doctors recommend Ensure as a meal supplement and meal replacement for healthy adults, including
those in their thirties and forties. The consent order prohibits unsubstantiated claims about the extent to which doctors or other professionals recommend any food or dietary or nutritional supplement, or about any other recommendation, approval, or endorsement of such products.
• Abflex, U.S.A., Inc.; Kent & Spiegel Direct, Inc.; Marsha Kent; Peter Spiegel; and Martin Van Der Hoeven settled allegations that ad
vert.ising for the Abflex abdominal exerciser contained unsubstantiated claims for weight loss and spot reduction .
• Amerifi.t, Inc., settled allegations in connection with the marketing of diet supplements sold under the trade names "Fat Burners" and
"Fast Burners." The order required the company to pay $100,000 and to have scientific substantiation for any future claim that a food,
drug, or dietary supplement will cause weight loss or reduce body fat.
• A consent order with BodyWell resolved charges related to the marketing of shoe insoles that purportedly cause weight loss by stimulating certain areas of the feet. The order required payment of $100,000 in redress and prohibits use of the name "Slimming Soles" without scientific substantiation that the product actually causes weight loss.
• Dean Distnbutors Inc. (d/b/a Advanced Health Care System, Cambridge Direct Sales, and Medibase) , settled charges related to the marketing of low-calorie and very-low-calorie diet programs, including the Food for Life Weight Management System and the Cambridge Diet,
through a multilevel distribution system. The order requires substantiation for weight-loss and weight-maintenance claims. It also requires
that advertisements disclose that weight loss may be temporary and clearly disclose the need for physician-monitoring to minimize potential health risks.
• Gerber Products Company settled allegations that the company made false and unsubstantiated "doctor recommended" claims for Gerber baby food. The order bars the qompany from misinterpreting the results or existence of any survey, test, or research.
• Grey Advertising , Inc., settled charges that a commercial falsely implied that some of the flavors in the Dannon Company's Pure Indulgence frozen yogurt line were low in fat and calories.
• Icon Health and Fitness, which bills itself as the world's largest manufacturer of home-fitness equipment, and two related companies
settled charges that they had made unsubstantiated claims about the weight-loss benefits of the Proform Cross Walle Treadmill. The
order requires substantiation for future claims and requires that testimonial ads either represent the typical experience of users or disclose that the results are not typical,.
• Interactive Medical Technologies, Ltd., and several other parties settled allegations related to Lipitrol and SeQuester, two cellulose-bile
products that were claimed to aid in weight loss and fat and cholesterol reduction. Three separate orders prohibit unsubstantiated claims
and call for total payment of $185,000 for consumer redress.
• Life Fitness, which markets a variety of exercise equipment, settled allegations that it had made unsubstantiated claims about the
weight-loss benefits of its Lifecycle stationary exercise cycle. The order requires substantiation for future claims about the weight-loss,
calorie-burning, or fat-burning benefits of any exercise equipment.
• Nutrition 21, Selene Systems, and Herbert Boynton settled charges that advertising claims for their weight-loss and health-care products
containing chromium picolinate were unsubstantiated. Nutrition 21 is the sole U.S. supplier for chromium picolinate and sells it to the public through distributors. Similar oi:ders were obtained against Universal Merchants, its president, Steven Oscherowitz, and Victiria Bie,
d/b/a Body Gold.
• A company doing business as United Research Center, Inc., and its president, Patrice Runner, settled allegations related to their marketing · of Svelt-PATCH, a skin patch that purportedly melts away body fat. The oider requires scientific substantiation for future claims
that any product or program controls appetite, increases metabolism, reduces body fat, causes weight loss, reduces cho.lesterol, or provides any weight-related benefit. It also required payment of $375,000 in consumer redress.
• Uno Restaurant Corporation and two subsidiaries, Pizzeria Uno Corporation and Uno Restaurants , Inc., settled allegations that they had
falsely advertised their Thinzettas line of thin-crust pizzas as low fat .
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Claims based solely on traditional
use should avoid implying that the product has been scientifically evaluated for
efficacy. Claims that, if unfounded. could
present a substantial risk of injury to consumer health or safety will be held to a
higher level of scientific proof. For ex
ample. a claim that a mineral suppleme nt
has been a popular American folk remedy
for shrinking tumors should not be made
without scientific evidence that the product is effective.
An advertisement can also be deceptive because of what it fails to say. For example. if an herbal weight-loss product
contains an ingredient that, when regularly
consumed. can result in a significant increase in blood pressure. the adve11iser
should disclose this potentially serious 1isk.
When the di closure of qualifying information is necessary. that information
should be presented so that it is actually
noticed and understood by consumers . A
fine-print disclosure at the bottom of a
print ad. a disclaimer buried in a body of
text. a brief video superscript in a television ad. or a disclaimer that is easily
missed on an Internet Web site, are not
likely to be adequate.

Howto KeepTrack
The FTC's activities are reported in the
weekly FTC Ne11·.1
· Notes and an annual
report. both of which are available free or
charge to interested p,ll'ties. Annual (fiscal year) reports. news releases. consen t
agreements. policy statements. consumer
advisories. and many other important
documents are posted to the agency' s
Web site (http:l /www.ftc.gov ). which receives about 100,000 hits per clay on its
home page. The 1997 annual report. covering October I. 1996 through September
30. 1997. can be viewed at http://
www.ftc.gov/os/ar97 /index.htm1. The
1998 report should be posted early in
1999. The most efficient way to se,1rch
for a specific topic is to go directly to the
search page at http://www.ftc.gov/
search . NF
D1: Barrell, (I retired psychiatrist \\'ho resides in Allento11·11,Pennsvh•ania, is
hoard clwirma11 of' Quack.watch, Inc. and

a bo11rdmember of' the National Council
Agai11s1Heal!h Fraud.

[continued
frompage111
world of American fascism, Holocaust
deniers, tax rebels. the radical militia
movement , and some "libertarian"
causes. Liberty Lobby's newspaper. The
Spotlighr. champions such causes and
also promotes unproven cancer cures ancl
attacks fluoridation .
Reality shock. Everyone is vulnerable to death anxiety. Health personnel
who regularly deal with terminally ill patients must make psychological adjustments. Some are simply not up to it. Investigation of quack cancer clinics have
found physicians. nurses. and others who
became disillusioned with standard care
because or the harsh realities of the side
effects or limitations of proven therapies .
Beliefs encroachment. Science is
limited to dealing with observabl e, measurable. and repeatable phenomena . Beliefs that transcend science fall into the
realms of philosophy and religion. Some
people allow such beliefs to encroach
upon their professional practice., . Though
one may exercise religious or philosophical values of compassion, generosity.
mercy. and integrity ( which is the founda tion or the scientific method's search for
objective truth ). it is not appropria te for a
health professional to permit metaphysical (supernatural) notions to displace or
distort scientific diagnostic. prescriptiv e,
or therapeutic procedures .
The profit motive. Quackery can be
extremely lucrative. Claiming tu have a
"be uer mousetrap" can cause the world to
beat a path to one's door. Greed can motivate entrepreneuria l practitioners to set
ethical principles aside.
The prophet motive . .Just as Old
Testament prophets called for rnnversion
and repentance. doctors have to "convert"
patients away rrom smoking. obesity.
stress. alcohol. and other indulgences. As
prognos ticators. doctors foretell what is
going to happen if patients don · t change
their way of life. The Prophet role provides power over people. Sornc doctors
consciously avoid it. They encourage patients to be self-reliant rather than dependent. but in doing so they may fail to meet
important emotional needs. Quacks. on
the other hand, revel in, encourage. and
exploit this power. Egomania is commonly found among quacks. They enjoy
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the adula tion and discipleship that their
pretense of superiority evokes.
Psychopathic tendencies. Studies of
the psychopathic personality provide insight into the psychoclynamics of quackery. Dr. Robert Hare, who investigated
psychopathology for more than 20 years.
states, "You find psyc hopaths in all professions . . . the shyster lawyer, the physician always on the verge of losing his license. the businessman with a string of
deals where his partners always lost out.'·
Hare describes psychopaths as lacking a capacity to feel compassion or
pangs of conscience , and as exhibiting
glibness. superficial charm. grandiosity.
pathological lying, conning/manipulative
behavior. lack or guilt. pronene ss to boredom, lack of empathy. and other traits
ohen seen in quack s. According to Hare.
such people suffer from a cognitive defect
that prevents them from experiencing
sympathy or remor se.
The conversion phenomenon. The
"•brainwashing" that North Koreans used
on American prisoners of war involved
stress to the point that it produced protective inhibition and dysfunction. In some
cases. positive conditioning causes the victim to love what he had previously hated.
and vice versa: and in other cases. the brain
stops compuling critically the impressions
received. Many individuals who become
quacks undergo a midlife crisis. painful divorce. life-threatening disease, or another
severely stressful experience-and radical
personal changes ensue.
The conversion theory is supported
by a study of why physicians had taken up
·'holistic·· practices. By far the greatest
reason given (5 1.Y/c) was "spir itual or religious experiences ...
far too
Many people-including
many health professionals . law-enforcement officials. and judges-exhibit a cavalier attitude toward quackery. Although
most reject the idea that quackery is
"worth a try" for a sick person. they may
not fully understand quackery's harmful
potential. And they may be complete ly unaware of the true. disconcerting reasons
why some turn away from science and evidence to the unproven and fraudulent. NF
D1: JwTis is Executive Director cf rhe National Council Agoinst Health Fraud
(NCAHF).
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Committees
hadbeen
tryingto getcreatineaddedto the IOC'sbanned
substance
listbecause
of short-term
problemssuchasmuscle
cramping
anddehydration
associated
withitsuse.
FDAIMPOSES
LARGE
FINE
ONJUICECOMPANY
Odwalla,Inc.,a California
juicecompany,
hasbeen
fined$1.5millionbyth~
FDAintheaftermath
ofthe1996f. coli
outbreak
linkedtothecompany's
tainted
appleciderjuice.Thefineis oneof the
largest
evertobeimposed
bythefederal
agency.
Moneyreceived
fromOdwal
la
will beusedin partto increase
public
awareness
of the dangers
associated
with unpasteurized
juice.Fifteenchildrenwereaffected
by the 1996outbreak-14of thembecoming
seriously
ill andonedying.Thesurviving
children
maylivewithserious
effects
oftheoutbreak,whichcancausekidneyfailure,
foryearsto come.Odwalla
is currently
serving
fiveyears
ofprobation
forignoringsafety
standards
leading
to theoutbreak.Recentlytestedsamplesof
Odwalla
applejuicehave
tested
negative
forE coli.
JAILTERMFOR

HEALTH
HOAXING
AnFDAinvestigation
intoa manposing
asa physician,
butwithout
a medical
license,hasendedwiththemanbeing
sentto prison.EdwinE. Kokeswas
charged
andconvictedafterFDAofficialsuncovered
hisfraudulent
business,
Independen
t Testing
Labsof GrandIsland,Nebraska.
According
to theFDA
Consumer,
Kokes
hadbeen"diagnosing
andtrea
tingnonexistent
conditions
and
purchasi
ng and selling unapproved
drugssince1989."Amongthe treatments
heoffered
hispatients
wastheapplication
of "M-Bone"
(actually
diluted
sulfuric
,acid)totheskintotreatvarious
fabricated
ailmen
ts. Hesoldtheacidfor
$300/four
ounces.
Kokesboasted
that
hecoulddiagnose
medical
conditions
byanalyzing
hairandfingernail
samples
withahigh-tech
NASA
laser.
FDAagents
haddisproved
thatclaimbysubmi
tting
hairandnailsamples
to Kokes,
includ-
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ingthoseof a guineapig.Fromthese
samples,
Kokeshaddiagnosed
human
diseases
including
allergies,
glandular
problems
, toxicity,
andorganmalfunctions.Kokes
is nowserving
a two-anda-half-year
prison
term.
JUICEMAKERS
GIVENTIME
TOMEETREQUIREMENTS
InOctober
1998,theFDAgranted
citrus
juice manufact
urers eightadditi~nal
months
to meettheirnewsafety
guidelinesmeant
to ensure
thelowest
possible risk of food-borne
illnessdueto
contaminated
fruit. Manufacturers
will
nowberequired
toeitherdevelop
a systemto reduce
thenumber
of pathogens
intheirfruitjuicestoaspecified
levelor
placea warninglabelon theirjuices
stating
theriskof food-borne
illnessto
thosewithweakened
immune
systems
,
theelderly,
andchildren.
Thenewstringentguidelines
hadbeenmetwithfrustrationby the manufacturers,
whofelt
thattheyhadnot beengivenenough
timeto develop
a newapproach.
The
newdeadline
for implementing
either
approach
is July8, 1999.Inthemeantime,manufacturers
mustshowthatthey
arefollowing
strictsafety
rulesto minimizepotential
pathogen
risk in their
products.
'GOD'SRECIPE' RUNSAFOUL
OFTHEFTC
In thefirst-evercaseinvolving
claims
overattention
deficitandattention
deficit
hyperactivity
disorders
(ADD
andADHD,
respectively),
themanufacturer
of a dietarysupplement
regimen
called"God's
Recipe"
hasagreed
to settlewiththe
Federal
Trade
Commission.
Themanu
facturers,
NewVisionInternational,
basedin Scottsdale,
Arizona,andits affiliate
, NVIPromo
tions,
L.L.C.,hadbeenmakingclaimsthat
theirsupp
lements-atrinityof minerals,antioxidan
ts, andenzymes-could
cureADDandADHD.
NewVisionalso
claimed
that"God's
Recipe"
wouldbea
safer,
natural
alternative
tothetraditional
treatment
forthedisorder,
theprescription drugRitalin.TheFTCreleased
a
statement
onDecember
8,1998,stating
that"NewVisionlacked
thesubstantiationtheCommission
requires
for that
claim."Undertheproposed
settlement
(under
publiccomment
for60daysbe-
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forebecoming
final),NewVisionwillbe
prohibi
tedfrommaking
claimsthatits
product
can"cure,prevent,
treatormitigate"eitherADDor ADHD
or itssymptoms.It willalsobeforbidden
fromsuggesting
itsdrugasanalternative
to ~italin unlessit is ableto supportits
claimsthroughscientificdocumentasettletion. In addition,the proposed
mentprohibitstheuseof atypical
test~monialsto deceptive
ly represent
their
product
line.
NEWDR'INKliNG
WATER
STANDARDS
ANNOUNCED
President
Clinton
hasissued
thefirstnew
health
standards
under
theSafeDrinking
Water
ActAmendments
of1996.
Thenew
standards
willhelptoprotect
against
potentially
harmful
by-products
caused
by
disinfecting
thepublicwatersupply.
They
will alsohelpto protect
against
pathogensthataredifficult
todisinfect,
suchas
the potentiallylife-threatening
Cryptosporidium
protozoa
, amongothers.
A
fact sheetcan be foundat http://
WWW. epa .gov/OGWDW/mdb
p/
mdbp
.html.
FOLICAiCID
ANDCOLON
CANCER
Newfindingspublished
in theOctober
1998issueof the Annalsof Internal
Medicine
showthatcoloncancerrisk
wasreduced
by as muchas 75%in
women
takingmultiv
itaminsconta
ining
folicacid.Thestudy,
a partofthelarger
Nurses'
Health
Studyconducted
byresearchers
atBrigham
andWomen's
Hospitalin Boston
, lookedat women
who
hadtakenmultivitamins
for a specific
number
of years.Though
women
who
tookmultivitamins
for lessthan5 years
showed
nobenefits
withregard
tocolon
cancer
reduction,
thosewhotookthem
for morethan15yearshadsignificant
reductions
- 68newcases
ofcoloncancerper10,000
women
compared
to 15
newcases,
respectively.
There
werealso
moderate
decreases
in coloncancer
risk
whenfolicacidwasconsumed
through
dietalone.Fora varietyof reasons,
researchers
believe
thatfolicacidplayed
a
centralrole in thesereductions.
This
typeof study,however,
cannot
ruleout
thepossibility
thatotherlifestyle
factors
werethe true causesof decreased
risk. NF

IBook Reviews[
Analysisand Ratings
The follov1 ing re, ieMs not on ly offer
anal_ses but also rate each book as either
RECOMMENDE D, NOT
RE COMMENDED, or RECOMMENDED WITH
RESERVATIONS,
depending on the
book's factual accuracy, reliance on scientific research methods, and usefulness
to readers. Readers who would like to see
specific books reviewed may send their
suggestions (or copies of books) to Nutrition Forum Book Reviews, P.O. Box 664 ,
Amherst, NY 14226-0664.

lnsuIt to Injury
ManfredKroger,
PHD
ControllingHerpes Naturally ... A Holistic Approach to Preventionand Treatment
by Michele Picozzi (Colorado Springs, CO:
Southpaw Press, 1998), 114 pp., $12 .95 paperback. ISBN 0-9658600-0-0.
The meaning of this thin volume is clear:
"take control and rely on natural products
and procedures," it says; "distrust doctors
and what they prescribe and mosey on
down to the health food store where
health is gained and regained.''

As a student'sterm paper,this book
would get a failing grade; maybe a charitable D. (It's not really a book. Why is the
first page numbered 15? There are no
more than 85 pages of text.) The facts
about herpes in these pages are indeed
sparse. The author should have focused
on the fact that herpes is a contagious disease and is spread by direct contact. A few
pages are devoted to describing this viral
illness, its many symptoms, and its connections to other conditions. Two pages
deal with current therapy. Since 1982 the
prescription drug acyclovir has been used .
It's ironic, but typical for this type of
book, that the success of acyclovir is
downplayed and all negatives thereof accentuated. Eight other drugs are in various
stage of develo pment and approva l.
Most of thi booklet is an endorsement of dozens of 'natural " health -foo clstore product s. Al o nutritional advice ,
stre s management yoga po tures, home-

opathy, and aromatherapy are described
as related to herpes, but it is not clear
whether as preventive, curative, or suppressive factors.
The author is a journalist who has
written on yoga and "natural" medicine
during the past few years. This "book,"
unfortunately, is a mere review paper
based on writings about herpes drawn
from "alternative" medicine sources and
promotional materials. There is hardly
any serious science in these pages and no
rational science-based information. And
the Jittle there is is frequently faulty, confusing, and contradictory.
Dietary do's and don'ts abound and
make no sense. Organic foods are in;
sugar and sweets are out. Garlic and
quinoa are good, but tomatoes and
peanuts are bad. Avoid acid-producing
foods and go for, you guessed it, alkalineproducing edibles. And foods high in arginine are definitely pro-herpes (there go
chocolate, nuts, grains, and much more).
And why making your own yogurt is
given a whole page is a puzzlement.
This report is incoherent, irrational in
places, too lop-sided toward alternative
self-help medicine, antagonistic to what
Americans find in supermarkets, and insulting to readers previously exposed to
biology or medicine (or even a course in
critical thinking).

I

NOT RECOMMENDED

enzymeactivityand can lowerserumho-

Beyond
Cholesterol
CindaWilliams
Chima,MS, RD
The Homocysteine Revolution by Kilmer
S. McCully, MD (New Canaan, CT: Keats
Publishing, 1997) , 242 pp., $14.95 paperback, ISBN 0-87983-767-5.
In 1933, an eight-year-old boy was admitted to the Massachusetts General Hospital
with mental retardation and symptoms of
an apparent stroke. The boy's condition
continued to deteriorate, and he died three
days later. The autopsy determined that
the boy died of severe arteriosclerosis of
the carotid artery with brain infarct
·troke). Th unusual case was publi hed
in the New England Journa l of Medicine
that same ye'Lr.
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This case was the first clue in a medical mystery that enthra lled a young
Massachusetts
General
pathologist
named Kilmer S. McCully more than
thirty years later. By that time, the boy
had been retrospectively diagnosed with
homocystinuria, a genetic metabolic disease first identified in Ireland in the early
I 960s. In homocystinuria the liver is unable to dispose of homocysteine, an
amino acid, because of a number of enzyme defects. Researchers had found that
many children with homocystinuria die
of complications relating to blood clots
and arterial changes despite normal cholesterol levels.
In 1969, McCully published a paper
in the American Journal of Pathology
outlining the framework for what he
called the "Homocysteine
Theory of
Heart Disease ." He suggested for the first
time that homocysteine could play a role
in arteriosclerosis in those without the
frank genetic defect. According to this
theory, which McCully continued to develop over the ensuing decade, heart disease is a problem of what he calls "protein intoxication" rather than "fat intoxication" as has been generally believed.
Homocysteine is derived in the body
from the amino acid methionine, found
primarily in meat protein and in smaller
amounts in plant proteins. Because vitamins B 6, B 12, and folic acid contribute to

1999

mocysteine in people without the defect,
he suggested that a diet high in methionine and low in B 6 and folic acid could
cause heart disease.
McCully's theory initially drew little
attention from adherents to what he calls
the "cholesterol-fat approach." Indeed, he
attributes his failure to attain tenure and
subsequent departure from the Harvard
Medical School at the end of 1978 to criticism of his "homocysteine theory." After
leaving Harvard, he was appointed
pathologist at the Veterans Administration Hospital in Providence, Rhode Island, where he has continued to pursue
the relationship between homocysteine
and heart disease. The Homocysteine
Re, olution is his first book on the topic
targ ted at the lay public.
McCul ly ~uggests that the homocy . teine theory explain many observation
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about heart disease that are inconsistent
with the cholesterol/fat hypothe sis. For
example, he relates the dramatic rise in
U.S. heart disease through the early 1960s
to the switch to a diet high in meat and
processed and refined foods and low in
the B vitamin s. He says that the subsequent decline in heart disease since that
time reflects the addition of vitamin B6 to
the food supply in 1961. In McCully 's
view, hyperhomocysteinemia is the primary risk factor for heart disease . Other
risk factors are secondary at best.
The complexity of the homocysteine
theory as well as the fact that a number of
other studies failed to replicate McCully ' s early results may in part explain
the initial resistance of other researchers
to his hypothe sis. McCully is critical of
what he calls the "cholesterol/fat" camp
and attributes their failure to accept his
theory to "the inadequate , flawed, or misinterpreted experiments of a few investigators." He even suggests that the lack of
interest in a vitamin deficiency as a cause
of heart disease relates to a lack of potential profit. At times he appears to fit the
evidence to his theory rather than the
other way around , emphasi zing those
studies that support it and downplaying
those that don' t.
But it is not necessary to discard the
cholesterol/fat theory to embrace homocystei ne as a risk factor. The development
of cardiovascular disease is clearly
multifactorial.
While McCully is a Harvard-educated physician and scientist who is an
expert in the esoteric field of amino acid
metabolism, it is clearly difficult for him
to translate that expertise into simple language. Despite a general grasp of the principles involved, I found myself reading
and rereading pages and paragraphs to
make sense of them. This is not a book to
take to the beach!
It is, however, a story of perseverance and redemption. The '90s have
spawned several studies that appear to
support McCully 's findings . For example ,
a survey of subjects in the Framingham
heart study showed a relationship between high blood homocyst eine and low
intakes of folic acid, B 12, and B6 • In another study of 1,000 Framingham subjects, high serum homocystein e was
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found to be a stronger risk factor for heart
disease than many traditional risk factors
including elevated cholesterol, high blood
pressure, and cigarette smoking . According to a 1995 article in the New England
Journal of Medicine , more than 20 casecontrol and cross-sectional studies involving more than 2,000 ubjects have suggested that persons with cardiovascular
disease have higher blood homocysteine
than those without the disease. Based on
these findings, it has been estimated that
the recent FDA decision to require folate
fortification of bread and grain products
may save 50,000 lives a year.
Many in the medical community ,
however, are awaiting the results of the
first randomized clinical trial of folic acid
supplementation before they fully accept
the homocysteine theory. Ironically, this
study is to be carried out at Harvard.
For those who can get through it, the
book is a well-refer enced , fascinating
medical detective story that demonstrates
that scientific research does not always
progre ss seamlessly but by fits and starts .
McCully also presents rather convincing
evidence that current RDAs for folate and
B 6 are too low. Fortunately , the plantbased low-fat minimally processed diet he
recommends is consistent with current
recommendations for a heait-healthy diet.
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I WITH RESERVATIONS
FalseFormula
Manfred Kroger, PHO
Psoriasis: Your Guide to Complementary
Therapies, Alternative Techniques, Conventional Treatments by Hilary Bower
(Rockport , MA: Element Books , Inc.,
1998), 134 pp., $5.95 paperback. ISBN l85230-832-X.

There are at least 17 of these booklets
dealing with as many disease s or conditions. This is the third I have read and my
displeasure has been growing. They seem
to have been commissioned to fit a prescribed format. Accordingly , the first half
describes the disease and its conventional
medical treatment. This part in the psoriasis booklet is quite factual , but current
standard treatments are belittled. The entire tone throughout is derisive of main-
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stream medicine. It is assumed that an alternative to an exploitative and rigidly
scientific health establishment must be
the answer, and this alternative is natural
therapists .
The second half of the booklet , as
with the others, is a shallow promotional
treatise of many natural therapies . The
specific ones claimed to be useful with regard to psoriasis are homeopathy , acupuncture/acupressure , reflexology , and
Chinese and Western medicines. Most of
these whol e-system therapeutic approaches make little rational sense in the
alleviation of this baffling , multifactorial ,
and multifaceted skin ailment which is
said to bother two to three out of every
100 human being s. Of course, some convenient case histories attest to effectiveness of the natural approache s.
There are numerous errors and contradictions throughout the book, many the
result of the writer's incomplete grasp of
physiology and other biological principles, such as liver, stomach, and intestinal
functions . She blindly parrots the silly accusations of antitechnologists , naive environmentali sts, and seekers of alternative
truths that modern living, supermarket
foods, and synthetic chemicals are the
causes of most of human ill health, psoriasis included. I have looked at the Web
site of the National Psoriasi s Foundation .
Now there is an authoritiv e and all-encompassing source for all aspects of this
condition . In it I found no referenc es to
homeopathy or any of the many treatments touted in this guide for the
misguided. NF

NOT RECOMMENDED

Givea Nutrition
Forum
subscription
to a friend
.
Call800-421-0351
to orderbycreditcard.

BETA-CAROTENE
AND
LUNG
CANCER
A six-month
studyof ferrets-which
metabolize
beta-carotene
muchlikehumans-foundthat excessamounts
stored
inthelungsbecame
oxidized
into
substances
thatdecreased
atumorsuppressor
andincreased
atumorpromote
r
in theanimals'
lungs.Thefindingmay
explain
whyveryhighdoses
appeared
to
increase
lungcancer
rates
among
smokersin twolargeclinicaltrialsin 1994
and1996
. Theferrets
weredivided
into
fourgroups.
Onereceived
beta-carotene
andwasexposed
to cigare
tte smoke
equivalent
to a humansmoking1.5
packs
perday.Twoothergroups
goteitherthesupplement
orsmoke
exposure,
andacontrol
groupgotneither.
Thefirst
!Jrouphadthestrongest
precancerous
changes.
Thestudywasconducted
by
researchers
at theJeanMayerUSDA
HumanNutritionResearch
Centerat
TuftsUniversity.
BREATHASURE
FALSE
CLAIMS
PROHIBITED
Warner
Lambert,
Inc.,hassecured
afederalcourtorderpermanently
barring
BreathAsure,
Inc.,frommaking
21 unsubsta
ntiatedclaimsfor BreathAsure,
D, or any othersimilar
BreathAsure
product.
Theprohibited
claimsinclude:
"works
fromtheinsideout,""cleans
bad
breath
for hours,""providesuserswith
clean
breath,"
"lasts
forhours,"
"willstop
badbreath
caused
bythefoodsyoueat,"
and"willhelpstopmorning
breath."
ALLIANCE
OFGNCANDRITE
AID
General
NutritionCenters
, Inc.,andRite
AidCorp.haveformed
a "strateg
ic alliance"in whichGNCwill manufacture
andthetwocompanies
willjointlymarket PharmAssure
productsthrough
3,900RiteAid pharmacies
and3,650
GNC
domestic
stores.
Theplanincludes
placing
GNCkiosksstaffed
byRiteAid
employees
"spe
ciallytrainedin nutrition" into 1,500RiteAid stores.The
companies
will alsodevelop
a nutritionalinformation
andsupplement
sales
Websiteat http://www.gnc.riteaid.
com.
[continued
onpage22)

Chiropractic Nutrition
The good, the bad, and the patently false
by Samuel Homola, DC

A

hiropractic is based on the notion
\?
that most ailments are the result of
spinal problems. Its "discovery" was announced in 1895 by Daniel David Palmer,
a grocer and "magnetic healer" who allegedly restored the hearing of a partially
deaf janitor by "adjusting" a bump on his
spine. Soon afterward he declared that the
basic cause of disease is "nerve interlerence" caused by misaligned spinal bones
("sub luxations"). Most of today's 60,000+
chiropractors still regard subluxations as a
direct or underlying cause of ill health and
maintain that spinal "adjustment" can restore and promote good health.
Chiroprac tic surveys suggest that at
least 80 percent of chiropractors are giving nutrition advice to their patients.
Some chiropractors are able to counsel
their patients about sensi ble eating,
weight control, and other nutrition-related
health matters. Many, however, are engaged in questionable nutrition practices.
All chiropractic colleges teach
courses in basic and clinical nutrition. Although most courses rely on standard nutrition textbooks, it is not clear whether
students put what they learn to good use.
Practicing chiropractors have little exposure to science-based nutrition. Chiropractic journals , magazines , and textbooks provide very little nutrition information, and most of what they provide is
not valid. Postgraduate seminars are available, but the vast majority are sponsored
by supplement distributors for the purpose
of boosting sales. During my 43-year career, I have seen hundreds of advertisements for such seminars. I cannot recall a
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single one that appeared to provide valid
teachings. Many state chiropractic associations promote similarly questionable
seminars that yield credits toward license
renewal. Many exhibitors at chiropractic
conventions hawk supplements that are
sold in chiropractic offices. Some exhibitors promote inappropriate diagnostic
tests, and some even distribute literature
stating which product s supposedly are effective against various diseases.
Chiropractors interested in sciencebased nutrition can pick up the basics
from other sources or by studying on their
own. It is not difficult to learn enough to
answer the questions patients typically
ask about food composition, dietary balance, osteoporosis prevention , exercise
principles, low-fat eating, and other dietary strategies. Howev er, many chiropractors mix nutrition and subluxation
theory, use dubious tests, or engage in
bizarre treatment systems that result in inappropriate use of supplement products .

Supplement
Promotion
Chiropractors can greatly augment their
income by selling nutritional products to
their patients . More than 50 companies
market them primarily or exclusively
through chiropractors . Some handle just a
few products, while others sell hundreds.
These products are typica lly sold for two
to three times what the chiropractor pays
for them.
Many chiropractor s become distributors for multilevel companies that sell
supplements, herbs, and/or homeopathic
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products. Multilevel marketing (MLM) is
a form of direct sales in which "independent distributors " can buy products
"wholesale," sell them "retail," and recruit other distributors who can do the
from @ Prometheus Books
same. When enough distributors have
been enrolled, the recruiter is eligible to
Publisher
collect a percentage of their sales. During
PAUL
KURTZ
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investigated over a hundred health-related
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MLM companies and found that every
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one of them has marketed products that
were overpriced, misrepresented, or both.
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Editor
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tics (such as the relative size of the red
cells) are visible with this setup, live-cell
ana lysts invariably misinterpret other
things , such as the extent of red blood cell
clumping and changes in the shape of the
cells that occur as the blood sample dries.
The results are then used as a basis for
prescribing supplements. Chiropractors
using this approach typically advise patients to take vitamins and/or enzyme
pills and to return periodically for checkups. The Web site of one imaginative chiropractor advises that, "By checking the
blood, we check the oil of the body. It can
tell us a great deal about the body, and
whether or not it is able to keep up with
the stress of everyday life, or if it is on its
way to problems down the road."
• "Nutrien t deficiency" questionnaires typically contain a long list of
symptoms and conditions that the patient
checks off. The information is then fed
into a computer that reports what products the patient should take. Some symptoms might occur in a vitamin deficiency
disease or glandular disorder, but many
have nothing to do with nutritional status.
The questionnaire might also ask about
diet, health habits, or other lifestyle factors. The computers are programmed to
recommend products for everyone .

Dubious
Treatment
Systems
Many chiropractors use elaborate systems
that include a nutrition component. The
numbers using such systems range from a
few hundred to many thousands.
• Applied kine iology (AK) is based
on the idea that every organ dysfunction is
accompanied by a specific muscle weakness, which enables health problems to be
diagnosed through muscle-testing procedures. Testing is typically carried out by
pulling on the patient's outstretched arm.
Proponents claim that nutritional deficiencies, allergies, and other adverse reactions
to foods or nutrients can be detected by
having the patient chew or suck on them or
by placing them on the tongue so that the
patient salivates. Some practitioners have
the test material held in the patient's hand
or placed on another part of the body. A
few even perform "surrogate testing" in
which the arm strength of a parent is tested

[continued
onpage20]

Kava
Controversial claims, questionable evidence
by Beth Fontenot, MS, RD
ho could resist a product that lures
you with promi ses of relief from
stress, feelings of relaxation and euphoria, enhanced mental alertness , and more
harmonio us feelings toward others- all
legal, nonaddic tive, and without the side
effects of prescription antianx.iety drugs.
These are but some of the claims made by
marketer s of kava, an herbal product promoted as an alternativ e to prescrip tion
tranquilizers such as Valium and Xanax.
It is also touted as a pain reliever and
treatment for insomnia and seizures.
Kava is the name for both the
shrubby pepper plant that is native to the
South Pacific Islands , and for the mildly
narcotic beverage made from the crushed
rhizome and roots of the plant. For centuries Islander s have ground the root into
a powder, mixed it with water, and consumed it as a beverage. Kava drinks are
used in the South Pacific much as alcoholic beverages are used elsewhere . In
small doses, kava is supposed to reduce
anxiety and relax muscle s. Taken in large
doses, it is intoxicating, causing drowsi ness, nausea, muscle weak ness , and
blurred vision.
In the 1970s, kava was sold as a
"street drug" through counterculture publications. Today, extracts from the root are
placed in capsules, often combined with
other herbal ingredients, and sold as a dietary supplement
in supermarket s,
"health-food" stores, and on the Internet.
The ground root can also be purchased to
create kava beverage s. Last year Americans spent over $50 million on kava.
The primary active components in
kava are called kavalacto nes, although
there appear to be other active constituents as well. It is generally thought
that the "beneficia l" effects of kava are
obtained through the use of root extracts
because they contain the full range of the
many components found in the root. How
kava produces its effects in the brain is

largely unknown , but it is thought to be
through mechani sms other than those
used by traditional sedativ e drugs. Some
studies suggest that it may directly influ ence the limbic system , the part of the
brain assoc iated with emotio ns and other
brain activit ies.

Questionabl
e Studie
s
Five studies totaling several hun dred
peop le have been publi shed in Europe
comparing kava with a placebo for mild
to moderate anxiety. Most of the study
partic ipa nts had been diagno sed with at
least one anxiety disorder . The Hamilto n
Anxiety Rating Scale (HAMA) , a standardi zed tool used in testing antian xiety
drugs, was used to evalua te anxiety levels. In each study , those taking kava
showed significant relief of their anxiety
symptom s compa red with those taking
the pla cebo . The longe st study , conducted at Jena Univer sity in Germany ,
showed after 24 weeks decrease s in
HAMA scores for both those taking kava
and placebo . Howe ver, the kava-taker s'
scores were lower , indic ating less anxiet y
(Pharma copsychiatry. 1997 Jan. ;30 [ I]:
1-5).
The reliability of these studies is
questionable because people with mental
or emotional disorders often feel better
after taking anything at all, includ ing inactive substances. In fact, in the Jena University study, three-fourths of the study
participant s reported significa nt improv ement when taking kava , and half of those
who took the placebo also reported feeling better. By the end of the study, nearly
everyo ne reported feeling better than at
the beg inning of the study. Another problem with the reliabili ty of the European
studies is that it's unclear what the initial
diagnose s of the subj ects were.
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DairyCouncil
Digest,
whichpublished
its
final printversionin Decemb
er 1998
, is
now availableonlineat http://www.
nat i onaldairycouncil . org/
medcent/mcbddcd.html.
Each bimonthlyissuecoversa topicrelated
to
foodandnutrition
.
The NationalGuide
line Clear
inghouse
(http://www.guidel
ine.gov
) contains
information
about500healthcare
guideby the
lines.Thesite is cosponsored
Agency
for HealthCarePolicyandResearch,
theAmer
ican Medical
Associati
on,
andtheAmerican
Association
of Health
Plans.

.
HooversOnline(http://www.hoovers
com} isa gateway
to newsandto Secur
ity
andExchange
Commission
filingsonpublicly heldcorporations,
includingmany
thatmarket
supplemen
t products
.
W O R ST
TheDoctors'MedicalLibraryat http://
www.medical-l
ibrary.netis described
onitsWebsiteas"a network
of over225
integrated
Websitescontaining
enough
informa
tion to constitute a comp
lete
courseof studyin naturalmedic
ine."
Questionable informationonmanytopics
is conveniently
available
through
thesite's
mainwindow.Its features
include professionaldirectories,
an e-mailnewsletter,
bulletinboarddiscussions
, and theability
to search
forarticles
related
to symptoms
.

TheInternational
Clinicof Biological
Regenerationathttp://www
.icbr.com
providesinformation
on"celltherapy,
" anunsubstantiated treatmentbased
ontheidea
thatinjecting
animalcellsintoa human
can rejuven
ate thecorrespond
ing organ
s
in thepatient.
Theclinicclaimsthatthe
therapy"acts likeanorgan transplant and
actually mak
estheoldcells'actyounger
.'"

[continued
onpage22}
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[continued
frompage18]

is no interruption of nerve energy" but
will "draw excessive electrical energy"
to diagnose problems in a child held by the and become weak if it becomes unhealthy .
parent. Many muscle-testing proponents Proponents further claim that "weakness"
assert that nutrients tested in these various of the arm points to problems in correways will have an immediate effect, that sponding areas and that nutritional sup"good" substances will strengthen specific plementation can solve these problems.
muscles, whereas "bad" substances will
• The Enzyme Replacement System
cause weaknesses that indicate trouble is based on identifying and treating "enwith the associated organ or tissue. The zyme deficiency states." Its developer,
recommended "treat ment" can include Howard F. Loomis, DC, offers seminars
special diets, food supplements, acupressponsored by the National College of
~
Chiropractic and markets products
sure, and spinal manipulation.
The International College of
~~
"targeted to organs stressed by
Applied Kinesiology (ICAK)
Many
subluxation." The alleged demaintains that practitioners
•
ficiency states are identified
who do not follow its Stan- chiropractors use by taking a history, examindards are not doing AK, and elaborate systems ing the patients, obtaining
that muscle-testing results
a "24-hour urinalysis,"
should be combined with
that include a
and correlating this inforother clinical findings and
nutrition
mation with "recurring
not be used by themspinal subluxation patselves. However, critics
Component.
terns." The products
respond that the nutritionThe numbers
listed in Loomis's 1995
related claims and praccatalog include Chirousing such
Zyme, a line of "caretices of those affiliated
systems range
fully formulated combiwith ICAK are no less
bizarre than those of other
nations of herbs, vitamins
muscle-testerswho do not
from ll f eW
and minerals with plant
hundred to
enzymes," each of which is
- Biological Terrain
Assessment (BTA) uses a
named with an abbreviation
many
for certain spinal segments
computeiized analysis of
blood, urine, and saliva s~~ithousands. and an organ or body function.
• Iridology, also called iris
mens to recommend nutnt1onal
programs, vitamin and mineral supplediagnosis, maintains that each area
ments, homeopathic products, and/or herbs. of the body is represented by a correProponents claim that BTA gives evidence sponding area in the iris of the eye (the
of disease at the cellular level which enables colored area around the pupil) and that the
"imbalances" to be detected and corrected in body's state of health and disease can be
their early stages. Neither the rationale nor diagnosed from the color, texture, and lothe recommended strategies make sense.
cation of pigment flecks in the eye. The
• Biomagneti c Therapy is based on leading proponent, Bernard Jensen, DC,
the idea that disease cannot exist when the has written that "Nature has provided us
body is "biornagnetically balanced" and with a miniature television screen show"all nutrition " is available. It has been ing the most remote portions of the body
promoted through seminars at which chi- by way of nerve reflex responses." Iridolropractors are taught how to use magnetic ogy practitioners claim to diagnose "imand nutritional procedures for "normalizbalances" that can be treated with vitaing organs and syste ms."
mins, minerals, herbs, and similar prod• Contact Reflex Analysis (CRA), ucts. Some also claim that the eye
an AK offshoot, involves pushing down markings can reveal a complete history of
on the patient's outstretched arm while past illnesses as well as previous treattouching "reflex points " located in vari- ment. Several well-designed studies have
ous parts of the body. Proponents claim found that iridology practitioners who exthat "the testing arm," which is like a cir- amined the same patients (or photographs
cuit breaker, "will remain strong if there of their eyes) disagreed among them-
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selves and were unable to state what was
medically wrong with the patients.
• The Morter HealthSystem, described in its literature as "a comp lete alternative healthcare system," combines
Bio Energetic Synchronization Technique
(B.E.S.T.) and nutritional supplementation. B.E.S.T. is based on the notion that
development and repair of the body is
controlled by its electromagnetic field.
Advocates claim that electromagnetic imbalance causes unequal leg length, which
the chiropractor can instantly correct by
infusing his own electromagnetic energy
at "co ntact points" on the patient's body
until "pulsation" is felt and the patient's
legs test equally long. The nutritional
component includes supplements that
supposedly "alkalize" the body. Proponents recommend lifelong testing and
treatment beginning early in infancy.
• NutraBalance is one of several
systems in which the results of legitimate
blood and urine tests are fed into a computer which determines alleged. "meta bolic
types," lists supposed problem areas, and
recommends dietary changes and food
supplements from a manufacturer chosen
by the chiropractor. Neither the existence
of the types nor the recommended nutritional strategies have been substantiated.
• Neuro
Emotional
Technique
(NET) focuses on "releasin g patients'
emotional blocks stored in the body's
memory." Its proponents claim that everyone has such blocks and that the body "replays" these old memories, which can adversely affect health. The practitioner then
uses muscle-testing (applied kinesiology)
to "isolate a troublesome event" and asks
the patient to hold in mind a "snapshot" of
the emotional state while the chiropractor
adjusts the patient's spine and acupuncture
points and prescribes supplement products
and homeopathic remedies.
• NUTRI-SPEC testing is performed by measuring the patient's breathing rate, blood pressure, body temperature, pulse, breath-ho1ding ability, blood
pressure, pupil size, tongue thickness or
coating, several characteristics of the patient's saliva and urine, abdomina l reflexes, and certain other reflexes. NUTRISPEC's scoring system is then used to determine whether the patient is in or out of
"water/electroly te balance," "anaerobid

dysaerobic balance," "acid/alkaline balance," and "sympathetic/parasympathetic
balance" and whether the patient has "sex
hormone insufficiency," "myocardial insufficiency," "pineal stress,'' "thymus
stress," or another fanciful condition. The
findings are then used to recommend dietary changes and supplements that are
purchasable from the company marketing
the system.

'Cookbook
' Approaches
Many supplement manufacturers offer nutritional products intended for the treatment of disease. The majority of these
products do not work and are not legal to
market for this purpose. In addition, many
are marketed for conditions that chiroprac tors are not trained to diagnose or treat. Instead of making therapeutic claims openly,
the manufacturers market through distributors who make the claims for them by
sponsoring seminars at which speakers describe how to use the products. Some distributors give out manuals listing which
products to use for which diseases.
Some manufacturers sell "glandular"
products containing small amounts of
freeze-dried animal tissue claimed to
strengthen or rejuvenate the corresponding parts of the user's body. Such claims
make about as much sense as the primitive notion that eating the heart of a lion
will make you courageous.
"Glandular" products are not legally
permitted to contain hormones. Like
plant-based oral enzyme products, their
main ingredients are proteins that are broken down during digestion and exert no
significant effect on body function.

Questionable
FoodAllergies
Some chiropractors use various test procedures that supposedly determine "hidden allergies" responsible for a broad
range of diseases or symptoms. The most
notorious of these was cytotoxic testing,
which was performed by observing what
happens to the patient's white blood cells
after they are placed onto slides containing dried foods.
Cytotoxic testing was banned by the
FDA, but other tests are used for the same
purpose . The most notable of these are
ELISN ACT and ALCAT testing. Some

chiropractors diagnose "food allergies"
with a computerized galvanometer that
merely reflects skin moistness and how
hard the operator presses a probe against
the patient's skin.

dine. The standard way to diagnose a thyroid problem is to take a medical history,
perform an examination of the neck while
the patient swallows, and order laboratory
tests, but the chiropractor did none of
these. The pills he prescribed contained
more than ten times the Recommended
ActualandPotentialHarm
Dietary Allowance of iodine. Within three
Most of the practices described above are months, they stimulated the woman's thyused to varying degrees by offbeat medical roid gland to produce excessive amounts
doctors, dentists, naturopaths, acupuncturof thyroid hormone, which triggered
ists, and various other practitioners who weight loss, severe diarrhea, and other
consider themselves qualified to do "nutri- symptoms of thyroid toxicity. The iodine
tion counseling." However, the number of also triggered Graves disease, a thyroid
chiropractors using them appears to be condition in which the eyeballs bulge.
much higher than that of any other practi- Despite medical treatment, her eyeballs
tioner type.
swelled enough to crush the optic
Although no statistics indinerves, which caused her to becate how much harm is as ocico me legally blind.
ated with these practices
Although some chirothere is good reason to bepractors
give rational nutriWell-designed
1ieve it is considerable .
tion advice to their patients,
studies have
Most of the harm is ecoit is clear that a substantial
nomic. Supplements sold
percentage of them do not.
found that
through chiropractic ofDespite their senselessiridologists who
fices tend to be expenness, nearly all of the apsive, and some are recproaches described here
exaniined the
ommended for lifelong
have been promoted by
sanze patients 01
use. Psychological harm
articles or advertiseoccurs when healthy
ments in chiropractic
photos of their
people are persuaded
publications, and a few
eyes disagreed
that they are ill. To this
have been promoted
must be added the cost
chiropractic
anzong the11zselves through
of unnecessary medical
schools and organizadiagnostic procedures retions. They are very much
quired to reassure patients
a part of the chiropractic
that they do not have the
marketplace and have been
,nedically
diseases suggested by dubisubjected to little or no critious tests. It also seems probcism by their colleagues or by
wrong.
able that chiropractors who
professional organizations. In
think nonsensically about nutrifact, some chiropractic organization may be prone to other errors of
tions and publications encourage
professional judgment.
their use, suggesting that chiropractors
Physical harm, although uncommon,
are qualified to diagnose and treat a broad
can occur when excessive dosages are spectrum of disease. NF
prescribed. In 1992, a 50-year-old PennThis article was adapted from Inside Chisylvania woman, in apparently good
health, was treated by a chiropractor for ropractic: A Patient's Guide (1999), a
hip and leg pain resulting from an auto- 280-page book written by Dr. Homola
and edited by Stephen Barrett, M.D.
mobile accident. When the pain resolved,
she told the chiropractor that she felt no Copies are available for $23.95 plus
further need for treatment. The chiroprac- postage from Prometheus Books, 59 John
Glenn Drive, Amherst, NY 14228-2197;
tor, who practiced Contact Reflex Analytelephone (800) 421-0351. Further inforsis, then checked her "thyroid reflex,"
mation about the book can be viewed at
said the woman had a "thyroid problem,"
http://www.chirob ase.org/03Edu/C/
and recommended dietary supplements
that contained significant amounts of io- homola.html.

and were unable
to state what was
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lion.1999;99:591-595).
Thestatement
concludes:
[continued
frompage17]
'INTERACTIVE
FOODS
'
Advertising
Agehasnotedthatseveral
foodcompanies
havebegunmarketing
foods
thatofferaplayful
element
forchildren.Theproducts
include
Kellogg
Co.'s
WildMagicburst
Pop-Tarts,
whichfeaturesprinkles
thatchange
colorswhen
toasted;
Quaker
Oats's
DinoEggs,
which
hatchin hotwaterto revealedibledinosaurs;
General
MillsSqueeze-It
drink,
whichhas mark
eted a crystalthat
changes
the colorof the drinkwhen
droppedinto it; and UnilevelGood
Humor's
Tongue
Splashers,
a Popsicle
product
that"paints"
thetongue
andlips.
ANTIOXIDANT
UPDATE
TheAmerican
Heart
Associatio
n's nutritioncomm
itteehasissued
a science
advisorydiscussing
relationships
between
antioxidants
andheartdisease
(Circu/a-

[continued
frompage19]
An article in the Archives of General
Psychiatry (l 998 Nov.;55[ 11]: 10331044) described the evidence for kava as
a treatment for insomnia and anxiety as
"opinions .. . based on clinical experience, descriptive studies, or reports of expert committees." The evidence for kava's
usefulness in seizure disorders was described as "insufficient ... to warrant
conclusions about efficacy or safety."

SafetyIssues
A serious concern with kava is that like
most dietary supplements, the long-term
effects are unknown. Therefore, it clearly
should not be taken by children or teens
or by pregnant or lactating women.
In addition, kava should not be combined with alcohol or other central nervous system depressants since it may increase their effects. In 1996, a Georgia
man began taking kava as he weaned himself off Xanax. He became ill and slipped
in and out of consciousness. His physicians identified the interaction between
kava and Xanax as the culprit. Otherwise,
little is known about how kava may interact with prescription medici nes or other

•
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Considerable
evidence
nowsuggests
that
oxidants
areinvolved
in thedeve
lopment
andclinicalexpression
of coronary
heart
disease
andthatantioxidants
maycontributeto disease
resistance.
Consistent
withthisviewisepidemiological
evidence
indicating
thatgreater
antioxidant
intake
is
associated
withlowerdisease
risk.Althoughthisincreased
antioxidant
intake
generally
hasinvolved
increased
consumption
ofantioxi
dant-rich
foods,
some
recentobservational
studieshavesuggested
theimportance
oflevels
ofvitamin
Eintake
achievable
onlybysupplementation.There
is currently
nosuchevidence
fromprimary
preven
tiontrials,butresults
fromsecondary
prevention
trials have
shown
beneficial
effects
ofvitamin
Esupplements
onsome
disease
endpoints.
In
contrast
, trialsdirectly
addressing
theeffectsof beta-carotene
supplements
have
notshownbeneficial
effects,
andsome
have
suggested
deleterious
effects,
particularlyinhigh-risk
population
subgroups.

herbs like St. John's wort or valerian that
also affect the central nervous system.
Another reported adverse reaction to
kava is that it may interfere with dopamine and thus worsen Parkinson's disease, a condition of decreased dopamine
activity in the brain. So patients with
Parkinson's should not take kava. Also, at
very high doses for long periods of time,
biochemical abnormalities may occur
(low levels of serum albumin, protein
urea, and bilirubin), hypertension may develop, blood may appear in the urine, red
blood cell volume may increase, platelet
and lymphocyte counts may decrease, and
shortness of breath may occur. Problems
with equilibrium have also been reported.
Long-term use of kava beverages has
been shown to cause "kava dermopathy"-a condition of the skin characterized by a generalized scaly rash. It was
thought at one time that this may be due to
interference with niacin, but that does not
appear to be the case. The only effective
treatment for kava dermopathy is a reduction or cessation of kava consumption.

A Doseof Caution
Large, well-designed , placebo-con trolled
studies are needed before it will be known
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Inviewof thesefindings,
themost
prudentand scientifically
supportable
recommendation
forthegeneral
populationis to consume
a balanced
dietwith
emphasis
on antioxidant-rich
fruitsand
vegetables
andwholegrains.

Thefull reportis available
onlineat
http://www. americanheart.org/
Scientific/st atements/1999/
029901.html.
BADINFOONDRUG
/JUICE
INTERACTIONS
A brochure
recently
distributed
by the
FDAandtheNational
Cons
umersLeague
containsfalse information
regarding
drug/ju
ice interactions.
Thebrochure,
whichhasbeenreleased
onlytothepress
inadvance,
states
thatgrapefruit
juicecan
interact
withtheprescription
drugsfexofenadine
(Allegra)
or loratadine
(Claritin),resultingin a riskof serious
heart
problems.
Thisinformation
iswithout
evidentia
ry valueandwillberemoved
from
allfuturebrochure
printings
. NF
whether kava has a rational place in treating anxiety disorders and, if so, what dose
may be appropriate and safe. Also, studies
need to determine what other drugs or
herbs kava may adversely interact with,
and whether there are any other side effects with kava usage.
Ads for kava state that it will not decrease reaction time or the ability to concentrate, but given its reputat ion as a
sedative, studies are needed to confirm
this. Kava is sold without restrictions on
its use. With little publicity about negative effects of kava, its easy accessibi lity
may lead to tragic consequences.
Anyone suffering from anxiety serious enough to warrant treatment should
be under professional care and not selfmedicating with a questionable over-thecounter product. NF

Beth Fontenot is a freelance nutritwn
writer and the Nutrition Coordinator on
the faculty of the Louisiana State University Medical Center-Shreveport Family
Practice Residency Program at Lake
Charles Memorial Hospital in Lake
Charles, LA.
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Book Reviews I

Analysi
s andRatings
The following reviews not only offer
analyses but also rate each book as either
RECOMMENDED , NOT
RECOMMENDED , or RECOMMENDED WITH
RESERVATIONS, depending on the
book '.sfactual accuracy, reliance on scientific research methods , and usefulness
to readers. Readers who would like to see
specific books reviewed may send their
suggestions (or copies of books) to Nutrition Forum Book Reviews , P.O. Box 664,
Amherst, NY 14226-0664.

LabelWeirdness
VarroE. Tyler
What the Labels Won't Tell You by Logan
V. Chamberlain (Loveland, CO: Interweave Press, 1998), 120 pp., $9.95 paperback. ISBN l-883010-49-7.

Titles and promotional statements on book
covers greatly influence my expectation of
their contents. On the cover of this volume
on herbs are three bullet points listing the
principal subjects covered. The first of
these is "Choose the best manufactured
products." I therefore expected a number
of tables listing data from published scientific analyses of the active constituents of
various herbal products. Such studies on
feverfew, St. John's wort, garlic, ginseng,
sassafras, and yohimbe products have been
carried out by various consumer organizations, as well as by the FDA and university
laboratories. I thought perhaps the book
might even contain some new ones not
previously published, so I turned its pages
in great anticipation.
Sadly, such information was entirely
lacking. What I did find was the author 's
somewhat equivocal personal comments
on a few herbal medicines .
For example, in discussing echinacea
products , the author prefers a whole-plant
product over a standardized extract because of the potential synergy among its
constituents. He prefers a root product because he believes roots are less likely to
be adulterated than dried plants. (Apparently he is unaware of the scandal in the

1980s involving adulteration of echinacea
root with that of Parthenium integrifolium.) He prefer s E. purpurea to E. angustifolia because more research has been
done on the former, but then adds, ''That
doesn't mean it's better, though." He
would choose a tincture over a capsu le
form because he feels that it would be
faster acting (no comment on reduced stability of many compounds in solution).
The second bullet point on the cover
reads, "Understand herb supplement labels." The author does a credible job in
dissecting the label of encapsulated echinacea powdered herb. Omitted, however ,
is any comparison with the label of a standardized echinacea product. Many persons fail to understand exactly what standardiza tion means and what to look for on
the label of such product . Additional diagrams covering this would have been
most helpful. In judging the continuing
dispute betwee n scientists who prefer
standardized herbal extracts and traditionalists who prefer crude herbs, the author
simply says, "Both are right."
The third bullet point promises information on how to "Design your own herbal
program." After discussing his own wellness routine utilizing ginkgo biloba, saw
palmetto, Siberian ginseng (eleuthero), bilberry, milk thistle, kelp, multivitamins ,
coenzyme Q 10, and selenium, the author
has this advice for readers: "It's up to you
how far you want to go with treating your
problems with herbal medicine .... "
A table recommending herbs for
minor conditions includes such unproven
remedies as goldenseal for colds and flu (it
has no systemic activity on oral administration) and hops and passion flower for
anxiety and stress (both unproven). Similar
assertions are found throughout the book.
In my opinion, this volume fails to provide adequate information on two of the
three specific subjects listed on the cover,
and the third area is only partially explored.
If you are looking for definitive advice on
how to select the best quality herbal products, this volume will be of little assistance.
The thorny problem caused by differences
between labeled content and actual content
of herbal preparations-perhaps the most
significant issue facing herbal medicine
today-is not even addressed.

Horse-and-Buggy
Herbalism
VarroE. Tyler
Han dmad e M edicin es: Simpl e Recipes
f or Herbal Health by Christopher Hobbs
(Loveland, CO: Interweave Press, 1998),
120 pp., $ I 2.95, paper back . ISBN
1-8830 I 0-50-0.

Except for their use in the prepara tion of
non-caffeine-containing beverage teas,
the age of unstanda rdi zed ground-up
herbs and produc ts prepared from them is
rapidly passing . Scientific herbal medicine based upon extracts standardized by
sophistica ted techniques such as high-performance liquid chromatograp hy for a variety of constituents and subjected to controlled clinical testing in humans is
rapidly replacing such outmoded usage.
This causes one to view a 1998 book
devoted to Handmade Medicines in the
same light as a post-Henry Ford volume
on the manufacture of buggy whips. With
so many high-qua lity, standar dized, clinically tested herbal products available in
pharmacies, health-food stores, and supermarkets of all kinds across the nation,
this volume, deali ng largely with what
once was, is principa lly of historical interest to persons other than herbal Luddites.
I shall skip over the introductory
chapters , except to mention that the section
"The Top Medic inal Garden Herbs" must
be read with caution: burdock is not an antibiotic, that designation being reserved for
prod ucts of microorga nisms; California
poppy has never been proven safe for children; unless analyzed to assure minimal
pyrrolizidine alkaloid content, comfrey
should not be taken internally; so many
chemical races of feverfew exist that one

Givea Nutrition
Forum
subscription
to a friend.
CalI 800-421-0351
to orderbycreditcard.
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simply cannot tell without testing if a plant
is active or not; the heating and cooling effects of Asian and American ginseng are
Asian philosophical concepts, not supported by science; simple filtering does not
produce the necessary sterility required to
assure safety of goldenseal eyewash; hops
have never been proven to facilitate sleep;
and so on and so on.
The chapter "Preparing Herbs for
Use" is generally quite good but somewhat limited in scope. It would have been
helpful to explain the differences between
tinctures, which are discussed, and flu-

of such complex mixtures has never been
scientifica lly validated.
If you are curious about how some
types of herbal dosage forms are prepared, this book will provide easily understood explanat ions. If you want to use
an herbal remedy for maximum and unifonn effects, purchase a standardized ,
clinically tested product marketed by a reliable manufacturer. NF

idextracts and extracts, which are not. The
latter tenn, in particu lar, is much misused
in herbal medicine. No discussion of encapsulation of powdered herbs, also easily carried out at home, is included.
Some formulas for tinctures , oils,
salves, and the like are provided in the
chapter "The Recipes: Combining Herbs
for Healing," but the majority are for
herbal teas. Many of these contain six or
seven ingredients and are thus more reminiscent of Chinese or European traditional medicine than of simple herbal
recipes. Needless to say, the effectiveness

NOT RECOMMENDED

SCIENCE MEETS ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE
Conference tapes now available
Audio tapes of the landmark CSICOP/Scientific Reviewof AlternativeMedicineconference "Science Meets Alternative Medi-cine" are now available. Hear the entire conference, including all concurrent sessions, on 17 90,minute audio cassettes, or order
the sessions you wish to hear. A 10% discount on the full--conference set of tapes.
PLENARYSESSIONS

CONCURRENTSESSIONS

0 SESSION I-Opening

Addresses
Paul Kurtz,
Wallace Sampson
(1) tape:
$7.25

•

•

SESSION II-Science and Alternative Medicine: Exploring Points of
Conflict
'
Robert Park: "Physics and Homeopathy"
Saul Green: "Biochemistry and Cancer"
William Jarvis: "Biology and 'Life Forces"'
Tunothy Gorski: "How Prevalent ls A lternative Medicine?: Examining
the Eisenberg Study''
(2) tapes:
$14.50

0 SESSION IX- Alternative Medicine, Government, and the Law
Stephen Barrett: "The FDA and Unproven Health Claims"
Willem Betz: "Alternative Medicine and European Governments"
(2) tapes:
$14.50

•

SESSION Ill-Keynote Address by George D. Lundberg, M.D.,
former editor of the Journal of the American Medical Association
$7.25
(1) tape:

0 SESSION IV-Alternative

0 SESSION VI-Scientific

Critiques of AM Therapies and Theories
Willem Betz: ''The Crisis of Herbal Cures in Europe1'
William Jarvis: 11AcupW1cture"
Stephen Barrett: "Chiropracticn
Barry Beyerstein: "Naturopathy"
Wallace Sampson: "Mind/Body Therapies"
Rebecca Long: "A Study of Therapeutic Touch 11
Rosemary Jacobs: "A Tragedy of Colloidal Silver"
(3) tapes:
$21.75

D SESSION VII-Keynote
the New England Journal
(1) tape:
$7.25

Arnold Relman: "Andrew Weil: Public Perception and Reality"
(2) tapes:
$14.50

0 FULL CONFERENCE (17 90--minute audiotape ): (10% discount)
$110.95
.
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SESSION X-Educatiog Physicians and Consumers
Wallace Sampson: "Alternative Medicine in Medical Schools"

John Renner;"CriticalThinkingfor Physicians"

Medicine and the Psychology of Belief and
Perception
James Alcock: "The Psychology of Belief"
Barry Beyerstein: "Why Worthless Th erapies Seem to Work"
John Renner: "Personal 'Conversion s' to Alternative Medicine Thera•
pies"
Steve Novella: "The Theory of 'Hidden Cures.,,
(2) tapes:
$14.50
0 SESSION V-Banquet Entertainment
Presentation of Historic Quack Medical Devices by Robert McCoy, di-rector of the Museum of Questionab le Medical Devices
(1) tape:
$ 7.25

•

D SESSION VIII-Alternative Medicine and Medical Ethics
Donal P.O'Mathuna: "Therapeutic Touch: What ls the Harm?"
Lawrence J. Schn eidem1an: "The Ethics of Al ternative Medicine"
Lewis Vaughn: "Believing Without Evidence: The Ethics of Promoting
Unpro ven Treatments "
(2) tapes:
$14.50

FTCATTACK
S 'VITAMINO'
PROMOTION
A federal
courtjudgehasordered
Rose
Creek
Health
Products
andTheStaffof
Life-bothownedbyDonald
L. Smyth
-to stop makingunsubstantiated
claims
abouttheir''Vitamin
O."Thedefendants
hadadvertised
that(a) many
peoplesufferdisease
anddiminished
health
asa resultof oxygen
deprivation
causedby pollution,deforestation,
stress,
or othercauses;
(b)'VitaminO"
contains
"nearly
30,000partspermillionofdissolved
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aremaking
various
falseclaimsfor "stabilized
oxygen"products
.

Sizing Up Naturopathy
Sense and nonsense in nutrition and health
by Stephen Barrett, MD
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ANTIOXIDANTS
ANDMACULAR
DEGENERATION
A teamof Australian
researchers
has
foundno association
between
age-relatedmaculopathy
(ARM)andantioxidantsamong
3,654subjects
age49 or
older,of whom2,900(74.9%)
keptdetailedfood records(Ophthalmology
1999;106
:761-767)
. Thestudyfound
no statistically
significant
associa
tion
between
ARManddietary
intake
ofeither
betacarotene,
zinc,or vitamins
A or C,
eitherfromdiet,supplements,
or both.
Otherpublished
studieshavehadconflictingresults,
withsomefindingcorrelations
andothers
findingnone.
TASTY
NEWVEGETABLE
Broccolini,
alsocalledbabybroccoli,
is
a crossbetween
broccoliandChinese
kalethatresembles
asparagus,
tastes
milderandsweeter
thanbroccoli,
butis
lessfibrous.Developed
by theSakata
Seed
America
ofMorgan
Hill,California
,
it is grownin Californ
ia andArizona.
An
eight-stalk
portion
provides
35calories,
1gdietary
fiber,3g protein
, 2g sugars,
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aturopathy, sometimes referred to as
"natural medicine," is a vitalistic
and largely pseudoscientific approach
said to "assist nature." Naturopa ths assert
that diseases are the body's effort to purify itself, and that cures result from increasing the patient's "vital force." They
claim to stimulate the body 's natural healing processes by ridding it of waste products and "toxins." The American Association of Naturopathic Physicians (AANP)
states that "naturopathic medicine has its
own unique body of knowledge, evolved
and refined for centuries" and is "effective in treating all health problems ,
whether acute or chronic." According to a
1989AANP brochure:
The main difference [between naturopathic and conventional medicine] is in
philosophi c approach . Naturopathic
physicians treat patients by restoring
overall health rather than suppressing a
few key symptoms. Naturopathic physicians are more concerned with finding
the underlying cause of a condition and
applying treatments that work in alliance
with the natural healing mechanisms of
the body rather than against them. Naturopathic treatments result less frequently
in adverse side effects, or in the chronic
condition s that inevitably arise when the
cause of disease is left untreated.

A BriefHistory
Modern-day naturopathy can be traced to
the concepts of Sebastian Kneipp ( 18211897), Benedict Lust ( 1872-1945),
Henry Lindlahr ( 1853-1925), Bernarr
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Macfadden (1868-1955), and John H.
Tilden , MD ( 1851-1940). Father Kneipp,
a German priest, opened a "water cure"
center after becom ing convinced that he
and a fellow student had cured themselves of tuberculosis by bathing in the
Danube River. Kneipp also developed
herbal methods using whole plants. Lust,
also German, was treated by Kneipp and
in 1892 was commi ssioned to establish
Kneipp 's practices in the United States.
In 1895, he opened the Kneipp WaterCure Institute in New York City and
began forming Kneipp Societies whose
members had been using Kneipp's methods or other "drugless therapies." Subsequently, he acquired degrees in osteopathy, chiropractic , homeopathic medicine,
and eclectic medicine .
In 190 I, Lust organized a national
convention and chaired a committee that
endorsed the use of massage, herbs,
homeopathy , spinal manipulation , and
various types of occult healing. In 1902,
he purchased the rights to the term
"naturopathy " from John H. Scheel, another Kneipp disciple , who had coined it
in 1895. That same year, he began referring to himself as a naturopath , opened
the American Institute of Naturopathy,
and replaced the Kneipp Societies with a
national naturopathic organization. Lindlahr further systematized naturopathy and
opened a sanitarium and a school in a
Chicago suburb. Macfadden popularized
exercise and fasting . Tilden contributed
notions about "auto-intoxication" (said to
be caused by fecal matter remaining too
long in the intestines) and "toxemia" (al-
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leged to be "the basic cause of all diseases").
Naturopathy 's grandiose claims attracted the sharp pen of Morris Fishbein,
MD, who edited the Joumal of the American Medical Association and spearheaded the AMA's antiquackery campaign for several decades. During the
1920s he noted:

and zonotherapy (pressing on various
parts of the body to heal disease in designated body "zones"-now called reflexology). Most of these methods disappeared along with their creators, but some
(or their offshoots) are still used today.
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Can Vitamin E Prevent Heart Disease?
To E or not to E?
by Beth Fontenot, MS, RD
ome of the most interesting nutrition research in recent years has
produced preliminary evidence that large
doses of vitamin E may reduce the occurrence of heart attacks. As a result, vitamin
E has received a great deal of media attention, prompting consumers to spend
$300 million a year on vitamin E supplements. A few health and nutrition experts
are ready to jump on the bandwagon and
recommend supplementation , but others
are asking whether the evidence really
warrants such a move.
Judging by sales, vitamin Eis one of
the most sought-after dietary supplement
among Americans. The nutrient is popular, it seems, even among professiona ls.
And no wonder. The claims for the
nutiient's benefits are prevalent and appealing. "Health-food" literature and the
media would have us believe that taking
vitamin E will prevent arthritis, cataracts ,
stroke, diabetes, cancer, and heart disease.
In addition, it's supposed to boost the immune system, ease symptoms of premenstrual syndrome, delay symptom s of
Alzheimer 's disease, and protect the body
from aging.

VitaminE Basics
Vitamin E was discovered in the 1920s
when rats fed a basic diet became unable
to reproduce viable offspring but were
cured when given tocopherol, a substance
that had been isolated from vegetable oils.
In fact, the term "tocopherol" comes from
Greek words meaning "to bear offspring."
Vitamin E became the name given to a
group of eight fat-soluble compoundsfour tocopherols (designated alpha, beta,
gamma, and delta) and four tocotrienols
(designated with the same Greek letters) .
It was not until 1966 that vitamin E was
considered essential for human s.
All of these compounds have different degrees of biological activity. The

most active form of the vitamin is the "d"
isomer of alpha-tocopherol , which is
found in many supplements. Recent research has indicated that other forms,
such as gamrna-tocophero l, may also be
important to the body. Though gamma-to cophero l has only one-tenth the biological
activity of alpha-tocopherol , it is more
widely distributed in foods. It's found in
foods such as sunflower seeds, almonds ,
and wheat germ.
Vitamin E requires the presence of
fats and bile in the gut to be absorbed. The
degree to which vitamin E is absorbed by
the body is dependent on the total absorption of dietary fat. Absorption can be as
high as 70%. However, when taken in
doses well above the Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA), the absorption
rate of vitamin E drops to less than 10%.
Vitamin E travels through the body by
way of chylomicrons and other lipoproteins, and it is distributed to almost all tissues in the body. It is most concentrated
in tissues containing an abundance of
fatty acids, such as cell membranes.
The primary function of vitamin E
appears to be to act as an antioxidant.
When incorporated into the lipid portion
of cell membrane s and carrier molecules, it protect s these structu res from
toxic compo und s, heavy metals , drugs,
radiation, and free radicals. It also appears to protect cholesterol from oxidative damage .
The recommended intake for vitamin
Eis expressed in alpha-tocopherol equivalents (a.-TE). One a-TE is equal to 1 mg
of alpha-tocopherol. Vitamin supplement
labels usually express vitamin E content
in IUs (international units). One IU is
equal to l mg of synthetic vitamin E or
about 0.74 mg of natural a -tocopherol.
The current RDA for vitamin E is 10 mg
for men (15 IU) and 8 mg (12 IU) for
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Thismonth's
ratings
areby Stephen
Barrett,
MD, boardchairman
of Quackwatch,
Inc.,
whichisworking
hardtoimprove
thequality
of
health
information
ontheWeb.HenowoperatesthreeWebsites:Quackwatch
(http://
www.quackwatch
. com), Chirobase
(http://www.chirobase.org)
, and MLM
(http://WwW.mlmwatch.org).
Watch

8 ES T
HealthScout(http://www
.healthscout.
Websiteratings
by
com)publishesweekly
NF editorialboardmember
JohnRenner,
MD.Toaccess
thereviews,
usethesearch
boxwiththeword"Renner."
Children
andAdults
withAttention
DeficiV
Hy(http://WwW.
peractivity
Disorder
(CHADD)
provides
comprehensive
inforchadd.org/)
mation
aboutAD/HD,
including
anexcellent
factsheet
on''con
troversial
treatments
."
W O R ST
TheInternational
Center
for Nutritional
Research
{http://www.icnr.com)
is thebusinessnameunderwhichGeraldH. Smith,
DDS
, of Langhorne,
Pennsylvan
ia, dispenses
misinformation
and marketsquestionable
supplem
ents,devices,
books,
andothereducational
materials.
The"ICNR
Store"
linkleads
tomostofthesite'sdubious
promotio
ns.
(http:
//216.
TheSynergy
Groupof Canada
providesan online
71.26.86/truehope)
newsletter
andinvitespeople
withsixtypes
of mental
or neurologic
disorders
to submit
theirsymptoms,
getnutritional
recommendations,
andreport
theirexperience
aspartof
a "research"
process.
Thesitealsocontains
reports
ofpeople
whosaytheyortheirchildrenhavebenefited
fromsupplementation.

The Soil and HealthLibrary(http://soil
contains
sections
onNatandhealth.org/)
uralHygiene
(a naturopathic
offshoot)
and
"longevityandnutritional
anthropology."
The
"Heal
th Library"sectioncontainsfull-text
versions
of several
out-of-print
booksabout
fasting,
alleged
vaccination
dan"toxemia,
gers
, andothernaturopathic
concepts
.
11

vitaminbuzz.com
promotes
dietarysupplements,
herbs,
andhomeopathic
products
,
whichcanbepurchased
online.Thesiteis
sponsored
by VitaminShoppe,
Inc.,which
alsooperates
a discount
mail-order
service
andmanyretailstoresontheEastCoast.
A
recentpressrelease
statedthatthesiteis
"the most compre
hensive informational
healthresource
on the Internet"and is
"geared
towardsavvyconsumers
whowant
usable
answers
to toughhealth
questions."
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The Southwest College of Naturopathic Medicine and Health Sciences in
Scottsdale , Arizona, was founded in 1992.
The University of Bridgeport College of
Natural Medicine in Bridgeport , Connecticut, began classes in 1997. N aturopathy schools receive much of their financial support from companies that market
dietary supplements, homeopathic products, and/or herbal remedies.
In 1987, the U.S. Secretary
of Education approved the
Council on Naturopathic
Medical
Education
(CNME) as an accrediting agency for the fulltime schools. As with
acupuncture and chiropractic schools , this
recognition is not based
upon the scientific validity of what is taught
but on such factors as
record-keeping, physical
assets,
financial
status,
makeup of the governing
body, cat alog characteristics ,
nondiscrimination policy, and self-evaluation system. NCNM, Bastyr , and Southwest are accredited.
The total number of practitioner s is
unknown but includes chiropractors and

issued six times between 1990 and 1996.
The issues have run from about 80 to I 00
pages. The third issue is devoted to "NonStandard HIV/ ARC/ AIDS Management. "
The fifth, which attacks immunization,
contains papers suggesting that vaccines
may be a factor in causing cancer and that
homeopathic prophylaxis using nosodes
would be effective and safer than standard
vaccines. (Nosodes are dilute products
made from pathological organs or tissues:
causative agents such as bacteria,
fungi, ova, parasites , virus particles and yeast; disease products; or excretions.) The
sixth issue promotes the
use of "na tural" product s
for cancer and contains
an absurd article claiming that measuring the
electrical resistance of
the skin may be a useful
way to diagnose the
early stages of cancer
and AIDS.

Naturopathic
licensing boards
have done little or
nothing to protect
the public from
naturopathy 's
widespread
quackery.

LegalStatus

Naturopaths are licensed as independent practitioner s in eleven states and
the District of Columbia and can legally
practice in a few others. The AANP and the
four-year schools have joined forces to
press for licensure in the remaining states.
acupuncturists who practice naturopathy. Theyassertthatlicensing is needed to proThe AANP was founded in 1986 and is tect the public from unqualified practitionclosely allied with the four-year naturo- ers. However, the existing naturopathic lipathic colleges. Its membership is said to censing boards have done little or nothing
be limited to individuals who are eligible to protect the public from naturopathy's
for licensing in states that issue licenses. widespread quackery.
Its online directory contains about 500
Since the proposed laws would set
names. The Amedcan N aturopathic Med- educational requirements that many of
ical Association (ANMA), founded in ANMA's members could not meet,
1981, claims to represent about 2,000 ANMA has vigorously opposed the limembers worldwide. Although some censing efforts. The National Council
have recognized crede ntials in other Against Health Fraud has pointed out:
health disciplines , others merely have an
The difference between more and less ed"Nff' degree obtained through a nonacucated naturopaths is .... like comparing
credi ted correspondence school. The
more and less educated witch doctors. It
Homeopathic Academy of Naturopathic
could
actually be argued that less
Physicians (HANP), which requires a recschooled naturopaths are safer because
ognized professional degree and addithey may have a smaller bag of tricks
tional homeopathic training, lists about 50
and, because they don't consider themmembers.
selves "primary health physicians" are
The AANP publishes the Journal of
more apt to refer patients to MDs for adNaturopathic Medicine, which has been
ditional care.
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Naturopathic services are not covered by Medicare or most insurance policies. Expansion of naturopathic licensing
will make naturopaths appear more legitimate and could help them gain passage of
laws forcing insurance companies to
cover their services.

Scopeof Practice
Most naturopaths allege that virtually all
diseases are within the scope of their
practi ce. They offer treatment at their offices and at spas where patients may reside for several weeks. Their current
method s include fasting; "natural food"
diets; vitamins; herbs; tissue minerals;
homeopathic remedies; cell salts; manipulation; massage; exercise; colonic enemas; acupuncture; Chinese medicine; natural childbi rth; minor surgery; and applications of water, heat, cold, air, sunlight ,
and electricity . Radiation may be used for
diagnosis , but not for treatment. Many of
these methods are said to "detoxify " the
body.
Naturopaths assert that their "natural" methods, when properly used,
rarely have adverse effects because they
do not interfere with the individual 's inherent healing abilities. This claim is
nonsense. Any medi cation (drug or herb)
potent enough to produce a therapeutic
effect is potent enough to cause adverse

effects. Drugs should not be used (and
would not merit FDA approval) unless
the probable benefit is significantly
greater than the probable risk. Moreover ,
medically used drugs rarely "interfere
with the healing processes. " The claim
that scientific medical care "merely
eliminates or suppresses symptoms " is
both absurd and pernicious .
The most comprehensive naturopathic publications are A Textbook of
Natural Medicine (for students and professionals) and two editions of the Encyclopedia of Natural Medicine (for
laypersons). The text, which has more
than 40 contributors and more than a
thous and pages, was issued in 1986 and
updated with loose-leaf inserts until
1996. A bound second edition is scheduled for publication this year. The encyclopedia had 630 pages in its first ( 1990)
edition and has 958 in the second (1998)
edition. Joseph E. Pizzorno , ND, presi-

dent of Bastyr University, and Michael
T. Murray, ND, a faculty member, edited
the textbook and coauthored the encyclopedia. Both books recommend questionable dietary measures, vitamins, mineral and/or herbs for more than 70 health
problems ranging from acne to AIDS.
For many of these conditions, daily administration of ten or more products is
recommended-some
in dosages high
enough to cause toxicity. Some treatments are recommended even though the
authors indicate that the evidence supporting them is preliminary , speculative,
or even conflicting. Both books discuss
dubious diagnostic tests as though they
have validity.
Pizzorno and Murray have claimed
that "in most instances, the naturopathic
alternative offers significant benefits over
standard medical practices." For the few
illnesses where their encyclopedia
acknowledges that medical treatment is
essential (because otherwise the patient
may die), they propose naturopathic treatment in addition. In many passages, they
describe prevailing medical practices
inaccurately.
The encyclopedia claims, for example, that medical treatment of hypothyroidism involves the use of desiccated
thyroid or synthetic thyroid hormone, but
that naturopaths prefer desiccated thyroid.

chapter on "cellulite" claims that a gotu and how hard the practitioner presses a
kola extract has "demon trated impres- probe against the patient's fingers or
sive results." The "Candidiasis" chapter toes.) Another practitioner recommended
espouses Dr. William Crook's fad diagno- chelation therapy after diagnosing
sis of "candidiasis hypersensitivity" and "heavy-metal poisoning" with a hair
includes Crook's three-page question- analysis. The recommended treatments
naire for determining the probability that for both actual and nonexistent condi"yeast-connected problems are present." tions included regimens of up to 35 pills
The questionnaire does not have the a day, including some supplements in
slightest validity.
potentially toxic doses. The only medical
The AANP claims that "naturopathic referral took place after the child develphysicians are not opposed to invasive oped severe signs of diabetes. Although
and suppressive measures when these the nine naturopaths do not constitute a
methods are necessary [and] make refer- random sample, their unscientific pracrals for such treatment when appropriate." tices were consistent with typical naturoI doubt that the majority of naturopaths fit pathic writings.
this description. Many naturopaths espouse nutrition and lifestyle measures that
Line
coincide with current medical recommen- TheBottom
In
1968,
the
U.S.
Department of Health,
dations. However, this advice is often acEducation,
and
Welfare
(HEW) recomcompanied by nonstandard advice that is
mended
against
Medicare
coverage of
irrational. Although naturopaths claim to
naturopathy.
HEW's
report
concluded:
emphasize prevention, most oppose or are
overly critical of immunization.
Naturopathic theory and practice are not
Recently , as part of a childbased upon the body of basic
custody evaluation, I exa mknowledge related to health, disined records from nine
ease, and health care which has
Although
naturopaths who had
been widely accepted by the
treated a child whose naturopaths claim scientific community. Moremother was antagonisover, irrespective of its theto eniphasize
ory, the scope and quality
tic to medical care and
was briefly enrolled as
prevention, n1ost of naturopathic education
do not prepare the practia naturopathy student.

Pizzomo and Murray also claim that The child was not
"health-food-store thyroid preparations
... may provide enough support" to help
a mild thyroid problem, even though the
FDA requires such products to be hormone-free. Scientific physicians consider
desiccated thyroid (made from dried animal glands) inferior because its potency
can vary from batch to batch. Synthetic
thyroid hormone does the job efficiently.
Using a product that might contain no
hormone is even more ridiculous. The
book also claims (incorrectly) that taking
one's armpit temperature upon awakening
is a reliable test for thyroid function.
The chapter on angina gives a glowing recommendation for chelation therapy, which the scientific community regards as worthless. The chapter on
"detoxification" claims that 25% of
Americans suffer from heavy-metal poisoning and advocates periodic fasting
plus various supplements and herbs. The

oppose or
are overly
critical of
i11imu11izatio n.

properly
immunized
and did not see a medical doctor until she developed insulin -dependent
diabetes mellitus (IDDM)
shortly before her eighth birthday. Although episodes of "chest congestion," "chronic cough/ ' "vaginitis ," "urinary burning ," and "asthma " were noted
in the records, there were no indications
that these problems had been adequately
diagnosed or appropriately treated. (One
episode of "chest congestion, " for example, was treated with homeopathic remedies.) Three of the practitioners used a
Vegatest device to diagnose "alle rgies"
to sugar and many other foods and had
recommended severe dietary restrictions ,
even though the child had not reacted adversely to any of the foods. (The Vegatest is a quack device that merely measures the amount of moisture on the skin
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tioner to make an adequate
diagnosis and provide appropriate treatment.

Although some aspects of naturopathic education have improved in recent
years, I believe this conclusion is still
valid. I believe that the average naturopath is a muddlehead who combines
commonsense health and nutrition measures and rational use of a few herbs
with a huge variety of unscientific practices and antimedical double-talk. NF

Dr. Barrett, a retired psychiatrist who resides in Allentown, Pennsylvania, is
board chairman of Quackwatch, Inc. and
a board member of the National Council
Against Health Fraud. The Quackwatch
Web site (http://www.quackwatch.com)
contains additional information on naturopathy and links to most of the organizations mentioned in this article.
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2g othercarbohydrates
, 30% of the
DailyValuefor vitaminA (as betacarotene),
130%of vitaminC, 6% of
calcium,
and4% of iron.Thecostis
similartothatofasparagus.
Retailer
locationsare available
by e-mailfrom
info@broccoli.com
or by calling(800)
884-6266.
VITAMINA ANDHIPFRACTURES
A Swedish
studyhasfounda positive
association
between
highretinol(vitaminA) intakeandtheincidence
of osteoporosis
andhipfractures
in women
(Annals
ofInternal
Medicine
1998
;129:
770-778).
DIETARY
FATAND
BREAST
CANCER
An analysis
of datafromthe Nurses'
HealthStudy
, whichfollowed88,985
women
from1980through1994,has
foundnoevidence
thata lowintake
offat
reduced
theincidence
of breast
cancer.
Theresearchers
noted,however,
thata
lowintake
ofsaturated
fatwasstilldesirableforpreventing
heartdisease
(JAMA
1999
;281:914-920)
.
EGGSANDBLOOD
CHOLESTEROL
LEVELS
Aneight-year
studyhasconcluded
that
consuming
upto oneeggperdayis unlikely
tohave
substant
ialoverall
impact
on
theriskofcoronary
heart
disease
orstroke
among
healthy
menandwomen,
butmay
be unhealthyfor diabetics(JAMA
1999;281
:1387
-1394).Forareprint,
contactFrank
B.Hu,MD,Dept.of Nutrition,
Harvard
Schoolof PublicHealth,665
Huntington
Ave.,
Boston
, MA02115.
MILKTASTE
TESTS
Blinded
testsconducted
thisyearbythe
Bethlehem
(PA)HealthBureauhave
foundthatmostpeoplehavedifficulty
distinguishing
between
wholemilk,2%
milk, 1%milk, andskimmilk.Of1,512
participants
, only 98 (6%) correctly
identified
all fourkinds.Thestudyalso
foundthat93%saidtheyIikedtheflavor
of1%orskimmilk.Asimilarstudyconductedin 1998in nearbyAllentown
foundthatonly5% of theparticipants
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quality
of5 outof 11melatonin
produ
cts
(Journal
oftheAmerican
Pharmaceutical
Association
1999
;39:237-231
). Some
immed
iate-release
products
didnotdissolveproperly.
Onetime-release
product
reached
90%release
in4 hours,
whilethe
othertook12 hours.Variations
in bioava
ilabilitycanmake
it difficult
to predict
theeffect
ofsuchproducts.

correctly
identified
thefourtypesand
that85%saidtheyliked1% or skim
milk.Thestudywasperformed
aspartof
a programto persuade
residents
to
lowerthefatcontent
of theirdiet.Followingthetest(plusothereducational
activities),
68%of wholeand2% milk
drinkers
saidtheywouldswitch
to1%or
skimmilk,andsales
atfivepartic
ipating
supermarkets
reflected
a 5%switchthat
Health
Bureau
officials
rega
rdedassignificant( TheMorningCall,Allen
town,
PA,April2, 1999).
OTCGROUPEXPANDING
FOCUS
TheNonprescription
DrugManufacturers'Association
hasvotedto change
its
name
to Consumer
Healthcare
Products
Associat
ionandto referto itsmembers
as"producers
ofquality
nonprescription
medicines
anddietary
supplements
for
self-ca
re." Thechangewasmadebemembers
aremarketing
causeseveral
supplements
andothers
areexpected
to
follow
. According
to a reportin Natural
Foods
Merchandiser
, thechange
signals
that OTCmanufactur
ers will increase
theirinvolvement
in regulatory
, legislative,andeducat
ionalmatters
related
to
supplements
.
QUESTIONABLE
GROUP
EarthSave
Internat
ional,withabout40
chapters
worldwide
, promotes
vegan
eating
andclaimsto be"theonlyinter-

1

NOTABLE
QUOTE
"ThenewNationalInstitutes
of Health
(NIH)directives
label[55%]of Ameri
cansoverweig
ht andinstruct
theirdoctors to try to motivate
themto lose
weight,eventhoughthey·canofferno
safeandeffect
ivewaystodothis.Unfortunately,
theserecommendat
ionscando
a greatdealof harm,andthereis noevidence
theycanbenefit
people
or help
themlose weightin a lastingway.
Claimingto be evidence-based
, the
guidelines
bringtogether
muchvaluable
backgro
und information,but offerno
helpfor today.Rather,
theyaredanger
ousinthattheyfocusonweight
loss,not
health
. Instead
of improv
inghealth,
they
will likelyincrease
weightcycling and
the obsession
withthinness
, andput
evenmoredietingpressure
onchildren
andyounggirls."-Frances M. Berg,
Editor,
Hea
lthyWeight
Journal
.
ALGAE
WARNING
TheCanadian
HealthProtection
Branch

national
organization
dedicated
to edu-

haswarned
thatblue-green
algaproduc
ts

catingpeople
aboutthepowerf
ul connections
between
ourfood,ourhealth
andtheenvironment,
withthemission
of
helpingto create
a better
worldbypromotingthebenefits
of hea
lthyandlifesustaining
foodchoices.
" JohnRobbins
founded
it in1988aftermany
readers
responded
to his 1987bookDiettor a
NewAmerica
. His1996book,Reclaiming OurHealth,
promotes
"alternative
"
methods
andfalselyportrays
antiquac
keryeffortsastotalitar
ian. Experts
who
analyzed
EarthSave
brochures
distributedin 1995-96in theLouisville
, Kentucky,SchoolDistrictconcluded
that
theycontained
many
falseormisleading
statements
(Scientific
Review
ofAlternativeMedicine
1998
;2[1]:36-42).

havebeenfoundto contain
microcyst
in
levelsthatexceed
thoseconsidered
safe
for daily consumptio
n. Microcystins
,
whichsomealgaspecies
naturally
produce
, accum
ulatein the liverandcan
causeliverdamage
. Thecontaminat
ion
potential
appears
greatest
for prod
ucts
lakes.
Admade
fromthealgaeinnatural
versesymp
tomsfromlong-t
erm useof
theseproducts
(weeks
to months)may
notbeobvious, butcouldrange
froma
feelingof general
malaise
or gastrointestinal
discom
fortto jaundice. Children
appear
moresensitive
to theseeffects,
whicharemorelikelytomanifest
asnausea,vomiting, or diarrhea
. Theagency
alsonoted
thatit hasnotreceived
anyevidence
thatblue-greenalgaeis effective
against
atten
tiondefic
it disorder
in childrenandhasnotauthorized
themarketingof anyblue-g
reenalgaeproductfor
anytherapeu
tic purpose.NF

MELATONIN
PROBLEM
Tests
attheUniversity
ofMaryland
School
of Pharmacy
revealed
prob
lemswiththe
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[continued
frompage27]
women. The RDA can be met with a tablespoon of corn oil.
Since many people medicate themselves with large amounts of vitamin E, it
is fortunate that its toxicity is relatively
low. However , the known toxicity of the
other fat-soluble vitamins suggests that
caution should be taken with long-term
megadoses of vitamin E. High intakes of
vitamin E can interfere with intestinal absorption of vitamins A and K. And at
do sages exceeding 1,000 mg per day, vitamin E has been shown to enhance the effects of Coumadin therapy and to be antagonistic to the blood-clotting action of
vitamin K.

VitaminE andHeartDisease
The oxidation of lipoproteins appears to
play an important role in the development
of atherosclerosis , the disease proce ss that
leads to heart attacks as well as strokes.
Considerable evidence exists that antioxidant vitamins from both the diet and from
supplements may prevent lipoprotein oxidation and its biological effects in the
body. The strongest evidence seems to be
for vitamin E.
Support for the role of antioxidant vitamins in heart disease prevention has
come from observational studies, particularly two cohort studies that were published in 1993. In the first study, the
Nurses· Health Study, the researchers
concluded that among over 85,000 mid dle-aged women in the study, ther e was a
40% reduced risk of coronary artery dis ease for those who took vitamin E supplements compared to those who did not (N
Engl .I Med 1993;328: 1444-9). The second study. the Health Professionals Fol low-up Study, involved over 39,000
males and provided evidence of a significant association between a high intake of
vitamin E from supplements and a lower
risk of heart disease (N Engl .I Med 1993;

328: 1450-1456) .

-

Though these observational studies
have pointed to the possibility of beneficial effects of vitamin E , they cannot establish cause and effect. And there has
been very little direct evidence of benefit
from randomized trials, which can establish a causal connection . Recently pub-

lished results from the Alpha-Tocopherol ,
B e ta-Carotene
Cancer
Prevention
(ATBC) Study did not support the results
of the observational studies. This randomized trial tested the effects of daily doses
of 50 IU of vitamin E, 20 mg of beta
carotene, both, or placebo on over 29,000
male smokers for five to eight years. The
researchers found that with vitamin E
supplementation, there was an increase in
the risk of hemo,i-hagic stroke. And with
beta-carotene supplementation, there was
an increase in mortality from Jung cancer
and ischemic heart disease . This trial
raised the possibility that antioxidant supplements may have harmful as well as
beneficia l effect s (N Enp,1 .I Med 1994;

330: 1029-1035) .
Two more recently published observational studies produced conflicting results. In a seven-year study of over 34,000
po stmenopausal
women,
researchers
found that the intake of vitamin E from
food was invers ely associated with the
risk of death from heart disease and concluded that postmenopausal women could
lower their risk of heart disease without
using supplements (N Engl .I Med 1996;
334: 1156-1162) . However , in the Rotterdam Study, researchers did not find an association between dietary vitamin E and
heart disease in an elderly populacion (Am

.TClin N111r1999:69:261- 266).
Last March at the Conference on
Cardiovascular
Disease Epidemiology
and Prevention , Dr . Lori Mosca or the
University of Michigan presented a study
suggesting that vitamin E supplement s
provide little benefit to health and may
cause harm in women after menopause.
The study fouud that women who obtained vitamin E from their diet experienced significant reductions in LDL oxi"
elation while the women who obtained vitamin E from supplements experienced
increased LDL oxidation . Dr. Mosca believes that it may be the gamma-tocopherol in food that is protective instead of
alpha-tocopherol found in supplements.
The results of secondary prevention
trials (and those with known heart disease) have been more supportive of potential benefits of antioxidant vitamin s.
The Cambridge Heart Antioxidant Study
(CHAOS) examined the effects of 400 to
800 IU of alpha-tocopherol on subsequent
cardiovascular events . The risk of heart
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attack and other cardiovascular events
was reduced in the group receiving vitamin E supplements (Lance/ 1996;346:
781-786). A secondary analysis of the
ATBC study also found that the risk of a
second heart attack was reduced in those
taking vitamin E supplements (Lance,

1997;349: 1714-1720) .

AHAPosition
According to a recent Science Advisory
from the Ameri can Heart Assoc iation
(AHA), there are not enough data on the
long-term safety and efficacy of vitamin
E supplementation to justify any population-wide recommendations
for supplementation for the primary prevention of
heart disease. The advisory also states that
the role of vitamin E in secondary prevention is encouraging und leaves open
the possibility of future recommendations
regarding vitamin E supplementation in
those with heart disease if further studies
confirm the findings (Circulation 1999;

99:591-595).
It is still unknown whether there are
serious negative effects associated with
taking vitamin E supplements. It is also
unknown whether some other unidenti fied component in foods may actually be
responsible for a reduced risk of heart di sease . The Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) is examining the scientific data to
determine whether there is adequate evidence to support a health claim for antioxidants and disease prevention . A decision is expected next year.
Over time, a clearer picture should
emerge, but for now. the AHA advises that
based on current knowledge about vitamin E (and other antioxidant vitamin s).
"the most prudent and scientifically supportabl e recommendation for the general
population is to consume a balanced diel
with emphasis on antioxidant-rich fruit s
and vegetables and whole grains.'' NF

Beth Fo111e11otis a freelance 1wtri1io11
writer WI(/ the Nwritio11 Coordinator 0 11
!he faculty of the Louisiana Stale Universit_,. Medical Center -Shreveport Family
Practice Residency Program al Lake
Charles Memorial Hospiwl in Lake
Charles , L.A.
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perts, scientists , and research institutions .
Yet when the American Council on Science and Health contacted many of the
scientists cited, most were unaware of the
book, and not one endorsed it. Arnot implies that the studies he cites were human
Analysisand Ratings
The fallowing reviews not only offer studies , when most of them were done on
analyses but also rate each book as either animals . For example , he refers to the
RECOMMENDED,
NOT
RECOM- work of Dr. Lilian Thompson on flaxseed ,
MENDED, or RECOMMENDED WITH and he says, " . .. what she has found is
RESERVATIONS, depending on the that breast cancer size actually decreased
book's factual accuracy, reliance on sci- with a daily course of flaxseed. " True, at
entific research methods, and usefulness least two of Dr. Thompson 's studies have
to readers. Readers who would like to see found that flaxseed supplementation respecific books reviewed may send their duces the size of mammary tumors-in
suggestions (or copies of books) to Nutri- rats, but not in women.
Throughout the book, Arnot often
tion Forum Book Reviews, P.O. Box 664,
gives specific statistics without providing a
Amherst, NY 14226-0664.
supporting reference. Such omissions encourage readers to blindly accept some incredible claims.
Finally, Arnot's diet plan require s
JaneReinhardt-Martin
, RD, LD
drastic
lifestyle change . Even if the book
The Breast Cancer Prevention Diet: The
were
more
scientifically sound, it does
Powerful Foods, Supplements, and
Drugs That Can Save Your Life by Bob not explain how women are supposed to
Arnot, MD (New York: Little, Brown & achieve such dramatic alterations in
lifestyle.
Company, 1998), 258 pp., $24 hardback
The sad fact is, there is no scientific
ISBN 0-316-05114-4.
evidence that a "breast cancer prevention
Bob Arnot is well known as NBC's chief diet" exists.
health con-espondent. His breast cancer
NOT RECOMMENDED
prevention diet book caught the attention
of American women last fall when it was
introduced on the TV shows Oprah and
Today. A hefty debate ensued. Critics of
the book emerged, and national organizaSusanParryMandel, Ms, RD
tions, such as the American Council on
The Complete Book of Food Combining:
Science and Health, labeled the book "unA New Approach to the Hay Diet and
scientific and deceptive-a disservice to
Healthy Eating by Jan Dries and Inge
American women. "
Dries (Rockport, MA: Element Books,
Part one of the book discusses what
1998), 240 pp., $ l 5.95 paperback , ISBN
makes breast cancer grow and suggests
1-86204-239-X .
foods that could prevent the disease. Part
two explains Amot's 12-step program for This volume describes in detail the aupreventing breast cancer, offering advice on thors' eccentric program of "food comeverything from exercise to how to drop a bining"-a supposed way to achieve betglucose overload. Part three details "road ter health by eating only certain foods
maps" to assist women in their own breast specified by a rigid fonnula . It tells you
cancer prevention plan. A small section at which food combinations are good, which
the end of the book is devoted to healthy are poor, and which are "problematical."
cuisine and meal plans.
It provides examples of recipes and
The problem is, he has intertwined menus that are considered appropriate .
facts and fiction so well that the unwary And, though it promotes the increased
may believe that Arnot has the cure for consumption of fruits and vegetables, it is
breast cancer-when in fact he has no mostly just inaccurate , confusing , and
such thing. The book opens with a section downright difficult to follow.
citing numerous recognized medical exThe principles of food combining out-

\Book Reviews \

ToutingFalseHope

I

FancifulCombinations
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lined here are based on the authors' own
interpretation of digest ive physiology.
Supposedly, as each food is eaten, it forms
a layer in the stomach, and each layer is
then sequentially digested. The dominant
nutrient in a food determines the type of digestive enzymes that will be secreted. To
ensure adequate digestion, one must therefore consume foods of only one type of
dominant nutrient. The authors contend
that there are--contrary to basic nutrition
textbooks-five different macronutrients
in food: protein, fat, starch, sugar, and acid.
To determine the dominant nutrient, one
calculates the nutrient's weight as a percentage of a food's total weight rather than
its caloric content. A food combining pentagon with the good and bad food combinations depicts which dominant nutrients
are digested well together.
But the pentagon is based on a shaky
foundatio n. In the opening chapter , the
authors reject scient ific evidence and
offer anecdota l evidence- mostly their
own-as
the only information "that
counts." For example , the authors note
(incorrec tly) that a fruit -only diet is well
tolerated and nutritionally sound for cancer patien ts. The authors suggest that consumption of only one food in a diet would
be the most approp riate for dige stive
problems , ignoring the fact that a variety
of foods are required to ensure adequate
micronutri ent intake.

AJthoughthe bookemphaticallystates
that it is ''up-to-date " in terms of modem
physiology and nutrition, the majority of
mechanisms described are inaccurate. Despite the authors' insistence, the pancreas
does not secrete only one of three enzymes
according to the dominant nutrient in a
meal. Even the numbers used to illustrate
how to calculate the dominant nutrient in a
meal are incorrect. Behind the food-combining theory one will find elements of a
calorie-restricted, low-fat , mostly vegetarian diet that is likely to account for any
success it may have in aiding with digestion and weight control. The diet is complicated and unnecessarily restricted in
macro- and micronutrients . Not one reference is in English. Not one referenced author can be found with a National Library
of Medicine Medline search.
This is not a healthy combination. NF

NOT RECOMMENDED

VITAMIN
PRICE-FIXING
CONVICTION
TheSwisspharmaceutical
giantHoffmann-La
RocheLtd agreedto plead
guiltyandpaya record$500million
criminalfinefor leadinga worldwide
conspiracy
toraiseandfixprices
andalA, B2,
locate
market
shares
forvitamins
soldin the
B5,C,E,andbeta-carotene
United
States
andelsewhere,
theDepart
A German
mentof Justiceannounced.
firm,BASF
Aktiengesellschaft
, alsowill
plead
guiltyandpaya$225millionfine
foritsroleinthesame
antitrust
conspirwhichlastedfrom
acy.Theconspiracy,
January
1990intoFebruary
1999,affectedthe vitaminsmostcommonly
usedas nutritional
supplements
or to
enrichhuman
foodandanimalfeedas
wellasin vitamin
premixes
usedto enrich breakfastcerealsand other
processed
foods.
FTCINTERNET
CAMPAIGN
UPDATE
TheFTChassecured
consent
agreements
withfourcompanies
thatweremaking
unsubstantiated
claimsfor healthproductsmarketed
through
theInternet.
The
Arthritis
PainCareCenter
hadclaimed
thatcetylmyristoleate
(CMO),
purportedly
frombeeftallow,
cures
afattyacidderived
mostformsof arthritis
bymodifying
the
immune
system
andis effective
against
manyotherdiseases.
BodySystems
Technology
, Inc.hadclaimed
shark
cartilagecapsules
anda liquidcontaining
Cat'sClawwereeffective
agai'nst
cancer
and HIV/AIDS.
Magnetic
Therapeutic
Technologies
hadclaimed
thatits magnetic
sleep
padsorother
products
: (a)are
effective
against
cancers,
diabetic
ulcers,
arthritis,
degenerative
jointconditions,
or
highbloodpressure
; (b)couldstabilize
or increase
theT-cellcountof HIVpatients;
(c)couldreduce
muscle
spasms
in
persons
withmultiple
sclerosis;
(d)could
reduce
nerve
spasms
associated
withdiabeticneuropathy;
(e)·couldincrease
bonedensity
, immunity
, or circulation;
orsuperior
topreand(f)arecomparable
scription
painmedicine.
PainStops
Here!
Inc.,hadclaimed
thatits "magnetized
water"andotherproducts
are useful
[continued
onpage38]

'Cellulite Removers'
The whole truth about erasing fad fat
by Stephen Barrett, MD

A

ellulite is a term coined in Euro-

ical authorities agree that cellulite is simply ordinary fatty tissue. Strands of fideposits of dimpled fat found on the brous tissue connect the skin to deeper
thighs and buttocks of many women. tissue layers and also separate compartWidespread promotion of the concept in ments that contain fat cells. When fat
the United States followed the 1973 pub- cells increase in size, these compartments
lication of Cellulite: Those Lumps,
bulge and produce a waffled appearance
Bumps and Bulges You Couldn't Lose of the skin. Many years ago, Neil
Before , by Nicole Ronsard, owner of a Solomon , MD, conducted a double-blind
New York City beauty salon that specia l- study of 100 people to see whether celized in skin and body care. Cellulite is lulite differed from ordinary fat. Specialleged to be a special type of "fat gone mens of regular fat and lumpy fat were
wrong," a combination of fat, water, and obtained by a needle biopsy procedure
"toxic wastes" that the body has
and given to pathologists for
failed to eliminate.
analysis and comparison. No
Alleged "anticellulite"
difference between the two
products sold through rewas found.
tail outlets, by mail, and 'Cellulite' is not a
More recently, rethrough the Internet
searchers
at the Rockemedical term.
have included loofah
fe 11er Institute used
Medical
ultrasonography, microsponges, cactus fibers,
scopic examinations,
special
washcloths,
authorities agree
fat-metabolism
and
horsehair mitts, creams
that cellulite is
studies to see how afand gels to "dissolve"
cellulite, supplements
silnply ordinary fected and unaffected
skin areas differed in seven
containing vitamins, minfatty tissue.
healthy adult subjects (five
erals and/or herbs, bath liqwomen, two men; four afuids, massagers, rubberized
fected, three unaffected). The repants, exercise books, brushes,
searchers concluded: (a) certain characrollers, body wraps, and toning lotions.
Many salons offer treatment with electri- teristics of skin make women more prone
cal muscle stimulation, vibrating ma- than men to develop cellulite, (b) the
chines, inflatable hip-high pressurized process is diffuse rather than localized,
boots, "hormone " or "enzyme" injec- and (c) there are no significant differences
tions, heating pads, and massage. Some in the appearance or function of the fatty
operators claim that 5 to 15 inches can be tissue or the regional blood flow between
lost in one hour. A series of treatments affected and unaffected sites within individuals (Plast Reconstr Surg 101:1934can cost hundreds of dollars.
Cellulite is not a medical term. Med- 1939, 1998).

~ pean salons and spas to describe
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parts of the body or to the entire body.
Electrical muscle stimulators (EMS) are Clients are typically assured that fat will
legitimate medical devices approved for "melt away" and they can lose "up to 2
certain conditions- to relax muscle inches from those problem areas in just
spasms, increase blood circulation, pre- one hour." Home-u se systems are also
vent blood clots, and rehabilitate muscle being marketed through the Internet and
function after a stroke. But many health through multilevel marketing . Many of
spas and figure salons claim that muscle the systems are claimed to "remove toxstimulators can remove wrinkles, perform ins," which is absurd. Some marketers
face lifts, reduce breast size, reduce a suggest measuring a large number of
"beer belly," and remove cellulite. Ionto- body areas before and afterward and
phoresis devices are prescription devices adding up the differences to get "total
that use direct electric current to introduce inches lost." Life Force International, for
ions of soluble salts (i.e., medications) example, suggests adding the results of 17
into body tissues for therapeutic or diag- measurement s. This enables minor
nostic purposes. The only FDA-approved changes due to temporary effects or to
measurement variations to appear to be
use is for diagnosing cystic fibrosis.
large
numbers.
The FDA considers promotion of
Products
based on similar notions
muscle stimulators or iontophoresis dehave
also
been
marketed by mail. Rubber
vices for any type of body shaping or consweatsuits
have
been claimed to cause
touring to be fraudulent. The most infaweight
loss
by
increasing
the amount of
mous of these devices, the Relax-Awater
lost
through
perspiration.
Heat belts
Cizor, was claimed to reduce girth by
have
been
marketed
with
similar
claims.
delivering electric shocks to the muscles .
Some
have
chemical
heat
packs
to inMore than 400,000 units were sold for
crease
the
temperature
around
the
waist
$200 to $400 each before the FDA oband
have
elasticized
waist
cinchers
to fit
tained an injunction to stop its sale. At the
close
to
the
body
to
keep
sweat
from
trial, 40 witnesses testified that they had
evaporating.
been injured while using the machine. In
Although wrapping or special gar1971, a federal judge concluded that the
ments
may cause temporary water loss as
device could cause miscarriages and aggravate many preexisting medical condi- a result of perspira tion or compression,
tions, including hernias, ulcers, varicose any fluid will soon be replaced by drinking or eating.
veins, and epilepsy.
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ThighCreams

Various products are being promoted in
the skin care market as thigh and stomach
slimmers. Many contain aminophylline,
an asthma drug that the promoters claim
NUTRITlON
FORUM
(ISSN
1093-4545)
, © 1999
will dissolve the fat and smooth the skin.
Prometheus
Books,
ispublished
bimonthly
for
Since some individuals are allergic to eth$35.00(individuals
in U.S.andCanada)
or
ylenediamine , a component of amino$50(institutional,
overseas)
peryearbyProphy lline, the FDA is concerned about the
metheusBooks,59 John GlennDrive,
use of this ingredient in cosmetic skin
Amherst,NY 14228-2197. Periodicals
postage
paidat Buffalo,
NY.POSTMASTER: products.
Sendaddress
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to Prometheus
Books
at theaddress
above.
Subscription
informaBodyWrapping
tion:(800)421-0351,(716)691-0133;tax
(716)691-0137
. Backissues
$7.00.ManuMany salons and spas invite clients to
scriptsand all editorialcorrespondence trim inches off the waist, hips, thighs, and
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should
bedirected
toLewis
Vaughn,
other areas of the body. These facilities
P.O.Box664,Amherst,
NY14226Forum,
use wraps or garments, with or without
tofivaughn@aol.com
.
0664ore-mail
special lotions or creams, applied to the
skin. The garments may be applied to
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Cellasene
An herbal product called Cellasene is
being vigorously promoted as a cellulite
remedy. The product was developed by an
Italian chemist named Gianfranco Merizzi. Its ingredients are evening primrose
oil, dried focus vesiculosis extract, gelatine, fish oil, glycerol , soya oil, grape
seed, bioflavonoids, soya lecithin, fatty
acids, dried sweet clover extract, dried
ginkgo biloba extract, and iron oxide. The
product , to be taken twice daily (or three
times per day for an "intensive" program)
for two months and then once daily for
maintenance, costs $1.50 to $2.00 per
capsule. Here's what one Internet marketer says (followed by my comments in
italics):

[continued
onpage36]

Resveratrol Hype
Is this red wine s secret to good health?
by Melissa Q. B. McElder ry, MS, RD

A esveratrol (trans-3,5,4 ' -trihydroxysW tilbene), a compound found largely
in the skins of red grapes, is a component
of Ko-jo-kon, an oriental medici ne used to
treat diseases of the blood vessels, heart,
and liver. It came to scientific attention
only four years ago, however , as a possible explanation for the "French Paradox"-the low incidence of heart disease
among the French people, who eat a relatively high-fat diet. Today, it is touted by
manufacturers and being examined by scientific researchers as an antioxida nt, an
anticancer agent, and a phytoestroge n. It is
also being advertised on the Internet as
"The French Paradox in a bottle."

Sources
While present in other plants, such as eucalyptus, spruce, and lily, and in other
foods such as mulbeJTies and peanuts,
resveratrol 's most abundant natural
sources are several species of grapes that
are used to make wine. It occurs in the

is the object of much speculation and research.

Thismonth's
ratings
arebyStephen
Barrett,
M.D.,boardchairman
of Quackwatch,
Inc.,
whichis working
hard to improve
thequality
ofhealth
informa
tionontheWeb.Henowoperates
threeWebsites:Quackwat
ch (http://
www.quackwatch.com), Chirobase
(http://www.chirobase
.org), and MLM
{http://Www.m
lmwatch
.org).
Watch

B E S T

Cardiova
scularEffects
Many studies suggest that consu ming alcohol (especially red wine) may reduce
the incidence of coro nary heart disease
(CHD). Several studies have demonstrated that resveratrol is an effective antioxida nt. By inhibiting the oxidation of
low-density lipoprotein (LDL), it protects
cells against lipid peroxidation . It is
thought to provide more effective protection than other well-known antioxidants,
such as vitamins C and E. On the other
hand, it is less effective than the antioxidants quercetin and epicatechin found in
red wine. Reduced platelet aggregation
has also been demonstrated , which can
also help prevent atherosclerosi s.
To date, most of the research on
resveratrol's antioxidant and antiplate let
propertie s has been done in vitro (in an artificial environmen t using test-tube or tis-

LOCATORplus
is the NationalLibraryof
Medicine's
catalog
of books,journa
ls, and
otherresearch
tools.Its Website(http://
www.nlm.nih.gov/locatorplus/)
offers
linksto Medline
andotherresearch
tools.
TheInstituteof FoodTechnologists
offers
scientific
statussummarie~
on23topicsrelatedtofoodsafety
andnutrition
. Summaries
andcomp
letepapers
canbedownloaded
in
nexx.com/
pdf formatat http://ift.micro
sc/sc_
g00.html.
The American
DieteticAssoc
iation's site
http://www.eatrigh
t.org has beenredesigned
andexpanded
to 1200pages.
The
Governme
nt Affairs
section
contains
position
papers
andothervaluable
statements.
DavidEmery
maintains
anexcellent
pagedebunking
health
scares
andother"urban
legends''
athttp://urban
legends
.about.com/.

W O R ST
Nutrabalance
(http://www.nutrabalance
.

vines,roots, seeds,and stalks,butits high- sue-culturepreparations).Furtherstudies

com)isa bizarre
computerized
testing
sys-

est concentration is in the skin, which contains 50-100 micrograms (µg) per gram.
Resveratrol is a phytoalexin, a class of antibiotic compounds produced as a part of a
plant's defense system against disease.
Since fungal infections are more common
in cooler climates , grapes grown in cooler
climates have a higher concentration.
The resveratrol content of wine is related to the length of time the grape skins
are present during the fermentat ion
process. Thus the concentration is signifi cantly higher in red wine than in white
wine because the skins are removed earlier during white-wine production, lessening the amount that is extracted. Grape
juice, which is not a fermented beverage ,
is not a significant source of resveratro l.
A fluid ounce of red wine averages l 60 µg
of resveratrol , compared to pea nuts,
which average 73 µg per ounce. Since
wine is the most notable dietary source, it

in animals and humans are necessary to
determine whether resveratrol supplementation makes sense.

temthatcomb
inesthe resultsof a blood
chemistry
profile,a urinalysis,
andother
teststo classifypatients
according
to 14
"metabolic
types"andto recommend
dietary
·
changes
andfoodsupplements
.

Cancer-RelatedEffect
s

NutriSystem
Direct(http://Www.nutrisystemdirect.com), anoffshoot
oftheweightloss centerchain,has begunmarketing
prepackaged
foodsthrough
independent
distributors.
It is alsoofferingits ownlineof
supplement
andherbalproducts,
mostof
whichareirrationally
formu
lated.

Resveratrol is being studied to see how it
affects the initiation , promotion , and progression of cancer. With regard to tumor
initiation , it has been shown to act as an
antioxidant by inhibiting free radical formation , and as an antimutagen in rat models. Resveratrol appears to decrease tumor
promotion activity by inhibiting cyclooxygenase-1 (COX- I), an enzyme that
converts arachidonic acid to proinflammatory substances that stimu late tumorcell growth. Studies related to progression
have found that resveratrol induced
human promyelocyt ic leukemia cell dif-

TheGoodDoctorWebsite(http://www.
thegooddoctor.com
), maintainedby
George
Wolverton,
MD,a familypractitioner
in Clarkesville,
Indiana,
offersdubious
adviceabouta varietyof dubiousdiagnostic
testsandinvalidtreatments.
Hissection
on
"juicing"advocates
eating
"livefoods"(those
that still havetheir enablingenzymes
in
them)andavoiding
"dead"foods(anyfood
that doesnot spoilwithin3 daysit leftoutof
therefrigerator).

[continued
onpage38]
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• Dried ginkgo biloba extract assists
in blood circulation and stimulates
the metabolism of fats. Although
ginkgo can increase circulation, it
does not stimulate fat metabolism.
Even if it did, there is no reason it
would exert a localized effect.
• Dried sweet clover extract can increase blood circulation and assist
in removing fluid build-up. This ingredient may have mild diuretic action, but ''fluid build-up" is not a
factor in the appearance or composition of fatty tissue.
• Grape seed bioflavonoids are powerful antioxidants that protect cells
and blood vessels from damage.
Whether antioxidant supplements
help protect tissues is not scientifically settled. Regardless, any such
mechanism has nothing to do with
the quantity or appearance of fatty
tissues.
• Dried focus vesiculosus extract
stimu lates metabolism and can
help reduce localized fats. This
herb contains significant amounts
of iodine and could adversely effect
the thyroid gland. The U.S. Recommended Daily Allowance for iodine
is 150 micrograms. The average

• Soya lecithin helps to break down
fats. The body makes all the
lecithin it needs. Lecithin supplements do not cause the body to
shedfat.
Rexall Sundown, Inc. is Cellasene's
primary marketer in the United States.
The company's Web site claims:
Cellasene works from within, nutritionally, to help fight cellulite at its source ...
Cellasene is a safe, clinically studied
formula that works over time at the
source of the problem-below the surface of the skin. This unique formula of
plant extracts and other beneficial dietary
supplements nourishes connective tissue
from within and helps reduce cellulite.
The herbal ingredients in Cellasene work
to increase blood circulation, reduce fluid
buildup, stimulate metabolism and reduce localized fats. CONVENIENT AND
EASY TO USE ....
You do not need to change your diet
and exercise routine for Cellasene to
work. It is simple and effortless to incorporate the easy-to-swallow Cellasene
softgels into your daily regimen.

On March 15, 1999, during an interview on CNBC-TV, Rexall's chief executive officer claimed that three clinical trials sponsored by the company had
demonstrated a 90% success rate, but the
results would not be submitted to scienAmerican woman ingests 170 mitific journals because Rexall does not
crograms per day from food
want to reveal the amounts of
(not including iodized
each ingredient in its forsalt). Each capsule of
mula. This statement was
Cellasene contains
preposterous because re240 micrograms
The simple truth sults could be published
of
iodine.
If
is that no product without revealing the
enough
were
exact amounts of each
taken to increase
or exercise
ingredient
thyroid fttnction,
Can Cause
Near the end of
the result would be
unhealthy.

spot-reduction.

• Evening primrose oil
and fish oil are rich in
polyunsaturated fatty acids, a
source of energy that increases
metabolic levels and helps in diminishing saturated fatty acids. The
"energy" is simply the caloric
value. Neither oil increases metabolism or reduces the amount of
other fats one eats.

•
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May, apparently in response to criticism in the
media, Rexall released various
details on two of the studies and
posted them to its Science on Cellasene
Web site. The first study was performed
on 25 healthy female volunteers whose
hip and thigh and ankle circumferences
were measured before and after eight
weeks of daily consumption of the product. Although differences between the initial and final measurements were reported,

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1999

no control group was used, so that it
would not be possible to tell whether any
changes were related to taking the products or to measurement variations. In addition, neither individual measurements
nor weights were reported, so that it is not
possible to judge from the data whether
the reductions were related to weight loss,
whether coincidental or otherwise.
The second study compared 25 people who took the product with 15 people
who took a placebo for eight weeks. According to the report, the average weight
of both groups varied little but average
hip and thigh circumference and skin
thickness (measured with an ultrasound
test) decreased. However, the experimental design was so seriously flawed that the
findings should not be regarded as valid.
The participant s were not told whether
they were receiving Cellasene or the
placebo, but the investigators knew who
was in each group because only the Cellasene group had blood drawn for testing.
This could have influenced the way the
measurements were performed, as well as
the participants' motivation. No data were
given to demonstrate whether the measurement process was accurate or whether
the appearance or feel of the women's
skin had changed. In addition, although
measurements were made at the experiment's beginning, midpoint, and end, the
midpoint measurements were not reported
on Rexall's Web site.
It seems to me that a valid test should
involve: (a) more participants, (b) a
longer initial investigative period plus
monthly follow-up measurements for at
least a year, (c) standardization of the
measurement technique, (d) measurements taken by at least three investigators, (e) blinding of the investigators
about who received the Cellasene and
who did not, (f) measuring several times a
week to see whether measurements tend
to change or remain constant, (g) weekly
ratings of the appearance of the skin by
both the participants and the experimenters, and (h) release of the individual
data in addition to the group averages.
A spokesperson for Cellasene's Italian manufacturer stated that a study involving 200 women will be done at the
University of Miami with results expected
by next fall.

Endodermologie
In 1998, the FDA approved a high-pow ered, handheld massage tool that consists
of a trea tment head and two motorized
rollers, with a suction device that compresses the affected tissue between the
rollers . The manufacturer is permitted to
promote it for "temporarily improving the
appearance of cellulite." The procedurecalled Endodermologie-usually
takes I 0
to 20 treatments to get the best results,
and one or two maintenance treatments
per month are required to maintain them.
Without the maintenance , the benefits are
soon lost. The typical cost is $45 to $65
per session . A recently published study of
85 women between the ages of 2 l to 61

found that 46 patients who comp leted
seven sessions showed a mean index reduction in body circumference of 1.34
cm, while 39 patients who completed 14
sess ions of treatments showed a mean
index reduction in body circumference of
1.83 cm (Aesthetic Plast Surg 22: 145153, l 998) .

TheBottomLine
The simple truth is that no product or exercise can ca use spot-reduction.
The
amount of fat in the body is determined
by the individual's eating and exercise
habits. but the distribution of fat in the
body is determined by heredity , In most

Science Meets Alternative

cases , reduction of particular parts can be
accomplished only as part of an overall
weight- reduction program. Exercise affects the amount of fat throughout the
body, not just in the exercised parts. Endodermologie may temporarily improve
the appearance of dimpled areas, but the
procedure is time-consuming and expen sive . Liposuction may pennanently help
in some cases. NF
D,: Barrett, a retired psychiatrist. is board
chairman of Quackwatch , Inc., and a
board member of the Notional Council
Against Health Fraud. The Quackwatch
Web site (http://www.quackwat ch.com)
contains additiona l information on nutrition and health fads.

Medicine

Conference Tapes Now Available
Audiotapes of the landmark CSICOP/Scientific Review of Alternative Medicine conference "Science Meets Alternative Medicine"
are now available. Hear the entire conference, including all concurrent sessions, on fifteen 90-minute audio cassettes, or order the sessions you wish to hear. Order the full conference set of tapes for a l 0% discount.

Qty.

Session Session Title

No. of

No.

Tapes
Opening Addresses Paul Kurtz, Wallace Sampson

-

Price Per
Session
$7.25

II

Science and Alternative Medicine: Exploring Points of Conflict
Robert Park: "Physicsand Homeopathy," Saul Green: "Biochemistry and Cancer,"
William Jarvis: "Biology and 'LifeForces,"' Timothy Gorski: "How Prevalent Is
Alternative Medicine?: Examining the Eisenberg Study"

Ill

Keynote Address George D. Lundberg, M.D., .
former editor of the Journal of the American Medical Association

IV

Alternative Medicine and the Psychology of Belief and Perception
James Alcock: "The Psychologyof Belief," Barry Beyerstein: "Why Worthless Therapies
Seem to Work," John Renner: "Personal 'Conversions' to Alternative Medicine Therapies,"
Steve Novella: "The Theory of Hidden 'Cures"'

V

Banquet Entertainment Presentation of HistoricQuack Medical Devices
by Robert McCoy, director of the Museum of Questionable Medical Devices

YI

Scientific Critiques of AM Therapies and Theories Willem Betz: "The Crisis of
Herbal Cures in Europe," William Jarvis: ''Acupuncture," Stephen Barrett: "Chiropractic,"
Barry Beyerstein:"Naturopathy," Wallace Sampson: "Mind/Body Therapies,"
Rebecca Long: "A Study of Therapeutic Touch," Rosemary Jacobs: "A Tragedy of Colloidal Silver''

VII

Keynote Address Marcia Angell, M.D., editor of the New EnglandJournal of Medicine

VIII

Alternative Medicine and Medical Ethics Donal P. O'Mathuna: "Therapeutic
Touch:What Is the Harm?," Lawrence J Schneiderman: "The Ethicsof Alternative Medicine,"
LewisVaughn: "BelievingWithout Evidence: The Ethicsof Promoting Unproven Treatments"

2

$14.50

IX

Alternative Medicine, Government and the Law Stephen Barrett: "The FDA
and Unproven Health Claims," Willem Betz: "Alternative Medicine and European Governments"

2

$14.50

Full Conference (Fifteen90-minute audiotapes) ( l 0% Discount)

15

$97.95

2

$14.50

$7.25

2

$14.50

$7 .25

3

$21.75

$7.25

TOTAL ORDER
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Card No._____________________
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_
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Please make checks payable lo
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CSICOP
P.O. Box 703
Amherst, NY 14226 -0703
Credit card orders may call
Tollfree 1-800-634 -16 l 0
Or FAX(716) 636 -1733
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against
cancer,
diseases
of theliverand
otherinternalorgans,
gallstones,kidney
stones,
urinaryinfectio
n, gastriculcers,
dysent
ery, diarrh
ea, skin ulcers,bed
sores, arthritis, bursitis, tendinitis,
sprains,
strains,
sciatica
, heartdisease,
circulatory
disease,arthritis,autoimmune
illness,neurodegenerative
disease,and
allergies,
andcouldstimulate
thegrowth
of plants.Theactionsarepart of the
agency's
"Operation
Cure.All"
campaign
to enforce
thelawand to educate
consumers.
Details
of thesecasescanbe
found at http://www.ftc.gov/opa/

1999/9906/opcureall.htm
.
FIBERINTAKE
AND
CHDIN WOMEN
An 10-yearepidemiologic
studysupportsthehypothesis
thathigher
fiberintakefromcereal
sources
reduces
therisk
of coronaryheartdisease(CHO)in
women
(JAMA281:1998-2004,
1999).
Thestudycompared
the incidence
of
heartattacks
ofdeath
dueto CHOtothe
amountof dietaryfiberconsumed
by
68,682
women
aged37to64yearswho
hadno previously
diagnosed
angina
,
heartattack,stroke,diabetes,
or high

blood cholesterolwhenthestudybegan.
Women
in the highest20%of cereal
fiberintake
hada34%lowerriskofCHO
thanthosein thelowest
20%.Rep
rints
can be obtainedfrom Alicja Wolk,
DMSc
., Dept. of Epidemiolo
gy, Karolinska lnstitutet Box 281, SE-17177,
(e-mailalicja
.wolk
Stockholm,
Sweden
@mep
.ki.se).
CREATINE
SIDEEFFECTS
A survey
of athletes
whotookcreatine
(28malebaseball
players
and24male
footballplayers,
ages18 to 23)found
that16(31%)experienced
diarrhea
, 13
(25%)experienc
ed musclecramps,
7
(13%}reported
unwanted
weight
gain,7
(13%)reported
dehydration,
and12re(J
ported
various
otheradverse
effects
AmDietAssoc
99:593-594
, 1999).
HOMOCYSTEINE
AND
CARDIOVASCULAR
RISK
IN WOMEN
A prospective
studyhasfoundthatelevatedhomocystei
ne levelsareassociatedwithmoderately
increased
riskof
futureheartdisease
amongpostmenopausal
women
(JAMA
281:1817-1821
,
1999).Thestudycompared
homocysteinelevelsof 122women
whodiedor
hada nonfatal
heartattack,
stroke,
angioplasty,
or bypass
surgery
with244

[continued
trompage35]

FinalAnalysis

ferentiation and inhibited ribonucleotide
reductase, an enzyme needed for DNA
synthesis in proliferating cells. One appealing characteristic ofresveratrol's anticancer potential is its minimal toxicity to
blood-forming cells. More studies using
both cellular and animal models are
needed before any such data would be applicable to human use.
The similarity in structure between
resveratrol and diethy lstilbestrol has
prompted investigations into resveratrol's
potential as a phytoestrogen (a plant compound that produces estrogen-like effects). However, these properties also
stimulate the growth of human breast cancer cells. This finding seems contrary to
its other anticancer activities, and is a
cause for concern.

Laboratory tests have clearly demonstrated that resveratrol may help prevent
cardiovascular disease and cancer. However, there are several reasons why recommending a population-wide increase
would be premature.
First, little is known about the absorption and clearance of resveratrol, the
identities of its metabolic products, or its
effects on the liver. Second, the research
on resveratrol has focused on its shortterm effects and has been dominated by in
vitro studies. Third, its role as a potentiator of breast carcinomas may significantly
limit its use, even for its "proven" benefits. Finally, its main dietary source is red
wine. Not only is its concentration in wine
extremely variable, but recommending increased consumption of red wine to boost
resveratrol intake could certainly do more
harm than good. In spite of any beneficial

•
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matched women whorema
ined diseasefreeduringa 3-year
follow-upperiod.
It
is not yet known whet
her lower
ing
mildlyelevated
homocysteinelevels reducestheincidenc
e of adverse
cardiovascu
lar events,
but manyexperts
believethatclinicaltrialswill demonst
rate
this. Reprintscanbe obtai
nedfromPau
l
M.Ridker,
M.D.,Division
of CardiovascularDiseases
, Brigham andWomen's
Hospit
al, Boston,
MA02115.
CHITOSAN
DEBUNKED
Acontrolled
trialhasfoundthatthesupplement
chitosan
doesnotaffectweight
or serumcholes
terollevels(EurJ Clin
Nutr53:379-381
, 1999).Thestudyinvolved
30overweight
volunteerswhoreceivedfourcapsules
of eitherchitosan
oraplacebo
for28consecutive
daysand
weretoldto eattheirnormaldiet.The
chitosan
andplacebo
groups
showed
no
differe
ncesin weightor serumcholesterollevels.Chitosan
is derivedfrom
chitin,a polysaccharide
foundintheexoskeleton
of shellfishsuchas shrimp,
lobster,and or crabs.Manysellers
falsely
claimthatchitosan
causesweight
lossbybindingfatsin thestomach
and
preventing
themfrombeingdiges
ted
andabsorbed
. Somereferto it asa "fat
NF
magnet."

aspects, red wine and other alcoholic beverages pose health risks that include liver
damage and physical addiction.
The health-food industry is claiming
that resveratrol is the wine component responsible for the "French Paradox." While
taking resveratrol pills is certainly safer
than heavy consumption of red wine, supplementing with unproven substances is
generally unwise. At this point, occasional
use of red wine seems far more prudent. NF

Mrs. McElderry is a dietitian who coowns and operates several restaurants
and threatre-pubs. Carolyn M. Klinge,
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, University
of Louisville School of Medicine, reviewed this article before publication.
Thomas J. Wheeler, Ph.D., and Manfred
Kroger, Ph.D., helped edit it.

Looking
forScientific
Critiques
ofPopular
Nutrition
Claims?
Chances
are, they'reall here
in BACKISSUESof

20% discount
onordersof 10 or more
Vol. 16, No. 4, July/August 1999: Sizing Up Naturopathy; Can Vitamin E Prevent Heart Disease?
Vol. 16, No. 3, May/June 1999: Chiroprac tic Nutrition: The Good , the Bad, and the Patently False;
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Methods
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Forest: A ''Treasury " of Healthcare Esoterica; Marketing of Ephedra Products in Health Food Stores
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The Fast Track to Nutrition "Credential s"
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Holy: Pills, Magic, and Religion at the Whole Life
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Vol. 11, No. 6, Novemberffiecember 1994: Questionable Herbal Products
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IBook

Reviews

I

Analysis
andRatings
The following reviews not only offer
analyses but also rate each book as either
RECOMMENDED,
NOT
RECOMMENDED, or RECOMMENDED WITH
RESERVATIONS, depending on the
book's factual accuracy, reliance on scientific research methods, and usefulness
to readers. Readers who would like to see
specific books reviewed may send their
suggestions (or copies of books) to Nutrition Forum Book Review s, P.O. Box 664,
Amherst, NY 14226-0664 .

ImmoralEating
BeckyChase,MS, RD
The Resolu tion Diet: Keeping the
Promise of Perma nent Weight Loss by
David Heber, MD, PhD (Garden City
Park, NY: Avery Publis hing Group ,
1999), 209 pp., $21.95, hard cover, ISBN
0-89529-872-4.
David Heber, MD, Director of the UCLA
Center for Human Nutrition, believe s
obesity can be blamed on four factors:
food advertising , genetics , stress, and low
physical activity. His antidote? Take responsibility for your lifestyle and stop
being influenced by the food marketing
industry. This book reveals the "secrets of
success" that Heber claims are the key to
permanent weight loss.
The Resolution Diet consists of using
a meal replacement beverage , such as
Ultra Slim•Fast, for two meals a day and
adding other portion-controlled foods for
a total intake of 1200 to 1500 calories per
day. Other allowed foods include certain
vegetables, fruits, whole grains, and lean
proteins. No additional fats are included.
When target weight is reached, meal replacements are used for one meal a day.
Heber claims that meal replacements
offer the dieter better control over calorie
intake, they ease the anxiety associated
with dieting, and they assure nutritional
adequacy since they are fortified with vitamins and minerals. He advocates the use
of these products as a lifelong strategy for
weight control. However, no clear and
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concise guidelines for evaluating meal replacement products are given. The three
scientific studies Heber cites to support
his dieting strategy were funded, at least
partially, by Slim•Fast Foods Company.
Heber also advocates avoiding what he
calls "trigger" foods, such as nuts, cheese,
pizza, salad dressings, butter, margarine,
mayonnaise, red meat, fatty fish, frozen yogurt, ice cream, cookies, pastries, and
cakes. He believes these that foods "tum
you on and make you fat." His advice is to
avoid these foods forever, including the
low-fat or fat-free versions. He believes
that by avoiding these foods one can learn
to lose the desire for them. He also believes
that no one can learn to eat smaller portions
of his or her favorite foods.
One of the more outrageous claims in
the book is that someone is morally superior if he or she can overcome the urge to
eat certain foods. This just reinforces the
myths that overweight people are morally
inferior and that certain foods are "good"
or "bad." Ideas like this only contribute to
the fat-phobia and low self-esteem often
found in individuals who are overweight
or who have eating disorders.

The book does offer a potent ially
beneficia l series of questions and exercises designed to help readers gain insight about their own eating behaviors. It
would be more helpfu l, however , if the
book provided informatio n about how to
use them to tailor the diet to meet individual needs.
One of the book's strong points is the
discussio n of exercise. Heber emphasize s
the importance of both cardiovascular
and muscle -building exercise s in weight
management. The informat ion on relapse
prevention , stress management , and social support, though brief, is on target.
Unfortunate ly, Heber skims over many of
the psychosocial issues involved with
weight loss.
While some people may be successful in losing weight following this diet,
the book reinforce s much of what is problematic about dieting today-com pletely
avoiding certain foods, eating only certain
foods, and feeling guilty about enjoying
food. NF
NOT RECOMMENDED

Finally.
Science meets
alternative medicine.
The Scientific Review of Alternative Medicine (SRAM) is the only
peer ...reviewed medical journal dedi...
cated exclusively to carefully assessing the claims,
treatme nt s, and hypoth eses of unc onv ent ion al
medicine.
SUBSC RIBE TODAY! Get a one ...year subscript ion (2
issues) for $50 (for individuals in the U.S. and Cana da)
or $90 (for institutions and overseas, postage included).
Call (800) 4 21 -03 51 for credit card orders, or send
your check (made out to Prometheus Books) to
SRAM, Prometheus Books , 59 John Glenn Dr.,
Amherst, NY 14228 -2197.
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HERBAL
FOODS
?
TheDietary
Supplement
and Hea
lth Education
Act of 1994,whichincluded
herbswithinits definition of supplements.
hasspurred
herbalmarketers
to
promote
thousands
of productswith
questiona
ble claimsandinadequate
directions
foruse.Increasing
numbers
of
ordinary
foodsarebeingspikedwith
herbsthatcan produce
pharm
acologic
effects.Forexample,
R.W.Knudsen's
Simply
Nutritious"
lineinclude
s Peac
h
BerrySt.John'sWort,a juiceproduct
fortified
withSt.John'swortextract,
is
Timesas 'a
adver
tisedin Vegetarian
convenient
, delicious
waytoreduce
anxietyanddepression
." Other
SimplyNutritiousprod
uctsinclude
Lem
on Ginger
Echinacea,
Ginseng
Boost,andGinkgo
Alert.
11

The Juice Plus+ ® 'Miracle'
Can powdered, encapsulated foods save your health?
by

Stephen Barrett , MD

1

FOODBORNE
ILLNESS
REPORT
TheAmerica
n Council
on Science
and
Healthhasrevised
its booklet,
Eating
Safely:AvoidingFoodborne
Illness,
whichdescri
bes howto preventmore
than40 illnesses
. The48-page
report
notes
thatdisease-causing
organismsare
theprimary
cause
andthatpoorsanitationandpreparation
practices
aremore
common
in thehomethanin foodprocessing
establishments.
Thebooklet
can
be downloaded
from http://www.
acsh
.orgor purchased
for$5fromthe
American
Council
onScience
andHealth,
1995Broad
way,NewYork,NY10023.
WEIGHT
-LOSSGUIDELINES
FORPROVIDERS
TheFTChasissued
guidelines
primarily
intended
for commercial
weight-loss
clinics.Theguidelines
callfor disclosureofstaffqualifications,
keyprogram
compone
nts, risks(if any),costs,outcomeinformation,
andthefactthatthe
oddsof keeping
weightoffcanbeimproved
through a lifelongcommitment
toregular
physical
activity
andtohealthfuleating
inaccordance
withtheDietary
Guidelines
forAmericans
. Thetextand
advice
onsetting
weight-loss
goalscan
beaccessed
onlineby clickingmore
/
info"at http://www.consumer.gov
we-ightloss/
11
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~ ational Safety Associates (NSA)

whole-grain cereals, fruits, and vegetaJay Martin likes to turn bles have a lower incidence of certain
simple ideas into megamillion-dollar
cancers. Since that time, research has
sales. An NSA brochure states that by shown that emphasizing these foods can
1997 his company had generated over $3 also help preve nt heart attacks and
billion in sales by "developing and intro- strokes. These ideas have been quantified
ducing innovative new products that are in the Food Guide Pyramid System
on the leading edge of whole new indus- (1992), which recommends 6-11 servtries": home fire detectors in the 1970s, ings of grain products, 2-4 servings of
water filters in the early 1980s, and air fil- fruit, and 3-5 servings of vegetables per
ters in the late 1980s. But its "biggest hit day, depending on the individual's caloric
yet" is a line of "natural food-based prod- intake.
ucts designed to help prevent disease." Its
Since it was not known which diflagship product-Juice Plus+®
etary factors , if any, might be
~
helpful, the NAS report speci-was introduced in 1993 and
'4fied that supplementat ion
hit $6 million per month by
Add endorsements with individual n~trients
the end of its.first year.
The Jmce Plus+®
' was
not
advisable .
testimonials,
Within a few months
recipe for success is
very simple: Fruits and
a pinch of fear,
after the report was isvegetables are good for
ssued, however, several
a scientific Veneer, products containing deus. Capture their goodness in conve nient
and several
hydrated vegetables or
product s. Add endorsevarious nutrients were
dollops of
marketed as though the rements, testimonial s, a
pinch of fear, a scientific
deception.
port had supported their use
veneer, and several dollops of
for cancer prevention. Govemdeception. And harness the power
ment regulatory actions drove
of multilevel marketing (MLM) to spread some of the early products from the marthe word. All of these ingredients have ketplace, but new studies (particularly of
been around for many years. But NSA antioxidants), new marketing techniques,
has developed a winning mix.
and lax federal enforcement have enabled
It is well established that dietary many more to take their place.
strategies can help prevent certain cancers and reduce the risk of cardiovascu lar
disease. Popularization of the diet-cancer ThePowerof MLM
link began during the early 1980s when MLM is a form of direct sales in which
the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) independent distributors can make money
reported that people who eat lots of not only from their own sales but also

W president
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from those of the people they recruit. Its
roots date back to the 1930s when a California businessman
began offering
friends a commiss ion for selling a food
supplement to their friends. The operation
from@ PrometheusBooks
evolved into Nutrilite Products in 1939
and began significan t interstate distribution in 1945. In 1959,two highly successPublisher
PAUL
KURTZ
ful distributors formed a new company
that evolved into the multib illion-dollar ,
Editor
international cong lomerate now called
LEWIS
VAUGHN
Amway. Shaklee Corporation, another
:MlM giant, was founded in 1956 by a reConsulting
Editor
tired chiropractor. Since that time, hunSTEPHEN
BARRETT
, MD
dreds of other companies and millions of
SeniorAssociate
Editors
"independent distributors " have joined
MANFRED
KROGER,
PHO
the fray.
MICHAEL
K.BOTTS,
Esa.
The "success" of network marketing
BETH
FONTENOT,
MS,RD
lies in the enthusiasm of its participant s.
EditorialBoard
Most people who think some thing has
KURT
BUTLER
, MS
helped their health enjoy sharing their
JOHN
E.DODES
, DDS
success with their friends. TestimonialJOHANNA
DWYER,
ScD
SAUL
GREEN,
PHO
givers are usually motivated by a sincere
MD,JD
VICTOR
HERBERT,
wish to help their fellow human s. Since
WILLIAM
T.JARVIS,
PHO
people tend to believe what others tell
J. KENNEY,
PHO,
RD
JAMES
them about personal experiences , testiMARILYNN
LARKIN
monials can be powerful persuaders . An
WILLIAM
M.LONDON
, EDD,
MPH
JAMES
A. LOWELL,
PHO
NSA distributor manual notes that "as
IRAMILNER,
RD
people use the product , they begin to
GABE
MIRKIN,
MD
build their own Juice Plus+® story to
GRACE
POWERS
MONACO,
Esa:
share with others." Although NSA literaJOHN
H.RENNER,
MD
ture states, "We do not make any claims
WALLACE
SAMPSON,
MD
VARRO
E.TYLER,
PHO,
ScD
... involving the prevention, cure, mitigation of any disease," NSA distributors
Copy
Editor
are circulating claims that Juice Plus+®
MEGHANN
FRENCH
products have relieved a wide variety of
Production
Editor
discomforts. In 1994, I even acquired a
BRUCE
CARLE
69-page booklet of endorsement s and testimonials .
Until the mid- l 980s, claims made for
health-relat ed MLM products were conveyed mainly through direct personal
NummoN
FonuM
(ISSN1093--4545),
© 1999
contact in which the salesperson 's perPrometheus
Books,
is published
bimonth
ly for
$35.00(individuals
in U.S
. andCanada)
or
sonal success story (health or financial)
$50(institutional,
overseas)
peryearby Proplayed an important role. Since that time ,
metheusBooks,59 John GlennDrive,
however , many companies have added
Amherst,NY 14228-2197
. Period
icals
slick videotape s and audiotapes to spread
postage
paidat Buffalo,
NY.POSTMASTER: their story, telephone conferences to train
Send
address
changes
toPrometheus
Booksat
large groups of salespeople, scientific adthe addressabove.Subscription
informavisory boards to seem more authori tative ,
tion:(800)421--0351,
(716)691--0133
; fax
company-sponsored research to appear
(716)691--0137.
Backissues$7.00.Manuscriptsand all editorialcorrespondence more authentic , and endorsements from
Nutrition prominent persons to lend prestige. Many
should
bedirected
to Lewis
Vaughn,
companies use scare tactics and cite sciForum,
P.O.Box664,Amherst,
NY142260664ore-mail
tofivaughn@aol.com
.
entific research to suggest that their products will prevent disease. NSA does all of

these things. Its "Preferred Customer s"
who buy a four-month supply of Juice
Plus+®capsules at a time, pay about $500
per year.

What's in JuicePlus+
®?
NSA's Guide for New Distributors, a 94page loo se-leaf manual dated October
1997, states that 17 foods are juiced to extract their nutritional essence and then reduced to powders using a proprietar y
process that avoids high temperatures .
During the process, sugar, salt, and most
of the calories and fiber are removed.
"Orchar d Blend" capsules are derived
from acerola berries , apples, cranberries ,
oranges , papaya, peaches, and pineapple.
"Garden Blend" capsules contain barley,
beets, broccoli , cabbage , carrots, kale,
oats, parsley, spinach , and tomato. Both
products are also said to contain corresponding soluble and insoluble fibers,
phytochemical "food actives ," vitamins ,
minerals , and enzymes. Additional fiber
and enzymes are added, and the products
are encapsulated by a company called
Natural Alternative s International.
Neither the product labels nor the
product literature indicate the quantit ies
of these ingredients in Juice Plus+® capsules. The manual advises taking Orchard
Blend and Garden Blend at separate times
because "fruits are digested differently
from vegetables and your system can handle them more efficiently if they 're dealt
with separately." However , Juice Plus+®
"Better Bars" combine both concentrates
with "real fruits, oats, bran, and a host of
other natural ingredients." NSA also markets a meal-replacement drink, Juice
Plus+® Lite, each serving of which provides 110 calories, 4 grams of dietary
fiber, and significant amounts of 12 vitamins and a few minerals .

PeculiarClaims
Pages 41 and 42 of the manual suggest
that each food source offers a special
health benefit. Apples , for example , are
said to "contain boron, a trace mineral
that affects the electrical activity of the
brain, increa sing mental alertness. " Oranges are said to "contain every class of

[continued
onpage44}
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'Cures' for Multiple Sclerosis
Dozens of remedies are supposed to workincluding nutritional therapies
~ ultiple sclerosis (MS) is a degener-

\M/ ative

disease of the brain, spinal
cord, and optic (eye) nerves, in which
patches of inflammation and scat.Ting interfere with the function of the brain,
spinal cord, and/or the nerves to the eyes.
The cause of MS is unknown, but the
most attractive theory is that it is an immune reaction to the nervous system. Its
symptoms include muscular weakness,
loss of coordination, and difficulty with
speech and vision. It occurs chiefly in
young adults and, like arthritis, can have a
very variable course. Some people have
only a single attack. Others have only a
few attacks in a lifetime, recover from
these, and experience no disability except
during attacks. Others have frequent attacks from which _they don't recover completely, but which cause only partial disability. Still others have a slow progression of disability over a period of 10 to 25
years, which eventually leaves them helpless. When attacks occur, symptoms may
come and go suddenly and may even vary
from hour to hour.
MS's extreme variability makes it a
perfect disease for quacks. The only way
to know whether a treatment is effective
is to follow a large number of patients for
years to see whether those who receive
the treatment do better than those who do
not. Quacks don't bother with this kind of
testing , however. They simp ly claim
credit whenever anyone who consults
them improves. And since the majority of
attacks are followed by complete or partial recovery, per~uasive quacks can acquire patients who swear by whatever
they recommend.
The Therapeutic Claims Committee
of the International Federation of Multiple Sclerosis Societies has analyzed more
than a hundred alleged treatments and
published the results in a book called
Therapeutic Claims in Multiple Sclerosis
by W. Sibley et al. (4th edition. New
York: Demos Vernande, 1996). The volume is revised every few years. Each

analysis include s a description of the
method, the proponents' rationale, a scientific evaluation, estima te of risks and/or
costs, and the authors' conclusion. The
methods are then classified according to
plausibility, extent of study, risk, and cost.
No cure is known, but a few methods
are useful in shortening the duration of attacks, reducing their severity, or helping
to deal with the symptoms. Methods that
have a plausible rationale but have not
been sufficiently tested are considered
"invest igational." Investigational methods are not listed here because informa tion about them should be obtained from
a qualified neurologist who can thoroughly discuss them. Reliable information is also available from the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society.
The committee noted that no nutritional deficiency is known to be a factor
in MS, and that no special diet or the addition of vitamins or minerals has been
proven to alter its course. Polyunsaturated
fatty acids (PUFA) have slight immunosuppressive properties, but studies involving sunflower seed oil, evening primrose oil, safflower seed oil, and fish oils
have produced conflicting results. The
committee concluded that other than a
possible benefit of PUFA-containing oils
there is no evidence that any dietary
change affects MS.

Methods
to Avoid
The methods considered implausible or
ineffective are listed below:
Adequately tested but ineffective in influencing the course of MS:
Aspirin and sodium salic ylate ;
colchicine (for immune modulation);
thymectomy (removal of the thymus
gland) ; transfer factor; myelin basic protein; hyperbaric oxygen (HBO).

Thismonth's
ratings
are_byStephen
Barrett,
MD,
boardchairman
ofQuackwatch,
Inc.,which
isworkinghardtoimprove
thequality
pfhealth
information
threeWebsites:
on theWeb.Henowoperates
Quackwatch(http://www.quackwatch
.
.
com), Chirdbase(http://www.chirobase
org), and MLM Watch (htt p://www.
mlmwatch
.org).

BEST
GlobalMedic
(http://www.globalmedic.com)
offersinteractive
health
quizzes
forassessing
eatinghabits,
stresslevel,andhearthealth,
andfor
prelim
inaryevaluation
of various
symptoms.
The
sitealsoincludes
healthnews,first-aidinformaencyclope
dia.
tion,anda medical

WO RS T
MotherNature
.com(http://Www.
mothernature
.
vitamins
,.herbs,
andsupplecom)offers"30,000
ments.
Andex.pert
advice.Oneveryt
hingfrombreast
togout.Incomplete
andtotalprivacy
."
tenderness
Thesitefeatures
a"Hea
lth,Encycloped
ia" promoting
products
formorethan1QOconditions.
Forcancer,
it states:
"Shark
cartilage
is alsoa popular
alternativetreatment
for cancer,
tak~nbothto slowthe
growth
of existin
dailydoses
gtumo
rsandinsmaller
to prevent
cancers."
Hea
lthShop
,com (http:www.healthshop
.com)
claims
it Is"theworld
's mostcomplete
natural
food
store
." Itssearch
boxenables
thebrowser
toidento behelpful
fortheproblem
tifyproducts
alleged
selected
. Thesitealsohasa "health
planner"
to
"create
a health
andnutritional
program
tailored
to

youruniqueneeds
."Theprocess
isprogramme
d
torecommend
supplementstqeveryone
.
Doctor's
Nutrition
On Line(http:doctorsnutrition.com) operated
by twoMississippi chiropractors,offersproducts
for "optimalnutrition
"
andatoll-free
number
forindividual
consul
tations
.
Healt
hWatchers
System(http://www.health
watchers.com)
offersseveral
worthless
tests
andotherinformation
intended
tohawkitssupplements.
Thesiteis operated
byGaryMartin,
former
proprietor
oftheAmerican
College
ofNutripa
thy,a
nonaccredited
correspon9ence
school.
GlobalHealth
(http://www.watercure.com) is
dedicated
tothebizarre
ideathatdehy
dration
isthe
primary
cause
of disease
. The"doctor
" responsibleforthisideaisnotlistedintheAMA's
physician
database.

MIXED
PlanetRx
(http://Www.planetrx.com)combines
a.hugeamount
ofinformation
withanonline
pharmacyandhealth
foodstore.
Themedical
informationisvalid,butsections
dealing
withdietary
supplements
andotheralleged
"alternative"
treatments
contain
manyinappropriate recommendations
.
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[continued
frompage42]
cancer inhibitor known." Acerola cherries
are "a source of vitamin C, known to relieve symptoms of osteoarthritis." Carrots
are said to lower cholesterol, parsley to be
"good for the heart and immune system,"
kale to be a "powerful cancer fighter,"
and cabbage is "thought to block breast
cancer." Even if these claims were true,
there is no reason to conclude that taking
Juice Plus+® capsules could provide the
same benefit.
Page 43 states, "The food enzymes in
Juice Plus+® will facilitate digestion of

your food, making it more useable to your
body. This also conserves the body's own
enzyme supply to do other important
things like fighting off disease.'' This
statement is false because: (a) most people have enough enzymes in their intestinal tract to digest their food; (b) most of
the enzymes in food are destroyed during
digestion; and (c) the body's production
of metabo lic enzymes does not depend
upon the amounts of enzymes in the digestive tract.
The enzymatic nonsense reflects the
ideas of Humbart "Smokey" Santillo, author of Food Enzymes: The Missing Link

to Radiant Health, to whom NSA attributes the Juice Plus+® concept. Santillo 's
credentials include a bachelor of science
degree from Edinboro State Teacher 's
College, a doctor of naturopathy degree
from a nonaccredited correspondence
school, an iridology "certificate of merit,"
a master herbalist certificate from the
School of Natural Healing, and eight
years of study at the Concept Therapy Institute (which teaches a biotheistic chiropractic technique). One of NSA's audiotapes features Santillo claiming that
whole fruits and vegetables should not be
eaten closely together as foods but are

Does 'Juicing' Work?
According to the cover of his book The Juiceman ~ Power of Juicing, Jay "the Juiceman" Kordich offers a "revolutionary
program for staying healthy, looking young, staying trim, and feeling great-all by talcing advantage of the natural healing power of fresh fruit and vegetable juices." Kordich claims that at age 20, he became gravely ill with a cancer and was
told he might not live. Inspired by literature about the Gerson diet, he began drinking 13 glasses of carrot-apple juice every
day. "Two and a half years later," he says in the book, "I was a well man." After more than 20 years of hawking juice extractors from town to town, Kordich gradually harnessed the power of television to boost '~uicint' into a nationwide fad
with sales in the tens of millions annually. Health-food stores are profiting from the fad by selling juice extractors and "organic" foods.
Kordich 's book is filled with fanciful physiologic tidbits and far-fetched claims that juices boost energy and are effective agains t scores of ailments . His recipes include "Pancreas Rejuvenator" (carrot-apple-lettuce-string bean-Brussels
sprout juice) , "Body Cleanser" (carrot-cucumber-beetjuice), "Graying Hair Remedy" (cabbage -spinach-carrot juice), and
other concoctions for anemia, anxiety, arthritis , gallstones, impotence, and heart disease. He claims that for the more serious diseases, "the right nutrients may retard or reverse the manifestations of some of these diseases by feeding the immune
system and making the body healthier and stronger overall."
Kordich claims that "live foods" are superior to cooked or processed foods because they contain "active enzymes."
These, he claims, help break down foods in the digestive tract, "thus sparing the body 's valuable digestive enzymes ....
This allows vital energy in the body to be shifted from digestion to other body functions such as repair and rejuvenation."
Of course, "organic foods" are preferable because "the corporate giants use deadly chemicals." Further:
The abundance of Ii ve, uncooked foods flushes your body of toxins, leaving you refreshed , energized, and relaxed
all at the same time. The pure foods make your skin glow, your hair shine, your breath fresh, and your entire system so regulated you will never have to give it another thought. Colds and flu become fewer and farther between;
many people report that arthritic joints loosen with renewed flexibility; and gums and teeth become less prone to
bleeding and cavities.
The above notions are nonsensical. Uncooked (or fresh-frozen) foods, alone or combined as Kordish suggests, can be
a valuable component of a balanced diet. However, they do not "flush the body of toxins, "energize the body," or alleviate any of the diseases or conditions as Kordich claims. Nor is it correct that juices can strengthen the immune system or
the body as a whole. The enzymes in plants help regulate the metabolic function of plants. When ingested, they do not act
as enzymes within the human body, because they are digested rather than absorbed intact into the body. "Organically
grown" foods cost more but are neither safer nor more nutritious than conventional ly grown foods. And sensible eating,
which is not difficult to do, furnishes an adequate nutrient supply.
Juice extractors cut food into tiny pieces that are then spun to separate the juice from the fiber-containing pulp. Ordinary juicer machines leave the pulp in the juice. Since the fiber in fruits and vegetables is an important part of a balanced
diet, there is no reason to remove it while making juice. There's nothing wrong with including extracted juices in a diet
that is adequate in fiber. But promoting them as alternatives to whole foods or as powerful healing agents is irresponsible .
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safely combined in Juice Plus+®. He also
claims thal Juice Plus+®Lite helps people
manage their weight because "it has so
much food value and is so easy to digest.
Once they start absorbing all that food,
they just don't have the same hunger . ..
and lose weight automatically .''

TheScientific
Veneer

-

Juice Plus+® promoters also refer to science. NSA's most powerful sales aids are
tape recordings by Richard DuBois, MD, a
board-certified internist who is described
as "one of the world's leading authorities
on infectious disease." Citing scientific
studies, DuBois correctly notes that (a)
considerable research shows that diets high
in grains, fruits, and vegetables are associated with lower rates of certain cancers,
cardiovascular disease, and several other
types of degenerative disease; (b) many
Americans do not eat the recommended
number of servings: (c) epidemiologic
studies have found that these diseases are
associated with low blood levels of certain
phytonutrients; and (d) an NSA-sponsored
study of 15 healthy individuals found that
supplementation with Juice Plus+® for 28
days raised the blood levels of five phytonutrients (Current Therapeutic Research
57:445-461, 1996). The study found, for
example. that beta-carotene levels were 5
times as high, and lycopene levels were 20
times as high.
To further support his argument,
DuBois correctly desc1ibes how clinical
trials have found that supplementation
with individual nutrients sometimes does
more good than harm. But he then asserts
that the Juice Plus+®nutrients are safe and
more effective, because the phytonutrient
content of plants is "balanced." Based on
all of the above assumptions, he concludes
that everyone should take Juice Plus+@.
The above reasoning is not valid.
Nearly all of the evidence relating disease
rates to dietary composition is epidemiologic. Epidemiologic studies do not prove
cause and effect. And even if causal connections are established. they do not
prove that dietary supplements will remedy a poor diet or that Juice Plus+® is an
optimal supplement. Only well-designed,
long-term clinical trials can determine
whether taking it or any other pill or potion can actually prevent disease.

But that's not all. Much of the protective effect of f111itsand vegetables is due to
their fiber ~ontent. Juice Plus+®pills have
nearly all the fiber removed. Moreover, eating the recommended po11ions of grains,
fruits, and vegetables does not merely provide high levels of phytochemicals. It usually means that the overall diet is low or
moderate in fat. Nobody knows whether
adding a product like Juice Plus+®to a highfat or low-fiber diet would provide much
benefit. The bottom line is that if someone 's
diet is low in fruits, vegetables, or grains.
the most prudent action is to fix the diet.
Curiously, DuBois himself has cast
doubt on his claim that Juice Pins+®provides "balanced nunition.'' In the 1998
NSA videotape, "Homocysteine, Oxidative Stress, Pathogenesis and Prevention of
Disease," he states extra carotenoids are
stored in the skin and that his own skin has
turned onrnge from the pills. Rather than
seeing this as a problem (since betacarotene supplements have been associated
with increased cancer rates in a few studies), he claims that "When you turn orange,

you have neutralized your oxidative stress"
(a purported measme of harmful free-radical activity) and therefore reduced your
odds of getting certain diseases. He even
describes how his patients say, "I want to
look like you. I want that carotenoid
gloss." How can he possibly know that
years of living with orange skin will do
more good than harm?
NSA sales aids acknowledge that taking Juice Plus+®is not as good as eating
the recommended amounts of grains ,
fruits, and vegetables . But they also state
that everyone should take Juice Plus+®.If
every American did so, the total annual
cost would exceed $ I 00 billion. Do you
think this would be a wise allocation of
our financial resources? NF

D1:Barrett, a retired psychiatrist, is board
chairman of Quackwarch, Inc., and a
board member of the National Council
Again st Healrh Fraud. The Quackwatch
Web sire (http://www.quackwatch .com)
contains additional i1~formatio11on nutrition and health fads .

Finally.
Science meets
alternative medicine.
The Scientific Review of Alterna,
tive Medicine (SRAM) is the only
peer~reviewed medical journal dedi~
cated exclusively to carefully assessing the claims,
treannents, and hypotheses of unconventional
medicine.
SUBSCRIBE TODAY! Get a one-year subscription (2
issues) for $50 (for individuals in the U.S. and Canada)
or $90 (for institutions and overseas, postage included).
Call (800) 421.-0351 for credit card orders, or send
your check (made out to Prometheus Books) to
SRAM, Prometheus Books, 59 John Glenn Dr.,
Amherst, NY 14228 , 2197.
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[continued
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INTERNET
HELPS
SNAG
MEDICAL
IMPOSTOR
Gregory
EarlCaplinger
haspiedguiltyin
NorthCarolinafederalcourtto six
counts
ofwirefraudinconnection
witha
scheme
thatinvolved
sellingstockin a
company
setup to market
his alleged
cureforAIDSandcancer.
Thetreatment,
whichis bogus,
hasbeenadministered
at Capling
er's clinicin the Dominican
Republic
. Caplinger
represented
himself
formany
years
asadistinguished
physician,researcher,
and board-certified
cancerspecialistwho has authored
manyscientific
publications.
However,
testimony
presented
to thecourtbyan
FBIagentandDr.Stephen
Barrett
indicatethat:(a) Capli
ngerhadneverat-tended
medical
school;(b)hismedical
anddoctorof science
"degrees"
were
obtained
fromdiploma
mills;(c)various
other"professional"
credentia
ls wereacquiredeitherbysimplypayinga feeor
byprinting
themhimself;
and(d)nothinghehaswritten
hasbeenpublished
in
a recognized
scientific
journal.Theinvestigation
wasfacilitated
by victims
whohadreadaboutCaplinger
onBarrett'sWebsite.Thefullstorycanbeaccessedon http://www. quack
watch.comby searching
for "David
Weekley
" andclickingon thetopmost
lineoftheresults.
QUESTIONABLE
MAIL-ORDER
PRODUCTS
GeroVitaInternational
hasbeenvigorouslyadvertising
mail-order
products
in
theUnited
States
andCanada
for more

thanfiveyears.Someof theproducts
maybe effective
(thoughoverpriced)
,
butmanyarepromoted
withmisleading
claims.GeroVita'schairman,
A. Glenn
Braswell
, marketed
manyhealthand
beauty
products
duringthelate1970s
andearly1980s.
During
thatperiod,
the
U.S.Postal
Service
filed138falserepresentation
complaints
involving
50products.Thecases
weresettled
through
32
falserepresentation
orders
and15consentagreements
. Braswell
also pied
guiltyto mail-fraud
charges
involving
thefakingof before-and-after
advertis
ing photographs
tor bust developer
,
hair-growth,
andcosmetic
products,
and
wassentenced
to fiveyears'probation.
Inaddition,
hewassentenced
toathreeyearprisontermforfederal
income
tax
evasion
andperjury
charges
developed
duringthemail-fraud
investigation.
In
March
1999,
theFDAbanned
theimportationofallGero
Vitaproducts
marketed
withclaims
thattheycanprevent
ortreat
disease.
However,
thisactionis unlikely
to be effective
because
produc
ts are
shipped
fromwithintheUnited
States.
GNCMEGADEALS
RoyalNumico
, N.V.,a Dutchmanufacturerof nutrition
produ
cts, hassigned
anagreement
to acquire
General
Nutrition Companies,
Inc.,for $2.5billion.
Theparties
state
thatthemerger
wiIIcre-

atetheworld's
largest
company
devoted
to nutrition.
GNChasalsoformed
atenyearpartnership
withRiteAidCorporationanddrugstore
.comthatwillincrease
itsprominence
ontheInternet.
RESEARCH
SCANDAL
Mannatech
Inc.hasfiledsuit against
DarrylSee,MD,its former$10,000-a-

month
consultant
, alleging
thatresearch
contained
falseclaims.
hepublished
The
suitalleges
thatSeealsoliedwhenhe
saidthatthestudywasfundedbythe
National
Institutes
of Healthandconducted
under
theauspices
oftheUniversityof California
IrvineMedical
School.
Themisrepresentations
wereuncovered
byDavid
Evans,
aninvestigative
repo
rter
torBloomberg
News.
See's
report,
which
ranked
Mannatech's
pillsin thetopfive
of 196thatweresubjected
to laboratory
testing,
hasbeena keydocument
used
bythecompany's
400,000-plus
distributorsto promote
its products.
However,
See'sformerdepartment
chairman
told
Evans
thatmerelabtestsareinsufficient
to showeffe
ctiveness
or safety
of such
products
in hum
ans.Thecomplete
story
is availableon http://www.mlm

watch.org.
WARNING
AGAINST
RAWSPROUTS
TheFDAhaswarned
thatrawsprouts
cancause
potentially
dangerous
salmonellaandE.coli0157infection,
particularlyinchildren,theelderly,
andpersons
with weakened
immunesystems.
(In
healthyadults,theseinfections
may
causediarrheabut usuallyrun their
course
without
causing
serious
illness.)
Inanadvisory
issued
inJuly,theagency
advisedthat (a) cookingcansignificantly
reduce
theriskofillness,
(b)consumersshouldcheckthatsandwiches
andsalads
in restaurants
aremade
with! and (c) sproutsgrown
out sprouts
undercleanconditions
inthehomemay
stillpresent
a riskit bacteria
arepresent
in the seedsfrom whichthey are
grown.NF
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Implausible and untested or inadequately tested:
Various nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs); thyrotropin-releasing hormone; cannabis (marijuana); Diltiazam; Nifedipine; Verapamil; low-fat diet;
intravenous yeasts (Proper-my!); pancreatic extract (epropanex); honey-bee venom
(safety is uncertain); octacosanol; superoxide dismutase (SOD); procaine hydrochloride; dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO); Alphasal (formerly Chlororazone or Vitamin
X); allergens; Rodilemid; alpha-fetoprotein; Proneut; immunobiological revitalization; proteolytic enzymes; injections of
calcium orotate or calcium aminoethyl
phosphate; oral calcium + magnesium +
vitamin D; sodium bicarbonate or phosphate; hyperimmune colostrum ("immune
milk"); Nystatin; transcutaneous nerve

stimulation (1NS); ultrasound treatment
applied near the spinal column; magnet
therapy; dental approaches such as correction of bad bite, TMJ treatments, or removal of mercury-amalgam fillings; hysterectomy; allergen-free diet; Kousmine
diet; gluten-free diet; raw food diet (Evers
diet); MacDougal diet; pectin- and fructose-restricted diet; sucrose- and tobaccofree diet; vitamin regimens; mineral supplements; cerebrosides; aloe vera juice;
various enzymes (Wobenzym, digestive
enzymes, Vitafestal, Bilicomb, Panpur,
Panzynorm).
Implausible and known to have significant risk or side effects:
ACTH or other corticosteroids administered into the spinal canal; chloroquine; x-ray treatment; immunosuppression with chlorambusil (Leukoran),
Lumustine, or 5-Fluorouracil; immune

Looki
ng for Scientific
Critiquesof PopularNutritionClaims?
Chances are, they're all here ... in BACKISSUESof

N

modulation with thymus hormones (Thymosin, Thymuline/Facteur
Thymique
Scrique, Thymopoetin 5, TFX-Polfa,
THX, T-Activin); myelin basic protein;
Interferon gamma; interferon inducers
(Tilorone, Poly-ICLC, Staphage Lysate);
Progabide (for spasticity); heart and pancreas extract (Pancorphen); snake venom
(PROven, Venagen, Horvi MS9); cellular
therapy; autogenous vaccines; chelation
therapy; "metabolic therapy"; promazine
hydrochloride (Sparine); Le Gae Therapy
(antibiotics plus hot tubs); acupuncture;
electrical stimulation of the dorsal column
of the spinal cord; sympathectomy; ganglionectomy; surgical spinal cord relaxation (cervicolordodesis); vertebral artery
surgery; surgical implantation of pig brain
tissue; Cambridge or other very-low-calorie liquid diets; high dosage of vitamin C
and various other high-dosage vitamin or
mineral regimens. NF
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\Book Reviews

I

Analysisand Ratings
The following reviews not only offer
analyses but also rate each book as either
RECOMMENDED , NOT
RECOMMENDED, or RECOMMENDED WITH
RESERVATIONS, depending on the
books factual accuracy, reliance on scientific research methods, and usefulness
to readers. Readers who would like to see
specific books reviewed may send their
suggestions (or copies of books) to Nutrition Forum Book Reviews, P.O. Box 664,
Amherst, NY 14226-0664.

HerbalDisaster
VarroE. Tyler
Herbal Medicine: The Use of Herbs for
Health and Healing , by V. Pitman (Rockport, MA: Element Books, 1994), 161 pp.,
soft cover, ISBN 1-85230-591-6.
When I was in London recent ly, I visited
the book stores on Charing Cross Road to
see what was new in the herbal field.
Foyl es, the largest bookstore in the world,
had little to off er. Blackwells across the
street had nothing , but a clerk there referred me to Watkins Books and gave me
the address. When I got there, the sign
above the shop window indicated they
were specialists in mystical and occult literature. On entering, I found an enormous
selection of books devoted to herbal
remedies, mostly by British authors.
This experience clearly denotes the
status of herbal medicine as a nonscience-even
antiscience-in
the U.K.
Although the author of this volume is a
native of the United States, she has clearly
adapted to the British concept, and her
book is a model of the nonscientific/antiscientific approach which I have long referred to as paraherbali sm.
After reviewing the basic elements,
earth, air, fire, and water (to which Ms.
Pitman adds ether to the four Greek originals of Empedocles), she notes that these
intermingle to create three energy patterns, or "humours," that determine our
constitutional type. All of this is based on
Ayurvedic philo sophy and not on that of
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Hippocratic medicine which postulated
four humors. She notes the similarity of
the two syste ms. Apparently, one element
or humor more or less is of relatively little consequence. She then goes on to assert that a knowledge of the activity of
herbs combined with a knowledge of humoural constitution will allow the reader
to form a successfu l "herbal strategy."
This philosophic nonscience gives
way to pure antiscience in some of the
subsequent monograph s on the individual
herbs. Comfrey (Symphytum species) contains extremely toxic pyrrolizidine alkaloids proven to cause cancer of the liver
in small animals and veno-occlusive disease in hum ans. Scientists everywhere
condemn its internal use in unmodified
form, and externally it should be applied
only to intact tissue, not to open wounds.
The author begins her discussion of this
herb with a humour assessment noting
that comfrey strengthens water essence
and cools fire. She then asserts that its carcinogenicity is based on "flawe d research" and that it is one of those "invaluable herbs." One can only infer here that
it may be invaluab le to funeral directors.
Many significant benefits are then cited,
ranging from the treatment of bleeding ulcers and lungs to severe burns.
The potential · toxicity of coltsfoot
(Tussilago fa,fara) which contains the
same type of carcinogenic alkaloids is not
even mentioned in the discussion of that
herb.
A publisher 's note on the copyright
page of this volume indicates that, contrary to its title, the book is not intended
as a replacement for medical advice. I
should hope not!

I NOT RECOMMENDED
HerbalDetails
VarroE. Tyle
r
Hypericum & Depression , by H. H.
Bloomfield , M. Nordfors,
and P.
Mc Williams ( Los Angeles: Prelude Press,
1996), 203 pp., $7.95, soft cover, ISBN
0-931580-36-6.
This book provides an excellent introduc tion in its initial 93 pages to the lay reader
who wants to know the facts about St.
John's wort (hypericum) and its safety
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and utility in treating mild to moderate
depression. The remainder of the volume
is devoted to an analysis of the medical
studies, complete with references, on
which the first part of the volume is
based. It will be of interest to the intellectually curious who want to know the
details.
The first portion of the book consists
of three logical divisions. Part one, "Depre ssion," covers definition and treatment
of the con dition. Part two, "Hyperi cum
Perforatum ," discusses the herb itself.
Part three, "Hyperic um and Depression,"
details the therapeutic use of the herb. The
final part, "Me dica l Studies on Hypericum and Depression, '' pro vides details
on the phannacological and clinical studies supp orting use of the herb.
My main criticism of this otherwise
useful volume deals with the listing on
pages 82-84 of "research-grade"
St.
John's wort products. These are said to
contain the "same exact fonnulation used
in a majority of those [medical] studies."
Most of the controlled studies conducted
on the herb since 1991 have used a
Lichtwer product designated LI 160, and
some of the products listed do not contain
that particular extract. Instead, their status
is based on "b orro wed science"-the
(false) assumption that if a product has a
similar composition to the one tested, it
must have the same chemical activity. Admittedly, the original producer of the
herbal extract is not always listed on the
label and is therefore difficult to identif y,
but the authors could have exercised more
caution in preparing this listing.
Unfortunately, this book is printed on
very poor, newsprint quality paper, probably to keep the price low. Still, a dollar
more for quality paper would have resulted in a much nicer-appearing and
longer-lasting book. Sadly, it is not indexed-a major deficiency in a work of
this quality.
But the volume provides the facts
about St. John's wort without excessive
hyperbole or unreliable anecdotal reports.
If you are curious about the herb and are
looking for an easily unders tood, sciencebased, reliable reference, Hypericum &
Depression will meet your needs. NF

RECOMMENDED
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ONLINE
All recent
editorial
material-including
original
resea
rch,review
articles,
editorials,letters,
andbookreviews-from
JAMA
andtheArchives
Journals
is now
available
online.Userscanviewcompletetextvers
ionsof thearticlesand
search
thesingleor multiplejournals
usingtextwords,authornames,
or relatedarticles.
Linksto refer
encesand
abstracts
arealsoincluded.
Thiscollectionis available
freeofcharge
fora limitedtime.Users
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a free
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contents.
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the onlineJAMA
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OBES
ITYINCRE
ASING
Although
attemp
ts to loseweightare
common
intheUnited
States,
theprevalenceof obesityhasbeensteadi
ly increasing
duringthepast20 years
. On
October
27, 1999,JAMApublisheda
theme
issueurging
thatthisproblem
be
givenhigherpublichealthpriority.
The
leadarticle
noted
thatobesity,
defined
as
a bodymassindex(BMI)equalto or
2, hasincreased
greater
than30 kg/m
from12%in 1991to 17.9% in 1998.
Another
articleconcluded
thatobesity
wasassociated
withhigher
preva
lence
of
highbloodcholesterol,
highbloodpressure,coronary
heart
disease,
osteoporo
sis,andtype2 diabetes
. Otherarticles
dealtwith exercise
patterns,
exercise
equipment,
theeffectoftelevision
viewing by children,recentresearch
advances,
andphysician
counseling.
THEUSEOF
UNCONVENTIONAL
TREATMENTS
Using
data
fromthe1996Medical
ExpenditurePanelSurvey,
researchers
from
YaleUniversity
estimated
thatin 1996,
6.5%of Americans
hadvisitstor both
unconventional
therapies
andconventionalmedical
care;1.8%usedonlyunconventional
services;
59.5%usedonly
conventio
nal care;and32.2%usednei282:651--656
, 1999).
Chirother(JAMA
practors
topped
thelistofuncon
ventional
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The Bizarre Claims of Hulda Clark
Playing dangerously with peop les health
by Stephen Barrett, MD
ulda Regehr Clark, ND, PhD, author
of The Cure for All Cancers and The
Cure for All Diseases, is facing criminal
and civil charges related to her activities.
Clark, 70, claims to cure cancer, AIDS,
and many other serious diseases. She describes herself as an "indepe nden t research scientist " with bachelor's and
master's degrees from the University of
Saskatchewan and a PhD degree in physiology from the Univers ity of Minnesota
( l 958). She also lists a naturopathic (ND)
degree, but the source is not iden tified.
Clark's treatment is available at Century Nutri tion, a
clinic in Tijuana, Mexico ,

where the basic fee for

body of environmental chemicals. Her
book The Cure for All Cancers states:
All cancers are alike. They are all caused
by a parasite. A single parasitel It is the
human intestinal fluke. And if you kill
this parasite, the cancer stops immediately. The tissue becomes normal again.
In order to get cancer, you must have this
parasite. . ..
This parasite typically lives in the
intestine where it might do little harm,
causing only colitis, Crohn's disease or
irritable bowel syndrome, or perhaps
nothing at all. But if it invades a different organ, like the uterus, kidneys or liver, it does a great

Clark claims that

two weeks of "treatment" is $4,500 (plus
IO% tax). This figure
does not include the
cost of a motel room
(approximately $210/
week); meals ($250/
"
•
S,
week); blood tests ($70
each); standard diagnostic
imaging tests ($40 to $400);
dental x-rays (at least $200); "individually tailored" supplements ($400 to
$1,500 for a month's supply); equipment

deal of harm. If it establishes
itself in the liver, it causes
cancer! It only establishes
itself in the Iiver of some
people. These people

all cancers and
many other
diseases are
have propyl alcohol in
their body. All cancer pacaused by
tients (100%) have both
•
propyl alcohol and the inparasite toxins, testinal fluke in their livers.
and pollutants.,, The ~olvent pro~yl alcohol is

(about $350); tooth ext ractions ($80
each); and partial or full dentures ($450).

Bizarre Claims
Clark claims that all cancers and many
other diseases are caused by "parasites,
toxins, and pollut ants" and can be cured
by killing the par asites and ridding the

JANUARY/FEBRUARY
2000

responsible for lettmg the fluke
establish itself in the liver. In order to
get cancer, you must have both the parasite and propyl alcohol in your body.
Clark further alleges:
• The adult fluke "stays stuck to our intestine, (or liver, causing cancer, or
uterus, causing endometriosis, or thymus, causing AIDS, or kidney, causing
Hodgkin's disease)." Or the pancreas,
causing diabetes; the brain, causing
Alzheimer 's disease; the prostate,
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causing prostatiti s; or the skin, causing toxic substances by noting whether the
device makes various sounds when "test
Kaposi's sarcoma.
• "As soon as there are adults in the liver substances" are placed on a plate. The de... a growth factor, called ortho-phos - vice is simply a galvanometer that meapho-tyrosine, appears. Growth factors
sures skin resistance to a low-voltage curmake cells divide. Now YOUR cells rent that passes from the device through a
will begin to divide too! Now you have
probe touched to the patient's hand. Varicancer . . .. Having propyl alcohol in
ous models for home use can either be
your body allows the fluke to develop
commercially purchased or made by the
outside of the intestine."
patient.
Clark's "Zapper' is a low-voltage
• "When the fluke and all its stages have
device
that supposedl y kills parasites,
been ki11ed,the ortho-phospho-tyrosine
bacteria
,
and viruses with electrical enis gone! Your cancer is gone."
• "Clearly, you must do 3 things: (1) Kill ergy, but does not harm human tissue. Its
the parasite and all its stages; (2) stop use is based on Clark's notion that all livletting propyl alcohol into your body ; ing things broadcast a characteristic range
and (3) flush out the metals and com- of radio frequencies and that the device
mon toxins from your body so you can
can issue counterfrequencies that kill unget well."
wanted organisms. The third device is a
• "It is not unusual for someone to have
frequency
generator, which Clark claims
a dozen (or more) of the parasites I
can
electrocute
individ ual organisms.
have samples of. You can assume that
you, too, have a dozen different para- None of these devices has any genuine
medical value.
sites."
• Three herbs, used together, can rid you
Clark's books, herbal products, and
of over I00 types of parasites: black devices are marketed through many Web
walnut hulls, wormwood , and common sites. Her ideas are also advocated by the
cloves. But the amino acids omithine
Dr. Clark Research Associat ion, a group
and arginine improve this recipe.
founded in 1998 by David P. Amrein, a
• Use of these five products will kill the
Scientologist who resides in Switzerland.
cancer-causing fluke in the first five
The
site also reports on Clark's activities
days and the remaining parasites in anand
instructs her followers about what
other two weeks.
they
can do to help her.
• It takes 5 days to be cured of cancer regardless of the type you have . Surgery,
radiation , or chemotherapy can be canCaseHistories
celed , because after Clark's
recipe cures the cancer it
Pages 119-372 contain "case
cannot come back.
,
histories" of 138 cancer pa• All metal (filling s,
S
tients, of whom 103 were
crowns, bridges, etc.)
"cured" and 35 "did not
should be removed
carry out instructions or
from the mou th, a nd
could not be followed."
all teeth with root
The standard way to decanals should be
termine whether a treatextracted, because
ment is effective is to
their presence damcarefully record the naages the immune
ture of the patient's dissystem.
• To prevent recurease before treatment and
rence, stay on a mainto determine the patient's
tenance program of
condit ion
indefinite ly.
killing parasites and give
Clark's reports contain little
yourself a high-dose proinformation about the patient's
gram at least twice a year. Also .
history and no indication that Clark
treat all family members and houseperformed any physical examination s.
hold pets.

f

Clark reports
contain little
information about
the patient's
history and no
indication that
Clark per/ ormed
any physical
examinations.

Clark is also using and promoting
three devices. Her Syncrometer is
claimed to identify diseased organs and
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The only follow-up reports are for a few
patients who returned for further treatment-usuall y a few weeks later. Cancer

[continued
onpage61

High-Dose Vitamin C Aga inst Cancer
Does it work-or is it a Linus Pauling dream?
he claim that vitamin C is useful in
the treatment of cancer is largely attributable to Linus Pauling, PhD. In 1976
and 1978, he and a Scottish surgeon,
Ewan Cameron, MB, ChB, reported that
patients treated with high doses of vitamin C had survived three to four times
longer than similar patients who did not
receive vitamin C supplements. The study
was conducted during the early 1970s at
the Vale of Leven Hospital in Loch
Lomonside, Scotland. Dr. Camero n
treated I 00 advanced cancer patients with
10,000 milligrams of vitamin C per day.
The clinical course of these patients was
then compared with that of 1,000 patients
of other doctors whose records were obtained from the same hospital, but who
had received no vitamin C. The findings
were published in 1976, with Pauling as
coauthor, in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. 1
The 1976 report emphasized that all
of the patients had been "treated initially
in a perfectly conventional way, by operation, use of radiotherapy, and administration of hormones or cytotoxic sub-

dardized protocol. Instead , Pauling and
Cameron attempted to reconstruct what
happened to the control group by examining their medical records. Most cancer
specialists and journal editors are extremely reluctant to accept this type of
study for evaluating the validity of contemporary cancer therapy, primari ly because bias may occur in selecting controls.
In 1982, William D. DeWys, MD,
chief of the clinical investigations branch
of the National Cancer Institute's cancer
therapy program , pointed out that the vitamin C and control groups had not been
properly matched. 4 First he observed that
no data had been published to demonstrate that the patients had been matched
by stage of their disease, functional ability, weight loss, and sites of metastas is, all
of which are important for judging the
stage of the disease. Then he pointed out
that Cameron's patients began getting vitamin C when Cameron judged them "untreatable" and their subsequent survival
was compared to that of the control patients from the time they had been labeled

stances."The vitaminC patientswerere- "untreatable."
ported to have a mean survival time 300
days longer than that of the controls.
Moreover, the vitamin C patients were
said to have shown an improvement in
their quality of life. In response to doubts
about the validity, reliability , and quality
of the control population, Cameron and
Pauling replaced some of the patients and
controls and published another analysis in
September 1978 in the same joumal.2 In
1979, two Japanese researchers affiliated
with the Linus Pauling Instit ute claimed
similar results in two studies totaling 130
cancer patients treated during the l 970s. 3

Faulty Design
The Pauling/Cameron study was not a
clinical trial in which patients were compared to carefully matched patients chosen at random and followed using a stan-

De Wys reasoned that if the two
groups were comparable , the average
time from the initial diagnosis to "untreatable " status should be similar for
both groups. But they were not. He concluded that many of Cameron's patients
had been labeled untreatable earlier in the
course of their disease and would therefore be expected to live longer. DeWys
also noted that more than 20% of the patients in the control group had died within
a few days of being labeled untreatable ,
whereas none of Cameron's patients had
died. This, too, suggested that Cameron's
patients had less advanced disease when
they were labeled untreatable.
In the Japanese study, the treatment
and control groups were treated with various doses and at different times, which
made the conclusions even more questionable.5
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MayoStudy#1
In 1978, the Mayo Clinic embarked on a
prospective, controlled, double-blind
study designed to test Pauling and
Cameron's claims. Each patient in this
study had biopsy-proven cancer that was
considered incurable and unsuitable for
further chemotherapy, surgery, or radiation. The patients were randomized to receive 10,000 milligrams of vitamin C per
day or a comparably flavored lactose
placebo. All patients took a glycerincoated capsule four times a day.
The patients were carefully selected
so that the vitamin C and placebo groups
were equally matched. There were 60 patients in the vitamin C group and 63 in the
placebo group. The age distributions were
similar. There was a slight predominance
of males, but the ratio of males to females
was virtually identical. Performance status was measured using the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group Scale, a clinical scale well recognized by cancer researchers. Most study patients had some
disability from their disease, but only a
small proportion were bedridden. Most
patients had advanced gastrointestinal or
lung cancer. Almost all had received
chemotherapy, and a smaller proportion
had undergone radiation therapy.
The results were noteworthy. About
25% of patients in both groups showed
some improvement in appetite. Forty-two
percent of the patients on placebo alone
experienced enhancement of their level of
activity. About 40% of the patients experienced mild nausea and vomiting, but the
two groups had no statistically significant
differences in the number of episodes.
There were no survival differences between patients receiving vitamin C and
those receiving the placebo. The median
survival time was approximately seven
weeks from the onset of therapy. The
longest surviving patient in this trial had
received the placebo. Overall, the study
showed no benefit from vitamin C.6
After the study was published, Pauling complained in a letter to the editor that
most patients had had extensive prior
chemotherapy and were therefore immunologically compromised-s o no benefit from vitamin C in the patient population should be expected. 7 In response, the

0
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Mayo researchers pointed out that Pauling's own reports had said that all of his
patients had undergone "perlectly conventional" therapy.8 But Pauling maintained
that only 4 of Cameron's 100 patients had
received prior chemotherapy.9 Curiously,
at a meeting in February 1985 at the University of Arizona, Pauling stated that vitamin C therapy could be used along with
all conventional forms of treatment. 10
A 1975 study at the Mayo Clinic had
demonstrated that patients with advanced
cancer can mount an immunologica l response. The study involved forty patients
who had undergone chemotherapy for a
gastrointestinal malignancy . Many of
these patients had immune responses to
BCG vaccine, indicating that people with
advanced cancer are not uniformly or inevitably immunologically compromised .11
Nevertheless, the Mayo researcher decided to retest vitamin C.

MayoStudy#2
Patients in the second Mayo study of vitamin C and cancer had tissue-proven colorectal adenocarcinoma that was considered incurable. They were ambulatory and
had not had chemotherapy. Most had no
symptoms. The patients were carefully
classified according to the interval between
the diagnosis of inoperable disease and
entry into the study, the sites of metastasis,
and whether there was a measurable area of
tumor. A total of 51 patients were randomly
allocated to vitamin C, and 49 patients were
assigned to receive a milk-sugar placebo.
There were no objective regressions
from either placebo or vitamin C for the
19 patients in each group who had measurable tumors. Among the patients who
had symptoms when the study began, 7
(64%) of the 11 vitamin C patients and 11
(65%) of the 17 placebo patients claimed
some degree of symptomatic relief. To be
sure that patients were following the experimenta l protocol, urine specimens
from five patients selected randomly from
the treatment group and six patients from
the control group were analyzed for vitamin C. The vitamin C patients had significant levels, while the five of the six
placebo patients had negligible levels of
urinary vitamin C. (The other patient was
taking medications that made it impossible to interpret the test.)
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The median survival for all patients
was approximately 10-11 months, while
that from entry into the study until "progression" was declared was about four
months. (Progression was declared when a
tumor increased significantly in size, new
metastases occurred, symptoms or performance worsened substantially, or weight
decreased 10% or more.) No meaningful
differences were found between patients
on vitamin C and those on placebo. Thus,
there was no apparent benefit from treatment with high-dose vitamin C.12

MayoStudy#3
Following publication of these results,
some commentators suggested that the
study patients might not have been representative of cancer patients as a wholethat perhaps there was a subtle selection
or referral bias that may have skewed the
results. So a third prospective , randomized, stratified study was conducted under
the auspices of the North Central Cancer
Treatment Group , an international , multiinstitutional , collaborative oncolog y
group. Based primarily at the Division of
Oncology at the Mayo Clinic, the group
also had input from community-based
cancer specialist s in the Upper Midwest,
Louisiana , Montana, Pennsylvania , and
Saskatchewan.
This study included 71 patients on vitamin C and 73 patients on placebo. The
patients were carefully matched by age and
gender. Perfonnance scores indicated that
most of them had some disability from
their advanced cancer. The sites of the primary cancers were virtually identical to
those of the original study-primarily lung
and colorectal cancer- and the distribution
between treatment groups showed no
meaningful differences by diagnosis or
site. All had advanced cancer that had progressed after standard treatment.
Most patients had had prior chemotherapy, and a smaller proportion had undergone radiation therapy . The study
found that the vitamin C group survived
no longer than the placebo group. The
median survival time was approximately
one month, which is fundamentally the
same as in the initial vitamin C study. The
data did show something that was somewhat intriguing . At two weeks after the
onset of therapy, some patients receiving

vitamin C experienced substantial improvement in appetite, strength, and pain
relief. However , these advantages quickly
dissipated so that by 4-6 weeks no meaningful advantage from vitamin C remained. The researchers concluded that
vitamin C had provided transient symptomatic improvement in appetite and
strength for a small proportion of treated
patients . However, survival was not enhanced by vitamin C. 13
Thus, three prospective]y randomized, placebo-controlled studies involving
367 patient s documented no consistent
benefit from vitamin C among cancer patients with advanced disease. Moreover,
high doses of vitamin C can have significant adverse effects. High oral doses can
cause diarrhea. High intr avenous dosage
has been reported to cause kidney failure

due to clogging of the kidney tubules by
oxalate crys tals. 14•15
Despite these hard facts, many individuals still claim that high doses of vitamin C are useful as a cancer treatment. It
is importan t for responsible health professionals to clarify this issue so that patients
neither forfeit scientific care nor put
themse lves at risk by using a product that
has no merit.
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Imaginative Claims for Bromelain 'Diet Pills'
A case of fat delusions?

Q

romelain (also spelled bromelin) is
a mixture of protein-digesting and
-clotting enzymes found in the juice
and stem of the pineapple plant Ananas
comosus (Linne) Merr (Fam Bromeliaceae). A leading textbook of pharrnacognosy (plant medicine) states that bromelain is used to make protein hydrolysates,
to tenderize meat, and in the leather industry.1 There is no scien tific evidence
that bromelain dige sts fats or is effective
as part of a weight-reduction regimen .
In 1995, the Pennsylvania attorney
general obtained an injunction against
Ananas, Inc., a Canadian company that was
marketing bromelain products in Penn sylvania.2The company's claims included:
I

• Users would lose up to 20 pounds in two
weeks and never be hungry.
• No dietary changes or exercise would be
necessary.
• Ananas bromelain was an astonishing
discovery of German researchers who
found an enzyme that digests 900 times
its own weight in fat.
• Six to eight bromelain capsules per day
will force your organism to dissolve all
of its excess fats.
• In a contro lled medical tests three peo-

ple lost their excess weight while eating
more than usual.
• After being absorbed into your bloodstream, bromelain attacks surplus fat in
your hips, thighs, stomach, buttocks, and
calves, to uniformly reduce their size.
• Bromelain will drain fatty accumulations out of your body.
The attorney genera l charged that all
of the above statements were fraudulent ,
false, or misleading . The comp laint noted
that the company had received approximate ly 11,000 orders totaling $385, 000 . A
medical consultant repo rted that:
• No nonpre scription product can produce
weight reduction without reducing
caloric intake, nor can most people lose
weight without increa sing exercise.
• Weight loss is a matter of arithmetic .
There are about 3500 calories stored in a
pound of fat. The solicitation claims that
98% of people using the product lost an
average of 1.8 pounds a day. That would
require an average deficit of 6,300 calories per day. This claim is absurd. Most
people who lead a moderately active life
need about 15 calories per pound to
maintain their weight. Such a person with
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of cancer: reevaluation of prolongation of
survival times in terminal human cancer.
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3. Murata A, Morishige F, Yamaguchi H. Prolongat ion of survival times
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a steady weight of 200 pounds would
consume about 3,000 calories per day.
Even fasting (which would be very dangerous after a few days) would not result
in loss of a pound of fat per day. (Starvation will trigger loss of body fluid, but
that is unsafe and does not contribu te to
meaningful weight reduct ion.)
• Literature for the product claims that a
controlled experiment demonstrated
weight loss among people in Brussels
who took bromelain capsu les. But no

referenee for this allegedstudy is cited.
• Bromelain is not absorbed into the bloodstream and transported throughout the
body. Bromelain is a protein. When eaten
by human s, it is broken down into its
compone nt amino acids and is not absorbed intact into the body. Even if it were
absorbed and could "attack surplus fat,"
the breakdown products would be reassembled into fat and not "efficiently eliminated by your body 's natural functions."
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that they died within a few weeks after
she treated them. Despite all this, hundreds of people appear to regard Clark as
their savior .

[continued
frompage21

treatment results are normally expressed
in terms of cancer-free status or survival
over periods of years. Five-year survival
rates are a common measure. Clark
LegalDifficulties
claims she can tell that patients are cured
In September 1999, Clark was arrested in
as soon as their ortho-phospho-tyrosine
test is negative-within
days or even a San Diego, California, based on a fugitive
warrant from Indiana, where she faces
few hours after her treatment is begun.
charges of practicing medicine without a liThis claim is preposterous.
Thirty-eight of the 103 reports indi- cense. In November , a former patient filed
suit accusing her of negligence and fraud.
cate that the pa tient had been medically
The criminal case originated when
diagnosed with cancer, and most of these
38 had received standard treatment. In 59 Clark lived and practiced in Indiana. In
1993, after a former patient comother cases, however, there was
plained to the Indiana attorney
no indication that the patient
general, a health department
had undergone any medical
I"
official visited her office
test or treatment that
OJ t
and was diagnosed with
would indicate the presAIDS and sent to a laboence of a cancer. (In 10
other cases,
which
ratory for a blood test.
Clark-apparently
Clark diagnosed
as
tipped off by the labHIV infection, there
was no history suggesfound out she was being
investigated and left Inditive of AIDS. In the rest,
ana a few days later. After
it was not clear whether
the patient had been medbeing returned to Indiana ,
•
she was released on $10,000
ically diagnosed with cancer.)
bail. Her trial has been sche duled
Judging from the reports ,
Clark's judgments were based entirely on for February 2, 2000. Meanwhile , her
supporters-who refer to her as a "medthe results of her own peculiar diagnostic
was ical pioneer " -are sending protest letters
tests . If "ortho-phospho-tyrosine"
found in the blood, the patient had cancer. to press outlets and government officials.
The civil case was filed in September
If a "protein 24 antigen" was found in the
blood, the patient had AIDS. And, any- by Esther and Jose Figueroa of New York
where from a few hours to several weeks City against Clark, the Dr. Clark Research
later, if these tests became negative, Clark As sociation , Century Nutrition, and sevconsidered the patient cured. The book eral
associated
individual s. Mrs.
describes how some of the patients who Figueroa, who had been medicall y diaghad consu lted Clark for other prob lems nosed with breast cancer, sought treatwere startled to hear they had cancer or ment in September 1998. The court papers state that she was told that (a) dust
AIDS.
None of the reports provides any from her apartment was responsible for
basis for concluding that Clark's treat- her breast cancer; (b) returning to her
apartment would place her at special risk
ment has the slightest value. The majority
of the people described in the 103 case re- to develop leukemia because of her blood
ports did not have cancer. Of those that type; (c) she had asbestos , lead, and a lot
did, most had received standard medical of copper in her system; (d) the Syncrom treatment or their tumors were in their eter detected a parasite called "rabbit
early stages. In these cases, Clark pro- fluke" inside her breast; (e) she also had
nounced them cured but did not follow E. coli, asbestos is, and salmonella, due to
improper food sterilization ; and (f) sevwhat happened after they left her clinicso she could not possibly know how they eral teeth should be removed and "cavitations" in her lower jaw should be scraped
did afterward. In some cases, she counted
patients as cured, even though she noted out. Clark subsequently arranged for all
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reports provides
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concluding that
Clark's treatment
has the slightest
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of Mrs. Figueroa 's front and molar teeth
to be removed , prescribed more than 30
dietary and herbal supplements to be
taken during a 12-week period, and badly
burned her breast while administering
treatment with a "Zapper " device . During
the 3-month period of treatment , the
tumor increa sed from 1.5 cm to 14 cm.
Despite this fact, Mrs. Figueroa was
fal sely told that she was getting better ,
that tests for "cancer markers" were negative, and that pain she was experienc ing
did not reflect persistence of her cancer.

InternetHelp
The Internet provide s an efficient way to
help victims of quackery. I first learned of
Clark through the healthfraud discusslist ,
several of whose membe rs were familiar
with her activities . When she was arrested, they kept the rest of us informed
about the situation and how to access online news reports. I obtained further information about Clark by reading her books
and accessing Web sites operated by her
advocates . The Quackwatch Web site
(http://www.quackwatch .com)
asks
quackery victims to contact me for help in
getting redress. The site also lists attorneys who are interested in representing
victims in court. The civil suit resulted
from introducing the Figueroa family to
one of our attorneys . NF

Dr. Barrett, a retired psychiatrist who resides in All ento wn, Penns ylvania , is
board chairman of Quackwatch, Inc. and
a board member of the National Council
Against Health Fraud. To join the healthfraud discusslist, send a blank message to
healthfra ud•subscribe@ssr.com and
follow the instructions you receive.

Givea NutritionForum
subscr
iptionto a friend.
Call 800-421-0351
to order bycredit card.
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providers
(usedby 3.3%of thesurvey
population)
, followed
bymassage
(2%),
herbal
remedies
(1.8%
), spiritual
healing
(1.8%), nutritionaladvice (1.1%),
acupuncture
(0.6%),meditation
(0.5%),
andhomeopathic
remedies
(0.4%)
. The
researchers
concluded
thattheuseofunconventional
therapies
wassubstantially
lower
thanhadbeenreported
inprevious
national
surveys
andwasassociated
with
increased
use of physicianservices.
Reprints
areavailable
from Benjam
in
Druss,MD,MPH,950Campbell
Ave.,
116A,
WestHavenl
CT06516.
CANDY
BARPROTEST
SUCCEEDS
Nestle
USAhasagreed
tostopusingthe
"Psycho
Sam,''
"Looney
Jerry,"
names
and"WeirdWally"for its TangyTaffy
bars.Formorethana year,officialsof '
theNational
Alliance
fortheMentally
Ill
(NAMI)hadtriedquietlyto persuade
Nestle
thatthenames
werestereotypes
thatpromoted
stigmatization
of mental
illness.Thecompany
maintained
that
thenames
wererooted
in playfulhumor
thatamused
children
andgavepersonality to its cartoon
characters
. It backed
down,
however
, afterNAMIcalledonits
network
of Stigmabusters
andothersto
protest.FormerFirstLadyRosalynn
Carter
alsoobjected
.
'NUTRACEUTICA
L' BILL
INTRODUCED
TheNutraceutical
Research
andEducationAct(HR3001
), introduced
by Rep.
FrankPallone(D- NJ),wouldreward
thosewhodoclinicalresearch
demonstrating
that"natural"
substances
provide

10. Lowell J. Some notes on Linus
Pauling. Nutrition Forum 2:33- 36, 1985.
I 1. Moertel CG, et al. Clinical studies of methanol extraction residue fraction
of Bacillus Calmette-Guerin as an immuno stimulan t in patient s with advanced
cancer. Cancer Res 35:3075 - 3083 , 1975.
12. Moertel CG, et al. High-dose vitamin C versus placebo in the treatment of
pat ients with advanced cancer who have
had no prior chemotherapy . A randomized
double-blind comparison . N Eng J Med
3 12:137-1 4 1, 1985.

specific
health
ormedical
benefit.
Thebill
defines
"nutraceutical
" asa "dietary
supplement,
food, or medical
food... that
(1)possesses
health
benefits
; and(2)is
safefor humanconsumption
in such
quantity,
andwithsuchfrequency
, asrequired
torealize
suchproperties
." Thebill
provides
thatif theFDAapproves
a petitionforapproval
of a newhealth
claim,
theperson
orcompany
thatdeveloped
the
support
ingevidence
wouldbeentitled
to
exclusive
useofthatclaimfortenyears.
Thebill wouldalsoestablish
the Nutraceutical
AdvisoryCouncil
andperiod
ic
publication
of a Nutraceutical
Indexlistingtheclaims
thathave
been
approved
or
arestillunder
consideration.
HERBAL
GUIDES
NOWIN PAPERBACK
The4theditionofTyler's
Honest
Herbal
provides
a referenced
analysis
of about
120herbsandrelated
substances
, with
eachin a separate
chapter
. Nutrition
can obtaindiscounted
Forumreaders
postpaid
copiesfor $21($24Canada)
fromQuackwatch
, P.O.
Box1747, Allentown,PA 18105.The3rd editionof
Herbs
ofChoice,
whichdiscusses
Tyler's
the clinical uses,costs $17 ($19
Canada)
postpaid
.
SOYPROTEIN
ANDCHO
OnOctober
26,1999,theFDAauthorizedtheuseof healthclaimsaboutthe
roleofsoyprotein
in reducing
theriskof
coronary
heartdisease
(CHO)
onlabelingoffoodscontaining
soyprotein
. The
decision
wasbased
onevidence
thatincludingsoyprotein
ina dietlowinsaturatedfatandcholesterol
mayhelpto reducetheriskofCHO.
Recent
clinicaltrialshaveshown
thatconsumpt
ion ofsoy
protein
compared
tootherprote
ins, such
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13. Tschetter L, et al. A commu nitybased study of vitamin C (asco rbic acid)
in patien ts with advanced cancer . Proceedings of the Am erican Socie ty of Clinical Oncology 2:92, 1983.
14. McAllister CJ , et al. Renal failure secondary to massi ve infu sion of vitamin C. JAMA 252: 1684, 1984.
15. Wong K, et al. Acute oxalate
nephro pathy after a massive intra veno us
dose of vitamin C. Aust NZ J Med
24:410-41 1, 1994. NF

asthosefrommilkor meat,canlower
totalandLDL-cholesterol
levels.Foods
thatcarrytheclaimmustalsomeetthe
requirements
for lowfat,lowsaturated
fat, and low cholesterol
content; the
foodsmade
withthewholesoybean
may
alsoqualifyfor thehealthclaimif they
contain
nofatinaddition
tothatpresent
in thewholesoybean.
Scientific studies
showthat25gramsof soyprotein
daily
in thedietis needed
to showa significantcholestero
l lowering
effect.
Inorder
to qualifyfor this healthclaim,a food
mustcontain
atleast6.25grams
of soy
protein
perserving.Because
soyprotein
canbeadded
to a varietyoffoods,it is
possiblefor consume
rs to eatfoods
conta
iningit at all threemealsandfor
snacks.
Theeligiblefoodsincludesoy
beve
rages, tofu, tempeh, soy-based
. meatalternatives
, and somebaked
goods.An examp
le of a healthclaim
abouttherelationship
between
dietand
the reducedrisk of heartdisease
is:
"Dietslowin saturated
fatandcholesterolthatinclude25gramsof soyproteina daymayreduce
theriskof heart
disease.
Oneservingof (name
of food)
provides
__ grams
ofsoyprote
in."
MILKUSESUPPORTED
TheAmer
icanCouncilon Science
and
Health
(ACSH)
hasissued
a booklet
debunking
several
criticisms
ofmilkbyvegetarian
extremists
. ACSH
agrees
withthe
Amer
icanAcademy
of Pedi
atricsthatthe
bestfoodsfor infants
arehuman
breast
milkorinfant
formula.
Butaftertheageof
oneyear,
theuseofunmodified
cowmilk
is appropriate
. Thebooklet
canbedownor
loadedfromhttp://wWW.acsh.org
purchased
for $5 from the American
Councilon Science
andHealth,1995
Broadway,
NewYork,NY10023.NF
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\Book Reviews

1998), 136 pp., $5.95 paperback . ISBN 185230- 799-4.

I

AnalysisandRatings
Our reviews not only offer analyses but
also rate each book as either RECOMMENDED, NOT RECOMMENDED , or
RECOMMENDED WITH RESERVATIONS, depending on the book's factual
accuracy, reliance on scientific research
methods, and usefulness to readers.

Mismanaging
Cancer
Manfred
Kroger,
. PhD
Cancer: Your Guide to Complemen tary
Therapies, Alternative Techniques, Conventional Treatments , by Philip Baron
(Rockport, MA: Element Books, Inc.,

Published as one in a series called The
Natural Way, this slender booklet steers
the reader away from conventional mainstream medical practice . It is "approved
by the British and American Holistic
Medical Associations." Actually, it does a
pretty good job in the first half explaining
to the lay reader what cancer is and what
the many causes may be. But even here,
among the good, some outlandish statements appear. For example, to "eat
against cancer" you should reduce sugar
intake and eat organic foods as far as possible. Also, modem food-packaging materials are suspect and must be avoided.
The second half of the paperback is a
subtle condemnation of modem medical
practices in cancer treatment and an insis-

Looking
forScientifi
c Critiquesof PopularNutrition
Claims
?
Chanc
es are, they're all here ... in BACK
ISSUESof

tent argument for "natural approaches,"
namely , the "ge ntle alternatives " in cancer therapy. The fo llowing are briefly discussed, with the (false) claim that they are
helpful: acupuncture/acupressure,
aromatherapy , Ayurvedic medicine, homeopathy, herbalism , massage , naturopathy/hydrotherapy, nutritional therapy, reflexology, yoga, tai chi, hypnotherapy,
faith healing, meditation/relaxation, psychotherapy, visualization or imagery,
counseling , art, music, and drama therapy .
All in all, the information provided is
largely promotional for the emerging profession of natural therapists and a broadside
against science-based medical approaches
in cancer research and treatment. NF

NOT RECOMMENDED
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NEWSUPPLEMENT
REGULATIONS
A revised
finalruleonhealth
claimsfor
dietary
supplements
waspublished
on
January
6 andtookeffect
onFebr
uary7
(Federal
Register
65:999
- 1050,2000).
TheDietarySupplement
Health
andEducation
Actof 1994{OSHEA)
permits
claimsthatproducts
affectthestruc
ture
or functionof thebody
, provided
the
manufact
urerhassubstantiating
docuWhy modern-day quacks are sneakier
ments
onfile.Without
priorFDAreview,
produ
cts maynotbeara claimthatthey
and more poweiful than ever
canprevent
, treat,cure
, mitigate
, or diagnose
disease.
Thefinalruleprohibits
by Stephen Barrett, MD & William T. Jarvis, PhD
express
disease
claims(suchas "pre/'1\ odem health quacks are supersale s- systems to "ba lance body chemi stry,"
ventsosteoporosis
") andimplieddiseaseclaims("prevents
bonefragilityin
~ men. They play on fear. They cater to special diets for arthritis . Their product
postmenopausal
women
'\ including
hope. And once they have you, they'll try list is endless.
claimsmadethrough
a product
's name
What sells is not the quality of their
to keep you coming back for more. Sel("CircuCure
") or throughpicturesor
dom do their victims realize how often or products , but their ability to influence
symbols
. Theruleperm
its health
-mainhow skillfully they are cheated. Does the their audience . To those in pain, they
tenance
claims
("maintains
ahealt
hy cirmother who feels good as she hands her promise relief. To the incurable , they
culatorysystem
"); othernondisease child a vitamin think to ask herself offer hope. To the nutrition-conscious ,
claims('1for muscleenhancement
,"
whether he really needs it? Do subscribers they say, "Make sure you have enough. "
helpsyourelax,
"}; andclaims
forcomto "health food" publications realize that To a public worried about pollution, they
mon,minorsymptoms
associated
with
articles are slanted to stimulate business say, "Buy natural." To one and all, they
pregnancy
, menopause
, or otherlife
promise better health and a longer life.
for their advertiser s? Not usually.
(e.g.j "forcommon
symptoms
of
stages
Most people think that quackery is Modem quacks can reach people emoPMS,
" "for hotflashes
").
tionally. Here is how they do it.
easy to spot. Often it is not. Its

How Quackery Sells

11

SUPPLEMENT
-PROMOTING
LEGI
SLATION
TheFoodStampVitaminandMineral
Improvement
Actof 1999(H.R
.3304)
,
introduced
byRep
. DanBurton(R-IN)
,
wouldpermit
foodstamps
to beusedto
purchase
"nutritional
supplements
providinga vitaminor mineral.
" A similar
bill(S. 1307)
wasintroduced
intheSenatebyTomHarkin
(D-IA)lastJune.
Burtonasserts
thatthesebills"wouldcontributesubstantially
to improving
the
nutritionandhealth
ofa segment
of our
society
thattoooftenfallsbelowrecommended
levels
ofnutrient
consumption
."
Though
somepeople
migh
t benefit
from
sucha program
! a poordietplussupplements
canstillbea poordiet.However,
(a)it wouldbebetter
topromote
dietaryimprovement
thanto encourage
supplement
use;and(b)thebill'swording doesnot appearto excludeirrationally
formulated
products
.

[continued
onpage141

promoters wear the cloak of
science. They use scien-

tific terms and quote(or

What sells is not

AppealsToVanity

Many people mistakmisquote)
scientific
the
quality
of
their
enly believe that vitareferences. Talk show
mins make them feel
hosts may refer to
products, but their energetic
or have rethem as experts or as
ability
to
influence
lieved
various
symp"sci enti sts ahead of
toms.
The
first
step
their time." The very
their audience. ward hooking people to-is
word "quack " helps their
commonly an appeal to cucamouflage by making people
riosity,
persuading the person to try
think of an outlandish characte r
and
see.
The
next
step is an appeal to disselling snake oil from the back of a covregard
logic
and
scientific evidence in
ered wagon- and, of course, no intellifavor
of
personal
experience-to think
gent people would buy snake oil nowaSupplementation
is encourfor
yourself.
days, would they?
aged
by
a
distorted
concept
of
biochemiWell, maybe snake oil isn't selling so
everyone
is
cal
individuality
-th
at
well, lately. But acupunct ure? "Organic "
unique
enough
to
disregard
the
Recomfoods? Hair analysis? The latest diet
book? Megavitamin s? "Stress formulas "? mended Dietary Allowances (RDAs).
Nutritional "cures" for AIDS? Shots to Quacks won't tell you that the RDAs are
pep you up? Business is booming for deliberately high enough to allow for inhealth quacks. Their annual take is in the dividual differences . A more dangerous
billions . Spot reducers, "immune boost- appeal of this type is the suggestion that
ers," water purifiers , "ergogenic aids," although a remedy for a serious disease
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Turning
Customers
intoSalespeople
Most people who think an unorthodox
method has helped them enjoy sharing

their success story with their friends. People who give such testimonials are usually motivated by a sincere wish to help
others. Rarely do they realize how difficult it is to evaluate a "health" product on
the basis of persona l experience. The average person who feels better after taking
a product will not be able to rule out coincidence-or the placebo effect (feeling
better for taking a supposedly positive
step). Since we tend to believe what others tell us of personal experiences , testimonials can be powerfu l persu aders. Despite their unreliability , they are the cornerstone of the quack 's success.
Multilevel companies that sell nutritional product s systematically tum their
customers into sale speop le. "When you
share our prod ucts," says the sales manual

[continuedonpage121

Vulnerability
to Quackery
Victims of quackery usually have one or more of the following vulnerabilities :

Lack of suspicion. Many people believe that if something is printed or
broadca st, it must be true or somehow its publication would not be allowe d. People also tend to believe .what others tell them about personal experience . Many
people believe that any health-related claim in print or in a broa dcast must be true,
and many are attracted ·by promises of quick, painless, or drugless solutions to
their problems·.
Belief in magic. Some people are easily taken in by the prom ise of an easy

solutionto theirproblem.Thosewhobuy one fad diet book afteranotherfall into
this category .

Overconfidenc e. Despite P.T. Barn um's advice that one should "never try to
beat a man at his own game," some strong-willed peop le believe they are better
equippe d than scientific researchers and other experts to tell whether a method
works and that if they look at "all sides" of a controversy they can figure out what
is correct without expert help.
Desperation. Many people faced with a serious health prob lem that doctors
cannot solve become desperate enough to try almost anything that arouses hope.
Many people suffer from chronic aches, pains, or other discomforts for which
medic ine cannot offer clear~cut diagnoses or effective treatment. The more persistent the condition, the more suscepti ble the sufferer may be to promises of a
"cure." Fears of social unacce ptability or growing old (wrinkles, loss of hair and
sensory acuity, decrease d sexual potency , and incontinence) can also lead people
astray.
Alienation . Some people feel deeply antagonistic toward scientifi c medicine
but are attracte d to methods represented as "nat ural" or otherwise uncon ventional.
They may also harbor extreme distrust of the medical profession, the food industry, drug companies, and govern ment agencies .
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Induced Hypoglycemic Treatment
A case of case histories leading to trouble

0

nduced Hypoglycemic Treat ment
(IHT) is one of several cancer-treatment methods offered by BioPulse International, which opera tes clinics in Mexico and Germany and plans to open additional facili ties elsewhere. The company's
Web site states that IHT uses a regu lated
level of insulin and other medicat ions to
induce a sleeping state during which the
attending physician "regu lates blood oxygen levels, body temperature , and pH levels to target the cancerous tumors." The
sessions normally last about an hour.
The "BioPulse program with IHT"
costs $5,000 per week for the first four
weeks and $3,500 per week thereafter.
The program usua lly includes "detoxification" with colonic irrigatio n; intravenous infusions of vitamin, minerals ,
amino acids, and enzymes; oral supp lements; dietary strategies; and referral to
"biological dentists" to remedy alleged
problems caused by amalgam fillings and
root canals. A four-week program that includes one session of whole-body hyperthermia (an unsubst antiated treat ment in
which the body's temperature is temporarily raised to 106°F) costs $24,0 00.
The sleep sessions are usually done once
a day, five days a week, for three to seven
weeks. Advance payment is requ ired.
IHT is claimed to work by (a) starving cancer cells of glucose; (b) raising the
blood pH to an alkaline state that is hostile to tumors; (c) increas ing blood oxygen saturation, which preve nts "anaerobic" tumor cells from thriving; (d) cleansing the body through sweating; and (e)
restoring the body 's energy levels and increasing appetite. However, this rationa le
is not logical.

glycemia could selective ly kill cancer
cells, it stands to reason that diabetics
would have a lower incidence of cancer
as well as a higher recovery rate. But neither of these has been detected.
(b) The body's self-reg ul ato ry
mechanisms keep blood pH within a narrow range. This range is not regu lated by
insulin. Even if insulin could raise the
blood pH, it would have no effect on any
cancer.
(c) Blood oxygen saturation is not
reg ulated by insulin. Nor are tumors
anaerobic . The theory that tumor cells
thrive when oxygen-deprived was discredited more than fifty years ago.
Growth requires both nutrients and oxygen. Solid tumors require more because
they grow faster than the corresponding
normal cells.
(d) The main substance excreted in
sweat is sodium chloride (table salt},
which is why sweat tastes salty. Most
chemical waste products are excreted by
the liver and kidneys. Increasi ng perspiration does not "detoxify" the body. Nor
is there any valid reason to believe that
"accum ulated toxins" are responsible for
the majority of cancers or that removing
such alleged chemicals would be therapeutic.
(e) Hypog lycemic episodes are usually followed by several hours of depressed functioning. Many factors can influence how energetic people feel. Giving serious ly ill cancer patients new
hope, for example , may make them feel
better-and
more energet ic. But if the
hope proves false, the good feeling will
quickly disappear.

The BioPulse site includes skimpy
case histories of four people who apparently believe that IHT was highly effective
against their cancers, but the reports were
made only a few months after the treat(a) Cancer cells cannot be selective ly
''starved" by lowering blood sugar. If . ment was adminis tered. Three of the pablood sugar is lowered far enough to
tients have also had standard treat ment.
damage cells, the body's brain cells
Three of the reports state that the patients
would be among the first cas ualties. Hystill have evidence of cancer but claim to
poglycemic episodes are fairly common
have improved or stabilized. The standard

among diabetics who take insulin, including diabetics who have cancer. If hypo-

•Thismonth's
ratingsarebyStephen
Barrett,
M.D.,boardchairman
of Quackwatch,
Inc.,
whichis working
hardto improve
thequality
of healthinformationon theWeb.Henow
operatesfour Web sites: Quackwatch
(http://www.quackwatch.com)
, Chl,
robase (http://www.chirobase.org)
MLM Watch(http://www.mlmwatch.
(http://www.nutri
org), and NutriWatch
watch.org
).

B ES T
The Instituteof FoodTechnologists
' redesigned
Website (http://www.ift.org)
provides
ready
access
to itsscientific
status
summaries
and monthly"Communicators
Alert"newslette
r, whichis alsoavailable
by
e-mail.
The Councilfor Agricultural
Science
and
Technology
(CAST)
Website(http://www.
cast-science.
org/castpubs.
htm) providespublications
on food,nutrition,and
agricultural
issues
.
FoodSafety.gov
(http://www.
foodsafety.
a gateway
to government
ingov)provides
formation
onfoodsafety.

WO RS T
Healthexcel(http://www.
healthexcel.
nutritionthrough
com)offers"customized
metabolic
typing."Itsproprietor,
"Ecological
Lifestyle
Advisor''WilliamLinz Wolcott,is
promoted
as "theworld'sleadingauthority
onthemodern
clinicalscience
of metabo
lic
Typing
Diet
typing."HisbookTheMetabolic
includesa questionnaire
to determine
whether
youarethe "proteintype,""carbo
type,"or "mixe
dtype
" andotherself-tests
"to
identifya diet'tailored
to yourbodychemistry,andyoursalone.'
" Histheories
arealso
expoundedon http;lfwww.metabolic
typing.com
. A "self-test"canbeobtained
bymailbysending
a bloodsample
to Wolcott'spartner,
"nutritional pioneer
" Dr.Harold
Krystal,0.0.S. (http://www.bloodph.
aninstructional
com).The$156feeincludes
videoandenough
material
fortwo"bloodpH
tests"thatsupposedly
indicate
whatdietand
supplements
shouldbeused.
.
Nutri-West's
onlinecatalog(http://www
makes
nutriwest.com/index/products)
unsubs
tantiatedclaimsfor a hugeline of
supplement
concoctions
marke
tedprimarily
through
chiropractors.
Toaccess
thecatalog,
readers
mustagreenotto holdthecompany
oranyofitscontr
ibutorsresponsible
for"any
injury,lossor damage
caused
or alleged
to
becaused
byanyinforma
tion withintheentireProduct
Catalog."

[continued
onpage16]
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[continued
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plify. To promot e "organic " foods , they
lump all additives into one class and atof one such company , "you're not just tack them as "poisonou s." They never
selling. You're passing on news about mention that natural toxicants are preproduct s you believe in to people you care vented or destroyed by modem food techabout. Make a list of people you know; nology. Nor do they let on that many adyou'll be surprised how long it will be. ditives are naturally occurring substances.
This list is your first source of potential
Sugar has been subject to particularly
customers." A sales leader from another vicious attack, being (falsely) blamed for
company suggests, "Answer all objec- most of the world's ailment s. But quack s
tions with testimo nials. That's the secret do more than warn about imaginary ailto motivating people!"
ments. They sell "antidotes " for real ones.
Millions of American s have signed Care for some vitamin C to reduce the
up as multilevel distributors . Like many danger of smoki ng? Or some vitamin E to
drug addicts, they become suppliers to combat air pollutant s? See your local susupport their habit. A typical sales
persalesperson.
pitch goes like this: "How
Quackery' s most serious
would you like to look betform of fear-mongeri ng has
been its attack on water
ter, feel better and have
.
fluoridation.
Although
more energy ? Try my vitamins for a few
•
fluoridation 's safety is
ZS
established beyond sciweeks. " People norentific
doubt, wellmally have ups and
planned scare camdowns, and a friend's
interest or suggestion,
paigns have persuaded
or the thought of taking a
thousand s of communipositive step, may actu,I'/'.
•
ties not to adjust the fluoally make a person feel betride content of their water to
ter. Many who try the vitamins
prevent cavities . Millions of
will mistakenly think they have
innocent children have suffered as
been helped-and continue to buy them, a result.
usually at inflated prices.

r

F l h
a Se ope
for the seriously ill
k ,
quaC ery S
cruelest form
because it can lure
Victims away from
eJJeCtiVe
treatment.

HopeforSale

TheUseofFear

Since ancienttimes,people have sought

Most vitamin promote rs sugges t that
everyone is in danger of vitamin deficiency and should therefore take supplements as "insurapce. " Some suggest that
it is difficult to get what you need from
food, while others claim it is impossible.
Many suggest that stress "robs" the body
of vitamins and creates significant danger
of vitamin deficiencie s.
Another slick way for quackery to attract customers is the invented disease.
Virtually everyone has symptoms of one
sort or another-m inor aches or pains, reactions to stress or hormone variations,
effects of aging, etc. Labeling these ups
and downs of life as sympto ms of disease
enables the quack to provide "treatment."
Food safety and environmenta l protection are important issues in our society.
But rather than approach them logically ,
the food quacks exaggerate and oversim -

at least four different magic potions : the
love potion, the fountain of youth, the
cure-all, and the athletic superpill. Quackery has alway s been willing to cater to
these desires. Yesteryear' s product s were
unicorn horn, specia l elixirs, amulets , and
magical brews. Today 's products are vitamins, bee pollen , ginseng , Gerovital ,
"glandular extracts," special diets , and
many more.
False hope for the seriou sly ill is
quackery 's cruelest form because it can
lure victims away from effective treatment. Even when death is inevita ble,
however , false hope can do great damage.
People who accept the reality of their fate
not only die psycho logically prepared, but
also can put their affairs in order. Those
who buy false hope can waste not only financial resources but what little remaining time they have left.
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ClinicalTricks
The most important factor in quacks ' success is probably their ability to exude selfconfidence, which can be contagious and
spread to patient s and their loved ones.
Even when admitting that a method is unproven, they can attempt to minimize this
by mentioning how difficult and expensive it is to get something proven to the
satisfaction of the FDA these days.
Because people like to make choice s,
quacks often refer to their methods as alternative. However , methods that are unsafe, ineffective, or unproven are not genuine alternati ves to proven ones.
Quacks don't alway s limit themselves
to phony treatment. Sometimes they offer
legitimate treatment as well-the quackery is promoted as something extra. One
example is the "orthomolecular " treatment
of mental disorders with high dosages of
vitamins in addition to standard forms of
treatment. Patients who receive the
"extra" treatment often become convinced
that they need to take vitamins for the rest
of their life. Such an outcome is inconsistent with the goal of good medical care,
which should be to discourage unnecessary treatment. Another clever trick is to
include the product or procedure in a list
of otherwise commonly accepted practices
in order to promote it by association . They
may say, for example , that their method
works best when comb ined with lifestyle
changes (which, quite often, will produce
tangible benefits) .
The one-sided coin is a related ploy.
When patient s on combined (standard and
quack) treatmen t improve, the quack remedy gets the credit. If things go badly, patients are told they arrived too late, and
standard treatment is faulted. Many
quack s who mix proven and unproven
treatment call their approach complementary or integrative therapy.
Quacks also capitalize on the natural
healing powers of the body by taking
credit whenever possib le for improvement in a patient 's condition. One multilevel company-anxious
to avoid legal
difficulty in marketing its herbal concoction-makes
no health claims whatsoever. "You take the product ," a spokesperson suggests on the company's introductory videotape , "and tell me what it does
for you. " An opposite tack- sh iftin g

b/a111e
-i s used by many cancer quacks.
If their treatment doesn't work, it's because radiation and/or chemotherapy have
"knocked out the immune system."
Another selling trick is the use of
weasel words. Quacks often use this technique in suggesting that one or more
items on a list is reason to suspect that
you may have a vitamin deficiency, a
yeast infection, or whatever else they are
offering to fix .
Disclaimers are a related tactic. Instead of promising to cure your specific
disea se , some quacks will offer to
"clean se" or "detoxify" your body, balance its chemistry, bring it in harmony
with nature, or do other things to "help the
body to heal itself." This type of disclaimer serves two purposes . Since it is
impossible to measure these processes, it
is difficult to prove the quack wrong. In
addition, if the quack is not a physician,
the use of nonmedical terminology may
help to avoid prosecution for practicing
medicine without a license.
Books espousing unscientific practices typically suggest that the reader consult a doctor before following their advice. This disclaimer is intended to protect the author and publisher from legal
responsibility for any dangerous ideas
contained in the book. Both author and
publisher know full well, however, that
most people won't ask their doctor. If they
wanted their doctor's advice, they probably wouldn't be reading the book in the
first place .
Sometimes the quack will say, "You
may have come to me too late, but I will
try my best to help you." That way, if the
treatment fails, you have only yourself to
blame. Patients who see the light and
abandon quack treatment may also be
blamed for stopping too soon .
The money-back guarantee is a favorite trick of mail-order quacks. Most
have no intention of returning any money
-but even those who are willing know
that few people will bother to return the
product.
Another powerful persuader-something for nothing-is standard in ads
promising effortless weight loss. It is also
the hook of the telemarketer who
promises a "valuable free prize" as a
bonus for buying a water purifier, a six-

month supply of vitamins, or some other
health or nutrition product. Those who
bite receive either nothing or items worth
far less than their cost. Credit card customers may also find unauthorized
charges to their account.
Another potent technique is cultural
association, in which promoters ally
themselves with religious or other cultural
beliefs by associating their product or service with an article of faith or prejudice of
their target audience.
In a contest for patient satisfaction ,
art will beat science nearly every time.
Quacks are masters at the art of delivering
health care. The secret to this art is to
make patients believe they are cared
about as people. To do this, quacks lather
love lavishly. One way this is done is by
having receptionists make notes on the
patients' interests and concerns in order to
mention them during future visits. This
makes each patient feel special in a very
personal sort of way. Some quacks even
send birthday cards to every patient. Although seductive tactics may give patients
a powerful psychological lift, they may
also encourage overreliance on an inappropriate therapy.

Handlingthe Opposition
Quacks are involved in a constant struggle with legitimate health care providers,
mainstream scientists, government regulatory agencies, and consumer protection
groups. Despite the strength of this science-based opposition, quackery manages
to flourish. To maintain their credibility,
quacks use a variety of clever ploys. Here
are some favorites:
"They persecuted Galileo!" The history of science is laced with instances
where great pioneers and their discoveries
were met with resistance. Harvey (nature
of blood circulation), Lister (antiseptic
technique), and Pasteur (germ theory) are
notable examples. Today's quack boldly
asserts that he is another example of
someone ahead of his time. Close examination, however, will show how unlikely
this is. First of all, the early pioneers who
were persecuted lived during times that
were much less scientific. In some cases,
opposition to their ideas stemmed from
religious forces. Secondly, it is a basic
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principle of the scientific method that the
burden of proof belongs to the proponent
of a claim. The ideas of Galileo, Harvey ,
Lister, and Pasteur overcame their opposition because their soundness can be
demonstrated.
A related ploy , which is a favorite
with cancer quacks, is the charge of conspiracy. How can we be sure that the
AMA, the FDA, the American Cancer Society, drug companies, and others are not
involved in some monstrous plot to withhold a cancer cure from the public? To
begin with, history reveals no such practice. The elimination of serious diseases is
not a threat to the medical professiondoctors prosper by curing diseases , not by
keeping people sick. It should also be apparent that modern medical technology
has not altered the zeal of scientists to
eliminate disease. When polio was conquered, iron lungs became virtually obsolete, but nobody resisted this advancement because it would force hospitals to
change. Neither will medical scientists
mourn the eventual defeat of cancer.
Moreover, how could a conspiracy to
withhold a cancer cure be hoped to succeed? Many physicians die of cancer each
year. Do you believe that the vast majority of doctors would conspire to withhold
a cure for a disease which affects them,
their colleagues and their loved ones? To
be effective, a conspiracy would have to
be worldwide. If laetrile, for example , really worked, many other nations' scientists would soon rea1ize it.
Claims of suppression are used to
market publications as well as treatments.
Many authors and publishers purport to
offer information that your doctor, the
AMA, and/or government agencies
"don't want you to know about."
Organized quackery poses its opposition to medical science as a philosophical
conflict or paradigm shift, rather than a
clash between proven versus unproven or
fraudulent methods . This creates the i11usion of a "holy war" rather than a conflict
that could be resolved by examining the
facts. Another diversionary tactic is to
charge that quackery's critics are biased or
have been bought off by drug companies.
Quacks like to charge that "science
doesn't have all the answers." That's true,
but it doesn't claim to have them. Rather,
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it is a rational and responsible process that
can answer many questions-including
whether procedures are safe and effective
for their intended purposes. It is quackery
that constantly claims to have answers for
incurable diseases . The idea that people
should turn to quack remedies when frustrated by science's inability to control a
disease is irrational. Science may not
have all the answers, but quackery has no
answers at all! It will take your money
and break your heart. Medicine 's shortcomings do not justify what quack s do.
Many treatments advanced by the scientific community are later shown to be
unsafe or worthless. Doctors also make
mistakes. Such failures become grist for
organized quackery 's public relation s mill
in its ongoing attack on science. Actually,
"failures" reflect a key element of science:
its willingness to test its methods and beliefs and abandon those shown to be in-
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NATUROPATHIC
ACCREDITATION
AGENCY
IN JEOPARDY
TheCouncilon Naturopathic
Medical
Education(CNME)
, the accrediting
agencyfor U.S.naturopath
ic medical
colleges,
mayhaveits federal
recognitionwithdrawn.
TheU.S.Department
of
Education
staffandthe National
AdvisoryCommittee
on Institu
tionalQuality
andInteg
rity haveaskedU.S.Secretary
W.Rileyto reject
of Education
Richard
CNME's
petition
for renewal.
According
to a reportin Probemagazine
, therecommendation
was basedon CNME's
failureto respond
appropriately
to misconduct
at oneof thethreeAmerican
schools
it accredits
. Rileyis expected
to
decide
earlythisspring.CNME
hasindicated
thatit willappeal
if itsrecognition
iswithd
rawn.
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ACIDSPROPOSED
TheFDAhaspublished
a proposed
rule
thatwouldrequire
theamount
of trans
including
dietary
supfattyacidsfnfoods,
plements
. to beincluded
in theamount
andpercentage
DallyValuedeclared
in
thenutritionallabeling
of saturated
fats
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valid. True medical scientists have no
philosophical commitment to particular
treatment approaches, only a commitment
to develop and use methods that are safe
and effective for an intended purpose.
When a quack remedy flunks a scientific
test, its proponents merely reject the test.
Each of these ploys represen ts a basic
technique called misdirection-analogous
to what magicians do to shift the audience's attention away from what is important in order to deceive them. When faced
with criticism, quacks deftly change the
subject.

Howto Avoid BeingTricked
The best way to avoid being tricked is to
stay away from tricksters. Unfortunate ly,
in health matters, this is no simple task.
Quackery is not sold with a warning label.
Moreo ver, the dividing line between what

(Federal
Register
64: 62745-62825,
1999)
. When
transfattyacidsarepresent
,
the declaration
of satu
ratedfattyacids
wouldberequi
redto contain
a symbol
thatrefers
toafootnote
stating
thenumber
of grams
oftransfattyacidsperserving.
Trans
fattyacidswouldbesubject
to the
samelimitsassaturated
fatsforthepurposesof nutrient
content
claims.health
claims.or disclosure
anddisqua
lifying

is quackery and what is not is by no
means sharp. A product that is effective in
one situation may be part of a quack
scheme in another. (Quackery lies in the
promise , not the product.) Practitioners
who use effective methods may also use
ineffective ones. Even outright quacks
may relieve some psychosomatic ailments
with their reassuring manner.
This article illustrates how adept
quacks are at selling themselves. Sad to
say, in most contests between quacks and
ordinary people, the quacks still are likely
to win. NF

Dr. Barrett, a retired psychiatrist who resides in Allentown, Pennsylvania, is
board chairman of Quackwatch, Inc., and
a board member of the National Council
Against Health Fraud. Dr. Jarvis, the
council's founder and executive director,
is professor of public health and preventive medicine at Loma Linda University.

benefit
farmers
, consumers
, andtheenvironment.
TheFDAhasstated
thatspeciallabeling
wouldbeinappropriate
unlessa technique
significantly changes
thecomposition
of a food.Proponents
of labelingclaimthat legislationis
needed
to enable
consumers
to exercise
their"rightto choose."
Some
whoadvocatelabelingperceive
it as anefficient
wayto undermine
publicconfidence
in

levels.
TheFDAalsoproposed
todefine
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modified
foods.Forty-eight
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content
claimfor "transfat
free."Theproposalis at http://vm.
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GENETICA
LLYENGINEERED
FOODLABELING
OnNovember
16,Rep.Dennis
Kucinich
,
D-OH,and20 cosponsors
introduc
ed
theGen~tica
lly Engineered
FoodRightto
Know
Act(H.R.
3377).
Thebillwouldrequirelabelsonfoodthatcontains
or is
produced
with genetically
engineered
material,
whichit defines
asmaterial
derivedfromanypartofa genetica
llyengineeredorganism
, withoutregardto
whether
thealtered
molecular
orcellular
characteristics
of theorganism
aredetectable
in thematerial.
TheInstitute
of
FoodTechnologists
hasconcluded
that
geneticmodification
is safe,will increase
worldfoodproduction
, andcan
improveplantcharacteris
tics thatwill
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SECRET
IN INEFFECTIVE
FORAUTISM
Threerecently
published
studieshave
foundnoevidence
thatthehormone
secretinis aneffective
treatment
forautism.
Questions
have
alsobeenraised
aboutits
safety.
In a letterpublishe
d in the Wall
seven
professionStreet
Journa
l (4/16/99),
alswarned
that:(a)since
injectable
secretin
is extracted
frompigintestines
, repeated
doses
mightcause
thebodyto make
antibodies
tosecre
tin; (b)smaller
protein
fragments
in secretin
preparations
mighttriggerimmune
reactions
; (c)theamino
acid
cysteine
, whichis usedto stabilize
the
preparations,
couldcause
other
adverse
effects.Information
aboutthe studiesis
atch.co
m. NF
available
onQuackw
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Analysis
andRatings
Our reviews not only offer analyses but
also rate each book as either RECOMMENDED , NOT RECOMMENDED, or
RECOMMENDED
WITH RESERVATIONS. depending 011 the book '.sfactual
accuracy, reliance on scientific research
methods, and usefulness to readers.

BitterMedicine
Manfred
Kroger,
PhD
The Complete Book of Symptoms &
Treatments, by Roland Bettschart, Gerd
Glaeske, Kurt Langbein , Reinhard Saller,
and Christian Skalnik; edited by Edzard
Ernst (Boston, MA: Element Books,
1998), 953 pp., $24.95 paperback . ISBN
l- 86204-424-4.
Research at Yale University revealed that
in 1996, use of unconventional thera pists
was substa ntially lower in the United
States than had been reported in earlier
surveys. Chiroprac tors topped the list,
with 3.3% of Americans seeki ng treatments from them, followed by massage
(2% ), herbal remedies ( 1.8% ), spiritual
healing ( 1.8% ), nutritional advice ( 1.1% ),
acupuncture (0.6% ), meditation (0.5% ),
and homeopathic remedies (0.4%). Overall, 6.5% of Americans had visited both
conventional and complementary therapists, and 1.8% had sought unconventional services only.
Let's face it, unconventional treatments have alw ays been around , are here
to stay, and will most likely grow larger in
proportion and visibility, as has already
happ ened to vegetarianism and organic
foods. The conflict between its staunchest
adherents and science-base d medicine
will continue unabated. This tug of war is
observed and reported with great interest
by the popular media. That's where this
book, subtitl ed "Your Comprehensive
Guide to the Safety and Effectiveness of
Alternative and Complementary Medicine for Common Ailments," comes in.
We most certai nly do need an impartial,
knowledgeab le, and comprehensive
source to guide us, consumers and profe s-

sionals alike, through this hodgepodge of
dozens of choices available in an often
bizarre bazaar of therapies .
To date this is the best and most comprehensive overview I have seen on the
subject. And it seems to be impartial too.
Consumer Reports couldn't have done it
better. I proudly state that it is a German
book, first published in I 995, and in 1998
translated for Element Books in England.
In the past, that publisher has been overly
partial to authors of alternative medical
therapies. Many of its titles have received
negative ratings by Nutrition Forum. One
might even say that Element Books is not
a proponent of mainstream medicine and
what science stands for. As with most Element books, this one features an appendix
of "useful addresses" (93 on 8 page s),
which most certainly were not in the original German edition. I wonder whether
Europeans are interested in the California
School of Herbal Studies or the Australian
Federation of Homoeopathy. I found it
rather telling that the book's German title,
Bitter Natural Medicine , Effectiveness and
Evaluation of Alternative Treatments, Diagnostic Procedures, and Medications ,
had not been correctly translated into English (the text, however , is an admirable
achievement by translator D. Wood and
editor Profe ssor Edzard Ernst). Bitter
medicine is a pejorative term, some thin g
unplea sant, somet hing forced on an unwilling ailing person, and possibly something that is quite out of the ordinary.
Indeed, the book shows again and
again that most alternative therapies are
out of the ordinary and do not deliver at all
what their proponent s all over the world
claim. Some forty therapi es (from acupressure/sh iatsu to vitamins) are eval uated for
about eighty different maladies (from
AIDS to worms). These labels are provided to readers: useful, may be of some
use, of little use, inappropriate , and not advised. The latter ratings show up more
often than the former. That's no surpri se
when you cons ider that osteoporosis is
pounced upon by twenty diffe rent therapists with many healing promi ·es. For each
ill-health con dition , causes, symptoms and
orthodox treatment are given, and then the
authors cover all the known alternative
therap ies. So we learn that for osteoporosis, aromatherapy is inappropliate , cell
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therapy is not advised. magnetic field therapy is of little use, physical therapies may
be useful as bone strengthening measures,
and willow bark herbal remedy may be of
some use if pain alleviation is sought (it
contains salicin, which may be more readily available as acetyl salicylate in aspirin ,
but that would be crossing over into orthodox drug treatment). The book's twelve diagnostic techniqu es, running the gamut
from dow sing to hair mineral analysis to
pendulum diagnosis, are all rated "not advised as the sole method of diagnosis ."
The five authors , overall, come across
as thorough, authoritative , and objective .
In this exhaustive overview they deal
largely negative blows to alternative treatment, which should not sit too well with
the alternat ive (the politically correct term
nowadays is "co mplementary ") health and
he aling establishment. And it was courageous for Element Books to publish this
information , in view of the loyalty they
have shown for the alternative side in the
past. Three of the authors are freelance
writers with impre ssive health writing
backgrounds ; the other two are medical
doctors and educators, albeit in the complementary medical area. The book's editor is the Director of the Centre for Complementary Health Studies at the University of Exeter, England.
This book is a valuable piece of literature-consumer
intelligence , if you
wish. It provides a rational overview of a
confusing field for layper sons and professionals alike. There are no references in
this work; nevertheless, I will call it a
scholarly, encyclopedic contribution.

I RECOMMENDED
Loveof Tea
ManfredKroger,
PhD
The Herb Tea Book: Blending, Brewing ,
and Serving Teas for Every Mood and
Occasio11, by Susan Clotfelter (Loveland ,
CO: Int erweave Press, 1998), 128 pp.,
$12. 95 paperback. ISBN 1-8830 I 0-60-8.
Here is a slender and pretty booklet, a
good reference and a fun read. Along with
sections on basic nomenclature , history,
and tea processing technology , the volume offers information on home tea
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brewing and all the tools needed to do it
right. Most of it is a collect ion of forty
recipes (with instmct ions) supplied by fifteen tea scholars and other cognoscenti.
All of these recipes involve herbs and
spices to produce beverages under such
rubrics as "energizing ," "relaxing," "comforting," "festive," and "seasonal," plus
two others entitled "g reen teas" and
"chai," the latter a home-blended spicy
tea by and for true tea aficionados.
Some thirty herbal ingredients are
described in the first chapter, including
remarks on their safety. The author challenges her readers to grow and gather a
few of these to make the final result a totally integra ted soothing experience.
The writing is exce11ent, no medical
claims are made, and some interesting facts
are presented. All in all, it's a no-nonsense
book that can be made to work for the production of satisfaction at several levelsculinary, creative, social, and intellectual.
RECOMMENDED

[continued
frompage11]
way to report cancer-treatmen t outcome is
to collect detailed data for at least five
years and to follow enough patients to determine whether the outcome is better than
would be expected from other treatment or
from the natural course of the disease.
Treatment effectiveness cannot be ju dged
from anecdotes, testimonials , skimpy case
reports, or short-term follow-up. BioPulse
began doing IHT in June 1999 and re-

SillyNutrition
ManfredKroger,
PhD
Vitamins & Minerals: A Step-by-Step
Guide, by Karen Sullivan (Rockport,
MA: Element Books, 1997), 58 pp., $
7.95 hardback. ISBN 1-86204-011-7.
Have you ever been attracted to a chic,
good-looking, well-groomed individual?
And then he/she utters a few words and
you are repulsed by what you hear. This
book is like that. I read, I was dazzled , I
shuddered. Under the cute veneer of
packaging and layout, I found some of the
goofie st utterances I've ever encountered.
The whole product is nothing but a motley thirty-page compilation of twelve vitamins and eighteen minerals lifted from
various standard and unreliable sources,
plus twenty-three more pages describing
what they are, what roles they play, where
they are in nature, and how to take them
as supplements.
There is also a list of thirty-four common ailments that might be alleviated by
taking these micronutrients. For arthritis ,

ported "outstanding results" less than
three months later. The results were announced at the annual convention of the
Cancer Control Society and in a cover
story in Altemative Medicine Digest.
Insulin-coma treatment (also called
"insulin shock") was legitimately used to
treat schizophrenia beg inning in the
1930s. Its use declined after electroconvulsive treatment was developed, and it
was abandoned , beginning in the 1950s,
as a potent antipsychotic drugs became

Looking
forScientific
Critiques
of PopularNutrition
Claims?
Chances
are, they're all here... in BACK
ISSUESof

I T I ON

you're advised to increase intake of vitamins A,C,E, D, and B-complex , especially B-5, as well as calcium, magnesium, and copper (worn as a bracelet).
The nonsense of mostly unsubstantiated
claims is repeated over and over again.
The following quotations , halfbaked, inane, and irrational , are samples
of why this booklet should be rejected by
the public:
"In the body, proteins, carbohydrates , and
fats combine with other substances to
yield energy and build bones and tissue."
"Idea lly, vitamins and minerals are
found in all organic foods, but in reality,
processing and other modem methods of
food production may deplete them. Organic food is generally more nutritious. "
"Eat the skins of fruits and vegetables whenever possible (I do admire the
folks who utilize citrus and banana
peels!)."

Enough already! NF
NOT RECOMMENDED

available. Permanent measurab le complications are rare but have included memory impairment, reduced intelligence,
strokes, abnormal heart rhythms, and
even death. The Alternative Medicine Digest report states that BioPulse's sleep
treatmen t is aimed to lower the patient's
blood-sugar levels to "20 mg/dL or
below," which is extremely low. Although
Biopulse reports no complicat ions so far,
insulin coma should not be regarded as
risk-free . NF
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FTCATTACKS
INTERNET
FRAUDS
TheFTChasobtained
consent
agreementsinvolvingthreeInternetmarketers,
onethathadbeensellingEssiac
teaasa cancer
cureandtwothathad
been
selling
cetylmyristoleate
(CMO)
for
andseveral
otherseriousdisarthritis
eases.
Tohelpboosttheirtraffic,twoof
thecompanies
usedmetatags
(keywords
embedded
inthesource
codeforaWeb
pagethatareinvisib
le to an average
consumer
butareusedbysomesearch
engines
to respond
to search
requests)
.
Onealsous_edhyperlinks
to directvisitorsto otherpurportedly
independent
Websitesthatit actually
had created
to
promote
itsproduct
deceptively
.

The Truth About Network Marketing
Turning ordinary people into quacks
by Stephen Barrett, MD

~

DIETARY
GUIDELINES
DRAFTED
The HHS/USDA
DietaryGuidelines
Committee
hasdrafted
thefifth(2000)
Guidelines
torAmeriedition
of Dietary
cans,whichis intendedserveas the
basisoffederal
nutrition
policyandprovideadviceto consumers
aboutfood
choices
thatpromote
healthanddecrease
theriskof chronicdisease.
The
proposed
guidelines-three
morethan
in previous
versions-are:
(1)aimfora
healthy
weight;
(2)bephysica
lly active
eachday;(3)letthepyramid
guideyour
foodchoices;
(4) choose
a varietyof

grains
daily,
especially
whole
grains;
(5)
choose
avariety
offruitsandvege
tables
eachday:(6)keepfoodssafeto eat;(7)
choose
a dietthatis lowin saturated
fat
andcholesterol
andmoderate
intotalfat;
(8) choosebeverages
andfoodsthat
limityourintakeof sugars;
(9)choose
andprepare
foodswithlesssalt;and
{10)if youdrinkalcoholic
beverages,
do
soin moderation.
Thedraftreportis accessible
atwww.ars.usda.gov/dgac
andcanbereadusingAdobe
Acrobat.
Thefinalversion
is expected
laterthis
year.

on't be surprised if a friend or ac-

ally a single page that asks only for identifying information .
herbs, homeopathi c remedies , magnet s,
Many MLM companies publish a
or weight-loss powders with claims that magazine or newsletter containi ng comthey can benefit your health. Millions of pany news, philosophical essays, product
America ns have signed up as distributors information , success stories, and phofor companies that market such products tographs of top salespeople. Most compafrom person to person. Often they
nies, and tens of thousand s of indihave tried the product s, convidual distributors , also maintain Web sites. During a
eluded that they work, and
become suppliers to sup•
recent
search
using
port their habit.
A pyramid scheme google.com, "MLM "
Multilevel marketis an illegal
yielded more than f~ftying
(MLM)-a lso
•
•
three thousand lmks
called network marpromotion ln
and the phrase "netketing-i s a form of
which many
work
marketing "
direct sales in which
yielded more than
independ ent distribupeople at the
twenty thousa nd.

\:1 quaintance tries to sell you vitamins ,

W

tors sell product s, usubottom of the
ally in their customers '
pyramid pay
Questionable
homes, by telephone, or
through the Internet. In
money to a few Financial
theory , distributors can
Opportunity
make money not only from
at the top. Network marketers can buy
their own sales but also from
products "wholesale ," sell them
those of the people they recruit.
"retail," and recruit other distributor s
Becoming an MLM distributor is who can do the same. When enough dissimple and requires no special knowledge tributors have been enrolled, the recruiter
of health or nutrition. Many people do so is eligible to collect a percentage of their
AGRICULTURAL
BIOTECHNOLOGY initially in order to buy their own prod- sales. Companies suggest that this
ucts at a discount. For a small sum of process provides a great money-making
SUPPORTED
A National
Research
Council
committee money-u sually between $35 and opportunity. However , it is unlikely that
hasfoundnoevidence
sugges
tingthat
$ 100-a company sells a distributor kit people who don ' t join during the first few
anycurrently
marketed
genetically
modithat includes product literature , sales aids months of operat ion or become one of the
fiedfoods
areunsafe
toeat.Thecommi
t(such as a videotape or audiotape), price early distributors in their commun ity can
teealsoconcluded
thatnostrictdistinclists, order forms, and a detailed instruc- build enough of a sales pyramid to do
tion manual. The application form is usu- well. And many who stock up on prod[continued
onpage22)
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ucts to meet sales goals get stuck with unsold products that cost thousan ds of dollars. Some compan ies permit direct ordering of their products , which avoids this
prob lem.
An Amway Corporation report indicates that the vast majority of its distributors make very little money. Amway 's
1998 Busine ss Review tabulates figures
gathered from April 1994 through March
1995 from distributors who attempte d to
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make a retail sale, presented the Sales and
Marketing Plan , received bonus money,
or attende d a company or distributor
meeting in the month surveyed . The average gross income for these "active distributors" was $88 per month. The report defines "gross income" as the amount received from retail sales minus the cost of
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RecentMLMRegulatory
Actions
Body Wise International , of Carlsbad, California , markets "fitnes s" products
and weight-management products. In 1995, the FTC charged the company with
making unsubstantiated claims that Cardio Wise was ''designed to give an extra
margin of insurance against heart disease' and that its weight-management products would foster weight loss without dieting . The company signed an agreement
prohibiting it from making unsubstantiated health-relat ed claims in the future.
Nu Skin International, Inc., of Provo, Utah, sells body-care product s and
dietary supplemen ts. Nu Skin's Interior Design division markets expensive antioxidant , phytochemical , and "active enzyme " product s. In 1993, the company
and three of its distrib utors agreed to pay a total of $1,225,000 to settle FTC
charges that they made unsubstantiate d claims for Nutriol Hair Fitness Preparation and two skin-care products. In 1997, the compa ny agreed to pay $1.5 million
to settle charges that it had made unsubstantiated claims for five more of its products. The products, which contained chromi um picolinate and L-carni tine, were
falsely claimed to reduce fat , increase metabolism , and preserve or build muscle .
Morinda, Inc., of Linden , Utah, has allege d that its Tahitian Noni juice can
treat, cure, or prevent numerous diseases, including diabetes, depression, hemorrhoids, and arthritis. In 1998, the attorneys general of Arizona , Califomia , New
Jersey, and Texas announce d a settlement under which the company would no
longer make disease-related claims that are unsubstantiated or lack FDA approval.
The agreement also called for consumer refunds and payment of $100,000 for investigative costs.
In 1998, the FDA ordered Reliv International , Inc., of Chesterfie ld, Missouri, to stop making unsubstantiated claims that its Arthaffect is effective against
degenerative joint conditions.
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In 1998, New Vision International , Inc. , of Scottsdale, Arizona , and a leading distributor agreed to settle FTC charges that they made unsubstantiate d claims
in their advertisements for a dietary supplement combination called "God's
Recipe. " Ads for the recipe had claimed that it could cure Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) or Atte ntion Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) .
Quest IV Health Products, of Arlington , Texas, has claimed that its Restores+ is effective against ADD, ADHD, and specific symptoms related to these
diseases. The company also marketed Caucasicum + as a treatment for alcoholism
and heart disease. In 1999, the Texas attorney general secured a consent agreement
under which the company was required to pay $15,000 and to stop claiming that
the products are effective against these conditions or against any other disease .
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Managing Irritable Bowel Syndrome
The role of diet, eating habits, stress, and more

0

rritable bowel syndrome (IBS)also called irritab le or spastic
colon- is a common functional intestinal
disorder characterized by recurrent abdominal discomfort and abnormal bowel
function. The discomfort often begins
after eating and goes away after a bowel
movement. The symp toms can include
cramps, bloating , constipat ion, diarrhea ,
and a feeling of incomplete emptying.
IBS occurs in about one in five
Americans , more commonly in women,
and more often at times of emotional
stress. It usually begins in late adolescence or early adult life and rarely starts
after the age of fifty. In severe cases, it
can result in missed work days and curtailment of social activities . Although effective help is avai lable , many people
with JBS are too embarrassed , pessimistic, or afraid to seek medical care.
Even worse, some people who consult a
doctor receive insufficient guidance and
conclude that nothing further can be done
for them.

Why SymptomsOccu
r
During nonnal digestion , foods are broken down in the stomach and small intestine so that their nutrients can be absorbed
into the body. Undigested or partially digested portions - mostly in liquid fonnthen enter the large intestine (colon),
where most of the water is reabsorbed .
Movement through the intestines results
from peristalsis, a wave like contraction of
muscles in the intesti nal walls that propel
their contents forward . When all is well,
the end result is stool that is solid but soft
enough to be excreted easily.
Diet, eating habits, stress, and various environmental factors can disrupt the
normal function of the intestines . If the
intestines squeeze too hard or not enough ,
the partially digested food can travel too
rapidly or too slowly through the digestive system. Moveme nt that is too fast
will result in diarrhea , because not

enough water is reabsorbed. Movement
that is too slow can result in constipation,
because too much water is absorbed.
Overly hard squeezing (spasm) can result
in cramps. However , the diarrhea of JBS
can also occur without pain.
ms symptom s occur after eating because of the gastroco lic refle x- increased
movement of the intestinal contents in response to food entering the stomach. The
strength of this reflex can be influenced
by the volume and temperature of the
food and the number of calories it contains. Large meals (particularly high-fat
meals) and large numbers of cold beverages can trigger ms attacks.

Medical Evaluation
A thorough history and physical examination should be obtained. The extent of further evaluation depend s on the patient 's
age, general health, and symptoms . If
symptoms have been present for a long
time and have a typical pattern, the doctor
may rely mainly on the patient 's de cription to diagnose JBS. If symptoms are recent in origin, testing may be needed to be
certain that an infection , inflammation, or
tumor is not respon sible for the symptoms. The tests may include blood tests ,
stool tests, x-ray examination s, and endoscopy (examination of the colon with a
hollow tubular instru ment inserted from
be low).

Managem
entTips
The first step in managi ng ms should be
to identify what triggers the symptom s.
The factors to consider include food intolerances, eating habits , dietary factors,
emotional stress, exercise habits, use of
laxative s, and vitamin C intake. It may
help to keep a diary that relates symptoms
to daily activities.
Many people with lBS are have difficulty digesting lactose (milk sugar). This

[continued
onpage22)
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[continued
frompage18]
products, plus any bonus. It does not take
any business expenses into account. If
this figure include s purcha ses for personal
use, the potential profit would, of
course, be less. The report also
notes that "approxi mately
•
41 % of all distributor s of
record were found to be active."
A pyramid scheme is
an illegal promotion in
which many people at
the bottom of the pyramid pay money to a few
at the top. To ma intain
the process, how ever, the
number of new participants must keep multipl ying-whic h is impossible.
When the suppl y of recruits
dries up, the pyramid will co llaps e,
leav ing almost everyone but the earliest
participants as losers.
To avoid being classified as pyramid
scheme s, multilevel companies must pay
commi ssio ns for retail sales but not for recruiti ng new distributors. However, retail
sales are difficult to sustain because most
steady custo mer s will become distributors
in order to purcha se their products
"wh ole sale." In 1999, the National Association of Attorneys General announced
that complaints about multilevel marketing and pyramid schemes were tenth on
their list of consumer complaints.

encouraging people to try their product s
and credit them for any improvement that
occurs. Most claim that their products are
superior to those of their competitors.
Most multileve l compan ies tell distributo rs not to make claims for the
products except for those found
in com pany literature. (That
way the compa ny can deny
responsibility
for what
dis tributors do.) However, many companies
(or their di stri butor s)
hold sales meetings at
which people are encouraged to tell their
stories to the others in
attendance. Some companies sponsor telep hone
conference calls dur ing
which lead ing distributor s
de scribe their financial suecess, give sales tips, and describe
their personal exper iences with the products. Testimonials also may be pub lished
in company magazines, audiotapes , or
videotapes. Testimonial claims can trigger

ff

Since people
tend to believe

what others tell
them about
personal
.
expenences,
testimonials can
be powerful
persuaders .

enforcement action, but since it is timeconsuming to collect evidence of their
use, government agencies seldom bother
to do so.
Government
enforcement
action
against multil evel companies has not been
vigorous. These companies are usually
left alone unless their promotions become
so co nspic uou s and their sales volume so
great that an agency feels compelled to intervene. Even then, few intervention s
have substantial impact once a company
is well estab lished .

Misguided
Motivation
The "success" of net wo rk marketing lies
in the enthusiasm of its participants. Most
people who think they have been helped
by an unorthodox method enjoy sharing
their success stories with their friends.
People who give such test imonials are
usuall y motivated by a sincere wish to
help their fellow hum ans. Since people
tend to believe what others tell them
about personal experiences, testimon ials
can be powerful per suaders.

Expertmedicalinformation
so fast, you'll have to monitor

Dubious
HealthClaims
More than a hundred mult ilevel companies are marketing hea lth-re lated products. Most claim that their products are effective for preventing or treating disease.
Many false ly claim that their products
strengthen the immune system. Some
merely suggest that people will feel better, look better, or have more energy if
they sup plement their diet with extra nutrients. These sugge stions are typically
acco mpanied by warnings about faulty
diet, food additives, soil depletion, "overprocessed" foods, air and water pollution ,
rising cancer rates, or other alarming issues. A few companies make no claims in
their literature but rely on testimonials

•
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Perhaps the trickie st misconception
about quackery is that persona] experience is the best way to tel1 whether something works. When someone feels better
after having used a product or procedure,
it is natural to give credit to it. However,
this is unwise. Most ailments are self-limiting, and even incurab ]e condit io ns can
have suffic ient day-to-day variation to enable bogus methods to gain large followings. In addition , taking any action often
produces temporary relief of symptom s (a
placebo effect). For these reasons, scientific experimentatio n is almost a]ways
necessary to esta bli sh whether hea]th
methods are rea1ly effect ive. Instead of
testing their products, multilevel companies urge customers to try them and credit
them if they feel better. Some produ cts are
popular because they contain caffei ne ,
ephedrine (a stimulant), valerian (a tranqui1izer), or other sub stance s that produce
mood-a1tering effects.
Another factor in gaining devotees is
the emotiona l impact of group activities.
Imagine , for example, that you have been
fee1ing lonely, bored, depressed , or tired.
One day a friend tells you that ''improving
your nutrition" can he]p you feel better.
After selling you some products , the
friend inquires regular]y to find out
how you are doing. You seem to
feel somew hat better. From
time to time you are invited
to
interesting
lectures
where you meet people
like yourself. Then you
are asked to become a
distributor. This keep
you busy, raises your income, and provides an
easy way to approach
old friends and make
new ones-all in an atmosphere of enthusiasm. Some of your customers express grat itud e,
giving you a feeling of accomp lishment. People who
increase their income , their
social horizons, or their self-es-

process as "sharing" and suggest that
everyone involved is a "win ner." That
simply isn't true. The entire process is
built on a foundation of deception. The
main winners are the company's owners
and the small percentage of distributors
who become sales leaders. The losers are
million s of Americans who waste money
and absorb the misinformation.
Layp erso ns are rarely qualified to
judge whether prospective customers
need supplements-or
medical care. Even
though curative claims are forbidden by
the written poli cies of each company, the
sales process encourages customers to experiment with sel f-treat ment. It may also
promote distrust of legitimate health professionals and their treatment methods.
Former National Council Against Health
Fraud president William T. Jarvis, PhD,
calls MLM "the most effective system
ever devised to turn ordi nary people into
quacks ."

Physician
Involvement
Du ring the past few years, thou sands of
physician s have begun selling hea lth- re lated MLM products to patients in their
offices. The companies most involved appear to be Amway , Nu Skin Interior
Design , and Rexall Showcase Internationa l. Doctors are typically recruited with promises
that the extra income will
replace income lost to
managed care. The products usually cost much
more than similar products marketed through
drugstores
or healthfood stores.
In June 1999, the
AMA House of Delegates approved ethical
guide lin es emphasizing
that physicians should not
coerce patients to purchase
health -related products or
recruit them to participate in
marketing programs in which
the physicians personally benefit ,
financially or otherwise, from the efforts of their patient s. The guidelines
clearly frown on doctors profiting from
the sale of health-related nonprescription

multileve l
products ...
that do have
nutritional value
(such as
vitamins and
low-cholesterol
foods) are
invariably
overpriced and
maybe
unnecessary.

teem can get a psyc hological
boost that not only can improve their
mood but may also a11eviate emotionally
based symptom s.
Multilevel companies refer to this
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products such as dietary supplements.
However , many will continue to do so.

Recommendations
Consumers
would be wise to avoid
hea lth -rela ted multilevel products altogether. Those that do have nutritional
value (such as vitamins and low -cho lesterol foods) are invariably overpriced and
may be unnecessary. Those promoted as
remedies are generally either unproven,
bogus, or intended for conditions that are
unsuitable for self-medication. I do not
believe it is possible to make an honest
living se lling health-related
products
through network mark et ing.
Government agencies should police
the multilevel mark etp lac e aggressive ly,
using undercover investigato rs and filing
crimi nal charges when wrongdoing is detected. People who feel they have been
defrauded by MLM companies should file
com plaint s with their state attorney general and with local FDA and FTC offices.
A letter detailing the events may be sufficient to trig ger an investigation. The more
complaints these agencies receive, the
more likely that corrective action will be
taken. NF

Dr. Barrett, a retired psychiatrist who resides in Allentown, Pennsylvania , is
board chainnan of Quackwat ch, Inc., and

a board member of the National Council
Against Health Fraud. His MLM Watch
Web site (www.mlmwatch.org) provides a
skeptical view of multilevel marketing.
-
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[continued
frompage191
results from a shortage of lactase , an enzyme normally produced by cells lining
the small intestine. Lactase breaks down
milk sugar into simpler substances that
are absorbed into the blood stream . When
there is not enough lactase , undigested
lactose can ferment in the large intestine
and cause nausea, cramps, bloating , flatulence, and diarrhea that begin between
thirty minutes and two hours after consuming lactose-containing foods. The
severity of symptoms varies with the
amount of lactose the individual can tolerate. To determine whether lactose intolerance is a factor in IBS, the patient can experiment to see whether symptoms are related to milk intake. Laboratory testing
may also be useful. If lactose intolerance
is significa nt, lactase drops or tablets can
be added to ordinary milk, low- lactose
products can be substituted, or dairy products can be avoided (in which case the patient should take calcium supplements).
Bloating or excessive gas can also be
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[continued
frompage11]
tionexistsbetween
thehealthandenvironmental
risksposed
·byplantsgeneti-

related to eating habits and diet. Drinking
carbonated beverages can introduce gas
into the intestines and cause abdomina l
pain. Eating or drinking rapid ly, chewing
gum, smoking , nervously gulping air, or
wearing loose dentures can cause some
people to swallow large amounts of air,
some of which reaches the large intestine.
Gas can also be produced by such foods
as beans, onions , broccoli , and cabbage.
Eating more slowly and minimizing gasforming foods may help.
Since caffeine can increase intesti nal
motility , people with IBS should avoid or
minimize the use of caffeine-containing
beverages such as coffee and caffeinated
colas. Fructose or sorbitol (a sugar substitute) can induce diarrhea in some peop le.
Since vitamin C supplements of one gram
per day or more can cause diarrhea , patients with chronically loose stools should
be advised to stop taking them.
Unnece ssary delay in defecation
should be avoided. When an urge is felt,
leaving the stool in the colon may contribute to constipat ion because the longer

the contents remain, the more fluid may
be absorbed. Use of certain laxatives can
perpetuate constipation because the large
intestine can become dependent on them.
People with IBS should not take strong
laxatives .
Increasing the fiber content of the
diet or taking a stool softener such as
methylcellulose or psyllium may help
regulate bowel movements and reduce
both constipation and diarrhea. Dietary
fiber should be increased gradually to
give the body time to adjust. Prescription
drugs are available to slow the movement
of food through the intestines or to relieve
intestinal spasms.
Medication, a hot bath, or a hot water
bottle applied to the abdomen may relieve
an acute attack of abdominal pain. Antispasmodics can also prevent attacks. If a
certain type of activity is known to trigger
an attack, taking an antispasmodic drug beforehand may prevent trouble. If modifiable
sources of stress can be discovered, resolving them may help. Regular exercise can
also help to normalize bowel action. NF
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IRRADIATED
MEATUPDATE
TheU.S.Department
ofFoodSafety
and
Inspection
Servicehasissueda final
ruleonmeatandpoultryirradiation
. The
rule,published
in February
1999,permitsthe useof ionizingradiation
for
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ZINCLOZENGES
ANDCOLDS
TheQuig
ley Corporation
andave(a
" network)
cableTV "homeshopping
haveagreedto halt unsubstantiated
claimsthat Ouigley
's Cold-Eezer
or
Cold-Eezezinc lozenges
can prevent
colds,relieve
allergysymptoms
, reduce
theriskof contract
ing pneumonia
, and
reduce
theseverity
of coldsymptoms
in
children
.NF

IBook Reviews I
Analysis
andRatings
Our reviews not only offer analyses but
also rate each book as either RECOMMENDED, NOT RECOMMENDED, or
RECOMMENDED
WITH RESERVATIONS, depending on the books factual
accuracy, reliance on scientific research
methods, and usefulness to readers.

RiskingKids
Manfred
Kroger,
PhD
Dr Hoffer's ABC of Natural Nutrition
for Children, by Abram Hoffer (Kingston, ON: Quarry Press, 1999), 318 pp.,
$14.95 paperback. ISBN 1-55082-185-7.
As a parent of three children I have always enthusiastically shopped for all
kinds information that might benefit me
and my offspring. I soon realized there are
three genres of nutrition information:
sales literature, scientific literature, and
self-promotional literature. Dr. Hoffer's
book is of the third kind. Under the mantle of science and adorned with academic
degrees, he attempts to induce in his readers a distrust of conventional medicine
and nutrition (including your supermarket
and the food industry in general) and to
sway them to sign on to orthomolecular
treatments. This long word, coined by
Linus Pauling, deals with the treatment of
medical conditions by administering
"heroic" doses of various nutrients or supplements.
Kurt Butler's A Consumers Guide to
"Alternative Medicine " (Amherst, NY:
Prometheus Books, 1992) states that
Abram Hoffer is the Prophet of Niacin,
just as Linus Pauling was the Prophet of
Vitamin C. Niacin can cause all kinds of
unpleasant symptoms, from itching to
stomach bleeding to liver toxicity, and
slow-release niacin products are even
more toxic. Butler points out that it is
ironic that in light of the claim that niacin
can cure schizophrenia, there is evidence
it may actually activate a psychosis. (Also
see J. Freed, Vitamin Politics [Amherst,
NY: Prometheus Books, 1984]).
What I see in this book is lots of self-

promotion. About one-third of it is case
histories of successful treatments. The
reader is told that some two thousand
children have been relieved of learning
and behavioral disorders and chronic illnesses by adjusting nutrient intake. This
book details the author's beliefs and observations with children's nutritional therapy. There are chapters on diagnosis and
treatment of physical and mental illnesses. Invariably, the recommendations
are vitamin and mineral supplements, and
not psychotherapy, surgery, or pharmaceutical intervention (down with Ritalin!). Many parents probably like to
hear what Dr. Hoffer says. He is a great
salesman.
But I read dubious assertions like
"chemical flavor additives ... over the
long haul will be found to be toxic" or
"modern high-tech foods ... produce a
state of chronic ill health" or "overly
processed food is both dead and stale.''
His contempt for what you find in today's
supermarkets is naively belligerent, but it
does form the underpinning to his hypotheses and the diets he prescribes: "No
food which contains added sugars can be
part of the diet."
Parents are advised, before acting on
this book's recommendations to seek two
more opinions, preferably from experts
who base their treatments on science .

fer's fanatical, almost quixotic, attempts
to see his work on vitamin B-3 and schizophrenia acknowledged, accepted, and
put into practice by the "establishment."
As it is well known, antipsychotic drugs
have been proven effective in the control
of mental illness and are now the main
components of current therapy-not
megavitamin/orthomolecular
treatment,
which has been relegated to what is today
euphemistically called "alternative medicine" by those who believe quackery to be
too harsh a term.
If the book has any merit at all, it is
its reporting of the persistent efforts of
one practitioner and one idea that never
found justification. One can almost taste
the author's bitterness oozing from the
pages. Dr. Hoffer comes across as a selfpromoting, energetic, embattled, yet caring person. But his "research" and findings do not convince the critical reader.
The book may serve as an example, a
teaching tool, if you wish, showing a
medical direction taken by a well-meaning professional who propelled himself to
the outside of the playing field. Reading
this book should remind the impartial observer of the ten Red Flags of Junk Science, which are a test for accuracy of information. It was proposed by the Food
and Nutrition Science Alliance (FANSA).
The book raises several of these flags:

I NOT RECOMMENDED

( l ) Recommendations that promise a

Theorywithouta Clue

(2) Dire warnings of danger from a sin-

ManfredKroger,
PhD

(3) Claims that sound too good to be true.

quick fix.

Vitamin B-3 & Schiwphrenia: Discovery, Recovery and Controversy , by
Abram Hoffer (Kingston, ON: Quarry
Press, 1998), 167 pp., $14.95 paperback.
ISBN 1-55082-079-6.
The author was born in 19 I 7, underwent a
medical education in Canada, and spent
his career there practicing medicine and
collecting patient observations in psychiatry. He has published numerous articles
and ten books, invariably and tenaciously
focusing on hypotheses and therapies that
have never entered the mainstream of the
healing profession; all along, his proposals have been highly controversial.
This book tells the story of Dr. Hof-
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gle product or regimen.
(4) Simplistic conclusions drawn from a
complex study.
(5) Recommendations based on a single
study.
(6) Dramatic statements that are refuted
by reputable scientific organizations.
(7) Lists of "good" and "bad" foods.
(8) Recommendations made to help sell
a product.
(9) Recommendations based on studies
published without peer review.
( 10) Recommendations from studies that
ignore the difference among individuals or groups. NF

NOT RECOMMENDED
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Diet
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Minefield
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Vol. 12, No. 4, July/August 1995: Ant i-Science Librarian s and Book
Reviewers; Back to School (Daze)

Vol. 15, No. 5, September/October 1998: Pyruvate: Just the Facts;
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'FATTRAPPER
' GETSTRAPPED
Marketers
of theEnforma
System
have
-charges
of decep
agreed
to settleFTC
tivelyadvertising
thafthe.usercould"eat
whatyouwantand
_never,
ever,
everhave
to dietagain
. Thesystem
consists
of
"FatTrapper
," a chftosan-based
product
theabsorption
of
purported
to prevent
dietaryfat,and''Exercise
in a Bottle,
"a
inpyruvate
productthat supposedly
creases
thebody
's_eapacity
to burnfat.
The systemwas promotedchjefly
30-minute
infomerthroughtelevised
cials, featur
ing formerbaseball
player
SteveGarvey
, as wellas throughthe
company
's Website.Thesettlement
prohibitsthemarketers
frommaking
unsubstantiated
claimsthatanyproduct,
service, or program
: providesweightconrcise;prevents
trolwithout
dietingof'exe
fat absorption
; increases
metabolism
;
burnsfat; or allowsweightlossevenif
userseathigh-fat
foods.Thecompany
mus
t alsopay$1Omillionto beusedfor
refunds
or distributed
to theU.S.Trea
sury
.
0

FIBER
/ COLON
CANCER
LINK
DISPUTED
Evidence
is mounting
thatnolinkexists
between
dietaryfiberintakeandcolon
cance
r. Lastyear,researchers
reported
that a 16-ye
ar prospec
tive studyof
rela
88.757
women
foundnosignificant
tionship
between
fiberintake
andtheoccurrence
of precancerous
polyps(coF
orectaladenomas)
(N Eng J Med
340:169-176,1999).This year,researchersreported
ona clinicaltrialinvolving1429menandwomen
ages40
to 80whohadhadoneor morecolorectal adenomas
removedwithin three
months
before
thestudybegan.
Theparticipants
entered
a· supervised
program
of dietarysupplementation
with either
highamounts
(.13
.5 g perday)or low
amounts
(2 g perday)of wheatbran
fiber
. Ofthe1303subjects
whocompleted
thestudy,
719hadbeenrandomly
assignedto thehigh-fibergroupand
584to thelow-fibe
r group.Bythetime
of the lastfollow
--up colonoscopy
, at
leastoneadenoma
hadbeenident
ified
in 338subjects
(47%)in thehigh-fiber
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Antioxidant RD Is Fill in Some of the Blanks
The latest on vitamins C and E,
selenium, and antioxidants
by Stephen -Barrett, MD

0

he third installment of the Dietary
Reference Intakes (DRis) has raised
the Recom mende d Dietary Allowances
(RDA) for vitamins C and E, lowered the
RDA for selenium for adult males, and
set no RDA for beta-carotene or other
carotenoids. The report also concludes:
(a) insufficient evide nce exists to
suppor t claims that taking
megadoses of these antioxidants can prevent chronic
diseases; (b) most North
American adults get
enough vitamin C, vit-

sessing diets and for other purpo ses. They
are intended to replace the RDAs that the
National Academy of Sciences has been
publishing since I 941.
The DRis are being determine d by
the Standing Committee on the Scientific
Eva luation of Dietary Referenc e Intakes
of the Food and Nutrition Board,
Institute of Medicin e (IOM),
National Academy of Sciences, with help from
Health Canada. (The
IOM is a private , nonprofit organization that

normal-but
damaging physio logical process sometimes
referred to as "oxida tive stress." Such
nutrients are found naturally in many
foods, particularly fruits and vegetables.
They are also added to some foods and
are available as dietary supplements. For
many years, researcher s have sought to
determine the extent to which these antioxidant s may lower the risk of various
chronic diseases. But many unanswered
que stions remain.
The DRis are nutrient -based reference values for use in planning and as-

in the body, the best way to
determine its requirement, which
factors may affect how it works, how the
nutrient may be related to developmenta l
abnormalities or chronic disea se, whether
supplement ation may be beneficial , and
recommen dations for researc h. The first
report, publi shed in 1997, covered nutrients related to bone health (calc ium,
phosphoru s, magne sium , vitamin D, and
fluoride). The second report (1999), covered the B vitamins and choline. The current report covers vitamins C and E, selenium, and carotenoids . The remaining

The Food and
Nutrition Board
amin E, and selenium
health policy
has responded by provides
from their normal
advice under a condiet; and (c) those
charter
changing its basic gressional
who don't can get
granted to the Nationa l
approach to
enough simply by imAcademy of Sciences .)
proving their diet.
The values are being resetting nutrient
Dieta ry
antioxileased in a series of
reference
dants are nutrient s that
seven reports that discuss
help protect cells from a
how each nutrient function s
values.
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four reports will cover macronutrients
(e.g., proteins , fats, carbohydrate s); (b)
trace elements (e.g., iron, zinc); electrolytes and water; and other food components (e.g., fiber, phytoestrogens).

A NewApproach
More than 20 years ago, the RDAs were
defined as: "The levels of intake of essential nutrients that, on the basis of scientific knowledge, are judged by the Food
and Nutrition Board to be adequate to
meet the known nutrient needs of practically all healthy persons. " Since that time,
scientific knowledge about the roles of
nutrient s has expanded dramatically and
many studies have examined relationships between diet and chronic disease.
The Food and Nutrition Board has responded to these developments by changing its basic approach to setting nutrient
reference values. While the RDAs were
based on the amounts needed to protect
against deficiency diseases, the DRis reflect a shift in emphasis from preventing
deficiency to decreasing the risk of
chronic disease. Where adequat e scientific data exist, the DRis will include levels that can help prevent diseases that are
diet related. Instead of a single category ,
the DRis will encompas s four:
( l) Recommended

Dieta ry Allowance (RDA) : The dietary intake that meets the nutrient need
of nearly all (97- 98%) of the
healthy individua ls in a particular age and gender group. The
RDA should be used in guiding
individuals to achieve adequate
nutrient intake aimed at decreasing the risk of chronic disease. It
is based on estimating an average
requirement plus an increase to
account for the variation within a
particular group. The available
evidence allowed the DRI committee to calculate RDAs for vitamin C, vitamin E, and selenium.
(2) Adequate Intake (Al): A recommended intake value based on
observed or experimentally determined approximations of estimates of nutrient intake by a

group (or groups) of healthy people that are assume d to be adequate-use d when an RDA cannot be determined.
(3) Tolerable Upper Intake Level
(UL): The highest level of nutrient intake that is likely to pose no
risk of adverse health effects for
almost all individua ls in the general pop ulation . As intake increases above the UL, the risk of
adverse effect increases. The UL
is not intended to be a recommended level of intake, and there
is no establi shed benefit for individuals to consume nutrients at
levels above the RDA or AI. The
term "t olerable upper intake
level" was chosen to avoid implying a possible beneficial effect. For most nutrient s, it refers
to total intake from food, fortified food, and supp lements.
(4) Estima ted Average Requirement
(EAR): A nutrient value that is
estimated to meet the requ irements of half the healthy individuals in a life- stage or gend er
group. Nutrition policymakers
can use this figure to eva luate the
adequacy of nutrient intakes for
population groups.
The RDAs were developed when
food was usually the only source of nutrients. The need for setting ULs arose because food fortification was increased and
dietary supplement s are being used by
more people and in larger doses .

Interpretation
The DRis are intended to apply to the
healthy general population. RDAs and
Als are dietary intake values that should
minimize the risk of developing a condition or sign assoc iated with the nutrient in
question that has a negative functiona l
outcome. They refer to average daily intake over one or more weeks. They
should not necessarily be expected to replenish individuals who are already malnourished and may not be adequate for
disease states marked by increased requirements. Individuals known to have

{continued
onpage281
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When Promoting Fruit Consumption
Goes Sour
Misleading ads from the
Florida Department of Citrus

A
V

show any single fruit or vegetab le that
was strikingly more protective than others" (JAMA 282:1233-1239, 1998).The
Citrus Department 's "25 percent reduction" figure was derived from a table
showing that the people reporting consumption of one serving per day of citrus
juice had 20% fewer ischemic strokes
than the 20% of people who consumed
the fewest number of servings of fruits
A study published in the October 6 ediand vegetables. The study provides strong
tion of the Journal of the American Medsupport for the prevailing scientific recical Association (JAMA) found that
ommendation to consume at least five
drinking a glass of orange or grapefruit
servings of fruits and vegetables a day.
juice every day may lower the risk of
But it cannot predict the effect of adding
stroke by 25 percent. ...
citrus
juice to your current diet-as the ad
[The researchers] found that insuggests.
creasi ng overall vegetable cons umpt ion
In 1986, the department advertised
reduced the risk of stroke by just four
percent, but increased consump tion of that people who exercised couldn 't get
enough potassium in their diet and that
crucifero us vegetables (broccoli , Brussels sprouts, cauliflower , etc.) cut the risk
the potassium in grapefruit juice not only
by 32 percent. As for fruit, increasing
would provide enough, but would "baloverall consumpt ion lowered stroke risk
ance sodium levels to regulate blood presby 1l percent, but simply d1inking a glass
sure and fight off fatigue." When the Naof orangejuice everyday reducedthe risk tional Advertising Division (NAD) of the
of stroke by 25 percent.
Council of Better Business Bureaus investigated , a department spokesperson
This study, which was well des igned,
said that the potassium deficiency claims
was supported by grants from the U.S.
were based on an opinion survey of athOffice of Dietary Supplements and by the
letes conducted by a nutrition consultant ,
Florida Department of Citrus. The replus a study of the effects of intense consearchers exami ned data on 75,596
ditioning in young men undergoing basic
women, ages 34 to 59, who were folmilitary training. In addition, a literature
lowed for a 14-year period, and on 38,683
survey was provided as substantiation of
men, ages 40 to 75, who were followed
the roles of sodium and potassium as nufor eight years. All of the participants
tritional factors in controlling blood preswere free of cardiovas cular disease when
sure. NAD's inve stigato r replied that the
the studies began. The study found that
data obtained from the studies could not
those with the highe st intake of fruits and
support broadly stated claims and that the
vegetables-particularly cruciferous vegad had overstated the benefits of drinking
etables, green leafy vegetables , and citms
normal quantities of grapefruit juice. The
fruit and jui ce- had the lowest incidence
spokesperson infor med NAO that the
of strokes caused by obstruction of blood
claims had been discontinued and that a
supply to the brain. The researchers
new campaign would promote grapefr uit
noted, however, that "the analyses of individual fruit and vegetab le items did not
or many years, the Florida Department of Citrus has produced ads
that exaggerate the value of citrus products. The most recent example, appear ing
both on television and on its Web site,
suggests that drinking a single glass of orange juice per day can greatly reduce the
odds of having a stroke. According to a
press release on its Web site:

[continued
onpage31J
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Thismonth'sratings
areby Stephen
Barrett,
MD,boardchairman
ofQuackwatch,
Inc-;,which
hardtoimprovethequality
ofhealth
isworking
information
ontheWeb
. Henowoperates
four
Web sites:Quackwatch
(www.quackwatch
.
robase
.org},
com}, Chirobase(www.chi
MLMWat
ch (www.mlmwatch
.org}, and
}.
Nutri
Watc
h (www.nutriwatch.org

B _E S J ,-_,_
Full-te
xt versio
ns of JAMAand all ten ofthe
AMA's specialty journals areaccessibleonline,freeof charge, at jama.ama•assn
.
org/,Allissues sinceDec
·ernber1998areretrievable.
ThefulltextofNutrition
Perspectives
. aquarterly news
letterpublishedbythe Unive
rsity
of California
Extension
Divis
ion, is available
.ucdav
is.edu/pers1
pectives
/
at nutrition
MEDLINEp
lus (www.nlm.nih.gov/med
lineplus
/}, apathway
tothemorethan11millionscientific articles
intheNati
onalLibrary
of
Med
icine's database,
hasgreatly
improved
its
interface
. Thesitealsoprovides
a medical
encyclopedia
andinformation
on9,000prescriptionandoverthe-coun
terdrugs
.
WORST

Nutricom
(www.nutr
icom.cnchost.com
}
market
s "software for the professi
onal" that
providessuppleme
nt recommen
dations in
response
tovarioustests.Its"Symp
tomSurvey"-availabl
e online-asksaboutthefrequencyof 197questions
about symptoms,
mostot whichhavelittleor nothingto do
withdietornutrition
. Other
testsinterpret
(or
misinterpret)
thesignificanceofvarious
laboratorybloodtests.Th~r_ecommended
nu" arecomposedof
tritionsupportprotocols
products
made
byStandard
Process
Laboratories
, a company
witha longhistoryof
ques
tionab
le marke
ting tactics.Nutricom
claimsthatthe products "facilitate
healing
andcellregenerat
ion."
11

},
Emethy®
Medicina
ls (www.emethy.com
whichsells "energymedicineproduc
ts,"
claimsthat (a}its combinations
of herbsand
othernatural
ingredi
ents "transfer
a wireless
'Electrical
Charge'
fromtheglassvialto the
userwithin moments
of use!"(b} Emethy
"easily
andsafely
entersthebodyviathenerve
endings
whichin turnaffect
theentireelectricalcenters
orpathways
throu
ghoutthebody";
(c)"whenthese
electr
icalcenters
arebalanced
theyproduce
a positiveharmonious
flowto
one's entiresystem";
and(d}forpeoplewith
memoryloss,indigestion
, arthritis,stress,
hormonal
imba
lances,
trauma,
immune
problems
, pain,heart
problems
, addiction
s,lowvitality,chronicfatigue,etc., Emethy
allege
dly
helpsto "balance
mental,emotional
and
physica
l energies
associate
d withthese
problemswithinjustmoments
of use."
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intakes are easily obtainable without tak- reason to take more than the RDA of vitaing supplements. The best sources include min C. Also missing was a comment that
citrus fruits, strawberries, broccoli, toma- although smokers who ingest RDA
diseases that greatly increase requirements, or who have increased sensitivity toes, potatoes , peppers , and leafy green amounts of vitamin C might be slightly
vegetables. An eight-ounce glass of or- better off than those who ingest 35 mg
to developing adverse effects associated
with higher intakes, should be guide d by ange juice (from frozen concentrate) sup- less, this "benefit" is trivial when comqualified medical and nutrition personnel. plies about 100 mg of vitamin C. The pared to the devastating effects of smokNutrie nt intake less than the RDA other fruits and vege tables that are ing.
does not necessarily mean that a given in- sources of vitamin C average about 40 mg
dividual is not getting enough of that nu- of vitamin C per serving.
The report sets the upper intake level VitaminE
trient. Healthy individuals who meet the
AI have a low risk of inadequate intake. for vitamin C, from both food and supple- Chemists define vitamin E in eight natuHowever, an intake well below the RDA ments, at 2,000 mg per day for adults. In- rally occurring forms found in food: four
or AI would be a reason to assess the in- takes above this amount can cause diar- tocopherols (alpha -, beta-, gamma-, and
dividual's nutritiona l status through labo- rhea in some people . Any intake above the delta-tocopherol) and four tocotrienols
ratory testing or clinical examination. The RDA is likely to be excreted by the body (alpha-, beta-, gamma- , and deltaIOM expects future publications to pro- unused. Although several studies have re- tocotrienol). The only form of vitamin E
vide more detailed advice on how the ported an inverse correlation between vit- that can be fully utilized by the body is
amin C intake and card iovascu lar disease , alpha-tocopherol. Vitamin E's major
DRis should be interpreted and used.
In many cases, various levels of in- some types of cancer, and cataracts , oth- function is as a chain-breaking antioxitake can have different benefi ts. One level ers have failed to do so. For this reason, dant that is soluble in fatty substance s.
may be related to the risk of deficiency , the DRI committee concluded that there Unlike most nutrients, no specific role in
for example, while another level can in- was not sufficient evidence to estimate a a required metabolic function has been
fluence the risk of chronic disease for that vitamin C requirement based on prevent- found for it.
Recommended daily intake levels
nutrient. For this reason, "nutrient ade- ing any of these conditions.
With respect to the common cold, the were increased for thls nutrient; both
quacy" should be expressed in terms of
concluded
"adequate for what?" For this reason, the report
DRls are far more elaborate than the that large doses of
RDAs and cannot be expressed in a sim- vitamin C (5001,000 mg/day) have
ple table of values.
no significant effect
on the incidence of
the common cold,
VitaminC
Vitamin C functions as a water -solub le but may provide a
antioxidant, which means that it neutral - moderate reduc.:tion
Expert medicalinformation
izes oxidizing agents before they can in duratio n and
damage cells in the body. In addition, it is se verity-pos sibly
so fast, you'll have to monitor
required for synthesis of collagen, carni- because of an antitine, and neurotrans mitters , such as sero- histami nic action.
your own heart rate.
tonin, in humans. Scurvy is the severe deSince vitamin
ficiency disease caused by a lack of vita- C increases the abmin Cina person's diet. Because humans, sorption of iron, the
guinea pigs, and a few other mammals committee recomcannot make their own vitamin C, they mended that further
must meet their vitamin C needs thro ugh research be done to
evaluate the extent
dietary sources.
The recomme nded intakes of vitamin to which vitamin C
C were increased to achieve maximu m may increase the insaturation in the body and antioxi dant cidence of hemoprotection. The new RDAs are 75 mg per chromatosis (iron
day for women, 90 mg daily for men, and overload disease).
all integrated In a power!ul. easy-to-usesearch
Sign up for lree et www.medscape.comand get
The DRI coman additional 35 mg per day for smokers .
engine.FmeWe~
emailand Pl>/Sl(:ian
Web
fasl, tme ac:r;eesto a wealth al cllnlcsl lnlormallon.
Sites are also avallable.For more information,vistt
FulHextjournal articles.timelyrepor!sfrom major
During pregnancy and lactati on, the rec- mittee did not say
www.medscspe.com call H!Q0-661·!1789.
medical wnlerences, and treatment updates am
ommen ded amounts were 80 and 115, re- as much, but based
spectively, for women up to 18 years of on current evidence,
age, and 85 and 120 after age 18. These there is no good
medscape.com
Medscape
01
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women and men should consume 15 mg Selenium
from food. This is equivalent to 22 inter- Selenium functions largely through selenonational units (IU) of natural -source vita- proteins, several of which are enzymes that
in E or 33 IU of the synthetic form.
help prevent cell damage by oxidants from
The upper level, achievable only with the environment or from normal metabolic
supplements, is 1,000 mg of alpha-toco- processes. The RDA is set to maximize the
pherol per day for adults. This amount is
activity of these enzymes. Both women
equivalent to roughly 1,500 IU of
and men should get 55 µg per day
d-alpha-tocopherol, sometimes
of selenium. Food sources inlabeled as natural-source vitclude seafood, liver, meat,
amin E, or 1,100 IU of dland grains. The upper limit
The/OM
alpha-tocopherol, a synfor selenium is set at 400
thetic version of vitamin
considers it
µg per day, including
E. Consuming greater
amounts consumed from
premature to
amounts increa ses the
both foods and supplerisk of bleeding, since
recommend high ments. Greater amounts
high levels of vitamin E
can cause selenosis, a
inta,kes of
act as an anticoagulant.
toxic reaction marked by
The main dietary
vita,min E for the hair loss and nail sloughsources of vitamin E are
ing.
general
edible vegetable oils. At
Selenium intake varies
least half of the tocopherol
popula.tion. according to geographic locontent of wheat germ oil, suncation, but there is no indication
flower oil, cottonseed oil, safflower
of average intakes below the RDA
oil, canola oil, and olive oil is in the form of in the United States and Canada . Dietary
alpha-tocopherol. Soybean and com oils intakes depend on the selenium content of
contain about l Otimes as much gamma-to- the soil where plants are grown or where
copherol as alpha-tocopherol. Other foods animals are raised. Food animals in the
providing vitamin E include unprocessed United States and Canada usually have
cereal grains, nuts, fruits, vegetables, and controlled diets to which seleni um is
meats (especially the fatty parts).
added when the local soil is lacking .
Overt vitamin E deficiency is rare in Thus, the amounts found in muscle meats,
the United States and Canada . It is seen milk, and eggs are more consistent than
only in individuals unable to absorb the vi- those amounts found in plant foods.
tamin because of malabsorption of fat, or While the food distribution syste ms in the
in peoplewith rare, inheritedabnormalities United States and Canada ensure a mix of
that prevent the maintenance of normal plant and animal foods from the broad
blood concentrations. Thus, current dietary range of soil conditions, the selenium
patterns appear to provide enough vitamin content of local foods (e.g., from farmers'
E to prevent deficiency symptoms.
markets) may vary considerably from the
Much spec ulation exists about average values given in food compos ition
whether large doses of vitamin E can pre- databases . However, the variation in selevent coronary heart disease. The D RI nium content of food sources does not apcommittee stated that only one of the four pear to exceed that for many other nutridoubl e-bli nd, placebo-controlled trials ents; and the fact that people obtain their
that have been reported had positive re- food from many sources helps ensure an
sults. For this reason, it considers it pre- adequate supply.
mature to recommend high intakes of vitAlthough two studies have found that
amin E for the general population. The the incidenc e of certain cancers was lower
committee also felt that it is unknown among people with above-RDA intakes of
whether raising vitamin E intake will ben- selenium, this evidence should be considefit people who smoke or are routinely ered preliminary without confirmation by
exposed to cigarette smoke.
a large clinical trial.
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Beta-Carotene
and
OtherCarotenoids
Carotenoids consist of more than 600
compounds that are found in some species
of living organisms, including animals ,
plants, and microorganisms. The most
prevalent carotenoids in North American
diets include bet a-carotene,
alphacarotene, lycopene , lutein, zeaxanthin,
and beta-cryptoxanthin. Beta-carotene,
alpha-carot ene , and beta-cryptoxanthin,
which are converted to vitamin A, are referred to as provitamin A carotenoids.
Beta-carotene is abundant in carrots and
is also found in cantaloupe , broccoli,
spinach, and collard greens. The other
five are found in carrots, orange juice,
tomatoes, spinach, and collard greens.
In laboratory tests, carotenoids act as
antioxidants, but the results have not been
consisten tly duplicated in humans. In addition, data on the adverse effects of
carotenoid overconsumption are contradictory. For these reasons, the report does
not recommend a daily intake level or an
upper intake level for carote noid consumption .
Many epidemiologic studies suggest
that higher blood concentrations of betacarotene and other carotenoids obtained
from foods are associated with lower risk
of macular degeneration of the eye,
cataracts, some cancers, and coronary
heart disease. Although consistent, this
evidence is not enough to establish a requirement for beta-carotene or total
carotenoid intake because the observed
effects may stem from other substances
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found in fruits and vegetables or may be
related to other behavior corre lated with
fruit and vegetab ]e consumption. Three
major double-b lind, randomized clinical
trials using high-dose beta-carotene supplements have found no evidence that
beta-carotene supplements protect against
any cancer; and two of these reported a
higher incidence of lung cancer. Thus the
ORI committee supports existing recommendations for increased fruit and vegetable consumption and advises against
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groupand299subjects
(51%) in the
low-fiber
group.Theauthors
concluded
that"asusedinthisstudy,
adietary
supplement
of wheat-bran
fiberdoesnot
protect
against
recurrent
colorectal
ade(N EngJ Med342:1156-1162,
nomas
2000).
TAXSTATUS
OF
WEIGHT-CONTROL
PROGRAMS
In1999,theAmerican
Obesity
Associationandtenothergroupspetitioned
the
Internal
Revenue
Service
to permitthe
costof weight-loss
treatment
(surgery
,
drug therapy
, behavioral
counseling
,
andweight-control
programs)
to betaxdeductible
. Theagency
responded
that
sucharulingwouldrequire
evidence
eitherthatobesity
itselfisadisease
orthat
weight
lossbyanobese
person
prevents
the onsetof disease.
Theassociation
submittedsubstantiating
information
to
theIRSonMarch
17, 2000.IRSRevenue
Ruling
99-28allows
taxpayers
amedical
deduction
andapproves
theuseofmedicalsavings
accounts
for smoking
cessation programsand medicines.
Weight-control
groups
arealsomobiliz
ingtheirmembers
to askCongress
to
giveweight
-controlprograms
thesame
taxstatus.
NEWWEBSITEFOR
CONTACTING
COMPANIES
PlanetFeedback
haslaunched
aWebsite
(www.planetfeedback
.com) for
channelingconsumercomplaints
,
praise,
andsuggestions
andforpromoting responses
fromthe companies
to
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beta-carotene supple1nentation except to
help prevent or control vitamin A deficiency in populations at risk.

ForFurtherInformation
The full report-Dieta ry Reference Intakes for Vitamin C, Vitamin E, Selenium,
and Carotenoids-costs $45 for the prepublication version , $59.95 for the final
hardcover version, and $39.95 for the
final softcover version. It can be pur-

whichtheyaredirected.
Thesiteproto provide
an efficient
videstemplates
wayto generate
messages
thatareforwarded
totheappropriate
company
officials.Toincrease
impact,
letters
canbe
copiedto government
agencies
, consumerassociations
, friends,
andfamily
.
Thesitealsoprovides
a utilityfororganizingandmonitoring
theircommunicationsto companies,
anonlinecommunity,sharedinformation
on companies
anda "BuyersBuzz"
newsservicefor
consumer
-specific
reports
information
.
PROPAGANDA
TACTIC
DanielE. Shaugnessey,
vicepresident
for governmental
andpublicaffairsfor
the Councilfor Respons
ible Nutrition
,
hasurgedsupplement
-industry
spokes
peopleto vigorously
denyallegations
thatsupplements
areunsafe
andthatthe
industry
is "largely
unregulated
." In the
Foods,
atrade
May2000issueof Whole
magazine
, headvises:
"Alwaystell reporters
thattheFDAsetstheformat
for
supplemental
labelcontent,
requires
approvalfor nutrientcontent
claims,and
can declareproductsmisbranded
or
adulterated."
Althoughthesestatements
areliteral
ly true,theFDAcannotadequately
protect
consumers
because:
(a)
itsenforcement
power
wasgreatly
weakenedbytheDietary
Supplement
Health
andEducation
Actof 1994;(b)it lacks
theresources
to testwhether
products
contain
whattheirlabelssay;and(c)it
lackstheresources
to attacktheenormousnumber
of falseandmisleading
claimsmade
forsupplement
products
.
PRODUCT
LABELSINACCURATE
Researchers
at the Universityof
Arkansas
who tested20 supplement
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productscontainingephedra(ma
huang)
foundmanydifferences
in alkaloidcontent
fromproduct
to product
and
between
twolotsof thesameproduct.
Halfthe productsexhibited
discrepanciesof 20%or morebetween
thelabel
claimandtheactualcontent,
andone
product
contained
noephedra
alkaloids
(AmJ HealthSystPharm
57:963-969,
2000)
. Ephedra
products
aremarketed
as "energyboosters
" and/or"thermogenic"dietaids, eventhoughno publishedclinicaltrials substantiate
that
theyaresafeor effective
for thesepurposes.Theresearchers
alsonotedthat
hundreds
ofsuchproducts
aremarketed
andthattheirnumberexceeds
thatof
conventional
prescription
andnonprescriptionephedra
products
(whichare
FDA-approved
as decongestants)
. The
(Dallas
,
April.issueof D magazine
Texas)
reported
that-at its request-a
leading
laboratory
hadtested
fivebrands
of DHEA,ginger,ginkgobiloba,ginseng,melatonin
, saw palmetto
, St.
John's
wort,and milkthistle.Theginger
andmelatonin
products
contained
the
statedamoun
ts, but1Oof theother30
products
didnot,andafewproduc
ts had
capsules
thateasilyfellapart
PIZZAWARS
Inlinewitha juryverdict,
a federal
court
judgehasruledthatPapaJohn'sPizza
's
claimto have"Better
Ingredients
. Better
Pizza"wasfalseandmisleading
. The
sloganhadbeenthecenterpiece
of the
company
's $300-million
marketing
campaign.TherulingbarsPapa
John's
from
clair:ning
in futurepromotions
thatits
pizzas
aresuperior
unless
theclaimcan
bescientifically
substantiated.
Thejudge
alsoconcluded
thatclaimsof superior

....._

--

sauce
andsuperior
doughandotherattacks
onPizza
Hut's
quality
were
falseand
deceptive
. In addition
to issuingan injunction
, thejudgeassessed
damages
of
$467,619.75.
Papa
Johnisappealing
the
verdict
andhasfileda suitquestioning
Pizza
Hut's
slogan
: "BestPizza
Under
One
Roof"
andcontending
thatPizza
Hutunlawfully
appropriated
images
ofthePapa
s founder
initsownattack
ads.
John
1

'VITAMINO' SNUFFED
RoseCreekHealthProducts
, Inc.,The
Staff
ofLife,Inc.,andtheirpresident
DonaldL Smyth
have
agreed
topay$375,000
in redress
to settleFederal
TradeCommission
charges
thattheymade
falseand
unsubstantiated
health
claims
inadvertising a purported
nutritional
supplement
called"Vitamin
O."Theadsclaimed
that
"Vitamin
O"couldtreatorprevent
serious
diseases
suchascancer,
heartdisease,
andlungdisease
byenriching
thebloodstreamwithsupplemental
oxygen
. Aspart

[continued
frompage271
as a significant source of pota ssium when
part of a heal thy reg im en, includin g
proper diet and exerc ise. Ho wever, a subsequent ad stated that gra pefrui t j uice was
"high in potass ium with no sodium: a
combination that, along with proper diet
and exerc ise, can help contro l blood pressure." This was still misleading because
drinking normal quantiti es of grapefruit
juice is unlikely to lower blood press ure.
In 1993, the department distribu ted a

ofthesettlemen
t, thedefendants
areprohibitedfrom makingunsubs
tantiated
claims
thatthat"Vitamin
O"oranyfood,
drug,or dietary
supplement
theymarket
hasanyhealth
benefit.
ADSFORCHILDRE'N'S
SUPPLEMENTS
The FederalTradeCommiss
ion has
warned
against
misleading
claimsinads
for supplement
products intended
for
children. Regarding
claimsthat the
, product is a "scientificbreakthroug
h,"
miraculous
cure,
" "exclusiveproduct,"
"secret
ingredien
t," or "ancient
remedy
,''
anagency
officialsugges
tedthatparents
askthemselves
, "Ifaproduct
issoamazing, whywouldI bereadingaboutit for
thefirsttimein anad?"
11

HERBAL
CIGARETTES
'NOTSAFER
SantaFe NaturalTobacco
Compa
ny,
Inc.,and Alternative
Cigarettes,
Inc.,
based
in Buffa
lo, NewYork,haveagreed

boo kle t co ntaining several pages of misleadi ng info rmation abou t vitami n C .
Amon g other thing s, the booklet suggeste d that vitamin C "may offer remarkable pro tection aga inst heart disease" and
"can help preven t tuberculosis." (Th e latter claim wa s attrib uted to "Dr . Irwin
Stone," but did not indicate that Stone 's
doct oral cre denti al was a Ph.D. from
nonac credi ted Donsbach University.) The
booklet also claimed that vitam in C must
be ingeste d daily because it cannot be
stored in the body. This claim was false,

Looking
forScientific
Critiques
of PopularNutritionClaims?
Chances
are, they'reall here.. . in BACKISSUESof

. 20%discounton ordersof 1Dor more
Vol. 17, No. 3, May/June 2000: The Truth About Network Mark eting;
Managing Irritable Bowel Syndrome
Vol. 17, No. 2, March/April 2000: How Quackery Sells; Induced Hypoglycemic Treatment
Vol. 17, No. 1, January/February 2000: The Bizarre Claims of Hulda
Clark; High-Dose Vitamin C Again st Cancer; Imaginative Claims

to settleFTCchargesthatadsfor their
cigarettes
weredeceptive.
Santa
FemarketsNaturalAme
rican Spirittobacco
cigarettes
andhasalsosoldtobaccofreeherbalcigarettes.Alternative
Cigarettesmarkets
PureandGoldtobacco
cigare
ttes, as wellas HerbalGoldand
Magicherbalcigarettes
. Bothcompaniesallegedthattheirtobacco-containingcigarettes
weresaferthanothercigarettes
because
theycontained
noadditives.Altern
ativeCigarettes
implied
that
smokingits herbalcigare
ttes did not
posethehealthrisksassociated
withtobaccocigarettes.
Thecompanies
have
agreed
to disclose
prominen
tly infuture
adsthatmakea "no additives" claim:
doesnot
"Noadditivesin ourtobacco
mean
a safercigarette
.'' Bothcompanies
havealso agreedto discloseprominentlyonpackages
andinadsforherbal
cigarettes
: "Herbalcigarettesaredangerous
to yourhealth.
Theyproduce tar
andcarbon
monoxide.
" 'NF

because the body nor mally stores about a
month 's supp ly.
FDA reg ulation s state that health
claim s on food labels must be "co mple te,
tru thful, and not mislead ing." The Fede ral
Trade Commi ssion has a similar policy
for adver tising . The Florida Citrus Commission 's cla ims about oran ge and grapefruit ju ice have certain ly not met this standard. But the remarka ble thing about them
is not their content but the fact the Florida
Departme nt of Citrus is a govern ment
agency! 'NF
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Labeling Trans Fatty Acids
The FDA tries to sort it all out

I:\
\ii

n November 17, 1999, the FDA
published a proposed rule that
would require the amount of trans fatty
acids in food, includ ing dietary supplements, to be included in the amount and
percentage Daily Value declared in the
nutrit ional labeling of saturated fats.
When trans fatty acids are presen t, the declaration of saturated fatty acids would be
requ ired to contain a symbol that refers to
a footnote stating the number of grams of
trans fatty acids per serving . Trans fatty
acids would be subject to the same limits
as saturated fats for the purposes of nutrient content claims, health claims, or disclosure and disq ualifying levels. The
FDA also proposed to define the nutrient
content claim for "trans fat free."

TheBasics
Dietary fats are composed of fatty acids
and glycerol. Dietary fatty acids consist of
carbon chains of various lengths and a terminal carboxyl group. The carbon atoms
in these chains are connected by single or
double bonds. Hydrogen atoms are at-

tachedto the noncarboxylcarbons.A saturated fatty acid has no double bonds between the carbon atoms in the chain. An
unsaturated fatty acid may contain one or
more double bonds between carbon atoms
and, therefore, two fewer hydrogen atoms
per double bond. A fatty acid with a single
double bond is called a monounsaturated
fatty acid. A fatty acid with two or more
double bonds is called a polyunsaturate d
fatty acid. Most natura11y occurring dietary unsatura ted fatty acids are in a "cis"
configuration (i.e., the two hydrogen
bonds attached to two carbons are on the
same side of the molecu le at the double
bond which gives the molecu le a "bend"
at the site of the double bond). These bent
molecules cannot pack easily together , so
fats of these molecu les are more often in a
liquid form. In a trans configuration, the
hydrogen atoms attached to the carbon
atoms at a double bond are not on the
same side of the double bond. ("Trans"
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means "across " in Latin.) This arrangement stabilizes the molecu le in a relatively
straight contour. The FDA is proposi ng to
define trans fatty acids as "unsaturated
fatty acids that contain one or more ...
double bonds in a trans configuration."
Trans fatty acids are primar ily the result of hydrogenatio n, a process by which
hydrogen atoms are added to unsaturate d
sites on the carbon chains, thereby reducing the number of double bonds. In partial
hydrogena tion, some double bonds remain
but may be moved in their positions on the
carbon chain and changed from a cis to
trans configuration. Hydroge nation increases the melting point, shelf life, and
flavor stability of unsaturated fatty acids.
Through hydrogenation, oils (fats in liquid
form), such as soybean, safflower, and
cotto nseed, which are rich in unsatura ted
fatty acids, are converted to semisolids
and solids that are useful in margarines
and vegetable shortenings. Hydrogenat ion
also occurs in the digestive tract of ruminant animals, but the resultant trans fatty
acids comprise only a small percentage of
the total fatty acids of such product .
The partialhydrogenationprocesswas
developed in the 1930s and has been in
widespread commercial use since the
1940s. Dietary fats containing hydrogenated fatty acids, such as those used in
margarine, have gradually greatly displaced animal fats, such as butter and lard,
in the average American diet. About twothirds of the dietary fat consumed in the
1940s was of animal origin. The balance
was reversed by the 1960s, with two-thirds
co ming from fats of vegetable origin. This
trend resulted in a decrease in the intake of
saturated fat and an increase in the intake
of polyunsaturated and trans fatty acids.
The American Heart Association has
recommended that naturally occurring unhydrogenated oil should be used when possible. Atte mpts should be made to substitute unhydrogenated oil for hydrogenated
or saturated fat in processed foods. Softer
margarines should be substituted for harder
margarines and cooking fats .
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ASCN/AIN
Labeling
Recommendations
In l 996, a task force of the American Society for Clinical Nuttition/ American Institute of Nutrition (ASCN/AIN) recom- ~
mended that:
• Trans fatty acids should be added to or
included with saturated fatty acids on
labels.
• Trans fatty acids should be a separate
class on labels.
• There should be a threshold proportion of
trans fatty acids for health claims. This
proportio n (g/portion), if exceeded, will
preclude use of a low-fat, low-saturated
fat descriptor or health claim on the label.
• Fatty acids should be classified as cholesterol-raising and cholestero l-lowering.
The task force indicated that its proposal ignored differences in individual responsiveness to each fatty acid as well as their possible effects on risk factors in chronic diseases other than cardiovascu lar ones. The
FD A's proposed rule noted that more recent
studies have strengthened the link between
trans fatty acids and coronary heart disease
(CHD).

FDAAnalysis
The FDA has concl uded that consuming trans fatty acids (rather than cis-monounsaturated or polyu nsaturated fat) can raise
the level of low-density lipoproteins
(LDL) , which is a major risk factor for
CHD. Although intervent iona l studies are
too short in duration to provide direct evidence of the incidence of CHD, they provide evidence for an effect of dietary trans
fatty acids on LDL. Epidemio logic studies have consistently found associa tions
between estimated dietary intake of trans
fatty acids and the incidence of CHD. The
available studies do not provide a definitive answer to the question of whether
trans fatty acids have an effect on LDL
and CHD risk equivalent to saturated fats
on a gram-for-gram basis. They also do
not provide infmmat ion about mechanisms responsib le for the observe d increases in LDL Howeve r, the repeated
and consiste nt findi ngs under a variety of
con ditions are strong evidence of a relations hip between consumption of higher
levels of trans fatty acids and increased
risk of CHD . NF

